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THE CENTURY DICTIONARY
PREPARED UNDER THE SUPERINTENDENCE OF

WILLIAM DWIGHT WHITNEY, PH. D., LL. D.
PROFESSOR OF COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY AND SANSKRIT IN YALE UNIVERSITY

THE plan of "The Century Dictionary
" in- miliar examples are words ending in or or our ical arts and trades, and of the philological

eludes three things : the construction of a (as labor, labour), in er or re (as center, centre), sciences, an equally broad method has been
general dictionary of the English language in ize or ise (as civilize, civilise) ;

those having a adopted. In the definition of theological and
which shall be serviceable for every literary single or double consonant after an unaccented ecclesiastical terms, the aim of the Dictionary
and practical use ; a more complete collection vowel (as traveler, traveller), or spelled with e or has been to present all the special doctrines of
of the technical terms of the various sciences, with ce or at (as hemorrhage, hcemorrhage) ;

and the different divisions of the Church in such a
arts, trades, and professions than has yet been so on. In such cases both forms are given, manner as to convey to the reader the actual

attempted ;
and the addition to the definitions with an expressed preference for the briefer intent of those who accept them. In defining

proper of such related encyclopedic matter, one or the one more accordant with native legal terms the design has been to offer all the
with pictorial illustrations, as shall constitute analogies. information that is needed by the general
a convenient book of general reference. THE PRONUNCIATION reader, and also to aid the professional reader
About 200,000 words will be defined. The ,., , , , ,, , by giving in a concise form all the important

Dictionary will be a practically complete rec- No attempt has been made to record all the technical words and meanings. Special atten-
ord of all the noteworthy words which have varieties of popular or even educated utter- ti0n has algo been paid to the 3^0^ of-- -_- ^ i-o ,

-
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been in use since English literature has ex-
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or
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to V e determinations made by the principai termg of painting, etching, en-
isted, especially of all that wealth of new words different recognized authorities. It has been

graving and various other art-processes; of
and of applications of old words which has necessary rather to make a selection of words

Architecture, sculpture, archteology, decorative
sprung from the development of the thought

to wh
,
lc alternative pronunciations should be art cerami

'

etcf. o
'

mu8icai tjrms, nautical
and life of the nineteenth century. It will re- accorded, and to give preference among these and ^tary ierms etc.
cord not merely the written language, but the according to the circumstances of each particu-

spoken language as well (that is* all important i
ar ase> m w
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the general analogies and ENCYCLOPEDIC FEATURES,

provincial and colloquial words), and it will in-
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English utterance. The scheme The inclusion of 8O extensive and varied a
elude (in the one alphabetical order of the Die- "7whicn idicated is quite vocabulary, the introduction of special phrases
*; _\ -1,1 :~i:5 ._j i. * j_ simnle. avoidmar over-refinement in the dis- j ", .V,! * .?. F r ^

,and the full description of things often found

to^^^^^'^AT^&S^to essential to an intelligible,
definition of their

Pronunciation on back cover?)
names

,'. Y.
ould alone have given to this Dictaon-

TUC m-vmrvi ,->^icc ary a distinctly encyclopedic character. It has,
DEFINITIONS OF COMMON WORDS. however, been deemed desirable to go some-

The etymologies have been written anew on rn the preparation of the definitions of com- wnat further in this direction than these con-
a uniform plan, and in accordance with the es- mon wordg) there has been at hand, besides ditions render strictly necessary,
tabbshed principles of comparative philology. the material generally accessible to students Accordingly, not only have many technical
It has been possible in many cases, by means of the language, a special collection of quota- matters been treated with unusual fullness,
of the fresh material at the disposal of the tions selected for this work from English books but much practical information of a kind which
etymologist, to clear up doubts or difficulties of an fcjnds and Of all periods of the language dictionaries have hitherto excluded has been
hitherto resting upon the history of particular which is probably mueh iarger than any which added. The result is that " The Century
words, to decide definitely in favor of one of has hitherto been made for the use of an English Dictionary" covers to a great extent the field
several suggested etymologies, to discard nu-

dictionary, except that accumulated for the of the ordinary encyclopedia, with this princi-
merous current errors, and to give for the first Philolo<ncal Society of London. Thousands of Pal difference that the information given is

time the history of many words of which the non-technical words, many of them occurring f9r the most part distributed under the indi-

etymologies were previously unknown or erro- in the classics of the language, and thousands vidual words and phrases with which it is con-
neously stated. Beginning with the current of meanings, many of them familiar, which nected, instead of being collected under a few
accepted form of spelling, each important word have not hitherto been noticed by the diction- general topics. Proper names, both biograph-
has been traced back through earlier forms to arieg; have in this way been obtained. The ial and geographical, are of course omitted, ex-
its remotest known origin. The various prefixes arrangement of the definitions historically, in cept as they appear in derivative adjectives, as
and suffixes useful in the formation of English the order in which the senses defined have en- Darwinian from Darwin, or Indian from India.
words are treated very fully in separate articles, tered the language, has been adopted wher- The alphabetical distribution of the encyclo-

ever possible. pedic matter under a large number of words
HOMONYMS.

_..p
. ._

A-i-iQvjc win, it is believed, be found to be particularly
Words of various origin and meaning but , helpful in the search for those details which

of the same spelling, have been distinguished
-l-hese lorm a very large collection (about are generally looked for in works of reference,

by small superior figures (1.
a

, etc*.). In 200,000), representing all periods and

numbering these homonyms the rule has been branches of English literature. The classics ILLUSTRATIONS,
to give precedence to the oldest or the most of the language have been drawn upon, and The pictorial illustrations have been so se-

familiar, or to that one which is most nearly
valuable citations have been made from less

iected and executed as to be subordinate to the

English in origin. The superior numbers ap-
famous authors in all departments of htera- text whUe posseg8ing a considerable degree of

ply not so much to the individual word as to ture
;

American writers especially are repre- independent suggestiveness and artistic value,
the group or root to which it belongs, hence 8en*ed

gr.
eat

,
er fullness than in any similar To g cure technical accuracy, the illustrations

the different grammatical uses of the same !?
ork

: ^ list f
.
*athor

?r
and

,
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nd edl'
have, as a rule, been selected by the specialists

homonym are numbered alike when they are *3J>
cited will be published with the con- in charge of the various departments, and have

separately entered in the Dictionary. Thus a cludang Part of the Dictionary. in all cages been examine(fby them in proofs,
verb and a noun of the same origin and the DEFINITIONS OF TECHNICAL TERMS. The cuts number about six thousand,
same present spelling receive the same superior M -h __.. hft, %,. dflvntnrl to thn snppial
number. But when two words of the same form termsi of'theT various sciences fine arts me MODE OF 1SSUE

. PRICE, ETC.
and of the same radical origin now differ con- chanical art professions, and trades,' and " The Century Dictionary

" will be comprised
siderably in meaning, so as to be used as dif- much care hag been bestowed upon their treat- in about 6,500 quarto pages. It is publishedfereut words, they are separately numbered. ment . They have been collected by an extended by subscription and in twenty-four parts or

THF ORTHOrR APHY search through all branches of literature, with sections, to be finally bound into six quarto vol-
the design of providing a very complete and umes, if desired by the subscriber. These sec-

Of the great body of words constituting the many-sided technical dictionary. Many thou- tions will be issued about once a month. The
familiar language the spelling is determined sands of words have thus been gathered which price of the sections is $2.50 each, and no
by well-established usage, and, however ac- have never before been recorded in a general subscriptions are taken except for the entire
cidental and unacceptable, in many cases, it dictionary, or even in special glossaries. To work.
may be, it is not the office of a dictionary like the biological sciences a degree of promi- The plan for the Dictionary is more fully de-
this to propose improvements, or to adopt those nence has been given corresponding to the re- scribed in the preface (of which the above is in
which have been proposed and have not yet markable recent increase in their vocabulary, part a condensation), which accompanies the
won some degree of acceptance and nse. But The new material in the departments of biology first section, and to which reference is made,
there a.re also considerable classes as to which and zoology includes not less than five thou- A list of the abbreviations used in the ety-
usage is wavering, more than one form being sand words and senses not recorded even in mologies and definitions, and keys to pronun-
sanctioned by excellent authorities, either in special dictionaries. In the treatment of phy- ciations and to signs used in the etymologies,
this country or Great Britain, or in both. Fa- sical and mathematical sciences, of themechan- will be found on the back cover-lining.

THE CENTURY CO., )) EAST 17 ST., NEW YORK.
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the Protectress) was a war-goddess, represented as clad

In a mantle of goatskin, hearing a shield and an uplifted

spear ami iooomwuiled, like Athena, by a sacred serpent.

2. The third planetoid, discovered by Harding,
at Ijilienthiil, in 1K04 Bird Of Juno, the peacock,
Paoo crixtatus.

Junonian (jtt-n<Vni-an), a. [< L. Junonitu, of

Juno, < JHHII(H-), Juno: see Juno.] Of or per-

i.-iiniiiK to Juno; resembling Juno, or partak-

ing other charui-trristirs.

Juiwnian fulness and grand development of features.

C. 0. M tiller, Manual of Archfflol. (tran.X i 375.

Junonicalt (j<?-non'i-kal), a. [< L. Juno(n-),

tliiuo, + -ic-al.] Junonian.

Yeet do I stll feare me theesc fayre Junonieal harbour*.

Staiuhurnt, .Eneid, 1. 696.

Juno's-rose (jo'noz-roz), n. The white lily,

l.iliniii candidum.
Juno's-tears (jo'noz-terz), H. The European
vervain, t'erbena officinalit.

junt (junt), H. [Appar. a var. of/mP, chunk*.]

1. A large piece; a chunk. [Scotch.] 2. A
squat clumsy person. [Scotch. ] 3t. A worth-

less woman.
Uoa. Daintily abused ! you've put ljunt upon me !

Lucre. Ha, ha, ha !

Hoa. A common strumpet !

Wit. Nay, now
You wrong her, sir ; If I were she I'd have

The law on you for that.

Middktan, Trick to Catch the Old One, v. 2.

junta (jun'ttt), . [= F. jutitc, < Sp. junta

(orig. fein. 61 junto, used as pp. of junta)', con-

voke, congregate) = Pg. juneta, f., a council,

meeting/ L.juneta, fern, of junctus, joined, pp.
of juuyerc, join : see join. Ct. junto.] 1. A
meeting; a council. Seejuwto. Specifically

2. In Spain, a consultative or legislative assem-

bly, either for the whole country or for one of

its separate parts. The most celebrated juntas In

history were that convened by Napoleon In 1808 and the

later revolutionary juntas.

I had also Audience of the King [of Spain], to whom I

delivered two Memorials since, In his Majesty's Name of

(ireat Britain, that a particular Junta of some of the Coun-

cil of State and War might be appointed to determine the

Business. HoiwU, Letters, I. lit 10.

junto (jun'to), n. [An erroneous form ot junta,

< Sp. junta, a council: see junta. The E. form

j a n to came into use at a time when Sp. words

in -a were commonly taken with the term, -o, ap-

par. as seeming more Spanish. Of. bastinado,

< Sp. bastonada.] A private council or assem-

bly; a combination of persons openly or se-

cretly engaged for a common purpose, espe-

cially of a political character; a club of parti-

zans or intriguers; a faction; a cabal; spe-

cifically, in Eng. lii.it., a group of leading Whig
politicians in the reigns of William III. and

Anne, of whom the most important were Som-

ers, Wharton, Russell, and Montague.

How venerable were this Junto! How admirable this

assembly ! J*r. Taylor, Works (ed. 18S5X I. 882.

The puzzling sons of party next appeared,
In dark cabals and mighty juntot met.

Thmnton, Castle of Indolence, I.

That the republic might be governed by lawful magis-

trates, and not by a junta of particular persons.
J. Adams, Works, \ . 98.

Essex Junto in U. S. hist., a name, first used about

1781 which was chiefly applied to a group of extreme

Federalist leaders, mostly connected with Essex county,

Massachusetts, about the end of the eighteenth and the be-

ginning of the nineteenth century. During the presidency

Sf John Adams they were adherents of Hamilton rather

than of the President. Later the name was applied to

the Federalists in general. =Syn. Faction, Camarilla, etc.

Hee cabal^.

iupt, " Same uiWW.
jupardiet, >< A Middle English form of jo)i-

ardy.
iupartt, v. t. An early form ofjeopard.

iupartiet, . An early form of jeopardy.

jupati-palm (J6'pa-te-pam), .

S . Arner. name, + E. palm*.] Raphtat<td>-

iiera, a palm which grows on the rich alluvial

soil on the banks of the Lower Amazon and

Para rivers in Brazil. It has cylindrical leaf-stalks.

which measure from 12 to 15 feet in length, and arc used

3256
This play of our*, just like some vest or jup
Worn twice or thrice, wa* carefully laid up.

fltelmoe. Epigrams (1670).

jupel, H. [OF., also jw-', jui'iil, dim. ofj/,
a jupe: see jupe.] Same as jupon.

jupette (JO-pef), H. [Dim. of jupe.] A jupoii

having a very short skirt.

Jupiter QO'pi-ter), n. [In older English fre-

quently Juppiter; = F. Sp. Pg. Jiwiti-r, < L. Ju-

piter, more correctly Jupfiiter,
OL. Joupiter =

Or. Ztvf xariip, voc. Zev irarep = Skt. l>yu tu-

tor, lit. 'Jove (Zeus) father': see Jove, Zeus,

deity, and father.] 1. In Horn, myth., the su-

preme deity, the parallel of the Greek Zeus,

and the embodiment of the might and national

dignity of the Koreans. The central teat of his cult

was the Capitol die Hill at Rome, where he had the title of

Optlmus Maximus (Best Greatest). He waa primarily
a

divinity of the sky, and hence wa* considered to be the

originator of all atmospheric change*. HI* weapon ws
the thunderbolt He controlled and directed the future,

and sacrifices were offered to secure his favor at the be-

ginning of every undertaking. He wa* alto the guar-

dian of property, whether of the state or of Individual*.

White, the color of the light of day, was sacred to him:

hence, white animal* were offered to him In sacrifice, his

priests wore white cap*, hi* chariot was drawn by four

white hone*, and the consul* were dressed In white when

they sacrificed to him upon assuming office. The eagle
was especially consecrated to him. The surviving artis-

tic representations of Jupiter are comparative!) late, and

betray Greek Influence, Imitating the type of the Greek

Zeus. Also called Jmx.ix\Aa. /iim/ ww* w

2. The brightest, of the superior planets, and
the largest body of the solar system except the

sun itself. It* sidereal period of revolution I* 11.88198

Julian years, and It* synodlcal period 899 day*.
It* mean

distance from the sun is about 483,000,000 mile*. It* equa-
torial diameter at It* mean distance subtends an angle of

38", o that IU real diameter Is about one tenth of that

of the sun (which subtends 1,922"X and about 11 times

that of the earth (the solar parallax being 8".9). Jupiter is

flattened at the pole* by no leu than one seventeenth of

Its diameter. It* ma** Is about . ,'4 . of that of the sun, or

304 times that of the earth, making its mean density only

1.3, that of the earth being taken at 5.5. Gravity at Its

surface Is 2J times that at the earth. The most remarkable

feature of the appearance of this planet Is the equatorial

fascia) or bands which cross It* disk. These fascia; subsist

generally for month* or even year*, but sometimes form In

a few hours. They sometdnes hve a breadth of one sixth

of the apparent disk of the planet. There are also spot* uf

much greater permanence. It Is, however, probable that

no solid matter can be seen, and quite doubtful whether

any exists, in the planet. The spots revolve about the axis

in 9 hours, 56 minute*, and 35 seconds, but the white cloud*

in 5} minute* less time. From his photometric observa-

tions, Zollner calculates the albedo of Jupiter to be 0.6, so

high a value as to suggest that the planet must be self-

luminous. Juplterhasfoursatellltesormoons. Thelrperl-

ods of revolution are as follows : I. Id. 18h. 28m. S5.94.-*. ;

II. 3d. 13n. 17m. 53.735*.; HI. 7d. Sh. 59m. 35.854*.; 1% .

16d. 18h. 5m. 6.928*.

3. In alchemy, tin, which was supposed to la-

under the control of the planet Jupiter. 4.

In her., the tincture azure or blue in blazoning

by the planets. See blazon, n., 2. 5. lusool.,

a finback whale. Also called Jupiter-jixh.

Rondelet . . . give* a figure of a " Balsena uni." . . .

which the whale fishers of Saintonge call Oibbar, orgibbero

dorso. . . . From this provincial name came Gibbartas,

(iubartas Jubart, Jubartes, Jupiter, etc.

j. U. TYumbull, I? Fisheries of U. 8. (18S4), I. .

Jupiter's-beard (jo'pi-terz-berd), w. 1. The

houseleek, Sempetrivum tectoruni. 2. An ever-

green leguminous plant, Antliyllis Barba-Jori*,

also called silver-bush ; also, less properly, Au-

thyllis Fwfn<Taria,orlady'8-fingers. 3. A large

fungus with a white fibrous margin, Badulnni~
. , rw . W* 1. _ r,. ' \

iiuercinum (Hydnum Barba-Jmis).

Jupiter' s-dist'aff (iS'pi-terz-dis'taf),
. A

biate plant, or wild sage, Salvia 0WNMM,
perhaps 1'hlomis fruticosa. [Prov. Eng.]

Jupiter's-eye (jo'pi-terz-5), . The houseleek,

s<
,11/11

rrii-xin tictorum. [Prov. Eng.]

Jupiter's-flower(jo'pi-terz-flou'er),.
Atrans-

lation of Dianthus, the name of the puik-genns.

also 6f the specific name of Agrotstemma (Lych-

nis) Flos-Jovix.

Jupiter'8-nut (j8'pi-terz-nut ), n. [Translation

ofJuglans.] The European walnut, Juglaun

reiiia.

Jupiter's-ataff (jo'pi-ter/.-staf ), . The mullen,

wc measure rom ,

by the natives for a variety of purposes, as for the walls

of houses and for baskets and boxes.

jupet (jop). n. [Also j/i. jft (Flono); < ME.

juiie, gipe (= MHG. jw/>/', ./"/"' >'/'/" .'"/"
'

l>l

> ''

iupon (jo'pon or jij-pon'), w. [Also juppon ; <

ME. j'm/><'. jopowne. gipoun,gyi>oun.iiei>oiiii.
<

OF jupon, ;/>;/, ;/i/</>, F. jupon = Pr. JII/IHH,

junto (ft. Sp. ji<6< = Pg- gioSo = It. gtubkme,

prob. after F.), a short cassock, etc., dim. (or

aug.) of jupe. a jupe: see jw;>e.] A garment

<il't">, !/('<" /. - -j-.-^j ~i;-w- -..
-.- worn by men in the fourteenth and early part

aippe, a silk stuff, a garment made of it, * .)/' o{ tne Bfteentb century. Especially -(a) A jacket

= Pr.jup<l= It. </'"/'/', giubbtl (ML.jnpu).< Sp. uf neavv material, sometime* stuffed and quil

., (SKI < ATjg; '^"^ ,,*-- &Y..t5*8teament so called : see jubbah. MHG. teltube (,.
go* toi3M., ,nd with short sleeve, or none. In

a-ltitiibe, is prob. from the same source. The
n(;raldrv lt is ^.presented without sleeves and dagged or

namc> was applied to various forms of garments. jaKged at the bottom. It was introduced about the n

Hence JHpon!] Same as jupon. die of the fourteenth century.
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juratory

The ffelonne with the Ifrne swerde freschelyhe stakes, ...

Thorowejojxnfn* and jesserawnte of genii"* mailcrf
llarte Arthurt (E. H. T. ., I 4.38.

jurt, r. i. [A var. of jori, r.] To clash ; strike

with a harsh noise.

By that time that the multitude ran thither In great

number*, and present. . I themselves readie to defend, the

ramiue tujurriny also at the other part.
Upland, tr. of Uvy, p. 90S.

jurt, - [A var. of inrJ, .] A crashing colli-

sion; a harsh-sounding blow; a crash.

Jura (jo'rii), a. and . In </'"'. sam* as Juran-

nic.- Jura limestone. See Km*<me.

jural (jo'ral), a. [< L. JIM (jur-), right, law (sec

jnx-),+ -at.] Pertaining to natural or posufv*

right.
By the adjective )vnl we shall denote that which ha*

reference to the doctrine of right* and obligation*; a* by
the adjective

" moral
" we denote that which ha* refer-

ence to the doctrine of duties. Whcmll.

jurally (jS'ral-i),
adr. Aa regards or in accor-

dance with natural or positive right.

Sometime* there occur, a clear rupture of order In a

society, and a triumph of Might over Right: and then a

new order, springing out of and juratly
rooted In disorder.

//. SMjrtric*, Method* of Ethics, p. 174.

juramentallyt (jo-ra-men'tal-i). adr. [< 'jura-

mental, pertaining to an oath (< L. jurameiituni

(> It. giuramcnto = OV.juri'iiient), an oath, <j-
rare, swear: see jury), + -ly'

2
-] With an oath.

A promise juramtntaUu confirmed.

t'ryuAarl, tr. of Rabelais, 111. 19.

jurant (jfl'rant), a. and H. [< F. jwranf, ppr. of

jurer, swear: see jury.] I. a. Taking an oath;

swearing. [Kare.]
II. . One who takes an oath. [Kare.]

Jurant and Dissident with their shaved crown, argue

frothing everywhere ; or are ceasing to argue and strip-

ping for battle. Carlyle, French Rev., IL IT. i.

Jurassic (ji>-ras'ik), a. and n. [< Jura (see def . )

+ -asxic, as in Triassir.] I. a. Pertaining or

relating to the Jura mountains, and specifically,

iugeol., to the Jurassic series.

fl. n. In geol., that part
of the geological

series which includes all the groups and sub-

groups older than the Cretaceous and newer

than the Triassic : so called from the predomi-
nance of rocks of this age in the Jura moun-
tains. The Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous together

form the Mesotolc series. The fiora of the Jurassic Is

distinguished by a predominance of cycadaceous form*,

fern* being also plentiful Its fauna Is rich and varied.

The most highly developed animals In this geological po-

sition are certain small marsupials. The oldest known
bird possessing also some marked reptilian characters. Is

found in the I'Dper Jurassic. The Jurassic series coven
a wide area in Europe, and is also of great interest and

Importance in the Cordllleran region of the t'nited State*.

The name Oolite was originally applied to the rocks of

Jurassic age In England by William Smith, by whom the

order of succession of thl* part of the aeries wa* first

worked out and published. The Jurassic of England In-

clude* the Lias as It* lower member, and above thl* the

Lower, M Iddlc, and I'pper Oolite*. In northwertern Ger-

many the Jurassic Is divided Into the Lower or Black

Jura, the Middle or Brown, and the Vpper or White. <>f

these divisions the lower corresponds to the English Lias.

The fossil remains of the Jurassic series In the t'nited

State, are of great interest. Among them Is the Atlanta

taurut, a dinosaur, supposed to have been a hundred feet

In length and thirty or more In height. The auriferous

rocks of the western edge of the North American conti-

nent are, at least In large part, of Jurassic age.

jurat 1 (jo'rat; F. pron. zhu-ra'), . [Formerly
also jurate; < F. jurat (vernacularlyjure, a jury-

man) = Sp. Pg. jurado = It. qjurato,
< ML.jura-

tux, an alderman, a warden, juror, juryman, lit.

one sworn, < L. juratux, pp. of jurare, swear :

see jury.] A sworn officer; a magistrate; a

member of a permanent jury. The word la now

chiefly used as a title of office In the Channel Islands,

where the Jurats are judges and legislators chosen for life,

Jersey and Guernsey having twelve each, and Alderney all.

Opyn your gate*, we commaunde yon in the name of the

kyng The watchmen sayde, Sir*, the kaye. be within the

towne with the iuratn.

Brmen, tr. of Froissart's Chron., L ciciv.

jurat
2

(jo'rat), n. [< L. juratum, neut. otjiira-

tu, sworn: see jurat
1

. 1 In /air, the official

memorandum subscribed at the end of an affi-

davit, showing the time when and the person
before whom it was sworn. fTkarton.

juratet (jo'rat), M. An obsolete form ofjrafl.

jurationt (j$-ra'shon). H. [= It. gioraaone, <

LL. juratio(H-), a swearing as on oath, < L. JM-

r.irv, swear: see jury.] In tatr, the act of swear-

ing; the administration of an oath.

jurative (jo'ra-tiv>. . Pertaining to or hav-

ing the purpose or the sanction and effeet of an

oath: juratory. [Rare.]

juratort, " "[<
L. janitor, a swearer, a sworn

witness, a sworn magistrate, ML. a juror, <j-
c./i-c, swear: see jury, jror.] A juror.

juratory (J8'ra-to-ri). a. [= F. juratoirr = It

giuratorio, < LL. juratonH*. of an oath, <. LI.JV-



juratory

rator, a sworn witness, (jurare, swear: see JH-

rut'ii, jury.} Of, pertaining to, or comprising
an Oath.

How often does St. Paul . . . repeat ... his juratory
caution before the Lord : as, God is my witness?

Donne, Sermons, vi.

Juratory caution, in Scots law, a form of caution some-

times ottered in a suspension or advocation, where the

complainer is not in circumstances to offer any better. It

consists of an inventory of his effects, given up upon oath,

and assigned in security of the sums which may be found
due in the suspension.

jurdicciount, >< A Middle English variant of

jurisdiction.

jure divino (jo're di-vi'no). [L. : jure, abl. of

jiis (jr-), right, law
; dirino, abl. of divinus,

divine : see dicine.] By divine right. See di-

vine.

jurel (jo'rel), n. [Sp.] A fish of the genus
Caranjc, as C. pisquetus, C.fallax, in Florida, etc.

jurema-bark (jo-re'ma-bark), n. An astringent
bark obtained from t"he Brazilian tree Acacia
Jurema. The natives are said to prepare a

narcotic decoction from it.

juribali, juriballi (jo-ri-bal'i), n. [Native
name.] AWest Indian tree, TrichiKa moschata,
of the natural order Meliacete, the astringent
bark of which is said to possess a high value in

typhoid fevers. The name is also applied to two other

menaceous trees, Soymda febnfuga,, of India and Ceylon,
and Khaya Senegaiensis, of tropical Africa, which possess
similar properties.

juridic (ji?-rid'ik), a. [= P. juridique = Sp.

juridico = Pg. juridico = It. giuridico, < L. ju-

ridicus, relating to justice or law, as a noun a

judge, < jus (jar-), law, + dieare, point out,

dicere, say, declare. Cf.judge, ult. of same ele-

ments.] Same as juridical. [Rare.]

juridical (jij-rid'i-kal), a. [< Juridic
+ -al.~\

1. Pertaining to the promulgation or dispensa-
tion of law

;
founded upon or according to the

forms of law ; relating to or concerned with ad-

ministrative law: as, & juridical argument; ju-
ridioal methods

; juridical oppression.
The Influence of Christianity on a much more famous

system than the Brehon law has always seemed to me to be

greatly overstated by M. Troplong and other well-known

juridical writers. Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 61.

2. Subsisting in contemplation of law
;
of the

nature of an abstract legal conception: as, a

juridical person, or a.juridical transaction (that
is to say, a person or transaction legally sup-

posed or conceived of to some extent irrespec-
tive of actual existence and of incidents and
circumstances not recognized by the law).
Delivery of juridical possession. See delivery. Ju-
ridical days, days in court on which law is administered ;

days on which the court can lawfully sit.

juridically (jo-rid'i-kal-i), adv. In a juridical

manner; according to forms of law
;
with legal

authority.

juridicialt, <* An obsolete variant of juridical.

jurinite (jo'ri-nlt), n. [Named by Loret (1822)
after Louis Jurine (1751-1819), a Genevan nat-

uralist.] In mineral., same as brookite.

jurisconsult (jo-ris-kon'sult), n. [= F. juris-
consulte = Sp. Pg. jurisconsulto = It. giuriscoii-

sulto, < L. jurisconsultus, also jureconsultus, also

separately juris consultus and coiisultiis juris,
one skilled in the law, < juris, gen. of jus, law,
+ consults, pp. of consulere, consult: see con-

sult.'] One who gives his opinion in cases of

law; one learned in jurisprudence; a jurist;

specifically, a master of the civil law.

In divers particular sciences, as of the jurisconsults, . . .

there are set down some small memorials of the schools,

authors, and books.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 120.

jurisdiction (jo-ris-dik'shqn), n. [< ME. juris-

diction, jurdiccioun, < OF", jurisdiction, F. ju-
ridictwn = Sp. jurisdiction = Pg. jurisdicffto

=
It. giurisdizione, < L. jurisdictio(n-), juris dic-

tio(n-), administration of the law, jurisdiction,
< juris, gen. of jus, law,+ dietio(n-), a declaring :

see diction.'] 1. Judicial authority ;
the legal

power of hearing and determining controversies
or accusations ;

the right of exercising the func-

tions of a judge or of a legal tribunal. It includes
the power to compel a person to appear and answer a com-

plaint, or to punish him for not doing so ; the power to take

property in dispute into the custody of the law ; the power
to compel production of evidence, and hear the contention
of the parties ; the power to determine questions of right
between the parties, and to enforce the determination.
Jurisdiction of the person depends usually on the giving of
due notice to the person, or a voluntary appearance by him.
Jurisdiction of the subject-matter usually depends on the

statutory or common-law powers conferred on the court
with reference to the nature of the controversy or prop-
erty affected, and sometimes upon the seizure of the prop-
erty into the custody of the law.

By the long uniform usage of many ages, our kings have
delegated their whole judicial power to the judges of their
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several courts, which are the grand depositaries of the

fundamental laws of the kingdom, and have gained a

known and stated jurisdiction, regulated by certain and
established rules, which the crowii_itself

cannot now alter

but by act of Parliament.

jury

ment, and of the use of waters and the riddance of de-

bris were regulated. Particular jurisprudence, that

which in the laws of a given state or nation is peculiar to

that state or nation.

2. Controlling authority;
and enforcing laws or re& .,.*.~~.u, v~~ ^ ;,

-t

city of determining rules of action or use, and L. juris, of the law, gen. of jut, law, + pni-

exacting penalties: &s,thejurisdictionot astate den (t-)s, having knowledge: see prudent. Ihis

over its subiecta. adj. is later than the noun.] I.t a. Versed in

the law
; understanding law.

II. n. A person learned in the law
;
one

versed in jurisprudence. [Bare.]
Klosterheim in particular . . . had been pronounced

by some of the first jurisprudents a female appanage.
De Quincetj.

within which power is exev- jurisprudential (jo'^is-pro-den'shal), a. [<

lly, the territory over which the jurisprudence (L. jurisprudentia) + -/.] Of,

pertaining to, or relating to jurisprudence.
Traverse the whole continent of Europe, ransack all the

libraries belonging to all the jurisprudential systems of

the several political states, add the contents together, you
would not be able to compose a collection of cases equal
in variety, in amplitude, in clearness of statement, ... to

that which may be seen to be afforded by the collection

of English Reports of adjudged cases.

Bentham, Works, IV. 461.

over its subjects.
To live exempt

From heaven's high jurisdiction.
Milton, P. L., ii. 319.

The jurisdiction of the several States which constitute

the Union is, within its appropriate sphere, perfectly in-

dependent of the federal government.
T. H. Benton, Thirty Years, II. 283.

3. The domain
cised; specifically,

authority of a state, court, or judge extends.

The Mr. and Wardens shall make serene onelye within

the jurisdition of the citie and touchinge the saide crafte

onelye. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 307.

4. The function or capacity of judging or gov-
erning in general; the natural right to judge;
inherent power of decision or control.

A new book astonishes for a few days, takes itself out of
.

common jurisdiction. Emerson, Courage, jurist (jo'rist), H. [= F. jitnste = bp. Pg. ju-
rista = It.giurista,(lj.jus(jur-),\a-w.] 1. OneMan's language is higher than himself, more spiritual,

more ethereal, and still less subject than he to the ju
diction of the laws of material nature.

ft P. Marsh, Lects on En* Lang

Appellate Jurisdiction. See anginaljurisdiction, below.

Concurrent jurisdiction. See concurrent. Conten-
tious jurisdiction, that jurisdiction exercised when one
invokes the aid of the law against one that disputes his

demands, as distinguished from voluntary jurisdiction,
when the person having a right to resist the demand ap-

pears as a con
tlon. See deegae.- oregn urscon ,

an .

English statute of 1843 (a anO Viet., c. 94, and amend- taming to a jurist or to jurisprudence ; relating

mcnts) relating to the exercise of powers in foreign coun- to law
; juridical ; legal.

tries under rights acquired by treatyorotherwise. Gen- ivmstical (jo-ris'ti-kal), a. [< juristic + -a/.]
eral Jurisdiction, jurisdiction in respect to either per-

J"1"
JjEtf-

sons or property generally, within the boundaries of thu ^ame asjunsni.
It is not rarely that we refuse respect or attention to

diplomatic communications, as wide of the point and full

f verbiage or conceits, when, in fact, they owe those ima-

juris- who professes the science of law
;
one versed

xj
. in the law, or more particularly in the civil law ;

It has ever been the method of public jurists to draw a

great part of the analogies on which they form the law of

nations from the principles of law which prevail in civil

community. Burke.

g. Inuniversities,astudentiuthefacultyoflaw.

S^l'l^-iSS!^''^ juristic (jo-ris'tik), ^jurist + -to.] .
Per-

._"_ ...... f*H Trj _i _ m . .. A ton*iTifTi\a iiniar r\v Tn nni'Ki iVln II 1

state. Jurisdiction Acts. See Foreign JurisdictionA ct.

above, and Summary Jurisdiction Act, below. Limited
Jurisdiction, a jurisdiction extending only to a certain

district, or to certain classes of subjects or persons, etc., or

to certain amounts. Original jurisdiction, the power
to entertain an action from its commencement, as dis-

ginary imperfections simply to the juristical point of view
from which they have been conceived and written.

Maine, Village Communities, p. 353.

In a juristiclSSnS5^ juristical (jo-ris'ti-kal-i), adr.

Pleatothejurisdlction,apleadenyingthejurisdiction .manner>or way; juridically.
ur-nut er nut w. A dial,

flexuosvm. 2. The
Aracllig *n9<>, &* Peanut. [Prov.

Viet., c. 43) for facilitating proceedings in criminal cases

of the
in Sc

, .

.

e court to entertain anaction. ProperJurisdiction, jur-nut (jer nut), w. [A dial, form of eartlinitt.j
cots law, that jurisdiction which belongs to the judge j The earthnut, Bunium

[< ME. jurour, < Or. jureor,

33). Voluntary Jurisdiction. See contentious jurisdic
tion, above.

jurisdictional (jo-ris-dik'shon-al), a. [< juris-
diction + -al.~\ Pertaining or relating to juris-
diction : as, jurisdictional rights or interests.

Civil and jurisdictional powers . . . were conferred on
the council established by this charter.

E. Everett, Orations, II. 221.

jurisdictivet (jo-ris-dik'tiv), a. [As jurisdic-

tion) + -ive.~] Of, pertaining to. or having ju-
risdiction.

To ecclesiasticall censure no jurisdictiee power can be
added without a childish and dangerous oversight in pol-

ity, and a pernicious contradiction in evangelick disci-

pline. Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

jurisprudence (jo-ris-pro'dens), . [= F. ju-

risprudence = Sp. Pg. jurisprudencia = It. giu-

risprudenza, < L. jurisprudentia, also juris pni-
dentia, the science of the law, < juris, gen. of

witness, a sworn magistrate, ML. a juror, < ju-

rare, swear: seejury. CLjurator.~\ If. One who
takes or has taken an oath; one who swears;
an oath-taker. Compare nonjuror.

I am a, juror in the holy league,
And therefore hated of the Protestants.

Marlowe, Massacre at Paris, ii. 6.

2. One who serves on a jury; a juryman; a

person sworn to deliver the truth on the evi-

dence given him concerning any matter in

question or on trial. See jury.
If your will pass,

I shall both find your lordship judge andJuror.
Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 3, 60.

members of a craft to act as arbiter between
master and man, examine apprentices, initiate

masters, and represent the body of them. 4.
, -.., .,--.--, Qne of a tody of men selected to adjudge

jus,l&w, + prudentia, knowledge, skill: se&prit- prjzeg etc., at a public exhibition or competi-
dence.] 1. The science of law; the systemat- tion of kind challenge of Jurors. See chal-
ic knowledge of the laws, customs, and rights ienge,9. Grand Juror.amemberof agrandjury. Pet-
of men in a state or community necessary for tyjuror, a member of a petty jury,

the due administration of justice ;
the science jurt, See yurt.

which treats of compulsory laws, with special jury (J6'ri), n.
; pi. juries (-riz). [Early mod.

reference to their philosophy and history. 2. E.
juris,

< ME. jurie. < OF. juree, an oath, a

The body of laws existing in a given state or judicial inquest, a jury (F. jury, juri, < E.), <

nation. 3. More specifically, the body of un-
written or judicial law considered in the light
of its underlying principles and characteristic

tendencies, and as distinguished from statute

or legislative law Analytical jurisprudence. See

analytic. Comparative jurisprudence, the analysis
and comparison of the bodies of law existing in different

states. In modern times the right development of law,
and the tendency to a convenient assimilation of the laws
of different civilized states and nations, have been much
favored by the study of comparative jurisprudence.
Equity Jurisprudence. See equity, 2 (6). General
jurisprudence, the science or philosophy of law, as dis-

tinguished from particular jurisprudence, or the know-
ledge of the law of a particular nation. Medical Juris-

prudence, forensic medicine. See forensic. Mining
jurisprudence, the law, particularly the unwritten or

non-statutory law, developed from the usages of miners,
in newly discovered gold-fields, etc., according to which
the rights of finders of conflicting claims, of abandon-

ML. jurata, a jury, a sworn body of men, orig.
fern. pp. of L. jurare (> F. jurer= Sp. Pg. jurar
= It. giurare), swear, bind by an oath, < jiix

(jur-),\&w: see jusfl.] 1. A certain number
of men selected according to law, and sworn to

inquire into or to determine facts concerning
a cause or an accusation submitted to them, and
to declare the truth according to the evidence
adduced. Trial by jury signifies the determination of

facts in the administration of civil or criminal justice by
the arbitrament of such a body of men, subject to the

superintendence of a judge, who directs the proceedings,
decides what evidence is proper to belaid baton the jury,
and determines questions of law. The juries in the or-

dinary courts of justice are grand juries, petty or petit or

common juries, special or struct juries, and sheriff's juries.

Of these, the first and last are not trial juries in the proper
sense. (See phrases below.) The principle of trial by jury
existed in different forms among the ancient Greeks, Bo-
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mans, and Oermans ;
hut it early fell into general disuse,

The MtoHnfWiUmmdiiaUymw up under ttoKngUdl

;ms of iin,.utul Europe.

for the day or occasion ") (Grose). It suits the

condition" best to take the word as simply <

jury -f mastl, it being prob. orig. a piece of

.. ,-. nautical humor, designating a more or less

For In good faith I neuer saw the daye yet but that I awkward mast hastily devised by the captain
durst as wel trust y truth of one iudge as of two iuriet. and carpenter consulting as a 'jury. J atttu.,

.Sir T. ilwre. Works, p. 988. a temporary mast erected on a ship, to supply
thejuri/, pausing on the prisoners life, the pmce of one that has been broken or car-
\i:,, in the sworn twelve

Tiaye
( two

rf d ag in tempe8t or an engagement.
(iuiltier than hi... they try. SA*.,M.forM.,li. 1,19. J-.^, (jo'ri-pros'es), . The writ for

2. A body of men selected to adjudge prizes,
J
th

*

summoning of a jury.
etc., at a public exhibition or other compe-

jury.rjg (je'ri-rig), n. [< jury- (see jury-mast)
titinn. Often called jury of award. Coroner's + rj,/l.i \uut., a temporary rig when the per-
jury, a Jury summoned by a coroner to Investigate the '

.
J

. , KPBTI ,1 i--ibl.-d
cause of a death.-Orand Jury II. e. -large' jury, with .manent rig has beer ML
reference to the numtwr of members, which Is greater jury-rigged (jo'rl-ngd), a. *OUt., rigged in a

than that of a jiftty or 'small jury], in law, a body of men temporary manner on account of accident.

designated from time to time from among the people of
jury.rudder (J3 'ri-rud'er), n. [< jury- (see

vttMtszstt&xsf&AlrS ***3 ^'-?temr?ryrud -

their function being not to establish guilt, but to ascer- der rigged on a ship in case of accident.

tain whether there Is sufficient ground of suspicion of jurywoman (j5'ri-wum*an), .; pi. junjicomi n

any person to Justify trial by a petty jury.
At common /.wim'en} One of a jury of matrons (which

law, and generally by statute, there must be not less than , '
. ,

twelve and not more than twenty-three members In a ',' unae
\J

l'j _,..,. ...
grand jury, and the concurrence of twelve Is necessary to JUSH, A Middle English form of JUICC.
find an indictment. (8eei'ndu*mii.) In some Jurisdic- ]1182 (jus), . [L., law, right: see jusfl, justice,

r; right; particu-
law or right by a

matter of rule administered by a magis-
c. 25), and 1875(88 and 39 Viet, c. 37), which relate to

^the trate. Jus Civile, the Interpretation of the laws of

the Twelve Tables, and now of the whole system of the

Roman law. Rapalje and Lawrence. Jus duplicatum,
in old late. See droit, 1. Jus feclale, in Horn, late, in-

ternational law, or the law of negotiation and diploma-

cy. Jus gentium, the law of all nations; the law
which natural reason establishes among all races of

men; also, International law. Jus honorarium, the

body of rules established by magistrates by a course of

adjudication upon matters within their jurisdiction.

JUS ill rem, a right conceived of with reference to the

thing which is subject to it* dominion (that is, a right to

the thing itself as against all the world), as distinguished
from jut in pertonam, a right considered with respect to

some particular person against whom it may be asserted,

such as a debt. Jus Italicum, the right, law, or liber-

ties of a Roman colony. Including qulritarian ownership

qualifications, selection, and summoning of jurors in Ire

land. Jury de medietate linguae (literally, of halfness

of language), a jury composed of one half natives and one
half aliens, allowed in cases where one of the parties is an

alien. It has been generally abolished In the I'nited States,

but is still allowed In Kentucky. Jury of annoyance,
of matrons, a jury of "discreetSee annoyance. Jury . . .

and lawful women "
Impaneled to try a question of preg-

n;mry : as where a widow alleges herself to l>e with child by
her late husband, or a woman sentenced to death pleads, in

stay of execution, that she is with child. Mixed Jury, a

Jury of mixed races, particularly a jury Including both
white men and colored men. Petty or petit Jury
(1. e. 'small

'

jury ; cf. yrand jury]. Same as trial jury.
Sheriff '8 Jury, a jury selected by a sheriff from the list

of persons qualified to serve as jurors, and summoned by
him to hold inquests, as for assessing damages in an ac-

tion in which the defendant makes no defense, or for as-

certaining the mental condition of an alleged lunatic.

Special Jury, a jury selected from among men of spe-
cial qualifications, as merchants or freeholders Struck

Jury, a jury selected by allowing each party alternately
to strike off from a list a name not acceptable to him,
until the number is reduced to twelve. To hang a Jury.
See hang. Trial Jury, petty or petit Jury, traverse

Jury, or common Jury, a jury formed for the trial of an

issue of fact in a civil or criminal action. At common
law, both in England and in the United States, a trial jury
must consist of twelve, and unanimity is necessary to ren- s

der a verdict The constitutional right of trial by Jury JUSet.
n.

in the United States implies these conditions. By statute, JUSSOlt Qus'el), n.
. ,

in cases where the Constitution does not secure this right,

Juries of six are sometimes allowed, as in justices' courts.

By the Constitutions of several States (Texas, California,

Nevada, and North and South Dakota), three fourths of a

jury may render a verdict in civil actions. According to

the law of Scotland, the number of the jury In criminal

cases Is fifteen ; and the decision of a majority determines

the verdict. Instead of an absolute verdict of "
guilty

"
or

and exemption from land-tax to the republic. Jus na-
turae, Jus naturale, the law of nature ; natural law ; the

principles of justice conceived to be common to all Just

minds, and necessary to human welfare. Jus prsetori-

um, the body of law resulting from the adjudications of

the Roman pretors. Jus publicuin, the
public

law of

the status of persons, officers, the priesthood, and crimes.

JUS sciiptum, written law ; that which Is committed
to writing by the act of Its creation, as a statute, as dis-

tinguished from unwritten law, which may result from
custom or decisions of the courts Irrespective of written

form.

English form ofjuice.

[ME. jussell, < OF. jussel.

"juscel, < LL. juscellum, dim. of L. juscvlum,

broth, soup, dim. of jus, broth: see ju ice.] A
medieval dish. See the extract.

luttell. Recipe brede gratyd, & eggis ;
\- swyng tham

to-gydere, & do therto sawge, & saferon, & salt ; than take

gode brothe, & cast it ther-to, < bole it enforesayd, & do

ther-to as to charlete Ac. Harleian MS., 5401, p. 198.

Jussifca (jus-i-e'a), n. [NL (Linmeus) named
In civil cases the number of the Jury is twelve, and the after Bernard de Jussieu, founder of the nat-

Jurors are n
verdict Inc

'""
Slnaturalorderp^raW-containiigabout

not required to be unanimously agreed in their uraj gygtem of botany developed later by his

^?,"t must
h
be

C
uTani,' ol^asTn^Cp

1 '

nephew. See Jussieuan.] A genus of plants of

the natural order Onagrariece, containing about
40 species, mainly herbs, inhabiting swampsjury-box (jo'ri-boks)

an inclosed space in which the jury sits.

jury-leg (jo'ri-leg),H. [See jury-must.'] Awood-
en leg. [Slang.]

jury-list (jo'ri-list), n. In taw, a list of per-
sons who may be summoned to act as jurymen. The'ieaves are alternate, aid the yellow

iurvman(jo'ri-man), n.; pi. jurymen (-men). 1. are axillary and solitary. Several species are grown in
J
fhf wlm is imnanelflcl oifa iurv. or who serves collections, but none is conspicuous for its flowers or me-

dicinal properties. J. decurren and J. repent are natives

and ponds, mostly in tropical and subtropical

regions. The adherent calyx-tube is elongated, bat not

produced beyond the 4-cellea ovary. There are from 4 to

entire or 2-lobed petals, with twice as many stamens.
or white flowers

One who is impaneled on a jury, or who serves

as a juror.
Here therefore a competent number of sensible and

upright jurymen, chosen by lot from among those of the

middle rank, will be found the best investigators of truth,

and the surest guardians of public justice.

Blactetone, Com., III. xxiil.

2. A member of any body of persons chosen
to try a case at law or to inquire into the mer-

its of a cause presented to them, as one of the

dicasts of ancient Athens, or of the judices of

ancient Eome, or of a modem jury of award.

All cases of importance, civil or criminal, came before

courts of sixty or seventy jurymen. Frovde, Ctesar, p. 30.

of the United States; the latter also grows in the West
Indies. The genus Is sometimes very properly called prim-
roK-inllmc. The name has also been written Jutsieva,

Jutsieva, Jiusieuia, Jussievia.

Jussieuan (jus-i-u'an), a. [< Jussieu(see def.)
+ -an.] Of or pertaining to one of the French
botanists Jussieu, especially Antoine Laurent
de Jussieu (1748-1836) Jussieuan system, in

hot., the natural (as contrasted with the artificial or Lin-

nean) system of classification, promulgated by A. L. de
Jussieu In 1789 in his "Genera of Plants disposed accord-

ing to Natural Orders." His uncle, Bernard de Jussiou

(1699-1777), had proceeded In the same direction. To the

nephew more than any one else Is due the received classi-

fication of genera under orders based upon proper char-

acters. Of these he founded one hundred, within which he
included nearly all known genera. His primary division

just

just, lawful, rightful, true, due, proper, mod-
erate (neut. as noun justnui, what is right or

just i, < jus, law, right. From L. jits come also

K. juridical, jurisdiction, jurist, jury, injure, in-

jury, etc.] 1. Right in law or ethics, (o) In

accordance with true principles; agreeable to truth or

equity ; equitable ; even hamlet! ; righteous : as. It itjtat
that we should suffer for our faults ; ijtut award.

They shall Judge the people withyuif Judgment.
Dent. xvl. 18.

If It be so easie to shake off your sins, remember that

your condemnation will be so much more jutt If you do It

not. Stillinffjteet, Sermons, II. ill.

(6) Based upon truth or equity ; rightful ; legitimate ;

well-founded : as, jtut claims or demands.
We now return

To claim our jtut Inheritance of old.

Milton, P. L., ii. 38.

1 see, however Impracticable honest actions may ap-

pear, we may go on with jtut Hope.
Steele, Grief A la-Mode, v. 1.

2. Right in character or quality, (a) Rightly ad-

Justed; conformed to a standard; correct; suitable; such

as should be : as, jutt measurement ; a jutt allowance.

Jutt balances, jutt weights, ijutt ephah, and ajtat bin,

shall ye hare.
'

Lev. xlx. 36.

His taste of books is a little iaojutt for the age be lives

in : he has read all, but approves of very few.

Steele, Spectator, No. 2.

The text receiving proper light from a jutt punctuation.
Goldsmith, Criticisms.

(6) Strictly accurate ; exact ; precise ; proper.

If thou cut'st more
Or less than &ju*t pound. . . .

Thou dlest Shot., M. of V., Iv. 1, 27.

In j<i*t array draw forth tli
'

embattled train,

Lead all thy Grecians to the dusty plain.

Pope, Iliad, ii. 33.

Seem'd to me ne'er did limner paint
So jtut an Image of the Saint, . . .

The loved Apostle John !

Scott, Marroion, Iv. 16.

(ct) Agreeable to the common standard ; full ; complete.

He [Henry VII.) was a Comely Personage, a little above

jutt stature. Bacon, Hist Hen. VII.

Forced men by tortures from their Religion ; with other

execrable outrages, which would require a itut volume to

describe. Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 84.

3. Right-minded ; good in intention, (o) Doing
or disposed to do right ; actuated by truth ana justice ;

upright ; impartial : as, to be jutt In one's dealings.

Shall mortal man be more jtut than God? Job Iv. 17.

(6) Carefully mindful ; faithful : followed by to, and for-

merly also by of: as, to be jutt to one's engagements.

He was very iutt of his promise, for oft we trusted him,
and would come within his day to keepe his word.

Quoted In Capt. John Smith'* Works, I. 83.

Jtut of thy word, In every thought sincere.

I'upe, Epitaphs, vii.

4. In music, harmonically pure, correct, and ex-

act; in perfect tune: &s,just interval, intona-

tion, temperament : opposed in general to im-

pure and incorrect, and specifically to temper-
ed. =Syn. 1. Deserved, condign, even-handed. 2. True,

proper, correct, regular, normal, natural, reasonable.

3. RiijMfvl, Upright, etc. (see righteota) ; conscientious,
honorable.

ust 1
(just), adv. [Also dial, jest, jist (= D.juist

= G. Dan. Sw. just), <iust, a.] 1. Exactly, in

space, time, kind, or degree; precisely; with-

out interval, deviation, orvariation; absolutely:

as, just five miles
; just noon ; JM( so

; just as I

thought.
It iij'ixt so high as It is. Shot.

, A. and C., 11. 7, 48.

He so well Imployed them they did t'tuf nothing.
Quoted In Capt. John Smith'* Works, L 236.

TIs education forms the common mind ;

Jutt as the twig is bent, the tree's inclined.

Pope, Moral Essays, L 160.

2. Within a little ; with very little but a suffi-

cient difference; nearly; almost exactly: as,

I stood just by him ;
I saw him just now.

It was our fortune to arrive there jutt as they were go-

Ing to their Evening Service.

Maundreil, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 27.

The stage languished, and was jtut expiring when It was
again revived by King William's licence In 1898.

Life of Quin (reprint 1887), p. 12.

3. Merely; barely; by or with a narrow mar-

gin: as, you just missed the mark; he is just a
little displeased.

His system has been

jury-mast (jo'ri-mast), w. [The element jury-,
found first injury-mast and later in similar naut.

compounds. 'jury-ruddrr, jurij-riij, jury-rigged, of the vegetable kingdom was hit

and the slanp; term jury-leg, is usually supposed sub "jjnate ilivision's among HUM
to be an abbreviation ot' injury ; but this pre- upon tnc position of the stamens,

supposes a form 'injury-mast, a highly ii

able name for a new mast substituted 1

which has been lost. The accent also ,

an abbr. to jury- improbable. More improb- pressing command,
able still are the etymologies which refer the II. n. In grain., a form or construction ex-

word to Dan. Wore, a driving, < kib're (= Sw. pressing command.
fcora = Nonv./,T.yra = Icel.Aryra), drive (Skeat), just 1

(just), a. [< ME. juste. < OF. Juste, F.

or to journei/ (''a joimiicrc mast, i. e. a mast juste = Sp. Pg. junto = It. giiislo, < L. just us.

Iv improb- Improved by A. P. de Candolle and many later workers.

;e"d for one jussive (jus'iv), a. and n. K L. jussus, pp. of

ilso makes jubere, command, + -ire.] I. n. In gram., ex-

Life can little more supply
Than/tut to look about us, and to die.

Pope, Essay on Man, L 4.

They were ./tut decent bien bodies ; ony poor creature
that had face to beg got an awmons, and welcome.

Scott, Chron. of Canongate, Iv.

4. But now; very lately; within a brief past
time.

I am juxt come from paying my adoration at St. Peter's

to three extraordinary relics. Gray, Letters, I. 68.

5. Quite: in intensive use: as, just awful.

[Cofioq.] Juat now. (o) A short time ago: lately:

as, he was here jutt tune, (b) Directly: immediately;
without delay : as, I will attend to it jutt note. [Scotch.]



just

just
2

, joust
1
(just or jost), r. i. [Early mod. E.

also giust (after It.); < ME.jxtc, jutttien, < OF.

jitntcr,joster,joiister, bring together, come toge-

ther, touch, strike with a lance, tilt, just, F.jou-
tcr, tilt, just, contend, = Pr.jostar,justar = Sp.

Pg. justar = It. giostrare (for "giostare), tilt, <

'M.Li.jitxtare, approach, come together, tilt, just,
< Li. juxta (> OF. juste, jostc, jouste), close to,

hard by, prob. orig. "jugista, abl. fern, superl.

oljugis, continual, < jungcre (\f "jug), join : see

join. Cf. adjust.] To engage in a tournament
or just; tilt.

Then seyde Befyse to Tarry,
Wyll we to-morowe justy.
MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 38, t. 121. (HalKwell.)

There are princes and knights come from all parts of the
world to just and tourney for her love.

Shak., Pericles, ii. 1, 110.

just2 , joust1 (justor jost), . [Early mod. E. also

ijiust (after It.); < ME. juste, < OF. joste, jouste

(F.joute), tdsojostee = It. giostra (for *giosta),
a just ;

from the verb.] A military contest or

spectacle in which two adversaries attacked
each other with blunted lances, rarely with

sharp weapons as in war; a knightly tilt. The
just was sometimes held at the barrier; that is, the

charging knights were separated by a solid structure of

wood, which each kept on his left hand, the lance being
held diagonally across the neck of the horse. The shield

was hung from the neck, leaving the left hand free to

manage the horse and the right to direct the lance. The
shock of the lance was sometimes received on the helmet,
and on this account the tilting -helmet had commonly the

openings for air on the right side. From the beginning
of the fourteenth century the armor for the just differed

from the armor for war, and became more and more heavy
and unwieldy, the tilter being almost immovable in his

saddle, in which he was secured by high pommel and can-

tie, and often by a garde-cuisse completely covering the
left thigh and leg. The sport was usually declared to be
in honor of one or more ladies who presided as judges and
awarded the prizes.

Lyft up thy selfe out of the lowly dust,
And sing of bloody Mars, of wars, of giusts.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., October.

Some one might show it at & joust of arms,
Saying, "King Arthur's sword, Excalibur."

Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

justst,joust
2
t (justor j6st),)i. [<OF.juste,juiste,

juyste, guiste, a sort of pot or pitcher of tin, sil-

ver, or gold, with handles and a lid.] A pot or

jug, made of earthenware or metal, with large
body and straight neck, for holding liquids,

justacorpst, n. See juste-au-corps.

just-borne (just'born), a. Justly borne ;
borne

in a just cause.

By this hand I swear, . . .

Before we will lay down these just-borne arms,
We'll put thee down, 'gainst whom these arms we bear.

Shak., K. John, ii. 2, 345.

juste-au-corps (zhust'6-kor'), n. [F., < juste,

close, + au, to the (< a, to, + le, the), + corps,

body. In E. (Sc. ) justacorps, corrupted tojus-
ticoat,jesticoat, etc.] 1. A close body-coat with

long skirts, worn at the close of the seventeenth

century and early in the eighteenth by men of

different classes, as by noblemen on journeys or

when hunting, and by the coachmen in Paris.

2. An outer garment worn by women about

1650, resembling the hungerlin, which it suc-
ceeded.

Give her out the flower'd Justacorps, with the Petticoat

belonging to it. Dryden, Limberham, iv. 1.

justementt, . An obsolete aphetic form of

agistment.

juste milieu (zhiist me-lye'). [F.: juste, just;

milieu, the medium.] The true mean; a just
medium or balance between extremes

; specifi-

cally, judicious moderation, as between ex-
tremes of opinion or conduct : denned as a po-
litical term by Montesquieu, but first brought
into common use by Louis Philippe in 1831 in

characterizing his own system of government.
For me, the juste milieu I seek ;

I fain would leave alone
The girl who rudely slaps my cheek,
Or volunteers her own.

J. Q. Saxe, tr. of Martial's Epigrams.

JUSter, jOUSter (jus'ter or jos'ter), n. 1. One
who justs or takes part in a just. 2. A horse
for tilting. HalKwell.

justice (jus'tis), n. [< ME. justice, < OF. jus-
tice, jostice, joustice, F. justice = Pr. Sp. justicia
= Pg. justifa = It. giustizia, < L. justitia, jus-

tice, < Justus, just: see jusfl.~\ 1. Justness;
the quality of being just; just conduct. ^Prac-
tical conformity to the laws and principles of right deal-

ing ; the rendering to every one of that which is his due ;

honesty ; rectitude
; uprightness ; also, the ethical idea

of just conduct, either of individuals or of communities ;

the moral principle which determines such conduct.

This was the trouthe that the kynge leodogan was a no-
ble knyght, and kepte well Tustice and right.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iii. 480.
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Justice is the end of government. It is the end of civil

society. It ever has been, and ever will be pursued, until

it be obtained, or until liberty be lost in the pursuit.
A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. 51.

(b) Conformity to truth
; right representation and sound

conclusion; impartiality; fairness; trustworthiness.

When we approached Sicily, ... I had a view of the
cities and places on the shear, I could not but observe

the justice and poetical beauties of the descriptions of the

great master of the Latin Epic poetry.
Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 184.

(c) Agreeableness to right; rightfulness; moral sound-
ness : as, he proved the justice of his claim.

Ye sons of Mars ! partake your leader's care,
Heroes of Greece, and brothers of the war !

Of partial Jove with justice I complain,
And heav'nly oracles believ'd in vain.

Pope, Iliad, ii. 141.

2. Vindication of right; requital of desert;
the assignment of merited reward or punish-
ment

; specifically, execution or vindication of

law.
Earthly power doth then show likest God's
When mercy seasons justice.

Shak., M. of V., iv. 1, 197.

This reasonable moderator, and equal piece of justice,
Death. Sir T. Browne, Keligio Medici, i. 38.

3. Eights of jurisdiction. 4f. Jurisdiction
;

authority.
The xix kynges . . . comaunded alle hem that were

vnther theire Justice, that eche man sholde euer be redy
and make goode wacche. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iii. 576.

5f. Precision; justness; exactness.
O lady,

Much less in blood than virtue, yet a princess
To equal any single crown o' the earth
I' the justice of compare ! Shak., Pericles, iv. 3, 9.

6. A person commissioned to hold court for

the purpose of hearing complaints, trying and

deciding cases, and administering justice; a

judge or magistrate : generally in specific uses :

as, a justice of the peace ;
the justices of the Su-

preme Court.

Thurgh sentence of this justice Apius.
Chaucer, Doctor's Tale, 1. 204.

Bed of Justice. See fctfi. Bureau of Military Jus-
tice. See bureau. Chief Justice, the highest in rank
of the judges of a court ; particularly, the presiding judge
in the King's (or Queen's) Bench and Common Pleas divi-

sions of the English High Court of Justice, in the United
States Supreme Court, and in the supreme courts of the
States. Often abbreviated C. J. College Of Justice. See

college. Department of Justice. See department.
Fugitive fromjustice. See fugitive. Gate ofJustice.
See gatei. Jeddart or Jedwood Justice, executing a

prisoner and trying him afterward : an expression refer-

ring to Jedburgh, a Scotch border town, where many of
the border raiders are said to have been hanged without
the formality of a trial. [Scotch.]

We will have Jedwood justice hang in haste, and try at
leisure. Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, xxxii.

Justice Of the peace, an inferior or local judge chosen
in each county or town or other district, to preserve the

peace, to try minor causes, and to discharge other func-

tions, aa the legalizing of papers for record. Abbreviated
J. P.

Thou hast appointed justices of peace, to call poor men
before them about matters they were not able to answer.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., IT. 7, 45.

Justice of the quorum, a distinction conferred upon
some, and sometimes on all, the justices of the peace of a

county in England, by directing, in the commission au-

thorizing the holding of quarter sessions, that among those

holding the court must be two or more of several specially
named. Justices In eyre. See eyrei-. Justices' Jus-
tice, the kind of justice administered by the unpaid magis-
tracy : in satirical reference to the disproportionate sen-

tences and extraordinary decisions of some of these offi-

cials. [Eng.] Justice's warrant. See warrant. Lord
ChiefJustice, the title given in England to the chiefjudge
of the Court of King's (Queen's) Bench ; in full, the Lord
Chief Justice of England. The title of Lord Chief Justice

of the Court of Common Pleas lapsed with the abolition of
that court. Lord Justice Clerk, the Scottish judge who
ranks next to the Lord Justice General. He presides over
the Outer House or Second Division of the Court of Ses-

sion, and is vice-president of the High Court of Justiciary.
Lord Justice General, the highest judge in Scotland,

also called the Lord President of the Court of Session.

Lords Justices,personsformerly appointed by the English
sovereign to act for a time as his substitute in the supreme
government either of the whole kingdom or of some part
of it. TO do Justice to, to appreciate ; treat in a manner
showing appreciation of : as, he never didjustice to his son's

ability. Trial justice, a justice assigned to hold court
forthe trial of causes, usually beforea jury. [U. S.]= 8yn. 1.

Right, Justice, Equity, Law ; Justness, Justice. Right is the
standard word for what ought to be. Justice and equity are

essentially the same, expressing the working out of the

principles of right under lau1

,
but law is often contrary to

justice or equity : hence the occasional remark, "That may
be law, but it is not justice." Law in such a case means
the interpretation of written law by the courts. A court of

equity deals with and corrects the injustice of the working
of the law. Equity more expressively represents the idea
of fairness, &nA justice that of sacred rights. (Seejwsti and
honesty.) JtutMM has a field of meaning peculiar to itself,

by which we speak of the justness of observations, criti-

cisms, etc. that is, their conformity to admitted princi-
ples. As to conformity to right, we use justice for the ab-
stract quality, justice of the person, and justness of the
thing. We speak of the justness of a cause, a claim, a plea,
etc.

justiciary

justicet (jus'tis), v. t. [< justice, n.] To admin-
ister justice to

;
deal with judicially; judge.

Hit watz sen in that sythe that jedethyas [Jedediah]

rengned,
In luda, that iustised the luyne kynges.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1170.

The next inheritor to the crown . . . had no sooner his

mistress in captivity but he had usurped her place, . . .

but, which is worse, had sent to Artaxia, persuading the

justicing her, because that unjustice might give his title

the name of justice. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

justiceablet (jus'tis-a-bl), . [< OF. justiceable,

justicablc, justiciable, < justice, law: see justice
and -able. Cf . justiciable.] Amenable to law ;

subject to judicial trial : as, &justiceable offend-

er. Sir J. ffayward.
justice-broker (jus'tis-bro"ker), n. A magis-
trate who sells his judicial decisions.

The devil take all justice-brokers.

Dryden, Amphitryon, iv. 1.

justicehood (jus'tis-hud), . [<justice + -hood.]
The office or dignity of a justice ; justiceship.
[Rare.]

Should but the king his justicehood employ
In setting forth of such a solemn toy.

/;. Jonson, Expostulation with Inigo Jones.

justicementt (jus'tis-ment), n. [< justice +
-ment.] Administration of justice ; procedure
in courts. E. Phillips, 1706.

justicert (jus'tis-er), n. [< ME. justicer, < OF.

justicier, also justiceor, < ML. justitiarius, one
who administers justice, < L. justitia, justice :

see justiciary.] An administrator of justice ;
a

justice or judge.
Vnto the which lusticers ... we glue and graunt es-

peciall power and authoritie to sitte and assist in court.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 209.

justiceship (jus'tis-ship), n. [< justice + -ship.]
The office or dignity of a justice. Holland, tr.

of Ammianus, p. 51.

Justicia (jus-tish'i-a), n. [NL. (Linnseus),
named after J. Justice, a noted Scotch horti-

culturist and botanist. The surname Justice is

derived from justice, a judge: see justice.] A
genus of plants of the natural order Acantha-
cece, the type of the tribe Justiciea;. Ite corolla-
tube is enlarged above and mostly shorter than the bila-

biate limb; the upper lip is interior in estivation, con-

cave, and entire or slightly 2-lobed, the lower spreading
and 3-cleft. The stamens are two, affixed in the throat.

The two anther-cells are separated, the lower with a small
white spur ; there are two ovules in a cell. These plants
are herbs or rarely shrubs, with the leaves entire, and the
flowers middle-sized or small, colored white, violet, pink,
or red, and variously disposed. There are about 110 spe-

cies, belonging to the warmer parts of the globe, many
being handsome in cultivation. J. Adhatoda, called Mala-
bar nut, is reputed to have the properties of an anti-spas-
modic and febrifuge.

justiciable (jus-tish'i-a-bl), a. [< OF. justici-

able, F. justiciable, pertaining to justice or law,
also just : seejusticeable.] Proper to be brought
before a court of justice, or to be judicially dis-

posed of.

A person is said to be justiciable in a country when lia-

ble to be tried therein, or to be brought under the oper-
ation of its laws; a thing, when the rights and incidents
of its ownership may be settled by the courts of that coun-

try. J. N. Pomeroy.

justiciar (jus-tish'i-ar), n. [Also justitiar; <

ML. justitiarius, justicer: see justicer, justici-

ary.] Same as justiciary, 2.

justiciarship (jus-tish'i-ar-ship), n. [<justiciar
+ -ship.] The office of justiciar.

The unpopularity of Longchamp enabled John, aided
by the archbishop of Rouen, to lead a revolutionary move-
ment by which Longchamp was deprived of the justiciar-

ship, and John recognized as sumnuis rector of the king-
dom. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 713.

justiciary (jus-tish'i-a-ri), a. and n. [< ML.
justiciarius, one who administers justice, < L.

justitia, justice : see justice. Cf. justicer, jus-
ticiar, uit. < Mil.justiciarius.] I. a. Pertaining
to the law

; legal ; relating to the administration
of justice.
He was brought into the justiciary court, upon an in-

dictment for the crime to which it was expected he should
plead guilty. Strype, Memorials, K. Charles, an. 1678.

Justiciary power, the power of judging in matters of
life and death. Jamieson. [Scotch.]

II. .; pi. justiciaries (-riz). 1. An adminis-
trator of justice; a justice or judge. Burke.

[Rare.] 2. In early Eng. hist., the chief ad-
ministrator of both government and justice.
The justiciary or chief justiciary was the king's deputy
from the time of William the Conqueror to that of Henry
III., presiding in the king's court and the exchequer, su-

pervising all departments of government, and acting as

regent in the king's absence. His functions were after-

ward divided between the lord chancellor, the chief jus-

tices, the lord high treasurer, etc. Also justiciar.

His [Stephen's] brother had been made Bishop of Win-
chester, and by adding to it the place of his chief justici-



justiciary

ary, the king [Henry l.| gave him an opportunity of be-

coming one uf the richest lubjeetl in Europe.
Ilurlft; Aluidg. of Eng. History, iii. ft.

'The oflliMTs whom, by a faint analogy, wo may call the

Prime Ministers of the Norman Kings, are spoken of by
more riiimcs th:ui one. On these gi-t-at otneers the title of

Justiciar or Chief Junticiiir definitely settled.

E. A. l-'ririiinii, Norman Conquest, V. 288.
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Mr. M said that Recorder S had fixed bail at

$25,000, and junti/ication in .<*), iK) would lie I-TKIUI:!].

Philadelphia Times, April 10, 1886.

jut

I here could pluck his highness' frown upon yon,
KuA justify you traitors. .S'An*

, Tempest, v. 1, 181.

4. To make exact ; cause to fit or be adapted,
3. In tlieol.

,
the act by which the soul is recon- ag the parts of a complex object ; adjust, as

..:!. i *~ n*j > ---- ,, *. ,, ---- ^,_*i it K u--- __i----- :_ :_*:.cilcd to God. According to Roman Catholic author-

ity, justification is an act by which liud imparts his own
character to the believer, making him truly just or right-

eous. According to the common Protestant doctrine, it

3f. In tht'ol., one who trusts in the jiSstice or Is a forensic act by which, on certain conditions, God treats

uprightness of his own conduct.

Saviour, the glittering palaces of proud justiciaries

are not for thce ; thou lovcst the lowly and ragged cottage
of a contrite heart. Bp. Hall, Zaccheus.

1 believe it would bo no hard matter to unravel and
run through most of the pompous austerities and fastings
of many religious operators and splendid justiciaries.

South, Sermons, IX. 146.

4. Administration of justice or of criminal law
;

judiciary. [Scotch. ] clerk of Justiciary. See

clerk. Courts of Justiciary, the highest criminal tri-

liiiinils of Scotland. The supreme tribunal, whose deci-

sions are finals is the High Court uf Justiciary. Its Judges,
called C'>iiiiiiinsiuners or Lords of Justiciary, are the Lord
Justice General, the Lord Justice Clerk, and five Judges of

the Court of Session, appointed by patent Circuit Courts

ofJusticiary are held by Judges of the High Court at ten dif-

ferent towns throughout the country, usually twice a year.

Justicieae (jus-ti-sl'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Dumor-
tier), < Justicia + -ex.] A large tribe of acau-

thaceous plants. Besides Juxtiria, the type, this in-

cludes 75 genera, agreeing with it most obviously in hav-

ing the upper lip or upper lobes of the corolla interior, or

at any rate the corolla not twisted in the bud.

justicies (jus-tish'i-ez),
. [ML., 2d pers. sing. __ ^

pres. subj. (used as irnpv.) of justiciare, justi- consTderable care and taste*

,

as Just or righteous one who is not personally worthy of

such treatment. In this sense It is nearly equivalent to

the forgiveness of sins.

Justification ... is not remission of sins merely, but
also the sanctiflcation and renewal of the inner man,
through the voluntary reception of the grace, and of the

gifts, whereby man of unjust becomes Just, and of an en-

emy a friend, that so he may be an heir according to hope
of life everlasting.

Canons and Decrees of tlte Council of Trent, quoted in

ISchatf's "Creeds of Christendom," II. 95.

Justification is thus a forensic term ; it is equivalent to

the remission of sins. To Justify signifies not to make
the offender righteous, but to treat him as if he were right-

eous, to deliver him from the accusation of the law by the

bestowal of a pardon.
Q. P. Fisher, Hist. Reformation, p. 461.

4. The act of adjusting or making exact; the

lines or columns in printing.
When so many words and parts of words as will nearly

nil the line have been composed, it is made the exact

length required by inserting or diminishing the space be-

twt-i.-n the several words. This is called justifying the

line, and is effected by means of the spaces already men-
tioneu. Eneyc. Brit., X.Ull. 700.

5. To judge; pass judgment upon: hence, to

punish with death; execute. [Old Eng. and
Scotch.]

Bathe Jureez, and juggez, and jnsticez of landes,
Luke thow justufi/e theme wele that Injiirye wyrkei.

Itorte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 003.

Thir conspirators desired, at all times, to have this Duke
(of Albany | put to death. ... It was concluded by the

king and counsel that he should be justified on a certain

day. Pitscottie, Chron. of Scotland, p. Sa. (Jamietm.)

Justified matrix, in type-founding. See drive, 1 (c).

To Justify ball, In law. See bail*. Syn. 1. To defend,

maintain, exonerate, excuse, exculpate.

II. intrans. To agree; match; conform ex-

tiare, dispense justice, < li.justitia, justice: see

jit.itifc.] In Eng. law, a writ, now obsolete, di-

rected to the sheriff,

plea of debt in his county court
the significant word in the op ___ _______ . ...
the writ, in Latin,

" wo command you that you see justify.] Justifying; having power to jus-

justice A. B.," etc. tify; justificatory.

justicingt, n. [ME. justising ; verbal n. of jus- Those samejustificative points you urge

tice, v.] The act of judging or ruling. Might benefit. ..

act of fitting together, as the parts of anything: actly; form an even surface or true line with

something else: as, in printing, two lines of

nonpareil and one of picajustify.
ustifvine-stick ( jus'ti-fi-ing-stik), n. An at-

? t, *<.,,? to 8ome forms o? type-setting ma-
clljne jn wnich lines of type are made of even

length, and with unifomTspaces between the

words; practically, a composing-stick.
'

'ting), n. [<

as,thejiw/caoof lines or types, in printing,
Are we to seek here for the justification of the frontier

which struck us as artificial and needless?

.^.Fr,,Venlce,p.44.
When he [the printer! comes to the end of his line and

This Is called justification.

Ure, Wet., ill.

King Uorn (E. E. T. .\ p. 107.

justicing-room (jus'tis-ing-rom), . A room
in which causes are heard judicially and jus-

tice is administered
; especially, such a room

in the house of a justice of the peace. [Eng.]

The act of

>goon.
d Women, 1. 1115.

At the metynge of this turnement was sein many lut-

tinges, that gladly were be-holden.
Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), 1L 134.

justing-helmet (jus'ting-hel'met), n. The hel-

and Book, II. 813. met use(l in the just. See jusft and tiltiiig-hel-

justificator (jus'ti-fi-ka-tor), H. [= F.jtw/t- tagting-target(jus'ting-tarj), n. A shield espe-
cateur = bp Pg. jusUficador = It.

giust^catore
J
cia^ma^ tor\he &. &, tilting-target.

< LL. 'justtficator (in fern, justifieatrue), < jush- Tl. atii. 1 ., T1 fnAf. Se
j

e coae

/care/justify: see^fify.] One who justifies; ^^^^nlst (fus-t!n'i-anlt), . [< Justinian,m law, a compurgator who m former times Em r of& Eagt f-fom s'oy to 565, + -M.]
m UIB uoua UL j,tio ui .., L,C UC . L^B .j justified accused persons by pi th; also, a jury- On(fwho is instructed in the Institutes of Jus-

justicot, justicoatt, . Corruptions of juste-au-
man (because the jurymen justify that party . .

acquainted with civil law.
for whom they deliver their verdict).

hurtle, r. and n. An occasional form of jostle.
.. justificatory (jus'ti-fi-ka-to-ri) a. [< ML. jus-j- (just'ii), adv. 1. In a just manner ; in

tificaforius^justifiwrc,
justify: **.] '"XJgg to reason, law, or justice ; by right ;

a. [<F. justifiable^ >nding to justify; vindicatory; defensory
honestly ; fairly ; equitably: as, to deafjMrtjy;

ustificare, justify: see JUStlfierpus^ti-fi-er),^l^J^*"**^ ftn opii^'fo^ed.-iJ. In conformity to

fact or rule ; accurately : as, his character is

justly described.

ustmentt (just'ment), n. [< just + -ment.]
That which is due." Davies.

corps.

justifiability (jus-ti-fi-a-bil'i-ti), . Justifiable

ness. Tlie Lancet, [fiare.]

justifiable (jus'ti-fi-a-bl), a. ..

LL. as if *jiixtificabilis, (. justifitm, v, jou.*j . ~v . .- .

justify.] Capable of being justified or proved one who vindicates, supports, defends, or up-

to be just or true ;
defensible ;

warrantable : as, holds; also, one
whpjardous

and absolves from

justifiable resentment.
The stile of a Souldier is not eloquent, but honest and

iustifiaMe. Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 60.

It is justifiable by Ciesar that they used to shave all ex-

cept their head and upper lip, and wore very long hair ;

but in their old coins I see no such thing warranted.

Selden, Illustrations of Drayton's Polyolbion, viil.

His [Bacon's] conduct was not justifiable according to

any professional rules that now exist, or that ever existed

guilt and punishment.
Thathe might be just, and the ></! of him which be-

lleveth in Jesus. Rom. iii. 2U.

That for seven lusters I did never come

words, the lines of type set by a type-setting
machine. (6) An attachment to a type-setting
machine which does automatically some or all

By meo'ertheeas^iurmentetothedead,
Forgive, forgive me.

Herri*, To the ShaJe of his Religious r ather.

of the work of justification. 3. In type-found- justness (just'nes), n. 1. The quality or state

ing, the workman who fits up a suite of strikes of being just, equitable, or right; conformity
Justifiable homicide. SeeAomict*2.=syn.KidiW. 5mJ^ed matrices for use on one mold, to truth or justice; lawfulness; rightfulness;

in England.
,

Macatday, Lord Bacon.

See excusable.

justifi'ableness ( ius'ti-fi-a-bl-nes), n. The qual- making each and all just or uniform in height honorableness.
., t. .. . i?^_Li_. '

;^;i;i. JT._: . j oc tn nm! v nr Avpn Imp a f n fn(>p. n.ll(l of nrortpr T,o i;^...,,v. L'.,tas to body, of even line as to face, and of proper
nearness to mated letters.

ity of being justifiable ; possibility of being de-

fended or excused.
You bring the confessions of the French and Dutch

churches, averring the truth and justifiaMenesse of their

own government Bp. Hall, Def. of Humb. Remonst.

justifiably (jus'ti-fi-a-bli), adv. In a justifiable justificarc, act justly toward, do justice to, jus-

manner; so as to admit of justification or ex-

istify (jus'ti-fi), ;>.; pret. and pp. justified, ppr.

justifying. [< ME.justifieii, < ()F.(and F.)jus-

'.ifier = Sp. Pg. iustificar= It. giustificare, < LL.

justificare, act justly toward, do justice to, jus-

tify, <justificus, that acts justly, < L.Justus, just,
+ facere, do.] I. trans. 1. To prove or show

justification ( jus'ti-fi-ka'shon), n. [=P.jtw/i- to be just or conformable to reason, justice, or of proportions.
j; i.' Cl I.....; j: ~~ ..: ~ ., Ti^. '..i.l;-finn*Stj. *1,fr lnr f\y. T\^rr\^l at \T V-1T1 n 1 t'o t ft WnTTfl.llT'

The Esquire Katrington was a Man of a mighty Stature,
the Knight, Annesley, a little Man ; yet through the Just-

ness of his Cause, after a long Fight, the Knight prevailed.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 138.

We may not think the justness of each act

Such and no other than event doth form it

Shak., T. and C., 1L 2, 119.

2. Conformity to fact or rule; correctness;

exactness; accuracy: as,justness of description
,

.

fication = Sp. justification = Pg. justifiedy
So duty, law, or propnety; vindicate; warrant;

= It. giustificazione, < LL. justificatio(n-), <ju- uphold.

e, justify : see justify'.] 1 . The act of jus-

tifying, or of showing something to be just or

right ; proof of fairness, propriety, or right in-

tention; vindication; exculpation; upholding.
I pray, proceed to the jitstification or commendations

of Angling. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 38.

The love of books is a love which requires no justifica-

tion, apology, or defense.

Laiujfmd, Praise of Books, Prelim. Essay.

Specifically 2. In law : (a) The showing of

a sufficient reason in court why a defendant
did what he is called to answer: as, a plea in

He boldly aunswered him. He there did stand

That would his doings justifie with his owne hand.

Syenter, F. Q., V. xi. 4.

We are, therefore, unable to discover on what principle
It can be maintained that a cause which justifies a civil war
will not justify an act of attainder.

Their justness in keeping time by practice much before

any that we have, unless It be a good band of practised
fiddlers. Pepys, Diary, III. 86.

Every Circumstance In their Speeches and Actions is

with great justness and delicacy adapted to the Persons
who speak and act Addison, Spectator, No. 309.

= Syn. Propriety, fitness, fairness. See justice.. ,

Macaulay, Nugenfs Hampden. jut (jut), . i'.; pret. and pp. jutted, ppr. jutting.

[Early mod. E. jutt,jutte ; a var. otjefl, v.] It.

For liberty of franke speech, being a part ol justification
and defence in law. is allnwcil to use great words for plea.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 2f>o.

(6) Proof by a surety ottered for a party of

whom security is required iu legal proceedings
that he is of adequate pecuniary ability.

2. To declare innocent or blameless; absolve; ,.- -. - - ..

acquit; specifically, to free from the guilt or To strike; shove; butt

penalty of sin ; reconcile to God.

I cannot justify whom the law condemns.
5Ao*., 2 Hen. VI., II. 8, 18.

And by him all that believe <ae justified from all things
from which ye could not be justified by the law of Moses.

Acts xiii. 39.

And all thy bodie shall haue the fraicion of this llghte,

in suche wise as it shal no where stumble nor inttc against

any thing. J. Udall, On Luke xi

Insulting Tiranny beginnes to Tult

Vpon the innocent and awelesse Throne.

Shot., Rich. III., il. 4, 51 (fol., 1623X

Therefore being justified by faith, we have peace with 2. To project forward; extend beyond the main
God through our Lord Jesus Christ, Rom. v. 1. body or line : as, the jutting part of a building:

By works a man is justified, and not by faith only.
Jas. U. 24.

3. To prove (any one) to be. [Rare.]

often with out.

A very pleasant little tarrasse . . . jntteth or butteth

out from the maine building. Coryat, Crudities, I. 206.



jut

jut (jut), . [Avar, of jeft,n.} 1. That which

juts ;
a projection.

He, stepping down
By zig-zag paths and juts of pointed rock,
Came on the shining levels of the lake.

Tennyson, Morte d' Arthur.

2f. A jostle ; a shove
;
a thrust.

I will not see him, but glue him a jutte indeed.

Udall, Roister Doister, iii. 3.

The fiend, with a jut of his foot, may keep off the old,

from dread of the future. Miss Burney, Cecilia, ii. 3.

Jute1
(jot), n. [= Dan. Jyde = Sw. Jute, < AS.

lutas, Edtas, Gedtas, Iotas, ftas, pi., the Jutes.]
One of a Low German tribe originally inhabit-

ing Jutland, Denmark, which, with the Saxons
and Angles, invaded Great Britain in the fifth

century. See Anglo-Saxon.
jutea (jot), . [< Beng. jut, the fibers of the

plant Corchorus, also the plant itself, Malaya-
lam jat, < Skt.jatd (also juta), matted hair (as
worn by Shiva or Hindu ascetics), also the

fibrous roots of a tree (as of the banyan).] 1.

A plant of the fiber-producing genus Corohorus,
natural order Tiliacea?; chiefly, one of the two

species C. capsularis and C. olitorius, which
alone furnish the jute-fiber of commerce. The
latter is called Jews'-mallow, a name also occasionally

given to the former. C. capsularis is the larger, and has

Fruiting Branch of Jute ( Corchorvs capsularis}.
a, flower ; *, seed ; c, fruit of C. sitrguesiis.

short globular pods, while those of C. olitorius are elon-

gated and cylindrical ; but there is no clear difference in

the quality of their product. The two species are native
and cultivated in Bengal, whence comes the great mass
of the jute of commerce, 60,000 tons being exported per
year. Jute likes a warm, moist climate. It has been in-

troduced into Egypt, and into the southern United States,
where its success appears to be hindered only by the want
of a sufficiently cheap means of separating the fiber.

2. The fiber of thisplant. It is obtained by macera-
tion from the inner bark. It is of fair tenacity, glossy,
and susceptible of so fine division as to mix well with
silk, and can take on a bright and permanent coloring.
Hitherto, however, its commercial use has been in the
manufacture of coarse fabrics, such as gunny-bags, for
which it is consumed in vast quantities. It is of inferior
value for ropes, not enduring moisture well. The refuse
makes good paper. Dundee, in Scotland, is the great
seat of jute-manufacture. American jute (improperly
so called), the velvetleaf, Abutilon Avicennce, belonging to
the Malvacece; introduced from India, and now too com-
mon as a cornfield weed. Its fiber is pronounced equal to

jute, and its economical importance seems to depend on
the adaptation of suitable machinery. Bastard jute,
Hibiscus cannabinus, the fiber of which is inferior both to

jute and sunn-hemp, and, with the better U. esculentus, is

used to adulterate jute. Jute-butts or -cuttings, the

woody stump of the jute-plant, the fiber of which is used
for inferior purposes.

jute-fiber (J6t'fl*b&r), n. Same aajute*, 2.

jutest, n. pi. Seejoutes.
Jutish (jS'tish), o. [< Me*- + -isfel.] Pertain-

ing to the Jutes.

The advance-guard of these tribes [Saxon] was called
Jutes, and their point of attack was Kent, the southeastern
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county of England. This they soon subdued, and erected

it into a Jutish kingdom, with Canterbury as its capital.

Stille, Stud. lied. Hist., p. 199.

Jutlander (jut'lan-der), n. [< Jutland (< Jutel

+ land) + -er1 .] A native or an inhabitant of

Jutland, a peninsula of Europe comprising the

mainland of Denmark and the adjoining part of

Germany.
Jutlandish (jut'laii-dish), o. [< Jutland +
-ish 1

.} Of or pertaining to Jutland, or to the

people of Jutland.

juttingly (jut'ing-li), adv. In a jutting man-

ner; projectingly.
juttyt (jut'i), n. [A var. of jettyl.} A projec-

tion, as in a building; also, a pier or mole; a

jetty. [In the quotation below, also inter-

preted as an adjective, jutting.]
TSojutty, frieze,

Buttress, nor coigne of vantage, but this bird

Hath made his pendent bed and procreant cradle.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 6, 7.

juttyt (jut'i), v. [Avar, of jettyl, v.} I. trans.

To project beyond.
As doth a galled rock

O'erhang and jutty his confounded base.

Skat., Hen. V., iii. 1, 13.

II. intrans. To jut; project.
For he tooke away all thosejuttying galleries of pleasure

. . . which even by auncient lawes also were forbidden to

be built in Rome. Holland, tr. of Ammiauus, p. 318.

jut-window (jufwin^do), n. A projecting win-
dow

;
a bow-window or bay-window ;

a window
that projects from the line of a building. Con-

greve.

juvenalt (jo"ve-nal), n. [< L. juvenalis, youth-
ful, < juvenis, youthful, a youth : see juvenik:}
A youth; a young man; a juvenile.

I will . . . send you back again to your master, for a

jewel ; the Juvenal, the prince your master, whose chin is

not yet fledged. Sltak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 2, 22.

Jnvenalian (jo-ve-na'li-an), a. [< L. Juvena-
lis. Juvenal (see def.), <juvenalis, youthful: see

Juvenal.] Of or pertaining to Juvenal, a cele-

brated Roman satirist (about A. D. 100); char-
acteristic of Juvenal or of his style.

juvenate (jo've-nat), . [< NL. juvenatus, < L.

juvenis, a youth :"see juvenile and -ate3.} In

the Bom. Cath. Ch., the two years devoted by
a novice preparing for the priesthood to the

study of Latin, Greek, and rhetoric. Also call-

ed juniorship. Worcester (Supp.).
juvenescence (j8-ve-nes'ens)j n. [(.juvenes-

cen(t) + -ce.} The state of being juvenescent
or of growing jroung.

juvenescent (jo-ve-nes'ent), a. [< ii.juvenes-
cen(t-)s, ppr. of juvenescere, grow to the age of

youth, grow young again, \juvenis, young: see

juvenile.}
1. Becoming young; growing young

in appearance. [Bare.] 2. immature; unde-

veloped. [An inaccurate use.]

juvenile (jb"ve-nil), a. and n. [= F. juvenile =
Pr. jovenil, juvenil = Sp. Pg. juvenil = It. gio-

venile, giovanile, < L. juvenilis, youthful, juve-
nile, \juvenis, young, akin to juvencus, young,
= AS. iung, geong, E. young: see young^.} I.

o. 1. Young; youthful: as, a juvenile manner ;

& juvenile part in a play.
Cousin Feenix . . . is still so juvenile in figure and man-

ner, and so well got up, that strangers are amazed when
they discern latent wrinkles in his lordship's face.

Dickens, Dombey and Son, xxxi.

2. Pertaining or suited to youth : as, juvenile

sports or books.

Here [in "Romeo and Juliet"] is one of the few attempts
of Shakespeare to exhibit the conversation of gentlemen,
to represent the airy sprightliness of juvenile elegance.

Johnson, On Shakespeare's Plays.

=Srn. Boyish, Puerile, etc. See youthftd.

ii. n. 1. A young person; a youth.
"Yes, yes, yes," cried the juveniles, both ladies and gen-

tlemen ; "let her come, it will be excellent sport."
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xviii.

2. A book written for young persons or chil-

dren. [Trade use.]

jyst

Juveniles, classified in series according to price.
Publishers' Trade List, 1889.

3. Tlieat., an actor who plays youthful parts:

as, a first juvenile.

juvenileness (jo've nil-nes), . Juvenility.

Bailey, 1727. [Rare.]

juvenility ( jo-ve-nil'i-ti), 11. [= F. jurenilite =
Kl>.jui'enilidad,<~L.jurcnilita(t-)s, youthfulness,
< juvenilis, youthful: seejuvenile.} I. The state

of being young; youthfulness, or a youthful
manner or appearance.

Cleopatra, who in her juvenility was always playfully

disposed, . . . pushed Florence behind her couch.

Dickens, Dombey and Son, xxx.

2. Anything characteristic of youth; a juve-
nile act or idea; juvenile crudity or volatility;
a youthful proceeding or performance.

Customary strains and abstracted juvenilities have made
it difficult to commend and speak credibly in dedications.

Glanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, Ep. Ded.

juventatet, [< L. juventa(t-)s, the age of

youth, youth, < juvenis, young: see juvenile.}
Youth

;
the time of youth. Chaucer.

juventet, [ME., < OF. juvente, weenie, < L.

juventa, the age of youth, youth, < jucenis,

young: see juvenile.} Same ttsjuventate.

In his Iv.ue.iit* this lesus atte luwen feste

Water In-to wyn tourned as holy writ telleth.

Piers Plowman (B), xix. 104.

juvia (jo'vi-a), w. [S. Amer.] The Brazil-

nut, Bertholleiia excelsa.

juwiset, . See juise.

juxta-. [L. juxta-, prefix, juxta, near, close :

see just
2

, v.} A prefix of Latin origin, signify-

ing 'near, together, in close proximity.' See

juxtaposition, juxtapose, etc.

juxtapose (juks-ta-poz'), v. t.; pret. and pp.

juxtaposed, ppr. juxtaposing. [< F. juxtaposer,
< L.juxta, near (see just?),+ poncre, place : see

pose2.} To place (two or more objects) close

together; place side by side.

When red and green arejuxtaposed, the red increases the

saturation of the green and the green that of the red, so

that both colours are heightened in brilliance.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 69.

juxtaposit (juks-ta-poz'it), v. 't. [< L. jitxtit,

near, + positus, pp. ofponere, place: see posit.
Cf. juxtapose.} To place near together or in

close relation ; juxtapose.
Manufactured articles, similar articles of home and for-

eign production, juxtaposited. Contemporary Ken., LI. 606.

juxtaposition (juks*ta-po-zish'on), . [= Pg.

juxtaposifSo,<. F. juxtaposition, < L. juxta, near,
+ positio(n-), a placing: see position. Cf. jux-

tapose.} The act of juxtaposing, or the state of

being juxtaposed ;
the act of placing or the state

of being placed in nearness or contiguity.

Putting the case of English style into close juxtaposition
with the style of the French and Germans.

De Quincey, Style, i.

The juxtaposition in space of two objects greatly assists

in the detection of likeness or unlikeness.
J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 333.

juxtapositional (juks"ta-po-zish'gn-al), a. [<

juxtaposition + -al.} 1. Pertaining to or con-

sisting in juxtaposition. 2. Having its parts
or elements juxtaposed, as a language the

construction of which depends upon the con-
nection of its words rather than their inflec-

tion.

Our own language, though classed as inflectional, . . .

is in many respects as isolating and juxtapositional as any
language of that class.

W. Smith, Bible Diet., Confusion of Tongues.

jymjamt, An obsolete form otjimjam.
jymoldt, n. Same as gimbal.

Jyngidae, Jynginae. See lyngidie, lynginte.

jyntee (jin'te), n. [E. Ind.] The plant Ses-

"bania JEgyptiaca, from which charcoal for use
in the manufacture of gunpowder is made.

Jysset. See Gis.

jystt, n. See gisfl.



1. Tho eleventh letter and
eighth consonant of the

l'.n<,'lish alphabet; the elev-

enth character also of the
Phenician alphabet, from
which it has come to us

through the Latin and
Greek. The comparative scheme
of forms, Pheiiiclan with its de-

scendants and its claimed originals (see A ), is as follows :

K
Early

Creek and Latin.
Egyptian.

Hieroglyphic, Hieratic.
Pheni-
cian.

K was little used in classical Latin, its office having been
transferred to C(as is explained under C); hence it is not
common in most alphabets derived from the Latin, as Ital-

ian and French. It was scarcely used in Anglo-Saxon, the
Ar-sound being regularly represented by et of which k was

only an occasional variant ; but It became common in early
Middle English, from the thirteenth century, and gained
repidlyin frequency.being needed to represent thuJr-antiml

where the c would be ambiguous, owing to the assibilation
of c before certain vowels. (SeeC, cA.) It is now the regu-
lar symbol for the sound it denotes in all the Teutonic lan-

guages, except English. In the modern English spelling
of words of Anglo-Saxon, Romance, or Latin origin it occurs
for this sound before e and t, > being used before other vow-
els and before consonants. In foreign words not of Romance
or Latin origin /. is the usual initial symbol for the sound.
Medially and finally, the sound is denoted in English by '/,-,

as in back, bicker, etc. K has no variety of pronunciation
in English, being everywhere the surd or breathed corre-

spondent to the sonant or voiced .-/ (hard). It is called a

guttural, or, better, a back-palatal, being the audible re-
sult of a breach of contact between the upper surface of
the back part of the tongue and the opposite surface of
the palate ; It Is related to g (hard) ana ng as ( is related
to '/ and n, and p to ft and m. It Is, however, now silent
before n, in words like knife, knight ; and, while itself no
longer doubled in English words, it is used with c as a
substitute for double e or double k, as In sick, tuck. In
words belonging to the Teutonic part of our language,
the Ar-sound represents to a large extent a more original
V sound, as in Arm, answering to Latin genut, Greek yevo*
(Sanskrit jn<D. Owing to the variable English transliter-
ation of Oriental words (Arabic, Hebrew, Hindustani, Per-

sian, Turkish, etc.), A: (ore) may represent any one of sev-
eral different kinds of Ar-sounds, more precisely represent-
ed (as in the etymologies of this dictionary) by Ar, kh, a, gh,
h, etc. Such words are preferably entered under the form
nearest the original ; but usage is too arbitrary aud vari-
ous to be brought under any rule.

2. In chem., the symbol for potassium (NL. ka-

lium). 3. As an abbreviation: (a) [/. c.] In
meteor., of cumulus (c being used for cirrus),
(b) Of king, knight, etc. : as, K. G., Knight of the
Garter, (c) Of carat. 4. In math., k is gener-
ally a constant coefficient. It is also a unit vec-
tor perpendicular to and j. 5. As a numeral
in medieval use, 250.

ka 1
, kae (ka, ka), . [An obs. or dial. var. of

coei.] The jackdaw. [Scotch.]
In spite

'

a' the thievish kaei
That haunt St. Jamie's !

Hum*, Prayer to the Scotch Representatives.

ka'-t, kaat,
'

< See cns .

Kan me, kun thee, runs through court and country.
Margton, Jonson, and Chapman, Eastward Ho, 11. 1,

ka:i

t,
' A variant of ko, for quoth (often for

i/
HO th he).

Enamoured, quod you ? have ye spied out that?

Ah, sir, mary nowe, I see you know what Is what
Enamoured, ka t mary, sir, say that againe.

riMl, Roister Dolster, 1. 2.

Kaaba, Caaba (kii'ba or ka'a-M)> n. [< Ar.

kn'bali, a square building, < ka'b, a cube.] A
cube-shaped, flat-roofed building in the center
of the Great Mosque at Mecca : the most sacred
shrine of the Mohammedans. In its southeast
corner it contains the sacred black stone called hajar at
aswvd. said to have been originally a ruby which came
down from heaven, but now blackened by the tears shed
for sin by pilgrims. This stone is an Irregular oval about
seven inches in diameter, and is composed of about a
dozen smaller stones of different shapes and sizes. It

is the point toward which all Mohammedans face dur-
ing their devotions. The Kaaba is opened to worshipers
twice or three times a year, but only the faithful are per-
mitted to approach it.

The Kaabah stands in an oblong square (enclosed by a
great wall) '250 paces long, and 200 broad, none of the sides

of which run quite in a straight line, though at Ant light
the whole appears to be of a regular shape.

llurrtliiinli, quoted in Burton's El-Medluah, p. 366.

kaama, . See caanui, 2.

kaareewan (ka-re'wan), n. [Native name.] A
tree of Queensland, Acacia glaucescens, 50 feet

or more in height, with a wood of handsome ap-
pearance, hard, close, and tough.
kab, n. See cab*.

kabab, n. and v. See cabob.

kabala, n. See cabala.

kabalassou, cabalassou (kab-a-las'8), n. The
priodontine or giant armadillo, Priodonteg gi-

gax.

kabassou, cabassou (ka-bas'8), n. [S. Amer.
name.] A xenurine armadillo, as Xenurus uni-

fiin-liiK or X. hispidus.

kabbala, kabbalah (kab'a-la), n. See cabala.

kabob. . and v. See cabob.

kabook, . Another spelling of cabook.

Kabyle (ka-bil'), n. [P. Kabyle; < Ar. Qabdil,

prop. pi. of qabila, a tribe, horde, species.] 1.

One of a Berber race dwelling in Algeria, par-
ticularly in the mountains of the coast. Allied
tribes are found In the neighboring countries of N'orth
Africa. The Kabyles are believed to be of Hamitic ori-

gin, and are Sunnite Mohammedans.
2. A dialect of Berber, spoken by many of the

Kabyles.
Kachuga (ka-ku'gii), n. [NL.J The typical ge-
nus of Kachugina. J. E. Gray.
Kachuginae (kak-u-ji'ne), . pi. [< Kachuga
+ -I/MB.] A subfamily of tortoises of the fam-

ily Bataguridae, typified by the genus Kachuga.
It was named by J. K. Gray for species having five claws
on the fore and four on the hind feet, the snout slightly
produced, the alveolar surface of the upper Jaw with one
straight angular ridge and a central longitudinal ridge.
It includes a number of Asiatic species, referred to four

genera.

kachugine (kak'u-jin), a. [< Kachuga + -tnel.]

Having characteristics of the Kdchugince.
Kadarite (kad'a-rit), n. [< Ar. (> Turk.) qadar,
predestination, divine fiat (< qadara, be able),
+ -te2.] One of a Mohammedan school or
sect which denies the doctrine of predestina-
tion and maintains that of free will.

kaddisb (kad'ish), n. [Heb.] In Jewish ritu-

al, a form of thanksgiving and prayer, contain-

ing special reference to the approach of the

kingdom of God, used at funerals, annual com-
memorations, etc.

Is any harm come to him because the eleven years went
by with no wretched Kaddish said for him? I can not
tell. If yon think KaddM will help me, say It, say it.

Qearge Eliot, Daniel Dcronda. liii.

kades (kadz), n. [Cf. fcetX] Sheep's dung.
Halliteell; Davies. [Prov. Eng.]

I rather think the kadet and other filth that fall from
sheep do so glut the fish that they will not take any arti-

ficial bait. W. Lauton (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 196).

kadi, cadi1 (ka'di or ka'di), ti. [Formerly also

cadae, cadee; Turk, kadi, kazi, a judge, < Ar.

i/<iili (qadhi), a judge, magistrate, < qaday,
judge : cf. alcalde.] A judge in Moslem coun-
tries.

kadi-kane (ka-de-ka'na), n. The Indian name
of a large grass, Panievm iWflcewro,extnsively
cultivated in tropical Asia for its seed. Also
called warree.

kadilesker, cadilesker (kad-i-les'ker), n. [<
Turk, kadi (kasiyyu) -I- 'asker, kazi 'asker, judge
of the army: kadi, kazi, judge; al, the; asker,

army.] The chief
judjje

in the Turkish empire :

so called because originally he had jurisdiction
over the soldiery, who now, however, can be
tried only by their own officers.

kadle-dock (ka'dl-dok), . 1. The ragwort,
Srnccio Jacoba:a. 2. The wild chervil,.kntAr#-
fiix.ii/lrfxtriK. [Prov. Kn<,'. in Imtli uses.]
Kadmee(kad'me), n. [Pers.] Amemberofone
of two sects of the Parsees of India, the other

being the Shenshais. They do not differ in faith, but
only in regard to the correct chronology of the era of

Yezdegird, the last king of the Sasanian dynasty, who was
dethroned by the I'alif Omar about A. i>. 640, and conse-

Ml

quently as to the correct dates for the celebration of their

festivals.

kados (ka'dos), n. [Gr. wiiiof: see rrtrftw.] Same

Kadsura (kad-su'rft), n. [NL. (Kampfer, 1810),
< Jap. katsura.] A genus of climbing shrubs of

the order Magiiolittrctp, tribe Schizandreee : dis-

tinguished from Scltizandra, the only other ge-
nus of the tribe, by the berry-like and globose,
instead of elongated, fruit. There are about 7

species, natives of tropical Asia.

kae, w. See ka1 .

Kaempferia (kemp-fe'ri-S), n. [NL. (Linnaeus),
named after one Kampfer (1651-1716). a Ger-
man who traveled many years in Asia.] A ge-
nus of plants of the order Scitamine<e, natives of

tropical Africa, eastern India, and the Malay
archipelago, having flowers in spikes with im-
bricated scales at the apex of short, few-leafed,
or leafless and scaly stems; a slender calyx-
tube, bearing a curious, irregular, three-lobed
corolla

;
and a single crested stamen whose fila-

ment is wrapped about the style. There are about
18 species, several of which are cultivated for ornament,
and one, K. Oaianga, furnishes one of the drugs known u
ualangal.

Kaffer, Kaffir, . and a. See Kafir.

kaffiyen (kaf'i-ye), TO. [Syrian.] In Syria, a
small shawl or scarf worn about the head, and
bound with a colored cord.

As we ride on we see to the left a large herd of camels,
and pass their driver, a fierce-looking dark-skinned man,
with bare arms, legs, and feet, astride a skinny little

horse, a coloured Icajfn/eh on his head, a striped abbaya or
burnous over his shoulder.

Fortnightly Rev., N. 8., XLIIL 624.

kaffle, n. Same as cnffle.

Kaffrarian (kaf-ra'ri-an), a. and n. [< Kaf-
fraria, Caffraria (see 'def.) (< Kafir, Kaffir, 2),
+ -an.~\ f. a. Pertaining to Kaffraria or Caffra-

ria, the country of the Kafirs in South Africa.
Kaffrarian region, in zoogeog. See region.

II. n. An inhabitant of Kaffraria.

kafila (kaf'i-lft), n. [= Turk. Pere. qafila, kdfila
= Hind, qafldh, < Ar. qafila, a caravan : see cof-

J/'.\ A train of loaded camels; a caravan. Also

cafflla, cafilah, kafilali.

Kafir, Kaffir (kaf'er), n. and a. [= Pers. kafir
= Turk, kafir (kyajir),

< Ar. kdfir, an unbeliev-

er, an infidel.] I. M. 1. An unbeliever; an in-

fidel: applied malevolently by Mohammedans
to Christians and pagan negroes. 2. One of a
South African race, inhabiting parts of Cape
Colony, Natal, and neighboring lands : so called

originally by the Mohammedan inhabitants of
eastern Africa, on account of their refusal to

accept the faith of Mohammed. They are divided
Into several branches or tribes, of which the Zulus are the
best-known, are of a bronze color, with woolly, tufted hair,
tall, well-made, athletic, and acute in Intellect.

3. The language of the Kafirs, a branch of the
South African or Bantu family. It is also called

Zulu-Kafir. 4. One of a race inhabiting Kafir-

istan, a mountainous region on the northeast of

Afghanistan, who have always maintained their

independence and resisted conversion to Mo-
hammedanism. Little is known of them, but they ap-
pear to be of Aryan stock, and are divided into a number of
tribes speaking different languages or dialects. Kafir's
simitar-tree. See llarptphyttum.
n. a. Of or belonging to the Kafirs : as, the

Kafir tongue : Kafir customs.
Also written faffer, Caffre, Kaffer, Kaffre.

Kafir-boom (kaf'er-bSm), . A tree of the ge-
nus Erythrina.
Kafir-bread (kaf'er-bred), . The spongy, fari-

naceous pith of the stem of a South African

cycadaceous plant, EncenJtalartos Coffer. See
Encephalartos and breadfruit.
Kafir-corn (kaf'er-kfirn), n. Indian millet,

Sorghum vulgare, which is cultivated in parts
of Africa as a cereal. See durra, sorghum.
Kafir's-tree (kaf'erz-tre), n. Same as Kafir-
boom. See Erythrina.
Kafir-tea (kaf ^er-te), n. The plant Helifhry-
xiini nudifolium.
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kafiz (kaf'iz), n. An Arabian measure of ca-

pacity, nearly equal, according to CJueipo, to 33

liters. According to Eliyfrh and the Sheikh Hasan el

Jabarti, generally 90 rotl (which see), or 8 makkouk, but
sometimes less. Also spelled cafz.

kafsh (kafsh), n. [Pers. kaj'xh, kefsh.} In Persia,
a slipper, one of several kinds having the heel

folded down.
kafta (kaf'ta), n. [Ar.] The leaves of Catha
edulis. Also cafta, kkat.

kaftan, . See caftan.

Kageneckia (kaj-e-nek'i-a), n. [NL. (Ruiz and

Pavon, 1794), named for Count F. von Kage-
neok, Austrian minister at Madrid.] A genus
of South American rosaceous trees, of the tribe

Quillajece, but differing from Quillaja, the type
of the tribe, in having the calyx-lobes imbri-
cated instead of valvate in the bud and the
leaves serrate. They are evergreen trees with coarse

leathery leaves and unisexual flowers, the male racemose
or corymbose, the female solitary and terminal. The fruit

is a large follicle. Three species only are known, growing
in Chill and the mountains of Peru. K. Monga yields
wood valuable for building purposes, and very bitter leaves
and seeds, which are used by the inhabitants as a remedy
for fevers. It is cultivated as a greenhouse plant for its

white flowers. K. crattzgoides is a tall ornamental tree ;

it was introduced into England in 1831.

kago(kag'6; Jap. pron. kang'go), n. [Jap.] A
small basketwork palanquin slung from a pole

Kago.

carried on the shoulders of two men. Thekagowas
formerly the commonest mode of conveyance in Japan,
but Is now confined almost entirely to mountainous re-

gions, having been superseded on the plains by the jin-
rikisha. Also cango.

kagu (ka'go), . [Native name.] A remark-
able grallatorial bird, Bhinochetus jubatus, the
sole member of the family Rhinochetidce, pecu-
liar to New Caledonia. It is an isolated form, with-
out very near relatives, in some respects intermediate be-
tween herons and rails. It is gray, paler below, with dark
cross-marks on the wings and tell; the bill and feet are red ;

Kagu (Rhinochetus jubatus ).

and the nape has a pendent crest. It is nocturnal, inhabits
mountain ravines, lives chiefly on animal food, runs rapid-
ly like a rail, has a habit of standing a long time motionless
like a heron, and emits a guttural cry. Also kagon.
kahikatea (ka-i-kat'a-a), . [Maori name.]
The coniferous tree Podocarpus dacrydioides of
New Zealand, called by the colonists white pine.
It grows to the height of 100 or 150 feet, forming forests
on swampy ground. Its wood is white and tough, and of
excellent service when protected from wet. Its white sweet
fruit is eaten by the natives. Also kai-katea. kakikatea,
and kakaterro.

kahoon(ka-hon'), [E.Ind.] A Calcutta unit
of weight, equal to 40 factory maunds, or 1J
tons; also, a money, 4 annas, or J rupee.
kai-apple, . See kei-apple.
kaiet, . A Middle English form of keyl.
kaif (klf), n. [Ar. qaif, quiescence.] Undis-
turbed quiescence, regarded as a state of high
happiness.
And this is the Arab's Kaif. The savoring of animal ex-

istence ; the passive enjoyment of mere sense ; the pleas-
ant languor, the dreamy tranquillity, the airy castle-build-
ing. Jt. F. Burton, El-Medlnah, p. 23.
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kai-ku (kil'e-ku), n. [Maori name.] An ever-

green climb'ing plant of New Zealand, Parson-
sia albijlora (P. heterophylla). It is cultivated

in greenhouses.
kail 1

,
n. See kale.

kail'J (kal), n. [Formerly also ktiyle, keil, keel;

< ME. kaylc = MD. keghel, D. kegel, a pin, nine-

pin, = MLG. LG. Jcegel = OHG. chegil, a pin,

plug, MHG. G. kegel, a wedge, cone, ninepin,= Sw. kegla, kagla = Dan. kegle, a cone, nine-

pin; root unknown.] 1. A ninepin; a skittle-

pin.
All the Furies are at a game called nine-pins, or keils,

made of old usurers' bones, and their souls looking on
with delight, and betting on the game !

B. Jonson, Chloridia.

2. pi. A game in which nine holes ranged in

threes are made in the ground, and an iron

ball is rolled in among them.

In skales,or kayles, the sheepes-joynte was probably the

bone used instead of a bowl.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 366.

And now at keels they try a harmelesse chaunce ;

And now their curre they teach to fetch and dannce.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

kail3 (ka'il),. [E.Ind.] The Himalayan Finns

excelsa, or Bhutan pine.
kaim, n. See kame.
kaimakam (ki-ma-kam'), n. [Also caimacam,
caimacan, caymacan, kaimkan, etc.

;
< Turk, and

Hind, kaimakam, < Ar. qaim-makdm, a lieuten-

ant, < qdim, firm, fixed, + makdm, a deputy.]
1 . An officer in the Turkish service, especially a

lieutenant-colonel. 2. An administrative of-

ficerin Turkey; specifically, the administrator
of a subdivision of a vilayet.
Fezzan is governed by a kaimakam or lieutenant-gov-

ernor. Encyc. Brit., IX. 129.

kain, . See cane2 . [Scotch.]
kain-fowl (kan'foul), n. A fowl paid or to be

paid by a tenant as kain (cane). See cane2 .

kain-hen (kan'hen), n. A hen paid or to be

paid by a tenant as kain (cane). See cone2.

Yet it shall never be said the fairest maid in the Fair

City was cooped up in a convent like a kain-hen in a cavey.
Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, xxv.

kainite (ki'nlt), n. [Prop. *ccenite or "cenite, <

Gr. iauv6f, new, recent, + -ite2.] A hydrous
magnesium sulphate with potassium chlorid,

occurring in beds of considerable extent at the
salt-mines of Stassfurt, Germany. The impure
kainite, which contains twelve per cent, or more of pot-
ash, is used largely as a fertilizer.

Kainozoic (kl-no-zo'ik), a. Same as Camozoic.

kairet, v. See eair.

kairine (ki'rin), n. [< (?) Gr. Koupdf, the right
time, + -iwe2.] A whitish crystalline powder
(Ci H13ON.HCl. + H?O),

bitter-salt in taste,
soluble in water and alcohol, and used in medi-
cine as an antipyretic.

kairnt, n. An obsolete spelling of cairn.

kaiser (kl'z6r), n. [Early mod. E. also keisar;
< ME. caiser, cayser, kaiser (North.), < AS. co-

sere, emperor, < L. Ccesar, Csesar, emperor: see

Caesar.'} If. An emperor. Compare Ccesar, 1.

Wei kud kinges & kaysers krauen me i-now,
I nel leie mi loue so low now at this time.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.X 1. 483.

King nor keimr
Shall equal me in that world.

Fletcher, Mad Lover, 1L 1.

2. [Recent, G.] The emperor of Germany (or
of Austria).

kaisership (ki'z6r-ship), . [< kaiser^ + -ship.']
The office of kaiser or emperor.
He was ready for the Kaisership before the Kaisership

was ready for him. Contemporary Rev., LIV. 622.

ka.jak, n. See Jcayak.

kajeput, . See cajeput.

kaju-apple (ka-j8'ap*l), n. [Anglo-Ind.] The
cashew-nut. Cyclopedia of India.

kaka (ka'ka), n. [Maori; prob. imitative
;

ef.

cockatoo.} A parrot of the genus Nestor, pecu-
liar to New Zealand. The common kaka is N.
liypopolius, and the mountain kaka N. notabilis.

See Nestor.

kakapo (kak'a-po), n. [Maori ;
cf. kaka.} The

owl-parrot or ground-parrot of New Zealand,
Stringops habroptilus, a large and noteworthy
parrot, by some made the type of a family
Stringopidce, distinct from the Psittaddce. it is

nocturnal, unable to fly, and in danger of rapid extermi-
nation. It is of a mottled-greenish color, and about as

large as a raven.

kakarali (kak-a-ral'i), n. [S. Amer.] A tree
of British Guiana, Lecythis Ollaria. Its wood is

very durable in salt water, resisting the depredations of
the sea-worm and barnacle. Its bark is composed of a
great number of thin layers, which the natives separate
by beating and use for wrapping. Also kakaralli.

kale

kakelt, '' ' A Middle English form of cackle.

kakemono (kak-e-m6'no),M. [Jap.,< fcA-e-,root
of bakery, hang, + mono, thing.] A Japanese
wall-picture or decoration, painted in transpa-
rent colors on a band of silk, gauze, or paper,
and mounted on a roller. It is generally long and
narrow, and is the common form of wall-picture in Japan :

to be distinguished from malrirtwno, a roll-picture or

scroll, sometimes of great length, intended to be unrolled

and examined in the hands.

kaki (ka'ke), n. [Jap.] The persimmon of

Japan, or Chinese date, Diospyros Kaki, or its

fruit.

The kaki, or Japan persimmon, is a comparatively re-

cent introduction. Sci. Amer., N. 8., LX. 225.

kakistocracy (kak-is-tok'ra-si), .; pi. kakin-

tocracies (-siz). [< Gr. tAuorof, superl. of raxof,

bad, + -Kparia, rule : see -cracy.} Government

by the worst men in the state : opposed to aris-

tocracy, government by the best men. [Rare.]

Jacobin democracy differs from ancient and medieval

merely in this, that it is not an aristocracy, or government
of the best, but a kakistocracy, or government of the worst.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 44.

kaklet, <' >' A Middle English form of cackle.

kakodyl, kakodyle, . See cacodyl.

kakoxene, kakoxine, n. See cacoxene.

kal, . A variant spelling of cal.

kal. An abbreviation of kalends. See calends.

kaladana (kal-a-da'na), n. [Origin unknown.]
A species of morning-glory, Ipomcea (Pharbi-
tis) Nil, found in the warmer parts of the Old
World.
kaladana-seed (kal-a-da'na-sed), n. The seed
of Ipomaia Nil, used as a cathartic.

kalamdan (kal'am-dan), n. [Also Tealemdan;
Pers. (> Ar. Hind.) galam-dan, a pen-case, < qa-

lam, a pen, pencil, reed (see calamus), + dan,

having, holding.] A Persian writing-case, con-

sisting of a long and narrow box of wood or

papier-mach6 painted in bright colors and var-

nished, haying at one end the ink-pot,
in a

slightly projecting compartment, and including
a receptacle for pens, a knife, etc.

kalamkari (kal-am-kar'i), n. [< Pers. qalam-
kdri, < qalam-kdr, a painter, < qalam, a pen, pen-
cil, + -kdr, denoting an agent.] Color-decora-
tion of certain special kinds in Indian countries ;

specifically, a chintz of which the pattern is pro-
duced bymany separate dyeings, the ground bo-

ing covered in places by repellent preparations,
and also by printing from small blocks.

kalan (ka'lan), n. The sea-otter. See cut un-
der Enhydris.
An adult kalan is an animal not much larger than a ma-

ture and well-conditioned beaver. . . . Itwill measure from
the tip of its tail, which is short, to the extremity of the

muzzle, 3J to 4$ feet, the tall not being over 6 to 8 inches

long, and it has a proportionate girth of a little over 2 feet.

Fisheries of U. S., V. it. 487.

Kalanchoe (kal-an-ko'e), n. [NL. (Adanson,
1763), from the Chinese name of the plant.] 1.

A genus of tropical herbs or shrubs belonging
to the natural order Crassulaceai. or orpine fam-

ily, differing from most other plants of the or-

der by having the calyx 4-parted. The leaves
are opposite and fleshy,and the flowers are large, white, yel-

low,orpurplish,and disposed in many-flowered paniculate
cymes. There are about 20 species, one of which is a na-
tive of Brazil, all the rest occurring in tropical Africa anil

Australia. K. crenata of Sierra Leone is a succulent shrub
cultivated in greenhouses, and is called scalloped kalan-
choe. The name is sometimes written Calanchoe.

2. [1. c.} A plant of this genus.
Kalands (kal'andz), n. pi. [Probably from L.

Kalenate, the first day of the month.] A religious
brotherhood which originated in northern Ger-

many in the thirteenth century, and extended
to France and other countries. Its objects were
the establishment of solemn burial rites, common reli-

gious exercises, and mutual support. The meetings oc-

curred on the first of each month, and terminated with a

feast; these feasts gradually degenerated into excesses,
and the fraternity was abolished. Also called Calender
brothers.

kalathos(kara-thos),. [< Gr. naAaOo;.} Same
as mlathus, 1.

kaldt, a. A Middle English form of cold.

kale, kail 1
(kal), n. [Formerly also teal; a

dial.var. of cole2.} 1. In Scotland, loosely, cab-

bage in general, and by extension any kind of

greens; specifically, both there and elsewhere,

any variety of cabbage with curled or wrinkled
leaves not forming compact heads like the com-
mon cabbage, nor yielding a fleshy edible in-

florescence like the cauliflower and broccoli,
and usually having a long stalk

;
borecole.

The first ceremony of Halloween is pulling each a stock
or plant of kail. Burns, Halloween, note.

2. A broth made in Scotland in which kale or

cabbage is a principal ingredient ; hence, any
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soup, no matter of what composed, and, by a kaleidoscopical (ka-li-do-skop'i-kal), a. [<ka- type of the family Kiilliiim //(<, characterized

by aflat, tloliy troad without ucrvc, sometimes

perforated, irregularly cut and lobed. The cjrsto-

carps or kalldia which are formed In the middle of the

frond are hemispherical, at flret Immersed, afterward

swelling and protruding, and tlnally Incoming free by
the rupture of the adjacent tissue. The spluerosporei
are formed by the superficial cells. The genus embrace!
about 20 species, found in the seas of both hemisphere*.

Kallymenieae (kal'i-me-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Harvey), < Kallymenia + -etf.] Atribe ofred-

spored algie of which Kallymenia is the type,
characterized by the cells of the frond being
round, the nuclei enveloped, and the sphro-
spores (tetraspores) scattered in the cortical

cells. The tribe belongs to the order Oigartinacta of the

class Fliirideof, and embraces the two genera Kallymenia
and CallophyUii.

further rxt.riisicm, dinner: as, will you conic lri<liixr<>i>ic + -it/.] Same as

tiiiil liik' yniir l.-nle wi'nief [Scotch.] kalemdan, >i. See kalnmiltni.

M the,-,. is neither i-rcad ,,or Me. kalcndar', kalendarial. Variant spellings of

Fofi ..... ,n men an.l me. ralnuliir, raleinlarial.

Bottte i^ Ot(fr(mrn<! (Child's Ballads, VII. 21). Kalendar-, .

When lie brings in thu incuse with Ktale, Beef, and kalender't, .

Brewesse, what stumaek in England could forbeare to call cittlitl'.

for flanks and briakeU? KalonHor- u
Milton, Apology for .Smectymnuus. vVlg d ,i

'

'/

Hut hear yc, neighbour, . . I will be back here to my
'

MI agaKe oV,,,ck. **. Blaek Dwarf, i.

Sea Calender3 .

A Middle English form of ml

See Calender*.
See calends.

n. A pot in which soup is

Corn-kale, >*<< Sinamitrum the charlock or wild
fcale-rullt (kal'runt), .

mustard: so called from its growing in fields of grain. , ru*/ili 1
Also field.kalf.~- Indian kale, Caladmm yrandiflantm, a age -

The stem of the cab-

plant" of the Aroidea. The rootstocks contain a large

quantity of starch, which is used by the natives, after

Flent Inict o't wad hae pierced the heart
O' a kail-runt.

the western slutresof Europe and on the Black Sea. It has [Scotch.]
broad, wavy-toothed leaves, which are gray-colored, and, kale-turnip (kal 'ter 'nip), n. Same as kohl-
likc the stem, glaucous. For two centuries it has been cul- ., *"L iHomai-AWiiti Pnirliah tratmlptinn
tiv:ite,l for its young shoots, which make a pleasant and 'noi.ofwhich it is merelyant,ngl

preserved from antiquity, it was first partially published
in 1835, and completed in 1849 In '22,793 verses, gathered
from the recitations of many persons, and collected andAt arranged by Ellas Lonnrot.

cabbage-leaf. kalewife (kal'wif), n.; pi. kalewives (-wivz). A
woman who sells vegetables ;

a marketwoman ;

a huckstress. [Scotch.]
The larva of the

I nit hark, the kail-bell rings, and I

Muun gae link atf the pot.

Watty and Madge (Herd's Collection, II. 109).

kale-blade (kal'blad), .

[Scotch.]
Your hose sail be the brade kail-blade,

8

The Gardener"chm's Ballads, IV. 93).
kale-WOtm (karwerm), n.

cabbage-butterfly, Pieris brassicce, and of some
closely related species,

kaleyard (kal'yard), n. A cabbage-garden.
[Scotch.]

kali 1
(kal'i or ka'li), n. [=G. kali (NL. kalium);

< Ar. qali: see alkali.] 1. The plant Salsola

Kali, the prickly saltwort or glasswort. See
kaleege (ka-lej '),. [E. Ind. kalij.] A pheasant
of the genus Euplocamus and that section of the

genus called Gallophasis, closely related to the

silver-pheasants and flrebacks. There are several

ancient Attic festival occurring on the 19th of

the month Thargelion (May-June), when the

tutelary image of Athena Polias was adorned

dedi-
who

American
longing to tlie tribe Rho-

dorete, distinguished by the open bell-shaped

kale-brose (kal'broz), n. A pottage made of

meal and the skimmings of broth.

Ane wadna hae thought that gude meal was sae scant

amang them, when the quean threw sae m tickle gude kail-

bmte scalding hot about my lugs.
Scott, Old Mortality, xxviti.

,

alkali and Salsola.Z. Potash: so called by
German chemists.
Also kalin.

Lemon and kail. Same as lemon-kali.

species, such as *,'. albocristatw, K. mela,wtvx, and .E hare- kaU2
(ka'le), M. [Pers. (> Turk.) kali, a large

feldi, inhabiting the upper part* of India from the foot-
*

J
,

1
". JL

v- - - "

hills to an elevation of 8,000 feet. They are noted for ' ? 1.
' ^

their pugnacity, and for making a drumming noise, but
in general habiU resemble other pheasants of the same

genus. Also spelled kalij and calidge.

kaleidograph (ka-li'do-graf), .

[Irreg.
< Gr.

xa/Wf, beautiful, + fi<5of, form, + -ypaipetv, write.]
An apparatus for throwing on a screen or on
a glass disk the colored patterns produced by a

kaleidoscope.

A carpet with a long pile, as distin-

guished from the carpets without nap. Hence
2. The largest in the set of carpets commonly
used in a Persian room, filling the center of the
room.
call-. For words beginning thus, see cali-.

calian (kal'i-an), n. A name for the Eastern

tobacco-pipe in which the smoke is drawn

through water. See hooka and narghile.__-_ _" 11-1 _ ft 1- J- - lyU4V/VMCU TTIWJ.t tij^v; mrVNM **uv* riur yi*rii^.

kaleidophone, kaleidophon (ka-h do-fon, taiidium(ka-lid'i-um),>i.;pl.AYi/WMi(-g). [NL.,
-fon), n. [Irreg. < Gr. xoWf, beautiful, + eHofc < Gr KayliutVt dim . of ttfj^ coti granary.] In
form + 00W/. sound.] An instrument invented
form,+ 00W/. sound.] An instrument invented the flori(ieous alga, an oval capsule or cysto-
by Sir Charles Wheatstone for exhibiting the

carp containing undivided spores. Le Maout

duces (by virtue of the persistence of visual impressions)
a variety of visible curves. Also written ealeidophmw.

L. forma.
form.] "Resembling' Sateoia Kali, the prickly
saltwort.

kaleidoscope (ka-li'do-skop), . [F. kaleido- kaligenous (ka-lij'e-nus), a. [< fcaK1 + Gr.

scope (< E.); irreg. < Gr. Ko?.of, beautiful, + -jfvw, producing: see -genotis.] Producing al-

tiubf, form, + moirciv, view.] An optical instru- kalis: specifically applied
to certain metals

ment creating and exhibiting, by reflection, which form alkalis with oxygen. The true ka-

a variety of beautiful colors and symmetrical ligenous metals are potassium and sodium,
forms. In Its simplest form the instrument consists of kalij,". See kaleege.
a tube containing two reflecting surfaces inclined toward

Jralin (kal'in or ka'lin), n. [< kalfl- + - 3
.]

each other at any angle which Is an aliquot part of 300. A aarnna a l-nlil
clear eye-glass Is placed Immediately against one end of '

,
. . ,,",/. ..... r , , ,,_ , ,,<* -, Tl ,

the mirrors and a similar glass at their other end; the kallnite (kal 1-nit), . [< kaltn + -tfe^.J 111

tube is continued a little beyond this second glass, and its mineral., native potash alum.

t), n. [< kalil + Gr.
. silicate of aluminium

r lephelite, found in vol-

duces, by the repeated reflection in the mirrors, different canic bombs ejected from Monte Somma, Vesu-
symmetrlcal figures. The polyangular kaleidoscope mul- yju8
tiplies the effectby having three or fourmirrors; alarger ... ,,,,-,- %

I-.JT / i / A. __i;v
number destroys the symmetry of combination. Besides KallUm (Ka H-um), n. LH.U, \ hi (I (AT. qail),

theuseof the kaleidoscope as a toy, it serves the practical potash: see kali1 .] Potassium: from tills

Surpose
of furnishing an endless variety of patterns for

emrativc work. Sir David lirewster invented the In
name its symbol K is derived.

American Laurel (Kalmia lattfolia}.

a, flower ; 4. same, cut longitudinally, showing the position of the
stamens before fertilization, and the pistil; f, same, after fertiliza-

tion ; /, fruit.

corolla and ten hypogynous stamens with elon-

gated filaments. The anthers have the peculiarity

(though free in the early bud) of becoming embedded In

specialized pits or pockets of the corolla as it expands,
the filaments bending over and acquiring tension, and

finally straightening elastically, withdrawing the anthers

suddenly, and projecting the pollen to some distance over

adjacent flowers. The plants are for the most part hand-
some evergreen shrubs with shining leaves and showy
flowers in corymbs. There are 6 species, one of which

grows In the West Indies, and one extends to the Rocky
Mountains and California, the remainder being confined
to eastern North America. A*. latifMa. the American

laurel, also called calieo-btuh from the color of IU flowers.

Is one of the most wide-spread and beautiful of Ameri-
can shrubs, and was proposed by Darlington as the na-

tional emblem. It Is a large shrub, often from 10 to

20 feet in height, with ample shining leaves and a
pro-

fusion of very showy flowers varying from nearly white
to deep pink. The stems are crooked and straggling,
the bark brown and scaly, and the wood very hard and
useful for various purposes. A'. angutHftilia, the sheep-
laurel, lambklll, or wlcKy, is a smaller shrub with bright
crimson or rose-colored flowers, common in New Eng-
land, and ranging from Hudson's Bay to Georgia. It is

believed to poison sheep when the deep snows of winter
drive them to the extremity of eating it. K. ijlauea, the

pale laurel, prefers cold peat-bogs, and is the only species
that ranges across the continent It Is a low straggling

bush, with the leaves whitened underneath, and lilac-pur-

ple flowers.

on the die,+ yiif/a, a generation, age: see yi/ii"

The last of the four Hindu periods contained in a

mahdyuga, or great age of the world, and analo-

gous to the iron age of classic mythology, it

consists of 432,000 solar-sidereal years, and began, as deter-

mined by Hindu astronomical science, 3,102 years before

the Christian era.

ment about 1816, although the idea of it had been vaguely
suggested before. He also made it applicable to distant

objects by replacing the object-box at the outer end with
a double-convex lens, controlled by an adjusting-screw.
Jewel kaleidoscope, an enlarged and superior form of

kaleidoscope mounted on a stand, with a wheel to regu-
l:ite its adjustment : so called because furnished with very

richly colored pieces uf glass. UJe v;nrlBU

kaleidoscopic (ka-ll-do-skop'ik), a. KtoteWo-
fcaltuiet ,.. /. game as calcule.

../.
+ --.] Relating to the kaleidoscope: kallf ka\lef . obsolete spellings of caufl.

varying or variegated like the forms and colors k ju
'

Fop
'

WOT$S beginning thus, see calli-.

in a kaleidoscope : as, l:ulriilt>xcopic views; *-
Jfaiij pe n . See Calliope, 1.

leidoscopic combinations of color.
kallo-. For words beginning thus, see callo-.

Her generation certainly would have lost one of its Kallymenia (kal-i-me'ni-a), n. [NL. (J. G.
representative and original creations: representative in

Airjrrdh 1S4) \ Gr K<i/t/oc beautv, "f* vuffv, a
a versatile, kaleidoscopic presentment of modern life and .-,'" '. , _2 j _.
Issues. Sted

kalivuga (kal-i-yS'gS), M. [Skt.,< A-K,theace Kalmuck. Oalmnck (kal'muk), n. [Also Cal-

muc; = F. Kalmouk = G. Kalmucke, < Russ.

Ktilinuilcft.] 1. A member of a branch of the

Mongolian family of peoples, divided into four

tribes,anddwelling in theChinese empire,West-
ern Siberia, and southeastern Russia. They are

nomads, adherents of a form of Buddhism, and
number over 200,000. 2. The language spoken
by the Kalmucks. 3. [I. c.] A kind of rough
cloth having a hairy nap.

kalo-. For words beginning thus, see calo-.

kalong (ka-long'), n. [E. Ind.] A general name
of the large fruit-bats, fox-bats, flying-foxes, or
roussettes belonging to the genus Pteroptis.

kalongo (ka-long'go), n.



kalpa

kalpa (kal'pa), . [Skt., lit. formation, arrange-
ment.] In Hindu citron., a day of Brahma, a

period of 4,320,000,000 years, equivalent to a
thousand great ages (mahayugu); an eon. At
the end of the eon, the cosmos is resolved again into chaos,
and has to be created anew at the end of another like pe-

riod, constituting a night ol the Supreme Being. Also

spelled calpa.

kalpak, . See calitae.

kalpis (kal'pis), .; pi. kalpeis (-pis). [< Gr.

KuAmf (see def.).] In Gr. archaiol., a water-

"vase, usually of large

size, resembling the

hydria, and like it

having three handles,
but differing from the

3264

Go where one will in the Lowlands of Scotland,

kangaroo
final n, making 48 in all. Kana is so called because it is

the kames gravel-mounds, knolls of boulder clay,' etc.', made up of Chinese characters whose form (somewhat

still retain in most cases their original form. modified) and name (but not theirmeamng) have been

J. CruU, Climate and Time, p. 342.

3. A camp or fortress. [Scotch.]

His route. . . conducted him past the small ruined tow- yaiut and katakana.

er, or rather vestige of a tower, called by the country peo- Kanaka (ka-liaK ii),

pie the Kaim of Derncleugh. Scott, Guy Mannering, xlvi. 1 .

'

kame (kam), r. t. An obsolete or dialectal

(Scotch) form of comb1
.

Thy hands see thou wash,
Thy head likewise keame,

And in thine apparell
See torne be no seame.

Schoole of Vertue. (HaUiwell.)

O who will kame my yellow hair

With a new made silver kame?
Border Minstrelsy, II. 58.

kamechi, . See kamichi.

kameela, kamela, . See kamila.

kamees, . See kamis.

kamera (kam'e-ra), n. [= L. camera, a room :

see camera, chamber.] A room; apartment;
chamber.

borrowed, and is of two kinds : hiragana or cursive hand,

in common use, and katakana or ' side-borrowed letters,'

used chiefly for proper names and foreign words. See him-

n. [Hawaiian, a man.]
A Hawaiian or Sandwich Islander. Also

Kanacha, Kanaker, Kaiuik. [Pacific coast and

islands.]
In the rough winter of Forty-nine and Fifty the poor

Kanakas of San Francisco, quite childlike in their help-
lessness . . . died under filthy sheds of hide, and in the

bush. J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 89.

2. One of the brown laborers brought from the

Pacific islands, on a three years' agreement, and

largely employed in northern Queensland, espe-

cially on the sugar-plantations. [Australia.]

Whereupon she moved loftily away, and began to in-

terrogate a Kanaka boy, who was digging a few paces oif .

Mrs. Campbell Praed, The Head Station.

kanarl (ka-na'ri), H. [Javanese.] The oil-pro-

ducing Java almond, Canarium commune. See

Kalpis. Examples of Greek red-figured pottery.

hydria in that the posterior handle does not ex-

tend above the rim.

kalsomine (kal'so-min or -mm), n. and v. A
common but incorrect form of calcimine.

kalumb, kalumba, kalumba-root, . See >-

Jumbo.

kaluszite (kal'us-it), . [< Kalusz, a town in

Galicia, + -ite2.] A mineral: sa.mea.asyngenite.

kalyptra (ka-lip'tra), .; pi. kalyptrw (-tre).

[< Gr. Kahim-Tpa, a veil : see calyptra.] In anc.

Gr. costume, a veil of thin stuff very commonly
worn to cover the hair. It is to be distinguished from
the himatiou or mantle, which was often made to fill its

place by being drawn up over the head. Compare calyp-

kamif. An obsolete form of came1
, preterit of

come.

kam2
t, . See cam2

.

kamachi (kam'a-chi), n. See kamichi.

kamacite (kam'a-sit), n. [< Gr. /cd/mf
a vine-pole, any pole or shaft, + -jte2.] One of

the names given by Reicheubach (in German
Balkeneisen) to various peculiar forms observed
in meteoric iron. See Widmaunstattian figures,
under figure.
Kamakura lacquer. See lacquer.

kamala, n. See kamila.

kamarband, n. See cummerbund.

kamas, . See camass.

kamassi(ka-mas'i), n. [S.African.] A South
African tree, Gonioma Kamassi, of the dogbane
family, with fragrant flowers, and a hard, tough,
and close-grained yellow wood, which is used in

cabinet-work, for the handles of tools, etc.

kambala (kam-ba'la), n. [E. Ind.] An East
Indian tree, Sonneratia apetala, of the natural
order Lythrariece. Its hard red wood is used for

making packing-boxes and for house-building.
kambodja (kam-bo'ja), n. [Malay.] The Plu-
meria acutifolia, an apocynaceous tree, with nu-
merous large white flowers, verycommon in the

villages of Burma.
kambou (kam'bo), n. [Kurile Islands.] A sea-

weed, Laminaria saccharina. It is a favorite dish

among all classes in Japan, and is called by the Russians
sea-cabbage. In England it is known zssea-beet andsuieet

tangle.

Kamchadale (kam'cha-dal), n. [= F. Kam-
tchadale = G. Eamtscliadale, < Russ. Kamclia-

dalu, an inhabitant of Kamchatka,< JSTamc/mtt-o,

Kamchatka.] A member of a native tribe of

Kamchatka, a peninsula in Eastern Siberia.
The tribe is sometimes classed among Mongolians. It
numbers only from 2,000 to 3,000. Also Kamtchadal, Kam-
chatkan.

Kamchatka!! (kam-chat'kan), a. and n. [<
Kamchatka + -an.'] I. a. Of or pertaining to

Kamchatka.
An Eskimo offshoot, though mixed with Tnskl or Kam-

chatkan blood. Athenaeum, No. 3149, p. 270.

II. n. 1. An inhabitant of Kamchatka. 2.
The language of Kamchatka.
kame, kaim (kam), n. 1. Dialectal (Scotch)
forms of comb 1

.

And lang, lang may the maidens sit,

Wi 1

their goud bairns in their hair,
A1

waiting for their ain dear loves.
Sir Patrick Spen (Child's Ballads, HI. 156).

2. A peculiar elongated ridge, made up of de-
trital material. See eskar, and horseback, 2.

[Scotch, but frequently used by geologists writ-

ing in English.]

xdusive
m
onhe^p[t

a
alorSe

a

t! kan"ari-oU(ka.na'ri-oil),. An oil derivedby ex-

and in each of them there are three windows, a large table, pression from Canarium commune, which yields
a brick oven, and sleeping-platform accommodations for ft JQ large proportion. It is preferred to cocoa-
about twenty-five men.

0. Kennan, The Century, XXXIII. 535. nut-oil, both for culinary purposes and for burn-

ing.

canchil, kantjil (kan'chil), n. [E. Ind.] A
small deer of the genus Tragulus, found in

Java; a pygmy deer, deerlet, or chevrotain, as

Tragulus pt/f/maus or T. kanchil. See Tragulus.
(kand), n. A variant spelling of cand.

kami (kii'mi). . [Jap., upper, superior, a

lord.] 1. A lord; a title applied by the Japan-
ese to daimios and governors. 2. A term used

by the Japanese to designate (a) all the gods
or celestial beings who formed and peopled Ja-

pan; (6) the descendants of these gods, the mi-
fcanfle ^Dan"pronrka~ne"), 7~[Dan.~ = Norw.

kados and the imperial family, as terrestrial
A,-arma = E. caw, a vessel: see caw2.] A measure

kami
;
and (c) such heroes and worthies as have of capacity used in Denmark and Norway, equal

been deified by the mikados. to 4.1 United States pints or 3.4 imperial pints.
In Japan it is interesting to observe that a national Kami Jjandel (kan'del), n. [The native name on the

-Ten-zio-dai-zin-is worshipped as a sort of Jahveh by Maiabar coast.] A tree, Kaudelia Rheedii, re-
the nation m

genera^ mneiewth Century, XIX. 494 .
lated to the mangrove See Kandelia.

-i -, m-L kandele, w. oee kantelet.
3. [cap.] [= Chin, shin, god, spirit.] The name Kandelia (kan-de'li-a), n. [NL. (Wright and
used by the Protestant missionaries and the Arnott i 834 ) < ^and'el, q. v.] A genus of trop-
native Protestant Christians of Japan for the

ical East Indian trees belonging to the order
Supreme Being; God: the term used by Roman Bilizophoracea:, or mangrove family, differing
Catholics is Tensh.il, or Lord of Heaven, whence botanically from Rhizophora, the mangrove, in

its 5- to 6-parted calyx, lacerated petals, and

1-celled, 6-ovuled ovary. The genus consists of a

single species, which is a small tree with opposite, cori-

aceous, oblong, entire leaves, and large white flowers on

axillary peduncles. The fruit is leathery, ovoid, 1-celled

and 1-seeded, the seed, as in the mangrove, germinating
within the fruit. The bark of K. Rheedii, the only species,
is used in dyeing red, probably as a mordant. It is also

used for tanning. Mixed with ginger or pepper and rose-

water, it is said to be a remedy for diabetes. Like most

Roman Catholics are known as the Tenshu-kio,
or ' Lord-of-Heaven sect.' Way of the Kami, the

way of the gods ; Shinto, the so-called native religion of

Japan. See Shinto.

kamichi (kam'i-chi), )(. [F. kamichi; from a

native name.] The horned screamer, Palame-
dea cornuta. Also written kamachi, kamechi.

kamila, kamela (ka-me'la), i. [Hind, kamila,

kamela.] 1. An East Indian dyestuff consisting
of a powdery substance which invests the pods plants of the family, this tree is found only on the coast.

ottheeupboTbi&eeouatieeMallotusPhilippineii- kandy, n. See candy'
2

.

sis (Rottlera tinctoria). It yields a rich orange color, kane1
,
n. See cane2 .

which is imparted almost exclusively to silk. It is also kan62
t. See klian1 .

an effective
vermifuge^ kaneh, n. See caneh.

2. The tree which yields this dyestuff. Also kaneite (kan'it), n. TNamed after R. J. Kane
kameela, kaimaile, kamula, and kanbil. Some- of Dublin, who first observed it.] A doubtful
times called spoomcood.
kamis, kamees (ka-mes'), . [Ar. qamis: see

camix, chemise.] The loose shirt, having sleeves

reaching to the wrist, worn by men of Moslem
nations. It is made of linen or cotton, or some-
times of a fabric of cotton and silk, etc.

The body dress is simply a Kamis or cotton shirt ; tight
sleeved, opening in front, and adorned round the waist and

, ,

collar and down the breast with embroidery like network,
it extends from neck to foot.

S. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 150.

kampt, n. and v. An obsolete spelling of camp 1
.

kampong (kam'pong), n. [Malay, also kam

manganese arsenide, supposed to have been
found in Saxony.
ang1

, kong (kang, kpng), . [Chin.] A large
glazed earthenware jar, containing from 60 to

100 gallons, used in China for storing water.

kang2 (kaug), n. [Chin.] A kind of oven-
like erection built of bricks, used in the north-

ern provinces of China and in Manchuria as a

bed, fire being placed underneath it in winter.
Kangs are about three feet high, and vary in size ; some of

those provided in inns and hostelries afford sleeping-ac-
commodation for many persons.

kangan, See canguu.
l>ung. See compound2.] An inclosure or com- kangaroo (kaug-ga-ro'), n.

[prig, kangaroo, >

pound.
It is impossible to doubt that, among the English in our

Malay settlements,compound is used in this sense in speak-
ing English, and Kampung in speaking Malay.

Yule and BurneU, Anglo-Ind. Gloss., p. 186.

kamptulicon (kamp-tu'li-kon), n. [= F. kamp-
tulicon; a trade-name, < Gr. KauitTot;, flexible,
f ow/lof, thick.] A kind of floor-cloth composed
of india-rubber, gutta-percha, and ground cork.
It is warm, soft, and elastic. The material was introduced
about 1855. It is usually of a uniform dark-gray color, but
is sometimes varied with colored patterns. Also culled
cork carpet.

kampylite, . See campylite.
Kampylorhynchus, . See Campylorhynchus.
kamsin, n. See khamsin.

kanH, v. An obsolete spelling of canl.

kan2
t, '* and r. An obsolete form of can 2 .

kans
t, it. An obsolete form of khan 1

.

kana (ka'na), n. [Jap., short for kari-na, bor-
rowed names.] Japanese writing as distinguish-
ed from Chinese, which is also used in Japan.
It is syllabic and consists of 47 letters, each representing
a syllable ending with a vowel-sound, to which is added a

F.kanguroo: a native Australian name.] 1. A
large marsupial mammal of Australia, Macro-

pus giganteus; by extension, any herbivorous
and saltatorial marsupial of the family Ma-
cropodidre (which see for technical characters).
The great kangaroo, the first Australian species of this

large family to become known to Europeans, was dis-

covered by Cook in 1770. The male stands 6 or 7 feet

high; the female is a third smaller. The hinder parts
of the animal enormously preponderate over the fore

parts; the thighs and tail are very muscular, the lower

leg and the tail very long. The second and third digits
are much reduced, the weight of the body falling chiefly
on the fourth and fifth. The fore limbs are very small,
used chiefly for prehension, and not in locomotion ; dur-

ing the flying leaps the animal makes, said to be from 10
to 20 and even 30 feet in extent, they are closely clasped
to the breast. The head and neck are slender, the ears

high. The general color isyellowish brown, darker above
and paler below. The front teeth are fitted for nipping
herbage ; the stomach is long and sacculated ; and there is

a large csecuni. In their whole structure and economy the

kangaroos represent ruminants in the Australian, Austro-

Mahiyan, and Papuan regions. They are gregarious, inof-

fensive, and timid, but when brought to bay prove formi-
dable antagonists, using the claws of the hind feet with
great effect. They are killed by being closed in upon and



kangaroo
knocked down with dulis, m driven Into ambush and shot
like deer. There are many species, 1 of the genus Mu
cropux, of Petrtxjale, ana ,'i of the genus Uiuirhinjalea,
in which the tall ends In a kind of nail. They inhabit
nut only Australia and Tasmania, tint New Oulnea, New
In -land, tin- Aril 1 si.on Is, and other Islands. A large liuili-

Glant Kangaroo (MatrofHS major).

her of smaller species with naked muzzle, called brush
kangaroo*, pademelons, whattabeex, etc.

,
constitute the sub-

genus Ualmaturux. The rock-kangaroos form the genus
r<'tm<fale. Uarc-kangaroos or kangaroo-hares belong to
the genus Layorchentes. (See cut under hare-kangaroo.}
A peculiar type of kangaroo, Inhabiting New Guinea and
Misol, Is the genus Dorcopna. (See cut under Dorcopsi*.)
Kangaroo-nits, potoroos, or bettongs are small animals
constituting the subfamily llypsiprymnina.
This animal is called by the natives kanyuroo.

Cook'i Voyaijes, quoted in N. and Q., 6th ser., VI. 58.

She might have said that It was not convenient to come
in and find a tame ka.nija.rao as big as a small donkey,
lying on his side on the hearth-rug.

11. Kingslty, Ilillyars and Burtons, \ \i.

2f. A kind of chair. Darirx.

It was neither a lounger, nor a dormeiise, nor a Cooper,
nor a Nelson, nor a kangaroo: a chair without a name
would never do; in all things fashionable the name Is

more than half. Much a happy name as kangaroo Lady
Cecilia despaired of finding.

Miss Kdgeworth, Helen (1834 ?), xvL

kangaroo-apple (kaiig-ga-r6"ap*l), . 1. The
yellow, egg-shaped berry of Solanum avicufare

(S. tociniatum), which is edible when fully ripe.
It is a native of Australia and New Zealand.
2. The plant which yields this fruit, it is an
herb with shrubby stems 6 or 8 feet high, long and nar-
row or plnnatind leaves, and cymes in tne axils or on the
branches.

kangaroo-bear (kang-ga-r6'bar), n. The native
Australian bear, Pluiscolarctos cinereus. See
koala.

kangaroo-beetle(kang-ga-ro'be*tl), n. Abeetle
of the genus Sagra, having enlarged hind legs.
kangaroo-dog (kang-ga-ro'dog or -d6g), n.

Same as kiitujaroo-hounil.

kangaroo-foot plant (kang-ga-ro'fut plant).
An Australian plant, Anigozanthos ifangiesii, of
the natural order Haimorforaeete. The perianth, 3
inches long, is 0-cleft and split nearly to the base on the
under side. As in the other members of the genus, the
exterior of the perianth, as also the inflorescence, and to
some extent the stem, is clothed with plumose wool, which
in this plant is very dense and bright-green, except at thu
base of the flower, where it is crimson.

kangaroo-grape (kang-ga-ro'grap), . Same
as kiiiii/itroo-riite.

kangaroo-grass (kaiig-ga-rS'gras), n. The
Australasian grass Aiitliintiria ciliata (A. Aus-
tralis), also diffused through southern Asia and
the whole of Africa! It is a leafy-stemmed grass, 2 or
3 feet high, with long, bent awns; it is highly esteemed
for the nutritious fodder it yields.

kangaroo-hare (kaug-ga-ro'har), n. Same as

liiirr-kaHi/nroo.

kangaroo-hound (kang -ga-rS' hound );
. A

kind of deer-hound or greyhound used in hunt-
ing kangaroos in Australia. Also kangaroo-dog.
kangaroo-mouse (kang-ga-ro'mous), n. An
American rodent mammal of the family Sacco-
miliihe and genus PerognalliiiK: a pocket-mouse.
The kangaroo-mice are closely related to the species of

rHpodnmi/8 (see kangaroo rat, '2), but are smaller. They
inhabit the same parts of the Cnited States.

kangaroo-rat (kaug-gti-ro'rat), it. I. An Aus-
tralian marsupial of the family IfaeropodieUf.
subfamily Potoroina: or HjfpMpryMfUM, ami
geuus Potorous (or HyptiprymiMU), 3Spii>ryin-

t (Ptttarvus tridactylus).

MM
nits, or liettongia ; a bettong; a potoroo. 2.
An American rodent i>l' the tumi\y titicromyulu-
and subfamily Dijiodomyinir, as l>i)>i><l/niii/x jilt

il.

li/mi or l>. iirili. They resemble jerboas rather than
kangaroos, and are common in the southwestern parts of
the I'nited States and Mexico. See JhjHuttnnys.

kangaroo-thorn(kang-ga-riVtlioni), . A spiny
shrub. Aetieia itrmata, of extratropical Austra-
lia. It is grown there for hedges, and is valu-
able for fixing coast-sands.

kangaroo-Vine (kang-ga-r8'vin), H. An Aus-
tralian climbing plant, Cissim Baudiniana (C.
Antarctica). Also kangaroo-grajie.
kangy, o. Another spelling of <</'/.
kankar (knug'kiir), . [Hind, kankar, lime-

stone, stone, gravel, any small fragments of

rock, whether rounded or not.] In India, an
impure concretionary carbonate of lime, usu-

ally occurring in nodules, in alluvial deposits,
and especially in the older of these formations.
It is an important rock in India, especially in the valley
of the Lower Ganges, where it is much used as a build-

ing-stone in the absence of anything better. Also written
Irunkur.

The commonest and also the most useful stone of India
is kankar, a nodular form of impure linn-, which is found
in almost every river valley, and fa used from one end of
the peninsula to the other for metalling the roads.

W. W. Hunter, Indian Empire, p. 493.

kankert. . A Middle English spelling of canker.

kankerdortt, n. A variant of canker-dort.

kanna (kan'S), n. [Sw., = E. can2.] The prin-
cipal Swedish unit of capacity, equal to 100
cubic inches, Swedish measure, or 2.615 liters

= 2.764 United States quarts = 2.302 imperial
quarts. The Swedish system was to be abol-
ished in 1889.

kans (kauz), u. [E. Ind.] A grass, Saccharum
sponttiNeum, allied to the sugar-cane, very com-
mon in India. It grows from 3 to 15 feet high, and Is

rendered very showy by the large amount of silvery-white
wool which surrounds the base of the flowers. It may be
used for fodder, thatching, twine, etc., but is proving a
noxious weed, extremely difficult to eradicate.

Kansas-Nebraska Bill. See iii/i*.

kantt, o. An obsolete form of cant6 .

kantelt, . An obsolete form of cantle.

kantelet, n. [Finn.] A five-stringed harp or
dulcimer used by the Finns. Also kandele.

kanten (kan'ten), n. [Jap.] A kind of geloso
or

gelatin, sometimes called Japanese isinglass,

prepared in Japan from several species of sea-

weed, particularly from the cartilaginous Flori-

deie, and used for soups, as well as in the trades,

as, for example, in dressing woven goods. It

is usually sold in irregular prismatic sticks, re-

sembling glue.
kantharos (kan'tha-ros), . [< Gr. navdapoc. :

see cantharus.] Same as cantharus, 1.

Kantian (kan'ti-an), . and n. [< Kant (see
def.) + -ian.~\ "I. a. Of or belonging tolm-
manuel Kant, the great German philosopher
(1724-1804), or to his system of philosophy.
The ultimate decision ... as to the truth of the Kan-

i if a Criticism of Pure Reason must turn upon the opposi-
tion of perception and conception, as factors which recip-
rocally imply, and yet exclude each other.

E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 666.

II. . A follower of Kant
; a Kantist.

Kantianism (kan'ti-an-izm), M. [< G. Eanti-
anismus; but Kanttsm is a product of a more re-
cent fashion in word-formation.] The doctrine
of the German philosopher Immauuel Kant
( 1724-1804), one of the most influential of meta-
physicians. His leading work, published In 1781 (sec-
ond edition in 1787), is the "Kritik dcr reinen Vernunft." or
"Critic of the PureReason "(the word critic, borrowed from
Locke, being the name of a science analogous to logic),
llis fundamental position is that just as blue and red
are said to be "

imputed
"
qualities, which do not exist in

the outward things themselves, but are only the modes In
which these things alfect the eye, so every attribute is

merely a mode in which the mind is affected, and has no
application to a tiling in itself. This is true even of such
predicates as existence and possibility, and equally so of
non-existence and Impossibility. In short, a thing iti Itself

is absolutely unthinkable. But just as it isquite true that
one thing is blue and another red, in the sense of really
so affecting the eye, so Kant does not attack the real ex-

ternality of matters of fact, bat only that of the forms un-
der which alone they can be apprehended by us. The ideas
which the mind thus imports Into knowledge are of two
kinds those which are presented in sensation, and those
which are introduced in the process of thinking. The first

kind, that of the forms of intuition, consists of the ideas of

space and time. Space is the form under which alone we
can have external perceptions. Time is that in which all

our inward experience must clothe itself, and thus our out-
ward sensations, too, when they come to be reproduced
in reflection. Thought, on the other hand, is obliged to
assume the forms of propositions, and thus arise twelve
general conceptions (categories), r'or as a proposition Is

eitlriT universal, particular, or singular, so the object of

thought must have quantity; as propositions are either af-

flrmatlve, negative, or infinltated, so the object of thought
must have degree of reality; as propositions are either

categorical, hypothetical, or disjunctive, so the object of

kaphar
thought must be either a substance with attributes inher-

ing in it, or a cause with lt effect, 01 mutually reacting
elements; and, finally, as a proposition is either eontin

gent, necessary, or problematical, so UK oi,j. , i ..i thought
must pouoM corresponding modes of being. In atti il.ut

Ing an unchangeable character to these conceptions, Kant
Is profoundly hostile to the spirit of empiricism ; but In

limiting human knowledge strictly to objects of possible
experience, be seemed to strike a severe blow to meta-
physics. Religious ideas are, however, to be admitted as
regulative principles. Kant is a severe moralist, his rule

being "Act so that the maxim of thy will can likewise be
valid as a principle of universal legislation.

"

kantikoy, canticoy (kan'ti-koi), n. [Also
can-

too, eaiitmi, kuntickie, and in the earliest form
(as averb) kintekaeye; an Algonkin word.] 1.
A dance, especially a religious dance, among
American Indians. 2. An entertainment with

dancing; a dancing-match. [U. 8.]

Through every day of the season half the population of
the entire village go and come to the summit of the bluff
which overhangs It, where they peer down for hours at a
time upon the methods and evolutions of the kanticku be-

low, tile seals themselves looking up with intelligent ap-
preciation of the fact that, though they were In the hands
of man, yet he is wise enough not to disturb them there u
they rest. Fitherieto/ U. S., V. U. 837.

kantikoy, canticoy (kan'ti-koi), v. i. [Also
caiitico, etc., in the earliest form kintekaeye;
from the noun.] To dance as an act of worship,
or in festivity: said of American Indians.

The first of these Indians, baring received a horrible

wound, . . . wished them to let him kinle-lnuye Mng
a dance performed by them as a religious rite, etc.

Broad Advice (1649X 2 N. Y. Htat. Coll., II. 258.

These Indians had canticoycd (yelcintekayt)tihere to-day
that is, conjured the devil, and liberated a woman among
them who waa possessed by him, as they said.

Dankeri, Voyage to N. Y. (1879X p. 275.

Kantism (kan'tizm), n. [< Kaut (see Kantian-
ism) + -ism.] Same as Kantianism.
Kantist (kan'tist), n. [< Knnt(sc<i Kantianism)
+ -ist.] A disciple or follower of Kant.

kantjil, . See kancliil.

kantry (kan'tri), n. Same as cantred.

Kanuck. - and a. See Canuck.
kanun (ka-non'), n. [Turk.] A kind of dulci-
mer or zither, used in Turkey. Also written
MMM.
kaoliang (kou'li-ang). . [Chin. ;

< kao, tall,
+ tin HI/, millet.] Tall millet; the name in
China of Sorghum vulgare or Indian millet.

kaolin (ka'o-lin), .
[< Chin, kaoling, 'high

ridge.' the name of a hill in China where it is

found.] A fine variety of clay, resulting from
the decomposition of feldspar. It Is a hydrated sili-

cate of aluminium. When pure It Is perfectly white, and
forms compact, friable, or mealy masses, made up of scale
like crystals. It is soft and unctuous to the touch. Kaolin
forms one of the two Ingredient* in Oriental porcelain ; the
other, called in China

petuntze,
Is a quartzose feldspathlc

rock. Kaolin occurs in China, Japan, Saxony. Cornwall,
near Limoges In France, and at several localities iu the
United states ; that from Limoges Is used for the famous
Sevres porcelain. In mineralogy called kaolirate. Kao-
lin porcelain, a name sometimes given to true or hard
porcelain, such as that of the Oriental nations and of Sevres
and other factories of the continent of Europe.
kaolinic (ka-o-lin'ik), a. [< kaolin + -ic.] Per-

taining to or of the nature of kaolin : as, kao-
linic substances. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 624.

kaolinite (ka'o-lin-it), . [< kaolin + -ifc-2.]

Kaolin in its crystalline form.
kaolinization (ka-o-lin-i-za'shon), n. [< kn<>-

liiiize + -ation.] The process by which certain

minerals, particularly common feldspar, have
been altered into kaolin.

Though occasionally clear and fresh, the felspar has
often suffered from kaMnaation. Geot. Jour., XLI V. 5&

kaolinize (ka'o-lin-iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. kao-

linized, ppr. kaolinizing. [< kaolin + -ize.] To
convert into kaolin : as, kaolinized feldspar.
The original crystals . . . have been much cracked,

and sometimes even partially kaolinizcd.

PhUoKphical Mag., XXVII. 279.

kapef. M. An obsolete form of txtpe
1

.

kapelle (ka-pel'e), H. [G. : see chapel.] In

Germany, a musical establishment consisting
of a band or orchestra, with or without a choir,
under the direction and training of a kapell-
meister. In the eighteenth century such establishments
were maintained at most of the German courts and by many
of the nobility.

kapellmeister, capellmeister (ka-pel'mis'-
ter), H. [G., <. iiijiill, . 1-npellt, chapel, chapel-
choir, orchestra, + meister= E. master. ] 1 . The
leader or conductor of a kapelle, or of any large
musicalestablishment, involving.at least in cen-
tral Europe, extensive duties of composition,
training, accompaniment, and conducting. 2.
The conductor of any band or orchestra.
Sometimes translated chapel-master.

kaph, n. See caph.
kaphar, . See caphar.



kapitia

'i-a), . [E. Ind.]

3266

the coagulated gum of this tree is nearly identical in iu

properties with
gutta-percha^

LDitia (ka-pish'i-a), n. [E. Ind.] A resin

-wLh exude! from"!' Ceylonese tree, Croton ^^^ATStaSete form of carcanet.
aromaticus(C. lacciferus). karket, An obsolete form of carle.

kapnographic^kap-no-graf ik),_a.
[< ^nos- k

,
)( ; gee Mfl

inff'tokai)iio(n-aDhv-"^' a - '

kapnography (kapWra-fi) . [< Gr.

cing decorative designs, pictures, etc., with a

point more or less fine, in a coating of carbon

way be made to give subtle gradations of tint, as well as

white or light lines drawn on the dark background. The
work is fixed finally by the use of some varnish or other

fixative.

kapnomor, . See capnomor.

kapok (ka-pok' ), n. [E. Ind.] The silky wool

(kiir'ma), n. [Skt. karman (nom. kar-

ma), act, action, work, fate as the consequence
of acts (see def.), < -y/fcar, do, perform, cause,
effect: cf. L. creare. create : see create."] 1. In

Hindu religion, one's action or acts considered

as determining his lot after death and in a fol-

lowing existence; the aggregate of merits and
demerits of a sentient being in one of his suc-

cessive existences. 2. In theos.: (a) The doc-

trine of fate, destiny, or necessity as an invaria-

ble sequence of cause and effect; the theory of

kation

active changes which take place in the nucleus
of a living cell in the process of division. Also
written caryocinesis.

karyokinetic (kar"i-o-ki-net'ik), a. [< karyo-

kincsis, after kinetic.'] Characterized by or ex-

hibiting or resulting from karyokinesis. Also

caryocinetic.
The latter [the endodermal nuclei] are characterised by

their angular shape, and by never presenting the fcaryo-

kiMtic figures characteristic of the ectodermal nuclei.

A. Sedgvrick, Proc. Royal Soc., XXXIX. 243.

karyolysis (kar-i-ol'i-sis),
n. [NL,, < Gr. napvov,

a nut, + Maif, dissolution, < hvuv, loose, dis-

solve.] Same as karyomitosis.

karyolytic (kar"i-o-lit'ik), a. [< karyolysis

(-lyt-) + -ic.] Same as karyomitoic.

Radiating lines of grannies making up the so-called

karyolytic figure. Ziegler, Path. Anat. (trans.), i. 75.

tuosum, a species of silk-cotton tree botanically ( wKoffo nvprwhich ""'*"(***) "*" '*c>] Pertaining to karyomitosis;

related to tie cotton-plants, found in the East ^S^lSS^STSS^^SSSL^^ exhlbltlDg <**** from ^aryomi osis.

and the West Indies. Like the wool of some allied

trees, it is used for stuffing pillows, cushions, etc. It has
become a considerable article of export from Ceylon.

kappland (Sw. pron. kap'lant), n. A Swedish

land-measure, equal to 437i Swedish square ells,

Karaism (ka'ra-izm), n. [< Kara(ite) + -ism.]
The doctrines or tenets of the Karaites.

Karaite (ka'ra-it), n. [Heb. karaim, readers,

scripturists (Ofcoro, read), + -ite2 .] A member
of a Jewish sect which adheres to Scripture as

contrasted with oral tradition, and consequent-

ly denies the binding authority of the Talmud.
The Karaites originated in Bagdad at least as early as the

middle of the eighth century, and are now scattered in

Turkey and elsewhere, their chief seat being in the Cri-

mea. They are distinguished for morality and honesty,
and have considerable literature. Also spelled Garaitc.

The Karaites [of Russia] differ entirely from the Jews
[there] both in worship and in mode of life.

Encyc. Brit., XXI. 79.

karamani-resin (kar-a-man'i-rez
;i

'in), n. A
resin obtained in British Guiana from a guttif-
erous tree, Symphonia globulifera. See hog-gum
and resin.

karat, n. See carat.

karatas (kar-a'tas), . [S. Amer.] I. Brome-
lia (Nidularium)' Karatas, a plant allied to the

pineapple, native in South America and the

West Indies. It is one of the fiber-yielding spe-
cies of Bromelia, and is sometimes called silk-

grass. 2.

one may exercise any choice or volition.

The Buddhist theory of karma or "action," which con-

trols the destiny of all sentient beings, not by judicial re-

ward and punishment, but by the inflexible result of cause .

into effect, wherein the present is ever determined by the karyomitOSIS (karl-o-mi-to sis)

past in an unbroken line of causation, is indeed one of the

world's most remarkable developments of ethical specula-
tion. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 11.

Karmathian (kar-ma'thi-an), n. [So named
from Karmat, the principal apostle of the sect,

a poor laborer,who professed to be a prophet.]

Abundant evidence of the occurrence of karyomitoic

figures in [columnar epithelium-cells].
Proc. Royal Soc., XXXVIII. 91.

pi. karyo-

key
Karmathians regarded the Koran as an allegorical book,
rejected all revelation, fasting, and prayer, and were com-

munistic, even in the matter of wives. They carried on
wars against the califate particularly in the tenth century,
but soon after disappeared. According to some accounts
the Druses developed from them.

mitoses (-sez). [NL.,'< Gr. tcapwv, a nut, + NL.

mitosis.] In biol., the splitting of the chroma-
tin fibers of a nucleus ; also, a figure resulting
from such splitting.

The cells of lymphoid tissue multiply abundantly by
karyomitorix. Proc. Royal Soc., XXXVIII. 91.

Th _ karyoplasm (kar'i-o-plazm), n. [< Gr. ndpvov,

a nut, kernel, + vlaa/ia, anything formed.]
The substance of which the more definitely
formed portions of the nucleus of a cell, includ-

ing the nuclear wall, the nucleoli, and the

,, ru uc,,,-.^ ....... intranucleolar network are composed The

As to the special tenets professed by the Karmathians, remaining substance of the cell is called the

they were, in their ultimate expression, pantheistic in the- nuclear matrix or nuclear fluid. Also called

ory and socialistic in practice. Encyc. Brit., II. 269. nucleoplasm.
karmic (kar'mik), a. [< karma + -ic.] 1. Of Kashmirian (kash-mir'i-an), a. See Cash-

or pertaining to the doctrine of karma : as, kar- merian.

mie laws or principles. 2. Affected or deter- kasintu(ka-sin'to). H. [E. Ind.] The common
mined by karma : as, the karmic consequences red jungle-fowl of India, Gallus bankivus. See

of an action. Gallus^.

Thus, on a careful examination of the matter, the Kar. kaSSU (kas'6), w. [E. Ind.] A kind of catechu
mix law ... will be seen not only to reconcile itself to made from the fruit of the betelnut-palm, Areca
the sense of justice, but to constitute the only imaginable Cutec^u serving in India the same purposes as
method of natural action that would do this.

A. P. Sinnett, Esoteric Buddhism, xi. the true catechu.

I-// sf. mi ~\ in kassydonyt, . See casstdony, chalcedony.*iu ? An obsolete spelling of kestrel(kiirn), n.
telia, and is sometimes called silk- " V"W> " "' "

-";-J
"'

fcastrilt, n. An obsolete spelling of kestrel.

[eap.1 A genus of monocotyledo-
&

!-.
or heap of rocks, some- gJ^O, . The principa\ au<fient Egyptian

nous plants of the natural order Bromeliaceai, jSJJS'/wS 'vS^T. fnt ,v>fc 1 Amnno. <lr1 unit of weight, equal almost to one fiftieth of

closely related to Bromelia, from which it differs karpb (kar ob),,
. [Cf. ea><ob. J Among golc

-

avoirdupois, according to several well-

chiefly in having the flowers in dense, sessile, ""h8. %*
twenty-fourth part of a gram. Com-

pr̂ gerved standa;ds : Also j&
terminal heads among the upper leaves. The P , ,. r owi fHof w^t kata-. A form of cata-, in closer following of
genus is now restricted to two or three West Indian spe- karOO, kaiTOO (ka-ro ), n. [bald to be rrom riot- JT?"'V k
cies, the more numerous Brazilian species formerly refer- tentot karwQ, hard, with ref. to the hardness -TV',;. ~~tn iujti.
red to it being placed in the genus Nidularium. Theyare of the soil under drought.] In nhys. neon., the fataDOilC, a. S6(

low terrestrial plants with the habit of the pineapple, the . hnmanSs barren tracts of rlavev katabollSm, . See catabolism.

si3ttCT&:3S9&: ^^Esrs; ^<*^*?^<$^w&^^$^
i,
K. Plumieri terrace-like to the height of 2,000 feet above the "> 1- V'J

sea-level. It is only the want of water which prevents
them from being highly productive. In the wet season

they are covered with grasses and flowers, but on the re-

turn of the dry season they become hard and steppe-like.
- Karoo series, in yeol., an important group of rocks in

South Africa, consisting largely of sandstone, with much
volcanic matter intercalated and overlying. The geologi-
cal age of this group has been the object of much study,
and it is generally believed to represent both the Permian
andTriassic. The fossils of the upper division of the Ka- katalysis, n. See catalysis.
roo are peculiar and remarkable. Among them are laby- Kataphrveian. See Cataphrygian.

itc. The formation is CT*I3u.*l" S c

upper cauline leaves. The principal species,

(Bromelia Karatas), is the karatas or Jamaica silk-grass,
and yields a valuable fiber.

karat-seed (kar'at-sed), n. See karat-tree.

karatto, . Same as keratto.

karat-tree (kar'at-tre), n. An Abyssinian legu-
minous tree, Eri/thrina Abyssinica, whose small

equal seeds share with those of the carob the re-

pute of being the original of the carat-weight.
karchesion (kar-ke'si-on), . ; pi. karchesia (-a).

[< Gr. Kapx/ia'ov: see carchesium.] In Gr. ar-

choeol., same as carchesium, 1.

karectt, Same as charact.

karelinite (kar'e-lin-it), . [After M. Karelin,
the discoverer.] Arare oxysulphid of bismuth,

ing the syllabary of 48 letters in use among
the Japanese, the other being hirugana. The
katakana letters are said to have been invented by Kibi

Daishi, about the middle of the eighth century, are formed
of apart one side of square Chinese characters used

phonetically, and are confined almost exclusively to the

writing of proper names and foreign words. In katakana
there is but one form for each letter, whereas in hiragana
many of the letters may be written in a variety of ways.

rinthodonta, dinosaurs, theriodonts, etc. Tne formation is fa i"a atat" '<*pn
alsoof importance, because in this rock are found the dia- f-

d
'!;

d
'f

l"*Vei .
1 V-/ .... rwr / fi

monds for which South Africa is famous. These occur katatonia (kat-a-to ni-a), n. [ML., < (jr. Kara,
in a peculiar much-altered volcanic tuff which has come down, + Tovof, tone, tension : see tone."] A form
up from below through chimney-like orinces, an entirely of inganity characterized by periods of acute
unique mode of occurrence tor this gem._ m&nia^ melanchouai and by cataleptoid and

[< katatonia +
with katatonia.

, jig 30 katatoniaa.
Alien, and Neural., IX. 458.

katchung-oil(ka-chung'oil), H. [E. Ind.] Ara-
ly used as food by the natives of the southern karphosiderite (kar-fo-sid'e-rit), n. See car-

borders of the Sahara, phosiderite.
- .

kareynet, . An obsolete form of can-ton. karrawant,"- An obsolete spelling of caravan,
cMs-oil (which see, under Arachis).

kargas (kar'gas), . [E. Ind.] A dagger with From thence by karrawans to Coptos. katchup, . See catchup.
a curved blade, used in northern India

;
a sacri- Sterne, Tristram Shandy, v. 12. katelectrotonus, . bee catelectrotonus.

ficial knife. karroo, n. See karoo. kathenotheism (ka-then'o-the-izm), . [< Gr.

karinghota (kar-ing-go'ta), . [Malay.] A karrowt, n. See carrow^-. Kara, according to, + elf (ev-), one, + 6?6f, god,
small tTee,S<imandura(Sai>iadera)Indica,of the karst, karset, . Obsolete variants of cress. + -tsm.] Same as lienotlieism.

fiimanibacece, found in Hindustan and Ceylon, karstenite (kars'ten-it), n. [Named from kathetal, kathetometer, etc. bee eatMtal,
Its bark yields a tonic and febrifuge, and its seed an oil D. L. G. Karsten (1768-1810), a mineralogist.] etc.
used for rheumatism. Its wood is light, but durable. Same as anhydrite.
karite (kar'i-te), n. [Native name.] A sapo- karvet, v. An obsolete spelling of cane^.
taceous tree, Butyrospermum (Bassia) Parkii, karvelt, . An obsolete form of caravel.

abounding in central Africa. Its seeds, when karynt, karynet, Same as carenel.
treated, yield a butter-like substance, which is used by the toT-TTnlrinooiQ CVui-*; n Vi tl5'ia^ n TNT, ( (lr
natives as food, and is now, under the name of shea-bidter,

KaryokmeSlS (kar i-o-ki-ne SO), n. \_1L,.,^ UT.

imported into Europe in considerable
quantities for the K^pvov, a nut (nucleus)_,

+ KtVJ/atf, movement.
manufacture of soap. Recent investigations indicate that change : see kinesis.'] In embryol., the series of kation, ". See cation.

kathodal, kathode, etc. See cafliodal, etc.

kathodic (ka-thod'ik), a. [< Gr. Kara, against,
+ oAif, way.] In hot., turned away from the di-

rection in which the genetic spiral runs: said of

that half of a leaf which has this characteristic.

The opposite half is anodic. Gobel.



katipo

katipo (kat'i-po),, . [Maori.] A venomous
spider of the family Thrridiidtr, the Latnxln--
tus katipo, of a black color with a marked red

spot, found in New
Zealand usually
among the rushes
and sedges near
the sea-shore. Tlio

bite of this spider
is dangerous and
sometimes fatal,

katsup (kat'sup),
n. Same Htiriitrliiip.

kattimundoo (kat-
i-mun'do), . See
cattimandoo.

katydid (ka'ti-
did), . [So called

in imitation of its

peculiar note.] An
orthopterousinsect
of the family Locux-

tidw, of large size,

gi'een color, and ar-

boreal habits. Its

note (which is imitated

by its name) is pro-
duced by stridulation.
The common katydid
is Cyrtophyllum or Pla-

typhyllum coticavum.
It is abundant in the Broad.wingl Katydid <>
central and eastern ctmcavum).
Unitetl States, where
Its shrilling call is one of the most familiar sounds of a
summer night. The wing-covers are long, entirely cover-

ing the hind wings, and of a pretty pale-green color, fiy
means of the long simitar-shaped ovipositor, the eggs are

pushed into crevices In the soft bark and stems of plants.
The round-winged katydids are several species of Am-
blycorypha, as A. ntundtfolia, abundant in the northern
I'nited States and Canada. Microcentrum retinervig is

the augnlar-winged katydid. Another katydid, of slender

form, is Phaneroplera curvicauda.

I love to hear thine earnest voice,
Wherever thou art hid,

Thou testy little dogmatist,
Thou pretty Katydid!

0. W. Uolmes, To an Insect.

kaucet, A Middle English form of causey.
See c/inxfway.

kauila, kauwila (kou'i-la), n. [Hawaiian.]
One of two trees of the buckthorn family, Al-

phitonia ponderosa and Colubrina oppositifolia.
The former is a tall tree useful to the inhabitants on ac-
count of its close-grained, hard, and heavy wood, which
turns black in drying, and was formerly used for clubs,
spears, the rafters of their sacred buildings, etc. The
latter is a small branching tree of comparatively little im-

portance.

kaunt, w. An obsolete form of kharfi.

kauri (kou'ri), n. [Maori.] Same as kauri-

pine.

kauri-gum (kou'ri-gum), n. The resin which
exudes from the thick bark of the kauri-pine.
Masses weighing even 100 pounds are found in the soil

where the trees have formerly grown. It is used in mak-
ing varnish. Also kauri-rerin, c&iedie-rrum.

kauri-pine ( kou'ri-pln), n. The coniferous tree

Agathts (l)ammara) auntralis, the finest forest-
tree of New Zealand. It sometimes attains the height
of 180 feet, and affords a remarkably durable, straight-
grained timber, easily worked, and susceptible of a high
polish. It is used for masts, decking, and other ship-
building purposes, for houses, bridges, and railway-ties,
for furniture, and for numerous other objects. The name
kauri is sometimes extended to the other species of the
genus. It appears variously spelled as cmrdi, cowdie, cote-

rie, kaicrie, kaurry, kowrie, etc. See kauri-gum, and also
Daminara.

kauri-resin (kou'ri-rez'in), n. Same as kauri-

k'ausia, . See causia.

kauwila, . See kauila.

kava(kii'vii), . [Hawaiian.] 1. APolynesian
shrub, Macropiper latifolium (Piper mcthi/nti-

cuin), of the pepper family. It Is an erect, knotted,
soft-stemmed plant with dark-green heart-shaped leaves.
Its root has aromatic and pungent qualities, and affords

by fermentation au intoxicating drink.

2. A beverage derived from this plant. The
native method of preparation was by chewing the root,
adding water to the result, and straining, the last process
being accompanied by ceremonial chanting. Also cam,
atra, kawa, and ava.

kavass, . See cocas*.
kave. i'. and n. See crr-.

kavel, n. See can /' .

kaver, . See rm-2
.

kawt, v. and . See our 1
.

kawa, M. See kani.

kawa-kawa (ka' wii-ka'wH,), n. An ornamental
shrub of New Zealand, Mai-nipipcr (I'ipcr) <'.r-

i-i'/-.-iim, sometimes cultivated.

kawass (ka-was'), n. See cnrnxx.

ka-wattie (ka'wat'i), . Same as fai.
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Kawi (kii'wij, . [Javanese.] The ancient
and sacred language of Java. Also written
h'dri.

Javanese as now spoken Is far from being the same as
tin- language of the old Inscriptions and manuscripU.
The latter (which is usually called A'ain', though some
scholars Insult on the name Old Javanese) was probably
based on the Javanese of Madjakerto, while the Krama of
the present day finds its type in that of .Surakarta.

Kncyc. Brit., XIII. 608.

kawn (kan), n. See tcl/mi.

kawrie, . See kauri-pine.
kaxes, . A form of h-jr.

kay 1
(ka), . An obsolete or dialectal variant

of Ay//
1

.

kay2f (ka), H. Same as ki if-.

kay3
(ka), H. Same as key%.

kay4
(ka), . [< ME. ka, < AS. 'ka = D. G.

Dan. 8w., etc., ka, < L. ka, the name of the let-

ter K, k, called in Gr. nairna.] The name of the
letter K, k. It is rarely so written, the symbol
A , k, being used instead.

kaya (ka'yS), n. [Chin.] A coniferous tree

of China, forreya grandis. It has a height of

sixty feet, bears an umbrella-shaped crown,
and affords a good timber.

kayaget. . Same as keyage.
kayak (ka'yak), n. [Also kajak, kayack, kyack,
l:i'i/: ; a native Greenland (Eskimo) name.] In

Greenland, a light fishing-boat, made of seal-

skins stretched over a wooden frame, having
in the middle of the upper side an opening to
receive the fisherman, who wraps himself in a

flap of sealskin, which is laced close around the
hole to prevent the penetration of water.

kayaker (ka'yak-er), n. One who fishes in a

kayak.
Almost In an instant the animal charged upon the ka-

yacker. Kane, Sec. Orinnell Exp., I. 416.

Kayea (ka'e-ft), w. [NL. (Wallich, 1832), named
in honor of Ur. R. Kaye Greville of Edinburgh.]
A genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous trees,

belonging to the natural order Guttiferce, tribe

Calopnyllece, characterized by the small sub-

globose anthers, the 4-ovuled ovary, and the

4-parted apex of the style. The leaves are oblong
and finely pinnately veined ; the flowers are usually small
and numerous, in terminal panicles ; and the fruit is a
rounded fleshy drupe. There are six species, all natives
of tropical Asia. A". Jforibunda is a large and handsome
evergreen tree with narrow, opposite, laurel-like leaves,
and terminal panicles of tetramerous white flowers tinged
with pink. It grows in Sylhet. K. stylosa of Ceylon is said
to yield a useful timber and to have fragrant flowers.

kaylet, An obsolete form of kaift.

kaynardt, . [ME., < OF. caignard, cagnard,
idle, slothful.] See caynard.

A kayiiard and a olde folte.
That thryfte hath loste and boghte a bolte.

MS. Barl. 1701, f. 55. (HaUimU.)
Sire, olde kayiuzrd, is this thyn array ?

Why is my nelghebores wyf so gay?
She is honoured over al tner she goth ;

I sitte at hoom, I have no thrifty cloth.

Chaucer, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 2S7.

kayret. See cair.

kaza (ka-za'), . [Turk, qaza, a judging, de-

cree, also a judicial district ; cf . qdzi, a judge :

see kadi, cadi1
."]

A small administrative dis-

trict in Turkey, being a subdivision of a san-

jak.

kazardly, kazzardly (kaa'ftrd-li), a. [Also
kasardly; < *kasard,kazard,<.<yF.casard, tame,
home-keeping, < case,<. L. casa, a house.cottage :

see casa.'] Liable to disease or accident ; lean ;

not thriving: used in the north of England, es-

pecially of cattle.

kazit, n. Same as kadi.

kazoo (ka-zo"), M. [Appar. a made word.] A
so-called musical instrument or toy, consisting
of a wooden tube of peculiar shape, containing
a vibrating strip of catgut. A sound is produced by
singing into the tube, so as to set up a kind of rattling

sympathetic vibration in the catgut.

kazzardly, a. See kazardly.
K. B. An abbreviation (a) of Knight of the Bath,
and (ft) of King's Bench.

K. 0. B. An abbreviation of Knight Commander
of the Bath.
kea (ke'S). 11. [Australian.] The sheep-killing

parrot of Australia, Nestor notabilis.

A mob of hoggets were attacked by kcat, and in one night
no less than 200 sheep were killed.

Canterbury Times, March 19, 1884.

keach (kech), r. t. [Perhaps a dial, form and
use of ketch1

, catch.'} To dip out (water). [Prov.
Eng.]
keakt, r. * [Var. of *cack for cackle.'] To cackle
like a goose. Xarex.

The sober goose (not thinking ought amisse)

Amongst the rest did (harshly) keake and hisse.
John Taylor, Works (1630X

keckle

keamer (k(Vmer),. [Origin obscure.] A kind
of ferret. I/nlliin-ll. [Prov. Eng.]
kearnt, . An obsolete form of /.- / /

'
.

keave 1
,

. and v. See keere.

keave2
,

r. Same as cave".

keb (keb), r. .
; pret. and pp. kcbbed, jipr. keb-

Innij. [Origin obscure.] To cast a lamb im-

maturely ; lose a lamb in any way : said of a
ewe. [Scotch.]
keb (keb), . [See keli, r.] 1. A ewe that han

brought forth immaturely, or has lost her lamb.

[Scotch.] 2. A tick or sheep-louse. [Scotch.]
kebab (ke-bab'), . Same as cabob.

kebar, n. Same as caber.

kebbie (keb'i), H. [Origin obscure.] A cudgel;
a club; a rough walking-stick with a hooked
head. [Scotch.]
Ane o' them was gaun to strike my mother wi' the tide

o' his broadsword. So I gat up my kMrit at them, and
said I wad gie them as guld. Scott, Old Mortality, xlv.

kebbock, kebbuck (keb'uk), n. [< Gael, cabay,
a cheese.] A cheese. [Scotch.]

Weel can she milk cow and ewe,
And niak a kf.bfntck weel, O.

Laird of Drum (Child's Ballads, IV. 119).

A huge kebbock (a cheese, that is, made with ewe milk
mixed with cow's milk) and a jar of salt butter were In
common to the company. Scott, Old Mortality, viil.

keb-ewe (keb'u), . Same as keb, 1.

keblah, . See kiblah.

keblock (keb'lok), w. Some kind of wild tur-

nip, probably Brassiea Kapa. [Prov. Eng.]
kebsh (kebsh), . [Ar.] The wild sheep of

Barbary : same as aoudad.

kechilt, See kichel.

keck1 (kek), a. [A dial. var. of quick, prob.
due to Icel. kykr, var. of kvikr = E. quick. Cf .

Icedge^, kidge.] Quick; lively; pert. [Prov.
Eng.]

kecfc2 (kek), r. <. [A var. of kink'*, both (like
G. ko'ken, vomit) imitative of the sound of

retching.] 1. To heave the stomach; retch,
as in an effort to vomit. Also keckle.

If his conscience were come to that unnatural dyscrasle,
as to digest poyson and to keck at wholesom food, It was
not for the Farlement, or any of his Kingdomcs, to feed
with him any longer. Milton, Eikonoklastes, II.

Hence 2. To feel or manifest strong disgust.
The faction is it not notorious ?

Keck at the memory of glorious. Smjt.

3. To act as if retching; arch the neck and
protrude the head, as in the act of vomiting.
The hawk now and again affords healthy excitement to

a score of crows, who keck at him as he flaps unconcerned
on his wide, ragged wings through the air.

]'. Jiobintm, Under the Sun, p. 31.

keck2
(kek), . [< keck"*, .] A retching or

heaving of the stomach.
keck3 (kek), n. [< kci, in the form kecks, taken
as a plural: see kex.] 1. Same as kex, 1.

2. A plant having a hollow stem Broad-leafed
keck, llrractfum Sptiondylium. Trumpet-keck, the hol-
low stem of Angelica lylocitrit, or some allied plant, which
boys make into trumpets.

Ke'ckia (kek'i-a),n. [NL. (E. F. Glocker, 1841),
named in honor of General Michael Keck von
Keck, a patron of geology.] A genus of fossil

algae belonging, according to Scnimper, to the

group t'aulerpitca, of uncertain affinities, con-

sisting of a pnyllome from a cylindrical, appa-
rently solid, many times 'branching stem, the
branches arising at an acute angle, simple or

again branched, gradually thickened upward,
and covered with large thick, scale-like rings
or annular swellings which leave crescent-

shaped scars when removed, indicating that

they were hollow or sack-like. The typical species
Is A", annulata, described by Glocker from the Quader-
sandstein (Cenomanlan) of Moravia. Other species have
been reported from strata of the same age in Saxony. Sile-

sia, Switzerland, and Russia, while forms referred by Heer
to Muenfteria, from the Flysch (Lower Eocene) of s\\ it /. i

land, are now regarded as belonging to Keckia. Some half-
dozen species of this genus are known to science.

keckisn (kek'ish), a. [< keek* + -wAi.] Hav-
ing a tendency to retch or vomit.

Inordinate passion of vomiting, called cholera, is no-

thing different from a keckinh stomach and a desire to cut,
but only according to augmentation.

UoUand, tr. of Plutarch, p. 640.

keckle1 (kek'l).r. t.; pret. and pp. keckled, ppr.
keckling. [Perhaps a var. of kinkle for kink' 1

.

as Awfc2 for kink*.] \at., to cover or guard
by winding with something. Thus, hemp cables are
keckled to protect them from chafing by winding old rope
around them.

keckle2 (kek'l), r. .
; pret. and pp. keckled. ppr.

kecklinq. [Freq. of keck?.] Same as krck-, 1.

keckle^ (kek'l), r. i.; pret. and pp. keckled, ppr.
keckling. [A var. of cackle : see cackle, ijtujyle,

giggle.] To cackle; chuckle. [Scotch.]



keckle

I kick the wee stools o'er the mk'kle.
As round the fire the giglets keclde

To see me loup. Burns, To the Toothache.

The aulil carles kecklet with fainness as they saw the

young dancers. Gait, Annals of the Parish, xlviii.

keckle3 (kek'l), . [< keckle'^, !).] A chuckle.
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ter, and various condiments. Also kitchery.

Hence 2. A mixture; medley; hodgepodge.
kee (ke), n. pi. A variant of

/.'//.

A lass, that Cicly hight, had won his heart

Cic'ly, the western lass that tends the kee.

Gay, Shepherd's Week, Tuesday, 1. 21.

"I" gude faith," cried the bailie, with a keckle of exulta- keech (kech), . [Perhaps an assibilated form,
tion, "here's proof enough now." Oalt, Provost, xii. wjtjj mutated vowel, of cake1

. Cf. kitcltel.'] A
keckle-meckle (kek'l-mek'*l), . In mining,
lead-mines of the poorest kind. B. Hunt.

[Eng.]
keckle-pint (kek'1-pin), . [Appar. connected
with kecks, kex.] A kex.

It lighted on her cheek,
And syne upon her chin,

And sang the points o' her yellow hair,
And she burnt like keckle-pin.

Young Hunting (Child's Ballads, III. 300).

keckling (kek'ling), . [Verbal n. of keckle1
, v.]

Naut., tne material used to keekle a cable.

kecklish (kek'lish), a. [< keckle* + -isW. Cf.

keckish.] Keckish.

The verie small tendrils of the vine. . . . being punned
and taken in water, staieth and represseth vomiting in

those whose stomacks use ordinarily to be kecklish and
soon to overturne. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxiii., 1'roenie.

kecklock (kek'lok), n. Brassicu Sinapistrum,
or charlock. [Prov. Eng.]
kecks (keks), . Same as kecks or kex.

You are so thin a Body may see thro' you, and as dry as

a Kecks. N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 28.

keckshoset, n. Same as kickshaw.

keckson (kek'son), n. [See kexen.] Same as

kei, 1.

kecksyt (kek'si), n. [See kex.'] Same as kex.

Nothing teems
But hateful docks, rough thistles, kecksies, burs,

Losing both beauty and utility.

Shak., Hen. V.,v. 2, 52.

kecky (kek'i), a. [< kecks + -yi.] Of the na-
ture of a keck

;
keck-like.

A sort of cane, without any joint, and perfectly round,
consisteth of hard and blackish cylinders, mixed with ii

soft kecky body, so as at the end cut transversely it looks
as a bundle of wires. Grew.

kedt, keddt. Past participles of kithe.

keddle-clock (ked'1-dok), n. The plant ragwort
or kettle-dock, Senecio Jacobam.

kedge 1
(kej), .

; pret. and pp. kedr/ed, ppr.

kedging. [According to Skeat, < Sw. dial, keka,

tug,work continually, drag oneself slowly for-

ward
;
but the verb, though appar. older, may

be from the noun : see kedge
1

, n."] I. trans. To
warp, as a ship ; move by means of a light cable
or hawser attached to an anchor, as in a river.

II. intrans. To move by being pulled along
with the aid of an anchor.

He said she went to windward as if she were kedging.
K. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 232.

Then followed a curious kedging barge, with high bow
and stern and a horse-power windlass amidships, pulling
itself slowly up-stream by winding in cables attached to

kedge anchors which were carried ahead and dropped in
turn by two or three boats' crews.

The Century, XXXVI. 15.

kedge1
(kej), . [See kedge 1

,
v. The noun may

be simply short for kedge-anchor.] A small an-
chor with an iron stock. Its principal use is to hold
a ship steady when riding in a harbor or river, and to keep
her clear of her bower-anchor, particularly at the turn of
the tide. It is also used in moving the ship from one part
of a harbor to another in warping or kedging. Kedges are
also used as ordinary anchors for boats and smaller vessels.

kedge'2 , kidge (kej, kij), a. [< ME. kydge, kygge,
for orig. "kykke (of. E. dial, keck*), < Icel. kykr,
a contr. form of Jcvihr = E. quick : see quick.
Cf. fcecfcl.] 1. Brisk; lively.

I'm surely growing young again,
I feel myself so kedge and plump.

Blo&mfield, Richard and Kate.

H himself ... is exceedingly kedge about me,
anxious beyond measure for golden opinions of his Qod-
dedicated Epic. Carlyle, in Froude, I. ii. 18.

2. Stout
; potbellied. [Prov. Eng.]

Also kedgy.
kedge3

(kej), v. t. ; pret. and pp. kedged, ppr.
kedging. [Cf. kedge%, a.] To fill

;
stuff. [Prov.

Eng.]
kedge-anchor (kej'ang'kor), n. Same as kedge 1

.

kedger1
(kej'er), n. [< Icedgel + -eri.] A small

anchor used in kedging.
kedger2 (kej'er), n. [A var. of cadger^.'] A
fisherman ; a dealer in fish

;
a cadger. See

cadge2 . [Prov. Eng.]
kedge-rope (kej'rop), n. Naut., the rope which
is attached to the kedge.
kedgy (kej'i), a. [< kedge't + -1/1.] Same as

kedge'".

kedjeree (kej'e-re), n. [E. Ind.] 1. A dish
much eaten in India, made of rice cooked with
the kind of pea called dholl, onions, eggs, but-

mass of fat rolled up in a round lump by a

butcher.
I wonder

That such a keech can with his very bulk
Take up the rays o' the beneficial sun.

Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 1, 55.

keek (kek), . i. [< ME. ki/ken = D. kijki'ii
=

MLG. kiken, LG. kieken = G. kuckeii (cf. MHG.
gucken, gugken, G. gucken) = Icel. kikja = Sw.
kika = Dan. kige (secondary form kikke), look,

peep.] To peep ;
look pryingly. [Prov. Eug.

and Scotch.]
This Nicholas sat gapynge evere uprighte,
As he had kiked Ivar. loked] on the newe moone.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 259.

Then up she rose, put on her clothes,
And keekit through at the lock-hole.

Lockmaben Harper (Child's Ballads, VI. 9).

keek (kek), . [< teek, v.] A peep. [Prov.

Eng. and Scotch.]
I wad nae gie the finest sight we hae seen in the Hie-

lands for the first keek o' the Gorbals o' Glasgow.
Scott, Rob Roy, xxxvi.

keeker (ke'ker), . [< keek + -er1 .] In coal-

mining, an inspector of underground mining.
[North. Eng.]

keeking-glass (ke'king-glas), n. A looking-
glass. [Scotch.]
A breast-plate you might see to dress your hair in, as

well as in that keeking-glass in the ivory frame that you
showed me even now. Scott, Monastery, xiv.

keel1
(kel), H. [Early mod. E. also kyel (*kiel) ;

< ME. *kelc, not found; the reg. form from the

AS., also not found, would be "cheol, *chele, E.

as if "cheel, as shortened in Chelsea and Cliol-

sey, AS. cedlesig, (n) partly (in def. 1) < AS. eedl,

dot, a ship (chiefly poetical), = D. kiel = MLG.
kel, kil, LG. kiel = OHG. kiol, kcol, chiol, client,

MHG. kiel = Icel. kjoll (chiefly poetical; pi.

kjolar), a ship (perhaps = Gr. joi)/oc, a round-
built Phenician merchant vessel); and (b) part-

ly (in def. 2) from an orig. diff. word, namely
Icel. kjiilr (pi. kilir) = Dan. kjol = Sw. kol, the
keel of a vessel, whence also appar. D. and G.

kiel, in this sense. The P. quille = Sp. quilla
= Pg. quilha = It. chiglia, chiela, the keel of a

vessel, is prob. from the E. (the Sp. Pg. It.

through the F.). In def. 5 (and 6) the word is

prob. a fig. use of def. 2. Cf. bottom, in the sense
of 'ship.' The AS. term for 'keel' in def. 2

was stipes botm, 'ship's bottom,' or bytnte, 'bot-

tom.'] 1. An early form of galley or small

ship ;
a long boat : used with reference to Anglo-

Saxon history.

Hingistns and Horsus. two brethren, and most valiant
Saxon princes, had the conduction of these forces over into

Brittaine in three great and long shippes, then called keeles.

Verstegan, Rest, of Decayed Intelligence, v.

In three keels so ran the legend of their conquest
and with their ealdormen, Hengist and Horsa. at their

head, these Jutes landed at Ebbsfleet in the Isle of Thanet.
J. B. Green, Making of Eng., p. 27.

2. The principal timber in a ship or boat, ex-

tending from stem to
stern at the bottom,
supporting the whole
frame, and consisting
of a number of pieces
scarfed and bolted to-

gether; in iron ves-

sels, the combination
of plates correspond-
ing to the keel of a
wooden vessel.

Her cedar keele, her mast of

gold refined,
Her takle and sayles as

silver and silke.

P((enAa>,Partheiiiades,x.
He hearkned, and his arnies

about him tooke,, ... ,. Kfr ,,, .,,. t-
?

The whiles the nimble bote keei'sonTw half.ficx.rs ; a 'dea'd-

SO well her sped wood ; SP, stepping-uieces : GS,
That With her crooked keele garboard-strakes I i limbers:

the land she strooke. lf'k
'

"

Spenser, F.Q.,11. xii. 3S.

A littlevessel . . . was riding at anchor, keel tokeel with
another that lay beneath it, its own apparition.

Longfellow, Hyperion, i. 2.

3. Inbot.: (a) A central longitudinal ridge along
the back of any organ, as a leaf or glume. (6)
In a papilionaceous corolla, the lower pair of

petals, which are more or less united into a

keel-compelling

prow-shaped body, usually inclosing the sta-

mens and pistil, (c) Another structure of simi-

lur form, as the lower petal in Polygala. Also
called cariiia. See cut under banner. 4. In

zool., a projecting ridge extending longitudi-

nally along the middle of any surface. Specifi-

cally] in ornith. : (a) The gonys of the bill. (6) The carina
of the sternum, or crest of the breast-bone : as, the sternal

keel. See cut under cariiiale.

5. A ship.

From what unheard-of world, in what strange keel,

Have ye come hither to our commonweal 1

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 5.

6. A strong, clumsy boat; a barge such as is

used by the colliers at Newcastle in England.
[Eng.]
Bottoms or keeles. Harrison, p. 6. (HalKicell.)

Thou and thy most renowned noble brother
Came to the Court first in a keele of Sea-coale.

Chaptnan, Revenge of Bussy D'Ambois, i.

He had come to Newcastle about a year ago in expecta-
tion of journeyman work, along with three young fellows
of his acquaintance who worked in the keels.

Smollett, Roderick Random, viii.

Weel may the keel row
That my lad's in. Newcastle Song.

Hence 7. A measure of coal, 8 Newcastle

chaldrons, equal to 424 hundredweight. This
would be about 15J London chaldrons of 36 bushels. But
a statute of 1421 makes the keel' 20 chaldrons (chaldre).

[Eng.J False keel, asecondkeel of aship fastened under
the main keel to preserve it from injury. See cut above.

On an even keel, in a level or horizontal position : said

of a ship or other vessel.

Thus I steer my bark, and sail

On even keel, with gentle gale.
M. Green, The Spleen.

To give the keelt (naut.\ to careen. Fl&rio.

keel 1
(kel), c. [< keel^, .] I. trans. 1. To

plow with a keel, as the sea
; navigate. [Poeti-

cal.] 2. To furnish with a keel.

A conspiracy has long existed in America for the pur-
pose of buying a stout keeled yacht.

The Academy, Nov. 10, 1888, p. 302.

II. intrans. 1. To turn up the keel; show
the bottom. 2. To give over; cease. [Prov.

Eug. andtT. S.] To keel over, (a) To capsize or up
set. (6) To fall suddenly ; tumble down or over, as from
fright or a blow, or in a swoon. {Colloq., U. 8.]

keel'2t (kel), v. [< ME. kelen (also assibilated

chelen), < AS. eelau (OFries. kela = OHG. chun-

lan, kualen, MHG. kuelen, G. kiihlen= Icel. kcela),

make cool, < col, cool : see cool1 . Cf . cooft, v.~\ I.

trans. 1. To make cool; cool; moderate the
heat of, as that of the contents of a pot boiling
violently by gently stirring them.

And lerede men a ladel bygge with a long stele,
That cast for to kele a crokke and saue the fatte aboue.

Piers Plowman (C), xxli. 280.

While greasy Joan doth keel the pot
Shale., L. L. L., v. 2 (song).

2. To moderate the ardor or intensity of; as-

suage; appease; pacify; diminish.

Be-cause of his corage was kelit with age,
He shuld tin in- to the toun, tho traytonrs with all,

To spir at horn specially of hor spede fer.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11464.

Loved be that lord that giffes all grace,
That kyndly thus oure care wolde kele.

York Plays, p. 51.

And, sires, also it keleth jalousie.

Chaitcer, Prol. to Pardoner's Tale, 1. 80.

And doune on knees full humbly gan I knele,
Besechyng her my fervent wo to kele.

Court of Lone, 1. 775.

II. intrans. To become cool; cool down.
Come forthe, thou cursed knave,
Thy comforte sone schall kele.

York Plays, p. 350.

keel2 (kel), n. [< keel2, .] In brewing, a broad
flat vessel used for cooling liquids ;

a keelfat.

Liquor salt my keel doth fill.

Sonnet (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 461).

keel3 (kel), . [< Ir. Gael, oil, ruddle.] Red
chalk; ruddle. [Scotch.]
keel3 (kel), r. *. [< keelS, n.] To mark, as a

sheep, with ruddle. [Scotch.]
keel4 (kel), n. A variant of kaiV, \.

keel5 ?kel), n. An obsolete or dialectal form of

M/2, kiln.

keelage (ke'laj), n. [< keel1 + -age.] The
right of demanding a duty or toll for a ship en-

tering a harbor; also, the duty so paid.
keel-block (kel'blok), n. One of a series of

short timbers on which the keel of a vessel
rests while building or repairing, and which
afford access to work beneath.

keel-compelling (kel'kom-pel"ing), . Driving
onward a keel or boat. [Poetical.]

Blow, swiftly blow, thou keel-compelling gale !

Byron, Childe Harold, ii. 20.



keeled

keeled (kold), n. [< krvfl + -rd*.'] Having a

keel; furnished with or exhibiting a longitu-

dinal ridtfe resembling the k.-el of a bout, ;i> :i

leaf or other object; ridged lengthwise in the

middle underneath, as the sternum of a eari-

n;ite bird (see cut under curiimti); (.'urinated.

The imitation of keeled scales on the crown produced by
the recumbent feet, as the oaterptUir thruw itself back-

ward. A. R. Wallace, Nat. Select., p. u.

keelegt, keelekt, .

keeler 1 (ke'ler), . [< lcii'l l
,n.,2, + -er1 .'] One

who works on a barge or keel. Also keelmnn.

keeler'2 (ke'ler), . [< kfd-, r., + -erl. Cf.

I.' 1 1

/-, n. The equiv. Ir. cileir i appar. from the

E. word.] 1. A small shallow tub used for some
domestic purposes, as dish-washing, also to hold

stuff for calking ships, etc.

Their wlsards, who with certaine gralnes tolde fortunes,
and diuinfd, looking into keelers and palles full of water.

Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 803.

2. A square or oblong wooden box, from 3 to 4

feet long and 6 to 8 inches deep, used in dress-

ing mackerel, and also to hold the salt used in

the process. More fully called gib-keeler.

keeler-tub (ke'ler-tub), n. Same as keeler*, 1.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., Int.

keelfat (kel'fat), . [< keeft + faf.] A cool-

er
;
a vat in which liquor is set for cooling.

keelhaul (kol'hal), v. t. l\lsokeelhale(=D. LG.
kiallnilfii = G. kielholen = Dan. kjolhale = Svy.

kolhala) ; < keel1 + haul, hale1 . The E. word is

prob. adapted from the D.] 1. To haul under
the keel of a ship. Keelhauling was formerly a pun-
ishment indicted in the English and other navies for cer-

tain otfenses. The offender was drawn through the water
under the bottom of the ship, and back on board on the

opposite side, by ropes and tackles attached to the yards.

Whoever told him so was a lying lubberly rascal, and de-

served to be keelhauled. SnuiUett.

Home also have an effigy of Judas, which the crew amuse
themselves with keel-haulinij and hanging by the neck from
the yard-arms. Jt. U. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 147.

2. Figuratively, to
1

reprimand severely; haul
over the coals.

Also keelrake.

keelhauling (kel'ha'ling), . [Verbal n. of keel-

haul, r.] Punishment by hauling under the keel

of a ship.
He would have undergone a dozen keel-haulings rather

than have satisfied Vanslyperken.
Marryat, Snarleyyow, x.

keelie (ke'li), n. [Imitative of its cry.] The
kestrel. [Scotch.]
Acombination of youngblackguards in Edinburgh hence

termed themselves the Keelie (Jang. Scott.

keeling (ke'liug), . [Sc. also keling, keiling,

killing; < ME. keling, kelyngc; cf. Icel. keilii,

Sw. kolja, a kind of cod.] A codfish. [Prov.

Eng. and Scotch.]
Keling he tok and tumberel.

Herlng and the makerel. Haixlok, 1. 757.

For the soling of them were made use of eleven hundred
hides of brown cows, shapen like the tail of a keelinff.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, 1. 8.

Before they rati-h their great fishes, as Keeling, Ling,

etc., they must put far out into the sea with their little

boats. Brand, Orkney, p. 20.

keelivine, keelyvine (ke'li-vin), n. [Alsoflrutf-
lirine ; origin obscure. Cf . keel3, ruddle, kettow,

black-lead, killoic, blackish earth. ] A pencil of

black or red lead. [Scotch.]
Put up your pocket-book and your keelyvine pen then,

for I downa speak out an' ye hae writing materials in your
hands. Scott, Antiquary, joorviii.

keelless (kel'les), . [< keel1 + -less.'} lazool.,

hot., etc., having no keel or cariua; ecarinate.

keelman(kerman),.; pl.fceetoi<;(-nien). Same
;is krrlcr 1

.

keel-molding
(kel' including),

. In arch., a
round on which
there is a small

fillet, projecting
like the keel of

a ship. The fillet

was originally small,
but became more and
more pronounced.
This form of mold-
ing is chanu-teristii'

in medieval archi-

tecture, from early
in the thirteenth to
tho middle of the
fifteenth century.

keel-petals(keT-
ppfalz), ii. />!.

Those petals in

a papilionaceous flower which unite to form
the keel.
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I have thrice seen humble-bees of two kinds, an well as

hive bees, sucking the nectar (of the sweet-peal, ami iln'j

iliil not depress the keel-petal* su as to expose the anthers
and stigma.
Darwin, Cross and Keif Fertilization (Amer. ed.), p. 15">.

keelrake(k(H'rak), r. /.; pret. and pp. kticlnil.nl,

ppr. kiflrnking. Same as kwlhtntl.

keel-shaped (kel'shapt), a. In hot., having the

form of a keel
;
carinate.

keelson, kelson (kel'sou), n. [Also kilsan, and

formerly kel-iiac; < Sw. kiilxriii = Dan. kjiilxriii

= I). feMMM, kiikiryn (Sewel) = East Fries, l.-iil-

.sTi = LG. kietnirifn, kielsckmn G. Wei-

achieein, keelson; appar. with corruption of the

second element (simulating Sw. Dan. sviti = G.
xf/i a'fin = E. swine), which appears in what is

prob. the correct form in Norw. kjohnill, keel-

son, < Icjiil, keel, + grill, sill, = Icel. ttytt, will

= Sw.
yll,

dial, mill = Dan. gyld = G. schwelle

= E. : see A-eefi and gill.'] A line of jointed
timbers in a ship laid on the middle of the

floor-timbers over the keel, fastened with long
bolts and clinched, thus binding the floor-

timbers to the keel; in iron ships, a combina-
tion of plates corresponding to the keelson-

timber of a wooden vessel. See cut under

Keel-molding, a, a, keels.

The top-mast to the keltine then with link-yards downe
they drew. Chapman, Iliad, i.

Engine-keelson, boiler-keelson, heavy timbers placed
fore and aft In the bilge of a steamer, on which the engine's
or boilers rest. False keelson, a piece of timber fastened

longitudinally over the top of the true keelson. Inter-
costal keelson, a short piece between the frames.

Rider keelson, an additional keelson above the main
keelson, for the purpose of strengthening it. Sister

keelson, a timber placed alongside the main keelson and
bolted to it.

keelvat (kel'vat), H. Same &skeelj'at.

keelyvine, . See keelivine.

keen 1 (ken), a. [< ME. kenr, bold, bitter, sharp,
< AS. cene, rarely cyne, bold (used in this sense

only) (= D. koeii = OHG. kuoni, kuani, cliuoni,

eliuone, MHG. kuene, G. kuhn, bold, daring, =
Icel. tosnu (for *ktmn), wise, clever, able) : lit.

'able,' with orig. suffix -ija, < cann, inf. cunnaii,

be able, can: see can 1
. The physical sense

'sharp' has been developed from that of 'bold,

eager.'] If. Bold; daring; brave; active: ap-

plied to men.
There-at Ector was angry, & out of his wit !

Two kynges he kylcl of the Irene Grekes

Amphenor the fuerse, and the frelke Dnrlns.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 7704.

Of Fhocus the ferae men forthoughten hem all,

That euer thei farde to fight with Philip the keene.

Alimunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. s.), 1. 141;.

2f. Grim; fierce; savage; rapacious: applied
to wild animals.

A wilderness that ful of wilde bestes es sene
Als lions, libardes, and wolwes kene.

Uampole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 1226.

3. Vehement; earnest; eager; ardent; fierce;
animated byorshowing strongfeelingordesire:
as, a keen fighter ;

to be keen at a bargain.

He drank, and made the cuppe ful clene,
And sith he spake wordis Irene.

MS. Cantab. Ff. v. 48, f. 60. (HtOKweU.)

Never did I know
A creature that did bear the shape of man
Ho keen and greedy to corfound a man.

Shak., M. of V., IIL 2, 278.

The sheep were so keen upon the acorns.
Sir R. L'Estranye.

The school has obtained so high a reputation that the

demand for admission is very keen.

Quarterly Ret., CXLV. 325.

4. Such as to cut or penetrate easily; having
a very sharp point or edge ; sharp ;

acute : as,
a keen edge.

Sedar was sorry for sake of his cosyn,
Came euyn at Castor with a kene sworde.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.X 1. 128&

A bow he bar and arwes brighte and Irene.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 1108.

Still with their fires Love tipt his keenest darts.

Tennyson, Fair Women.

Oleams, quick and kern, the scalplng-knlfe.
WhitKer, Mogg Megone, I.

5. Sharp or irritating to the body or the mind ;

acutely harsh or painful; biting; stinging;

tingling.
Whi sayst thou thanne I am to the so kene >

Chaucer, Fortune, 1. 27.

Although I tell him keen truth, yet he may beare with

me, since I am like tochafe him into some good knowledge.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.
Genial days

Shall softly elide away Into the keen
And wholesome cold of winter.

Bryant, Conjunction of Jupiter and Venus.

keep
If our sense of the misery or emptiness of lite became

fur some reason much more keen than It Is, life would at

last becoiiM- intolerable to us.

J. It. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 69.

6. Having a cutting or incisive character or

effect; penetrating ; vigorous ; energetic; viv-

id; intense: as, keen eyes; a keen look; a keen

rebuke
;
Jfcee-witte<l.

To leave this keen encounter of our wits.

And fall somewhat Into a slower method.
Shalt., Rich. III., 1. 2,115.

'['heir weekly frauds his keen replies detect.

Dryden, Abs. and Achlt, IL 1033.

7. Having or manifesting great mental acute-

ness; characterized by great quickness or

penetration of thought; sharply perceptive:
as, a keen logician or debater; keen insight.
For keen and polished rhetoric he Is singularly unfitted.

De (imncey. Rhetoric.

The keen Intelligence with which the meaning was
sought should be the test of the seeker's being entitled to

possess the secret treasure.

Hawthorne, geptlinlus Felton, p. 123.

On the keen jump. Seejumpi. = Syn. See acute, tharp,
and list under eayeri.

keen1 (ken), v. t. [< keen1
, a.] 1. To make

keen or sharp; sharpen. [Rare.]
Cold winter keen* the brightening flood. Thornton.

2. To chap, as the hands. [Prov. Eng.j
keen'2 (ken), . [< Ir. caoine, a cry of lamenta-
tion for the dead.] A loud lamentation made
over the dead; a wailing. [Ireland.]

A thousand cries would swell the keen,
A thousand voices of despair

Would echo thine. Owen Ward.

keen2
(ken), . i. [< kceift, .] 1. To make

a loud lamentation over the dead
;
lament

;

wail. [Ireland.]
From the road outside there came a prolonged ear-

piercing wail, that made the window-panes tremble. I

have never heard any earthly sound at once so expressive
of utter despair, and appealing to heaven or hell for ven-

geance. ..." It Is the wild Irish women keeniny over
their dead." 0. A. Lawrence, Quy Livingstone, xvii.

Customs that have hardly disappeared from Finland and

Ireland, or are fresh in tradition, existed in both coun-

tries, such as ... keening and waking the dead.
The Century, XXXVII. 379.

2. To wail over any loss, or in anticipation of

loss.

Was It for this that I keened over the cold hearthstone
at Garoopna, when we sold It to the Breutwoods?

U. Kingsley, Uillyars and Burtons, vii.

The wind shifts to the west. Peace, peace, Banshee

keening at every window. Charlotte Bronte, Villette, xlli.

keena (ke'nS,), . [E. Ind.] An East Indian

tree, Calophyllum tomentosum. Its timber sup-
plies the valuable poon spars of western India,
and its seeds yield keena-oil.

keena-nnt (ke'na-nut), . The oil-bearing seed
of the keena.
keena-oil (ke'na-oil), n. An oil extracted in

Ceylon from the seeds of the drupaceous fruit

of the keena.
keener (ke'ner), n. [< keen*, v., + -er1 .] One
who keens; especially, a woman who keens or

wails as a hired or professional mourner at

wakes and funerals. See keen"*, v. [Ireland.]

keenly (keu'li), adv. [< ME. kenely, kenly,

keneliche, < AS. cenlice (= MD. koenliek, D.

koenlijk = MHG. kuenliche, G. kiihnlich), boldly,
< cene, bold: see teen1

, a.] In a keen manner;
eagerly ; sharply ; with keenness or intensity ;

acutely.
keenness (ken'nes), . The state or quality of

being keen in any sense of that word ; sharp-
ness; acuteness; intensity.
keen-witted (ken'wit'ed), a. Having acute
wit or discernment.

keep (kep), t\; pret. and pp. kept, ppr. keeping.

[< ME. icepen, kipeti, < AS. cenaii (pret. cepte,

pp. ceped, cei>t) (= MD. kepen), observe, keep,
take care of, regard, await, take. AS. cepan
in this sense is usually supposed to be a oiff.

use of cepan, cypaii, traffic, sell (cf. ceapiati,

traffic), < cedp, price, bargain (see cheap, n. and
r. ) ; but such connection is very doubtful. Cf .

kip
1

.'] I. trans. If. To observe; heed; regard;
attend to; care for; be solicitous about.

Syche counsel! as thou kythes kepe I none of,

That will lede me to losse. & my lond hoole.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.X L 11340.

While the stars and course of heaven I kren.

Dryden, JSneid. vi. 476.

2. To observe or carry out in practice; per-
form

;
fulfil : as, to keep the laws ;

to keep the

sabbath-day ; to keep one's word or promise.
Then keppit was the counsel! of Calcas belyue.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.X 1. 4662.

Keep hospitality amoiiKc thy Neighbours.
Bookt of Precedence (E. E. T. 8., extra ser.X L 71.



keep
When thou borrowest, keepe thy day though it be to thy

payne. Babees Book(E. E. T. S.), p. 98.

But, abstracting from the reason, let us consider who
keeps the precept best.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 265.

3. To celebrate or observe with all due for-

malities or rites ; solemnize: as, to keep Lent.

The day Is very solemnly kept in all the Cities.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 103.

This day shall be unto you for a memorial ; and ye shall

keep it a feast to the Lord. Ex. xii. 14.

Here am I come down to what you call keep my Christ-
mas. Walpole, Letters, II. 139.

4. To hold; have or can-yon: as, to keep court
;

to keep an act at a university.
In the same Towne there ys a merkett, wekely kepte,

and havyng in yt abowt M.D. houselyng peaple.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.)> p. 222.

Chambery ... is the Capitall City of Savoy, wherein
they Keep their Parliament. Coryat, Crudities, I. 79.

5. To tend; care for; have the charge, over-

sight, or custody of.

They did apoynt four men of the mannor to Tteepe the

wood, for the prontt of the tenants coramodyty of the
mannor. English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 437.

Humble, and like in eche degree
The flocke which he did keepe.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., July.

And the Lord God took the man, and put him into the

garden of Eden to dress it and to keep it. Gen. ii. 15.

The shadow cloak'd from head to foot,
Who keeps the keys of all the creeds.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxiii.

6. To guard; protect; preserve; especially, to

maintain inviolate or intact; preserve from

danger, mishap, loss, decay, etc. : as, to keep
the peace.

I schal thee take a trewe fere
That trewly schal kepen thee
While in erthe thou schalt be.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.X p. 76.

And behold, I am with thee, and will keep thee in all

places whither thou goest. Gen. xxviii. 15.

In yon strait path a thousand
. May well be stopped by three.
Now who will stand on either hand,
And keep the bridge with me?

Macaulay, Horatius.

There heroes' wits are kept in pond'rous vases,
And beaux' in snuff-boxes and tweezer-cases.

Pope, R. of the L., v. 115.

7. To retain or hold possession of; retain in
one's own power or possession ;

continue to

have, hold, or enjoy; retain: as, he got it to

keep; to keep a thing in mind
;
to keep a secret;

to keep one's own counsel.

Thei cone wel wynnen lond of Straungeres, but the!
cone not kepen it. Mandevttle, Travels, p. 262.

My Memory hath kept the bad, and let go the good.
Howett, Letters, I. vi. 61.

Keep a thing, its use will come. Tennyson, The Epic.

The remotest descendant of a continental noble keeps
all the privileges of nobility ; the remote descendant of
an English peer has no privilege beyond his faint chance
of succeeding to the peerage.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 306.

8. To have habitually in stock or for sale.

A ... housewife of the neighborhood burst breathless
into the shop, fiercely demanding yeast ; . . . the poor gen-
tlewoman, with her cold shyness of manner, gave her hot
customer to understand that she did not keep the article.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables.

9. To have habitually in attendance or use;
employ or maintain in service, or for one's use
or enjoyment : as, to keep three servants

;
to

keep a horse and carriage.
Thou dost not keep a dogWhom I would imitate.

Shak., T. of A., iv. 3, 200.

We dined there the next day, and went on the lake in a
boat, which they keep in order to bring wood from the
other side. Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 69.

I keep but a man and a maid, ever ready to slander and
steal. Tennyson, Maud, iv.

10. To maintain; support; provide for; supply
with whatever is needed.

What shall become of my poor family ?

They are no sheep, and they must keep themselves.
Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, iii. 2.

Keep thy shop, and thy shop will keep thee.

ilarston, Jonson, and Chapman, Eastward Ho.
"When they found that 'ere boy," continued Sol "he

was all worn to skin and bone ; he'd kep' himself a week
on berries and ches'nuts and sich, but a boy can't be kep'
on what a squirrel can." H. B. Stouie, Oldtown, p. 234.

11. To maintain or carry on, as an establish-
ment, institution, business, etc.; conduct; man-
age : as, to keep a school or a hotel

;
to keep shop ;

to keep house.
A wyf is kepere of thyn housbondrye ;

Well may the sike man biwaille and wepe,
Ther as tiler nys no wyf the hous to kepe.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 138.
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If he love her not, . . .

Let me be no assistant for a state,
But keep a farm and carters.

SAa*., Hamlet, ii. 2, 167.

The court also sent for Mrs. Hutchinson, and charged
her with divers matters, as her keeping two public lectures

every week in her house.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 294.

This is the only House in Pails I saw kept, in all the

parts of it, with the most exact cleanliness and neatness,
Gardens and all. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 188.

12f. To receive; go to meet; receive as a
friend or guest.

Hastily that lady hende,
Cumand al her men to wende,
And dight tham in thair best at ay,
To kepe the King that ilk day.

Sir Ywam, MS. Cotton, ap. Warton, iii. 108, 131.

[(Jamieson.)

Againe the comyng of Jhesu C'riste

To kepe him when he doun sal come.

Hampole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 5028.

13. To take in and provide for; entertain.

( 'all si thou me host!
Now, by this hand, I swear, I scorn the term,
Nor shall my Nell keep lodgers.

Shak., Hen.V., ii. 1, 33.

14. To hold; detain: as, what keeps him here ?

How much a dunce that has been sent to roam
Exceeds a dunce that has been kept at home.

Cowper, Progress of Error, 1. 416.

Excuse me for having kept you so long.

Bulwer, Money, iii. 5.

Lunatics who are dangerous to society are kept in con-
finement. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 291.

15. To hold or hold back; restrain.
In chambur among ladyes bryjth,
Kepe thy tonge & spende thy sygth.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 15.

I have kept you from a crying sin would damn you
To men and time.

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, v. 2.

How hard it is when a man meets with a Foole to keepe
his tongue from folly ! Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

16. To continue, or continue to maintain or

preserve, as a state or course of action : as, to

keep the same road ; to keep step.
He kept his course along the coast of the Elngdome of

Sicilia. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 7.

Her servants' eyes were flx'd upon her face,

And, as she mov'd or turn'd, her motions view'd,
Her measures kept, and step by step pursued.

Dryden.
Justice is an old lame hobbling beldame, and I can't get

her to keepf&ce with Generosity for the soul of me.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 1.

17. To cause to be or continue in some speci-
fied state, condition, action, or course: as, to

keep the coast clear
;
to keep things in order.

In the Time of this Sedition, the Duke of Lancaster
had been sent into Scotland, to keep the Scots qniet.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 140.

In each Citie is an Officer that hath charge of the wals,
whereby they are kept faire and strong.

Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 43d.

They [Chinese women] are kept constantly to their work,
being fine Needle-Women, and making many curious Em-
broideries. Dampier, Voyages, I. 408.

The sounds we are hearing tend very decidedly to keep
out of consciousness other sounds of which we wish to
think. H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 98.

We could not keep him silent ; out he flash'd.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

18. To stay or remain in; refrain from leaving:
as, to keep the house ; to keep one's bed.

If any infected person, commanded to keepe house, shall
contrarie to such Commandment wilfullie and contemp-
tuously goe abroade, etc.

Laws of James I. (1603), quoted in Ribton-Turner's
[Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 135.

The Prince had newly got a Fall off a Horse, and kept
his Chamber. Howett, Letters, I. iv. 1.

Have you observ'd a sitting Hare,
List ning, and fearful of the Storm

Of Horns and Hounds, clap back her Ear,
Afraid to keep or leave her Form?

Prior, The Dove, st. 13.

19f. To maintain habitually: same &skee]> i//j.

It [the river] keepeth almost as terrible a noyse as the
river Cocytus in Hell. Coryat, Crudities, I. 85.

20. To scare away: same as keep off: as, to

keep crows. [Prov. Eng.] 21. To maintain
a regular record of or in ; have or take charge
of entering or making entries in: as, to ker/>
accounts

;
to keep the books of a firm

;
to keep

a diary.
The Governor or chief of the Factory ought to know

more than barely how to buy, sell, and keep accounts.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 10;J.

To keep a good house, a length, a line. See the nouns.
To keep an act, to hold an academical disputation.

See act, n., 5.

The students of the flrst classis that have been thi-se

four yceres trained up in University learning . . . have
. . . lately kept two solemn Acts for their Commencement.

Mass. Hist. Coll., I. 245.

keep
To keep an eye on, to keep at arm's-length, to keep
a term. See the nouns. To keep back, (n) To re-

serve; withhold; fail to deliver, disclose, or communicate.

I will keep nothing back from you. Jer. xlii. 4.

A certain man named Ananias, with Sapphira his wife,
sold a possession, and kept back part of the price. Acts v. 2.

(b) To restrain ; hold back.

Keep back thy servant also from presumptuous sins.

Ps. xix. IX

A conscientious praise of God will keep us back from all

false and mean praises, all fulsome and servile flatteries,

such as are in use among men.
Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. i.

To keep chapel, at Oxford and Cambridge, in England,
to attend service in the college chapel.

The Undergraduate is expected to go to chapel eight
times, or, in academic parlance, to keep eight chapels a
week. C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 32.

To keep company, compass, consortt, count. See
the nouns. To keep counsel, to keep secret the matter
and result of a confidential discussion ; be discreet or silent.

TO keep cut wltht, to follow the example of.

that a boy should so keep cut with his mother, and be
given to dissembling !

Middleton, More Dissemblers Besides Women, i. 4.

To keep down, to prevent from rising; hold in subjec-
tion

; restrain. Specifically (a) In painting, to subdue
in tone or tint, so that the portion of a picture kept down
is rendered subordinate to some other part, and therefore
does not obtrude on the eye of the spectator, (ft) In print-
ing, to set in lower-case type, as a word or initial letter.

To keep early or late hours, to Ire customarily early or
late (as the case may be) in returning home or in going to
bed. See hour.

What early philosophic hours he keeps,
How regular his meals, how sound he sleeps !

Cowper, Retirement, 1. 428.

To keep house. See house^. To keep In. (a) To pre
vent from escaping ; hold in confinement ; specifically, to
detain (a pupil) in the schoolroom after hours, either as
a punishment for misconduct or in order that a lesson

may be mastered. (6) To conceal ;
avoid telling or dis-

closing, (c) To restrain; curb, as a horse. To keep It

up, to continue anything vigorously, especially a frolic ;

persist in merriment. [Colloq.J

We keeps it up for half an hour, or an hour ... if the
browns tumble in welL

Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, III. 57.

To keep Off, to hinder from approach or attack : as, to

keep off &\i enemy or an evil.

If they would not do his Commandments, but despise
his Statutes and abhor his Judgments, all the care and
policy they could use would not be able to keep o^the most
dismal judgments which ever befell a Nation.

Stulimjfleet, Sermons, II. iv.

Far beyond,
Imagined more than seen, the skirts of France
"God bless the narrow sea which keeps her off."

Tennyson, Princess, Conclusion.

To keep one at a distance. See distance. to keep
one going In (something), to keep one supplied with (it).

He kept us going in sherry. F. W. Farrar, Julian Home.

To keep one's countenance, distance, foott. See the
nouns. To keep one's feet, to maintain one's footing;
avoid falling.

It was with the greatest difficulty that she kept her feet.

Lever, One of Them, p. 444.

To keep one's hand In, to keep up one's acquirements ;

maintain one's skill by practice. To keep one's self
to one's self, to shun society ; keep one's own counsel ;

keep aloof from others ; keep close.

"Stay then a little," answer'd Julian, "here,
And keep yourself, none knowing, to yourself."

Tennyson, Lover's Tale, iv.

To keep open house. See housei. To keep out, to
hinder from entering or taking possession.

No iron gate, no spiked and panelled door,
Can keep out death, the postman, or the bore.

0. W. Holmes, A Modest Request
To keep the bones green. See greeni.lo keep the
crown of the causey. See crown. To keep the field,
the house, the peace, etc. See the nouns. To keep
the laud aboard (naut.). See aboard^. To keep the
luff, or the wind (naut.), to continue close to the wind.
To keep time, touch, etc. See the nouns. To keep

under, to restrain; hold in subjection or under control.

Need and poverty doth hold down and keep under stout

courages, and maketh them patient perforce, taking from
them bold and rebelling stomachs.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

1 keep under my body, and bring it into subjection.
1 Cor. ix. 27.

The fire was kept under for the rest of the day, but all

attempts to extinguish it were vain.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xv.

To keep up. (a) To support ; hold in an existing state
or condition ; prevent from lapsing ; as, to keep up the price
of goods ; to keep up one's credit.

Ptolemy had been a soldier from his infancy, and conse-

quently kept up a proper military force, that made him
everywhere respected in these warlike and unsettled times.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 457.

He would undertake to prove before a committee of the
House of Commons that there existed a combination to

keep up the price of muffins.

Dickens, Nicholas Nlckleby, ii.

(b) To maintain ; continue; prevent cessation of.

Little disputes and quarrels . . . are chiefly kept up and
bandied to and fro by those who have nothing else to do.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xxiv.



keep
hlch keeps up the action is the desire to

Locke.

3271

To keep In with. See ini, adv. To keep on, to go
forward ; proceed ; continue to advance.

The Pontlc sea.

Whose Icy current and compulsive course
Ne'er feels retiring ebb, but keeps due on
To the Propontic and the Hellespont.

Shak., Othello, ill. 3,455.

To keep to, to adhere strictly to ; avoid neglecting or

uYviating from: as, to
keep

to old customs; to keep to a

rule ; to keep to one's word or promise.

Not finding the Governourkceptoblt agreement with me;
nor seeing by his carriage towards others any great rea-

son I had to expect he would, I began to wish my tell

away again. Dampier, Voyages, L 618.

Well, If they had kept to that, I should not have been
such an enemy to the stage. Sheridan, The Critic, L 1.

To keep up, to remain unsubdued, as by Illness, age, or

grief be yet active, or not confined to one's bed ; not to

ueio.e fall behind. [Colloq.]

Owen Meredith, Wanderer, III. keep (kep), . [< ME. kepe, heed, care; < keep,

.] If. Heed; notice; care.

We love no man that taketh kepe or charge
Wher that we goon ;

we wol ben at our large.

Chaucer, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 321.

Youth Is least looked vnto when they stand [In] most
neede of good kepe and regard.

Aschain, The Scholemaster, p. 60.

In Joy, that

continue It.

(c) To maintain In good order or condition: as, to pay so

much a your i ;rave. To keep up to the col-

lar to keep hard at work ;

"
keep at it

"
: In allusion to tho

stra'ining of a working horse against his collar. [Colloq.]

Not that he ncgleeted these [the proper studies of the

place], for Hunlv '";<' dim pretty well up to tlie collar, and

he passed his little go m-.lituMy.
'I'. Iliif/hei, Tom Brown at Oxford, II. xil.

= Syn. 7, etc. Keep, Retain, Reserve. Keep Is a very general
Idiomatic word, meaning, in this relation, not to dispose
of or part witli ; hold on to : as, to sell half and keep half.

Retain covers the idea of not giving tip where there is oc-

casion or opportunity : as, to surrender on condition that

the officers retain their side-arms. To reserve is to keep
back at a time or in an act In which other things are given

up ; also, to keep back for a time : as, to reserve judgment

They only fall, that strive to move,
Or lose, that care to kerp.

Why should not man,

Ketaininy still divine similitude
In part, from such deformities be free?

Milton, P. L., xt 512.

Hast thou not retened a blessing for me? Gen. xxvlL 36.

These Jests are out of season ;

Reserve them till a merrier hour than this.

Shak., C. of E., I. 2, 69.

6. Keep, Defend, Protect, Shelter, Preserve. Keep Is the

general word in this relation also. To defend Is to keep by
warding off attacks; the word does not so much Imply
success as the others do. To protect is to keep by cover-

ing from danger. To shelter is to keep by covering on one

side, or on all sides, especially above, from exposure. Shel-

ter aeema figurative when not applied to keeping from ex-

posure to the weather, and protect and dcfeml when not

applied to the physical. To preserve Is in various senses

to protect or keep from destruction or Injury : as, to pre-
serve forests, the bank of a river, fruit, vested rights, life,

or one's dignity.

Behold, he that keepeth Israel shall neither slumber nor

sleep. Ps- cxxl. 4.

Nor could the Muse defend
Her son. Muton, P. L., vli. 37.

In youth It sheltered me,
And I'll protect it now.
G. P. Moms, Woodman, Spare that Tree !

History has sometimes been called a gallery, where in

living forms are preserved the scenes, the Incidents, and
the characters of the past. Sumner, Orations, I. 201.

2 and 3. Observe, Commemorate, etc. Sec celebrate.

II. intrans. If. To care; be solicitous.
" Sir preest," he seyde.

"
I kepe han [to have) no loos

Of my craft, for I wolde it kept were cloos."

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 867.

The third me thinks shruggingly saith, I kept not to sit

sleeping with my Poesie till a Queeue came and kissed me.
r mi, aim in. Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 15.

2f. To take care
;
be on the watch ;

be heed-
ful.

Keep that the lusts shake not the word of God that is

In us. Tyndale.

3. To lodge ;
dwell ;

hold one's self, as in an

abiding-place. [Now colloq. or rare.]

Knock at his study, where, they say, he keeps.

Shak., Tit. And., v. 2, 6.

The Tarentines [Indians] . . . rifled a wigwam where
Mr. Cradock's men kept to catch sturgeon, took away their

nets and biscuit, Ac. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 72.

But yet he could not keep
Here with the shepherds and the silly sheep.

X. Arnold, Thyrsis.

He was foolish enough to tell where these quail kept
In his orchard. Forest and Stream, XXVIII. 252.

4. To keep one's self ; remain; stay; continue:

as, to keep at a distance : to keep in with some

one; to keen out of sight; hence, in familiar

speech, used with a present participle almost as

an auxiliary of continuous or repeated action :

as, he keeps moving ;
she kept crying out; they

have kept asking for it this hour past.
Those that arc married already, all but one, shall live ;

the rest shall keep as they are. ShaJr., Hamlet, 111. 1, 166.

The Privateers keep out of their way, having always In-

telligence where they [the Barralaventa Beet] are.

Dampier, Voyages, II. 11. 126.

We kept down the left bank of the river for a little dis-

tance, and then struck Into the woods.
B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 48.

Innumerable instances are known to every naturalist

of species keeping true, or not varying at all, although liv-

ing under thu most opposite climates.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 189.

All the place is holy ground ; . . .

So keep where you are : you are foul with sin.

Tennyson, The Poet's Mind.

5. To last; endure; continue unimpaired.
If the malt is not thoroughly dried, the ale it makes

will not keep. Mortimer, Husbandry.

And unto Morpheus comes, whom drowned deepe
In drowsie flt he nudes : of nothing he takes kerpe.

Spenser, F. Q., I. L 40.

2f. Custody; keeping; oversight.
For In liaptista's keep my treasure Is.

Shak., T. of the S., I. 2, 118.

If the Justice have the maid In keep,
You need not fear the marriage of your son.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, 111. -2.

3f. That which is kept or cared for; charge.

Often he used of hys keeps
A sacrifice to bring,

Nowe with a Kldde, now with a sheepe,
The Altars hallowing.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., July.

4. The stronghold or citadel of a medieval

castle; the in-

nermost and
strongest struc-

ture or central
tower. It was the
final dependence
for keeping the cas-

tle against assault.

In the lower parts
of the structure

prisoners were kept,
with stores, etc.;
and in the upper
parts the family
lived, especially in

times of danger.
Also called dun-

geon or dfinjon,dun-
geon-keep, or dun-

geon -tower. See

dungeon, donjon.
It stands on a

knowle, which, tho'

insensibly rising,

gives it a prospect
over the keepe of

Windsor, about
three miles N. E.
of it.

Evelyn, Memoirs,
[Oct. 23, 1686.

My malice is no deeper than a moat,
No stronger than a wall : there is the keep;
He shall not cross us more. Tennyson, Geraint

B. Subsistence
;
board and lodging ; mainte-

nance or means of subsistence : as, the keep
of a horse. [Colloq.]

I performed some services to the college In return for

my keep. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, I. % ill.

Moreover, we could not bear the idea that she should

labor for her keep. R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xlvi.

6. pi. In coal-mining, wings, catches, or rests for

holding the cage when it is brought to rest at

some point above the bottom of the shaft. See

cagc-slitite. 7. A meat-safe. HalliiceU. [Prov.

Eng.] 8. A large basket. [Prov. Eng.] 9.

A reservoir for fish by the side of a river.

[Prov. Eng.] For keeps, to be kept or retained; to

bo held or retained as one s own ; for good : as, to play
marbles for keeps (that is, each player to retain the mar-
bles he wins). |

r. 8.]

We, the undersigned, promise not to play marbles for

keeps, nor bet nor gamble in any way.
The Advance, Dec. 9, 1886.

Out at keep, feeding in a hired pasture. HaHiwett.

Keep or Donjon oftheCastle ofCoucy.Aisne,
France, as seen from the inner court-

(Prov. Eng.]
The best fruits of the season fall latest and keep the keeper (ke'p*r), . [< ME. keperc; < keep, e.,

longest, Alcott, Tablets, p. 134. + _,.,-!.] i. One who keeps, observes, or obeys.
The dam was a subject of conversation that would keep. I am a keeper of the law

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 3. In Kme 8ma.

points, altho' not a'.

To keep at It, to continue hard at work ; persist. (Col- Burns, Verses to John Rankine.
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keeping

keeper of the seals; a houseAV

/.</ r.

Hit spckfth of richo men ryght nouW
liotc of clennesse and of clerkea an/

Piers I

And the lord said untoCaln, Wh
And he said, I know not : Am I my 1

Yonng Logic 's laid In Edinburgh chapel,
I'annlchael 's the keeper o' the key.

The Laird o' Loyu (Child's Ballads, IV. llo).

The persecuted animals [raU] bolted above-ground : the

terrier accounted for one, the keeper (gamekeeper! for an-

other. Thackeray, Vanity Kalr, xlr.

3. One who maintains or carries on as propri-

etor; an owner or independent controller: as,

a storekeeper; an innkeeper.
Now here is a man . . . who is really nothing but a

weakly, aged keeper of a little shoe-store in a village.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 187.

4. One who stays or abides.

To be discreet, chaste, keepers at home. Titus IL 5.

6. One who holds or maintains possession.
He will have need of getters and keepers.

L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 238.

6. That which keeps; something that serves as

a guard or protection. Specifically (a) A ring which

keeps another on the finger. See guard-ring.

Quite devoid of any Jeweller's ware, save her wedding
ring and kefper. Q. A. Sola, Baddlngton Peerage, II. 111.

(ft) A key which admits of being readily Inserted and re-

moved at pleasure to keep an object in its place.

It [a glove-fastener] has a cylindrical keeper with one

lower edge struck up to form a lip, and a radial locking

bar, with a series of teeth on the under surface, adapted
to project through the keeper and engage the lip.

Sri. Amer., N. S., LVIII. 408.

(e) A loop on the end of a strap fitted with a buckle, through
which the other end la run after passing through the

buckle ; a small clasp, (d) The box on a door-Jamb into

which the bolt of a lock protrudes when shot, (e) A Jam-
nut. (/) A piece of soft iron placed in contact with the

poles of a magnet when not In use, which tends, by In-

duction, to maintain and even increase the power of the

magnet ;
an armature. (g) In the electromagnet of a dy-

namo, one of the lateral projections from the polar extremi-

ties to bring them just as near to the revolving armature

as they can be without actually touching It. (A) A reel-

keeper, (i) The mousing of a hook, which keeps it from be-

ing accidentally disengaged. (J) Tne gripper of the flint In

a flint-lock gun. Keeper of the Great Seal, or Lord
Keeper, a high officer of state In Great Britain, who has the

custody of the great seaL The office is now vested in the

lord chancellor. Keeper of the king's conscience, the

lord chancellor. See chancellor, 3 (). Keeper of the

Privy Seal, or Lord Privy Seal, a British officer of state,

through whose hands pass all charters, pardons, etc., be-

fore they come to the great seal. He Is a privy-councilor,
and was formerly called Clerk of the Privy Seal.

keeperess (ke'per-es), n. [< keeper + -ens.] A
female keeper, custodian, or warden.

In Drayton House (a lunatic asylum) the krrptretses

eclipsed the keepers In cruelty to the poorer patients.
C. Reade, Hard Cash, xlL

keeper/less (ke'per-les), . [< keeper + -less.']

Without the supervision or care of a keeper;
free from restraint, custody, or superinten-
dence.

Among the group was a man . . . who, of all the peo-

ple accounted sane and permitted to go about the world

keeperless, I hold to have been the most decidedly mad.
T. Book, Gilbert tiurney, I. 11L

keepership (ke'per-ship), n. [< keeper + -ship.]

The office of a keeper.
The earl gave the former a tan-house, and keepership of

one of his games. Strype, Queen Mary, an. 1566.

keeprfriendt. . [< keep, r., + obi. friend.]
An iron ring with a chain attached, used to

confine a prisoner.
And he had besides two iron rings about his neck, the

one of the chain, and the other of that kind which are

called a keep-friend, or the foot of a friend, from whence
descended two Irons unto his middle.

History of Don Quixote, 1678, f. 45. (Wares.)

keeping (ke'ping), . [< ME. kepynge ; verbal

n. otkeep, r.] 1. Care; custody; charge.

This mayden was the feirest lady that ener was In eny
londe; this same maiden haddo in kepynge the Missed

selut Graal. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), IL 229.

He swore us thus, never to let this treasure

Part from our secret keepings.
Fletcher, Loyal Subject, il. 6.

This morning I wrote to my banker in London to send

me certain Jewels he has In his keeping heir-looms for

the ladles of Thomneld.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxiv.

2f. Guardian care
; guard ;

watch.

In that Cesonne, that the Bawme Is growynge. Men put
there to [thereto] gode kepynge, that no Man dar hen hardy
to entre. Mandevulc, Travels, p. 50.

3. Maintenance; support; subsistence; feed;
fodder: as, the cattle have good keeping.

Call you that keeping for a gentleman of my birth, that

differs not from the stalling of an ox!

Shak., As you Like It, 1. 1, 9.



keeping

4. Just proportion; conformity; congruity;
consistency; harmony: as, his words are not
in keeping with his deeds.

B would have been more in keeping if he had abided

by the faith of his forefathers.

Lamb, Imperfect Sympathies.

Her lord and master, in the spotless whiteness of his

ruffles on wrist and bosom, and in the immaculate keep-

ing and neatness of all his clerical black, and the perfect
pose of his grand full-bottomed clerical wig, did honor to
her conjugal cares. U. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 360.

The "Eape of the Lock." For wit, fancy, invention,
and keeping, it has never been surpassed.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 407.

He did not offer to stab me and sink my body in the
Grand Canal, as, in all Venetian keeping, I felt that he
ought to have done. Howells, Venetian Life, ii.

Upon one's keeping*, upon one's guard.
I doo promes you that I am upon me kypyng every daye.

MS. letter, dated 1562. (Nares.)

keeping-room (ke'ping-rom), n. The common
sitting-room of a family ; also, in English uni-

versities, the sitting-room of a student. [New
Eug. and prov. Eng.]

All the attractions of a house were concentrated in one
room : it was kitchen, chamber, parlor, and keeping-room.

Thmreau, Walden, p. 261.

Like many other buildings of the same date and style,
that which was designated as the keeping-room or parlour
was the passage of the house.

J. Freeman, W. Kirby, p. 219.

keep-offt (kep'of), . and . I. a. Intended or

adapted to keep a foe at a distance; hence,
long; reaching far.

He fought not with a keepe-o/ spear, or with a farre-shot

bow,
But with a massy club of iron. Chapman, Iliad, vii.

II. n. A guard ;
defense

; something to keep
a foe at a distance.

A lance then tooke he, with a keene, steele head,
To be his keepe-o/, both 'gainst men and dogges.

Chapman, Odyssey, xiv.

keepsake (kep
'

sak), . [Irreg. < keep, v., +
sake.] Anything kept or given to be kept for

the sake of the giver; a token of friendship.
The word was used as the title of some of the holiday
gift-books formerly published annually. See annual, n.

,
4.

And now ! ah, I see it you just now are stooping
To pick up the keepsake intended for me.
Keats, To Some Ladies, on Receiving a Curious Shell.

I have before me the Keepsake for the year 1831, . . .

a collection much lower in point of interest and ability
than the worst number of the worst shilling magazine of
the present day. . . . Somewhere about the year 1837 the
world began to kick at the Keepsakes, and they gradually
got extinguished. Then the lords and countesses put
away their verses and . . . wrote no more.

W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 194.

keep-worthy (kep'wer"THi), a. Worthy of be-

ing kept or preserved. [Bare.]
Other keep-worthy documents.

W. Taylor, Survey of German Poetry, I. 182.

kees(kes),. [<Ar. kis.~\ The Egyptian purse,
a sum of five hundred piasters or about twenty-
five dollars. See purse.
keesh, See kish2 .

keeslip (kes'lip), . A Scotch form of keslop.
keethie (ke'thi), n. [Origin obscure.] A certain

fish, the angler, Lophius piscatorius. [Scotch.]
keeve (kev), n. [Also keave, kieve, kive; < ME.
*keve, kive, < AS. cyfc, a tub or vat.] A large vat
or tub used for various purposes, as for dressing
ores in mining, for holding the lye in bleach-

ing (in which sense it is also called a keir), as
a brewers' mashing-tub, etc.

keeve (kev), v. t.; pret. and pp. keeved, ppr.
keeving. [< keeve, .] 1. To put in a keeve
for fermentation, etc. 2. To overturn or lift

up, as a cart, so as to unload it all at once.

[Prov. Eng.]
keever (ke'ver), n. A keeve. Also kiver.

keffekil, n. See kiefekil.

keffieh (kefi-e), n. [Ar.] The head-dress of the
men of the Bedouin or desert tribes of the Mos-
lem East. They do not wear the tarboosh, but a ker-
chief secured directly upon the head by a cord called an
akal. The kerchief is generally worn cornerwise, so that
two corners fall upon the shoulders, and can be drawn
over the face or the back of the head at pleasure.
The red and yellow kefeh, folded and tied in hereditary

fashion about his swarthy face and over his neck and shoul-
ders by the Bedouin Arab of the desert.

Encyc. Brit., VI. 460.

keg (keg),n. [Also (dial.) cag; < Icel. kaggi =
Sw. Norw. kaggc, a keg, a round mass or heap.]
1. A small cask or barrel

;
a cask-shaped vessel

of indefinite size, but in capacity less than half
a barrel, usually from 5 to 10 gallons. 2f. A
lump; piece.

The sturgeon cut to keggs (too big to handle whole)
Gives many a dainty bit out of his lusty jowl.

Draytnn. Polyolhlnn, xxv.
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Boat-keg, a small wooden cask, strongly made, large at

the base, tapering to the top, with bung-hole and bung
for taking out the water in the closed top : used to carry
fresh water in small boats. Keg fig. See fig". Keg-
leveling and -trussing machine, a machine forpressing
and holding the staves in position for trussing.

kei-apple, kai-apple (ki'ap"l), . [< S. Afri-

can kei or kai + K apple.] 1. A tall evergreen
shrub, Dovyalis (Aberia) Caffra, of South Africa.
It can be used for hedges, and yields an edible
fruit. 2. The fruit of this shrub, which resem-
bles a small yellowish apple. It serves for a

pickle when green, and when ripe can be made
into a preserve.

keiet, . A Middle English form of keyl.

keightt. An obsolete preterit of catch1
.

keilt, n. An obsolete spelling of kail2 .

keilhauite (kU'hou-it), n. [After Prof. Keil-

hau of Norway.] A rare Norwegian mineral,
related to titanite in form

;
a silicotitanate of

iron, aluminium, yttrium, and calcium.

keir, kier (ker), . [< Icel. ker = Sw. Dan.

kar, a tub, vat, or other vessel, = OHG. char,
MHG. kar, Goth, kas, a vessel, perhaps = L.
vas (orig. *gvas1), a vessel: see vase, vessel.']

In bleaching, a large boiler which contains the

bleaching-liquor ;
the alkaline vat of a bleach-

ery. See bucking^ and keeve.

For yarn and thread, it is very usual to have the false

bottom of the bleaching kier, or pot, movable.

Spans' Encyc. Manuf., I. 515.

keisart, . See kaiser, Ccesai: Shale., M. W. of

W., i. 3, 9.

keitloa (klt'lo-a), n. [S. African.] The two-
horned black rhinoceros of South Africa, Rhi-
noceros keitloa, or Sloan's rhinoceros. The two
horns are of nearly equal size, attaining a length of about
a foot. The animal is about 11 feet long and 5 feet high.
It is ill-tempered, and a very dangerous antagonist,

kokryphalos (ke-krif'a-los), n. [< Gr. KSKpi^a-
,
a woman's head-dress, < icpvirmv (perf. Kt-

, hide, cover: see crypt.] In Gr. antiq.,
a simple form
of female
head-dress,
consisting of
a net, or a

light cloth or

kerchief, so

placed about
the head as
to inclose the
hair com-
pletely and
almost with-
out folds,
and project-
ing behind
in a graceful
curve. It is

common in works of art of the fifth and fourth centuries
B. c., being beautifully illustrated on some Syracusan
coins ; and it is still worn in exactly the ancient form by
many Greek peasant women.

keldH, " A Middle English form of cheld.

keld2 (keld), . t< Icel. kelda= Sw. kalla = Dan.
kilde (cf. Finn, kaltio, < Scand.), a spring, foun-

tain, well; from the verb represented by OHG.
quellan, MHG. G. quellen, swell, spring, gush
(AS. pp. collen, swollen), > quelle, a spring,
fountain, source.] A spring. [North. Eng.]
keldt, a. See Jcelled.

kelder (kel'der), n.

[A var. of keeler2
,

perhaps after the re-
lated keldi.~\ A cool-
er

; especially, a large
vat or caldron used
in brewing.

kelet, v. A Middle
English form of keefi.

kelebe (kel' e -be), n.

[< Gr. KeMfri (see
def.).] In Gr. archce-

ol., a large ovoid,
wide-mouthed vase,
with a broad flat rim
and two handles con-

necting the rim and the body, and not extend-

ing above the rim.

keif *t (ielf), n. [Origin obscure.] A foolish fel-

low.
One squire Eneas, a great keif,
Some wandering hangman like herself.

Cotton, Works (1734), p. 85.

keif2 (keif),. [Origin obscure.] Incoal-mining,
the vertical height of the back of the excavation
in holing or undercutting the coal. [Derbyshire
and Leicestershire, Eng.]
keling, . See keeling

2
.

Figure of Aphrodite, wearing the Kekrypha-
*. Fron ''- ' ' -'"-- =t

tury B. C.,

ios. From a polychrome kyhx of the stn~
r in the British Museum.

Kelebe. Greek red-figured
Pottery.

kelotomia

kelis (ke'lis), n. [NL. : see chcloid2.] In pa-
thol.: (a) Morphoea. (6) Cheloid. Also keloid.

Addison's kelis, morphcea.
kelk1

(kelk), n. [< ME. kelk, roe; cf. OHG.
clielch, MHG. kelch, struma.] The roe of a fish.

[Prov. Eng.]
Take the Tcelkes of fysshe anon
And tho lyver of tho fysshe, sethe horn alon.

Liber Cure Cocorum, p. 19.

kelk2
(kelk), v. i. [Prob. imitative, like belk,

belch.] To belch; also, to groan. [Prov. Eng.]
kelk3 (kelk), .. [Perhaps < Gael, and Ir. clach,
a stone.] A large stone or detached rock.

[Prov. Eng.]
kelk4 (kelk), v. t. [Supposed tohave mean t orig.

'stone,' pelt with stones, < kelk&, .] To beat

soundly. [Prov. Eng.]
kelk4 (kelk), n. [< kelk*, v.~\ A blow. [Prov.
Eng.]
kelk5 (kelk), n. [Cf . fr*3.] 1 . The wild cher-

vil, Anthriscus sylvestris. 2. The poison hem-
lock, Conitim maculatum Broad kelk, broad-
leafed kelk, Seracleum Sphondylium.
kell '

(kel), n. [A var. of caul1
,
call2 : see cauZ1.]

A covering of some kind
;
a film or membrane ;

a network. [Obsolete or provincial in all uses.]

Being found, lie finde an urne of gold, t' enclose them,
and betwixt

The ayre and them two keU of fat lay on them.

Chapman, 1 liad, xxiii.

Specifically (a) The caul or omentum.

Ill have him [the hart] cut to the kett, then down the
seams. Beau, and Fl., Philaster, v. 4.

(6) The membrane or caul which sometimes envelops the
head of a child at birth.

A silly jealous fellow, . . . seeing his child new born
included in a kell, thought sure a Franciscan . . . was the
father of it, it was so like a friar's cowl.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 617.

(c) The chrysalis of an insect.

The o'ergrown trees among,
With caterpillars' kelis and dusky cobwebs hung.

Drayton, Polyolbion, iii. 120.

(d) A net ; especially, a net in which women inclose their
hair ;

the back part of a cap.

Hir bake and hir breste was brochede alle over,
With kelle and with corenalle clenliche arrayede.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3259.

And as it ffalls out, many times
As knotts been knitt on a kell,

Or merchant men gone to leeve London,
Either to buy ware or sell.

ChUde Maurice (Child's Ballads, II. 314).

(e) A film.

His wakeful eyes . . .

Now covered over with dim cloudy kelis.

Drayton, The Owl.

(/) One of the dew-covered threads often seen on the grass
in the morning.
Neither the immoderate moisture of July, August, and

September, nor those kelis, which, like cobwebs, do some-
times cover the ground, do beget the rot in sheep.

Boyle, Works, VL 368.

kell2 (kel), n. A variant of kill2
, kiln.

kel!3t, n. Same as kale, 2.

kellaut, . See killut.

kelleck, . See killock.

kelledt (keld), a. [< kelli + -ed2.] Having a
kell or covering ; having the parts united as by
a kell or thin membrane

;
webbed. Also keld.

And feeds on fish, which under water still

He with his keld feet and keen teeth doth kill.

Drayton, Noah's Flood.

Kellia (kel'i-a), n. [NL., named after J. M.
CfKelly of Dublin.] The typical genus of Kel-
liiila: The shell is small, thin, and rounded, with the
ligament internal, the cardinal teeth 1 or 2 in number,
and the lateral teeth 1-1 in each valve. There are numer-
ous species, both recent and fossil, such as the British K.
euborbicularis and K. nitida.

Kelliidse (ke-U'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Kellia +
-iil(i'.\ A family of siphonate bivalve mollusks,
typified by the genus Kellia. They are small but
elegant bivalves, living in the crevices of rocks, or on
shells or seaweeds, or lying free. Also written Kelliadce.

kellin (kel 'in), .. [Perhaps a corruption of

keeling
2

.'} The ling. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
kellock (kel'ok), n. See killock.

kellow (kel '6), n. [Cf. killoic, collow.~] Black-
lead. [Prov. Eng.]
kelly (kel'i), n. [Cf. colly

1
.] In brick-making,

surface-soil or mold. C. T. Daris. Bricks, etc.,

p. 103.

kelly (kel'i), v. t.; pret. and pp. kellicd, ppr.
kellying. [<. kelly, n.~\ In brick-making, to cover
with soil or mold.
keloid (ke'loid), . Same as clicloid and kelis.

keloidal (ke-loi'dal), a. [< keloid + -al.~\ Of,
pertaining to. or of the nature of keloid.

Slight keloidal growths sometimes follow in the wake of
the largest vesicles. Medical News, LIII. 442.

kelotomia, kelotomy (kel-o-to'mi-a, ke-lot'o-

mi), w. See celotomi/.



kelp

kelp 1
(kelp), ii. [Early mod. E. also kilp,

< ME. l.'i Ip. /.'.v'/>,
a hook for a pot, also a sheath

(orig. hiltf), < Icel. kilpr, a handle of a vessel,

a loop; cf. Klpa, a trap for otters.] 1. A hook
or crook by means of which a pot or kettle is

hung over a fire. [Prov. Eng.]
A kylpe [var. kelpe\ of a calilron, [[,.] perpendlciilum.

Cain. Angl., p. 208.

2f. A sheath.

The fend that al this world wolde kills

His swerd he pulto vp in his kelp.

Holy Rood (ed. Morris), p. 140.

kelp- (kelp), M. [Also kilp; origin unknown.]
1. (a) Large seaweeds, such as are used in pro-

ducing the manufactured kelp, in coast regions

kelp is largely employed as a fertilizer, especially In the

west of Ireland. It is composed chiefly of Fucacece and
Laminarita. In New England it includes especially spe-
cies of Lainiiuiria called devil's-apron, Ayaruin Turneri,
the sea-colander, and Alaria ewulenta, besides littoral spe-
cies of Fucw called rockuved.

As for the relts, kilpe, tangle, and such like sea-weeds,
Nicander saith they are as good as treacle.

ii-u.i n:i. tr. of Pliny, xxxll. 6.

A line of the sand-heach
Covered with waifs of the tide, with kelp and the slippery

sea-weed. Longfellow, Evangeitne, v. 1.

(6) Specifically, the seaweed Macrocystis pyri-

J'era, of the Pacific coast of North and South
America, etc. Its tough, slender stems are said to grow
sometimes more than 800 feet long. Ascending from sub-
marine rocks, it reveals their presence to sailors ; and it

forms an extensive tangled mass which serves on exposed
coasts as a natural breakwater.

There is one marine production .which from Its Impor-
tance is worthy of a particular history; it is the /.-//< or

Macrocystis pyrifera.
Darwin, Voyage of the Beagle, p. 239.

2. The product of seaweeds when burned, from
which carbonate of soda is obtained, it was for-

merly much used in the manufacture of glass and soap,
and large quantities of Iodine are now obtained from the
residue after the carbonate of soda is separated. Bull-
head kelp, Nereocystis Luetkeana of northwestern Amer-
ica, the long filaments of which are used by the Imlluns
for fishing-lines. Great kelp, of California, the Macro-
ci/xtis pyrifera. See def. 1 (6), above. Kelp glass. See

glass. Kelp salt, a by-product of the manufacture of

potash from the ashes of seaweeds. It contains sodium

sulphate, carbonate, and chlorid, and small quantities of

potassium sulphate. Formerly used in glass-making.
Rock-kelp. Same as rockweed. See def. 1 (a\ above.

kelp3 (kelp), n. [Origin obscure.] A young
crow. [Prov. Eng.]

kelp-fish (kelp'fish), H. 1. A blennioid fish,

Heterostichus rostratus. It has a scaly body with a

conspicuous lateral line, a small pointed head, and a very
long dorsal fin with about 37 spines and 18 rays, the 5 an-
terior spines being wide apart, and separated from the
rest by a notch. It attains a length of about 15 Inches,
and is common along the Pacific coast of America, from
San Francisco to Santiago.

2. A labroid fish, Platuglossus scmicinctug, with
9 dorsal spines, and or a greenish-brown color
with bright reflections. It is common south-
ward along the Lower Californian coast. 3.

Any fish of the family Ditremidte, found on the
west coast of the United States.

kelp-goose (kelp'gos), . Chloephaga antarc-
tica of South America. Also called rock-goose.

kelpie, kelpy (kel'pi), . [Origin unknown.]
An imaginary spirit of the waters, generally ap-
pearing in the form of a horse, who was believed
to give warning of approaching death by drown-

ing, and sometimes maliciously to assist in

drowning persons. [Scotch.]
These ponderous keys shall the kelpies keep,
And lodge in their caverns so dark and deep.

Queen Mary's Escape.from Ijochleven.

That bards arc second-sighted is nae joke,
And ken the lingo of the sp'ritual folk;

Fays, Spnnkies, Kelpies, a', they can explain them.
Burns, Brigs of Ayr.

kelp-pigeon (kelp'pij'qn), n. The sheathbill,
t'hinitits ii/ixi, of the Falklands: so called by
sailors from its size and white color and its

habitual resorts.

kelp-whaling (kelp'hwa'ling), n. The pursuit
of the California gray whale : so called from its

resorts.

kelpwort(kelp'wert), w. The prickly glasswort,
Salsola Kali, burned to produce barilla, a sub-
stance resembling kelp. See kelp?, 2.

kelpy, n. See l.t'l/iic.

kelson, See keelson.

Kelt 1
,
n. See Cclfl.

kelt- (kelt), M. [Origin obscure.] A spent sal-

mon that is, one that has spawned. [Scotch.]
When they {salmon] are descending rivers after spawn-

ing, they are termed kelts or black salmon.
St. Nichols, XIII. 740.

kelt3 (kelt), . [Origin obscure.] Cloth made
of black and white wool mixed and not dyed.
Fttirholt. [Scotch.]
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Na dentle gelr this Doctor seikin

Ane hamelie hat, a cott of kelt.

Legend, Bp. St. Androls, Poems of 16th Cent, p. 327.

kelter 1
,

. See kilter.

kelter2t (kel'ter), a. [< kelt* + -er.] Made of

kelt. [Scotch.]
He put him on an old Keller coat,
And Hose of the same above the knee.

Roxburgh Ballads, II. 860.

Keltic, Kelticism, etc. See Celtic, etc.

keltie, kelty (kel'ti), w. [Said to be so called

from a famous champion drinker in Kinross-

shire.] A large glass or bumper, imposed as a
fine on those who, as it is expressed, do not
drink fair. [Scotch.] Cleared keltie aff, having
drunk one's glass quite empty, previous to drinking a bum-
per.

Fill a brimmer this is my excellent friend Bailie

NlcolJarvle's health. . . . Are ye a
1

cleared keltie a/> Fill

anlther. Scott, Rob Roy, xxvili.

Keltle's mends. See mends.

kelyphite ( kel'i-fit), n. [< Gr. Ktlvtof, a sheath,

case, + -j'te2 .] An alteration-product forming
a zone about crystals of pyrope, found in Bo-
hemia. It nearly resembles serpentine in com-
position.
kembt (kern), v. t. [< ME. kembeti, < AS. cem-
ban (= MD. kemben, D. kammen = LG. keimen
= OHG. kemben, cliemnen, MHG. kemben, kem-

men, G. kammen = Icel. kemba = Dan. kjiemme
= Sw. kamma), comb, < camb, comb : see comb1

,

n. Cf. comb'1
,

v. Hence pp. kempt, and the

negative unkempt, the latter still common in lit-

erary use.] To comb.
He kembeth hise lokkes brode and made him gay.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 188.

More kembed, and bathed, and rubbed, and trimmed.
B. Jonson, Catiline, 1. 1.

kembt (kem), n. [A var. of comb1 = kame, af-

ter kemb, r.] A comb.

My sister Malsry came to me,
Wl' silver bason, and silver kemb,
To kemb my headle upon her knee.

Alison Gross (Child's Ballads, 1. 170).

kembing (kem'ing), n. [Cf. kemelin, kimeling.]
A brewing-vessel,
kembot, a. and v. See kimbo.

kembollt, kemboldt, Same as kimbo. See
akimbo.

kembstert (kem'ster), n. [Also kempster; < ME.
kempstare, kemster (= OLG. kemstere); < kemb +
-ster.] A womanwho cleaned wool. HalliweU.

kemelint, kemlint, . Same as kimttel.

kemest, . A Middle English form of camis.

keming-stockt, [< 'kerning (a form of c/itm-

neyi) + stock.] The back of a chimney-grate.
He fell backward into the fyre,
And brake his head on the keming-stock.

Wyf of Auchtinnuchty (Child's Ballads, VIII. 120).

kemp 1

(kemp), v. i. [A var. of camp1
(after

kemp 1
, n.): see cam;)1 , v.] To strive or con-

tend in any way; strive for victory, as in the

quantity of work done by reapers in the har-

vest-field. [Scotch and old Eng.]
There es no kynge undlre Crlste may /,,,;,/ with hym

one !

He wille be Alexander ayre, that alle the erthe lowttede.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 2634.

kemp1 (kemp), . [< ME. kempe, < AS. cempa
(= OFries. kampa, kempa = Icel. kempa = Dan.

kjcempe = Sw. kampe), a warrior: see camp'1 , v.,

and champion1
.] If. A champion; a knight.

"O kni,->t," qnath the king,
" what kemp is that like,

That wan so on my sone is he so donjtt?"
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.X 1. 3746.

2. The act of striving for superiority in any
way. [Scotch.]
kemp2 (kemp), a. and n. [< ME. kempe, cainpe,

shaggy, rough.] I.f a. Shaggy; rough.
Lik a griffoun lokede he ahoutc

With kempe [var. kemped] heres on his browes stoute.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1276.

II. n. Coarse hair which is closely mingled
with the finer hair or wool, and has to be sep-
arated from it before the manufacturing of fine

goods, especially in goat's hair of choice and

expensive kind.

An element in all bad-bred wool is the presence of kempt,
a small white hair, which is very brittle and which will

not take any dye. Un, Met, IV. 978.

Also kempt i/.

kemp3
t (kemp), n. [< ME. kempe, an eel ; prob.

a particular use, as also in def. 2, of kemp, a

champion: see kempi, n.] 1. An eel. Prompt.
Parr., p. 270; Palsgrave, 1530. 2. A boar.

kemp4 (kemp), n. [Cf. Sw. kampar and kampe-
i/riix.] The ribwort-plantain, Plantago IUIH-KI-

lutii, more especially the stalk and spike; also,

ken

the common plantain, Plantago major, and per-

haps /'. media Sea-kemp, Plantago maritima, the

sea-plantain. [Scotch. ]

kemper (kem'per). w. [= D. kamper = MLG.
ki'in/it-r = ( i . /.lim/ifi r = Dan. kcmiper; as kemp1

,

v., + -er1.] One who kemps, or strives for su-

periority; specifically, one striving to complete
the largest amount of work. [Scotch.]
Mark, I see nought to hinder you and me from helping

to give a hot brow to this bevy of notable kempen.
Blaclnmod's Mag., Jan., 18'Jl, p. 401.

kempery-mant (kem'per-i-man), n. [Appar.
meant for kemping-man,<, kemping (Sc. kempiii),
verbal n. of kemp', r.] A champion ; a fighter.

Up then rose the kemperye men,
And loud they gan to crye :

Ah '

traytors, yee have slayne our king,
And therefore yee shall dye.

King Kstmere (Child's Ballads, III. 170).

I only want an excuse like that for turning kempery-man knight-errant, as those Norman puppies call It

Kinydcy, Hereward, I.

kemple (kem'pl), . [Origin obscure.] A Scot-
tish weight of straw, from 14 to 16 stone tron.

kemps (kemps), n. pi, [PI. of kemp*.] A chil-

dren's game in which plantain-stems are the

weapons, the object aimed at being to strike
off the head. Compare cocks. [Scotch.]
kempstert, . See kembster.

kempstockt, ". [Ct.kemina-stock.] A capstan.

Panurge took two great cables of the ship, and tied them
to the kempitock or capstan which was on the deck towards
the hatches. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, II. 25.

kemptt (kempt). A past participle of kemb.

kempty (kemp'ti), a. and n. Same as kemjft.

kemset, >< A Middle English form of camis.

kemstert, . See kembster.

ken1 (ken), r. ; pret. and pp. kenned, ppr. ken-

ning, [(a) < ME. kennen, show, declare, teach,
< AS. cennan, cause to know, = OFries. kanna,
I;/ Him = OS. kennian (in comp. ant-kennian),
cause to know, = D. kennen = OHG. kennan,
*chennan (in comp. ar-, hi-, in-kennan), MHG. G.
kennen= Icel. kenna = Sw. kanna= Thai. kjende,

know, = Goth, kannjan, also in comp. tis-kann-

jan, cause to know; (b) < ME. kennen, know, <

Icel. kenna, know (above) ;
an orig. causal verb,

< AS. (etc.) cunnan, ind. cann, know: see can1.]
I. tram. If. To show; declare; teach; point
out; tell.

Y loued not hem that me good kende,
I castide me no thing to be in that meen.
To loue inj enemyes y wolde not entende.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 199.

"For thl mekenesse, man," quod she, "and for thi mylde

kenne the to my cosyn that Clergye Is hoten."
Piers Plowman (B), x. 148.

2. To see; descry; recognize. [Obsolete or

archaic.]
After many dayes sayling, they kenned land afarre off,

whereunto the Pilots directed the ships.

Halduyt's Voyages, I. 245.

The shepheardes swayne you kannot wel ken,
But it be by his pryde, from other men.

Spttiser, Shep. Cal., September.
None but a spirit's eye
Might ken that rolling orb.

Shelley, Queen Mab, II.

3f. To lie within sight of; have a view of.

Pliny called a place In Plcardy Portnm Morinorum Brl-

tannicum : that Is, The British haven or port of the Mo-
rines, either for that they tooke ship there to passe over
into Britain, or because it kenned Brltalne over against it

on the other side of the Sea.

Holland, tr. of Caniden, ii. 221.

4. To know; understand; take cognizance of.

[Archaic or Scotch.]
By this mater I meane what myschefe befell,
There no cause was to ken but vnkynd wordes.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), U 1452.

Wit and lius wit wissed me to hym,
To kenne and to knowe kyndliche Dowel.

Piers Plotnaan (C), xlt 141.

FoJ. Which of you know Ford of this town 1

Pist. I ken the wight ; he is of substance good.
Sfto*., M. W. of W., L S, 40.

5. In Scots laic, to acknowledge or recognize
by a judicial act: as, to ken a widow to her
terce (that is, to recognize or decree by a ju-
dicial act the right of a widow to the life-rent

of her share of her deceased husband's lands).
See terce.

Il.t intrans. To look around; gain knowledge
by sight; discern.

At once, and far as angels ken, he views
The dismal situation waste and wild.

Millon, P. L., L 50.

ken 1
(ken), . [< tew1 , r.] Cognizance ; physi-

cal or intellectual view; especially, reach of

sight or knowledge.



ken
Let tills suffice, that they are safely come within a ken

of Dover. Lyly, Euphues.

While here, at home, my narrower ken
Somewhat of manners saw, and men.

Scott, Marmion, iv., Int.

Then felt I like some watcher of the skies

When a new planet swims into his ken.

Keats, Sonnet on Chapman's Homer.

ken2t (ken),r. [< ME. ~kennen,< AS. cennan =OS.
kennian = OHG. "kennan, *chennan (in comp.
gi-chennan), beget, bring forth; causal of a

primitive verb found in Teut. only in deriva-

tive, = L. root of gignere (OL. genere), beget,

genus, kind, race, family, = Gr. root of yiyveadm,

yevtaffat, be born, become, be, = Skt. yjan, be-

get, intr. be born: see kin 1
, kind*, kind*, kindle1

,

etc., and genus, gender, generate, -gen, -genotis,

geny, etc.] I. trans. To beget; bring forth.

II. intrans. To breed
;
hatch out.

With hir corps keuereth hem [eggs] till that they kenne,
And ffostrith and ffodith till ffedris schewe
And cotis of kynde hem keuere all aboute.

Richard the Redtlets, iii. 51.

ken3 (ken), n. id. A dialectal variant of kiiie 1
,

plural of cow1
, Halliwell.

ken4 (ken), . [Cf. fcer 2
.] A churn. Halli-

well. [Prov. Eng.]
ken5

(ken), . [Perhaps an abbr. of kennel1 .]
A place where low or disreputable characters

lodge or meet: as, a padding-fcen (a lodging-
house for tramps); a sporting-ATM. [Slang,
Eng.]
ken* (ken), H. [Jap., < Chin. Men, q. v.] A pre-
fecture or territorial division of Japan, govern-
ed by a kenrei. Japan is now divided into 3 fu
and about 40 ken.
ken7

(ken), n. [Jap.] A Japanese measure of

length, equal to 71 English inches.

kench (kench), n. [Also kinch; a var. of canch :

see canch.'] 1. Same as canch. 2. A box or
bin for use in salting fish or skins.

The [seal-Jskins are all taken to the salt-houses, and are
salted in kenches, or square bins.

C. 3f. Scammon, Marine Mammals, p. 181.

The salt-house is a large, barn-like frame structure, so
built as to afford one third of its width in the center, from
end to end, clear and open as a passage-way, while on each
side are rows of stanchions with sliding planks, which are kennetHj "
taken down and put up in the form of deep bins, or boxes

kenches, the sealers call them
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as in ovile, sheepfold, bovile, bubile, an ox-stall,
etc.: see canis, canine, and cf. kennet1 .] 1. A
house or cot for a dog, or for a pack of hounds.

Truth's a dog must to kennel; he must be whipped out.

Shak., Lear, i. 4, 124.

2. A pack of hounds
;
a collection of dogs of

any breed or of different breeds.

A little herd of England's timorous deer,
Mazed with a yelping kennel of French curs !

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 2, 47.

3. The hole of a fox or other beast
;
a haunt.

kennel1
(ken'el), v.

; pret. and pp. kenneled or

kennelled, ppr. kenneling or kennelling. [< ken-
nel1

, n.] I. intrans. To lodge or dwell in a

kennel, or in the manner of a dog or a fox.

Who'd . . .

Kennel with his dogs, that had a prince
Like this young Pennyboy to sojourn with !

B. Jonson, Staple of News, iv. 1.

Look you ! hereabout it was that she [the otter] ken-

nelfd. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 00.

The dog kennelled in a hollow tree. Sir R. L'Estrange.

II. trans. To keep or confine in a kennel.

kennel2t (ken'el), n. [< ME. canel, < OF. canel,
assibilated chanel, > ME. chanel, E. channel: see
channel1 (and canal1

), of which kennel2 is a dou-

blet.] A little canal or channel
; specifically,

the drainage-channel of a street
;
a gutter.

If anye of them happen to be iustled downe by a post,
. . . and so reeles them into the kennell, who takes them
vp or leades them home ? Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins, p. 26.

The next rain wash'd it [the street-dust] quite away, so
that the pavement and even the kennel were perfectly
clean. Franklin, Autobiog., I. 308.

Most of these Essays have been regularly reprinted
twice or thrice a year, and conveyed to the public through
the kennel of some engaging compilation.

Goldsmith, Essays, Pref.

kennel-coal (ken'el-kol), n. See cannel-coal.

kennel-rakert (ken'el-ra"k6r), . One who
rakes gutters ;

a low fellow.

Give your petitions
In seemly sort, and keep your hat off decently,
A fine periphrasis of a kennel-raker.

Fletcher (and another"!), The Prophetess, iii. 1.

.

Fisheries of U. S., V. ii. 370.

kench-cured (kench'kurd), a. Cured with dry
salt : said of fish, in distinction from pickle-cured.
kendal (ken'dal), n. and a. [So called from Ken-
dal, a town in Westmoreland, England, where it

was first made.] I. n. A coarse woolen cloth.

Of kendal very coarse his coat was made.
Thynne, Pride and Lowliness.

He [Henry VIII.] was attended by twelve noblemen, all

apparelled in short coats of Kentish kendal, with hoods
and hosen of the same. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 457.

II. a. Made of or resembling the woolen
cloth called kendal.

A kendal coat in summer, and a frieze coat in winter.

Sta/ard (1581).

Three misbegotten knaves in Kendal green came at my
back and let drive at me. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4, 246.

Kendall's case. See case 1
.

kenet, a. and adv. Middle English form of keen 1
.

kenebowet, Same as kimbo. See akimbo.
Kenilwortn ivy. See in/1 .

kenk (kengk), . Same as kink1 .

Kennedya (ke-ne'di-a), . [NL. (Ventenat,
1804), named after Mr. Kennedy, a gardener
of Hammersmith near London.] A genus of

perennial leguminous herbs, belonging to the
tribe Phaseolete, or bean family, most nearly
related to Hardenbergia, but differing from it

in the more showy red or purple flowers and
longer keel (relatively to the wings). There are
17 known species of this genus, all natives of Australia
and Tasmania, many of which are cultivated for their

showy flowers, under the name of bean-flower, but are
more or less confounded by florists with Hardenbergia.
K. rubimnda, the red bean-flower, is the species most fre-

quently seen in conservatories of England and the United
States. Numerous leaf-impressions found in the Tertiary
rocks of Bohemia, Croatia, and Carinthia have been re-
ferred with confidence to this genus by competent spe-
cialists, and four fossil species are described.

Kennedyeae (ken-e-di'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Ben-
tham, 1838), < Kennedya + -eai.] A subtribe of

leguminous plants of the tribe Phaseolea;, em-
bracing, in the systems of Endlicher and Lind-
ley, the genera Kennedya, Hardenbergia, Zichya,
Physolooium, and Loptooyamns. Originally writ-
ten Kennediea;.

kennel1
(ken'el), . [< ME. kenel, kenell, < AF.

*kfnil, OF. client! = It. cttnile, < ML. canile, aken-
nel, a house for a dog, < L. cants, a dog, + -He, a
suffix denoting a place where animals are kept,

You did not love cruelty, you kennel-raker, you gibbet-
arrier ! Arbuthnot, Miscellaneous Works (ed. 1751), 1. 49.

ennetif, n. [< ME. kenet, kenit, < AF. kenet,
dim. of ken, OF. chen, F. chien = Pg. cao = It.

cane, < L. canis, a dog : see canis, canine.] A
small dog of some particular breed.

A kenet kryes therof, the hunt on hym calles.

Sir Qawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1701.

My lord hadde a kenet fel,

That he loved swyth wel.
Seven Sages (ed. Wright), 1. 1762.

kennet2
(ken'et), M. [Origin obscure.] A cleat;

a cavel.

kenning1
(keu'ing), n. [< ME. kenning = Dan.

kjeiiding, verbal n. of ken1
, v.] If. Sight ;

view
;

especially, a distant view at sea.

Nawther company by course hade kennyng of other,
liut past to there purpos & no prise made,
And sailet vpon syde vnto sere costys.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2837.

2f. Eange or extent of vision, especially at

sea; hence, a marine measure of about twenty
miles.

"Scylley is a kennyng, that is to say, about xx. miles
from the very Westeste pointe of Cornewaulle." Itin.
iii. f. 0. Horn, of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), Notes, p. 256.

Thre kennynges ferre on the see, that is, one and twenty
leghes ferre. Prose Romance of Melusine, fol. 61.

The next day about evening we saw, within a kenning,
thick clouds, which did put us in some hope of land.

Bacon.

3. As little as one can recognize or discrimi-
nate

; a small portion ;
a little : as, put in a ken-

ning of salt. [Scotch.]
Though they may gang a kennin wrang,
To step aside is human.

Burns, To the Unco Guid.

kenning2t, . [< fc 2 + -ing
1
.] The cicatricula

or tread of an egg. Also kinning.
Om mntilicus. The streine or kenning of the egge.

Nomenclator (1585).

There is found in the top or sharper end of an egge,
within the shell, a certaine round knot resembling a drop
or a navill rising above the rest, which they call a kin-

ning. Holland, tr. of Pliny, x. 52.

keno (ke'no), n. [Also spelled Itino ; origin ob-

scure.] A game of chance depending on the

drawing of numbers. Each player selects a card or
cards bearing a series of numbers in lines of five each,
paying a set price for each card. Each player puts a but-
ton on any number on his card which is announced as
drawn from a wheel, and he who flrst has five buttons in
a row wins all the money taken for that round, minus the
bank's discount.

kenogenesis (ken-o-jen'e-sis), . [< Gr. Kcvof,

empty (see cenotaph, etc.), + -ytveatf, genera-

kent

tion.] Vitiated evolution, as distinguished from

hereditary evolution
; ontogenesis modified by

adaptation, and therefore not true to its type ;

that development of an individual germ which
does not truly epitomize and repeat the phy-
logenetic evolution of its race or stock: the

opposite of palingenesis. See biogeny. Also

kenogoiy.
The ontogenetic recapitulation of the phylogeny is the

more perfect the more the palingenetic process is con-
served by heredity, and the more imperfect in proportion
as the later modified evolution (kenogenesis) is introduced

by adaptation. Haeckel, quoted in Encyc. Brit., XX. 422.

kenogenetic (ken"o-je-uet'ik), a. [< kenogene-
sis, after genetic.']

'

Of or pertaining to keno-

genesis. Kenogenetic process. See the extract.

The term kenogenetic process (or vitiation of the history
of the germ) is applied to all such processes in germ-his-
tory as are not to be explained by heredity from primceval
parent-germs, but which have been acquired at a later
time in consequence of the adaptation of the germ or em-
bryo form to special conditions of evolution.

Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), I. 10.

kenogenetically (ken"o-je-net'i-kal-i), adc. In
a kenogenetic manner, llaeckel.

kenogeny (ke-noj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. Kev6f, empty.
+ -yevcia, < -yev>K, producing: see -genous.]
Same as kenogenesis.
kenosis (ke-no'sis), . [NL., < Gr. Ktvuatf, an
emptying, depletion, in theological use with
ref. to Phil. ii. 6, 7, ''who, being in the form of

God, . . . emptied himself (lavrov enevuoe), tak-

ing the form of a servant" (revised version) ;

< KCVOVV, make empty, < Kevof, empty.] In thcol.,
the self-limitation and self-renunciation of the
Son of God in the incarnation.

Some restrict the tenosis to the laying aside of the di-

vine form of existence, or divine dignity and glory ; others
strain it in different degrees, even to a partial or entire

emptying of the divine essence out of himself, so that the
inner trinitarian process between Father and Son, and the

government of the world through the Son, were partially
or wholly suspended during his earthly life.

Scha/, Hist, Christ. Church, III. 142, 8.

kenotic (ke-not'ik), n. [< Gr. KevuTin6f, per-
taining to emptying, < nevuoit;, emptying: see

kenosis.'] Of or pertaining to the kenosis.

Instead of raising the finite to the infinite, the modern
Kenotic theory lowers the infinite to the Unite.

Scha/, Christ and Christianity, p. 110.

kenoticist (ke-not'i-sist), n. [< kenotic + -int.]

One who believes in the theory of the kenosis.

The Chalcedonian Christology has been subjected to a
rigorous criticism in Germany by Schleiermacher, Baur,
Dorner, Rothe, and the modern Kenoticists.

Scha/, Christ and Christianity, p. 67.

kensback (kenz'bak), a. [See kenspeck.] 1.

Conspicuous: evident; clear. 2. Perverse.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng. in both senses.]
kenspeck (ken'spek), . [Also corruptly kens-

back; more commonly kenspeckle, q. v.
;
< Icel.

kennispeki, the faculty of recognition, < kenni, a
mark (cf. G. kennzeichen), < kenna, know, recog-
nize, ken. + speki, wisdom, < spakr, wise, hav-

ing prophetic vision or insight: see ken 1
.]

Known by marks ; strongly marked or conspic-
uous; readily recognizable. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]
The Homeric text is ... certainly kenspeck, to use a

good old English word that is to say, recognizable ; you
challenge it for Homer's whenever you see it.

De Quincey, Homer, iii,

kenspeckle (keu'spek-1), a. [E. dial, also ken-

speckled; in pop. apprehension "speckled or
marked so as to be conspicuous" (Halliwell):
see kenspeck.] Same as kenspeck, and the more
common form. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

Enfj. Man. What kind of a Woman is it you enquire af-

ter?
Gio. Geud troth, she's no Kenspeckle, she'sawinaClowd

[she had a Spanish veil over her].
Mrs. Centlivre, The Wonder, iii.

I grant ye his face is kenspeckle,
That the white o' his e'e is turn'd out.

Sicol, Poems, II. 157.

It is a kenspeckle hoof-mark, for the shoe was made by
old Eckie of Caunobie I would swear to the curve of the
cawker. Scott, Monastery, xxxiv.

kent 1
(kent), n. [Perhaps a var. of cant1

, .,

taken in sense of ' that which cants or tilts': see

canfl, v. and n.] 1. A long staff used by shep-
herds for leaping over ditches and brooks

;
a

rough walking-stick ;
a pole. [Scotch.]

A better lad ne'er lean'd out o'er a tent.

Ramsay, Richy and Sandy.

He bade me fling doun my kent, and sae me and my
mither yielded oursells prisoners.

Scott, Old Mortality, xiv.

He canned a long pole or /.r?, like the alpenstock, tol-

erably polished, with a turned top on it, on which he
rested. Dr. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 1st ser., p. 424.



kent

2. See the extract.

A band of fat ... is left round the neck [of the whale],
culled (he keiit, to which hooks rind ropes are attached for

the mirnoHe of shifting round the carcass.

tfre, Wet., III. 451.

kent 1
(kent), c. [<<?',.] I. trans. I. To

propel, as a boat, by pushing with a kent or long

pole against the bottom of a river; punt.

[Scotch.] 2. To tilt or turn over (a whale) by
means of a hook and tackle inserted into the

kent.

II. inirtnm. To propel a boat by pushing it

with a kent.

"They will row very slow," said the page,
" or*en< where

depth penults, to avoid noise." Scott, Abbot, xxxv.

kent'-' (koiit). A dialectal preterit of ken 1
.

[Scotch.]
kentalt, An obsolete form of quintal.

1 glue this Jewell to thee, richly worth
A kentall, or an hnndreth-waignt of gold.

Chapman, Blind Beggar of Alexandria (Works, 1873, L 5).

Kent bugle (keut bu'gl). [So called after the
Duke of Kent.] Same as kei/-bugle.

Kentia (ken'ti-fi,), . [NL. (Blume. 1836),
named after Miss Kent, author of "Sylvan
Sketches," London, 1825.] A genus of fea-

ther-palms belonging to the tribe Arecece, for-

merly including a number of the finest palms
of that tribe which have latterly been referred

to various other genera, as Areca, Hydriastele,

Nengella, Hedyscepe, Khopalostylis, CKnostif/ntu,
and Ilowen, It is now restricted to three species of New
Guinea and the Moluccas, characterized by pointed leaf-

sr^munts and sharply four-angled branches of the spadix.
K. Moluccana attains a height of 90 feet, and Is compara-
tively hardy.

Kentish (ken
'

tish), a. [< ME. Kentish, < AS.

Uentisc, s Cent, Ccent (L. Cantium), Kent.] Of
or pertaining to Kent, the southeasternmost

county of England.
The Citizens and East Kentish men coming to compo-

sition with them [the Danes) for three thousand pound,
they departed thence to the lie of Wight.

Milton, Hist. Eng., vL

Kentish balsam, the herb Mercurialis perennit, dog's-

mercury, whose leaves resemble those of the garden-bal-
sam. [Eng. 1 Kentish crow, the hooded crow, Corma
comix. Kentish flre. (a) The continuous cheering com-
mon at the Protestant meetings held in Kent in 1828 and
1829, with the view of preventing the passing of the Cath-
olic Relief Bill. (b) The shouting practised by Orangemen
at political meetings, in derision of Roman Catholics.

[Eng. ] Kentish glory, a beautiful moth, Endramit ver-

sieolora, of an orange-brown color with black and white

markings, expanding about 21 inches : the only British

representative of the group to which it pertains. The
larva is very pale green, and is found feeding on birch
late in the summer ; the moth appears In April. Kent-
ish plover. See plover. Kentish rag, in yeol., a dark-

colored, tough, highly fossiliferous, arenaceous limestone,
belonging to the Lower Greensand. It occurs at Hythe
and other places in Kent, England,and from its durabil-

ity is much valued for building. Kentish tern. Sterna,

cantiaca. See tern.

kentlet (ken'tl), . An obsolete form of quin-
tal.

kentledge (kent'lej), n. [Appar. < *lcent, var.

of cant1 (see kent1 ), + ledge(s, thing laid down).]
Naut., pig-iron laid in the hold of a ship for bal-

last. Also kinttedge.
kentrolite (keu'tro-lit), . [< Gr. xivrpov, point,
center, + A/fof , stone.] A rare silicate of lead
and manganese occurring in southern Chili in

acutely terminated crystals, also in sheaf-like

aggregates of a reddish-brown color.

Kentuckian (ken-tuk'i-an), a. and n. [< Ken-

tucky (see def.) + -an.']

"

I. a. Of or pertaining
to Kentucky, one of the southern United States,

bordering on the Ohio.

II. it. A native or an inhabitant of Kentucky.
Kentucky blue-grass. See Hue-grass.

Kentucky warbler. See warbler.

Keokuk limestone. See limestone.

keora-pil (ke-6'rii-oil), . [E. Ind.] A volatile

oil derived from the male flowers of the fragrant

screw-pine, Pandanus odoratissimug. Also ket-

gee-oil.
keout (ke-ouf or kyout), . [Perhaps imita-

tive.] A'mongrelcur. HalliweU. [Prov. Eng.]
kep (kep), v. t. [Sc., < ME. keppen, a var. of

kippen, E. kip
1

, partly confused with kepen, E.

keep: see kip
1 and keep.'] 1. To meet, either in.

a hostile or a friendly way, or accidentally.
His bataillls he arayit then ;

And stud arayit in bataill,
To kep them gif they wald assaile.

Barbour MS., xlv. 158, 197. (Jamieson.)

2. To catch, as something in the act of passing
through the air, falling, or dropping; intercept.

But yele come to my bower, Willie,
Just as the sun goes down ;

And kep me in your arms twa,
And l:itna me fa

1 down.
Birth o/llMn Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 171).
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Mourn, spring, thou darling of the year !

Ilk cowslip cup shall kep a tear.

Burns, Elegy on Capt. Matthew Henderson.

kepet, '. and . A Middle English form of /."/'

kephir (kef'er), n. [Caucasian.] A kind of

fermented milk in use among the inhabitants

of the northern Caucasus, and corresponding
as an article of diet and medicine to kumiss in

the southeastern steppes of Russia. Nature,
XXX. 216.

kepi (kep'i), n. [F. kepi; origin unknown.] A
kind of cap first worn by French troops in Alge-
ria, and sincemuch worn by otherFrench troops
and in other countries, as well as in public
schools and institutions, etc. It fits close to the

head, and has a flat circular top, inclined toward the front,

with a flat horizontal vizor. Its different uses are marked
by variations of style and ornamentation.

Keplerian (kep-le'ri-an), . [< Kepler (see

def.) + -tan.'} Of or pertaining to Johann

Kepler, the German astronomer (1571-1630) ;

propounded by Kepler: as, Keplerian doctrines
;

Keplerian laws. Keplerian function. See function.

Kepler's laws. See law 1
.

Kepler's problem. See problem.
keps (keps), n. A variant of keeps. See keeps
and cage-shuts.

kept (kept). Preterit and past participle of

keep.

kert, " A Middle English form of cor2.

keramic, a. See ceramic.

keramics, . See ceramics.

keramidium (ker-a-mid'i-um), n. See cera-

midium.

Keramosphaerinae (ker"a-mo-sfe-ri'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Keramosphdera, the typical genus, +
-true.} A subfamily of Miliolida;, having the

test spherical and composed of chamberlets ar-

ranged in concentric layers. Also Keramospha>-
',,
as a family of an order Miliolidea.

kerargyrite (ke-rar'ji-rit), n. See cerargyrite.

kerasme (ker'a-sin), a. See cerasine.

kerat-, kerato-. Same as cerat-, cerato-, with
retention of the Greek k instead of the usual
and regular change to Latin c.

keratalgia (ker-a-tal'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. nepaf

(KEpar-), horn, + dAyof, pain.] In pathol., pain
in the cornea.

keratoglobus (ker"a-to-glo'bus), n. [< Gr. nepaf

(RE/MI--), a horn, + L. globus, ball.] In pathol.,
same as biiphthalmos.
keratOSCOpy (ker-a-tos'ko-pi), . [< Gr. ntpas

(nepar-), horn, + anoxia, < anmelv, view.] In

surg., inspection of the cornea.

keratOSis (ker-a-to'sis), . [< Gr. xipas (Kipar-),

horn, + -osis.] In pathol., disease of the outer

layers of the epidermis.
kefatto, karatto (ke-, ka-rat'o), n. [W. Ind.]
The West Indian Agave Keratto (which see, un-

der Agave).
Keraudrenia (ker-ft-dre'ni-a), . [NL. (J.

Gay, 1821), named after Dr. Kefaudren, surgeon
in the French navy, and naturalist.] A genus
of polypetalous shrubs of the natural order
Sterculiacea. type of the old tribe Keraudreniea',
now placed in the tribe Lasiopetalece, but differ-

ing from Lasiopetalum, the type of that tribe,

by having the anther-cells dehisce longitudi-

nally instead of opening by pores at the apex,
and from other genera by its enlarged colored

calyx and kidney-shaped seeds. The genus em-
braces 7 species, 6 of which are natives of Australia and
one of Madagascar. These plants have the general aspect
of Lasiopetalum.
Keraudrenieae (ke-ra-dre-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Steetz. 1846), < Keraudrenia'+ -ece.] A sub-
tribe of the Lasiopetalece, formerly included in

the order Malvacea;, based on the genus Kerau-
drenia.

keraulophon (ke-ra'lo-fon), n. [NL., < Gr. id-

pas, a horn.-!- aiXof, a pipe, flute, + Quvfi, voice,

sound.] In organ-building, a stop having met-
al pipes of small scale, and a thin, somewhat
reedy tone.

kerb (kerb), v. and . An irregular occasional

spelling of curb, v., 4, and ., 3.

Mistaking the kerb of our own little philologic well for

the far-off horizon of science. F. HaU, Mod. Eng., Pref.

We have the lady (or gentleman) who takes her (or his)

place upon the kerb with a guitar, adorned with red rib-

bon, and sings a sentimental song.
1C. Bemnt, Fifty Years Ago, p. 53.

kerbstone, . A form of curbstone.

kerch (kerch), n. [Also curch; < ME. kerche;
abbr. of kerchief, q. v.] An abbreviated form
of kerchief. [Prov. Bug.]

The scarlet sae red. and the kerchet sae white,
And your bonny locks hangin' down.

Sweet Willie and Fair Annie (Child's Ballads, II. 135).

kerite

kercher (ktVdier), n. [Also cliercher. curcher;
a corrupt form of kerchief. Of. lunull:i ri-h<T.]

1. A kerchief. [Provincial.]
He became like a man in an exstasie and trance, and

white as a kercher. Korth, tr. of 1'lutarch, p. 74fl.

I bought thce kercheri to thy head
That were wrought fine and gallantly.

OnenSeevei (Child's Ballads, IV. 241).

2. An animal's caul. Ualliwcll. [Prov. Eng.]
kerchert (ker'cher), . t. [< kercher, n.] To
dress or cover, as the head, with a kercher.

Pale sickness with her kerchered head up wound.
O. Fletcher, Christ's Victory in llearen.

kerchief (ker'chif), n. [< ME. kerchef, kyrchefe,

curcheff, curchief, courchef, keverchef, keverchief,

coverchief, koeverchef,<.
OF. covrechef, eouvrechef,

cuevrechief, a kerchief, < covrir, cover, + chef,

chief, head: see cover1 &nd chief. Hence incomp.
handkerchief, neckerchief,

and by corruption ker-

cher, curcher, by abbreviation kerch. curch.} 1.

A head-dress composed of a simple square or

oblong piece of linen, silk, or other material,
worn folded, tied, pinned, or otherwise fastened
about the head,' or more or less loosely attached,
so as to cover or drape the head and shoulders.
Some traces of its early form and use still survive in the
costumes of different parts of Europe, especially among
the country people.

Hire kecerchefi ful fyne weren of grounde,
I durste swere they weygheden ten pounde,
That on a Sunday were upon hire heed.

Chaiuer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 463.

2. A similar square of linen, cotton, or silk,

worn on or used about the person for other

purposes than covering the head. Compare
handkerchief, neckerchief, and napkin.

Every man bad a large kerchief folded about his neck.
SirJ. Hayward.

Maidens wave
Their kerchieft, and old women weep for Joy.

Cooper, Task, vL 700.

She had a clean buff kerchief round her neck, and stuffed

Into the bosom of her Sunday woolen gown of dark blue.

Mrs. Gtukett, Sylvia's Lovers, xv.

3t. One who wears a kerchief; a woman.
The proudest kerchief of the court shall rest

Well satisfy'd of what they love the best.

Dryden, Wife of Bath's Tale, I. 245.

Kerchief of pleasancet, a kerchief or scarf worn as a

lady's favor or as an ornament ; a cointoise.

kerchief (ker'chif), . t. ; pret. and pp. ker-

chiefed, kerchieft, ppr. kerchiefing. [< kerchief,

n,"] To attire with a kerchief; hood.

Thus, Night, oft see me in thy pale career
Till civil-suited Morn appear,
Nut trick d and frounc'd as she was wont
With the Attlck boy to hunt,
But kmheft in a comely cloud,
While rocking winds are piping loud.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 125.

Mrs. Farebrother, the Vicar's white-haired mother, be-

frilled and kerchiefed with dainty cleanliness.

George Eliot, Middleman*, I. 302.

kerchyt, . An obsolete variant of kereh, ker-

chief.

kerectomy (ke-rek'to-mi), n. See cerectomu.

kerfH. A Middle English preterit of carve1.

kerf2 (kerf), n. [< ME. kerf, kyrf, < AS. cyrf, a

cutting (= OFries. kerf = MD. kerf, kerve, D.

kerf= MLG. kerf, kerve, LG. kerw, karfe= MHG.
kern, kerbe, G. kerb, kerbe, kerb, a notch, dent,
= Icel. kjarf, a bundle, kerfi, a bunch), < ceor-

fan, carve, cut: seecorce1
.] If. A cut; an in-

cision; a stroke with a weapon.
"Kepe the cosyn," quoth the kyng, "that thou on kyrf

sette,
& If thou redez hym ryst, redly I trowe
That thou schal byden the bur that he schal bede after."

Sir Qawayne and the Green Kniyht (E. E. T. 3.), L 372.

2. A channel or cut made in wood by a saw or

other cutting-instrument. 3. In a cloth-shear-

ing machine, the wool taken off in one passage
through the cutter. 4. A layer of hay or turf.

[Prov. Eng.] 5t. That which is cut; a cut-

ting.
Twine every kirf aweywarde from the grape.

PaUadirn, Husbondrle (E. E. T. a), p. 8.

kerfed (kerft), a. [< kerf* + -ecR] Having
kerfs or slits Kerfed beam. See beam.

kerfing-machine (ker'fing-ma-shen'), . A
sawing-machine for making a series of small

saw-cuts in a piece of wood, the kerfs so made
allowing the wood to be bent without break-

ing.

Kerguelen cabbage. See Pringlea.
kerion (ke'ri-on), . [< Gr. loipiov, a cutaneous

disease, lit. a honeycomb, < w/pof, wax : see

cere.} A suppurative inflammation of the hair-

follicles of the scalp.
kerite (ke'rit), n. [< Gr. ia>p6f, wax, + -ife2.]

A kind of artificial vulcanite in which the



kerite

caoutchouc is replaced by asphaltum or tar,

combined with animal or vegetable oils.

kerite-wire (ke'rit-wir), . In teleg.,wire in-

sulated by a covering of kerite. E. D.

kerl (kerl), n. A variant of carl.

kerlokt, . A Middle English and provincial
form of charlock.

kermes (ker'mez), a. [Formerly also chermcs; <

Ar. Pers. qlrmis, kermes, crimson: see carmine

and crimson.'] 1. A red dyestuff consisting of

the dried bodies of the females of one or two

species of Coccus, especially C. ilicis, an insect

found on various species of oak in countries

bordering on the Mediterranean. The bodies are

round, and of about the size of a pea. The dye is more per-
manent but less brilliant than cochineal. It was a favor-

ite red dye before the discoveiy of cochineal, and some of

the Oriental reds are derived from it. Also called alkermet.

2. [oop.l [NL.] A genus of Coccinai erected by
Targioni-Tozzetti. They are of globular form, often

with a slight median constriction, frequently highly col-

ored, and of quite large size. Less than 12 species are

known, all living upon oaks.

kermes-berry (ker'mez-ber"i), n. The kermes-

insect, which was formerly regarded as the fruit

of the tree upon which it lived.

kermesite (ker'me-sit), n. [< kermes + -ite2.] . . -

Native oxysulphid of antimony, occurring in kernf (kern), n. and v.

monoclinie crystals, or crystalline aggregates, lated) form of churn.

of a cherry-red color. Also called antimony- kern^ (kern), n. A dialectal form of quern,

blende and red antimony. kern* (kern), . [Also kerne, and formerly

kermes-mineral(kei'mez-min"e-ral),!. Amor- tearn; < ME. term;lr. ceatharnach (1h and ch

phous antimony trisulphide : so'cailed from its nearly silent), a soldier^ Gael, ceathairneach
j
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The grene corn in ssorner ssolde mrne,
To foule wormes muche del the eres ganne turne.

Rob. of Gloucester, p. 490.

An ill kerned or saued Earnest soone emptieth their old

store. -ft. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, fol. 20.

2. To granulate, as salt by evaporation.

They who come hither to lade salt take it up as it kerns,

and lay it in heaps on the dry land, before the weather
breaks in anew. Dumpier, Voyages, an. 1699.

II. trans. If. To sow with corn.

Perseyve je and heere je my speche, wher he that erith

schal ere al day for to sowe, and schal he kerne, and purge
hislond. Wyclif, MS. Bodl. 277. (Ualliwell.)

2f. To cause to granulate, as salt by evapora-
tion.

In Haraia of Paria, they found plentie of salt, which the

Fore-man in Natures shop, and her chiefe worke-man, the

Sunne, turned and kerned from water into salt ; his worke-
house for this businesse was a large plaine by the waters-

side. Purchai, Pilgrimage, p. 828.

'Tis certain, there is no making good Salt by Fierce

and vehement boiling, as is used ;
but it must be kerned

either by the heat of the Sun, as in France ; or by a full

and over-weighty Brine, as at Milthrope.
Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 147.

3. In type-founding, to form with a kern or pro-

jection, as a type or letter.

A dialectal (unassibi-

orauge-red color,

kermes-oak (ker'mez-ok), n. A dwarf oak,

Quercus coccifera, from 2 to 5 feet high, with

evergreen somewhat spiny-toothed leaves. On
it lives the kermes-insect, which appears like a gall upon
its twigs, buds, and to some extent leaves, and is sur-

rounded with a flocky substance.

kermess, kirmess, kermis (ker'mes, -mis), n.

[= Bohem. karmesh = Pol. kiermasz = Little

Russ. kermesh = White Russ. kermash = Russ.
dial, kirmashu= Lith. kermosJtius (all < G.), < D.
and Flem. kermis, kerkmis, MD. kermisse, kerck-

misse= MLG. kerkmisse, kerkenmisse, kermisse=
MHG. kirmesse, G. kirmes, kirmse, kirms, kermes,
kirchmesse= Ot>a,n. kirkemesse=E. as if "church-

mass, i. e. a church festival, a ' church-ale '

(see
church and mass*), orig. the feast of dedication
of a church, then an annual fair or market.]
1. In the Low Countries and in French Flan-

ders, an annual fair and festival of a town or

commune, characterized by feasting, dancing,
grotesque processions, target-shooting, and
other forms of amusement, which at one time
reached a licentious extravagance. Thekerraess
was originally, and is still in many places, held on the

feast-day of the patron saint of the place or of its princi-
pal church, with religious observances, whence the name.

> E. cateran, q. v.) ;
cf . cathfear, a soldier,

cath (= Gael, cath = W. cad = AS. heathu), bat-

tle, + fear (= L. vir = AS. wer), a man.] 1.

In the ancient militia of Ireland and the High-
lands of Scotland, a light-armed foot-soldier kernel2! (ker'nel), .

of the lowest and poorest grade, armed with a
dart or skean : opposed to gallowglass, a heavy-
armed soldier. The word is sometimes used in

a collective sense.

Both him and the kearne also (whom onely I tooke to be
the proper Irish souldiour) can I allowe.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

The merciless Macdonwald
. . . from the western isles

Of kernes and gallowglasses is supplied.
Shot., Macbeth, i. 2, 13.

Hence 2. An Irish churl or boor; by exten-

sion, any ignoble person ;
a drudge; a bumpkin.

Kerria

dig for the wealth of wit in any ground that they know
not. Nash (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 498).

Proserpine was found to have eaten three kernels of a

pomegranate. Bacon, Physical Fables, xi.

What is left of you seems the mere husk of some kernel

that has been stolen.
D. G. Mitchell, Reveries of a Bachelor.

4. The bundle of fat on the fore shoulder ; any
swelling or knob of flesh. 5. Figuratively

(a) The central partof anything; amass around
which other matter is concreted; a nucleus in

general.
The sanctuary of this goddess [Astarte] had formed the

kernel of every Phoenician settlement on the coasts and
islands of the Aegean sea.

B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, Int., p. xxxviii.

The castle is the kernel of the whole place.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 49.

(6) The important part of anything, as a matter
in discussion

;
the main or essential point, as

opposed to matters of less import; the core;
the gist : as, to come to the kernel of the ques-
tion.

" You that talk'd

The trash that made me sick, and almost sad?"
"

trash," he said, "but with a kernel in it.
"

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

Waxing kernels, enlarged lymphatic glands, particularly
in the groin of a child : so called because supposed to be

connected with the growth of the body. [Prov. Eng.]

kernel1 (ker'nel), v. i.
; pret. and pp. kerneled

or kernelled, ppr. kerneling or kernelling. [<

ME. "kirnelen, kyrnellen; < kernel*, m.] To
harden or ripen into kernels, as the seeds of

plants.
In Staffordshire, garden-rouncivals sown in the fields

kernel well, and yield a good increase.

Mortimer, Husbandry.

[A variant of camel, ul-

A battlement.timately of crenel, eremite.]

The cowntas of Crasyne with Mr clere maydyns
Knells downe in the kurnelles thare the kyng hovede.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3047.

The maydene, whitt als lely-floure,

Laye in a kirnelle of a towre.
MS. Lincoln, A. i. 17, f. 107. (Hattiwell.)

kernel2! (ker'nel), v.t. [< kerneP,n.'] Tocrene-
late.

The king had given him License to fortifle and kernell

his mansion house ; that is. to embatle it.

Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 753.

These walls are kernelled on the top.

Some barbarous Out-law, or uncivill Kerne.
,

ArchceJogia (1775) HI. 20

Heywood, Woman Killed with Kindness, kerneled, kernelled (ker'neld), a. [< kernel*

A bare-legged Irish kerne, whose only clothing is his + -d2
.] Having a kernel.

ragged yellow mantle, and the unkempt "glib" of hair, kemelly, a. See kernely.
through which his eyes peer out. kernel-Substance (ker'nel-suV'stans), n. The

Kingttey, Westward Ho, p. 191.
gubstance of the nucleus of an ovum or sper-

^^^

3. In Eng. law, an idle person or vagabond.
__ wort> Scrophularia nodosa.^^ *r / f - ^W _ , _ WU1 t* *Jl/f l/f/l*l>Wf *lv IWVWVVWI

The painting of clowns, the representation of a Dutch kern-baby (kern'ba/bi), n. [< kern*, 4:,+ baby.] Vprnalv kernellv (ker'nel-i) a [< kernel* +
She??hL\
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Full of kernels ; containingor resembling

kernels, in any sense.Dryden, Parallel of Poetry and Painting.

2. A kind of entertainment, usually given for
charitable purposes, in which the costumes and
sports of the Flemish kermess are imitated.

[Recent, U. S.]
kern1 (kern), . [Also (Sc.) ctirn and kirn; a
var. of corn*

;
cf . D. kern = OHG. kerno, cherno,

MHG. kerne, kern, G. kern = Icel. kjarni= Dan.
kjerne = Sw. karna, core, kernel; derivatives,
like E. kernel, which has another suffix, of the

orig. noun, AS., etc., corn: see corn*. See kern*,
ti.] It. A corn; grain; kernel. 2. Inprinting,
that part of a type which projects beyond the kern-dollie (kern dor'i), n

body or shank, as in the Roman letters f and j [Scotch.]
as formerly made and some italic letters. 3. kernel1

(ker nel), .

Prohibitions [were] published by the censors, forbidding

expressly That neither the kernellie part of a bore's necke,
nor dormice, and other smaller matters than these to be

spoken of, should be served up to the bourd at great
feasts. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxxvi. 1.

vest-home. It is usually decorated with blades of corn,
and crowned with flowers, and is borne to and from the
fleldsonthe last day of the reaping, with music and merry-
making. Also called harvest-queen. [Prov. Eng.]

Not half a century ago they used every where [in Nor-

thumberland] to dress up something ... at the end of

harvest, which was called a harvest doll, or kern baby. . ,
Quoted in Hone's Every-day Book, II. 1162. kerning (ker'mng), n. [Verbal n. of kern*, v.}

kern-cut (kern'kut), n. Same as kern*, 3. Corn-bearing. [Prov. Eng.]

["Scotch 1 kernisll(ker'nish),(i. [< kern* + -zsft1.] Hav-
. iner the character of a kern or boor

;
clown-

From the same pin depended the kirn cut of com, curl- . f
ously braided and adorned with ribbons. lstl -

Remains of Nithsdale Song, p. 260. Ireland, that was once the conquest of one single Earle
with his privat forces, and the small assistance of a petty
Kernish Prince. Milton, Church-Government, i. 7.

[<

Same as kern-baby.

< kern-sui>per (kern 'sup'' fer),
n
n% A rural festiv-

as formerly made and some italic letters.-3. Kernes ^er ney,
. Ls ivir..

, Kyrne,, x .

celebrating the end of the reaping, and
The last handful or sheaf of grain cut down at AS 2/rf little corn or grain, dim of corn a g. ^^ counties a t ^J'

har.

the close of the harvest. Also called kern-cut.

[Scotch. In this sense usually spelled kirn."]
The Cameronian . . . reserved several handfuls of the

fairest and straightest corn for the Harvest kirn.
Blackwood's Mag., Jan., 1821, p. 400.

4. A harvest-home. [Scotch. In this sense

usually spelled kirn.~\
As bleak-fac'd Hallowmas returns,
They get the jovial ranting kirns,
When rural life o' ev'ry station
Unite in common recreation.

Burns, The TwaDogs.
To cry the kern, in harvesting, to cheer and hurrah after
the last handful of grain is cut down. [Scotch. ] ToWin
the kern, to win the honor of cutting down the last hand-
ful of grain in the field. [Scotch.]

forming in some counties a part of the har-

vest-home. Also called churn-supper. [Prov.

Eng.]
The cnurn-supper was always provided when all was

shorn, but the mel-supper after all was got in.

Hone's Year Book, p. 1066.

kerolite (ker'6-llt), w. See aerolite.
Hector shall have a great catch if he knock out either J; ? /li,'- a~J,\ rf<f 1? i,frn ,inf i\M \ .

of your brains; 'awereasgood crack a fusty nut with no kerosene (ker o-sen),n. [Cf.F. keiosene (>E.) ;

kernel. Shak., T. and C., U. 1,112. irreg. < Gr. KJ/pof, wax, + -ene.\ A mixture of

corn or grain: see com1
. Cf. kern*.'] 1. The

edible substance contained in the shell of a
nut or the stone of a fruit.

As on a walnot with-oute is a bitter barke,
And after that bitter barke (be the shell aweye)
Is a kirnelle of conforte. Piers Plowman (B), xi. 253.

2. Technically, in bot. : (a) In phanerogams,
strictly, the whole body of a seed within the

coats, namely, the embryo, and, when present,
the albumen. (6) In pyrenomycetous fungi, in

old usage, all of the soft parts of the pyrenocarp
or perithecium within the firm outer wall. In

kern1
(kern), v. [< ME. kernen, kurnen, citrnen both these senses a synonym of nucleus. 3.

(= G. kornen, kornen), form corns or grains, A gramineous seed with its husk or integu-sow with corn, < com, a grain, etc.: see kern*, ment
;
a grain or corn : as, a kernel of wheat,

x.,andeomi,w., and ef. corn 1
, ?.] I.f intrans. I. Oats, or maize: formerly applied also to the

To form corns or grains ; take the form of corns S6ed of the apple and oth er pulpy fruits,
or grains; granulate; harden, as com in ripen-
ing; set, as fruit or grain.

irreg.

liquid hydrocarbons distilled from petroleum,
coal, bitumen, etc., extensively used as an il-

luminating fluid in all parts of the world, when
of good quality it is nearly colorless, and its specific grav-

ity varies from 0.780 to 0.825. Its boiling-point should be
above 77 C. (170 F.), and the point at which it evolves

explosive vapor (that is, its "flashing-point") 65 C.

(149 F.). It is the same as. or very closely related to, the

British paraffin-oil. Also called photogen, mineral oil, and
in England American paraffin-oil. Kerosene shale.bi-
tuminous shale ; any shaly rock from which illuminating
oil has been or may be profitably obtained.

kerret, An obsolete form of car5 .

The coxcombToTourdayMrke'lsopVcock, hid rather Kerria (ker'i-a) w. [NL. (DeCandolle, 1817)
have a barley kernel wrapt up in a ballet than they will named after Bellenden Ker, a British botanist.]



Kerria

A genus of rosaceous plants of the tribe Spi-
(vi ir. c h iiractci-i /.c'l by small, dry, cartilaginous
itclicniii, ami Inrgc. solitary, pedunoled yellow
llowrrs tiT>nin:itiii tho branchletg. They arc
sh i'ii Its with IMUL', slender, green linmches ami tit in, tanr,

>l:itr, iiriiniiiiiile, i:ii;irsely serrate leaves. There Is only
inn- i-M-iiiiiheiiiii-:iieil s|n-rie, K. Japanica. native of

Japan, but cultivated throughout western Europe ami in

America, usually nmlrr llf t rroneous name of Corchoru*

Japonicu*. The natural form with five sepals anil petals is

rare, the usual form in gardens being full-double.

kerril (kor'il), . [E. Ind.] A venomous sea-

snakeof the genus Hydrophis, an //. u/i/meii/etn
<>( lilMl^ll.

kerrite (ker'it). n. [Named after W. C. Kerr,
a State geologist of North Carolina.] A kind of
vermiculite from Franklin, Nortli Carolina.

kerry (kcr'i), u.
; pi. kerrics (-iz). [Origin ob-

scure.] A largo apron. [Prov. Eng.]
kerrymerry-bufft (ker'i-mer-i-buf), n. [Also
kiriinirie huff; appar. < kerry + merry + buff

1
,

the second element being appar. a numerous
insertion, to rime with the first.] A kind of
stuff of which jerkins were formerly sometimes
made. The term seems to have been prover-
bial, and is often used jocularly. Halliwell.

Tartaffda [It.], a swelling, rnarke, or Mack and blue of
a blow or hurt. Also, a blow giuen with ones knuckles
vpon ones head. Also a kirimirie buff. Florin.

kerst, n. A Middle English form of cress. See
cress and curse*.

kersantite(ker'san-tit), n. [< Kersanton, a ham-
let in Brittany, near Brest, + -ite'*.] A variety of

fine-grained micadiorite which occurs in dikes.
It contains accessoryquartz and augite,and gen-
erally some calcite of secondary origin.

kerse't, n. A Middle English form of cress. See
cress and curse2.

kersen (ker'sn), v. t. A dialectal variant of
christen. Middletoti; Beau, and Fl.

kersey (ker'zi), n. and a. [Formerly also car-

sey, carsaye ; said to be so called from Kersey,
a village near Hadleigh in Suffolk, England,
where a woolen trade was once carried on. The
D. karsaai, Or. Dan. kersei, kirsel, Sw. kersey, F.

carisfa, cariset, carisel = Sp. It. carisea, kersey,
are then from E. The OF.

cresp (Palsgrave),
F. creseau, coarse twilled cloth, is appar. unre-

lated.] I. H. A kind of coarse woolen cloth,

usually ribbed, made from long wool, cloth of
this name Is mentioned as early as the reign of Edward
III. There were throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries a coarse and a fine quality, and the finer was
dyed in various colors.

Kartell called Ordinaris shall conteyne In lengthe be-
twixte seaventene and eightene yardes. Act 5 Edw. VI.

The MI inn' when he is at his hight shineth aswel vpon
course came as cloth of tissue.

/./(///, Enphues and his England, p. 443.

By various Names In various Counties known,
Yet held in all the true Surtout alone :

Be thine of Kersey firm, though small the Cost,
Then brave unwet the Rain, unchill'd the Frost.

Oay, Trivia, i. 69.

Devon kerseys, woolen cloths made in Devonshire, Eng-
land, and famous in the fourteenth century.

II. a. 1. Made of kersey-cloth.
Others you'll see when all the Town's afloat,

Wrap't in th' embraces of a keneij coat.

Oay, Trivia, 1. 192.

Hence 2f. Homespun; homely.
Henceforth my wooing mind shall be express'd
In russet yeas, and honest ker/tet/ noes.

Shot., L. L. L., v. 2, 413.

kerseymere (k6r'zi-mer), . [A corruption of

cassimere, simulating kersey.] Cassimere.

A figure . . . tall and physically impressive, even In
kid and kerseymere. Oeorge Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxxix.

kerseynette (ker-zi-nef), n. [A corruption of

cassinctte, simulating kersey.] Cassinette.
Kersmas (kers'mas), n. A dialectal variant of
Christmas. Middleton.

kerve (kerv), v. If. A Middle English form of
enrre 1

. 2. Incmil-ntiiiiiii/. See kirve. [North.
Eng.]
kervert, . A Middle English form of carver.

kesart, . A variant of kaiser1 .

kesh (kesh), n. A. dialectal form of kex.

keslop (kes'lop), n. [Var. of cheslip, ult. of

elnetteli]>, q. \-.] The stomach of a calf pre-
pared for rennet. Also, in Scotland, called

kccsUp. [Prov. Eng.]
kesset, r. A Middle English form of kiss.

kestt. A Middle English preterit of cast1
.

kestrel (kes'trel), n. [Early mod. E. also kex-

tril, castret. kaxtrel, kitxtril ; "with medial t de-

veloped between s and r, < OF. quercerelle, also
written ccmrclle, crescerelle, F. crecerelle, a kes-
trc'l: cf. It. tristarello (Florio) for cristarelln.

dim. of
i/it< nW/ii, u kestrel; OF. cercellc, a teal,
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F. sarcelle, a teal, F. dial, cristel, a kestrel; Sp.
ivcn In, a kestrel; all < L. querquedula, a kind
of teal: sec ',(< /'/im/nla. The forms show much
variation, due in part to different manipulations
of the dim. ending.] A common European fal-

con, Fulro tinnunculus, Tinnunculus alaudarius,
or Cerchneis tinnunculus, of small size and red-
dish color. The body Is 12J inches long, the wing 9.

The bird is brick-red with black arrow-heads on the back,
the under parts being some shade of buff, fawn, or rufous,
much spotted with black, and the head, neck, and rump
being mostly bluish-gray. It Inhabit* parts of Asia and
Africa, as well as the whole of Europe. It builds In 1ml-
low trees and in cliffs, or in nests deserted by crows, mag-
pies, etc., and feeds on mice, small birds, and insects. The
kestrel may be recognized by its habit of hovering or sus-

taining Itself in the same place in the air by a rapid motion
of the wings, always with its head to the wind (whence
the names ttaimel and miulhm-er). The male and female
differ In color, ash-gray prevailing in the former and rusty
brown in the latter. This hawk being regarded as of a
mean or base kind, kestrel was formerly often used as an
epithet of contempt. The term is extended to a number
of species of the restricted genus Tiiuutneuliu utCenhneu.
The American representatives are commonly known as

*parroic-hau:ki. See cut under iparroic-haick. Also called
flannel and windhover.

Ne thought of honour ever did assay
His baser brent, but In his keitrell kynd
A pleasing valne of glory he did fynd.

Spenter, W. Q., II. ill. 4.

What a cast of kestrils are these to hawk after ladles
thus ! B. Jonson, Epicomv, Iv. 2.

The hobby Is used for smaller game, for daring larks,
and stooping at quails. The kentrel was trained for the
same purposes. Qoldimith, Nat. Hist., 11. 5.

ket 1
(ket), n. [< Icel. kjot = Dan. kjikl = Sw.

kott, flesh.] Carrion; filth. [Scotch and North.

Eng.]
ket2 (ket), w. [Perhaps other uses of ket 1

.] 1.
A matted hairy fleece of wool. [Scotch.]

She was nae get o' moorland tips,
Wl' tawted ket, and hairy hips.

Burnt, Poor Mailie's Elegy.

2. The couch- or quitch-grass, Triticum repens.

[Scotch.]
ket3 (ket), n. Same as Int.

ketch 1
(kech), v. and n. An obsolete or dia-

lectal form of catch1 .

I can already riddle, and can sing Ketches.

Beaumont, To B. Jonson.

ketch2 (kech), n. [Cf. D. kits, G. kits, kitz, F.

caiche, quaiche (< E.); ult. (like caique1 ,
which

is directly < F. caique = It. caicco) < Turk, q&iq,
qaiq, a boat, skiff.] A small, strongly built, two-
masted vessel, usually of from 100 to 250 tons

burden, but sometimes of less. Ketches were for-

merly much used as bomb-vessels, the peculiarity of the

rig affording ample space forward of the mainmast and at
the greatest beam. See bmnb-ketch.

Joseph Orafton set sail from Salem, the 2nd day In the

morning, in a ketch of about forty tons (three men and a

boy In her). Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 400.

A small ketch perished ; so that seven ships only arrived
in Virginia. Bancroft, Hist U. 8., I. 106.

ketch3t (kech), w. A variant of keech.

Thou k i n it t y -pat cil fool
;
thon whoreson obscene, greasy

tallow-i-eCcA. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., II. 4, 258.

ketchup, n. See catchup.
Present my compliments to young Mr. Thomas, and ask

him if he would step up and partake of a lamb chop and
walnut ketchup. Dickens, Hard Times, x.

ket-crow (ket'kro), n. [< ket1 + croic.] The
carrion-crow. [Scotch and North. Eng.]

ketet, a. [ME., prob.< Icel. kdtr, merry, cheer-

ful, = Sw. k&t = Dan. kaad, wanton.] Bold;
eager; alert; lively; cheerful; wanton.

Thou komest to kourt among the kete lordes.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 830.

keterin (ket'er-in), n. A variant of cateran.

ketgee-oil (ket'je-oil), n. [< Hind, ketjee + E.

oil.] Same as keora-oil.

kethert, n. A corrupt form of quotha, as used
in contempt.

Hi'i, hel ! handsom, kether! sure somebody has been
routing him In the rice ; sirrah, you a spoil d your clothes.

Unnatural Mother (1898).

ketlingt, . and a. An obsolete variant of kit-

linn.

ketlyt, adv. [ME., < kete + -ty
2
.] Quickly;

eagerly.
Than that comli quen ketli vp rises,
Biddande bisili hire bcdes buskes to hire chapel.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 3028.

ketmia (ket'mi-a), . [NL. (Adanson).] If.

[cap.] A genus of plants, now Hibiscus. 2. A
plant of this genus, as bladder-ketmia.

ketone (kO'ton), n. [Appar. an arbitrary varia-
tion of acetone, to make a distinction.] A com-
pound in which the carbonyl group CO unites
two alcohol radicals: as, methyl-ethyl ketone,
CH3.CO.C2H5 . Theketonesare volatile etherealliqulds

kettledrum
allied to the aldehyde*, tint ilihVi ing from them in thai tiny
do not reduce anini"Mi:n a! silver solutions, are converted
into secondary alcohols by nascent hvli.... n, :m<! l>y fur-
ther oxidation are decomposed. Tin- k'i tones are aim.

acetanei, but this term should be n-wrved for dimetlijl
ketone.

ketonic (ke-tou'ik), a. [< ketone + ~ic.] Re-
l:iti-d to or containing a ketone Ketonic acid,
an acid containing the carbonyl or ketone group CO, ami
having the properties of a ketone as well as of an acid.

kett (ket), . See k> /-, L'.

kettle 1
(ket'l), H. [< ME. ket, I, I:, /nl, kettul, also

chetrl, < AS. crtel, eytel = OS. ketil = OFries.
/i t,

I, n:,til, txetel, tMCtel = D. ketel = OHG.
elie;il, MHO. kezzel, G. kesel = Icel. ketill = Sw.
kittrl = Dan. kjcdel = Norw. kjel, kit = Goth.
l.niils. a kettle; cf. Lit h. katilas = Lett. l;ti*

= OBulg. kotet, kotl, a kettle ; usually derived
< L. catiinin (Sicilian KUTIVOV), dim. catillus, a

deep bowl, a deep vessel for cooking or serving

up food (cf. Gr. xoTv?.of, a cup); but the word
may bo Teut. confused with tho L. : cf. OHG.
cltezzi, MHG. kczzi, a kettle (= AS. cete, glossed
cacabus); Icel. l.nt,. also I.-' tin. a small ship.]
1. A vessel of iron, copper, tin, or other metal,
of various shapes and dimensions, used for boil-

ing or heating water and other liquids, or for

cooking vegetables, etc., by boiling. Compare
camp-kettle, tea-kettle.

A kettle, slung
Between two poles upon a stick transverse.
Receives the morsel. Couyer, Task, I. 500.

A few weeks ago she had all the fruit gathered, all the

sugar got out, all the brass kettles scoured and ready.
W. M. Baker, -New Timothy, p. 288.

2. A tin pail. [Local, U. S.] 3f. A kettle-
drum.

And let the kettle to the trumpet speak,
The trumpet to the cannoneer without

ShaJc., Hamlet, v. 2, 286.

4. Figuratively, a cavity or depression suggest-
ing the interior of a kettle. Specifically -(o) A hole
In The ground in deep water. In which carp huddle toge-
ther during winter In a kind of hibernation. (6) In geol.,

any cavity, large or small, in solid rock or detrltal ma-
terial, which resembles a kettle In form. "The kettle"
of the Sierra Nevada is about a mile across the top and
1,600 feet deep. Small cavities worn in rock by the revolu-
tions of a stone in a swift current are of fretnient occur-
rence, varying from a few inches to several feet in diam-
eter and depth. Cavities of this kind are more commonly
known as pot-hnlei, and sometimes as giants' kettle*. (See
also UlickiuiJ-krttle.)

kettle2 (ket'l), n. Same as kiddle1 A kettle of
fish, or a pretty kettle Of fish, a complicated and bun-
gled affair ; an awkward mess. [Kettle in this phrase Is

usually plausibly referred to kettle* = kiddlel, but as used
it has no Individual significance.)
" Vi in had better tell your uncle with my compliments,"

said Mr. Dtngwell,
" that hell make a kettle of fish of the

whole affair, in a way he doesn't expect, unless he makes
matters square with me."

J. S. Le Fanu, Tenants of Mallory, xxxvll.

kettle3 (ket'l), r. i. A variant of kittle*.

kettle-bail (ket'1-bal), n. A dredge used in

taking scallops, having the blade adjusted to

swing in the eyes of the arms to prevent it

from sinking in the mud. [Rhode Island.]
kettle-case (ket'1-kas), . The Orchis niasciila,
an early orchis in England. [Prov. Eng.]
kettle-de-benders. See kittly-benders.
kettle-dock (ket'1-dok), . One of various

plants : (a) Ragwort, Scnecio Jacobaa. (b) Wild
chervil, Anthriscus sylrestris. (c) Butter-bur,
Petasites vulgaris (Tussilayo I'ekigites). (d) Bit-
ter dock, Rumex obtusifolius.
kettledrum (ket'1-drum), n. 1. A musical in-

strument used in militarybands and in orches-

tras, consisting of a hollow brass hemisphere
from 24 to 30 inches in diameter, over which is

stretched a head of parchment, it Is sounded by
blows from a soft-headed, elastic mallet or stick. The
pitch of the tone is determined by various devices for

adjusting the tension of the head. In orchestral music
two or more kettledrums (technically called timpani) are

employed, tuned at different pitches, usually at the tonic
and the dominant of the piece to be performed. As the

pitch may be accurately fixed, kettledrums are much used,
In conjunction with other Instruments, for emphasizing
the rhythm, and for increasing the sonority of the general
effect. They are also much used in short solo passage* ;

and various experiments have been made, with extended
and elaborate effects, with a large number of drums.



kettledrum

The king doth wake to-night, and takes his rouse,

Keeps wassail, and the swaggering up spring reels;

And, as he drains his draughts of Rhenish down,
The kettle-drum and trumpet thus bray out
The triumph of his pledge. Shak., Hamlet, i. 4, 11.

A few notes on the trumpet mingled with the occasion-

al boom of the kettledrum. Scott, Old Mortality, vi.

2. A fashionable afternoon entertainment

given by a woman chiefly to women. It is less

formal than an evening party, and the lady-

guests generally wear bonnets. Also drum.

kettledrummer (ket'l-drum"er), n. One who
beats the kettledrum.

kettle-hatt, it- [< ME. ketille-liatte ; < kettle +
hafl.'j A kind of helmet used in the fourteenth

century. It does not appear that the term was

definitely limited to any one form. See pot.

Than the comliche kynge kaughte hym in amies,
Keste of his ketille-hatte, and kyssede hyme fulle sone,

Saide,
"
welcome, syr Craddoke, so Criste mott me helpe !

"

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3517.

kettle-hole (ket'1-hol), n. In geol., a cavity in

rock or detrital material, having more or less

exactly the shape of the interior of a kettle.

See kettle*-, 4, kettle-moraine, and pot-hole.
kettleman (ket'1-man), .

; pi. ketttemen (-men).
A fish, Lophius piscatorius, commonly called the

angler.
kettle-moraine (ket'1-mo-ran"), n. An accumu-
lation of detrital material characterized by ket-

tle-shaped depressions varying in depth from a

few feet to a hundred, their outlines being rude-

ly circular, and their sides as steep as is con-

sistent with the stability of the soil. The district

where they occur lies to the northwest of Lake Winneba-

go and Green Bay in Wisconsin, where it is locally known
as the potash kettle country. The origin of these remark-
able depressions is generally supposed to be connected in

some way with the former glaciation of the region ; but
the manner of their formation has not yet been explained.

kettle-pin (ket'1-pin), n. Same as skittle-pin.

Billiards, kettle-pins, noddy-boards, tables, truncks, shov-

el-boards, fox and geese, and the like.

Shelton, Pref. to Don Quixote. (Todd.)

kettlert, . [Early mod. E. ketler; < kettle +
-ec1 .] One who makes or repairs kettles; a
tinker.

Drawing in amongst bunglers and ketlers under the

plain frieze of simplicity, thou mayest finely couch the

wrought velvet of knavery. Middleton, Black Book.

kettle-smock (ket'1-smok), n. A smock-frock.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
kettle-stitch (ket'l-stich), n. In bookbinding,
a chain-stitch that knots and fastens the last

two leaves of a book at its head and tail : a

corruption of chain-stitch or catch-up stitch.

Zaehnsdorf, Bookbinding, p. 173.

kettrin (ket'rin), n. A variant of cateran.

ketupa(ke-to'pa), n. [Javanese.] 1. An eared
owl of Java, Strix ketupa. 2. [cap.] [NL.]
A genus of owls, related to the foregoing, estab-
lished by Lesson in 1831

;
the fish-owls. They

have large ear-tufts, and mostly naked tarsi ; the feet are

roughened, as in ospreys. There are three species, K.

jatjanensis (the type), K. flavipes, and K. ceylonensis. The
last is the common Indian fishing-owl.

Keuper (koi'per), n. [G.] In geol., the Ger-
man name of the upper division of the Triassic

series, a formation of importance in Europe,
and especially in Germany. The upper part of
the Keuper consists there of marl, and contains large
deposits of gypsum and rock-salt. The lower part is

made up chiefly of gray sandstones and dark marl and
clay, and contains numerous remains of plants, and some-
times coal of rather poor quality. See Trias.

kevel1
,
n. See caoeJl.

kevel2 ,
n. See cavel2 .

They kiest kevels them amang,
Wha wou'd to the grenewood gang.

Lord DingicaU (Child's Ballads, I. 288).

kevel3 (kev'el), n. [Prob. a native name (t).]
A name of Antilope kavella of Pallas, a sup-
posed species of gazel, later identified with
the common gazel, A. dorcas.

kevel-head (kev'el-hed), n. Naut., the end of
one of the top-timbers used as a cavel.

keverM, v. A Middle English form of cover1
.

kever2t, '. A Middle English form of cover?.

keverauncet, [ME., < kever + -ace.] Re-
covery.

keyercheft, . A Middle English form of ker-

chief. Chaucer.
kevil1

,
. See cavefl-.

kevil2,
. See caveP.

Keweenawan(ke'we-na-an),fl. [Also called
Eeireenian and Keweenawid'n ; < Kewecnaw (see
del) + -an.] The name given to the series
of trappean rocks and their interbedded sand-
stones and conglomerates in which the Lake
Superior copper-mines are worked. Those who
gave the name had the idea that the cupriferous series
was distinct in geological age from the sandstone lying
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adjacent to it on the east and west, which is generally
admitted to be the equivalent of the Potsdam sandstone

of the New York Survey, and of which the so-called Ke-

weenawan appears to be a local modification, originated by
intense volcanic action along a line stretching from the

extremity of Keweenaw Point in Michigan southwest to

beyond the borders of Minnesota.

kewkawt (ku'ka), a. [Cf. askew (?).] Awry;
askew.
The picture topsie-turvie stands kewwaw [read kewkaw] :

The world turn'd upside downe, as all men know.

Taylor, Works (1630), ii. 233.

kex (keks), . [Also kecks, kix, also kecksy (prop,

adj.), and keck; < ME. kex, kix, < W. eecys, pi.,

hollow stalks, hemlock (cf. W. cegid, hemlock),
= Corn. cegas, hemlock; cf. OFlem. koycke, hem-

lock; L. cicuta, hemlock.] 1. A hollow stalk,

especially when dry, of various large umbellif-

erous plants. [Obsolete or archaic.]
With her [Eve's] gentle blowing

Stirs vp the heat, that from the dry leaues glowing
Kindles the Heed, and then that hollow kix

First fires the small, and they the greater sticks.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Handy-Crafts.

[Sometimes applied as a term of contempt to a person.

I'll make these wither'd kexes bear my body
Two hours together above ground.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, v. 2.]

2. Hemlock. [Archaic.]
Tho' the rough kex break

The starr'd mosaic. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

kexent, . [Early mod. E., in the var. form
kixen, spelled irreg. kicson; < kex, kix, + -en2 .

The form keckson is used as a noun.] Made of

kexes or hollow stalks.

One daye agayne will, in his rage,
Crushe it all as a kicson cage,
And spill it quite.

Puttenham, Partheniades, xi.

kexyt (kek'si), a. [< kex + -f/
1

. Cf. kecksy, n.,

kecky, a."] Like a kex; hollow; dry; sapless.

The earth will grow more and more dry and sterile in

succession of ages ; whereby it will become more kexy, and
lose of its solidity. Dr. H. More, Godliness, VI. x. 3.

key 1
(ke), re. [Early mod. E. also keie, kay, etc.;

< ME. kcye, keie, keige, also cay, kay, < AS. cceg,

caige = OFries. kai,

kei, North Fries, kay,
a key; not found in

other languages.] 1 .

An instrument for

fastening or opening
a lock, fitted to its

wards, and adapted, *CbT&l^,y *'.&''"'
on being inserted and
turned or pushed in the keyhole, to push a
bolt one way or the other, or to raise a catch
or latch ; in certain complicated locks, a porta-
ble appliance which on being inserted in the

proper place in the lock lifts tumblers or in

some other way allows the bolt to be shot
without itself exercising force upon it.

The(y) locked the dore and than went theyr way.
Cayphas and Anna of that kept the kay.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 38.

She took the little ivory chest,
With half a sigh she turn'd the key.

Tennyson, The Letters.

Hence 2. Something regarded as analogous
to a key, in being a means of opening or mak-
ing clear what is closed or obscure

; especially,
that bymeans ofwhich (often bymeans of which
alone) some difficulty can be overcome, some
obstacle removed, some end attained, some-
thing unintelligible explained, etc. : as, the key
to knowledge ; Gibraltar is the key to the Medi-
terranean

;
a key to the solution of an algebraic

problem; a key to an algebra or arithmetic (a
book giving the solution of mathematical prob-
lems proposed as exercises in such text-books) ;

the key to a cipher.
Thou art Peter. . . . And I will give unto thee the keys

of the kingdom of heaven. Mat. xvi. 18, 19.

Woe unto you, lawyers ! for ye have taken away the key
of knowledge. Luke xi. 52.

These counties were the keys of Normandy.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 1, 114.

To learn thy secrets, get into my power
The key of strength and safety.

Milton, S. A., 1. 799.
" Starfcraft is se6 cteg the thsera boca andgit unlycth

"

[AS.], grammar is the key that unlocks the sense of the
books. F. A. March, Anglo-Sax. Gram., p. 140.

The key to all the enigmas, all the imputed guilt, all the

Ward-lock Key and its Keyhole.

. Main wi>rd . r bMef *. stem

, ,

peculiar usefulness to his country of Peel's career, is to
be sought in the original contrast between his character
and his position. W. R. Qreg, Misc. Essays, 2d ser., p. 20.

3. In mech.: (a) A hand-tool for controlling a

valve, moving a nut, etc., which is independent
of the part to be moved. In this sense a span-
ner, wrench, bedstead-wrench, etc., are keys.

key

(6) Any device for wedging up or locking to-

gether different parts, or forjamming or binding
them to prevent vibration or slipping. Such are :

(1) the wedge or cotter driven between the hub of a wheel

and its shaft to bind the two together ; (2) a wedge in

a chain to prevent slipping ; (8) a wedge put in a split

tenon to cause it to spread when driven into a mortise,

(c) A bolt which secures the cap-square to the

cheek of a gun-carriage. See cut under gun-

carriage, (d) In masonry, the central stone of

an arch or vault, usually the uppermost stone ;

the keystone (although in a true arch no one of

the voussoirs is more important to the stability

of the structure than any other). See cut under
arch1 , (e) In carp. : (1) A piece inserted in the

back of a board to prevent warping. (2) The
last board in a series of floor-boards, tapering
in shape, and serving when driven home to hold

the others in place. (3) The roughing on the

under side of a veneer, designed to assist it in

holding the glue. (/) In bookbinding, one of

a series of small tools used by the sewer of a

book to keep the bands in place when the sec-

tions of the book are in a sewing-bench. They
are made of metal or hard wood, shaped like a

yoke, or the letter U, and of the size 1 by 3

inches, (g) A joint to assist in supporting a
train of rods and the tools in a tube-well. (h)
A wrench or lever for tuning stringed instru-

ments of fixed intonation, like the pianoforte
and the harp ; a tuning-wrench or tuning-ham-
mer. It consists of a metal head hollowed so as to fit

closely over the tuning-pins, and a handle, usually long
enough to give considerable leverage, (i) The surplus
mortar or plaster that passes between the laths,
and serves to hold the plastering in position.

(j) A hollow cut in the back of a tile or ter-

ra-cotta ornament, or on a wall, to hold mortar
or cement. 4. In musical instruments: (a) In

instruments especially of the wood wind group,
a lever and valve operated by the player's

finger, and designed either to open or to close

a hole or vent in the side of the tube, so as

to alter the pitch of the tone by altering the

length of the vibrating air-column within.
While In the simpler varieties of the flute, the oboe,
the clarinet, etc., such holes are controlled by the fingers

directly, in more complex varieties the number of holes
is so great, and their position and size are BO inconve-

nient, that this supplementary mechanism is a necessity.
A complete system of keys was first elaborated for the
flute by Theobald Boehm in 1832, and has since been ap-

plied to the oboe, the clarinet, and to some extent to the

bassoon, with a decided gain in ease of manipulation,
length and fullness of compass, and sonorousness of tone.

Partial systems of keys are also found in the English horn,
the basset-horn, etc. Holes and keys have been used in

various brass wind-instruments, notably in the bugle and
the saxophone, though as a rule they are less used than
valves. (See valve.) See cuts under flute, clarinet, oboe,
*

(6) In instruments with a keyboard, lik&

the organ and the pianoforte, one of the levers

which are depressed in the act of playing.
When operated by the finger, it is more exactly termed a

digital or (rarely) a manual; when operated by the foot,

a pedal. In the pianoforte each key or digital is con-

nected with a series of levers, by which a hammer may be
thrown against the string or strings belonging to that

key, at the same time lifting from the strings the damper
that prevents their vibration. When the key is released,
the damper falls and stops the vibration. The duration,
the force, and to some extent the quality of the tone

depend upon the way in which the finger depresses the

key. (See touch.) In the harpsichord each key, with its

levers, slips a leather or quill plectrum past the string,
so as to snap or twang it. In the clavichord each key
presses a metal tangent against the string, so as to drive it

into vibration. In chimes of bells rung from a keyboard,
each key throws a hammer against one of the bells. In
the pipe-organ each key, whether a digital or a pedal, Is

connected with a seriesof levers, by which a valve is opened
to admit the compressed air from the bellows into a par-
ticular groove or channel, over which stand all the pipes
belonging to that key. The number of pipes actually
sounded depends upon the number of stops drawn. (See
cut under organ.) In the harmonium and reed-organ
each key, with its levers, opens a valve, by which either

an outward or an inward current of air is set up through
the groove or channel with which are connected all the
reeds belonging to that key. The number of reeds sound-
ed depends upon the number of stops drawn. (See cut
under reed-organ.) Keys in this sense are also (unfortu-

nately) called notes. They are arranged according to an ar-

bitrary plan, some being colored white and some black, and
they are named by letters, etc., for which see keyboard.

She guides the finger o'er the dancing keys, . . .

And pours a torrent of sweet notes around.

Camper, Charity, 1. 109.

5. A part pressed by the finger to control the

action of a typewriter or other similar machine,
in the manner of a musical keyed instrument.

6. Any one of the various forms of circuit-

closer used in electrical experiments and in the

practical applications of electricity. See tcle-

i/raph. 7. In music: (a) In musical theory, the
sum of relations, melodic and harmonic, which
exist between the tones of an ideal scale, major
or minor, and in which its unity and individ-



key

uality are contained ; tonality. Thus, a proper
sense 'of these relations is called a proper sense of key,
and a duo observance of them puts u performance in

key. For the dillerence Itetween major and minor keys
In this sense, see mode, (b) In muxifiit tlimrij and
notation, the tonality centering in a given tone,
or the several tones taken collectively, of a
riven scale, major or minor. The given tone, or
the first tone of the given scale, is called the key-note, key-
tone, or tonic; and the key Is named by the name of this
tone. A scale is simply an arrangement of the tones of
a key In their melodic order. In modern music, and in
vocal music gencr.dly, all major keys are Intended to be
precisely similar to one another, except in pitch, and all
minor keys likewise similar to one another. Hut in the
systems of tuning instrument* of fixed intonation before
the middle of the eighteenth century, certain keys were
favored and others slighted; so that some keys were very
useful, and some practically useless. It is said that this

difference, which was originally incidental to the imper-
fect plan of the keyboard, and which was to have been
obliterated by the introduction of the equal temperament,
Is to some extent unavoidable, certain keys having a
peculiar quality per se ; but these differences appear, on
close analysis, to be relative or accidental rather than es-
sential. (See temperament.) The keyboard of the organ
and the pianoforte, however, is so planned as to make
a decided mechanical diiference Iwtween keys or scales
based on different digitals. For example, the major key
or scale of the digital called C requires the use of only
white digitals, or naturals ; hence it Is called (unfortu-
nately) the natural key. Other keys or scales require
the use of one or more black digitals, which are called
either sharps or flats; hence they are called the keys of
one, two, three, or more sharps or flats, as the cose may
be. The keys of one or more sharps are called collectively
the sharp keys; those of one or more flats, the flat keys.
Practically, keys of more than six sharps or flats ore rarely
mentioned. (See circle of keys, under circle.) When these
keys are represented by the stall-notation, the black digi-
tals are indicated by marks J or

\/ prefixed to certain of
the notes. But since the key in which a piece Is to be
performed is the some either throughout, or at least for
extended passages, these sharps or tints are customarily
grouped into & key-siynature at the beginning of the piece
or passage, and the effect of this signature is understood
to continue until contradicted by further signs: thus

(The crosses mark the degree belonging to the key-note.)
The sharps and the flats in such signatures are counted
from left to right ; in sharp signatures the position of the
key-note Is always one degree above the last sharp, while
in flat signatures it is always on the same degree with the
last flat but one. This provides a rule for finding the key-
note from each signature except those of the keys of C and
of K The key-notes of the sharp keys, taken in direct or-

der, are distant from one another either by a fifth upward
or a fourth downward, as are the key-notes of the flat keys,
taken in inverse order. These signatures are also used for
minor keys, the key-notes of such keys being in each case
two degrees below the key-notes as given for major keys.
The major and minor keys that use the same signature are
termed relatives of each other. See relative. {See circle of
keys, under circle.) The entire system of keys as described
above Is conditioned upon the keyboard of the organ and
the pianoforte, and therefore is essentially arbitrary. It
has no basis in the phenomena of sound or the necessities
of music as an art. Its complexity is due historically to the
inadequate medieval theory of music, and secondarily to
the arbitrary instrumental mechanism and the notation
that grew out of that theory. Of the many attempts to im-
prove or replace the system, the tonic sol-fa notation has
been the most successful. See notation, and tonic sol-fa
(under tonic).

Both warbling of one song, both in one key.

Shak.,M. N. D..UI. 2, 206.

Thy false uncle, . . . having both the key
Of officer and office, set all hearts 1' the state
To what tune pleased his ear.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2, 83.
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Analytical key, In but. See analytic. -Attendant keys.
Some as relative keys. Authentic key. See mode.
Character of scales and keys. See character. Chro-
matic key, in music : (a) A black key (digital) on the ki-y-
board ; a chromatic : opposed to diatonic or natural key.
(b) A key (tonality) which on the keyboard involves the
use of one or more black or chromatic keys (digitals), and
on the stall necessitates a signature of one or more sharps
or flats. Closed-circuit key, continuity-preserving
key. See telegraph..- Dental key, a form of lifting for-

ceps for extracting teeth. Diatonic key. Same as natu-
ral key (aX Dlchotomous key, In not. hist. See dicho-
tmnota. Extreme key. in music. Set extreme. False
key, a key used or that may be used as a picklock.
Fundamental key, governing key, the key (tonality)
in which a piece of music begins aim ends. See oriijiiud
key.Qtt) and key. Seeyiti. Key of the Nile, a name
sometimes given to the crux ansata, or ankh. See ankh.

Major key, in music, a key (tonality) characterized by a
major third, a major sixth, and a major seventh : opposed
to minor key. See major, scale, and tonality. Minor key,
In music, a key (tonality) characterized by a minor third,
and often by a minor sixth and even a minor seventh: op-
posed to major key. See minor, scale, and tonality. Morse
key. See telegraph. Natural key, in music: (a) A
white key (digital) on the keyboard ;

a natural : opjxjsed
to chromatic key. Also called diatonic key. (b) The major
key (tonality) of C : so called because on the keyboard It

involves the use of only white digitals, or natural*.

Open-circuit key. See tdeyraph. Original key, the
key (tonality) in which a piece of music begins, or In which
It was originally written. Parallel key. in music, the
relative minor key (tonality) In comparison with the
major, or vice versa. See relative key. Pedal key, one
of the levers of the pedal keyboard in an organ, corre-

sponding to a digital of a manual keyboard ; a pedaL
Plagalkey. See mode. Power ofthe keys, an authority
saldto be conferred by Christ upon Peter, or upon Peter and
the other apostles, by the words In Mat. xvi. 19 : In ecclesias-
tical literature generally applied to an authority claimed to
reside in the hierarchy for the ministry and government of
the church. There are four principal Interpretations of the
power of the keys: (1) the papal that it was given to Peter
and his successors In office, the popes ; (2) the Protestant
ecclesiastical that it was given to Peter and the Twelve,
and their successors in office, the clergy of the Christian
church; (3) the Protestant historical that It was given
only to Peter and his co-disciples, and received its entire
fulfilment In their inspired ministry and administration of
the church; (4) the Independent that it was given to
all Christ's disciples, and confers upon them coequal au-
thority in both Christian and church life. Queen's keys,
in Scott law, that part of a warrant which authorizes the
forcible opening of lockfast places In order to come at
a debtor or his goods. Relative keys. See relative.

Remote key. In music, a key (tonality) having few or no
tones in common with a given key, and therefore but dis-

tantly related to it harmonically. Reversing key. See
telegraph, Skeleton key, a thin, light key with nearly
the whole substance of the bits filed away, so that it may
be less obstructed by the words of a lock. To have the
key of the street, to be locked out of a house ; have no
house to go to. [Colloq. and humorous.)

"There," said Lowten, "It's too late now; you can't get
In to-night ; you've got the key of the street, my friend.

"

Dickens, Pickwick, xlvlL

Tuning-key. See above, def. 3 (AX

key1 (ke),. t. [<key\ n.] 1. To fasten with a
key, or with a wedge-shaped piece of wood or
metal ; fasten or secure firmly.

Heuene gate was keithed [read keijed] clot
Til lambe of love now he deyede.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 205.

Thus the head may be keyed to the bar at any part of the
length of the latter. J. Rose, Practical Machinist, p. 181.

2. To regulate the tone of by the use of a key,
or to set to a key or pitch in any way, as a
musical instrument: as, to key up a violin.

Whose speech and gesture were clearly keyed to that
profound respect which Is woman's first foundation claim
on man. O. W. Cable, The Grandlssimes, p. 173.

These speeches ore always short, simple, plain and un-

pretentious. They are keyed in the note of perfect good
taste, and never fail to please the audience to which they
are addressed. 7*. C. Crawford, English Life, p. 81.

keyboard
The Keys proper |of Florida] are all similar In structure,

and form an extensive chain of low islands, rising nowhere
more than twelve feet above the level of the tea. Start-
ing from north of Cape Florida, they form an Immense
crescent extending as far west as the Tortugas.

A. Agattiz, Three Cruises of the Blake, I. 63.

Key4
(ke), . See Keys.

key-action (ko'ak'shou), n. In musical instru-
ments like the organ or the pianoforte, the en-
tire mechanism directly connected with the
keyboard, including the keyboard itself, the
jacks or stickers, the dampers, etc.

'

. , .

orig. key-age.] See quayage. K. Phillips, 1706.

keyakl (ka-ya'ki), . [Jan.] A valuable tim-
ber-tree of Japan, the Zelkova acuminate. Its
wood is prized, and is used extensively in cabi-

net-making, etc.

key-basket (ke'bas'ket), n. A basket to con-
tain a housekeeper's keys.
A mob-cap covering her gray hair, and key-basket In

hand, the wife of Washington must have offered a pleas-
ant picture. The Century, XiXVIL 841.

key-bed (ko'bed), . In much., a rectangular
groove made to receive a key for the purpose of

Binding parts, as the wheel and shaft of a ma-
chine, firmly together, so as to prevent the one
part from turning on the other; a key-seat.
keyboard (ke'bord), n. In the organ, piano-
forte, and similar instruments, as the harpsi-
chord, clavichord, etc., the series or horizon-
tal row of finger-levers or digitals (usually
called keys), by depressing which the per-
former causes the pipes, strings, or reeds to

produce tones. The visible portions of part of the keys
are white, while the others are black. The black keyi
are the shorter, and are raised above the level of the white
keys ; they are always separated from one another by one

Hilton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

(c) Iii Hiimiriil iiotiitioii,* sign at the head of
a staff indicating the key as above denned.
Hence 8. Scale

'

pitch; elevation.

There 's one speaks In a key like the opening of some
justice's gate, or a postboy's horn.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

Her dumb play from the flret to the last moment of the
scene was in as high a /.'// as her elocution.

C. Keade, Art, p. 18.

9. A dry winged fruit like that of maple, ash,
elm, etc.; a samara. See cut under Jeer.

Lingua avis is the sede of asshe trees that hath leves in
maner of burdcs tonges, and some call them keyes.

Orete Berball.

The Ash, Elm, Tilia, I'oplar, Hornbeam, Willow, Bailees
are distinguished by their Keys, Tongues, Samera, Peri-
corpia, and Theca, small, flat, and husky skins including
the seeds. Evelyn, Sylva, ii.

10f. A rudder: u helm.
He is as a kei/f and a stiere (tr. L. clavus ataw gubrnia-

culmn] by which that the edifice of this world is kept
stable. Chaucer, Boetbius, 111. prose 12.

?. quai, the pronunciation, however,
remaining that of the reg. E. form key); < ME.
key, keye (= D. kaai = LG. l-aje = G. kai= Sw.
kaj = Dan. kai; ML. caium), < OF. caye, quai,

7. i/iini. a wharf, prob. < Bret, kai, an in-

A wharf. See quay.
Xolo [It], a wharfe or hithe by the water side made by

orte ; we properly coll it a key. Florio, 1598.

Item, that the slippe and the keye and the pavyment
ther be ouerseyn and repared.
Ordinances of Worcester, English Gilds (E. E. T. S-X p. 374.

It has twelve fatre churches, many noble houses, espe-
cioly y3 L*1 Devereux's : a brave kay and commodious har-
bor. Evelyn, Diary, July 8, 1656.

Lord! to see how he [Carteret] wondered to see the
river so empty of boats, nobody working at the Custom e-

House keys. Pepys, Diary, Nov. 7, 1665.

island, a sandbank, key; perhaps = OF. caye,
F. quai, a wharf: see tey2.] A low island near
the coast : used especially on the coasts of re-

gions where Spanish is or formerly was spo-
ken: as, the Florida kci/.--.

Columbus discovered no isle or key o lonely as himself.

Emerton, Society and Solitude.

-* * t/fun up a- "

Keyboard of a Piano, showing two octaves.

or two white keys, so as to form groups alternately of two
and three. The depression of which the keys ore capable
Is technically called the "dip." The keyboard contains
altogether from fifty to ninety keys, the ratio of white to
block being 7:5. The right-hand end of the keyboard
Is called the upper, because the keys there produce high
tones, and the left-hand end Is correspondingly called the
lower. The white key next below (to the left of) the upper
key of every group of three black keys Is called A ; the next
white key to the right of this Is called B ; the next Is
called C ; and so on, up to O, next to which another A Is

found. In Germany, by a curious difference of nomen-
clature, B Is always called H, and Bb is called B. (SeeB iruadratum and B rotundum, under B.) In tuning, the
tones produced by the various keys called by the same
letter-name are made exact octaves of each other. The
black keys are named by reference to the white keys on
either side of them : thus, the black key between A and
B Is either AJ or Bjj, that between C and D Is either CJ or
D(,. etc. When a white key Is to be specially distin-
guished from a black one, It Is called a natural: hence
a scale or series of tones produced by using only white keys
Is called the natural tcale, and Its key (tonality) is called
the natural key. (See keyl.) In general, a key next on the
right to any given key Is the sharp of the latter, and the
second key to the right is its double sharp; while a key
next on the left to any given key b> the fat of the latter,
and the second key to the left Is Its double flat. Thus,
every key on the keyboard, except the black key called
either GJ or

Aj>,
has three names : as A = Gs = Bst,, B =

Ax = Cfr, C = BJ =
DfcK, etc.; A- = Bfc = CWj, CJ = =

Bx, etc. (See Jlatl and sharp.) The several keys and oc-
Uvesare usually calculated from middle C theC nearest
the center of the keyboard, and historically the middle
tone of the medieval hexachord system (see hexachord)
the vibration-number of whose tone is theoretically from
260 to 265. (See C.) The keyboard of the organ usually
extends four to five octaves, from the second C below
middle C to the third A or C above middle C; that of the
pianoforte usually extends six to seven or seven and a third
octaves, from the third A below middle C to the fourth A
or C above middle C. The organ usually has keyboards
both for the hands and for the feet, the former being dis-

tinguished as manual keyboards or manuals, the latter as
pedal keyboards or pedals; and there are usually two or
more manual keyboards, each with its own sets of pipes or
stops, and capable of being used either independently or
in conjunction with the others. The principal keyboard Is
that of the great organ ; that above ft is that of the swell
organ; that below It (when there are three\ that of the
choir organ. (See organ.) In the old harpsichords and
similar Instruments two keyboards were sometimes pro-
vided, the one producing tones of different quality or
force from the other. The keyboard has been developed
gradually. Its first appearance was about the end of the
eleventh century, when large levers that could be manip-
ulated only by the whole hand or a blow of the flst, hav-
ing a dtp of several Inches or even a foot, were Intro-
duced into the organ, and later Into the clavichord and
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nu^x U D .u.,.vi..-n.B,-i,,uuuii,. .=,-. key-Signature (ke'sig"na-tur), . In musical

keyhole (ke'hol), n. 1. A hole or aperture in notation, the sharps or flats placed at the head ot

a door or lock for receiving a key.
*v - -i-'""- "--*- . *~,.,i^.,~f *i,o ,,. ,!

similar instruments. Only the levers corresponding to key-head (ke'hed), M. A head, as of a bolt, so keyship (ke'ship),
the modern white keys (diatonbt) were used at first

; those shaped as to serve to bind or lock the object to as tonality.
corresponding to the modern black keys (chromatics) were , ...

. ,. ,
J -

introduced in the twelfth to the fourteenth century, proba-
which it IS attached.-Key-head bolt. See MIL

bly in this order : Bfr, ft, Gt, %, Gfr The chromatics were
first placed in a, distinct row from the diatonics ; but in

the fifteenth century all were combined into a single key-
board. The pedal keyboard was invented for the organ
about the same time. Until the close of the eighteenth

century the keys were colored white and black in exactly
reverse order from the modern custom. (For a descrip-
tion of the mechanical details of the keyboard, see organ
and pianoforte.) The gradual development of the key-
board kept pace with the gradual unfolding of the theory
of the musical scale and of tonality. (See temperament.)
To avoid the inaccuracy of many of the intervals in equal

temperament, keyboards with more than twelve digitals

and tones to the octave have been devised, but their use

key-valve

[< key
1 + -ship.] Same

,

has been principally confined to acoustical investigations.
The mechanical manipulation of the keyboard in musical

performance involves a thorough muscular discipline

Make the doors upon a woman's wit, and it will out at

the casement ;
shut that, and 'twill out at the key-hole.

Shale., As you Like it, iv. 1, 164.

But through the Key-holes and the Chinks of Doors,
And thro' the narrow's! Walks of crooked Pores,

He [Michael] past.

Cowley, Pindaric Odes, xiv. 15.

2. In carp., a hole or excavation passing through
beams intended to be joined together, to receive
the key which fastens them. 3. A small piece
of water connected with a lake or other larger

body; a little lake or bay. [New Brunswick.]
of the hands. See touch, fingering, technique. Choir, keyhole (ke'hol), V. i.; pret. and pp. keyholed,
great, pedal, solo, swell keyboards, in organ-build- ppr . keyholing. [< keyhole, .] To strike length-
ing, the keyboards belonging respectively to the choir, * afk /,,ft; i *v, i.,,.,,,,i !,,,!.. ,<i,;..i> wa&m-
great, pedal, solo, and swell organs. See organ.

key-bolt (ke'bolt), n. Any bolt kept in posi-

key-bone
clavicle.

.

(ke'bon), The collar-bone; the

bles a keyhole : said of a bullet in target-shoot-

tion byVkey or cotter, in "distinction from one
kelhole-guard (ke

'

hol-gard), n. A sort of
having a nut.

_ , .. , ., shield to cover a keyhole when the key is not
inserted. Also key-guard.

keyhole-limpet (ke'h61-lim'"pet), n. A gastro-

pod of the family Fissurellida;. There are several

genera, as Fisgurella, Emarginula, and others. These lim-

pets derive their name from a perforation resembling a

keyhole at the apex of the shell. See cut under Fiisurel-

lidte.

keyhole-saw (ke'hol-sa), n. A narrow, slender
saw used for cutting out sharp curves, such as
those of a keyhole : same as compass-saw.
keynardt, " A variant of caynard.
key-note (ke'not), n. 1. In music, the tone on
which a key (tonality) is founded; a tonic. See

key1 ,
7 (6). Hence 2. A central principle or

idea; the pivotal point in a system, a com-

position, or a course of action; a controlling

thought.
We have had, first of all, that remarkable discourse on

Self-Limited Diseases, which has given the keynote to the

prevailing medical tendency of this neighborhood.

key-bugle (ke'bu"gl), n.

A variety of bugle in-

vented about 1815, hav-

ing six keys and a com-
plete chromatic compass
of about two octaves. It

is now superseded by
valve-instruments. Also called Kent bugle.

the staff to indicate the tonality of the piece and
the black digitals to be used in performing it

upon the keyboard. See key1
,
7 (b), and signa-

ture.

keystone (ke'ston), n. 1. The stone of an arch

(typically the uppermost stone), which, being
the last put in, is

regarded as key-
ingorlockingthe
whole structure

together; the
stone at the apex
of an arch. in
Roman and Renais-
sance arches the

keystone is very
commonly sculp-
tured as a decorative
feature. In groined
medieval vaults the

keystone at the in-

tersection of the ribs

at the summit of the
vault is usually orna-

ented with a sculptured
or pendant. In a true
xtradosed arch no one

of the voussoirs is more im-

Key-bugle.

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xxxvi.

key-chain (ke'chan), n. A chain fastened at

one end to the cheek of a gun-carriage and at

the other to the key, to prevent its loss. See
cut under gun-carriage.

key-chord (ke'kdrd), n. In music, the tonic triad

of any key (tonality). See triad.

key-coldt (ke'kold), a. [Formerly also keacpld,._ , ._ ... ..- . - 0. W. Holmes, Med. Essays, p. 182.

kaycold; < key
1 + cold.] Cold as a key; icy; key-pattern (ke'pat'ern), n. See meander and

lifeless; inanimate. fre$, 2.

And finally let vs consider by Christes saying vnto them, key-piece (ke'pes), TO. A log which, caughtby a
that if we would not suffer the strength and honour of roek or other obstruction in a stream, causes a_
our faith to waxe luke-warme, or rather kay-colde, and in

maner leese his vigour by scattering our mindes abrode
about so many triflyng thinges, etc.

Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation, fol. 8.

Either they marry their children in their infancy, when
they are not able to know what love is, or else matche
them with inequality, ioyning burning sommer with kea-

cold winter, their daughters of twenty years olde or vnder
to rich cormorants of three score or vpwards.

J. Lane, Tell-Trothes New Yeares Gift (1593), p. 5

[(Shak. Soc.).

jam of logs. [U. S.]

key-pin (ke'pin), n. In an organ or pianoforte,
a pin which passes through a key of the key-
board and on which the key plays as on a pivot
or center, so that when the front of the key is

depressed by the finger the part on the other
side of the pin, called the key-tail, rises. In

each key one such pin is inserted.

key-pipe (ke'pip), TO. In a lock, a pipe or tube
Poor key-cold figure of a holy king ! in which the key turns.
Pale ashes of the

house^^ancaster^ ^ ^ ^ key-plate (ke
'

plat), TO. In carp., same as es-

Her apostolick vertu is departed from her, and hath
kev-POinVVke'point), TO. That point of a rnili-

left her Key-cold. Mtlton, Church-Government, ,1. ^W^ ^trenched or otherwise, in which
its principal strength lies, and the loss of which
would force the assailed to retire.

key-color (ke'kul"or), . In painting, a leading
color in a picture or composition.
key-desk (ke'desk), n. In organ-building, the key-ring (ke'ring), TO. 1. A finger-ring from

which projects a tongue or blade which is either

fixed or movable on a hinge, and serves as the

key to a lock. Such key-rings were formerly
common, and were often of rich design. 2. A
ring used for keeping a number of keys toge-
ther by being passed through their bows.

caries' form of cheiri, the specific name.] The
wallflower, Cheiranthuscheiri: more specifically
called apothecaries' keyry.

desk-like case in which the keyboards and the

stop-knobs are contained. The position of the key-
desk with reference to the organ proper may be various,

especially when the action is extended, or when pneumatic
or electrical appliances are employed.

key-drop (ke
'

drop), . A keyhole-guard of

the modern form, usually attached to the es-

cutcheon by a pivot and falling by its own
weight to cover the keyhole.
keyed (ked), a. [< key1 + -ed2.] 1. Having
keys, as a musical instrument : as, a keyed flute

~~~
/r~\

or trombone; a fcei/ed cithara orharmonica. See *3"_<$>! ": %!; - ^Tom ^e first^ ?f the

key
1

,
4 (a) and (6). 2. Set or pitched in a par-

ticular key. See Icey^.v. t., 2 Keyed-stop violin.
See key-stop. Keyed violin, a musical instrument simi-
lar in shape to a pianoforte, having strings and a key-
board, but the tone being produced by the action of little

horsehair bows pressed against the strings by the keys.

key-fastener (ke'fas"n6r), n. 1. Anything
used to prevent the turning of a key, as a loop

Manx kiare-as-feed, four-and-twenty, designat-
ing the number of representatives, < kiare, four

(=Grael. ceithir= lT. cethir, etc., =E./or),+ as,

and, + feed, twenty (= Gael, fichead = Ir. fiche,

Keys, the name of the body of twenty-four rep-
resentatives which constitutes the lower branch

K, K, Keystones. Keystone.

(From Viollet-le-Duc's " Diet, de 1'Architecture.")

portant to the stability of the structure than any other.

See arch>, n., 2.

'Tis the last key-stone
That makes the arch, the rest that there were put
Are nothing till that comes to bind and shut.

B. Jonson, To Sir Edward Sackvile.

That hour o' night's black arch the key-stane.

Burns, Tarn o' Shanter.

Hence 2. A supporting principle; the chief

element in a system ;
that upon which the re-

mainder rests or depends.
The tenet of predestination was the keystone of his re-

ligion. Macaulay, Hist Eng., vii.

In a very interesting letter of Gauss to W. Weber, he
refers to the electrodynamic speculations with which he
had been occupied long before, and which he would have

published if he could then have established that which
he considered the real keystone of electrodynamics, name-

ly the deduction of the force acting between electric par-
ticles in motion from the consideration of an action be-

tween them, not instantaneous, but propagated in time,
in a similar manner to that of light.

Clerk Maxwell, Elect and Mag., II. 435.

3. In chromolithography, the first stone on
which the picture is drawn or photographed, to

serve as an outline guide in preparing the other

stones for the colors, a copy of the keystone
being made on each stone for printing a single
color. See lithography.
A drawing of the subject, in outline, on transfer tracing-

paper, is made in the ordinary way ; when transferred to a
stone, this drawing is called the key-stone, and it serves as

a guide to all the others. Ure, Diet, III. 135.

4. In a Scotch lead-smelting furnace, a block of

cast-iron used to close up the space at each end
of the forestone, and to fill up the space be-

tween the forestone and the back part of the
furnace Keystone State, the State of Pennsylvania :

so called because, in the geographical order of the origi-

nal thirteen States of the American Union, Pennsylvania
occupies the middle (seventh) place. This order is repre-
sented by an arch of thirteen stones, with Pennsylvania
as the keystone.

key-Stop (ke'stop), n. A digital or key so fitted

to a violin as to control the stopping of the

strings. A violin provided with key-stops is

called a key-stop or keyed-stop violin.use to prevent te turning of a key, as a loop thegsatuec cae a ey-stop or eye-sop von.
of wireliung over the door-knob and passed of Man. key-tail (ke'tal), . In an organ or pianoforte,

the neighboring island, in this respect that the mem-

through the bow of the key. 2. A tapered or

wedge-shaped piece of metal which holds the
breech-block or breech-plug of a gun firmly
closed when it is inserted in the seat: a modi-
fication of the grip-fastener.
key-file (ke'fil), n. A flat file of a uniform sec-
tion throughout, used by locksmiths.

key-fruit (ke'frot), n. Same as samara.

key-guard (ke'gard), n. Same as keyhole-
guard.

key-harp (ke'harp), n. A musical instrument
similarm shape and action to a pianoforte, but keysart, n. See kaiser1 .

having tuning-forks in place of strings. key-seat (ke'set), n. A key-bed.

that part of the keys of a manual which is be-

yi* the key-pin/and which rises when the

, front of the key is depressed.
bers dispensed with the people, and solemnly elected each key-tone (ke'ton), n. Same as key-note, 1.
other. Wilkie Collins, Armadale, ii. 3.

key-trumpet (ke'trum'pet), . A trumpet in
The Keys were at oneitime self-elected, but in 1866 they wticn the length of the vibrating column of

air an(J thug
6
the Hch of the tSne, is con-

Dolled by holes in the side of the tube which
are opened and closed by means of levers or

keys.
J. Bryce, American Commonwealth, I. 216, note. key-Valve (ke'valv), n. In music, the pad or

valve-plug which closes an aperture on the side

of the tube of a wind-instrument. E. D.

consented to popular election. Encyc. Brit., XV. 452.

assembly
mt vote sep-

arately. The Governor presides, as the English king did
in his Great Council.



keyway

keyway (ke
'

\vS), M. A mortise made for the

reception of a key ;
a slot in the round hole of

a wheel for the reception of the key whereby
the wheel ia secured to the shaft. E. II. Kiiii/li I.

keywoodt (ko'wud). . [ME., < /,<//- + MUMP.]
\\oipil landed nt, and perhaps sold from, a quay.
That better Konernaunce and rule be hadd, and hrttrr

ouersipht, vpimM kt-i/icoinl, crates, and colez, and bugles
to mete hem with.

'

KwjlM (JiMs (K. K. T. S.), p. 383.

key-word (ke'werd), . A word which serves
as a key, guide, or explanation to the meaning,
use, or pronunciation of other words, or to other

matters.

These (books) are of poets, indicated by key-ward P.:

prose writers, key-ward P. W. Science, XIII. 188.

The keii-icord of life is "Thy will be done."
tf. S. Merriam, 3. Bowles, II. 66.

K. Q. An abbreviation of Knight of the Garter.

See i/tn-li'i:

K. O. F. An abbreviation of Knight of tlic

(inlili'ii I'leece. See fleece.
kh. A digraph not occurring in native English
words, or words of other Teutonic, Romance,
Latin, or Greek origin-but common in the trans-

literation of Arabic, Persian, Hindustani, and
other Oriental words, in which it usually rep-
resents an aspirated k equivalent to the Scotch
and German ch (ch).

kbaftan, . See caftan.

khair-gum (klr'gum), . A gum yielded by the
bark of the khair-tree.

khair-tree (kar
'

tre), n. [< E. Ind. khnir + E.

/>.] An East Indian tree, Acacia Ctitethu.
From its heart-wood Is extracted the true catechu, and a

gum resembling gum arable exudes from its bark. Its

wood is hard and durable.

khakan (kii-kiln'), . [Pers. (> Turk.) khdqdn,
an emperor, a king, sovereign. Hence Buss.

kaganii, ML. chacanus, cacanus, chaganug, ca-

ganus, MGr. ^aydnof, emperor or khan (of Ta-

tary). The word khan1 is different.] An em-
peror; a king.

An embassy from Justin to the Khakdn, or Emperor,
mentions the Tartarian ceremony of purifying the Roman
Ambassadors by conducting them between two flres.

Sir W. Jones, Histories and Antiquities of Asia, p. 118.

khaki (kii'ki), a. and n. [Ind. khaki, dusty,

earthy, < AAaA", dust, earth, ashes.] I. a. Dust-
colored or clay-colored: adopted from Hindu
use.

It is a fawn-coloured glove, similar to those now being
sold in London shops as khaki deerskin, but with hand-
some embroidery and fringe, fi. andQ., 7th ser., VII. 369.

II. n. A kind of light drab or chocolate-col-
ored cloth used for the uniforms of some East
Indian regiments.
khaleb (kal'eb), . [Turk.] A measure of

length, the Turkish pik, or pik halebi. Accord-

ing to the Russian Commission, it is 26.89 English inches ;

but the khaleb of Moldavia is 26.43 English inches. That
of Wallachia contains by law 2 feet 2J inches, English
measure.

khalif, khaliff. . See calif.

khamsin.(kam sin), . [Also kamsin; < Turk.
Ar. khamsin, a simoom (see def.), the fifty days
preceding the vernal equinox, < Ar. khamsin, fif-

ty, fiftieth, < khams, khamse, five.] A hot south-
east wind that blows regularly in Egypt for

about fifty days, commencing about the mid-
dle of March.
khan1 (kan, kau, or kau), n. [Formerly also

kawn, kaun, can, < ME. kan, cane, chan, chane,
chum = F. kan, khan = G. chan, khan = Buss.
khanii= MGr. x^ft K&VTK = Turk, khan, < Pers.

khan, a prince; of Tatar origin.] The title of

sovereign princes in Tatar countries, whose
dominions are known as khanates, and of no-

madic chiefs and various state officers in Per-

sia
; also, one of the titles of the sultan of Tur-

key. The title has degenerated in dignity. In Persia and
Afghanistan It has now a vague value, about equivalent to

esquire, and in India it haa become a common affix to the
names of respectable Hindus, especially of those who claim
a Pathan descent.

But estwarde on the see syde
A prynce there is that rulyth wyde,
Callyd the Cane of Catowe (Cathay).

Interlude of the Four Elements (ed. Halliwell, 1848).

Both of them seruing the great Can in those warres:

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 437.

In Xanadu did Kubla Klum
A stately pleasure-dome decree,
Where Alph, the sacred river, ran.

Coleridge, Kubla Khan.

khan2 (kan), n. [Formerly also kawn, kaun, kane,
cane, hane; < Turk, khan = Hind. klidn(i,<. Pers.

khdna, a house, dwelling.] One of a class of un-
furnished inns in Turkish and some other Ori-

ental lands, generally belonging to the govern-
ment. Some are designed for the gratuitous use of trav-
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elers and pilgrims ; others, of a better kind, for the accom-
modation of traders and their trains and wares, the traders

paying charges.

The Cane lockt up by the Turks at noons and at nights,
for feare that the Franks should suffer or otfer any -nit

rage. Sandys, Travailes, p. 90.

The khan (In Syria] is usually built around a courtyard,
with sheds or booths for the animals occupying the ground
floor, while the travelers may take what chance there is

for sleep on the more elevated platforms.
The Century, XXXV. 817.

khanate(kan'at or kan'at), n. [< khan* + -o<3.]
The dominion or jurisdiction of a khan.
The khanate was annexed to Muscovy more than three

centuries ago. D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 4.

khanjee (kan'je), n. [Repr. Hind, khangi,

khanagi, Beng. khdnki, belonging to the house,
< Pers. khanagi, belonging to the house, < khdna,
house: see khan2.'] The keeper of a khan or

Oriental inn.

Everybody looks pleased [at a departure from a khan)
except the khanjee. J. Baker, Turkey, p. 220.

khansamah, khansuma (kan'sa-ma, -su-ma),
n. [Hind. khdnsdnidn : see OOMMMft.] An
East Indian servant. See consumah.
khanum (ka-nSm'), n. [Also tanum; < Turk.
khanim (Ar. khdnam), a lady, < khan, a lord:

see khan1.] A lady of rank; the feminine of

the title khan.

khass (kas), a. [Hind, khass, private, special.]

Special; reserved; also, royal: as, ichasx rev-

enues; khass lands.

khatzum-oil (kat'zum-oil), M. [< E. Ind. khat-

zum + E. oil.'} An oil obtained in India from
the composite plant Vtrnonia anthelmintica.

khawass (ka-was'), n. Same as eavass.

Khaya (ka'yft), . [NL. (Adrien de Jussieu,

1830), from the Senegambian name of the tree.]
A genus of polypetalous plants of the natural
order Meliacece, tribe Sicieteniea;, distinguished
from Sicietenia, the true mahogany, in having
4 instead of 5 petals, an 8-lobed instead of a
10-toothed stamen-tube, and compressed in-

stead of winged seeds. They are tall trees with wood
resembling mahogany, abruptly pinnate leaves of few leaf-

let*, and crowded panicles of flowers at the ends of the
branchlets. Two species are now recognized, only one of

which, however, has acquired any economic importance.
This is the A'. Seneaalensis, a native of Senegambia, which
is called Senegal mahogany, and also sometimes cailcctlra.

Khayese (ka'ye-e), n. pi. [NL. (Reichenbach,
1837), < Khaya + -eas.~\ A subdivision ("sec-
tion ") of mefiaceous plants of the tribe Surietc-

n ii ir, founded on the genus Khaya, not general-
ly recognized by modern botanists.

khedival (ke-de'val), a. [< khedive + -a/.] Of
or pertaining to the khedive of Egypt. Also
klicdivial.

khedive (ke-dev'), . [= F. kliedice,< Turk, khi-

dic, < Pers. khidiic, khaditc, khudiw, a king, lord,

great prince, sovereign, khidewi, the viceroy of

Egypt.] The title of the viceroy of Egypt,
assumed by Ismail Pasha- in 1867, under a con-
vention with his suzerain the Sultan of Turkey:
an agreement made between them in 1866 had
established for the first time hereditary succes-
sion in his family.
khedivial (ke-de'vi-al), a. Same as khedival.

khenna (ken'S), . Another form of henna.

khilat, n. See killut.

khirkah (ker'ka), n. A robe used by dervishes,
fakirs, or ascetics in Moslem countries; a reli-

gious habit made of shreds and patches. Hughes,
Diet. Islam.

khitmutgar (kit'mut-g8r), . [Alsokitmut-
gar, khidmutgar, and kitmudgar; <. Hind, kliitl-

matqdr,
a servant, butler,< khidmat, service, at-

tendance^ -gar, denoting an agent.] In India,
a servant, usually Mohammedan, whose duty it

is to wait at table ; an under-butler.

It [an English child) slaps the mouth of a gray-haired
khansuiuah with Its slipper, and dips its poodle's pawl In
a Mohammedan khitmutgar'e rice.

J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 342.

kibbler

Khivan (ke'van), a. [< Khiva (see def.) + -an.]
Of or pertaining to Khiva, a city and khanate
on the west bank of the Oxus in central Asia,

temporarily occupied by the Russians in 1873,
but now nominally independent.
The collection of the Indemnity falls upon the Khiran

authorities. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 83.

Khlistie, . [Buss., < khlestati, khluintati, lash,

switch, < khluistu, a whip, switch.] A power-
ful Russian sect, the members of which called

themselves People of God. They were follower! of

one Daniel, who declared himself to be a manifestation of

the Almighty, and Inculcated twelve commandment*, In-

cluding celibacy and total abstinence from strong drinks.

The members are called Lathers and Danielilei.

kholah (ko'lii), . [E. Ind.] The East Indian

jackal. Cants aureus.

khuskhus(kus'kus), n. [Hind.] Sameasctu-
I-IIX-.

khutbah (kut'bft), . [Ar. khutba, khotba, an

address.] A Mohammedan prayer and sermon
or formal oration in Arabic delivered in the

mosques on Fridays at the beginning of meridi-

an prayer. It la regarded by Mussulmans as the most
sacred part of their service, and the recital of his name In

this oration is a high prerogative of the sultan or ameer.
In India the expression

' ' Ruler of the Age
"
It substituted.

Also spelled khotbah.

kl(ke), n. [Hawaiian.] A liliaceous plant, Cor-

dylinc terminalis, which is distributed through
the Pacific islands, the Malay archipelago, and
in China. In the Hawaiian Islands its root is baked and
eaten. It also affords an intoxicating drink by fermenta-
tion or distillation. The natives regard the plant as sacred,
and place it around graves. Elsewhere in Polynesia the

name IB '/.

kiabooca-wood (ke-a-bo"ka-wud), n. [< E. Ind.

kiabocco + E. tcood 1
.] An ornamental wood

exported from Singapore and produced in many
of the Malayan islands and New Gninea. it ap-

pears to be merely the burl-wood of the same tree which
affords the lingo or lingoa-wood, namely Pterocarput In-

dicus of the order Lfyuminowe. It is colored in shades of

yellowish red beautifully mottled with curls or knot* of

a darker hue. It Is much used in the East and to some ex-

tent in Europe for inlaying and the manufacture of small

articles, such as snuff-boxes. Also Amboyna wood, kia-

bouea, Inabocca, kyaliuca, etc. See Pterocarpus.

kiack(ki-ak'),- [Burmese.] In Burma, a Bud-
dhist temple.
The people [of Pegu) send rice and other things to that

kiack or church of which they be.

Uakluyt'i Voyages, II. 261.

When they enter Into their Kiack, at the dore there Is a

great iarre of water, with a Cocke or a Ladle in it, and
there they wash their feete. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 4S9.

kiak, n. See kayak.
kiang (kyang), n. [Chinese.] A river: a part
of many place-names in China and neighboring
countries : as, Yang-tse-fctan</ (that is, the river

Yang-tse). Also spelled keang.

kiaugh (kyach), . [Origin obscure.] Toil;

trouble; anxiety. [Scotch.]
The lisping Infant, prattling on his knee,
Does a' his weary kiaugh an' care beguile.

Burns, Cottar's Saturday Night.

Kibara (ki-ba'ra), n. [NL. (Endlicher, 1836),
from the Javanese name of K. cortacea.] A ge-
nus of dicotyledonous apetalous plants belong-
ing to the natural order Monimiuct-tr, having uni-

sexual, generally monoacipus flowers, the male
with a perianth of 4 connivent lobes, and from
5 to 8 stamens in two series, the 4 outer oppo-
site the lobes. They are tree* or shrubs with opposite
leaves and small flowers In cymes or short panicles. The
fruit consists of numerous ovoid drupes resting upon a
broad disk-shaped receptacle. Some dozen species are

known, Inhabiting the East Indies, the Malay archipelago,
and Australia. K. coriacea Is a large tree of Malacca and
Java, having large, opposite, ovate-oblong leaves. K. ma-
crophylla of New .South Wales and Queensland Is an ever-

green tree called the black, Australian, or Qiteriuland ink-

berry.

kibbal. . See kibble*.

kibble* (kib'l), v. ; pret. and pp. kibbled, ppr.
kibbling. [ Perhaps JIM unassibilated and vari-

ant freq. of chip
1

, t.] I. trans. 1. To bruise or

grind coarsely, as malt, beans, etc. Salop.
2. To clip roughly, as a stone.

II. in trans. To walk lame. [Prov. Eng.]
kibble-', kibbal (kib'l, kib'al), n. [Origin un-

certain.] 1. The bucket or a draw-well, or of
the shaft of a mine. [Prov. Eng.] 2. A stick

with a curve or knob at the end, used in playing
the game of nurspell.
kibble-chain (kib'1-chan), n. The chain that

draws up the kibble or bucket from a mine.

One day at the shaft's month, reaching after the Hbblf-

chain maybe he was in liquor, maybe not, the Lord

knows, but I didn't know him again, sir, when we picked
him up. Kingsley, Yeast, vil.

kibbler (kib'ler), H. One who or that which
kibbles or cuts

; especially, a machine for grind-



kibbler

ing or cutting beans and peas for cattle. [Prov.

Eng.]
kibbling (kib'ling), n, [Appar. verbal n. of

kibble^, v., as a small bit cut off.] A part of a

small fish used as bait by fishermen on the

banks of Newfoundland. Also spelled Tabling.

kibdelophane (kib-del'o-fan), n. [< Gr. /3oV

/tof, spurious, base, + -V"TC, appearing, < <j>ai-

vcatiai, appear.] A variety of ilmenite ortitanic

iron ore.

kibe (kib), n. [Appar. < W. cibi (fern, y gibi),

a chilblain ;
of. cibwst, chilblains, prob. < cib, a

cup,+ gwst, a humor, malady.] A chap or crack

in the flesh, caused by cold; an ulcerated chil-

blain, as on the heel.

My followers grow to my heels like kibes I cannot stir

out of doora for 'era. Chapman, Monsieur D'Olive, v. 1.

Fat. I am almost out at heels.

Pist. Why, then, let kibes ensue.

Shak., M. W. of W., L 3, 35.

kibed (klbd), a. [< kibe + -ed2.] Chapped;
cracked with cold; affected with chilblains:

as, kibed heels.

Kibessia (ki-bes'i-a), n. [NL. (A. P. de Can-

dolle, 1828), from the Javanese name of the

plant. ] Agenus of polypetalous plants belong-

ing to the natural order Lythrariece, or, accord-

ing to some authors, to the Melastomaeece, tribe

AstroniecB, type of the old suborder Kibessiece,
characterizedbyhaving the irregular somewhat
4-lobed limb of the hood-shaped calyx warty
and spinous (the spines sometimes barbed at

the tip), 8 stamens, and a 4-celled ovary. They
are smooth shrubs with angled or winged branches, coria-

ceous, oblong-ovate, 3-nerved leaves, obtuse at the atten-

uate apex, and large blue flowers on axillary, 1- to 3-ftow-

ered peduncles. Thirteen species have been described, in-

habiting the Malay archipelago and Philippine Islands.

Kibessieas (kib-e-si'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Naudin,
1859), < Kibessia +'-ew.~\ A suborder of me-
lastomaceous plants, typified by the genus Ki-
bessia : nearly the same as the tribe Astroniece.

kibin (kib'in), n. [W. c%.] A Welsh corn-

measure, equal to half a bushel.

kibitka (ki-bit'ka), n. [Russ. kibitka, the tilt

or cover of r '-L

a wagon, a i

tilt-wagon,
a Tatar tent;
of Tatar ori-

gin.] 1. A
circular tent
used by the

Kirghiz and
other Ta-
tars, it is

about 12 feet
in diameter,
with a rounded
top. The sides
are formed of

collapsible

Kibitka, or Kirghiz Tent.

folding lattice-work, and the roof of slender, slightly
curved poles ; both sides and roof are covered with thick
felt. There is an opening for smoke and a flap for the
door.

2. A Russian cart or wagon with a rounded top,
covered with felt or leather. It serves as a kind
of movable habitation, and is used for traveling
in winter.

Formerly the journey from Novogorod to Moscow was
most painfully accomplished in ninety hours in a kibitka

a cart, or rather a cradle for two, in which the driver
... sat close to the horses' tails, the hinder part of the
cart being shaded by a semicircular hood of laths covered
with birch bark. These vehicles have no springs, and are
fastened togetherby wooden pegs. The luggage is placed
at the bottom, and covered by a mattress, upon which an
abundant supply of feather-beds alone renders the jolt-

ing endurable. A. J. C. Hare, Russia, y.

kiblah (kib'lii), n. [Ar. qibla, that which is

opposite, the South, < qabl, before, qabala, be
opposite.] The point toward which Moham-
medans turn in prayer. This was, according to Mo-
hammedan authorities, at first the Kaaba in Mecca, but
after the flight to Medina it was for some time Jerusalem,
and then again changed to Mecca. Any object of strong
desire or devotion is also spoken of as a kiblah.

There have been few incidents more disastrous in then-

consequences to the human race than this decree of Mo-
hammed changing the Kibla from Jerusalem to Mekka.
Had he remained true to his earlier and better faith, the
Arabs would have entered the religious community of the
nations as peacemakers, not as enemies and destroyers.

Osborne, Islam under the Arabs, p. 58.

kibling (kib'ling), n. See kibbling.
kibosh (ki-bosh'), n. [Also kybosh; a slang
word, of obscure origin.] The form, manner,
style, or fashion of something ;

the thing : as,
that is the proper kibosh; full dress is the cor-
rect kibosh for the opera. [Slang.]
kiby (ki'bi), a. [< kibe + -j

1
.] Affected with

kibes or chilblains.
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And he haltith often that hath a kyby hele.

Sketton, Garlande of Laurell.

kichelt, kitchelt, [< ME. kichil, kechel, <

AS. eicel, a cake ; prob. akin to cake1
, cooky.'] A

small cake. Also spelled kichil God's kichel.
See Godi.

Gil us a busshel whete, malt, or reye,
A Goddes kechyl [var. kichil], or a trype of chese.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 39.

kick (kik), v. [< ME. kiken, < W. cicio (colloq. ),

kick (cf . cic, foot), = Gael, ceig, kick.] I. trans.

1. To give a thrust or blow to with the foot;
strike with the foot: as, to kick a dog; to kick

an obstruction out of one's way.
And by mute

Disdain kicks back what Words could not refute.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, vi. 34.

Perhaps it was right to dissemble your love,
But why did you kick me down stairs?

J. P. KemMe, The Panel, i. 1.

There he watches yet !

There like a dog before his master's door !

Kicfd, he returns. Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

2. To strike in recoiling : as, an overloaded gun
kicks the shoulder.

Some muskets so contrive it

As oft to miss the mark they drive at.

And, though well aimed at duck or plover,
Bear wide, and kick their owners over.

J. Trumbull, McFingal, L 96.

3. In printing, to operate or effect by impact
of the foot on a treadle : used with relation to

some kinds of small job-presses : as, to kick a

Gordon press ; to kick off a thousand impres-
sions. [U. S.] 4. Testing, as a wasp. [Prov.

Eng.] 5. To reject, as a suitor; jilt. [Vulgar,
southern TJ. S.] To kick one's heels. See heeli.

To kick the beam. See beam. To kick the bucket.
See bucket. To kick up a row or a dust. See dusti.

II. intrans. 1. To strike out with the foot;
have the habit of striking with the foot: as, a
horse that kicks.

For trewAy ther is noon of us alle,

If any wight wol clawe us on the galle,
That we nel kike, for he seith us sooth.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 85.

They contemn all physic of the mind,
And, like galled camels, kick at every touch.

B. Jonsm, Every Man out of his Humour, Ind.

2. To thrust out the foot with violence, as in

wantonness, resistance, anger, or contempt.
Then trip him, that his heels may kick at heaven.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 3, 93.

Hence 3. To manifest opposition or strong
objection; offer resistance. [Now chiefly

slang.]
Wherefore kick ye at my sacrifice and at mine offering,

which I have commanded? 1 Sam. ii. 29.

You hold the woman is the better man :

A rampant heresy, such as, if it spread,
Would make all women kiek against their Lords.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

In a late number you maintain strongly that it is the

duty of persons suffering from overcharges, insolence, and
other forms of oppression to kick. You urge that the op-

pressor argues from our American charity, "bearing all

things
" with silent fortitude, that we, the people, rather

like it ; and you insist that a part of our debt to society
is invariably, systematically, quickly, continuously, and
powerfully "to kick." The Nation, XLVIII. 137.

4. To recoil, as a musket or other firearm.

5. To stammer. Devonshire Dial., p. 72. [Prov.
Eng.] -TO kick against the pricks. Seeprict.-To
kick off, in foot-ball, to give the nail the first kick which
starts the play. To kick over the traces, to throw off

control; become insubordinate. [Colloq.]

kick (kik), n. [< kick, v.~\ 1. A blow or thrust
with the foot.

A kiek that scarce would move a horse

May kill a sound divine. Cowper, Yearly Distress.

2. In foot-ball : (a) The right of or a turn at

kicking the ball. (6) One who kicks or kicks off.

He's . . . the best kick and charger at Rugby.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 6.

3. The recoil of a firearm when discharged.
But he [Mr. Lowe] and I must alike be prepared to stand

the recoil of our own guns, even though the kick may be
inconvenient. Gladstone, Gleanings, I. 134.

4. A sudden and strong objection ; unexpected
resistance. [Slang.] 5. The projection on
the tang of the blade of a pocket-knife by which
the blade is prevented from striking the spring
in the act of closing. 6. A cleat or block
on the stock-board of a brick-molders' bench,
which serves to make a key in the brick. 7.

A die for bricks. 8. Fashion; novelty; thing
in vogue. [Slang, Eng.]

'Tis the kick, I say, old un, so I brought it down.
Dibdin.

9. The indentation or inner protuberance of a
molded glass bottle. [Slang, Eng.]

kickumbob
What it (a bottle] holds if it's public-house gin is uncer-

tain : for you must know, sir, that some bottles has great
kicks at their bottoms.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 511.

10. j>?. Trousers. [Slang, Eng.] Drop kick, in

foot-ball, a kick made as the ball, dropped from the hand,
rises with a bound from the ground.

Tom . . . performed very creditably, after first driving
his foot three inches into the ground, and then nearly

kicking his leg into the air, in vigorous efforts to accom-

plish a drop-kick after the manner of East.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Kugby, i. 5.

Place kick, in foot-ball, a kick made while the ball is sta-

tionary on the ground.
kickable (kik'a-bl), a. [< kick + -able.] That

may be kicked
; deserving to be kicked.

The epitome of nothing, fitter to be kickt, if shee were
of a kickable substance, than either honour'd or humour'd.

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 26.

Bigg was a most unengaging, kickable boy.
George JSKot, Middlemarch, xli.

kickee (ki-ke'), . [< kick, v., + -eel.] One
who is kicked. [Rare and jocose.]

He ... was seen . . . kicking him at the same time in

the most ignominious manner
;
and in return to all de-

mands on the part of the kickee to know the reason for

such outrage, simply remarking "You are Pigviggin."
Savage, R. Medlicott, iii. 8.

kicker (kik'er), i. 1. One who or that which
kicks.

Cham. 'Twas seme forc'd match.
If he were not kick'd to th' church o' the wedding day,
I'll never come at court. Can be no otherwise.

Perhaps he was rich ; speak, Mistress Lapet, was 't not so ?

Mist. Lapet. Nay, that's without all question.
Cham. Oho, he would not want kickers enow then.

Fletcher (and another
1

!), Nice Valour, i.

2. One who offers strong, and especially unex-

pected or perverse, opposition; one who ob-

jects or opposes ; abolter. Cf. kick, v.i.,3; w.,4.

There is of course a class of chronic kickers who are al-

ways finding fault. Elect. Rev. (Amer-X XIII. 6.

kickie-wickiet (kik'i-wik'i), a. and. Same as

kicksy-wicksy. Shak.

kickish (kik'ish), a. [< kick + -is/l.] Irritable.

[Prov. Eng.]
Is Majestas Imperii growne so kickish that it cannot

stand quiet with Salus Populi, unlesse it be fettered ?

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 59.

kickle (kik'l), a. Uncertain; unsteady; fickle;

tottering. Also keckle. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
kick-off (kik'of), n. The first kick in a game
of foot-ball.

Away goes the ball spinning towards the school goal ;

seventy yards before it touches ground, and at no point
above twelve or fifteen feet high, a model kick-off.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Kugby, i. 5.

kickshaw (kik'sha), n. [Prop, kickshaws, sing.;

formerly also kickshose, kickshoes, kecksJtose, kek-

shoes (simulating kick + shoes), earlier quelk-

chose, orig. quelquechose, < F.quelque chose, some-

thing: see quelquechose.'] 1. Something fan-

tastical or uncommon ; something trifling, not
otherwise named or described, or that has no

particular name.
SirAnd. . . . I delight in Maskes and Reuels sometimes

altogether.
Sir To. Art thou good at these kicke-chawses, Knight?

Shak., Twelfth Night (fol. 1623), i. 3, 122.

2. A light, unsubstantial dish, or kind of food.

Salads, broths, sauces, stewed meats, and other kick-

shaws. Chapman, May-Day, iv. 4.

A joint of mutton, and any pretty little tiny kickshaws,
tell William cook. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 1, 29.

kicksies (Mk'siz), n. pi. [< kicks, n.: see kick,

n., 10.] Trousers. [Slang, Eng.]
A pair of kerseymere kicksies, any colour, built very

slap-up. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 53.

kicksy-wicksyt (kik'si-wik'si), a. and n. [Also

kicky-wicky, Tcickie-wickie, and kicksy-winsif,

kicksey-tvintsey, kicksee-winsee, the second ele-

ment perhaps a sophisticated form, to bring
in an etym. explanation from wince (formerly
also winse) ; prob. a mere redupl. of kick, va-

ried in the repetition, with term, -y
1

,
or equiv.

-sy, adj. suffix.] I. a. Flickering; uncertain;
restless.

Perhaps an ignis fatuus now and then
Starts up in holes, stinks, and goes out agen ;

Such kicksy-uicksy flames shew but how dear

Thy great light's resurrection would be here.
Poems subjoined to B. Fletcher's Epigrams.

II. . A man's wife : occurring only in the

following passage, where it is used ludicrously
and without definite signification:

He weal's his honour in a box unseen,
That hugs his kicky-wicky here at home.

Shot., All's Well, ii. 3, 297.

kickumbobt, n. [Irreg. < kick or kickshaw, with
term, as in thingumbob.'] A thingumbob; a
" what's-its-name." John Taylor, 1630.



klckup

kickup (kik'up), ii. [< kick + />.] 1. A dis-

turbance. [Slang.] 2. A steamboat with

paddle-wheel astern. [Mississippi river.] 3.

In Jamaica, the water-thrush, Siuru# nawiua or

X. iHii'i-liitr/in n.ti.i: so called from the way it jerks
its tail, like a wagtail : more fully called Bexxy
kickuii. I'. II. Gosse.

kid 1
(kid), . and a. [< ME. kid, ki<l<; ki,,l<l<; <

Icel. kitili = Dan. Sw. kid = OHG. kizzi, chit:i

(also kizgin, chissin), MHG. chit:e, kizze, kitee,

Mi (also kitzin, cliizzin), G. kitze, kitz, a kid:

prob. akin to E. chifl, q. v.] I. . 1. A young
goat.

Ilath any ram
SHpp'd from the fold, or young kid lost bis dam ?

MUton, Comus, 1. 498.

2. The flesh of a young goat.
Our attendants now produced some kid and dried dates,

which, washed down with water and a touch of absinthe,
formed our meal. Harper s Mag., LXXVII. 82.

3. Leather made from the skiu of a kid, used
in making shoes and gloves. Much of the lea-

ther so used and sold as "kid" is made from
other skins. 4. The roe deer in its first year.
W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 508. 5. A child,

especially a male child. [Slang.]
I am old, yon say;

Yes. parlous old, kids, an you mark me well !

Middleton, Maetinger, and Rowley, Old Law, ii i 2.

The girl still held Oliver fast by the hand. . . . "So you
got the kid,

"
said Slkes. />/,*.,-, Oliver Twist, xx.

6. pi. Gloves made of kid or of the leather so
called. See def. 3.

The Haddens had been appropriated by a couple of

youths In frockcoats and orthodox kidi, with a suspicion
of moustaches. Mrs. Whitney, Leslie Goldthwaite, v.

II. a. Made of kid or of the leather so called.

See I., 3. Kid glove, a glove made of kid leather, or,
In trade use, of other soft leather resembling kid.

kid 1
(kid), v. t. or i. ; pret. and pp. kidded, ppr.

kidding. [< kid1 , n.~\ To bring forth (young):
said especially of a goat.

kid'2t. A Middle English preterit of kithe.

kid'2t, !> a. [ME., also kyd, kydd, kud, ked, etc.,

pp. otkithen, make known : see kithe.'] Known ;

well-known
; famous

;
renowned: formerly, in

poetry, a general term of commendation.
In the castell were a cumpany, kyd men of Arrays,
That enfouruiet were of fyght & the fet couthe.

Destruction o/ Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 322-2.

And thus he killez the knyghte with his kydd wapene
'

Morte Arthwre (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1890.

kid3 (kid), . [Cf.fci/
1
.] 1. A small tub; naut.,

a small tub or vessel in which sailors receive
their food.

The cook scraped his kids (wooden vessels out of which
sailors eat) and polished the hoops, and placed them before
the galley to await inspection.

R. II. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 209.

2. A box or wooden pen built on the deck of a

fishing-vessel to receive fish as they are caught.
Gu rry-kid, a kid or tub used to contain the gurry taken

from flsn.

kid4
(kid), n. [Early mod. E. kydde; < ME.

'kid (in comp. kidberer); prob. < W. cidys, pi.,

fagots.] 1. A fagot or bundle, as of heath or
furze. [Prov. Eng.]

Kaggota or bundles of wood for firewood are called kidt
in Yorkshire, Cambridgeshire, and Lincolnshire.

York Plays, Int., p. xxl.

2. A bundle of sticks or brush planted on a
beach to stop shingle or gather sand, to act as
a groin. E. a. Knight. 3. A bundle of sticks
or twigs strapped in front of the legs to help
a rider to keep his seat on a bucking horse.

[Australian.]
The native explained that second- or third-rate riders

very often made up a bundle of twigs, rolled up In a piece
of cloth, which they bound across the saddle with these

straps. This kid, as it is called, pressing firmly on the front
of the legs, assists immensely in keeping a rider down in
the suddle when a horse bucks heavily, but is at the same
time dangerous.

.1 C. Grant, Bush Life In Queensland, I. 109.

kid* (kid), t'. t.
; pret. and pp. kidded, ppr. kid-

ding. [< kid*, .] To bind up, as a fagot.
[Prov. Eng.]

kid5 (kid), v. t.; pret. and pp. kidded, ppr. kid-

ding. [Prob. <Wffl,n.,5.] To hoax; humbug;
deceive. [Slang.]
kid5

(kid), . [< J-irfS, r.] A hoax ; humbug.
No kid, without fooling or chaffing. [Slang, U. S. and Aus-
tralia.]

kidaris (kid'a-ris), . See cidfiris, 1.

kidbearert, n". [ME. kidbmr: < kid* + bearer.]
A fagot-bearer.

Kidberers, Oarthyners, erthe wallers, pavers, dykers.
Act of Mayor and Common Council of York, 1477, quoted

[in York Plays, p. xxi., note.

kidcotet (kid'kot), n. [Appar. < kiffr, p. a.,

known (i. e. public), + cote1 , house (of deten-
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tion). now kitty, q. v.] A common jail. [Prov.
Eng.]
On this much enduring bridge were also erected the

chantry chapel of St. William, the hall of meeting of the
town council, the "kidcote," or common gaol.

S. and Q., 7th Ber., V. 406.

kiddaw, kiddow (kid 'a, -6), n. [Corn.] A
guillemot. [Cornwall, Eng.]

In Cornwal they call the gullllam a kiddaw.

Kay (1874), p. 01. (llallivtll.)

kiddet. A Middle English preterit of kithe.

kidder (kid'er), n. [Also kiddier ; origin ob-

scure.] A forestaller; a huckster.

Licensed . . . to be a common drover of cattle, Badger,
Lader, Kidder, Carrier, and Buyer of Com, Grain, Butter
and Cheese.

License in time of Queen Anne. A. H. A. Hamilton's

[Quarter Sew., p. 270.

Kidderminster (kid'er-min-ster), n. A kind of

carpet, named from the town in England where
it was formerly principally manufactured, it is

composed of two webs Interlaced together (hence also

called two-ply carpet), consisting of a worsted warp and a
woolen weft, both warp and weft appearing on each sur-

face. It is also called ingrain carpet, from the material

being dyed In the grain. Three-ply carpet Is an Improve-
ment upon Kidderminster, admitting of a greater variety
of colors and figures.

kiddle1
(kid'l), . [Also kidel, kittle, kettle; <

ME. l.-iili'l, kiddel(Ali. kidellus, in MagnaCharta) ;

< OF. quidel, later quideav (Cotgrave), a kiddle,

prob. < Bret, kidel, a net at the month of a

stream.] 1 . A weir or fence of stakes or twigs,
set in a stream for catching fish. Kiddles for In-

tercepting salmon and other fish are often mentioned In

old statutes concerning rivers and havens.

Amocion of kiddell under payne of x. pond, . . . the vi.

article [viz. that all the weiia that ben in Thamls or in

Medwey ... be don awaye, p. 16].

Arnold"! Chron., 1602 (ed. 1811), p. 1.

For a small sum of money any rascal on the river could

buy his license, and set up kidels in the Lea and in the

Medway as well as in the Thames.
//. Dixon, Her Majesty's Tower, p. 29.

2. A fish-basket. [Pennsylvania.]
kiddle2 (kid'l), r.; pret. and pp. kiddled, ppr.
kiddling. A dialectal variant of cuddle.

kiddle3 (kid'l), a. A dialectal variant of kittle^.

kiddow, . See kiddaw.

kiddy (kid'i), v. t.; pret. and pp. kiddied, ppr.
kiddying. [Cf.WdS.J To hoax; cheat; "kid."
Dickens. [Slang.]
There they met with beggars who kiddied them on the

lurk. Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, I. 462.

kidelt, . An obsolete form of kiddle1 .

kid-fox (kid'foks), n. A young fox. Compare
kit-fox. [Rare.]

The music ended,
Well fit the kid-fox with a pennyworth.

Shak., Much Ado, 1L 8, 44.

kidge, a. See kedge^.

kidling (kid'ling), .
|j=

Icel. kidhling; as kid*
+ -ling

1
.] A young kid.

Kidlingt, now, begin to crop
Daisies In the dewy dale.

J. Cunningham, Day, A Pastoral.

kidnap (kid'nap), t'. t.
; pret. and pp. kidnapped,

ppr. kidnapping. fOrig.
a slang word, taken

from the cant of thieves; < kid1
, n., 5, + nap,

a var. of nab, snatch.] To steal, abduct, or

carry off forcibly (a human being,whether man,
woman, or child). In law it sometimes implies
a carrying beyond the jurisdiction.

Brave Mar and Fanmnre were firm, I am sure ;

The latter was kidnapt awa.
Battle of Sheri/.Muir (Child's Ballads, VIL 158).

The Janissaries, while they kept their first strength
that strength which made the Ottoman power what It was

were all kidnapped Christian children.
I-'. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 427.

kidnapper (kid'nap-er), n. One who kidnaps;
a man-stealer or child-stealer.

Enemies that have taken a Maid captive won't be guilty
of such Barbarity as this ; nor will Kidnappers themselves,
to those they have kidnapp'd away.

A. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, II. 161.

These people lye in wait for our children, and may be
considered as a kind of kidnappers within the law.

Spectator.

kidnapping (kid 'nap -ing), . [Verbal n. of

kidnap, r.] The act of stealing, abducting, or

carrying off a human being forcibly.
The other remaining offence, that of kidnapping, being

the forcible abduction or stealing away of a man, woman,
or child from their own country, and sending them into

another, was capital by the Jewish law.

Blaekstone, Com., IV. xv.

kidneert, kidneret, . Middle English forms
of kidney.

kidney (kid'ni), . [< ME. kidney, kedney, kid-

net, kidenei, a corruption of kidneer,kidnere,kide-
iirrr, kideneire, < "kid, appar. for quith (E. dial,

var. kite), the belly, + neer, Here, kidney: see

kidney-cotton

kite? and neer2
.'] 1. In ana/., a glandular struc-

ture whose function is the purification of the
blood by the excretion of urine

;
one of the renes

or reins
;
a renal organ. Kidneys are of very various

shapes and positions In the body, and often of loosely tabu-
lated structure. In the higher vertebrates they are always
paired and of compact figure, tendiug to become bean-
shaped glands, as In man. The kidneys of man are situ-
ated In the loins, opposite the upper Ininbar vertebra, be-
hind the peritoneum, embedded In fat, and capped by the
adrenals or suprarenal capsules. The left is somewhat
higher than the right, which leaves room for the liver.

They are purplish-brown In color, about 4 Inches long, 2 j

broad, and 1
J thick ; they weigh about 4) ounces. .Section

displays an outer cortical substance, darker and softer than
the rest, consisting chiefly of uriniferous tubules and MI-
pighian corpuscle*. (See corpuscle.) The toner or medul-
lary substance Is composed of numerous distinctly striated

bases i

cavity of the pelvis. There are from 8 to 18 such pyra-
mids, composed mainly of minute straight and looped
uriniferous tubules, which proceed from the cortical sub-
stance to open on the papilla;. One such papilla, or a set
of several papilla), protrudes Into a compartment of the
general cavity called a calyx; the calyces unite in three in-

fundibula, the beginnings of the

general cavity of the kidney, the
pelvis, which Is also the funnel-

shaped beginning of the ureter,
the tube by which the urine passes
to the bladder. The hilum of the
kidney Is the place on the median
or concave side of the kidney, cor-

responding to the place of the scar
on a bean, where the ureter goes
out, and where the vessels and
nerves enter. The organs are abun-

dantly supplied with nerves, blood-

vessels, and lymphatics. In its

minute and essential structure the

kidney consists of a great number
of branching, looped, and convo-
luted epithelial tunes ((/>& urini-

f'-ri). terminating in dilatations,
each dilatation enveloping a plex*
us of blood-vessels and forming iTp^o^WutinTof

Section ofHuman Kidney.
Tarenal capsule;

or cortical por-*

cones; d d, two of the pa-
pillae, projecting into their

corresponding calyces;
e t e, the three infumllbu-
la ; /. pelvis; f, ureter.

a Malpighian body. These tubes.

moreover.are abundantly supplied
with blood-vessels. Malpighian
bodies and tubules both share in
the work of secreting, but there
is reason to think that the former have to do with the
secretion of the water and less important parts of the
urine, while the elimination of the nitrogenous waste falls

on the tubular epithelium. The kidneys, or, in the singu-
lar as a collective noun, the kidney, as an important Inter-
nal organ whose condition is a more or less accurate index
of one s bodily health, and, as formerly thought, of one's
"humor" or temperament, was formerly often spoken of

(somewhat like liver,heart,tmcels, stomach, etc.) with refer-
ence to one's constitution, temperament, temper, disposi-
tion, or inward feelings. As thus used in the quotation from
Shakspere, the word has been misunderstood, as if mean-
ing

'

sort
'

or '

kind,' whence that use in later authors.

Think of that a man of my kidney think of that;
that am as subject to heat as butter ;

a man of continual
dissolution and thaw. Shak., M. W. of W., Ui. 5, 116.

Talk no more of brave Nelson, or gallant Sir Sidney,
1'is granted they're tars of a true British kidney.

Song, Newcastle Bellman. (Brocket!.)

2. Anything resembling a kidney in shape or

otherwise, as a potato.
The corn . . . rises again In the verdure of a leaf, in the

fulness of the ear, in the kidneyi of wheat
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 18S6X II. S9.

3. pi. The inmost parts ;
the reins.

Curse, curse, and then I goe.
Look now he grins, I vo anger'd him to the kidneys.

Fletcher (and another T) Nice Valour, Iv. 1.

Heavn's bright Torches, from Earth's kidneys, sup
Som somwhat dry and ln-atfull Vapours vp.

Sylocttrr, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. _'.

4t. A waiting-servant. [Cant.]
It is our custom upon the first coming of the news to

order a youth, who officiates as the kidney of the coffee

house, to get into the pulpit, and read every paper with a
loud and distinct voice. Taller, No. 268.

Capsule of the kidney. See captule. Floating kid-
ney, in patftal., a kidney which has become loose and dis-

placed in the abdomen. Also called morabit kidney.
Granular kidney. See granular. Surgical kidney,
a term somewhat loosely applied to nephritic conditions

secondary to mischief further down in the urinary tract,
but especially to suppurative pyelonephritis arising from
cystitis.

kidney-bean (kid'ni -ben), n. A leguminous
plant of the genus Pnaseolus, especially Pha-
seolus mlgaris, the common twining kidney-
bean of the gardens, also called French bean
and haricot (see cut under haricot) : so called
from the shape of the seeds, p. nanus, the field- or

bush-bean, is perhaps only a variety of the common kidney-
bean. The green pods of the common kidney-bean, with
their content*, are eaten as a "

string-bean, or the dry
seeds are baked or boiled. Kidney-bean tree, a plant
of either of the leguminous genera Wistaria and Qly-

dne, especially the American wistaria frvtetoens and the
Chinese W. Chinentis. Wild kidney-bean, Phateolus

perennit, a slender, high-climbing bean, with small purple
flowers, native in the Vnited States.

kidney-cotton (kid'ni-kot'n), . A South
American variety of long-stapled and black-



kidney-cotton

seeded cotton, whose seeds cohere in kidney-
shaped masses of eight or ten. It is referred to the
Gossi/pium reliffiosum of Linnajus (0. Peruvianum), which
is the tallest of the cotton-shrubs.

kidney-form (kid'ni-form), a. Same as kidney-
xhiijied.

kidney-link (kid'ni-lingk), . In a harness, a
coupling below the collar.

A kidney link belonging to harness hames.
Gilders Manual, p. 103.

kidney-liptt (kid'ni-lipt), . Hare-lipped.
.First, Jollie's wife is lame

;
the next, loose-hipt,

Squint-ey'd, hook-nos'd, and lastly kidnet/-lipt.

Herrick, Upon Jollie's Wife.

kidney-ore (kid'ni-6r), w. A variety of com-
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thick branches, corky bark, elliptical leaves, and flowers
resembling camellias, to which, indeed, they are closely
related botanically.

kier, n. See keir.

kieselguhr (ke'zl-gor), n. [G., < kiesel, flint,

pebble (= E. chesil), + guhr: see guhr.] A si-

licious infusorial earth, used as an absorbent
for nitroglycerin in the manufacture of dyna-
mite : same as infusorial silica.

kieserite (ke'zer-it), n. [Named after Mr. Kie-

ser, once president of the academy at Jena.]A hydrated sulphate of magnesium, occurring
in considerable beds with rock-salt at Stass-

furt, Prussia, and elsewhere, it is used in making
Epsom salts, and also indirectly in the manufacture of

Kidney-shaped Leaf of Asa-
rum liurofaHtn.

kidney-potato (kid'ni-po-ta/to), H. One of vari-
ous kidney-shaped varieties of the common po-
tato.

kidney-root (kid'ni-rot), n. The joepye-weed,
Eitpatoriumpurptireitm: in allusion to supposed
medicinal properties.

kidney-shaped (kid'ni-

shapt), a. Having the

shape or form of a kid-

ney; reniform Kidney-
shaped leaf,

in bot.
,
a leaf hav-

ing the breadth greater than
the length, and a wide sinus at
the base. The margin should
be entire, but may be crenate,
as in that of ground-ivy.

kidney-stone (kid
'
ni -

ston), n. A nodule of
brown ironstone, trav-
ersed by small veins of
calcite. Such nodules are common in the Oxford clay,
a division of the Middle Oolite, especially near Weymouth
in England.

kidney-vetch (kid'ni-vech), . A leguminous
herbaceous plant, Anthyllis vulneraria, found
chiefly in dry hilly ground throughout Europe
and in western Asia and northern Africa: so
called from its supposed medicinal properties.
It is a foot or less high, often tufted, clothed with silky
hairs, and has pinnate leaves and yellow or variably color-
ed flowers with a permanent inflated calyx,which are borne
in close heads, subtended by large bracts, and paired at
the ends of the branches. It is of some economic value
as sheep-fodder. Its specific name (from Latin rulim*. a
wound) suggests a healing property, which, however, it

possesses only as do other hairy plants. Also called
lady's fingers.

kidneywort (kid'ni-wert), n. 1. The plant

so called from some resemblance of the leaves
to a kidney, whence probably it had some re-

pute as a remedy in diseases of the kidneys.
It has fleshy, orbicular, more or less peltate leaves the
lower on long stalks. It is common on rocks, walls, etc.,
in western Europe and the Mediterranean regions. Also
called pennywort and naoelworl.

2. A book-name of Saxifraga stellaris, the star-

saxifrage.

kidnippers (kid'nip'erz), n. pi. In gun-molding,
nippers used to make the hoops taut about the
mold.
kidsman (kidz'man), n.

; pi. kidsmen (-men).
[< kid's, poss. of fciSl, 5, + man.] One who trains

young thieves. Dickens. [Thieves' slang.]
kief, kiff (kef, Mf), . [Moorish.] A substi-
tute for tobacco prepared for smoking, consist-

ing of the chopped leaves of the common hemp.
The use of tobacco for smoking appears to be unknown

in Morocco, while kief prepared from the chopped leaves
ofcommon hemp is almost universally employed for that
purpose both by Moors and Berbers.
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The Laird of Waristoun (Child's Ballads, III. 320).

kieve, . and ?>. See keeve.

Kigelia (ki-je'li-a), n. [NL. (Alphonse de
Candolle, 1845), < Kigeli-keia, the native name
on the coast of Mozambique.] A genus of

large trees of Africa, belonging to the natural
order Bignoniacea; and to the tribe Crescentiea;,
having large pinnate alternate leaves, an ample
leathery calyx with oblique, 2- to 5-cleft limb,
and the flowers in long, loose, pendent panicles.
Only three or four species are known, inhabiting the tropi-
cal and subtropical parts of Africa. The best-known spe-
cies is K. pinnata, found in Nubia, Abyssinia, Mozambique,
and as far south as Natal, also on the west coast. It is
a large tree with whitish bark and spreading branches.
The fruit is often two feet or more in length, hangingfrom
a long stalk. It has a corky rind and is filled with pulp
and numerous roundish seeds. In Nubia this tree is held
sacred, and religious festivals are conducted under it by
moonlight. The fruit, slightly roasted and cut in halves,
is applied locally in rheumatic and other complaints.
Kiggelaria (kij-e-la'ri-a), n. [NL. (Linnaeus),
named after Franz Kiggelaer, a Dutch bota-
nist.] A genus of polypetalous plants, belong-
ing to the natural order Bixineai, tribe Pangieas,
distinguished from other genera of the tribe by
distinct scarcely imbricated sepals, the apical
dehiscence of the capsules, and the numerous
stamens. They are unarmed shrubs with entire or ser-
rate leaves and few-flowered axillary racemes. Only three
species are known, natives of the warmer parts of Africa.
The anomalous character of the genus has led differ-
ent authors to make it the type of a distinct botanical

lup.

lariese (kij-e-la-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A.
Candolle, 1824), < Kiggelaria + -ece.~\ A

ts of the old order Flacourtianew,
^ ie genera Kiggelaria, Sydrocarpus,

and Melicytus, the last of which is now refer-
red to the Violariea;, and the others to the
Bixineee, tribe Pangiea;. Called Kiggelariaceat
by Link.

kikar, n. [E. Ind.] The Acacia Arabica, one
of the best gum-arabic trees. Its astringent pods,
as also its bark, are valuable for tanning, and its wood is

used for implements, gun-carriages, boat-timber, etc. See
Acacia, bablah, and gum. arabic (under gum%).

kiket, v. An obsolete form of kick. Chaucer.
kikuel-oil (ki-ko'el-oil), n. [< E. Ind. kikuel + E.

oil.] A solid fat of a dull sulphur-yellow color,
made from the seeds of Salvadora Persica, and
imported into Bombay from Gujerat for local

consumption.
kikumon (kik'ij-mon), n. [Jap., < kiku, the

Chrysanthemum imperialis, +
man, crest, badge.] A badge
or crest borne by the imperial
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measure of capacity, half a barrel or 2 firkins.

Exceptionally (a) Of soap or ale, 18 United States (old

wine) gallons, (b) Of butter, 1 hundredweight net. A
statute of 1662 recites the immemorial custom that a kil-

derkin of butter should weigh 132 pounds gross namely,
butter 112 pounds, cask 20 pounds. The kilderkin of honey,
according to a statute of 1581, is 16 wine gallons.

Massie siluer and gilt plate, some like and as bigge as
kilderkins. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 465.

Two kilderkins of butter, put in by Mr. Peirce for Ser-

jeant Willes. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 470.

A tun of man in thy large bulk is writ ;

But sure thou'rt but a kilderkin of wit.

Dryden, MacFlecknoe.

kilet (kil), . [< ME. kile, kyle, kylle, < Icel. kyli,
a boil.] An ulcer; a sore.

Som for envy sail haf in thair lyms,
Also kyttes and felonns and apostyms.

Hampole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 2994.

kilerg (kil'6rg), . [Irreg. < Gr. x'1'-10'- a thou-
sand (see kilo-), + ipyov, work (see erg).] In
physics, a thousand ergs.
Kilhamite

kiefekil, keffekil (ke'fe-, kef'e-kil), n. [< Pers.
kaf, scum, froth, -I- gil, clay.] A kind of clay;
meerschaum.

kie-kie (kl'ki), . [Native name.] A high-
climbing shrub, Freycinetia Banksii, of the nat-
ural order Pandanaceai, a native of New Zealand.
The fruit consists of berries massed on a spadix. When
young the spadix, with its bracts, is edible, and is made by
the colonists into a jelly tasting like preserved straw-
berries. The fiber of the stems may possibly be found use-
ful for paper-making.

Kielmeyera (kel-mi 'er-a), n. [NL. (Martius,
1824), named for Karl Fr.'v. Kielmeyer,ot Stutt-
gart, a noted chemist and botanist.] A genus
of polypetalous plants of the natural order
Ternstrosmiacea!, tribe Bonnetiece, having free
stamens, small anthers, and the numerous
broad, flat ovules downwardly imbricated in
two series in each cell. They are small resinous
shrubs, with evergreen petioled leaves, and showy flowers
in terminal racemes or panicles, or rarely solitary. Seven-
teen species are known, all natives of Brazil, where, from

sixteen petals conjoined and
rounded at the outer extremi-
ties. It is frequently represented
double that is, sixteen other petals
show from below in the interstices at the ends of the
petals shown in the foreground.

kil-, kill-. [< Gael, eill, ceall = Ir. ceall (dim.
cillm), a cell, church, churchyard, burying-
place, < L. cello,, a cell: see cell.] An ele-
ment in Celtic place-names, signifying 'cell,'

'church,' 'burying-place,' very frequent in Ire-

land, and common in Scotland : as, ffiZpatrick :

lufljenny; -Stride; IcolmJWK.
kilbrickenite (kil'brik-en-it), n. [< Kilbricken

(see del) + -i'fe2.] A sulphid of antimony and
'

found at Kilbricken, Ireland.

"deer (kil'der), n. See killdee.

(kil'der-kin), n. [< ME. kylderkyn
1); an altered form of ktnderkin, irreg. few-

derkind; < MD. kindeken, kinneken (D. kinnetje),
'., the eighth part of a tun

the resemblance of the flowers to some mallows, is'a tree source), < kind, a child, + dim. suffix -ken (=
sometimes 15 feet in height, with a twisted trunk, short E. -kin); in mod. D. a diff. suffix (v'e).] A

(kil'am-it), n. [< Kilham (see def.)+ -ite2 .] A member of the "New Connection
of Wesleyan Methodists": so called from Alex-
ander Kilham (1762-98), the founder of the
organization.

killkinic (kil"i-ki-mk'), n. Same as kinnikiniek.

kilin (ki-len'), . [Chin.] A fabulous creature
mentioned in Chinese mythology. It is represented
as a kind of unicorn, and is said to have appeared at the
birth of Confucius. In Japan it is called kirin, and takes
in decorative art different forms, sometimes that of a horse
with head and jaws modified to approach those of a croco-
dile and an immense spreading tail.

kilk (kilk), n. [Contr. of "killock, kellock, ult. <

AS. cerlic, >E. charlock, q.v.] Charlock, Bras-
sica Sinapistrum. [Prov. Eng.]

kill1
(kil), v, t. [< ME. Mien, kyllen, commonly

cnllen (later also, as early mod. E., coll, cole),

strike, cut, < Icel. kolla, hit on the head, harm,= Norw. kylla, poll (trees), = D. kollen, knock
down; from the noun, Icel. kollr, top, head, =
Norw. koll, top, head, crown : see coin. The
notion that kill is another form of quell, AS.
cwellan, kill, is erroneous.] If. To strike, beat,
cut, or stab ; strike down.

There-at Thelaphus hade tene, & turnet belyue,
Caght to a kene spere, cuttyng before,
Caupit euyn with the knight ; kyld hym to dethe.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 12803.

2. To deprive (a human being or any animal,
or, in more recent use, a vegetable) of life, by
any means

; put to death
; slay.

Enuye and yuel wille was in the lewes ;

Thei casten and contreueden to kvUe hym whan thei

mijte. Fieri Plourman (B), xvL 137.

I will deal in poison with thee, or in bastinado, or in
steel. ... I will Ml thee a hundred and fifty ways.

Shak., As you Like it, v. 1, 62.

3. To destroy ;
render wholly inactive, inef-

ficient, etc.
; deaden; quell; overpower; sub-

due; suppress; cancel: as, sudden showers kill

the wind; a thick carpet kills the sound of foot-

steps.
This way you kill your merit, kill your cause,
And him you would raise life to.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, iv. 1.

The hose was cut, fire dumped out, . . . pins removed,
and engines kitted so that it will take days to bring them
to life again.

Philadelphia Evening Telegraph, March 20, 1886.

It is a singular commentary on the commercial progress
of Colorado that many promising towns have been hilled

by the railroads, while others have been made rich and
happy. Harper's Weekly, Jan. 19, 1889, Supp., p. 60.

4. To nullify or neutralize the active qualities
of; deprive (a thing) of its characteristic ac-
tive or useful qualities ; weaken; dilute: as, to
kill grain (by overheating it in the process of

grinding); to kill fire-damp (to mix or dilute it

with atmospheric air) ;
to kill wire (by stretch-

ing it so as to destroy its ductility).
The gentleman that always has indefinite quantities of

black tea to kill any extra glass of claret he may have
swallowed. O. W. Holmes, Autocrat, p. 122.

The lye will have lost its causticity, or, in technical lan-

guage, . . . it is killed. Ure, Diet., III. 846.

Throw in a good handful of common salt to kill the acid.

Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 319.

5. To reject ;
discard : as, to kill a paragraph

in a report; to kill an article in type__ To do a
thing to Mil, to do it in a killing or irresistible manner:
as, she was dressed to Mil; he dances to kill. [Low, U. 8.]
To kill down, to destroy the life of (a plant) as far as

to the roots or stem. To kill off, to exterminate. To
kill time, to occupy spare time with employments, recre-
ations, or amusements of merely passing interest or enter-
tainment.

If killing birds be such a crime, . . .

What think you, Sir, of killing Time?
Cowper, Beau's Reply.

To kill upt, to kill by wholesale or summarily.
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Swearing that we
Are mere usurpers, tyrants, and what's worse,
To fright the animals and to kill them up,
In their IMtgn'd and native dwelling place.

Klmk:, As you Like it, 11. 1, (12.

Syn. 2. Kill, M!l, Murder, Auaminate, Slaughter, Mas
sacre, Ottftteh. Kill i thr t^-iit-rul word, meaning simply
to deprive of life, whether wrongfully (Ex. xx. 13X acci-

dentally, in self-defense, In war, or by process of law. Slay
is a less eommonnliu:*.' word with the same meaning as

kill. Murder Is the general word for killing wrongfully,

especially with premeditation. Assassinate means to kill

wrongfully liy surprise, suddenly, or by secret assault.

To daughter is to kill brutally or in great numbers ; mat-
mere is more intense than ttawjliii /

, meaning to kill in-

discriminately, without need or without warrant, rapidly
or in great numbers. To despatch Is to kill with promptness
or quickness, and generally in a quiet way. Kill, day,

daughter, and dexpateh may apply to ordinary and proper
taking of the life of an animal. Kill and daughter are

the ordinary words used to describe the work of a butcher.

kill 1
(kil), n. [< killi, v.] The act of killing,

as game. [Hunting slang.]
Then [they rode] across the road . . . just In time for

the k-ill. CarnhiU May., June, 1862, p. 722.

kill2
,

. and c. See kiln.

kill3 (kil), n. [< D. kil, a channel, MD. kille,

kiele, an inlet. = Icol. kill = Norw. kil, a chan-

nel, canal, inlet.] A channel, creek, stream,
orbed of a river: used especially as an element
of American names in the parts originally set-

tled by the Dutch : as. Kill van Kull (the strait

between Stateu Island and New Jersey), Cats-

t-ill, SchuyU-i//.
A great stream gushed forth, . . . made Its way to the

Hudson, and continues to flow to the present day; being
the identical stream known by the name of Kaaters-MU.

Irving, Rip Van Winkle, Postscript.

Their windows looking upon the boisterous cross-cur-

rents of the Harlem Kills. The Century, XXXVII. 868.

killable(kil'a-bl),o. [<Wi,r., + -oWe.] Capa-
ble of being or fit to be killed. [Bare.]
Looking at the " holluschickie

"
alone, as they really

represent the only tillable seals, then the commercial value
of the same would bo expressed by the sum of $1,800,000
to 2,000,000. Fisheries <tfU.S.,V.U. 359.

killadar (kil'a-dar), H. [Also kellidar; < Hind.

Ici/ltlfldr, the governor or commandant of a fort,
< kila', killa, a fort, + -ddr, one who holds.] In

India, the commandant of a fort or garrison.
The fugitive garrison . . . returned with 500 more, sent

by the Kellidar of Vaudlwash.
Onne, Mogul Empire (ed. 1803), II. 217.

killas' (kil'as), . [Alsoca%s: Corn.] Clay
slate; slaty rock. [Cornwall.]
The term killax is locally applied to every member of the

slate series ; and, in fact, to every rock which our miners
cannot identify as either granite or elvan. Hemcood.

killas2 (kil'as), 11. [Of. killimore.'] The earth-

nut, Butiium flexuosum. [Prov. Eng.]
killbuck (kil'buk), n. [< kill1 , v., + obj. buck*.

Cf. butcher, as ult. containing the element
buck1

.] A butcher: a tern of contempt.
Thar. Well, have you done now, Ladle?
Are. O my sweet IdUruck !

Thar. You now in your shallow pate thinke this a dis-

grace to mee. Chapman, Widdowes Teares, 1.

kill-calf (kil'kiif ), n. [< kill1
, ., + obj. calf1 .]

One who slaughters calves for market ;
a butch-

er. In the quotation used as an adjective.
[Bare.]
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and commonest ring-plover of North America,
sEgialitefi vociferus: so called in imitation of

its shrill two-syllabled note. The killdee Is from
9 to 10 Inches long, and 20 In extent of wings. The bill

is black ; the eye Is black with a bright ring around it ; the

legs are pale; the upper parts are grayish brown with
a bronzed olive tint, changing to orange-brown on the

rump; the under parU are pure white, with two black rol-

lars encircling the neck ; the front and line over the eye are

white, with a black stripe over this ; and the tail-feathers

are peculiarly variegated with black, white, and the bright
color of the rump. It occurs almost everywhere in North
\nit rica, is migratory, not gregarious, very noisy, and rest-

less. It nests on the ground, in grass or shingle, and lays
four pyriform eggs, 1 A inches long and 1

,^
inches broad, of

a drab color heavily blotched with blackish brown.

It was the plaintive cry of a kildee startled from it* so-

journ on the bank. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 48.

The sepulchral boom of the bittern, the shriek of the

curlew, and the complaint of the HVWr-pIover were be-

yond the power of expression. Bret Harte, Sketches, p. 90.

kill-devil (kil'dey'l),
. [< kill1 , v., + obj.

devil.] 1. A terrible fellow.

So I should be called KM-d-iU all the parish over.

Marlowe, Faustus, I. 4.

2. A kind of artificial bait,

killeck, /.. Seekilloek.

killeen (ki-len'), n. [Ir.] The Irish moss or

carrageen, Chondrns cripus.
killer (kil'er), n. 1. One who kills or deprives
of life; especially, a slaughterer; a butcher.

But he conueighed himselfc a farre of from the bondes
of ye cltee of Hierusalem, the killer of prophets, & went
to the citie of Ephralm, wherunto y desert was nigh.

./ UdaU, On John \\.

Let us ... bring back our prince by seeing his killers

die. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, v.

2. A club of hard wood, used for killing fish.

3. A delphinid, Orca gladiator, and other spe-
cies of that genus: so called from their raven-
ous and ferocious habits. Killers hunt in packs, and
not only destroy such small species of their own kind as

dolphins and porpoises, but attack and sometimes kill

whales much larger than themselves. See Orca. Also

, killer-whale.

And there they make private shambles with

cruelty, and sheepe-slaughtering murther.
John Taylor, Works (1630).

kill-COUrtesyt, . [< kill 1
, v., + obj. courtesy.]

A person wanting in courtesy; a boor; a clown.

[Bare.]
Pretty soul ; she durst not lie

Near this lack-love, this kill-courtesy.

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 3, 77.

kill-COW (kil'kou), H. [< kill 1
, r., + obj. eow1

.]

1. A butcher. [Burlesque and rare.] 2. A
terrible fellow. Hallhccll. [North. Eng.]
Yon were the onely noted man, th' onely killkmc, th'

onely terrible fellow. Cotgrave.

kill-CU (kil'ku), u. [Imitative.] The greater
or lesser yellowshauks, Totanus melanoleitcus

or T.ftaeipes. G.Trumbttll,l888. [New Jersey.]
killdee (kil'de), w. [Also killdeer, kildee, kil-

deer; imitative of the bird's cry.] The largest

The other cetaceans of this group are generally distin-

guished as narwhals, grampuses, killers, bottlenoses, dol-

phins, and porpoises. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 626.

Coupon-killer. See coupon.

killesse, . A variant of coulisse.

killhog (kil'hog), n. [< kill1
, v., + hog1

.] A
wooden trap used by hunters in Maine. Bart-

lett. [Local, U. S.]

killick, n. See killock.

killie (Kil'i), ' Same as kUlifish.

killiflsn (kil'i-fish), n. [Irreg. < D. kil, chan-

nel, + fish
1
.] A name given about New York

to fishes of the family Cyprinodontidai and gen-
era Fundulus and Hydrargt/ra, having an elon-

gatedform,depres8edscalyhead,bandsofpoint-
ed teeth in the jaws, and a dorsal fin mostly in

advance of the anal, with from 11 to 17 rays.
The common or green killiflsh is Fundulus heteroclitus,

with 5 branchlostegal rays : also called mummychog and
tali-water minnow. The barred, bass, big, or striped kil-

liflsh Is Hydrargura majalit, with 6 branchlostegal rays:
also called May-fish, rockfish, and bull-minnow. Fundulus
diaphanus shares the name barred Hllijish, and Is also call-

ed spring minnow and spring mummychog. Some of the
kUliflshes are known as mud-dabblers, and others as stud-

fishet. The name is extended to some of the top-minnows
of the related genus Zygonectes, as Z. notatus, known as the
black-tided kUlifish. These fishes abound in shallow bays,

channels, and ditches, and along the protected shores of

eastern >orth America.

killigrew (kil'i-grti), H. [Origin obscure; cf.

Killtgreir, a surname.] The chough or red-leg-

ged crow, Pyrrhocorax graculus.
killikinick (kil'i-ki-nik'), . Same as kinni-

kinick.

killimore (kil'i-mor), n. The earthnut, Bunittm
flexuosum. Also killas. [Prov. Eng.]

killing (kil'ing), n. [Verbal n. of kill1
, v.] The

act of slaying or depriving of life.

There must be an actual kitting to constitute murder.
Blackstone, Com., IV. xiv.

killing (kil'ing), j>. a. 1. Depriving of life;

deadly; doing execution.

The third day comes a frost, a killing frost.

Shak., Hen. VIII., lit 2, S66.

Anoth<
Cut.

kiln

Madame von Elsonthal swept him a deep curUey with
a killing glance of adoration.

U. L. Stevenson, Prince Otto, U. 4.

3. So terrible or frightful as almost to kill one
;

exceedingly severe
; exhausting; wearing.

An hundred paces farther, and on the left hand, there
are the rellques of a Church, where they say that the
Bleued Virgin stood when her Sonne passed by, and fell

Into a trance at the sight of that killiuy spectacle.
Sandys, Travailes, p. 161.

These fruitful fields, these numerous flock* I see.
Are others' gain, but killing cares to me.

Crabbe, The Village.

The general went on with killing haughtines*.
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxlx.

The pace at which they went was really killing.
W. U. Kussell. The War, xxvil.

killingly (kil'ing-li), adv. In a killing or irre-

sistible manner.

They have wrought up then- zealous soul* Into such vc-

In iiii-neies as nothing could be more kUlingly spoken.
Hilton, On Def. of Uumb. Keraoiut, Pref.

killing-time (kil'ing-tim), n. The season when
hogs are slaughtered. Bartlett. [U. S.]
killinite (kin-nit), n. [< Killin(ey) (see def.)
+ -HfV.] A mineral of a pale-green color, it is

a kind of plnit derived from the alteration of spodnmene,
and Is found at Killiney Bay in Ireland, and elsewhere.

killjoy (kil'joi), n. [< hill1
, r., + obj. joy.]

One who or that which puts an end to plea-
sure

;
one who spoils the enjoyment of others.

I find that I have become a sort of bogey a kill-joy.
W. Black, A Daughter of lieth, xxvl.

killman 1

1, . [< hill1 , v., + obj. .] Man-
killing; slaughtering.
Whom war-like Idomen did lead, co-partner In the fleet

With kill-man Merlon. Chapman, Iliad, ii 673.

killman2 (kil'man), w.; pi. hillmeu (-men). [<
kill* + man.] 'The man who has charge of a
kiln. [Scotch.]

There, busle Kil mm ply their occupations
For brick and tyle ;

there for their firm foundation*

They dig to hell

Sylvester, if. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Babylon.

killock (kil'ok), n. [Also spelled killick, killeck,

kelleck, kellock, and formerly kcelek, keeleg; ori-

gin obscure.] 1. The arm of a pickax or the
fluke of an anchor. Jamieson. [Scotch.] 2.
A small anchor or weight for mooring a boat,
sometimes consisting of a stone secured by
pieces of wood. [U. S.]

So I cdvise the noomrous friends thet's in one boat with me
To jest up killock, jam right down their helium hard a lee,
Haul the sheeta taut, an', laying out upon the Suthun tack,
Makefer the safest port they can, wich, I think, is Old Zack.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 1st BIT., Ix.

There were some whole oars and the sail of hi* boat,
and two or three killicks and painters.

& O. Jewett, Deephaven, p. 116.

To come to killock, to come to anchor. [U. S.]

About the Gurnett's Nose the wind overblew so much
at N. W. as they were forced to come to a killock at twenty
fathom. Winthrop, Hist New England, I. 47.

killogie (ki-16'gi), H. [< kill*, kiln, + logie.]
The furnace of a kiln. [Scotch.]

Na, na, the muckle chumlay In the Auld Place reeked
like a kOlogie in his time. Scott, Ouy Mannerlng, vi.

killow (kil'o), w. [A form of colly
1

, collate, q. v.]
An earth of a blackish or deep-blue color,

kill-pott (kil'pot), . [< kill1
, r.,+ obj. pot.] A

toss-pot; toper.
Has been In his days

A chirping boy and a kill-pot.
B. Jonton, Masque of Christmas.

killridget, . An obsolete variant of culrage.
killut (kil'ut), n. [E. Ind.] In India, a robe
of honor presented by a superior to an inferior

on a ceremonial occasion
; hence, a ceremonial

or official present of any kind. Also kcllaut,

kliilat, killaut, and khelaut.

He the said Warren Hastings did send kellautt, or robe*
of honour, ... to the said ministers.

Burke. Works, VII. 28.

On examining the khelautt, . . . theserpeych . . . pre-
sented to Sir Charles Malet, was found to be composed of

false stones. J. Forbes, Oriental Memoirs, HI. 60.

Killdm (J-fialitts ivciftrxsl.

On the withering flower
The killing sun smiles brightly.

Shelley, Adouais, xxxii.

2. Overpowering; irresistible: generally in the
sense of fascinating, bewitching, charming, so

as to attract and compel admiration : as, killing

coquetries.
A mournful glance Sir Fopling upwards cast,
" Those eyes are made so killing was his last.

Pope, R. of the L., v. 84.

Pitt looked down with complacency at his legs, ... and
thought in his heart that he was kitting.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xlv.

(kil'ma-gor), n. A fish of the fam-

ily Scaridte, the Scarus pseudoscarus (xcrvleus.

Kilmarnock bonnet. See bonnet.

kiln(kil), n. [AlsoA'i'W, formerly kil; early mod.
E. kylne, kytt,< ME. kylne, kulne, < AS. cyln, cy-
li HI

, cyline = Icel. kylnn = Norw. kylna = Sw.
kiilna = Dan. kollf, a kiln, a drying-house, < L. CM-

Wna, a kitchen : see culinary. The present pro-
nunciation requires thespeilingA'i7/(ef. mill, for-

merly miln, of similar phonetic form); but kiln is

the prevalent spelling.] A furnace or oven for

drying, baking, or burning. Kilns may be divided
into two chief classes : those for direct burning, in which
the material is submitted to the action of flame, the fuel
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and material being mingled together in one furnace ; and
those for vitrifying, drying, and baking, in which the ma-
terial is separated from the furnace proper. The lime-kiln

represents the first class. It consists of an upright furnace

resembling a blast-furnace, the limestone and fuel being
fed into the top and the burned lime or quicklime being
drawn below. (See limei.) To the second class belong the

pottery-kilns, brick-kilns, and porcelain-kilns. The pot-

tery- and porcelain-kilns, which include also terra-cotta,

drain-pipe, and other similar kilns, consist of a structure,

usually of brick, circular in section and cone-shaped, the

furnaces being arranged around the edge below, and the

hollow space within being filled with the materials to be
burned or vitrified. In the common pottery-kiln the ma-
terials are exposed directly to the flames from the fur-

naces. In the kilns for finer ware the materials are pro-
tected from direct contact with the fires. Drying-kilns
for malt, hops, grain, lumber, etc., are strictly dry-houses
or drying-rooms, though sometimes called kilns. Fruit-

kilns are now superseded by evaporators. Brick-kilns are

properly distinguished from brick-clamps by the fact that

the furnace is a permanent structure. See brick?.

Not farre from the Citie are twentie Lyme Mis, and as

many Brick-iKfe, seruing for the reparations of the Tem-
ple, and the houses thereto belonging.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 16.

To lie in kilns and barns at e'en . . .

Is, doubtless, great distress !

Burns, First Epistle to Davie.

kiln (kil), . *. [Also kill ; < kiln, n.] To dry or

burn in a kiln.

The dough [fire-clay] is compressed in a mould, dried

and strongly kilned. Ure, Diet., III. 226.

kiln-dried (kil'drid), a. Deprived of moisture

by treatment in a furnace or kiln,

kiln-hole (kil'hol), n. The opening of an oven.

Schmidt.
Fal. Ill creep up into the chimney.
Mrs. Ford. . . . Creep into the Iain-hole.

Shuk., M. W. of W., iv. 2, 69.

kiln-house (kil'hous), . A house for baking
and brewing.
And he [a vicar] and his successors shall have a mes-

suage, and two barns, and one horse-mill, and kilne-house,
and one acre of land in Spillesby aforesaid.

StryjK, Memorials, Edw. VI., an. 1550.

kilo (kil'6), n. An abbreviated form of kilogram.

kilpdyne (kil'o-dln), n. [Irreg. contr. < Or.

xl'htoi, a thousand, + E. dyne."] In physics, an
amount of force equal to 1,000 dynes.
kilogram, kilogramme (kiro-gram), n. [< F.

kilogramme, < Gr. xihni (irreg. reduced in the

French metric system of nomenclature to

kilo-), a thousand,+ ypdfifia, a weight (a gram) :

see gram'2.] The ultimate standard of mass in

the French system of weights and measures,
equal to 1,000 grams ;

the mass of a certain cyl-
inder of platinum deposited in the Archives of

France on the 22d of June, 1799, and thence
known as the Kilogramme des Archives. But in fu-

ture the ultimate standard will be the international kilo-

gram at the Pavilion de Breteuil near Sevres; this substi-

tution will not alter the value of the kilogram. The kilo-

gram was intended to be (and is, within one ten-thousandth

part) the mass of a cubic decimeter of water at its maxi-
mum density. It was ascertained by Miller to be equal to
15432.34874 grains, or 2.20462125 imperial pounds, with a

probable error of 3 in the last decimal place. An inde-

pendent determination by Miller (made merely as a check
upon the other) gave 2.20462116, with a probable error of
5 in the last place. The real error, however, and indeed
the variations of weight of this ill-constructed Kilogramme
des Archives, may very likely be somewhat greater. See
metric system, under metric.

kilogrammeter, kilogrammetre (kil-o-gram'-
e-ter), n. [< F. kilogrammetre; as kilogram +
meter2

.']
A unit used in measuring mechanical

work, equal to the work done against gravity in

raising one kilogram a vertical distance of one
meter : it is equivalent to about 7. 2 foot-pounds.

kiloliter, kilolitre (kil'o-le-t6r), . [< F. kilo-

litre, < Gr. %iKiai, a thousand, + \lrpa, a pound
(taken as 'liter'): see liter.'] A unit of capa-
city equal to 1,000 liters.

kilometer, kilometre (kil'o-me-ter), , [< F.

kilometre, < Gr. X&IOL, a thousand, + fihpov, a
measure (taken as 'meter'): see meter2 .] A
length of 1,000 meters, or of a statute mile
less 19 feet 2 inches. Abbreviated Tern.

kilpstere (kil'o-ster), n. [< F. kilostere, < Gr.
x'Atoi, a thousand, + orepedf, solid (taken as
'store'): see stere.] A French solid measure,
consisting of 1,000 steres or cubic meters, and
equivalent to 35314.72 cubic feet.

kilowatt (kil'o-wot), n. [< Gr. *ttw, a thou-
sand, + E. watt.] A thousand watts.

kilti (kilt), . t. [< ME. kylten, < Dan. kilte, kil-

tre, truss, tuck up, = Sw. dial, kilta, swaddle
;

appar. < Icel. kjalta, the lap, = Sw. dial, kilta,
the lap, = Goth, kilthei, the womb.] 1. To
tuck up; truss up (the clothes). [Scotch.]

With wind waffing hir haris lowsit of trace,
Hir skirt kiltit till hir bare knee.

Qavin Douglas, .Eneid. i. 320.

Janet has lolled her green kirtle
A little abune her knee.

The Young Tamlane (Child's Ballads, 1. 116).
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The wives maun kilt their coats and wade into the surf

to tak' the fish ashore. Scott, Antiquary, xxvi.

2. In dressmaking, to lay (a skirt or a flounce)
in deep, flat, longitudinal plaits hanging free at

the bottom, in the fashion of a Highland kilt.

kilt 1
(kilt), . [Also kelt; < kilft, v. Cf. Icel.

kilting, a skirt. The Gael, word for 'kilt' is

represented by fillibeg. The Ir. cealt, Olr. celt,

clothes, is prob. unrelated.] In the original

Highland dress, that part of the belted plaid
which hung below the waist

;
in modern times,

a separate garment, a sort of petticoat reach-

ing from the girdle nearly to the knees, com-

posed of tartan and deeply plaited. The gar-
ment is imitated in various fabrics for chil-

dren's wear. See kilting
1

.

Aft have I wid thro' glens with chorking feet,

When neither plaid nor kelt cou'd fend the weet.

Ramsay, Poems, II. 393.

There arises in the mind of the present writer a comi-

cal vision of the twirling plaid kilt worn by the very in-

adequate representative of the historically kiltless thane.
The Academy, Oct. 20, 1888, p. 252.

Among the Highlanders, the kilt seems to have been

originally formed by folding and girding up the lower part
of the mantle or plaid. Jamieson.

kilt2 (kilt). An obsolete or dialectal preterit
and past participle of kill1 .

kilt3 (kilt), a. [Origin obscure.] Small
;
lean ;

slender. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
kilted (kil 'ted), a. [< Jcilft, n., + -ed2.] Wear-

ing a kilt.

Thus having said, the kilted goddess kissed
Her son, and vanish'd in a Scottish mist.

Byron, English Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

kilter, kelter* (kil'ter, kel'ter), n. [Cf. kilt-

ing'
2

; origin uncertain.] Order; proper form,

adaptation, or condition : only in the colloquial

phrase out of kilter.

Y" very sight of one [a gun] (though out of kilter) was a
terrour unto them.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 235.

If the organs of prayer be out of kelter, or out of tune,
how can we pray? Barrow, Works, I. vi.

"I'm a.failure because I always see double," pursued
Hollis, "like a stereoscope out of kilter."

C. F. Woolson, Jupiter Lights, xviii.

kilting1 (kil'ting),?!, [Verbal n. of fcittV-] An
arrangement of flat plaits set close together,
each one hiding about half of the last, so as

generally to make three thicknesses of stuff.

kilting
2
(kil'ting), n. [Cf.WZter.] 1. A tool; an

instrument. 2. One of the component parts of
a thing.

kimbot, kimbollt, kimbowt, n. See akimbo.

kimbot (kim'bo), a. [Also kembo; by aphere-
sis from akimbo, akimbow, q. v.] Bent, as the
arms when set akimbo. [Bare.]

The Jimfto-handles seem with bears foot carv'd.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, ill.

kimbot (kim'bo), v. t. [Also kembo; < kimbo,
a.] To set (the arms) akimbo

; crook; bend.

"Oons, madam!" said he, and he kemboed his arms, and
strutted up to me. . . .

" Kemboed arms ! my lord, are you
not sorry for such an air?"

Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, IV. 288.

kimet, n. A Middle English form of come.

kimelint, kimelingt, n. Same as kimnel.

Anon go gete us faste into this in
A knedyng trough or ellis a kymelyn.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 362.

kim-kamt (kim'kam), . [A varied redupl. of
kam'2

,
cam 2

.] Crooked; awry.
The wavering commons in kym Team sectes are haled.

Stanihurst, tr. of Virgil.

True (quoth l\ common it is in some sort, and in some
sort not : but first mark, I beseech you, the comparison,
how they go clean kirn kam, and against the stream, as if

rivers run up hills. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 959.

kimmer (kim'er), . A variant of cummer.
Kimmerian (ki-me'ri-an), a. and n. See Cim-
merian. Gladstone.

Kimmeridge clay, shale. See Kimmeridgian.
Kinimericlge-coal money, ornament. See
money, ornament,

Kimmeridgian (kim-e-rij'i-an), a. and . [<

Kimmeridge (see def.) + -Jan.] In geol., noting
a division of the Jurassic series, forming the
base of the upper or Portland Oolite group as
used by English geologists, and named from
Kimmeridge, on the coast of Dorsetshire. The
rocks of this geological division are chiefly shales, cement-
stones, and clays. In the lower division of the Kimme-
ridgian fossils are abundant, and among them are bones
of various saurians. Portions of the Kimmeridge shale are
so bituminous that they have been, and still are, burned
by the cottagers as fuel in districts where they occur.
The shale has also been employed at various times for

making naphtha, candles, and even gas. This is the ma-
terial from which the so-called "coal money

"
was made in

prehistoric times. The cement-stones of the Kimmerid-
gian have been used for cement.

kin

kimnelt (kim'nel), n. [() Early mod. E. also

kymnel, kemnel, Sc. kimmen, kymmond, ME. him-

nell, kymnelle (ML. ciminilc); (ft) also kimling,

kemlin, early mod. E. "kimelin. kemelin, < ME.

kymelyng,kymlyne,kemclyn(<;t.ML.cumula,cimi-
line), a bowl, tub; prob. dim. of the form seen

in MD. komme, D. kom = LG. kumm = OHG.
cliuhma, chohma, chuma, MHG. G. kumme =
Dan. kum, kumme, a bowl, kettle, < L. cucuma, a

cooking-vessel, a kettle.] A large tub used in

salting meat,in brewing, and for other purposes.
She's somewhat simple, indeed ; she knew not what a

kimnel was ; she wants good nurture mightily.
Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, iv. 7.

kimono (ki-mo'no), i. [Jap.] In Jap. cos-

tume, a garment resembling a European dress-

ing-gown, folding across the breast, leaving
the neck exposed, and held in place by a sash.
The principal outer garment of both sexes is made in this

form, the chief difference being in the sleeves. Art.Jour.,

1888, p. 156.

Kimri, Kimry (kim'ri), n. ]il. See Cymry.
kin1

(kin), n. [< ME. kin, kyn, ken, kun, < AS.

cynn, cyn = OS. kunni = OFries, ken, kin, kon,

kin, kind, race, tribe, = D. kunne, sex, = MLG.
knnne = OHG. eunni, ehunni, MHG. cJiunne, kiin-

ne, kin. kind, race, = Icel. kyn, kin, = Dan.

kjoa = Sw. Icon, sex, = Goth, kuni, kin: allied to

kind1
, kind*, kindle1 , ken2, child, and ult. to the

equiv. Ir. Gael, cine, race, family, = L. genus =
Gr. yevof= Lith. gamas = Sbt.janas, kind, race ;

all ult. from the / "gen, Skt. -\fjan, beget: see

genus, generate, etc., and kind1
,
kind2

,
ken 2

,
etc.

Hence ult. kindred, king
1

, etc.] 1. Kace; fam-

ily; breed; kind.

We beoth of Suddenne,
Icome of gode kenne,
Of Cristene Mode,
And kynges suthe gode.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), 1. 176.

Thou hast lore [lost] thin cardinals at thi rneste nede ;

Ne keverest thou hem nevere for nones Jmnnes mede.
Flemish Insurrection (Child's Ballads, VI. 273).

Snares and tames with fear and danger
A bright beast of a fiery kin. Stcinburne.

2. Collectively, persons of the same race or

family; kindred.

Here seith the book that Gonnore, the doughter of the
senescallis wif, hadde right riche kynne of goode knyghtes.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 451.

The father, mother, and the kin beside. Dryden.

By the natural expansion of the Household kins are
formed ; and these kins in turn form within themselves
smaller bodies of nearer kinsmen, intermediate, as it were,
between the household and the entire kin.

W. E. Hearn, Aryan Household, p. 280.

3. Relationship; consanguinity or affinity; near
connection or alliance, as of those having com-
mon descent.

'Cause grace and virtue are within
Prohibited degrees of kin;
And therefore no true saint allows

They shall be suffer'd to espouse.
S. Butler, Hudlbras, III. i. 1294.

4f. Kind; sort; manner; way.
" What calle ge the castel,"quod I, "that Kuynde hath

I-maket,
And what cunnes thing is Kuynde?"

Piers Plowman (A), x. 26.

A ryght grete companye withalle,
And that of sondry regiouns,
Of alles kinnes condiciouns
That dwelle in erthe under the mone.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1531.

O thae hae sought her, lady Maisry,
Wi' broaches, and wi' rings ;

And they hae courted her, lady Maisry,
Wi' a' kin kind of things.

Lady Maisry (Child's Ballads, II. 80).

Kith and kin. See kith, 3. Next of kin. (a) The rela-

tives of a decedent entitled to his personal estate under
the statute of distributions. See heir, (b) A person's
nearest relatives according to the civil law. (Stimson.) The
phrase does not include a widow, she being specifically

provided for by the law as widow, and it is sometimes
used in contradistinction to children : as, the widow, chil-

dren, and next of kin. In either use it means that one
(or more) who stands in the nearest degree of blood-rela-

tionship to the deceased. What degree is deemed near-
est varies somewhat in the details of the law of different

jurisdictions ; but in general where there are no children,
or descendants of children, the father is the next of kin,
and if there is no father, the mother, and if no parent,
the brothers and sisters are the next of kin, and so on.
Of kin, of the same kin ; having relationship; of the same
nature or kind ; akin. See akin.

The king is near of kin to us. 2 Sam. xix. 42.

Like the wife, the adopted son, when he passed out from
his former household, ceased to have any connection with
his former relatives. He was no longer of kin to his nat-

ural father or to his brothers in the flesh.

()'. E. Hearn, Aryan Household, p. 104.

To count kin. Seeownti.
kin1

(kin), a. [Partly < kin 1
,!/., partly by aphore-

sis from akin.] 1. Of kin
;
of the same blood

;

related.
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Ny ki/n he is to King off Norway,
Km <>t Mrlusi ..... lisrmdi'd :ill tlliiy.

Hiini. nf I'nrlrnnii (K. K. T. S.X 1. 0278.

Because alif's kin to me, therefore she's not so fnfr as

Helen. >/<-., T. and 0., i. 1, 70.

2. Of the same kind 01- nature; having affinity.

Hi,

:t do I not use . . . any such proverb, so little kin to

purpose. A*/*.. Hen. V., ill. 7, 71.

Melissa hitting all we saw with shafts
in nil- -;iiire, kin to chanty.

Tfiinystm, Princess, ii.

kin'-' (kin), [A dial, (nnassibilated) var. of

r/i/Hfl.] A chap or chilblain. fProv. Eng.]
kin :1 (kin), M. [Chin.] A weight, m use in China
and Japan, equal to 601.043 grams, or nearly

Ii pounds avoirdupois ;
a catty.

kin* (kin), n. [Chin.] A Chinese musical in-

strument, of very ancient origin, having from
live to twenty-five silken strings. It is played
like a lute.

-kin. [< ME. -kin (rarely -ken), much used in

forming diminutives of proper names, as Daw-
kin, llnirkin, Hopkin, Timkiii, Tomkiii, etc. (many
of which exist as surnames in the orig. poss.
form -kins, as Dawkins, Hatckiiix, Tomkiits or

Tompkins, etc.); not found in AS., and prob. of

D. origin: < D. -ken = LG. -ken = OHG. -kin,

-chin, MHG. -kin, -often, G. -clien, a compound
dim. suffix, < -fc + -in, orig. -in, now, in the sim-

ple form, -en (see -en3 ).] A diminutive suffix, at-

tached to nouns to signify a little object of the

kind mentioned: as, lambkin, a little lamb; pip-
kin, a little pipe ; catkin, a little cat, etc. As ap-

plied to persons it usually conveys contempt, as in lordkin.

It is sometimes preceded by a short vowel, as in canakin
or cannikin, manakin or manikin, bootikin, etc. In the ob-

solete budikin, ladikin (lakin), etc., the diminutive form is

due to tlie tendency to mince oaths. In many words, as

liinniikin, buskin, firkin, yriskin, kilderkin, malkin, napkin,

siskin, etc., the diminutive force is for various reasons (but

chiefly because most of them are not of original English

formation) not now perceived. In finikin the suffix is

adjectival. In liwlkin, yherlcin, pumpkin, and some other
words the termination requires special explanation: see

their etymology.
kinaesthesia (kin-es-the'si-a), . [< Gr. Ktvelv,

move, + alathiaii;, perception.] The muscular
sense

;
the sense of muscular effort. Also kiit-

esthe.fid, kiiuvsthcxis, kinesthcyis.

kinaesthetic, a. See kinesthetic.

kinate (kin'at), . [= F. kinate; as kin(ic) +
-rtte1 .] A salt of kinic acid.

kinbotet, ' An obsolete variant of eynebot.

kinch't, [Early mod. E. also kintch; < ME.
kyiich, a bundle; perhaps a transposed form of

knitch, q. v.] A bundle: same as knitch.

A kintch of wood, fascis. Levins, Manip. Vocab., p. 150.

kinch- (kiuch), n. Same as kcnch.

kinchin (kin'chin), n. [Formerly also kynenin,

kync-hen; < MD. kindeken, kinneken (= MLG.
kindekin, LG. kindken, kinneken = G. kindclien),

a little child (also in D., a little tun, kilderkin:

see kilderkin), < kind, child, + dim. -ken : see

child and -kin.] A child. [Thieves' slang.]
Kinchin lay, the robbing of children (see the extract) ;

hence, a minor rOle among professional thieves. IThieves'

slang.]

"Ain't there any other line open?" "Stop," said the

Jew, laying his hand on Noah's knee. " The ihn-liin lay."
"What's that?" demanded Mr. Claypole. "The kinchins,

my dear," said the Jew, "is the young children that's sent

on errands by their mothers, with sixpences and shillings,

and the lay is just to take their money away."
Dickens, Oliver Twist, xll.

"The detective business," which is, at the best, the Wn-
<:Ai lay of ttction. The Academy, Sept. 29, 1888, p. 208.

kinchin-covet, kinchin-cot (kin'chin-kov, -ko),
n. A youth not thoroughly instructed in vaga-
bond knavery. Halliwell. [Thieves' slang.]
kinchin-mortt (kin'chiu-mdrt), . Achild,gen-
erally a girl a year or two old, carried on the

back by professional beggar-women. [Thieves'

slang.]
The times are sair altered since I was a kinchin mart.

Scott, Guy Mannering, xxviii.

kincob (kin'kob), n. [Auglo-Ind., < Hind, kim-

klurab, Guzarathi femfeM&.J A rich stuff made
in India with silk or silk and cotton and a free

use of gold thread, silver thread, or both. Also
kinkhnb.
Sandal-wood \\-orkboxes and kincob scarfs. Thackeray.

Stolen out of the house of Mr. Peter Paggcn in Love
Lane near Eastcheap, . . . One Isabella colour Kincob
Gown flowered with Green and Gold.

Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,
[I. 17.

kind 1
(kind), a. [< ME. kinde, kynde, kiinde, in

earliest form ionide, < AS. i/n-i/iiilr, very rarely
without the prelix, ci/iidr, natural, inborn, < </<-,

a generalizing prefix, + "cinid, used only as a
sutlix. -1'iiinl, born, of a particular nat tire (as in

i/ixlcinid, of the nature of God, divine), native,
207
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natural, = Goth, -kunds, born (cf. Icel. kundr,

son); with orig. pp. suffix -(/ (see -cd2 ), from
the vrrli represented by the secondary (causal)

form, AS. ceiiiiini, obs. K. km, bi-gct, bring forth,

ulienre also I he noun, AS. <//, K. kin ]
: see kin I

.

ken2 . Hence the noun A'iMfrVl-v.] It. Native;

natural; characteristic; proper to the genus,

species, or individual.

How kiiute and proplr it is to thee,
< hi s\ nt 11! men that tit thee calle,

tin hem to haue mercy and pltee.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. FurnlvallX p. 188.

How sholde a plaunte, or lyves creature,

Lyve wlthoute his kynde noriture?

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 768.

It bcconieth sweeter than It should be, and loseth the

Wild taste. Holland.

2. Of a sympathetic nature or disposition ;
be-

neficently disposed ; good-hearted; considerate

and tender in the treatment of others ; benevo-

lent; benignant.
He Is kind unto the unthankful and to the evil.

Luke vi. K.
I must be cruel, only to be kind.

Shak., Hamlet, lit 4, 177.

The kindest and the happiest pah-
Will tlnd occasion to forbear.

Cotrper, Mutual Forbearance.

Kind hearts are more than coronets,
And simple faith than Norman blood.

Tennyson, Lady Clara Vere de Vere.

3. Loving; affectionate; full of tenderness; ca-

ressing.
The great care of goods at random left

Drew me from kiitd embracements of my spouse.
Shak., C. of E., i. 1, 44.

Do lovers dream, or Is my Delia kind!

Pope, Autumn, L 52.

Oh, the woods and the meadows,
Woods where we hid from the wet,

Stiles where we stay'd to be kind,
Meadows in which we met !

Tennyson, The Window, xi.

4. Marked by sympathetic feeling; proceed-

ing from goodness of heart; amiable; oblig-

ing; considerate: as, a kind act; kind treat-

ment ;
kind regards.
Well visit Caliban, my slave, who never
Yields ua kind answer. Shak. , Tempest, 1. 2, 307.

I've heard of hearts unkind, kind deeds
With coldness still returning.

Wordsworth, Simon Lee.

5. Of a favorable character or quality; propi-

tious; serviceable; adaptable; tractable: as,

kind weather; a horse kind in harness.

The elements be kind to thee.

Shak., A. and C., ill. 2, 40.

Gabriel Plats takes care to distinguish what hay is kind-

est for sheep. Boyle, Works, VI. 857.

Since he began to wander forth

Among the mountain-peaks, the region round
Hag had the kindest seasons.

Bryant, Tale of Clondland.

Kind Witt, mother-wit ; natural or common sense.

So grace is a gyfte of God and kynde iritt a chaunce,
And cleregye and connyng of kynde irittes techynge.

Piers Plowman (CX xv. 38.

= Syn. 2 and 3. Gracious, Goodnatured, etc. (see benig-

nant); Kindly, etc. (seekindly); benign, beneficent, boun-

teous, generous, indulgent, tender, humane, compassion-
ate, good, lenient, element, mild, gentle, bland, friendly,
amicable.

kind'2 (kind), n. [< ME. kinde, kynde, kynd,

kende, kunde, cunde, or (earliest form) icunde, <

AS. gecynd, neut., orig. fern, (also rarely ge-

cynde, fem., and gecyndu, fern.; rarely and er-

roneouslywithout the prefix.eynd, kind, nature),
< ge-, a generalizing or collective prefix (see -),

+ *cund, used only as a suffix, -cund, born, na-

tive, natural: see kind1 . The noun kind? is thus

ult., though not directly, from the adj. kind1
."]

If. Nature; natural constitution or character.

With synne we ban defoulid cure kinde,
And /,////-' may we not eschewe :

To wraththe thee, God, we ben rnkinde ;

Thou kindeli king, we hen vntrewe !

Hymns to Viryin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 20.

Some of you, on pure instinct of nature,
Are led by kind t admire your fellow-creature.

Dryden.

2f. Natural disposition, propensity, bent, or

characteristic.

The bee has three kyndis. Ane es that scho es neuer

ydill. Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.X p. 8.

The kinde of chlldhode y dide also.

With my felawis to fljtc and threte.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 83.

3f. Natural descent.

That [he] schal be emperour after him of heritage bt kynde.

William of Palcrne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1446.

4. A class ; a sort ; a species ; a number of indi-

vidual objects having common characters pecu-

kind

liar to them. [The word claim has to a consider-
able t-xtent supplnntecl kind.]

Then schalle s<-he turne azen to hire nwne Kynde, and
In n :i Woman aen. MandecUle, Travel*, p. 23.

God made the beast of the earth after his kind, and cat-

tle after tuciriind, and every thing that ei eepeth upon the

earth after his kind. Gen. L 25.

Down he alights among the sportful herd
Of those four-footed kinds. Milton, P. L.

,
Iv. 397.

And the Christ of God to tlnd

In the humblest of thy kiiut.

Whittiar, Curse of Charter-Breakers.

What kind of tales did men tell men.
She wonder'd, by themselves?

Tennyson, Princess, ProL

Whether strong or wak.
Far from his kind he neither sank nor soared,
But sate an equal guest at every board.

LowtU, Agassii, it 2.

Accordingly, the classes which are in some sense entitled

to the name of Kinds, inasmuch as the objects composing
them are really connected in nature by so genuine a bond
as that of community of origin, are nevertheless loosely

denned, and may narrow or widen, or be lost entirely, ac-

cording to the direction and extent of the lines along
which their origin may be Imagined to be traced.

F. and C. L. franklin, Mind, XIII. 84.

5. In a loose use, a variety ;
a particular varia-

tion or variant: as, a kind of low fever. See
kind of, below.

I have a kind of alacrity In sinking.
Shak., M. W. of W., ill 5, 18.

6t. Gender; sex.

And be twyne every of the Pagents went lityll chfldern

of both kynds, gloriusly and rechely Dressed.

Torkington, Dlarle of Eng. Travel], p. 14.

This princess of the North
Surpasses all of female kind

In beauty, and In worth.
The Laidley Worm of Sjrindleston-hevgh (Child's Ballads,

7. Specific manner or way ;
method of action

or operation.
Dumb Jewels often, in their silent kind,
More than quick words do move a woman's mind.

5/w*., T. G. of V., iii. 1, 90.

I have been consulted with.
In this high kiiul, touching some great men's sons.

B. Jonson, Volpone, IL I.

Men that live according to the right rule and law of

reason, live but in their own kind, as beasts do in theirs.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, 1. 64.

We will take nothing from you, neither meat, drinke, nor

lodging, but what we will, in one kind or other, pay you
for. Weston, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation,

[p. 121.

Being mirthful he, but in a stately kind.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

8t. Race
; family ; stock ; descent ; a line of in-

dividuals related as parent or ancestor and
child or descendant.

Porchase . . . indulgences ynowe, and be Ingrat to thy
kynde;

The holygost huyreth the nat. Piers Plowman (CX ix. 219.

Comen of so lough a kynde.
Chaucer, Wile of Bath's Tale, 1. 246.

She's such a one, that, were I well assured
Came of a gentle kind and noble stock,
I'd wish no better choice. Shak. , Pericles, v. 1, 89.

9t. Blood-relationship.
That, nature, blood, and laws of kind forbid.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, 11. 1.

Communion in one kind. Same as half-communion.
In a kind, In a way ;

to some extent ; In some degree ;

after a fashion.

My paper is, in a kind, a letter of newa.
Steele, Spectator, No. 468.

In kind, with matter or things of the same kind, or of

the kind produced or possessed, instead of money : said

of payment: as, a loan of bullion or of stocks to be re-

turned in kind; to pay rent, etc., in kind (that Is, with

products of the soil, or with the merchandise produced
or dealt In).

Tythes are more paid in kind in England than in all

Italy and France. Sclden, Table-Talk, p. 109.

The tar upon tillage was often levied in kind upon corn.

ArbuthiHit. Ancient Coins.

Kind of (also sort of) runs into certain marked idioms.

It is used with a following noun to express something
like or resembling or pretty near to what the noun ex-

presses : as, he is a kind of tool (that is, not far from being
a fool). Then, in careless and vulgar speech, it is trans-

ferred (especially in the abbreviated form Wnd o', pro-
nounced kind o, and often written kinder, where the r is

never pronounced) to use before an adjective : as, that is

kind o' good ; he acted kinder ugly ; and even before a verb :

as, he kind o' (kinder) laughed.

"A slight figure," said Mr. Peggotty, looking at the fire,

"kiender worn." Dickens, David Copperfleld, Ixiii.

The women rather liked him, and kind o' liked to have
him round. U. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 8.

It kinder seemed to me that something could be done.
5. Judd, Margaret, ii. &

Also, In phrases like what kind of a thing is this? he is a

poor kind of fellow (that is, a thing of what kind, a fellow

of a poor kind), kind of has come to seem like an adjective
element before the noun, and hence before a plural noun,
after words like some, all, and especially these and Uiose,



kind

it sometimes keeps the singular form : as, these kind of

people. This inaccuracy is very old, and still far from

rare, both in speaking and in writing; but good usage
condemns it.

I have heard of some kind of men that put quarrels

purposely on others. Shak., T. N., iu. 4, 266.

These kind of knaves I know. Shak., Lear, ii. 2, 107.

All kind of living creatures. Milton, P. L., iv. 286.

To do one's kindt, to act according to one's nature.

I did but my kind, I ! he was a knight, and I was fit to

be a lady. Marston, Jonson, atid Chapman, Eastward Ho.

You must think this, look you, that the worm will do
his kind [i. e. the asp will bite], Shak.

,
A. and C., v. 2, 264.

= Syn. Sort, Kind (see sort); breed, species, set, family,

description.

kind'^t (kind), v. t. [< kind2
,
n. Cf. kindk1

.]

To beget.
All monstrous kinded gods, Anubys.

Phaer, ^neid, viii.

She yet forgets that she of men was kynded.
Spenser, F. Q., V. v. 40.

kind3
(kind), n. [Origin obscure.] A cricket.

Halliwell. [Somerset, Eng.]
kindcough (kind'kdf), n. Same as Mnkcough.
Dunglison.

kindelicht, a. A Middle English form of kindly.
kinder. See kind of, under kind2

,
n.

kindergarten (kin'der-gar"tn), n. [G., a fan-

ciful name, lit. 'garden of children' (regarded
as tender plants to be reared), < kinder, gen. pi.
of kind, a child (see child), + garten= E. garden,
q. v.] A school in which instruction is imparted
to very young children by the use of objects and
instructive games and songs, according to the

system initiated by Friedrich Froebel (1782-
1852) in Germany in 1840.

kindergartner (km'der-gart"ner), n. [< G. kin-

dergartner: see kindergarten and gardener.] A
teacher in a kindergarten.

Little science and little system are shown in most
homes ; in fact, the kiiiderijartners complain of home in-

fluences thwarting their teaching.
W. Odell, Nature, XXXVI. 296.

kinderkint (kin'der-kin), n. Same as kilderkin.

kind-hearted (kind'har"ted), a. Having much
kindness of nature; also, proceeding from or

characterized by kindness of heart.

Be, as thy presence is, gracious and kind,
Or to thyself at least kind-hearted prove.

Shak., Sonnets, x.

kind-heartedness (kind'har
//

ted-nes), H. Kind-
ness of heart.

kindleH (kin'dl), . [< ME. kindlen, kyndlen,

kendlen, kimdlen, bring forth, < kinde, kind : see

kind2.] I. trans. To give birth to; bring forth,
as young.
As the cony that you see dwell where she is kindled.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2, 358.

II. intrans. To bring forth young.
The poor beast had but lately kindled, and her young

whelps were fallen into a ditch. Holland.

kindleH (kin'dl), n. [ME. kindle, kindel: see
kindle1

, v.] 1. Progeny; young. 2. A brood
or litter.

kindle2 (kin'dl), v.; pret. and pp. kindled, ppr.
kindling. [< ME. kindlen, kyndlen, kinlen, set

on fire; prob. < Icel. kyndill, a candle, torch, <

L. candela, a candle : see candle.] I. trans. 1.

To set fire to; set on fire; cause to burn; light:

as, to kindle tinder or coal; to kindle a fire.

The bonny lass,
That kindles my mother's flre.

The Wffe of Usher's Well (Child's Ballads, I. 216).

2. To inflame, as the passions or feelings;
rouse into activity ;

excite
; fire : as, to kindle

anger or wrath
;
to kindle love.

The Britains were nothing pacified, but rather kindled
more vehementlie to worke all the mischeefe they could
deuise. Holinshed, King John, an. 1202.

As coals are to burning coals, and wood to flre, so is a
contentious man to kindle strife. Prov. xxvi. 21.

3. To move by instigation ; provoke ; incite ;

entice.

But it shall not be so long ; this wrestler shall clear all ;

nothing remains but that I kindle the boy thither [to

wrestle], which now 111 go about.

Shak., As you Like it, i. 1, 179.

4. To light up; illuminate.

The flres expanding, as the winds arise.
Shoot their long beams, and kindle half the skies.

Pope, Iliad, ii. 537.

The mighty campanile of Spalato rises, kindled with the
last rays of sunlight. A A. Freeman, Venice, p. 95.

=Syn. 1. To ignite, set flre to. 2. To awaken, stimu-
late, whet, foment, work up.

II. intrans. 1. To take fire; begin to burn.
My eye ... caught a light kindling in a window

;
it re-

minded me that I was late, and I hurried on.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xii.
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2. To begin to glow; light up; grow bright.

While morning kindles with a windy red.

Cmcper, Retirement, 1. 432.

3. To begin to be excited; grow warm or ani-

mated
;
be roused.

Then Howard, Home, and Douglas rose,

The kindling discord to compose.
Scott, L. of L. M., vi. 7.

kindle-flret (kin'dl-fir), n. [< kindle*, v., + obj.

fire. ] A promoter of strife
;
a firebrand.

Heere is he the kindle-fire between these two mighty
nations, and began such a flame as lasted aboue an hun-

dred yeeres after, and the smoake thereof much longer.

Daniel, Hist. Eng., p. 189.

kindler (kind'ler), . 1. One who or that which
kindles or animates.

Now is the time that rakes their revells keep ;

Kindlers of riot, enemies of sleep.

Oay, Trivia, iii. 322.

2. A device attached to a stove for the purpose
of bringing in contact with the fuel a mass of

easily lighted material, to kindle the fire. 3.

A piece of kindling-wood. [Local.]
Put some kindlers under the pot.

S. Judd, Margaret, i. 2.

kmdlesst (klnd'les), a. [< kind2
, n., + -less.]

Without natural affection ;
unnatural.

Remorseless, treacherous, lecherous, kindless villain !

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2, 609.

kindliness (klnd'li-nes), n. The quality of be-

ing kindly; inclination to be kind; natural af-

fection; benevolence.

That mute kindliness among the herds and flocks.

Milton, Tetrachordon.

=Syn. Benignity, humanity, sympathy, kind-heartedness,

fellow-feeling.

kindling1
! (kind'ling), n. [< ME. kyndlynge;

verbal B. of kindle1
-, v.] A brood or litter.

Therfore he seyde to the puple which wenten out to be

baptisid of him, kindelyngis of eddris, who schewide to

you to fle fro the wrathe to comynge?
Wydif, Luke iii. 7 (Purr.).

kindling2 (kind'ling), n. [Verbal n. of kindle2
,

v.] 1. The act of causing to burn
; setting on

fire. 2. Material, usually dry wood cut into

small pieces, for starting a fire: as, put some
kindling in the stove: most commonly in the

plural.
There was a back-log, top-log, middle-stick, and then a

heap of kindlings, reaching from the bowels down to the
bottom. Goodrich, quoted in Bartlett.

kindling-coal (kind'ling-kol), . An ignited

piece of coal used to light a fire
;
material used

to kindle a fire.

Thou kindlina cole of an infernall flre,

Die in the ashes of thy dead desire.

Breton, Pilgrimage to Paradise, p. 12.

kindling-WOOd (kind'ling-wud), n. Dry wood
cut into small pieces tobe used in kindling fires,

kindly (klnd'h), a. [< ME. kyndly, kyndli, knn-

deliche, < AS. gecyndelic, rarely without the pre-

fix, cyndelic, natural, < gecynd, nature : see kind2,

n., and -ly
1

. In present use (defs. 2, 3) the
word is associated with kind1

.] If. Of or per-

taining to kind, nature, or origin, (a) Natural;
characteristic ; existing or coming naturally.

Geffrey, thou wotest ryght wel this,
That every kyndely thynge that is

Hath a kyndely stede, ther he

May best in it conserved be.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 730.

There is nothing more ordinary or kindly in speech
then such a phrase as expresses onely the cheife in any
action, and understands the rest.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

(&) Of a suitable nature or quality ; fit ; proper.

This [ricel serves them for Bread-corn ; and as the Coun-
try is very kindly for it^ so their Inhabitants live chiefly
of it. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 26.

(c) Consonant in kind ; appropriate ; agreeable.

My age is as a lusty winter,
Frosty, but kindly. Shak., As you Like it, ii. 8, 58.

(d) Native ; pertaining to nativity ; indigenous. See kind-

ly tenant, below.

Uche kyng shulde make him boun
To com to her kyndely toun.

Cursor Mundi, MS. Coll. Trin. Cantab., f. 70. (Halliwett.)

(e) Naturally inherent ; inborn ; innate.

Do you not know that daintiness is kindly unto us, and
that hard obtaining is the excuse of woman's granting?

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

Whatsoever as the Son of God He may do, it is kindly
for him as the Son of man to save the sons of men.

Andrews, Sermons, IV. 253.

(/) Of legitimate birth ; lawfully begotten.

He must be a genuine or kindly son, irais yf>}<Ttos,
one

born in lawful marriage, and even begotten with a special
intent. W. E. Hearn, Aryan Household, p. 73.

2. Naturally inclined to good; sympathetic ;

benevolent : as, a kindly old gentleman ; a

kindly disposition ; also, benignant ; gracious.

kindness

The shade by which my life was crost . . .

Has made me kindly with my kind.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixvi.

Lead, kindly Light ! amidst the encircling gloom,
Lead Thou me on.

J. H. Newman, Lead, Kindly Light.

3. Soft ; agreeable ; refreshing ;
favorable ;

beneficial : as, kindly showers.

The path I was walking felt kindly to my feet.

Lou-ell, Study Windows, p. 54.

Kindly tenant, in Scots law, a tenant whose ancestors
have resided for a long time upon the same lands. =SytL
2 and 3. Kindly, Kind; gracious, benign, kind-hearted.

Kindly (by derivation, kind-like) is naturally softer than

kind; it also properly has regard to feeling or manner,
while kind often refers to acts.

kindly (klnd'li), adv. [< ME. kindly, kyndly,

kindely, kendeliche, cundeliclie, earliest form icun-

deliche, < AS. gecyndelice, rarely without the

prefix, cyndelice, naturally, < gecyndelic, natural :

see kindly, a. In present use the adv. is taken
as kind1

, a.,+ -ly*.] It- In a natural or native
manner, (a) By nature; naturally; instinctively.

Deceite, wepyng, spynnyng, God hath gyve
To wommen kyndely whil that they may lyve.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, L 402.

Then he [Bartholomssus, "De Propr. Kernm," bk. xii.

cap. xxix.] goes on to say that Jacobus de Vitriaco tells

of another cause of their death, viz. that the serpent
("who hateth kindlye this Birde") climbs into the nest
when the mother is absent and stings the young to death.

JV. and Q., 7th ser., VII. 374.

(6) By heart ; thoroughly.

"Peter!" quath a ploughman and putte forth hushefd,
"Ich knowe hym as kyndeliche as clerkus don hure

bokes." Piers Plowman (C), viii. 183.

(c) By nativity ; as regards nature or origin.

I surely thought that that manner had bene kindly
Irish, for it is fair differing from that we have nowe.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

2. Congenially; readily; spontaneously; with

aptitude.
Examine how kindly the Hebrew manners of speech

mix and incorporate with the English language.
Addison, Spectator, No. 405.

The silkworm is a native, and the mulberry proper for

its food grows kindly.

Jefferson, Notes on Virginia (1787), p. 63.

3. In a kind manner; with sympathetic ten-

derness, consideration, or good will.

Thane the conquerour kyndly comforthes these knyghtes,
Alowes thame gretly theire lordly a-vowes.

ilorte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 396.

And he comforted them, and spake kindly unto them.
Gen. 1. 21.

The broken soldier, kindly bade to stay,
Sat by his flre, and talk'd the night away.

Goldsmith, Des. ViL,l. 155.

4. Lovingly; affectionately; tenderly.
Whan he saw 'twas she,
He kindly took her in his arms,
And kist her tenderlie.

Young Bekie (Child's Ballads, IV. 16).

5. Propitiously; auspiciously; favorably.
But still the sun looks kindly on the year.

Jones Very, Poems, p. 106.

6. As an act of kindness; as a compliment or

favor; good-naturedly: in the phrase to take

(something) kindly.

Should one see another cudgelled, or scurvily treated,
do you think a man so used would take it kindly to be
called Hector or Alexander? Steele, Tatler, No. 171.

kindly-savin (kind'li-sav"in), n. See savin.

kindness (kind'nes), n. [ME. kyndenesse; <

kind1
, a., + -ness.] 1. The state or quality of

being kind; good will; benevolence; benefi-

cence of action or manner.
He holpe me out of my tene ;

Ne had not be his kyndenesse,
Beggers had we ben.

Lytell Geste of Kobyn Bode (Chad's Ballads, V. 67)

There is no man whose kindness we may not sometime
want^ or by whose malice we may not sometime suffer.

Johnson, Rambler.

Experience proves that kindness, as distinguished from
personal affection, which is quite another thing, does not

generally come by spontaneous growth so much as by re-

flection and the cultivation of a larger sympathy.
H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 61.

2. A kindly or tender feeling; affection; love.

I have sworn deep oaths of thy deep kindness,
Oaths of thy love, thy truth, thy constancy.

Shak., Sonnets, clii.

You don't do well to make sport with your Relations, es-

pecially with a young Gentleman that has so much kind-
ness for you. Steele, Tender Husband, ii. 1.

3. That which is kind; an act of good will; a
benefaction: as, to do one a kindness.

To do the more of kyndenes
I [God] took thi kinde and nothing dredde.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 163.

I have received some small kindnesses from him.

Shak., T. of A., iii. 2, 22.
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Not always actions show the man ; we find

Who does a kindne** is not therefore kind.

Pope, .Moral Essays, i. 110.

4. Accordance with meed or desire; fatness;

iigroeabloness; congruity: as, the kindness of

the elements. [Bare.]
A Rood loaf should have kindneia of structure, being

neither chatty, nor (laky, nor crummy, nor sodden.

Encye. Brit., I. 171.

= Syn. Tenderness,compassion, humanity, clemency, mild-

ness, gentleness, goodness, generosity, fellow-feeling. See

benignant and /.///<//.>/.

kindred (tdn'dwd). n. and a. [With unorig. d
inserted medially by confusion with kind? or

by mere phonetic influence ; < ME. kinrede, ken-

r'edc, kynrede, kynredyn, kinship, < AS. cynn, kin,
+ rasden, state, condition : see -red.] I. . 1.

Relationship by birth, marriage, or descent;
consanguinity; kinship; affinity.

There I throw my gzc,
Disclaiming here the kindred of the king.

Shak., Rich. II., L 1, 70.

Consanguinity, or kindred, is defined by the writers on
these subjects to be vinculum personarum ab eodem sti-

pito descendentium ; the connexion or relation of per-
sons descended from the same stock or common ancestor.

lilacIntuHe, Com., II. xiv.

Thy likeness to the wise below,
Thy kindred with the great of old.

Tennyton, lu Memoriam, 1\ \ iv.

2. Community in kind ; intrinsic relationship
or connection.

The sciences are all of one kindred. Brougham.

3. In a plural sense, relatives by blood or de-

scent, or, by extension, by marriage ;
a body of

persons related to one another; relatives; kin.

And than the kynge sente to alle the Dukes Itenrede,
and alle by letteres, that thei sholde come to hym to Car-
doel. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), L 79.

Adam's sons are my brethren ; and, truly, I hold It a
sin to match in my kindred. Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1, 68.

4. A tribe ;
a body of persons connected by a

family or tribal bond : with a plural form.

Salomon the wyse, that was Kyng aftre David, upon the
12 Kynredes of Jerusalem. Mandeville, Travels, p. 65.

The little territory of Dithmarschen was colonised by
two kindreds from Kriesland and two from Saxony.

Stubbs, Const Hist., f 26.

II. a. 1. Having kinship; allied by blood or
descent

;
related as kin.

The Danes were a kindred folk to the English, hardly
differing more from some of the tribes which had taken
a part in the English conquest than those tribes differed

from one another. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 151.

2. Pertaining to kinship; of related origin or

character; hence, native; pertaining to nativ-

ity : as, to live under kindred skies.

His hands were guilty of no kindred blood,
But bloody with the enemies of his kin.

Shak., Rich. II., ii. 1, 182.

Hence 3. Congenial; allied; of like nature,

qualities, etc. : as, kindred souls
;
kindred pur-

suits.

Good aunt, you wept not for our father's death
;

How can we aid you with our kindred tears?

Shak., Rich. III., Ii. 2, 63.

The fellowship of kindred minds
Is like to that above.

D. E. Jones, Blest be the Tie that Binds.

Mountains interposed
Make enemies of nations, who had else

Like kindred drops been mingled into one.

Cowper, Task, ii. 18.

kindshipt, n. [ME. kyndship; < kind1 + -ship.]
Kindness. Gower, Conf. Amant., ii.

kind-spoken (klnd'sp6*'kn), a. 1. Spoken in a
kind way: as, a kind-spoken word. 2. Charac-
terized by kindly speech : as, a kind-spoken gen-
tleman. [Colloq.]

kind-tempered (kind'tem^perd), a. Mild
; gen-

tle.

To the kind-temper'd change of night and day,
And of the seasons. Thomson, Summer, 1. 39.

kind-wittedt, a. [ME. kynde-witted; < kindi, a.,
+ in'/, .,+ -f(J2 .] Having natural sense or in-

telligence, as opposed to instructed. Compare
kind wit, under kind1

,
a.

No more can a kynde-iritted man botc clerkes hym teche,
Come for alle hus kynde wyttes thorwe Cristendom to be

saued. Piers Plovman (C), xv. 62.

kine 1
(kin), . [See cow1

.] Plural of coir1 .

[Archaic.]
A herd of beeves, fair oxen and fair kine.

Milton, P. L., xL 647.

When the deep-breathing kine come home at twilight.
0. W. Holmes, Autocr.it. iv.

kine2
(kin), H. [Origin obscure.] A weasel.

HHltiirell. [Prov. Eng.]
kinedomt, n. [ME., also kyiirdom, ki>i<l<iui, //-

<//,< AS. cynedom, kingdom, < cync-, of a king,
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+ doin, jurisdiction: see kingdom.] Same as

kinematic (kin-e-mat'ik), a. and n. [< Qr. nivr/-

ua(r-), movement, < xtveiv, move: see kinetic.]

1. n. Of or pertaining to kinematics.

II. n. Same as kinematics.

The rules about space and motion constitute the pure
sciences of Geometry and Kinematic.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 265.

Also cinematic.

kinematical (kin-e-mat'i-kal), a. [< kinematic
+ -<i/.] Same as "kinematic. Also cinematical.

kinematics (kin-e-mat'iks), n. [PI. of kine-

matic : see -ics.] 1. That part of tne science of

mechanics which treats of motion, its direction,

velocity, acceleration, composition, etc., with-
out reference to mass or to constraints: op-

posed to dynamics. Thus, the relation between
Kepler's laws and the law of gravitation comes under the
head of kinematics, because the planet is perfectly free to

move and iU mass has nothing to do with the question.
On the other hand, the consideration of perturbations
belongs to dynamics and not to kinematics. Again, the

subject of the brachlstochrone, though It Involves no
consideration of mass, is excluded from kinematics, as

Involving constraint. Statics is not considered to belong
to kinematics, since most statical problems involve con-

straints, though others do not. But the whole distinction
between kinematics and dynamics seems artificial, unsci-

entific, and confused.

2. The theory of mechanical contrivances for

converting one kind of motion into another, as
for example for making a piston-rod with a re-

ciprocating motion communicate to a wheel
a uniform rotation. Also called applied kine-

matics.

kinemerkt, n. [ME., also kyne-merk; < cyne-,
of a king (see king1 ), + marc, mark.] A mark
or sign of royalty. Ravelok, \. 602.

kinepox (kin'poks), . Same as cowpox.
kinerict, kinerichet, [ME., also kuneriche,

kinric, etc., < AS. cynerice (= OHG. chunirichi),
a kingdom, < cync-, of a king (see king1 ), +
rice, a kingdom. Cf. kingric.] Same as kintj-

ric.

kinescope (kin'e-skop), n. Same as kineto-

scope, 2.

kinesiatric (ki-ne-si-at'rik), a. [< Gr. n'mpis,

movement, + iarpmos, relating to a cure, <

iaTp6f, a physician.] In therap., relating to or

consisting in muscular movement employed as
a remedy; pertaining to kinesitherapy.
kinesipatbic (ki-ne-si-path'ik), a. [< kinesip-

ath-y -T- -ic.] Of or pertaining to kinesipathy;
motorpathic.

kinesipathist(kin-e-sip'a-thist), . [<kinesip-

ath-y + -ist.] One'who practises kinesipathy ;

one versed in kinesipathy.
kinesipathy (kin-e-sip'a-thi), n. [Irreg. < Gr.

nivr/ais, movement '(< Kivelv, move), + irdoof, suf-

fering (taken, as in homeopathy, etc., to mean
' cure ').] Kinesitherapy, especially in its ear-
lier and cruder forms.

kinesitherapy (ki-ne-si-ther'a-pi), n. [< Gr. '-

vr/aif, movement, + depawela, cure.] In ihtrap.,
a mode of treating diseases by gymnastics or

appropriate movements
;
movement-cure.

kinesodic (kin-e-sod'ik), a. [< Gr. xivt/atf, move-
ment, + od, force, + -ic.] Transmitting motor
impulses: applied to the motor tracts of the
nervous system.
kinesthesia, kinesthesis, . See kincKsthesia.

kinesthetic, kinaesthetic (kin-es-thet'ik), a.

[< kincesthesia, after esthetic.'] Pertaining to

kinsesthesia.

kinetic (ki-net'ik), a. [< Gr. xtvyrucAf, < uvrrrb;,

verbal adj. of mvelv, move: see cite1.] 1. Caus-

ing motion; motory. 2. Actually exerted, as

force : opposed to latent or potential.

The potential energy of a material system Is the ca-

pacity which it has of doing work depending on other
circumstances than the motion of the system. In other

words, potential energy is that energy which is not kinetic.

Clerk Maxicell, Matter and Motion, art. Ixxxii.

Kinetic coefficient of viscosity. See coefficient Ki-
netic constraint. See constraint. Kinetic energy or

activity. See energy, 7. Kinetic theory of gases. See

gas, 1.

kinetical (ki-net'i-kal), a. [< kinetic +
^al.]

Of, pertaining to, or concerned with kinetics.

This he considers to be dependent upon the difference

between the statical and the kinetical pressure of the
column of lava on the sides of the duct.

J. Prestirich, Proc. Roy. Soc., XXXVIII. 268.

kinetics (ki-net'iks), n. [PI. of kinetic: see -ics.]

That branch of the science of dynamics which
treats of forces causing or changing the motion
in bodies or of the circumstances of actual

motion: opposed to .--tiiticr!. and synonymous
with <lynnii<:* in one of the senses of that word.
See dynamics Chemical kinetics. See chemical.
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kinetogenesis (ki-ne-to-jen'e-sis), n. [< Gr.

KivrfTOf, verbal adj. of uveiv, move (see kinetic),
+ yeveoif, origin : see genesis.] Origination of

animal structures by means or in consequence
of the movements of animals, or the doctrine
of such origination. E. D. Cope, Origin of the

Fittest, p. 423.

kinetoscope (ki-ne'to-skop), . [< Gr. luvrrrof,

moving (verbal adj. of tuveiv, move), + aiamelv,

view.] 1. A kind of movable panorama.
[Bare.] 2. An instrument for illustrating the
results of combinations of arcs of different

radii in making curves. Also called kinescope.

kine-yerdt, . [< ME. kyneyenl, kynegera, <

AS. cynegeard, a scepter, s cyne-, of a king, +
geard, rod, yard: see yard

1
.] A scepter.

Hli setten on ys heved a croune of rede golde,
Ant token him a kyneyerde ... to deme.

Execution of Sir Simon Frater (Child's Ballads, VI. 277).

king1
(king), . [< ME. king, kyng, < AS. cyng,

a late contracted form of the usual cyning =
OS. kunitig= OFries. koning, kiniiig, kening, ken-

eng, also, with alteration of the suffix, kmiig,

kenig, keneg = OD. cpnine, koninck, D. koning =
MliG. konink, konnink, LG. koning, koning =
OHG. <-li a HI HI/, kuninc, also, with alteration of

the suffix, chunig, kunig, MHG. kiinie, kiinee,

contr. kiinc, G. konig, formerly also konig (with
vowel due to LG.) = Icel. konungr, contr. kongr
= Sw. konung, contr. kung =: Dan. konge(& Goth,

form, "kuniggs, is not recorded, and perhaps
never existed, the usual word being thiudans=
AS. / In ijiii n}. a king, i. e. a chief, the chief man
of a tribe, prob. lit. 'belonging to a tribe,' or
' descendant of a tribe '

(or
' one of noble kin'f ),

< AS. cynn (= Goth, kuni, etc.), a race, tribe,
kin (cf. AS. cyne- (= OHG. chuni-), in comp.,
of a king, perhaps a contr. form of cyning in

comp., otherwise a related noun),+ -ing, a com-
mon patronymic suffix : see kin1 and -ing

3
. The

exact notional relation of king with kin is unde-

termined, but the etymological relation is hard-

ly to be doubted. The asserted identity of the
word with Skt. janaka, a father, is false. There
is no connection, as alleged, with can1 and cun-

ning'
1
.] 1. A chief ruler; a reigning sovereign

or monarch
;
a man who holds by life tenure the

chief authority over a country and people. The
word is used both as a generic designation of any sovereign
ruler and as the specific title of the rulers of certain states

distinctively called kingdoms. It is applicable by extension
to an Infant who has become heir to the sovereign power,
and reigns through a regent. King, originally applied to

any tribal chief, whether such by hereditary, elective, or

military right, took on a more imposing sense with the rise
of the modern European states ; out it is still used histori-

cally, or with a modern imputation or suggestion of royal
splendor, with reference to many ancient and modern bar-
barian or savage tribes, as the ancient Canaanite kings,
the Mongol kings of Asia, the ancient kings of Ireland, the

kings of central Africa, the American Indian King Fow-
hatan and King Philip, etc. The autocratic or despotic
power formerly implied by the title kiivj has been almost
lost In Europe, where a king is now merely a chief magis-
trate for life, bound by constitutional and statutory limi-
tations equally with his subjects. The office of king is now,
as a rule, hereditary in principle ; but in former times it

was often elective, or in some manner the subject of choice
or selection. In the generic sense, God Is often called King,
as the supreme ruler of the universe. Abbreviated K.

And also wee have a Kijng, nought for to do Justice to

every man, for he schallefynde no forfete amonge u; but
for to kepe noblesse, and for to schewe that wee ben obeys-
sant, wee have a l\im

:
i. MandeoiUe, Travels, p. 294.

Who is this King of glory 1 The Lord strong and mighty.
Pa. xxiv. '-.

There's such divinity doth hedge a king
That treason can but peep to what It would.

Shak., Hamlet, IT. 5, 123.

2. One who or that which is chief or greatest
in any respect; a holder of preeminent rank or

power of any kind : as, a king of good fellows
;

the lion is called the king of beasts.
He [leviathan] beholdeth all high things : he is a king

over all the children of pride. Job xIL 34.

Of a' the lads that I do ken,
A Wamphray lad 's the king of men.

Loot of Wamphray (Child's Ballads, VL 173).

Time made thee what thou wast, king of the woods.
Cowper, Yardley Oak.

3. In games: (a) A playing-card bearing a pic-
ture of a king: as, tne king of diamonds.

Whiles he thought to steal the single ten,
The king was slily flnger'd from the deck.

Shak., S Hen. VI., T. 1, 44.

An Ace of Hearts steps forth : the King unseen
Lurk'd in her hand, and mourn 'd his captive Queen.

Pope, R. of the L., iii. 86.

(6) The chief piece in the game of chess. See
chess, (c) A crowned man in the game of

draughts, (d) See the quotation.
About the middle of the [billiard, [table was placed a

small arch of iron, and in a right line, at a little distance
from it, an upright cone called the king.

Stnitt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 396.
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[CYI/).] The eleventh and twelfth books
3ible. In Hebrew manuscripts they are undi-

4. pi. .

of the Bib!
vided, and form a continuous narrative of the Hebrew
people from the later days of King David to the captivity
of Judah in Babylon. The division into two books was

first made in the Septuagint and retained in the Vulgate,
in both of which they are named the third and fourth books
of Kings (the two books of Samuel being the first and sec-

ond); hence, in the English Bible, the double title "The
first book of the Kings, commonly called the third book
of the Kings," etc. The period embraces the reigns of all

the kings of Israel and Judah, except Saul's and most of

David's. The work was probably composed substantially
before the end of the captivity. The authorship is uncer-

tain.

5. A red-finned herring. [West of Eng.]
Apostolicking. See aposMic. Chambersofthe kingt.
See chamber. Champion ofthe king. See champion!.
Clerk comptroller of the king's household, clerk of
the king's silver. See clerk. Court of King's Bench.
See court. Divine right of kings. See divine. Era of

kings. See era. Keeper of the king's conscience, the

lord chancellor. See chancellor, 3 (a). King at arms.
See king-at-arms. King Charles spaniel. See spaniel.

King Closer, in arch. See closer! (6). King Cotton,
an expression much used in the United States for a few

years before the civil war, in allusion to the commercial

preeminence of cotton in the South. King James Bible.
See Bible, 1. King of fish, the salmon, Salmo solar.

King of misrule. Same as lord of misrule (which see,

under lord). King of terrors, death.

It [destruction] shall bring him to the king of terrors.

Job xviii. 14.

King of the ant-eaters. See ant-eater. King of the
breams, Pagettus ert/thrinus. Kiag of the herrings,
(a) The allice shad. [Local, Eng.] (B) The Chimceramon-
strosa. [Local, Scotch (Shetland).] King of the mullets,
thecommon bass. [Belfast, Ireland.] King of the sal-

mon, a fish, Trachypterus altivelis. It has a very com-

pressed body, dorsal and ventral fins with about seven

mostly branched rays, and a bright silvery color varied by
three large spots below the dorsal ftn. It inhabits deep
water along the Pacific coast of both North and South
America. King of the sea-breams. Same as becker.

King's advocate. Same as lord advocate (which see, un-

der advocate). King's beadsman. Same as Hue-gown.

King's Bishop's gambit. See gambit. King's coun-
sel, enemy, evidence. See the nouns. King's evil.

See eraH and touch-piece. King's freeman, in Scotland,
a title formerly given to a person who, on account of his

own service or that of his fathers to the state, had a pecu-
liar statutory right to exercise a trade as a freeman, with-

out entering with the corporation of the particular trade

which he exercised. Such a person might move from

place to place and carry on his trade within the bounds of

any corporation. King's gambit. See gambit. King's
letter. Same as brief, 2 (d). King's list. See lists.

King's scholar. See scholar. King's yellow. See ar-

senic, a. Marshal of the King's Bench. Seemarshal.
Marshal of the king's household. Sam e as knight mar-
shal (which see, under knight). The king's English.
See English. The king's language*, the king's English.

Your Grace ... on this subject reproving your cour-

teoures, quha on a new conceat of finnes sum tymes spilt

(as they cal it) the king's language.
A. Hume, Orthographic (E. E. T. S.), Ded., p. 2.

Three kings of Cologne, the Three Kings, the three

wise men of the East, Caspar, Melchior, and Balthazar.

=Syn. 1. Sovereign, etc. See prince.

king1
(king), v, [< king

1
, .] I. trans. 1. To

supply with a king.
For, my good liege, she is so idly king'd,
Her sceptre so fantastically borne

By a vain, giddy, shallow, humorous youth,
That fear attends her not. Shak., Hen. V.

,
ii. 4, 26.
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leaves set erect upon a golden circle ;
nine leaves appear in vegetation from taking root. L. F. Ward, Botanical Ga-

the representations. Each king-at-arms has his official es- zette, XIV. 14. [Northern New York.]

cutcheon, which he impales on the dexter side, with his kingdom (king
'

dum), n. [< ML. Kingdom,
own paternal arms on the sinister. kyngdom, < AS. cyniiigdom (= OS. Tatningddm =
king-auk (king'ak), n. The great auk, Alca MD _ koninkdom, D. koningdoin = G. konigthum
impennis. _ icei. konungdon/r = Dan. kongedomme = Sw.

king-bird (king'berd), n. 1. A tyrant fly- itommgadomc), kingly power, < cyning, king, +
catcher, Tyrannus caroltnensis, abundant in the

rf(5Wj jurisdiction: see kingl and -dom. This

King-bird or Bee-martin ( Tyrann
carolinensis).

2. To make royal ;
raise to royalty.

Those traitorous captains of Israel who kinged them-
selves by slaying their masters and reigning in their stead.

South, Works, XI. it

II. intrans. To perform the part of king ;
act

the king: with an indefinite it.

The News here is that Lambeth-House bears all the

sway at Whitehall and the Lord Deputy kings it notably
in Ireland. Howell, Letters, ii. 28.

king2 (king), n. [Chin.] 1. The collective

name in China for the books edited or compiled
by Confucius, and forming with the Four Books
(see analect) the classics of the country. 2.
In Chinese translations of Buddhist Scriptures,
the equivalent of sutra (which see).

king3 (king), n. [Chin.] A Chinese musical

instrument, of very ancient origin, consisting
of sixteen suspended stones or metallic plates

United States (also
called bee-martin),
or some other spe-
cies of the same ge-
nus, as the gray king-
bird, Tyrannus do-

minicensis. 2. Any
bird of the family

. ty-

flycatcher.

king-bolt(king'bolt),
. 1. A large bolt

connecting the fore

part of a carriage
with the fore axle.

The axle rotates
about it as a joint
when the carriage is

turned. 2. A large
bolt which passes
through the truck
and body-bolsters and center-plates of a car-

body and the center of a truck. Car-Builder's

Diet.

Also king-pin.

king-by-your-leavet, n. An old game of hide-

and-seek.

[King-by-your-leave] A playe that children have, where
one sytting blyndefolde in the midle bydeth so tyll the
rest have hydden themselves, and then he going to seeke

them, if any get his place in the meane space, that same
is kynge in his roume. Huloet, 1572.

king-crab (king'krab), n. 1. A horseshoe-
crab or Molucca crab

;
a crustacean of the

family Limulidce and genus Limulus, as L. po-

lyphemtis, L. moluccaims, or L. rotimdicaudus.
The king-crab is so called from its great size ; it sometimes
attains a length of 2 feet. The carapace is concavo-con-

vex, rounded in front, and movably divided into the larger
anterior horseshoe-shaped cephalothorax, whence the
name horseshoe-crab, and a smaller wedge-shaped abdo-

men, from which projects a long, sharp, bayonet-like tail

or telson. On the upper surface are a pair of large com-

pound eyes, and in front of them a pair of small simple
eyes. Underneath are five pairs of long ambulatory legs,

springing from the cephalothorax near together, and an
anterior pair, much smaller and otherwise modified, and
differing in the two sexes. The mouth is in the middle
line, behind the first pair of legs. Under the abdomen
are a number of movable flaps, in the form of thin plates
lying one upon another like the leaves of a book ; these
are pereiopods or swimming-feet, and also respiratory or-

gans or gills. The animal when just hatched is about a

quarter of an inch long, has no telson, and the cephalotho-
racic and abdominal regions are much alike, being some-
what semicircular and hinged by a straight line. The ab-

domen shows traces of segmentation ,
and the general aspect

recalls that of a trilobite, of which Limulus is the nearest
relative living. In many respects these strange creatures
resemble scorpions, and some contend, therefore, that

they are arachnidans, not crustaceans. They are found
on the eastern coasts of North America and Asia. See

word has taken the place of ME. kinedom, < AS.

cynedom, a kingdom.] 1. The power or au-

thority of a king; regal dominion; supreme
rule. [Archaic.]
There be some standing here which shall not taste of

death till they see the Sou of man coining in his kingdom.
Mat. xvi. 28.

The Father, to whom In heaven supreme
Kingdom, and power, and glory appertains.

Milton, P. L.,vi. 815.

2f. The state of being a king; kinghood; king-

ship.
I must be married to my brother's daughter,
Or else my kingdom stands on brittle glass.

Shak., Eich. III., iv. 2, 62.

3. The territory or country subject to a king;
the dominion of a king ormonarch (see Tcing^-, 1 ) ;

in general, a domain; country. 4. Anything
conceived as constituting a realm or sphere of

independent action or control: as, the kingdom
of thought.

In the body of this fleshly land,
This kingdom, this confine of blood and breath,
Hostility and civil tumult reigns
Between my conscience and my cousin's death.

Shak., K. John, iv. 2, 246.

Who pass'd, methought, the melancholy flood

With that grim ferryman which poets write of,

Unto the kingdom of perpetual night.
Shak., Eich. I1I.,L4, 47.

5. In the New Testament, with the definite ar-

ticle, usually in fuller phrase the kingdom of
God, or the kingdom of heaven, the spiritual

reign of God as supreme king, and over sub-

jects loyally accepting it: generally conceived
as founded by the Messiah, and therefore a

Messianic kingdom. The term is used with different

shades of meaning, but always with this fundamental
idea of God's reign as recognized and loyally accepted.
Sometimes this reign is spoken of as recognized in the

heart and life of the individual, sometimes as supreme in

the community, sometimes prophetically as in its per-
fection embracing the whole body of the redeemed. (See,
for a collection of these definitions, Dr. James 8. Cand-
lish's "The Kingdom of God," Appendix, note 2, p. 392.)

Jesus went about all Galilee, teaching in their syna-

gogues, and preaching the gospel of the kingdom.
Mat. iv. 23.

Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter

into the kingdom of heaven; but he that doeth the will of

my Father which is in heaven. Mat. vii. 21.

The kingdom of Ood is not meat and drink ; but right-

eousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost.
Rom. xiv. 17.

6. Jjanat. hist., one of the three great divisions

in which natural objects are ranked in classi-

fication namely, the animal, vegetable, and
mineral kingdoms. Kingdom come, the hereafter:

as, to go to kingdom come (that is, to die). (Slang. ] Latin
kingdom. See Latin. United Kingdom, Great Britain

and Ireland : so called since the legislative union of the

two islands under the Act of Union of 1800, which took

effect January 1st, 1801.
cut under horseshoe-crab.

2.ABritishdecapoderustaeean,a/iasgiH(MJo,
effect January 1st, ira.

better known as the thornback-crab. kingdomed kmg'dumd), a. l< kingdom + -ed*.

kingcraft (king'kraft), n. The craft or occu- Possessing kingly power or character.

pation of kings ;
the art of kingly government ;

royal polity or policy.
With what modestty can hee pretend to be a Statesman

himself, who, with his Fathers Kingcraft and his own, did
never that of hi;

posit to his prof t

Imagined worth
Holds in his blood such swoln and hot discourse,
That 'twixt his mental and his active parts
Kingdom'd Achilles in commotion rages.

never that 'of his 'own accord which' was "not directly" op- king_duck (king'duk). . A kind of eider-duck,ofessed Interest both at home and abroad? *J^?^i' "_2 A -uc :! ^.7.-.'
Milton, Eikonoklastes, xi.

As for tricking, cunning, and that which in sovereigns
they call Hng-craft, and reason of state in commonwealths,
to them and their proceedings Polybius is an open enemy.

Dryden, Character of Polybius.'

Never was there so consummate a master [as Louis

of a metal or wooden hammer.
king-apple (king'ap"!), n. A variety of apple,
large, red in color, and of excellent quality.
king-at-arms (king'at-armz'), n. In her., an
officer of some antiquity in Great Britain, and
formerly of great authority, whose business it is

Somaferia spectdbilis^ of the subfamily Fidigu-
lince and family Anatidce, common on the north-

erly coasts of Europe and America, it differs

from the common eider notably in the shape of the bill

and head, in coloration, mode of feathering of the base of

the upper mandible, position of the nostrils, etc.
i-uiiunair a UKIMI/I [jus OJUUIB , . j /, t-,/*- \ n 7 J 7

XIV.] of ... king-craft-ol all those arts which most king-eider (kingVder), it. Same as ktng-dwck.
advantageously display the merits of a prince, and most king-fern (king'fern), n. The royal or flower-
completely hide his defects. Macmday, Mirabeau.

jng ferrl) Qsmunda regalis.

king-crow (king'kro), n. A drongo-shrike of kingflsh (king'flsh), . One of various fishes,
the genus Dicrurus, as the Indian finga, D. ma- of large size or of excellent quality, belong-
crocercus, remarkable for its elongated forked ing to different families, (a) In the Atlantic states,

tail and for the courage and address with which, and especially in New York, a scisenoid fish, Menticirrus

like the king-bird of the United States, it attacks **, of elongate form, with the ventral fins some dis-

other birds. The term is extended to various

there are three kings-at-arms, namely, Garter (see Garter),
Clarencieux, and Norroy. The first of these is styled princi-
pal king-at-arms, and the others are called provincial kings,
because their duties are confined to the provinces the one
(Clarencieux) officiating south of the Trent, and the other
(Norroy) north of that river. There is a Lyon king-at-arms
for Scotland, and an Ulster king-at-arms for Ireland, and
one styled Bath or Gloucester, whose jurisdiction extendsto
Wales, but who is not a member of the heraldic chapter.
The crown of a king-at-arms is composed of sixteen oak-

Strowe me the ground with Daffadowndillies,
And Cowslips, and Kingcups, and loved Lillies.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., April.

king-devil (king'dev"!), n. A species of hawk-
weed, Hicracium praialtnm, recently introduced
from Europe, and becoming a serious pest to

farmers. It forms a continuous mat of pale-green leaves,

lying flat on the ground and preventing any other form of Kingfish (Mmticirrus ntiulosus).



kingflsh

tanco hchlnil the pectoral HUM. :>ml Hi. 1 >, ,i ly grayish and
silvery in color, \\ilh iiif^nhtr -l.uk kits, of which the
anterior trend ol.]ii|ii< ly l>:i<-k\v:ii-l :Mnl dnun\v:it<l, :u,d

the posterior forward ami dou nunid. It is HUM !n -.;

To!' it.4 tle*!l. AlMO Clllldl ll'tlifill'/. tn,,,l-,,,l A,;/,'*
1

,
hfltl-t, I/till

lit, ami nnnlc. nanicM properl> ln-lun^in^ to ditlrrent ani-

mals. The name H :il>o rxh-ndrd to rclatcil species, a

the simthrrn .(/. albuniug (also called Carolina wfu'l^n,
Bennitif" /* l<it!n'i, though not found In Kerminla h//l[ln>n>l

ii>t,ilix'i, <n-i:in>'l mull, I, anil barb) and the t'aciltc coast M.
itiulnliiin- i.il - ''.ill. .1 titfker). (b) In i aliloi nia, anotln i

scifcnoid Huh. Sfriiihttx politiut, better known as quecnjixh.

(c) A Hcia'iioid iNh, .s',v>/* antarctica, of southern Austra-
lia anil T.iMiiania, closely related to the maigrc of Europe.
(d) In New Xealand, a carangoid tlsh, .* ri"la lalaiuli,ot a
fusiform shape, witti from to 8 dorsal spinea and 32 to 'M
dorsal rays, steel-blue above and white nelow. It some-
times attains a length of 4 feet, and is an excellent food-
tlnh. (e) InKngl:ind,thcopah, Lamprw Ittiut or L.guttatw.
See ttpah. (/) A acombroUl fish, Sctnnbcrwnorus regale
ord/trium regale, related to the Spanish mackerel; also,
the Sannln'rtniuirux caballa or ctro. (g) A scucnoid fish,

the little roneador, Genyimfitius liiteatus, common on the
coast of California : so called in the San Francisco markets.

(A) A tlsh of the family Polynfiniila, Polynemut imiicitu,
esteemed in India for the sounds, which yield isinglass of
tin- best quality, and which are a constant source of traffic

among tho Chinese.

kingfisher (king'fish'er), n. 1. Any bird of the
extrusive* family Alrlini<l<i . Kingfishers form a
natural family of picarlan birds, with flsstrostral bill and
syndactyl feet, and are remarkable for their number and
variety as well as for the brilliancy of their plumage.
They nest in holes, and lay white eggs. Their character -

istic habit is to sit motionless on the watch for their prey,
dart after it. and return to their perch. There are about
125 species and 20 genera, found in most parts of the
world, but very unevenly distributed. Thus, there are

only 2 species peculiar to northern parts of the old world,
only 2 species in N'orth America, and only one genus In all

America. The Ethiopian region and the Indian region
are about equally rich; tho Australian (In a broad sense)
is the richest, alone possessing half the genera and half
the species. The common kingfisher of Europe, Alcedo
iitpida, a small bird of brilliant colors, is supposed to be
the halcyon of classic writers. The pled kingfisher, Ceryle
rudis, also inhabits Europe as well as other countries.
The common American kingfisher, C. alci/nn, Is 12} Inches
long, 22 in extent of wings, dull-blue above, white below,
with a bluish belt on the breast and in the female a chest-
nut bar behind this ; the wing- and tail-feathers are black,
spotted and barred with white ; the head is crested. This
bird is known as the belted kingfisher. (See cut under Ce-

ryle.) A small, glossy green-and-white species, which
reaches the Mexican border of the United States, is C. ca-

banisi. The giant kingfisher or laughing-jackass of Aus-
tralia Is Dacelo gigas. See cut under Dacelo.

Erroneously 2. (a) The water-ouzel, Ciiicln.i

aquaticus, popularly imagined to be the female
of the kingfisher Alcedo ispida. [Local, Scot-
land and Ireland.] (6) The tern or sea-swal-
low. .

Also kintfx-fixlH 'i'.

Swallow-tailed kingfisher, the paradise jacamar, Oat-
bvla paratiisca, a bird of Surinam.

king-geldt, . [< king* + geld?.] Escuage, or

royal aid. Bailey, 1731.

king-gutter (king'gut'er), n. A main drain.
Hiitlitn-lt. [Prov. _Eng.]

king-hake (kiug'hak), n. A gadoid fish of the

genus I lii/cis, P. regius, not rare along the east-

ern coast of the United States. It is readily dis-

tinguishable by a row of white spots along the lateral

line and the low dorsal fin. It rarely much exceeds a foot
In length.

kingheadt (kiug'hed), n. [ME. kinghed, kinii-

ln<lr; < friiij/l T -head. Cf. kinghood.] King-
ship.
I wende that kinghed and kni;;l hed and caiseria with erlis

Weru Do-wel and Do-bet and Do-best of hem alle.

Pirn Plowman (A), ri. 216.

To every man belongeth lore,
But to no man belongeth more
Than to a kynge, whiche hath to lede
The people, for his kywjhnt
lie male hem both saue and spllle.

Sower, Coat. Amant., vii.
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its S-celled ovary. The trunk is woody, and the leaves are

linear, the whole plant funning a sort of grass-tree. Only
one species, /i. awftrtili*, U known, native of south" '

Australia.

kingio (kin'gyo), n. [Jap., goldfish, < I.-in, gold,
+ !/io, fish.J A Japanese variety of the gold-
fish, Cariimtiit.1 tinnitus.

king-killer (king'kil'er), . 1. One who kills

a king ; a regicide.
O thoii sweet king-killer (gold], and dear divorce

Twixt natural son and sire ! Khak., T. of A., Iv. 3, 382.

2. A large, hiirh-fiuned killer-whale, supposed
to be the male. [Provincetown, Massachu-
setts.

]

kingless (king'les), a. [< ME.
kynqles (= Q.

kiinii/lo.t = Icel. kanum/lama); < king* + -less.]
Without a king ; having no king.

king's-hood

king-piece (king'^Os), H. Same i

king-pin (kin^'pin), . 1. Same UK

2. That pin in bowls ami ten-pins which
stands at the front apex when the pins an- in

place : so called because if it is struck properly
all the pins fall. Hence 3. The principal or
essential person in a company or an enterprise.

[Colloq., U. 8.]

king-pine (king'pin), n. 1. The pineapple.
2. The I'lcm II ililiimia, or Indian firof the Him-
alayas, a large coniferous tree 70 to 80 feet in

height.

king-plant (king'plant), n. A Javan orchid,
Ancectocliilus sctuccux, whose purple-brown
leaves are marked with yellow lines. It is

frequently cultivated in orchid-houses.

kinghood (king'hud),. [ME. kinghod;
+ -hood.] Kingship ; the state of being a king.

King, i the conlure . . .

Bi alle the kud customes to Kinghod that longes.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4058.

kinghunter (king'hun'ter), n. A halcyon, or

non-aquatic kingfisher: a name invented to

avoid speaking of a bird that does not fish as
a "kingfisher." See Halcyonince.

Kingia(kin'ji-ii), . [NL. (Robert Brown. 1827),
nameil primarily in honor of Capt. Philip Gul-

ley King, governor of New South Wales at the
time of Flinders's expedition, during which the

plant was first collected, but also intended to

commemorate Capt. King, who first found the

ripe seeds in November, 1822.] A genus of

monocotyledonous plants of anomalous char-

acter, referred liy the latest writers to the I.ili-

acece, but formerly regarded as belonging to the

Jitiicitn-tr, or rush family. It has by some authors
beer, made the type of the group to which it belongs, but
is now placed in the trihe ('nl-^'i.--if(f with Calectaxia and
Bapterui. It differs. however, from lioth those genera in

havinK tin- leaves crowded at the apex of the trunk, and
the Mowers likewise crowded in a terminal head, and in

kinglet (king let), n. [< king* + -let.] 1. A
little king; a weak or insignificant king.
A present to the boy at Byzantium, from some hundred-

wived kiiujlet of the Hyperborean Taprobane, or other no-
man's land in the far East. Kinyaley, Uypacia, xx.

2. A golden-crested or ruby-crowned wren ;

one of a number of very diminutive greenish
birds, about 4 inches long, having a yellow,
orange, or flaming crest, constituting the sub-

family Kegiilina: The best-known Is the European
goldcruBt./fe.'/uiiuerMaftw. (See cut under ijolAereA.) Two
distinct United States species are the golden-crowned,
Jt. mtrapa, and the ruby-crowned, R. calendula, both very
common in woodland and shrubbery. They are dainty
little birds in form, color, and manners, having an exqui-
site song of great volume considering their tiny size. They
are migratory and insectivorous, build very bulky mossy
nests warmly lined with feathers, and lay numerous white
eggs spotted with reddish brown.

kinglihoqd (kiug'li-hud), . [< kingly
+ -hood.]

The quality of being kingly ; kiugliness ; king-
ship. [Poetical.]

Since he neither wore on helm or shield
The golden symbol of his Hityliliood,
But rode a simple knight among his knights.

Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

kingliness (king'li-nes), . The state of being
kingly or royal ; kingly character.

kingling (king'jing), n. [< king 1 + -ling
1
.] A

little king; a kinglet. [Rare.]

Enough of States, and such like trifling things;
Enough of kinglings and enough of kings.

Churchill, The Candidate.

kingly (king'li), a. [< ME. kyngly, < AS. *cy-

ninglie (not recorded) (= OFries. kenenglik =
D. koninklijk = MLG. koningcslik = OHG. ktt-

ninglili, chuninglih, cuninclih, cliuninclili, MHG.
kiiniclicli, kilncclich, G. koniglich = Icel. konung-
ligr = Dan. kongclig = Sw. kunglig, in official

style konglig), kingly, < cyning, king, + -lie, E.

-ly
1

. The reg. AS. term was eynelic, kingly,
< cyne-, in comp., of a king, + -lie, E. -ly

1
.] 1.

Of or pertaining to a king or kings; royal.
What seem'd his head

The likeness of a kiiujly crown had on.

Milton, P. L., U. 673.

What can they see in the longest kingly line in Europe,
save that it runs back to a successful soldier?

Scott, Woodstock, xxxvii.

2. Of regal character or quality; king-like;
exalted.

Wan, wasted Truth in her utmost need
Thy kingly intellect shallfeed.

Tennyson, To-
, 111.

= Syn. Regal, etc. See royal.

kingly (king'li), adi: [< ME. "kinglu, adv. (=
T>. koninklijk = OHG. chuningliclio, MHG. kii-

necliche = Icel. konunglign').< kingly, a. Cf. AS.
cynelice,<. cynclic, kingly: see kingly, a.] In the
manner of a king ; royally.

TIs flattery In my seeing,
And my great mind most kinyly drinks it up.

SAa*., Sonnets, cxlv.

Low bow'd the rest, he, kinglu, did but nod.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 207.

kingmaker (Mng'ma'ker), H. One who makes
kings ;

one who raises a person to a royal throne :

a title applied specifically to Richard Nevil,
Earl of Warwick (died 1471), who was the prin-
cipal agent in making Edward IV. king in place
of Henry VI., and afterward in dethroning Ed-
ward and restoring Henry.
king-mullet (king'mul'et), . The goat-fish,

l'l>i-ni'iiii m/ti'iiliitns, found in the seas around
Jamaica : so called from its beauty.
kingnut (king'nut), n. The mockernut-tree,

t'unjn linnfiitiixii: also, its fruit.

king-Ortolan (kinR'or'to-lan), . 1. The fresh-

water marsh-lien or king-rail. Kallus I-/II/IIHX.

2. The common gallinule, (inlliiniln gateato.

king-penguin (khiK'pen'gwin), n. The great
or Pennant's penguin, Aytenoiltjtcs penitanti or

J. rvi.

having its lower end fastened to the middle of

thetie-beam; a joggle-post. When two side posts,
one at each side of the center, are used to support the

King-post Roof.

A, king-post ; />, tie-beam ; C, C, struts or braces.

roof. Instead of one in the middle, these are called queen-
posts. See roof and crotm-wft. Also called king-piece,

timj's-pieee, crown-post, juggle-piece. King-post roof, ft

roof having but a single vertical post In each truss.

king-rail (king'ral), . I. The great red-
breasted rail of the United States, Rallus ele-

gans. Also called fresh-water marsh-hen, fresh-
water hen, fresh-marsh hen, and marsh-hen. 2.
The common gallinule, Gallinulagaleata. [Con-
necticut.]

kingrict, kingrickt, . [< ME. kingrike, king-
richc, kungriclie (= OFries. kiningrikc = D. ko-

ningrijk=OHG. kuningrichi, chunincrihhi, MHG.
kiinicriche, kiinecriche, G. konigreich = Icel. ko-

}ntn(/sriki= T>&n. kongerige = Sw. konungarike) ;

< kingl + -ric. The earlier form was kinetic,

q. v. Cf. bishopric, etc.] A kingdom.
I make the keparc, syr knyghte, of kyngrykes nianye,
Wardayne wyrchipfulle, to welldc al my landes.

Morte Arthvre (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 649.

king-rod (king
'

rod), n. An iron rod some-
times used to take the place of the wooden
king-post in a roof.

king-roller (kiiig'ro'ler), n. In sugar-manuf.,
the middle roller of the press. The side cylin-
ders are called respectively the side roller and
the macasse.

king-salmon (king'sarn'on), n. The quinnat
salmon. See qninnat.

king's-clover (kingz'klo'ver), n. The yellow
meTilot, Melilotus officiiialis. [Prov. Eng.]
king's-cushion (kingz'kush'on), n. A sort of
seat formed by two persons holding each oth-
er's hands crossed. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
Also called lady-chair.
He I Port eons] was now mounted on the hands of two of

the rioters, clasped together so as to form what is called
In Scotland The King's Cushion.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, vii.

king's-feather (kingz' feTH'^r), n. A plant,

Saxifraga umbrosa, long cultivated in English
gardens,
king's-fisher (kingz'fish'er), n. Same as kiug-
jUMr.

king's-flower (kingz'flou'er), . A cultivated
liliaceous plant, Eneomis regiii, from the Cape
of Good Hope,
kingship (king 'ship), ft. [< king* + -ship.]
The state, office, or dignity of a' king; royalty ;

also, royalty of nature; aptitude for kingly
duties.

The Parlament of England, . . . Judging Kingtlup by
long experience a Government unnecessary, bmdensom,
and dangerous, justly and magnanimously abollsh't it.

Hilton, Kree Commonwealth.

The kingship that was in htm I Frederick the Great], and
which won Mr. Carlyle to he his biographer, is that of will

merely, of rapid and relentless command.
Lumll, Study Windows, p. 145.

king's-hood (kingz'hndX . [Said to be so call-

ed from a fancied resemblance to a puckered
head-dress formerly worn by persons of qual-

ity.] 1. A certain part of the entrails of nn

ox, the reticulum or second stomach: applied
derisively to a person's stomach.



king's-hood
Deil uirik' his tciny's-hood in a spleuchan !

Burns, Death aud Dr. Hornbook.

2. In lot., Geranium sylvaticum, the wood-ge-
ranium. [Prov. Eng.]
Kingsman(kmgz'mau),M.; p\.Kingsien(-viien).
1. At the University of Cambridge, England, a
member of King's College.
He came out the winner, with the Kinggman and one

of our three close at his heels.

C. A. Brinted, English University, p. 127.

2. [1. c.] A neckerchief. [Slang, London.]
The man who does not wear his silk neckerchief his

King's-man, as it is called is known to be in desperate
circumstances.

Mayliew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 63.

king-snake (king'snak), . A large harmless

serpent of the United States, Ophibolus getulus,
and gome related species, as 0. sayi, of the

family Colubridx, spotted with jet-black and
white or yellowish-white. It is regarded as an

enemy of the rattlesnake, which it attacks and
kills by constriction.

king's-piece (kingz'pes), n. Same as king-post.

king's-spear (kingz'sper), n. A plant of the

genus Asphodelus (A. luteus). See asphodel.

Kingston s valve. See valve.

king-table (king'ta"bl), . In medieval arch., a
course or member, conjectured to be a string-

course, with ball-flower ornaments iu a hollow

molding, occurring under parapets.
king-truss (king'trus), . A truss for a roof
framed with a king-post.
king-tyrant (king'tl"rant), n. The king-bird.
king-vulture (king'vuFtur), n. A large Amer-
ican vulture of the family Cathartidce, the Sar-
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2. An unreasonable and obstinate notion; a
crotchet

;
a whim. [Colloq.]

The fact is, when a woman gits a kink in her head agin
a man, the best on us don't allers do jest the right thing.

H. B. Stance, Oldtown, p. 33.

kink1
(kingk), v. i. or t. [< kink1, .] 1 . To form

kinks; twist or contract into knots. 2. To be-

come entangled : said of a line.

kink'-2
(kingk), v . i. [X ME. kinkcn, kynken, also

assibilated kenchen, < AS. *cinoian (in verbal
n. cincung, a fit of laughter) = MD. kinchen,
D. kinkcn, cough; prob. ult. imitative, like liic,

Hence chink*, kinkcough, chincough, kinkhaust,

etc.] 1. To laugh loudly. 2. To gasp for

breath as in a severe fit of coughing: especially

applied to the noisy inspiration of breath in

whooping-cough. [Obsolete or colloq. in both

uses.]
I laghe that I kynke.

Toimeley Mysteries, p. 309. (Halliwell.)

kink2
(kingk), n. [< kink2

, v.'] A convulsive fit

of coughing or laughter; a sonorous indraft of

the breath; the whoop in whooping-cough; a

gasping for breath caused by coughing, laugh-

ing, or crying. [Scotch and southern IT. S.]

I gae a sklent wi' my ee to Donald Roy Macpherson, and
he was Ian into a kink o' laughing.

Hogg, Brownie o' Bodsbeck, II. 24.

kinkajou (kiug'ka-jo), . [S. Amer. (?).] A
procypniform quadruped of Central and South

America, Cercoleptes caudivolvulus, family Cer-

coleptidw, series Arctoideaprocyoniformia of the

order Ferce or Carnivora. It is about as large as a

cat, with a long, tapering, prehensile tail, short limbs, low

ears, broad rounded head, slender body, and narrow pro-
trusile tongue ; it is of a pale yellowish-brown color and
arboreal nocturnal habits. The animal resembles a lemur
in some respects, but is most nearly related to the racoon.
It feeds upon fruit, insects, and birds, and is easily tamed.

King-vulture {Sarcorhamphus or Gyparchui papa).

corhamphuspapa: so called because the smaller

vultures, as turkey-buzzards and carrion-crows,
are often driven from their repasts by this
more powerful bird of prey. The plumage is

white, of a creamy or pale-buff tint ; the large wing- and
tail-feathers are black ; and the head and upper neck are
naked or nearly so, and brilliantly varied with scarlet,
orange, blue, black, and white. The hird is much inferior
in size and in spirit to the condor of South America and
to the Californian condor. It inhabits South and Central
America and Mexico, in wooded districts ; it extreme
range is from Paraguay to near the Mexican border of the
United States.

kingwood (king'wiid), u. A Brazilian wood be-
lieved to be derived from a species of Dalber-
gia ( Triptolemtea), but by some referred to Brya
Ebenus. It is beautifully streaked with violet tints, and
is used in turning and small cabinet-work. Also called
violet-wood.

kinic (kin'ik), a. [Also quinic; = F. kinique;
< kina, an abbr. of quinquina, cinchona: see
quinine.] Pertaining to or obtained from cin-
chona: same as cinchonic. Kinic acid. C7Hi 2Oa,
a monobasic vegetable acid found in the cinchona bark,
where it exists in combination with the alkaloids cincho-
nine and quinine, and also with lime, forming the kinates
of these bases, It is found also in the blaeberry (Vaccini-um MyrtiUtii), in coffee-beans, and in the leaves of oak,
elm, ivy, holly, etc.

kink1
(kingk), n. [Also dial, kenk, and (Sc.)

kinch, kinsch ; = D. G. kink, < Norw. Sw. kink,
a twist or curl in a rope ;

cf . Icel. kengr, a bend
or bight, a metal crook. Cf. also Norw. kika,
kinka, writhe, Icel. kikna, sink at the knees Tin-
der a burden.] 1. A knot-like contraction or
curl in a thread, cord, or rope, or iu a hair, wire,
or chain, resulting from its being twisted or
doubled upon itself, or from the nature of the
material. Also kinkle.

It is impossibleby projecting the after-image of a straight
line upon two surfaces which make a solid angle with each
other to give the line itself a sensible /./';//,-.

W. Jamee, Mind, XII. 632.

Kinkajou or Potto of South America (Ctrco.
leftts cau

It is also called Americanpotto, guchumbi, manaviri,honey-
bear, yellow macaco, yellow lemur, and Mexican weasel. See
Cercoleptidce.

kinkcough (kingk'kof), n. [Also kindcough; <

kink2 + cough. Cf. chincough.'] The whooping-
cough. [Scotch.]
This must indeed be the kinkcough. Oh, sir ! do not

grow so black in the face, if you can help it, my dear sir.

J. Wileon, Noctes Ambrosianae, Feb., 1832.

kinker (king'ker), n. [Origin obscure.] An
icicle. [Prov. Eng.]
kinkhab, n. See kincob.

kinkhost, kinkhaust (kingk 'host, -hast), n.

[< D. kinkhoest, whooping-cough; as kink2 +
host*, haust1

."] The whooping-cough. [Scotch
or prov. Eng.]
kin-kinat, n. [Var. of quina-quina."] Quinine.

He that first . . . made public the virtue and right use
of Hn-kina . . . saved more from the grave than those
who built colleges, work-houses, and hospitals.

Locke, Human Understanding, IV. xii. 12.

kinkle 1
(king'kl), v. i.

; pret. and pp. kinkled;

ppr. kinkling. [Freq. of kink1
, v.~] To kink.

See kink1
, v., 1.

kinkle1
(king'kl), . [< kinkle, v.j or dim. of

the orig. kink1
, n."] Same as kink1

,
1.

I love, I say, to start upon a tramp,
To shake the kinkles out o' hack an' legs.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., ii.

kinkle2 (king'kl), n. Brassica Sinapistrum, the
charlock. [Prov. Eng.]
kinkled (king'kld), a. [< kinkle + -erf2.] Hav-
ing kinkles or kinks Kinkled glass. Seeglass.

kinky (king'ki), a. [< kink1 + -y
1

.'] 1. Full of

kinks; kinkled; woolly: applied especially to

hair, as that of the negro, which is not cylin-
dric, but flattened so that when pulled out
straight and allowed to untwist itself the flat-

tening is in different planes. The hair of the
beard, etc., of other races is also kinky to
some extent. 2. Crotchety; eccentric. [Col-
loq., U. S.]
kinless (kin'les), a. [< kin 1 + -less.] Destitute
of kin or kindred Kinless loons, a name given by
the Scotch to the judges sent among them by Cromwell,
because they distributed justice solely according to the
merits of the cases, being uninfluenced by family or party
ties. Imp. Diet.

kinsmanship

kinnikinick, kinnikinic (kin"i-ki-nik'), n.

[Also killikinick, kilikiiiic; Algonkin, lit. 'a mix-

ture,' 'that which is mixed.'] 1. The leaves
or bark of several plants (willow, sumac, etc.),
smoked either with or without tobacco by the
American Indians. 2. Specifically, the trail-

ing ericaceous plant Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi, or

bearberry, common northward in America, as
well as in the Old World.
The bearberry has, however, an association with Indian

history, as it is the kinnikinnick of the Western races, who
smoke it, and believe the practice secures them from ma-
larial fevers.

Thomas JHeehan, Native Flowers and Ferns, I. 78.

3. The silky cornel, Cornus sericca, whose bark
was used in the manner mentioned in def . 1

;

doubtless, also, the closely related Cornus sto-

lonifera, or red-osier dogwood. In this sense
best known in America.
kino 1

(ke'uo), n. [= F. kino; appar. of E. Ind.

origin.] A well-known drug resembling cate-

chu, consisting of the gum of several trees be-

longing to the tropics. It is a more or less brittle

substance, in general of a dark reddish-brown color in the
mass. Its chief component is tannic acid, and it thus be-
comes a powerful astringent. Its leading use is medicinal,
but it is also employed in India in dyeing cotton, giving
the color called nankeen. The kinds may be classified ac-

cording to their source, (a) East Indian, Malabar, or Am-
boyna kino is the product of the.leguminous tree Ptero-

carpusMarsupium of India and Ceylon. It is the kind most
extensively used, and the only kino of the British Pharma-
copoeia, (b) The Bengal, butea, dhak, or palas (pulas) kino
is yielded by Butea frondosa, to some extent also by B. su-

perba and Spatholobus Roxtnirghii. (c) Botany Bay, Austra

Han, or eucalyptus kino is derived from Eucalyptwi resini-

fera and several other species, the best variety probably
from E. corymbosa. It is used in England, under the name
of red-gum, in astringent lozenges for sore throat. See iron-

bark-tree, (d) African kino was the first brought into notice,
but has long been out of the market. It was produced by
Pterocarpus erinaceus. (e) West Indian or Jamaica kino
is the product of the tree Coccoloba uvtfera, the seaside

grape. It has sometimes been exported, but appears to

have no fixed standing in the market. (/)South American
or Caraccas kino is thought to be from the same tree as
the West Indian. It has come into considerable use in

the United States.

kino2
,
n. Another spelling of Tceno.

kinofluous (ki-nof'16-us), a. [< kino1 + L. flu-
fre, flow.] Exuding kino.

kinology (ki-nol'o-ji), n. [Irreg. < Gr. laveiv,

move, + -Aoyia, <C Myeiv, speak: see -ology.']
That branch of physics which deals with the
laws of motion. [Rare.]
kinone (kin'on), n. [< kin(ic\ + -one.'] See

qiiinone.

kinredt, kinredet, Middle English forms of

kindred.

kinrict, w. Same as kingric.
kinsfolk (kinz'fok), . pi. [< kin's, poss. of

kin1
,
+ folk.'] Belatives; kindred; persons of

the same family.
"Well," resumed Mr. Rochester, "if you disown pa-

rents, you must have some sort of kinsfolk uncles and
aunts?" Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xiii.

kinsh (kinsh), n. [Origin obscure.] A crowbar
used in quarrying. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

kinship (kin'ship), . [< kin1 + -ship."] Re-

lationship; consanguinity; generic affinity.
Leolin . .

Would often, in his walks with Edith, claim
A distant kinship to the gracious blood
That shook the heart of Edith hearing him.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

The most recent researches into the primitive history
of society point to the conclusion that the earliest tie

which knitted men together in communities was Consan-

guinity or Kinship.
Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 64.

kinsingt (kin'sing), n. [Origin obscure.] Some
operation performed for the cure of a mad dog.
Nares.

The dogge was best cured by cutting and kinging.
Hall, Epig. against Marston.

kinsman (kinz'man), .; pi. kinsmen (-men). [<
ME. kynnesman;'<. kin's, poss. of kin1

,
+ man."]

A man of the same race or family; one related

by blood, or, more loosely, by marriage. The
word is commonly and properly"used only of a relative by
blood, in contradistinction to relatives by marriage, who
are properly termed affines.

He called Sortebran, and Clarion, and Gaidon, and Sene-
bant,andMalore,and Ffreelant; alle these were his kynnes-
men, and bolde kuyghtes and hardy.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), it 2-20.

Sweet recreation barr'd, what doth ensue
But moody and dull melancholy,
Kinsman to grim and comfortless despair?

Shak., C. of E., v. 1, 80.

kinsmanship (kinz'man-ship), . [< kinsman
+ -ship."] Same as kinship. [Rare.]
They [Persians and Hindus and their European and

American congeners) learn the meaning involved in this

providential rediscovery of their original kinsmanship.
F. W. Farrar, Families of Speech (1S70), p. 54.



kinswoman

kinswoman (kin/.'wum'an), n.; pi. l;iitxu-<itnrH kippage1
(kip'iij), n

.

(-wim'eu). [< MK. /.//'.tiroumn; < kin'a, poss. f- -a^e.] 1. Disorder

of ton 1
,
+ woman.] A female relative.

Wherefore fyrst forsake thou thy vnlawfull wcdlocke

that thou haste made with Judith, thy nere kynneswoman.
Fakyan, t'bron., I. cUL

kintal (kin'tiil), n. See quintal.

kintar (kin'tar), n. [Seecawtar, kintal.] Ahun-
dredweight in Morocco, equal to 112 pounds
avoirdupois.
kintledge (kint'loj), w. See kentledge.

kintra, kintray (kin'tra, -tra), . Scotch forms
of country.

Kionocrania, kionocranial. See Cionocrania,
fioiiocranial.

kiosk (ki-osk'), . [Also kiosque; < F. kiosque
= G. Pol. /iv'osA-, < Turk. fotsAfc (kyushk), a sum-

mer-house, pavilion, < Pers. kushk, a palace,

villa, pavilion, portico.] 1. A kind of open pa-
vilion or suminer-houso, generally constructed

of wood, straw, or other lignt materials, and often

supported by pillars round the foot of which is

a balustrade. Such pavilions, which are common In

Turkey and Persia, have neen introduced Into the gardens
and parka of western Europe.

In the mean time we went to a kiosk: that is, a place like
k*jnnprl (ViT) 'ir) t

a large bird-cage, with enough roof to make a shade, and "^ *

ft

*

as
F
salmOn

'

no walls to impede the free passage of the air.

B. Curzon, Monast. In the Levant, p. 376.

The sea-wall is lined with kiosks, from whose cushioned
windows there are the loveliest views.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 346.

2. InFrance.a street news-stand orbooth some-
what resembling in form a small kiosk as in

sense 1.

kirtle

[Perhaps <kip 1
,v., snatch, kirkmant (kf-rk'inan), n.

;

r; confusion. Jamieson. A churchman ; especially,

[Scotch in

pi. kirkmen (-men).
one who has tin 80-

clesiastical function or an office in the church.

Let neither your gouernor, nor your kirkeman, nor those

who so often bath falsifyed their i:i>th and proinUe, . .

feede you forth with fayre wordes. and bring you into the

snare from whence they cannot deliuer you.
lirii/iini, Edw.VI., an. ::.

2. A fit of rage ;
a violent passion

both uses.]

Only dlnna pit yoursel into a kippage, and expose your-
sel before the weans. Scott, Bride of Lamiuermoor, xxvi.

kippage-t, [By apheresis < F. equipage,

equipage: see equipaye
1
.] Tne company sail- tirkmasst (kerk'mas), n. [< kirk + mass1

;
the

ing on a ship, whether sailors or passengers.

[Scotch.]
kippel (kip'el), . Same as kipper*.

He [Scott], and Skene of Rubislaw, and I were out one

night about midnight, leistering kippels in Tweed.

Uogg, quoted iu Personal TraiU of Brit. Authors, p. 63.

kipper1
(kip'er), a. and n. [Prob. < kip

1
, n., +

-er.] I. a. Hooked or beaked, as a spent sal-

mon. See the quotation.

word, esp. in the form kirkmesn, being adopted
from Icel. kirkmesna, kirjumessa, a church-day,

1. A

Those [salmon! . . . left behind by dt,,

lean, and unseasonable, and kipper that is to ay, have kirkshott (kerk shot), n
bony gristles grow out of their lower chaps.

I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 122.

or D. kerkmis, kermis, etc.: see keruti*.]

church festival. 2. A fair; a kirmess.

And albeit some of them |fairs| are not much better than

I.OWBC faire, or the common kirkmesses beyond the sea, yet
there ore diverse not inferior to the great marts In Europe.

UoKmbed, Descrlp. of England, U. 18.

kirkmaster (kerk'mas'ter), n. A churchwar-
den. [North. Eng.]

A churchyard.

They got the bonnle lad's corpse
In the kirk-shot o

1

bonnie CargtD.
The Weary Coble o' CargiU (Child's Ballads, III. 82).II. n. 1. The male salmon when spent after

the spawning season. [Prov. Eng.] 2. A
fcirkton, kirktown (kcrk'ton, -toun), n. [8c.

salmon detained in fresh water. 3. A kip- forms of c/mrc/ttoifw, q. v.] The village or ham-
let in which the parish church is erected.

The mountain village, which was, as we say In Scotland,iliv JllUUDLUlll VUlOK^i VTU1VU TT no, **> vrw

the Wrtton of that thinly peopled district

K. L. Stevenson, Olalla.

pered herring; a herring for kippering.
iDnerl (kip'er), V. t. KStopW1, .] Toprepare"*'*"" v

as salmon herrine etc bv cleansingor cure, as salmon, n( ing, etc., uy o

them well, giving them several dry rubbings
of pepper and salt, and then drying them, either

fcirfcyard (kerk'yard), n. [< ME. kirkegerd, etc. :

in the open air or artificially, by means of the gee citurchyar(I.] A churchyard; a graveyard,
smoke of peat or juniper-berries. Day.
There was kippered salmon, and Finnan haddocks, and

a lamb's head, and a haggis. Dickens, Pickwick, xlii.

kipper2 (kip'er), a. [A dial, var.of clapper* (T).]
The trees between the endless lines of houses spread Sprightly; gay; light-footed. [Prov. Eng.]

kipperniitt (kip'er-nut), n. [< kipper (?) + nut.]

1. Bunium flexuosum, the earthnut or pignut, their foreheads.

2. Lathyrus niacrorhizus, the tuberous pea. kirlewet
[Western kipper-tiniet (kip'er-tim), n. In old Eng.Jaw,

[Now Scotch.]
Some frendes he had, that buried It in kirkegerd.

Rob. of Brunne, p. 64.

An obsolete spelling of curl.

dnsts and

tail advertising columns crowned by a ring of gas jeU.
Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 692.

den.

kiote (ki'ot), . Same as coyote,

U.S.]
kiotome (ki'o-tom), n. [For *kionotome, < Gr.

K'IWV, a column (see don*), + TOUOS, cutting, <

Ttftmv, rafieiv, cut.] A surgical instrument de-

vised by Desault for dividing pseudo-mern- kipshop (kip'shop), n. Same as kip*.

branous bands in the rectum and bladder, and west of Scotland.]

also used by him for the removal of the tonsils, kipskin (kip'skin), n. Leather prepared from

kioum (kyoum), n. [Burmese.] In Burma, a the skin of young cattle, intermediate between

monastery or religious house for the accommo- calfskin and cowhide.

datiou of a community of poonghees or Bud- kirb, . An obsolete or obsolescent spelling

dhist priests. It is usually connected with a of curb. See kerb.

Benvcnuto, Passengers' Dialogues (1612).

n. An obsolete spelling of curleic.

_,, , . kirmes, kirmess, See kermess.

the period between the 3d and the 12th of May, Jrjrn1
,

. and v. See kern 1
.

in which salmon-fishing in the Thames between kirn2
,

. and v. Same as kern2 for churn.

Gravesend and Henley-on-Thames was forbid- fcirrik (kir'ik), n. [E. Ind.] The Sikkim ka-

leege or black pheasant, Euplocamus melanotus.

[Slang, kirr-mew (ker'mu), n. [< "kirr, prob. a var. of

car2 (ME. kerre), + mete 1
. Cf. equiv. car-mcal-

low.] The common tern or sea-swallow. [Prov.

A common contraction of
Eng.]

cn

temple or pagoda.
kipj

t (kip), v. [< ME. kippen, keppen, < Icel.

kirbeh (ker'be), n. [Ar. qirba, a large water-

skin ; cf^ qirdb, a case, sheath, qarib, a ship's
A skin for holding

^iU j ^ ts i
|

i ' . (/. |_\ j.u^j< n,vrj.fuit>i tv\jfffjv'*i
>. 7

* a" r j

kinpa, pull, snatch, = Sw. dial, kinpa = Norw. boat (NGr. itapafii, a ship).]
A

kippa, snatch, = D. kippen, catch, seize. Cf. water, usually a goatskin: the ordinary means

kep and keep1 .] I. trans. To snatch ; take up of carrying water in Egypt and elsewhere in the

hastily.
Moslem East.

"

Thus I Hppe ant cacche cares ful colde. kfrbstone, n. An obsolete or obsolescent spell-
Political Songs (ed. Wright), p. 155. ing of curbstone.

The swerd he hauede thider Drouth Kirby hook. See hook.
He kipte hit up. Haveiok, L 2637. Kirchhoff's laws. See law1 .

II. intrans. 1. To hold or keep : with together, kiriaghuna (kir'i-a-g8'na), n. [E. Ind.] The

Togeder, I rede, we kip. cow-plant, Oymnema lactifera.

Lanytofl, Chron. (ed. Hearne), p. 182. kirimon (ke ri-mon), n. [Jap., < Kr, the tree

Paulownia Japonica, + mon,
crest.] One of the two im-

perial
crests of Japan (see

kikumon), consisting of three

leaves of the paulownia sur-

mounted by three flowers and
three stems of the same plant
bearing buds. The central stem
has seven buds, and the outer stems
have five each.

kirk (kerk), n. [< ME. kirke (with orig. t-sound

retained, after Icel. kirkia), < AS. cyric, eyre,

whence, with reg. assibilation, E. church ; see

church.] The Scotch and Northern English
form of the word church, surviving from Mid-

dle English: now often used specifically for

the Established Church of Scotland.

And, at ye general day, yat like a brother be redy wit

othlr to go to ye kirke wit Is brethere wit a garlond of

hoke Lewes. English (Kids (E. E. T. S.), p. 117.

The Scotch kirk was the result of a democratic move-

ment, and for some time, almost alone in Europe, it was
the untUnchinc champion of political liberty.

Lecky, Rationalism, I. 150.

Kirk session, the lowest church court in the Established

<1mrch of Scotland : usually called session in other Pres-

byterian churches.

kirk (kerk), v. t. K kirk, n. Cf. church, v.] To
church. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]

kirkedt, a. A Middle English transposed form
of crooked.

His nose frounced ful kirked stood.

2. An osier basket, broader at top than at hot- Rom- <* the Roie- ' 3137-

torn, and left open at each end, used chiefly for kirkgarth (kerk' garth), . A churchyard,

catching pike. Hallitcell. [Oxfordshire, Eug.] [North. Eug.]

2. To conduct one's self; act.

When he wakyns he kyppys that Joy it to see.

Towneley Mysteries, p. 113.

kip1
(kip), n. [Early mod. E. kyppe, prob.

' that

which is pulled or snatched off'; < kip
1

, v.] The
hide of a young or small beast, as a lamb or calf.

The term is also applied to the skins of full-grown cattle

when they are of a small breed, or, In general, undersized.

kip" (kip), . [Prob. a var. of cop1 ,
as tip of top.

In def. 2 (and 3) perhaps lit. 'a catch,' < hip
1

,

v.] 1. A sharp-pointed hill; a jutting point.

[Scotch.]
I saw the bit crooklt moon come stealing o'er the kipps

of Bower-hope-Law. Hogg, Brownie o' Bodsbeck, II. 35.

2. A hook. [Scotch.] 3. The enlarged tip of

the lower jaw of a spent salmon. See kipper1,
n.

kip3 (kip), H. [Cf. kip
2
.] In coal-mining, a level

or gently sloping outgoing roadway, at the

extremity of an engine-plane, upon which the

full tubs stand ready to be sent up the shaft.

dnvley. [North. Eng.]
kip 1

(kip), w. [Origin obscure; cf. kipshop.]
A house of ill fame. Goldsmith. [Slang.]

kipe (kip), n. [< ME. "kipe, cupe, < AS. cypa =
MD. cupe, D. ki<'i><(-k<irf) = LG. kiipe, kipe, >

G. kiepe, a basket. Possibly connected with

coop, q. v.] 1. A basket. [Prov. Eng.]
And Floriz hath iherd al this,

Ut of the cupe he lep anon
And to blauncheflur he gan gon.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.\ p. 65.

kirsch (kirsh), n.

Icirsch-wasser.

kirsch-wasser (kirsh'vos'er), ii. [G., < kirschc,

= E. cherry, + wasner= E. water.] A spirituous

liquor obtained by distilling the fruit of Prunus
n ri mil. a European wild cherry. The best quality
is a powerful spirit, with a delicate perfume and flavor

like bitter almond. It is manufactured in the Vosgea and
the Black Forest, chiefly and best in the latter locality. It

is almost free from sweetness, and is as colorless as water,
but somewhat thick and syrupy, and hag singular power
of refracting light, which makes it brilliant in the glass.

kirsomt, n. A corruption of clirisom, for chrism.

Also used blunderingly for "kirsen, for Chris-

tian.

As I am a true Tnntoine woman. It is one of the crystal

glasses my cousin sent me. Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, iv. 7.

kirsten, kirsen (kers'tn. ker'sn), v. t. [Like
kersen, a corruption of christen.'] To christen;

baptize. [Obsolete or Scotch.]

Why, 'tis thirty year e'en as this day now,
Zln Valentine's day, of all days Inirrin'd.

B. Jonsan, Tale of a Tub, L 2.

kirtle1 (ker'tl), . [Formerly also curtel; <

ME. kirtel, kertel, kyrtel, < AS. cyrtel = Icel. kyr-
till= Dan. Sw. kjortel, a kirtle ; with dim. suffix

-el, prob. < Icel. skyrta = Dan. skjorte = Sw.

skjorta, a skirt, shirt; the orig. initial s being
lost, perhaps bv association with L. curtus ()

E. curt, kirt = t). kort = G. kurz, etc.), short:

see curt, short, shirt, skirt.] 1. In former use, a

garment of which the form and purpose varied

at different times, (o) A tunic or undergarment; a

shirt. (6) A close-fitting gown for women, which some-
times was called a loiuj kirtle and had a train. (< ) A gar-

ment like doublet for men. (<f) A cloak. (<) A monk's

gown. Coat and kirtle are mentioned together in the

middle of the seventeenth century as forming a woman's
costume : as, a tawny camlet coat and kirtle cost 10 17f.

In this case kirtle is evidently the petticoat, or the gar-
ment worn under the coat See halj-kirtle, and full Hr-

Oe, below.

A knights wife may bane her kirtle borne In her owne
bowse, or In any other place, so it be not in her betters

presence. Booke of Precedent* (E. E.T. S., extra ser.),L 19.

In skerlet kyrtells over one,
The cokwoldes stodyn euerychon,
Redy vnto the dansyng.

The Horn of Kiny Arthur (Child's Ballads, L 2S>

Ben It came the Mayor's dauchters,
Wl' kirtle coat alone ;

Their eyes did sparkle like the gold.
Li

The Clerk's Two Sons
they tripped on the stone.

i Sons o Owtenford (Child's Ballads, IL 67>



kirtle

This sideless kirtle or cote-hardi continued to enjoy un-
abated favour for not much less than two centuries.

Encyc. Brit., VI. 467.

2. An outer petticoat. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
Folded her kirtle over her head,
And sped away like a startled doe.

R. T. Cooke.

3f. A coat or layer of plaster.
The kirtils doo theron of marble greyne,
But first lete oon be drie.

Pattadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 16.

Full kirtle, the larger kirtle, cither coat or petticoat : so
called in contradistinction to half-kirtle.

kirtle1
(ker'tl), v. t.

; pret. and pp. kirtled, ppr.

kirtling. [< kirtle1
, n.] To dispose in the man-

ner of a kirtle.

Escape by pulpit stairs is even becoming doubtful with-
out kirtling those outward investments which distinguish
the priest from the man so high that no one will see there
is anything but the man left. Huxley.

kirtle2 (ker'tl), n. [Origin obscure.] A quan-
tity of flax, about 100 pounds.
kirtled (ker'tld), a. [< kirtle1 + -e<&.] Wearing
a kirtle.

The flowery-Hrtferf Naiades,
Culling their potent herbs and baleful drugs.

Milton, Comus, 1. 264.

Unmatched in strength, a giant he,
With quivered back and kirtled knee.

Scott, Rokeby, L 20.

kirumbo (ki-rum'bo), n. [Malagasy.] A Mada-
gascarian bird, Leptosomus discolor, the only liv-

ing representative of the family Leptosomidee.
The male is glossy green, gray below and on the sides of
the head and around the neck ; the female is spotted and
barred with blackish and rufous brown. The birds live
in small flocks in woodland, and have the habit of tum-
bling in the air from a great height, like the rollers (Cora-
das). See cut under Leptosomus.
kirve (kerv), v. t. In coal-mining, to hole or
undercut. Also kerve. [North. Eng.]
kisel (ke'sel), n. [= G. kissel; < Kuss. kiselu
= Pol. kisiel, sour jelly (see def.), = OBulg.
kyselii, sour, akin to kysnati, become wet, be-
come sour, kvasti = Russ. kvasii, etc., a sour
drink : see kvass.] A slightly acidulated jelly
made of flour, water, and the juice of some
fruit, common in all Slavic countries.

kisb.1 (kish), . [Origin obscure.] A largo
basket. [Ireland.]
In the middle of the crowd were two common country

farm carts, with a large kish (a very large basket used for
the carriage of turf, peat. Ac.) in each. Seated in each
kish, packed closely together, and not at all at their ease

apparently, were six men. N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 97.

kish.2 , keesh (kish, kesh), n. [< G. toes, gravel,
pyrites: see ehesil.] In metal., a name given
by furnacemen to the graphite which appears
on the surface of the iron in the blast-furnace

during the process of tapping.
kishon (kish'on), n. [Manx (?).] A certain
measure used in the Isle of Man

;
a peck.

kisk (kisk), n. A dialectal variant (transposed)
of kex.

kiskatom (kis'ka-tom), n. [Also kiskitom, kis-

kitomas, and formerly keskataina ; an Amer. Ind.

name, said to be < kushki or koshki, rough.] A
hickory-nut.
kiskitomas-nut (kis-ki-tom'as-nut), n. Same
as kiskatom. Also, grotesquely, kisky-TJiomas-
nut.

Many descendants of the Dutch settlers who inhabit
the parts of New Jersey near the city of New York call it

kisky-Thomas-mtt. Michaux, North Am. Sylva.

Hickory, shell-bark, kiskitomas nut I

Or whatsoever thou art called, thy praise
Has ne'er been sounded yet in poet s lays.

Literary World, Nov. 2, 1860.

Kisleu, n. See Chisleu.

kismet (kis'met), . [< Turk, qismet, Pers.
Hind, qismat, < Ar. qisma(t), portion, lot, des-

tiny, < qasama, divide.] Lot; destiny; fate:
an Oriental term denoting man's lot in life or

any detail or incident of it.

kiss (kis), n. [< ME. kiss, kyss, Ja/s, cus, cuss (with
vowel altered to suit the derived verb), orig. coss,
cos, < AS. coss = OS. kus = OFries. kos = D.
kus = MLG. kits = OHG. CMS, chits, MHG. kus,
kuz, G. kitss = Icel. fcoss = Sw. kyss = Dan. kys,
a kiss

; perhaps connected with Goth, kustus, a
proof, test (= L. gustus, taste), from the verb,
AS. cedsan, etc., choose: see choose and gust*.
Otherwise connected, in some way not ex-
plained, with Goth, kukjnn, kiss, of which there
is besides no Teut. cognate. Cf . W. cus, cusan,
Corn, cussin, a kiss.] 1. A salute or caress given
by smacking with the lips. See kiss, v. t., 1.

But Jesus said unto him, Judas, betrayest thou the Son
of man with a kiss? Luke xxii. 48.

We will kiss sweet kisses and speak sweet words.
Tennyson, The Sea-Fairies.

3294

2. (a) A confection, usually made of whites of

eggs and powdered sugar, mixed, and baked in

an oven. (6) A sugar-plum or candied confec-

tion made of pulled sugar and variously colored

and flavored. 3. pi. Same as kiss-me. Kiss
Of peace, in the early church, a kiss exchanged as a greet-

ing and in sign of Christian love, and used ceremonially at

baptism and on other occasions, but especially in the eu-

charistic service introduced by the words " Peace be with

you
"
(response, "and with thy spirit"), and "Greet ye one

another with an holy kiss," or some similar form. (See
1 Cor. xvi. 20, and otherpassages of Scripture.) Kissing as

an act of salutation was not unusual in ordinary inter-

course in some of the countries where Christianity first

prevailed ; but among the Christians the kiss of peace was
ordered at a very early date to be confined to persons of the
same sex. Later, the custom of actually giving the kiss fell

into gradual disuse, though liturgical forms still survive to

represent its spiritualmeaning of reconciliation to God and
man. In the Western Church the kissing of a tablet called

the pax has, since the thirteenth century, replaced the
kiss between persons ; and this form of the ceremony is

still sometimes used at high mass in the Roman Catholic

Church, but Is not extended to the congregation. Some-
times called simply the peace. See pax.

kiss (kis), r. [< ME. kissen, kyssen (pret. kist,

kiste), < AS. cyssan (pret. cyste) = OS. kussjan
= OFries. kessa = D. kussen = MLG. kussen
OHG. chussen, chussan, citssan, MHG. G. kus-

sen = Icel. kyssa = Dan. kysse = Sw. kyssa,

kiss; from the noun: see kiss, n, Cf. Goth.

kukjan, kiss.] I. trans. 1. To smack with the

pursed lips (a compression of the closed cavity
of the mouth by the cheeks givingaslight sound
when the rounded contact of the lips with one
another is broken) ; press one's lips to, or touch
with the lips, as a mark of affection or rever-

ence, or as a conventional salutation; salute or
caress with the lips : as, to kiss the Bible in tak-

ing an oath
;
to kiss a lady's hand ; to kiss one on

the cheek
; they kissed each other.

In the left syde of the Walle of the Tabernacle is, well
the heighte of a man, a gret Ston to the quantytee of
a mannes Hed, that was of the Holy Sepulcre ; and that
Ston kissen the Pilgrymes that comen thidre.

tlandemlle, Travels, p. 76.

"Thow seist soth," quath Eyghtwisnesse, and reuerent-
liche heo cugte

Pees, and Pees heore. Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 467.

The wife, and mother, frantic with despair,
Kiss his pale cheek, and rend their scatter'd hair.

Pope, Iliad, xxiv. 889.

2. To touch gently, as if with fondness; im-

pinge upon softly. [Poetical.]
When the sweet wind did gently kiss the trees.

Shak., M. of V., v. 1, 2.

The moon-beam kiss'd the holy pane,
And threw on the pavement a bloody stain.

Scott, L. of L.M.,iLll.

Hence 3. To touch slightly, as one ball an-

other, in billiards and other games To kiss
away, to lose through amorous fondling and consequent
neglect ; squander in gallantry.

\Ve have kiss'd away
Kingdoms and provinces.

Shak., A. and C., iii. 10, 7.

To kiss hands, to salute one's sovereign by hand kissing
on certain state occasions especially, in Great Britain, on
the occasion of a minister's acceptance of office.

The Queen again gave audience to Lord Salisbury in the
afternoon, when he kissed hands on his appointment as
First Lord of the Treasury.

The Graphic (London), July 31, 1886.

To kiss the dust, to be overthrown ;
be slain. To kiss

the postt, to be shut out ; be too late for anything. Nares.

Dost thou hear me, Ned? If I shall be thy host,
Make haste thou art best, for fear thou kiss the post.

Heywood, Edward IV., 1600.

To kiss the rod, to accept punishment submissively.

How wayward is this foolish love,
That, like a testy babe, will scratch the nurse,
And presently all humbled kiss the rod.

Shak., T. G. of V., i. 2,69.

H. intrans. 1 . To salute with the lips mutu-
ally, especially as a token of affection, friend-

ship, or respect: as, to kiss and part. 2. To
meet with a gentle touch or impact; meet; just
come in contact.

These violent delights have violent ends,
And In their triumph die, like fire and powder,
Which as they kiss, consume.

Shak., R. and J.,ii. 6, 11.

kissar (kis'ar), n. [African.] A five-stringed
lyre used by the inhabitants of northern Africa
and Abyssinia, of similar form to an instru-
ment represented in the hands of captives on
Assyrian bas-reliefs.

kissee (kis-e'), n. [< kiss + -ee1 .] The recipient
of a kiss; one who is kissed. Bulwer. [Rare.]
kisser (kis'er), n. One who kisses.

Are you not he that is a kisser of men in drunkenness,
and a berayer in sobriety?

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, ii. 1.

kissing-comfit (kis'ing-kum"fit), n. A per-
fumed sweetmeat, consisting of the candied

kit

root of Eri/ni/ium maritimum, the sea-eryngo,
used to sweeten the breath.

Let it ... hail kissing-comfits and snow eringoes.

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 5, 22.

Sure your pistol holds

Nothing but perfumes or kissing-comfits.
Webster, Duchess of Malfl.

kissing-crust (kis'ing-krust), . In cookery,
an overhanging edge of the upper crust of a

loaf, that touches another loaf while baking.
He cuts a massy fragment from the rich kissing-crust

that hangs like a fretted cornice from the upper half of

the loaf. W. Howitt.

kissing-hand (kis'ing-hand), n. The two-toed

ant-eater, Cydotliurus didactylus. [Local, Su-

rinam.]
kissing-stringst (kis'ing-stringz), . pi. Cap-
or bonnet-strings tied under the chin.

Behind her back the streamers fly,

And ki&ting-strings hang dangling by.
London Ladies Dressing Room, 1705. (Nares.)

The first time I to town or market gang,
A pair of kissing-strings, and gloves, fire-new,
As gueed as I can wyle, shall be your due.

A. Bass, Helenore, p. 84.

kiss-me (kis'me), . The wild form of Viola

tricolor, the pansy. Also called kisses.

kist1
(kist), n. An obsolete or dialectal form

of chest1 .

kist2 ,
n. See cistf.

kist3 . Another spelling of kissed, preterit and
jjast participle of kiss.

kist4 . An obsolete or dialectal preterit and past
participle of cast1 .

kist" (kist), n. [E. Ind.] In the East Indies,
an instalment of rent, of a tax, or the like.

kistresst, [See kestrel.] A kestrel-hawk.

Blomc; HalUwell.

kistvaen, n. See cistvaen.

kit 1
(kit), n. [< ME. Jcytt, < MD. Icitte, beaker,

decanter, a large drinkmg-vessel made of staves
and hoops, D. kit, a beaker. Cf. Norw. kitte, a

corn-bin.] 1. A pail, small tub, box, or chest

containing or for holding particular commodi-
ties or articles: as, a kit of mackerel; a kit of

tools.

In pails, kits, dishes, basins, pinboukes, bowls,
Their scorched bosoms merrily they baste.

Drayton, Moses.

Hence 2. An outfit of necessaries for a trade
or occupation, or for some special purpose: as,
a traveler's or an angler's kit. A mechanic's kit

comprises the tools required for his work ; a soldier's or
sailor's kit, such personal necessaries as he has to provide
at his own cost.

She gave in like a wise woman, and proceeded to pre-
pare Tom's kit for his launch into a public school.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 3.

There is always the pitiful little lit that a girl makes
up when she leaves the old home-roof.

Smtmer's Mag., IV 347.

3. Abasket; especially, a straw or rush basket.
4. Inphotog., a flat rectangular frame fitted

into a plate-holder to enable it to carry a plate
smaller than the size for which it is made.

kit1
(kit), v. t.; pret. and pp. kitted, ppr. kitting.

[< kit1
, n.] To pack in kits for market: as,

kitted mackerel, as distinguished from barreled
mackerel.
The flsh is brought ashore again to the cooper's offices,

boiled, pickled, and kitted.

Pennant, The Common Salmon.

kit2 (kit), v. and n. A dialectal and Middle
English variant of cut.

Tho redde he me how Sampson loste hise heres,
Slepynge, his leinman kitte it with Mr shores.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 722.

kit3 (kit), n. [A dial. var. of kith.'] A family ;

a brood. AU the kit, or the whole ttt, the whole
lot or assemblage ; every one : used, with reference to

persons, in contempt : as, I defy the whole kit of them.
[Colloq.)

But now I wad na gi'e ae louse
For a' the tit.

.R. Galloway, Poems, p. 170.

There was good reason to fear that "the whole kit and
biling," as our men invariably called our traps, would be
swept away. Trip to the Rocky Mountains (1869).

You're jess one quarter richer 'n ef you owned haff, and
jess three quarters richer 'n ef you owned the hull kit and
boodle of it. T. Winthrop, John Brent, ii.

kit4 (kit), . [Abbr. of kitten.] 1. A kitten.

Kits, cats, sacks, and wives,
How many were going to St. Ives?

Nursery riddle.

2f. A light woman. Davies.

Such foolish Kittes of such a skittish kinde
In Bridewell booke are every where to flnde.

Breton, Pasquil's Fooles-cappe, p. 21.

kit5 (kit), H. [Appar. ult. abbr. of AS. cytere, <
L. cithara, a guitar: see cittern, gittcrn, guitar.]
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A miniature violin, about sixteen inches long,

having' tlii'ee string's. It wan once much used by
<l;uiiariK-ni:iHters, beeallse ]l \vas Mliall enough t<- Ij

ried in the |>oekel, whence its riench \\Maepachette.

Sweeter my bellowes blowing and
My hammem beating is

To me, than trimmest (Idling
The trickest kit I win.

Warner, Albion's England, vi. :tO.

Each did duiiee, some to the kit or erowd,
Some to the li;r,' pipe ; .some tile tablet moved.

n. Jiiltxnil. Sad Shepherd, 1. 2.

I heard the sound of a /./' playing a minuet over our
heads. Addison, Frozen Words.

kit" (kit), n. [= Dan. kit = Sw. kitt, putty, <

(i. kitt, formerly kiiil, MIX!. I.- HI, kiite, cement,
lute, ]nitty, OHG. cuti, chuti, quiti, a gluey sub-

stance, = AS. cwidu, cuilu, gum: see cad.} A
kind of cement.

kit" (kit), H. [Perhaps a particular use of kit*.]
A fish, the smear-dab. [Cornwall, Eng.]

Kitaibelia(kit-a-be'li-a), n. [NL. (Willde-
now), mimed after Dr. Paul Kitaibel, director
of the Botanical Garden at Pesth.] A genus
of tall perennial herbs of the natural order Mul-

vaccar, type of Keichenbach's division Kiinilic-

lini- of the tribe Malveai, the present subtribe

Miilo/Mia; distinguished from Malope by having
the style stigmatic at the apex, and from other
related genera by its 6 to 9 bracts united at the
I iase. Only one species, K. vitifolia, the vine-leafed kltai-

belia, exists, whose native homo is the banks of the Danube
in 1 In niiarv, but which is cultivated in gardens In England
and tlie I nitcd suites. It is a rough hairy herb, 2 or 3 feet

high, more or less clammy above, with 5-lobed leaves and
dull white flowers an inch and a half across. The leaves
are employed in Hungary as a vulnerary.
Kitaibeliese (kit'a-be-li'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Kei-
cheubach, 1837), t. Jiitaibelia + -*<e.] A group
of malvaceous plants founded on the genus Ki-

taibelia, now included iu the subtribe MulopetB
of the tribe Malvcae.

kit-cat 1
! (kit'kat), . [Also kit-kat; a varied

redupl. of cat; or, which is nearly the same
thing, < kit* + cat l

.~\
The game of tip-cat.

Then in his hand he takes a thick bat.
With which he used to play at kit-kat.

Cotton, Works (1734), p. 88.

kit-cat2 , kit-kat (kit'kat), n. [So called from

portraits of members of the Kit Cat Club

(founded in London about 1700), painted of this

size by Sir Godfrey Kneller. See first quota-
tion below. The club, of which Addison and
Steele were members, was so called from Kit
Cat or Katt (Christopher Katt), a pastry-cook
who served the cltib. "Immortal made as Kit
Cut by his pies

"
IV. King, Art of Cookery, let.

viii. (first printed in 1708).] A particular size

of portrait, less than half-length, in which a
hand maybe shown; a truncated portrait.
The room where these portraits [of the Kit-Kat Club]

were intended to be hung (in which the Club often dined)
not being sufficiently lofty for half-length pictures, that
circumstance is said to have been the occasion of a shorter
canvas being used, which is now denominated a Kit-Kat,
and is sufficiently long to admit a hand. The canvas for

a Kit-Kat is thirty-six inches long and twenty-eight wide.

Malone, Life of Dryden, p. 534, note.

Addison saw in Stecle's kit-cat of Sir Roger the occasion
for a full length after his own heart.

A. Dobsoii, Int. to Steele's Plays, p. xxxt

Some of his kit katt and his full-length figures give one
a better idea of his widely differing subjects than can be
found in any other of the branches of his twin arts.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI1I.

kitcat-roll (kit'kat-rol), . In aijri., a kind of

roller for land, somewhat in the form of a dou-
ble cone, being thickest in the middle.

kitchelt, n. See kicln-l.

kitchen (kich'en), n. [< ME. kitchen, kit-hen,

kiclwne, kyclifii. kichru, corliint; knclica, etc., <

AS. nifiii. i-ifi n, fifcciic = MD. kiikcin: kciih'iir,

D. keitken = MLG. kokcne, kolce =OHG. rlmlili-

a, eliiirliinii, cucliina, MHG. kitchen, kiicln . (i.

Mche = Dan. kjokken = Sw. kiik P. cnixim'

(> E. cuisine) = Sp. cocina = Pg^ cosinhu = It.

ciiciini, ciii'iiin, < L. I'oi/Hiiiu, a kitchen, a cook-

ing-room, < coquere, cook: see coot1
.] 1. A

room in which food is cooked; an apartment
of a house fitted with the necessary apparatus
for cooking.

The sheryfe had in hys kechyn a coke.

LyttU Ueste of Jiobyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 73).

A fat kitchen makes a lean nil).

Franklin, Way to Wealth.

Dish-washer and broach-turner, loon ! to me
Thou smellest all of kitchen as before.

Ttunyson, Qareth and Lynette.

2. In Scotland and Ireland, anything eaten by
way of relish with bread, potatoes, porridge, or
whatever forms the substantial part of a meal.

3295

Thus, when a meal is composed of potatoes and salt, the
salt i the kitclir it,: if of bn ad and bntli-r, the butter is the

kitchen; If of potatoes and bread and fish, the fish is the
hltl'lt: II.

Many another [peasant) will have some better kitchen

than salt to his potatoes for his Christmas dinner !

Contemporary Ret., LI. 127.

Kitchen cabinet. Sec cabinet. Tin kitchen, (a) Same
as Ituti-li iii-i-n (which see, under own). (l>) A child's toy.

kitchen (kich 'en), c. ,. [< kitchen. B.] If. To
entertain with the fare of the kitchen ;

furnish

food to.

There is n fat friend at your master's house,
That Htrhf it'll me for you to day at dinner.

Shak.,C.ot E.,v. 1, 415.

2. To servo as kitchen for; give a relish to;

season; render palatable. [Scotch.]
The poor man's wine.

His wee drap parrltch, or his bread,
Thou kitchens fine.

Burns, Scotch Drink.

3. To use (food) as kitchen that is, sparingly,
or so that it may last. Thus, a child eating bread
and milk may be told to kitchen the milk that Is, nac It

sparingly
In proportion to the bread. [Colloq., Scotch.)

kitchen-cot (kich'en-ko), n. A corruption of

kinchin-core.

A Kiii-lin i Co is called an ydle runagate Boy.
Fraternity o/ Vaijabondii (IStJIX quoted in Ribton-Turner's

[VagranU and Vagrancy, p. 594.

kitchendqm (kich'en-dum), n. [< kitchen +
-tlom.] The domain of the kitchen. Davies.

What knowest thou of flowers, except, belike,
To garnish meats with? hath not our good King
Who lent me thee, the flower of kitchendom,
A foolish love for flowers?

Trnnyton, Gareth and Lynette.

kitchener (kich'en-6r), n. 1. A person em-
ployed in a kitchen; the superintendent of a
kitchen ; a kitchen-purveyor.
Two most important officers of the Convent, the Kitch-

ener and Refectioner, were just arrived with a aumpter-
iniile, loaded with provisions. Scott, Monastery, xv.

The Industry of all crafts has paused except it be the
smith's fiercely hammering pikes, and iu a faint degree
the kitchener'* cooking off-hand victuals.

Carlyle, French Rev., I. v. 5.

2. An economical or elaborated cooking-stove
or other culinary appliance. Specifically (o) A spe-
cial form of stove adapted for cooking, fitted with damp-
ers, and combining ovens, plate-warmers, devices for heat-

ing a supply of water, and often many other contrivances.

A general use of gas cooking stoves and kitcheners burn-

ing small coke. Si Amer., N. 8., LVIII. 101.

It is almost impossible to have a properly roasted Joint
In closed kitcheners. Kncyc. Brit., VI. 332.

(6) A name given to ancient utensils of bronze, such as
those found at Pompeii, in which water could be heated
and various dishes kept hot at slight expense of fuel. The
Naples Museum contains some very elaborate specimens.

kitchen-fare (kich'en-far), M. Such faro as ser-

vants are allowed in a kitchen.

kitchen-fee (kich'en-fe), . The fat which falls

from meat in roasting; drippings: so called be-

cause it forms one of the cook's perquisites.
[Great Britain.]
The managers were satisfied that fat drippings and

kitchen-fee were preferable to the proposed substitute.
Caledonian Mercttry, NOT. 24, 1823.

kitchen-gaint (kich'en-gan), M. Same as kitch-

en-fee.
The sweat upon thy face doth oft appear
Like to my mother's fat and kitchrn-iiain.

Greene, Doron's Eclogue.

kitchen-garden (kich'en-gar'dn), M. 1. A gar-
den or piece of ground appropriated to the rais-

ing of vegetables for the table.

The product of kitchen-gardens in all sorts of herbs, sal-

lads, plants, and legumes. Sir If'. Temple, Of Gardening.

2. A kindergarten in which kitchen-work is

taught. [Local, U. 8.]

kitchenistt (kich'en-ist), n. [< kitchen + -int.]

A kitchener; a cook.

Brick-makers, Brewers, Colliers, Kitchinists.

Tobacco Battered, 427. (Davies.)

kitchen-knave (kich'en-nav), n. A scullion.

Grant me to serve
For meat and drink among thy kitchen-knaces.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

kitchen-leet (kich'en-le), n. Dirty soap-suds.
A brazen tub of kitchen-lee. Font.

kitchen-maid (kich'en-mad), n. A female ser-

vant employed in a kitchen.

Did not her kitchen-maid rail, taunt, and scorn me?
Shak., C. of E., iv. 4, 77.

kitchen-midden (kich'en-mid'n), n. [< kitchen

+ midden, after the equiv. Dan. kjokkrnniiid-

dinfl.] A shell-mound : the literal translation
of the Danish kjiikkriimiMliUnfi. kitchen refuse.
This refuse forms extensive heaps or mounds, which con-
sist chiefly of the shells of eililile niollusks mixed with

fragments of bones of various animals, and implements of

kite

atone, bone, And horn. Mounds of this ktml are found In

large number* on the eastern coast of Denmark, in various

parts o( Scotland along the shores of tin- llrtlu, at well
at in Ireland and el-, uh. ir. 'Ibuyure the refuse heapa
which accumulated around the dwellings of former in-

habitants, and In the case of Denmark are believed by
the best authorities to be referable to the early part of the
Neolithic age,

" when the art of polishing flint implements
was known, but before It had reached its greatest develop-
ment" (.S'tV ./. l.uMxxk, Prehistoric Times, 2d ed., p. 24V).
See midden and theU-mauud.

During the past summer the museum at Copenhagen
has explored a huge kitchen-midden In Jutland, situated

in a forest a couple of miles from the sea.

Auier. Xaturalat, XXIII. 80.

kitchen-mort (kich'en-m6rt), H. A corruption
of kincliiii-iiKirt. [Old slang.]

Times are sair altered since I was a kitchen-mart. Men
were men then, and fought each other in the open fluid.

Scott, i;ny Mannerlng, xxvlll.

kitchen-physic (kich
' en - fiz

*
ik), H. Nourish-

ing diet for an invalid; substantial fare ; good
living. [Humorous.]
For my selfe, If I be ill at ease, I take kitcliyn phyiicke; I

make my wife my doctor, and my garden my apoticaries
'

"Greene, Quip for Upstart Courtier (Hart Mure., V. 40).

Nothing will cure this mans understanding but some
familiar and Kitchen phygick ; which, with pardon, must
for plainnes sake be administer'd unto him. rail hither

your cook. Milton, i in Def. of Humb. Rcmonst., $ 2.

kitchenryt (kich'en-ri), n. [< kitchen + -ry.]
1. Utensils used in the kitchen; utensils for

cooking. 2. The body of servants employed
in a kitchen.

Close unto the front of the chariot marcheth all the sort
of weavers and embroderers ; next unto whom goeth the

black-guard and kitchenry.
Holland, tr. of Ammianus, p. 12.

kltchen-Stuff (kich'en-stuf), a. 1. Material
used in kitchens; requisites for a kitchen; spe-

cifically, vegetables for cooking.
In such a state of things, would you easily believe his

lordship conld pride himself in cooking up this cold kitch-

in-gtuff, and serving it again and again, amidst so elegant
an entertainment?

Warburton, Lord Bolingbrokc's Philosophy.

2. The refuse of a kitchen
; garbage ; specifi-

cally, refuse fat and fat-yielding material, such
as may be got from pots and dripping-pans.
A thrifty wench scrapes kitchen-stuff. Donne.

Here in a small apartment may be a pile of rags, a sack-
full of bones, the many varieties of grease and kitchen-

stuff, corrupting an atmosphere whieh, even without such
accompaniments, would be too close.

ii; London Labour and London Poor, II. 120.

kitchen-wench (kich'en-wench), H. A kitchen-

maid; a female scullion.

Laura, to his lady, was but a kitchen-wench.
Sl.nl,., It. and .1.. U. 4, 42.

kitchery (kich'er-i), n. Same as kedjeree.
kite 1

(kit), n. [Early mod. E. also improp.
kighte; < ME. kite, kete, < AS. cyta, a kite (bird).
Cf. W. cud, a falcon, also flight, velocity.] 1.

A diurnal bird of prey of the family Falconitta-

and subfamily Milvince; a glede. The kites are

among the inferi-

or hawks, having
a rather weak bill

without a tooth,
small feet with
moderate tal-

ons, long pointed
wings, and usu-

ally long, often
forked tall: but
there are no diag-
nostic characters

by which the kites

can be denned
with precision.

They prey upon
humble quarry, as

insects, reptiles,
and small birds
and mammals.
The common kite
or gledeof Europe
is Milna ictintts,

regali*. or vulgn-
rit. a bird 2 feet

long, the wing 20

inches, of a brown
color above, the
feathers with red-
dish edgings, the under parts mostly rufons; the tail is 15

Inches lone, forked. Mann cegyptiv* Is the Arabian kite ;

U. ater is the black kite of Africa and parts of Europe;
If. govinda Is the Indian kite; M. iturut, the Australian,
in which the head is crested. Elanoidetforfeaha is the
beautiful swallow-tailed kite of the United States, glossy
black and white, with a long, deeply furcate tall. (See cut
under Klanoiitet.) Xaudena riocovri is a corresponding
African specie*. The white-tailed or pearl kit* of the
United States Is Elanut Uticuru* ; and there are several

other species of this genus in the warmer parts of the

world. The
Mi-.i--i|.|ii

kite Is Ictinia miaunppiensu ;

and a very similar species. Ictinia plimbea. inhabits South
America. In Swainson's system of classification a certain

group of hawks which he called Cymindina were named

Pearl Kite ; lilaus



kite

kites. The name has been misapplied to various hawks
of different genera, as Buteo, Circus, etc. See yledel and
haickl, 1.

More pity that the eagle should be mew'd,
While kites and buzzards prey at liberty.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 1, 33.

2f. A sharper. [Slang.]

Bolster Doister that doughtie Idle.

Udall, Roister Doister, v. 5.

Cramming of serving-men, mustering of beggars,
Maintaining hospitals for kites and curs.

Fletcher, Wit without Money, 1 1.

3. [Prob. so called from its hovering in the ah',
like the bird so named.] A light frame, usually
of wood and covered with paper, constructed for

flying in theairbymeansof a longcordattached.
In western countries'the flying of kites is chiefly an amuse-
ment of boys ; but in Japan, and to a less extent in China,
it Is a national pastime of adults, often practised in com-
petitive contests, with kites of elaborate construction.

4. Naut., one of the highest and lightest sails
;

one of the small sails that are usually spread
in light winds, and furled in a strong breeze.

All hands were then called, and set to work In earnest
to take in the kites. The Centui-y, XXVI. 944.

5. [In punning allusion to paper kites (in def.

3). Cf . flier, 6.] An accommodation bill
;
a

negotiable instrument made without consider-
ation

;
a "wind-bill"; in the plural, mere paper

credit not based on commercial transactions.

See accommodation. [Commercial slang.]

Here 's bills plenty long bills and short bills but even
the kites, which I can fly as well as any man, won't raise the

money for me now. Miss Edgeworth, Love and Law, i. 2.

In English Exchequer-bills full half a million,
Not kites, manufactured to cheat and inveigle,
But the right sort of "flimsy," all sign'd by Monteagle.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 48.

6. The brill. [Local, Eng.] Electrical kite, a

contrivance employed by Franklin to verify his hypothe-
sis respecting the identity of electricity and lightning,
resembling in shape a school-boy's kite, but covered with
silk and varnished paper, and armed with a wire. Ever-
glade kite. See everglade. Flying kites (naut.), the

light sails of a ship. To fly the kite. See/j/l.

kite1
(kit), v. i.

; pret. and pp. kited, ppr. kiting.

[< kite1
, n., 1 and 3.] 1. To go or fly with

great rapidity or with the ease of a kite: as,
to go kiting about. [Colloq.] 2. To fly com-
mercial "kites"; raise money or gain the tem-

porary use of money by means of accommoda-
tion bills, or by borrowed, illegally certified,
or worthless checks. [Commercial slang.]

kite2 (kit), n. [Also kyte; appar. irreg. < ME.
"kit, *kid (found only in comp. : see kidney), (.

AS. cwith = Icel. kvidhr = Sw. qued, the womb,
= Goth, kwithus, the belly, perhaps = Gr. yaa-
rfip, the belly, = Skt. jatliara, the belly: see

(/aster
2

. Hence prob. ,
in disguised composition,

kidney.'] The belly. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]
kite3 (kit), v. A dialectal variant of kit? for
cut.

kite-eagle (klt'e"gl), . A book-name of Neo-
pus malayensis, a translation of the word Icti-

naetus, sometimes used as a generic designa-
tion. See Neopus.
kite-falcon (klt'fa/'kn), n. See falcon.
kite-flier (Ht'fll'te), n. 1 . One who flies a kite.
See kite1

, n., 3. 2. One who attempts to raise

money by the use of accommodation bills. See
kite1

, n., 5.

kite-flying (kit'fll'ing), n. 1. The amusement
of flying kites. 2. The practice of raising
money or sustaining one's credit by means of
accommodation bills or other fictitious com-
mercial paper. Also called simply kiting.
kitefoot (kit'fut), n. A variety of the tobacco-
plant : so called from its resemblance to a kite's
foot.

kite-key (klt'ke), . The key or fruit of Fraxi-
nus excelsior, the common ash of Great Britain.
Also kitty-key. [Prov. Eng.]
kite-tailed (kit'tald), a. Having a long tail like
a kite's: as, the kite-tailed widgeon, DaJUa acu-
ta, a duck, so called in Florida.
kite-wind (kit'wind), n. A south and south-
southwest wind in Siam, prevailing in the lat-
ter part of February and early March.

kit-fox (kit'foks), n. The American corsak, or

swift-fox, Vulpes velox, a small fox peculiar to
western North America, where it lives in holes
in the prairies. It has been noted and named for its

swift-footedness, but this has been much exaggerated It
was called kit-fox by Lewis and Clarke, named Cams velox
by Thomas Say in 1823, and called C. cinereo-argentatus
by Richardson in 1829. It is scarcely half as large as the
common fox, the length over all being only about 2} feet of
which the tail is 1 foot. The color is a uniform pale red-
dish-yellow above, in winter paler grayish with silvery tips
of the hairs ; the under parts whitish, the upper lip and
tip of the tail blackish. The pelage is very fine, with co-
pious under-fur. This diminutive fox is closely related to
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Vvlpes corsac of Asia, having no near relative among Eu-

ropean or American foxes.

kith, (kith), n. [Formerly also dial, kiff; < ME.
kith.kyth, kitthe, kutthe, kuththe, cuththe, couthe,
< AS. cyth, cytltth, cyththu, knowledge, acquain-
tance, relationship, kinship, native land (=
OFries. kethe, kede = MD. kunde, konde, D.
kunde = MLG. LG. kunde, knowledge, news,
= OHG. Candida, chundida, knowledge, mark,
contr. chunde, MHG. kunde, kunde, knowledge,
acquaintance, mark, native place, G. kunde,
knowledge, news, = Icel. kynni, acquaintance,
= Goth, kunthi, knowledge), < cuth, known:
see couth.] If. Knowledge; information.

So kyndly takes he that Tcyth,

That up he rose and went hym wyth.
Sir Perceval (Thornton Rom., ed. HalliweU), 1. 12S1.

2f. Education
;
in the plural, manners.

Whanne thou komest to kourt among the kete lordes,
A knowest alle the Jcuththes that to kourt langes,
Bere the boxumly & bonure, that ich burn the loue.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 331.

3. One's friends or relatives collectively : now
obsolete, except in the phrase kith and kin,
one's own people and kindred.

Neither father nor mother, kith nor kin, shall be her
carver in a husband. Lyly, Mother Bombie, i. 3.

Who (worse than beasts or savage monsters been)
Spares neither mother, brother, kiff, nor kin.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii. 2.

For Lancelot's kith and kin so worship him
That ill to him is ill to them. Tennyson, Holy Grail.

4f. One's native land
;
home

; country.
From what kith the! camme cofly they tolde.

Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1127.

Ther is noght ellis but us most flee,
Owte of cure kyth where we are knowyn.

York Plays, p. 141.

kithara (kith'a-ra), n. Same as cithara, 1.

Thomson.
kitharistic (kith-a-ris'tik), a. Same as citiia-

ristic.

kithet (kiTH), v. [Also kythe, < ME. kithen,

kythfn, couthen, cuthen (pret. kidde, kedde, kudde,
pp. kid, kyd, ked, kud), < AS. cythan, also in

comp. ge-cythan (= OS. kuthjan, kudjan, kudean
= OFries. ketha, keda= MLG. kundigen = OHG.
kundjan, kundan, kunden, MHG. kunden, kunden,
G. (ver)kunden = Icel. kynna = Dan. (for)kynde= Sw. (for)kunna), make known/ cuth, known :

see couth, and of. kith."] I. trans. To make
known; show; manifest; exhibit; also, to rec-

ognize; acknowledge.
For my loue his deeth was digt ;

What loue myjte he kithe more?
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.), p. 11.

Than either hent other hastely in armes,
& with kene kosses kuththed hem to-gidere.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), L 1011.

And he ageyn his trouth me had yplyght,
For everemore hys lady me to kythe.

Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite, 1. 228.

So if I kydde any kyndenesse myn euen-cristene to helpe,
Vpon a cruel coueityse myn herte gan hange.

Piers Plowman (B), xiii. 390.

II. intrans. To become known; show one's

self; be manifest; appear.
The deed that thou hast done this nicht
Will kythe upon the morrow.

Sweet Willie and Lady Margerie (Child's Ballads, II. 55).

Unless a new stranger is present, they kithe in more
rational colours. Gait.

kiting (ki'ting), n. Same as kite-flying, 2.

kitish (ki'tish), a. [< kite1 + -isti 1 .] Of or per-
taining to a kite; resembling a kite.

kit-kat, n. See kit-cat^.

kit-keyt, An ash-key. Sullokar, 1656.

killing (kit'ling), n. and a. [Also kittling ; <

ME. kitting, kytlyng, kiteling, keetling,<. Icel. kct-

lingr = Norw. ketling, a kitten, orig. in the sense
of L. catulus, a whelp (cf. kittle2 ) ;

in E. now re-

garded as < cat1 , modified as in kit*, + -ling
1
.]

I. n. 1. A young animal; a whelp or cub.

Dan, keetlyny of a lyon, shal flowe laargly fro Basan.

Wydif, Deut. xxxiii. 22 (Oxf.).

kittle

Thenne saide the sarpent, "I am a beste, and I have
here in myn hole kytlinyis that I have browt forthe."

Qesta Roinanvruw, p. 243.

2. Specifically, a young cat
;
a kitten. [Prov.

Eng. and Scotch.]
No more base

Than are a newly kittened kitling's cries.

Chapman, Odyssey, xii.

Whither go you now?
What, to buy gingerbread, or to drown killings?

B. Jonson, Volpone, v. 7.

Monsieur Verney had an old Cat, and a young Kitliny

just Born, put into the Air-pump before the Academie
Royalle des Sciences. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 09.

II.t a. Young; innocent-looking.
They used me very courteously and gentlemanlike

awhile ; like an old cunning bowler to fetch in a young
ketliny gamester, who will sutfer him to win one sixpenny-
game at the first, and then lurch him in six pounds after-

ward. Middleton, Father Hubbard's Tales, v. 689.

kitmutgar, n. See kliitmutgar.
kit-of-tne-candlestickt (kit

' ov-the-kan '
dl-

stik), n. An ignis fatuus; a will-o'-the-wisp.
Also kit-witli-the-eanstick. [Prov. Eng.]

kittelt, . t. An obsolete form of kittle1 .

kitten (kit'n), n. [< ME. kitoti, kitoun, kyton
(= LG. kitten), dim. of cat1 (modified as in kit*),

prob. after OF. chatton, a kitten, dim. of chat,
cat : see cat1

,
and cf. kit*, kitting.'] 1. A young

oat
; any young animal of the cat kind.

He caste his nett in to the water, and drough out a litill

kyton as blakke as eny cooL Merlin (E. E. T. .\ ill 685.

Shal ueuere the cat ue the kyton by my counsail be greued.
Piers Plowman (C\ i. 207.

I had rather be a kitten, and cry mew,
Than one of these same metre ballad-mongers.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ill. 1, 129.

2. One of several bombycid moths or puss-
moths. The poplar-kitten is LHcranura bifida;
the alder-kitten is I). bicuspis.
kitten (kit'n), v. i. [< kitten, v.] To bring
forth young, as a cat.

Were some one to tell you that your neighbor's cat JK*-

tened yesterday, you would say the information was worth-
less. //. Spencer, Education, L

kittenhood (kit'n-hud), n. [< kitten + -hood.]
The state of being a kitten. [Rare.]

For thou art beautiful as ever cat
That wantoned in the joy of kittenhood. Southey.

kittenish (kit'n-ish), o. [< kitten + -ish1
.]

Like a kitten or what pertains to a kitten
;

playful ; disposed to gambol.
Such a kittenish disposition in her.

Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, IV. 115.

He cultivated utility in other ways, and it pleased and
flattered him to feel that he could afford, morally speak-
ing, to have a kittenish wife.

H. James, Jr., Confidence, p. 166.

kitten-shark (kit'n-shark), n. A shark of the

family Heterodontidw, Beterodontus zebra, of

China and Japan: a translation of the Chinese
mime.

kittie, n. See kitty.

kittiwake (kit'i-wak), n. [So called in imita-
tion of its cry.] A gull of the genus Sissa,

family Laridce, having the hind toe unusually
short or rudimentary, the wings extremely long,
a bill with an acute decurved tip, and pecu-
liarly colored primaries. The common kittiwake,
Rissa tridactyla, abounds in the North Atlantic and Arctic

oceans, nesting in myriads on rocky cliffs, and migrating
southward in winter. It is about 17 inches long and 36
in extent of wings. The color of the adult is snow-white,
with dark pearl-blue mantle ; the primaries are crossed
with black, and tipped with white ; the bill is yellow, cloud-

Kittiwake (Kiss

ed with olive. In the young the bill, a bar on the tail, and

patches
on the upper parts are black, and the feet are

blackish. Also called white gull and winter-gutt. The red-

legged kittiwake, Rissa brevirostris, is a beautiful species,
with coral-red bill and feet, inhabiting the North Pacific.
Also abbreviated kitty, kittie.

kittle 1
(kit'l), t\ t. ; pret. and pp. kittled, ppr.

kittling. [< ME. kiteleu,< AS. oitelianatDMttelen
= LG. ketteln, l-eteln=OHG. kiziton, MHG. kitee-

len, Gr. kitzeln = Icel. kitla = Sw. kittla = Dan.
kildre, kilde, tickle. Not connected with the

synonymous tickle.] To tickle: frequently fol-

lowed by up. [North. Eug. and Scotch.]



kittle

That nowe er deccyved thurgh quayntes of the dcvel,
and kiUUyniie at thaire llesshe.

.I/A'. CM. Eton, 10, t. 4. (UaUiweU.)
It never fails, on drinkin deep,
To /,'"/' up our notion. Bumg

t
I Inly Fair.

He took great liberties with hia Royal Highness pok-
ing and kittling him in the ribs with his forefinger.

Halt, The Steam-Boat, p. 250.

kittle1
(kit'l), . [< kittlel, v.] Ticklish; diffi-

cult; nice; not easily managed; trying; vexa-
tious. [Scotch.]
Kings are kittle, cattle to shoo behind. Srnii-h jnroixrb.

Rob Roy, ... a kittle neighbour to the Low Country,
and particularly obnoxious to his Grace.

Scott, Hob Roy, xxrii.

kittle2 (kit'l), v. i.\ pret. and pp. kittled, ppr. kit-

tling. [Early mod. E. kytelen ; < ME, kittlen, <

Norw. kjetla, bring forth young; appar. freq.,
from the noun represented by E. caf1 and kit*.

Cf. killing. Cf. also kitten, v. Kindle1 is a dif-

ferent verb.] To litter; bring forth kittens.

[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
Oossypc, when your catte kyteUeth, I pray you let me

have a kytlynge. Paityrane.

kittle3 (kit'l), . A dialectal or obsolete form
of kettle*-.

kittle4 (kit'l), . An obsolete or dialectal form
of kiddlei.

kittling 1
,
n. See kMiny.

kittling- (kit'liug), M. [< ME. kitellynge ; verbal
n. of kittlel, .] A tickling. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]

kittlish (kit'lish), a. [< kittle* + -wfci.] Tick-
lish. [Scotch.]

kittly (kit'li), o. [< kittlei + -f.} Easily tick-

led; hence, susceptible; sensitive. [Scotch.]
I was not so kittly as she thought, and could thole her

progs and Jokes with the greatest pleasance and com-
posure. Hull, The steam-Boat, p. 155.

kittly-benders (kit'li-ben^derz), n. [Also, cor-

ruptly, kettle-de-benders; appar. < kittly, equiv.
to kittlish, ticklish, risky, + bender, referring
to the pieces of ice yielding under the feet.]
The sport of running on thin, bending ice.

[New England.]
Let us not play at kittly-benden.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 853.

You will, with unfaltering step, move quickly over the
kettte-de benders of this broken essay, and from the thistle

danger will pluck the three more flowers which I have
promised. E. E. Bale, How to Do it, lit.

kittul (ki-t61), n. [Singhalese.] 1. The jaggery-
palm, Caryota urens. 2. A fiber obtained from
the leaf-stalks of the jaggery-palm. Itisblackand
very coarse, and Is employed for making ropes, brushes,
brooms, basket*, etc. It forms a rope of great strength
and durability. Also spelled Irittool.

kitty1
(kit'l), .; pi. kitties (-iz). [Dim. of kit*,

or cafl. Cf. kitten, kitting.] A kitten ; a child's

pet name for a cat.

kitty2 (kit'i), .; pi. kitties (-iz). [Var. of fc3.]
A kit or company. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
kitty3 (kit'i), n. ; pi. kitties (-iz). [Cf. kift.} A
large wooden bowl or tankard.

kitty4 (kit'i), n. ; pi. kitties (-iz). [Also kittie;
abbr. of kittiwake.] Same as kittiwake. Also
called sea-kittie.

Seeing some kitties Sying about . . . the old k-itiii who
flew down. Scat Anglian, ill 352.

kitty6 (kit'i), n.
; pi. kitties (-iz). [Cf. kidcote.]

1. A prison or jail: same as kidcote. [Prov.
Eng. or slang.] 2. A pool into which each
player in a card-game puts a certain amount
of his winnings, to be used in meeting expenses,
as for room-rent, refreshments, etc.

kitty-coot (kit'i-kot), n. One of several birds
of tho family Baltida;. (a) The water-rail, Battut aqua-
time, (b) The gallinule, Gattinula chloropue. () The coot,
Fulica atra. [Prov. Eng. in all senses.]

kitty-cornered (kit'i-kdr'nerd), a. A corrup-
tion of eater-cornered.

kitty-key (kit'i-ke), . Same as kite-key.

kittysol (kit'i-sol), n. [< Pg. quitasol, an um-
brella, < guitar, quit, remit, hinder, + sol, suii :

see quit and sol. Cf. parasol.'} A Chinese um-
brella made of bamboo and oiled paper.
kitty-wren (kit'i-ren), n. The common wren.
Also cutty-wren.
kit-with-the-candlestickt (kit'wira-THe-kan'-
dl-stik), n. Same as kit-of-tlie-candlcstick.

They have so fraid us with bull-beggars, spirits, witches,
. . . kit irith the cansKctre, . . . anil such other bugs, that
we were afraid of our own shadowes.

Scot, Uiscoverie of Witchcraft (1584).

kive (kiv), n. Same as keeve.

kiver1
(kiv'er), v. and n. An obsolete or dia-

lectal form of cover1
.

kiver2 (kiv'er), n. 1. Same as keever. 2. A
measure of corn in Derbyshire, England, equal
to 12 sheaves.
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kivi, kivi-kivi (kiv'i, -kiv'i), . Same as kiwi.

kiwi (ko'wi), . [New Zealand.] Theaptcryx.
kiwi-kiwi (ke'wi-ke'wi), n. [New Zealand.]
Same as kitci.

kix (kiks), n. 1. An obsolete or dialectal form
of kex. 2. The bullace-plum, Prunux spinosa.
[Prov. Eng.]

kixent, a. See kexen.

ki-yi (Ki'yi'), . i. [Imitative.] To howl or

yelp, as a dog. Also ki-hi. [Colloq.]

Hang him [a dog) we did, and he ki-faed with a vigor
that strikingly increased the moral effect.

It. B. Stow, Oldtown, p. 832.

kjerulfine (kya'r$l-fin), . [After Prof. Th.

Kjerulf (1825-88). a geologist of Christiania,

Norway.] A kind of wagnerite from Bamle in

Norway.
kjoekken-moedding, kjokken-modding, n.

See kitchen-midden.

kl-. For old English words so beginning, see d-.

klang (klang), n. [G., sound, clang: see clang,

.] In musical acoustics, a tone together with
all its partial tones or harmonics : opposed to a

simple or pure tone. The use of the term Is recent
and limited, and arises from the desire to avoid the am-
biguity of the English word tone. It is sometimes used for

quality, or klanjfarbe. Compare dang, 2.

klangfarbe(klang-far'be),n. [G.: klang,so\md,
tune

; farbe, color.] In musical acoustics, quality
or timbre that is, that particular arrange-
ment and proportion of partial tones in a mu-
sical tone which give it character and indi-

viduality ;
tone-color. [Of recent and limited

use.]

klastic, ". See clastic.

klavier, . See clavier.

klecho (kle'cho), n. [E. Ind.] A tree-swift of
the genus Dendrochelidon, the Indian D. klecho.

kleenebok (klen'bok), n. [D., < kleen, little, =
E. clean, + bok = E. ftuct1 .] The Antilope per-
pusilla or Cephalophus pygmtea, a pygmy ante-

lope of South Africa.

kleg (kleg), n. [Origin obscure
;

cf. cte</
2
.] 1.

The bib, Oadus luscits. [Scarborough, Eng.]
2. A large specimen of the common cod. F.

Day.
Kleinhovia (klin-ho'vi-ft), n. [NL. (Linnaeus),
named after M. Kleinhof, director of the Bo-
tanic Gardens at Batavia, Java.] A genus of
sterculiaceous trees belonging to the tribe He-
licterece, characterized by the spreading cells of
the anthers and the membranaceous inflated

capsule. It was made the type of the tribe Klrinhoviece

by Wight and Ann Hi. The only species, K. hospita, is a
low branching tree, native of the East Indies, with entire

leaves, and pink flowers in a large terminal panicle, which
are succeeded by curious, top-shaped, bladdery, five-wing-
ed fruits.

Kleinhovieae(klin-ho-vi'e-e),n.B/. [NL.(Wight
and Arnott, 1834), < Kleinhovia + -cce.~\ A tribe
of plants embracing only the genus Kleinhovia,
placed by the authors in the order Buettneria-

cece, now referred to the Sterculiacece,

Kleinia (kl!'ni-&), n. [NL., named after Johann
Conrad Klein, a'German botanist.] 1 . A name
given to three different genera of composite
plants, none of which are now accepted. The
Klfinia of Jussieu is Jaumea of Persoon, that of Jacquin
is Poruji/ujttiim of Valllant, and that of Hawortu is a sec-
tion of Senecio.

2. n. c.] A plant of one of these genera.
klepnt (kleft), n. [NGr. /c/^rw, var. of iMirnK,
< Gr. iMirTt/f, a thief, < tMvretv, steal.] A Greek
or Albanian brigand. As a class, the klephts were
originally those Greeks who, after the Turkish conquest
in the fifteenth century, formed armed bands or communi-
ties in mountain fastnesses, and maintained their inde-

pendence, defying and plundering the Turks and their ad-
herents. They gave powerful aid to the patriots in the
war of independence (1821-8), after which those who kept
up their organization became mere robbers. They have
been suppressed in Greece.

klephtic (klef'tik), o. [< klepM + -ic.] Per-

taining or relating to the klephts.

The ballads of KlcpMic exploits in Greece match the
border songs of Dick of the Law and Kiiimont Willie.

Encyc. Brit., HI. 284.

klepsydra, n. See clepsydra.

kleptomania, kleptomaniac. See cleptomania,
cleptomaniac.
kleruch, . See cleruch.

klick, v. See clicki.

klicket (klik'et), . If. An obsolete spelling of
clicket in various senses. 2. In fort., a small

gate in a palisade through which sallies may be
made.

klinker, . See clinker.

klinket, ". A variant of klicket.

klinkstone (klingk'ston), n. Same as clinkstone.

See /ilionnliti '.

klinometer, . See clinometer.

knack

See clinopinacoid.
Same as clinorhombic. See

klinopinacoid, .

klinorhombic, ".

monoc/inir.

klipdas (klip'das), n. [D.,< klip, cliff (see cli

+ das (= G. dachs), a badger.] The rock-

badger : the Dutch colonial name of the Cape
hyrax, Hyrax capensis. See Hyrax.
klipspringer (klip'spring'er), n. [8. African
D., C klip, cliff, -r springer = E. springer.'] A

of South Africa,
Oreotragus sal-

tatrix or Nano-
tragus oreotra-

gus, inhabiting
the rocky fast-

nesses of the

Cape, it is agile
and sure-footed
like the chamois,
which it resembles
inhabit*. It stands
about 28 inches

high, and the male
has small horns
about 4 inches

long. The flesh is Klipsprinuer (Oreetragvt taltatrix).

esteemed or food,
and the long bristly hah- is much used for stuffing saddles.

klipsteinite (klip'sti-mt), n. [Named after
Prof, von Klipstcin of Giessen, Germany.] A
hydrous silicate of manganese, occurring in

dark-brown compact forms.
kloof (k!8f),. [D.: cf.E.cJ<wc3.] Aravinejin
Cape Colony and the neighboring settlements,
a gully.

klopemania (kl6-pe-ma'ni-a), . [< Gr. <cAojri?.

theft,+ yuav(a,maaness.] Cleptomauia. [Rare.]
klotet, n. See clotel.

Klugia (klo'ji-ft), w. [NL. (Schlectendal, 1833).
named after Dr. Fr. Klug, a German zoMogist.]
A genus of dicotyledonous gamopetalous plants
of the natural order Gesneracete, tribe Didy-
mocarpece, characterized by a membranaceons
5-cleft calyx, cylindraceous corolla-tube, with
half-closed throat and irregular limb, and 4
short, perfect stamens. They are herbs creeping at
the base and at length erect, with broad leaves which are

very unequal-sided, and loose, terminal, secund racemes
of large pendulous blue flowers. Four species are known,
one of which is found in Mexico and Central America, the
remainder being natives of the East Indies. K. A'otani-
H mi, of the last-named country, has been In cultivation in
Knirland as a stove-plant since 1848.

K. M. An abbreviation of Knight of Malta.
km. An abbreviation of kilometer.

kn-. An initial sequence of consonants com-
mon in English and Middle English, and in the
form en- in Anglo-Saxon. In Middle English and
Anglo-Saxon (as still in Dutch, German, and Scandinavian)
it was distinctly pronounced as written ; but now the k
is silent. Kti- occurs in native English words, as knave,
knee, knett, knap, knmi, etc., in other Teutonic words, as
knicker, and in some other words of foreign origin, as knout.
In some words, as knar, knarl, kn- alternates with ijn-.

knabH (nab), v. t. [A var. of knqpl.] To bite ;

gnaw; nibble.

I had much rather lie knobbing crusts without fear . . .

than be mistress of the world with cares.
Sir R. L'Eitrange.

knab2
*, r. t. Another spelling of naftl.

knabblet (nab'l), v. i. [A var. (= LG. knabbeln,

flttabbeln, gnaw) of knapple. Cf. knabl, var. of

fcnopi. Cf. also nibble.] To bite
; nibble.

Horses will knabble at walls, and rats knaw iron,
Sir T. Brmme.

knack (nak), . [< ME. knakken, gnakken, also
assibilated 'knacchen, gnacchen (see knatch), =
D. Icnalcken = MLG. knaken = G. knacken =
Dan. knakke = Sw. knacka = IT. cnagaim =
Gael, cnac, crack, snap; found in a series of

words,with several parallel senses, represented
by knap1

, clack, clapl, crack, etc., all ult. imita-
tive of a sharp snapping sound. Cf. knock,knag1 ,

and knick.~\ I. intrans. 1. To crack; make a
sharp abrupt noise ; specifically, to gnash the

teeth; make a champing sound.

Cast not thy bones vnder the Table,
Nor none see thou doe knack.

Babeet Book (E. K. T. 8.), p. 70.

Friar, I fear
You do not say your office well a-days ;

I cannot hear your beads knack.
Fletcher (and othen\ Bloody Brother, Iv. i

2. To speak affectedly or mincingly. Hulliirell.

3. To talk in a lively manner; narrate.

Courteously I can both counter and knack
Of Martin Swart and all his merry-men.
Old Play, quoted in Scott's KenOworth, viii., note.

n. trans. 1. To cause to sound.
God sels not that he Is blessid that singns or knacha

swete notis. WycHf, .Select Works (ed. AruoldX m. 482.



knack

2. To sneer; taunt; mock. Jamicfton.

Fast flokit about ane multitude of young Troianis,

Byssy to knack and pull the prisonere.
Gavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 40.

[Obsolete or provincial in all uses.]
knack (uak), . [< ME. kiwkke = D. knak =
G. knack = Dan. ktuek = Sw. knack = Gael.

enac = Ir. cnag = W. cnec, a knock, crack,

snap; from the verb: see knack, v. In sense 4,

cf . knwkknack.] If. A crack or snap ;
a sharp

sound; a snap with the finger or finger-nail.
2. A dexterous exploit; a trick; a device;

a mockery; a repartee.
I shall hamper him,

With all his knacks and knaveries.

Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, Hi. 4.

For how should equal colours do the knack?
Chameleons who can paint in white and black?

Pope, Moral Essays, ii. 155.

3. Readiness; habitual facility of performance;
dexterity; adroitness.

My author has a great knack at remarks. Up. Atterbury.

Story-telling is therefore not an art, but what we call a

knack; it doth not so much subsist upon wit as upon hu-
mour. Steele, Guardian, No. 42.

Ho person ever had a better knack at hoping than I.

(Goldsmith, Vicar, xx.

The damper and more deliberate falls [of snow] have a
choice knack at draping the trees.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 44.

4f. An ingenious trifle; a toy; a knickknack.

A knack, a toy, a trick, a baby's cap.
Shalt., T. of the S., iv. 3, 67.

This to confirm, I've promis'd to the boy
Many a pretty knack and many a toy.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, it 3.

6. A kind of figure made of a small quantity
of corn at the end of the harvest, and carried
in the harvest-home procession. HalKwell.

[Prov. Eng.] = 8yn. Facility, Expertness, etc. See
readiness.

knackaway, knockaway (uak'-, nok'a-wa),
n. [An accom. form, simulating an E. anaqua:
see anagua.] A Texan tree of the borage fam-
ily, Ehretia elliptica, which has a hard (but not

strong), close-grained, unwedgeable wood. The
native name is anagua or anaqua.
knacker1

(nak'er), n. [< knack, v., + -eel.] J.
That which knacks or knocks

;
in the plural,

two pieces of wood or bone used as a plaything
by boys, who strike them together by moving
the hand

;
castanets

;
bones.

Our knackers are the fifes and drums ;

Sa, sa, the gypsies' army comes !

Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, iii. 2.

2f. A maker of knacks, toys, or small work.
Knacker's brandy, a sound beating.

knacker2
(nak'er), n. [Perhaps all particular

uses of knacker^
;
but the senses are involved,

and two or more words may be concerned.] 1.
A collar- and harness-maker, employed chiefly
byfarmers. [Prov.Eng.] 2. A colliers' horse.

[Prov. Eng.] 3. One whose occupation is the

slaughtering of diseased or useless horses ; also,
one who deals in such horses, whether for use
or slaughter. [Eng.]
There is a regular occupation in London and other large

cities, of men known as the Knackers. It consists in buying
old and worn-out horses, as well as buying and removing
dead ones. If there is any work left in the former, it is

utilized till the last. Then the animal is killed. The
flesh is generally converted into food for dogs and cats, in
the sale of which there is a large trade and a considerable
number of persons employed. To say that a horse is only
fit for the "Knackers' yard

"
is to say that it ought to be

dead. A J. Hinton, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 208.

knackingt (nak'ing), n. [ME. knackyng ; verbal
n. of knack, v.] 1. The act of making a sharp
abrupt noise. 2. A sounding.
Whether this sotile and swete knackyng to the eeris

makis us to praye with sorowes that mowne not be tolde
oute? Wydif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), III. 481.

knackingt (nak'ing), p. a. Striking; slashing:
used in emphasis.

distance. Tush, ye speake in jest
Mery. Nay, sure, the partie is in good knocking earnest

Udall, Roister Doister, iii. 2.

knackisht (nak'ish), a. [< knack, n., + -jsfel.]

Trickish; knavish; artful.

Beating the air with knactnsh forms of gracious speech-
es, and vain grandiloquence that tends to nothing.

Dr. H. More, Mystery of Godliness, p. 479.

knackishnesst (nak'ish-nes), n. The state or

quality of being knackish
; artifice; trickery.

knack-kneedt (nak'ned), a. An obsolete vari-
ant of knock-kneed.

knafet, A Middle English form of knave.

knag (nag), H. [Formerly also enag; ("ME. knagg= MLG. knagge, a knob, a thick piece, LG. a
thick piece, also a peg or pivot (of a gate or
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window), G. dial, knagge = Sw. knagg = Dan.

kntii/i; a knot in wood, a peg ; prob. orig. Celtic :

cf . Ir. cnag, a knob, peg, cnaig, a knot in wood,
= Gael, cnag, a knob, pin, peg ; prob. orig.

'

knob,
boss, bump,' from the verb, Ir. cnagaim, knock,

strike, Gael, cnac, crack, snap, knock: see knack
and knock.'] 1. A hook; a peg; a wooden peg
for hanging things on. [Prov. Eng.]

Take her the golde in a bagg.
I schall hyt hynge on a knagg,
At the schypp borde ende.

Le Bone Florence (Ritson's Metr. Rom., III.).

2. One of the projecting points of a deer's

antler
;
a snag or tine.

The knags that sticke out of a harts homes neare the
forhead. Nomenclator (1586), p. 42.

Horns . . . most dangerous by reason of their sharp
and branching knayi. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 1039.

3. A protuberant knot; a wart; also, a decora-
tive knot or tuft, as in costume. 4. The rugged
top of a rock or hill. [Prov. Eng.]
knagged (nagd or nag'ed), a. [< ME. knaggcd;
< knag + -erf2.] If. Provided with hooks or

teeth; jagged.
If there be any suspicion of sorcerie, witchcraft, or en-

chantment practised for to hurt young babes, the great
horns of beetles, such especially as be knagged as it were
with small teeth, are good as a countre charm and pre-

servative, if they be hanged about then- necks.

Hottand, tr. of Pliny, xiii. 15.

2. Formed into knots; knotty. 3. Decorated
with knags, as an article of dress.

With polaynez, . . . policed ful clene,
Aboute his knez knaged wyth knotez of golde.

Sir Qawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.X L 577.

knagginess (uag'i-ues), . The state of being
knaggy.
knaggy (nag'i), a. [< knag + -yi.] 1 . Knotty;
full of knots

; rough with knots
; having promi-

nent joints.
Tho' thou 's howe-backit, now, and knaggie,

I've seen the day
Thou could ha'e gaen like ony staggie.

Burns, Auld Farmer's Salutation to his Auld Mare.

But now upstart the Cavalier,
He could no longer speach forbear;
Their knaggie talking did up barme him,
Their sharp reflections did much warm him.

Cleland's Poems, p. 90. (Jamieson.)

Hence 2. Rough in temper ; cross; waspish.
knaket, . An obsolete spelling of knack. Chau-
cer.

knap1
(nap), v. [Also gnap; < ME. 'knappen,

gnat/pen = E>. knappen, snap, crack, crush, eat,
= G. knappen, snap, crack, crunch, = Dan. kncp-
pe = Sw. knappa, snap ;

cf . Gael, cuap, strike,
beat, thump, = Ir. cnapaim, strike

;
a series of

words parallel to knack, etc. : see knack. Hence
ult. fcjmfel, knap2, knop, etc.] I. trans. If. To
strike with a sharp noise.

Take a vessel of water, and knap a pair of tongs some
depth within the water, and you shall hear the sound of
the tongs. Bacon, Nat. Hist, 133.

2. To snap; crack; break in pieces with blows:

as, to Jmap stones.

Knap boy on the thumbs. Tmser, Dinner Matters.

He breaketh the bow, and knappeth the spear in sunder.
Book of Common Prayer, Psalter, xlvi. 10.

The stone [flint] is ready for knapping as soon as it is

dry. ... A blow is ... struck from the elbow, and the
flint breaks. Ure, Diet, IV. 376.

3f. To bite; bite off
;
nibble.

And sum ynapped here fete and handes,
As dogges done that gnawe here bandes.

MS. Harl. 1701, f. 07. (UalliweU.)
As lying a gossip as ever knapped ginger.

Shak.,M. of V., iii. 1, 10.

Knap the thread, and thou art free,
But tis otherwise with me.

Herrick, The Bracelet to Julia.

II. intrans. I. To make a short sharp sound.
The people standing by heard it knap in, and the patient

declared it by the ease she felt Wiseman, Surgery, vii. 5.

2f. To talk short. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
knapH (nap), n. [Also gnap; < ME. knap (=
LG. knap = Dan. knep = Sw. knapp), a snap,
crack: from the verb.] 1. A short sharp noise;
a snap. 2. A stroke; blow.
And mony strokes, in that stoure, tho stithe men hym

gefe,
Till the knight, vndnr knappis, vppon knes fell.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6437.

3. A clapper.
As once a windmill (out of breath) lack'd winde,
A fellow brought four^bushels there to grinde,
And hearing neither noyse of knap or tiller,
Laid downe his come, and went to seeke the miller.

John Taylor, Works (1630).

knap2
(nap), n. [< ME. knap, a knop, < AS.

cnaep, a hilltop, = OFries. knap = Icel. knappr= Sw. knapp = Dan. knap, a knob, button, stud
;

knapweed
avar. of knop, q. v.; appar. of Celtic origin: W.
enap, a knob, = Gael, enap, a knob, button, boss,
stud, hillock, = Ir. enap, a knob, hillock, prob.
< cnapaim, I strike : see knap1

,
v. Hence nap'

2

and nope.] If. A protuberance; a swelling;
a knob or button.

His cloke of calabre, with alle the ktiappes of golde.
Piers Plowman (B), vi. 272.

2f. A rising ground; a knoll; a hillock; a sum-
mit.

And both these rivers running in one, carying a swift

streame, doe make the knappe of the sayd hill very strong
of scituacion to lodge a campe upon.

North, tr. of Plutarch (1579).

You shall see many fine seats set upon nknap of ground,
Ii higher hills round about it.environed with higher

Bacon, Building (ed. 1887).

Harke, on knap of yonder hill,

Some sweet shepheard tunes his quill.
W. Browne, Shepheard's Pipe.

3. The bud of a flower. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng. ]

4. The flower of the common clover, Trij'olium

pratense. [Prov. Eng.]
knapbottle (nap'bof'l), n. [< knap1 , v., + obj.
bottle2.] The bladder-campion, Silene inflata.

knapet, n. A Middle English variant of knave.

knape-childt, A Middle English variant of

knave-child. Ormulwn, 1. 7895.

knapper (nap'er), . 1. A stone-breaker; spe-

cifically, one who breaks up flint-flakes into the
sizes used for gun-flints.

The knapper's tools consist of three simple forms of

hammer and a chiseL Encyc. Brit., IX. 326.

The . . . most difficult process is flaking, or the driving
off of flakes at a single blow, of a given width and thick-

ness, with two ribs running down them. In this the
Brandon knappers excel the prehistoric workmen, but the

process is so delicate that few attain to great proficiency.
Ure, Diet, IV. 376.

2. A stone-breakers' hammer; a kuapping-
hammer.
knapperts(nap'erts),. [Also knapparls, gnap-
perts; perhaps orig. "knapwort : so called from
its knotty tubers; < knap2 + wort1

."]
The le-

guminous plant Lafhyrus macrorMziis, the bit-

ter-vetch or heath-pea. It bears tubers, which
children like to eat. [Prov. Eng.]
knapping-hammer (nap

'

ing-ham
"
er), n. A

hammer for breaking stones
; especially, a ham-

mer of steel with which flint-flakes are broken
into lengths for gun-flints.

Ye'd better ta'en up spades and shools,
Or knappin'-hammers.

Burns, First Epistle to Lapraik.

knapping-machine (nap'ing-ma-shen"), n. A
machine for breaking stones by a sudden blow
instead of sustained pressure.
knappisht (nap'ish), a. [< knap1 + -ish1 .] 1.

Inclined to knap or snap. 2. Snappish.
Answering your snappish quid with a knappish quo.

Stanihurst, Descrip. of Ireland, p. 35. (Halliu-eU.)

knapple (nap'l), . t.
; pret. and pp. knappled,

ppr. knappling. [Freq. of knap 1
. Cf. knobble.']

If. To break off with an abrupt sharp noise.

2. To bite; nibble. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
knappy (nap'i), a. [< knap* + -y

1
.] Full of

knaps or hillocks. Jamicson, Supp. [Scotch.]
knapsack (nap'sak), n. [< D. knapzak (= MLG.
knapsack, LG. knappsack), < knappen, snap, eat,
+ zak= LG. sack = E. sack1 . Cf . equiv. snap-
sack.'] A case or bag of leather or strong cloth
for carrying a soldier's necessaries, closely
strapped" to the back between the shoulders ;

hence, any case or bag for similar use. Various
forms of knapsacks are now used by tourists and others
tor carrying light personal luggage. Originally the mili-

tary knapsack was meant for carrying food, but it has

gradually become appropriated to a totally different pur-

Ce,
as the transportation of clothes and the like, and

[1 is carried in the haversack.

If you are for a merry jaunt, 111 try for once who can
foot it farthest, ... I with my knapsack, and you with

your bottle at your back. Dryden, Spanish Friar.

knapscapt (nap'skap), n. [Appar. < knap'
2 +

scap = skep, a beehive (used for 'skull'). Cf.

knapskull.] The skull.

Thro' the knapscap the sword has gane.
Jamie Telfer (Child's Ballads, VI. 112).

knapskullt (nap'skul), n. [Formerly also knap-
nciill, kiiapescul; < knap2 + skull.'] A helmet.

Geton your jacks, platesleeves, and Icnapsculls, thatyour
presence may work some terror if you meet with opposers.

Scott, Abbot, xxvi.

knapweed (nap'wed), n. [So called in allusion
to its knob-like heads; < knap2 + weed!.] 1. A
general name for plants of the genus Cent<u<ri
of the composite family, as C. Calcitrapa, the

star-thistle, and C. Cyanus, bachelor's-buttons.
2. Specifically, C. ni/jni, also called



knapweed
ii't-i-il, liiirilliiinl. IIHJI/I rliniil. ;iM<l I iv various other

names. itlsapri'-nniM iiMm 'I, with rose-pur-

Knapweed (Cfntfittr-ta ntgra).

i, lower part of stem ; a, upper part with

(lowers; a, scale of the involucre.

M.mrrs and a gliihubir iiiMiliinr, whose bracts bear
:i-lill uii'l friiiKi'd,

d:ilk mini ,-,) .ip

]ii'lul:iK 1 '- It is

niitivv in Europe
and Asia, :ni'l -|i:n

ingly iiitroiliin-d

III Alii' Tir.i niillll

ward on the At-
lantic coast. Also

knapweed &ndknob-
ii-'-, ! .

knar 1

(niir), .

[Also written

gnar; < ME.
'knarre (= LG.
knarn-'); u word
of obscure ori-

gin, appearing
also in the
form knur, q. v.

Hence knarl,

gnarl
1
.] 1. A

knot on a tree.

A croked tree,
and ful of knarra.

Wyclif, Wisdom,
[xiii. 1 (Oxf.).

Prickly stubs, instead of trees, are found ;

Or woods with knots and knarcs deformed and old.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., 11. 536.

2. A rock; a cliff.

Thay vmbe-kestcn the knarre and the knot bothe.
Sir Qawayne and the Green Knight (E. K T. S.), L 1434.

AVildernisse hit is and weste
Knarres and eludes.

Owl and Nightingale, L 998.

3. A short stout man.
He was schort. schuldred broode, a thikkc knarre [in some

editions printed i/narre\.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 561.

[Obsolete or rare in all senses.]
knar2

t (niir), r. ('. [Also gnar; = MD. LG. G.
kniirnii = Dan. knarre = Sw. knarra, creak;
also 1). knorrcn = G. knurren = Sw. knorra =
Dan. knorre, growl ;

ult. imitative. Hence the

freq. "knarl, spelled gnarl: see gnarP.] To
growl. See gnar".
knark (niirk), n. [Appar. an extension ofknar1.]
A hard-hearted or savage person. [Slang, Eng.]

lie was a good man ; he couldn't refuse a dog, much
more a Christian ; but he had a butler, a regular /./."///,.

Mu/ilii'ii; London Labour and London Poor, I. 343.

knarl, . [See gnarl1
. Cf. knurl.] See gnarl1

.

knarled, . [See gnarled. Cf. knurled.] See
gnarled.

knarly, . See gnarly.
knarred (niird), a. [(knar1 + -erf2.] Knotty;
gnarled.

The knarred and crookid cedar knees.

Longfellow, Building of the Ship.

knarryt (nii'ri), a. [Also gnarry; < ME. knar-

ry; < knar1 + -y
1
.] Knotty; stubby.

A forest . . .

With knotty, knarry, bareyne trees olde.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1119.

knastt, - See gimsfl.
knat (nat), n. An obsolete or dialectal variant
of knot*.

Partridge, pheasant, woodcock, of which some
May yet be there, and godwit If we can ;

Kiiut, rail, and ruff too. B. Jonson, Epigrams, cL

knatcht, r. t. [< ME. 'knacchen, gnacchen, as-

sibilated form of knakkcn, knack: see knack.]
To knack

;
knock.

With a great clubbe [he] knatched them all on the lied as

they had been giauntes. Gossan, Schoole of Abuse, p. 47.

knaur (nar), u. A dialectal variant of knar1
.

knave (uav), n. [< ME. knave, enure, cnafe, <

AS. enafa (=OHG. chnabc, knabe, knab, MHG.
G. knabe), also cnapa (> ME. knape) = OFries.

knaiM. knapi>a = MD. knape, D. knaap = MLG.
LG. MopeasOHG. knnppo, MHG. knapiic, knapr,
G. knappc, a boy, servant, = Icel. knn/>i. knti/>jii,

kiiit/n; ii servant, = Sw. (obs.) knape, esquire;
perhaps < Teut. kan, the root of ken"*, beget,
bring forth (see ken-, kin 1

, etc.), the termina-
tion being perhaps connected with Goth, aba,
a man, husband, Icel. ufi, a grandfather, some-
times used in the sense of 'a boy' or 'a man.']
It. A boy; a boy as a servant; a servant; a
fellow.

That oon of hem gan callen to his knave.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, L 204.

O murdrrous slumber,
Lay'st thou thy leaden mari.- UIMMI my boy.
That plays thw music'? (Sentlo totOM, good night.

Shak., J. C., Iv. 3, '2ti9.

I shal In the stable slee thy knave.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1807.
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2. A friend; a crony: used as a term of en-
dearment.

My good knave, Eros, now thy captain is

I AMI ttncli a biHly: here I am Antony;
Yet cannot hold this visible shape, my knave.

Shak., A. and C., iv. 14, 12.

3. A false, deceitful fellow; a dishonest per-
son; one given to fraudulent tricks or prac-
tices ; a rogue or scoundrel.

My present state requires nothing but knaves
To be about me, such as are prepar'd
For every wicked act.

Beau, and Ft., King and No King, 111. 3.

I know him to be artful, selfish, and malicious in

short, a sentimental knave.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, L 1.

[He] In both senses was a ready knave ;

Knave as of old, obedient, keen, and quick,
Knave as at present, skill d to shift and trick.

Crabbe, Tales.

4. A playing-card with a servant (usually, in

English and American cards, in a conventional-
ized costume of the sixteenth century) figured
on it; a jack.
The Knave of Diamonds tries his wily arts,

And wins (oh shameful chance !) the Queen of Hearts.

Pope, R. of the L., 111. 87.

Cuckoo's knave, the wryneck : a translation of the Welsh
ywas-y-gog. =Syn. 3. Rogue, rascal, sharper, scamp, scape-
grace, swindler, cheat.

knavet (nav), r. t. [< knave, n.] To prove or
make a knave.

How many nets do they lay to ensnare the squire and
knave themselves? Gentleman Instructed, p. 477.

knave-bairn (nav'barn), n. [< ME. knavc-barn,<.
knave + barn2 =bairn.] Aman-child. [Scotch.]

For if it be a knave bairn,
He's heir o' a' my land ;

But if it be a lass bairn,
In red gowd she shall gang.

'I'n in n l.inr (chilli's Ballads, L 261).

Wha could tell whether the bonny knave-bairn may not
come back to claim his ain t Scvtt, Guy Manuering, xxii.

knave-child*, n. [ME., also var. knape-cMM; <

knave + chilli.] A male child.

She n doughter hath yliore,
Al had liir lever have born a kniiri- child.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, L 388.

knavery (na'ver-i), .
; pi. knaveries (-iz). [<

knave +
-erjj.~]

1. The action or character of
a knave; dishonesty; deception in dealing;
t:-ickery; petty villainy; fraud.

This Is flat knavery, to take upon you another man's
name. Shak., T. of the 8., v. 1, 37.

2. Koguishness; waggislmess; tomfoolery. [Ob-
solete or archaic.]

I would we were well rid of this knavery. ... I cannot
pursue with any safety this sport to the upshot.

Sha*.,1'. N., Iv. 2, 73.

They are rul'd and chastiz'd by strokes on their backs
and soles of theire feete on the least disorder, and with-
out the least humanity, yet are they cheerful and full of

knavery. Evelyn. Diary, Oct 7, 1644.

3. Narthecium ossifragum, the bog-asphodel.
[Prov. Eng.]

knaveshipt (nav'ship), n. [< knave + -ship.]
A certain quantity of grain or meal from a

grinding, to which the servant (knave) of a mill
was legally entitled. [Scotch.]
The Dame Glendinning had always paid her multure

and knaveship duly. . 'Scott, Monastery, vili.

knave's-mustard (navz'mus'tard), . A spe-
cies of Thlaspi, a genus of the mustard family,
knavish (na'vish), a. [< ME. knavisch; (. knave
+ -wA 1

.] 1. Like a knave; suited to a knave
;

tricky; dishonest; fraudulent: as, a knavish
fellow ; a kniirish trick.

Hir lemman 1 Certes, this is a knarineh speche :

Forgiveth it me. Chaucer, Manciple's Tale, L 101.

Praise is the medium of a knavish trade,
A coin by Craft for Folly s use designed.

Cowper, To an Afflicted Protestant Lady in France.

2. Roguish; waggish; mischievous.

Cupid is a knavish lad,
Thus to make poor females mad.

Shak., M. N. D., lit 2, 440.

= Syn.. 1. Trickish, rascally, unprincipled.

knavishly (ua'vish-li), aile. In n knavish man-
ner. (n) Dishonestly; fraudulently. (6) Waggishly; mis-

chievously.

knayishness (na'vish-nes), n. The quality or
habit of being knavish; trickery; dishonesty.
knaw 1

,
''. A Middle English or dialectal form

of kiitiic 1 .

knaw'-'t, <'. An obsolete spelling of gnaw.
knawel (na'el), H. [Origin uncertain; cf. G.
kiitiiicl, kniiurl. a clue of thread.] Any small
\vivd of the genus HclcriiHtltumrf the order Illr-

fi'hnn i a ': especially, .s'. HIIHUHX, native in the

Old World, introduced in America.

knee

knead (ned), v. t. [< MK. i,,i:n, ,,,!, H (pp.
l.iinili-ii), < AS. I'lirilini, Msfi iii -fin tin ii (a strong
verl), |iret. i-im-il, pp. cimliii), i/i'i-m </</<,< )N<irth.

gecnceilcn = D. /.mnliii = MLU. /,/., LG.
/, nrii-n, kneen = OHG. cliiic/ini, rtnlim. Mlli;
/ HI ii n, I.Hftten, G. kneten = Icel. knodha = Norw.
l.iinilii, l;niiiiil(i, Limn, knit = Sw. knaila, knead;
prob. OBulg. gneta, gnestl, press, = Boln'in.
/.in In, knixti = Pol. giiiiitt:, i/niinc, knead, =
K'uss. gnetale, gnesti, press, squeeze.] 1. To

manipulate by squeezing, pressing, or thump-
ing different parts of; work upon by successive

thumps or compressions : as, to knead a person's
limbs in the operation of massage.

I will knead him ; 111 make him supple.
Shalt., T. and C., U. 8, 231.

He turned his bed over, and shook It and kneaded It.

Qeorye Eliot, Silas Marner, v.

Specifically 2. To work upon, as plastic ma-
terials, by repeatedly pressing or squeezing;
prepare or mix by working over and over with
the hands or by tools or machinery, as dough
for bread or clay for bricks.

The cake she kneaded was the sav'ry meat.
Prior, Solomon, ii.

Hence 3. To mix thoroughly; incorporate;
form into a homogeneous compound.

If love be serched wel and sought.
It Is a sykenesse of the thought,
Annexed and kned bltwlxt twcyne.

Rom. of the Rale, 1. 4811.

One common mass composed the mould of man ;

One paste of flesh, on all degrees bestowed,
And kneaded up alike with moistening blood.

Dryden, Slg. andduls., 1. MM.

The force and sweetness of [Chaucer's] genius kneaded
more kindly together the Latin and Teutonic elements
of our mother tongue, and made something better than
either. Lmvell, Study Windows, p. 264.

4. To make by kneading.
There is no Creature that is kneaded of Clay but hath

his Frailties, Extravagancies, and Excesses.
1 1 1,11-1 II, Letters, 1L 3.

kneadable (ne'da-bl), <<. [< knead + -able.]

Capable of being kneaded.
The cement is hard and brittle at the ordinary room-

temperature, but becomes soft and kneadable when held
in the hand for a few moments.

Amer. Naturalitt, XXII. 188.

kneader (ne'der), . [< ME. knedere (= D. kiie-

der = G. kiteter); < knead + -er 1
.] 1. One who

kneads; specifically, a mixer of bread; abaker.
2. An apparatus by which kneading is me-

chanicallv performed; a kneading-uiachine.
kneadingly (ue'ding-li), adv. In the manner
of one who kneads. Leigh Hunt, Foliage, p. 30.

[Rare.]
kneading-machine (ne'ding-ma-shen'), n. An
apparatus for working and mixing dough. Two
forms are used, one employing heavy metal rollers In a
wooden trough, the other having a series of curved radial
arms on a horizontal shafting in an inclosed box. In both
machines the flour, water, etc., are mixed, and the dough is

beaten, doubled over, and kneaded in a manner somewhat
resembling the kneading of a mass of dough by hand.

kneading-trough (ne'ding-trof), . [< ME.
knfnyng-trogh,Knediiig-troice, kiieding-trothe ; <

kneading, verbal n. of knead, v., + trough.] A
trough or tray in which dough is kneaded.

Anon go gete us fast into this in
A knedyng trogh, or ellls a kymelyn.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, I. 362.

And the people took their dough before It was leavened,
their kneading-troughs being bound up in their clothes

upon their shoulders. Ex. xii. 34.

kneading-tubt, . [ME. knedyng-tnbbe.] Same
as kneading-trough.
knebelite (neb'el-it), . [Named after Major
von Knebel.] A mineral of a gray, dirty-white,
brownish-green, or green color, a silicate of iron
and manganese, belonging to the chrysolite

- group, found at Ilmenau in Thuringia and at
Dannemora in Sweden.
kneck (nek), . [Perhaps a var. of knack (T).]

\niit., the twisting of a rope or a cable.

kneddet. A Middle English past participle of
l:in-tnl. Cliaiii-i-r.

knedet, v. t. A Middle English form of knead.

knee (ne), n. [< ME. kne, knee, knew, know,
eneoicc, pi. knees, kneen, kneon, cneon, < AS.
fiiit'nr, contr. cncii = OS. folio, kneo = OFries.

A'W'K, foti, A
- i= D. foiie= MLG. kne, LG. kne, knei

= OHG. knitt, chniu, knio, cneo, chneo, MHG. G.
foiie = Icel. kne = Sw. kna = Dan. knee = Goth.
knia = L. genii (dim. geniculuin, ML. gcnuculum,
> It. ginocfhio = OSp. i/inojo, Sp. tiinojo = Pg.
iiii*tliO,}orlho = OF. gciitinil, F. </<'""') = Gr. yow
= Skt. ./ami, knee; a common Indo-Eur. word.]
1. The joint between the two principal parts of
the leg of man or the hind limb of lower ani-



knee

mals
;
the articulation of the thigh-bone or fe-

mur with the tibia or fibula, or with both. See
def. 2 (a) and knee-joint.

Sche felle on kneys hym agayne,
And of hys sorowe sche can hym frayne.

MS. Cantab, ft. ii. 38, f. 82. (Halliwell, s. v. /raine.)

Lord Hamlet, with his doublet all unbraced, . . .

Pale as his shirt ; his knees knocking each other.

SAat., Hamlet, ii. 1, 8.

2. Some other joint in animals other than

man, likened to the human knee-joint or re-

garded as its representative, (a) The carpal articu-

lation or wrist-joint of various animals, as the horse, cow,
etc. : as, the horse went down on his knees.

The horse's knees are cut to pieces. He came down in

a hole, it seems, and pitched Rex over his head.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, vii.

(b) The tarsal articulation or heel-joint of a bird ; the suf-

frago : as, tibite feathered down to the knee, (c) The joint
of an insect's leg connecting the femur and the tibia. In

descriptions the word is often used to indicate the apex of

the femur, sometimes including the base of the tibia: as,

black or yellow knees.

3. Something resembling the knee in shape.
And all about old stockes and stubs of trees . . .

Did hang upon the ragged rocky knees.

Spenser, V. Q., I. ts. 34.

Specifically (a) In ship-building, a piece of timber or iron

having an angular bend like that of the knee, used to se-

cure the beams of a ship to her sides or timbers. The
branches of the knee form an angle of greater or smaller

extent, according to the situation of the pieces which it is

designed to unite. Lodging-knees are knees fixed parallel
to the deck. Hanging-knee*; are knees placed vertically,

generally under a deck-beam. Diagonal hanging-knees
are knees which cross the timbers in a slanting direc-

tion. Also knee-piece. See cut under stern. (6) In carp.,
a piece of wood having a natural bend, or sawn into shape,
and fitted into an angle, (c) In arch., a part of the back
of a hand-rail of a convex form : the reverse of a ramp,
which is concave. Owitt. (d) In bot., a spur-like process
on the roots of the bald cypress, Taxodium distichum, by
which a part of their surface is kept above water.

In 1874, while engaged in the work of the Kentucky
Geological Survey in the lowland district near the Missis-

sippi, I had an opportunity of making some inquiries con-

cerning the knees of the swamp cypress, which led me to
the supposition that these peculiar processes from the
roots served in some manner to aerate the sap.

N. S. Shaler, Science, XIII. 176.

4f. A genuflection ;
reverence.

Now, when the lords and barons of the realm
Perceiv'd Northumberland did lean to him,
The more and less came in with cap and knee.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 3, 68.

Of their kissing salutations if they were equal!, and of
the knee of the superiour by the inferiour, and adoration
of the chiefe. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 375.

Carllne knee, a knee placed at the junction of a caiiine
and the frame of a ship, for strength. Housemaid's
knee. See housemaid. to bow the knee, to do rever-
ence or worship.

I have reserved to myself seven thousand men, who
have not bowed the knee to the image of Baal. Rom. xi. 4.

To Offer or give a knee, to act as second or bottle-holder,
as in a prize-fight, it being customary for each of the prin-
cipals in such a contest to rest on the knee of his second
between the rounds.

Cuff . . . planted his blows upon his adversary, and
floored that unlucky champion three times running. At
each fall there was a cheer ; and everybody was anxious to
have the honor of offering the conqueror a knee.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, v.

Now Tom, with East to handle him, and Martin to give
him a knee, steps out on the turf.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 5.

knee (ne), v. [< ME. "kneen, knewien, knowien,
< AS. cnedwian = OHG. chniuwen, knewen, MHG.
kniewen, knien, G. knien, kneel ; from the noun.]
I. intrans. To go down on the knees; kneel.

[Obsolete or poetical.]
Seththe hi knawede and seyde, Hayl, Gywene [Jews'] kyng.

Old Eng. Miscellany (ed. Morris), p. 48.

II. trans. If. To kneel to.

I could as well be brought
To knee his throne. Shak., Lear, U. 4, 217.

2f. To pass over on the knees.
Fall down, and knee

The way into his mercy. Shak., Cor., v. 1, 6.

3. In ship-building, to fit with a knee or knees.
knee-bone (ne'bon), n. [< ME. knebone.~] The
bone or bones of the knee

;
the kneecap.

knee-boss (ne'bos), n. A defense for the knee,
consisting of a simple con-
vex plate or cap made of
boiled leather or other ma-
terial, and strapped around
the leg at the knee-joint, or
secured to the hose : a com-
mon piece of armor through-
out the middle ages.
knee-breeches (ne

'
brich '-

ez), n. pi. Breeches that
reach to the knee or just
below it; especially, a

close-fitting garment cov-

ering the thigh and the
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lower part of the body, worn generally from
the beginning of the eighteenth century until

about 1815. See knickerbockcr, 3.

knee-brush (ne'brush), n. In zoiil. : (a) The
brush or tuft of hair on the knees of some an-

telopes, (b) The mass of thick-set hairs on
the legs of bees, by means of which they carry

pollen from one plant to another or to their hive.

knee-cap (ne'kap), n. 1. The bone capping
the protuberance of the knee; the kneepan;
the patella. See cut under knee-joint. [Com-
monly written kneecap in this sense.] 2. Any
covering for the knee, worn as a protection from

injury either to the joint or to the clothing that

covers it. 3. Milit., same as genouillere.

knee-cop (ne'kop), n. Milit., same as genouil-
lere.

knee-cords (ne'kdrdz), n. pi. Knee-breeches
made of corded fabric, as corduroy; corded
breeches. [Bare.]

It had long been his ambition to stand in a bar of his

own, in a green coat, knee-cords, and tops.

Dickens, Pickwick, xiv.

knee-crooking (ne'truri/ing), a. Bending the
knee as in reverence ;

humble
;
servile.

Many a duteous and knee-crooking knave . . .

Wears out his time, much like his master's ass,
For nought but provender. Shak., Othello, i. 1, 45.

kneed (ned), a. [< knee + -cd2.] 1. Having
knees: used chiefly in composition, as in knock-

kneed. 2. Marked wither by the knees; bulg-

ing at the knees, as a pair of trousers. 3. In

anat., zool., and bot., geniculate; bent at an an-

gle, and protuberant at the bending, like the

knee; having a swollen joint in a bent axis.

Also knee-jointed. See cut under geniculate.

knee-deep (ne'dep), a. 1. Rising to the knees:

as, the snow lay knee-deep.
The ground in fourteen days is dry, and grass knee-deep

within a month. Milton, Hist. Moscovia.

2. Sunk to the knees: as, wading knee-deep in

water or mire.
In winter weather unconcern'd he goes,
Almost knee-deep through mire in clumsy shoes.

Dryden.

knee-guard (ne'gard), n. Milit., same as ge-
nouillere.

knee-gUSSet (ne'gus"et), . In armor. See

gusset.

knee-high (ne'hl), a. As high as the knee: as,
water knee-high Knee-high to a grasshopper, of

very short stature. [Jocose, U. S. ]

kneeholly (ne'hol"i), . [Also kneeholm (cf.

holm'2
', holly

1
) ;

< ME. *kneholen, cnehole, < AS.
cneoholen, cneoicholen, kneeholly, < cne6, cnedm,
knee, + nolen, holly: see hollen, holly

1
,
holm2 .']

A plant, Buscus aculeatus; butcher's-broom.
kneeholm (ne'holm or ne'hom), n. Same as

kneeholly.

kneehuiver(ne'huFver), n. Kneeholly. [Prov.
Eng.]
knee-iron (ne'I"ern), n. An L-shaped angle-
iron, used to strengthen a joint formed by two
timbers in a frame.

knee-jerk (ne'jerk), n. A sudden jerking of the

knee, caused by a contraction of the quadriceps
femoris, evoked by a blow on the patellar ten-
don or in any way that gives the quadriceps a
sudden tug. Also called patellar tendon reflex
and knee-kick.

All the methods by
which the knee-jerk
may be obtained are

merely different ways
of giving the quadri-
ceps muscle a twitch

by bringing a sudden
strain upon its tendon.
Amer. Jour. Psychol.,

[1.7.

knee-joint (ne
7 -

joint), n. 1. (a)
The joint at the
knee

;
the joint

between the thigh
and the lower leg;
the articulation
of the femur with
either or both of

the bones of the

Knee-boss. (FmmViol-

Human Knee-joint.

i. Right knee-joint laid open from the
front, to show the internal ligaments: a,
cartilaginous surface of lower extremity
of the femur, with its two condyles; o,
anterior crucial ligament ; c, posterior
do.; d, internal semilunar cartilage; e,
external cartilage ; /, part of the liga-
ment of the patella turned down ; g, sy-
novial bursa laid open beneath the liga-
ment of the patella. 2. Longitudinal sec-
tion of the left knee-joint : a, cancellous

leg. the tluia and structure oflower part of femur; *, ten-

flV^ilo T ii.
don of extensor muscles of leg ; c, patel-nOUia. In man the la; rf.ligamentofthepatella; *, cancel-

knee-joint is formed I?us structure of head of tibia ; ./, ante-

by the articulation Of rior
f
cru

f
ial lament; ^ posterior liga-

tii/il.T^a Wo i ri ment; h, mass of fat projecting
1

into thethe large external and
cavitj; of

'

the joint be low
j

the p\t(
.na .

,;
internal condylea of bursa.
the femur with the
broad flattened top of the tibia (the fibula being excluded),
covered in front by the kneepan or patella, a large sesa-
moid bone in the tendon of the extensor muscles. It is

a ginglymus or hinge-joint, permitting complete flexion,

knee-roof

limiting extension to a right line, and admitting in some
positions of slight rotatory movement. As far as the bones
are concerned, the knee-joint is one of the most open and
insecure articulations in the body ; but it is very strongly
secured by its ligaments and tendons. These are, on the

surface of the joint, a general capsular investment, par-

ticularly thick and strong behind, where it is known as

the posterior ligament of Winslow, a structure prevent-
ing extension beyond a right line ; the patellar ligament,
that in which the kneepan is situated, and which is the
extensor tendon of the muscles in front of the thigh,
inserted into the tibia; the internal lateral ligament,
chiefly derived from the tendon of the semi-membrano-
sus muscle ; and two external lateral ligaments, passing
to the head of the fibula. Inside the Joint are a pair of

crucial ligaments, crossed like the letter A", passing from
the femoral intercondylar notch to the head of the tibia.

The nearly flat head of the tibia supports a pair, inner and

outer, of semilunar interarticular flbrocartilages. These
serve to deepen the depressions which receive the very
convex condyles of the femur. These cartilages are inter-

connected by an anterior transverse ligament, and united
to the inner surface of the capsular ligament by two coro-

nary ligaments. The most extensive synovial membrane
of the body is found in the knee-joint Its processes,
known asotar and mucous ligaments, are not ligaments in

a proper sense. There are several separate synovial bursffl

about the joint ; it contains a quantity of fat beneath the

patellar ligament, and is supplied by appropriate arteries,

veins, nerves, and lymphatics, (ft) Some joint likened
to or mistaken for a knee : as, (1) the carpal ar-

ticulation of the fore leg of various animals, as
the horse ; (2) the tarsal articulation of a bird's

foot; the heel. 2. In mach., same as toggle-

joint.

knee-jointed (ne'join'ted), a. Same a,skneed,S.
knee-kick (ne'Mk), . Same as knee-jerk.
kneel (nel), v. i.; pret. and pp. knelt or kneeled,

ppr. kneeling. [< ME. knelen, cneolen, cneolien,

kneulen, knewien, < AS. *cne6wlian (cited from
a manuscript and not verified, but supported
also by the verbal n. kny, for *cnylung, glossed
by L. accubitus) (= D. knielen = MLG. knelen,

knilen, LG. knelen= G. dial, knielen, also (Swiss)
kneulen, kniilen = Dan. knale), kneel; with for-

mative -I, of freq. force, < eneow, ME. kne, knee :

see knee, n., and cf. knee, v.'] To go down on
the knees or a knee

;
bend the legs at the knees

and rest for a time upon them, or upon one of

them, as in supplication or homage.
Cutberd heo ladde in to halle
And he a kne gan falle :

He sette him a knewelyng,
And grette wel the gode kyng.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), 1. 781.

lie curtayse to God, and knele doun
On bothe knees with grete deuocioun,
To mon thou shalle knele opon the ton [one].

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 304.

Silent and slow, like ghosts, they glide
To the high altar's hallow'd side,
And there they knelt them down.

Scott, L. of L. M., vi. 29.

A red-cross knight for ever kneel'd
To a lady in his shield.

Tennyson, Lady of Shalott.

kneeler(ne'ler), . 1. One who kneels, or wor-

ships by kneeling.
Melissa knelt

;
but Lady Blanche erect

Stood up and spake, an affluent orator.
"It was not thus, O Princess, in old days; . . .

I loved you like this kneeler."

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

2. In the early church, one of a class of peni-
tents who were permitted to occupy a kneel-

ing position between the ambo and the door of

the church. They received their name from the fact
that they had to kneel even at times when prayer was
made by the faithful standing. See penitent.

kneent, . An obsolete plural of knee.

kneepan (ne'pan), n. The kneecap or patella.
knee-piece (ne'pes), . 1. Same as knee-rafter.

2. An angular piece of timber used in a roof
to strengthen a joint where two timbers meet.

3. Milit., any defensive appliance used to
cover the knee; especially, in medieval armor,
the genouillere. See cut under genouillere.
4. In ship-building, same as knee, 3 (a).

knee-pine (ne'pin), . A dwarf variety of the

European mountain pine, Pinus Mughus (P.pu-
milio), var. nana.

knee-plate (ne'plat), n. 1. A defensive ap-
pliance for the tilt used in the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries, consisting of a broad steel

plate shaped to cover the thigh and to project
on each side. Its chief object was to protect
the left leg from friction against the barrier.
2. A similar defense shown in pictures of the
sixteenth century as worn over the right leg.
knee-rafter (ne'raf't^r), . A rafter the lower
end or foot of which is crooked downward, so
that it may rest more firmly on the wall. Also
called crook-rafter and knee-piece.

Knee-rafter, or crook-rafter, is the principal truss of a
house. Oxford Glosinry.

knee-roof (ue'rof), . Same as curb-roof.



kneestead

kneestead (ne'sted), n. The place of the knee.

|
I'rov. Eng. ]

HOR'I! to the kneestead.

Greene, Versus against the ilentlewomen of Sicilia,

knee-Stop (mVstop), . In the reed-Ofgftn and

harmonium, a lover operated IPV the 1

jicrforni-
cr's km'.', for regulating tin- wind-supply, for

opening or shutting the box in which the reeds
are placed, or for temporarily drawing all the

stops, so as to produce crescendo and diminu-
endo effects. Also called /.<r-xn < -II.

knee-Strap (no'strap), n. Iu a railroad-car, a

wrought-iron facing to a knee-timber, connect-

ing the end-sill and the stirrup or drawbar car-

ry-iron. Car-liitildvr'x Diet.

kneestring (nu'string), . A hamstring. Ad-
(lison.

knee-swell (mVswel), n. Same as kttee-stop.

knee-timber (n6'thn*Mr), n. 1. Timber or a
timber of a bent or angular shape, suitable for

making a knee in ship-building, etc. See knee,
3 (a).
Such [envious] dispositions are the very errors of human

nature, and yet they are the fittest timber to make great

Politiques of, like to knee-tunber, that is good for ships
that are ordained to be tossed, but not for building houses
that shall stand firm. Bacon, Goodness.

2. In a railroad-car, a deep platform-sill, cut

away to embrace the end-sill. Car-Builder's

Diet.

knee-tribute (ne'trib'ut), . Tribute paid by
kneeling.

Reeeive from us
Knee-tribute yet unpaid, prostration vile !

Milton, P. L., v. 782.

knee-worship (ne'we**'ship), . Worship paid
by kneeling.
knell (nel), v. [< ME. knellen, knillen, knyllen,

knullcn, < AS. enyllan (ONorth. also cnyllsan),
knock (on a door), prob. also strike a bell: a
weak verb; of. MHG. "knellen (in comp. er-knel-

len) (a strong verb, pret . *knal, pp. "geknollen), G.

knellen, clap, make a loud noise, = Icel. knylUi,
beat with a blunt weapon ; cf . D. knellen, pinch,

squeeze, oppress ; parallel with another series of

weak verbs, with a more sonorous vowel, ME.
knollen (for 'knallen, E. knoll) = D. knallen= G.
knallen = Dan. knakle = Sw. knalla, clap, re-

sound, give a loud report (cf. Icel. gnella (pret.

gnall), scream, gnollra, howl, bark) ; words of

imitative origin, or subject to imitative varia-

tion, and to be compared with the other imita-

tive series knack, knap1
, knock, etc., the forms

with final I being more suited to express a pro-
longed resounding noise, and in mod. E. con-
fined to the slow, resounding peal of a heavy
bell.] I. trans. If. To strike; knock.

Ther hy were knulled y the pntfalle,
This eorles ant barouns.

Political Songs (ed. Wright), p. 193.

2t. To toll, as a bell
; ring for or at a funeral ;

knoll.

His Brederne and Susters shall come to their Glide- Halle

togedre, when the more Belle at Powles chirch is knelled.

English Oilda (E. E. T. s. ), p. 180.

8. To summon by or as if by a knell. [Poet-
ical.]

"Each matin bell," the baron saith,
" Knell* us back to a world of death."

Coleridge, Christabel, ii.

That iron tongue In the tower of yonder old cathedral
. . . has chimed monarchs to their thrones, and knelled

them to their tombs. Ecerett, Orations, II. 252.

II. intrans. 1. To sound, as a bell, especially
as a funeral bell.

Not worth a blessing, nor a bell to knell for thee.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, Iv. 1.

At every tate o
1

Annie's horse' mane
There hang a silver bell ;

And there came a wind out frae the south,
Which made them a' to knell.

Sweet Willie and Fair Annie (Child's Ballads, II. 136).

Hence 2. To sound as an omen or a warning
of coming evil. [Rare.]

Hawks are whistling ; horns are knelling.
Scott, Hunting Song (1808).

knell (nel), n. [< ME. knel, knul; < AS. cnyll =
D. knal = G. knall = Dan. knald = Sw. knall, a
loud noise; from the verb.] The sound caused

by striking a bell; especially, the sound of a
bell rung with solemn slowness at or for a fu-

neral; a passing-bell.
The bell Invites me.

Hear it not, Duncan ; for it is a knell

That summons thee to heaven or to hell.

Skak., Macbeth, ii. 1, 63.

Before thou diest, each minute shall prepare it,

And ring so many knell* to sad afflictions.

n-tfher, Wife for a Month, iii. 2.

knelt (nelt). Preterit and past participle of

kneel.
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knenet, An obsolete plural of knee.

knet't, knettet. Obsolete preterits of knit.

knet2
(net). . A variant of knot*. Kir T.Browne.

[Norfolk, Eng.]
knettles (netaz), n. pi. See brittle, 2 (6).

knevel, v. t. See nevel.

knew (nu). Preterit of know 1
.

knib (nib), . and >. Another spelling of nib.

knibber (nib'er), . A young deer when the

antlers first sprout ;
a pricker. Halliwell.

knickt (nik), v. t. [A var. (= D. knikken =
MLG. knicki'ii, LG. knikken, knock or break,
crack slightly) of knack, as click1 of clack, etc.]
To knack or knock slightly ; knap ;

crack.

May Margaret site in the queen's boulr,

Knickiny her fingers ane by ne.

The Laird o' Logie (Child's Ballads, IV. 110)i

knicker (nik'er), n. [< D. knikker, marble, <

knikken, knick: see knick, v.~\ A small ball of

baked clay used by boys as a marble ; especial-

ly, such a ball placed between the forefingerand
thumb, and propelled by a jerk of the thumb
so as if possible to strike another.

Knickerbocker (nik'6r-bok-er), . and a. [With
ref. to Diedrich Knickerbocker, the pretended
author of Washington Irring's

' '

History of New
York," taken as the typical representative of

the Dutch settlers in New York, and their de-

scendants. The name has come to be applied
to anything regarded as characteristic of Dutch
New York.] I. n. 1. A descendant of the Dutch
settlers of New Netherlands.

When I find New Yorkers of Dutch descent priding
themselves upon being

"
genuine Knickerbocker!," 1 please

myself with the persuasion that I have struck the right
chord. Irving, Knickerbocker, Author's Apology.

2. [I. c.] A stout fabric of wool and linen

having a rough or knotted surface, used for

women's dresses. 3.
[I. c.] pi. Loosely fitting

knee-breeches resembling those represented as
worn by the Dutch in the seventeenth century ;

by extension, the whole dress of the lower limbs
of which those knee-breeches form part, includ-

ing the long stocking worn with them; also,
the whole costume. Knickerbockers are worn
by young boys, and also by sportsmen, by bi-

cyclers, and sometimes by travelers.

Knickerbockers, surely the prettiest boy's dress that has

appeared these hundred years.
Thackeray, Roundabout Papers, viii.

II. a. Pertaining to or regarded as charac-
teristic of the original Dutch settlers in New
York, or their descendants.
knickknack (nik'nak), n. [Also spelled nick-

nack; a varied reducl. of knack: see knack, n.,

4.] 1. A pleasing trifle ; something more orna-
mental than useful; a trinket; a toy; a kick-

shaw
;
an unsubstantial dainty : a word of very

indefinite application, nearly always used iii

the plural.
He found me supporting my outward tabernacle, that

was fatigued, starved, and distempered, with some knick-

knacks (delicils) at the confectioners.

X. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 877.

2f. A small trick; a deceitful practice.
But if ye use these knick-knaelri,

This fast and loose, with faithful men and true,
You'll be the first will find it.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, It 1.

knickknackatory (nik'nak-a-to-ri), n. [Irreg.
< knickknack + -atory."] A collection of knick-

knacks, such as toys or curiosities. [Humor-
ous and rare.]

He was single and his house a sort of MMnackatory.
Roger North, Lord Guilford, II. 252.

For my part, I keep a knickknackatory or toy-shop.
Tom Brown, Works, II. 16.

knickknacker (nik'nak-er), n. A trifler.

Other kind of knick-knackers there are.

Breton, Strange News, p. 6.

knickknackery (nik'nak-er-i), w. [< knick-

knack + -ery.] The class of things called

knickknacks; pretty or curious trifles collec-

tively.
Tin' good taste of the candelabras and other knick-knack-

ery. Mark Lemon, Golden Fetters, II. 27.

knicky-knackers (nik'i-nak'erz), .. pi. Clap-
pers or bones. See bone1

,
6 (c), and knacker1

.

[Colloq.]

knidet, v. t. A variant spelling of gnide.
knife (nif), .; pi. knives (nivz). [< ME. knif.

/.i// (pi. knives, knyves). < AS. cnif (found but

once, in a gloss ;
the usual word for ' knife ' was

seax) = D. knijf = MLG. knif, LG. knif (> G.

kneif; also F. eanif) Icel. knifr = Dan. kiiir =
Sw. knif, a knife

;
cf. MLG. knip, a knife

;
MHG.

Parallel Knife.

knife-edge

gnippe, yeniripe, a kind of knife, dagger. Re-
ferred by Skeat to root of knip, now nip: see

nip.'] 1. A cutting-instrument consisting of a

comparatively short blade and a handle, adapt-
ed for easy use with the hand. Knives are made
in a great variety of shapes, often with several blades
which fold Into the handle, and for many uses : as, a

clasp-
knife, pvnknife, pocket-frn^e, bread knife, frult-Jrntfe.graft-

ing-knife, oyster knife, splitting-<-^>. Many forms of

knives are described under their special names In the pres-
ent work. See also phrases below.

In Sir John Kastolfe's "Bottre," 1455, are "IJ. kerving
knycc*; iij. kneyvex in a schethe, the haftys of every [ivo-

ry) withe naylys gilt ; . . . I. trencher-frnj/e."
Babees Book (E. E. T. .), p. 120, note.

A paltry ring,
That she did give me, whose posy was
For all the world like cutler's poetry
Upon a kn\fe,

" Love me, and leave me not"
Shak., M. of V., v. 1, 150.

With their Knife, which they hold In one hand, they cut
the meate out of the dish. Coryat, Crudities, L 106.

2. In a wider sense, any small cutting-tool, or

any part of a tool or machine having a sharp
edge for cutting or scraping: as, the knives of

a mowing-machine, printing-press, meat-chop-
per, straw-cutter, etc. 3f. A sword or cutlas;
a long cutting-weapon.

Lo 1 there the worthie meed
Of him that slew Sansfoy with bloody knife.

Spenter, F. Q., I. iii. 36.

A pair of knives*, scissors. Dames.

1 pray, when you write next, to send me ... half a
dozen pair of knives. Howell, Letters, I. L 14.

Boarding-knife, a sharp two-edged instrument, used

principally for cutting the toggle-hole in the blubber of a

whale, for the purpose of inserting the strap to the rut-

ting-tackle, so as to hoist up the blanket piece. Boat-
knife, a knife carried in a whale-boat for cutting a foul

line. Two such knives are carried in each boat when
ged, at the head and stern respectively. Dessert-

__ife, a small knife for table use, generally of silver or
silver gilt, or plated with silver or nickel, so as not to stain

with the juice of fruit. Hacking-out knife, a knife
used by glaziers to cut out the old putty from the rebates
of a sash when new glass is to be put in. Also called

hacking-out tool. Half-moon knife. See ha(f-moon
Parallel knife, two knife-blades set In one handle paral-

lel to each other, the distance
between them being regulated
by screws : used to prepare thin
sections of some substance for

examination in the microscope.
Also called double knife.

Round knife, (a) An annular disk with the edge turned,
used by curriers for scraping skins. (6) A saddlers' cut-

ting-tool with a sharp convex edge. Saddlers' knife,
a half-round or semicircular knife used in saddlery.
Short-hair knife, in leather-manvf., a sharp knife for

taking off the short hairs from hides. Slide-knife, in

iHiiMrinilinii, a flat knife with a chisel-shaped cutting-face,
used to pare the edges or thick parts of leather. Table-
knife, a knife for cutting meat and other food for Indi-

vidual use at table ; especially, the largest knife used In

this way. Compare deisert-kmje. Tuning-knife. Same
as reed-knife. Valentin's knife. Same as parallel knife.

War to the knife, a war carried on relentlessly; mor-
tal combat. (See also bowie-knife, plow-knife, reed-kn\fe.)

knife (nif), v. t.; pret. and pp. knifed, ppr.
knifing. [<. knife, n.} 1. To atab or kill with a
knife. Hence 2. To endeavor to defeat in a
secret or underhand way in an election, as a
candidate of one's own party. [Political slang,
U.S.]
knife-bar (nlf'bar), . In a mowing-machine
or reaper, same as cutter-bar (b).

knife-basket (nif'bas'ket), . A basket used
for holding knives; especially, a part of the
furniture of the dining-room or service-room
used to hold table-knives.

knife-bayonet (nif'ba'o-net), n. See bayonet.
knife-blade (nif'blad), n. [= Icel. knifs-bladh
= Dan. knivsblad = Sw. knifs blad.'] The cut-

ting part of a knife.

knife-board (nif'bord),. 1. A board on which
knives are cleaned and polished.

Haggles rose from the knife-board to the foot-board of
the carriage ; from the foot-board to the butler's pantry.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxxvii.

2. A central double seat running along the top
of an omnibus from front to rear. [Eng.]
Here comes the Paddlngton omnibus. . . . Yon will not

fail to observe that the knifeboard has not yet been in-

vented. W. Betant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 55.

knife-box (nif'boks), n. A box used for hold-

ing knives.

knife-boy (nif'boi), n. A boy employed to

clean knives and do other scullion's work.

How the knife-boy was caught stealing a cold shoulder
of mutton. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, vt

knife-dagger (nif'dag'er), n. A name given
to an ancient weapon with a long and heavy
blade having one edge and a blunt back.

knife-edge (nlf'ej), n. The wedge-like piece of
steel which serves as the axis on the fine edge
of which a scale-beam, a pendulum, or any-
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thing required to oscillate with the least pos-
sible friction rests and turns. See balance.

knife-edged (nif'ejd), a. Edged like a knife;

tapering to a thin edge : specifically applied in

entomology to a compressed abdomen when it

presents a sharp edge on the ventral surface,
as in certain Cympidw.

knife-file (nif'fil), n.

knife-grass (nif
'

gras), n. A stout sedge of the

West Indies and South America, Selena lati-

folin: so called from its cutting leaves.

knife-grinder (nif'griu"der), M. 1. One whose
business it is to grind or sharpen knives

; espe-

cially, one who goes about seeking for employ-
ment in sharpening cutting-instruments : in the

United States more commonly called a scissors-

grinder.
Needy knife-grinder! whither are you going?

Canning, Friend of Humanity and Knife-Grinder.

2. A grindstone, emery-wheel, or other ma-
chine for grinding knives. 3. The night-jar:
same as grinder, 3 Planer knife-grinder, an em-

ery-wheel or stone traversing on its mandrel in front of a

knife dogged to the table, or conversely. E. H. Knight.

knife-guard (nif'gard), . A small metal arm

pivoted in the shank of a carving-fork, to pre-
vent injury to the hand if the knife slips.

knife-handle (nif'han"dl), n. I. The handle

of a knife. 2. A mollusk, the razor-shell. So-

len ensis. [Massachusetts.]
knife-hookt (nif'huk), . A sickle.

In his one hand, as fit for harvests toyle.
He held a knife-hook. Spenser, F. Q., VII. vii. 38.

knife-lanyard (nif'lan"yard), . See lanyard,
i a).
knife-money (nif'mun"i), n. A bronze cur-

Knife-money, two thirds original size.

rency in the form of knives, anciently used in

China.
knife-rest (nif'rest), . 1. A small metal bar
between two supports, or some similar contri-

vance, on which the blade of a carving-knife
and the steel part of a carving-fork may be
rested after use at the table, so that they may
not soil the table-cloth. 2. Abenchfor holding
cutlery to a grindstone, or for supporting the
knives of a harvester while being sharpened.
knife-sharpener (nif'sharp

//

ner), n. One who
or that which sharpens a knife; specifically,
an instrument for sharpening table-knives by
drawing the blade between two steel edges.
knife-tool (nif'to'l), n. 1. A knife-shaped
graver. 2. In seal-engraving, a very small,thin
disk used to cut fine lines in ribbon- or mono-
gram-work.
knife-tray (nif 'tra), . A receptacle for table-

knives. Compare knife-basket, knife-box.

knight (nit), n. [< ME. knight, knyght, knigt,

knygt, kniht, cniht, < AS. cniht, cnyht, rarely

cneoht, a boy, youth, attendant, servant, =
OFries. kniucht, knecht = D. knccht, a servant,
= MLG. knecht, LG. knecht, knekt= OHG. cneht,

kneht, chneht, gneht, MHG. kneht, knecht, a boy,
youth, attendant, knight, G. knecht, a servant,
= Dan. knegt, man-servant, knave (at cards), =
Sw. knekt, a soldier, a knave (at cards) (Scand.
forms prob. < D. or G.); perhaps orig. *cyniht,
with orig. adj. suffix -iht, < cyn, kin, race, tribe

;

or, like knave of same orig. meaning, from the
same Teut. root kan, appearing in ken2 and kin 1

,

etc.] If. A boy; a youth; a young man.
Hit bifel that Lazar the knigt in grete siknesse lay.

Leben Jem (ed. Horstmann), 1. 678.

2f. An attendant or servant
; especially, a mili-

tary attendant
;
a man-at-arms

;
a soldier.

Thanne knightisof the justise token Jhesus in the moot
halle and gaderiden to him all the company of Jcnyghtes.

Wydif, Mat. xxvu. 27.

She as her attendant hath
A lovely boy, stolen from an Indian king, . . .

And jealous Oberon would have the child

Knight of his train, to trace the forests wild.

Shale., M. N. D., ii. 1, 25.

Specifically 3. In Europe during the middle
ages, a person of noble birth trained to arms
and chivalry, first as page and afterward as

squire to the sovereign, or to some earl, baron,
or other superior lord, to whom he attached

himself, and whom he was bound to follow to
war on horseback. Knights were of two grades :

knights bachelors (or simple kniyhts), received into the
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order with much ceremony and solemnity, in which the

church had a large share; and knights bannerets, who
were generally created on the field by their superior on

account of some valorous action, and were entitled to dis-

play a squate banner, and to hold higher commands,
while the former could use only the pennon. In Eng-

land, under the feudal system, a prerequisite was the

ownership of a certain amount of laud (called a knight's

fee), held of the king or of an earl or baron on a tenure

which bound the holder to definite military service and
other obligations. Although this form of tenure con-

tinued until the time of Charles II., the military service

was early commuted for a money payment, and the holder

of a knight's fee was no longer necessarily a knight. Dur-

ing the age of chivalry following the crusades, knights were

bound by the highest obligations to chivalrous conduct,
and were supposed to espouse the cause of the unfortu-

nate, especially of women. See order of knighthood, under

knighthood,
A Knight ther was, and that a worthy man,
That from the tyme that he first bigau
To ryden out, he lovede chyvalrye.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 43.

These two childeren kepte the Citee right wele, but

knyghtes were thei noon, for thei were to yonge of age.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 288.

For that dangerous fight

The great Armenian King made noble Bevis Knight.

Drayton, Polyolbion, ii. 328.

"God make thee good as thou art beautiful,"
Said Arthur, when he dubb'd him knight.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

(Hence, with reference to the particular designations of

medieval knights, humorous expressions like knight of the

cleaver (that is, a butcher), knight of the pestle (an apothe-

cary), knight of the road (a highwayman), knight of the

shears (a tailor), etc. ]

4. In Great Britain in modern times, a man
upon whom a certain honorary dignity has
been conferred by a sovereign as a reward of

personal merit of some kind, without reference

to birth or possessions, and in no way involv-

ing military service, which disappeared as a
feature of knighthood with the other institu-

tions of chivalry. In the British empire knighthood
confers no privilege other than the social one of prece-
dence next after baronets. Knights have the right to the

title Sir prefixed to the Christian name, as Sir William
Wallace ; but neither the dignity nor the title is trans-

missible to heirs, as in the case of baronets (who as such
are not knights, although they also have the title Sir).

The wife of a knight has the legal designation of Dame,
for which Lady is customarily substituted. Knights may
still, as in medieval times, hold their rank either simply
as individuals or as members of an order. (See order of

knighthood, under knighthood.) Those of the latter class

are now created only by royal letters patent ;
those of the

former (knights bachelors) may be so created, but are of-

ten personally dubbed by the sovereign with the accolade.

This ceremony of the accolade was formerly essential to

the creation of all knights, whether by sovereign or feu-

dal superior, and was commonly attended by elaborate ob-

servances.

And Helmsley, once proud Buckingham's delight,
Slides to a scrivener or a city knight.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. ii. 178.

5. A champion; a warrior; especially, a cham-

pion devoted to the service of another; a de-

fender.
Pardon, Goddess of the night,
Those that slew thy virgin knight.

Shak., Much Ado, v. 3 (song).

In all your quarrels will I be your knight.
This will I do, dear damsel, for your sake.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

6. One of the pieces in the game of chess, hav-

ing usually the figure of a horse's head, its move
is a peculiar one from the square it occupies to the op-
posite corner of any rectangle of two squares by three ;

and in so moving its course is not obstructed by any inter-

vening or surrounding pieces. The number of squares it

commands varies from eight when at least two squares
separate it from any side of the board to two when it

stands in a corner.

Strange game of chess ! A King
That with her own pawns plays against a Queen. . . .

Ay; but this fine blue-blooded Courtenay seems
Too princely for a pawn. Call him a Knight,
That with an ass's, not a horse's head,
Skips every way. Tennyson, Queen Mary, i. 3.

7t. In card-playing, the knave or jack.
Abbreviated lent., or in combination K. (as

K. G., Knight of the Garter; K. C. B., Knight
Commander of the Bath).
Knight bachelor, a knight of the lowest order ; now, in

Great Britain, one who has been raised to the dignity of

knighthood without being made a member of any titular

order, such as that of the Bath or the Thistle. Knight
banneret. See banneret?, i. Knight errant, an errant
or wandering knight ; a knight who traveled in search of

adventures, for the purpose of exhibiting military skill,

prowess, and generosity.
I have discover'd, not a stone's cast off,

An ancient castle, held by the old knight
Of the most holy order of the Bell,
Who gives to all kniyhte-errent entertain.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, ii. 6.

Like a bold knight-errant did proclaim
Combat to all, and bore away the dame.

Sir J. Denhain, Cooper's Hill.

To follow Fame Knights-Errant make Profession.

Congreve, Epil. to Southern's Oroonoko.

Knight marshal, formerly, an officer in the household of
the British sovereign, having cognizance of transgressions

knight-head
within the royal household and verge, and of contracts

made there when a member of the household was one of

the parties. Also called marshal of the king's (or <fuxeris)

ha
Hence (b) ----------- --------- ,

ing by giving false evidence ; a false bail
;
a sharper in

general.

A knight of the post, quoth he, for so I ain tearmed; a

fellow that will sweare you anything for twelve-pence.
Nashe, Pierce Penilesse.

On this account, all those whose fortune 's crost,

And want estates, may turn knights of the post.

Fletcher, Poems, p. 258. (Halliicell.)

In Anne's time "Knights of the Post are to be had in the

Temple Walks from Morning till Night, for two Pots of

Belch, and a Sixpenny slice of Boil'd beef."

Ashlon, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 142.

Knight of the road, a footpad; a highwayman.
Knight of the shears, a tailor; probably a pun on knight

of the shire. Knight Of the shire, the representative in

Parliament of a county at large, as distinguished from the

representatives of such cities and towns as are counties
of themselves. [Eng.] Knight of the square flag.
See banneret'*, 1. Knight's fee, the amounfof land,

varying from about two to about six hides, or twenty li-

brates, with which a knight was invested on his creation,
and which he held on condition of rendering homage,
fealty, and forty days of military service each year; the

holding sufficient to support a knight, Knights of
Christian Charity, an order founded by Henry IV. of

France (1589-1610), the members of which were devoted
to the care of invalid soldiers. Knights of Constan-
tine. See order. Knights of Labor, the name assumed

by the members, of an association more fully styled the

"Noble Order of the Knights of Labor," founded in the

United States in 1869 for the protection of the interests

of working people and the promotion of industrial and
social education among the masses. Itis a secret society,
has a ritual, has numerous branches called

"
local assem-

blies," and is intended to include all kinds of skilled and
unskilled labor. The chief executive officer is styled
"General Master Workman." Knights Of Our Lady Of
Mount Carmel. See order. Knights of Rhodes. See

Hospitaler. Knights of St. Bridget. See order.

Knights of St. John of Jerusalem. See Hospitaler.

Knights of the Band, an order founded by Alfonso XI.,

king of Castile,in the fourteenth century,for service against
the Moors. Knights ofthe Bath. See bathi. Knights
of the chamber, formerly, such knights bachelors as were
made in time of peace, in the king's chamber, and not in

the field, as in time of war. Knights of the Chase.
Same as Knights of the Order of St. Hubert of Wiirtem-

burg (which see, under order). Knights of the Cordon
Jaime. See order. Knights of the Golden Circle, in

U. S. hist., a name assumed by an organization formed
in the Northern States by sympathizers with the South

during the civil war. Knights ofthe Holy Sepulcher,
a military order established by Godfrey de Bouillon in

1099 to guard the sepulcher of Christ. Knights of the
Order of Christ. See order. Knights of the Order of
St. Crispin, a trades-union association of shoemakers.

Knights of the Round Table. See table.- Knights
Templars, (a) See Templari. (b) A branch of the fra-

ternity of Freemasons in the United States, with an or-

ganization based upon that of the medieval order of the
same name. Knight's tour, a series of moves of the

chess knight carrying it to every square on the board
once and once only. Order of the Knights of Malta,
a name sometimes given to the Order of the Hospitalers
of St. John of Jerusalem. See Hospitaler. Teutonic
Knights. See Teutonic. Windsor Knight, one of a

body of military pensioners having their residence within
the precincts of Windsor Castle. They are now called the

Military Knights of Windsor, and sometimes Poor Knights
of Windsor.

knight (nit), v. t. [< ME. knigten (= MHG.
knehten); from the noun: see knight, n.] To
dub or create a knight; confer the honor of

knighthood upon. The ceremony is regularly per-
formed by touching the person on whom the dignity is

conferred with a sword as he kneels. See accolade, 1.

A soldier, by the honour-giving hand
Of Coeur-de-Lion knighted in the field.

Shak., K. John, 1. 1, 64.

This drone, yet never brave attempt that dar'd,
Yet dares be knighted, and from thence dares grow
To any title empire can bestow.

Drayton, To Mr. Win. Brown, Of the Evil Time.

knightage (ni'taj), n. [< knight + -age.'} The
body of knights ;

the aggregate of those per-
sons who have been created knights: as, the

knightage of the United Kingdom.
knight-errant (nit'er'ant), n. [< ME. knight
erraunt (OP. chevalier errant): see knight and
errant^."] See knight errant, under knight.

knight-errantry (nit'er'ant-ri), n. [< knight-
errant + -ry."\ The role ofcharacter of a knight
errant; the knightly practice of wandering in

quest of adventures.

knight-erratic (nit'e-rat'ik), a. Relating to

knight-errantry. Quarterly Rev. [Rare.]

knightess (ni'tes), m. [< knight + -ess.'] A fe-

male knight ;
a woman of knightly character,

or who is the wife of a knight. [Rare.]
Too it againe, my knightesses, downe with them all.

Udatt, Roister Doister, iv. 8.

The "honourable knighted," with her golden collar of

S. S., and chaplet or cap of dignity, may . . . accompany
the procession. Disraeli, Sybil, it 2.

knight-head (nit'hed), n. Naut., a bollard-

timber
; one of two pieces of timber rising just

within the stem, one on each side of the bow-
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sprit, to secure its inner end; also, one of two
strong frames of timber which inclose and sup-
port the ends of the windlass.

knighthood (nit'hud), . [< MK. kni/</litlnni,

ktiigtliinl, kiiilillml, knighthood (with the spe-
cial sense of kiiii/ltt),(. AS. niilithnil, boyhood.
< i-iii/it, liny, + Inul, condition: see kni/jlit and
-bowl.] 1. The rank or dignity of a knight.

Comandez the krm-lj to kaire of his lundes,
Ore elles for thy ktwifhttu-ttt' cm -outre hyme onus.

Murte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 131tf.

Is this the sir who, some waste wife to win,
A knitjhthood bought to go it-wooing in? B, Jonson.

Many peers were, in virtue of their degree of Imiyhlhood,
bannereu also. Stubbs, Count. Hist., ( 428.

2. The body of knights; knightage.
Thus curstly, that knighthode for a cause light,
Voidet there victory for vanite" of speche.

Destruction qf Troy (E. E. T. a), 1. 7120.

The knighthood now-a-days are nothing like the kniyht-
hood of old time. Chapman.

3. Knightly character; the chivalric quality
of conduct suitable to a knight.

Merlin criede, "Oentill knyghtes, now vpon hem, and
shewe youre knyahthode, Ifor vef ye do well at this en-
countre, a-noon i In i shall go thelre wey."

Merlin (E. E. T. S4 it 33f>.

Beside the champions, all of high degree,
Who kiuyhthood lov'd, and deeds of chivalry,
Throng'd to the lists. Dryden, Pol. and Arc., lit 10.

4t. Knightly deeds.
Ther Pendragon dide merveloise knyyhthode a-monge

his enmyes, and so dlde Vter; but I may not telle alle

they well dedls. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), t. 56.

Order of knighthood, an organized and duly constituted
body of knights. The orders of knighthood arc of two
classes: they are either fraternities, possessing property
and rights of their own as independent bodies, or merely
honorary associations established by sovereigns within
their respective dominions. To the former class belonged
three celebrated monastic military orders founded during
the crusades the Knights Templars, Knights Hospital
ers, and Teutonic Knights. The other class, consisting of
orders merely titular, embraces most of the existing Eu-
ropean orders, such as the < )rder of the Colden Fleece, the
Order of the Holy Ghost, and the Order of St Michael
The British orders are the Orders of the Garter, the Thistle,
St. Patrick, the Bath. St. Michael and St. Oeorge, the Star
of India, and the Indian Empire. The various orders have
each Its appropriate insignia, which generally Include a
badge or jewel, a collar, a ribbon of a certain color, and a
star. See ftotftl, garter, order, star, thistle.

knighthood-errant (nit'hud-er'ant), . Abody
of knights errant. [Bare.]

I was tiret of all the kings who drew
The knitihthood-errant of this realm and all

The realms together under me, their Head.
Tennyson, Guinevere.

knighthood-moneyt, . In Kng. hist., a fine

payable by persons who refused to aceept the
honor of knighthood.
He wa fined in October, 1630, for refusing the honour

of knighthood, a matter then lately brought up to obtain
money for his majesties use. This money, which was paid
by all persons of 40 11. per an. that refused to come in and
be dub'd knights, was called kniyhthood-money.

Hfe of A. Wood (1642)

Knightia (ni'ti-a), M. [NL. (Robert Brown,
1810), named after Thomas Andrew Knight,ouco
president of the British Horticultural Society.]A genus of proteaceous plants of the tribe Em-
botkriea;, made by Beichenbach the type of his
division Kniijhtiete. They are trees or shrubs of New
Zealand and New Caledonia, having sparse thick leaves
and dense sessile racemes of flowers which are pedicellate
in twos. The fruit is a hard, straight, or somewhat fal-

cate pod. There are only three known species, one of

which, K. excetea, a native of New Zealand, is a lofty tree,
the so-called New Zealand oak or rewa-rewa, the wood of
which is prized for Its mottled red and brown color, ren-
dering it suitable for ornamental work and furniture. It
also splits readily. The tree is sometimes cultivated asan
ornamental shade-tree. The remaining two species are
small trees of New Caledonia, differing In some important
respects from the New Zealand type.

Knightieae (m-ti'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Beichen-
bach, 1828), < Knightia + -ere.] A division of
the Protructe, now included in the tribe Kmli-

.

knightlesst(nit'les), a. [<knight + -less.] Un-
becoming a knight; uuknightly.

Arise, thou cursed Miscreaunt,
That hast with kniiiMlcxsr truile, and trecherous train,
Fatre knighthood fowly shamed. Spenser, F. Q., I. vi. 41.

knightliness (nit'li-nes), n. The character or

quality of being knightly.
He whilome some gentle swaine had beene,

Trained up in tents of armes anil kiiiuMtinesse.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vli. 45.

knightly (uit'li), . [< ME. ktwihtly, kui^tly,
knightly, < AS. cnihtlic, boyish, youthful (= D.
/.-in i-hti -lijk, servile), <cnilit, a boy: see knight and
-/yl .] Of or pertaining to a knight or knights ;

befitting a knight; chivalrous: as, a knii/htli/
combat.
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A gentile knyght, was worthy and ualllant,
\Vhich in kiti'jlitlif wcrke nener gan to faill.

/(em. qf Partenay (E. E. T. S.X 1. 5744.

Ill answer thee In any fair degree.
Or chivalrous design of kmyhtlu trial.

Shalt., Rich. II., I. 1, 81.

knightly (nit'li), mlr. [(.knightly, n.~] In a man-
ner like or becoming a knight; chivalrously.

Say who thou art,
And why thou com'st thus knvjMlii clad In arms.

Shale., Rich. II., I. 8, 12.

knight-service (nit'ser'vis), . The service
due to the English crown as the condition of

holding land. Thia was ordinarily a military service
for forty days in each

year at the pleasure of the sovereign,
but it was commuted on occasion in such a way that of

every three knights one should serve for a threefold term,
the others aiding to equip him.

knightship (nit'ship), . [< ME. knilitMpe,
cntntscijie; < knight + -ship.] The state of be-

ing a knight ; knighthood. [Bare.]

knight's-spur (nits'sper), n. The larkspur, Del-

/iliiitium Consolida : so called from the resem-
blance of its long slender nectaries to the row-
els of a spur. See cut under Delphinium.
knightswort (nits'wert), . The water-soldier,
Ntrntiotes aloides: so called from its sword-like
leaves.

knightweedt, [ME. knightweedc ; < knight +
MV

/'-'.] The dress and armor of a knight.
Hee cast of his Knighticeede & clothes hym neew.
With white sendal in syght seemely too knowe.

AKsaunder ojMacedmne (E. E. T. S.), L 544.

knillt, c. An obsolete variant of knett.

knipt, v. An obsolete and more original form
of nip.

Kniphofla (nip- ho 'fi -a), n. [NL. (Moench,
1794), named after Jotiann Hieronymus Kniji-

hof of Erfurt, professor of anatomy, surgery,
and botany.] A genus of large and showy lilia-

ceous plants of the tribe ffemerocallete, having
long, narrow leaves and reflexed spiked flow-
ers with a narrow tubular perianth, short lobes,
and hypogynous stamens. The dense racemes or

spikes of yellow or scarlet Sowers are borne at the summit
of tall, simple, leafless scapes, and are very showy and
handsome. There are about 20 species, growing in South
Africa and Madagascar. Several of these are in cultiva-
tion as hardy plants, and are very effective in lawns or in
front of shrubbery. Among these, A'. HitrcttfUii, K. aurea,
and K. reeunata are perhaps the best known, and are
called torch-lilies. K. tuotdes is called the qwen's-lily, and
in the West Indies it goes by the name of red-hut poker
plant. These plants are best known to florists under the
name Tritonta, which has given way to the older name
Kniphojia, under the rule of priority.

knipperkint, . An obsolete form of niuiierkin.

VUrfey.
knit (nit), e.; pret. and pp. knitted (in literal

use) or knit, ppr. knitting. [< ME. knitten, knyt-
ten, knetten, knuttcn, < AS. cnyttan, cnittau (=
LO. knutten, knuttcn = Icel. knyta, knytjtt = Dan.

knytte = Sw. knyta), knit, knot, form into a knot,
< cnotta, a knot: see nfi.] I. trans. 1. To
tie together; tie with a knot; fasten by tying ;

join by making into or as into a knot or knots.

[Now chiefly poetical.]

All the company enclinet, cairyn to ship ;

Cachyn in cables, knyt vphor ancres.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X L 4617.

Y for I, in wryt is set
Cryst for vs on croys was Intel.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 249.

And [lie] saw heaven opened, and a certain vessel de-

scending unto him, as it had been a great sheet knit at the
four corners. Acts x. 11.

When your head did but ache,
I knit my handkercher about your brows.

Shak., K. John, iv. 1, 42.

CMUII-, knit bauds, and beat the ground,
In a light fantastick round.

Milton, Conius, L 143.

Hence 2f. To join the parts or ingredients
of

; put together ; compound.
If the gooseberry wine was well knit, the gooseberries

were of her [Olivia s] gathering. Goldsmith, Vicar, xvi.

3. To weave by looping or knotting a contin-
uous thread; form by working up yarn or
thread with knitting-needles (see knitting-nee-
dle) into a fabric held together by a series of
knots or interloopings : as, to knit stockings.
Hence 4. To form as if by knotting or weav-
ing; put together; join closely; bring into in-

timate union.

Ihesu, soothfast god and man,
Two kindis knyt in oon persone.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.X p. IS.

Lord of my love, to whom in vassalage
Thy merit hath my duty strongly knit.

Shak., Sonnets, xxvl.

Every Society of Men is a Body made up of Head and
Members knit and compacted together by Joints and
Bands. Stillinijjtrrt, Sermons, III. i.

knitting-cup
Nature cannot knit the bones while the parts are under

a discharge. Wurman, Surgery.

5. To contract into folds or wrinkles: in the

phrase l<> knit the brotc or 6rotc.

What are the tin night* that knit thy brow in frowns,
And turn thine eye thus coldly on thy prince?

^(/(iuOTi, Cato, L 4.

II. intrang. 1. To make a textile fabric by
interlooping yarn or thread by means of nee-

dles, etc. ; make knitted work.
The process of kiMHwj by hand was known in England

at the end of the 16th century, although it I* not known
to what country it belongs nor when lint used.

A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 4O8.

In front of It [the guillotine], seated In chain. . . . are
a number of women, busily knitting.

Dickens, Tale of Two Cities, III. 15.

2. To unite closely ; grow together: as, broken
bones will in time knit and become sound.

Our sever'd navy too
Have knit again. Shak.. A. and C., Hi. 13, 171.

When they separate from others, they kiut but loosely
among themselves. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, I. 8.

To knit up* ,
to wind up ; come to a close.

It remaineth to knit up briefly with the nature and
compass of the seas. Holland.

knit (nit), H. [< ktiit, P.] 1. Union by knit-

ting; knitted texture. 2. Style or stitch of

knitting; character of the work produced by
knitting.
Their garters of an indifferent knit.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1, 95.

3. In mining, a small particle of lead ore: com-
monly in the plural. Also nit, nitting. [Derby-
shire, Eng.]
knit-hackt, Comfrey.

Confire [F.], the herb comfrey, consonnd, ass-ear, knit-

back, hack wort. Cotgravr.

knitch (nich), n. [< ME. knicche, knyche, knytche,
kiiucclit, knocclie (= LG. G. knocke = Sw. dial.

knokkit), a small bundle; prob. from an unre-
corded AS.*cyecf,< citation, E. knock, as some-
thing

' knocked ' or thrown together.] A small
bundle

;
a fagot. [Prov. Eng.]

First gedre see to gedre dernels (or cockills) and bynd-
eth hem to gedre in knytchit (or small buudelis) for to be
brent, Wyclif, .Mat. xlli. 30.

If I dared break a hedge for a knitch of wood, they'd
put me in prison. Kingsley, Alton Locke, xxvlu.

knitchet (nich'et), . [< knitek + dim. -et.]
A small bundle or knitch.

When the said stems are slit and cloven, they must be
laid abroad to dry in the sun ; when they be dried, they
ought to be made up into knitcheU or handfulg.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, . 17.

knit-knott, . An ornament of dress. Xarex.

Not to spend their time in knit-ktuits, patch-work, flne

twilights, and such fooleries.
The Country Farmers Catechism (1703>

knitstert (nit'sttr), H. [< knit + -*ter.] One
who knits; a knitter.

My two Troilus's transfonn'd to knitsters.

Jasper Mayne, Amorous Warre (1648).

knittable (uit'a-bl), a. [< knit + -able.'] That
may be knitted or knit.

knitter (nit'er), B. 1. One who knits.

The spinsters and the knitters In the sun,
And the free maids that weave their thread with bones,
Do use to chant it. Shak., T. N., li 4, 45.

2. A knitting-machine.
knitting (nit'ing), M. [Verbal n. of knit, r.]
1. The act of tying or fastening in a knot, or
of winding about and about; entanglement.
The elephant, knowing well enough he l> not able to

withstand his windings and knittings about him, seeketh
to come close to some trees or hard rockea, and so for to
crush and squise the dragon between him and them.

Holland, tr. of I'll nj, viii. 10.

2. The act of weaving by looping or knotting a
continuous thread. 3. Work done by a knit-

ter; knitting-work.
The same dear aunt, with her knitting in hand as of old.

'. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 17.

Double knitting, knitting by a peculiar stitch which
produces a double instead of a single web, used for parts
requiring extra strength, as the heels of stockings, or with
the view of securing greater warmth.

knitting-case (nit'ing-kas), n. Same as knit-

She paused to take the end of one needle out of the quill
of her knittiny-case and put another in.

K. Eggletton, The Qraysons, xxx.

knitting-cupt (uit'iug-kup), . A cup of wine
or other liquor handed round after a couple
were knit in the bonds of matrimony.

Mind
The parson's pint, to engage him [In] the busineu ;

A kntttinj cap there must be.

B. ,/uiuun, Magnetic)! Lady, IT. 1.



knitting-machine

knitting-machine (uifing-ma-shen"), n. A
hand- or power-machine for knitting. Such ma-
chines employ barbed or hooked needles, having some
form of latching device for catching the thread anil draw-

ing it through a loop previously made in the same thread,
and throwing it off at the right moment. It is the use of

these needles and of a single thread that distinguishes a

knitting-machine from a loom, a braider, or a netting-ma-
chine. Hand-knitters by machinery for domestic use em-

ploy either a series of needles laid flat in a frame or a

ring of upright needles placed in the periphery of a cylin-
der. By the use of various attachments these machines
can make hollow or flat knitted fabrics, plain, ribbed,
etc. The power-machines are essentially the same as the

hand-machines, except that, being larger, they knit wider
fabrics. There is also a single-needle hand knitting-ma-
chine.

knitting-needle (nit'lng-ne'dl), n. An instru-

ment used for knitting. Knitting-needles for hand-
work are straight, slender rods, usually of steel, with
rounded ends; two or more are used at once. See knitting-
machine.

knitting-pin (uit'iug-pin), n. A small bar or
rod used for knitting, having a button at one
end. It is made of ivory, bone, gutta-percha, wood, etc.,

and is used in pairs for knitting large work, such as

shawls.

knitting-sheath (nit'ing-sheth), . A cylin-
drical sheath arranged so as to be secured to

the dress of a knitter, and intended to support
one of the knitting-needles while in use. Also
called knitting-case.

knitting-stick (nit'ing-stik), . A form of the

knitting-sheath in which the sheath of wood or
similar material is prolonged so as to be passed
through the belt or otherwise secured for the
convenience of the knitter.

knitting-work (nit'ing-werk), n. 1. The oc-

cupation of knitting. 2. A piece of knitting,
with needles, ball of yarn, etc. Hence 3. Any
occupation for the hands which leaves the
mind unemployed and permits conversation.

[U. 8.]
knittle (nit'l), . [Dim. of knit, n.; or < *knit-

tle, & supposed freq. of knit, r.] 1. A string that

gathers or draws together a purse, a bag, or the

like; a shirring-string. 2. Naut.: (a) A kind
of small line made of rope-yarns twisted toge-
ther, used for seizings or for hammock-clues.

Formerly robbius for bending sails and reef-

points were sometimes made in this way.
The reef enwrap'd, the inserted knittles ty'd.

Falconer, Shipwreck, ii.

(6) pi. The halves of two adjoining yarns in a

rope, twisted up together for pointing or graft-
ing. Also written knettles.

knives, n. Plural of knife.
knob (nob), n. [Also sometimes spelled nob,

formerly nobbe; also invar, form knub, nub (see
nub) ;

< ME. knobbe(= MLG. knobbe, LG. knobbe,
~knuwe), a knob, a var. of knop, q. v.] A round-
ed projection; a protuberance; a bunch; a

knop.
He [the Pilgrime] had a long staffe in his hand with a

nobbe in the middle. Coryat, Crudities, I. 20.

(a) A fleshy protuberance ; a pimple.

The knobbes sittyng on his cheekes.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 633.

(fr) A rounded projection forming the termination of some-
thing, as of a staff ; specifically, the more or less ball-

shaped part of the handle for a door, drawer, or the like.

One or more Beadles march first, each carrying a long
Staff, at the End of which is a great Apple or Knob of Sil-

ver.

Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,
[I. 57.

My lock, with no knob to it, looked as if it wanted to be
wound up. Kckens, Bleak House, iv.

(c) A prominent isolated hill ; a hill generally : same as
mound in Wisconsin and Iowa, and butte in the Cordilleran
region. [Southern and western U. 8.] (d) In entom., a
dilated outer portion of a part. Specifically (1) An ex-
panded apical portion of an insect's antenna, as in a but-
terfly. (2) In Diptera, the capitulum or outer portion of
the halter or balancer. (3) The distended outer portion of
afly's proboscis, (e) In a cannon, the spherical part at the
rear end of the piece, forming the opposite extremity to
the muzzle : it is a part of the cascabel. In ships' guns a
breeching-loop takes the place of the knob. (/) In arch.,
specifically, a bunch of leaves, flowers, or similar orna-
ments, as the boss at the intersection of ribs, the end of
a label or other molding, or a bunch of foliage in a capital
In this sense also called knop and knot. See cut under boss.

( g) Same as knobstick. (A) The rudiment of a deer's antler.
Compare knobber.

knob (nob), v. ; pret. and pp. knobbed, ppr.
knobbing. [< knob, n.'] I. intrans. To grow
into knobs; bunch.

II. trans. \. To produce a knob or knobs
upon.

Not stitche, or coughe, or knobbing gowt
That makes the patiente slaw.

Drant, tr. of Horace's Satires, i. 9.

Olives of scarce two centuries' growth, and fig-trees
knobbed with their sweet produce, overrun the sombre
so'1 - J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 196.
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Rotating discs, covered with a thin sheet of copper,
whose surface has been knobbed, or raised into rows of

oval knobs, by the application of a blind punch.
Spons' Encyc. Manuf., I. 701.

2. To free from kno^s, as stone in the quarry,
in rough-dressing it.

knobbed (nobd), a. [< knob + -ecft."] Having
a knob or knobs; knobby; in entom., terminat-

ing in a knob or dilated part, as the antennte of

a butterfly.
The horns of a roe deer of Greenland are pointed at the

top, and knobbed or tuberous at the bottom. Grew.

Knobbed hairs. See hairi.

knobber (uob'er), . [Also knobbter; < knob +
-er1 .] A hart or stag in its second year; a
brocket.

He has hallooed the hounds upon a velvet-headed knob-

bier. Scott.

knobbiness (nob'i-nes), . The quality of hav-

ing knobs or of being full of protuberances.
knobbing (nob'ing), n. [Verbal n. of knob, v. ]

The act of rough-dressing stone in the quarry,
by knocking off the projections and points.
knobble (nob'l), r. t. ; pret. and pp. knobbled,
ppr. knobbling. [Preq. of knob, .] 1. Same
as knob. 2. To hammer feebly. [Prov. Eng.]
knobbled (nob'ld), p. a. [< knobble + -ed*.]

Knobby; rough; knobbly.
The workman [a glass-blower] having thereby taken

possession of the globe by its bottom or knobbled pole at-

tached to its punty rod. Ure, Diet., II. 667.

knobbler (nob'ler), . 1. Same as knobber.
2. In metal., same as nobbier.

knobbly (nob'li), a. [< knobble + -7/1.] Full of
knots or lumps. [Prov. Eng.]
A band of grey marl forms a line of division from the

underlying chalk, which for about a foot down is often
hard and knobbly. Quart. Jour. Qeol. Soc., XLIV. 326.

knobby (nob'i), o. [< knob + -if
1
.] 1. Having

knobs or hard protuberances.
No more

Round knobby spots deform, but the disease
Seems at a pause. Grainger, The Sugar Cane, iv.

2. Abounding in rounded hills or mountains;
hilly. 3f. Hard; stubborn.
The informers continued in a knobby kind of obstinacy,

resolving still to conceal the names of the authors. Howell.

knob-fronted (nob'frun"ted), a. Having a
boss on the base of the beak, forming a frontal
knob: specifically applied to the domesticated
Chinese swan-goose, Cygnopsis eygnoides. See
cut under Cygnopsis.
knobstick (nob'stik). n. 1. A heavy stick or
cane with a knob. 2. In England, a workman
who refuses to join a trades-union or retires
from it, and who works when the members of
the union are on strike. Also knob, nob, black-

nob, and blackleg. Equivalent to scab in the
United States.

The clashing and clanging and clattering that has
wearied a' my life long, about work and wages, and mas-
ters, and hands, and knobsticks.

Mrs. Gaskell, North and South, xvii.

The knobstick takes away the striker's hope of bringing
his employer to terms. Contemporary Ren., LI. 238.

Also spelled nobstick.

knobweed (nob'wed), n. Same as knapweed.
knobwood (nob'wud), n. A thorny shrub or
small tree of South Africa,Zan thoxylum Capense,
of the rue family. It has a hard, close-grained
wood, useful for domestic utensils, agricultural
implements, etc.

knock (nok), v. [< ME. knocken, knokkeji, < AS.
"cnocian, in comp. gecnocian, usually cnucian,
also cnuwian, cnuian, knock, beat, = Icel. knoka,
knock ; cf. W. cnocio = Corn, cnoucye, knock

;

secondaryforms parallel with those of the series

knack, all ult. imitative of a sharp sudden blow
or report: see knack."] I. trans. 1. To strike
or beat

; give a blow or blows to
;
hit

; affect in
some way by striking or hitting : as, to knock a
ball with a bat

;
to knock a man senseless

;
he

knocked me down; to knock out one's brains.

Ill yield him thee asleep,
Where thoa may'st knock a nail into his head.

Shak., Tempest, iii. 2, 9.

Nothing is here for tears, nothing to wail
Or knock the breast. Milton, S. A., 1. 1722.

2. To use in striking; give a blow or blows
with ; bring into collision

;
dash : as, to knock

the head against a post.
Tell him 111 knock his leek about his pate.
Upon Saint Davy's day. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1, 54.

Was ever Varus the nearer to restoring his Legions for

Augustus knocking his head against the wall in a rage
about the loss of them 1 Stillingfleet, Sermons, I. x.

To knock about, to subject to rough or hard treatment;
buffet : as, he had been a good deal knocked about by ad-
verse fortune.

knock
The building has been so knocked about and altered in

modern times, that it is impossible to spe;\k with certainty
regarding it. J. Feryutxoit,, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 198.

To knock down, (a) In auctions, to signify the sale of

(the thing bid for) by a blow with a hammer or mallet ;

assign as sold to the highest bidder.

I found it in a volume, all of songs,
Knock'd down to me when old Sir Robert's . . . books . . .

Came to the hammer. Tennyson, Andley Court.

(6) Naut., to lay (a ship) on her side, as a gust or gale.
To knock down fares, to pilfer railroad or horse-car
fares : said of a conductor of a railroad-train or of a horse-
car. [U. s.] To knock Into a cocked hat. Seecoc*2,
r.t To knock off. (o) To stop ; put an end to. [Colloq.)

We knocked off work, and began to get dinner.
The Century, XXVII. 184.

(6) To accomplish hastily ; put out of hand.

He could knock off Si parody, a drinking song, a copy of
Latin verses. Westminster Rev., CXXV. 292.

(c) To deduct : as, to knock off ten cents from the price.

IColkxi.) To knock on or in the head, to stun or
kill by a blow or by blows on the head

; hence, to de-

stroy; frustrate, as a project or scheme; foil; render
abortive. [Colloq.) To knock out, to beat in a pugi-
listic contest; hence, to overcome; get the better of.

To knock spots out Of, to defeat utterly; "do for"

thoroughly. [Slang, U. 8.] To knock together, to get
together or construct hastily : as, I knocked together a few
necessaries and started off ; he knocked together a rough
box. To knock up. (a) To arouse by the sound of knock-
ing, as on a door, (b) To exhaust with fatigue ;

tire out.

If Fanny would be more regular in her exercise, she
would not be knocked up so soon.

Jane Austen, Mansfield Park, vii.

(c) In bookbinding, to make even the edges of, as a quan-
tity of printed sheets, by striking them on a table while
held loosely upright in the hands, (d) To construct hastily,
as by nailing.

Mr. Weevle . . . goes to work devising apologies for
window-curtains and knocking up apologies for shelves.

Dickens, Bleak House, xx.

II. intrans. 1. To strike a blow with the fist

or with something hard or heavy ; specifically,
to rap upon a door or gate, as with the knuckles
or a knocker, in order to atti'act the attention
of those within.

"Go up," quod he unto his knave anon ;"
Clepe at his dore, or knokke with a ston :

Looke how it is, and tel me boldely."
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, L 24.

Behold, I stand at the door and knock. Rev. iii 20.

When death knocked at any door in the hamlet, there
was an echo from every fireside.

Loirett, Among my Hooks, 2d ser., p. 208.

2. To move or be moved so as to come in col-

lision with something ;
strike

;
clash : as, one

heavy body knocks against another
;
his knees

knocked together from fright.

He crawls on knocking knees. Pope, Moral Essays, L 236.

3f. To smite upon the breast, as in penitence.
It is not counted for a piece of religion to be at matins,

at evensong, and at the prayers of the mass, as well as to
knnck and kneel, and lift up our hands to the sacrament.

J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 350.

Knock-about Tna,n, a jack of all trades ; a man employed
to make himself generally useful : corresponding to a gen-
eral servant in the house. [Australian.]

The washers were as a class considerably below the
shearers. They were composed chiefly of what are called
in the Bush Knockabout men : that is, men who are will-

ing to undertake any work, sometimes shepherding, some-
times making yards or droving.

A. C. Grant, Bush Life in Queensland, I. 80.

To knock about, to wander here and there, especially in
a rough, careless, or aimless way. [Colloq. 1

I have been knocking about Europe long enough to learn
there are certain ways of doing things.

H. James, Jr., Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 349.

To knock off. (a) To cease from labor ; stop work ; cease.

In noting of their nativities, I have wholly observed the
instructions of Pitseus, where I knock ojTwith his death,
my light ending with his life on that subject.

Fuller, Worthies, x.

Some of Rouncewell's hands have just knocked off for
dinner time. Dickens, Bleak House, Ixiii.

(6t) To die.

It was your ill fortune to live amongst such a refractory,
perverse people, . . . that would not knock off in any rea-
sonable time, but lived long on purpose to spite their re-

lations. Tom Brown, Works, IV. 183.

To knock out, to lose the scent : said of hounds in fox-

hunting. To knock under, to yield ; submit ; acknow-
ledge one's self conquered. To knock up, to fail from
fatigue ; become exhausted. [Rare in intransitive use.)

The horses were beginning to knock up under the fatigue
of such severe service. De Quincey.

knock (nok), n. [< knock, .] 1. A blow; a
buffet

;
a stroke with the fist, or with anything

hard or heavy, as a cudgel, a hammer, or the
knocker of a door.

Norfolk, we must have knocks : ha ! must we not?
Shak., Rich. III., v. 3, 5.

He's a strange soldier that gets not a knock.
Beau, and Fl., King and No King, ii. 1.

2f. A clock. [Scotch.]



knock
You"! move the Duke our master's CJrace

To put a knock upon the steeple,
To shew the hours to country people.

Walton's CM., L 1. (Jamiemn.)

knockaway, . !( /.</.(///.
knock-down (nok'doun), a. 1. Such as to

knoc'k to the ground; hence, overwhelming;
irresistible: as, a kiioi-k-iloirn blow; a knock-
ilnirn argument.

Away with the wishy-washy school of sentiment In which
a knack-doirn argument is thought of with the same hor-

ror as a knockdown blow I

J. Wilton, Noctes Ambrosiarue, Dec., 1834.

2. Constructed so as to be readily knocked
down or taken apart for convenience in trans-

portation ; prepared and kept in separate parts,

ready to be put together as a whole.

To make a knockdoicn wigwam, the framing should he
lashed together with rupes or twine, and the bark tied to
the nifters with twine. Sci. Amcr., N. 8., LIX. 187.

knocker (nok'er), n. 1. One who knocks. 2.

A spirit or goblin supposed to dwell in mines,
and to indicate the presence of rich veins of ore

by knocking.
The miners say that the Knocker is some being that In-

habits In the concaves and hollows of the Earth, and that
it is thus kind to some men of suitable temper, and directs
ilirin to the ore by such its knocking.

Uoomn, quoted by If. Hunt in P.rifish Mining.

3. A knob, bar, or ring of metal attached to an
outer door, by knocking with which persons
seeking admittance can attract the notice of
the inmates. It is usually so held by a hinge that it

can be lifted and allowed to fall against a metal plate or

stud, giving a sharp blow. It has now generally given
place to the door-bell.

It {the front door] was ornamented with a gorgeous brass

knocker, curiously wrought, sometimes in the device of a

dog, and sometimes of a lion's head.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 167.

One could hardly find a knocker at a door In a whole
street after a midnight expedition of these Beaux Esprits.

J. Athlon, .Social Life In Reign of Queen Anne, II. 180.

4. In milling, a device attached to a flour-bolt

to jar or shake it at intervals, in order to free
the cloth from the flour.

knocking (nok'ing), . [Verbal n. of knock, p.]
1 . The act of striking a door with the knuckles
or with a knocker.

Wake Duncan with thy knocking ; I would thou couldst !

Shak., Macbeth, ii.
>, 74.

2. pi. The larger pieces of stone and ore as cut
or blasted from the vein. [North. Eng.] 3.

pi. A stone-masons'name for the smaller pieces
knocked off in dressing stone. 4. The cry of

harehounds. Halliicelt.

knocking-bucker (nok'ing-buk'er), n. A tool

cut out of a strong flat bar of iron, used for

breaking or "
bucking" ore. [Eng.]

knocking-trqugh (uok'ing-trdf), n. A conical

trough in which the rind is beaten off of barley
with a inallot. Brockttt. [Prov. Eng.]
knock-knee (nok'ne), n. The condition of be-

ing knock-kneed.
'

Knock-kuee," It was stated, depended In most cases

. . . upon deficiency of growth of the outer or condyloid
part of the femur at the cpiphysial line.

Lancet, No. 3413, p. 172.

knock-kneed (nok'ned), a. Having the legs
curved inward so that the knees touch or knock
together in walking ; hence, halting; feeble: as,
a very knock-kneed argument. Formerly also
knack-kneed.

Rising)!, who succeeded to the command of New Swe-
den, looms largely in ancient records as a gigantic Swede,
who, had he not been rather knack-kneed and splay-footed,
might have served for the model of a Samson.

Irving, Knickerbocker, vi i

knock-off (nok'6f), n. The device by which
the loops of yarn are knocked off or drawn
over the ends of the needles in a knitting-ma-
chine.

knock-out (nok'out), n. Causing one to be
knocked out, as by a blow in a fight; hence,
very effective; crushing: as, a knock-out blow.
knockstone (nok'ston ), . A stone on which lead
ore is broken, cobbed, or bucked; sometimes,
also, an iron block so used. [North. Eng.]
knodt,

'
t. A variant of gnod.

knoll' (nol), v. [Early mod. E. also knowl; <

late ME. knoUen, a more sonorous form of knal-

len, knuUen, and more nearly agreeing with the

cognate D. G. /.-</?/> = Bw. knalla = Dan.
knalde, make a loud noise ; nit. imitative : see

knell.'] I. trans. 1. To ring, as a bell; espe-
cially, to ring slowly, for or as for a funeral ;

toll; knell.

To come in ther proprc persones to the counselle house
... as often as they slialten here the grete belle i>f the
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parlsshe of Solnt Andrnwe to he knotted by many ai diners

tymes, and after that rongen out for the same.

Kngtuh Uitdi (E. E. T. 9.), p. 401.

He thlnkes I hearc the clarke,
That kiunHr* the careful km II.

The Ayed Lover llnuntnceth Low.

Had I as many sons aa I have hairs,
I would not wlh them to a fairer death :

And so his knell Is knM'd.
Shak., Macbeth, T. 8, 50.

2. To ring or sound a knell for; warn or draw
by the sound of a bell.

And his tongue
Hounds ever after as a sullen bell,

Remember'd knotting a departing friend.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV.. I. 1, 103 (Knight).

Clear from the church-tower clangs the ben,
Knotting souls that would repent
To the Holy Sacrament

Kulutr, Krldolln (tr. from SchlllerX

II. intrant. To sound, as a bell ; ring.

If ever [you have] been where bells have knott'd to church.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7, 114.

Remember that your fam<>
Knotrtfg In th' eare o' th' world : what yon doe quickly
Is not done rashly.

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, L 1.

knoll 1
(nol), n. [< knoll1

, v.] The ringing of a
bell : as, the curfew kuoii.

The far roll

Of your departing voices Is the knoll

Of what In me is sleepless.

Byron, Chllde Harold, lit 96.

knoll2 (nol), n. [< ME. knot, < AS. enol, enoll, a

top or summit (of a hill), = MD. knollc, D. knot,

knob, protuberance, a turnip, = MHG. knoUe,
Or. knollen, a knoll, clod, lump, knot, = Norw.
knoll = Dan. knold, a knoll, = Sw. knol, a bump ;

prob. of Celtic origin
: < W. cnol, a knoll, hillock,

dim. of a more ong. form seen in Gael, cnoc, a

hill, knoll, hillock, = Ir. cnnc, a hillock, a tur-

nip (cf. def. 2) ; perhaps orig. a bump,' as in

the related noun knuckle, q. v., from the verb

represented by W. cnocio, knock, Gael, cnac,

crack, etc.: see knock. Hence dial. (Sc.) know2 ,

q. v., and prob. noil, the head, a dial, or slang
word of winch the proper spelling knoll was
not recognized.] 1 . The top or crown of a hill

;

more generally, a small, gently rounded hill or

mount.
The labourers' homes,

A frequent haunt of Edith, on low hulls
That dimpling died into each other.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

2. A turnip. [Prov. Eng.]
knoller (no'ler), n. One who tolls a bell,

knolly (no'li), o. [< IcnolP + -yl.] Having
knolls

;
marked by small rounded hills.

Mr. Upham briefly described the belts of knolly and
hilly drift which have been traced through Minnesota.

Science, III. 695.

knop (nop), n. [Formerly also cnop; < ME.
knop, knoppe, (. AS. "cnop = D. knop, a knob,
bud, = OHG. chnopf, cnopf, chnoph, MHG.
knoph, knopf, G. knopf= Dan. knop = Sw. knopp,
bud, knop, knop, button, stud (cf. Dan. knob,
a knot, bend, naut. knot). Also in variant
forms knob (q. v.) and knap, ME. cnap, < AS.
cncep = Icel. knappr = Dan. knap, a knop, knob :

see Jtnap2 ; cf. also D. knoop = MLG. LG. knop
= MHG. knotif, G. ibia/(MHG. dim. knoufel,

knoufel), a knob, button. See also knosp.] 1.

A small rounded projection ; a stud; a button ;

a knob. [Now only in some specific uses. See

below.]
Knoppis fyne of gold enameled.

Rom. of the Rote, 1. 7268.

But when our standard was set up,
So fierce the wind did bla', Willie,

The golden knop down from the top
Unto ground did fa', Willie.

Up and War Them A', Willie (Child's Ballads, VII. 265).

2t. A bud.
For brode roses and open also

Ben passed In a day or two;
But knoppu wllle freshe be
Two dayes atte leest or thre.

Rom. o/ the Rote, 1. 1684.

The cedar of the house within was carved with knop*
and open flowers. 1 Ki. vi. 18.

3. Ecclfs., a bulb on the stem of a chalice for
convenience in holding it. It is found in some
of the earliest known chalices. 4. In arch.,
same as knob. 6. A large tub. [Prov. Eng.]

Knop-and-flower pattern, a name given to a pattern
much used in Eastern (especially Persian) decoration, as
of pottery, consisting of alternately a solid or compact
flower and a minutely divided and delicate one.

knopt (nop), u. /. [< ME. knoppen; < knop, n.]
To adorn with buttons, knobs, or projections
of any sort.

11 lithe shoos knopped with dagges.
Rom. oj the Rote, 1. 7260.

knot

His knopped schon clouted full thykke;
His ton toteden (peeped] out an In tin Lmle treddede.

Pien Plouman'i Crtde (E. K. T. H.), L 424.

knoppet, . A Middl>- English form of knoji.

knopper (nop'er), n. fti. , a gall nut. (. kmtpj',

aknop, knob: seetiio//.] A kind of gall formed
from the immature acorns of Querm* /</-
rulata and Q. xrnxilifolia, abounding in Croatia,

Styria, etc. These galls are largely used for tanning
throughout Austria, and to some extent in fiermany. They
are also used in dyeing. Also knopper-gaU.

knopweed (nop'wed), n. Same as knapweed, 2.

knort, . An obsolete form of knur.

knornedt, . See knurned.
knorrish (nor'ish), a. [< knor, now knur, +
-is/i 1

.] Knotty; knarry. [Prov. Eng.]
knosp (nosp), n. [< G. knospe, a bud, \ MHG.
knvspe, a knot, knop ;

akin to knopf, a knop, bud :

see knop.] A bud or unopened leaf or flower,
or an architectural ornament resembling a bud ;

a knob. [Rare.]
Thy thousands, trained to martial toll.

Full red would stain thy native soil.

Ere from thy mural crown there fell

The slightest kivxp or pinnacle.
Scott, Marmlon, v., Int.

knot1 (not), n. [< ME. knotte, < AS. cnolta = D.
knot = MHG. knotze; cf. OHG. cknodo, chnoto,
MHG. knode, knott, G.
knotcn = Icel. knutr (for

knutrl) = Dan. knude =
Sw. knut, a knot; prob.
= L. nodus (for "gnodus],
a knot (> E. node, q. v.),
these kindred forms being
somewhat complicated.
Hence knit, and, through
Russ. from Icel., knout.]
1. An interlacement of

parts of a cord, rope, or

any flexible strip, formed
by twisting the ends about
each other, and then draw-

ing tight the loops thus

formed; also, a similar interlacing of two or
more cords, threads, etc. ; a bunch of threads or
thread-like things entangled together.

Bind up this hair
In any simple knot. Shelley, The Cenci, v. 4.

Specifically 2. A piece of ribbon, lace, or the
like folded or tied upon itself in some particu-
lar form, used as an ornamental adjunct to a
costume, or to a sword, a cane, etc. : as, a knot
of ribbon; a breast-knot; a shoulder-i-o<.

3. Something resembling a knot in its compli-
cation, its protuberancy, or its rounded form.
John was now matching several kinds of poppies and

fleld-flowers to make her a present of knots for the day.

Gay, Letter, quoted in Thackeray's English Humourists.
The Queen, who sat

With lips severely placid, felt the knot
Climb In her throat, and with her feet unseen
Crnsh'd the wild passion out against the floor.

Teniiiimin, Lancelot and Elaine.

(a) The hard, cross-grained mass of wood formed in a trunk
at the insertion of a branch ; particularly, the round, gnarly
formation resulting from a branch being broken off and
the tissues growing around its stump. This stump often

decays, or falls out in cutting, leaving a knot-hole.

As knot*, by the conflux of meeting sap,
Infect the sound pine and divert his grain
Tortive and errant from his course of growth.

Shak., T. and C., 13,7.

(b) A node in a stem, or any node-like expansion in a stem,
pod, etc.

The canes of Egypt, when they newly arise from their
bed of mud and slime of Nilus, start up into an equal and
continual length, and are interrupted but with few knott.

Jer. Taylor.Wortx (ed. 1885), I. 838.

(e) An excrescence on a trunk or root ; a gnarl or knur, (d)
A tuft, as of gnus, (t) A flower-bud.

It [the citron-tree] bore some ripe ones, and some sour
ones, some in the knot, and some in the blossom altogether.

Up. Socket, Abp. Williams II- 88.

(/) In lithol., a small concretion or aggregation of mineral
matter, or imperfectly developed crystal, found occasional-

ly In schistose rocks, appearing to be the result of con-
tact metamorphism. Knots of this kind sometimes occur
crowded together in large numbers, so as to give a knot-

ty appearance to what otherwise would be a quite smooth
slaty surface. Such slate Is called knotted ttaU at tchitt (in
German tntjten*-hirSer\ The knots are sometimes simply
segregations of ferruginous material around a small frag-
ment of the slate ; sometimes more or less distinctly formed
crystals, andalusite being the most common mineral thus
occurring. This peculiar formation is well shown in the
eastern Voegea and in the lake district of England, (g) In
mech., same as knote, (A) In arch., same as knob, (t) In
bnah-making, a tuft of bristles ready to be fastened into
a hole In the stock, (j) In anat., a ganglion; a node; a
plexus, (k) A defect in flint-glass, consisting of an opaque
particle of earthy matterfrom the fumace, or abraded from
the glass-pot, or a particle of glass-gall, or an imperfectly
vitrified grain of sand. (I) In phut, geog., an elevated and
plateau-like region where several great chains of moun-
tains unite: a term little used by geographers except in

describing parts of the chain of the Andes.
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The Knot of 1'asco, a great ganglion, as it were, of the How evil an historian are you, that leave out the chief

stem lot the Andes]. knot of all the discourse. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, n.
system [of the Andes],

Sir J. Herschel, Physical Geography, p. 130.

() Naut.: (1) A division of the log-line, so called from
the aeries of pieces of string stuck through the strands and
knotted at equal distances on the line, being the space
between any consecutive two of such knots. When the

28-second glass is used, the length of the knot is 47.3 feet.

See log?. (2) A nautical mile. The length of a sea-mile

varies with the latitude, according to some authorities;
but the United States Hydrographic Office and Dnited
States Coast Survey have adopted 6,080.2" feet as its con-

stant length, the English Admiralty 6,080 feet. See mile.

In order to remove all uncertainty and to introduce uni-

formity, this office adopted, several years ago, the value

which results from considering the nautical mile as equal
to the one sixtieth part of the length of a degree on the

great circle of a sphere whose surface is equal to the sur-

face of the earth. This value, computed on Clarke's sphe-

roid, is : One nautical mile = 1853.248 metres = 6080. 27 feet,

a value which corresponds to the adopted length of the

Admiralty Knot = 6080 feet.

Report U. S. Coast and dead. Survey, 1881, p. 364.

(n) In geom., a universal curve in three-dimensional space,
which, upon being brought into a plane by any process
of distortion whatever without the crossing of one part
through another (that is, without passing through a nodal

form), will always have nodes or crossings. A knot differs

from a link in being unicursal, while a linking consists of
two curves or ovals in space, which, after being brought
into a plane by the above process, are always crossed the
one with the other ; a lacing consists of three which are

similarly joined together, independently of any linking of

pairs of them. An amphichiral knot is one which is its

own perversion that is, whose image in a mirror does
not differ from the knot itself in respect to right- or left-

handedness. (o) In Essex, England, eighty rounds of the
reel of baize, wool, or yarn, (p) In her.

,
a piece or two or

Heraldic Knots.

i.Lacyknot; 2, Dacre knot; 3,Bowenknot; 4, Wake (Ormondt
knot ; 5, Stafford knot ; 6, knot of Savoy (of the Order of the Annun-
ciation ) ; 7, Harrington or true-love knot

; 8, Bouchier knot ; 9, Hene-
age knot.

more pieces of cord so intertwined as to form an ornamen-
tal figure. There are many forms which were in common
use as badges of certain noble families in the middle ages,
which have been adopted as bearings in heraldry proper.
(3) In lace-making, a small and simple ornament project-
ing from the outer edge of the cordonnet, a variety of the
fleur-volant. (r) Any figure the lines of which frequent-
ly intersect each other : as, a garden knot (a parterre).

The pileres weren y-peynt and pulched ful clene,
And queynteli i-coruen with curiouse knottes,
With wyndowes well y-wrougt wide vp o-lofte.

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. B.\ 1. 161.

Flowers worthy of Paradise ; which not nice art
In beds and curious knots, but nature boon
Pour'd forth profuse on hill, and dale, and plain.

Milton, P. L., iv. 242.

Next the streete side, and more contiguous to ye house,
are knotts in trayle or grasse worke, where likewise runs a
fountaine. Evelyn, Diary, April 1, 1644.

() A cluster
;
a collection ; a group.

Not a soul, without thine own foul knot,
But fears and hates thee. B. Jonson, Catiline, iv. 2.

A certain knot of ladies took him for a wit.

Addison, A Beau's Head,
(f) A swirling wave. [Rare.]

A knot of the sea washed our tub overboard, wherein our
fish was a-watering. Winthrop, Hist. New England, 1. 11.

4. A bond of association
;
a close union or tie :

as, the nuptial knot.

His owne two hands the holy knotts did knit t,

That none but death for ever can divide.

Spenser, F. Q., I. xii. 37.

night and shades !

How are ye join'd with hell in triple knot !

Hilton, Comus, 1. 581.

5. A difficulty, intricacy, or perplexity ;
some-

thing not easily solved; a puzzle.
It is too hard a knot for me. Shak., T. N., ii. 2, 42.

A man shall be perplexed with knots, and problems of
business, and contrary affairs. South, Sermons.

6. The point on which the action or develop-
ment of a narrative depends; the gist of a
matter

;
the nucleus or kernel.

The knotte why that every tale is told,
If it be taried til that lust be cold
Of hem that ban it after herkned yore,
The savour passeth ever lenger the more,
For fulsomnesse of his prolixitee.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 39:!.

All the while, no doubt, and even as I write the phrase,
he [grandfather] moves in my blood, and whispers words

to nie, and sits efficient in the very knot and centre of my
being R- L. Stevenson, The Manse.

7f. In hunting, one of certain morsels of flesh

from the fore quarters of a stag.

Sythen rytte thay the foure lymmes, & rent of the hyde,
Then brek thay the bale, the balez out token,

LystUy forlancyng, & bere of the knot.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.X L 1S34.

8. A rocky summit. [Prov. Eng.] Anglers'
doable knot, a neat and secure knot used in joining

gut-lengths. The ends are laid together pointing in op-

posite directions, and are passed round each other twice.

When drawn together, the knot is oblong, and the endsmay
be cut off asclose as can be done with a sharp knife without
a possibility of their drawing. This knot is indispensable in

making leaders for trout-fishing and casting-lines for sal-

mon-fishing. Morris. Artificers' knot. See artificer.

Bowline-knot, a common form of sailors' knot, in which
the loop can be made of any size, and does not jam nor ren-

der. See cut under def. 1. Builders' knot, a clove-hitch.

See hitch, 6. Daore knot, in her., a knot forming a device

orbadgeusedbythe Dacre family, and often appearing as a

heraldic bearing. Seecutunderdef.3(p). English knot
(iiauf.X a method of tying two rope-ends or pieces of gut
together by making an overhand knot in each around the

other. Figure-of-eight knot, a form of knot much used

by sailors, shaped like the figure 8. See cut under def. 1.

Flemish knot. Same as figure of-eight knot. Qor-
dian knot. See Gordian. Hard knot, a knot tied in

such a manner as not to be easily loosened. Harring-
ton knot, in her., a knot or pattern made of interlacing

bands, usually torsed or twisted like ropes, showing
two strands crossing each other saltierwise and passing
through a lozenge : a badge of the ancient family of Har-

rington. Compare cut under fret, in which the interlacing

strips are similarly disposed. See cut under def. 3 (p).

Heneage knot, in her., a heart-shaped knot or twist of

rope, the badge of the Heneage family. See cut under.def.

3 (p\ Herculean knot, a knot which cannot be sev-

ered. Josephine knot, a knot used to join two pieces
of thread when both the ends are afterward needed for use.

Diet, of Needlework. Light-wood knot. See light-wood.

Man-rope knot, a knot made on the end of a rope by
opening out the strands, and forming a double wall and
double crown.
Matthew Walk-
er knot (naut.\
a knot made by
interlacing the
strands at the end
of a rope in the
manner shown in

the cut, used espe- ,

tf (/m \l I I/*
cially for the Ian- VC Fj Jl }/
yards of the lower

rigging, to keep
the end from draw-

ing through the
hole in the dead-

eye : named from
the inventor. Order Of the Knot, a military order of

short duration, founded at Naples in the fourteenth cen-

tury. Overhand knot. See the cut below. Porters'

knot, a pad for supporting burdens on the head.

To a Coblers Aul, or Butcher's Knife,
Or Porter's Knot, commend me ;

But from a Souldier's Lazy Life,
Good Heaven pray defend me.

Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,
[II. 201.

One of the publishers to whom Johnson applied for em-
ployment . . . exclaimed,

" You had better get a porter's

knot, and cany trunks." Macaulay, Samuel Johnson.

One Thames Street porter would take the whole seven
and their bundles on his knot.

O'Keefe, Fontainebleau, i. 1.

Matthew Walker Knot.

a, overhand knot ; b, square or reef knot ; f, granny's-knot.

Square knot, a knot used in tying reef-points, so formed
that the ends come out alongside of the standing parts
and the knot does not jam. Also called reef-knot. Sur-
geons' knot, a square or reef knot : used in tying a liga-
ture around a cut artery. To cut the knot. See cut.

To tie with St. Mary's knott, to hamstring. [Old slang,
North. Eng. and Scotch.]

He has tied them a' ui' St. Mary's knot,
A' these horses but barely three.

IMck o' the Cow (Child's Ballads, VI. 72).

True-love or true-lovers' knot, (a) A kind of double
knot, made with two bows on each side interlacing each
other, and with two ends : the emblem of interwoven affec-
tions or of engagement.

I'll knit it up in silken strings,
With twenty odd-conceited true-love knots.

Shak., T. Q. of V., ii. 7, 48.

They grew till they grew unto the church top,
And then they could grow no higher ;

And there they tyed in a true lovers knot,
Which made all the people admire.

Fair Margaret ami Sweet William (Child's Ballads. II. 144).

knot-grass
Three Times a True-Love's Knot I tye secure ;

Firm he the Knot, firm may his Love endure.

Gay, Shepherd's Week, Thursday, 1. 115.

(!/) In her., same as Harrington knot. (See also bow-knot,

granny's-knot, slide-knot, slip-knot, wall-knot.)
knot1

(not), >.; pret. aud pp. knotted, ppr. knot-

ting. [< ME. knotten; < knot1
, n. The older

verb is knit.] I. trans. 1. To complicate or tie

in a knot or knots ;
form a knot or knots in or

on: as, to knot a cord or a handkerchief.

But here's a queen when she rides abroad
Is always knotting threads. Sealey.

For many weeks about my loins I wore
The rope that haled the buckets from the well,
Twisted as tight as I could knot the noose.

Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

2. To fasten or secure by a knot.

She has knotted the keys upon a string,
And with her she has them ta'en.

The Laidleu Worm of Spindleston-heuah (Child's Ballads,
[I. 282).

At his side a wretched scrip was hung,
Wide-patch'd, and knotted to a twisted thong.

Pope, Odyssey, xiil.

Hence 3. To entangle; perplex.
They are catched in knotted law, like nets.

5. Butter, Hudibras, II. iii. 18.

4f. To unite or knit closely.
The party of the Papists in England are become more

knotted, both in dependence towards Spain, and amongst
themselves. . 'Bacon, War with Spain.

5. To remove the knots from, as a woven fabric,

by pulling them out with small pliers. 6. To
cover the knots of: a preliminary process in

painting on wood, so that the knots shall not
show through. 7. To cover (metals, etc.) with

knotting. See knotting, 3.

II. intrans. 1. To form knots or joints, ag in

plants. 2. To knit knots for fringe; produce
fancy work made by tying knots in cords. Com-
pare knotting, knotwork, knotted-bar work. 3.

To gather in knots
;
unite as in a knot.

Keep it as a cistern, for foul toads
To knot and gender in ! Shak. , Othello, iv. 2, 62.

4f. To form flower-buds.
You cannot have an apple or a cherry but you must

stay its proper periods, and let It blossom and knot, and
grow and ripen. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 794.

knot2
(not), n. [Also gnat, and dial. Tciuit, Tenet;

said to be " named after King Canute [AS. Cnuf] ,

who was very fond of it"; but no connecting
ME. form appears, and if it existed it would
give a mod. form (see knoutberry) ;

there is no
evidence that Canute was very fond of this bird,
and no probability that so common a bird would
be named after a particular person.] 1. The
robin-snipe; the red-breasted or gray-backed
sandpiper, Tringa canutus, a bird of the snipe
family, Scolopatida?. It breeds within the arctic cir-

cle, and at other seasons than the summer is dispersed
along most of the sea-coasts of the world. The knot is 10J
inches long, and 20J inches in extent of wings. In sum-
mer the under parts are brownish-red; in winter, white.
The upper parts of the adult are brownish-black, varied
with tawny and white. The young are ashy above, varied
with white, and with dark edgings of individual feathers.
The knot usually goes in flocks, like other small waders,
and when it is fat its flesh is delicious.

2. The ring-plover, jEgialitis hiaticnla, whose
habits on the beach resemble those of the knot.
Rev. C. Swainson. [Belfast, Ireland.]

knotberry (not'ber"i), .
; pi. knotberries (-iz).

[< fcwoi1 + berry1 . Cf. knoutberry.] The cloud-

berry, Rubus Chamwmorus.
knote (not), n. [Also knot ; appar. a sort of cross
between knot and node.] Ln mecJi., the point
where cords, ropes, etc., meet from angular
directions in funicular machines. More prop-
erly called node.

knotfulness (not'ful-nes), n. In geom., the
number of knots of less knottiness of which a

given knot is built up. See knotl, 3 ().
As soon as we come to 8 folds we have some knots which

may preserve their knottiness even when this condition

[taking the crossings alternately over and under] is not
fulfilled. These ought, therefore, to be regarded as proper
knots and to be included in the census as new and distinct

types. This is a difficulty of a very formidable order. It

depends upon the property which I have called knotful-
ness. Tait, Trans. Koy. Soc. of Edin., XXXII. iii. 504.

knot-grass (npt'gras),
M. 1. A weed of almost

world-wide distribution, Polygotium anculare :

so called from the numerous nodes in its stems
iind its thickly spreading habit, it is a tough
trailing and branching plant, common in trodden ground,
and often carpeting dooryards, etc. (Also called knot-

weed, goose-grass, cow-grass, doonceed, etc.) An infusion of
H was formerly supposed to retard bodily growth, whence
shakspere calls it

"
hindering knot-grass."

Get you gone, you dwarf ;

You minimus, of hindering knot-grass made.
Shak., JL N. D., iii. 2, 329.

We want a boy extremely for this function

Kept under for a year with milk and knotgrass.
Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, ii.



knot-grass

Knot-grass nvitularf. a, flower ; <*. fruit.

2. By extension, any plant of the genus I'oly-

gomtm, properly knotweed. 3. In occasional

use, a plant of some other genus more'or less

similar, (a) Any of the species of Ittecebrum or Parnny-
chia; a whitlow-wort (6)A variety of the false oat, Arrhe-
natheritin aoriuueum, having a knotty rootstock. (Prov.

Enif. 1 (c) The tlorin grass, Ayrostis mdijaris, var. alba (stnlo-

iiijinn. [Prov. Eng. I This may be the plant mentioned

by Milton.
The chewing flocks

Had ta'en their supper on the savoury herb
Of knot-grass dew-besprent. Milton, Oomus, L 642.

(it) Couch-grass : a use of doubtful appropriateness.
Bird's knot-grass, a name of Pulyyimuin ariculare, ob-
tained by translation. Coast or sea knot-grass, /'"'//

yonum maritimum. Female knot-grass, Lyte's name
of the common niare's-tall, llippuriit oulyarte. German
knot-grass, thu knawel, ScteraiUhits animus. Male
knot-grass, Lyte's name for the common knot-grass,

Palyganum ariculare, In distinction from female knot-

t/rass (which sue, above).

knottet, An obsolete fonu of knot1 .

knotted (not'ed), a. [< knot1 + -d2.] Pull
of knots ; having knots : knotty.

The splitting wind
Makes flexible the knees of knotted oaka.

Shak., T. and C., L S, 60.

The many-knotted water-flags,
That whistled dry and stirt about the marge.

Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

Specifically (o) In bat., having a series of nodes, or node-

like swellings ; jointed : said of stems, pods, etc. (6) In

toitl., having one or more swellings; nodose, (c) Having
Intersecting figures; having lines or walks intersecting
one another , marked with interfacings.

Thy curious-*-rtottd garden. Shak., I.. I. I . . i. 1, 249.

(a) In IttAol.,contalningor characterized by knot*. Knot-
ted-bar work. Same as wacraine. Knotted lace, >

name given to the old

puntn a grappa, a fringe
or border made of knot-
ted threads. Macrame
lace Is ita modern rep-
resentative. Knotted
pillar, in arch. ,

a form
of pillar sometimes oc-

curring In the Roman-
esque style, so carved as
to appear as if knotted
In the middle. Knot-
ted slate or schist.

i See knotl, 3 (/).

knotter (not'er), n.

A fine strainer used
to clear paper-pulp
from clots or knots
as it passes to the

paper-making ma-
chine.

A sieve, or knotter, as
It Is called, which is

usually formed of brass,

having fine slits cut in
It to allow the commi-
nuted pulp to pass
through, While it re-

tains all lumps and
knots.

Ure, Diet, III. 490.
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2. In clofh-mnnuf,, the operation of removing
knots from cloths with tweezers. 3. A kind
of cement especially useful for metals and as a

covering for protection from the weather. It

is made with n-il lend, carefully ground, und
thinned with boiled oil and a little turpentin<-.

knotting-needle (uofing-ue'dl), n. A needle

designed for use in making knotting. See knul-

''";/, 1.

A bottle-screw, a knotting-needle, u\i a hull of sky-color
and white knotting. Doran, Annals of Eng. Stage, I. xll.

knottlet (not'l), . [< MK. /...// (= MLG.
kitiitii = OH(i. ,-li,iiitil. ,-/,,,,i/til. MI Hi. kniili-l,

kniittel, G. knuttel), a knot, knob
;
dim. of knot 1

,

.] A knob. [Prov. Eng.]
He hade a heved lyke a bulle, and knottillei In his fruunt,

as thay had belie the t>ygynnyng of homes.
MS. Lincoln, A. I. 17, f. 1. (UaUimU.)

knottled (not'ld), a. [< knottle + -<fA] Stunted
in growth. [Prov. Kng. ]

knotty (not'i), a. [<I-iio<i + -yi.] 1. Full

of knots; having many knots.

In hir right hand (which to and fro did shake)
She bare a skourge, with many a knoMe string.

GoKaiynr, Complaint of Phllomene.

The oak,

Expanding its immense and knotty arms,
Embraces the light beach. Shelley, Abutor.

2. Hard; rugged.
When heroes knock their knotty heads together.

Rovx, Ambitious Stepmother.

Art will prevail where knotty strength denies.

Qvarleg, Emblems, v. 0.

3. Difficult; intricate; perplexing; involved.

You may be sure I was very young, & therefore very
rash, or ambitious, when I adventur d upon that knotty

piece [his essay on Lucretius],

Evelyn, To Doctor Merle Casaubon.
" Virtue ! and Wealth ! what are ye but a name 1

"

Say, for such worth are other worlds prepared 7

Or are they both In this their own reward
A knotty point [ to which we now proceed.

Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 387.

knotweed (not' wed), n. 1. A plant of one of

the species of knapweed or knobweed, Centau-
rea nigni, I'. C'yanus, and C. Scabiosa: so call-

ed from the knot-like heads. [Prov. Eng.]
2. A plant of the genus Polygonmu, which
includes the doorweed, the smartweeds and

water-pepper, the prince's-feather, etc.; knot-

grass or jointweed: so called from the knotty
stem. Seaside knotweed, Polygonum maritimum.
Spotted knotweed, Polygomnn Persicaria, or lady's-
thumb.

knot-wood (not
'

wud), . 1. Wood that is full

of knots. 2. Specifically, pine wood contain-

ing resinous knots, used for making a brilliant

fire, or for light. [Southern U. S.J
knotwork (not'werk), n. An ornamental ar-

rangement of cords knotted together, as in some

Knotted Pillars.- Basilica of St.

Mark's, Venice.

knottiness (not'i-nes), n. 1. The condition of

being knotty ; the state of having many knots
or swellings.

By his [Hercules's] oaken club is signified reason rul-

ing the appetite ; the knotiinexi thereof, the difficulty they
have that seek after virtue. Peacham, Drawing.

2. The quality of being knotty ; difficulty of

solution; intricacy ; complication: as, the knot-
ttnens of a problem.

Knottinest of his style. Hare.

3. In geom., the minimum number of nodes in
the projection of a knot on a plane or other

single-sheeted, singly connected surface.

knotting (not'ing), n. [Verbal n. of knot 1
, <.]

1 . A kind of fancy work made with twisted and
knotted threads, and closely imitating some old
forms of lace.

A piece of close Knottiny, viz. 2 Boys holding Circles in
their Hands, either being less thati a Silver Penny, in
which are perspicuously wrote the Lords Prayer in Latin
and English.
Quoted in AMun'i Social Life in Kclgn of Queen Anne.

II. 17.

-- 1 '
. -

'

Knotwork. lath century. Cathedral of Anjfers. France.

kinds of fringe, in the cordons of a cardinal's

hat, or represented in carving, painting, etc.

A font at Dolton, Devon, formed of portions of a mono-
lith carved with Saxon knotwork, etc.

Athenanun, So. 8191, p. 862.

knotwort (not'wert), . 1. The knot-grass,

Polygonum ariculare. 2. i>l. A name given by
Lindley to the plant family Illeccbracea. See

knot-grass, 3 (fl).

knoud (noud), n. [Origin obscure.] The gray
gurnard, TrigUi guriiardus. [Local, Ireland.]
knout (nout, more properly n6t; Russ. pron.

knot), n. [< F. knout = G. knute, < Kuss. knutu

(Little Russ. and Pol. knut), a whip, scourge,
< Icel. kniitr, a knot: see knot1 ."] A whip or

scourge formerly used in Russia for the pun-
ishment of the worst criminals. Varying descrip-
tions of it are given, and it was probably made In different

forms; but its effect was so severe that few of those who
were subjected to its full force survived the punishment.
The emperor Nicholas substituted for the knout a milder

whip.
knout (nout, or better n8t), v. t. [< knout, n.]
To punish with the knout or whip.
The freaks of Paul, whu banished and knouted persons

of every station, were safely displayed in Petersburg and
Moscow. Brauijham.

know

knoutberry, cnoutberry uiout'ix-r i), n.; pi.

knoutberries,cnoutbcrri<-n(-r/.). [<
"
Knout, Cnout,

a mod. form, of AS. Cnut, Canute, -I- berry
1

. The
plant is traditionally connected with King Ca-

nute.] The dwarf mulberry, Kubun I'hama-mii-

ru. [Prov. Eng.]
know 1

(no), c.; Pret. /./. ]i|>. known, \>]>r.

Iciiiiirinij. [< ME. kiiowin, I. mi in n. rniiu'iii,

cnaiccn (pret. knrtr, kn<-n~, \<\. kiifin-ii, pp.
knowcn, cnowen, knaicen), < AS. endtrnn (pret.

ni/'iiir, }}]}.
i-niiin )

= ( >l l< i.i imttii.l.itiniii, cliiniiiH,

i-iiii/tini, know, = Icel. A'wa, know how to do, be

able, = OBulg. :nuti, know, = L. gno in noxccrr,

orig. gnoscere (as in comp. co-gnoscere, i-gnnn-

cere; perf. nofi, pp. notux, in comp. gnotux) =
Gr. yvu in yryvaaKciv, 2d aor. )vuvat, know, = Skt.

i/jwrt, know : a secondary form of the root ijan,

Teut. kan, in ken1
, know, can 1

, know, be able,
etc. The forms in E. derived from this secon-

dary root are few (know, ackitow, knowledge, ac-

knoicledge, and remotely name), but the forms
from the primitive root kan are numerous : can 1

,

eon1
, coift, cunning 1

, cunning^, couth, uncouth,

kith, lathe, ken 1
, etc. The L. and Gr. words

from the secondary root are very numerous in

E.; e. g. : from Latin, agnize, coynize, cognition,

incognito, ignore, noble, note, denote, notary, no-

tion, cognomen, nominal, etc., ignominy, narrate,

etc.; from the Greek, gnome 1
, gnome2, gnoniii,

gnostic, etc., synonym, etc.] I. tram. 1. To
perceive or understand as being fact or truth ;

have a clear or distinct perception or appre-
hension of; understand or comprehend clearly
and fully; be conscious of perceiving truly.

For when thou kneuxst the peple loved the, thow draw-
eat the a-bakke, for to helpe them in their nedea.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.X L 40.

We know what we are, but know not what we may be.

Shak., Hamlet, Iv. 5, 42:

What can we reason, hut from what we knoicf

Pope, Eway on Man, L 18.

In the night he dreamed that she was gone,
And knowing that he dreamed, tried hard to wake,
And could not.

William ilorrii, Earthly Paradise, 1. 382.

There is an ambiguity in the words ktunr, "knowledge,"
which Dr. Bain seems not to have considered :

" to know"
may mean either to perceive or apprehend, or it may mean
to understand or comprehend.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 49.

We know things, and we know that we know them.
How we know them is a mystery indeed, but one about
which it is perfectly idle to speculate.

Mirart, Nature and Thought, p. 138.

2. In a general sense, to have definite informa-
tion or intelligence about ; be acquainted with,
either through the report of others or through
personal ascertainment, observation, experi-
ence, or intercourse : as, to know American his-

tory; he A-HOH> the city thoroughly.
And Merlyn, that all this kneve wele, seide to the kynge

and Vter how It was be-tid of this man.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.\ L SO.

How ye myght my name knoirrn vet-Hie.

Horn, of Partenay (E. E. T. S.\ L 444.

That I may know him and the power of his resurrection,
and the fellowship of his sufferings. ri.il. lit 1".

Ambition feels no gift,
Nor knows no bounds.

Fletcher (and anotlur\ False One, Iv. 1.

Not to know me argues yourselves unknown.
Milton, P. L.,lv. 830.

3. To recognize after some absence or change ;

recall to the mind or perception ; revive pnor
knowledge of: as, he was so changed that yon
would hardly know him.
And the lady hlrself was above on the allcs that knewe

hem wele anoon as she hem saugh.
JrVrttn(E. E. T. S.), UL 545.

At nearer view he thought he kntir the dead,
And called the wretched man to mind. Flatman.

4. To recognize in contrast or comparison; dis-

tinguish by means of previous acquaintance or
information: as, to know one man from another;
we know a fixed star from a planet by its twin-

kling; to know the right way.
When the wind is southerly I know a hawk from a hand-

Mi" . Shak., Hamlet. U. >, 897.

Each household knowtth their owne lands, and gardens,
and most Hue of their owne labours.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, 1. 129.

Numeration Is but the adding of one unit more, and giv-

ing to the whole a new name, whereby to know It from those
before and after. Locke.

5. To understand from experience or attain-

ment: comprehend as to manner or method:
with how before an infinitive : as, to friioic how
to make something.

I li<- illiterate, that know not how
To cipher what U writ in learned book*.

Shak., Lucrece, L 810.



know
[Formerly, by a Latinism, how was sometimes omitted, es-

pecially in poetry.

Sweet prince, the name of death was never terrible

To him that knew to live.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, ii. 3.

He knew
Himself to sing, and build the lofty rhyme.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 11.

How few among them that know to write or speak in a

pure stile. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.)

6f. To have sexual commerce with. Gen. iv. 1 .

[A euphemism.] I know not what, a phrase used
as a noun or an adjective to express indefinite, and espe-

cially indefinitely large amounts.

Our Seamen are apt to have great Notions of I know not

what Prolit and Advantages to be had in serving the Mo-

gul ;
nor do they want for fine Stories to encourage one

another to it. Dampier, Voyages, 1. 507.

Not to know beans. See beani. Not to know B
from a bull's foot, broomstick battledore. See B.

To know a hawk from a hand-saw. See hand-saw.

To know a move or two. See move. To know the
ropes, (a) To be qualified for the duties of a sailor by
having learned the details of the rigging of a vessel.

Hence (6) To understand the details of a particular

thing ; have knowledge of the routine of any business.

[Colloq.] To know what's o'clock, to be well informed
and equal to any emergency. [Colloq.]

Partial friends say I know what
'

o'clock tolerably well.

Thackeray, Pendennis, x.

To know what's What, to have clear knowledge or com-

prehension of a subject ;
be thoroughly posted ; be sure

of one's ground ;
have one's eye-teeth cut. [Colloq. ]

He knew what's what, and that's as high
AB metaphysic wit can fly.

Sutler, Hudibras, I. i. 149.

II. intrans. 1. To possess knowledge; be in-

formed
;
have intelligence.

If any man will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine,
whether it be of Sod, or whether I speak of myself.

John vii. 17.

Sir John must not know of it.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4, 19.

When want of learning kept the laymen low,
And none but priests were authoriz'd to know.

Dryden, Religio Laid, 1. 373.

2. To take cognizance; acquire knowledge;
get intelligence.
And for he kneug on the crois and to Crist shref hym,
Sounere hadde he saluacion thanne seinte Ion.

Piers Plowman (A), xi. 273.

Know of your youth, examine well your blood.

Shak., M. N. D., L 1, 68.

3f. To be acquainted with each other.

You and 1 have known, sir. Shak., A. and C., it 6, 86.

Sir, we have known together in Orleans.

Shak., Cymbeline, i. 4, 36.

Iwant to know, a New England colloquial phrase, equiv-
alent to Ms it possible?' 'you surprise me!' Not that
I know of, not so far as I know ; not to my knowledge.

Crabt. Mr. Surface, pray is it true that your uncle, Sir

Oliver, is coming home?
Joseph S. Not that I know of, indeed, sir.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

To know for, an old expression meaning the same as to

know oft still used colloquially.

He might have more diseases than he knew for.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV.,i. 2, 6.

know1
! (no), n. [< 'know'1

, v.~\ Knowledge.
That on the view and know of these contents . . .

He should the bearers put to sodaine death.

Shak., Hamlet (fol. 1623), v. 2, 44.

know2
(nou), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form of

knoW.
I hae been east, and I hae been west,

An' I hae been far o'er the knowes.
The Broom of Cowdenknows (Child's Ballads, IV. 47).

know3
t, knowet, '* Middle English forms of

knee.
"
Myself to medes wol the letre sowe,"

And held his hondes up, and fll on knows.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1202.

knowable (no'a-bl), a. [< know1 + -able.]
That may be known; capable of being appre-
hended, understood, or ascertained.

A thing exists for us only in its knowable relations.
G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. 14.

Be it a single object or the whole universe, any account
which begins with it in a concrete form, or leaves off with
it in a concrete form, is incomplete ; since there remains
an era of its knowable existence undescribed and unex-
plained. H. Spencer, First Principles, 3.

knowableness (no'a-bl-nes), n. The quality
of being kuowable.
know-all (no'al), n. [< Icnowl, v., + obj. H.]
One who knows or professes to know every-
thing ;

a wiseacre: generally used ironically.
knower (no'er), . One who knows.

If it be at all the work of man, it must be of such a one
as is a true knower of himself.

Milton, Church-Government, i. 1.

For if writers be just to the memory of King Charles
the Second, they cannot deny him to have been an exact
knower of mankind, and a perfect distinguisher of their
talents, Dryden, King Arthur, Ded.
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knowing (no'ing), n. [< ME. knowinge, cnaw-

inij, < AS. cndiFung, verbal n. of cndwan, know:
see JtBOK' 1 .] Knowledge ; acquaintance ;

ascer-

tainment
; power or means of ascertaining.
To the contree of Ennopye hym dighte

There as he had a frende of his knowynge.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2156.

I have seen
Hours dreadful, and things strange ; but this sore night
Hath trifled former knowings. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 4, 4.

How he could be "kin
"
to Bulstrode as well was not so

clear, but Mrs. Abel agreed with her husband that there

was " no knowing." George Eliot, Middleman:!), Ixix.

knowing (no'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of know1
, .] 1.

Having perception or knowledge; intelligent;
instructed.

As if the filth of poverty sunk as deep
Into a knowing spirit as the bane
Of riches doth into an ignorant soul.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

Cherish, good Theophilus,
This knowing scholar.

Massinger, Virgin-Martyr, i. 1.

2. Conscious; intentional.

He that remains in the grace of God sins not by any
deliberate, consultive, knowing act.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1S85X I. 770.

3. Shrewd; sharp; smart; in a special sense,

having or simulating the appearance of pos-

sessing information which one is unwilling to

communicate.
I don't quite like this chit. She looks knowing, me-

thinks. Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, iii.

I have remarked that your knowing people, who are so

much wiser than anybody else, are eternally keeping soci-

ety in a ferment. lining, Knickerbocker, p. 161.

4. Expressive of knowledge or cunning : as, a

knoivinglook. 5. Smart-looking; stylish. [Col-

loq.]

Many young men who had chambers in the Temple
made a very good appearance in the first circles, and drove
about town in very knowing gigs.

Jane Austen, Sense and Sensibility, xix.

Tom thought his cap a very knowing affair,but confessed
that he had a hat. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 5.

=Syn. Astute, Sage, etc. See astute. (See also sagacious.)

knowingly (no'ing-li), adv. In a knowing man-
ner; with knowledge; intentionally; designed-
ly: as, he would not knowingly offend.

How you speak !

Did you but know the city's usuries,
And felt them knowingly.

Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 3, 46.

knowingness (no'ing-nes), n. The state or

quality of being knowing or shrewd.
"Well done, little 'un," said Mr. Tulliver, laughing,

while Tom felt rather disgusted with Maggie's knowing-
ness. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, ii. 1.

knowlachet, knowlaget, n. Middle English
forms of knowledge.
knowlechet, and v. A Middle English form
of knowledge.
knowledge (nol'ej), n. [< ME. knowlege, know-

leche, knouleche, knowliche, knolych, knowlage,
knowlaehe, knawlage, knawlache, etc., know-

ledge, < knowen, know, + -leche, assibilated

form of -leke, < Icel. -leikr, -leiki = Sw. -lek, a suf-

fix used to form abstract nouns, = AS. -lac, in

mediae, wedlock, prob. identical with lac, play,

gift : see lake2 , loke^. The term, -leche became
assimilated, through -lache, to the suffix -jre.]
1. The state of being or of having become
aware of fact or truth

;
intellectual recognition

of or acquaintance with fact or truth; the con-
dition of knowing. Subjectively considered, know-
ledge implies clear conviction or a consciousness of cer-

tainty; but this consciousness does not constitute know-
ledge, and may be associated with error.

Knowledge is the perception of the agreement or dis-

agreement of two ideas.

Locke, Human Understanding, IV. i. 2.

The essentials of Cognition, or Knowledge, may be
summed up thus : First. To know any single thing, we
must be conscious of it as Differing from some things, and
as Agreeing with other things. To this extent knowledge
involves only what belongs to Sensation and Perception.
Secondly. When Knowledge amounts to Affirmation there
are usually at least two things taken notice of : and not

only so, but the couple must be farther viewed, as coming
under a third property, namely one of the Universal Pre-
dicates of Propositions for example, Co-existence or Suc-
cession. "The sun is a luminous body," "night follows

day
"

are higher combinations than the mere knowledge
of "Sun," "Night,""Day"; they unite simple or elementary
cognitions into affirmations or propositions ; and the bind-
ing circumstance is one of the comprehensive generalities
called Co-existence and Succession. Thirdly. Into these
Affirmations there must enter the active state or disposi-
tion termed Belief (or Disbelief).

A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 592.

We have but faith ; we cannot know ;

For knowledge is of things we see ;

And yet we trust it comes from thee,
A beam in darkness : let it grow.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Int.

knowledge
With that certainty which is absolutely objective, i. e.

with knowledge, psychology has no direct concern ; it is

for logic to furnish the criteria by which knowledge is as-

certained. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 83.

2. A perception, judgment, or idea which is in

accord with fact or truth ;
that which is known.

"Not all," quod she, "madame, that may not be;
ffor yet I haue no knoiclage whiche he is."

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 730.

Ill make this new report to be my knowledge;
I'll say I know it

; nay, I'll swear I saw it.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, iii. 1.

All gouernment of action is to be gotten by knowledge,
and knowledge best, by gathering many knowledges.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

For knowledges are ns pyramides, whereof history is the

basis : so of Natural Philosophy the basis is Natural His-

tory ; the stage next the basis is Physic ; the stage next

the vertical point is Metaphysic.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

This knowledge of the cause of a phenomenon is differ-

ent from . . . the knowledge of that phEenomenon simply
as a fact ; and these two cognitions or knowledges have,

accordingly, received different names. The latter . . .

is called historical or empirical knowledge ; the former is

called philosophical, or scientific, or rational knowledge.
Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., iii.

3. Acquaintance with things ascertained or as-

certainable ; acquired information
; learning.

Ignorance is the curse of God,
Knowledge the wing wherewith we fly to heaven.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 7, 79.

I think by far the most important bill in our whole code
is that for the diffusion of knmi-ledge among the people.

Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 45.

4. Practical understanding ; familiarity gained
by actual experience ; acquaintance with any
fact or person : as, a knowledge of seamanship ;

I have no knowledge of the man.

Thys is gret meruell
That ye take a wif vnknow what is sche,
Neither haue knewlich of htr gouernail,
Ne of Mr kinrede ; strange is without fail 1

Born, of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 844.

The dog straight fawned upon his master for old know-

ledge. Sir P. Sidney.

Huram sent him by the hands of his servants ships, and
servants that had knowledge of the sea. 2 Chron. viii. 18.

This gentleman 's a stranger to my knowledge;
And, no doubt, sir, a worthy man.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iii. 1.

The wisest of Pagan Philosophers said that the greatest
Learning was the Knmcledge of one's self.

HoweU, Letters, ii. 77.

5. Specific information; notification; adver-
tisement.

Ye schall warne the Maister and Wardens thereof, and
han ynforme wher thei be, as fer forth as ye schall have

knolych. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 317.

I pulled off my headpiece, and humbly entreated her

pardon, or knowledge why she was cruel. Sir P. Sidney.

The coast ... is set with small watch-towers, which
with smoke by day, and fire by night, do give knowledge
unto one another of ... suspected enemies.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 10.

6. Cognizance; notice; recognition.

Why have I found grace in thine eyes, that thou shouldest
take knowledge of me, seeing I am a stranger ? Ruth ii. 10.

A state's anger
Should not take knmcledge either of fools or women.

B. Jonson, Catiline, iv. 6.

Of your love too and care for us here, we never doubted;
so are we glad to take knowledg of it in that fullnes we doe.

Robinson, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation,
[p. 163.

7f. Acknowledgment.
We geelde us synful & sory
By Knowliche & confessioun.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 21.

Adhesive, apprehensive, carnal, immediate, etc.,

knowledge. See the adjectives. Habitual know-
ledge, in the Scotist philos., knowledge latent in the mem-
ory and capable of being called up when an occasion pre-
sents itself. Also called habitual cognition.

Art is properly an habitual knowledge of certain rules

and maxims. South.

To one's knowledge, so far as one is informed.

To my knowledge,
I never in my life did look on him.

Shak., Rich. II., ii. 3, 38.

= Syn. Prudence, Discretion, etc. (see wisdom); compre-
hension, discernment.

knowledget (nol'ej), v. [< ME. knowlegen, know-

li'dien, kiioulechen, cnaicleclien, etc., know, ac-

knowledge; < knowledge, n. Cf. acknowledge.}
I. trans. To acknowledge ;

confess
;
avow.

For suche Auctoritees, thei seyn that only to God schalle

a man knmdeche his Defautes, zeldynge him self gylty.

Mamlciritte, Travels, p. 120.

He that hath schame of his synne knowlechith it.

Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

The Turks . . . knowledge one God.

Ttjndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850), p. 53.

II. intrans. To confess. Wyclif.



knowledgeable

knowledgeable (nol'ej-:i-bl), u. [< /./< </</<-

+ -<//)/(-.] 1. Know in;;; intelligent; possessing

knowledge or mental capacity. [Colloq. )

I'll noane deny that In a thing or two I may be more

kmnii.'il'f'ilil'' than Coiilson. I've had a deal o' time on

my hands i' my youth, and I'd good schooling as long as

1,1 1,, i lived. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, ml.

2f. (.'ogni/.able.; intelligible.

Certain very knuwledijeable marks.
Time's Storehouse, p. 49.

knowledge-box (nol'ej-boks), M. The head.

[Slang. J

By Bedford's cut I've triinm'd my locks,

And coal black Is my knindrdije-box,
Callous to all, except haul knocks

Of thumpers.
The Jacobin, xxil. 116.

owegng, . nriiti, i-
ini/, etc-. ; verbal n. of knowledge, v.] Know-

ledge ;
information.

Malice had my corage
Nat that tyme turned to no thynge,

Thorogh to mochel knoidachynyc,
Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 796.

3300

ovate or lanceolate opposite leaves fascicled In the axils,

and stipules connate with the petioles in a ibMtb. 'I he

tlowci-H are small, pink or lilac, anil usually sessile along
the branches of a cyme which lengthen after flowering.

The plants are ornamental In cultivation, and have been
introduced into England u greenhouse-plants.

Knoxieae (nok-si'e-e), M. ;>(. [NL.(Bentham and

IIooker,1873),< BlMM +-e<B.] Atribaldivision

of the natural order of plants liubiacett, con-

sisting of the gener:i Kmu-in an.l /'< n/rinixi<i.

being tropical herbs or undershrubs of the Old
\V< >rld,with connate stipules and terminal inflo-

rescence.

knt. An abbreviation of knight.
knub i nnli), n. [Also nub, q. v.; a var. (= LG.

kniilihe, > (i. knubbe. knu/ipc, a knob) of knob.]
1. A blunt end or piece; a small lump. 2.

See the extract.

One-seventh of this weight [of common cocoon] Is pure
cocoon, and of that not more than one-half is obtainable as

reeled silk, the remainder consisting of surface floss and
of hard gummy husk or knub. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 60.

knubt (nub), f. t. [A var. of knob, or from the

same ult. source; cf. knap1
."]

To beat; strike

with the knuckles.

knurly
So he knuckled down again, to use his own phrase, ami

sent old Hulker with iwaccablc overtures to Usborne.

Thackrray, Vanity Fair, xlii.

To knuckle under. Same a* to knuckle down (e\

But when the upper hand 1s taken ... it naturally

happens that we knucklr under, with an ounce of Indig-

nation. R. D. Blackmore, Lonia Doom-, liv.

knuckle-bow (nuk'l-bo), . That part of tin-

guard attached to the hilt of certain swonU
which covers the fingers, reaching in a curved
form from the cross-guard or shells, where the

blade joins the handle, to the pommel, or near-

ly to the pommel. The knuckle-bow was introduced
at the time of the complete disappearance of the steel

gauntlet, and Is frequent in the rapier of the seventeenth

century and In the small sword of t be eighteenth century.
It Is usually made fast to the pommel, but In rare case* it

own stiffness supports it without reaching the pommel.

A^n^^un^ac^^ant^th^e *nuccW . AM^^hf^oU^
Anemonea, closely related botanically to Adonis knuck (ra)^_[AIMlMMM| . J

and Anemone, but differing from both in its ber-

ry-like carpels. The 5 or 6 species are South African

perennial herbs with the habit of the UinbelUferai, having

rigid root-leaves ternately decompound, those of the stem

often reduced to bracts or wanting, and greenish or yel-

lowish flowers on irregularly umbellate peduncles. They
are acrid plants, and their property of producing blisters

Also knuckle-guard. See cut under hilt.

knuckledt (nuk'ld), a. [< knuckle, n., + -<-rf2.]

Jointed.

It [the reed or cane] hath these properties; that it Is

hollow, [and] that It is knuckled both stalk and root.

Bacon, Nat Hist, i 656.

knuckle-deept (nuk'1-dep), adv. Up to one's

knuckles; with the whole hand in
;
so as to be

deeply implicated or involved. Davle*. [Rare. ]

You shall find St. Paul (1 Cor. vL 5) offend against this

bill, and Intermeddle knuckle-deep with secular affairs by
inhibiting t he Corinthians very sharply for their chicanery,

pettifogger)-, and common barretry In going to law one
with another. Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, U. 170.

eir proper
hits long been known. The bruised leaves are used at the

Cape of Good Hone as a substitute for cantharides. The
sliced root to said to be still more powerful. Reichenbach

[New Eng. or colloq.]

'!), n. [< ME. knokel, knokil, < AS.
'I (Somner, Benson, Lye, Bosworth ;

not authenticated) = OFries. knokele, knokle =
MD. kmikkel, D. kneukcl, knokkel = MLG. knokel,

LG. knukktl, kniichel = MHG. knochel, kniirhel,

G. knochel = Dan. knogle, knokkel = Sw. dial.

knjokcl, knuckle, a joint : dim. of a simple form
. not found in E., namely, MD. knoke, a knuckle,

made this genus the type of a subsection of the Anemones. knob knot pj. t-,wj. foioofc, knuckle, a bone, =
Knowltoniea (nol-to-nl e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Rei- MHQ

'

fcnoeA Q lmochen ft bone = Sw . i^
chenbach, 1837), < Knoicltoma + -e<e.J A sub-

section of the Ranuuculaceie-Anemonete, typified ^
by the genus Knowltonia. .

knowmant, . A perverted form of gnomon.
Florio.

known (non), p. n. [Pp. of knoicl, .] Per-

ceived; understood; recognized; familiar; es-

pecially,
when used absolutely, familiar to all;

generally understood or perceived

Same as

knuckle, 7. It is said, upon English authority only,
that "this brutal invention is American, but has been
made familiar in England in police cases between the ofll-

cers and sailors of American vessels
"
(S. De Vere, Ameri-

canisms, p. 320).

knuckle-guard (nuk'l-giird), n. Same as

knuckle-bow.

knuckle-joint (nuk'l-joint), n. 1. An anatom-
ical joint forming a knuckle, as one of the

joints of the fingers ;
in a whale, the shoulder-

joint. 2. In mech., any flexible joint formed

by two abutting links.

knuckle-timber (nuk'l-tim'ber), n. \iinl.. the

foremost top-timber of the bulkheads.
. . . . _, , . , ,

t^.| jjav-

carpal bone and the first phalanx. 2f. The
knee or knee-joint.
Thou, Nilus, wert assigned to stay her pains and travails

This is not oncly Reason but the knmcn Law of the Land.

Hilton, Elkonoklastes, \ i.

To which, as soon as lo came with much ado, at last

With weary knuckles on thy brim she sadly kneeled down.
(joldin-j.

Death is the knownest and unknownest thing in the

world, that of which men have the most thoughts and 3. A joint, especially of veal, consisting of the
fewest meditations. 5. Ward, Sermons, p. 53.

It is matter of great consolation to an envious pel-son
when a man of kiuncn honour does a thing unworthy of

himself. Steele, Spectator, No. 19.

The range of the known embiaces much more than the

sensible, tf. II. Lewes, Prohs. of Life and Mind, I. i. 27.

To make known, to announce ;
communicate ; mention.

know-nothing (ud'auth^ing), n. and a. [<
know 1

, f., + ob.j. nothing."] I. n. 1. One desti-

tute of knowledge ; one who is ignorant, or who
professes ignorance, of anything; an ignora-
mus. 2. leap.] A member of the so-called

American party (which see, under American).
See also quotation.
An elaborate code of signals and passwords was adopted,

and all operations of the " Americans
" were wrapped in

profound secrecy. If a member of the order was asked
about its practices or purposes, he answered that he knew
nothing about them, ana "Americans," for that reason,
soon came to be called Know Nothings.

T. W. Barnes, Thurlow Weed, p. M.

II, <i. Very ignorant.
Their knowing and knmc-nothing books are scatter'd from

hand to ham). Tennyson, Despair.

part of the leg called the knee. It is the part of the

animal which corresponds to the hock of a horse, or the
human heel, together with more or less of the leg above
this Joint.

I never prosper
With knuckles o' veal, and birds in sorrel sops.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, ii. 4.

4f. The joint of a plant ; anode.
Divers herbs . . . have joints or knuckles, as it were stops

in their germination ; as have gilly-flowers, pinks, fennel,

com, reeds and canes. Bacon, Nat. Hist, 589.

5. A joint of cylindrical form, with a pin as

axis, as that by which the straps of a hinge
are fastened together. 6. In ship-building, an
acute angle on some of the timbers.

This angle, which is continued around the stern until

the curvature of the buttock breaks continuously into the

inward inclination of the ship's side, is termed the knuckle.

Thearle, Naval Arch., 107.

7. pi. Pieces of metal, usually brass (hence

specifically known as brass knticklcs), worn by
lawless persons over the knuckles to protect
them in striking a blow, and also to make a
blow more effective. See knuckle-duster.

Know-nothingism (no'nuth'ing-izm), n. [< knuckle (nuk'l), .; pret. and pp. knuckled, ppr.

Kiiojc-n<>tliini/,
<

2,+-ism.] The doctrines or prin- knuckling. [< knuckle, n.] I. trans. To touch

or strike with the knuckle; pommel. [Rare.]
I need not ask thee if that hand, when armed,

ciples of the Know-nothings.
Kiumt-Xothinyum was, therefore, something more than

a lamentable aberration : the republic was seriously men-
i-d by it, and it violently shook one of its main pillars.

11. mm Hoist, Const Hist, (trans. X p. 106.

knowperts (no'perts), . [Perhaps for kno/i-

inn-t; el'. /.-/iK/i/vrfX] The crowberry,.Epefrw/
nigrum. See cnnclii rry. [Scotch.]

Producing of hoather, ling, blueberries, knoteperts, and
cranberries. Qeoryc MacDonald, What's Mine's Mine.

knowt inut). . [Of. two? 1
.] Same as rfocS.

Knoxia (nok'si-ii), . [NL. (Linmeus), named
after Robert A'/W, who lived twenty years in

Ceylon and wrote a history of the island.] A
genus of rubiaceous plants, forming with Pen-
tiniisiii tile tribe K>i.rie<r. The genus Is specially
characterized by a 4-toothed cal\\. :t -J Inbnl stiir.rm, :u;<!

a dilated fiiniculus to tlu-i ivnles TlH-n- :iru S or 9 species.
inhabiting India, Java, the Philippine Islands. China, and

tropical Australia. They are herbs or undue-shrubs with

,

Has any Roman soldier mauled and knuckled.

H. Smith, Address to a Mummy.

of homag<

II. in/runs. To bend the knuckles ; hold the

knuckles (that is, the hand) close to the ground,
in playing marbles: usually with down. A player
is i vi|iiiri-il to knuckle rfoirn in order to keep him from gain-

inu undue advantage by "hunching" nearer the mark.

As happy as we once, to kneel and draw
The chalky ring, and knuckle down at taw.

Cowper, Tirocinium, L 307.

Mi- (Kemble] could stoop to knuckle down at marbles
with young players on the highway ; and to utter jokes
to them with a Cervantlc sort of gravity.

Doran. Annals of Eng. Stage, II. xix.

To knuckle down, (o) See above. (6) To apply one's self

earnestly, as to a task : I-IU.MKI.- vigorously, as in work, (c)

To submit, as in a contest ; give up ; yield.

Blue veined and wrinkled, knuckly and brown,
This good old hand is clasping mine.

Springfield Rep., Xov. 5, 1866.

I,
n. [Abbr. of knuckle, with ref.

to knuckling at marbles.] A children's game
played with marbles. [Local, U. S.]

knufft (nuf), . [Prob. a var. of gnoff, q. v.]

A lout; a clown.

The country knuffs. Hob, Dick, and Hick,
With clubs and clouted shoon,

Shall flll up Dussendale
With slaughtered bodies soon.

Sir J. Hayvnrd.

knur, knurr (ner), n. [Also sometimes nur,

nurr; early mod. E. knurre, < ME. knorre, ktior

= OD. knorre, a hard swelling, a knot on wood,
D. knor, knob, = MLG. knorre = MHG. knorre

(also knurre), G. knorren, a lump, bunch, protu-
berance, knot (in a reed or straw), = Sw. dial.

knur, m., knurra, t. ; cf. G. dial, knorz, a knob,
knot, = Dan. knort, a knot, knarl, knag; cf.

also D. knorf, a knot; ult. a var. form of knar1 ,

gnar1
,
in same sense.] It. A knot: same as

later1. See knurl.

In some kind of timber, like as In marble also, there be
found certaine knur* like kernils, as hard they he as naile-

heads, and they plague sawes wheresoever they light upon
them. HMnul. tr. of Pliny, xvi. 16.

2. In the game of hockey, same as nur.

knurl (nerl), . [A dim. form of knur, as

kiitirl of knar 1
. Cf. knurncd.] 1. A knot; a

hard substance; a nodule of stone; a protu-
berance in the bark of a tree. 2. A deformed

dwarf; a humpback. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]

The miller was strappin'. the miller was ruddy ; . . .

The laird was a wlddlefu bleerit knurl.

Burnt, Meg o' the Mill.

h -ed*. Cf.

hiKiiiril. iinarled.] 1. Gnarled; full of n.n.n-

or knots. 2. Shrunken up. [North. Eng. and

knurlin (ner'lin), . [For "knurling, < knurl +
-in;/

3
.] A stunted person ; a deformed dwarf.

[Scotch.]
Wee Pope, the knurlin, 'till him rlres

Horatlan fame. Burns, On Pastoral Poetry.

knurly (ner'li), a. [< knurl + -y
l

. Cf. i

iiniirly.] Knurled; gnarly; lumpy: a

apple.
Till by degrees the tough and Irnurly trunke
Be rived in sunder.

Marttun, Antonio and Mellida, II., IT. 2.



knurned

knurnedt, a. [ME. cnurned, knorned; < *knurn,
"knoru (appar. equiv. to knurl, < knur), + -erf2.]

Knotty; knobby; gnarled.
He . . . sege no synge of resette . . .

Bot hyge boiikkez A; l)rent. vpon bothe halue,
& ruje knokled knarrez, with knorned stonez.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 216S.

knurr, n. See kit ur.

knurredt (nerd), a. [< knur + -ed2.] Knotted
or studded. Davies.

Thee gates of warfare wyl then bee mannacled hardly
With steele bunch chayne knob clingd, knurd and nar-

rolye lincked. Stanihurst, JSneid, i. 281.

knurry(ner'i),a. [< Jcnur + -y
1

.~\
Full of knurs

or knots
; gnarly.

And as (with vs) vnder the Oaked barke
The knurry knot with branching veines we marke
To be of substance all one with the Tree.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4.

Now I am like the *Mrrte-bulked oak.

Drayton, Shepherd's Garland.

ko, v. %. An obsolete or dialectal contraction of

quoth,
koa (ko'a), n. [Hawaiian.] A common and

very valuable forest-tree of the Sandwich Is-

lands, Acacia Eon. Its wood is excellent for fuel and
for construction, and especially for fine cabinet-work, its

polished surface being handsomely marked with wavy
lines. It is much used for veneers. The bark is em-

ployed for tanning.

koala (ko-a'la), n. [Also coala ; native Austra-

lian.] A marsupial mammal of Australia, Phas-
COlarctos cinereus. It is related to the wombats and
phalangers, but is now commonly placed in another family,
PhascoiarctidtB. It is an arboreal animal, whose general

aspect recalls both the sloths and the bears. The form is

stout and clumsy, with no visible tail, a short snout, bushy
ears, thick woolly pelage, and feet formed like hands for

grasping limbs of trees. In the fore foot two of the digits
oppose the other three, and in the hind the inner toe
serves for a thumb. The fur is ashy-gray. The koala has
one cub at a time, which is carried about by the parent
for a while after leaving the pouch. The animal feeds on
leaves and twigs of trees. The natives pursue it in the

trees, where it is despatched with a club, or shaken off a
branch to be killed or disabled by the fall. Also called na-
tive sloth, native bear, and kangaroo-bear.
kob (kob), . [African. Hence NL. Kobus,
koba.} An African antelope of the genus Ko-
bus; a water-antelope, of which there are sev-
eral distinct species known by different names.
The sing-sing, Antilope koba or Kobus sing-sing, is a large
species of western Africa, reddish-brown above and white
below, with annulated horns forming together a lyre-
shaped figure. The water-buck, K. ellipsiprymnus, is a
large animal of southern and eastern Africa, of a brown
color, with a white ellipse on the rump. It stands 12 or 13
hands high, and has horns 2 feet or more in length. Other
kobs are the leche-antelope, K. leche; the pookoo, K. mr-
doni; and the nsunnu, K. leueotis. See Kdnus, 1.

koba (ko'ba), . Same as kob.

kobalt, . See cobalt.

kobang, koban (ko'bang), . [Jap., lit.
' small

division,' < to, lit- ^f^ss
tie, + ban (= Chin.

fan), a cutting or

division.] An ob-

long gold coin
with rounded cor-

ners, formerly cur-
rent in Japan, it
was about 2 inches
long and li inches
broad, weighed original-

ly about 200 grains troy,
and was consequently
worth from 16 to 16 bu,
though in the early days
of foreign trade with Ja-

pan it was valued at only
4 bu (equivalent to one
rift or ounce of silver).
This unfavorable rate of

exchange having almost
drained the country of
ite gold, the govern-
ment became alarmed,
and after adopting sev-
eral palliative measures
Ultimately reduced the Kobang. (Size of the original.)
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weight of the kobang to 51 grains troy, with an average
fineness of O.CSO. Also spelled cobang. Compare ubamj.

kobaoba (ko-ba-6'ba), n. [African.] The long-
horned white rhinoceros of Africa, Rhinoceros

(Atelodus) simtis.

kobellite (ko'bel-it), n. [After Franz von

Kobell, a German mineralogist and poet (1803-
82).] A mineral of a blackish lead-gray or steel-

gray color. It is a sulphid of antimony, bis-

muth, and lead.

kobold (ko'bold), n. [= D. kobold = Sw. Dan.

kobolt, < G. kobold, < MHG. kobolt, a spirit of

the hearth, a fairy, goblin; perhaps < MHG.
kobe, Q. koben, a room, cabin (= AS. cofa, E.

cove1), + -wait (reduced to -olt, -old, as in herald

= E. herald) (= AS. -wealda), ruler, < vialten,

wield, rule
;
the sense being equiv. to AS. eof-

god, in pi. cofgodas, lares, penates, household

gods a word containing the same initial

element (E. cove1
). Less prob. < ML. cobalus,

a goblin, demon, < Gr. K<5/3a/,o?, an impudent
rogue: see goblin. Hence prob. cobalt, q. v.] In

Germany, an elemental spirit, or nature-spirit
of the earth, corresponding to this element as

undines, sylphs, and salamanders respectively
correspond to water, air, and fire

;
a gnome or

goblin. Eobolds are supposed to inhabit mines and
other underground places. When regarded as present in

houses, the kobold is more frequently called a poltergeist

('racket-sprite'), in allusion to its mischievous pranks.

Kobresia (ko-bre'si-a), . [NL. (Willdenow,
1805),named after yoiiKobres of Augsburg, who
collected a rich cabinet of natural history which
was purchased by King Ludwig of Bavaria. ] A
genus of glumaceous plants of the natural or-

der Cyperacea:, tribe Scleriece, type of an old

division Kobresiece. It differs from Scleria in having
the spikelets always disposed in a terminal spike and the
leaves frequently eespitose at the base of the stem. Eight
species have been recognized, which should probably be
reduced to three or four, inhabiting the northern and
mountainous parts of Europe and Asia. They are low

cespitose perennials with grass-like leaves and often leaf-

less scapes, closely resembling sedges.

Kobresieae (ko-bre-si'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lesti-

boudois, 1819), < ifobresia + -e<e.] A division of

the Cyperacea: including, besides Kobresia, a
number of old genera (Elyna, Catagi/tia, Opetio-

la, Diaptiora, etc.), most of which are now em
braced in Scleria, Kobresia, or Eriospora, that

is, in the tribe Scleriece, but some belong to

Cyperus and other genera not included in that
tribe.

Kobus (ko'bus), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray, 1846),
< kob, q. v.] 1. A genus of African antelopes
of the family Bovidce, subfamily Antilopince,

forming part of a small group sometimes named
Cervicaprinte ; the water-bucks. It includes a
number of water-antelopes called kobs. Cervi-

capra is a synonym. 2. [I. c.] An antelope
of the genus Kobus; a kob.
KocMa (ko'ki-a), n. [NL. (Roth, 1799), named
after W. D. J. Koch, director of the Botanical
Garden at Erlangen.] A genus of chenopodia-
ceous plants of the tribe Chenolea;, character-
ized by a turbinate perianth, the lobes broadly
winged in the fertile flowers. About 30 species
are known, inhabiting central Europe, temperate Asia,
northern and southern Africa, and Australia, besides a

single species in India and another in western North
America. They are herbs, often woody at the base, with
alternate entire leaves and inconspicuous flowers, some
of which are hermaphrodite, others entirely female, the
fertile expanding into horizontal wings in the fruit. Two
Australian species, K. aphyUa and K. tedifoKa, are ever
green shrubs 2 to 3 feet high, and are cultivated under the
name of broom-cypress. Other Australian species, K. eri-

antha, K. pubescent, and K. villosa, are valuable fodder-

plants in the arid regions of that continent. The last-

named is called the cotton-bush on account of its downy
adventitious excrescences, and is highly valued. The
American species, K. prostrata, partakes of this quality,
and affords excellent winter grazing in the west when no
grass can be obtained; in common with another related

plant, Eurotia lanata, it there receives the name of white

xage.

Kochiese (ko-kl'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Endlicher,
1836), < Kochia +'-eai.~\ In Endlicher's botanical

system, a subtribe of the tribe Cltenopodiea?, or-
der CJienopodea>, characterized by the absence of
floral bracts, and embracing 13 genera, a num-
ber of which are now regarded as synonyms,
and those still retained fall under several of
the modern tribal divisions. One of these gen-
era, Cryptocarpus, is excluded from the order

entirely and referred to the Nyctagineas.
kodt, v. i. An obsolete variant of quoth.

" Y well queyt the," kod the screffe.
Robin Hood and the Potter (Child's Ballads, V. 28).

koel (ko'el), n. [Hind, koyal, kokla, Prakrit
koelo, < Skt. kokila, cuckoo: see cuckoo.'] A
cuckoo of the genus Eudynamys, as the Indian
koel, E. orientulis. Also koil, kuil.

Kogia

Kceleria (ke-le'ri-a), 11. [NL. (Persoon, 1805),
named after Georg Ludwig Koler, professor at

Mainz, and author of a work on grasses.] A
genus of grasses falling within the tribe Fes-

tucete or fescue family, and the subtribe Era-

grostece, distinguished by a spike-like cylindra-
ceous or somewhat interrupted panicle, and
more or less hyaline-scarious flowering glumes.
They are annual 'or perennial cespitose grasses with nar-

row flat or almost setaceous leaves. There are 15 spe-

cies, chiefly natives of Europe, temperate Asia, and north-
ern Africa, but a few occur in other parts of the world,

notably one species, K. cristata, in North America and also

in South Africa, as well as in Europe and elsewhere. This

widely distributed species is a valuable "bunch-grass" of

the arid regions of western America. The closely allied

A', fflauca of Australia can be sown to advantage on coast-

sand.

Kffilreuteria (kel-rorte'ri-a), . [NL. (Lax-
niann, 1770), named after Joseph Gottlieb Kol-

j-ewter,professorof natural historyatCarlsruhe.]
A genus of ornamental Chinese trees with blad-

der-like fruit, belonging to the natural order

Sapindacea;, and type of Radlkofer's tribe Koel-

renteriea, distinguished by its 5 valvate se-

pals, 3 to 4 spreading petals, inflated loculicidal

capsule, pinnate leaves, and ample, terminal,

many-flowered, branching panicles of yellow
flowers. Two species are now recognized, one of which,
K. panicidata, a small tree with coarsely toothed leaflets

Branch of Kaelrfutfria faHiculata, with fruit.

a, perfect flower ; b. male flower ; c, fruit cut longitudinally, showing
two seeds.

and large bladdery pods, is extensively planted in parks
in both Europe and America, where it is hardy, and very
handsome in leaf, flower, and fruit.

Koelreuterieae (kel-ro-te-ri'e-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Radlkofer, 1888), < Kcelreutcria + -ece.] A tribe

of plants of the order Sapindacea;, typified by
the genus Koslreuteria, and embracing in addi-
tion the genera Stocksia and Erythrophi/sa.
Kcenigia (ke-nij'i-a), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 1767),
named after Johan'n Gerhard Konig, a pupil of

Linnaeus, and later a traveler and collector of

plants.] A genus of polygonaceous plants,
type of the tribe Kcenigiea:, being delicate dwarf
herbs with hyaline bracts, small obovate entire

leaves, and minute flowers, chiefly fascicled

among the upper leaves, the lobes of the peri-
anth and stamens generally three. Two very
closely allied species, perhaps only varieties of one, occur,
the one widely distributed throughout the arctic and sub-
arctic regions, the other confined to the Himalaya moun-
tains.

Kcenigieae (ke-ni-ji'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1880), < Kcenigia + -eoc.] A tribe of

plants of the order Polygonacea;, of which Koe-

nigia is the type. They are low herbs with dichoto-
mous inflorescence, the flowers capitate or densely fas-

cicled in the forks. It embraces besides 'Kcenirria four
other genera, all natives of California, one of which is also
found in Chili.

koft, a. Same as eof.
koff (kof), n. [< D. kof, a two-masted vessel.]
A small Dutch sailing vessel.

koffle, . See coffle.

koftgar (koft'gar), . [Hind.: see koftgari.']
In India, an inlayer of steel with gold. See koft-
i/ari.

koftgari (koft'ga-ri), . [Hind. koftgari,< koftn.

pounded, + -gari, doing, making, < -gar, doer.]
Inlaid East Indian metal-work in steel and gold :

a variety of damaskeening. The pattern is drawn
>ut on the surface of the steel, and a wire of soft pure gold
is hammered in. The chief center of the art is Gujerat in
the Panjab. Also called koft- or kuft-work.

koft-WOrk (koft'werk), n. Same as Icoftgari.
Art Jour., 1884, p. 198.

Kogia (ko'ji-a), n. [NL.] A genus of pygmy
sperm-whales, of the subfamily I'lt



Kogia

and family l'hi/nc/i-riit<i'. They have from to 12

lower teeth, and 2 nulimentiiry upper lerlh, or none
;
thu

symphyBLH uii-uti less than luilf the length of thu jaw; the
c, i \ I. :d \ 1 1. In ;f ;iTik>lnscil , unit 7 cervical, 13 or 14 dor-

Hal, and 3<> to 50 or fl lumbar and caudal vertebra). Sev-

eral nominal species, from 7 to 10 feet long, are desniln'il

but not satisfactorily distinguished from K. bremcept of

southern seas.

Kohathite(ko'liath-lt), . [< Kohatli (wedef.)
+ -ilc-.] In Jrii-ixh lii*t., a descendant of Ko-
hatli, the second won of Levi. The Kohathiti-* wen-
one of the three great families of the l.t-vitcs (Num. Hi.

17-37), and hod charge of bearing the ark ami its furni-

ture in the march through thr wilderness.

kohl (koi), n. [Also l.-nlil ; .\r. l.-nli'l : sec ulni-

/</.] A powder used in the East from time im-
memorial in the toilet, to darken the orbits of

the eyes, etc., properly consistingof finely com-
minuted antimony.

Kutilil Is also prepared of the smoke-black produced by
burning the shells of almonds.

K. jr. Lit nt; Modern Egyptians, I. 41.

Eyes pencilled with kuld seem larger and more oblong.
It. F. Burton, tr. of Arabian Nights, VII. 250, note.

kohlrabi (kol-rii'bi), 11. [< G. kiililmbi, kohl-

ntbc, formerly kulrabi, after It. carolo rapa; see

cole-rape. The G. form kohlrabi simulates the
It. pi. enroll rape, or the L. rapi,gen. of rupmn.
The plant is also called in pure G. kohlriibe, <

kulil (< L. caulis), cabbage, + rube, = L. rii/niin.

turnip.] The turnip-stemmed cabbage, or tur-

nip cabbage, lirassica oleraecu, var. yotigylodes

(catllo-riipn). It is a frequently cultivated variety of

the cabbage-plant, in which the stem above the ground
swells into a large bulb-like formation which serves the

purposes of a turnip, resembling in quality the Swedish

variety, or rutabaga.

koilanaglyphic, . Same as eielantii/lupMe.
koilon (kni Ion), n. [< Or. nolfjiv, neut. of *oi-

/af, hollow: see cceliac, etc., cave1 .']
In the anc.

(li: thcutci; the auditorium; the cavea. See
cuts under crime and diazomti.

kok 1

1, n. A Middle English form of cocfcl.

kok'2t, " and n. A Middle English form of cook 1
.

kok :!
(kok), M. An Indian rat, Max kok.

kokako (ko-kii'ko), n, [Native New Zealand

name.] The New Zealand wattle-crow, Callieas

or Glaucoma ciiierea. See Glaucopis.
kokil (ko'kil), n. [Skt. koklla, Hind, kokld: see

koel, cuckoo.} A large green-billed cuckoo of

India, Zanclostomnx trixtls. Also called mal-
knha.

kokoket, An obsolete form of cuckoo.

kokoon (ko-k8u'), . A tree of the genus
KolcooHtt.

Kokoona (ko-ko'na), M. [NL. (Thwaites, 1853),
from the Cingalese name of the species that

grows in Ceylon.] A genus of large tropical
trees growing on the islands of Ceylon and
Borneo, belonging to the polypetalous order
( 'rtttxtriHf.it:, distinguished from related genera
by a 3-celled ovary and winged seeds destitute
of aril or albumen. These trees have a yellow bark,

opposite coriaceous leaves, and small yellowish-lurid flow-

ers with twisted petals, arranged in axillary panieled
cymes. The fruit is a H-sided and 3-celled capsule, 1 to

3 inches long. 1\ Zeylanica, the kokoon or kokoona-tree
of Ceylon, is used by the inhabitants, who make a kind
of snutf from the bark for the cure of headache, and ex-

press an oil from the seeds which they burn in lamps.
The only other species IB a native of Borneo, and is little

known.

kokra-WOOd (kok'ra-wud), Same as coco-

wooil, 1.

kokum-butter, kokum-oil, . See cocnm-lmttcr.

kokwoldt,". AMiddleEnglish form of cuckold 1
.

kola-nut, kolla-nut, ". See cola-nut.

Kolarian (ko-la'ri-au), a. [< Koli + -arian.']

Ivelating to the Kolis and kindred tribes, re-

garded as an aboriginal race in India, older thau
both Dravidian and Aryan.
Koli (ko'li), . [Hind.: see coolie.] A member
of an aboriginal tribe in the hills of central

India, whither they were driven by the early
Aryan settlers. They are scattered widely, as culti-

vators and luiiiTi i s throughout southern India, but have

preserved their original language, customs, ana supersti-
tions. See ciH)lie.

kolinsky (ko-lin'ski),. The ehorok, red sable,
or Siberian mink, 1'iitnrins xihiricnx, about 15

inches long, with a bushy tail 8 or 10 inches long,
the fur uniformly butt or tawny, somewhat paler
below, varied with black and white on the head.
The fur is known as Tatar sable ; it is usually dyed to imi-
tate other kinds. The tail is used for artists' pencils.
The Tatar name is Indon.

kolloxyline(ko-lok'si-liu). M. Guncotton. /.Vw-

li-r. Mod. High Explosives, p. 120.

komeceras, komoceras (ko-mes'-, ko-mos'e-
ras), M. [NL., < Ur. MW//, the hair, + nipac,,

horn.] In untiiiiiitil., a horn or pseudo-horn
formed of matted or felted hair of the skin

covering the core. This horn is annually de-
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veloped and shed, as in the American prong-
horn, .lllllliiril/n'ii

n 111, i ii-n nil. ./. E. llrill/.

kon't, '. An obsolete spelling of con 1 for CUM'.

kon'-'t, ' '. An obsolete spelling of con".

kong, a. Sec /.VIH//I.

kongsbergite (kongs'bcrg-it), . [< A"</.s-

bcri/ (see del'.) + -irV-.] A variety of silver

amalgam, containing 95 per cent, of silver,

found at Kongsberg in Norway.
Koninckia (ko-uing'ki-a), u. [NL., named
after Prof, de, 'Ktniinck of Liege.] 1. A genus
of corals of the family Faroxitidii: Eilnnnl.-,

iin/1 llniiiic, 1849. 2. Same as Koninckum.
Koninckina (ko-niug-ki'na), n. [NL. (Suess,
isr>:i), < KiiHiiii-kiti + -imii.] The typical ge-
nus of Kiiiiiiirl.iniflir. K. Iconlitirdi is a species
from the Upper Trias of the Austrian Alps.
Koninckinidae (ko-ning-kin'i-de), n.

pi. [NL.,
< Koninckia + -ir/rc.] A family of fossil brachio-

pods, based on the genus Koninckina.

koninckite (ko'ningk-it), . [After Prof, de
A niiinck of Liege.] A hydrated iron phosphate
from Vis6 in Belgium.
konistra (ko-nis'trft), n. [< Gr. Koviarpa (see

def.), < KOftfeai. novieiv, cover with dust, < Kov<f,

dust, = L. cinis, ashes: see cinereous.'] In the
/inc. (lr. thriller, the orchestra

; properly, a cir-

cular area between the stage and the auditorium
or koi 1 on

, raised slightlyabove the level of a sur-

rounding space or passage, which was usually
paved and coped with stone. The thymele stood
in the middle of the konistra. which was so called because
its floor consisted of ashes or ashes and earth compounded,
beaten down to a hard and smooth surface. This disposi-
tion of the ancient theater was usually changed, under the

Romans, for on even pavement of stone ; but notable ex-

amples survive, a> at Epldaurus and Slcyon. See cut under
diaimna.

konite, . See conite.

konlite (ken'lit), . [After Mr. Konlein, a su-

perintendent of coal-works at Uznach.] A soft

reddish-brown hydrocarbon occurring in folia

or in grains with brown coal at Uznach iu Swit-
zerland.

konningt, konyngt, . and n. Middle English
forms of cunning*.

koot, a- See cue 1
.

koochahbee (ko-cha'be), H. [Amer. Ind.] The
larva? of a dipterous insect, Ephydra californica,

prepared and used for food by the Indians. See

Ephydra.
The worms are dried in the sun, the shell rubbed otf by

hand, when a yellowish kernel remains like a small grain
of rice. This is oily, very nutritious, and not unpleasant
to the taste ; and under the name of k&mhah-bee forms a

very important article of food. Stand. Sat. llitt., II. 432.

koodoo (ko'do), . [African.] The striped

antelope, Antilope strepinceroy or Strepaiceros
kudu, found in many parts of Africa from Abys-
sinia to Cape Colony. It is much hunted, and has
been almost exterminated in the latter region. The koo-
doo Is a large handsome animal, the male standing about

Koodoo, or Striped Antelope (Strrfsiceros >M</K).

13 hands high at the withers, with horns 3 or even 4

feet long, spirally twfste<l, and 21 feet apart at their sharp
points. The coat of old nuvlesis grayish-brown, indistinctly
marked ; that of young males and of females is a more red-
dish brown, with 8 or 10 long white stripes on each side.

The koodoo frequents covered country, especially in the

vicinity of riven. Also kooda, kudu, coudau.

kook (kuk), r. . See coot3 .

kookery, kookree, . See kukeri.

Kooleen, . See Kulin.

koolokamba ( ko-lo-kam'bft), . [Native name.]
A kind of anthropoid ape, Troglodytes koolo-

kitniba, described by Du Chaillu as inhabiting
the forests of equatorial Africa, and named T.

kosmeterion

itubryi by Gratiolet and Alix. It is related to

the gorilla, chimpanzee, and nttchiego.
koomiss. . See /.-uinum.

koorbasn (kor'lia>h), H. [Also kotirliaxh, and
formerly riturbntli, coorbtilcli ; <Ar. ktirbaj, <

Turk, i/irlaich, kirbuch, a whip, a scourge.] A
whip of hippopotamus- or rhinoceros-hide, used
in Egypt and other parts of Africa.

He tried the argument of an unlimited application of
the AronrixuA In thU case a frightfully thick thong uf

hippopotamus-hide. E. Sarturiiu, In the Soudan, p. 1S8.

koorbash (kOr'bash), c. /. [< koorbavh, n.] To
beat with a koorbash.

Koord, >'. Sec Kuril.

Koordish, . See Kurdish.

kooskoos, a. See couscous.

kooso. koosso, . See cusso.

kopeck, kopek, ". See copeck.

koppa (kop'ii), H. [Gr. xoirn-a, < Phen. (Heb.)
ryo;7i .] A letter of the original Greek alphabet,
r^, analogous in fonn and corresponding in posi-
tion and use to the Pheniciau and Hebrew Icoph
and the Latin Q, q. See epixemoit, 2. The kappa
(K, ) was substituted for It in the words In which it had
been used, but the sign was retained as a numeral with Its

ancient value of 90.

koppite (kop'it), n. [After Prof. Hermann
kopp of Heidelberg.] A rare mineral, related
to pyrochlore in composition, found at Scheliu-

gen in the Kaiserstuhl, Baden.

Kopp's law of boiling-points. See boiling-

point.

kopra, koprah, . See copra.

Kopsia (kop'si-a), w. [NL. (Blume, 1826),
named a ft er a Dutch botanist, Jan Kopg, profes-
sor at Utrecht.] A genus of tropical Old World
trees or shrubs, belonging to the natural order

Apocynacetr, or dogbane family, tribe I'lutne-

rieie, having a hypocraterimorphous or salver-

shaped corolla, calyx destitute of glands, corol-

la-lobes twisted and overlapping to the right,

opposite leaves, and white or pink flowers in

short terminal cymes. It was made by Don the type
of his tribe Kopgitce. Only four species are known, native
in the Malayan peninsula and archipelago. K. /rwrteosa
Is very ornamental In cultivation, and produces flowers
several times in a year.

Kopsieae (kop-si'e-e), . pi. [NL. (Don, 1838),
< Kopxia + -err.]

'

A tribe of plants of the order

Apocynaceiv, typified by the genus Kopsia.
kora, n. See koray.
Koran (ko'rau or ko-ran'), w. [Also rarely Co-

ran, (fttrati, 'formerly also Core; with the Ar.

article, Alkoran, Alcoran (q. v.) ;
= Turk. Pere.

qiirdn, < Ar. quran, qordn, book, reading, < qara,
read.] The book which contains the religious
and moral code of the Mohammedans, and by
which all their transactions, civil, legal, mili-

tary, etc., are regulated, it consists of revelations
uttered by Mohammed at intervals during many years, and
written down on loose leaves, the collection of which was
completed after his death in 114 surahs or chapters. Its

style is regarded as the standard of classical Arabic.

He Anathematiseth the Cure, that is, MahomeU Kcrip-
ture, and all his learning, lawes. Apocryphall narrations,
traditions, and blasphemies. Purctuu, Pilgrimage, p. 264.

Koranic (ko-ran'ik), n. [< Koran + -ic.] Of
or pertaining to the Koran.

Haflz afterwards enrolled himself in the same order and
became a professor of Korunic exegesis.

Encye. Brit., XI. 367.

korazint, . See rora;in.

Kordofan gum. See gum arable, under gum?.
Korean, a. and n. See Corean.

korker (k6r'ker), . Same as cork*.

koro (ko'ro), . [A native name.] An inferior

light-colored kind of trepang.
In the Gulf of Carpentaria we did not observe any other

than the koro, or gray slug. Captain Flinders, Voyage.

koroscopy (ko-ros'ko-pi), n. [< Gr. nopt/, the pu-
pil of the eye,+ anoxrin, view.] The shadow-test
for the refraction of the eye. See refraction.

korybant, w. An occasional form of corybant.
kos (kos), . [Heb.] A Jewish measure of ca-

pacity, equal to about 4 cubic inches.

kosher (ko'sher), a. [Also cosher; Heb.. law-

ful.] Pure; clean; lawful; conforming to the re-

quirements of the Talmud: used byHebrews: as,
kosher bread, kosher meat, etc. : opposed to tref.

The whole difference between Imthrr and tref (lawful
and forbidden, clean and unclean meat) lies in the observ-
ance of, or departure from, certain . . . Talmudic ordi-

nances concerning the knife to be used for slaughtering,
its shape, . . . and the like. The Century, XXIII. 813.

kosmeterion ( kos-me-te'ri-on), n. ; pi. konmete-

ria (-a). [Gr. aoafa/ri/ptnv (see def.), < Koa/uiv,
adorn: see cosmetic.'] In Gr. antiq., a public
storehouse for the various ornaments and ac-

cessories used in the celebration of religions

festivals, processions, etc., as at Sicyon.



kosmic 3312 Krishna

See cosmic etc. Fifteen knyches [var. theves, Camb. MS.] com in a stounde kreatinine, kreatinin, . See creatinine.
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Al slap, and gaf thay me thys wounde.
GuW o/ra*,MiddlehillMS.

kosmic, kosmogqny, etc.

koss, n. See eoss8 .

koSSO (kos'o), M. See cusso.

Kosteletzkya (kos-te-lets'ki-a), . [NL. (Presl, kraal (kral or kral), n.

1835), named after V. F. Ko'stelcteky, a Bohe-
mian botanist.] A genus of malvaceous plants
of the tribe Hibiscece, closely related to Hibis-

cus, from which it differs chiefly in having only
one ovule in each cell of the ovary. Eight species
have been described, inhabiting the warmer parts of

America, several in Mexico and Texas, and one (K. Vir-

yinica) extending as far north as the salt marshes of

New Jersey and New York. This last, which is a well-

known plant, is a tall perennial herb, sometimes 4 or 5

(kre-dem'non), n.; pi. kredemna'

(_).[<<},. ^efimVj Doric KpdS^vov (see

def.), < /cpdf, a form of K&pa, the head, + &iv,

bind, tie.] In Gr. antiq., a form of veil which
was drawn over the hair in such manner that

the ends hung down on each side.

five feet in length and

provided with a sepa-
rate bridge. It is played
with both hands, like the

harp. The tuning is effect-

(HaUiwell.)

[S. African D.
, perhaps

< Sp. corral = Pg. 'curral, a pen or inclosure for

cattle, a fold : see corral. The name may have

been picked up from the Portuguese. Other-

wise a native African name.] In South Africa, kreel (krel), . Another spelling of creel.

primarily, a collection of huts arranged around kreittonite (kri' ton-it), n. [< Gr. Kjiei;

a circular inclosure for cattle, or the inclosure tcpeiaauv, compar. of Kparvf, strong (= E. hard),

itself; hence, any closely built village, especial- + -ifc2.] A variety of gahnite, or zinc spinel,

ly one within a stockade, or a farming estab- from Bodenmais in Bavaria, containing 17 per

__ lishment or ranch. Also spelled krawl. cent, of iron sesquioxid.
feet high, with ample' heart-shaped or"'h'aToerd"-8haped krablite (krab'lit), n. [< Krabla, a volcano in kremersite (krem'er-sit), n. [Named after one
3-lobed leaves, and large rose-purple flowers, often 2 Iceland.] Another name of the mineral or min- Kremers, who analyzed it.] Achloridof iron,
inches in width. eral aggregate baulite.

-i - -? j j:..~ f ^

Koszta's case. See case*. kraftt kraftyt. Obsolete spellings of cr/i,
kotet, An obsolete form of ooaf.

crafty
koto (ko'to), n. [Jap.] A Japanese musical in- j^-j^ ,._ A Middle English form of crack.

strument,consistingof jrjaken (kra'- or kra'ken), . [Also sometimes
a long box over which kraaken . < Dau- Baleen, < Norw. krake, a fabled
are stretched thirteen

sea_mongter : little used in Norw., but appar. a
strings of silk, each

partieular use ot brake, a pole, stake, post, a

stunted crooked tree, a hook, also a stunted

animal or person, = Icel. kraki, a pale, stake,

post, = Dan. krage, a climbing-pole, = Sw.

krake, a stunted horse
; prob. ult. akin to E.

crook.'] A mythical sea-monster said to ap-

pear at times off the coast of Norway. The pop-
ular notion of the kraken dates back at least to the time

^S^tK$$^SE^A^ krVmslkremz), n. Same as Kremnitz white,

ieuthw, might furnish a reasonable basis for the myth. kreng, . See krang.
To believe all that has been said of the Sea-Serpent or the krenneiite (kren'er-it), n. [Named after Prof.

Kraken would be credulity, to reject the possibility of J. A. Krenner of Budapest.] A rare tellurid of

gold and silver occurring in orthorhombic crys-
tals at Nagyag in Transylvania. Sometimes
called buiwenite.

See creosote.

krestet, < An obsolete form of crest.
j SCit SllttKC Ul VI1C J.1UI WCttli"' IJUIUB. , L* _ it 'it i \ r/"H 11 J
B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 283. kreutzer, kreuzer (kroit'ser), n. [G., SO called

ie the type of the coin was originally a

cross; < kreuz, a cross: see cross1 .] 1. A coin

potassium, ammonium, and sodium, found as a

sublimation product at Vesuvius,

kremlin (krem'lin), n. [< F. kremlin (with ac-

com. F. term, -in) = G. kreml, < Kuss. kremli, a

citadel, fortress.] In Russia, the citadel of a

town or city; specifically [cop.], the citadel of

Moscow, including within its walls the impe-
rial palace and arsenal, churches, monasteries,
and other imposing buildings.
A Kremlin, or, to use the Russian form of the word, a

"Kremle,"is merely a walled inclosure with towers at the

corners, situated in a commanding position near the cen-

ter of a city, and intended to serve as a stronghold, or

place of refuge, for the inhabitants in time of war.
The Century, XXXVI. 10, note.

Kremnitz

Japanese Woman Playing the Koto.

ed by shifting the position of the bridge, and semitones are
obtained by pressing the string behind the bridge.

kotow, kowtow (ko-tou' or -to'), n. [Also ko-

too, kootoo, kotou; < Chin, k'ow t'ow, or k'eu t'eu,

lit. 'knocking the head' (se. on the ground, in

reverence): k'ow, knock; t'ow, colloq. form of

show, the head.] A knocking of the forehead
on the ground while kneeling, as an act of hom-

age, reverence, worship, respect, etc. It is the

ceremony of prostration performed in China by persons
admitted to the imperial presence, in religious ceremo-

nies, before magistrates, by an inferior to a superior,

especially in making a humble apology, etc. Before the

emperor and in worship the person performing the kotow
kneels three times, and touches the ground with the fore-

head three times after each kneeling.

kotow, kowtow (ko-tou' or -to'), v. i. [Also
kotoo, kootoo, kotou; from the noun.] To knock
the forehead on the ground while kneeling, as
an act of reverence, worship, apology, etc.; per-
form the kotow; hence, to fawn or be obsequi-
ous; cringe.

I should like to show him I like him, and I have sa-

laamed and kowtowed to him whenever I had a chance.
H. James, Jr., Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 94.

kotri (kot'ri), n. [E. Ind.] An Indian magpie,
Dendrocitta vayabunda or Fagabunda rufa.

kottet, . A Middle English form of cut.

kotwal, n. See cutwal.

kotyliskos(kot-i-lis'kos),re.;pl.rto#Msfcoi(-koi).
[< Gr. KOTv/UGKOf, dim. of KOTVMI, a little cup : see

cotyle.] In Gr. archteol., a small toilet

vase resembling the aryballus, but

elongated and contracted instead of

rounded at the bottom.

koukri, . Same as kukeri.

koulan (ko'lan), n. Same as kulan.
See dziggetai.

koumiss, koumys, n. See kumiss.

kouphplite (ko'fo-Ht), n. [< Gr. /coi^of,

light (in weight or movement),-!- /U'ftjf,

a stone.] A variety of the mineral

prehuite found in the Pyrenees, occur-

ring in masses with cavernous structure, con-

sisting of thin fragile scales.

kourbash (kor'bash), n. See koorbash.

kouskous, . See couscous.

kousloppet, n. A Middle English form of cowslip.
kousso, . See cusso.

koutht, n. A Middle English variant of kith.

To mi neghburs swithe ma,
Radnes to mi kouth als-swa.
MS. Cott. Vespas, D. vii. f. 19.

their existence would be presumption.
Goldsmith, Animated Nature, iv. 3.

Then, like a kraken huge and black,
She crushed our ribs in her iron grasp ! ,

Longfellow, The Cumberland. KTeOSOte, n.

The kraaken or great sea snake of the Norwegian fjords.

sis, crater.'] The mixture of water and wine
used in the eucharist, especially by the Greek

formerly current in Germany, struck in silver

and copper, and worth less than 2 United States

cents. 2. A modern copper coin of Austria,

i-a), . [NL. (Linnseus),
G. S. Kramer, an Austrian

physician and botanist.] A polypetalous ge-
nus of American herbs or undershrubs, referred

by modern botanists to the order Polygalacece,
or milkwort family, but with such anomalous
characters as to have been erected by some
botanists into an order by itself, the Kramcri-
acece or Krameriece. It has 4 or 5 nearly equal sepals,
5 unequal petals, a 1-celled ovary containing 2 ovules, a

globose indehiscent echinate fruit* and seeds destitute

of albumen. The flowers are borne in terminal racemes.
The number of species is set down by different authors at

from 20 to 25, all growing in the warmer parts of America,

Obverse.

Austrian Kreutzer.

Reverse.

(Size of the original.)

the one hundredth part of the florin, equal to

nearly half of a United States cent.

i,
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but ranging from southern Florida and Texas to Chili. K. fcrewellet a. An obsolete spelling of cruel,
triandra, the ratany, a shrub found in the mountainous i__i,Voi. ClAo'^^>I^ n IV ft frirrlrr a crpprvpr
parts of Peru, Bolivia, and Chili, from 3,000 to 8,oon feet al- Kneker (kre ker), n. [^ tr. media

,
a creeper,

eroucher, < knechen, creep : see creep.] A name
in Rhode Island, Long Island, and New Jersey

Tringa maculata.

titude, produces the medicinal ratany-root of commerce
(see ratany), and all the species are said to possess in-

tensely astringent properties. K. pauciflora, from Mexico,
"

shiis an ornamental shrub.

Krameriaceae (kra-me-ri-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1835), < Krameria Hh -aceai.] An or-

der of plants, consisting of the genus Erameria

only, now referred to the Polygalacea? : same as

the KramerieiB of Beichenbach.

krang, kreng (krang, kreng), n. [Alsocrana; <

D. kreng, a carcass.] In whaling, the carcass of

a whale after the blubber has been removed.
krantzite (krant'slt), n. [Named after Dr. A.

Krantz, a mineral-collector.] A mineral resin

from Nienburg in Hanover, near amber in com-

position.
krasis (kra'sis), n. [Gr. KpdoYC, mixing: see

~

of the pectoral sandpiper,
Also called squat-snipe and squatter.

kries, n. Another spelling of creese.

Krigia (krij'i-a), n. [NL. (Schreber, 1791),
named after DavidiTn'i/.wlio collected plants in

Maryland near the beginning of the 18th cen-

tury.] A genus of North American liguliflo-

rous composite plants, of the tribe Ciehoriacea^,
subtribe Hijoseridece, with yellow flowers, usu-

ally on leafless scapes, a few-bracted involucre,

many-ribbed achenes, and pappus of 5 to 8 small

chaffy scales, alternating with as many bristles.

They are low herbs with milky juice and radical leaves in

a rosette on the ground, with the aspect of small-flowered

dandelions. The genus embraces only five species, all of

(Halliwell.)

kouthet, kowthet. Middle English forms of pafliol. ,
a dry, shriveled condition of a part.

could, preterit of cow1 . Krause's membrane. See membrane.

kowght, n. A Middle English form of coc. krawl, n. See kraal.

kowrie-pine (kou'ri-pin'), n. See kauri-jrinc. kreasote, n. See creosote.

kowtow, n. and v. See kotow. kreatic, a. See creatic.

koychet, . [ME.; origin obscure.] A thief (f). kreatine, kreatin, . See creatine.

ra, . . Ko, aanaenons. me genus tmuraces omy nve eperiea, an ui

crasis.~\ The act of adding a little water to the which are found in the United States, belonging to three

voiA nsoH fVir the piicViarnst a nriinitivn nraf sections K. Virgiinca, a common little plant of eastern
wine used ror tne e

North America from Canada to Texas, being the type. K.
tice recognized in all ancient liturgies except Dandelion, with much larger flowers and globose tubers,
the Armenian, mentioned by St. Justin Martyr was formerly placed in a distinct genus, Cynthia.

(writing about A. D. 139) and other early writ- Krigieae (kri-ji'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Karl Heinrich

ers, and believed by most liturgiologists to date Schultz, 1835), < Krigia + -e<r.] A tribe of corn-

from Christ's institution of the sacrament. Also posite plants created for the reception of the

called mixture. genera Krigia and Lnthera, the latter of which

krater, n. See crater, 1. is equivalent to Cynthia, now merged in Krigia.
kraurite (kra'rit), n. [<Gr. xpaipof, brittle, fri- kriket, An obsolete form of creek*.

able, + -ife2.] In mineral., same as dufrenite. kriosphinx, n. See criosphinx.

kraurosis(kra-ro'sis), n. [NL.,<Gr.Kpavpova6at, kris, . Another spelling of creese.

become brittle or dry, < Kpai'fiot, brittle.] In Krishna (krish'na), w. [Skt., <krishna, black,

dark.] In later Hindu myth., a much-worshiped
deity, son>,of Devaki, appearing also as a lead-

ing character in the great epic of the Maha-

bharata, as chief of a people and charioteer of

Arjuna, to whom he addresses the philosophic
poem called Bhagavad-Gita. The grounds of his



Krishna

delfU'ution an' nltscinr. He is worked into the general

system of Hindu religion as :in incarnation of Vishnu.

krisuvigite (kris'd-vo-pt), M. [< Krisuniy (see

del'.) + -ifc'-.J A variety of the basic coppi-i-

sulphate brochantitc, found at Kri.suvigin Ice-

land.

kritarchy (krit'iir-ki), . [< Or. K/WIV/C, a judge,
+ <'w/, rule.] tin' rule of tin- judges over the

people of Israel. [Rare.]

Very possibly there may be Herman professors of I)i-

vlnity who . . . IIM. , Hi, .N'wMi history before Samuel
to the Ijiys of .Samson, Jephthah, Gideon, and other heroes
of the Icritarchy. Smdhey, The Doctor, intercliapter xvii.

krobylos (kro'bi-los), . [< Gr. K/iuftii^of (see

def.).] In (lr. tinlii/., :i roll or knot of hair on
the head. By some authorities It is taken as the knot
or tuft of hair above the forehead familiar in the Apollo
Belvedere (see etlt inulrr ll/'lli'iii*ti<-) ; tile latest students,
however, eonsider it to be a gathering of the hair behind
the heud, often held in place by a pin or other ornament

The hair was tied in a large knot above the forehead.
. . . Whether tliis knot was the krttoylm is not deter-

mined. Kneyc. Brit., VI. 454.

krocket (krok'et), . [Cf . crocket.'] The oyster-
catcher, Hiemtitopiin iistr ild/its, [Local, Scotch.]
kroehnkite (kren'kit), n. [Named after K.

Kroehnke.'] A hydrous sulphate of copper, oc-

curring in blue crystalline masses in Chili.

krome (krom), n. Same as croma.
krone (kro'ne), n.

; pi. kroner (-ner). [Dan., lit.

a crown, = E. crown.] 1. A silver coin of Den-
mark, of the value of Is. 1|</. English, or about

Obverse. Reverse.
Danish Krone. (Size of the original. )

27 United States cents, containing 100 oere:

the unit of the Danish coinage. There are gold
coins of 10 and 20 kroner. 2. A silver coin of

Norway and Sweden, of the same value.

Kronia (kron'i-a), n. pi. [Gr. Kp6vta, neut. pi.
of K.p6vtof, pertaining to Kronos: see Kronos.]
An ancient Greek festival in honor of Kronos,
held at Athens in the month Hecatombwon
(July and August), and resembling in its char-
acter of merriment the Roman Saturnalia.

Kronos (kron'os), n. [Also Cronus; Gr. KpoVof
(see def.), a name in later times regarded erro-

neously as a var. of xpdvot, time: see chronic.]
In Gr. myth., the ruler of heaven and earth be-
fore Zeus, a son of Ouranos (Uranus, Heaven)
and Ge (Earth), and father by Rhea of Hestia,
Demeter, Hera, Hades, Poseidon, and Zeus.
He was driven by hia sons from the throne, Zeus being
put in his stead, lie was identified by the Romans with
Saturn.

Kroo, Kru (kro), n. [African.] One of a stal-

wart negro race on the coast of Liberia, dis-

tinguished for skill as seamen.
Krooman (krO'man), n.; pi. Kroomrn (-men).
Sume as Kroo.
krotalon (kro'ta-lon), n. Same as crotalum.

Kru, H. See Kroo.

krugite (kro'git), n. [So called after a mining
director named Krug von Nidda.] A variety
of polyhalite from Neu-Stassfurt, Germany.

kruller. n. See crulli-r.

krummhorn (krum'hdrn), n. [G., < kriimm, =
E. crump 1

, crooked, + horn = E. harn.] 1. A
medieval musical instrument of the clarinet

class, having a curved tube and a melancholy
tone. 2. In ori/an-building, a reed-stop with
short, slender metal pipes, and a tone like that
of the clarinet. Also called clarinet-stop, cro-

niiin/ii, and corruptly cremoiiit.

Krupp gun. See gun 1
.

kryet, ''. A Middle English form of cry.

kryolite, kxyolith, . See <-runlit<:

kryometer(kri-om'e-ter), M. [< Gr. Kpi'oc, cold,
+ fterpov, measure.] A thermometer adapted
for measuring very low temperatures.
Thermometers for low temperatures are called Kryome-

tern (cold meters), and to make the state of the fluid more
visible the latter is colored with iodine.

Thauaimj, Beer (trans. \ p. 38.

krypto-. See crypto-.

ksart, A former spelling of c-nr.

The Russian knar
In Mosco ; or the sultan in Bizance.

Milton, P. L., il. 394.

Kshatriya (kshat'ri-yii), H. [Skt., < kshtnt.

rule, authority.] The second or military caste

3313

in the social system of the Brahmanic Hindus.
the special duties of the members of which are

bravery, generosity, rectitude, and honorable
conduct generally.
kuckuct, n. A Middle English form l PMfcW.
kudos (ku'dos). n. [Gr. nvfof, glory, renown;
a poetical word, found chiefly in the Iliad and
( fdyssey, from which it has passed, as a bit of

i l.i ssical slang, into some E. use.] Glory; fame;
renown. [Humorous.J

I hear now that mueh of the lnulo he received waa un-
deserved. H'. H. ItwufU, Diary in India, I. 102.

He decided for the corner choaen by Abraham, and dis-

tributed the Kudu* amongst the clans.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 386.

kudos (ku'dos), r. t. [< kudos, .] To bestow
kudos on; glorify. [Humorous.]

Kvdoa'd cgregiously in heathen Greek.

Sovlhey, Nondescripts, i.

kudumba (ku-dum'b&), . See cadamba.

kuet, . An obsolete form of cue1
.

Kufic, a. and n. See Ciitii:

kuftan (kuf'tan), . Same as caftan.
kuft-work (kuft'werk), . Same as koftgari.

kuge (k6ug'a), .

[Jap.,
= Chin, kung kia,

'

pub-
lic

' or ducal families.] A court noble of Japan,
as distinguished from a tlaimio or territorial

noble, or such court nobles collectively. See
buke*.

kuhl, >i. See kohl.

Kuhnia (ku'ni-S), n. [NL. (Linnaeus), named
after Dr. Adain Kulin of Philadelphia, from
whom LinncBus received the plant.] A genus of

American herbs, of the composite family, tribe

Eupatoriacete, and subtribe Adenostylete, having
the scales of the involucre imbricated in several

series, the lobes of the corolla short, the bristles

of the pappus plumose, the heads middle-sized
and panicled, and the leaves alternate. Three
species have been distinguished bysome authors, but others
reduce them to one. They are all natives of North Amer-
ica, the typical form, K. euvatonoides, being a common
plant throughout most of the United States. Itisa branch-
ing perennial herb with a large deep root, lanceolate leaves,
and yellowish-white flowers.

Kuhnieae (ku-ni'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Karl Hein-
rich SchultzJ 1850), < Kuhnia + -<#.] A division
of composite plants, embracing the genera Kuh-
nia, Liatris, and othersnow included in the tribe

Ettpatoriacea
1
.

kuichua (kwich'wa), . [Braz.] A kind of
wild cat, Felis macrurus, found in Brazil, no-
table for the length of its tail. It is one of a
number of spotted cats, resembling the ocelot,

indigenous to South America.
kuicnunchulli (kwi-chon-chol'ye), n. [S.

Amer.] The root of a species of lonidium

(probably /. parriflorum) growing in Quito,
Ecuador. It is said to be diaphoretic, diuretic, and In

large doses emetic and cathartic, and is used in South
America as a remedy in certain cutaneous atfections.

kuittle, ' t. See cuitle.

kukang(ko-kaug'), n. [Javanese.] The Javan
slow lemur or slow-paced lori, Stenops (Nyctice-
bux) javanicus, a prosiniian quadruped of the

family Lcmuridte and subfamily Xycticebina;.
It is o'f clumsy form, with fore and hind limbs of about
equal length, the inner digit on each foot reversed, large
eyes, and apparently no tall.

kukerl (k8'ker-i), n. [E. Ind.] A sword used

by the Goorkhas of India. The blade is much broader
at the point than at the hilt, more or less curved, and usu-

ally has the sharp edge on the concave curve. By some It

is thought to have been originally a missile weapon, and
its form a "survival" of the boomerang or some similar

throwing-stick. Also kookery, Icoolcret, kouJcri, kuicltri, etc.

Kuklux (ku'kluks), n. [Short for Kuklujr

Klan.] 1. Same as Kuklux KIan.

The abuse and intimidation of the blacks by the night-
riders of the Kuiclux had already begun.

Q. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, II. 43.

2. A member of the Kuklux Klan.

They arranged to have an initiation not provided for in
the ritual. . . . The "procedure" was to place the would-
be KII Kim in an empty barrel, . . . and to send him
whirling down the hill. The Century, XXVIII. 402.

Kuklux (ku'kluks), r. t. [< Kuklux, .] To
subject to outrage by the methods of the Ku-
klux Klan.
Kukluxism (ku'kluks-izm), H. [< Kuklux +
-ism.] The methods of the Kuklux Klan; out-

rage by whipping, expelling from home, or

murder.
Kuklux Klan (ku'kluks klan). [A fantastic
name made up by the originators of the associa-

tion; < Gr. /cficAof, a circle ("the Knights of the
Golden Circle " and other names involving cir-

cle having been previously used as the title of

secret associations in sympathy with the Con-

Kurd

,
+ K.i'/(iii. the peculiar form and spell-

ing being chosen on account of the alliterative

mystery, esp. of the abbreviated form A. A. A.]
In U. S. hint., a secret oath-bound or^ani/ation,
also called simply Kuklux, which arose in the
Southern States after the civil war of 1861-65,

among the participants in or sympathizers with

secession, the members of which (or persons
passing as members) perpetrated many out-

rages, by whipping, expelling, or murdering
persons obnoxious to them, especially negroes
and new-comers from the north. Such outrage*,
by this and similar organizations called "the Invisible

Empire," "the White league," etc., continued with more
or less frequency for more than ten years after the war.

kulan, a. See tt^ii/i/etai.

kuli (ko'li), . [See coolie.] In southern India,
hire ; wages. Also spelled culy.
Kulin (kO'len), H. In India, one of an order
of Brahmans regarded as of superior sanctity
and invested with extraordinary privileges, in-

cluding the right to marry many wives, in con-
sideration of large dowries and the support of

the wife byher parents in theirown home. Also
written Kooleen.

The privilege of maintaining a plurality of wives U re-

stricted to very few except In the case of Kooteen Brah-

mins, that superlative aristocracy of caste.

J. W. Palmer, The Atlantic, XVIII. 733.

Kulinism (k6'len-izm), n. In India, the privi-

lege and influence of the Kulin Brahmans,
especially in respect of marriage and dowries.
Also written Kooleenism.
kullus (kul'us), n. [E. Ind.] In the Jain and
other architectural styles of India, a pinnacle
in the form of a vase, as that surmounting the
amalaka or ornamental covering of a Jain or a
Dravidian tower.

kumbekephalic (kum-'be-ke-fal'lk), a. Same
as cymbocephalic.

I suggested . . . the name Intmbecephalic, or boat-

shaped ; a name subsequently adopted by other craniolo-

gigts for this type of skull.

'/'. WiUon, Prehist Annals Scotland, I. 236.

kumberbund, . Same as cummerbund.

kumiss, kumyss (ko'mis), . [Also written

koomixn, l;u ni ii*. koumiss, koumys (and first in E.

cosmos : see cosmos2 ) ;
= P. coumis, < Russ. ku-

muisu (kumysu) = Little Russ. Imwuis (ktimyz)

(>Pol. komiz, kumys = MGr. KO//OC), < Tatar ku-

miz, fermented mares' milk.] 1. A common
beverage of the nomads of northern Asia, con-

sisting of fermented mares' milk, resembling
sour buttermilk, but clear and free from greasi-
ness. The Kirghiz and others distil an intoxi-

cating liquor from it. 2. A fermented dietetic

and sanitary drink made in western countries,
in

(
imitation of the preceding, from cows' milk

wfth sugar and yeast, and allowed to ferment
until it becomes effervescent and slightly alco-

holic.

ktounel (kiim'el), . [< G. kiimmel, lit. cumin :

see cumin.] A cordial made especially in the
Baltic provinces of Russia, flavored with cumin,
caraway, or fennel, and generally much sweet-
ened. The best quality is called allasch.

These hore-d'<euvre are accompanied with draughts of
eau-de-vie and kummet; for the Russians drink their strong
liquors before dinner. Harper

1

! Mag., LXXVIII. 863.

kununerbund, n. See cummerbund.

kumquat, . See cumquat.
kumsnaw, n. See cuHinhaw.

kumyss, See kumiss.

kundah-oil (kOn'da-oil), n. The oil extracted
from (.'arapa Toulmicouna. Also written coonila-,

coondi-, kunda-, and kundoo-oil. See Carapa, 1.

kunkur (kung'ker), n. Same as kankar.

kuntee, n. Same as coontee.

kupferschiefer (kup'fer-she'fer), n. [G. , < kui>-

fer, = E. copper, + schiefer, slate : see sftirer^.]
A dark-brown or black shale, often bituminous,
and in some parts of Germany, especially at

Mansfeld in the Harz, sufficiently charged with

copper ore to be worked with profit for that
metal. It belongs to the Permian series.

kupfferite (kup'fer-it), . [Named after a Rus-
sian physicist, Kupffer.] A magnesium sili-

cate belonging to the amphibole or hornblende

group. It occurs in prismatic masses having an

emerald-green color, due to the presence of a
small amount of chromium.
Kurd, Koord (kord), . [= F. G. Kurde= Russ.

Kurdu, < Turk. Ar. Kurd.] A member of a pas-
toral and predatory Aryan race, which gives its

name to Kurdistan, a region of Asia hing part-
ly in Turkey and partly in Persia. The Kurds

speak an Iranic language, and are mostly Sunni
Mohammedans. Rarely spelled Curd.



Kurdish

Kurdish, Koordish (kor'dish), a. [< Kurd +
-is/i 1 .] Of or pertaining to Kurdistan or the

Kurds.
kuril (ku'ril), . [Named from the Kurile Is-

lands.] The black hagdeu of the Kuriles, Puf-
ftnus curilicus. It is a kind of petrel, of the

family Procellariidce.

Kurilian (ku-ril'i-an), a. and n. [< Kurile (Buss.

Kiiriletsii, a' Kurilian) + -iati.] I. a. Pertain-

ing to the Kurile Islands in the North Pacific,

lying between the southern extremity of Kam-
chatka and Yezo in Japan. The Kuriles (twenty-two
in number) now belong entirely to Japan, the northern

part (the Little Kuriles) having been ceded to it by Kussia
in 1875 in exchange for the southern half of Saghalin.

II. n. A native of the Kurile Islands. The
Kurilians of the northern islands resemble the Kamcha-
dales, and those of the southern are Ainos. See Aino.

kuriseet, n. See the second extract.

The renegado Wogan, with twenty-four of Ormond's ku-

risees. Letter of Cromwell, Dec. 19, 1649.

What kurisees are, I do not know ; may be cuirassiers,
in popular locution : some nickname for Ormond's men,
whom few loved.

Carlyle, Cromwell's Letters (ed. 1871), II. 198.

Kuroshiwo (ko-ro-she'wo), . [Jap., < kuro,

black, + shiwo, tide.] The Black Current or

Gulf Stream of Japan. Beginning about 20 N. lati-

tude, near the Basheelslands, between Luzon and Formosa,
itflows northward along the eastern shores of Formosa and
the south of Loochoo, till it reaches the 26th parallel of

latitude, where it divides,the main current flowing north-
east to the eastern shores of Kiushiu, Shikoku, and the
main island of Japan. About latitude 38 it bends more
to the east, and continues to the Aleutian Islands and the
North American coast, where it is known as the Pacific

drift On the coasts of Japan its temperature is always
4 or 5 higher than that of the neighboring waters, but it

decreases in temperature and depth as it runs northward
and eastward. Its breadth, which is 40 miles near Japan,
increases as it approaches the American coast.

kursaal (kor'sal), n. [G., < kur, = E. ewe (< L.

euro), + saal (= AS. seel), a hall, > F. salle, sa-

lon: see salon, saloon.] A public hall or room
for the use of visitors at many German water-

ing-places or health resorts. Beading-rooms
and rooms for recreation are usually associated

with the kursaal.

kursi, kursy (ker'si), n.
; pi. kursics (-siz).

[Ar. kursi, korsi (< Hind, kursi), a chair.] A
small low table, usually octagonal, upon which
an eating-tray is put at meal-time : a common
arrangement in the Moslem East. The kursi it-

self is often very richly ornamented, especially with inlaid

work of ivory, ebony, and metals ; but sometimes it is of

carved wood, or of metal filigree.

Kurtidas (ker'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Kurtus +
-idte.] A family of acanthopterygian fishes

represented by the genus Kurtus, to which dif-

ferent limits have been assigned, (a) In Gunther's

ichthyological system, the only family of the third di-

vision of Acanthopterygii (Kurtiformes), embracing both
true Kurtidce and Pempherididce. (&) In late systems,
lishes of a compressed oblong form, with a short subme-
dian dorsal fin, a long anal, and an air-bladder lodged
within dilated convex ribs forming rings.

Kurtiformes (ker-ti-f6r'mez), n. pi. [< Gr.

Kvpr6c, curved, + L. forma, form.] In Gun-
ther's ichthyological system, the third division
of the order Acanthopterygii, having only one
dorsal fin, which is much shorter than the long
anal, and no superbranchial organ.
KurtUS (ker'tus), n. [NL. (Bloch, 1787), < Gr.

Kvprof, curved, arched.] A genus of acanthop-
terygian fishes, in which the back is gibbous in
front of the dorsal fin, representing the family
Kurtidce. K. indicus is an example. Also Kyr-
tUfi.

Kushitic (ku-shit'ik), a. Same as Cushiie.

kuskus, kusskuss, n. Same as cusctis2 .

kusst, n. and v. An obsolete form of kiss.

kussier. kussir (ks'si-er, ko'ser), n. [Cf.
Turk, kuss (kyuss), a drum, kettledrum.] A
Turkish musical instrument with five strings
stretched over a skin covering a kind of basin.

kussynt, n. An obsolete form of cushion.

kustl (kus'ti), n. [Pers. kusti.] A woolen cord
worn by Parsees of both sexes, consisting of

seventy-two threads, that being the number of
the chapters of the Izashne, with two branches
having twelve knots for the months of the

year.
A long coat or gown is worn over the sadara, extending

to the knees, and fastened round the waist with the kustl,
or sacred cord, which is carried round three times and fas-

tened in front with a double knot.

Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 325.

kuteh . See cutelfi.
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kutcha, . and n. See cutcha.

kutcherry, . See cutchcnj.

kuteera gum. See gum2 .

kutht, An obsolete form of kith.

kuthet, A variant of kithe.

kutia (kot-ya'), n. [Buss, kuti/a, kutiya."] A
dish made of boiled rice or other grain with

honey or hydromel and raisins. Nearly every-

where in the Greek Church this dish is eaten after a fu-

neral or a service for the dead, having been taken to the

church or cemetery and placed on the reading-desk dur-

ing the service. The ingredients are thought to be sym-

bolical, the rice meaning the resurrection, the honey the

joy of eternal life, etc. The custom is probably derived

from funeral ceremonies of the ancient Greeks.

kuttar (kut
'

iir), u. [Hind.] A sort of short

dagger, peculiar to India, having a handle con-

sisting of two parallel bars with a crosspiece

connecting them. The hand is inserted to grip
the crosspiece, and the bars serve as a guard
to the wrist.

kuwazoku, kuazoku (kwa-zo'ku), n. [Jap., <

kuwa (= Chin, hwa), a flower, flowery, + zoku

(= Chin, tsuh), class.] 1. The noble class: a

collective name in Japan for both the kuges
or court nobles and the daimios or territorial

nobles, since the surrender to the mikado, in

1872, of the lands and retainers of the latter.

2. One of this class.

kvass (kvas), n. [= F. kvas = G. kevass, < Buss.

kvasu, a drink so called.] A fermented drink

in general use in Bussia, taking the place of the

beer of other countries. Common kvass is made from
an infusion of raised rye flour or dough, or of other flour

or baked bread, with malt. Finer kinds are made from

apples, raspberries, or other fruit, without malt.

ky, kye (kl), n. An obsolete or dialectal plural
of coic1 .

In places ther is fodder abondannce,
The ky may otherwhiles be withdrawe.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 166.

'Tweeu the gloamin' and the mirk,
When the kye comes hame.

Hogg, When the Kye Comes Hame.

kyabooca-wood, kyabuca-wood, . See kia-

booca-wood.

kyack
1

(kyak), n. [Origin obscure.] A her-

ring. [Maine.]
kyack2 (ki'ak), n. See kayak.
kyanise, kyanising. See kyanize, kyanizing.

kyanite (kl'a-nit), n. . See cyanite.

kyanize (kl'a-mz), v. t.; pret. and pp. kyanised,
ppr. kyanizing. [< Kyan, a proper name: see

def. of kyanizing.] To treat (wood) by the pro-
cess of kyanizing. Also spelled kyanise.

kyanizing (kl'a-ni-zing), n. [Verbal n. of

kyanize, v.] A process for preventing the de-

cay of wood, patented by J. H. Kyan in 1832.
It consists in filling the pores of the wood'with a solution
of corrosive sublimate, which coagulates the vegetable
albumen, and renders the wood impervious to air or moist-
ure. Also spelled kyanising.

kyanol, kyanole (ki'a-nol, -nol), n. [< Gr. xva-

v6c, blue, + -ol, -ole.] In chem., aniline.

kyanophyl, n. Same as cyanopliyl.

kyathos (ki'a-thos), n. See cyathus.

kydt. Another form of kid2 .

kye, n. pi. See ky.

kyesthein (kl-es'the-in), n. [Also variously

kyestein, kiestein, etc.
;
a word of indeterminate

form and etymology, but taken, in the form

kyesthein, as irreg. < Gr. KVCIV, be pregnant, +
iaSt/c, a garment, taken for '

pellicle.'] A cloud

appearing in the middle of certain urines. After

they have stood a day or two it rises to the top to form a

pellicle, which subsequently breaks and falls. It was at

one time thought to be diagnostic of pregnancy, but it oc-

curs under other conditions.

kyketi An obsolete variant of keek.

kyle1
(kil), n. [< Gael, caol, caoil, a frith, a

channel.] A sound; a strait: often used in

the plural: as, the Kyles of Bute. [Scotch.]
kyle2 (kil), n. [Origin unknown.] A lamp of

primitive pattern, designed to be suspended in

an open fireplace. [Cape Cod, Massachusetts.]
kylix (ki'liks), n. [< Gr. K.vki% ,

a cup, vase (see

kyx

def.).] In Gr. antiq., a vase or cup of elegant

form, used for drinking. The kylix was usually broad
and shallow, with or without a slender foot, and provided
with two handles not extending above the rim. Also

written cylix.

kyloe (ki'16), n, [Origin obscure.] One of the

cattle of the Hebrides.

Our Highlandmen brought in a dainty drove of kyloes.

Scott, Pirate, xv.

kymelynt, kymnelt, ". See kinmel.

kymograph (ki'ino-graf), n. [< Gr. niifia, awave,
+ ipatyuv, write.] An instrument by means
of which variations of fluid pressure, as of the

blood in some one of the vessels of a living ani-

mal, can be measured and graphically recorded.
The most common form consists of a cylinder made to re-

Kylix. iFroui .ui example ill the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.)

volve at a uniform rate, and carrying a smoked paper on
which a style writes, or unsmoked paper on which a light

pen is made to write. Also kymographion.

kymographic (ki-ino-graf ik), a. [< kymograph
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to a kymograph : as,

kymographic clockwork.

Mercurial kymographic tracing from carotid of dog, show-

ing form of curve on a large scale.

Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 108.

Kymric, Kymry. See Cymric, Cymry.
kynt, " An obsolete form of kin1 .

kyndt, kyndet. Obsolete forms of kind1 , kind2 .

kyndelicht, a. An obsolete variant of kindly.

kyngt, '* An obsolete form.of king1 .

kyphoscoliqtic (ki-fo-sko-li-ot'ik), a. [< kypho-

(sis) + scoliosis (-ot-) + -ic.] Pertaining to or

exhibiting kyphosis and scoliosis.

kyphosis (ki-fo'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. /ct^uoif, a

being humpbacked, < KvifxtvaBai, be humpbacked,
< iai$6f, humpbacked, bent forward, < Kvirreiv,

bend.] In pathol., a curvature of the spme,
convex backward. Also written cyphosis.

kyrbasia (ker-ba'si-a), n. [< Gr. nvpflaoia, a

Persian bonnet or Hat.] In anc. Gr. costume,
same as cidaris, 1.

The kyrbasia, or kidaris, was a high pointed hat of Per-

sian origin. Encyc. Brit., VI. 454.

Kyrie (kir'i-e), 11.; pi. Kyries (-ez). [Short for

Kyrie eleison.'] 1. The Kyrie eleison, espe-

cially in its western form (with Christe eleison),

and the repetitions collectively, as used at the

beginning of the Boman mass or as at the be-

ginning of the Anglican communion office.

2. The musical setting of these words.

Kyrie eleison (kir'i-e e-la'i-son). [Gr. Kt'/we

e/Jr/aov, Lord, have mercy: Ki-pie, Lord; e/.r/aov,

aor. impv. of efaelv, have mercy or pity: see

Christe eleison.] 1. Literally, Lord, have mercy!
a brief petition, founded on nearly identical

Scripturat phrases (for example, Ps. cxxiii. 3,

Mat. xx. 30), used as a response in the primi-
tive liturgies and in the eucharistic and other
offices of Oriental churches to the present day.
In the Latin Church Kyrie eleison (thrice) is followed by
Christe eleison (thrice), and this again by Kyrie eleison

(thrice) . The formulary is always said in this Greek word-

ing, but the intermediate Christe eleison is unknown to

the Eastern Church. The Oriental Kyrie is used in the
irenica at the beginning of the liturgy and in other lita-

nies. The Western Kyrie (a remnant of the irenica) is

used by the Boman Church at mass just after the iutroit,
and also in the breviary offices and in litanies. In the
Sarum missal it also occurred near the beginning of the

service, and this use of it is represented in the commu-
nion office of the Book of Common Prayer by the responses
after the commandments,

"
Lord, have mercy upon us, and

incline our hearts to keep this law." In the same book it

occurs in the form "Lord, . . . Christ, . . . Lord, have

mercy upon us," in the litany, and before the collect for

the day at morning and evening prayer. This is also called

the lesser litany.

2. The first movement or division in a musical

setting of a Koinan Catholic mass or the An-
glican communion office, the text being the pe-
titions above mentioned.

kyriolexy (kir'i-6-lek-si), n. [< Gr. nvpiofagia,
the use of literal expression, < Kvptof, having
authority, authorized, regular, + Mfit, speak-
ing: see lexicon. Cf. cyriologic.] The use of

literal as opposed to figurative expressions, or

of words in clear and definite senses. [Bare.]

kyriologict, kyriologicalt, a. See cyriologic.

kyrret, A Middle English forin of quarry2 .

kyrsint, v, and a. A corrupt form of christen,
Christian.

kyte1
!,

n. An obsolete form of kite1 .

kyte2 ,
n. See kite2 .

kytht, '< A Middle English form of kith.

kythet, . See kithc.

kyxt, -A Middle English form of kex.



Micros
Egyptian,

[lypllic. llicr.ni.

1. Tlio twelfth letter and
ninth consonant of the Eng-
lish alphabet. It had a -inn

lar place in the Latin, Greek, and
I'henlclan alphabets, from which
the character has come to UB.

The scheme of Its forms In those

alphabets, with the Egyptian char-

acters from which they are per-

haps ultimately derived (see A), Is

as follows :

Early
Greek .unl I. itm.

Plieni
I I. IN.

The {-sound is made with the tongue in the same general

position against the roof of the mouth as d and I and n
(see these letters); and hence Is called, like them, a den-

tal (or ginglval, or lingual, or tongue-point) sound. Its

characteristic peculiarity of utterance is that It involves

a breach of the close d-position at the side or sides of the

tongue, the Intonated breath escaping there, while the

tip of the tongue remains in contact. This breach may
Ite made on either side of the tongue, or on both sides

at once : the habits of different Individuals, and perhaps
of different communities, varying in this regard. Other
i-sounds. agreeing with ours In the lateral breach of mute
contact, but differing in the position of the tongue, are

found in some other languages : as, the palatal I of French
and Italian (the French I innuilli1

,
now mostly converted

into a simple y-sound ; the Italian ffl), the lingual or cere-

bral < of Sanskrit, and so on. /. la the most sonorous and
continuable, or most vowel-like, of our consonant-sounds ;

and hence it has come, by the loss of an accompanying
vowel, to have itself the value of a vowel in a

very large
number of English unaccented syllables especially after

a mut, as in Jickle, wriggle, bottle, noddle, apple, babbit ;

less often after consonants of other classes, as In muscle,

muzzle, raffle, devil, and colloquially in such as kernel,

gunnel, pommel. The sign I never has any other than its

own proper sound; but It is silent In a few words, as

taint, ha\f, talk. In the recent history of our language
the sound is a peculiarly stable one, hardly exhibiting
transition Into any other ; more anciently, and in other

tongues, It exchanges sometimes with </ (as Latin lac-

rima, Greek Sdnpv), but especially with r (thus, in San-

skrit, the Us to a large extent a later alternative to an r) ;

in many French words It appears converted into (as

maux, plural of mal, beau beside bel, belle, and so on); in

Italian, after mutes. Into t, as piano. Latin planus, etc. In

virtue of Its general phonetic character, I is a semivowel

(so far as that term is admitted), and is often classed as

such, along with r. or with r and y and w. More popularly,
It is ranked as a "liquid," with m and n and r, nothing
more being implied in the classification (a loose and un-

scientific one) than its special sonorousness and continu-

abillty.

2. A symbol (a) in ehrm,, for lithium: also

Li; (b) in Roman numerals, for 50, and with
a line drawn above it (C) for 50,000. 3. An
abbreviation (a) [I. c.] in music, of la (in

solmization) ; (b) of Latin; (c) in stage-direc-

tions, of left; (d) [I. c.] of liber, a book, as a
division of a literary work; (e) [I.

c. or cap."] of

lilirn, pound sterling, when written after the

figures (when before the figures, it has the con-

ventional form ): as, 100/. = 100
; (/) [/.<.]

in

references,

a ship's log-book, of Hnhtning; (g) [f. <.] in

ferences, of line: as, Milton, Lycidas, I. 72;

(ft) [i.e.] of logarithm ; (i) [I.e.] ii\astfou.,ot

loiiilitude (I denoting the heliocentric and />. the

geocentric longitude); (j) [/. c.] of legc ; (k)

'[ '<//>. or 1. c.] in aniit., of lumbar: used in ver-

tebral formulae. The three L's (tuiut.). lead, lati-

tude, and lookout: a phrase used by seamen to signify

that a careful use of the first (in Hounding), a kiiowledur
of the second, and the vigilant performance of the third

will prevent a vessel from running ashore.

L2
(ell), n. [Prop., as a word, spelled ell; from

the letter L.] 1. A part of a house or other

structure projecting at a right angle from the
niiiin body, so as to form with it the figure of

the letter L : as, the building has an L of 20 feet.

The milk pans tilted to sun against the underpinning
of the L. Harper's Mag., I.XXVII. 134.

2. A rectangularly bent pipe-conuectiou. /-,'.

H. Knight. Also ell in both senses.

la 1
(la),'Hter/. [Also law; var. of lo, < AS. Id,

interj.: see /<>.] An expression of mild ndmi

ration, wonder, or surprise, and formerly of as-

severation: as. O la ! that is strange. [Now vul-

gar.]

Truly, I will not go first ; trnly, la ! I will not do you that

wrong. Shot., M. W. of W., L 1, 822.

La ! miss, why, it Is witchcraft.
C. Rtade, Love me Little. I.

La you*, behold ;
see there.

La yon now, you hear! Shale., W. T., 1L 3, 50.

la2 (la), n. [See gamut.] In solmizatioti, the syl-

lable used for the sixth tone of the scale that

is, the submediant. In the major scale of C this tone

is A, which is therefore sometimes called la, especially In

Italy and France. Abbreviated I.

la3 (!&) [See le.] The feminine form of the

definite article in French, occurring in some
names and phrases used in English.
La. In chem., the symbol for lanthanum.

laager (la'ger), M. [D., var. of leger, a camp :

see leaguer?, lager."] In South Africa, an en-

campment ;
an inclosure for temporary defense

formed of the wagons of a traveling party.

laager (la'ger), c. t. [< laager, .] To arrange
in such a way as to form a defensive inclosure ;

arrange so as to form a laager: as, to laager

wagons. [S. African.]
laast. A Middle English form of lace.

labt (lab), r. [< ME. labben, < OD. labben, blab,

tell tales : cf. G. labbe, lip, mouth. Cf. Waft1
,
bab-

ble.] I. intrans. To blab; babble; tattle.

Of hlr tonge a laKbtrng shrewe is she.

Chaucer, 1'rol. to Squire's Tale, 1. 10.

II. trans. To blab.

Thyng that wolde be pryue publisshu thow hit neuerc,
Nother for loue labbe hit out ne lacke hit for non enuye.

Pien Plowman (C), xlli. 3.

lab (lab), n. [< ME. labbe; from the verb.] A
blabber; a tattler; a telltale. [Prov. Eng.]

I am no labbe,

Though I it say, I am nought lecf to gabbe.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 323.

Labadism (lab'a-dizm), n. [< Labadie (see

Labadist) + -ism.'] The doctrines and prac-
tices of the Labadists.

Labadist (lab'a-dist), n. [< Labadie (see def.)

+ -w.] A follower of Jean de Labadie (1610-

74), a Jesuit, afterward a mystic Protestant

preacher in France and Holland. The Labadists

were Christian communists. Among their tenets were
denial of the obligation of sabbath observance, on the

ground that life is a perpetual sabbath ; belief in the di-

rect influence of the Holy Spirit; and belief in marriage as

a holy ordinance valid only among believers, the children of

the regenerate being born without original sin. The sect

disappeared about the middle of the eighteenth century.

Labarraque's fluid or solution. See fluid,
labarum (lab'a-rum), n. [LL., inLGr.

"

'." . .

also %d(i<jpov, /.diiovpov; origin obscure ;
accord-

ing to Baillet (Diet.

Celtique), < Basque
labaria, a standard ;

according to Larra-
mendi (Dice, trilin-

gue), of Cantabrian

origin, < laubaru, any-
thing with four heads
or limbs, such as the
cruciform framework
of a military standard .

Cf. LL. cantabntm, a

standard, a variant

reading of labarum in

some passages, neut.

of Ctnto6er,Cantabri-
an, pi. Cantabri, the

Cantabrians: seeCan-

tabrian.] 1. A Ro-
man military stan-

dard adopted by the

later emperors as the

imperial standard.
It consisted of a staff or

lance carrying a purple
ar. This

Ecclesiastical Labarum.

banner on a cross-bar.

banner usually bore the effigy of the general or emperor ;

but Constantino the Great, after his conversion, placed

upon it, woven in gold, the cross and the monogram (chris-

ma)or emblem of Christ, - or j?, consisting of the Greek

letters XP (Ohr), standing for Christ. In later times the

HU

name was given to the monogram lUelf, or to the crow in

the monogram.
2. A standard or banner of similar form, borne,

in ecclesiasticalprocessions of the Roman Cath-
olic Church. 3. Figuratively, a moral stan-

dard, guide, or device.

It Is now the l':uf:ins who have seized the labanim of

duty and self-sacrifice. F. P. Cobbe, Peak In Darlen, p. 5.

Labatia (la-bat'i-ii), n. [NL. (Swartz, 1797),

named after a French monk and botanist Jean

Baptiste iMbat.] A genus of tropical Ameri-
can trees belonging to the gamopetalous order

.Sanotacetr, tribe I'oitterietr, having a 4-parted

calyx, 5 fertile and 5 abortive stamens, a 4-celled

ovary, and fleshy fruit . Five species are known,
natives of the West Indies and Brazil.

labbe 1
!-,

. A Middle English form of lab.

labbe'2t, la-beet. A contraction or corruption
otlvtbe. See let"1 . Chaucer.

Heel purchase Induction by simony,
And offers her money her Incumbent to be.

But still she replied, good sir, In In,;

If ever I have a man. square-cap for me.

CleatelaiKl, Poems (1561). (Kara.)

labber (lab'er), r. [Prob. for "tapper, freq. of

I1> 1
-1 I. trans. 1. To lick; lap. 2. To splash.

[Prov. Eng. in both senses.]
13. iHtrans. 1. To bathe. 2. To loll out

the tongue. Halliwetl. [Prov. Eng.]
labdanum (lab'da-num), . See ladaiivm.

labecedization (fa-ba-sa-di-za'shon), n. [< In

+ be + ce + rfe(see bebtzation) + -i;e + -ation.]

Same as bebization.

la-beet. [ME.] See labbe*.

labefactation (lab^e-fak-ta'shon), n. [< L. la-

bcfactatio(n-), a shaking, loosening,< tabefacere,

cause to totter, shake: see labefaction.] A
weakening or loosening; a failing; decay;
downfall; ruin. [Rare.]
There is in It (the "Beggar's Opera"] such a labe/acta-

lion of all principles as may be injurious to morality.

Johiuan, in Boswell (ed. 1791X I. 527.

labefaction (lab-e-fak'shon), . [= OF. labe-

faction, < L. as if
f
labcfactio(>i-), < labcfacerc,

pp. labefactus, cause to totter, shake, weaken :

see labcfy.] Same as labefactation.

To private difficulties and causes of labefaction, such as

these, must be added several notable measures of confis-

cation which took place within the same limits of time.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., v.

labefy (lab'e-fi), r. t.; pret. and pp. labcjied,

ppr. labefyin'g. [< L. lubcfacere, cause to tot-

ter, shake, weaken. < labare, totter, give way,
+ facere, do, make.] To weaken or loosen ; en-

feeble; impair. [Rare.]
label 1

(la'bel). n. [< ME. label, labell, labelle, la-

blel, < OF. label, labeau, also, with an inserted

liquid or nasal, lambel, lembel, lambeau (ML. re-

flex labeling, labella, lablellus, lambellus), a rag,

tatter, shred, F. lambeau. shred, piece, strip,

flap, with dim. suffix,< OHO. lappa, MHG. lappe,
G. lappcn, a rag, shred, = AS. la-ppa, lappa, a

lap, flap, fold : see laift. Cf. lapel, ult. = label. ]

If. A small loosely hanging flap ; specifically,
a pendant like a broad ribbon hanging from a

head-dress; a lappet.
And a knit night cap made of coarsest twine,
With two long label* button'd to his chin.

Bp. Hall, Satires, IV. ii. 24.

The Priest*' habit*. Long robes of white taffeta : long
white heads of hair; the High- Priest a cap of white silk

shag close to his head, with two label* at the ears.

Beaumont, Masque of Inner-Temple.

2. In her. : (a) One of the ribbons that hang
down from a miter or the electoral crown. See

inMa, 3 (b). (b) A fillet resembling a barrulet

with three or more pendent drops or points,
which were originally straight with parallel
sides, but are now usually shaped like a
dovetail. It Is used as a bearing, but especially as
a difference, as In cadency, to indicate the oldest son.

Some authorities say that the label when used for

cadency should have seven point* while the great-grand-
father of the bearer Is alive, five while his grandfather
is alive, and three while the father lives. In nearly all



label

cases the label, whether a bearing or a difference, has
an odd number of points. These points are also called
laynbeaux. In a very few cases the label is borne bend-
wise. A label of three (or more) points crossed has, in-

stead of the ordinary lambeaux, small
crosses pointing downward, which
may be Latin crosses reversed or Greek
crosses. A label of three (or more)
pomegranates pendent has, instead of

larabeaux, rounded fruit represented
as burst open. A label of three (or

more) tags pendent has, instead of

lambeaux, strips intended to repre-
sent the parchment ribbons to which
seals are affixed in ancient documents. Label of threepoints.

A label with the points erect, or a label

reversed, is seldom used by itself, but in connection with
an ordinary label, in which case the blazon is a label coun-

terposed with another, the points erect, or two labels in-

dorsed, or more rarely bars-gemel patti. See lambeait.
Also called file and lainbel.

The said Sir William said on his oth, in the tenth yeare
of Henrie the fourth, that before the times of Edward the
third the labell of three points was the different appropriat
and appurtenant for the cognizance of the next heire.

Holimhed, Rich. II., an. 1390.

3. A slip of paper or any other material, bear-

ing a name, title, address, or the like, affixed
to something to indicate its nature, contents,
ownership, destination, or other particulars.

Post. When I waked, I found
This label on my bosom. . . .

IMC. Read, and declare the meaning.
Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5, 430.

4. A narrow slip of parchment or paper, or a
ribbon of silk, affixed to a diploma, deed, or
other formal writing, to hold the appended
seal.

Ere this hand, by thee to Romeo seal'd,
Shall be the label to another deed.

Shak., R. and J., iv. 1, 57.

5. In law, a paper annexed to a will by way of

addition, as a codicil. 6. A small reserved

space in a work of art, or the like, forming a

panel or cartouche, used for containing a name,
monogram, or other mark for identification.

7. In medieval arch., a, projecting tablet or mold-
ing over a door or window. See dripstone, 1.

Also called label-molding. 8. A long, thin brass

rule, with a small sight at one end and a center-
hole at the other, commonly used with a tan-

gent line on the edge of a circumferentor, to
take altitudes, etc.

Then haste thou a labell, that is shapen like a rule, saue
that it is strait and hath no plates on either ende.

Chaucer, Astrolabe.

9t. Border; verge; marge.
On Ascension Eve, May loth, being in the town of

Dover (standing as it were on tip-toes, on the utmost edge,
brink, and label of that land which he was about to sur-

render), King John, by an instrument or charter, . . .

granted to God, and the church of Rome, . . . the whole
kingdom of England and Ireland.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., III. iv. 13.

label1
(la'bel), r. t.

; pret. and pp. labeled or

labelled, ppr. labeling or labelling. [< label1
, n.]

1. To affix a label to; mark with a label: as,
to label a package to be despatched by express.

2. To designate or describe by or on a label
;

characterize by inscription : as, the bottle was
labeled poison. 3f. To set forth or describe
in a label (in the legal sense).

I will give out divers schedules of my beauty ;
it shall

be inventoried, and every particle and utensil labelled to
my will : as, item, two lips, indifferent red.

Shak., T. N., i. 5, 265.

4. In arch., to furnish with labels orhood-mold-
ings. See label1

, n., 7.

If a castle appear in the distance, with its donjon keep,
it* towers, and labelled windows, its mullions and corbels

R. P. Ward, De Clifford, xli.

label2 (la'bel), re. [< L. labellum, a little lip: see
labellum.] In bot., same as labellum, 1.

labeler, labeller (la'bel-er), n. One who af-
fixes labels to anything.
labeling-machine (la'bel-ing-ma-shen"), . A
machine for affixing paper labels, advertise-

ments, or covers to cans, bottles, boxes, or

packages.
labellum (la-bel'um), n.

; pi. lobelia (-a). [L.,
dim. of labrum, a lip : see labrum.] 1. In bot.,
one of the three
divisions of an
orchidaceous
corolla, differ-

ing from the
others in shape
or direction,
and not seldom
spurred ; the

lip. Theoretically
it is the petal near-
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ovary it becomes the outer petal, nearest the bract. The
term is applicable to similar petals in other flowers. Also
label.

2. In entom., a part of the mouth of an insect,

by some considered to be the epipharynx. In

Diptera the labellum is one of a pair of tumid
lobes terminating the theea of the proboscis.
label-machine (la'bel-ma-shen"), . A ma-
chine for punching, printing, gumming, and

cutting out labels for cans, bottles, boxes, etc.,
from a continuous roll of paper.
labent (la'bent), a. [< L. laben(t-)s, ppr. of labi,

fall, slide. Cf. labile, lapse.] Sliding; gliding.
[Bare.]
Labeo (la'be-6), . [NL., < L. labco, one who
has largo lips, < labium, lip: see labium.] 1. In
Cuvier's system of classification, a genus of cy-
prinoid fishes. 2. In entom., & genus of hyme-
nopterous parasites of the proctotrupid subfam-

ily Dryinina;, having the occiput deeply con-

cave, and vertex and neck separated by a sharp
angle. There are two species,one European and
one North American. The genus was founded

by Haliday in 1833.

Labia1
(la'bi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. iapf/, a han-

dle, or Ao/fff, a handle, forceps, < Aappaveiv, /M-

[leiv, take. Of. labis.] A genus of earwigs of

the family Forficulidte, having the body short
and the antennse with fewer than twelve joints.
L. minor is the little earwig, a European species
found in manure-heaps and hotbeds. Leach,
1815.

labia2,
. Plural of labium.

labial (la'bi-al), a. and n. [= F. labial = Sp.
Pg. labial = It. labiale, < ML. labialis, pertain-,

ing to the lips, < L. labium, lip : see labium.]
1. a. 1. In anat. and zool., pertaining to the

lips or to a lip-like part; situated on or by a

lip; having a lip-like character, as in shape,
position, or office: as, a labial vessel or nerve

;

a labial fold or process. 2. In entom., pertain-
ing to the labium, or lower lip of an insect. 3.
Formed by the lips, as a sound. See II., 1.

The Hebrews have been diligent in it, and have assigned
which letters are labiall, which dentall, which gutturall.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 198.

4. Giving forth tones produced by the impact
of a stream of air upon a sharp edge or lip : ap-
plied to musical instruments such as the flute or
the flue-pipes of an organ Labial appendages.
Same as brachial appendages (which see, under brachial).
Labial glands. See gland. Labial palpi, in entom.

,

two organs, each consisting of from one to four joints, at-
tached to basal lobes on the sides of the ligula or to the
front margin of the mentum. See cuts under Hymenop-
tera, Insecta, and mouth-part. Labial pipe, in music, an
organ-pipe with lips ; a flue-pipe. Labial segment, that
primary body-ring which in insects bears the labium or
united second maxilla!. The gena?, occiput, and cervical
sclerites have been variously supposed to represent this

segment,which in spiders is transferred to the thorax. See
postoral.

II. n. 1. A letter or character representing
an articulate sound which in speaking is accom-
panied by a proximate or complete closure of
the lips. The labials in English are the mutes p, b, the
nasal m, and the fricative/, v (usually made between lips
and teeth, and hence called more exactly labiodentals);
and the semivowel w and vowels oo (o) and o, as involving
a rounding of the lips, are often ranked in the same class.

2. In lierpet., one of a series of plates or scales
which lie along the edge of the lips, especially
in Opliidia, those of the upper lip being the su-

perior labials, those of the lower lip the in-

ferior labials. 3. In entom., one of the labial

palpi.
Labiales (la-bi-a'lez), n. pi. [NL. (Lindley,
1833), pi. of ML. labialis, labial: see labial.] In
Lindley's earlier system of botanical classifica-
tion (1833), a group of plants in the cohort Perso-
nate, embracing the orders Labiate, Verbena-
cece, Myoporinece, and Selaginece, in all of which
the corolla is more or less labiate. In his later

system the Labiales are embraced chiefly in his
Echiales.

labialism (la'bi-al-izm), n. [< labial + -ism.]A tendency to labial pronunciation that is, to

change articulate sounds to labials or to labio-

dentals; labialization.

In one set fof cognate words] we see the phenomenon
of labialism, in the other assibilation, but no touch of
labialism. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 810.

labialization (la"bi-al-i-za'shon), re. [< labial-
ize + -ation.] The act orprocess of labializing;
conversion to a labial.

The phenomena of palatalization and labialization.
Tram. Amer. Philol. Ass., XVI. 67.

labialize (la'bi-al-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. la-

bialized, ppr. labializing. [< labial + 4ze.~\ To
nmke labial; give a labial character to; change
to utterance with the lips.

Labiate Corolla of B

labiodental

A tendency to labialize back vowels.
Amer. Jour. Philol., V. 515.

There is reason for believing that this labializing ten-

dency is very old as old indeed as the Indo-European
language itself. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 810.

labially (la'bi-al-i), adv. In a labial manner
;

by means of the lips.

Labiatae(la-bi-a'te), n. pi. [NL. (A. L. Jus-

sieu, 1789), fern. pi. of laoiatus, lipped: see la-

biate.] The mint family, a very important and
extensive natural order of dicotyledonous gam-
opetalous plants, with a labiate corolla, and a
four-lobed ovary, changing to four seed-like

monospermous fruits. This order contains about

2,600 species, mostly herbs, undershrubs, or shrubs, rarely
arborescent, with opposite or whorled leaves, usually
square stems, and a thyrsoid or whorled inflorescence.

They are spread throughout the world, being most strongly
represented in the Mediterranean and eastern regions,
but abounding in all temperate latitudes. Many of the

species are valued for their fragrance, as lavender and
thyme; others for their stimulating qualities, as mint and

peppermint ; others as aromatics, as savory, basil, and
marjoram ; several are used as febrifuges, as the Ocimum
viride of Sierra Leone. Rosemary is used in the manu-
facture of Hungary water, and its oil is that which gives
the green color to bear's grease and like pomatums. Bet-

ouy, ground-ivy, hoarhound, and others have bitter tonic

qualities. Numerous species possess great beauty, as va-

rious kinds of sage, Gardoquia, and Dracocephalum.
labiate (la'bi-at), a. and n. [= F. labie = Sp.

Pg. labiado = It. laUato, < NL. labiatus, lipped,
< L. labiuni, lip : see

labium.] I. a. Lip-
ped ; having parts
which are shaped or

arranged like lips.
(o) In bot. : (1) Lipped ;

nearly always, two-lip-
ped: the same as bilabi-

ate : said of a gamopeta-
louscorollaorgamosepa-
lous calyx. Compare to- ,,. , corolla, seen from the side;
biose. (2) Pertaining to *, same laid open, front view.

the Labiatce. (b) In anat.
and zool., formed like a lip ; labial in shape, office, or ap-
pearance. (c) In enlom.. having thickened, fleshy mar-
gins : applied to an orifice, as the end of the proboscis of
a house-fly.

II. n. A plant of the natural order Labiatce.

labiated (la'bi-a-ted), a. [< labiate + -erf2.]

Same as labiate.

Labiatiflorae (la-bi-a-ti-flo're), n. pi. [NL.,
fem. pi. of labiatiflorus : see labiatiflorovs.] In

bot., according to De Candolle, Gray, and oth-

ers, a series of the natural order Composites.
The flowers are mostly hermaphrodite, and the corolla is

divided into two lips. It was regarded by Lindley and
Endlicher as a suborder, and is coextensive with the tribe
Afutiziacece.

labiatiflorous (la-bi-a-ti-flo'rus), a. [< NL. la-

biatiflorus, < labiatus, labiate, + L. flos (flor-),

flower.] Having the flowers with labiate corol-
las: said only of the Labiatiflorce.

labidpmeter (lab-i-dom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. Za/ilf

(/ta/3/rf-), a forceps (see labis), + fierpov, a mea-
sure.] In obstet., a scale adapted to the han-
dles of the forceps, which indicates the distance
of the blades from each other when applied to
the head of the child. Dunglison.
Labidura (lab-i-du'ra), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of *labidurus, < Gr. /l<z/3if (AaftiS-), a holder, for-

ceps, + ovpa, tail.] A suborder of Orthoptera,

distinguishing the Forficulidw alone from other

orthopterous insects : a synonym of Euplexop-
tera and of Dermaptera in a limited sense.

labiella (la-bi-el'a), !,
; pi. labiellce (-e). [NL.,

dim. of L. labium, a lip : see labium.] In My-
riapoda, a median single or multiple piece of
the deutomala, situated between the malulellee.
A. 8. Packard, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc., June,
1883, p. 200.

labile (lab'il), a. [= OF. and F. labile, < L.
labilis, apt to slip, transient, < labi, fall, slip :

see labent.] Unstable; liable to err, fall, or

apostatize. [Bare.]
But sensibility and intelligence, being by their nature

and essence free, must be labile
,
and by their lability may

actually lapse, degenerat, and by habit acquire a second
nature. Cheyne, Regimen, v.

lability (la-bil'i-ti), n. [= OF. labilcte, < ML.
labilita(t-)s, instability, < L. labilis, apt to slip:
see labile.] The quality of being labile; lia-

bility to lapse or err. Coleridge. See quotation
under labile. [Rare.]
labimeter (la-bim'e-ter), n. An erroneous form
of labidometer.

labiodental (la'bi-o-den'tal), a. and n. K L.
Irtbium, lip, + den( t-)s, tootn: see dental.] I. a.

Formed or pronounced by the cooperation of
the lips and the teeth.

II. n. An articulate sound produced by the
cooperation of the lips and the teeth, or the let-
ter or character representing such sound. The
labiodentals are/and v.



labiose

lablose(la'iii-os), . l< ! /'"/. lip, + -<'.]
In Iml., having the (distinct ) petals MI arranged
as In iuiitiile a labiate eonilla.

labipalp (lii'bi-palp), . [< XL. iHlii/iiil/iitx. <

\i. l/iliiinn, lip,+ NL.poJpW, a feeler: see fial/i. |

A labial palp or feeler of au insect or a mol-
lusk.

labipalpus (lii-bi-pal'pus), .; pi. labipal/ii (-pi).

[NL.] Same- as Itibi/iiilp.

labis (la'bis), n. [MGr. LGr. ^./?<f, a spoon,
(ir.a holder, handle, forceps, tonns, < ),au/iavetv,

/a.liiv, take.] In the Greek and ot her Oriental

churches, a small spoon, usually of silver, and
with a cruciform handle, used to administer
the eucharistic elements (the species of bread

dipped in that ofwine : see in Hurtinn ) to the laity.
The name is derived from the fact that the Greek word htli-

(A<i/3i<) is used in the Septuagint in the passage Isa. vi. U
for tile tongs with which the angel took the live coul from
oil the altur and gave it to the prophet, the 'live coal'

being a frequent name in early Christian times for thu
eiirluirist. Before it was applied to the spoon, this name
was given to the hand or fingers of the eomminiieant. The
labis is not in ordinary use in the Armenian Church. Also
called cocfdear and eucharixtic spoon. See spoon.

labiuiu (la'bi-uin), .; pi. Ittbia (-&). [L., a lip.
also labrum, a lip, prob. akin to E\ ltj>: see lip.]

1. In anat. and gool.. a lip or lip-like part.
Specifically (a) In anal.: (1) Rltlier lip, upper or under,
of the mouth, respectively railed labium superiore and
lahinin inferiore. (2) Either lip, inner or outer, on each
side of the vulva, respectively ealled labium internum
;t! itl labium externutn : generally named in the plural the

fonner, right and left, being the lalria mtnora or nympho? ;

the latter, right and left, being the labia nntjnt. (:;) Either

lip, upper or lower, of the grooved border of the spiral
lamina of the cochlea: the upper is called labium msti-

buiare, from its relation to the acala vestibuli; the latter,
labium tympanicutn, from its relation with the scala tym-
pani. (') In entom., specifically, the lower lip of an in-

sect, the upper being called the labrum. It is morpho-
logically the third pair of gnathites united together on
the median line, and believed to correspond to the second
pair of inaxillte of a crustacean. The labium is a com-
posite organ, whose composition varies much in different

groups of insects. Hence there is great confusion in the
names of the parta of which it is composed. The term is

now applied to the whole under lip, which may or does
consist of parta named (1) stipes, mentum, and palpiger,
the palpiger itself bearing the lingua, paraglosste, and pal-
pi labiates ; or (2) submentum, inentum, and ligula, the last

bearing the glossa, paraglossffi, and labial palps. See these

terms, and cuts under mouth-part.

It is hardly open to doubt that the mandibles, the maxil-
l;f, and the lithium answer to the mandibles and the two
pairs of maxillie of the crustacean mouth.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 343.

(el In Arachnida, the shield forming the floor of the mouth,
which in spiders is very conspicuous, and is often, bat in-

correctly, called the labrum. (d) In Arthropoda generally,
the lower lip, attached to the inentum ; a coalesced second
pair of maxillie, forming the lower part of the mouth ; the

metastoma, as of a crustacean. See cut under Aittacidae.

The resemblance between the labium and a pair of maxil-
l;e which have coalesced is obvious.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 347.

() One of the lips or labiate prolongations of the neuro-

podfuni of a polychcetous worm, between which is the ap-
erture of the trlchophore. (/) In conch., the inner or colu-
mellar lip of a univalve shell, the outer lip being called
the labrum. See cut under uaimlee. (;/) The lip of an
organ-pipe. Sec lip.

2. In hot. : (a) The lower or anterior lip of a
bilabiate corolla. (6) In Isoetes, a lip-like struc-
ture formed by the lower margin of the foveola.

3. [co/).] A genus of ichneumon-flies, with
one small New Quinean species, L. bicolor.

llnilli'; 1 840.^. Labia cerebri.the lips of the brain;
the margins of tile inner surface of the two hemispheres,
overlapping the corpus caUosiim like lips, each forming
the border of the gyrus fornicatus.

lablab (lab'lab), n. The Egyptian or black

beau, Doliohos Lablab, a native of India, widely
cultivated, and naturalized in most warm coun-
tries. The species as named includes several varieties,

formerly treated as species of a genus Lablab, as L. ml-
oarig and L. cultratus ; also L. perennans, the white China
lablab, and D. or L. lignosus, the horse-eye bean.

labor 1
, labour (la'bor), n. [The second spelling

is still prevalent in England; early mod. E.

labour, < ME. labour, liriioirre, labor (f), < OP.
labor, liilnir, labour, labeur, V. labcur= Sp. labor
= Pg. lavor = It. labore, < L. labor, laoot (la-

bor-), labor, toil, work, exertion ; perhaps re-

motely akin to robur, strength: see robust.]
1. Work done by a human being or an animal

;

exertion of body or mind, or both, for the ac-

complishment of an end ; effort made to attain

useful results, in distinction from exercise for

the sake of recreation or amusement.

Sleep that knits up the ravell'd sleave of care,
The death of each day's life, sore labour's bath.

SAa*., Macbeth, ii. 2, 38.

What is obtained bylabour will of right be the property
of him by whose labour it is gained. Johnson, Rambler.

Heath is the I'nd of life; ah, why
Should life all labour be?

Tennyson, Lotos- Eaters, Choric Song.
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Labour, I should say, Is any painful exertion of mind or

liody niiilerKnne piirtly or wholly with a view to future

good. Jevons, Vol. Econ., T.

2. Specifically, bodily toil; physical exertion

for the sake of gain or reward
;
the use of mus-

cular strength for the satisfaction of wants, in

distinction from purely mental exertion and
from the productive use of capital, stilled labor

is that employed in arts and handicrafts which hare to

lie learned tiy apprenticeship or study and practice ;
un-

skilled labor is that requiring no preparatory training.

Nearly all work of both classes U included in the phrase
manual labor.

A habit of labor In the people is as essential to the health
and vigor of their minds and bodies as it is conducive to

the welfare of the .state. .1 . Hamilton, Works, I. 267.

3. Work done or to be done ; that which re-

quires exertion or effort
;
a work ; a perform-

ance ; au achievement : as, the twelve labors of

Hercules.

By one labour, he left to posterltie three notable bookea.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 128.

Yea, saith the Spirit, that they may rest from their la-

bours; and their works do follow them. Rev. xiv. is.

These brought back
A present, a great labour of the loom.

Tennyson, Princess, i.

4. The laboring class
; productive work as rep-

resented by those devoted to it : as, the claims
or rights of labor; the te&or-market.

When labor quarrels with capital, or capital neglecU
the interests of labor, it is like the hand thinking it does
not need the eye, the ear, or the brain.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 288.

5. The pangs and efforts of childbirth; partu-
rition

;
travail. The first stage of labor is from the

beginning to the complete dilatation of the os uteri ; the
second stage consists In the expulsion of the child, and
the third in that of the afterbirth.

Rachel travailed, and she had hard labour.
<ien. xxxr. 16.

6 (Sp. pron. la-bor'). In the quicksilver-mines
of California, any place where work has been
or is going on

; especially, in the plural, those

parts of the mine from which ore is being ex-

tracted in some quantity; workings Commis-
sioner of Labor. See commissioner. Division of la-
bor. See division. Hard labor, in lair, compulsory me-
chanical employment, or other work requiring continuous

physical exertion, imposed on some criminals in addition
to imprisonment. Hard-labor Bill. See Blackgtone's

Hard-labor Bill, under W. Knights Of Labor. See
kniyht.- Labor oflove. See lomi. Premature labor,
labor which takes place before the normal date of termina-
tion of pregnancy, but late enough to make possible the
survival of the child. Sometimes defined as labor in the
last three months of pregnancy. Statute labor, in Scot-

land, the amount of work appointed by law to be furnished

annually for the repair of highways. = Syn, 1. Toil, Drudy-
ery, etc. (see uvrlc) ; effort, pains.

labor 1
, labour (la'bor), v. [< ME. laboiircn, la-

boren, labren, < OF. laborer, laburer, labourer,
F. labourer = Pr. laborar, laorar, laurar = Sp.
labrar = Pg. lavrar = It. laborare, larorare, <

L. laborare, intr. labor, strive, exert oneself,

suffer, be in distress, tr. work out, elaborate,
< labor, labor: see labor, n. Cf. collaborate,

elaborate.] I. intmns. 1. To make a physical
or mental effort to accomplish some end ; exert
the powers of body or mind for the attainment
of some result ; work ;

strive. The word often

implies painful or strenuous effort.

Six days Shalt thou labour, and do all thy work.
Ex. xx. 9.

Against my soul's pure truth, why latnmr you
To make it wander in an unknown Held ?

SAo*.,C.of E., ill. 2, 37.

How much soever I laboured to keepe them company,
I could not possibly perform it, Coryat, Crudities, I. 77.

Oh, my heart
Labours a double motion to impart
So heavy tidings !

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, v. 3.

Ever will I labor as I can
To make my ill forebodings come to nought.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 107.

2. Specifically, to exert the muscular power of
the body for the attainment of some end ; en-

gage in physical or manual toil.

In sudore and swynk thou schalt thi mete tilic,
And I'thr, for thi lytlode, for so vr lord hi ;'e

Pien Plouman (A), vU. 219.

The! maken the Ox to laboure 6 zeer or 7, and than the!
etc him. ManderUle, Travels, p. 170.

Adam, well may we labour still to dress
This garden, still to tend plant, herb, and flower.
Our pleasant task enjoin'd. Milton, P. L., ix. 205.

3. To be burdened; be oppressed with diffi-

culties; proceed or act with difficulty: used
absolutely, or followed by tinder or (formerly)
of.

Come unto me all ye that labour and are heavy laden,
and I will give you rest. Mat. xL 28.

The vulgar labour under a high degree of superstition.
Bacon, Fable of Pan.

laboratory-forge

If we labour nj a bodily disease,we send for a phyilclan.
Burtnn, Anat. of Mel., To the Header, p. 46.

Absolute monarchy labours under the wont of ill dis-

advantages. Brougham.

4. To suffer the pangs of childbirth; be in

travail.
My Muse labours,

And thus she is delivered.

Shot., Othello, Ii. 1, 128.

5. To move forward heavily and with difficulty ;

specifically, of a ship, to roll and pitch heavily
in a seaway, or in such a manner as to bring a

dangerous strain upon the masts, rigging, and
hull.

And let the labnuriny bark climb hills of seas

Olympus-high, and duck again as low
As hell 's from heaven ! .S7,A., Othello, U. 1, 189.

To labor on the way, to go on ; plod on. To labor
with, to argue or plead earnestly with : as, we labored
with him for hours, but could not persuade him. To
take the laboring oar, to undertake the most toilsome
or efficient part In an employment or enterprise. = 8yn. 1.

To struggle, plod, drudge, slave, suffer.

U. trdns. 1. To cause to work; exercise.

Labour not either your mind or body presently after

meales. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 262.

2. To work at; specifically, to till; cultivate.

[Now rare.]

Concerning the tillage of the Island they made answere,
moreouer, that no part of It was plowed or laboured.

Halcluyt'i Voyages, II. 129.

Labouring the soil, and reaping plenteous crop.
Milton, P. L., xit 18.

Diodorus Siculus states that the Celtiberians divided
their land annually among Individuals, to be laboured for
the use of the public.

Sir J. Lubbodt, Ortg. of Civilisation, p. 310.

3. To produce by labor; make or work out with

effort; expend labor on
;
strive for. [Archaic.]

The artificer and art you might command.
To labour arms for Troy. Dryden, ;neld, viiL 525.

The largest mantle her rich wardrobes hold.
Most priz'd for art, and labour'd o'er with gold.

Pope, Iliad, Ti. 114.

No time will be lost to labour your return.

Waljivle, Letters, II. 432.

4f. To urge ;
labor with.

He hath been laboured by his nearest kinsfolk and friends
in Germany to have left the states, . . . but he would not.

Quoted in Motley's United Netherlands, I.

5f. To beat ; belabor.

Take, shepherd, take a plant of stublxirn oak,
And labour him with many a sturdy stroke.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, lit 668.

labor2 (la-bor'), . [Sp., lit. labor: see labor1
,

n.] A Mexican land-measure, equal to 177
acres.

A labor, ill Mexican law, Is composed of one million

square varas, that is to say one thousand varas on each
side. Hall, Mexican Law, p. 104.

laborantt (lab'o-rant), . [< L. laboran(t-)*,

ppr. of laborare, Jabor, work: see labor1
, v.]

One who labors; a workman; specifically, a

working chemist.

Then we caused the laborant with an iron rod dexter-

ously to stir the kindled part of the nitre.

Boyle, Works, I. 604.

laboratory (lab'6-ra-to-ri), .; pi. laboratories

(-riz). [= F. laboratoire = Sp. Pg. It. labora-

torio, < ML. laboratoriiim, a place for labor or
work, < L. laborare, labor, work: see laborl, v.]
1. A room, building, or workshop especially
fitted with suitable apparatus for conducting
investigations in any department of science or

art, or for elaborating or manufacturing chemi-
cal, medicinal, or any similar products : as, a
chemical or pharmaceutical laboratory; hence,
also, figuratively, any place where or in which
similar processes are carried on by natural
forces.

Why does the juice which flows into the stomach con-
tain powers which make that Iwwel the great laboratory.
as it is by its situation the recipient, of the materials of
future nutrition? Paley, Nat. Theol., vll.

The roots of many of these ancient volcanoes have been
laid bare. We have been, as it were, admitted Into the se-
crets of these subterranean laboratories of nature.

GeMe, Geol. Sketches, U. 36.

Medical investigation was carried on actively and suc-

cessfully in all the [Medical) School laboratories, four out
of the fifteen subjects relating to human food.

Rep. of Pres. of Harvard College, 1887-8, p. 18.

2. Milit., an establishment for the manufacture
of rockets, port-fires, fuses, percussion-caps,
quick- and slow-matches, friction-primers, elec-
tric primers, etc., designed for military opera-
tions. In Great Britain laboratories are in charge of
officers of the Royal Artillery ; in the United States they
are under the officers of the Ordnance Department.

laboratory-forge (lab'o-rfi-to-ri-forj), n. A
small and compact forge adapted to laboratory
use, as for operations with the blowpipe.



laboratory-furnace

laboratory-furnace (lab'o-ra-to-ri-fer"nas), .

A small and compact forin of furnace for the

laboratory or workshop, such as the Bunsen-

burner furnace or the blast gas-furnace.

labored, laboured (la'bord), p. a. [< Idbori,

labour,+ -ed?.] 1. Laboriously formed ;
made

or done with laborious pains or care.

The third Georgic seems to be the most laboured of them
all ;

there is a wonderful vigour and spirit in the descrip-

tion of the horse and chariot race.

Addison, Virgil's Georgics.

2. Bearing the marks of constrained or forced

effort
;
not easy, natural, or spontaneous : as,

a labored style of composition ;
a labored paint-

ing.
The Curling Hair in tortured Ringlets flows,

Or round the Face in labour'd Order grows.
Gay, The Fan.

laborer, labourer (la'bor-er), . [< ME. la-

borer, labourer, < OF. (a)'laboreor, laboreour, la-

boureur, F. laboureur= Sp. labrador Pg. larra-

dor = It. laroratore, < ML. labortitor, a laborer,
< L. laborare, labor ; (6) OF. also laboricr, la-

bourier, < ML. laborarius, a laborer, < L. labor,

labor : see labor1
, v.~\ One who labors or works

with body or mind, or both; specifically, one who
is engaged in some toilsome physical occupa-
tion; in a more restricted sense, one who per-
forms work which requires little skill or special

training, as distinguished from a skilled work-
man

;
in the narrowest sense, such an unskilled

workman engaged in labor other than that of a
domestic servant, particularly in husbandry.

And right anon he chaungede his aray,
And cladde him as a poure labourer.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 551.

When down he came like an old o'ergrown oak,
His huge root hewn up by the labourer's stroke.

Draytim, David and Goliah.

The number of useful and productive labourers is every-
where in proportion to the quantity of capital stock which
is employed in setting them to work, and; to the particular

way in which it is so employed.
Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, I., Int.

As year by year the labourer tills

His wonted glebe, or lops the glades.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, ci.

laboring, labouring (la'bor-ing), . [Verbal
n. of labor1

, ?'.] 1. Toil; exertion; effort.

Mr. Winthrop was chosen governour again, though some
laboring had been, by some of the elders and others, to have
changed. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. SGO.

2f. Tillage; cultivation.

In labouring of lands, is hys [Virgil's] Bucoliques [fig-

ured). Spenser, Shep. Cal., October, Glosse.

laboringly, labouringly (la'bor-ing-li), adv.

In a laboring manner
;
with difficulty : as, to

breathe laboringly.
laborious (la-bo'ri-us), a. [= F. laborieux =
Pr. laborios = Sp. Pg. It. laborioso, < L. labori-

osun (LL. also labosus), full of labor, toilsome, <

labor, labor : see labor*, n.] 1 . Requiring much
labor, exertion, or perseverance ;

toilsome
;
not

easy: as, laborious duties; a laborious under-

taking.
With what compulsion and laborious flight
We sunk thus low. Milton, P. L., ii. 80.

2. "Using exertion; practising labor; diligent
in work or service; assiduous: as, a laborious

husbandman or mechanic
;
a laborious minister

or pastor.
Shall these amend thee.who are themselves laborious in

evil doings? Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

3. Characterized by labor or effort
;
marked by

or manifesting labor.

Their very abstersion and laborious excuses confess it

was foul and faulty. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), p. 875.

Laborious orient ivory sphere in sphere.
Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

=Syn. 1. Difficult, arduous, wearisome, fatiguing, oner-
ous. 2. Industrious, painstaking, active, hard-working.

laboriously (la-bo'ri-us-li), adv. In a labori-
ous manner

;
with labor, toil, or difficulty,

laboriousness (la-bo'ri-us-nes), n. 1. The
quality of being laborious or attended with
toil; toilsomeness

; difficulty. 2. Diligence;
habitual assiduity.
Labour or pain is commonly reckoned an ingredient of

industry ; and laboriousness is a name signifying it.

Barrow, Works, III. xviii.

laborless, labourless (la'bor-les), a. [< labor1
,

n., + -less.] Not requiring arduous effort
;
not

laborious; easily done. [Bare.]
They intend not your precise abstinence from any light

and labourless work.

Srerewood, On the Sabbath (1630), p. 48.

labor-market (la'bor-mar"ket), n. The sup-
ply of unemployed labor considered with refer-
ence to the demand for it.

laburnine

the mouth, which is pierced for the purpose :

an ornament or conventional symbol used by
many savage races. It is sometimes held fast by the

retraction of the edges of the wound, and is sometimes

easily removable. Such ornaments often have a religious

significance. They have been or are still used in western

America, from Peru to the Arctic ocean, and also in Bra-

zil and in central Africa.

labretifery (la-bre-tif'e-ri), . [< labret + L.

feire = E. bear1.] The practice of wearing
labrets. [Rare.]

Dr. W. H. Dall then read a paper on ... "The Geo-

graphical Distribution of Labretifery." Science, IV. 345.

labrid (la'brid), . A fish of the family Labri-

da;. Also labridan.

Labridse (lab'ri-de). n.pl. [NL., < Labrus +
-idee.] A family of acanthopterygian fishes,

typified by the genus Labrus. Various limits have
been assigned to this family, (a) Same as Labroides of Cu-

vier. (6) In Gunther's system of classification, a family of

Acanthopteri/gii pharyngorjnathi, having pseudobrancliise,
three and one half gills, and cycloid scales. Also called

Cyclolabridte. (c) In other systems, fishes of the same type
us the last, excepting those without ventral fins (Sipho-

nognathidce) and those with teeth imbricated upon and
coalesced with the jaws (Scaridce). It includes more than
400 marine fishes, its representatives being very numerous
in the tropical and warm seas. The best-known are the

wrasses of England, the tautog or blackfish and cunner
of the eastern United States, and the fathead of California.

Also called Labroidce, Labroidei. See cut under Labrta.

labridan (lab.'ri-dan), n. Same as labrid.

labrintht, ' A former spelling of labyrinth.

labroid (la'broid), a. and . [< Labrus + -aid.]

I. a. Pertaining to the Labrida; or Labroidea, or

having their characters.

II. n. A fish of the family Labrida! or of the

superfamily Labroidea.

Labroidea (la-broi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., < La-
brus + -oidca.*] A superfamily of acanthoptery-
gian fishes, equivalent to the Labroides of Cuvier
and Labrida! of Giinther, comprising the fami-

lies Labrida; (), Siphonognathidn, and Scaridce.

Labroides (la-broi'dez), n. pi. [NL.,< Labrtis +
Gr. tMof, forin.] In Curler's ichthyological sys-

tem, the fourteenth family of acanthopterygian
fishes, with oblong and scaly body, a single dor-

sal supported in front by spines (each of which
is generally furnished with membranous appen-
dages), jaws covered with fleshy lips, the lower

pharyngeals united, and the intestinal canal

with only two veiy small Cffica, or none.

Labrosauridae (lab-ro-sa'ri-de), n.pl. [< Labro-
saurus + -ida:] A family of carnivorous dino-

saurs, typified by the genus Labrosaitrus, with
cavernous opisthoccelous anterior vertebras,
slender pubes, of which the anterior margins
are united, and elongated metatarsal bones.

Labrosaurus (lab-ro-sa'rus), n. [NL., < Gr.

?.a/3pof, furious, fierce, greedy, + oav/iof, a liz-

ard.] The typical genus of Labrosauriaas.

labrose (la'bros or la-bros'), a. [< L. labrostis,

with large lips, < 'labrum, lip : see labrum.]

Having thick lips.

labrum (la'brum), n.; pi. labra (-bra). [L., a

lip, edge, margin, akin to labium, a lip : see la-

bium.] In zool.
,
a lip or lip-like part. Specifically

(a) In entom., the so-called upper lip of an insect (the
lower being the labium): a plate lying in front of the

clypeus, and terminating the upper part of the head an-

teriorly. It generally has a vertical motion, but may be

immovably attached. The labrum covers and partly con-
ceals the organs of the mouth ; it is found in most in-

sects, but in Diptera it is partly or wholly aborted. Illlger
called this organ the clypeus, applying the term labrum
to a narrow posterior division of the upper lip generally
known as the appendicle. See cuts under Hymenoptera
and Insecta. (b) In Crustacea and Arachnida, a lobe form-

ing the upper border of the mouth. In the spiders this

lobe is very small, and the term labrum is often applied in-

correctly to the labium, or large shield forming the floor

of the mouth. See cut under Daphnia. (c) In conch., the
outer lip of a univalve shell, the inner lip being called the
labium. See cut under univalve. Forcipate labrum.
See forcipate.

Labrus (la'brus), n. [NL. (Artedi), < L. labrum,
lip: seelabrum.] The typical genus of Labrida; :

so called from the thick fleshy lips. Very different

limits have been assigned to it. The old ichthyologists
referred many very diversiform species to it, hut it has

Common Bass (Labrax lupus}.

bracida;, including the labrax of the ancient

Greeks, and the lupus of the ancient Romans or
the sea-bass of the English, L. lupus, also called
SCO-dace and sea-perch. Some related fishes of the
United States, as the rockflsh or striped-bass and the com-
mon white perch, formerly placed in this genus, are now
referred to other genera. Also called Dicentrarchus.

2. [I. c.] A fish of this genus.
labret (la'bret), it. [< L. labrum, lip, + -et.]
A piece of stone, bone, shell, or other material, laburnine (la-ber'nin), . [< laburn(um) +
inserted into the lip or into the cheek near -ine'^.] A poisonous alkaloid found together
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laborOUSt (la'bor-us), a. [< labor*, ., + -ous.]

An obsolete variant of laborious.

With wery trauel, and with laborous paines,
Alwaies in trouble and in tediousness.

Wyatt, Complaint upon Loue.

laborouslyt (la'bor-us-li), adv. Laboriously.

He [Julius Ctesar] labourously and studiously discussed

controversies. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, iii. 10.

labor-pains (la'bor-panz), n. pi. The pains of

childbirth.

labor-saving (la'bpr-sa"viug), a. Saving labor
;

adapted to supersede or diminish the labor of

men: as, a labor-sariny machine Labor-saving
furniture, in printing, ftee furniture.

laborsome, laboursome (la'bor-sum), a. [< la-

bor 1
, n., + -some] If. Made with great labor

and diligence.
He hath . . . wrung from me my slow leave,

By laboursome petition. Shak., Hamlet, i. 2, 59.

2. Apt to labor or to pitch and roll, as a ship in

a heavy sea. Hamersly.
labor-time (la'bor-tim), . A quantity of la-

bor reckoned in units of time.

The labour-time which we take as the measure of value

is the time required to produce a commodity under the

normal social conditions of production with the average
degree of skill and intensity of labour. Thus labour is

both the source and the measure of value.

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 212.

labor-union (la'bor-u"nyon), H. A union or

society of workingmen for the purpose of mu-
tual support and encouragement; a trades-

union.

labor-yard (la'bor-yiird), n. An adjunct to a
charitable lodging-house, or to a workhouse,
where wood-sawing or other labor is done.

labraH. n. An incorrect form of labrum. Shak.,
M. W. of W., i. 1, 166.

labra2,
n. Plural of labrum.

Labracidae (la-bras'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < La-
brax (Labrac-) + -idee.] A family of acanthop-
terygian fishes, typified by the genus Labrax :

by most ichthyologists regarded as a subfamily
of Serraiiidai. See Labracince.

Labracinse (lab-ra-si'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Labrax

(Labrac-) + -ina;.] A subfamily of Serranida?,

typified by the genus Labrax, having 2 dorsal

fins, the first with 9 spines, and a short anal
with 3 spines. It includes the common bass of

Europe, the striped-bass of North America, and
related species. See cut under Labrax.

labracine (lab'ra-sin), a. and n. [(Labrax
(Labrac-) + -me1

.] I. a. Pertaining to the

Labracinai, or having their characters.

II. n. A fish of the subfamily Labracina:

Labrador duck, falcon, etc. See dud; etc.

Labrador feldspar. Same as labradorite.

Labrador hornblende. Same as hyper.ithene.
labradorite (lab'ra-dor-It), 11. [< Labrador (see

def.) + -ite2.] A"lime-soda feldspar (see feld-

spar), one of the species intermediate between
the lime feldspar, anorthite, and the soda feld-

spar, albite, but more closely allied to the
former. It is a common constituent of igneous rocks,

especially of those of the basaltic type. It is rarely found
crystallized, but usually in masses, and theae often show
a brilliant change of colors

;
on this account it is some-

times used as an ornamental stone. The finest specimens
come from the coast of Labrador, whence the name.

labradoritic (lab"ra-dor-it'ik), a. [(labra-
dorite + -ic.] Pertaining to or containing lab-

radorite.

labral (la'bral), a. [< labrum + -al.] In en-

torn., of or pertaining to the labrum.
Labrax (la'braks), n. [NL., < Gr. /ld/3paf, a fish,

the sea-wolf, < haflpoe, furious, fierce, greedy.]
1. The typical genus of Labracinai and of La-

Wrasse-fish ILafr-i,

been successively restricted till it is now limited to the
wrasses of Europe and contiguous coasts of Africa.



Labyrinth.

laburnine

with cytisin in tho seeds of the common labur-

num, t<> which their luodicinal properties are

partly due.

laburnum (If-Wr'num), n. [< L. taburiHtm,
the laburnum.] 1. A small leguminous tree,

I't/ltxii* l.nliiiriiiini, a. native of the Alps and

neighboring mountains, much cultivated for the

licnuty of its pendulous racemes of yellow pea-

shaped (lowers. Its seeds contain two poisonous al-

kaloids, eyti-in mill laburnlnu. The heart-wood Is dark-

colored, coarse-grained, hut hard and durable, and much
In demand aim -UK eal>i net-makers and turners, whence the
names ebony of the Alps And false ebony given to it. Also
called goidcnchain and bean trefoil.

And pale laburnum's pendent flowers display
Their different beauties. Dodilcy, Agriculture, II.

lMburnum, dropplng-wells of Ore.

Tenmjxm, In Memoriam, Ixxxlii.

2. One of numerous other species of the same

genus, or of some similar plants of other genera.
The Scotch laburnum of the gardens, with larger leaves
and flowers, is Cytina alpintu. The evergreen or Nepal la-

burnum i- riptaitihtiit \epalensia. The New Zealand labur-
num is either of the two varieties of Sophora tetraptera.

labyrinth (lab'i-riuth), . [Formerly also

labirintli, lubrinth; = F. labyrintlic = Sp. labe-

rinto = Pg. laberintho. labyrintho = It. laoirinto,
< L. labyrinthus, < Gr. ^.afivpivfhf, a structuro

having many intricate passages, a maze, prob.
< Aaiyxi (also written, less prop. , iafipa), an alley,
lane: see laura."] 1. An intricate combination
of passages running into one another from dif-

ferent directions, in which it is difficult or im-

possible to find the way from point to point, or
to reach the place of exit from the interior,
without a clue or guide; a maze. The name was
anciently given to an edifice with a complicated system
of passagesconnecting a great
number of chambers. At the
presentday it is used especial-
ly of a geometrical arrange-
ment of paths or alleys be-
tween high hedges in a pork or

garden, which lead confusedly
back and forth, many of them
ending in a cul-de-sac, but,
when correctly followed, ter-

minating In a central space,
often occupied by a pavilion
or the like. The most au-
thentic and celebrated an-
cient labyrinth was that in

Enypt near Arsinoe or Croco-

dilopolis on Lake Morris,
having 3,000 rooms in two tiers, one of which was subter-
ranean. The Cretan labyrinth, ascribed to Dredalus, was
the abode of the fabled monster Minotaur. In medieval
churches the labyrinth, formed of tiles or slabs of differ-
ent colors in the pavement usually of the nave, was a
frequent feature. Such labyrinths were formed on a
square, circular, or octagonal plan, and were sometimes
of such extent that it required ^000 steps or more to fol-

low their course. These labyrinths were considered em-
blematic of Christ's progress from Jerusalem to Calvary,
and were followed with certain forms of prayer by the
pious on their knees, either as p penance or in lieu of a

Silgrimage.
A number of them survive, as In the cathe-

rals of Chartres and Uayeux, France; but many of the
most important have been destroyed, for the reason that

having become mere objects of curiosity, they furnished
occasion for disturbance of the religious services. The
best-known modern labyrinths are that of the garden of
Versailles in France and "the maze" of Hampton Court
near London.

He cranks and crosses with a thousand doubles ;

The many musets through the which he goes
Are like a labyrinth to amaze his foes.

Shale., Venus and Adonis, 1. C84.

Hence 2. Any confused complication of ob-

jects, lines, ideas, etc.; any thing or subject
characterized by intricate turnings or wind-
ings ; a perplexity.

No thread is left else
To guide us from this labyrinth of mischief.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, ii. S.

Whereby men wander in the darke, and in labyriathet of
errour. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 82.

The Ingenuous Reader, without further amusing him-
selfe in the labyrinth of controversall antiquity, may come
the speediest way to see the truth vindicated.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst, Pref.

Though you cannot see when you take one step what
will be the next, yet follow truth, justice, and plain deal-

ing, and neverfear their leading you out of the labyrinth.
Jefferson, Correspondence, I. 2sxj.

In the elephant, the porpoise, the higher apes, and man,
the cerebral surface appears a perfect labyrinth of tortu-
ous foldings. Huxley, Man's Place In Nature, p. 114.

3. The internal ear; the essential organ of

hearing. It consists of a series of communicating cavi-
ties in the petrous portion of the temporal bone, called
the owwotw labyrinth, and of the membranous labyrinth
contained in It. The oneoru labyrinth consists of the car-
Ity known as the vestibule, the thret semieirctllar canals,
and the OOOblea. The vestibule communicates with the
tympanum by the fenentra ovalis, which is closed by a
membrane and the foot of the stapes. The fenestra rotunda
opens from the beginning of the cochlea into the tympa-
num. It is closed by a membrane. See earl, cochlea.

4. Ill ornit/i.. s;unr ;is tl/m/>/lllltlll,4. 5. In

ing, a form of apparatus used in concentrating
209
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or dressing slimes. It consist* of a series of troughs
through which the muddy water from the dressing-floors
is made to flow, the particles of ore held in suspension in
the water settling themselves according to size and specific
gravity. This form of apparatus was formerly much more
important than it now is.

6. A long chamber filled with deflectors or di-

aphragms placed alternately, used to cool and
condense the fumes of mercury, other vapors,
or smoke Labyrinth fret, or labyrinth ornament,
in arch. See /refS. Membranous labyrinth, a com-
plex membranous sac contained in the osseous labyrinth,
to the walls of which it Is loosely attached. It consists
of the utriculus with the three semicircular canals, the
ductus and saccus endolymphatlcus, the sacculns, canalis

reuniens, and canalis cochleae. It contains endolymph,
and is surrounded by perflymph. To It are distributed
the fibers of the auditory nerve.

labyrinth (lub'i-rinth), v. t. [< labyrinth, n.~]

To shut up, inclose, or entangle in or as in a
maze or labyrinth. [Rare.]

To entangle, trammel up, and snare
Your soul In mine, and labyrinth you there.

Keatt, Lamia, ii.

labyrinthal (lab-i-rin'thal), a. [< labyrinth -f-

-al.~] Same as labyrinthian.

The labyrinthal ice mazes of the Arctic.

Arc. Cruise of the Conmn, 1881, p. SO.

labyrinthi, . Plural of labyrinthus, 1.

labyrinthian, labyrinthean (lab-i-rin'thi-an,

-the-an), a. [< L. labyrintheus, < Gr. */Uz/3vpi-

(feof , pertaining to a labyrinth, < faflvpivdos, laby-
rinth: see labyrinth.} Winding; intricate; per-
plexed. Now generally labyrinthine.

Instrument to his Labyrinthian protects.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 25.

Mark how the labyrinthian turns they take,
The circles intricate, and mystic maze.

Young, Night Thoughts, ii. 1181.

labyrinthibranch (lab-i-rin'thi-brangk), n.

One of the Labyrinthibranchii. Sir John Rich-
ardson.

labyrinthibranchiate (lab-i-rin-thi-brang'ki-
at), a. [< Gr. fafivpivOof, labyrinth, 4- Bpayxia,
gills, 4- -ate1

."] Having labyrinthine gills; spe-
cifically, of or pertaining to the Labyrinthibran-
chii.

Labyrinthibranchii (lab-i-rin-thi-brang'ki-i),
n. pi. [NL., < Gr. Aa/)lipni6of, labyrinth, 4-

Ppfyxtat f?ill8-] ! In Sir John Ricnardson's

ichthyological system, a family of acanthopte-
rygian fishes : same as Labyrinthici or Anaoan-
tidce. 2. In GUnther's ichthyological system,
the sixteenth division otAcanthopterygii : fishes

having the body compressed, oblong or elevat-

ed, scales of moderate size, and a superbran-
chial organ in a cavity accessory to the gill-

cavity for the purpose of retaining water. It in-
cludes the Labyrinthici or Anabantidce and the

Luciocephalida:.

labyrinthic (lab-i-rin'thik). a. [= F. laburin-

thique. < L. labyrinthicus, < labyrinthus, labyrinth :

see labyrinth.] 1. Like a labyrinth. 2. Spe-
cifically, in goal., same as labyrinthodont. Mi-
vart, Elem. Anat., p. 275.

labyrinthical (lab-i-rin'thi-kal), a. [< labyrin-
thic + -al.~] Same as labyrinthic.

Labyrinthici (lab-i-rin'thi-si), n. pi. [NL., pi.
of L. labyrinthicus: see labyrinthic.} In GUn-
ther's iohthyological system, a family of Acan-

thopterygii labyrinthibranchii, having dorsal or
anal spines present, sometimes in great num-
bers. It is equivalent to the family Anaban-

lac

dontida; containing certain fossil amphibians
whose teeth have tho enamel folded and sunk
inward and are laby-
rinthine in structuro,
whence the name. Re-
mains referred to this genus
have been found in the Car-

boniferous, Permian, and
Trlassic formations. The
name has been used with
much latitude.

2. [<". c.] A member of

tho genus Labyrinths-
don or order iMbyrin-
thodontia; anylabyrin-
thodont.

labyrinthodont (lab-i-

rin'tho-dont), a. and n.
Footprints at Labyrlnthodon.

[< Gr.' fafivptvOor,. labyrinth, + tiiol'f (Mow-) =
E. tootA.] I. a. 1. Having an intricate or laby-

rinthic struc-

ture, as a
tooth. 2.

Having teeth
of labyrinthic
s t rue ture;
specifically,
pertaining to

the Labyrin-
thodontia, or

having their
characters.

II. . A la-

byrinthodont
animal

;
a

memberof the
order Laby-
rinthodontia.

Labyrinthodonta (lab-i-rin-tho-don'ta), . pi.

[NL., pi. of Labyrinthodon, q. v.] Same as La-
byrin thodon tia.

Labyrinthodontia (lab-i -rin -tho-don'shi -ft),

n.pl. [NL.: see Labyrinthodonta.'] In Owen's
classification, the thirteenth order of the fourth
subclass of Haimatocrya, named from the genus
Labyrinthodon, containing fossil amphibians
having

" teeth rendered complex by undulation
and side branches of the converging folds of

enamel, whence the name." These animals had the
head defended, as in Ganocephala, by a sculptured casque :

two occipital condyles ; divided dentigerous vomer . ana
ossifled amphiceelous vertebral centra. The order has
been divided Into ten euliorders, and is now broken up,
ita components being referred to several separate orders
of the class Amphibia. The labyrlnthodonts were large,

One fourth of a horizontal section of i

rinthodont Tooth, showing labytinthk
ture. ( Much magnified. )

Laby.
struc-

sometimes huge, aquatic animals, some exceeding 6 feet

tngth, with four limbs, belonging to the same class asIn len

labyrinthiform (lab-i-rin'thi-form), a. (X L.

labyrinthus, labyrinth,+forma, form.] 1. Hav-
ing the form of a labyrinth; intricate. 2. In

ichth., having labyrinthine gills. 3. In bot.,
characterized by intricate and sinuous lines, as
in Da'dalia.

labyrinthine (lab-i-rin'thin), a. [< labyrinth
+ -ine1 .] Pertaining to or like a labyrinth; in-

tricate
;
involved.

Labyrinthodon (lab-i-rin'tho-don), . [NL.,
< Gr. fatfii'pivfhf, labyrinth, + OOOI'Y (biovr-) = E.

tooth."] 1. The typical genus of Labyrintho-

Labyrinthixltm salamaniiroislts (restored).

toads, frogs, and salamanders, of very diverse lizard-like

forms, and Incapable of leaping. By some modern her-

petologists, as Cope, the name is restricted to a suborder,
referred to the order Sleaocephali, and containing the fam-
ilies Baphetidtf. and A nthracosavridte. Also Labyrintho-
donta, Labyrinthodontes.

labyrinthodontian (lab-i-rin-tho-don'shi-an),
a. [< Labyrinthodontia + -an.] Of or pertain-
ing to the Labyrinthodontia; labyrinthodont.
labyrinthodontid (lab-i-rin-tho-don'tid), n.

One of the Labyrinthodontidce.
Labyrinthodontidae (lab-i-rin-tho-don'ti-de),
n. pi. [NL., < Labyrinthodon(t-) '+ -irfcr.] A
family of Labyrinthodontia, exemplified by the

genus Labyrinthodon in a restricted sense.

Labyrinthula (lab-i-rin'thu-lS), . [NL.(Cien-
kowsky, 1867), dim. of L. labyrinthus : see laby-
rinth.] 1. The typical genus of Labyrinthulida?,
containing such species as L. titellina, a marine
form found on algte, growing in patches visible
to the naked eye. 2. [I. c.] A member of this

genus.
Labyrinthnlidae (lab'i-rin-thu'li-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Labyrinthula + -idee."] A family of low
filose protozoans, represented by the genus La-
byrinthula, and to which the genus Chlamydo-
myxa is also referred. These organisms consist of ir-

regular heaps of ovoid nucleated cells, the protoplasm of
which extends itself as a branching network or labyrinth
of fine threads. Also called LabynnUndidea, and various-

ly rated.

labyrinthus (lab-i-rin'thus), . [NL. use of L.

labyrinthus, a labyrinth: see labyrinth."] 1. PI.

labi/rinthi (-thi). The labyrinth of the ear.

2. [fop.] in zool., a genus of helicoid mollusks.

Iac1 t, n. A Middle English form of <V-A-i.

lac2, lakh (lak), . [Formerly also latqne, after

F., and lacca, as NL., sometimes lak, or lack;
= F. laque = Sp. Pg. laca = It. lacca; NL. lacca
= NGr. Miai; = D. lak = G. lack = Sw. lack =
Dan. lak; < Pers. lak, luk = Hind, lakh = Cana-
rese lak, lac, sealing-wax, < Skt. Idksha, the lac-

insect, so called in ref. to the assumed num-
ber of insects in a nest, < lakslia, a hundred
thousand: see <<(r3. Cf. lake2

, tucker?, lacquer.}



lac

1. A resinous incrustation deposited on the

twigs of various trees in India and southern Asia

by the lac-insect, Carteria lacca. The substance is

formed by the mature female, from which it exudes, inclos-

ing the eggs and keeping them attached to the branch. At
the proper time the twigs are broken off by the native col-

lectors, and exposed to the sun to kill the insect and to

dry the lac. These twigs, with the attached resin, inclosed

insects, and ova, constitute the Ktick-lac. Lac is a dark-red

transparent resin, with a crystalline fracture, and bitter in

taste. It yields only a part of its coloring matter to water,
but borax solution exercises a special solvent power upon
it. It is still much used in the East for dyeing woolen

goods and leather, producing scarlet shades, not so bril-

liant as cochineal, but somewhat faster. Seed-lac is ob-

tained from stick-lac by removing the resinous concretions
from the twigs and triturating with water. The greater

part of the coloring matter is dissolved, and the granular
portion which remains after drying is the seed-lac. Shell-

lac or stellac is obtained by melting the seed-lac in cotton-

cloth bags, straining, and allowing it to drop on to sticks

or leaves. In this way the resin spreads into thin plates,
in which state it is found in commerce. It is used in the

manufacture of spirit- varnishes and sealing-wax, and as a

stiffening for hats. Button-lac differs from shellac only
in form. In its melted state it is dropped into disk forms
three inches in diameter and one sixth of an inch thick.

Lac-dye is imported from India, and is probably prepared
by extracting the coloring matter from stick-lac with a
weak alkali to which alumina has been added. It is used
like cochineal for dyeing scarlet on woolens, but has only
half as much tinctorial strength. Lac-lake is obtained by
treating stick-lac with caustic soda and alum. It has a

limited use as an artists' color, producing results similar
to cochineal carmines, though less brilliant. The extrac-

tion of the color from the resin leaves the shellac of com-
merce. The general term lac is extended to the similar
secretion of any lac-insect

2f. Lacquer.
Alum and lacgue, and clouded tortoiseshelL

Dyer, The Fleece, iv.

Coral lac, gold lac, etc. See the adjectives. Lac var-
nlBh. Same as lacquer. Lac water-varnish, avarnish
made by dissolving pale shellac in hot water, with a little

borax. Itcombineswellas a menstruum with water-colors
and inks, and forms an excellent varnish for prints. It

dries transparent and impervious to moisture.

lac3, lakh (lak), n. [Also written lack; < Hind.

lak, also lakh, lalch, < Skt. laksha, a hundred
thousand, a mark, token. ] The sum of 100, 000,

usually of rupees. The usual pointing for sums of In-

dian money rising above a lac is with a comma after the
number of lacs : thus, Us. 80,62,000 (i. e. thirty lacs and
fifty-two thousand) or Us. 49,98,810, instead of the equiva-
lent 3,052,000 and 4,998,810 rupees.

lac argenti (lak ar-gen'ti). [L., milk of silver:

lac, milk; argenti, gen. of argentum, silver.] In

alchemy, freshly precipitated silver chlorid.

laccat, n. [NL.] Same as toe2 . Hakluyt.
laccate (lak'at), a. [As if from NL. *laccatus,
< lacca, lac : see tec2.] In hot., appearing as if

varnished
;
covered with a coat resembling seal-

ing-wax.
lacchet, v, and re. A Middle English form of
latchi.

laccic (lak'sik), a. [< toe2 (NL. lacca) + -4c.~]

Pertaining to lac, or produced from it. [Bare. ]

laccine (lak'sin), re. [< tec2 (NL. lacca) + -we2.]
A peculiar substance obtainable from lac, in-

soluble in water, alcohol, or ether.

laccinic (lak-sin'ik), a. [< laccine + -4c.~\ Ke-
lated to or derived from lac. Also laccainic.

Laccinic acid, a crystallizable dibasic acid which is es-

sentially the coloring matter of lac-dye and closely resem-
bles carminic acid in its reactions.

laccolith (lak'o-lith), n. [< Gr. /Idocof, a pit
(with ref . to crater) (see fate1 ), + Tddof, stone.]
A name given by G. K. Gilbert to masses of
lava which, when rising from below, have not
found their way to the surface, but have spread
out laterally, and formed a lenticular aggre-
gation, thereby lifting the rocks above into

dome-shaped forms.
laccolithic (lak-o-lith'ik), a. [< laccolith + -ic.~]

Pertaining to, orresembling in form, a laccolith.

Laccopteris (la-kop'te-ris), n. [NL., < Gr. Am-
KOf, a pit, + nrepi'f, a fern, < irrepdv = TZ. feather."]
A genus of fossil ferns established by Presl in

1838, and occurring through the whole range of
the Jurassic in Europe. It is distinguished by its

digitately pinnate frond, ovate or linear-lanceolate pin-
nules, well-marked median nerve, and dichotomous sec-

ondary nervation. It is closely related to Selenocarpus,
but in that genus the sori are semilunar in form, while in

Laccopteris they are circular, with a depressed center. The
digitate frond of Laccopteris resembles that of the genus
Mattonia, and its mode of fructification is similar to that
of Mertensta.

lac-dye (lak'di), n. See toe2
,
1.

lace (las), n. [< ME. las, laas, < OF. las, las,

lags, P. toes = Pr. toe, las, latz = Sp. lazo = Pg.
toco = It. laccio, noose, snare, string, < L. la-

queus, noose, snare; perhaps < lacere, allure:
see allect, elicit, illect. Prom the L. laqueus are
also ult. E. latchet and lasso.'] If. A noose;
snare; net.

Lo, alle thise folk icaught were in hire [Venus's] las,
Til they for wo ful often sayde alias !

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1093.
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2. A cord or string used in binding or fasten-

ing ; specifically, a cord or string used for draw-

ing together opposite edges, as of a corset, a

bodice, a shoe, or the like, by being passed out

and in through holes and fastened.

For, striving more, the more in laces strong
Himselfe he tide. Spenser, Muiopotmos, 1. 427.

O cut my lace in sunder, that my pent heart

May have some scope to beat.

Shak.,nwh. III., iv. 1,34.

3. Hence, any ornamental cord or braid used as

an edging or trimming, especiallywhen made of

gold or silver thread. See gold lace, below. 4.

A fabric of fine threads of linen, silk, or cotton,
whether twisted or plaited together or worked
like embroidery, or made by a combination of

these processes, or (as at the present time) by
machinery. Pillow- or bobbin-lace is made, by a process
intermediate between weaving and plaiting, from a num-
ber of threads which are kept in their places by the weight
of the bobbins attached to them, and are woven and plaited

together by hand. Needle-point lace is really embroidery,
but is done upon loose threads which the worker has laid

upon a drawn pattern, and which have no connection with
each other and no stability until the needlework holds
them together. (See bobbin-lace, needle-point lace, below.)
Lace is known, according to kind, by many different names.
See phrases below.

No ! let a charming chintz and Brussels lace

Wrap my cold limbs, and shade my lifeless face.

Pope, Moral Essays, i. 248.

5f. Spirits added to coffee or other beverage.
He is forced every morning to drink his dish of coffee

by itself, without the addition of the Spectator, that used
to be better than lace to it. Spectator, No. 488.

6f. A stringer; beam. HalMwell. Albisolalace,
bobbin-lace made at Albisola, near Savona, in Italy, usu-

ally in free designs of scrollwork. Alencon lace, a

needle-point lace named from the city of Alencon in

France. It is the only important French lace, except the

Argentan, which is not made with bobbins. The fine

lace of the eigh-
teenth centurywas
made entirely in

smallpieces,which
were sewed toge-
ther afterward by
a st itch called as-

semblage, and not

by that known as

point de raccroc,
the seam follow-

ing the outlines
of the pattern for
the sake of con-
cealment. This
lace sometimes
has horse-hairs
worked in along
the edge to give
firmness to the cor-

donnet : this was
made necessary by
the use of it for the

towering head-
dresses of the eigh-
teenth century.

Alencon lace is usually considered as indistinguishable
from Argentan ; but it has more commonly a needle-made
re'seau or net. See Argentan lace. Antwerp lace, a bob-
bin-lace resembling early Alen9on, having a so-called pot
introduced into the design that is, a semblance of a vase
or basket constantly repeated. See pot-lace, below. Ap-
plication-lace, a lace made by sewing flowers or sprigs,
which may be needle-made or bobbin-made,upon a bobbin-
lace ground ; especially, a Brussels lace of this kind, the
most commonly made and the most important of all the
Brussels laces. Applique^ lace. Same as application-
lace. Argeutan lace, a

needle-point lace usually
considered as indistin-

guishable from Alencon
lace, but often bolder and
larger in pattern, with
the solid parts or toile

1

flatter and more compact.
It is also distinguished in
some cases by a ground
of hexagonally arranged
brides. Arras lace, a
white bobbin-lace made
at Arras in France, very
strong, and inexpensive
because of the simplicity
ofthepattern. The ground
is that known as Lisle

ground. Auriliac lace,
a bobbin-lace made at Au-
riliac, department of Can-
tal, France. It was origi-
nally a close-woven solid

lace, having much toils',
and resembling the gui-
ure of Genoa and Flan-
era ; later it resembled

point d'Angleterre. Au-
yergne lace, lace made
in Auvergne. It is most
commonly pure bobbin-
lace, but of many different makes and patterns, as nearly
all celebrated laces are imitated in this region. Ave
Maria lace, narrow lace used for edging. See Dieppe
lace. Baby lace, a narrow lace used for edging, espe-
cially that made in Buckinghamshire and Bedfordshire,
England, in very simple patterns. Basket-lacet a lace
mentioned in inventories of 1580, probably a braid or la-

lace

cing so woven or plaited as to resemble basketwork.

Bayeux lace, (a) A modern bobbin-lace made at Ba-

yeux in Normandy, especially that made in close imita-

tion of rose-point. (6) A black-silk lace, in demand be-

cause made in unusually large pieces, as for shawls, fichus,

etc. Beaded lace. See beaded. Beggar's lacet.

Same as gueuse lace. Mrs. Bury Palliser. [Eng.] Bili-

ment lacet. See biliment. Bisette lace, a French

peasant-lace made in narrow pieces, coarse and simple in

design. The name has now become identified with nar-

row bordering-lace of small value. Bobbin-lace, lace

of which the threads are twisted or plaited together,
without the use of the needle. (See def. 3.) When the

whole width of a large piece of lace is carried on together,
the number of bobbins and of pins is very great and the

work very expensive ; but it is customary to work each
branch or scroll separately, these being then tacked toge-
ther on the ground by crocheting. Bobbin-net lace, a

kind of application-lace in which the pattern is applied
upon a ground of bobbin-net or tulle. Bone point-lace,
lace that has no regular ground of meshes. The name
is of no definite significance, and has no connection with
bone-lace. Border lace, lace of any sort made in long
narrow pieces having a footing on one side, the other edge
being usually vandyked, purled, or the like. Bourg-
Argental lace, a blond-lace made in the latter part of

the eighteenth century in Dauphiny, and considered of

exceptional beauty, the silk used being especially fitted

for the purpose. Bride-lace, lace of which the ground
is wholly composed of brides or bars, without a re'seau or

net. Broad lace. See broad. Brussels lace, lace

made at and near Brussels in Belgium; especially, a

lace of great fineness, of which the pattern has less relief

Alencon Lace (P

Brussels Lace.

than Alencon, and the very flue net ground never has
picots. At the present time Brussels lace is especially an
application-lace, having needle-point sprigs and flowers
sewed to a bobbin-ground, or in some cases bobbin-made
or plat flowers applied to a needle-made ground or to

tulle. In trade the name is often given to fine laces, no
matter where made or of what pattern. Compare point
degaze. Buckingham lace, a lace made originally in

England, and of two kinds: (a) Buckingham trolly (which
see, under trolly), and (b) a lace having a point ground,
which is peculiar in having the pattern outlined with
thicker threads, these threads being weighted by bobbins
larger and heavier than the rest. Cadiz lace, a kind of

needle-point lace, considered as a variety of Brussels lace.

Carnival lace. See carnival. Cartisane lace, gui-

pure or passement made with cartisane, which is parch-
ment or vellum in thin strips or small rolls, covered with
silk, gold thread, or the like. See guipure. Caterpillar
point-lace. See caterpillar. Chain-lace, a braid or

passement so worked as to suggest links of a chain, used
in the seventeenth century. It was made of colored silk,
and also of gold and silver thread. Chantilly lace, a
kind of blond-lace of which the typical sort has a ground
of Alenijon re'seau or net and the flowers in openwork
instead of solid or mat. It is made of one kind of silk

throughout, which is always grenadine or non-lustrous
silk, so that black lace of this kind is often taken for
thread-lace. Much Chantilly lace is made in the depart-
ment of Calvados in France. Chenille lace. See che-
nille. Cluny lace, a kind of net-lace in which the stitch
is darned upon a square-net background. The patterns
used are generally antique and quaint, conventionalized

birds, animals, and flowers ; and the modern work of the
kind is quite similar to that of the seventeenth century.
A glazed thread is sometimes introduced in the pattern
as an outline or center line. Cordover lace a kind of

filling used in the pattern of ancient and modern point-
lace. Cork lace, Irish lace in general, especially of the
older sorts, made principally in the city of Cork before the
recent extension of this industry in Ireland. Cretan
lace. SeeCretan Crewel lace. See creweli. Crochet
lace, lace made with the crochet-hook, or of which the

pattern is made in this way but applied to a bobbin- or
machine-made net. It resembles needle-point, although
not equaling its finest kinds. Crown lace, early lace,

guipure, cut-work, and the like, in which royal crowns are
introduced as part of the pattern. It appears first in the

reign of Queen Elizabeth. Dalecarlian lace. See Dale-
carlian. Damascene lace. See damascene. Darned
lace, a name given to lace of any kind which has a netted
ground upon which the pattern is applied in needlework.
Also called filet guipure. See def. 3. ground^-, n., 10 (/),

guipure, and spider-work. Devonshire lace, lace made
in Devonshire, England, especially that made in close imi-
tation of Honiton. Diamond lacet, passement and gimp
often mentioned in texts of the seventeenth century, appa-
rently a silver or gold passement having lozenges for the
chief element in the design. Dieppe lace, a fine point-
lace resembling Valenciennes, made at Dieppe in France.
In the eighteenth century there were several varieties of

Dieppe lace, bearing the popular names of A ve Maria lace
and dentelle d la Vierge, the latter of which had a regular
ground of squares composed of small meshes alternating
with open squares, upon which ground the pattern, usually
very simple, was applied in close-stitch or close-work.
Dresden point-lace. Same as Saxony fera. Duchesse
lace, a variety of pillow-lace, originally made in Belgium,
and containing a great deal of the raised work, volants, and
the like, which are used in the somewhat similar Honiton
lace. Dunkirk lace, a pillow-lace made in the seven-
teenth century, of which the more important kind was a
close imitation of Mechlin,,and was perhaps sold as such.

Dutchlace. Sec Dutch. Ecru lace. See fcru. English
point-lace, (at) A bobbin-lace very much admired in the



lace

eighteenth century, often mentioned In French documents
of the time under the imme HI /,M/,,I </ Anijlftt-rrc. Hlsgen-
('rally aaid to have been of Flemish niaki-, and to have been
called "English" ly Knglish dealers in order to evade the
law. Some writers, hi iwe\ ei', atthni it a Kn^lish origin. (M At
the pnMnftdajr,tbo flnwtBnuMb laee, where needle-point
sprint HIT n|iiilied to Brussels bobbin-ground. Seeaupft-
nti:,i\-laei', aiiove. False Valenciennes lace. (o)L*o
resembling Valenciennes, but without the true Valen-
cienne.H resent). The Bin-face and general character of the
pattern closely resemble those of the true Valenciennes.

(6) A general name for Vjtlenclcnnes made in Belgium.
Flat point-lace, point-lace which has no raised work
01 emnroiiiery in relief upon it. Flemish point-lace,
needle-point lace made in Flanders, especially the delicate

sprigs used in Brussels lace. Fuseau lace. (P./turau, a

bobbin.] Same as bobbin-lace. Genoa lace, originally,
gold and silver lace, for which < Jenoa was celebrated in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries; at the present time,
especially, lace made from vegetable libers such as the
aloe, ami also macroine

1

lace. Gold lace, a kind of net-

work, braid, or gimp, made anciently of gold or silver-

gilt wire, and in modern times of silk, thread, or cord cov-
ered by thin Mat ribbons of gold wound around it. Gold
lace is used chiefly as a decoration for uniforms, liveries,
and some church costumes. Grammont lace, one of
two kind-, of lace, usually inexpensive and used for shawls
and the like : (a) A white pillow-lace, originally made at
< irammont ill Belgium. (6) A black-silk lace like blond-lace.
Oueuse lace, a thread pillow-lace made In France dur-

ing the seventeenth century. Also called beyyar's lace.

Henriquez lace, a tine stitch or point, used alike in old
and in modern needle-point work. Hollie-polnt lace.
See hotlie point. Honlton lace, a lace made at Honiton
in Devonshire, England, remarkable for the beauty of its

figures and sprigs. Iloniton application Is a lace made by
working sprays, flowers, and other parts of a pattern on
the lace-pillow and securing them to a net ground made
separately. In modern manufacture, hand-made sprays
are often sewed upon a machine-made ground. HonUon
guipure is a lace of large flower- patterns, with a very open
ground, which is generally sold under the name of Honi-
ton lace. Imitation lace, machine-made lace of any
kind. In fineness the imitation often rivals real lace ; Its

chief defect is its mechanical regularity of pattern, which
makes the design lifeless and uninteresting. Jesuit lace,
a modern needle-point lace made In Ireland : so called from
a tradition concerning the introduction of this manufacture
since the famine of I Mil. Knotted lace. See knotted.
Lille lace, lace made at Lille In France, remarkable for
Its clear and light ground, which Is known as fond clair,
and Is the most beautiful of the single-thread grounds,
sometimes ornamented with points d'esprit. Old Lille
lace has a peculiarly stilt and formal pattern. - Limer-
ick lace, a kind of needlework upon machine-made net,
worked In a tambour-frame. Macklin lacet. Same as
Mechlin lace. Mechlin lace, n bobbin-lace which has the

pattern outlined by
a flat cord or hand,
narrow but very dis-

tinct. It Is usually
made in one piece,
pattern and ground
together. The
ground is some-
times a resean, or

net, and when of
this character is

very varied in pat-
tern, and sometimes
formed of brides.

Mignonette lace,
a light bobbin-
lace with an open
ground resembling
tulle, made in nar-

Mechlin Lace. row strips. Anas
and Lille were fa-

mous for this In the eighteenth century. Also called mrnurt
lac. Mlrecourt lace, lace made In the departments of

Voagesand Meurthe-et- Moselle, France, (a) In the seven-
teenth century, a guipure, more delicate In texture and va-
ried In design than other guipures. (6) At the present day.
an application-lace, made of sprigs of bobbin-lace sewed
upon grounds often made elsewnere, especially of the Alen-
con reseau . Needle-point lace, lace made wholly with
the needle. A pattern is first drawn, usually upon parch-
ment; to this parchment is stitched a double piece of linen,
and threads are then laid along tho main lines of the pat-
tern and sewed lightly down. Then the whole design is

carried out, both solid fllling and openwork, with delicate

stitching, chiefly in the buttonhole-stitch. Oyahlace, a
sort of guipure lace or openwork embroidery made by
means of a hook in a fashion similar to crochet. The pat-
tern is often elaborate and in silks of many colon, repre-
senting flowers, foliage, etc. It is sometimes in relief.

Parchment-lace, lace in the manufacture of which
parchment has been used, whether for the pattern used to
guide the worker, as in needle-point lace, or for stiffening
the fabric, as in cartisane lace. .See point de ^ //,.. under
point. Pillow-lace, lace made on a cushion, both pattern
and mesh being formed by hand. Plaited lace, a kind
of pillow-lace of simple geometrical design, often made
of stout and rigid strands, such as gold thread or even
flue braid. Point-lace. Same as needle-point lace. Many
laces and grounds of lace are spoken of as point, but are
not necessarily point-lace. See point. Pot-lice, lace
into the pattern of which a sort of vase or deep dish is

introduced, or sometimes rather a basket, often having
flowers in it. Compare pot plate. - Powdered lace, (a)
Lace of which the ground is strewn with small separate
ornaments, whether Mowers, or simple sprigs, or mere
squares like points d'esprit. (6) Lace which has been
whitened. See pomltr, t. (. Saxony lace, flne-drawn
work embroidered with the needle, greatly in favor In the
eighteenth century ; in modern times, lace of many kinds
made in Saxony, especially an imitation of old Brussels.

Seaming-lace, a narrow openwork braiding, Kimp, or in-

sertion, with parallel sides, used for uniting two breadths of
linen, instead of sewing them directly the one to the other:
a device employed for curtains, cupboard-cloths, etc., and
even for some garments, especially in the seventeenth cen-
tury. The name is applied to a similar fabric when used in
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other ways, as for edgings. Silver lace.pnssement or gui-
pure a large part or the whole of which Is In silver wire, or
thread wound with a thin Hat ribbon of silver. Compare
yold lace. Spanish lace. () Needle-point lace brought
from Spanish convents since their dissolution, but thought
by some authorities to be of Flemish uiigin. (6) Cut
and drawn work made In convents in Spain, of patterns
usually confined to simple sprigs and flowers, (c) A mod-
ern black-silk lace with large flower-patterns, mostly of
Flemish make, (d) A modern needle-made fabric, the pat-
tern usually in large squares. Statute lacet, a fabric
named In inventories of !f>M, apparently gimp or passe-
ment made in conformity with sumptuary laws as to width
and material. Tambour-lace, a modern kind of lace
made with needle-embroidery on machine-made net. It

has been made especially in Ireland, and is generally in-

cluded among Limerick laces. Tape lace, a lace made
with the needle except that a tape or narrow piece of linen
Is Incorporated in the work and forms the chief patterns,
the edges of It being often rolled up and stitched so a> to
form a sort of cordonnet. It is in imitation of the reliefs
of rose-point. Thread lace, lace made of linen thread,
as distinguished from silk laces, such as blond, and mod-
ern cotton lace. Torchon lace, coarse bobbin-lace,
made of stout and rather soft and loosely twisted thread.
Most peasant-lace is of this sort, and an Imitation of It Is

largely made by machinery. Trolly lace. See trolly.

Valenciennes lace, a very durable bobbin-lace having
the same kind of thread throughout for both ground and
pattern. The pattern and ground are made together by
the same hand; and as this involves the use of a great
number of threads and bobbins, the price is very high. It

is the dearest of all bobbin-laces. During the French
revolution the manufacture was almost wholly removed
to Belgium, where It still remains. Ypres lace, a bob-
bin-lace resembling Valenciennes, sometimes having
bolder designs and a rather large lozenge mesh in the
ground. (See also blond-lace, bone-lace.)

lace (las), v.; pret. and pp. laced, ppr. lacing.

[< ME. lacen, < OF. lacer, F. later = Pr. las-

sar, lachar = Sp. lazar = Pg. lacar = It. lacci-

are, < L. lacere, entice, allure: see lace, .] I.

trans. If. To catch, as in a net or gin ; entrap ;

insnare.
I trowe nevere man wiste of peyne,
But he were laced in Loves cheyne.

Kma. }' the Rote, \. 3178.

2. To secure by means of a lace or laces; es-

pecially, to draw tight and close by a lace, the
ends of which are then tied : as, to lace a shoe.
Make cleane your shoes, A combe your head, and your

cloathes button or lace.

Babee Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 73.

She maun lace on her robe sae jimp,
And braid her yellow hair.

Fair Annie (Child's Ballads, III. 193).

3. To adorn with lace, braid, or galloon : as, a
laced waistcoat.

The edge whereof is laced with bone-lace.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 214.

I saw the King, now out of mourning, in a suit laced
with gold and silver. Pepyt, Diary, I. 278.

4. To cover with intersecting streaks; streak.

Here lay Duncan,
His silver skin laced with his golden blood.

Shale., Macbeth, II. S. 118.

5. To mark with the lash; beat; lash. [Colloq.]
I looked Into a certain comer near, half expecting to

see the slim outline of a once-dreaded switch, which used
to lurk there waiting to leap out imp-like and lace my
quivering palm or shrinking neck.

Charlotte Brontf, Jane Eyre, xxi.

6f. To intermix, as coffee or other beverage,
with spirits: as, a cup of coffee laced with a

drop of brandy.
Prithee, Captain, let's go drink a Dish of lat'd Coffee,

and talk of the Times. Wycherley, Main Dealer, iii. 1.

7. To interlace
; intertwine.

The caller and payer of the forfeit standing up, and
joining their hands with the fingers laced.

XacmiUan't Mag., Jan., 1868, p. 248.

Laced mutton. See mutton. Laced plumage, in poul-

try, etc. See lacing, 8. To lace one's coat, to beat one.

[Slang.]

I'll lace your coat for ye. Sir R. L'Estrange.

II. intrans. 1. To be fastened or tied by a
lace

;
have a lace : as, shoes or a bandage made

to lace iii front. 2. To practise tight lacing.
[Colloq. 1

lacebark (las'bark), n. 1. A small tree of the
West Indies, the Laaetta lintearia, natural order

Tlii/inela-acete, so called from the texture of its

inner bark, which consists of numerous concen-
tric layers of fibers interlacing in all directions.
It is made into sleeves, collars, purses, etc. 2.
In New South Wales, Sterculia acerifolia, the
flame-tree. 3. In New Zealand, a malvaceous
tree, Plugitinthittt Itetidiniix.

lace-boot (las'bot), . A boot whichis fastened
by a lace.

laceborder (las
' bor '

der), n. A geometrid
moth, .tridiilia orndtti, of small size and silvery-
white color, with a broad bonier like lace to the

wings, common on chalky soils in England: an
English collectors' name.
lace-coral (las'kor'al), . A fossil polyzoau of
the family

lacerately

Lacedaemonian das c-ii<yin6'in-nn), a. and .

[< L. !.><'(Id -Hioiiiiix, < (jr. \iiKtAaiiiuvios, of Laco-
dn>mon,< \axeiaiftui>, )L,.Lace<itt'nio>i,J."i > <ln nm.

Lacedemon, Sparta, Laconia. <')'. l.nrnnian.]
I, a. Pertaining to the city of Lacediemon or

Sparta in Greece, or to the country of Lacedse-
mon or Lacouia; Spartan; Laconiun.

II. n. A native of Laccdemou; a Spartan or
Laconiun.

lace-embossing (las'em-bos'ing), . The or-

namentation or pattern of needle-point lace
worked in relief.

lace-fern (las'fern), n. 1 . A small elegant fern,
flu ilttiitlirx iirnrillinia, in which the under side
of the bipinnate frond is densely covered with
matted wool. It is found in California, Oregon,
and British Columbia. 2. Any of the several

species of the genus Hymenophyllum.
lace-fly (las'fli), u. Any neuropterous insect;
a member of the order Xeuropttra.
lace-frame (las'fram), . Any one of a variety
of machines used in the manufacture of lace.
The construction of these machines is ingenious and com-
plicated in the extreme, They are tflo called by other
names, as bobbin-net machine, point-net frame, and warp-
netframe. The older stocking-frame is the parent of these

machines, and also of the numerous kinds of knitting-ma-
chine now in use.

laceleaf (las'lef), . Same as latticeleaf.
lace-leather (las'lera'er), n. Leather used for
laces and thongs.
lace-lizard (liis'li/.iird),". An Australian liz-

ard, Hydrosaurus giganteus.
laceman (las'man), . ; pi. lacemen (-men). A
man who deals in lace.

I met with a Nonjuror, engaged very warmly with a
laceman who was the great support of a neighbouring
conventicle. Addimn, Coffee House Politicians.

lace-mender (las'men'der), . One who mends
or repairs lace; specifically, in lace-making,
one who restores damaged meshes in machine-
made net.

All the Brussels ladies have old lace very precious
which must be mended all the time* it is washed

; . . .

but . . . those who know I have been a lace-mender will

despise me. Charlotte Brontf, The Professor, xvli.

lace-paper (las'pa'per), n. Paper stamped or
cut by hand with an openwork pattern resem-
bling some variety of lace.

lace-piece (las'pes) . In ship-builtling, same
as lacing, 6.

lace-pillow (las
'

pil
*
o), . A round or oval

board with a stuffed covering, held on the knees
to support the fabric in the process of making
pillow-lace.
lacerable (las'e-ra-bl), a. [= F. lacerable, <

LL. /acm/&i/w,"that can be lacerated, < L. la-

cerare, lacerate: see lacerate.] Capable of be-

ing lacerated or torn; liable to laceration.

Since the lungs are obliged to a perpetual commerce
with the air, they must necessarily lie open to great
damages, because of their thin and lacerable composure.

Haney, Consumptions.

lacerant (las'e-rant), a. [< L. laceran(t-)s. ppr.
of lacerare, lacerate : see lacerate."] Of a lacer-

ating character
; tearing; harrowing. [Rare.]

The bell on the orthodox church called the members
of Mr. Peck's society together for the business meeting
with the same plangent, lacerant note that summoned
them to worship on Sundays.

linn-rill, Annie Kilhum, xxv.

lacerate (las'e-rat), r. t. ; pret. and pp. lacer-

ated, ppr. lacerating. [< L. laceratus, pp. of
lacerare (> It. lacerare = Sp. Pg. lacerar = F.
lacerer), tear to pieces, mangle, lacerate, <

lacer, torn, mangled, = Or. )anep6f, torn; cf.

Skt. T/ vraych, *rrak, hew, cut, tear, > varka =
E. wolf: see tcolf.] I. To tear roughly ;

man-
gle in rending or violently tearing apart : as, to
lacerate the flesh

;
a lacerated wound.

Sprain or strain, In which the ligamentons and tendi-
nous structures around the joint are stretched and even
lacerated. Eneyc. Brit., XXII. 2.

2. Figuratively; to torture; harrow: as, to la-

cerate one's feelings.
This second weaning, needless as it is,

How does it lac'rate both your heart and his I

Covper, Tirocinium, L 658.

lacerate (las'e-rat), a. [= F. lucfrf, < L. lacr-

ratus, pp. : see the verb.] Rent; torn: specifi-

cally applied (from natural appearance) in bot-

any (also lacerated) to a leaf having the edge
variously cut into irregular segments, and in

anatomy to three foramina at the base of the
cranium. See below. Anterior lacerate foramen.
Same as .foramen lacrrum anterius (which see. under fora-
men). Middle lacerate foramen. Same as foramen
lacerum mnlium (which see, underfcramen\ Posterior
lacerate foramen. Same as foramen lacrrum potteriut
(which see, underforamen\

lacerately (las'e-rat-li), adr. With laceration.



laceration

laceration (las-e-ra'shon), x. [= F. laceration

= Sp. laceration = Pg. lacerafao
= It. lacera-

zione, < L. laceratio(n-), a tearing, mangling, <

lacerare, tear, mangle: see lacerate.'] 1. The
act of lacerating or tearing or rending. 2. A
rough or jagged breach made by rending. 3.

A wounding or harrowing, as of the feelings or

sensibility.
lacerative (las'e-ra-tiv), a. [< It. lacerativo;

as lacerate + -ive.~] 'Tearing; having the power
to lacerate or tear.

Some depend upon the intemperament of the part ul-

cerated, others upon the continual afflux of lacerative hu-

mours. Harvey, Consumptions.

lacertt, n. [< ME. lacerte, < L. lacertus, the

muscular part of the arm from the shoulder to

the elbow (likened to a lizard, from its tapering
to the tendon), the arm, muscle, < lacerta, lacer-

tus, a lizard: see lizard. Cf. muscle, as ult. con-

nected with mouse."] A muscle.

Every lacerte in his brest adoun
Is schent with venym and corrupcioun.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1895.

Lacerta (la-ser'ta), n. [L.; also lacertus, a liz-

ard: cf. lizard and alligator, ult. < L. lacerta,

lacertus, lizard.] 1. In zool., a genus of liz-

ards, typical of the family Lacertida!. The name
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dont or pleurodont, not fixed in distinct, sockets. The eyes

are normally furnished with two or three movable lids.

The animals are oviparous or ovoviviparous, mostly diurnal

in habits, and agile in movement ; they average but a few

*,, ......' are known to be poisonous. The LacertUia,

have been variously subdivided. An old division is into

3 suborders, Ftesilinguia, Brevilinyuia, and Vennum-

guia, according to the characters of the tongue. An-

other obsolete classification was into 8 suborders, Cyclo-

saura, Fiusilinguia, Strobilosaura, Nyctisaura, Dendro-

eaura, Jthynchocephala, Amphisbimoidea,&nd Geissotaura.

In the latest classification, after throwing out Sphenodon
or Hatteria, as the type of a separate order Rhynchoce-

phalia, the Lacertilia are divided into two groups -(1) the

Lacertilia vera or Eriglossa containing all the Lactrtuta

except (2) the Rhiptoglossa, a division comprising the

chameleons alone, also called Dendrosaura or Vermtlm-

guia. The Lacertilia vera consist of 20 families, represent-

ing 10 superfamilies, Gecconoidea, Eublepharoidea, Uropla-

toidea, Pygopodoidea, Agamoidea, Anielloidea, Heloder-

matatdea, Varanoidea, Lacertoidea, Anelytropoidea.

lacertilian (las-er-til'i-an ),
a. and re. [< Lacerti-

lia + -an.] I. a. Pertaining to the Lacertilia, or

having their characters; lacertiform; saurian.

II. re. One of the Lacertilia; a saurian.

lacertilioid (las-er-til'i-oid), a. [< Lacertilia

+ -oid.] Lizard-like; lacertiform; resembling
a lacertilian.

Lacertina (las-er-ti'na), TO. pi. [NL., < Lacerta

+ -ina?.] A small group of the order Lacertilia,

including the most ordinary lizards, closely re-

lated to the Scincoidea and Chalcidea.

lacertine (la-ser'tin), a. [< L. lacerta, lizard,

+ -ine^.] Same as lacertian or lacertilioid. La-
certine work, ornament consisting in part of intertwined

Green Lizard of Europe (Lacerta viridis}.

number of common harmless lizards of the Old World,
and chiefly of its warmer parts, of active diurnal habits

living on the ground chiefly, with four well-developed
limbs and movable eyelids. They are of slender form,
with long slim tail and non-imbricated scales. L. agilis

is the common gray lizard or sand-lizard of England. L.

viridis is the green lizard of southern Europe.
2. A small constellation which first appears
in the "Prodromus Astronomies" of Hevelius,

published in 1690. It is bounded by Cepheus,
Cygnus, Pegasus, and Andromeda. Its bright-
est star is of the fourth magnitude. 3f. \l. c.~\

A fathom. Doomsday Book.
Lacertse (la-ser'te), n.pl. [NL., pi. of Lacerta.]
An order of reptiles, the Lacertilia. It cor-

responds to the order Sauria exclusive of the

crocodiles. Wagler, 1830
;
R. Owen.

lacertian (la-ser'shi-an), a. and TO. [< L. lacerta,

a lizard, + -ian.] I. a. Lizard-like; lacertil-

ian
;
of or pertaining to the Lacerta; or Lacer-

tilia; saurian, in a narrow sense.

II. re. A lacertilian
;
a lizard.

1 of the restrict-

Lacertine Work, from a French manuscript of the i3th century.

lizards or serpents. It is used in ancient Celtic manu-

script decoration, and occurs in Romanesque illumination

and later, as well as in metal-work and carving.

Lacertinidse (las-er-tin'i-de), . pi. [NL., <

Lacerta + -4nus + -idee.'] Same as Lacertida!.

J. E. Gray, 1825.

lacertoid (la-ser'toid), a. Lizard-like; spe-

cifically, pertaining to the Lacertoidea, or hav-

ing their characters.

Lacertoidea (las-er-toi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Lacerta + -oidea.] A superfamily of eriglos-
sate lacertilians, haying concavo-convex ver-

tebree, clavicles undilated proximally, and de-

veloped postorbital and postfronto-squamosal
arches. The group embraces five families of ordinary
lizards, the Xantusiida!, Ameividce(or Teiidce), Lacertida,

Gerrhomuridce, and Scinddce. T. Gill, Smithsonian Re-

port, 1885, p. 800.

lace-runner (las 'runner), m. A person who

ed family

lacing-cutter

The law also determines that in the king can be no

negligence, or laches, and therefore no delay will bar his

right. lllackstone, Com., I. vii.

Laches of entry, a neglect of the heir to enter.

Laches'2 (la'kez), . [NL. (Thorell, 1869).] A
genus of spiders: same as Lachesis, a name pre-

occupied in herpetology.
Lachesis (lak'e-sis), n.

[L., < Gr. A&xeais, lit.

lot, destiny, < ~f.ayxa.veiv, /.axeiv, obtain, obtain

by lot or destiny, fall by lot.] 1. In classical

my tit., that one of the three Fates whose duty
it was to assign to each individual his destiny ;

the disposer of lots. She spun the thread or

course of life from the distaff held by Clotho.

2. In zool. : (a) A genus of very venomous
American serpents of the pit-viper or rattle-

snake family ( CrotaUdai), having a rudimentary
rattle in the form of a spine. L. mutus is the

deadly bushmaster of South America. Daudin,
1802. (6) A genus of spiders now called Laches.

Savigny and Audouin, 1825-27. (c) A genus
of gastropods of the family Pleuroto-

mida, of buccinoid figure with mam-
millated spire, as L. minima. Risso,
1826. (d) A genus of pseudoneurop-
terous insects of the family Psocida;.

Hagen, 1861. (e) A genus of bupres-
tid beetles, erected by Saunders in

1871 upon the African L. abyla, which **
had been placed in (Edisternon.

Lachninee (lak-ni'ue), n.pl. [NL.,< Lachnus
+ -ina;.] A subfamily of Aphidida-, typified by
the genus Lachnus, having six-jointed anten-

nse, and a winged form with twice-forked cubi-

tal veins of the fore wings. There are about 6 gen-
era. The subfamily was framed by Passerini in 1857. By
some it is considered a tribe of the subfamily Aphidince,
under the name Lachnini.

Lachnosterna (lak-no-ster'nji), TO. [NL., <

Gr. haxvoc., /id%vi/, soft woolly hair, down, +
arepvov, the breast, chest.] A genus of scara-

bseoid beetles of the subfamily Melolonthince,
characterized by the transverse, not prominent
anterior cox, narrow side-pieces of the me-
tasternum, and claws not serrate but with a

single tooth. The species are especially numerous in

North America, where they are popularly known as June-

bugs, dor-bugs, and May-beetles; they are crepuscular or

nocturnal in habits, feeding upon the foliage of deciduous
trees. The larva;, known as white grubs, feed underground
on the roots of grasses and allied plants. The species are

difficult to distinguish ; the most abundant are L. fusca
and several near relatives, all of a brown color, with pale
legs and antennas, the upper side not hairy and rather

finely punctured. See cuts under June-bug and dor-bug.

Lachnus (lak'nus), n. [NL. (Burmeister, 1835,
after Illiger), < Gr. /idxvof, haxvr/, soft woolly
hair, down.] A large and wide-spread genus
of aphids or plant-lice, typical of the subfam-

ily Lachnince. They are characterized by the linear

stigma and nearly straight fourth vein of the fore wing.

Nearlyallthemany species haveawoolly-looking waxy exu-
dation,whencethename; they mostly live on trees, feeding
in summer on the leaves and twigs. L. strobi, a common
form, affects the white pine in the United States. Many
fossil species are described, from the Florissant shales in

eriglossate lacertilians, exemplified by the ge-
nus Lacerta, belonging to the superfamily La-
certoidea and order Lacertilia. They have clavicles

not dilated proximally, parietal bones confluent, supra-

temporal fossa roofed over, premaxillary single, and no
osteodermal plates. The Lacertidie are confined to the
Old World, and are found chiefly in the wanner parts of

Europe and Asia. They have a slender scaly body, with a

long, fragile, tapering tail, well-developed limbs with 4 or
5 toes bearing claws, bright eyes with movable lids, slen-

der forked protrusile tongue, and often brilliant or varied
colors. The family includes, within the limits thus given,
about 100 species belonging to 17 genera, most abundantly
represented in Africa and by a few forms in India. None
occur in America. Lacerta agilis and L. (Zootoca) vivipara
are the British representatives of the family.

lacertiform (Ia-ser'ti-f6rm), a. [< L. lacerta,

lacertus, a lizard, + forma, form.] Having the
form of a lizard

;
lacertilian in structure.

Lacertilia (las-6r-til'i-a), TO.pi. [NL., < L. lacer-

ta, lacertus, a lizard : see Lacerta.] An order of

reptiles,includingthesauriansproperorlizards,
as the monitors, iguanas, geckos, chameleons,
etc., and excludingthe crocodiles. The orderthus
agrees with the old order Sauria divested of its non-con-
formable types. The Lacertffia have a scaly body mostly
elongate, and usually 4 well-developed limbs, which, how-
ever, may be reduced to 2, or apparently to none, in which
case there may be rudiments of a shoulder-girdle or hip-
girdle. The vertebra are biconcave in the Gecconoidea
and Uroplatoidea, but generally procoelous, and have but
one facet on each side for the articulation of the ribs, which
are usually few in number, some of them being always at-

tached to the sternum. The heart is tripartite, with two
auricles and one ventricle. The anal cleft is transverse.
The mouth is not dilatable, as it usually is in Ophidia or

serpents, and the usually simple teeth are generally aero-

wings veined or netted like lace

fly, a neuropterous insect of the family Hemerobiidtr, and

especially of the genus Chrysopa, whose larvte are called

aphis-lions from their habit of preying upon plant-lice.
The eggs are laid in groups, each at the end of a long
footstalk. The larva) are entirely carnivorous, sucking
the juices of plant-lice through their long Jaws. They
transform to pupse within dense whitish globular cocoons,
from which the imago escapes through a circular hole cut

by the pupa. See cut under Chrysopa.

lace-woman (las^um''^), . A woman who
deals in

"

No lace-woman . . . that brings French masks,
And cut-works. B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, ii. 1.

lacheH, v. A Middle English form of latch1 .

Iache2t (lach), . A Middle English form of

latch?.

lachest, a. An obsolete form of lash2 .

laches1
(lach'ez), TO. [< ME. lachesse, lacchesse,

< OF. lachesse, laxness, remissness, < lache, lax,
remiss: see lache2

,
lash2.] 1. Negligence; re-

missness; inexcusable delay; neglect to do a

thing at the proper time.
Than Cometh Lachesse, that is he that whan he begin-

neth any good work, anon he wol forlete it and stinte.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

In his heart he [Mr. Farebrother] felt rather ashamed
that his conduct had shown laches which others who did
not get benefices were free from.

George Eliot, Middleman*, Hi.

2. In law, remissness in asserting or enfor-

cing a right, or neglect prejudicing some right
of the person chargeable with it.

valley, and at Radoboj in Croatia. They often occur in

amber.

lachrymable, lachrymal, etc. See lacrymable,

lacing (la'sing), n. [Verbal n. of lace, v.] 1.

The act of binding or fastening with a cord or

thong passed backward and forward through
holes or around buttons or hooks. 2. A method
of fastening the adjoining ends of a belt by the
use of a thong or lace. 3. In bookbinding, the

fastening of the boards of a book to its back by
cords which pass around the sewed threads of

the signatures and through holes pierced in the
boards. 4. A cord used in drawing tight or

fastening; laces in general. 5. Naut.,ihe cord
or rope used to lace a sail to a gaff, yard, or

boom, or to fasten two parts of a sail or an awn-

ing together. 6. In ship-building, a piece of

compass- or knee-timber fitted and bolted to

the back of the figurehead and to its supporting
piece, called the knee of the head. Also called

lace-piece. 7. In mining, same as lagging, 3.

8. In the plumage of birds, especially in de-

scriptions of standard or pure-bred poultry: (a)
A border or edging of a different color from the

center, completely surrounding the web of a
feather. (6) The coloration of plumage result-

ing from feathers marked as above, considered

collectively. 9. In math., a complex of three
or more closed bands, so that no two are inter-

linked, yet so that they cannot be separated
without breaking.
lacing-cutter (la'sing-kut"er), M. In letithi-r-

nxnnif., a gajjed knife by which strips of any
required width may be cut.



Laciniate Leaf of fer-
btna qfficiHali$.

lacinia

(l:i-sin'i-ji). .; pi. laciniii- (-6). [L., a

lappet, iliip, ;is of a garment, dewlap, a small

pirco or part; <!'. (ir. /</i,ir, arent, rending: see

lacerate.] 1. In ftuf., n long Nlash or incision
in a leaf, petal, or similar organ; also, one of
the narrow lobes or segments resulting from
such incisions. 2. In I'liium., the apex of the
miixillii, especially when it is slender and blade-

like, as iu many Coleoptcra. See galca, 1 (&).
Klrby applied this term to the paraglosste ami labial palpi
of becs,diaUuKuiHhinKthefonneras{aciiua:i>i<erivre>,and
the latter as laciaiiv cxterwrt*.

3. [cap.'] A genus of mollusks : same as Chfimti.

Humphreyx. 4. [cap."] A genus of protozoans.
laciniate (la-sin'i-at), a. [< NL. *lacini<it .

L. lacinia, a flap, etc.: see lacinia.] 1. Adorned
with fringes. 2. In hot., ir-

regularly cut into narrow
lobes; jagged: said of leaves,
petals, bracts, etc. 3. In

sool., lacerate
; slashed or jag-

ged at the end or along the

edge ; incised as if frayed out ;

fringe-like.
laciniated ( la-sin 'i-a-ted), a.

Same as laciniate.

laciniform (la-sin'i-fdrm), a.

K L. lacinia, a flap, + />*;/,

form.] In sool. and lot.,

fringe-like ; laciniate in form :

applied by Kirby to the teguloo
of insects when they are long, irregular, and like
a fringe on each side of the body, as in Lithosia.

laciniola (las-i-ni'o-la), n.; pi. laciniola; (-le).

[NL., dim. of lacinia'.'] A minute lacinia.

laciniolate (la-sin'i-6-lat), a. [< NL. 'lacinio-

latus, a dim. form of *laciniatus: see laciniate.]
In bot., finely fringed; marked with minute la-

cinifB.

laciniose (la-sin'i-os), a. Same as laciniate.

lac-insect (lak'in'sekt), n. One of several coc-

cids, or homopterous insects of the family Coc-

eidte, which produce the substance called lac.

Ordinary commercial lac is the product of Carteria lacca,
an Asiatic species. C. larrece, C. nte.ricana, and Cenwxxiw
guercus are North American species whose lac has not be-
come commercial. After long dispute, most chemists and
entomologists are agreed that lac is a secretion of the in-

sect, and not of the plant which the insect punctures.
lacinula (la-sin'u-lS,), .; pi. lacinuhe (-le).

{NL.,
dim. of L. lacinia, a nap: see lacinia.]

nbot.: (a) A small lacinia. (6) The abruptly
inflexed acumen or point of each of the petals
of an umbelliferous flower.

Lacinularia(la-sin-u-la'ri-a), n. [NL., <la-
cinula + -aria.] A genus of tubicolous roti-

fers or tube-inhabiting wheel-animalcules. They
have the Intestine bent upon itself and opening upon the
side of the body opposite to that on which the ganglion
Is placed, and the horseshoe-shaped trochal disk fur-
nished with two circlets of cilia, one before and the other
behind the mouth. See cut under trochal.

lacinulate(la-sin'u-lat),o. In bot.: (o) Having
small lacinia. (6) 'Provided with lacinute : said
of umbelliferous flowers.

Lacistema (las-i-ste'mil), n. [NL. (Swartz,
1788), < Or. Xaiu'f, a rent, 4- arrjfta, a stamen.] A
genus of tropical American shrubs, constitut-

ing an order by itself, the Lacistemaceae, having
monochlamydeous hermaphrodite flowers in
slender spikes which are sessile and usually
fascicled in the axils of the alternate, short-

petioled, entire leaves. Sixteen species have
been described, ranging from Mexico and the
West Indies to Brazil and Peru.
Lacistemaceae (las'i-ste-ma'se-e), n.

pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1846), < Lacistema +' -acew.] A small
natural order of dicotyledonous apetalous
shrubs, allied to the Euphorbiacea;. The flowers
are in catkin-like spikes; the fruit Is a 8-valved capsule.
Only a single genus, Lacistema, is known, with about 16
species; they are natives of tropical America.

Lacistemeae(las-i-ste'me-e), n.pl. [NL. (Mar-
tins, 1824), < Laci.tteina + -ea;.] Same as La-

.

lack1
(lak), n. [Early mod. E. also lake; < ME.

tefc, lac, lake, lakke, defect, failing, fault (not
in AS.); of LG. or Scaud. origin: cf. MLG. lak
= MD. lack, D. lak, blemish, stain; Icel. lakr,

defective, lacking. Eolations uncertain: see
the verb. Prob. not connected with leak. Cf.

lag
1
.] 1. Want or deficiency of something

requisite or desirable
; defect; failure; need.

I made some excuse by lacke of habilitie, and weakenes
of bodie. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 20.

And of his friends he had no lack.

Sir Hugh oftheOrime (Child's Ballads, VI. 250).

What I hae done for lack o' wit
I never never can reca'.

The La* Quid ffight (Buchan's Ballads of North of Scot-

[land. II. 127).

3323
He that gathered little had no lack. Ex. xvi. 18.

Let bis lack of years be no impediment.
Shale., M. of V., iv. 1. 162.

2f. Want of presence; a state of being away;
absence.
Whilst we hero, wretches ! wall his private lack [personal

absence),
And with vain vows do often call him back.

Lady Pembroke (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 204).

3f. A want; defect; a blemish; especially, a
moral defect

;
a fault in character.

Ood In the gospel grymly repreueth
Alle that lakken

|
blame j any lyf, and lakkei ban hemselue.

Fieri Plowman (B), x. -202.

It. A fault committed ; an offense ;
a censur-

able act.
If I do that lakke,

Do strepe me, and put me in a sakke,
And In the nexte ryver do me drenche.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 955.

6f. Blame; reproach; rebuke; censure.

He did not stayue ne put to lacke or rebuke his royall au-
torltie In geuing sentence.

Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 197.

lack1
(lak), v. [< ME. lakken, lack, blame; cf.

OD. laecken, fail, decrease, D. taken, blame ; Dan.

lakke, draw nigh, approach : see lack1
, n.] I. iw-

trans. 1. To be wanting or deficient; come
short; fail.

Feradventure there shall lack five of the nfty righteous.
Gen. xviil. 28.

Ham. What hour now?
llor. I think it lacks of twelve.

Shak., Hamlet, i. I. 4.

2f. To be absent or away ; be missing.
Welle-come, Edwarde, oure son of high degre !

Many yeerls hast t lion lakkyd owte of this londe.
Political Poemi, et. (ed. Furntvall), p. 5.

3. To be in want; suffer need.
The young lions do lack, and suffer hunger.

Ps. xxxlv. 10.

H. trans. If. To be wanting to
;
fail. [Origi-

nally intransitive, the object being in the da-

tive.]
Hem [Hagar and Ishmael] gan that water taken.

Gen. and JSxod., L 1231.

2. To be in want of; stand in need of; want; be
without ; be destitute of

;
fail to have or to pos-

sess. The direct object in this constmction was former-

ly the subject, what is now the subject (nominative) being
originally In the dative.

If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God.
Jas. L6.

Good counsellors lack no clients.

5Ao*., M. for M., L 2. 110.

"What d' ye lack'" he cried, using his solicitations.
" Mirrors for your toilette, my pretty madam. . . . What
d' ye lackf a watch. Master Sergeant?"

Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, 1.

3f. To suffer the absence of; feel the depriva-
tion of; miss.

Thereat the feend his gnashing teeth did grate.
And griev'd, so long to lacke his greedie pray.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vll. 34.

Orl. For these two hours, Rosalind, I will leave thee.
Ros. Alas t dear love, I cannot lack thee two hours.

Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1. 182.

I shall be lov'd when I am lack'd. Shak., Cor., iv. 1. 15.

4. To blame
; reproach ; speak in detraction of.

[Prov. Eng.]
No derocioun

Hadde he to non to reven him his reste,
But gan to preyse and lakken whom him leste.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 189.

6. To beat. Also lacky. [Prov. Eng.]=syn. 2.

Lack, Need, Want. These words have come to |>|
each other a good deal by figurative extension, and have
considerable variety of peculiar idiomatic use. To Joe* is

primarily and generally to be without, that which is lacked
being generally some one thing, and a thing which is de-

sirable, although generally not necessary or very impor-
tant.

lack2 (lak), v. t. [Perhaps another use of lack1
,

v. t., 5.] To pierce the hull of with shot.

[Rare.]
Alongside ran bold Captain John (Hawkins], and with

his next shot, says his son, an eye-witness, "lacked the
admiral through and through."

Kingdey, Westward Ho, xxvlil.

lack3 (lak), n. See lac*.

lack" (lak), v. t. [< lacks, iac2, .] To lacquer;
treat with lac. [A trade use.]
lack*. [Cf. alack, lackaday.] Used in the ex-

clamatory phrase Good lack. See good.
lackadaisical (lak-a-da' zi-kal), a. [< lacka-

daisy + -ic-al.] Sentimentally woebegone ;
lan-

guid; listless; affected. See extract under lack-

thought.
A lackadaisical portrait of Sterne's Maria.

3tri. Qon, The Snow-Storm.

lackadaisically (lak-a-da'zi-kal-i), atlr. In a
lackadaisical manner.

lack-luster

lackadaisy (lak'a-<la-y.i ), interj. A ludicrous ex-
II-MMOII of laclcaaay. llalliwell.

lackadaisy (lak'a-da-zi), a. [< lackadainy,
iiiiu'j.] bame as lacka(laiiil.

lackaday (lak'a-da), intcrj. [Abbr. of alack-

dilni/, l/(ri tlif '/"//.] An exclamation of sor-
row or regret ;

alas ! alas the day ! Also lawk-

a-day.
lackall (lak'al), n. [< tact1

, v., + obi. all.]
One who is entirely destitute

;
a needy fellow.

LackalU, social nondescripts, with appetite of utmost
keenness which there is no known method of satisfying.

Carlylt, CagUostro.

lackbeard (lak'berd), n. [< tacfci, p., + obj.

beard.] One who has not yet a beard.
For my Lord Lack-beard there, he and I shall meet ; and,

till then, peace be with him. Khak., Much Ado, v. 1. 186.

lackbrain (lak'bran), n. [< lack1
, v., + obj.

iifiini. } One who lacks brains, or is deficient
iu understanding.
What a lack-brain Is this ! By the Lord, our plot Is a

good plot as ever was laid. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., U. 8. 17.

lacker1
(lak'er), H. [< tact1

, e., + -erl.] One
who lacks.

The lack of one may cause the wrack of all ;

Although the lacker* were terrestrial gods,
Yet will they ruling reel, or reeling fall.

Sir J. Dana, Wlttes Pilgrimage.

lacker2,
. and v. See lacquer.

lackey (lak'i), . [Formerly also lacky. lacquey,

laquay, laguey; = D. lakkei = G. lackei, lukn,
lakai = Dan. lakei, < OF. laquay, F. laquais,
earlier laquais, laquays, laquoys, lacais, lacays,

laccay, lacquct, also alacay, alague, a soldier, a

lackey, footman, < Sp. lacayo = Pg. lacaio, a

lackey (Pg. lacaia, fern., a female servant ;
on

the stage, a soubrette) ; origin uncertain
; per-

haps < Ar. luka, fern, lak'd, worthless, servile, a

slave; cf. laku', lakf, servile, Idkffi, slovenly.
According to Diez, connected with Pr. lacai, a

gonnand, and ult. with It. leccare = F. lecher,
lick: see lech, lecher, and lick.] 1. An attend-

ing servant ; a runner
;
a footboy or footman ;

hence, any servile follower.
A memoria : he that Is the princes remembraunce. A

pedibus : a foote man or lackey.
ElioUt Dicttonarie, 1559. (Kara. )

A very monster in apparel, and not like a Christian foot-

boy, or a gentleman's lackey. Shak., T. of the 8., 111. 2. 73.

I saw a gay gilt Chariot, drawn by fresh prancing horses ;

the Coachman with a new Cockade, and the lacqueys with
insolence and plenty in their countenances.

Steele, Tatler, No. 44.

2. A lackey-moth.
lackey (lak'i), v. [Formerly also lacky; < lackey,

] I. trans. To wait on as or like a lackey ; at-

tend servilely; serve as a menial.
A thousand liveried angels lacky her.

Milton, Comus, 1. 466.

The artificial method lin poetryl proceeds from a prin-
ciple the reverse [of the unconventional], making the

spirit lackey the form. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 402.

U. intrans. To act as a lackey or footman ;

give servile attendance.
What cause could make him so dishonourable
To drive you so on foot, unlit to tread
And lackey by him, gainst all womanhead ?

Spenier, F. Q., VL U. 15.

Youth and Health,
As slaves, shall lackey by thy chariot wheels.

Dekker and Ford, Sun's Darling, ii. 1.

lackey-moth (lak 'i-nu'ith), n. [So called from
the color ana appearance of its striped wings,
compared to a footman's livery.] A bombycid
moth of the genus Clisiocampa, especially C.
in

1

a.-it fin, a common European species. The moths
have the fore wings either yellow crossed with brown
fttripes, or brownish-red crossed with yellow stripes ; the
hind wings are paler and unstriped. The caterpillars are

striped, and live in masses on trees under a web ; whence
corresponding American species are known as tent-cater-

pillars. The ground lackey-moth Is C. cattrensit. See cut
under Clinocampa.
lack-Latin (lak'lat'in), n. [< lack\ r., + obj.
Latin.] One who is ignorant of Latin.

They are the veriest lack-latittfi, and the most nnalpha-
betical ragabashes.

Discovery of a Kew World, p. 81. (Kant.)

lack-linen (lak'lin'en), a. [< tocfc1 , c., + obj.

linen.] Lacking linen or decent apparel; beg-
garly.
You poor, base, rascally, cheating, lack linen mate I

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., U. 4. 134.

lack-luster (lak'lus'ter), a. and n. [< lack, e.,
+ obj. luster.] I. a. Wanting luster or bright-
ness

;
dull

; languid : said of the eyes.
He drew a dial from his poke ;

And looking on it with lack-lustre eye,

Says, very wisely, "It is ten o clock."

Shak., As you Like it, U. 7. 21.

II. . A want of luster, or that which lacks

brightness.



lack-thought

lack-thought (lak'that), . [< lackl, v.,+ obj.

tliouyht.] Lacking thought ; foolish; stupid.
An air

So lack-thouyht and so lackadaisycal.
Southey, To A. Cunningham.

lacky1
(lak'i), v. t.; pret. and pp. lackied, ppr.

lackyiny. [Var. of /ncfri, . ., 5.] To beat.

[Prov. Eng.]
lacky^t, . and c. An obsolete spelling of

lackey,
lac-lake (lak'lak), . The coloring matterwhich
is extracted frqm stick-lac

; lac-dye. See lac'2 .

lacmoid (lak'raoid), n. [< lacmus + -oid.~\ A
coal-tar color used in dyeing: same B.& fluores-
cent resorcinal blue (which see, under blue).

lacmus (lak'mus), n. [< D. lakmoes ( G. luck-

iiiitg, lac/cmuss = Dan. Svv. lakmus), lacmus, <

//.-, lac, + moes, pulp. The word has been

perverted to litmus, q. v.] Same as litmus.

Laconian (la-ko'ni-an), a, and n. [< L. Laco-

nia, a country of the Peloponnesus, < Laco(n-),

Lawn, < Gr. A.&KUV, an inhabitant of Lacedasmon,
a Spartan. Cf. Lacedicmonian.'] I. . Pertain-

ing to Laconia or its inhabitants
;
Lacedaemo-

nian or Spartan.
II. . An inhabitant of Laconia, a division

of the Peloponnesus in Greece, anciently con-

stituting the country of the Spartans or Lace-
daemonians, now a uomarchy of the kingdom of

Greece ; a Lacedssmouian or Spartan. The La-
conians were exceptionally distinguished for the peculiar-
ities of character and manner which have made laconic
and laconism terms of common speech in both ancient
and modern times. In part of Laconia a distinct dialect
of Greek, called the Tzakonian, is still spoken.
Laconic (la-kon'ik), a. and n. [= F. lacoitique
= Sp. laconico = Pg. It. laconico, < L. Laconi-

cus, < Gr. Aa/ojwKOf, Laconian, Lacedaemonian,
laconic, < Gr. AOKUV, a Laconian, an inhabitant
of Lacedaemon or Sparta.] I. a. 1. Pertain-

ing to Lacouia or its inhabitants
; Lacedaemo-

nian or Spartan. [Rare.] 2. [?. c.] Express-
ing much in few words, after the manner of the
ancient Laconians

; sententious; pithy; short:
brief: as, a laconic phrase.

Why, if thou wilt needs know
How we are freed, I will discover it,

And with laconic brevity.
Beau, and Fl.

t
Little French Lawyer, v. 1.

Boccalini, in his "
Parnassus," indicts a laconic writer

for speaking that in three words which he might have said
in two. Steele, Tatler, No. 264.

King Agis, therefore, when a certain Athenian laughed
at the Laced&eiuonian short swords, . . . answered in his
laconic way, "And yet we can reach our enemy's hearts
with them." Lamjhorne, tr. of Plutarch's Lycurgus.

3. [1. c.] Characteristic of the Laeonians ; in-

exorable; stern; severe. [Bare.]
The latest revolution [among the Greeks] that we read

of was conducted, at least on one side, in the Grecian style,
with laconic energy. J. Adams, Government, IV. 287.

Laconic meter. Same as II., S. = Syn. 2. Condensed, Suc-
cinct, etc. See concise.

II. . [/. c.] 1. Conciseness of language ;
la-

conicism. [Rare.]
Shall we never again talk together in laconic > Addison.

2. A concise, pithy expression ; something ex-

pressed in a concise, pithy manner ; a laconism :

chiefly used in the plural : as, to talk in laconics.

3. In anc.2'os.,&n anapestic tetrameter cata-
lectic with a spondee instead of the penulti-
mate auapest (^=> =o

| '=^ =53
|

co
00

I ). So called as a variety of the
tetrameter used in the Lacouian or 'Spartan
ernba_teria.
laconica, . Plural of laconicum.
laconical (la-kon'i-kal), a. [< laconic + -7.]
Same as laconic. [Rare.]

His head had now felt the razor, his back the rod :

All that laconical discipline pleased him well.

Bp. Hall, Epistles, L 5.

laconically (la-kon'i-kal-i), rtdr. Briefly; con-
cisely: as, a sentiment laconically expressed.

I write to you very laconically.

Pope, To Warburton, xvii.

laconicism (la-kon'i-sizm), . [< laconic +
-ism.'} 1. A laconic mode or style of expres-
sion; laconism.

I grow laconic even beyond laconicism, for sometimes I
return only yes or no to questionary or petitionary epistles
of half a yard long. Pope, To Swift, Aug. 17, 1736.

2. A laconic phrase or expression ;
a laconism.

He [the theologian] then passes to its
"
Sharh," or com-

mentary, generally the work of some other savant, who ex-
plains the difficulty of the text, amplifies its Laconicisms.

X. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 81.

laconicum (la-kon'i-knm), n.
; pi. laconica (-ka).

[L. laconicum, a sweating-room, a sweating-
bath, neut. (sc. balneum) of Laeotiicun, Spartan:
see laconic.] In Horn, arrlueol., a vapor-bath ;
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a chamber in a bathing-establishment warmed
by means of air artificially heated : so called

because the Laconians used such a dry or su-

dorific bath, avoiding the use of warm water as

enervating.
laconism (lak'o-nizm), n. [= F. laconisme =
Sp. Pg. It. laconismo, < Gr. Aa/cuiwjuo?, the imi-

tation of Lacedaemonian manners, dress, etc.,

esp. of their short and pointed way of talk-

ing, < A.aKov%civ, imitate Lacedasmonian man-
ners, etc.: see laeonize.'] 1. Pointed brevity of

speech or expression ;
sententiousness ;

con-

ciseness; pithiness. 2. A concise or pithy
expression; an utterance conveying much
meaning in few words.
laeonize (lak'o-mz), . *.

; pret. and pp. laco-

ni:cd, ppr. laconizing. [< Gr. \anuvifciv, imitate

Lacedaemonian manners, dress, etc.
;
< \OKUV, a

Lacedaemonian : see Laconic.] To imitate the

Lacouians, either in austerity of life or in short-

ness and pithiness of speech.

lac-painted (lak'pan'ted), a. Decorated with
colored lacquer-work, as is much Japanese or

Indian work.

lacquer, lacker2 (lak
'

er), . [Formerly also

leckar; < F. lacre (Cotgrave), < Sp. lacre = Pg.
lucre, sealing-wax, < laca, gum lac : see lac2. The

spelling lacquer, in supposed imitation of the F.

(cf. F. laque, formerly also lacque, lac), is now
commonly used instead of the more correct

lacker.'} If. Lac as used in dyeing. [Rare.]

Enquire of the price of leckar [read lacker"!}, and all other

things belonging to dying. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 432.

2. An opaque varnish containing lac, properly
SO called. Especially a kind of varnish, consisting of

shellac dissolved in alcohol, with the addition of other in-

gredients, particularly coloring matters. It is applied to
different materials to protect them from tarnish and to
lve them luster, especially to brass.

. Decorative work colored and then varnished
so as to produce a hard, polished appearance
like that of enamel. 4. A resinous varnish
obtained from the Bhus vernicifera by making
incisions in the bark. When dissolved in spring-wa-
ter and mixed with other ingredients, such as gold, cinna-

bar, or some similar coloring matter, it is applied in suc-
cessive coatings to wood-ware, imparting to it a highly
polished lustrous surface.

5. Lacquer-ware ; articles of wood which have
been ornamented by coating with lacquer. The
making of this ware is an extensive industry in China and
Japan, especially in the latter country, which excels in the
beauty and delicacy of the articles produced. The chief
kinds are : black lacquer ; gold lacquer, which is of many
different shades, and, when fine, of brilliant metallic lus-
ter ; and aventurin or sprinkled lacquer, in which thegrains
of gold are of various degrees of minuteness, and are put
on sometimes in a uniform sprinkle, sometimes in cloud-

ings. On many pieces decorated with lacquer, figures in
relief of one of these kinds are applied upon a surface of
another. A surface of lacquer is often adorned with pieces
of gold- or silver-foil, and incrusted with small reliefs

in bronze, mother-of-pearl, ivory, and other materials.
Aventurin lacquer. See def. 5. Burmese lacquer, a
lacquer yielded By the black-varnish tree, Helanorrhosa
ueitata. Cashmere lacquer, a decoration applied to
wood and to papier-mache in flat designs of flowers, etc.,
in vivid color, afterward covered with a thick, transparent
varnish. Cinnabar lacquer, a red lacquer prepared by
mixing seshime lacquer with cinnabar or red sulphid of

mercury. Coral lacquer. See coral. Foochow lac-

quer, a kind of lacquered ware made in China in imita-
tion of the Japanese, but greatly inferior in make and fin-

ish. It is reputed to be the work of a family who had ob-
tained some of the secrets of the Japanese workmen.
Gold lacquer. See gold. Guri lacquer, a kind of lac-

quered ware in which layers of different colors are super-
imposed and a simple pattern of scrolls or the like is cut
into the surface in a wedge-shaped groove, the sloping
sides of which display the different layers up to the num-
ber of fifteen, or occasionally more. Hira gold lacquer,
gold lacquer which has a uniform smooth flat surface, the
patterns, of whatever character, being in color in the sur-
face itself, without relief. Hyderabad lacquer, decora-
tion of furniture and the like done in water-color on a
ground usually of metal, such as tin-foil, and covering the
whole with a thick, transparent varnish. The work is simi-
lar to that of Cashmere, but with a different chord of color ;

it is done chiefly in the Deccan. Incrusted lacquer, lac-

quered ware the decoration of which is partly obtained by
means of pieces of other material inlaid in the surface,
as mother-of-pearl, ivory plain or colored, or small plaques
of metal. Iron lacquer, a Japanese lacquer in which the
surface of the black lacquer is purposely roughened and
stained to imitate the surface of wrought-iron. Japan
lacquer. See japan, n. Kamakura lacquer, an an-
cient lacquered ware named from the city of Kamaku-
ra in Japan, the old capital of the shoguns. The pieces
thought to be of this ware are in red lacquer over black,
the under coat showing through the upper one irregularly,
as if from wear. Peking lacquer, a kind of lacquered
ware made in China, distinguished by flowers, sprays, and
the like, in relief and in full color on a background usually
of gold. Incrustations of ivory and other materials are
also used. A Japanese imitation of it is made, which per-
haps surpasses the Chinese in delicacy. Scratched lac-
quer.lacquered ware in which the surface is scratched with
a point, showing the layer of color below. Seshime lac-
quer, a mixture of pure lacquer with finely powdered
charred wood and a glaze made from seaweed : used in
Japan for priming coats. A kind obtained from the lower

lacrymal
branches of the lacquer-tree is called kt-xeshime. Trans-
parent lacquer, a lacquer obtained from the older lac-

quer-trees and used for the final coat in any work in which
transparency is required, as in inlayings, or to show the

grain of the wood. Tsui-Shu lacquer, a carved or em-
bossed cinnabar lacquer-ware originally made in China,
whence the best specimens still come, but introduced into

Japan in the reign of Go-Tsuchi (1465-1501). The lacquer
is thickly laid on in successive coats to a depth of three
sixteenths of an inch or more, and then deeply carved with

arabesques, flowers, birds, etc., thus differing from Kama-
kura lacquer, in which the wood is carved and then lac-

quered. There is also a black embossed or carved lacquer
called tsui-koku lacquer. Guri lacquer is another variety.
Vermilion lacquer. Same as coral lacquer(which see,

under corn!). Wakasa lacquer, a remarkable lacquered
ware made in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in

the province of Wakasa in Japan. It is clouded with many
different colors, upon which as background foliage and the

like in gold- or silver-leaf are added. Yoshinp lacquer,
lacquered ware made at Yoshino in the province of Ya-
mato in Japan, usually black, with patterns in different

colors, especially red. It is a durable ware, and more com-
mon in articles of utility than in works of art.

lacquer, lacker 11 (lak'er),. t. [< lacquer, lacker2
,

.] To varnish
;
treat or decorate with lacquer.

What shook the stage, and made the people stare?

Cato's long wig, flower'd gown, and lacquer'd chair.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 337.

Lacquered leather. See leather.

lacquerer (lak'er-er), n. One who applies
lacquer or produces lacquered ware.

lacquering (lak'er-ing), . Finish or decora-
tion in lacquer, especially Japanese lacquer.

In some cases the lacquering is in relief.

Sir Rutherford Alcock, Art Journal, N. S., XVI. 162.

laCQUering-stove (lak'er-ing-stov), n. A stove
with a broad flat top, used in brasswork-fac-
tories to receive articles which are to be heated

preparatory to lacquering.
lacquer-tree (lak'er-tre), n. The Bhus verni-

cifera, a tree about 25 or 30 feet high, indige-
nous in Japan. The Japan lacquer or varnish is ob-
tained from it by incisions in the bark. Its drupes yield
a wax used in making candles, similar to that more large-

ly obtained from R. xuccedanea, and bringing a higher
price. Its wood is fine-grained and golden at the heart,
and much used in Japan for cabinet-work.

lacquer-ware (lak'er-war), n. Ware treated or

decorated with lacquer. See lacquer, 2. Can-
ton lacquer-ware, Chinese furniture, boxes, and the like,

having a brilliant black varnished ground with landscapes
or other designs in gold.

lacqueyt, A former spelling of lackey.

lacrimal, . See lacrymal.
lacrimoso (lak-ri-mo'so), a. [It., also lagri-
moso = E. lacnjmose.'} See lagrimoso.

lacrosse (la-kros'), n. [< Canadian F. la crosse :

la, the; crosse, a crook, crutch, hockey-stick,
crosier, etc. : see cross2.] A game of ball played
by two parties of players, eleven on each side,
on a level plot of ground, at each end of which
is a goal through which the players strive to
hurl the ball. The ball may not be touched by the hand,
but is carried in a lacrosse-stick or crosse, which each
player has, and with which he throws the ball toward the
opponents' goal, or passes it to one of his own side when
he is on the point of being caught. That side which
succeeds in making the most goals within a certain time
wins. The game is of Indian origin, and is much played
in Canada.

lacrosse-Stick (la-kros'stik), n. The imple-
mentwith which
the ball is car- ^.^ '

ried or thrown """"^ '' ;
-

-

ill the game Of Lacrosse-stick.

lacrosse. It is a bent stick with a shallow net
at the end. Also called crosse.

lacrymable, lachrymable (lak'ri-ma-bl), a.

[= OF. lacrimable, lacrymable = Sp. lacrimablr
= Pg. lacrimarel = It. lacrimabile, < L. laerima-

bilis, worthy of tears, lamentable, < lacrimare,
shed tears: see lacrymation. Cf.laci-ymal.] Tear-
ful; lamentable. [Rare.]

No time yeelds rest unto my dulcide throat,
But still I ply my lachrimable note,

M. Parker, The Nightingale.

Christi(lak'ri-me kris'ti). [

prop, lacrimai Cliristi : lacrima', pi. of lacrima.
a tear (see lacrymal); Chrigti, gen. of CJiristus.

Christ.] A strong and sweet red wine of
southern Italy. Genuine lacrymse Christi is produced
only on the slopes of Mount Vesuvius, much of the wine
sold under the name being factitious.

lacrymal, lachrymal (lak'ri-mal), a. and .

[= OF. lacrimal, lacrynitil, F. laon/mai = Sp.
Pg. lacrimal, layrimul = It. lacrimale, latjrimuli;
< ML. lacrimdlis, pertaining to tears (ML. lacri-

, n., a tear-bottle), < L. lacrima. also writ-
ten lacrnma, lacrymu, and in ML. NL. also cor-

ruptly lachryma, in OL. <l<icrima (= Gr. S&upv/ia),
a tear, with suffix -ma, = Gr. <5<kpi> = E. tear:

see teai-%. The proper spelling of this and the
related words is lacrim-; but lacryni- and the

corrupt form lacliryni- are in prevalent use.]



r.d

LG, lacrytnal gland ;

/./>. lacryiual duct.

lacrymal

1. a. In unnt. and />////-//., of or pertaining to

tears; secreting tears; conveying Man; as,the
lucrymul apparatus.

It Is of an c\i|iiiiti' sense, that, upiin any touch, the
Irars might be snuer/eil from the lachrymal glands, to
wash and clean it. ',. t'h> nn>-, I'hiloBophtcal I'rincfples.

Lacrymal bone. Sec lacnjmal, n.,1. Lacrymal canal,
caruncle, crest. sec the nouna. Lacrymal duct, the
nasal duct, conveying tours from
the eye to the nose. Lacrymal
fossa, gland, etc. Sou the nouns.

Lacrymal sac. H dilatation of
tin' upper extremity of the lacry-
iu:ii duct. Lacrymal sinus, the
hiiliofbitjil siniib or tear-bag of a
ruminant, as a deer; a larmier.

II. a. 1. Oneof the l>nes
of till' face, in vertebrates;
ill man, the os ungnis, or nail-bone, so called
from its resemblance in size and shape to a hu-
man finger-nail. It Is situated wholly within the orbit
of the eye, on the Inner side, in relation with the lacry-
inal or nasal duct, whence the name, lu vertebrates other
than man It Is usually a much larger and stouter bone, situ-
ated externally upon the face, commonly forming a part of
the bony brim of the orbit. It is essentially a membrane
bone, forming one of a series which In some animals con-
stitutes an outer arcade along the side of the skull, over
the orbit, approximately parallel with the zygomatlc arch.
Also called Cacrymale. us lacrymale, nt unyuu, and on tar-
tale. See cut under skidl.

2. Same us lacri/inatory. 3. pi. Tears; a fit of

weeping. [Humorous.]
Something else I said that made her laugh in the midst

of her lacryiriabi.

Richardson, Sir Charles Grandisou, VI. 317.

lacrymale (lak-ri-ma'le), H.
; pi. lacrymalia (-11-

ii). [ML., also lacrimale: see lacrymal.] Same
as lucrymul, 1.

lacrymary, lachrymary (lak'ri-ma-ri), a. [< L.

lacriina, Incnjmu, a tear: see lacrymal.'] Con-
taining or designed to contain tears.

What a variety of shapes In the ancient urns, lamps,
lachrymary vessels. Addimn, Travels in Italy, Rome.

lacrymation, lachrymation (lak-ri-ma'shon),
. [= Sp. taerimacion = It. lai/rimazione, <! L.

lacrimatio(n-), a weeping, < lacrimare, weep,
shed tears, < lacrima, a tear: see lacrymal.]
An emission of tears ; the shedding of tears.

lacrymatory, lachrymatory (lak'ri-ma-to-ri),
n.; pi. lacri/niiibtries, lachrymatories (-riz).' [=
V. lacrymatoire
= Sp. lacrima-
torio = It. lai/ri-

matorio, < ML.
laerimatoriux,
laerymatorius,
pertaining to

tears, iieut. la-

vriiiiiitiiriiiiii, Iti-

fryiniitorium, a
vessel supposed
to be for tears,
< L. larrima, H
tear: see liu-ni-

miil.~\ One of a
class of small
and slender

glass vessels of

varying form
fOUnd 1U Sepul- Roman Lacnrmatortet, In the M
chers of the an- pine Am' B0510"-

eients. It seems established that In some of them, at
least, the tears of friends were collected to be buried with
the dead. Also lacrymal.

No lamps, included liquors, lachrymatories, or tear-bot-
tled attended these rural urns.

Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, 111.

laciymentalt (lak-ri-men'tal), a. [For larri-

mal with sense of lacrymose, with irreg. term.
-tnental, as in srntiiurn'tal.'] Tearful; lugubri-
ous.

In lamentable lachritmtntatt rimes.
A. Ilollaiui (Davies' Scourge of FoUy, p. 81).

lacrymiform, lachrymiform (Iak'ri-mi-f6rm),
a.

|
< L. liK-fi/ini, a tear, + forma, form.] In

hot. and tool. , tear-shaped ; drop-shaped; gutti-
form. The shape is nearly pyrifonn, but with-
out contracted sides.

lacrymonasal, lachrymonasal (lak"ri-md-na'-
zal), a. [< L. liicrimu, a tear, + HIIKHX. nose:
see nasal.} Of or pertaining to both the lacry-
mal and the nasal bone.
The resemblance to birds is still further increased, in

some species |of Ptrrnmmria\, by the presence of wide

lachrymo-nasal fossa) between the orbits and the nasal
cavities. lluilfii, Anut. Vert., p. 230.

lacrymosa, lachrymosa (lak-ri-mo'sft). . [<
I*. t(->-yi>uix<i. liicrimona (the first word of the

stanza), fern, of lacriumxH.-; tearful: see lin-n/-

"'.] 1. The last but one of the stanzas ,',r

triplets (so called from its first word, the' lino
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being
"
LiicrymowH dies ilia") of the medieval

hynm " Dies Ira?," forming a part of the Roman
I'atholic requiem mass. 2. A musical setting
of this stanza,

lacrymose, lachrymose (lak'ri-mos), a. [=
Or'. lacnnteiix, Im-i i/nn us = Sp. Pg. It. larriimi-

tii>, Uii/niiioxo,< L. /cn WO.SK.V, tearful, doleful, <

lacrinui, a tear: see luri-yiiiut.] 1. Shedding
tears ; appearing as if sheading or given to shed-

ding tears; tearful.

The water stood In my eyes to hear this avowal of his

dependence. . . . But I would not be lachrymote: I

dashed off the salt drops, and busied myself with prepar-
ing breakfast. Charlotte Bronb; Jane Eyre, xxxvll.

2. Of a tearful quality; manifesting or excit-

ing tearfulness; lugubrious; mournful: chiefly
used in sarcasm : as, a lacrymoxe voice : lacry-
IHIIXC verses. 3. In hot., bearing tear-like bod-
ies. J/. ('. Coofcc, British Fungi, p. 113.

lacrymosely, lachrymosely (lak'ri-mos-li),
a<li: In a lacrymose manner; tearfully.
lactaget (lak'tfij), i. [< OF. laictage, F. laitoge,
milk diet, milk food, < OF. laid, F. lait, milk,
< L. lac(t-), milk : see lactate.'] The produce of

milk-yielding animals; milk and milk-products.
It Is thought that the offering of Abel, who sacrificed of

his Hocks, was only wool, the fruits of his shearing ; and
milk, or rather cream, a part of his laetage.

Shucltford, The Creation, I. 79.

lactamide (lak'ta-mid), n. [< L. lae(t-), milk,+ E. amide, q. v.] A colorless crystalline sub-
stance (C3H7NO.j) formed by the union of lac-
tide and ammonia, whence the name.
lactant (lak'tant), a. [= Sp. Pg. laelante = It.

lattante, < L. lactan(t-)x, ppr. of lactare, give
suck: see lactate, .] Suckling; giving suck.

[Rare.]
lactarene, lactarine (lak'ta-ren, -rin), M. [<
lactar(y) + -ene, -ie2.] The commercial name
for a preparation of the casein of milk, used by
calico-printers like albumen.

lactary (lak'ta-ri), a. and . [= F. lactaire =
Sp. lactario, < L. lactarius, milky, < lac(t-), milk :

see lactate, r.] I.t u. Milky; full of white juice
like milk.

Yet were it no easie probleme to resolve . . . why also
from lactary or milky plants which have a white and lac-
teous juice dispersed through every part there arise flow-
ers blew and yellow. Sir T. Bromu, Vulg. Err., vi. 10.

II. .; pi. factories (-riz). A house used as
a dairy. [Rare.]
lactate (lak'tat), v. ; pret. and pp. lactated, ppr.
laftatiiig. [< L. lactotus, pp. of lactare (> It.

lattare), contain milk, give suck, < lac(t-) (> It.

latte =s Sp. leche = Pg. leite = F. lait), milk, =
Gr. ya\a (yaf.aK.r-), milk.] I. intrans. 1. To
secrete milk. 2. To give suck or perform the
function of lactation.

H. trans. To convert into milk
;
cause to re-

semble milk.

lactate (lak'tat), H. [< L. lac(t-), milk, + -afci.]
In i-ln-iii.. a salt of lactic acid, or the acid of
sour milk. The lactates are soluble in water,
and many of them are uncrystallizable.
lactation (lak-ta'shon), M. [= F. lactation =
Sp. lactacion = Pg. "lactaqSo = It. lattazione, <
NL. lattatio(n-), a giving suck, < L. lactare, give
suck: see lactate, r.] 1. The formation or se-
cretion of milk

; the physiological function of

secreting milk. 2. The act of giving suck, or
the time of suckling.
lacteal (lak'te-al), a. and . [< L. lacteus, milky
(see lacteous), + -al.~] I. a. 1. Pertaining to
or resembling milk; milky. 2. Conveying a
milk-like fluid ; chyliferous : as, a lacteal vessel.

II. n. In anat., one of numerous minute tubes
which absorb or take up the chyle (a milk-like

fluid) from the alimentary canal and convey it

to the thoracic duct. The lacteals are the radicles of
the lymphatic system of the alimentary canal, draining
off the chyle or nutritive and assimilable material from
the intestine where It is elaborated, and conveying it to
larger tubes In which the lacteals unite in the mesentery,
whence It is taken Into the receptacle which forms the
beginning of the thoracic duct, to be conveyed through
the latter Into the subclavlan vein, and so mixed directly
with the current of venous blood. The lacteals are so
called from the name cam ladea applied to these vessels
by their discoverer (Jasparo Aselll in 1622.

lacteally (lak'te-al-i), atlt: In a lacteal man-
ner; milkily.
lactean (lak'te-an), a. [= OF. lactean; < L.
liii-tt'iis, milky (see lacteons),+ -an.] 1. Milky;
resembling milk.

This lactean whiteness ariseth from a great number of
little stars constipated in that part of heaven.

J. ilaxon, Astron. Cards, p. 13.

2. Lacteal; conveying chvle.

lactein (lak'te-in), n. [< L. lacteus, milky (see
I'tctcuus), + -i 2

.] A substance obtained by

lactocrite

the evaporation of milk, concentrating it

seutial qualities; solidified milk. Tli<ntix, iled.
Wet

lacteous (lak'te-us), a. [= Sp. Idcleo = Pg. lac-

leo = It. lalteo, < L. lacteus, milky, < /e(<-), milk :

see lactate, r.J 1. Milky; resembling milk.
2f. Lacteal; conveying chyle: as, a lacteous
vessel. 3. In enfant., white with a very slight

bluish-gray tingle,
like the color of milk : applied

generally to white surfaces which are somewhat
translucent.

lacteously (lak't^-us-li), adv. In a lacteous

manner; milkily; lacteally.
lactescence (lak-tes'ens), . [= F. lactescence
= Sp. lactescenciti; as lactescen(t) + -ce.] 1.

The state of being lactescent; milkiness or

milky coloration.

This lactescence, if I may so call ft, does also commonly
ensue when, spirit of wine being impregnated with those
parts of gums or other vegetable concretions that are sup-
posed to abound with sulphureous corpuscles, fair water
is suddenly poured upon the tincture or solution.

Boyle, Works, I. 219.

2. In lint., an abundant flow of juice or sap
from a plant when wounded, commonly white,
but sometimes yellow or red.

lactescent (lak-tes'ent), a. [= F. lactescent =
Sp. Pg. lactexcente, containing milk, < L. lac-

tescen(t-)s, ppr. of lactescere, turn to milk (cf.

lactare, contain milk), < lac(t-), milk: see lac-

tate, t\] 1 . Being or becoming milky ; having a
milky appearance or consistence. 2. In bot.,

abounding in a thick milky juice, as the milk-
weed.

Amongst the pot-herbs are some lactetcetit papescent
plants, as lettuce and endive. Arbuthnot, Aliments, iii. 4.

3. In i iitnin., secreting a milky fluid, as the

joints of certain Coleoptera.
lactic (lak'tik), a. [= F. lactique; < L. lac(t-),

milk, + -ic.] Pertaining to milk
; procured

from milk, or from something of a similar char-
acter. Lactic add. C:,llc,i) :i ,

an acid which U known
In four isomeric modifications, the most common one be-

ing that found in sour milk. In all four forms It is a syr-
upy, intensely sour liquid, forming well-defined salts. It

Is formed not only In milk when it becomes sour, but also
in the fermentation of several vegetable juices, and In the

putrefaction of some animal matters. The acid which is

found in the fermented juice of beet-root, in saner-kraut,
in fermented rice-water, and In the Infusion of bark used
by tanners is for the most part lactic acid. It occurs also
in the aqueous extract of the muscles.

lacticinium (lak-ti-sin'i-um), n.; pi.
lacticinia

(-&). [L., milk food, < lac(t-), milk: see lac-

tate.'] A dish prepared from milk and eggs,
which, in early times forbidden, was later, in
the Latin Church, to some extent permitted as
food on ecclesiastical fast-days. A recent papal
dispensation has made its use in 'the Roman Catholic
Church lawful in some countries on most fast-days.

lactide (lak'tid or -tid), n. [< L. lac(t-), milk,
+ E. -idei.] A volatile substance. CgHoO^ one
of the anhydrids of lactic acid produced by the

dry distillation of that acid. See lactone.

lactiferous (lak-tif'e-rus), a. [= F. lactifere=
Sp. lactifero = Pg." lactifero = It. latttfero, <

LL. laetifer, milk-bearing, < L. lac(t-), milk
(see lactate), + ferre = E. bearl.] 1. Bearing
or conveying milk or chyle ; lacteal ; galactoph-
orous: as, a lactiferous duct. See duct. 2.

Producing a thick milky juice, as a plant.
lactiflc (lak-tif'ik), a. [=F. lactifique= Sp. lac-

tlfico, < L. lac(t-), milk, + -fiats, <facere, make.]
Causing, producing, or yielding milk. Blount.

lactiflcal (lak-tif'i-kal), a. [< lactific + -a/.]
Same as lactijic. Coles, 1717.

lactiflorous (lak-ti-flo'rus), a. [< L. lac(t-),

milk, + flos (ftor-), flower.] Having flowers
white like milk. Thomas, Med. Diet.

lactifugal (lak-tif'u-gal), a. [< lactifug(e) +
-a/.] Serving to check or stop the secretion of
milk ; having the property of a lactifuge.
lactifuge (lok'ti-fuj), n. [= F. lactifuge, < L.
Idc(t-), milk, +fugare, expel, <fugere, nee: see

Jttgitire.]
A medicine which checks or dimin-

ishes the secretion of milk.

lactine (lak'tin), w. [= F. lactine; < L. lac(t-),
milk, + -ie2.] Same as lactose.

lactobutyrometer (lak-to-bu-ti-rom'e-ter), .

[< L. lac(t-), milk, 4- butyrum, = Gr. iioirvpov,
butter, + Gr. perpov, a measure.] A kind of
lactometer for ascertaining the quantity of but-

tery matter any particular milk contains.
lactocele (lak'to-sel), w. [< L. bie(t-), milk, +
Gr. M/).'/, tumor.] In pathol., a morbid collec-
tion of milk-like fluid. Also called galactocelt.
lactocrite (lak'to-krit), n. [< L. lac(t-), milk, +
KptTJK, a judge: see critic.'] An apparatus for

testing the quantity of fatty substance or but-
ter in a sample of milk, invented by Laval,



lactocrite

and used in creameries in connection with his

centrifugal separator. A mixture of the milk to be
tested with an equal volume of a mixture of 95 parts of

strong acetic acid and 5 parts of strong sulphuric acid

is heated for eight minutes in a glass or porcelain vessel.

This process sets free the fatty substance of the milk,

which, however, still remains diffused throughout the
mass. The lactocrite is a long narrow-necked tube, fitted

to a holder on a disk attached to the centrifugal separator.
The prepared milk is placed in this tube, and the rotation
of the centrifugal separator acts, as in the separation of

cream from milk, to aggregate the fat in the narrow neck
of the tube, when its quantity can be determined by a
scale. When all the steps of the process are performed
with exactness, the value of the sample for butter-making
can be determined with an average error of only one twen-
tieth of one per cent.

lactodensimeter (lak
//

to-den-sim'e-ter), n. [<
L. lac(t-), milk, + denstis, thick, dense, + Gr.

fierpov, a measure.] A kind of lactometer fur-

nished with scales intended to show what pro-
portion of the cream, it' any, has been removed
from a sample of milk by skimming.
lactometer (lak-tom'e-ter), n. [= F. lactometre
= Sp. lactdmetro = Pg. lactometro, < L. lac(t-),

milk, + Gr. jiirpov, a measure.] An instrument
for gaging the purity or richness of samples of

milk. Specifically (o) An instrument used in measur-

ing the volume of cream in a sample of milk, and the

probable amount of water, if any, which has been added
to it. The simplest form is a graduated glass tube for

measuring the amount of cream that rises from a sample
of milk placed in it. A more complete instrument con-
sists of a series of tubes each with a stop-cock at the bot-

tom, arranged vertically in a suitable stand. The tubes
are about an inch in diameter and 12 inches high, and are

graduated to tenths of inches. The samples of milk to
be tested are poured into separate tubes to a depth of 10
inches. The stand is then set aside and the cream allowed
to rise. The thickness of the stratum of cream which rises
is measured in tenths of an inch, or (as the depth is 10

inches) in huudredths of the volume tested. The separated
milk is then drawn otf through the stop-cock for further
tests of richness in caseous matter, etc. (b) A kind of

hydrometer for testing milk by its specific gravity : also
called galactometer to distinguish it from the preceding,
in connection with which it is commonly used. When
this is called lactometer, the other instrument receives a
different name, as ereanunneter (Encyc. Brit.), or per cent,
tube (E. H. Knight). See hydrometer, and cut under go-
lactometer, (c) Same as lactodensimeter.

lactone (lak'ton), n. [<L.tac(i-),milk,+ -owe.]
A colorless volatile liquid possessing an aro-
matic smell, produced, along with lactide, by
the dry distillation of lactic acid.

lactophosphate (lak-to-fos'fat), . [< lact(ic)
+ phosphate.] A phosphate combined with lac-
tic acid.

lactoscope (lak'to-skop), n. [< L. lac(t-), milk,
+ Gr. aianrelv, see.] An instrument for testing
the quality and richness of samples of milk, by
their comparative opacity, constructed and
operated upon the principle that the richer the
milk is in fatty and caseous substances the

greater will be its resistance to the passage of

light through a stratum of any giyen thickness.
The samples are tested by alight of equal intensity, usually
the flame of a stearin candle. A common form of lactoscope

may be described as a box with two vertical parallel and
polished glass sides, one of which may be moved by a
screw toward or away from, and always in parallel rela-
tion with, the other. The candle is placed at a specified
distance from the fixed glass side of the box, and as the
movable side recedes the stratum of milk increases in
thickness to a point at which the candle-flame becomes
invisible through it. The various thicknesses at which
this occurs in different samples are indications of the rich-
ness of the samples, provided no adulteration other than
watering has been attempted. There are also lactoscopes
of simpler construction and operation. (Encyc. Brit.)

lactose (lak'tos). . [< L. lac(t-), milk, + -ose.]

Sugar of milk, Cigl^On, obtained by evapo-
rating whey, filtering through animal charcoal,
and crystallizing, it forms hard, white, semi-trans-
parent trimetric crystals, which are less soluble than cane-
or grape-sugar, have a slightly sweet taste, and grate be-
tween the teeth. It is dextrogyrate, and ferments slowly
with yeast, but readily undergoes the lactic fermentation.
It is convertible into glucose and galactose by boiling with
dilute sulphuric acid. It is used for food and in medicine,
and is prepared as an article of commerce in Switzerland
and Bavaria. Also called galactine, lacttne, and milk-sugar.

lactosuria (lak-to-su'ri-a), n. [NL., < B. lactose
+ Gr. ovpov, urine.] The presence of lactose
in the urine.

Lactuca (lak-tu'ka), n. [L., lettuce, > ult. E.

lettuce, q. v.] A "genus of liguliflorous com-
posite plants, to which the lettuce belongs,
type of the subtribe Lactucece of the tribe Ci-

choriacea:, characterized botanically by a beak-
ed achene and a pappus of delicate and copious
bristles in many series. These plants are herbs with
milky juice, usually with both radical and cauline leaves,
which are generally more or less deeply cut, lobed, or pin-
natifid, often with bristly ciliate margins, the cauline com-
monly with clasping or auriculate base. About 65 well-
authenticated species are known, indigenous in Europe,
Asia, Africa, and North America. The garden-lettuce, L.
saliva,, is scarcely known except in cultivation, but is sup-
posed to be a native of Asia. (See lettuce.) From the Eu-
ropean species L. virosa principally is obtained the seda-
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live known as lactucarium, or lettuce-opium. The species
of this genus all possess narcotic and sedative properties.

lactucarium (lak-tu-ka'ri-um), n. [NL., < L.

laetuca, lettuce : see Lactuca.'] A drug consist-

ing of the inspissated milky juice of several

species of Lactuca. The species are L. virosa, L. Scari-

ola, L. sagittate (altimma), and L. sativa, the garden-let-
tuce. It is regarded as possessing (in an inferior degree)
the properties of opium, and can be safely used where the

latter cannot; but it is uncertain in action. It is pro-
duced in some quantity in several European countries.

Lactuceae (lak-tu'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lessing,
1832), < Lactuca + -ece.] A subtribe of compo-
site plants of the tribe Ciclioriacece, of which the

genus Lactuca is the type. It embraces 10 other

genera, including Pyrrhopappus, Prenanthes, and Son-
chus. They are chiefly glabrous herbs with beaked ache-
ilia and copious bristly pappus. Also written Lactucacece.

lactucic (lak-tu'sik), a. [< L. laetuca + -ic.]

Pertaining to plants of the genus Lactuca.
lacuna (1%-ku'na), n.

; pi. lacuna! (-ne). [Also
rarely lac'une (<F.) ;

= F. lacune = Sp. lacuna,

laguna = Pg. lacuna = It. lacuna, laguna, a

pool, marsh, lake, gap, < L. lacuna, a pit, ditch,

pond, hole, hollow, cavity, < lacus, a basin,

cistern, lake : see lake1 . Cf. lagoon, a doublet
of lacuna.] 1. A pit or hollow. Specifically (a)
In bot.: (1) One of the small hollows or pits on the upper
surface of the thallus of lichens. (2) A name given occa-

sionally to an internal organ, commonly called an air-

cell, lying in the midst of the cellular tissue of plants. (&)
In anat., a small pit or depression ; a blind alley or cul-de-

sac, as one of a multitude of follicles iu the mucous mem-
brane of the urethra ; especially, a cavity in bone. See be-
low. (c) In zbol., one of the spaces left among the tissues of
the lower animals which serve in place of vessels for the
circulation of the fluids of the body.
2. A gap; a hiatus; especially, a vacancy
caused by the omission, loss, or obliteration of

something necessary to continuity or complete-
ness. 3. [cop.] In conch., the typical genus of
Lacunidtt. L. vincta is a common New England spe-
cies. This small shell resembles a periwinkle, but is thin-
ner and of slenderer form ; it is of a reddish or brownish
horn-color, with two or more darker spiral bands. It is

found on the sea-shore, where the animal feeds on algals.
Lacunae of bone, the microscopic cavities in the bone

occupied by the bone-cells, and communicating with one
another and with the Haversian canals and surfaces of the
bone through the canaliculi. See cut and quotation under
bone. Lacunsa of Howship, the foveolse of Howship,
minute pits in the border of bone undergoing absorption.
They are excavated by the osteoclasts lying in them.

lacunal (la-ku'nal), a. [= It. lacunale; as la-

cuna + -al.] Same as lacunar2 .

lacunar1
(la-ku'nar), n.', pi. lacunars, lacunaria

(-narz, lak-a-na'ri-a). [L., a wainscoted or pan-
eled ceiling, so
called from the j^.--;

"**** -~ -
sunken or hol-
lowed compart-
ments, < lacuna,
a pit, hollow :

see lacuna.'] 1.

One of the cof-
fers or sunk
compartments
in ceilings or
soffits formed of

beams crossing
one another, or

resembling in

structural form
or for purposes
of decoration such a construction of beams, as
the stone ceilings of the Grecian Doric, those
(generally formed of wood and plaster, and
profusely decoratedwith gildingand ornament)
common in Renaissance buildings, etc.
The lacunaria, or recesses of the roof [in the Ionic order],

were also certainly painted.
J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 253.

Hence 2. A ceiling or soffit having lacunars.
lacunar2 (la-ku'niir), a. [< lacuna + -atf. Cf.
lacunar1

, n'., an older form.] 1. Of or pertain-
ing to a lacuna. 2. Having lacunee

; lacunose.
Also lacunal.

lacunaria, . Latin plural of lacunar1 .

lacunary (lak'u-na-ri), a. [< lacuna + -ary.]
Pertaining to a lacuna Lacunary function, a
function having a lacunary space. Lacunary space, in
the theory of functions, an area in a plane every point of
which is the affix of a value of the variable for which a

given function has no determinate values. Thus, if

xi yi z*

Lacunars. From vaulting of Basilica of

Constantino, Rome.

then the space within the triangle whose vertices are the
affixes of a, b, and c is a lacunary space.
lacune (la-kun'), n. [< F. lacune, < L. lacuna,
a pit, hollow: see lacuna.] A lacuna; a small

empty space; agap; ahiatus; a defect. [Rare.]
A little wit, or, as that is not always at hand, a little

impudence instead of it, throws its rampant briar over
dry lacunei. Landor.
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lacunette (lak-u-nef), n. [< F. lacvnette, dim.
of lacune, a chasm : see lacuna.] In fort., a
small foss or ditch.

lacunid (lak'u-nid), n. Any member of the La-
cunidce.

Lacunidse (la-ku'ui-de), n. pi. [NL.,<iocwa,3,
+ -idee.] A family of tsenioglossate gastropods,
typified by the genus Lacuna, with shells re-

sembling those of periwinkles (Littorinidce), but

having a lacuna in the columella. There is no si-

phonal fold, and behind the operculum are two processes,
as in Rissoa. The family is usually included in the Lilto-

rinidce.

lacunose (la-ku'nos), a. [= Sp. lacunoso, lagu-
noso = Pg. It. lacunoso, < L. lacunosus, full of hol-

lows, holes, ponds, etc., < lacuna, a pit, a hol-

low : see lacuna.] Having or full of lacunae ;

furrowed or pitted ;
marked by gaps, cavities,

or depressions; specifically, in hot. and entom.,

having scattered, irregular, broadish, but shal-

low excavations, as a surface. A lacuuose leaf has
the venation salient beneath, leaving the surface full of
hollows. The pronota and elytra of many beetles are la-

cunose. Also tacunous.

lacunosorugose (lak-u-no-so-ro'gos), a. [< la-

cunose + rugose.] In bot., marked by deep,
broad, irregular wrinkles, as the shell of the
walnut or the stone of the peach.
lacunous (la-ku'nus), a. Same as lacunose.

lacunulose (la-ku
'

nu-lds), a. [Dim. of lacu-

nose.] In bot., diminutively lacunose. Tucker-

man, North American Lichens, I. 61.

lacus (la'kus), n. [NL. use of L. lacus, a basin,
lake: see lake1 .] 1. In anat., a place likened to

alake. 2. [cap.] In zool., a genus of beetles of

the family Eucnemida;. The sole species is L.

laticornis of Brazil. Bonvouloir, 1870 Lacus
lacrymalis, the lake of tears, the oval space between
the eyelids at the inner corner of the eye, occupied by the
caruncula lacrymalis.

lacustral (la-kus'tral), a. [< L. as if "lacustris,
of a lake (see lacustrine),+ -al.] Same as lacus-

trine.

lacustrian (la-kus'tri-an), a. and n. [< L. as
if *lacustris, of a lake (see lacustrine), + -an.]
1. a. Same as lacustrine.

H. n. A lake-dweller; one whose habitation
is built upon a lake.

Not the slightest clew appears as to the manner in which
the lacustrians disposed of their dead. Amer. Cyc., X. 112.

Lacustridas (la-kus'tri-de), n. pi. [NL., < *la-

eustris, of a lake (see lacustrine), + -ida:.] A so-

called family of fresh-water sponges, including
those forms of the genus Spongilla which inhab-
it lakes, as distinguished from the Fluviatilidw.
Though named as a family, the group has not the taxo-
nomic value of a genus, and its name is not based upon
that of any genus.
lacustrine (la-kus'trin), a. [< L. as if "lactis-

tris (> It. Pg. Sp. F. lacustre), of a lake, < lacus, a
lake: see lake1.] 1. Of or pertaining to a lake
or to lakes. 2. Living on or in lakes, as various
animals. 3. In bot., growing in lakes or ponds.
Also lacustral and lacustrian.

Lacustrine deposits, deposits formed at the bottom of

lakes, which frequently consist of a series of strata dis-

posed with great regularity one above another. From the

study of these numerous fresh-water deposits geologists
obtain a knowledge of the ancient condition of the land.

Lacustrine dwelling or habitation. Same as lake-

dwelling.

lac-work (lak'werk), n. Japanese lacquer.
lacy (la'si), a. [<.lace + -y

1
.] Resembling lace

;

lace-like.

The skeleton f of the Hexactinellidce] comes out a lovely
lacy structure of the clearest glass.

Sir C. W. Thomson, Depths of the Sea, p. 418.

How exquisite she looked in her pale-tinted dress, with
a lacey shawl wound carelessly around her head and
shoulders. The Century, XXXVI. 197.

lad1
(lad), n. [< ME. ladde, prob. < Ir. lath, a

youth, a champion, = W. llawd, a youth. It

cannot be the same as ME. lede, < AS. leod, a
man: see lede%. For the connection of the
senses 'boy' and '

servant,' cf. boy
1 and knave

in like uses. Cf. Ions1 .] 1. A boy; a youth; a

stripling: often used familiarly or affectionate-

ly in speaking of or to a man of any age.
The ladde whome long I lovd so deare
Nowe loves a lasse that all his love doth scorne.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., April.

Joseph, being seventeen years old, was feeding the
flock with his brethren ; and the lad was with the sons of
Bilhah. Gen. xxxvii. -2.

The ruffling Northern lads, and the stout Welshmen try'd
it. Drayton, Polyolbion, xxii. 1069.

How now, old lad? Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1. 113.

2. A male sweetheart : correlative to lass.

[Scotch.]
Ye royal lasses dainty,

Heav'n iiiak' ye guid as weel as braw,
An' gie you lads a-plenty. Burns, A Dream.



lad

3f. A servingman ;
a servant.

To make lordes of laddc* of londe that he wynneth,
And fre men fuule thrullea that folwen nat hua lawes.

Piers 1'lounnan (C), xxii. 32.

lad'-'t. An obsolete preterit and past participle

lad:i
(lad), n. [Origin obscure.] A thong of lea-

ther; a shoe-latchet. Halliicell. [Pi-ov. Eng.]
lad-aget (lad'aj), n. Boyhood.

Heer I have puat my Lad-age fair and good ;

Heer first the soft Down on my chin did bud.

Sylventer, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, it, The Vocation.

ladanum (lad'a-num), n. [< L. ladanum, leda-

ii n in, < Gr. A$avov, a resinous juice or gum
from a certain shrub, < /*,;/<W, > L. ledon, also

lada, < Pers. Iddan, a shrub (CtlttU I'nlicnx)

(> Ar. Hind. Iddan, ladanum). Honco, with
diff. form and sense, laudanum, q. v.] A resi-

nous juice that exudes from the Cistus lada-

niferus, a shrub which grows in Spain and
Portugal, and from C. Creticus and C. salvi-

folius, which grow in Crete, Syria, etc. The best
sort occurs In commerce in dark-colored or black masses,
of the consistence of a soft plaster. The other sort is in

long rolls coiled up, harder than the former, and of a paler
color. It was formerly much used medicinally in exter-

nal applications and as a stomachic, but is now in little

request. It is also used In perfumery and in fumigating-
nastlls. Also laMamtm, laudanum, gum ladanum, gum
labdanum, gum ledon.

ladanyt (lad'a-ni), n. [See ladanum.] An old
name for Cistus tadanifervs, one of the plants
yielding ladanum.

They make hero Labdanura or Ladanum of a very email
balsamic aromatic shrub called Ladany, and by botanists
Cistus Ledon, or Cistus ladanifera.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 231.

ladder (lad'er), n. [Also dial, ledder; < ME.
laddere, laddrc, < AS. hlaider, with short vowel
Madder (in declension syncopated hlaidr-,

hUeddr-), a ladder, = OFries. hladder, hleder =
MD. ledere, D. ladder, leer = MLG. ledder, a lad-

der, the rails of a cart, =OHG. hlei-

tar, hlcitara, hleitra, leitera, leitra,

MHG. G. letter, a ladder; perhaps
akin to L. clathri, a trellis, grate;
cf. Goth, hleithra, a hut, tent, taber-

nacle (of wattles f) (cf . hlija, a tent,

tabernacle). By some referred to

the same root as Gr. K/.nuiS, a lad-

der, namely the root of Gr. i&ivetv

=AS. hlinian, lean : see lean1
, clinic,

climax, etc.] 1. A frame of wood,
metal, or rope, usually portable,
and consisting essentially of two
side-pieces connected at suitable

distances by cross-pieces, gener-
ally in the form of rounds or rungs,

forming steps by which, when the

frame is properly set, a person may
ascend a heit'lit. A ladder differs from
a stair In that it has treads, but no risers.

There are many forma of ladders, adapted
to different uses, as the step-ladder, xtand-

inil-ladder, companion-ladder, collapsing-

ladder, scaling-ladder, etc. A Bremen's seal -

ing-ladder is now used consisting of one

pole only with steps on each side and a

large barbed hook at the top. In use, the
hook is caught In a window-sill, the fireman climbs to the

window by the pole, and then raises it to the next window,
and so on.

The kyng by an laddere to the ssyp clam an hey.
Itvb. of Gloucester, p. 333.

This ladder of ropes will lette thee downe.
The Child of Ette (ChiM's Ballads, III. 227).

Then they placed their scaling ladders,
And o'er the walls did scour amain.

Undaunted Londonderry (Child's Ballads, VII. 249).

2. Figuratively, any means of ascending; a

means of rising to eminence.
Note that the Crosse becomes

A Ladder leading to Heav'ns glorious rooms.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartaa's Weeks, L 7.

Lowliness is young ambition's ladder,
Whereto the climber-upward turns his face.

Shak., J. C., it 1. 22.

Accommodation ladder. See accommodation. Exten-
sion ladder, a ladder with a sliding or folding section

which can be used to increase the length. Jacob's lad-
der, (n) The ladder which, according to the account in

Genesis (xxvlll. 12X Jacob saw In a dream, stretching from
earth to heaven, with the angels of God ascending and de-

scending upon it (b) In logic, a figure illustrating the the-

ory of the old logic concerning the relations of genera, dif-

ferences, and species, (c) Naut. See Jacob's-ladder, \.

Hook-and-ladder company. Sec hook. Movable lad-

der, a miners' man-engine.
ladder-braid (lad'er-brad), n. A kind of braid

made on the lace-pillow ; a narrow bobbin-net :

so named from its appearance.
ladder-carriage (lad'er-kar"aj), n. A hook-

and-ladder truck; a vehicle on which fire-lad-

ders are carried. In some forms the bed-frame serves

as a brace for the ladder when it is raised, the sliding

Firemen's
Scaling-ladder.
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sections of the ladder being extended by a windlass which
has its bearings at the foot of the frame. A basket may be
secured by a rope to a pulley at the top of the ladder to serve

as a flrr-rsi ;![". A'. //. KlWjht.

ladder-dredge (lad'er-drej), . A dredge hav-

ing buck it sen rried round on a ladder-like chain.
ladderman (lad'er-man), .

; pi. laddermen

(-men). In a fire-brigaile, a member of a hook-
and-ladder company.
ladder-shell (lad'er-shel), n. Any species of

^i-ii/(iriii ; a scalariid or wentle-trap: so called

from the conspicuous ribs, resembling the

rounds of a ladder.

ladder-sollar (lad'er-sol'ar), n. In mining, a

platform at the foot of each ladder in a ladder-

way. The ladders are usually from 25 to 30 feet in length,
and between each two Is a sollar or platform, wh< p :>,

miner changes to another ladder. The object of this ar-

rangement is to lessen the danger, to both the miner him-
self and his companions below, which would attend a fall

from one continuous ladder leading from the top to the
bottom of the shaft Ladders without sollars are forbid-

den by law in England.
ladder-stitch (lad'er-stich), n. 1. An embroi-

dery-stitch in which cross-bars at equal dis-

tances are produced between two solid ridges
of raised work. A variety of this has the cross-bars at
different angles, producing a row of lozenges or hexagons ;

it is also carried around curves and in a circle, the cross-

bars resembling the radiating spokes of a wheel.

2. A stitch by which a row of crosses is pro-
duced, the effect of the whole being a continu-
ous line or ridge of the silk or thread, with
short cross-bars at regular intervals projecting
at both sides.

ladderway (lad'er-wa), n. A space or open-
ing for ascending and descending by a ladder;

specifically, in mining, a shaft arranged with a

system of ladders by which the miners have ac-

cess to the part of the mine in which their work
is carried on. In vertical shafts the ladderway (also

called In England the footway) is usually arranged In a

separate compartment partitioned off from those used for

hoisting and pumping.
ladder-work (lad'er-werk), n. Work done on
a ladder, as painting, stuccoing, and the like :

a workmen's term. For such work a ladder is

often slung horizontally by its ends, to make a

platform.
laddess (lad'es), n. [< lad1 + -ens. See lass1.]
A girl ;

a lass. Davies. [Humorous.]
I know he Is a very amiable lad, and I do not know that

she is not aa amiable uladdesi. Walpole, Letters, III. 243.

laddie (lad'i), n. [Dim. of lad1 .] A lad; a

boy; a lover. [Now chiefly Scotch.]
Hobie he had but a laddies aword,
But he did more than a laddies deed.

Hobie Noble (Child's Ballads, VI. 103).

I hae a wife and twa wee laddies.

Bums, To Dr. Blacklock.

lade1
(lad), t'.; pret. laded, pp. laden, laded, ppr.

lading. [< ME. laden (pret. lod, pp. laden), <

AS. hladan (pret. Mod, pp. hladen), load, heap
up, draw out (water), = OS. hladan = OFries.
hlada = MD. D. laden, MLG. laden = OHG.
hladan, MHG. G. laden, load, = Icel. hladha =
Dan. lade = Sw. ladda = Goth, "hlathan (in

comp. af-hlathan), load, lade. Cf. Russ. Made,
a load. Hence the noun lade1 (and load?), la-

dle, lastf, ballast, etc.; cf. also lathe*. For the
relation to load, see load?.] J. trans. 1. To put
a burden, load, or cargo on or in

;
load ; charge :

as, to lade a snip with cotton ;
to lade a horse

with com. [In this sense load is now chieflv

used, but lade, in the pp. laden, is still common.]
Okes great, Btrelght as a line, . . .

With branches bride, lade with leves newe.
Flower and Leaf, 1. 33.

And they laded their asses with the corn, and departed
thence. Gen. xlil. 26.

Ill show thee where the softest cowslips spring,
And clust'ring nuts their laden branches bend.

Wartun, Eclogues, viii.

Cooper he was and carpenter, and wrought
To make the boatmen fishing-nets, or help'd
At lading and unlading the tall barks.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

2. Figuratively, to burden ; oppress.
Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden.

Mat xi 28.

3. To lift or throw in or out, as a fluid, with a
ladle or other utensil: as, to lade water out of

a tub or into a cistern.

And chides the sea that sunders him from thence,
Saying, he'll lade it dry to have his way.

Shot., 3 Hen. VI., ill. 2. 139.

4f. To admit (water).

WIthynne the ship wiche that Argus made.
Whlche was so staunche it m^te no water lade.

MS. Diyby, 230. (HaUiwttt.)

Laded metal, in plate-ijlass manuf., melted glass trans-

ferred by a ladle from the melting-pot to the table.

ladle

Il.t intrana. 1. To draw water.

She did not think best to lade at the shallow channel
/;/. /'"". Contemplations.

2. San I., to let in water by leakage; leak.

Wriijlii.

lade 1
(lad), n. [< ME. lade; orig. a form of what

is now load?, but now associated with lade 1^.:
see lade1

, v., and load"*, n.] A load; specifi-

cally, a bag of meal. [Obsolete or Scotch.]
Als of many smalo conies cs made
Til a hors Irak a mykel lade.

Uampole, Prick of Conscience, L 3418.

A* bee* flee hame wi' ladei o' treasure,
The minutes wiug'd their way with pleasure.

Burns, Tarn o' Shantcr.

lade2 (lad), ?i. [Avar, of lode1
, load*.] It. A

way; course. See lode1 . 2. A watercourse ;

a channel for water; a ditch or drain; in Scot-

land, specifically, a mill-race, especially a head-
race. 3. The mouth of a river.

lademan (lad'man), n.; pi. lademen (-men). [A
var. of lodeman.] 1. A person who has charge
of a pack-horse. [Scotch.] 2t. A servant em-

ployed by a miller to return to the owners their

meal when ground. [Scotch.]
laden (la'dn). Past participle of lade1 .

ladenedt, !>!> An erroneous form of laden.

We caused our ships ladened with our great artillery
and victuals to be brought Into the haven.

Kip. in Scotland (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 117).

Every prisoner being most grievously ladened with Irons

on their legs. Munday (Arber's hug. Garner, I. 204).

lade-pail (lad'pal), . A pail with a long han-
dle to lade water out with. Halliicell. [Prov.

Eng.]
ladert (la'der), . [A var. of lodcr.] A lade-

man.
ladled, (la'did), a. [< lady + -ed*.] Ladylike ;

gentle.
Sores are not to be angulsht with a rustick pressure,

but gently stroak'd with a laditd hand.
Feltham, Resolves, L 8.

ladies'-bedstraw, -cushion, etc. See lady's-

bedstratc, etc.

ladifyt(la'di-fi),t>.
t. [< lady

+ -fy.] To render

ladylike ; make a lady of
; give the title or style

of lady to.

A pretty conceit of a nimble-wilted gentlewoman, that
was worthy to be ladifed for the lest.

Middleton, Black Book.

Ladin (la-den'), n. [Rheto-Rornanic ladin (=
It. ladino), < L. Latinus, Latin: see Latin.] A
branch of the Rheto-Romanic language spoken
in the Engadiue in Switzerland and the upper
Inn valley in Tyrol. See Kheto-Bomanic.

lading (la'ding), n. [< ME. lading, a loading,

drawing, < AS. hladunp (Somner), a drawing
(of water), verbal n. of hladan, lade, load: see

lade1
, r.] 1. The act of loading.

Before they deulded themselues they agreed, after the

lading of their goods at their seuerall ports, to meet at

Zante. Stoat, Queen Elizabeth, an. 1585.

2. That which constitutes a load or cargo;

freight; burden: as, the lading of a ship.

I perceive that this voyage will be with hurt and much
damage, not only of the lading and ship, but also of our
lives/ Act* xxviL 10.

I havemy lading ; . . . you may know whose beast I am
by my burden. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, UL 1.

3. In glass-making, the transfer of the glass into

the cuvettes Bill of lading. See MU3. BUla of

Lading Act. See bilia.

lading-hole (la'ding-hol), . In glass-ma ntif.,

an aperture in the side of a plate-glass furnace,
at which the cuvette for carrying the metal is

introduced or is filled.

Ladino (lii-de'nd), n. [Sp.,< L. Latinus, Latin:
see I.a tin.] 1 . The ancient Spanish or Castiliau

language. 2. A Spanish and Portuguese jar-

gon spoken by certain Jews in Turkey and else-

where. 3. In Central America, a half-breed of

white and Indian parentage ; a mestizo.

ladkin (lad'kin), n. [< ladi + -kin.] A little

lad. [Rare.]
Tharrhon that young ladkin night.

Dr. U.More, Psychozoia, UL SI.

ladle (la'dl), H. [< ME. ladel, a ladle, < AS. Ate-
'/< '. a ladle

(glossed by
L. iintlin)

(ef. hladen, a

bucket, hleed-

hwedl, hhed-

trendel, a
wheel used in

drawing wa-
ter), < hladan,
lade (water):

Foundry-ladle.

A, plate which serves to keep back Impuri-
ties floating on the metal.



ladle

see tate1.] 1. A long-handled dish-shaped
utensil for dipping or conveying liquids. Ladles
for domestic uses are made in many forms and of a variety
of materials. One form of foundry-ladle of iron, techni-

cally called a shank, for conveying molten metal from the
furnace to the mold, hasopposite handles fortwo men, one
of them furnished with a cross-bar at the end for tilting
the ladle to pour out the metal. For very large work such

foundry-ladles are moved by p, crane.

A ladfl bygge, with a long stele [handle].
That cast for to kele a crokke, and saue the fatte aboue.

Piers Plowman (C), xxii. 279.

A Ladle for our Silver Dish
Is what 1 want, is what I wish.

Prior, The Ladle.

2. A similarly shaped instrument for drawing a
charge from a cannon. 3. The float-board of a

mill-wheel; a ladle-board. 4. Inglass-manuf.,
same as cuvette, 2. Babbitting ladle. See babbitt-

ing. Paying ladle, or pitch-ladle, an iron ladle with a

long nose or spout, used for pouring melted pitch into the
seams of a ship after they are calked.

ladle (la'di), v. t.
; pret. and pp. ladled, ppr. la-

dling. [< ladle, .] To lift or dip with a ladle
;

lade.

Daly's business was to ladle out the punch.
T. Hook, Gilbert Qurney.

Ladled glass. Same as\culleti.

ladle-board (la'dl-bord), n. The float-board of
a mill-wheel.

ladleful (la'dl-ful), n. [< ladle + -/M/.] The
quantity which a ladle holds when full.

ladle-furnace (la'dl-fer"nas), n. A small gas-
furnace heated by a Bunsen jet or burner, and
usually provided with a support for a small
ladle and a sheet-iron jacket for concentrating
the heat upon the ladle : used in shops and lab-
oratories for melting small quantities of easi-

ly fusible metals and alloys, as zinc, tin, lead,
solder, type-metal, Babbitt metal, etc.

ladle-Shell (la'dl-shel), n. One of the several

large whelks or similar shells, as species of the

genus Fulgwr or Sycotypus, which are or may
be used as ladles in bailing: out boats, etc. [Lo-
cal, U. S.]
ladlewood (la'dl-wud), n. The wood of the
tree Hartogia Capensis.
ladronet (la-dron'), n. [< Sp. ladron = Pg. la-

drSto = It. ladrone = OF. laron, larron (> E. obs.

larron), < L. latro(n-), a robber; in earlier use
a hireling, mercenary soldier: see larceny.'] A
thief; robber; highwayman; rogue.

Was ever man of my great birth and fortune
Affronted thus? I am become the talk
Of every picaro and ladron.

Shirley, The Brothers, v. S.

lad's-love (ladz'luv), n. A name of the southern-

wood, Artemisia Abrotannm. [Prov. Eng.]
She gathered a piece of southernwood. . . . "Whatten

you call this in your country?" asked she. "Old man,"
replied Ruth. " We call it here lad's-loce.

"

Mrs. Gaskell, Ruth, xviii.

lady (la'di), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also ladye,
ladle, < ME. lai-edi, leredy, levedi, Icfdye, lefdi,

laevedi, etc., < AS. lilcefdige, later Jiliefdie, a lady,
mistress; a fern, corresponding to hlaford (orig.

*hlafweard), lord, and prob. directly derived
from it, with contraction, namely < hlaford +
-ige, for -ie, fern, formative. The supposed for-

mationjC Jildf, loaf, bread, -I- -dige, connected
with daigee, a kneader, from the root of ddh,
dough, namely that seen in Goth, digan, or dei-

gan, knead (see dough), is improbable. In ME.
the genitive or possessive is usually lady, as in
the first quotation under def. 3

;
hence the use in

Lady-day, and other compounds where lady is

orig. possessive. In some of these compounds,
and in various plant-names, lady(or lady's) orig.
referred to the Virgin Mary.] I. n.

; pi. ladies

(-diz). 1. A woman who has authority over a
manor or family; the mistress of a household:
the feminine correlative to lord.

And ye knowe wele also that she is oon of the beste la-
dies of the worlde, and oon of the wisest.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.X i. 84.

Of all these bounds . . .

We make thee lady. Shak., Lear, L 1. 67.

The Ladye of Branksome greets thee by me,
Says that the fated hour is come.

Scott, L. of L. JL, U. 4.

2. [cap.] Specifically, in Great Britain, the prop-
er title of any woman whose husband is higher
in rank than baronet or knight, or who is the

daughter of a nobleman not lower than an earl,
though the title is given by courtesy also to the
wives of baronets and knights; also, the femi-
nine title correlative originally to Lord, and
now also to Sir.

You shall have two noble partners with you ; the old
Duchess of Norfolk, and Lady Marquess Dorset.

'Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 3. 169.

ladyfly

prob. orig. as a var. of ladybug."] 1. A beetle

of the family Coccinellidte, order Coleoptera, so

called from its graceful form and delicate col-

oration. The eggs are laid in small clusters, and the

larvse are for the most part carnivorous, feeding upon
plant-lice, bark-lice, and small insects of all sorts ; one,

however, eats the leaves of plants. The adult beetles are

in the main predaceous, but sometimes feed upon pollen.
The pupa is usually formed within the last larval skin,
which is suspended by its anal end to some leaf or other

object. The pupse and also the larvre of some species
have 'been known to winter over, but the beetles usually
hibernate. The species are very numerous ; those figured,
Coccinclla picta (see under Coccinellidce), C. munda, C.

novem-notata, Meyilla maculata, Anatis quindecim-punc-
tata, are all common in the United States. Also called

ladybug, ladyclock, ladycow, ladyjly.

2. The pintail duck, Dajila acuta: so called

from its graceful form. Sev.C.Swaineon. [Dub-
lin Bay.] 3f. A lady-love; a sweetheart: of-

ten used as a term of endearment.

What, lamb! what, lady-bird!
God forbid ! Where's this girl? What, Juliet !

Shak., H. and J., i. 3. 3.

Is that your new ruff, sweet lady-bird f By my truth,
'tis most intricately rare.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Bevels, iL 1.

ladybug (la'di-bug), . A ladybird : the more
common name in the United States and in some
parts of England.
The Americans are not alone hi referring to insects as

"
bugs," for in many parts of England we have the "lady-

bug" (lady-bird), "May-bug" (cockchafer), and "June-
bug

"
(green beetle). Athenaeum, No. 3222, p. 140.

lady-cat (la'di-kat), n. The large channel cat-
fish of the United States, Ictalwus punctatus.
It attains a weight of 5 to 15 pounds, and is

much esteemed for food.

lady-chair (la'di -char), . Same as king's-
cushion.

Tina insisted on reading this with us, just as of old she
Insisted on being carried in a lady chair over to our wood-
land study in the island. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 430.

ladyclock (la'di-klok), n. [< lady + ctocfc*,

q. v.] Same as ladybird, 1. [Prov. Eng.]
That was only a lady-clock, child, flying away home.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxiil.

lady-cockle (la'di-kok*l), n. See cockle"*.

lady-court (la'di-kort), . The court of a lady
of the manor.
ladycow (la'di-kou), n. Same as ladybird, 1.

lady-crab (la'di-krab), n. The commonest edi-
ble crab of the United States, Callinectes hasta-

tus, upon the carapace of which is traceable an
outline like that of a woman's bust: extended
to various other swimming- and sand-crabs, as

Platyonychus ocellatus. See cut under Platyo-
nychus.

Lady-day (la'di-da), n. The day on which is

held the festival of the Annunciation of the

Virgin Mary, March 25th. See annunciation.

And vpon Saterdaye, our Ladye daye at nyght afore-

sayde, we made sayle.
Sir R. Ouylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 15.

I return to town next Friday, and leave it for good on
Lady-day. Sydney Smith, To Francis Jeffrey.

lady-fern (la'di-fern), n. An elegant fern, As-

plenium Filix-fcemina, widely diffused, in nu-
merous varieties, through the northern temper-
ate zone. Its rootstock is crowned with a cluster of

bipinnate broadly lanceolate fronds, commonly from 1 to
3 feet high.

ladyfinger (la'di-fing
//

ger), n. See lady's-finger.
ladyfish (la'di-fish), n. 1. A fish, Albula wi-
pes, of the family Albulidte, of a brilliant silvery

3328

Certain Ladies were expelled the Court, as the Lady
Poynings, the Lady Mouh'ng, and others, bound to ap-

pear at the next Parliament. Baker, Chronicles, p. 145.

3. In the days of chivalry, the woman chosen

by a knight or squire as the object of his espe-
cial service, his feats of arms being done in

her honor, and his success ascribed to her in-

fluence.
And he [the squire] hadde ben somtyme in chivachie, . . .

And born him wel, as of so litel space,
In hope to stonden in his lady grace.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 88.

But thou that hast no lady canst not fight.

Tennyson, Geraint.

4. A woman of good family and of established
social position, or one accepted as such: a re-

stricted sense correlative to gentleman in like

use.
She was born, in our familiar phrase, a lady, and from

the beginning, throughout a long life, she was surrounded
with perfect ease of circumstance.

Harper's Hag., LXXVII. 960.

5. A woman of good breeding, education, and
refinement of mind and manner: a general
sense correlative to gentleman in like use: in

common speech used indiscriminately as a syn-
onym for woman (a use generally vulgar, and
to be avoided except in address). See gentle-

man, 4.

A lovely Ladie rode him faire beside.

Upon a lowly Asse more white then snow.

Spenser, F. Q., L L 4.

Her artists were quick to give fine expression to the
new moods of the Middle Ages ; her gentlemen were the
first in Europe, and the first modern ladies were Venetian.

C. E. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 40.

1 admit that our abuse of the word isvillanous. I know
of an orator who once said, in a public meeting where bon-
nets preponderated, that "thetadfes were lastat the cross
and first at the tomb "

! Lowell, Biglow Papers, Int.

6. A wife
;
a man's spouse : used in this sense

always with direct reference to the husband:
as, John Smith and lady. [Formerly in com-
mon use, but now regarded as inelegant.]

Mr. Bertram asked his lady one morning at breakfast
whether this was not little Harry's birth-day.

Scott, Guy Mannering, ix.

"
Hope you and your good lady are well

"
[said Colonel

Sprowle.J 0. W. Holmes, Elsie Venner, vii.

7. A sweetheart. [Local, U. S.] 8. A slate

measuring about 16 inches long by 10 broad.
9. The calcareous apparatus in the cardiac part
of the stomach of the lobster, the function of
which is the trituration of the food Congrega-
tion ofOurLady ofCalvary. See congregation. Eng-
lish Ladles. See Institute of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
under institute. Greeting or salutation of Our Lady t,

the Annunciation. Ladles' companion, a small port-
able reticule or bag of stiff material, arranged to hold im-
plements for women's work, with gloves, purse, handker-
chief, etc. Ladles' man, a man who is fond of the soci-

ety of women, and is zealous in paying them petty at-

tentions. Ladles of the bedchamber. See bedcham-
ber. Lady bell. Same as angelus bell (which see, under
belli). Lady chapel, in a large church built for Roman
Catholic use, a chapel dedicated to the Virgin Mary, gen-
erally placed behind the high altar, at the extremity of the
apse or the eastern end of the church. In churches built
before the thirteenth century the Lady chapel is often a
separate building. The use of the name is modern. See
cut under cathedral. Lady Of the laket, a kept mis-
tress. [Old slang.]

All women would be of one piece
But for the difference marriage makes
'Twixt wives and ladies of the lakes.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. 1. 868.

Lady with twelve flounces, the goldfinch, Carduelis ele-

gant. [Shropshire, Eng.] Leading lady. See leading.
Our Lady, the Virgin Mary. Our Lady of Dolors. See
Dolors of the Virgin Mary, under dolor. Our Lady Of
Heaven's hent. See Acni. Our Lady's bedstraw.
See bedstraw, 2(o). Our Lady's Ellwand. See ellwand, 2.

II. a. Of a lady ; ladylike.
ladybird (la'di-berd), n. [< lady, with ref. to
"Our Lady," i. e. the Virgin Mary, + bircfl-;

Ladj-fish, or Bone-fish (Allmta vu/fes).
(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884. )

color, abundant in tropical seas, and quite gamy,
but of little value as food. 2. A labroid fish;

Harpe rttfa, with 12 dorsal spines, continuous
lateral line, scaly cheeks and opercles, base of
dorsal fin scaly, and posterior canines. It is a
common West Indian fish, occurring also along
the Florida coast, and of beautiful color. More
fully called Spanish ladyfish; also doncella.
3. The skipper or saury, Scomberesox saunis.

a. larva of Mysia or Anatis quindtcim-functata; t, pupa of lady-fluke (la'di-flok), U. The halibut. [PrOV.
same ; c, first joint of larva, enlarged ; d, beetle ; c. nine-spotted Eni? ~\

ladybird (CoccineUa novtm-notata] ; /, trim ladybird (C. munda} ; -, j^'a
f, spotted ladybird (Mefilla Maculala). (Lines show natural sizes.) ladyfly (la dl-fll), II. Same as ladybird, 1.



lady-hen

lady-hen (la'di-hen), M. .1. The skylark. 2.

The wren: a contraction of thir l.nilif.t Inn.

See /icl. [Prov. Eng.]
ladyhood (la'di-hud), /i. [< Indy + -hood.'] The
condition, character, quality, rank, etc., of a

lutly.

There WHS that in his tone . . . which was unpleaslng
to Aimir's laili/hoixl.

Qearye itacDotudd, What's Mine's Mine, p. 190.

lady-key (la'di-ke), . Primula rrris, the prim-
rose.

lady-killer (la'di-kil'er), . A man supposed
to be dangerously fascinating to women as

u real or pretended lover; one whose fascina-
tions are potent ;

a general lover. [Humor-
ous slang.]

I'm a modest man, . . . I don't Bet up lobe & lady-killer.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xili.

lady-killing (la'di-kil'ing), n. The acts or arts
of a lady-killer ;

assiduous gallantry. [Humor-
ous slang.]
ladykin (la'di-kin), M. [< lady + -tin.] A lit-

tle lady : applied by Elizabethan writers, in the
abbreviated form Lakiu. to the Virgin Mary.
[Bare.]

ladylike (lii'di-lik), a. 1. Like a lady in any
respect; refined; well-bred; courteous in man-
ner. 2. Applied to men, affected

;
effeminate.

Some of these so rigid, yet very spruce ladylike preach-
ers, think fit to gratify as their own persons, so their kind
hearers and spectators.

Jer. Taylor ('/), Artificial Handsomeness, p. 179.

Fops at all comers, ladylike in mien,
Civeted fellows, smelt ere they are seen.

Coipper, Tirocinium, 1. 830.

=8yn. Womanly, etc. See/emtnt'ne.

lady-love (la'di-luv), H. 1. A female sweet-

heart; a woman who is loved. 2. Love for a

lady ;
romantic love.

And, like the Ariosto of the North,
Sang ladye-lnoe and war, romance and knightly worth.

Byron, Childe Harold, Ir. 40.

ladymeatt (la'di-met), n. See the quotation.

Many an alms was given for her sake ; and the food so
set aside in almost every house to be bestowed upon the

poor went by the name of Ladytneat. The victuals given
to the poor in honour of the Blessed Virgin were often
known by the above name.

Jtock, Church of our Fathers, III. i. 284.

lady's-bedstraw (la'diz-bed'stra), n. A plant,
Our Lady's bedstraw, Galiuni verum.

lady's-bower (la'diz-bou'er), n. The only
British species of clematis, Clematis Vitalba.

Also called traveler's-joy.

lady's-comb (la'diz-kom), n, A small annual
umbelliferous plant of Europe, Scandix Pecten-

Veneris, with umbels of small white flowers, and
pale-green finely divided leaves, growing in cul-
tivated fields. The frott is laterally compressed and
destitute of vitUe, or oil-vessels; it has long and sharp
points, to which the name alludes. Also called Vemu's-
comb and shepherd'a-netdle.

lady's-cushion (la'diz-kush'on), n. The thrift,
Arnteria vulgaris, a maritime plant with a dense
cushion-like growth: also called .tea-cushion.

Several other plants have sometimes been
named lady's-cushion.

lady's-delight (la'diz-de-lif), . The pansy,
Viola tricolor.

Ladifs'-delights and periwinkles.
S. 0. Jewett, A Country Doctor, p. 237.

lady's-eardrops (la'diz-er'drops), . The com-
mon cultivated fuchsia.

lady's-flnger (la'diz-fing*ger), n. 1. pi. The
kidney-vetch, Antliyllix Vulneraria. The name
has also been given to many other plants.
2. One of the hairy appendages of the legs
of lobsters, attached to the base of the leg.

They are the gills or branchite. See exopo-
dite. 3. A kind of confectioners' cake, or of

sponge-cake, so named from the long and slen-
der form.

" Fetch me that Ottoman, and prithee keep
Your voice low," said the Emperor, "and steep
Some lady s fingers nice in Candy wine."

Kent*. Cap and Bells, st. 48. (Daritt.)

4. A finger-shaped variety of the potato for-

merly common, small, white, and of delicate
flavor. 5. A variety of apple.
Also huh/tiiii/i r.

lady's-glove (la'diz-gluv), . The purple fox-

glove, Dii/itii/itt juir/ntrfii. The name is also

given to one or two other plants, as Inulii

lady's-gown (la'diz-goun), H. In Scots laic, a

gift sometimes made by a purchaser to a ven-
dor's wife on her renouncing her life-rent in
her husband's estate.
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lady's-hair (la'diz-har), . 1. The quaking-
grass, liri:<i media. 2. One of the maiden-
hair ferns, .Idiinitiini ( 'a/iUlux- \

'

ladyship (la'di-ship), . [< lady + -ship.]
The condition or rank of a lady. Her or your la-

dyship, a form used in speaking of or to a woman having
the title of Lady.

1 did what your Ladythip commanded me at York-
house. Uouxll, Letters, I. v. 23.

lady-slipper (la'di-slip'er), w. See lady's-slip-

per.

lady's-maid (la'diz-mad), n. A female atten-

dant upon a lady.

lady's-mantle (la'diz-man'tl), n. An Old
World rosaceous herb, Alchemilla vulgaris. It

has a bitterish, astringent taste, and was for-

merly used in medicine as an astringent.
lady's-seal (la'diz-sel), . 1. A plant, Tamus
communist, of the natural order Dioxcoreaeea:
It IB a perennial climber, with greenish-white flowers and
scarlet perries, and grows in hedges and woods in England.
Also called black bryony.
2. The Solomon's-seal of England, Polyyona-
turn multifloriini.

lady's-slipper (la'diz-slip'er), n. 1. Any or-

chid of the genus Cypripedium. In America the
most conspicuous wild laay's-slippers are the larger yel-

low, C. pnoeiKfitu ; the smaller yellow, C. parcifttmtin; the

showy, C. Hpectabile ; and the stemlcss, C. acatue. The roots
of the first two yield an officinal remedy, regarded as a gen-
tle nervous stimulant and antlspasinodlc.

2. The garden-balsam, Impatient balsamina.

[U. 8.] The name has also been given locally
to other plants.

lady's-smock (la'diz-smok), M . \ cruciferous

plant, Cardamine pratensis. Also called cuckoo-

flower. Commonly called lady-smock.
Daisies pied and violets blue.
And lady-tmofJa all silver-white.

SAot.,L. L.L..V.2.906.

That meadow, chequered with water-lilies and lady-
smocks. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 58.

lady's-thistle (la'diz-this'l), . 1 . The blessed

thistle, CHICKS benedictus. 2. The milk-thistle,
Carauus Marianum.

lady's-thumb (la'diz-thum), . The common
persicaria, PolygonumPersicaria : so called from
its dense oblong reddish spike. [U. S.]

lady's-tresses (la'diz-tres'ez), n. An orchid,

Spiranthes autumnalis; also, any orchid of that

genus. These orchids are low plants, notable for their

spikes of white spirally arranged flowers. In the United
States S. ceriuia is perhaps the best-known species.

Laelaps (le'laps), n. [NL., < L. L&laps, the
name of a dog in Ovid's "

Metamorphoses," <

Or. ha&Mty, a dark, furious storm, a hurricane.]
1. In rod'/., a generic name used in various
senses, (a) A genus of arachnidans. Koch, 1835. (6)
A genus of hymenopterous parasites, of the chalcid sub-

family Pteromalitue, with two West Indian species, /-.

sadttles and L. pulchricornin. Usually Lelapn, as Walker,
1843. ( r-) A genus of gigantic dlnosaurian reptiles, estab-

lished by Cope in 1866. Some of the species stood 18 feet

high, and they were shaped like kangaroos, progressing
on their plantigrade hind feet with the assistance of the
massive tail. The jaws were large and armed with sharp
teeth. The animals were carnivorous and rapacious to a

high degree.
2. [/. c.] A species or an individual of the ge-
nus Lcelaps (c).

When hunting, the lcefap probably wandered around
the lowlands, or swam along the shore until It arrived
within twenty-five or thirty feet of its victim, when with a

spring it cleared the distance. Stand. Hat. lint.. III. 487.

Lselia (le'li-ft), n. [NL. (Lindley, 1830), named
after /.//.-, a Roman statesman.] A genus of
orchidaceous plants of the tribe Epidcndrece,
type of the subtribe Lceliece, having the sepals
and petals flat, the lateral lobes of the lip broad
and loosely investing the column, and the flow-
ers large and showy. They are epiphytes furnished
with pseiidolmll is, which are often elongate and stem-like,
and coriaceous or fleshy leaves. The flowers are borne on
simple terminal racemes. About 20 species have been
discovered, inhabiting tropical America from Brazil to
Mexico. Several of them are common in collections of
orchids.

Laelieae (le-li'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham and
Hooker, 1883)', < Lcelia + -eoc.] A subtribe of
orchidaceous plants of the tribe Epidendre<r,
chiefly epiphytes with terminal inflorescence,
the pollinia in one or two series of four. It

embraces 15 genera besides l.n-iin, the type,
including Epidendrum, Cattteya, etc. Written
Laliada; by Lindley.
laemmergeier, laeinmergeyer, n. See lammer-

gcier.

loemodipod (le-mod'i-pod), a. and n. [As Lce-

MxNfWda.] 1. a. Pertaining to the Lwmodipo-
da, or having their characters. Also lannodipo-
(tllHU.

II. a. A member of the order L<emodij>oda.
Also Itemodipodan.

lafayette

Lsemodipoda (lo-mo-dip'o-djii, ti.pl. [NL.,
neut. pi. of lii'iiinilipiif, < ( ir. /aifiof, the throat, +

' ~

f (<?<ro<?-), two-footed : see dipotlr, IHpus.~\
An order of edriophthalmous crustaceans, re-

lated to the amphipods, by Home made a group
otAniphipinlii. It ls characterized by having the abdo-
men rudimentary, reduced to a mere papilla, the first two
thoracic somites coalesced with the head, so that the cor-

responding pairs of limbs seem to be attached to this part,
branchial vesicles on several thoracic somites, and in the
female laminar oostegites for carrying the ova. The group
consists of two families, Cyamida and Cavrcllida, or the
whale-lice and the mantis- or specter-inrimps. These
animals are marine and parasitic. The Lamodipoda were
at one time made a part of the Itopnda, corresponding to

a section, Cuntibranchia; of that order. They were later

raised to ordinal rank, and divided by Latrt-ille into Fili-

furtnia and Ocalia, which divisions correspond to the
modern families Caprellidce and Oyamida. See these
words. Also spelled Lemwlipoda.

laemodipodan (le-mo-dip'o-dan), . and n.

Same as la-modipod.

laemodipodiform (le-mo-dip'o-di-fdrm), a. [<
NL. ta-modipus (see La~modipoda) + L. forma,
form.] In entom., resembling the Lannodipoda
in shape : an epithet applied byKirby to certain

orthopterous larv with elongate, subcylindri-
cal bodies, long antennee. and the anterior legs
distant from the intermediate ones, as the Phas-
m ulif or walking-sticks.
laemodipodous (le-mo-dip'o-dus), a. [< NL.
Icemodipus: see Laxnodipoda.] Same as l<emodi-

pod.
lasnt, . [AS. Icen, a loan, grant, fee, fief: see
loan 1

.] In one. Eng. law, the tenure of land
as a benefice, either by mere permission, as in

the case of the ordinary leen, where the tenant
was dependent on the will of the lord, and pro-
tected only by custom, or by a writing called a
book (bok), expressing the terms of the tenure
and the right of the tenant. The tenant paid for

the use either in money, in produce, or in labor, frequent-

ly In all. At the expiration of the tenancy, which was
usually for life, the laud reverted to the grantor.

laena (le'nft), .; pi. /?; (-lie). [L., = Gr.

j/Uuva, a cloak.] In anc. Bom. costume, a woolen
cloak usually of two thicknesses of cloth, worn
over the pallium or the toga as a protection
from the weather. It occurred in an ornamented
form as an early robe of state, and also formed part of the
costume of office of the flamens. In late times it was
worn to some extent as a substitute for the toga.

laen-landt, n. [AS., latnland, lanland, < lien, a

grant (see lam), + land, land.] In Anglo-Saxon
law, land held and occupied by virtue of a laen.

Either bookland or folkland could be let. lent, or leased
out by its holders ; and, under the name of lowland, held
by free cultivators. StuMw, Const. Hist, i 36.

laeotropic (le-o-trop'ik), a. [As laiotrop-ous +
-ic.] Sinistral ; turning or turned to the left,
as the whorls of a spiral shell : opposed to dexio-

tropic.

laeotropous (le-ot'ro-pus), a. [< Gr. )ai6f (= L.

Icevus), left, + rptirtiv, turn.] Turning to the

left; sinistral : opposed to dextrotropous.
laet (AS. pron. lat), n. [AS. tef.] Among the

Anglo-Saxons, one of a class inferior to that of a
ceorl, but above that of a slave. Seefreeman, 3.

Laetare (le-ta're), w. [So called from the first

word of the introit of the mass on this day. L.

ItKtare, 2d pers. sing. impv. of latari, rejoice, <

Icetns, joyful, glad.] Eccles., the fourth Sunday
in Lent. It is on this Sunday that the Pope
blesses the golden rose. Also called Mid-Lent

Sunday.
laevigate, laevigatous, a. See lerigate

1
.

Lxvigrada (le-vig'ra-da), n. pi. [NL.,< L.

fafw, light, + gradi, step.J One of many names
of the Pycnogonida.
laevoglucose, laevogyrate, etc. See levoglucone,
etc.

lafayette (la-fa-yef), [So named because
it first became well known about the time of
the last visit of Lafayette to the United States

(1824-5).] 1. A sciaenoid fish of the northern

Laftrette (Luttamui jr<r*/4nu).

United States, Liostomus xanthurus, of an ob-

long form, with the back elevated toward the

front, a steep profile, and no teeth in the lower

jaw. The sides are marked with about 16 dark bauds
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tending obliquely forward, and a distinct spot on the
shoulder. Although of small size, it is much esteemed
for the savoriness of its flesh. Also known as goody, old-

wife, and spot.

2. A stromateoid fish, Stromateus triacanthus;
the butter-fish, dollar-fish, or harvest-fish. See
cut under butter-fish.

lafet, n. A Middle English form of lave3 .

laff1 ,
v. An obsolete or dialectal spelling of

lauqh.
laffs (laf), n. A fish of the family Synanceidce,

Synanceia verrucosa, of an oblong form, with a
monstrous cuboid head, warty skin, and a dor-

sal with 13 pungent spines and 6 rays. The dor-

sal spines are grooved and connected with an ovoid poi-

son-gland. The flah is consequently much dreaded. It

inhabits the Indian ocean, and is called laf or mud-la/
at Mauritius. Als called fi-fi.

When a la/ is discovered, the wary fisherman, knowing
it to be a sluggish flsh, not likely to move quickly, creeps
slowly up to it, and stooping down lowers his hand gently
till it is below the level of the mouth, when with a sudden

jerk he clutches it by the lower jaw and draws it up.
Set. Amer., N. S., LX. 227.

Laffitte (la-fit'), n. See Chdteau Laffitte, under
chdteau.

laft1
!. A Middle English preterit and past par-

ticiple of leave1 .

Iaft2 (laft), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form of

loft.

I ... observed a peeress from her seat in front of the
laft opposite to me, speaking vehemently to a fat lord at

the table below. Oalt, The Steam-Boat, p. 220.

lafter (lafter), n. [Also latter, lawter, latter,

lighter, Sc. lachter, lauchter, a number of eggs
laid,< Icel. Idttr, I0.tr, the place where animals,
esp. seals, whales, etc., lay their young, < liggja

(pret. Id), lie, > lag, a laying, etc., leggja,\&y : see

lie1
, lay

1
. Lafter stands for lauchter, for *laugli-

ter, and is related to lie1
, lay

1
,
as slaughter to

slay
1

. ] The number of eggs laid by a hen before
she sits. Halliwell. [North. Eng.]
lag

1
(lag), a. and n. [Prob. < W. Hag, slack,

loose, sluggish, languid, = Corn, lac, loose, re-

miss, = Gael, lag, feeble
;
cf . L. laxits, loose, lax

(see lax1 ), languere, be weak or languid: see lan-

guid1
, languish. Icel. lakra, lag, is appar. con-

nected with lakr, defective, and thus with E.
lack1 : see lack1.] I.t a. 1. Slow; tardy; late;

coming after or behind.
Some tardy cripple bore the countermand,
That came too lag to see him buried.

Shak., Eich. III., ii. 1. 90.

2. Long delayed; last.

I could be well content
To entertain the lag-end of my life

With quiet hours. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1. 24.

We prevent
The loathsome misery of age, beguile
The gout and rheum, that in lag hours attend
For grey approachers.

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 4.

II. n. If. One who or that which comes be-

hind; the last comer; one who hangs back.
What makes my ram the lag of all the flock ?

Pope, Odyssey, ix. 526.

2f. The lowest class ; the rump ;
the fag-end.

The senators of Athens, together with the common lag
of people. Shak., T. of A., Hi. 6. 89.

3. In mech., the amount of retardation of some
movement : as, the lay of the valve of a steam-

engine.
No unexceptionable experimental proof has ever been

given that there is any such thing as a true magnetic lag;
the apparent magnetic sluggishness of thick masses of
iron is demonstrably due to internal induced currents.

S. P. Thompson, Dynamo-Elect. Much., p. 74.

4. In inach., one of the strips which form the

periphery of a wooden drum, the casing of a

carding-machine,or the lagging or covering of a
steam-boiler or -cylinder. 5. An old convict.

[Australia.]
At last he fell in with two old lags who had a deadly

grudge against the captain.
C. Reade, Never too Late to Mend, be.

Hang lagt. See hang, v. i.

lag1
(lag), v.; pret. and pp. lagged, ppr. lagging.

[< lag
1

, a.] I. intrans. To move slowly; fall

behind; hang back; loiter; linger.
Now in the rearward comes the duke and his

;

Fortune in favour makes him lag behind.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 3. 34.

Superfluous lags the veteran on the stage.

Johnson, Vanity of Human Wishes.
To this, Idomeneus : The fields of fight
Have prov'd thy valour, and unconquer'd might ;

And were some ambush for the foes design'd,
Ev'n there, thy courage would not lag behind.

Pope, Iliad, xlii.

II. trans. If. To slacken.
The hunter with an arrow wounded him in the leg,

which made him to halt and lag his flight.

Heyu-ood, Hierarchy of Angels (1635X p. 98.
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2. To clothe, as a steam-boiler, to prevent ra-

diation of heat.

One [cylinder] which is well lagged or covered with non-

conducting material. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 488.

3. To bring into the hands of justice ;
cause to

be punished for a crime. [Low slang.]
" He is my brother on one side of the house, at least,"

said Lord Etherington, "and I should not much like tohave
him lagged for forgery." Scott, St. Eonan's Well, xxxi.

They'll ask no questions after him, for fear they should
be obliged to prosecute, and so get him lagged.

Dickens, Oliver Twist, xvi.

Iag2t (lag), v. t. [Origin obscure.] To take;
steal. [Old slang.]

Some corne away lag
In bottle and bag ;

Some steele for a jest
Eggs out of the nest.

Ttisser, Husbandrie, November's Abstract.

lagamant, lagemant, n. [< ML. (AL.) laga-

mannus, lagemannus, < ME. lageman, lagamon,
lahman, <AS. lahmann, a lawman: see lawman.]
In old Eng. law, a man vested with or at least

qualified for the exercise of jurisdiction, or sac

and soc. See lawman.

lagam-balsam (lag'am-baFsam), n. The pro-
duct of an unknown tree of Sumatra, closely

resembling gurjun-balsam.
lagan (la'gan), n. See ligan.

lagartot (la-gar'to), n. [Sp., a lizard, an alli-

gator: see alligarta, alligator.] An alligator.

We saw in it [the Orinoco] divers sorts of strange fishes

of marvellous bigness, but for lagartos it excelled.

Raleigh, Discovery of Guiana. (E. Z>.)

Lagascea (la-gas 'e-a),. [NL. (Cavanilles,

1800), after Prof. %/l"Lagasca, director of the

Botanical Garden at Madrid.] A genus of com-

posite plants of the tribe Helianthoideai, type of

the subtribe Lagascew, remarkable in having
only a single flower in a head, but the heads
themselves aggregated into a subglobose glom-
erule, and the proper involucre united into a
5-cleft tube. They are hairy or scabrousherbs or shrubs
with entire or dentate opposite leaves, or the upper alter-

nate, and white, yellow, or red flowers. Eight species are
known, all natives of Mexico and Central America, one
of which (L. mMis), however, is also found throughout
nearly the whole of tropical America, and has become
naturalized in many tropical countries of the eastern

hemisphere.

Lagasceese(lag-a-se'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1873), <!Lagascea + -eos.] A sub-
tribe of heliauthoid composite plants, consist-

ing of the anomalous genus Lagascea.
lag-bellied (lag'beFid), a. Having a slack,

drooping belly.
From the lag-bellied toad

To the mammoth. Hood, Lycus the Centaur.

laget, '' t. [Origin obscure.] To wash. [Old
slang.]

laget, n. [< lage, r.] Poor, thin drink. [Old
slang.]

I bowse no lage, but a whole gage
Of this I bowse to you. Brome, Jovial Crew, ii.

lagemant, n. See lagaman.
lagena (la-je'na), ra.; pi. lagence (-ne). [L., also
written lagosna, lagcena, lagona ; < Gr. Adywof (in
late writers also Ady^vof, after L.), a flask, bot-

tle.] 1. (a) In Rom. antiq., a wine-vase; an am-
phora. (6) A vase of bottle-shaped form, gen-
erally in unfamiliar wares, as Levantine, Per-

sian, or the like. 2. The saccular extremity of
the cochlea in some of the vertebrates below
mammals, as a bird, where ramify the ultimate
filaments of the auditory nerve. 3. [cap."] In
2067. : (a) The typical genus of Lagenidos. Forms
of foraminifers referred to this genus are found from
the Carboniferous to the present period. (6) A genus
or subgenus of mollusks of the family Fascio-
lariidas.

Lagenaria (laj-e-na'ri-a), . [NL., < L. lagena,
a flask, + -aria. ] A genus of plants of the natu-
ral order Cucurbitaceoe. There is only one species, L.

vulgaris,which occurs throughout tropical and subtropical
Asia and Africa, where it is commonly cultivated. It is a
downy annual climbing herb, with broad leaves and large
white flowers. The fruit is extremely variable in size and
shape; it is known as the bottle-

, club-, or trumpet-gourd.
See gourd.

Lagenidse (la-jen'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lagena
+ -idoe.] A family of perforate foraminifers,
typified by the genus Lagena. The test is calcare-

ous, and either monothalamous or consisting of a number
of chamberlets joined in a straight, curved, spiral, alternat-

ing, or(rarely) branching series. The aperture is terminal,
and simple or radiate. There is no interseptal skeleton
and no canal system. The Lagenidae are marine micro-

scopic organisms, more or less lageniform in shape.

Lagenideada.i-e-nid'p-a), n. pi. [NL.] Theia-
genidai regarded as an order, and divided into

Lagenina, Potymorphina, and Ramulinina.

laggen

lageniform (la-jen'jrform), a. [< L. lagena, a

flask, + forma, form.] In hot. and sodl, shaped
like a Florence flask

;
much dilated or subglo-

bose at base, but ending in a slender cylinder
or neck.

Thus the shell of Nodosaria is obviously made up of a

succession of lageniform chambers.
W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 479.

Lageninae (laj-e-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Lagena
+ -ina:.] A subfamily of Lagenida;, having a

single-chambered test.

Lagenorhynchus (la-je-no-ring'kus), n. [NL.,
< L. laijena, Gr. adj^of, a'bottle, + Gr. frvyxof,

a snout.] A genus of bottle-nosed dolphins,

belonging to the subfamily Delphinince, having
80 to 90 vertebra?, small teeth, and a compar-
atively short and broad snout, as the white-

Youn Skunk-porpoise (Lafffttorhynchus acutus).

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

beaked and white-sided dolphins, L. albirostris

and L. acutus or leucopleurus . The characteristic
coloration is blackish with white stripes, whence some of

the species are called skunk-porpoises. The species are at

least nine in number, but their synonymy is confused. The
one here figured, properly called L. acutus, is also known
as L. leucopleurus, L. gubemator, and by other names. J.
E. Gray, 1846.

lager (la'ger), n. [< G. lager, an abbr. of lager-

bier, lager-beer: see lager-beer.] Same as la-

ger-beer (which see, under beer1 ). [U. S.]

lager-beer (lii'ger-ber'), n. [< G. lagerbier, lit.
'

store-beer,' < lager, a storehouse, magazine, a

place where things lie in store (= AS. leger, a

bed, couch, E. lair: see lair1 and leaguer
2
),
+

bier = E. beer1.] See beer1 .

Lagerstrcemia (la-ger-stre'mi-ii), n. [NL.
(LmnsBus),named after Magnus\(mLagerstrdm,
a director of the East India Company at Goth-

enburg.] A
jjenus

of polypetalous trees and
shrubs belonging to the natural order Lythra-
riea! and tribe Lythrece. They have a campannlate
6-parted calyx, 6 petals, numerous stamens, a 3- to 6-celled,
3- to 6-valved capsule, and large winged seeds. The leaves

are mostly opposite and in two rows, petioled, oblong or

ovate, entire, and often glaucous underneath, and the
flowers are in ample terminal and axillary branching
panicles. About 21 species are known, natives of tropical
eastern Asia, subtropical Australia, and Madagascar. Five
or six species are cultivated, notably L. Indica, the crape-

myrtle or Indian lilac, a hardy shrub, native of China, with

bright rose-colored flowers borne in great profusion and
exceedingly beautiful. L. Flos-Regime, native of India,
is called bloodwood, jarool, and queen's-flmcer. See these
words. L. microcarpa is the ben-teak.

Lagerstrcemieae (la'ger-Btre-nu'e-e), n. pi.

[NL. (A.P. de Candolle, 1826), < Lagerstrcemia +
-ecu.] A tribe of plants of the order Lyfhrarieas,
founded on the genus Lagerstrcemia.
Lagetta (la-jet'a), n. [NL. (A. L. Jussieu,
1789), < lagetto, tne native name of the tree in

Jamaica.] A genus of dicotyledonous apeta-
lous trees of the West Indies, belonging to the
natural order Thymelceacece and tribe Euiliy-
melosea;. It is characterized by hermaphrodite tetramer-

ous, loosely spiked or racemed flowers, and by having the
four broad scales of the ureeolate persistent perianth con-
nivent under the stamens. These trees have beautifully
reticulated bark, broad, oblong, alternate leaves, and white
flowers. Only two species are known, both confined to
the West Indies. L. lintearia is the lacebark-tree.

Lagetteae (la-jet'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Meisner,
1836), < Lagetta 4- -ece.] An old tribe of the

Thymelneaceae, founded on the genus Lagetta.

laggan (lag'an), n. [Hind.] In India, a basin
with pierced cover into which water is poured
from the lota to wash the hands after a meal.

laggard (lag'ard), a. and n. [< lag
1 + -ard.]

I. a. Slow; sluggish; backward.

Thy humblest reed could more prevail,
Had more of strength, diviner rage,
Than all which charms this laggard age.

Collins, Odes, xii.

Weak minstrels of a laggard day.
Skilled but to imitate an elder page.

Scott, Don Roderick, Int, St. 3.

II. 11. One who lags; a loiterer; a lazy, slack
fellow.

A laggard in love, and a dastard in war.

Scott, Young Lochinvar.

Here comes a laggard hanging down his head,
Who seems no bolder than a beaten hound.

Tennyson, Geraint.

laggen (lag 'en), . [Origin obscure.] The
angle between the side and the bottom of a
wooden dish. [Scotch.]



laggen
But or the day was done, I trow,

Thelaqgen they hno clautet
Fu' clean that day. Burr*. A Dream.

lagger 1 (lag'6r), n. + -erl.] A laggard.

Whether you prove a layyer in the race,

Or with a vigorous ardour urge your pace,
I shall maintain uiy usual rate, no more.

Francit, tr. of Horace's Epistles, 11., To Lollius.

(jer
2
(lag'er). n. [Prob. a dial. var. of layer,

as lii/i/i-r of Kei-l.] 1. A narrow strip of ground.
2.' A groon lane. [Prov. Bug. in both senses.]

lagging (lag'ing), . [Verbal n. of lagi, r.] 1.

The act of walking or moving slowly, or of fall-

ing behind. 2. Inarcfe.,the planking, consist-

ing of narrow strips, extending from one rib of

the centering of an arch, vault, or tunnel to an-

other, and affording direct support to the vous-

soirs until the arch or vault is closed in. 3.

In mining, strips of wood or light timbers laid

across the stulls in the drifts to prevent frag-
ments of rock from falling through. In some
coal-mines bars or rails of Iron are used for this purpose,
and give an important increment of strength to the con-

struction. Sometimes called lacing.

4. In mack., same as deading. Lagging of the

tides, the phenomenon of the lengthening of each tide-

day, or interval between tides nearly twenty-four
hours

apart, which lengthening takes place during the time from
new or full moon to quadrature, or from spring to neap
tides : opposed to priming of the tides. It is due to the

change of the relative directions of the solar and lunar at-
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pinfish, and also bream. The genus is often in-

cluded in JHplodus.

Lagcecia (la-ge'shiii), n. [NL. (Linnaeus), so

called because the umbellets are fancifully
likened to a hare's nest; < Gr. >#?&(, 'f.ayos, a

hare, + ootof ,
a house.] A genus of umbellifer-

ous plants of the tribe Saniculea. They have but
one style, setose fruit, pinnate leaves with awn-polnted
teeth, and subglobose, many-flowered umbels with pec-
tinate plnnatifid bracts. There Is only one species, L.

cumijwUa, the wild cumin, native of the Mediterranean

region from Spain to Syria. It has white flowers, and Is

sometimes cultivated In gardens. See cumin.

Lagomorpha (lag-o-mdr'fa), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

/Uijof, a hare, + uop^, form, shape.] The series

or alliance of duplicidendate rodents, conter-

minous with the suborder Duplicidentata, and

containing the two families Leporidte and Lago-

myida:, or hares and pikas, which are thus to-

gether contrasted witn Myomorpha, Sciurowor-

pha, and Hystricomorpha. The characters are

the same as those of the suborder Dupliciden-
tata.

lagomorpbic (Iag-o-m6r'fik), a. [< Lagomor-
Mta + -tc.'] Having the form or structure of a

hare; leporine, in a broad sense; dupliciden-

tate, as a rodent; of or pertaining to tne Lago-

morpha, as a hare or pika.

lagomyid (la-gom'i-id), . A rodent of the

family Lagomyidce; a pika.

lagotic

low sea (called Haft) are closed In by long crescentlform
aand-luuikB (Xehrungen); but the conditions here an quite
different from those at the head of the Adriatic, since the

streams flowing over the Mains of North (iertnany are not
torrential In character. Lagoons are found In great num-
bers along the coast of Brazil, formed there as elsewhere by
the conflict of large detritus-bearing rivers with the ocean
waves and tides. In regions where Spanish Is or formerly
was the current language, the word lagoon Is likely to be
used with more latitude of meaning, since In the Spanish
language laguna is applied to ordinary lakes, to the bot-

toms of deep bays, especially when these are more or less

closed In by a narrowing of the coast-lines, so as to give
rise to lake-like areas, and also to shallow, swampy, or

almost dried up lakes Inland as well as near the coast

2. With reference to Tuscany and some other

parts of Italy, the basin of a hot spring, eppt-
cially one from which borax is obtained: from
the Italian use of lagone in this sense.

The lagoon* of Tuscany are basins into which the waters

from Sofflonl are discharged.
Getlne, Text-Book of Geol. (2d ed.), p. 218.

3. In occasional use, the area of still water in-

closed within an atoll, which is often called a

lagoon island. See atoll.

We passed through the Low or Dangerous Archipelago,

Darwin, Voyage of the Beagle, xviil.

lagoon-whaling (la-gon'hwa'ling). n. The pur-
suit of or industry of killing the California gray
whale in the lagoons. It is the most dangerous
kind of gray-whaling.

-__, V Oag'inK-11 )) *" Iu a lagging man'

ner; loiteringly.

lag-goose (lag'gos), . 1. The graylag: more

fully called gray lag-goose or graylag goose. See

graylag. 2f. A laggard. Davies.

Beware of Gill Laggoose, disordering thy house,
Mo dainties who catcheth than crafty fed mouse !

Tutser, Huabandrie, Dinner Matters.

laght, . A Middle English form of

Lagidium (la-jid'i-um), . [NL., < Gr.

dim. of '/MY&f, /layof, a hare.] A genus of alpine
rodents of the family Chinchillida;; the South
American chinehas or rabbit-squirrels. They are

like chinchillas, but have long ears, long bushy tail, and 4

toes instead of 5 on the fore feet. Two species inhabit the

Andes of Chili, Bolivia, and Peru ; these are L. cuvieri and
/,. paUipes. Also called LagMi. Bennett, 1833.

lag-link (lag'lingk), n. A link for holding a

lag (a bar, plank, etc.), as one of the links in

an endless chain through each link of which a

bar is passed, used in a form of bark-convey-
er for tan-bark.

lag-machine (lag'tna-shen*). n. A machine
for shaping wooden lags or deading for jack-

eting steam-pipes or -cylinders, or for covering
drums.

lagnappe (Ian-yap'), . [Also lagniappe; cf.

/>rt.J A trifling article added gratis to a pur-
chase in shops or markets to encourage custom ;

any complimentary present from a dealer to a

customer: as, a turkey sent at Christmas for

lagnappe. [Louisiana.]
The pleasant institution of napa the petty gratuity

added by the retailer to anything bought grew the

pleasanter, drawn out into Gallicized lagnappe.
O. W. Cable, Creoles of Louisiana, xvl.

Lagoa (la-go'a), n. [NL. (Harris, 1841), irreg. <

Gr. ZayAf, Ionic Aayof, a hare.] A notable North
American genus of bombycid moths, belonging" "

E. The larva? are of remarkable form,

duplicidentate rodents, of the order Glires or Bo-

dentia; the pikas, conies, or calling-hares. The
dental formula is : L f. c. g, pm. _ (rarely \\ m. _ x S =
26 (or 22) teeth. The incisors are grooved and notched.

The fore and hind limbs are of proportionate lengths ; the

clavicles complete ; the ears large and rounded ; the eyes
small ; the whiskers copious ; the fore paws have clawed

digits; the hind feet are four-toed; the tail is rudimentary.
The pelage Is soft and dense. The general aspect is rather

that of a guinea-pig than that of a hare. Lagomyt is the

only living genus. Titanomyi is a fossil genus of the Mio-

cene, with only 22 teeth.

Lagomyinae (la-gp-mi-i'ne),
n. pi. [NL., < La-

gomys + -IJKE.] The Lagomyidw rated as a sub-

family of Leporidce.

Lagomys (la-go'mis), n. [NL., < Gr. Xay<5c, ^yoc,
a hare, + //.:=. mouse. ] The typical genus

such as L. alpinus of Europe and Asia, L. ogotona of Asia,

and L. princept of America. The last is known as the

Little Chief Hare ( Lafotnys princtfsl.

which produce a severe nettling effect upon the skin of

one handling them. The cocoons mimic knots on twigs.
--'is are known, the most abundant being L.

.

Lagocephalus (lag-o-sef'a-lus), n. [NL., < Gr.

f, a hare, + KttyaM], head. ] A genus of gym-,

nodont fishes of the family Tetrodontida; ; the

rabbit-fishes. L. lavigatus is one of the largest spe-
cies of the family, attaining a length of S feet ; it is com-
mon in the Gulf of Mexico and West Indian waters, and
is known as the tambor or imooth puffer. See cut under
Tetrodontida.

Lagodon (la-go'don), n. [< Gr. fory<if, a hare,
+ odoi'f (oiSoir-) = E. tooth.'] A genus of spa-

Pinfish, or Bream {Lapxton

roid fishes, related to the seup and sheepshead.
L. rhomboides is a United States species called

little chief hare, cony, and starred rat. It Inhabits the

mountains of the West as far south as New Mexico and
Arizona. In the lower latitudes It is found only at great
altitudes. See pika.

lagont, n. An obsolete variant of ligan.Wl1
-g>1

"

an earthy
Tuscan lagoons,

lagoon (la-gBn'), n. [Also lagune, two forms
of same ult. origin being concerned: (1) Also

written lagune (= F. lagune), < It. laguna = 8p.

laguna, Pg. lagoa, < L. lacuna, a ditch, lake, <

lacus, lake ; (2) It. lagone, a pool, ang. of logo, a

area of shallow water, or even of marshy land,

borderingon the sea, andusually separatedfrom
the region of deeper water outside by a belt of

sand or of sand-dunes, more or less change-
able in position. Such areas are chiefly formed at the

uiouths of rivers which bring down considerable detrital

material from adjacent elevated land this detritus in

course of time forming a complicated network of ridges

separating tracts covered by shallow water, which, as the

process of filling goes on. tend to become converted first

into marshy and finally into dry land. The best-known

lagoons are those near the head of the Adriatic, on its west-

ern side, on the outer edge of which is situated Venice,
often called the "City of the Lagoons" (la citta delle la-

gune). The tendency of the Brenta and other small
streams coming from the Alps to fill up the Venetian la-

goons Is so powerful that it is only by persistent and

costly works of hydraulic engineering that the city has to

a certain extent retained its positk.n unchanged. A some-
what similar condition prevails at the mouth of the Rhone.

where, however, the lagoons are called ctangt. On the

southern coast of the Baltic considerable areas of the shal-

n-a), n.

., tne eye,.

bility to close the eye, resulting from paraly-

sis, spasm, or local injury: so called from the

supposition that in its natural condition the eye
of tne hare when asleep is affected with such

inability. Also lagophtltalmus.

lagophthalmic (lag-of-thal'mik), a. [< lagogh-
tltalnria + -c.] Pertaining to or affected with

lagophthalmia.
lagophthalmus (lag-of-thal'mus), n. [NL.: see

Itigophtlialinia.] Same as lagojihthalmia.

lagopode (lag'o-pod), n. [< lagopod-ous.'} A
ptarmigan ;

a snow-grouse. See Lagopus.
lagOpodoUB (la-gop'o-dus), a. [< Gr. Aayimavs

(-TTOO-), hare-footed:' see Lagopus.'} In goal.,

hare-footed; having the feet densely furry or

feathery, as a lemming or a ptarmigan. See
first cut under grouse.

Lagopus (la-go'pus), n. [NL., < L. lagoptis, <

Gr. Aay<i;roi'c, a bird, prob. a kind of grouse, also

a plant, hare's-foot ; lit. 'hare-footed,' < faytx;,

a flare,+ JTOI'Y = E.foot.] 1 . A genus of grouse,
of the family Tetraonida-, having the feet and
nasal fossw densely feathered ; the ptarmigans.
There are several species, most of which turn white In win-

ter. They Inhabit alpine and boreal regions of the northern

hemisphere. The red-game of Scotland is a peculiar in-

sulated form which does not turn white in winter, known
as L. icoticui. The willow -grouse is L. albut. The rock-

ptarmigan is L. rupestris. The white-tailed ptarmigan of

the Rocky Mountains is L. leucurut. There are other

species. See first cut under grouM.
2. A former generic name of the plant hare's-

foot, Ochroma Lagopu*.
Lagorchestes (lag-or-kes'tez), n. [NL., < Gr.

/-/jycjf, a hare, + opx^Grf^, a dancer: see orches-

tra.'} A genus of Australian marsupial mam-
mals of the family Macropodidte, having the

muffle hairy as in Macropus; the hare-kanga-
roos. They are small, somewhat resembling hares, and

a form in the herbage.
'

a hare, * oro/ia, the moutn.J in leratot., harelip.

Lagostomidse (lag-os-tom'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Lagostomus + -t<te.] A supposed family of ro-
' "

3d by the genus Lagostomug. Also

,
as a subfamily of Chinchillida?.

(la-gos'to-mus), . [NL., < Gr.

i, the mouth.] A South
American genus of hystricomorphic rodents of

the family Chinchillida', of comparatively large
size and stout form, with the lip cleft, the fore

feet 4-toed, the hind 3-toed, and bushy tail.

The only species is the viscacna or biscacha, L. tnchodae-

tylut. Also erroneously Lagoitomyi. See cut under rt>-

cacha.

LagOthril (la-goth'riks), M. [NL., < Gr. ).ay<*.

monkeys, of the family
subfamily Cebina; the woolly monkeys. They
have a long prehensile tail, which is naked on the under
side near the end, well-developed thumbs, comparatively
short limbs, and woolly black pelage. There are two spe-

cies, L. httmboldti, the caparra or caparre, and L. in/mna-
tiu. the barrlgndo. The latter Is one of the largest of

American monkeys, the body being upward of two feet in

length. See cut on following page.
2. [/. c.] A monkey of this genus,

lagotic (la-go' tik), a. [< Gr. Xayuc, a hare, +
oi"f (or-), = E. earl, + _.c.] Rabbit-eared.



Lagotis

Woolly Monkey (Lagothrix humboldti).

Lagotis (la-go'tis), n. [< Gr. ~tay&s, a hare, + ovs

(ur-) = E. ear1
.] A synonym of Lagidium. Ben-

nett, 1833.

Lagrange's equation. See equation.

Lagrangian (la
- gran 'ji- an), a. [< Lagrange

(see def.) + -..] Pertaining to Joseph Louis

Lagrange (1736-1813), a great Piedmontese

mathematician, who brought analytical me-
chanics to a regular method Lagrangian de-

terminant, a determinant which is equated to zero in

Lagrange's method of treating small oscillations. La-
grangian equation. See equation. Lagrangian for-
mula Of interpolation, the formula

_ rr (& ^) (*" C) wr (X~-tt) (X C) . . . ,

*/ I* 7- JT- -. -r Ui, 7 rm 7\ r ~tc.

This formula really belongs to Euler. Lagrangian
function. See function. Lagrangian method, In hy-

drodynamics, the method which uses the differential

equation of the motion of a particle, instead of that of the

velocity at a point in space. This method was used by
Lagrange, but originated with Euler, like the so-called

Eulerian method.

lagre (F. pron. la'gr), n. [F.] In sheet-glass

manuf., a sheet of glass laid over the flatten-

ing-stone to protect a cylinder to be flattened

from auy slight inequalities of the stone itself.

lagrimando (lag-ri-man'do), a. [It., ppr. of

lagrimare, weep, < L. lacrimare, weep : see lac-

rymation."] Same as lagrimoso.

lagrimoso (lag -ri-mo 'so), a. [It.: see lacri-

moso.] In music, plaintive: noting passages
to be so rendered. Also lacrimoso and lagri-
mando.

lag-screw (lag'skro), w. 1. A flat-headed screw,
used principally to attach lags to baud-drums.

2. An iron bolt with a square or hexagonal
head and cut with a wood-screw thread. It is

cylindrical under the bead, so as to admit of turning
after it has entered the wood. In Great Britain called
coach-screw. Car-Builder's Diet.

Lagthing (lag'ting), . [Norw., < lag, law, +
thing, parliament: see law1 and thing.'] The
upper house of the Norwegian Storthing or par-
liament, consisting of one foxirth of the mem-
bers of the latter elected by the whole body.
See Storthing.

lag-tootht, n. One of the grinders, the hind-
most molar or wisdom-tooth : so called because
it is the last to be cut. Florio.

laguncula (la-gung'ku-la), n. [L., a dim. of la-

gona, lagena', a flagon: "see lagena."] Same as

lagena.
Lagimcularia (la-gung-ku-la'ri-a), n. [NL.
(Gartner, 1805), < L. laguncula, dim. of lagena,
a bottle, in allusion to the form of the calyx.]
A genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants
of the natural order Combretacece and subor-
der Combretew, having the calyx-tube turbinate
and not produced beyond the ovary, 10 in-

cluded stamens, opposite leaves, and spiked
flowers. Only one species is known, L. racemosa, the
white buttonwood or white mangrove, a native of the im-
mediate coast throughout the West Indies and semitropi-
cal Florida to Cape Canaveral, and also of tropical Africa.
It is a small tree, usually only 20 or 30 feet in height, but
in exceptional cases 60 or 70, with very heavy, hard, and
strong close-grained wood, susceptible of a high polish.

lagune, . See lagoon.

lanmant, n. See lagaman.
Lahore cloth. [So called from Lahore in In-

dia.] A name given to cloth made in Great
Britain from Cashmere wool.

laic (la'ik), a. and n. [The older form is lay*,
q. v.; laic is directly from the LL.; = F. laique= Sp. laico, lego = Pg. leigo = It. laico, < LL.
laicus, < Gr. /.awof, of or from the people, < Aa<5f,
the people.] I. a. Belonging to the laity or

people, in distinction from the clergy or profes-
sionals.

An unprincipled, unedifled, and laick rabble.

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 36.
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II. . A layman, in distinction from a cler-

gyman.
The privilege of teaching was anciently permitted to

many worthy Laymen ; And Cyprian in his Epistles pro-
fesses he will doe nothing without the advice and assent

of his assistant Laictcs. Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

laical (la'i-kal), a. [< laic + -al.~] Same as

laic. [Bare.]
laicality (la-i-kal'i-ti), n. [< laic + -ality.] The
condition or quality of being laic

;
the state of

a layman. [Bare.]
laically (la'i-kal-i), adv. After the manner of

a layman or the laity.

laicization (la"i-si-za'shon), w. [< laicize +
-ation.'] The act of rendering lay, or of de-

priving of a clerical character; removal from
clerical rank, influence, or control.

In France, the republic seemed benton an entire division

of church and state, and the laicization of the hospitals
and schools still continued.

Appleton's Ann. Cyc., 1886, p. 790.

laicize (la'i-siz), v. t.; pret. and pp. laicised,

ppr. laicising. [< laic + -ise.] To render lay ;

deprive of a clerical character or relation.

So it is M. Lavy, M. Joffrin, M. Navarre, M. Patenne,
who guide the spirit of education, and choose the books for

our libraries. You may be sure that they take care that

laicising should become a reality.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 710.

laid (lad), p. a. [Pp. of lay
1
, v.~] 1 . Put or set

down; thrown down; prostrate.
Such pleasaunce makes the Grashopper so poore,
And ligge so layd, when Winter doth her strain.:.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., October.

They that have drunk " the cup of slumber " had need
to be bidden " awake and stand up,

"
for they are sluggish

and laid. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 189.

2. Pressed down; pressed Laid paper, paper
that shows in its fabric the marks of the close parallel
wires on which the paper-pulp was laid in the process of
its manufacture: distinguished from move paper, which in

the process of manufacture is laid on woven flannels or
on felts.

laidly (lad'li), . A dialectal variant of loathly.

laieH, v. An obsolete form of lay
1

.

Iaie2t. An obsolete preterit of lie1 .

Iaie3t, '* An obsolete form of lay
3

.

laiert, n. An obsolete form of lair1
, layer.

laigh (lach), a. A dialectal (Scotch) form of

low*.

laik, v. and n. See lake2 .

lain1
(Ian). Past participle of lie1 .

lain2 (Ian), n. [Cf. lain1
, pp.; < lay

1,?. Cf.

lair1
, layer.'] If. A layer. Harrison, Descrip.

of England, p. 187. (HalUwell.)2. Plow-land

lying at the foot of the downs. [Prov. Eng.]

Light falls the rain on link and laine.

Spectator, No. 2137, p. 574.

Iain3t (Ian), n. [< ME. lain, layn, layen, layne,

denial, concealment
; partly < AS. lygen = OS.

lugina = D. logen = MLG. logene, loggene, logge
= OHG. lugina, MHG. liigene, liigen, G. luge =
Dan. Sw. logn = Goth, liugn, falsehood, and
partlyfrom a related noun represented by OHG.
lougna, denial, = Icel. laun = Sw. Dan. Ion, con-
cealment (whence the verb lain3

, q.v.); from the
root of AS. leogan, etc., lie: see 7e2.] Denial;
concealment.

A woman I sawe there at the last
That I first met, with-outyn layn,
Ful doofully on me here eyn sche cast.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 210.

Iain3t (Ian), r. [Also dial, lean, len; < ME.
lainen, laynen, leynen, < AS. lygnian, litjnian (=
OS. lignian = OHG. louginen, longnen, MHG. lou-

genen, lougenen, G. Idugnen, deny, = Icel. leyna,
conceal ; from the noun : see lain^, n. The ME.
form is partly due to the Icel.] I. trans. To
deny; conceal.

For alle the lufez vpon lyue, layne not the sothe,
for gile.

Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 1786.

H. intrans. To use concealment; speak
falsely.

" Of my dissese," quod she,
"
yf I shuld layne

Only to yow, I wis I were to blame."
Generydes (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 717.

lainert, laineret, n. Same as lannier.

lair1
(lar), n. [Also in some senses layer, which

is partly differentiated; < ME. leir, < AS. leger,
a couch, bed, lair (= D. leger, a couch, bed,
lair, = OHG. legar, a couch, MHG. leger, lagar,
laiger, G. lager, a couch, bed, place of lying,
storehouse (see lager-beer), = Goth, ligrs, a
couch), < licgan, lie: see lie1 . Cf. layer, lea-

</wer2.] 1. A place in which to lie or rest; a
bed

;
a couch : now used only of, or with figura-

tive reference to, the den or resting-place of
a wild beast.

laithly

My love I lulled vppe in hys leir,

With cradel-bande I gan hym bynde,
Cros, he stiketh vppon thi steir,

Naked in the wylde wynde.
Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 200.

Out of the ground up rose,
As from his lair, the wild beast.

Milton, P. L., vii. 457.

2f. A litter, as of rabbits
;
a stock.

His bride and hee were both rabbets of one laier.

Breton, Merry Wonders, p. 8.

3f. An open pasture ;
a field.

More hard for hungry steed t' abstaine from pleasant lare.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. viii. 29.

It came to pass that born I was
Of linage good, of gentle blood,
In Essex layer, in village fair,

That Bivenhall hight.
Turner, Author's Life (ed. 1672), p. 140.

4. A portion of a burying-ground affording space
sufficient for one or more graves ;

a burial-plot.

[Scotch.]
lair2 (lar), n. A Scotch form of lore1 .

lair3 (lar), n. [< ME. laire, layre, lare, < Icel. leir

= Sw. Dan. ler, clay, mire.] If. Clay; earth.

Of water his body, is flesshe laire,
His beer of fuyr, his honde of ayre.

Cursor Mundi. (BalliweU.)

2. Mire; a bog; a quagmire. [Scotch.] 3.

Soil; land; ground: in this sense probably
confused with lair1

,
3. [Provincial.]

lair3 (lar), v. i. [< lairS, n.~\ To sink when
wading in snow, mud, or quagmire. [Scotch.]

And thro' the drift, deep lairing, sprattle.

Burns, A Winter Night.
In Scotland, also, cattle venturing on a "quaking moss "

are often mired, or laired, as it is termed.
Sir C. Lyell, Prin. of Geol., II. 610.

laird (lard), . [The So. form of lord.'] In

Scotland, a landed proprietor; especially, the
owner of a hereditary estate; also, rarely, a

house-owner; a landlord,

lairdship (lard'ship), . [< laird + -ship; ult.

a dial, form of lordship.'] 1. The condition or

quality of a laird. 2. An estate
;
landed prop-

erty. [Scotch.]
My lairdship can yield me
As meikle a year

As had us in pottage
And gude knockit beer.

Jtamsay, Poems, II. 313.

lairy (lar'i), a. [< ME. layry, layri, layery ; <

fa*r+-0i.] 1. Miry. [Scotch.] 2f. Earthly.
For it es heghe, and alle that it dnellis in it lyftes abowne

layery lustes, and vile covaytes.
MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 196. (Balliwell.)

laisser-faire (les'a-far'), n. [F. : laisser = It.

lasciare, let, permit, < L. laxare, relax; faire, <

~L.facere,d.o: see fact."] A letting alone ;
a gen-

eral non-interference with individual freedom
of action

;
the let-alone principle or policy in

government and political economy. The term
was first used in France to designate that principle of po-
litical economy which would leave industry and trade ab-

solutely free from taxation or restriction by government,
except so far as required by public peace and order. It
has since been extended to include non-interference by
controlling authority with any guiltless exercise of indi-
vidual will.

laissez-faire (les'a-far' ),. [F.: tosses, 2dpers.
pi. impv. of lateser, let; faire, do: see laisser-

faire.J Same as laisser-faire.

Nowadays, however, the worst punishment to be looked
for by one who questions its [governmental authority's]
omnipotence, is that he will be reviled as a reactionary
who talks laissez-faire. H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 56.

laistowet, Same as laystall.

laitH, . [ME. lait, layt, leit, leyt, < AS. liget,

leget, pi. ligetu, Ugeta, legetu, lightning; cf.

OHG. langazan = Goth, lauhaljan, lighten:
from the root of leoht, light: see light

1
,
a. and

.] Lightning; flash.

And that ys not full moche wonder,
For that day cometh layte and thonder.

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 38, t. 43. (Halliwell.)

lait2 (lat), v. t. and i. [Also late; < ME. laiten,

layten, legten, < Icel. leita, seek, search, inquire,= AS. wlatian, look at, = Goth, wlaiton, look

around.] To seek; search for; inquire. [Prov.
Eng.]

A ! lorde, thou wote wele like a tyde,
The Jewes thei layte the ferre and nere,
To stone the vn-to dede,
Or putte to pereles payne. York Play*, p. 197.

laiter (la'ter), n. Same as lafter.
laith (lath), a. A dialectal (Scotch) form of
loath.

laithe (laTH), . [Cf. lythc.'] The pollack.
[Prov. Eng.]

laithfu' (lath'fu), a. A dialectal (Scotch) form
of loathful.

laithly (lath'li), . A dialectal (Scotch) form
of loathly.



laitB

laits (lats), ii. Same as

laity (lii'i-ti), . [< '//
4 +

-'.</ ( H"icti/, <

tf'i.i/
1
)-] It- T'IP state of being a layman, or of

not being in orders.

The limn 1 usual cause of this deprivation lsaniere(i(//,
or want of holy orders. Ayliffe, PttOfOn.

2. The people, as distinguished from the clergy;
the body of the people not in orders; laymen
collectively.

If personal defailance bo thought reasonable to disem-

ploy the wholucnllhig, then neither clergy nor faity should
ever serve a prince. Jer. Taylor, Works (eU. 1835), II. 245.

3. The people outside of a particular profession,
as distinguished from those belonging to it;

persons unskilled in a particular art or science,
as distinguished from those who are profession-
ally conversant with it.

What . . . could be more absurd than for one of the
In it it to attempt to measure and weigh stars many millions

of millions of miles removed from his grasp?
a. H. Lewes, Probe, of Life and Mind, Int., I. i. ; -JO.

lakt, . and v. A Middle English form of

lake 1
(lak), n. [< ME. lake, a lake, a stream. <

AS. lacti, a lake, pool ; merged in ME. with AF.
lake, lak, OF. tec, P. tec = Sp. Pg. It. lago; < L.

locus, a large body of water, a basin, tank, or cis-

tern of water, pit, hollow, = Gr. '^OKKOC, a hole,

pit, pond; =Ir. Gael, locli (> AS. lull, E. lough,
He. loch) = W. llwch = Corn, lo = Bret, loach,
a lake (see loch and lough, which are thus ult.

identical with lake), = AS. lagu, lago (> ME.
laie, laye, etc.: see toy

8
) = OS. lugu (in comp.)

= Icel. loijr, the sea, water: also in AS. lagu
= OHG. tagu = Icel. lo'gr = Goth, lagus, the
name of the Runic form of the letter L. Cf.

tecAc2 , latch*, leach3 , a pit, etc.] 1. A body
of water surrounded by land, or not forming
part of the ocean and occupying a depression
below the ordinary drainage-level of the region.
Lakea are depressions or basins filled by streams flowing
into them, the water thus introduced generally accumu-
lating until it runs over at the lowest point of the edge of

the depression, and then flowing to the sea. But in some
cases a river may till u number of such depressions in suc-
cession before reaching the sea, as is very notably the case
with the chain of lakes and rivers beginning with Lake
Superior and ending in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The
larger depressions which when tilled with water become
lakes are ordinarily orographie in character that is, they
owe their origin to movements of the earth's crust, In the
same manner as mountain-ranges. Many smaller lakes,

however, especially the shallower ones, nil depressions
which have originated from local or less general causes, as

when produced by unequal decay or erosion of rocks, or by
irregular distribution of surface detritus. The existence
of a depression being given, the question whether it shall

be entirely tilled with water Is one of climate. In regions
of small rainfall and large evaporation, depressions occur
which do not become filled with water, and consequently
do not furnish any surplus which shall overflow and run
to the sea. Such regions, having no drainage to the sea,
are called cloned boning, and there are very large areas of

this character in Asia and North America, and smaller
ones elsewhere. The water in tae lakes occupying the
lowest portion of such depressions is always more or less

saline, because that which is brought in leaves as it evapo-
rates a constantly accumulating store of the saline mat-
ters which it holds in solution. The Caspian Sea is prop-
erly a salt lake; and some lakes are excessively salt, as
the Great Halt Lake in Utah and the Dead Sea (also prop-
erly a lake). There are lakes of considerable size, as sev-

eral in Canada, which have no visible inlets, being fed en-

tirely from subterranean sources.

Ye elves of hills, brooks, standing taken and groves.

Shale., Tempest, v. 1. 33.

So stretch'd out huge in length the Arch-fiend lay
Chain'd on the burning lake. Milton, P. L, i. 210.

2. A relatively small pond partly or wholly ar-

tificial, as an ornament of a park or of public
or private grounds.

At Timon'a villa let us pass a day. . . .

Two Cupids squirt before : a lake behind
Improves the keenness of the northern wind.

Pope, Moral Essays, iv. 111.

3. A stream; rivulet. [Prov. Eng.] 4f. A pit;
den.
And set hym in ye lake of lyons where Danyell the

prophete was, and refresshed hym with mete and drynke.
Sir K. Quylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 35.

Galilean lake. See aJrtmi.-Lady of the laket.
See lady. Lake School, in Eng. lit., a name given to
a group of poets including Wordsworth, Coleridge, and
Southey, from their residence in or connection with the
lake country of England (Cumberland, Westmoreland,
and Lancashire): first given in derision by the "Edin-
burgh Review." The Great Lakes, specifically, the five

North American lakes, Superior, Michigan, Huron, Erie,
and Ontario, which form the largest chain of lakes in the
world. They discharge into the river St. Lawrence, In the
basin of which they are included by geographers, and
which is itself sometimes reckoned as beginning with the
St. Louis, the head stream of Lake Superior.

lake2 (lak), v. i.; pret. and pp. lakcd, ppr. tak-

ing. [Also tail; and, by corruption, lark2 , q. v.
;

< ME. lake, laikcn, la'yken, < AS. /(iron (pret.

leolc, lee. pp. /) swing, wave, float (as a

ship), flutter (as a bird), play, sport, play (an
instrument) (chiefly a poet, word), = MHG.
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leichen = Icel. leika = Goth, laikan (pret.

Ifnlaik), leap, dance. Cf.
lake?,

n. The word
now exists only in dial, use in the Northern
form lake, laik (or in the corrupt form ter/,-),

instead of the reg. Southern form lake.} To

play; sport; trifle; "lark." [Old and prov.

Eng.]
Nuw. li-uo Hir, l:itt: noman wete

How this losell liKjkix with his lorde.

York Playi, p. 230.

lake- (lak), . [Also laik and, corruptly, In >/.-,

q. v.
;
< ME. lake, laik. layke, also loke, play,

sport, gift, < AS. lac, play (battle-play), strug-

gle, an offering, gilt, present, medicine, =
(joth. laiks, a dance

;
from the verb: see lake-,

o. Hence ult. leechi, leech*, and loke* (a var. of

lake'2 ), and -lock in wedlock.] 1. Play; sport;

game. [Old and prov. Eug.]
Thanne were his felawea fain for he was adradde,
& laugedeu of that gode layk.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. 8.X I. 1784.

~t. A contest; a fight.

Thow salle lose this layke, and thl lyfe aftyre 1

Thow has lytfede in delytte and lordchippes inewe !

Morte Arthur* (E. E. T. 8.X L 3887.

lake3 (lak), i. [< P. laque, lac, < Pers. lak, lake,
< lak, lac : see lac2.] A pigment formed by ab-

sorbing animal, vegetable, or coal-tar coloring
matter from an aqueous solution by means of

metallic bases. The general method of preparation is

to add an alkali solution to an infusion of the substance

affording the desired color, as madder, cochineal, logwood,
or quercitron. To this is added a solution ofcommon alum,
producing a precipitate of alumina, which In settling car-

ries with it the coloring matter, thus forming the hike. As
paints, lakes lack body, and are mostly used in glazing
over other colors. From cochineal is prepared carmine,
the finest of the red lakes. Crimson lake is a cochineal
lake containing more aluminous base than carmine. Car-
minated lake is the cheaper and weaker lake made from
cochineal after the carmine has been extracted. Scar.

let lake is prepared by mixing vermilion with crimson lake.

Purple lake is a species of crimson lake with a purple hue.
Madder laket are produced by precipitating the coloring
matter of the madder-root with an alumina base. They
range In color from light pink through red to brown and
purple. Indian lake is the same as lac-lake (which see,
under lac-). Yellow lake is made from quercitron-bark,
sometimes from Persian or French Avignon berries, areen

lake is compounded by adding Prussian blue to yellow lake.

Citrine lake is an obsolete term for brown pink. Burnt
lake is obtained by partially charring crimson lake. From
logwood are obtained lakes of various shades of deep-
brownish red, as rose lake, Florence lake, Florentine lake,

etc. From certain of the coal-tar colors are obtained lakes
almost identical in color with cochineal and madder and

equal in permanency.
Iake4t (lak), n. [ME., < OD. lalcen, D. taken,

linen, cloth, a sheet, = OS. tecan = MLG. taken,

cloth, = OHG. lakhan. lachan, MHG. laclien, G.
taken = Icel. lakan = Dan. lageit = Sw. lakan, a

sheet.] A kind of fine white linen.

Be dide next his white lere

Of cloth of lake fyn and clere
A breech and eek a sherte.

Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 147.

lake6 (lak), r. A dialectal form of leak.

lake6
(lak), n. An obsolete or dialectal form of

Ye've married een below our degree,
A lake to a' our kin, O.

Laird of Drum (Child's Ballads, IV. 120).

lake-dweller (lak'dwel'er), n. Alacustriau;
an inhabitant of a lake-dwelling or lacustrine

village.

lake-dwelling (lak'dwel'ing), w. A dwelling
built on piles or other support over the water of

a lake or other body of water. The name was first

applied to remains of prehistoric dwellings discovered in

recent times at the bottom of many lakes of Switzerland,
and is now used for similar structures anywhere, whether
ancient or modern. In the Swiss lakes, as In most other

examples, a number of dwellings, forming a lacustrine

village, were built together on a platform resting either

upon piles or upon layers of fascines supported by stakes,
and appear generally to have been connected with the
shore by a bridge. Many Implements of bone, flint,

lakin

lake-fever (lak'fe'ver), . Malarial fever.

[Local, U. S.]

lake-fly (lak'fli), . An ephemerid, Ephemera
xini illnun, which swarms on the Great Lakes late

in July. [U.S.]
lake-herring (lak'her'ing), . A variety of the
cisco.

lake-lawyer (lak'la'yer), w. [So called in al-

lusion to its voracity. Cf. sea-lawyer, a shark.]
1. A gadoid fish, Lota maculosa, better known
as the burbot. Also called tcentern mudfish.
[Lake region, U. 8.] 2. The bowfin or mud-
fish, Amia calva.

lakelet (lak'let), n. [< tai-fi + -let.] A little

lake.

The Chateau de Versailles, ending In royal park* and

pleasanccH, gleaming lakelet*, arbours, labyrinths.
Carlyle, French Rev., L viL 6.

Nlcollet . . . considered none of the tributary lakelet*

he had eiplored as sufficiently Important to even merit a

name. Science, VIII. 144.

Laker1
(la'ker), n. [< teA-ei + -!.] 1. One

of the Lake School of poetry : generally used

contemptuously. Also Lakist.

And now, my Epic Renegade ! what are ye at?
With all the Laken, in and out of place?

Byron, Don Juan, Ded., it 1.

2. [/. c.~\ A fish of or taken from a lake
; specifi-

cally, the lake-trout of North America, Salveli-

nus (Cristii'omcr) namayciish. See lake-trout, 2.

laker2 (la'ker), . [< lake'2 + -tr*.] A player;
an actor. [Prov. Eng.]
lakeringt, n. [ME. lakeryng; < lake2 (laker2 )

+ -ing
1
.] Playing; sport; jesting.

Ther was lauhyng & lakeryng and "let go the coppe !

"

Piers Plowman (C), vil. 394.

lake-shad (lak'shad), n. One of several differ-

ent inferior fishes, as suckers, etc.: a commer-
cial name under which the prepared fish are

sold. [Lake region, U. S.]

lake-sturgeon (lak'ster'jon), . The common
fresh-water sturgeon of North America, ^ct-

penser rubicundus. Also called black sturgeon,
Ohio sturgeon, rock-sturgeon, and stone-sturgeon.

lake-trout (lak'trout), . 1. The common sal-

mon-trout of western North America, Salmo

purpuratus; the Rocky Mountain brook-trout;
the Yellowstone trout. It is one of the river-salmon,
not anadromous, and belongs to the section r'urin of the

genus Salmo. It has a narrow band of small teeth on the

hyold bone. The caudal fin is slightly forked ; the dorsal

rather low. It is extremely variable in size, coloration,
and character of the scales. It may be generally recog-
nized by the profusion of small round black spots on most
of the body, and a red Mutch on the lower Jaw. It is re-

garded as the parent stock of several varieties of black-

spotted trout. It abounds in the rivers of Alaska, Oregon,
and Washington, there descending to the sea, and some-
times attains a weight of 20 pounds ; it is also found in

the Yellowstone and upper Missouri regions, the Great
Basin of Utah, in Colorado, and in the upper Rio Grande.
The Waha lake-trout of Washington Is a variety (onurieri\
of this species. Another variety, found from the Kansas to

the upper Missouri, is called var. gtmnias. A third is var.

heiwhairi, the silver or black trout of Lake Tahoe, Pyra-
mid Lake, and the streams of the Sierra Nevada. The va-

riations of this fish have given rise to many technical

names, among them Salmo ttuppitch. See cut under ml-
mon-tr&ut.

2. The Mackinaw trout, Salvelinus namaycush,
more fully called the great lake-trout; the longe
of Vermont; the togue of Maine. This is an en-

tirely different fish from the foregoing, being near a char.

Lake-dwellings, restored. From Troyon.

bronze, and iron, pottery, and other objects, and some hu-
man remains, have been found in these ancient deposits.
Similar habitations are still used in various parts of the
world. In Ireland and Scotland, where they were occu-

pied within historic times, they are called crannoyt. See

craniwij and palafitte.

Great Lake-trout, or Mackinaw Trout (Salvelmiu namaytusk->,

The mouth is large, with very strong teeth ; the caudal
tin Is well forked, the adipose small ; the color Is dark

gray, sometimes pale, sometimes blackish, everywhere
marked with rounded paler spot, often tinged with red-

dish. This fish sometimes attains a length of 8 feet :

it abounds in the larger bodies of water of Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, northern New York, and the Great
Lake region, to Montana and northward. A variety of this,

found only in Lake Superior, is known as the tuvmret.

lakewaket.n. Same as liketcake. Bourne's Pop.
Antiq.(n7l), p. 21.

lake-weed (lak'wed), n. The water-peprjer,
Po-

lygonum Hydropiper, a plant growing in still

water. The name is also loosely applied to other
lacustrine plants. [Eng.]
lake-whiting (lak'whi'ting), n. The Musquaw
river whitefish, Coregonus labradoricus.

lakh, . See lac*.

lakin1 (la'kin), n. [< ME. lakyne, lakayn; ap-

par. irreg. (for laking f) < lake2 , play: see lake2.]
A plaything; a toy. [Old and prov. Eng.]



lakin

He putt up In his bosome thes iij lakayns.
Qesta Romanorum, p. 105. (HalliweU.)

Iakin2t (la'kin), . [A contracted form of

ladykin : formerly common in oaths, with ref-

erence to the Virgin Mary.] A diminutive of

lady By our Lakin, by our Lady that IB, by the Vir-

gin Mary.
By 'r lakin, I can go no further, sir ;

My old bones ache. Shot., Tempest, iii. 3. 1.

laking-place (la'king-plas), . [< taking, ver-

bal n. of lakeV, )>.,
+ place.'] A play-ground;

especially, a place where birds, as grouse, re-

sort to play the antics attendant upon mating.

[Prov. Eng.]
These laking-places, as they are locally termed, are fre-

quented by a great number of males, who flght for the

possession of the females.
H. Seebohm, British Birds, II. 436.

lakisht (la'kish), a. [< lake 1 + -ish.~\ Wet;
moist. [Rare.]
That watery latieh hill. Greene, Orlando Furtoso.

Lakist (la'kist), re. [< lake1 + -ist.] Same as

Laker1
,
1.

lakket, n. and v. A Middle English form of

lack*.

Lakshmi(laksh'me), n. [Hind.] In later Hin-

du myth., the goddess of good fortune and

beauty, generally regarded as the consort of

Vishnu, and said to have been one of the pro-
duets of the churning of the ocean. She is also

called Cri (or Shri).

laky (la'ki), a. [< lake* + -01.] Lake-like
;

of or pertaining to a lake or lakes. [Bare.]
And flanking towers, and laky flood.

Scott, Marmlon, v., Int.

Lalage (lal'a-je), . [NL., < L. Lalage, a fern,

name, < Gr.' iMAayfi, prattle.] 1. In ornith.:

(a) A genus of birds of the family Campopha-
giaai, of which the type is L. terat, containing
numerous species (about 25) ranging from Mau-
ritius through India to Australia aud Oceanica.

Boie, 1826. (6) A genus of thrushes (same as

Copsichus, 1), the type being Turdus mindanen-
sis. Boie, 1858. 2. In entom., a genus of dip-
terous insects of the family Muscida:. Desvoidy,
1863.

lall1
(lal), v. A dialectal variant of loll.

lall2 (lal), a. A dialectal variant of KM2
,
con-

traction of little.

Lallan (lal'au), a. and n. [A dial, form of

lawland, lowland.] I. a. Belonging to the Low-
lands of Scotland. [Scotch.]

Far aft our gentles for their poets flew,
And scorned to own that Lallan sangs they knew.

A. Wilson, Poems, p. 40.

II. H. The Lowland Scotch dialect.

I translate John's Lallan, for I cannot do it justice, being
born Britannis. fi. L. Stevenson, Pastoral.

lallation (la-la'shon), n. [< F. lallation, im-

perfect pronunciation of the letter I, < L. lal-

lare, sing lullaby; cf. Gr. ?M).elv, talk, chatter.]
An imperfect pronunciation of the letter r,

whereby it is made to sound like I. See lamb-
dacism.

lalo (la'16), n. See baobab.

lalopathy (la-lop'a-thi), n. [< Gr. A<ZAV, talk, +
iraSof, suffering.] Disturbance of the language-
function, in the most extensive sense.

lam1
(lam), v. t.

; pret. and pp. lammed, ppr.
lamming. [Also lamm; < Icel. lemja, beat (cf.

lamning, a beating) ; cf. lama, bruise, appar. =
E. lame1

, v."] To thrash
;
beat. [Now only pro-

vincial or colloquial.]

Marry, I say, sir, if I had been acquainted
With lamming in my youth, as you have been,
With whipping and such benefits of nature, I should do

better. Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, v. 2.

If Milwood were here, dash my wigs !

Quoth he, I would pummel and lam her well.
J. Smith, Rejected Addresses, xx.

lam'-'t, . An obsolete spelling of lamb.

lam3 (lam), . [< F. lame, a thin leaf: see
lame3

, lamina.'] In weaving, a leaf or heddle.

The generality of weavers couple the first and third
healds or shafts, and so are enabled to weave it with only
two lams. A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 317.

lama1 (la'ma), n. [Tibetan.] A celibate priest
or ecclesiastic belonging to that variety of Bud-
dhism known as Lamaism. There are several grades
of lamas, both male and female. The dalai-lama and the
tesho- or bogdo-latna are regarded as supreme pontiffs.

They are of equal authority in their respective territories
but the former is much the more important, and is known
to Europeans as the Grand Lama.
Lama2 (la'ma), n. [NL., < llama, q. v.] 1. A
genus of Camelida; of South America, including
the llama, vicugna, alpaca, and guanaco: now
called Auchenia. 2. [I. c.] See llama.
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lama3 (la'ma), n. [Sp., gold or silver cloth, a

particular use of Jama, plate: see feme3
, lamina.']

1 . A rich material made in Spain in the fifteenth

century, described as a cloth of silver shaded
and watered.

A dress of silver lama, over French lilac.

ArmOage, Old Court Customs, p. 36.

2. A similar stuff of modern manufacture. See
lama <Poro, below. Spanish Arts (S. K. Hand-

book). Lama d'oro.a silk stuff interwoven with threads

or flat strips of gold, especially of a kind made in Italy.

lamaic (la'mji-ik), a. Pertaining to a lama ;
re-

lating to or consisting of lamas : as, the lamaic

system; a lamaic hierarchy.
Lamaism (la'ma-izm), . [< lama1 + -ism.] A
corrupted form of Buddhism prevailing in Tibet
and Mongoliaj which combines the ethical and

metaphysical ideas of Buddhism with an organ-
ized hierarchy under two semi-political sover-

eign pontiffs (see lama1
), an elaborate ritual,

and the worship of a host of deities and saints.

Lamaist (lii'ma-ist), n. [< lama1 + -ist.] One
professing the'religion called Lamaism. Also
Lamaite.

On the occasion of the great annual festival of the Lama-
Ms in July, a small image of one of the high gods is put
into this shrine. The Century, XXXVII. 657.

Lamaistic (la-ma-is'tik), a. [< Lamaist + -ie.~\

Characteristic of a Lamaist
;
of or pertaining to

Lamaism; lamaic.

Lamaite (lii'ma-it), . [< lama1 + -ite2.] Same
as Lamaist.
lamantin (la-man'tin: F. pron. la-mon-tan'), n.

[F.: see manatee.] Same as manatee.

lamarchy (la'mar-ki), . [< lama 1 + Gr. apxil,

rule.] The lamaic hierarchy; the ecclesias-

tical system or priesthood of the lamas.
Lamarckian (la-mar'ki-an), a. [< Lamarck (see

Lamarckism) + -ian.] Of or pertaining to the

French naturalist Lamarck. See Lamarckism.
Lamarckianism (la-mar'ki-an-izm), u. [< La-
marckian + -ism.] Same as Lamarckism.
Lamarckism (la-mar'kizm), . [< Lamarck (see

def.) + -ism.] In biol., the general body of

doctrine propounded by the French naturalist

J. B. P. A. de Monet de Lamarck (1744-1829);
the theory of evolution as maintained by him
at the beginning of the nineteenth century, to

the effect that all plants and animals are de-

scended from a common primitive form of life.

In its fundamental principles and essential features,
Lamarckism differs from Darwinism in assuming that

changes resulted from appetency and the active exertion
of the organism. See abiogenesis.

lamaserai (lii'ma-se-rl), n. See lamasery.
lamasery (la'ma- se-ri), n. ; pi. lamaseries (-riz).

[Also lamaserai; after F. lamaserie, < lama1 +
Pers. sardi, an inn : see caravansary.] A Bud-
dhist monastery or nunnery in Tibet or Mongo-
lia, presided over by a chief lama, correspond-
ing to a European abbot or abbess. Lamaseries
are very numerous, and some contain several
thousand inmates.

At the present moment my body is quietly asleep in a
lamastery [read lamasery] in Thibet.

F. M. Crawford, Mr. Isaacs, xiii.

lamasoolt, n. Same as lamVs-wool, 2.

lamb (lam), n. [< ME. lamb, lomb, pi. lamben,
lambren, lambron, < AS. lamb, tomb (ONorth. also

lemb), also lombor (pi. lambru, lombru, lomberu,
lomboro) = OS. lamb = D. MLG. lam = OHG.
lamb, MHG. lamb, lamp, lam, G. lamm = Icel.

lamb = Sw. lamm = Dan. lam = Goth, lamb, a

lamb.] 1 . A young animal of the sheep kind
;

a young sheep.
And men fynden with inne a lytylle Best, in Flessche,

in Bon and Blode, as though it were a lytylle Lomb, with
outen Wolle. Mandeville, Travels, p. 264.

And in the fields all round I hear the bleating of the lamb.
Tennyson, May Queen, Conclusion.

2. A person gentle or innocent as a lamb.

Outward fambren semen we,
Fulle of goodnesse and of pitee;
And inward we, withouten fable,
Ben gredy wolves ravysable.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 7013.

The very whitest lamb in all my fold
Loves you : I know her : the worst thought she has
Is whiter even than her pretty hand.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

Hence 3. One easily beguiled or fleeced
;
an

inexperienced speculator who is deceived into

making losing investments. [Slang.]
When a young gentleman or apprentice comes into this

school of virtue unskilled in the quibbles and devices
there practised, they call him a lamb; then a rook (who is

properly the wolf) follows him close and . . . gets all his

money, and then they smile and say "The lamb is bitten."
The Wicker Nicked, 1669 (Harl. Misc., II. 109>

lambeau

4. Ironically, a ruffian or bully: as, Kirke's

lambs (a troop of British soldiers noted for their

atrocities in suppressing Monmouth's rebellion

in 1685) Holy lamb, in the Gr. Ch., a square pro-

jection rising above the rest of the round, flat oblate of

leavened bread. It is stamped with a cross, in the angles
of which are the letters 1C XC NI KA that is,'I>jcroOs

Xpicrrbs I-IKO, "Jesus Christ conquers." The priest divides

the holy lamb from the remainder of the oblate with the

holy lance in the office of prothesis, and it is the part af-

terward used for consecration, the antidoron being taken
from the remainder. Also called the holy loaf or the holy
bread and the seal. The Lamb, the Lamb of God, the

Christ, as typified by the paschal lamb.

Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of

the world. John i. 29.

lamb (lam), v. i. [< lamb, n.] To bring forth

young, as sheep.
They [the sheep] lamb not so soon as with us, for at the

end of May their lambs are not come in season.

Brand, Zetland, p. 75.

lambackt, v. t. [Also lambeak; appar. < lam1 +
obj. back1 . Cf. lambaste.] To beat; cudgel
[Old slang.]

Happy may they call that daie whereon they are not
lambeaked before night. Discov. of New World, p. 115.

lambackt, ". [Also lambeak: see the verb.] A
beating; a cudgeling; a blow.

With that five or six wives started up and fell upon the

colliar, and gave unto him halfe a score of sound lambeaket
with their cudgels. Greene, Discovery of Coosnage (1591).

lamb-ale (lam'al), n. A country feast at

lamb-shearing.
Lamb-ale is still [1781] used at the village of Kirtlington

in Oxfordshire for an annual feast or celebrity at lamb-

shearing. T. Wartan, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 129.

lamballe (lam-bal' ), re. [So called after the

Princess de Lamballe.'] A fichu or scarf of surah
or foulard

, usuallytrimmed with lace : a fashion
of about 1878.

lambaste (lam-basf), v. t.; pret. and pp. lam-

basted, ppr. lambasting. [Appar. < lam 1 +
baste1 .] To beat severely; thrash; in sailors'

use, to beat with a rope's end. [Slang.]
Whine not, my love ; his fury streight will waste him

;

Stand off awhile, and see how He lambaste him.
Britannia Triumphant (1637). (Nare.)

lambativet (lam'ba-tiv), a. and n. [More cor-

rectly 'lambitive; ( L. lambitus, pp. of lambere,

lick, lap: see lambent.'] I. a. That may be
licked up ;

to be taken by licking.

In affections both of lungs and weason, physicians make
use of syrups and lambative medicines. Sir T. Browne.

Upon the mantle-tree . . . stood a pot of lambative

electuary. Steele, Tatler, No. 266.

II. n. A medicine taken by licking.

lambda (lam'da), n. [< Gr. Adfifida, < Heb. la-

medh.] 1. The name of the Greek letter A, A

(equivalent to the Roman L, 1). 2. In cranial.,
the junction of the sagittal and lambdoid su-

tures at the apex of the latter. See cut under

craniometry.
lambdacism (lam'da-sizm), . [< LL. lambda-

cismus, labdacismus,
'

< Gr. ZapflJaKiapof, "kafi&a-

Kiau6f, a fault in pronunciation of the letter

1, < Acz/i/JoWfew, pronounce I faultily, < U/iflda,
the letter I : see lambda.] 1. A too frequent
use of words containing the letter I in speaking
or writing. A Latin example appears in the

following:
SoZ et Zuna 2uce fricent alba, feni, Zactea.

ilartianui CapeUa.

2. An imperfect pronunciation of the letter r,

making it sound like I; lallation. The defect is

common among children, and also among the Chinese in

speaking foreign languages, from the absence of the sound
of r as an initial in their native tongue.

lambdaic (lam'da-ik), n. [< Gr. Aa/i/3<5a, the
letter A, ?. (see lambda), + -ic.] In math., the
result of subtracting the same indeterminate

quantity, /I, from all the elements of the prin-

cipal diagonal of a determinant, or of subtract-

ing A with numerical submultiples and alternat-

ing signs from the sinister diagonal. See latent

root, under latent.

lambdoid (lam'doid), a. [< Gr. Za/jfldoeto'fa,

formed like a lambda (A), < /l<iu/Wa, the letter

A, + elfof, shape.] Having the shape of the
Greek capital lambda (A): specifically applied
in anatomy to the suture between the supraoc-
cipital and the two

parietal
bones of the skull,

which has this form in man. See cut under cra-

nium.
lambdoidal (lam-doi'dal), a. [< lambdoid +
-nl.~\ Same as lambdoid.

lambeakt, v. and n. See lamlxn-'k.

lambeau (lam'bo),.: pLZnmfaaz(-bdz). [F. :

see label.] In her., one of the points or drops
in a label Cross lambeaux. See crossi.



lambeauxed

lambeauxed (lam'bod), . In her., same as

dovetailed.

lambel (lara'bel), n. [OF., a tag, label: see la-

in:!.] 1. A part of the housings of a horse, hav-

ing the form of a rectangular tablet or wn-rn

hanging at the breast or flank, evidently intend-

nl tor defense, and probably of cuir-bouilli, or

of gainboised work. ./. Hewitt. 2t. pi- Same
as InnilHiijx, '->. 3. In lar., same as label.

lambency (latn'ben-si), .; pi. lambencies (-siz).

[< lnmlifn(t) + -cij.] The quality of being lam-

bent; that which is lambent ;
a lambent gleam.

These were sacred lambencies, tongues of authentic flame

from heaven. Cartyle, Reminiscences.
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prepared for use in dress or in the ornamenting
of costume, for mats, etc.; also, collectively,

material so prepared from lambs' skins. The . ., ..-

finest lambskins are the Persian, which lite.-ith.rgny .., lam<

black, and rank among costly furs. Hungarian and spun.
ih lambskins are used especially In the national continue

for men, a Jacket or short coat being made wholly of this

material. Prussian lambskins are used for coat-cufts and

coat-collars. One of the beat-known varieties la astrakhan.

A furred gown to keep him warm : and furred with fox

and lamblrini too. Shak., M. for M., UL 2. 9.

2. The skin of a lamb, or collectively the skins

of lambs, freed from wool and dressed for mak-

ing gloves, etc. 3. Woolen cloth made

A ipear,

Down-glancing, lamrd the charter.

Ttimyxm, Lancelot and Elaine.

[Also layinf ; an old or

dial, form of loam.] I. . 1. Earthenware.

[Now Scotch.]
2 flagons of laymr, enamelled with blue and white and

one all blue. Inventory (K7D).

2. A broken piece of earthenware ;
a potsherd.

[Scotch.]
II. <i. Ear

To stroke his azure neck, or to receive

The lambent homage of his arrowy tongue.

lambskin (lam'skin), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

K/. in iied, ppr. lambskinning. [< lambskin, n.; not

quite like the equiv. couhide, tv, but a humor-
ous use, alluding to lam 1

, v.] To beat.

. _. rthfii: used of pottery: as, a lame

pig (an earthen vessel). [Scotch.]

ame3
t,

" [Early mod. E. aliio lamm; < ME.
In iiiim for "lame, < OF. (and F.) lame, a plate,

a

cf. lama'*.] In armor, a plate of metal. Florio.

He strake Phalantus Just upon the gorget, so as he bat-

tered the lammt thereof. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, III.

lamel (lam'el), . Same as lamella.

for lamella (la-mel'a) .; pi. feB (-> i L., ;a
~C~owper~ faak, vi. 782. What think you of our countryman Hercules, that for lMHIiA '

>. V- -
VJT L"

,
love put on Amphale's apron and sat spinning amongst small plate of metal, < lamina, A thin piece of

Hence 2. Running along or over a surface, as herwenMies while his mistress wore his lion's skin, and metal, wood, etc.: see lamina.] A thin plate
if in the act of licking ; flowing over or along ;

lapping or bathing ; softly bright ; gleaming.
The Star that did my Being frame
Was but a lambent Flame. salad.

Coutey, Pindaric Odes, vt 4.
Jamb's-quarters (lamz'kwar'terz), H.

lamb-Mnned him if he did not his business?

Chapman, Widow's Tears, II. 4.
or scale. Specifically (o) In M.: (1) An erect scale or

blade inserted at the junction of the claw and limb In some

lamb's-lettUCe (lamz'lefis), . Same as corn- corollas, and forming a part of their corona or crown. (2)
'- "-

Ai/aricini of hymenomycetous fungi, one of

1. A

ha
Those [eyes] only are beautiful which, like the planets, European weed, Atripkx patula, natural order
ave a steady, lambent light

- are luminous, but not spar, chenonodiaceai. 2. An American weed of the
LonyfeUou, Hyperion, ul. 4.

, Chenopodium album, naturalized
Lambeth Articles. See article. from Europe; white goosefoot.
lambict, . A Middle English form of limbec,

lamb's-tongue (laniz'tung), n. 1. The hoary
I'liuuriT. plantain, I'lantago media. See plantain. 2.

lambick (lam'bik), n. A kind of strong beer A carpenters' plane having a deep and narrow
made in Belgium by the process called the self- ^ ^^ for making quirks. E. B. Kniglit.
fermentation of worts. lamb's-WOOl (lamz''wul), w. 1. The w'ool of

lambie (lam'i), n. [Dim. of lamb.] A little
iambg> usea in manufacture ; hence, delicate

lamb
;
a lambkin. Also lammie. [Scotch.] wool ag o[ certain breeds of sheep or of lambs,
When linnets sang, and lambies play'd.

Burnt, As on the Banks.

lambisht, a. [< ME. lambyssh; < lamb + -wft1 .]

Lamblike.
The lambyish poeple, voyded of al vyse,
Hadden no fantasye to debate.

Chaucer, Former Age, L 50.

lambkill (lam'kil), n. [< lamb + kill1.] The

sheep-laurel, Kalmia angustifolia.

lambkin (lam'kin), n. [= D. and Flem. lamme-

ken; as lamb + -kin.] 1. A little lamb.

In the warm folds their tender lambkins He.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xlil.

2. One treated as gently as a lamb ;
one fondly

cherished.

Sir John, thy tender lambkin now is king ;

Harry the Fifth's the man.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 8. 122.

lamblike (lam'lik), a. [< lamb + like*.] Like

a lamb ; gentle ;
humble ;

meek : as, a lamblike

temper,
lambling (lam'ling), n. [< lamb + -ling*.] A
young or small lamb ; hence, a stupidly or ig-

norantly innocent person.
It was over the black sheep [negroes] of the Castlewood

flock that Mr. Ward somehow had the most Influence.

These woolly latnblinys were immensely affected by his

exhortations. Thackeray, Virginians, v.

lamboyst, pi- [< OF. lambeau, a shred, flap,

etc.: see label.] 1. A skirt of tassets of the

form worn in the sixteenth century. Compare
tasset. 2. In the armor of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries, the base or skirt of orna-

mental stuff. Meyrick. Also lambels.

lambrent, An obsolete plural of lamb.

lambrequin (lam'bre-kin), n. [< F. lambrequin,

or of mixed varieties, used for the manufacture

In the group Agariei. , ,

theradiating vertical plates on the under side of the plleiis,

upon which the hymenlnm Is extended ; one of the gills,

for example, of common mushrooms (Ayaricti*). (o) In

anat. tavfmol., a thin or small lamina ; a plate or layer ;

especially, one of a series of thin plates arranged like the

leaves of a book or the gills of an oyster. Branchial la-

mella. See branchial. Haversian lamella, hollow cyl-

inders of bone-tissue surrounding and concentric with a

Haversian canal. There are generally several to each canal,

successively Inclosed, as the successive rings of growth
of an exogenous plant surround the central pith. Hori-

zontal lamella of the ethmoid, the cribriform plate,

a part of the ethmoturblnal bone. Lamella Of bone,
layers of bone-tissue concentrically arranged around a

Haversian canal; Haversian lamella;. Perpendicular
lamella of the ethmoid, the mesethmoid bone. =Syn.
See lamina.

of hosiery. 2. [Prob. so called from its soft- lamellar (lam'e-lftr), a. [< lamella + -ar*.] I.

ness; cf. velvet, applied to fine old.spirit
-

; yard Disposed in lamellae or layers; laminar in a

offlannel, a kind of flip.] Ale mixed with su- small way.
gar, nutmeg, and the pulp of roasted apples. A magnet is said to be lamellar when It may be divided

A cupp of lambt-icool they dranke unto him then. into simple closed magnetic shells or into open shells with

King and Miller of ttaniifeld (Child's Ballads, VIII. 87). their edges on the surface of the
^magnet.

Next crowne the bowle full

With gentle lamki-wooU,
Adde sugar, and nutmeg, and ginger.

Berrick, Twelfe Night.

Being come home, we to cards, till two In the morning,
and drinking lamb's-wool. Pepye, Diary, III. 7

Lamb's-WOOl yarn, a soft woolen yarn, slightly twisted,

used for fancy work. Diet, of Needlework. ........

lame 1 (lam), a. [<ME. lame, < AS. /ia = OS. lamellarly (lam'e-18r-li), adr. In the form of

lam = OFries. lorn, lam=D. lam = MLG. lam, or by means of lamella:: as, the leaves of a

OHO. MHG. lam, Gt. lahm = Icel. lami = Sw. book lie lamellarly.

Dan.tam,lame;perhapsorig.'bruised,maimed': lamellar-stellate (lam e-liir-stel at), o. In

cf. lam1
, v.] 1. Crippled or disabled by injury mineral, formed of thin plates or lamellae ar-

to or defect of a limb or limbs; specifically, ranged in star-shaped groups: as, gypsum has

walking with difficulty; halting; limping: as, often a lamellar-stellate stricture

a tame man or horse. lamellate (lam'e-lat), a. [< NL. lame fata*
,
<

L. lamella, a thin metal plate : see lamella.] 1.

Formed of a lamella, or disposed in lamellae ;

lamellar in structure or arrangement. 2.

Having lamellw ; furnished with little laminae.

Lamellate antenna, antennas In which the outer

joints are prolonged internally, opposing flat surfaces to

each other, which may be brought into close contact, thus

AUritum, tr. of Mascart and Joubert, I. 818.

2. Having a lamella or lamelte ;
lamellate.

3. Formed of lamella; ; strengthened or covered

with lamellae : as, a lamellar skirt (a name given

I was eyes to the blind, and feet was I to the lame.
Job xxlx. 15.

2. Inefficient from injury or defect ;
unsound

or impaired in strength; crippled: as, a tame leg
.

The golde hath made his wittes lame.

Omcer, Conf. Amant, v.

Myself would work eye dim, and finger lame.

Tennyson, Geraint.

3. Figuratively, imperfect; lacking finish or

completeness ; defective in quality or quantity ;

halting; insufficient; hobbling: as, faweverse;
fame rimes; a lame excuse.

O most lame and impotent conclusion !

Shot., Othello, ii. 1. 162.

The sick man's sacrifice is but a lame oblation.

Sir T. Brmme, Christ. Mor., i. 4.

,

forming a transverse or, rarely, a rounded club supported
on one side by the stem or funiculus of the antenna, as in

the Searabceida or cockchafers. Beetles having antennas

of this form are called lamellieonu. See cut under an-

lenna. Lamellate palpi, those palpi In which the ter-

minal Joint is divided longitudinally or transversely Into

several lamella? or leaves.

lamellated ( lam 'e -la -ted), a. Same as lam-

ellate.

The latnellated antennas of some, the clavellated of oth-

ers, are surprisingly beautiful, when viewed through a

microscope. Derham, Physico-Theology, vui. 4, note 3.

edge dagged, slitted, scalloped, or otherwise cut

in iin ornamental manner: used in several ways.
(o) In HI. 'ii i .1? nrmnr, ft piece of stuff worn over the hel-

met of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, especially
at tourneys and justs. This usage is figured in modern
heraldry.
CO'

do
Pro]

pei

2.
or less imitating or resembling a lambrequin, j^j' feS thrash, flog, beat, lame, disable, =
as in some Chinese vases, in which the upper Dan ,amme _ gw- iam ,na), < lama, lame: see

Santa Croce and the dome of St. Peter's are lame copies lamellibranch ( la-mel'i-brangk), a. and . [<

L. lamella, a plate, + bronchia; gills.] I. a.after a divine model Emenon, History.

Lame duck, in commercial itany, one who is unable to

meet his obligations ; a bankrupt ; especially, a defaulter

on the stock-exchange.

I may be lame, but I shall never be a duck, nor deal in

the garbage of the alley. Walpolt, Letters (1771X IIL 837.

Having lamellate gills; pertaining to the La-

mellibranchiata, or naviug their characters.

II. w. One of the Lamellibranchiata, as any
ordinary bivalve mollusk.

A.lso lamellibranchiate.

part of the body is covered by solid decoration

having a lower edge of jagged or ornamented

as floating from the helmet, and often forming
an important part of the ornamental decora-

tion of the achievement.
lambskin (lam'skin), n. 1. The furred or woolly
skin of a lamb, either of natural color or dyed,
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lamel, a . Cf. lam 1
, r.] To make lame ; cripple

or disable; render imperfect or unsound: as, to

lame an antagonist; to lame an arm or a leg.

I cannot help it now :

Unless, by using means, I lame the foot

Of our design. Shak., Cor., iv. 7. 7.

A tender foot will be galled and lamed, if you set it go-

ing in rugged paths. Borroir, Works, III. iii.

'oo, -.mi iuc ,.i.,ji- ..... on each side of

and generally expanded in a plate-like

manner, and with a shell of two
or partly inclosing

close over the back of the animal by hinge : they are also

generally united by one or two muscles, called addttctort,

which penetrate the body-mass. Opening of the shell is

effected by an elastic ligament in or about the hinge. The
shell Is secreted by a prolongation if the Integument called
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the mantle or pallium, which laps round the body, Its halves

being either free or united so as to leave only three aper-
tures for the inlet and outlet of water for respiration, and
for the protrusion of
a fleshy organ called
the foot, when It is

present. The mus-
cular edge of the
mantle leaves on
each valve an im-

pression called the

pallial line. Respira-
tion is generally ef-

fected by lamellated

gills (whence the

name), usually oc-

cupying a large part
of the interior of the
shell on each side.

The mouth is a sim-

ple jawless fissure,
furnished

A A
Vertical Transverse Section of Anodonta

shed With one through the heart,

or two pairs Of soft A A, mantle-lobes; B, foot; c, rectum;
palpi, the food being h, f, inner and outer gills;/; ventricle of

conveyed to it by heart; f. auricles of Heart; A pericardi-

cilia on the gills. \

The heart has a sin-

gle ventricle pierced by the intestine, and there are three
double nerve-centers. The group was originally desig-
nated by the author of the name (De Blainville, 1814) as an
order, but has generally been adopted as a class of Mollusca,
containing all the true or ordinary bivalve mollnsks, of

vestibule of g', the organ of Boja-

I!

Diagrammatic Section of Fresh-water Mussel {Anodonta ), illustrating
anatomyof Lamellikranchiata. .

AA, mantle, its right lobe cut away ; B, foot ; C, branchial cham-
ber of mantle-cavity ; />, anal chamber ; I, II, anterior and posterior
adductor muscles ; III, retractor muscle of foot ; a, mouth ; b, stom-
ach ; c, intestine, coils of which are supposed to be seen through the
side walls of the mesosoma ; ti, rectum ; e. anus ; f, ventricle ; g, au-
ricle ; ft, gills, except i, right external gill, largely cut away and
turned back; , labial palpi; /, cerebroganglion ; i, pedal gan-
glion; , parietosplanchnic ganglia; o, aperture of organof Bojanus;
A pericardium.

which oysters, clams, etc., are familiar examples. Syno-
nyms of the whole group are Acephala, Bivalvia, Conchi-

fera, Cortnopoda, and Pelecypoda.

lamellibranchiate (la-mel-i-brang'ki-at), a.

and n. [< NL. lamellibranchiatiis, < L. lamella,
a thin plate, + branchice, gills.] Same as la-

mellibranch.

lamellicorn (Ia-mel'i-k6rn), a. and . [< NL.
lamellicornis, < L. lamella, a thin plate, + cornu
= E. Aorn.] I. a. 1. Having lamellte or a lam-
ellate structure, as the antennae of an insect.

2. Having lamellate antennse, as an insect;
of or pertaining to the Lamellicornia.

II. n. A lamellicorn beetle; any member
of the Lamellicornia, as a scarab, dung-beetle,
stag-beetle, cockchafer, etc.

lamellicornate (Ia-mel-i-k6r'nat), a. Same as
lamellicorn.

Lamellicornes (Ia-mel-i-k6r'nez), n. pi. [NL.
(orig. the F. accom. of NL. lamelliconia, neut.

pi.), < L. lamella, a thin plate, + cornu = E.

horn."] In Latreille's system, the sixth family
of pentamerous Coleoptera, corresponding with
the modern group Lamellicornia.

Lamellicornia (Ia-mel-i-k6r'ni-a), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of lamellicornis: see lamellicorn.] A
suborder of Coleopterawhichhave the fourth and
fifth tarsal joints not connate, the first ventral

segment visible for its entire breadth, the an-
tennae with a lamellate club whose apposed sur-
faces have a very delicate sensitive structure,
and the legs fossorial. The antenna!, which are short
and deeply inserted under the sides of the head, are lamel-
Hferous, the last three joints making a lamelliform club
(pectinated In Lvcanidee, whence the name Pectinicornia
for this family). The lamellicorns are herbivorous, and
very rich in species, of which there are more than 7,000,
among them the largest and some of the most splendid
beetles known. The leading families are ScarabaAdoe and
Lucanidfe.

lamelliferous (lam-e-lif'e-rus), a. [< L. lamella,
a thin plate, + ferre = E. bear1.] Producing
lamellse ; composed of or provided with lamel-
Iffi

; having a lamellate structure.
lamelliform (Ia-mel'i-f6rm), a. [< L. lamella,
a thin plate, + forma, form.] Lamellar in
form

; having the shape of a lamella
;
lamellate

in structure or arrangement.
lamelliped (la-mel'i-ped), a. and n. [< L. la-

mella, a thin plate, + pes (ped-) = E. foot.] I. a.

Having a flattened lamelliform foot, as some
conchiferous mollusks

;
of or pertaining to the

Lamellipedia.
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II. n. A mollusk with a lamelliform foot
;
one

of the Lamellipedia.

Lamellipedia (la-mel-i-pe'di-a), n.pl. [NL., <

L. lamella, a thin' plate, + pes (ped-) = E./ooi.]
In Lamarck's system of the Conchifera, a divi-

sion of acephalous mollusks having a large
lamellar foot, containing the families Concha;,

Cardiacea, Arcacea, Trigonea, &n<iNaiades. Also

LamelUpedes.

lamellirqster (la-mel-i-ros'ter), n. A lamelli-

rostral bird.

lamellirostral (la-mel-i-ros'tral), a. and n. [As
Lamellirostres + -al.] I. a. Having a lamel-
lose bill; lamellosodentate, as a bird; of or

pertaining to the Lamellirostres.

II. n. Any member of the Lamellirostres.

lamellirostrate (la-mel-i-ros'trat), a. Same as
lamellirostral.

Lamellirostres (la-mel-i-ros'trez), n.pl. [NL.,
< L. lamella, a thin'plate,+ rostrum, a beak : see

rostrum.] In Cuvier's classification, the fourth

family of his sixth order of birds (Palmipedes'),

containing those which have the bill lamello-
sodentate and covered with a soft skin, with a
nail at the end, as ducks, geese, swans, and
flamingos. The family corresponds to the Linnean An-
seres, and included the modern families Anatidce and
Phcenicopteridce. Divested of the flamingos, it corresponds
to the Chenomorptue of Huxley, now commonly rated as an
order or suborder of carinate birds. See Chenomorphte,
Anseres, Analidce.

lamellose (lam'e-los), a. [< lamella + -ose.]
Full of lamellee

;
lamellated in structure; lamel-

liform in arrangement : a book, for instance, is

entirely lamellose.

lamellosodentate (lam-e-16-so-den'tat), a.

[< lamellose + dentate.] Toothed with lamelte,
or having lamelliform teeth, as the bill of a
duck.
Lamellosodentati (Iam-e-16

//

s6-den-ta'tl), n.

pi. [NL.: see lamellosodentate.] Uliger's name
of the duck tribe, or lamellirostral birds. See
Lamellirostres.

lamely (lam'li), adv. 1. In a lame or halting
manner ;

like a cripple : as, to walk lamely. 2.

Imperfectly ; unsatisfactorily; weakly; feebly:
as, a figure lamely drawn; a scene lamely de-

scribed; an argument lamely conducted.
lameness (lam'nes), . 1. The state of being
lame ;

defect or unsoundness of a limb or limbs
;

especially, impairment of locomotive capacity
by injury or deformity : as, lameness of the hand
or foot

;
lameness caused by a broken or a de-

formed leg. 2. Imperfection; want of finish

or completeness ;
defect

; insufficiency ; weak-
ness: as, the lameness of a verse or a rime; the
lameness of an argument or an apology.

Speak of my lameness, and I straight will halt.

Shak., Sonnets, Ixxxix.

If the story move, or the actor help the lameness of it

with his performance. Dryden, Spanish Friar.

lament (la-menf), [= Sp. Pg. It. lamento,
< L. lamentum, usually in pi. lamenta, a wailing,
moaning ;

with formative -mention (see -ment),
from the root *la, seen also in latrare, bark, Gr.

pd^eiv, snarl, Buss, laieti, bark, scold.] 1. ATI

expression of grief or sorrow
;
a sad complaint ;

a lamentation.
And these external manners of laments
Are merely shadows to the unseen grief
That swells with silence in the tortured soul.

Shak., Rich. II., iv. 1. 296.

2. A set form of lamentation or mourning; an
elegy ;

a mourning song or ballad.

At Busiris, which was the alleged burial-place of Osiris,
there was an annual festival at which the votaries, having
fasted and put on mourning dresses, uttered a lament
round a burnt-offering : the death of Osiris being the sub-
ject of the lament. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 144.

3. The music for an elegy, or a tune intended to

express or excite sorrowful emotion
;
a mourn-

ful air.

lament (la-menf ), v. [< F. lamenter = Sp. Pg.
lamentar = It. lamentarc, < L. lamentari, wail,
weep, < lamentum, a wailing, lament : see la-

ment, n.] I. intrans. 1. To express sorrow;
utter words or sounds of grief; mourn audibly ;

wail.

In that day shall one take up a parable against yon,
and lament with a doleful lamentation. Micah ii. 4.

Every now and then I heard the wail of women lament-
ing for the dead. R. Curzon, Monast. in the Levant, p. 195.

2. To show great sorrow or regret; repine;
chafe ; grieve.

Where joy most revels, grief doth most lament;
Grief joys, joy grieves, on slender accident.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 208.

= Syn. Lament, Mourn, Grieve ; sorrow. Lament express-
es always, at least figuratively, an external act. Mourn
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was originally and is still often the same, but does not now
suggest anything audible. Grieve suggests more of a con-

suming effect upon the person sorrowing. See affliction.

II. trans. 1. To bewail; mourn for; be-

moan; deplore.
They lamented the death of their leader, and filled all

places with their complaints. Bacon, Moral Fables, vii.

2f. To afflict
;
distress.

He went home, where he lay much Lamented and won-
derfully affrighted with the Old Woman coming to afflict

him. Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Keign of Queen
[Anne, I. 124.

lamentable (lam'en-ta-bl), a. [< F. lamentable
= Sp. lamentable = Pg. lamentavel = It. lamen-

tabile, lamentable, < L. lamentabilis, mournful,
< L. lamentari, mourn, lament: see lament, v.]

1. To be lamented
; exciting or calling for sor-

row; grievous: as, a lamentable deterioration
of morals.

Tell thou the lamentable tale of me.
Shak., Rich. II., v. 1. 44.

And yet their superstition is more lamentable then their

dispersion, as also their pertinacie and stubbornenesse in
their superstition. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 169.

2. Expressive of grief; mournful: as, a lamen-
table cry.
Ceaseless rain sweeping away wildly before a long and

lamentable blast Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, i.

3. Miserable; pitiful; low; poor.
Then are messengers again posted to Rome in lamenta-

ble sort, beseeching that they would not suffer a whole
Province to be destroy'd. Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

lamentableness (lam'en-ta-bl-nes), n. The
state of being lamentable.

lamentably (lam'en-ta-bli), adv. In a lamen-
table manner; mournfully; pitifully.
lamentation (lam-en-ta'shon), n. [< ME. la-

mentaeioun, < OF. (and F.1 lamentation = Sp.
lamentacion= Pg. lamenta^So= It. lamentazione,
< L. lamentatio(n-), a weeping, < L. lamentari,

weep: see lament, v.] 1. The act of bewailing;
expression of sorrow

;
a mournful outcry.

Who sothely might suffer the sorow that thou mase . . .

Lamentacoun & langour the long night ouer ?

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 3294.

In Rama was there a voice heard, lamentation, and weep-
ing, and great mourning. Mat. ii. 18.

2. [cap.] pi. The shorter title of the Lamentations

ofJeremiah, one of the poetical books of the Old
Testament. In the Septuagint, as in the English Bible,
it stands immediately after the Book of Jeremiah, of which
it probably originally formed a continuation. Its subject
is the destruction of Jerusalem by the Chaldeans. It was
probably composed immediately after the taking of the
city (686 B. e.\ while the wounds of the nation were still

fresh. Jeremiah has been generally regarded by Christian
scholars as its author.

3. [cap.] pi. The music to which the first three

lessons, taken from the Lamentations of Jere-

miah, are sung in the Roman Catholic Church,
in the office called Tenebrse, on Thursday, Fri-

day, and Saturday of Holy Week. =syn. 1. Mourn-
ing, complaint, plaint, moan, moaning, wailing, outcry.
See lament, v. t.

lamenter (la-men'ter), n. One who laments,
mourns, or cries out with sorrow.

laraentingly (la-men'ting-li), adv. In a lament-
ing manner; with lamentation.
Lame's equation, function. See equation,
function.
lameskirting (lam'sker-ting), n. [< lame*-, r.,

+ skirt + -ingl.] In coal-mining, the cutting off

of coal from the sides of underground roads in

order to widen them. [North. Eng.]
lameter, . See lamiter.

lametta (Ia-met'a), . [It., dim. of It. lama, a

plate of metal, < L. lamina, a thin piece of met-
al, wood, etc. : see lame3

, lamina.] Brass, sil-

ver, or gold foil or wire.

lamia (la'mi-a), n. [< L. lamia, < Gr. TiA/uu, a
female demon (see def.).] 1. In Gr. and Bom.
myth., an enticing witch,who charmed children
and youths for the purpose of feeding on their
blood and flesh, like the later vampire; a female
demon ; hence, in general, a destroying witch
or hag.

Where's the lamia
That tears my entrails ?

Masmnger, Virgin-Martyr, iv. 1.

A young prince goes a hunting. ... In the ardour of
the chase, he becomes separated from his followers, and
meets with a lamia or ogress.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry (ed. 1871), I. 310.

2. ^cap.] Ineob'l.: (a) A Fabrician (1775) ge-
nus of longicorn beetles, now the type of the

family Lamiidce. L. a^dilis is a species the male
of which has antennee four times as long as the

body, (b) A genus of sharks: same as Lamna.
Hisso, 1826.

Lamiaceae (la-mi-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Lami-
um + -accai.] Lindley's name for the Labiata;.



Lamiales

Lamiales (l:i-mi-a'le/.), . /i". [NL. (Bentham
mi. I MiMikrr. is"li), < l.a/iiinni + -fcx.] A <(>-

hortof gamopetalous plants, having the corolla

usually irregular, the posterior stamens often

reduced to staminodia or wanting;, the carpels
one- or two-ovult'd, and the inclchiscent fruit

generally included in the calyx. It embraces
the orders Mi/o/Hirincir, tirlaginrti; Vcrbenacetr,
and l.iiliiiilif.

Lamiariae (la-mi-a'ri-6), n. ///. [NL., < Lamia,
2 (a), + -arin:} In Latreille's system (1825), a
tribe of longieorn beetles, corresponding inex-

actly to the modern family Lnmiiilir.

Lamieae (la-mi 'e-o), n.pl. [NL. (Endlicher,

IHIiG), < /Minium + -e(E.'] A subtribe of labiate

plants of the tribe Xttichydfie, originally em-

bracing the genus Lamium and 9 other gen-
era. In the system of Beutham and Hooker it

embraces 22 genera.

lamiger (lam'i-jer), . [< lam?\, a., + -iger, per-

haps orig. -i^cr, -ier, -yer, as in lawyer, etc.] A
cripple. Halliieell. [Prov. Eng.]
Lamiidae (la-mTi-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Lamia, 2 (a),
+ -

i<te.] A family of longieorn beetles typified

by the genus Lamia, belonging to the tetramer-
nlis series of the order CoUoptera. It U related to
the Cerambycidat, but the head Is vertical, not porrect.
Also written Lamiada, Lamiidcs.

lamina (lam'i-nft), . ; pi. lamina! (-ne). [= P.

/rtie(>E.taic3 )= Sp. lama, /amiiia= Pg. lamina
= It. lama, lamina, < L. Inmina, also Simmina,
lanma, a thin plate of wood, metal, etc., a leaf,

layer, etc. Of. lameS."} A thin plate or scale.

Specifically (a) A layer or coat lying over another : ap-

plied to the plates of minerals, bones, etc. (6) The thin-

nest distinct layer Into which a stratified rock can be sep-
arated. See stratum and stratification. () In ami*., a thin

plate, layer, or membrane, orany laminar or lamellar struc-

ture.
1

1 M this use commonly as mere Latin, as in phrases
below.) (d)lnbot.: (1) The commonly widened upper part
of a petal ; its limb or border, as distinguished from its

claw. (2) The blado or expanded portion of a leaf. (3) The
flat part of the thallus or frond In some seaweeds, as dis-

tinguished from the stipe. (<) A splint
of armor. Hence

(/) A piece of armor made of splints. Compare lum. -,

splint-armor, je&erant, brigandinel. Crtbrose lamina
(lamina cribrosa), a thin cribriform lamina of the sclerotic

coat of the eye at the entrance of the optic nerve. Den-
ticulate lamina of the cochlea, the limbus laminfe spi-
ralis. Dorsal laminae. See dorsal. Elastic laminae
of the cornea, hard, elastic, transparent; and homogeneous
membranes covering the proper substance of the cornea
iu front and behind. Tji-mlna. clnerea, a thin layer of

gray substance at the base of the brain, above the optic
chiasma, from the fore end of the corpus callosum to the
tuber cinereum. TAtnin^ dermalis, in embryol., the

primary outer layer of a two-layered germ : same as ecto-

derm. Laminae dorsales, in cmbryol., the dorsal lami-
nse. Laminae of a vertebra, plate-like portions of the

neurapophyses or neural arches of a vertebra, arising from
the pedicels on each side and meeting in midline to in-

close the spinal canal. Lamiuse of the cerebellum,
primary, secondary, and tertiary, the folded and ramifying
layers of the surface of the cerebellum, like the gyri of
the cerebrum, section of which gives the appearance call-

ed arbor-vltae. Laminse ventrales, or lamlnse vls-
cerales, ventral or visceral layers; the folds of the em-
bryo, on each side of the notochordai axis, extending down-
ward to meet finally on the middle Hue below, each lami-
na splitting into an outer or somatopleural ana an inner or

splanchnopleural layer, the outer to form the body-walls,
the inner to form the intestinal canal : opposed to dorsal
lamince. T-flTnlTift fusca, an extremely tine areolar tis-

sue forming the innermost part of the sclerotic and
uniting it with the outer surface of the choroid. Lami-
na gastralls, in embryol., the primary inner layer of
a two-layered germ : same as endoderm. Lamina ino-
dernialiy, the outer or flesh layer of the mesoderm of a
four-layered germ ; the somatopleure. Lamina inogaa-
tralis, the inner or fibrous intestinal layer of the mesodenn
of a four-layered germ ; the splanchnopleure. Lamina
lablalis, Meinert's name for that piece of the mouth-parts
of a myriapod which supports the inner stipes of the deu-
tomala. See deutomala. Lamina mycogastralis, the
mucous layer or glandular intestinal layer of a four-layered
germ. It corresponds to the endoderm of a two-layered
germ, and forms the epithelium of the intestinal tract and
its diverticula, Lamina neurodermalis, the skin-sen-

sory layer of a four-layered germ, corresponding to the ec-

toderm of a two-layered germ, and forming the epidermis
and the chief parts of the nervous system and the organs
of the special senses. Lamina perforata anterior, the
anterior perforated space of the baso of the brain ; the pre-
cribrum. Lamina perforata posterior, the posterior
perforated space of the base of the brain; the postcribrum.
Lamina perpendtcularis, the mesethmnid, or perpen-

dicular median plate of the ethmoid bone. Lamina
proligera, lamina sporigera, in fmfftltgVi according
to the older terminology, the hymenium or discus in a

dlscocarpor aputhecium. Lamina quadrigemina, the
dorsal portion of the mesencephalon above the Sylvian
aqueduct. It is divided into the four corpora quadrige-
111111:1. Lamina retlculaiis, the reticular lamina of the

organ of Corti, a net-like membrane upon the summits
of the outer hair-cells. The network consists of four rows
of fiddle-shaped cells called phalanges, between which
project the ciliated free ends of the hair-cells, and to
which are attached the phalangeal processes of the cells
of Dieters. Lamina spiralls. the spiral lamina of the
cochlea; the flange or projection which winds spirally
round the modfolus or columeila of the ear, projecting
into the spiral canal and dividing it into two spiral tubes
or scalfe. The spiral lamina is partly bony and partly mem-
branous. The osseous part is called lamina spiralit otsea ;
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the membranous part Is the mcmbrana Irtunlari*. The bony
luminu ends ut the cupola in a hook-like process, the faiiitu

lug. T-amlTia gplralis niembranacea.t In- bitsihii mem-
brane of the cochlear canal. Lamina spirallB ossea,
the bony spiral lamina winding around the modiolus of

the cochlea and giving attachment at its free edge to the
basilar membrane. Lamina suprachoroldea, a deli-

cate membrane investing the choroid coat of the eye
externally. Lamina tectorla cerebeUl, that part of

the cerebellum whieh lies above the horizontal fissure.

Lamina terminalls, the anterior boundary of the third

ventricle of the brain ; that part of the lamina cinerea ly-

ing In front of the chiasma. See cut under encephalon.
Lamina Vltrea. (a) A colorless glassy membrane form-

ing the innermost stratum of the choroid and lying be-

tween the choriocaplllaris and the tapetum nigrum ; the
membrane of Bruch. (b) The Inner table of the skull.

Neural lamina the dorsal lamina, one of the lips of the

groove along the back of the early embryo, which, meet-

ing and joining its fellow, converts the primitive trace or
furrow into a tube within which the neural axis is to be

developed : opposed to ventral or rixeral lamina. Retic-
ular lamina of Kolliker, in the cochlea, same as laininn

reticularii, above. Ventral or visceral lamina See
laminae ventralet, above. =Syn. Lamina, lamella. In zool-

ogy and anatomy these words are usually absolutely sy-

nonymous, used Interchangeably and without distinction.
If there be a possible distinction, It is that lamella may of-

tener apply to something smaller or thinner than 'A lami-
na : for instance, the cover of a book Is a lamina, contain-

ing leaves or lamella. Haeckel draws and maintains this

distinction in embryology.

laminability (lam'i-na-bil'i-ti), . [< laiitiiia-

ble: M'i--/</7/7y. ]
The quality of being laminable.

laminable (lam'i-na-bl), a.
[< lamin(atc) +

-able. ] Capable ofbeingformed into thin plates ;

capable of being extended by passing between
steel or hardened cast-iron rollers, as a metal.

laminae,". Plural of lamina.

laminar (lam'i-nSr), a.. [< lamina + -ar3 .] 1.

Composed of or disposed in laminae, or thin

plates or layers; lamellar. 2. Having or be-

ing a lamina or lamince ; laminate Laminar fis-

sion, in geol., separation into lamina;, thin plates, or flags,

parallel with the lines of stratification ; lamination.

Laminaria (lam-i-na'ri-ft), n. [NL., < L. lami-

na, a thin plate, + -aria.'] A genus of dark-

spored seaweeds, belonging to the natural or-

der Laminariacece, having no definite leaves,
but a plain ribless expansion, flat and blade-
like (whence the name), which is either sim-

ple or cloven. L. digitata is the well-known tangle
abundant on sea-coasts (used in gynecology instead of

sponge for making tents for dilating the cervical canal) ; L.

buccinalis is a native of the Cape of Good Hope, and yields
iodine ; L. potatorum grows In Australia, and furnishes
the aborigines with a part of their Instruments, vessels,
and food; L. digitata and L. bulbosa were formerly em-

ployed in the manufacture of kelp for the glass-maker
and soap-boiler ; /.. taccharina, the sweet-tangle or sea-

belt, named from the saccharine matter called mannite
which It furnishes, is abundant on the shores of the North
Atlantic and Pacific oceans. See hanger, 7.

Laminariaceae (lam-i-na-ri-a'se-e), . pi. [NL.,
< Laminaria + -acea;.~} A family of the Alga: or

seaweeds,now included in the class Phawsporea'.
Their fronds are coriaceous and not articulated, and at-

tached to the sea-bottom by a root-like or sometimes disk-

like organ, whence arises a stipe, which expands into a lam-
ina or blade. They are propagated by means of zoospores,
borne in nxteporangla on the surface of the frond, either

diffused or in patches. The genera Alariti. Latnituiria,
and Afacrocystis, belonging to this order, include the largest
marine vegetables. See the generic names, and kelp.

laminarian (lam-i-na'ri-an), a. [< Laminaria
+ -an.] Pertaining to the genus Laminaria;
specifically, noting that belt or zone of marine
life which extends from low-water mark to a

depth of forty to ninety feet, and which in Brit-

ish seas is characterized by the presence of La-
niiiiarinirn: as well as by that of starfishes, the
common sea-urchin, etc.

The Laminarian zone is succeeded by the Coralline
zone. Sir C. W. Thornton, Depths of the Sea, p. Hi.

Lamina.rieaB(lam'i-na-ri'e-e), . pi. [NL.,
< Laminaria + -etc.] A synonym of Laminaria-
cea!.

Laminarites (lam'i-na-ri'tez), . [NL.,< Lami-
naria + -ites.] The 'generic name given by
Sternberg and other fossil botanists to various

fragments of plants supposed to be allied to

the recent Laminaria, but in regard to which

nothing has been definitely made out.

laminary (lam'i-na-ri), a. [< lamina + -ry.]
Composed of layers

or plates ;
laminar.

laminate (lam'i-nat), v. ; pret. and pp. ?ami-

iitititl, ppr. laminating. [
< ML. luiiiiiiatnn. pp.

of laminare (>It. laminare = Sp. Pg. laminar =
P. laminer, plate, flatten into a plate), < L. la-

mina, a thin plate: see In in inn.] I. trans. 1.

To form into a lamina or plate ;
beat out thin.

[Bare.]
We took an ounce of that Ireflned silver], and, having

laminated it, we cast It upon twice ita weight of beaten

sublimate. Boyle, Works, III. 81.

2. To form with or into laminae or layers ;
di-

vide into plates or leaves: as, a laminati>ig-ra&-
chine. Laminated arch. See orcAi. Laminated

lamiter

pipe, a pipe made by wrapping siiccfufve layers of ttiln

vcm-cr, (U vrm-rr unit fain ii> hi r<iml.hi!ilimi. over :i mol'l
or core. Laminated rib. Name as laminated arch.

Laminated tubercle, the nodule of the cerebellum.

II. intrang. To part or become divided into
lainiiue ; separate into thin layers or plates: an,

mi'-a ininiiHitrx on exposure to heat.

laminate (lam'i-nat), a. [< ML. laminatur,
luniished with plates or scales: see the verb.]
1. Having the form of a lamina or thin plate;
leaf-like: as, the laminate coxae of some beetles.

2. Disposed in, consisting of, or bearing
laminae, layers, or scales; laminar; scaled;

scaly: as, laminate structure in geology: a lami-
iiud- surface; the /m<ntetarsi of a bird Lam-
inate coxa, a coxa dilated Into a broad plate which covers
the trochanter and the base of the femur, as the posterior
coxa? of certain aquatic beetles. - Laminate horn, ahom-
like process dilated at Its base Into a thin plate.

laminated (lam'i-na-ted), p. a. [< laminate +
-'<!".

\
Same as laminate,

laminating-machine(lam'i-na-ting-ma-shen'),
n. In metal-working, a machine for making
metallic sheets; in particular, a set of gold-
beaters' rolls arranged in a frame with gear-
ing and adjustable bearings, the adjustment
of the bearings being effected by screws, and
the rollers being turned by a winch. The gold
Ingot is by this machine (with frequent annealing to pre-
vent cracking) reduced to a ribbon weighing 64 grains
per Inch, which is cut into pieces about one inch square
to form the gold-beaters' pack, the beating of which, again
with frequent annealing, reduces the metal to gold-leaf.

laminating-roller (lam 'i-na- ting -ro'ler), .

In metal-working, one of a set of rollers in a

rolling-mill, for reducing fagots or blooms to

sheets or bars. The rollers act In pairs, and their
distance apart determines the thickness of the sheet.
This distance is regulated by adjustable bearings moved
accurately by screws. For bars the rollers are grooved In

accordance with the required shape of the cross-section.

The blooms or fagots are rolled hot ; but cylindrical bars
for shafts are In some manufactories finished by cold-roll-

ing.

lamination (lam-i-na'shon), n. [< laminate +
-I'OM.] The act of laminating, or the state of

being laminated ; arrangement in layers or thin

plates; specifically, in geol., a division of rock
into layers or laminte : nearly the same as strati-

fication. A stratified rock may or may not be lami-
nated. In the former case each stratum or bed is capable
of being divided into thin layers or laminie. Lamination
is hardly possible except In rocks made up of fine-grained
materials. The break or Interval separating two strata is

more evident, and very probably was of longer duration,
than that which intervened between the deposition of two
successive lamine. Some English geologists use the term
lamination with reference to the crystalline and eruptive
rocks, making laminated structure the equivalent of tabu-

lar structure, where this has been the result not of stratifica-

tion but of contraction during the process of cooling, or of

some other cause connected with the formation of masses
of igneous origin.

Four kinds of fissility may be recognized among rocks:

1st, lamination of original deposit ; 2d, cleavage, as in slate ;

3d, shearing, as near faults; 4th. foliation, as in schists.

A. OeOrie, Text-Book of Geol. (2d ed.X p. 463.

laminiferous (lam-i-nif'e-rus), a. [< L. lamina,
a thin plate, +ferre= Eifteor'.] Bearing lam-
i MM'

; having a laminate structure.

laminiform (lam'i-ni-fdrm). a. [< L. lamina,
a thin plate, + forma, form.] Having the form
of a lamina; laminar; lamellar; like a plate,

layer, or leaf in shape.
laminiplantar (lam'i-ni-plan'tftr), a. [< L. la-

mina, a, thin plate, + plan la, sole.] Having lam -

inate tarsi ; naving the back of the tarsus cov-

ered with an undivided lamina on each side,
the two meeting in a sharp ridge: opposed to

scutclliplantar.
Lamimplantares (lam'i-ni-plan-ta'rez), w. i>l.

|

XL.: see laminiplantar.'] Laminiplantar birds;
in Sundevall's classification (1872), the prior se-

ries of the first order of birds (Oseines), includ-

ing nearly all oscine Passeres.

laminiplantation (lam'i-ni-plan-ta'shon), n.

[As laminiplant(ar) + -ation."] The state or

quality of being laminiplautar.
The la miniiila ntatimi ... is equally well exhibited by

most passerine birds, whether they have booted or ante-

riorly scutellate tarsi. Couen, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 126.

laminitis (lam-i-ni'tis), n. [NL., < lamina +
-<7f.s-.~| Inflammation of the laminae of the hoof
of a horse.

laminose (lam'i-nos), a. [< NL. laminogus, < L.

Inmina, a thin plate: see lamina.'} Resemblinp
alamina; laminiform. CooA'e, Brit. Fungi, p. 314.

lamish (la'mish), a.
[<

tame1 + -wfci.j Some-
what lame; slightly limping.
He did, by a false step, sprain a vein In the Inside of his

leg, which ever after occasioned him to go lamiih.

Wood, Athena; Oxon., II., J. Shirley.

lamiter, lameter (la'mi-ter, la'me-ter), n. [See
lumiyer.'} A cripple.



lamiter

Though ye may think him a lamiter, yet, grippie for

grippie, friend, I'll wad a wether he'll gar the blude spin
frae under your nails. Scott, Black Dwarf, xvii.

You have now, no doubt, friends who will look after you,
and not suffer you to devote yourself to a blind lameter
like me? Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxxvii.

Lamium (la'mi-um), n. [NL. (Linnseus), < L.

lamium, the dead-nettle.] A genus of labiate

plants of the tribe Stacliydeai, type of the sub-
tribe Lamiece, with nearly equal, not acerose

calyx-teeth, the corolla-tube rarely exserted,
the anther-cells generally parallel, and the nut-
lets angled and truncated at the apex. They are
annual or perennial herbs, often diffuse or decumbent
at the base, with cordate toothed or incised leaves, and
densely many-flowered whorls of flowers crowded at the
summit of the stem. The irregular galeate flowers are
sometimes large, and generally pink or purple, sometimes
white or even yellow. There are nearly 40 species of
these plants, inhabiting Europe, northern Africa, and ex-

tratropical Asia. Several species are common as weeds
in waste ground, and some are occasionally cultivated in

gardens. They are all known by the name of dead-nettle or
hedge dead-nettle. The best-known species are the white-
flowered L. album, the pink- or purple-flowered L. pur-
pureum, L. amplexicaule, and L. maculatum, and the yel-
low-flowered L. Galeobdolon.

lamm1
, v . t. See lam1.

lamm'-'t, n. An obsolete variant of lames .

Lammas (latn'as), . [< ME. lammasse, < AS.
hlammassse, a later assimilated form of hlaf-
m&sse, lit. 'loaf-mass,' i. e. 'bread-feast' (see
def.),<7?a/;ioaf,bread,+ m<me,mass: see loaf

1

and mass1
.} 1. Originally, in England, the fes-

tival of the wheat-harvest, observed on the 1st
of August, corresponding to the 12th in the mod-
ern calendar. It is supposed to have taken its name
from the practice of offering first-fruits at the service of
the mass on that day, in the form of loaves of bread. The
festival was a continuation of a similar one from pagan
times. Some have supposed, erroneously, that the name
has some connection with the word lamb.

And to the lammasse afterward he spousede the quene.
Rob. of Gloucester, p. 317.

2. In Great Britain, the 1st of August as a
date, which in Scotland is a quarter-day and
in England a half-quarter-day. The prevalence
of this use, both in ancient and modern times, has to a
great extent obscured the original significance of the
word. Also called Lammas-day.
3. The church festival of St. Peter's Chains, or
St. Peter in the Fetters, observed on August
1st in memory of St. Peter's imprisonment and
miraculous deliverance (Acts xii. 4-10) Lam-
mas eve, July 31st, the day before Lammas.

Even or odd, of all days in the year,
Come Lammas-eve at night shall she be fourteen.

Slmk., R. and J., i. 8. 17.

Latter Lammas, a Lammas that, like the Greek calends,
does not exist : used ironically, implying 'never.'

Courtiers thriue at latter Lammas day.
Gascoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 55.

Lammas-day (lam'as-da), . Same as Lam-
mas, 2.

lammas-land (lam'as-land), n. Land which is

cultivated by individual occupiers, but after
harvest (about the time of Lammas) is thrown
open for common pasturage. F. Pollock, Land
Laws, ii. [Eng.]
Lammas-tide (lam'as-tid), n. The time or sea-
son of Lammas.

How long is it now
To Lammas-tide? Shak., R. and J., I. 3. 16.

lammer (lam'er), n. and a. [Also lamer, lamour,
laumer, lumbar; appar. < F. Vambre, < le, the,
ambrc, amber : see amber2

.'] Amber. [Scotch.]
Bedis of correll and lammer.

Aberdeen Segis. (1548), V. 20. (Jamieson.)
Dinna ye think puir Jeanie's een wi' the tears in them

glanced like lamour beads?

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xii.

lammergeier, laemmergeier (lam'er-, lem'er-
gi-er), . [< G. lammergeier, < lammer, pi. of
lamm = E. lamb, + geier, a vulture (see under
gerfalcon).] A very large diurnal bird of prey,
the so-called bearded vulture or griffin of the
Alps, Gypaetus barbatus, of the family Fal-
conidfe, or placed in a separate family Gypae-
tidw (which see). The bird is an eagle of somewhat
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outside garment in cold weather. Gentleman's

Mag., October, 1886, p. 390.

Lamna (lam'na), n. [NL., < L. lamna, lamina,
a thin plate : see lamina. For the allusion to
'

plate,' cf. ElasmobrancMi.] The typical genus
of Lamnida;, containing sharks of remarkable
swiftness and ferocity. L. cornubica is the por-
beagle. See cut under maclcerel-shark.

Lamnidae (lam'ni-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lamna
+ -idee.] A family of typical sharks repre-
sented by the genus Lamna, to which various
limits have been ascribed, (a) In Giinther's sys-
tem, a family of Selachoidei, with no nictitating mem-
brane, an anal and two dorsal fins (the first of which is op-
posite the space between the pectorals and the ventrals),
nostrils not confluent with the mouth, which is inferior,
and spiracles none or minute, (b) In recent systems, a
family of typical sharks, having the first dorsal between
the pectorals and the ventrals, the second small, the tail

keeled on the side, all the five branchial apertures in ad-
vance of the pectorals and of moderate size, and the teeth
large. The porbeagles and the mackerel-sharks are the
best-known forms. Also Lamnoidte.

Lamnina (lam-m'na), n. pi. [NL., < Lamna
+ -ilia2.] In Giintfiier's ichthyological system,
a group of Lamnida;: same as Lamnida; (b).
lamnoid (lam'noid), a. and n. [< Lamna + -oid.]
I. a. Pertaining to the Lamnida;, or having their
characters.

II. >?. One of the Lamnida!.

lamp1
(lamp), n. [Early mod. E. lampe; < ME.

lampe, laitmpe = D. lamp = MLG. lampe =
MHG. G. lampe = Dan. lampe = Sw. lampa, <
OF. (also F.) lampe = Sp. lampo = Pg. lampeffo= It. lampa, lampadc, < L. lampas (lampad-),
< Gr. Aa//7rdf (/ta^7ra<S-),'a torch, wax-light, lamp
(oil-lamp), beacon, meteor, any light, < U/iireiv,
shine. Cf. lantern, from the same ult. source.]
1. A vessel, generally portable, for containing
an inflammable liquid and a wick so arranged
that it lifts the liquid by capillary attraction

lampadomancy
dard lamp, a hand-lamp with a tall standard, generally
movable, made to stand on the floor. The tall fixed

lamps in the chancels of churches are also known as
standard lamps. Student lamp, or students' lamp,
a portable lamp with an Argand burner, supplied by a
cylindrical self-flowing oil-reservoir connected with the
burner by a downward-curving tube. Reservoir and burn-
er are carried on an upright standard passing through
the tube, and can be raised or lowered on the standard
at pleasure. The burner is fitted with a tall chimney and
a conical porcelain shade. Submarine lamp, any form
of lamp designed to burn under water. It is now par-
ticularly an electric light that may be suspended under
water for lighting wrecks or submarine explorations, con-
structions, etc. Sun lamp, a form of electric incandes-
cent lamp, resembling an arc-lamp, the light being given
out by a piece of lime, magnesia, or oiher refractory sub-
stance, placed between the ends of two carbon rods and
rendered incandescent by an electric current. To smell
of the lamp, to show traces of the use of "midnight oil

"
;

bear the marks of great and protracted labor ; be labored
and pedantic in style or abstruse in character : said of lit-

erary work.

A work not smelling of the lamp to-night,
But fitted for your Majesty's disport,

And writ to the meridian of your court.
B. Jomon, Staple of News, Prol.

(See also carcel-lamp, glow-lamp, jack-lamp, safety-lamp.)

lamp 1
(lamp), v. [< lampi, n.] I. trans. To

furnish light to
; light. [Rare.]

Set tapers to the toumbe, and lampe the church.
Marston, Antonio and Mellida, II., UL 1.

II. intrans. To shine. [Bare.]
A cheerliness did with her hopes arise,
That lamped cleerer than it did before.

Ancient Roman Lamps, in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

and when ignited at the end serves as a means
of illumination

;
in recent use also, by extension,

a device employed for the same purpose in
which the source of illumination is ignited gas
or electric! ty . Lamps are distinguished by the liquids
used in them, as alcohol-lamp, oil-lamp, etc., and by their
mode of construction or their use, as Argand lamp, astral
lamp, etc.

And rule vs by rightwisnes in our Ranke dedis,
With a lyue of lewte, that as a laump shynes.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4849.

The pure candlestick, with the lampe thereof, even with
the lamps to be set in order. Ex. xxxix. 37.

2. Figuratively, something suggesting the light
of a lamp, whether in appearance or use

; any-
thing possessing or communicating light, real
or metaphorical.

Thy gentle eyes send forth a quickening spirit,
And feed the dying lamp of life within me. Rome.

3. pi. Same as gig-lamps. See gig-lamp, 3.

[Slang.] Aphloglsttc lamp. See aphlogistic. Arc-
lamp, a lamp in which the light is given out by an elec-
tric arc. See electric light, under electric. Argand lamp
a lamp, patented by M. Argand in 1787, having a tubu-
lar wiek, which is fed upward between two concentric
metal tubes. Ah- is admitted to the interior of the flame

lamp2
(lamp), v. i. [Prob. akin to limp1, as cramp1

to crimp.'] To go or run quickly : scamper.
[Scotch.]

It was all her father's own fault, that let her run lamp
ing about the country, riding on bare-backed naigs.

Scott, Monastery, xxxiii.

Iamp3
t, n. [ME., also lampe, for "lame, < OF.

lame, a thin plate : see lame3 .] A thin plate.
In an erthen potte how put is al, . . .

And wel ycovered with a lamp of glas.
Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 211.

lampad (lam'pad), n. [< L. lampas (lampad-),
< Gr. Aa/nraf (Aafivad-), a torch: see lamp1.] A
lamp or candlestick ; a torch. [Rare.]
Him who 'mid the golden lampads went Trench.

lampadary (lam'pa-da-ri), M.; pi. lampadaries
(-riz). [< ML. lampadarius, < MGr. Za/iira6dpu>f,
< Gr. Zaunaf (fat/mad-), lamp : s,ee lamp1

.'] An
officer in the Greek Church who has the care of
the church lamps, and carries a lighted taper
before the patriarch in processions.
lampade (lam'pad), n. [Also lampado; < L.
lampas (lampad-), a torch : see lamp1

.'] A lamp-
shell. Meusclien, 1787; Humphreys, 1797.

lampadedromy (lam-pa-ded'ro-mi), n. [< Gr.

iMfiiradt/ipo/iia, Aauiradoipouta, torch-race, < /la/i-

Traf (Ao/ijrad-), a torch, + 6p6uoc,, a race.] In Gr.

antiq., a torch-race. Each contestant carried a light-
ed torch, and the prize was won by him who first reached
the goal with his torch unextinguished.

lampadephore (lam-pad'e-for), n. [< Gr. ~/.aft-

Trad>;(t>6po(, a torch-bearer, < Xa//7rdf (%a/jva6-), a
torch, + <t>ipciv = E. bear1 .] In Gr. antiq., a
contestant in a torch-race.

lampadephoria (lam-pad-e-fo'ri-a), . [< Gr.

fafumttpjiopia, the bearing of torches, a torch-

race, < AauT!aSrt^6poq, a torch-bearer: see lampad-
ephore.'] In Gr. antiq., a torch-race in honor of
a fire-god, as Prometheus or Hephaestus (Vul-
can). At Athens it was held on a moonless night, the
torches being lighted at the altar of the divinity whom it

was intended to honor, and the course being from this
altar to the Acropolis.

lampadephoros (lam-pa-def 'o-ros), n. [Gr.
-, j_^/... see lampajiepjiore'.] Same as tern-

upper parts are blackish; the head is white, with a black
line on each side and tufts of black bristly feathers at the
base of the bill

; the under parts are tawny. It stoops to
carrion like most other eagles, but is also powerful and
rapacious enough to destroy chamois, lambs, kids, hares,
etc. I he bird ranges through the mountains of southern
Europe and northeastern Africa, and thence through cen-
tral Asia to northern China. See cut under Gi/paetus. Also
written lammerneir, lemmergeyer, laemmergeyer
lammie1

, n. See lambie.

lammy, lammie2
(lam'i),n.: p

lamp. Davy's lamp. See davyi'. Doberelner's lamp!
a contrivance for producing an instantaneous light, in-
vented by Professor Dobereiner, of Jena, in 1824. The
light is produced by throwing a jet of hydrogen gas upon
recently prepared spongy platinum, when the metal in-
stantly becomes red-hot, and then sets fire to the gas.
This action depends upon the readiness with which spongy
platinum absorbs gases, more especially oxygen gas. The
hydrogen is brought into such close contact with oxygen
(derived from the atmosphere) in the pores of the plati-num that chemical union takes place on the surface of
the platinum, with evolution of sufficient heat to ignite
the rest of the hydrogen. Also called hydrogen lamp.
Electric lamp. See electric and glow-lamp Fresnel
lamp, a lamp in which the light is placed behind a
Fresnel lens, or is inclosed in a glass of which the section

n l
hat of a 1

'

resnel lens. Hydrogen lamp. Same as
Uooereiners lamp. Hydrostatic lamp, a lamp in which
a column of water raises the oil to the wick. Mechanical
lamp. Same as carcel-lamp. Monochromatic lamp,
a lamp burning a mixture of alcohol and salt, to produce a

A thick quilted frock or short jumper made of
flannel or blanket-cloth, worn by sailors as an

s most commonly a lamp of very simple
consisting of a receptacle of glass or sheet-metal,wi'h a cylindrical tube to cany a wick. Stan-

lampades, n. Plural of lampas2,
1.

Lampadias (lam-pa'cli-as), n. [NL., < Gr. ?.au-

n-adiaf, a torch-bearer, a comet, the star Alde-
baran, < faa-itdf (%a/jirad-), a lamp, torch: see
lamp1

.'] 1. Ptolemy's name for the bright star
of the Hyades, a Tauri, or Aldebaran. 2. A
bearded comet. E. Phillips, 1706.

lampadist (lam'pa-dist), n. [< Gr. ?.<j,u;ra<5n%,

torch-bearer, < Aaftirafifeiv, run the torch-race, <

/a//;raf Q.auvad-), a torch: see lamp1 , lampad.]
In Gr. antiq., one who took part in a torch-race

;

a lampadephore.
lampadite (lam'pa-dit), . [< Gr. fa/m&s (fan-
jra<S-), a torch, + -ite%.] A variety of wad or

earthy manganese, containing a small percent-
age of oxid of copper.
lampado (lam-pa'do), . Same as lampade.
lampadomancy (lam-pad'o-man-si), n. [< Gr.

/o/OTOf (>.a//7rod-), lamp, + fiavreia, divination.]
An ancient method of divination from the vari-
ations in the color and motions of the flame of
a lamp or torch.



lampas

lampaai.lampassnam'pas), , [Corruptly towi-

fifm; < OF. and F. liim/iits, lampas (see def.),

prob. < lampas, tho palate or throat, in the

phrase arroser (or ////</) (n lampas, 'wet
one's whistle,' appar. connected with laii>er,
drink: see lampoon.'] In farriery, a congestion
and swelling of the (leshy lining of the roof of

the mouth immediately behind the fore teeth
iu the horse. It soon subsides if left to itself.

His horse . . . troubled with the tampon.
Skat., T. .f the S., lit 2. 62.

lampas'2 (lam' pas) , . [NL. , < Or. > o/iTcif , a lamp :

see lamp'-.] 1. PI. iomparfe* (-pa-dez). An early

quasi-generic or collective name of the lamp-
shells, or such of the arthropomatous brachio-

pods as were known a century ago, especially
TerebrattllidfE. The word is not now used as the name
of a genus, and has a plural, gee lampade. Sometimes
spelled lamptu.
2. [ay;.] A genus of Foraminifera : same as ./to-

bulina. Montfort, 1808. 3. fcap.] A genus of

gastropods, closely related to Ravella. Schu-

macher, 1817.

lampas3 (lam'pas), n. [< F. lampas (see def.).]

Originally, Chinese flowered silk; hence, in

modern times, a material of decorative charac-
ter for upholstery, made of silk and wool.

lampass, . See lampas1
.

lampblack (lamp'blak), n. [< lamp1 + black,

being orig. made by means of a lamp or torch.]
A fine black pigment consisting of particles of

carbon, pure or almost pure, used for making
paints and ink. It reflects only about two per cent,
of the incident light. It was formerly made by burning
crude oils with the least supply of air possible for com-
bustion, in order to produce a smoky flume, the soot be-

iug collected in a receptacle called a lampblack-furnace,
and was prepared for use by being heated to redness in iron
boxes. It is now generally made by allowing gas-flames to

impinge on cylinders of iron chilled by a stream of cold
water flowing through them. The lampblack collects on
the cold surfaces,
and is removed and
collected by ma-
chinery. This form
of lampblack is

known as carbon-
black or gas-black.

Lampblack-fur-
nace, a cylindrical
chamber lined with

sheepskin or can-

vas, with a cone-

shupcd top having a
cowl for the escape
of the more vola-

tileproducts of com-
bustion. At one side
of the chamber is

a smaller compart-
ment with a grate,
over the flre in
which is placed a
vessel containing a

hydrocarbon, resin,

coal-tar, or a similar
substance. The carbon product of combustion adheres to
the lining of the furnace-chamber, from which it is scraped
by a special mechanism and collected at intervals. E. II.

Knight.

lampblack (lamp'blak), '. t. [< lampblack, .]

To treat with lampblack ; coat with lampblack.
You that newly come from lamblacking the Judges

Shoes, and are not lit to wipe mine.

Wychrrlty, Plain Dealer, ill. 1.

The thickly lampblaclced surface, then, and the retinal
screen provided by nature in the eye, both exercise selec-

tive absorption. PhUotophical Mag., XXVII. '.

lamp-burner (lamp'ber'ner), . That part of or

attachment to a lamp at or in which the wick is

krpt, burning. Lamp-burners are made in a great num-
ber of types and sizes. The simplest, as those of common
spirit-lamps, are merely tubes of sheet-metal; but they
usually include some device, as a serrated wheel, for raising
and lowering the wick, a hood of some form to concentrate
a current of air on the flame, and often a gallery or socket,
pierced for ventilation, to support a chimney. See burner.

lamp-canopy (lamp'kan*o-pi), n. A large and
elaborate smoke-bell. Car-Builder's Diet.

lamp-case (lamp'kas), n. 1. In a street- or
t ram-car, a box with a glazed door placed inside
an end window to receive a lamp. A light or

eye of colored glass is usually placed opposite it on the
exterior side, that the light may serve as a signal.

2. In < Jivat Britain, a cylindrical sheet of iron

serving to protect the roof-lamp of a railway-
carriage. Cur-Iliiililt'r'.i Diet.

lamp-cement (lamp'se-ment'), n. A cement
for securing brass mountings on glass, as on

lamps. It is made by boiling 3 parts of resin with 1

part of caustic soda in 5 parts of water. The resulting
soap is mixed with half its weight of plaster of Paris, zinc

white, white lead, or precipitated chalk. Petroleum anil

burning-fluids of similar character do not affect it. /.'. //.

Knight.

lamp-chimney (larap'chim'ni), n. A tube or
funnel of glass or other material so placed as to

incase the flame of a lamp, iu use is to protect

Lampblack-furnace.
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the flame, promote combustion by increasing the draft,
nnl "induct away the smoke and gages.

lamp-cone (lamp'kon), . A conical or dome-

shaped cap of sheet-metal covering the bun in-

of an oil-lamp, and having a slit in the top
through which the flame projects. It serves to

promote combustion by concentrating air-cur-

rents on both sides of the flame.

lamper '

(lam'per), . One who goes from house
to house every day cleaning and filling lamps
for a small fee.

[Colloq.,
U. 8.]

lamper- (lam'per), H. A dialectal variation of

lanipri'i/.

lamper-eel (lam'per-el'), n. [< lamper" + eel,

from the resemblance in form to an eel.] 1.

A lamprey. 2. The mutton-fish or eel-pout,
Zoarces anyuillaris,

a fish of the family Lycodi-
'/<>. inhabiting the Atlantic coast of North
America from Labrador to Delaware, and rep-
resenting a section of the genus Zoarces in

which the fin-rays and vertebrae are increased
in number. It U of a reddish-brown color, mottled with

olive, and has a dark streak along the side of the head ; it

attains a length of 20 inches.

lampern (lam'pern), n. [See lamprey."] The
river-lamprey, Petromyzon fluviatilis.

lampers (lam'perz), n. See lampas
1

.

lampet (lam'pet), . A dialectal (Scotch) form
of limpet.

Lampetra (lam'pe-trS), n. [L., a lamprey: see

lamprey.'] If. An old quasi-generic book-name
of a lamprey. Willughby, 1636. 2. A genus of

river-lampreys, as L. fluviatilis. SeeAmmocoetes
and lamprey.
lamp-flower (lamp'flou'er), . Any plant of

the genus Lychnis.

lamp-fly (lamp'fli), . A firefly. [Bare.]
While in and out the terrace plants, and round
One branch of tall datura, waxed and waned
The lampjly lured there, wanting the white flower.

Browning, King and Book, i. 496.

lampfult, a. [< lamp 1 + -Jul.~] Full of lamps or

lights; starry.
A temporal! beauty of the lamp/till skies,
Where powcrfull Nature showes her freshest Dies.

Sylvester, it. of Du Bartas s Weeks, ii., The Ark.

lamp-furnace (lamp'fer'nas), n. A furnace in

which the heat is afforded by a lamp, as distin-

guished from one heated by a gas-jet, a Bunsen
burner, charcoal, or the like. E. H. Knight.
lamp-glass (lamp'glas), n. Same as lamp-
chimney.
lamp-globe (lamp'glob), n. A lamp-abode or

lamp-chimney of a globular form.

lamp-hanger (lamp hang* er), . A device for

supporting a gas-lamp suspended below a chan-

delier; a lamp-elevator. It has usually a telescopic
gas-pipe, and some attachment such as a lazy-tongs or bal-

anced chains, for raising or lowering the lamp.

lamp-head (lamp'hed), n, 1. The part of an
incandescent electric lamp that fits into the
holder. 2. The electromotive force in an elec-

tric lamp.
lamp-holder (lamp'hoFder), n. A device for

securing a lamp to its support ; specifically, a
socket or holder fitted with electric terminals,
into which the top of the glass globe of an in-

candescent lamp is fitted, or from which it

hangs.
lamp-hole (lamp'hol), . A hole or opening to

receive a lamp, or to admit of the passage of a

lamp, as in some sewers.

Smaller openings, large enough to allow a lamp to be
lowered for purposes of inspection, are called lamphdeg,
and are often built up of vertical lengths of drain-pipe.

Encyc. Brit., XXI. 714.

lamp-hoop (Iamp'h8p), n. A ring with an in-

terior screw-thread attached to a cheap oil-lamp
to receive the burner. Car-Builder's Diet.

lamping (lam'ping), a. [< lamp* + -in</
2
.]

Shining; sparkling. [Rare.]
And happy lines ! on which, with starry light,
Those lamping eyes will deigne sometimes to look.

Spenttr, Sonnets, I.

lampion (lam'pi-on), n. [P., a small lamp, <

Inmjie, a lamp: see lamp 1
.] A small lamp suit-

able for illuminations.
At the French Chancellerie they had six more tampions

in their Illumination than ours had. Thackeray.

Eh ? Down the court three lampions flare ;

Put forward your best foot.

Brmminy, Respectability.

Hidden among the leaves were millions of fantastically
colored tampion* seeming like so many glow-worms.

Q. ff. Cable, Stories of Louisiana, vv.

lamp-iron (lampVern), n. A metallic socket
or holder to receive a lamp or lantern, as on a

railway-carriage. [British.]

lampist (lam'pist\ H. [= F. lampist; as lamp
+ -mt.1 1. A workman skilled in the manufac-

lamprey
ture and repair of lamps; specifically, an artisan

employed in the United States lighthouse es-

tablishment for that work.
I have submitted the lamp burning Petroleum to the

Inspection of the most experienced lamputi who were ac-

eewlble.
Xitliinan, quoted in Cone and Johns'i i'etrolia, Ir.

2. See the quotation.
Allampadati, or Lamputt, who during Passion Week and

at the great festivals begged oil for the lamps which are

lighted In front of the host, or the linage! of the virgin.
liiUun Turner, Vagrant* and Vagrancy, p. 659.

lampit (lam'pit), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form
of limpet.

lamp-jack (lamp'jak), n. A hood or covering
placed over a lamp-vent or lamp-chimney on
the outside of a railroad-car, to shield the light
from rain and wind. E. ff. Knight.
lamplight (lamp'lit), n. The light shed by a

lamp or lamps.
Oold glittering thro' lamplight dim.

Tennytun, Arabian Xlghts.

lamplighter (lamp'li'ter), w. [< lampl +
lii/li li-ri.] 1 . A person employed to light street-

lamps. 2. A piece of paper rolled into a spill,

used to light lamps. 3. A torch used for light-

ing gas-lamps. 4. The bass (fish). [Local,
U.S.]
lampoon (Iam-p8n'), n. [< F. tampon, a lam-

poon, orig. a drinking-song. < lamponSj let us

drink, 1st pers. pi. impv. of lamper, drink, na-
salized form of OF. lapper, taper, drink, of OLQ.
origin, AS. lapian, etc., lap, drink: see lapl, r.]

A sarcastic writing aimed at a person's charac-

ter, habits, or actions; a personal satire
;
a sar-

castic diatribe ;
humorous abuse in writing.

Here they still paste up their drolling lampoons and
scurrilous papers. Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 20, 1645.

These personal and scandalous libels, carried to excess
in the reign of Charles II., acquired the name of lampoon,
from the burden sung to them :

"
Lampone, lampone,

camerada lampone" "Guzzler, guzzler, my fellow gui-
zler." Scott.

= Byn. Lampoon, Patqtdnade, Infective, Satire. The dif-

ference between lampoon and pasquinade is not great, but

perhaps a lampoon is more malicious, more directly aimed
iu insult and degrade, while a patquinade is shorter and
of a lighter nature. (See the history of pasquinade, under
the definition. See alao natire.) An iucective Is a ver-

bal onslaught, generally spoken but possibly written, de-

signed to bring reproach upon another person, present or
absent : as, the incectirei of Demosthenes against Philip,
of Cicero against Verres, of Queen Margaret against Rich-
ard (Shale., Rich. III., i. 8). An invective diners from a
satire in its intensity and in its lack of reformatory pur-

pose.

lampoon (Iam-p8n'), v. t. [< lampoon, n.] To
abuse in a lampoon ; write lampoons against.

It cannot be supposed that the same man who 2am-

pooned Plato would spare Pythagoras. Obttrcrr, No. 142.

lampooner (Iam-p8'n6r), n. One who lampoons
or abuses with personal satire; a writer of a

lampoon or lampoons,
lampoonry (Iam-p8n'ri), w. [< lampoon + -ry.]
Tho act of lampooning ; written personal abuse
or satire. Stcift.

lamporst, " [Origin not ascertained.] A sort

of tnin silk. Nares.

Before the stoole of estate salt another mayde, all clothyd
In white, and her face coveryd with white lamport.

Letter dated IKS.

lamp-pendant -<lamp'pen"dant), . A hang-
ing frame or grating, or luster-shaped struc-

ture, arranged for holding one or more lamps.
lamp-plug (lamp'plug), n. In Great Britain, a

cylindrical piece of wood secured to a lamp-
case by a chain, and used to fill the lamp-aper-
ture in a roof when the lamp is not in place.
Car-Builder's Diet.

lamp-protector (lamp'pro-tek'tor). . In Great

Britain, a sheet-iron cover hinged to a lamp-
case and secured by a spring-catch, to protect
the lamp from rain, while allowing the smoke
to escape. The American equivalent is lamp-
jack. Par-Builder's Diet.

lamp-pruner (lamp'prS'ner), n. An imple-
ment for cleaning and picking the wicks of a

lamp.
lampreelt (lam-prel'), a. [A contr. of lamper-
eel: see lamprey.] A lamper-eel or lamprey.
Lampreelt that ingender with snakes, and are full of eyes

on both sides. Martton and Wettttr, Malcontent, i. :..

lamprelt (lam'prel), H. A lamprey in a certain

stage of growth. See quotation under lamprey.

lamprett (lam'pret), w. [See lamprey.'] A lam-

prey in a certain stage of growth. See quota-
tion under lamprey.
lamprey (lam'pri), . [Also in variant or deriv.

forms lamper, tom/iem, lumpron, lament, lam-

pn-l, etc. ; < ME. lamprrir. < < >F. Vw/>rei>, lam-

proie, F. lamproie= Pr. lamprada = Sp. Pg./flm-



lamprey

prea = It. lampreila AS. lamprede -=G .lamprctc
= Dan. Sw. lampret, < ML. lampi-eda, earlier

lampetra, a lamprey, lit. 'lick-rock' (so called
with ref . to their habit of attaching themselves
to rocks by their circular suctorial mouths ;

cf.

the equiv. generic name Petromyzon) , < L. lam-

bere, lick (see lambent), + petra, a rock (see
pier).] A marsipobranchiate fish, of an elon-

gated or eel-like form when adult. All the lam-
preys have a eubinferior circular suctorial mouth, single
median nostril, well-developed lateral eyes, and 7 pairs of
lateral branchial apertures. They remain for a long time

OfA A

Vertical Longitudinal Section ofHead and Fore Farts of Sea-lamprey
(PetromyzoH martinis).

A, cranium with its contained brain ; a, section of ethmovomerine
plate ; Ol/t entrance to olfactory chamber, prolonged into a cxcal
pouch, O; Ph, pharynx ; Br, branchial channel with inner openings
of the branchial sacs; Af, cavity of mouth with its horny teeth ; a, lin-

gual cartilage ; 3, oral ring.

in the larval or ammocoetiform condition, having then a

longitudinal slit-like mouth and no eyes. The adults, by
means of the circular mouth, attach themselves to stones
and other objects ; they also attack and adhere to fishes,

eating their way into the interior of the body. They make

Sea-lamprey (Petromyxtm marinus).
(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884. )

a nest of stones, which are collected by means of the suc-
torial mouth. The species, about 20 in number, are most-
ly inhabitants of the temperate regions of the northern
and southern hemispheres, and constitute the order Uy-
peroarOa and family Petromyzontidae, divided into from 4
to 8 genera. The largest is the sea-lamprey, Petrmnyzon
marinus, sometimes attaining a length of about 3 feet.
The best-known species of the northern hemisphere be-
long to the genera Petromyzon and Lampetra or Ammo-
coites, as the river-lamprey, or lampern, and the pride. See
also cut under basket.

How several sorts of Fish are named according to their
Age or Growth. ... A Lamprey, first a Lampron Grigg,ge or row. ... amprey, first a Lampro ,

then a Lampret, then a Lamprett, then a Lamprey. A
Lamprell,

.

Handle Holme (1688), p. 825.

, , a
Lampron, first a Barle, then a Barling, then a
and then a Lamprey or Lampran.

,

Lamprididse (lam-prid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Lampris (Lamprid-) + -icUe.'] A family of

acanthopterygian fishes constituted for the ge-
nus Lampris, of compressed oval form, with
long dorsal and anal fins, and with subabdom-
inal ventrals having numerous rays. It con-
tains the opah.
Lampris (lam'pris), . [NL.,< Gr. Aa/iKpof, shin-

ing, bright, brilliant, radiant, < hdfiireiv, shine:
see tofltpl.] The typical genus of Lamprididee,
containing one known species, of large size and
resplendent colors, inhabiting the open sea
L. luna, the opah.
Lamprocolius (lam-pro-ko'li-us), w. [NL., <
Gr. Aa/wrpof, bright, +' ro/Uof, a woodpecker.]A genus of splendid African starlings of the
subfamily Juidince. Also called Lamprotornis.
Sundevall, 1836.

lampron (lam'pron), n. [Also lampu.ni; < ME.
lampron, lampriin, laumpron, laumprun, < OF.
lampron, lampreon, lamproyon, lamprion, dim.
of lampreie, lamprey: see lamprey.'] A lam-
prey. [Obsolete or provincial.]
As if thou woldest an eel or a laumprun holde withe

streite hondis, hou myche strengerli thou thristis so
myche the sunnere it shal gliden away.

Wycltf, Prologue to Job.

lamprophyre (lam'pro-fir), . [< Gr. a<z/rpof,
bright, + (Troptyvpeof, purple : see porphyry.]The name given by Gumbel to rocks, consider-
ably varied in lithological character, occurring
in dikes in strata of Paleozoic age. Under the name
lamprophyre were included rocks resembling minette
kersantite, and mica-diabase in character, but groupedunder one name for convenience of geological description
Rosenbusch divides the lamprophyres into two groups'
the: syenite and the diaritic: in the former the dominant
feldspar is orthoclase ; in the latter, plagioclase.

lamprophyric (lam-pro-fir'ik), . [< lampro-
phyr(e) + -ic.~\ Of or pertaining to lampro-
phyre.
Lamprosoma (lam-pro-so'iua), . [NL. (Kirby,
1818), < Gr. \afarp6f, shining,"-!- oijfia, body.] 1.
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In entom., a large and important genus of leaf-

beetles or Chrysomelida', having the tarsal claws

appendiculate. It is confined to tropical America, and
comprises nearly 100 nominal species, the various forms
of the genus being extremely difficult to determine.

2f. In herpet. ,
a genus of colubriform serpents,

now called Chionactis. Hallowell, 1857.

Lamprotes (lam'pro-tez), n. [NL., < Gr. Aa/i-

7rpo>%-, brightness, { Aa/i7tp6f, bright: see Lam-
pris.'] 1. A genus of hymenopterous parasites
of the family Chalcidida;. Walker, 1829. 2. The
typical genus of tanagers of the subfamilyLam-
protitia:, having long sharp claws and glossy
black plumage. W. Swainson, 1837. 3. A ge-
nus of tineid moths of the family Gelechiidw,
based upon certain European species formerly
included in Gelechia. Heinemann, 1870.

Lamprotinse (lam-pro-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Lamprotes, 2, + -ince."] A subfamily of Tana-
gridce, represented by the genera Lamprotes and
Sericossypha. P. L. Sclater.

Lamprotornis (Iam-pro-t6r'nis), . [NL.,<
NL. Lamprotes + Gr. 'opvif (bpvA-), bird.] 1.
A genus of Papuan mauucodes or paradise-
birds: same as Astrapia. Temminck, 1820.

2. Same as Lamprocolius. W. Swainson, 1837.

Lamprotornithinae (lam-pro-tor-ni-thi'ne), .

pi. [NL., < Lamprotornis +'-ince.] A subfam-
ily of splendid sturnoid passerine birds, of the

family Sturnidce, typified by the genus Lampro-
tornis (def. 2), including the African glossy
starlings and their relatives. The genus name not
being available in this connection, the subfamily was by
G. R. Gray in 1865 named Juidince. Also Lamprotornince
(Swainson, 1837).

lamprotype (lam'pro-tip), n. [< Gr. fa/mpk,
bright, + TVKO, impression.] In photog., a

paper print glazed with collodion and gela-
tin.

Lampsacene (lamp'sa-sen), a. [< L. Lampsa-
ccnus, of Lampsacus, ? Lampsacus, Lampsaoum,
< Gr. A.d/nl>anof, a city of Mysia, on the Helles-

pont, now represented in name by a village
called Lamsaki.1 Of or pertaining to Lampsa-
cus, the reputed birthplace of Priapus; hence,
Priapie : especially used with reference to clas-
sical drama, symbolism, etc.

Lampsana (lamp'sa-na), n. See Lapsana.
Lampsanese (lamp - sa

' ne -
e), n. pi. See Lap-

sanets.

lamp-shade (lamp'shad), n. A shade or screen

placed above or around the flame of a lamp, to

intercept, modify, or reflect the light, it may
be opaque, or have a dark exterior and a reflecting inte-
rior surface so disposed as to throw the light downward
or in any other direction desired. Lamp-shades are made
of glass, tin, porcelain, silk, paper, etc.

lamp-shell (lamp'shel), n. [So called in allu-
sion to the resemblance of the shell at one end
to an ancient lamp with the wick.] A brachi-

opod of the family Terebratulidce or some relat-
ed family; by extension, any brachiopod. See

.

lamp-stand (lamp'staud), n. An upright stan-
dard with a broad base, serving to hold one or
more lamps.

lamp-stove (lamp'stov), n. A small stove in
which heat is generated by the combustion of
oil through the agency of wicks, as in a lamp.
See oil-stove.

lampurnt, n. See lampron.
lampus, n. See lampas%, 1.

lamp-wick (lamp'wik), n. 1. The wick of a
lamp. 2. A cultivated labiate plant, Plilomis

Lychnites, native in southern Europe, its leaves
are said to have been used as lamp-wicks, whence this and
the specific name. [In this sense properly lampwick.]

Lampyridae (lam-pir'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lam-
pyris + -idee.] A family of serricorn malacoder-
matous pentamerous beetles with 7 or 8 ventral
segments (of which the first is not elongate),
the prominent hind coxae not sulcate, the front
coxaa with trochantin, and the tarsi slender.
The body is usually lengthened and has flexible elytra,
though elytra are sometimes wanting. There are more
than 500 species, mostly American. Many are phospho-
rescent, and are known as glow-worms, AreJUes, lightning-
bugs, etc. The family is divisible into Telephorince, Lam-
pynnce, and Lycince.

Lampyrinae (lam-pi-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Lam-
pyns + -inai.] The typical subfamily of Lam-
pyrida:, having the mesothoracie episterna sin-
uate and the epipleurw usually wide at the
base. The group is noted for the luminosity of
most of its species. See firefly, lightning-bug,
and glow-worm.
lampyrine (lam'pi-rin), a. and n. [< Lampyris+ -z'nel.] I. a. Luminous, as a firefly ;

of or per-
taining to the Lampyrinw.

II, n. A member of the Lampi/rina:

lance

Lampyris (lam'pi-ris), n. [NL., < L. lampyris,
< Gr. fa/arvpif, also, and more prop.,
a glow-worm (also a fox), <

Adfmovpof, having a bright
tail, < 'A&JJ.TTUV , shine, + ovpd,
tail. Cf. equiv. irvyo?.a/trrif, <

xvyi/, rump, + 'Aafnretv, shine ;

and mp&afurifi < vvp, = E.

fire, + Uinreiv, shine.] The
typical genus of the family
Lampyridce. L. noctiluca and L.

nplendidula are common European
fireflies, the females of which are

wingless, with soft, jointed, worm-
like body, and are hence termed
glow-worms. These and the larva: Lampyris ncctnuca.
are luminous.

lamy (la/mi), .
; pi. lamies (-miz). [Hebrides.]

The common murre or guillemot, Lomvia troile.

C. Swainson. Also lary.
lana (la'na), n. [8. Amer.] A close-grained
and tough wood obtained from Genipa Ameri-
cana, a South American and West Indian tree
of the natural order Rubiacece. The fruit, called

yenipap, yields a pigment called lana-dye, which the In-
dians use to stain their faces and persons. See Genipa and
genipap.

lanarkite (lan'ar-kit), n. [< Lanark (see def.)
+ -zte2.] A basic sulphate of lead occurring in

greenish-white or pale-yellow monoclinic- crys-
tals at Leadhills in Lanarkshire, Scotland.

lanary (la'na-ri), .
; pi. lanaries (-riz). [< L.

lanaria, a wool-factory, fern, of lanarius, be-

longing to wool, < lana, wool : see lanate.~\ A
place for storing wool. Hailey, 1727. [Obsolete
or rare.]
lanate (la'nat), a. [< L. lanatus, woolly, < lana
= Gr. /t^vof, wool.] Woolly; covered with a
substance resembling wool, as an animal, or
the leaf or stem of a plant.
lanated (la'na-ted), a. [< lanate + -ed?.'] Same
as lanate.

Lancaster black-drop. See black-drop.
Lancasterian (laug-kas-te'ri-an), a. [< Lan-
caster (see def.) + -ian.] Of or pertaining
to Joseph Lancaster, an English schoolmaster
(1778-1838), or the method of monitorial in-

struction in primary schools established by
him: as, the Lancasterian system ; Lancasterian
schools. The principal feature of the system was the
teaching of the younger pupils by the more advanced,
called monitors; hence the terms monitorial and (incor-
rectly) mutual-instruction system, sometimes used as
equivalents.

Lancastrian (lang-kas'tri-an), a, and n. [< Lan-
caster (see def.) + -ian.] "I. a. In Eng. hist.,
of or pertaining to the dukes or the royal house
of Lancaster. The Lancastrian kings, descendants of
John of Gaunt, fourth son of Edward III. and first duke of

Lancaster, were Henry IV., V., and VI., 1399-1461; and
the Lancastrian party finally triumphed under their in-
direct representative Henry VII., the first of the Tudors,
1485-1509. See II.

If this fayre rose offend thy sight,
Placed in thy bosom bare,

'I will blush to find itself less white,
And turn Lancastrian there.

The White Rose.

II. n. In Eng. hist., an adherent of the house
of Lancaster

; a supporter of the claims to the
crown of the Lancastrian line, as against the

Yorkists, especially in the contests called the
wars of the Roses (which see, under rose),
1455-85.
lance1

(lans), n. [Early mod. E. also launce; <
ME. launce (= D. lans = G. lame = Dan. landse
= Sw. lans), < OF. lance, F. lance = Pr. lansa
= Sp. lama = Pg. lanea = It. lancia, < L. laneea,
appar. = Gr. Myxi, a light spear. The L. word
was said to be of Spanish (Hispanic) origin.]
1 . A long spear used rather by couching and in
the charge than for throwing; especially, the
long spear of the middle ages, and of certain
modern cavalry regiments in which the use of
this arm is retained. The war-lance of the fourteenth
century was about 16 feet long ; that of modern times is
from 8J to 11 feet A small flag is usually attached to the
shaft of the lance near the head.

At the turnynge that tyme the traytours hym hitte . . .

That the boustous launce the bewelles attamede,
That braste at the brawlyng, and brake in the myddys.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 2175.

My good blade carves the casques of men,
My tough lance thiusteth sure.

Tennyson, Sir Galahad.

2. Any long and slender spear: applied loosely
to weapons of savage tribes, etc. 3. The in-
strument with which a whale is killed after be-

ing harpooned and tired out. Two kinds are used,
the hand-lance and the bomb-lance, the latter being the
more effectual. A boat's outfit usually includes three
hand-lances.



lance

4. In carp., a pointed blade, as that affixed to

one side of a chipping-bit or router to sever the

grain around the path of the tool. It is also

used in certain crozes, gages, and planes. K.

H. Knight. 5. A pyrotechnic squib used for

various purposes. 6. An iron rod which is

ii\i'd across the earthen mold of a shell, and

keeps it suspended in the air when the shell is

i-:ist. As soon as the shell Is formed, this rod must be
taken out with instrument!) made for that purpose. Wtt

hflm, Mil. Diet.

7. One skilled in the use of the lance
;
a soldier

armed with a lance
;
a lancer.

Duke Dudley was unquestionably
the ablest public man

of the age. In youth the most graceful lance in the tilt-

yards of Greenwich and Windsor, the bravest soldier of

the later wars of Henry, the mainstay of the Revolution af-

ter Henry sdcath. R. W. Dixon, llist. Church of Eng., Ml.

8. In ichtli., same as sand-lance. First lance, in

whaling, same as first set (which see, underbred). Free
lance. See/rec-Jonce. Hollow lance. Same as bourdo-
wuwc. Holy lance, In the Or. Ch., a eucharistic knife
with a blade like that of a lance, and a cruciform handle.
It is used, in the office of prothesls, In the preparation of
the holy bread for the liturgy. Also called holy spear.

Tilting lance. See tating-lance.'So break a lance.
See break.

lance1
(lans), v.

; pret. and pp. lanced,jppr.
lan-

cing. [Early mod. E. also launce; < ME. lancen,

lansen, launcen (also launcnen: see launch), <

OF. fancier, lanchier, pierce with a lance, pierce,
fight with a lance, throw, hurl, plunge, press,

etc., F. lancer, throw, hurl, launch, < lance, a
lance: see lancet, .] I, trans. 1. To pierce
with a lance, or with any sharp-pointed instru-
ment.

With his prepared sword, he charges home
My unprovided body, lanced mine arm.

Ska*., Lear, ii. 1. 54.

Seized the due victim, and with fury lanced
Her back. Dryden, Theodore and Honorla, 1. 301.

2. To open with or as if with a lancet: as, to

lance an abscess.
It Is an age, Indeed, which is only lit for satire, and the

sharpest 1 have shall never be wanting to lance its villa-

nles, and its ingratitude to the government.
Dryden, Ded. of Plutarch's Lives.

The favorite remedy for all disorders occurring at the
time of dentition Is lancing the gums.

i.i
a" in, Med. Diet, p. 342.

3f. To throw in the manner of a javelin; launch.
( lure lorde to the lede lamed a speche :

" Is this ry t-wys thou renk, alle thy ronk noyse?"
Alliterative Poemt (ed. Morris), Hi. 489.

Deep in the Glebe her Spear she lanc'd.

Congreve, Pindaric Odes, U.

4t. To shoot forth as a lance.
"The tree hihte Trewe-loue,

"
quath he,

" the trinite hit

sette;
Thorgh louely lokynge hit lyueth and launeeth vp bios-

semes." Piers Plowman (C), xix. 10.

Il.t intrans. 1. To shoot or spring np.
And thorw the grete grace of Jod of greyn ded In erthe
Atte laste launeeth vp wher-by we lyuen alle.

Piers Plowman (C), xili. 186.

2. To pierce.
The swerd of loue thorw hire [ Mary] gan launee,
Heo swapte on swownylng thorw that chaunce.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. 8.), p. 142.

lanC62t (lans), n. [Also written launce; = Olt.

lance, < L. lanx (ace. lane-), a plate, platter,
scale of a balance: see balance. Cf. auncel.']
A balance.

Need teacheth her this lesson hard and rare,
That fortune all in equal! launce doth sway.

Speraer, F. Q., III. vil. 4.

lance-bucket (lans'buk'et), n. A shoe or rest
to support the butt of the lance, forming part
of the accoutrements of certain bodies of lan-
cers.

lance-COrporal (lans'kdr'po-ral),
. Mint., a

private performing the duties oil a corporal, with

temporary rank as such.

lance-fly (lans'fli). n. A poetical name of some
undetermined insect, perhaps a lace-fly.

At the glimpse of morning pale
The lance-Ay spreads his silken sail.

J. K. Drake, Culprit Fay.

lancegayt, . [Also erroneously lance-de-gay ;

< MK. lniK't/iHi/, liuincegay,<.OF. lancegaie, lance-

t/aye, launcegaic, foT*lance-:agaye,< /aw,lance,
+ zanaye, assagai: seessa<7a.J Akindof spear
or javelin.

In his hand a lauiicegay,
A long swerd by his syde.

Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 41.

But with a shotte off a launceyay tho
Thys noble knyght smetyn thorugh hys body.

Rom, of Partenay (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 2108.

These carried a kind of lance de gay. sharp at both ends,
which they held In the midst of the staff.

Kaleitjh, Hist. World, v. 3.

lance-head (lans'hed). M. The head of a lance.
The typical lance-head is that used In the fourteenth cen-
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tury, and It almost as straight and uniform as a bayonet.
The lance head Is usually fastened to the wood by one or
more tangs on the outside; but sometimes these nearly
envelop the wood, forming a sort of ferrule.

lance-nopk (lans'huk), >i. A small iron hook
on the side of a whale-boat, designed to hold a
lance.

lance-knightt (14ns' nit), . [An erroneously
accom. form, as if a soldier armed with a lance,
of landsknecht, lanzknecht.] A common foot-

soldier.

At one time there came an army of eighteen thousand
foot, at another time an army wherein were reckoned
twelve thousand launce knight*.

Baker, Hen. VIII., an. 1546.

Now must I practise to get the true garb of one of these

lance-knights. B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 2.

lance-leafed (laus' left), a. In hot., having lance-

olate leaves: as, lance-leafed loosestrife; lance-

leafed violet.

lancelet (lans'let), n. [< lancet + -let.'} If. A
lance. Baret. 2. The sand-lance, amphioxus,
or branchiostome, a skull-less fish-like verte-

brate, representing a genus Branchiostoma or

Amphioxus, a family Branchiostomida orAmphi-
oxidce, an order Pharyngobranchii, a class Lep-
tocardii, and a 'branch' of vertebrates lately
named Cephalochorda. See these names, and
Acrania. The lancelet Is the lowest true vertebrate,

furnishing a connecting-link with ascldians. It is from
about 24 to 3 inches In length, thin and compressed, sharp
at both ends like a spindle, colorless and almost transpa-

Lancelet (Brattckiostoma lanettlatum).

a, mouth ; b, pharyngobranchial chamber
', c, anus ; d, liver ; f, ab-

dominal pore.

rent. and lives In the sand of the sea-shore in temperate and
tropical regions. There are several species, of which the
common lancelet Is Branchiostoma lanceolatum. Another,
II. pulcheUmn, has been made the type of a separate genus,
Epiyvnichthys.

lance-linear (lans'lin'e-ar), a. In lint., nar-

rowly lanceolate
;
almost linear.

lancelyt (lans'li), a. [< lance1 + -lyt.] Suit-
able to a lance.

He carried his lances, which were strong, to give a

lancely blow. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia.

lanceolar (lan'se-o-lar), a. [< L. lanceola, a
small lance: see lanceolate.'} In hot., tapering
toward each end.
lanceolate (lan'se-6-lat), a. [< LL. lanceolatus,
armed with a little lance or point, < L. lanceola,

lancet-fish

fern. pp. of spezzare, break.] A subordinate of-

ficer in the armies of the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries. His office was one which could be
held by a man of gentle birth, uot nnliki tin n'nt Ionian of
the company of later times. "When a gentleman of a

troop of horse had broken his lance he was entertained
under the name of broken lance [lancepetade] by cap-
tain of a foot company as hit comrade, till he was again
mounted.

"
Sir J. Turner, Pallas AmiaU.

And we will make attorneys lancepriiaana,
And our brave gown-men prmcUcen of backsword.

Fletcher (and oOun), Bloody Brother, I. 1.

Ami'd like a dapper laiuxpttade,
With Spanish pike he broach d a pore.

Cleaveland.

lance-plate (lans'plat), n. Same as complete.

lancepod (lans'pod), n. A leguminous plant of

the genus Lonchocarpus, with long flat pods, na-
tive in Australia.

lancer (lan'ser), n. [< OF. laneeor, lanceeur, Inn-

ecu r, also lander, F. lander, a soldier armed
withalance,< /aee,alance: see/anee1

.] 1. One
who carries a lance; a soldier armedwitha lance.
There are regiments of lancen In most of the great armies
of Europe; they are generally considered as light cavalry.
These lancer regiments are known by different names.
See 17Won, Cossack.

2. One who lances. 8f. A lancet.

They cut themselves . . . with knives and laneen[mm
printed lancet*]. 1 Ki. xvlll. 28 (ed. 161 !>.

4. pi. (a) A popular set of quadrilles, first used
in England about 1820. Also landers, (b) Music
for such a set of dances.

lance-rest (lans'rest), n. 1. See rest. 2. In
In i'. Same as clarion, 4.

lances, Plural of lanx.

lance-sergeant (lans'sar'jent), n. An acting
sergeant; a corporal advanced to assist the of-

ficers of a troop or company.
lance-shaped (lans'shapt), a. Shaped like a

lance; lanceolate.

lance-snake (lans'snak), M. Same as fer-de-
lance.

lance-stitch (lan-sa'stich). . A simple em-

broidery-stitch made with straight stitches

arranged in simple patterns, as stars and zig-

zags.
lancet (lan'set), n. [< ME. launcet, lawnset, <

OF. lancete, lancette, F. lancette, a lancet, little

lance (= Sp. Pg. lanceta, a lancet, = It. lan-

cetta, a small spear, a lancet), dim. of lance, a

lance: see lancet.'} if. A small lance or jave-
lin.

And also lamuetyt were leyde on hey,
For to schete bothe ferre an ney.

Arehtrvloyia, XXI. 52. (UaUiifeU.)

2. A small surgical instrument, sharp-pointed
and generally two-edged, used in bloodletting
and in opening tumors, abscesses, etc. Lancets

a little lance, < lancea, a lance :

see/ancc1
.] Shaped like a lance-

head; in bot., several times

longer than broad, and taper-
ing from a rounded base toward
the apex, or tapering in both
directions: by some restricted
to the latter case : said of

leaves, scales, marks, etc.

lanceolated (lan'se-o-la-ted), o.

[< lanceolate + -ed*.] 1. Same
as lanceolate. 2. Having lan-

ceolate markings: as, the lun-

ceolated jay, Garrulus lanceo-

late. P. L. Sclater.

lanceolately (lan'se-o-lat-li),
inlr. With a lanceolate form.

Lancetilatelii fusiform.
U. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Algre,

(p. 109. Lanceolate Leaves
- . . , of () Qtterfuf Pktl-
lanceolation (lan'se-o-la - / and i> s/i>

shou), . [< lanceolate +' -ion.}
""^f"-

The quality or condition of being lanceolate ;

sharp-pointedness.
lance-oval (lins'o'val), a. Broadly lanceolate

or narrowly oval.

The cocci, as found In the blood of an Inoculated ani-

mal, are, as a rule, oval or lance-oral in form.

Lancet, No. 3426, p. 868.

lancepesadet (lans-pe-sad'), n. [Also lancepe-

sata, lanec-pesado, lanceprezade, Itincepresada,

lanceprezado, lanceprisado, and, with omission of
/ (perhaps taken as the F. def. &rt.),anxpesade;
< F. lancepessade. lan.tpessadc, lans-ptcat, etc.,

a lance-corporal. < It. landa xpe::ata, a broken
lance or demi-lance, a demi-lanceman, a light-
horseman: lauriti. < L. /((H0i,a lance; spezzatu,

',

Lancets.

a, gum-lancet ; 4, spear-shaped vaccinating-lancet ; f. needle-

pointed vaccinating-lancet.

are known as gum-lancet*, raccinating-lanceti, etc., ac-

cording to their use, and their shapes are various. Ordi-

nary lancets are fixed In a handle somewhat like that of a
razor, sometimes three together on a single pin, opening
In either direction.

With that he drew a lancet In his rage.
To puncture the still supplicating sage.

Garth, Dispensary, v.

3. In arch., a lancet-window
;
an arch of lancet

shape.
The church one night, except

For greenish glimmerings thro* the lancet*.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

Lancet style. In arch. See early English architecture.
under early.

lancet-arch (lan'set-arch), M. An arch of which
the head is acutely pointed, like the blade of a
lancet, and having curves formed by radii cen-

tering outside of the arch. Such arches are common
in the fully developed medieval architecture, especially in

England, and are characteristic of lancet-windows. See
cut under lancet-vindov.

lancet-fish (lan'set-fish), . 1. A fish of the

family Teutnididce or .li-iinthuriilir. having lan-

cet-like spines, one on each side of the tail.

Also called barber-, doctor-, and surgeon-fish.
2. A fish, Aleptdosaurvs ferox, of the family
Alepidosaaridce, having large lancet-like teeth.

See cut under haitdsaw-Jiali.



Lancet-window. The Hive Sisters,,

lance-throw

lance-throw (lans'thro), n. The distance a
lance or javeliu may be thrown.

lancet-pointed (lan'set-poin"ted), a. In arch.,

pointed in lancet form, as a lancet-window.

At Lincoln Lancet-Pointed work is again preponderant.
The Century, XXXVI. 685.

lancet-window (Ian'set-win"d6), . A high and
narrow window, terminating in an ar<-h acutely
pointed or formed
of curves of long
radius (the center

falling outside of
the arch), and re-

sembling a lancet
in shape. Windows
of this form are a
marked characteris-
tic of the architecture
of the first half of the
thirteenth century,
and are especially
common in England
and Scotland. They
are often double or

triple, and some-
times a greater num-
ber than three lancets
are found together, as
in the group called
the Five Sisters in
the transept of York
cathedral. Often call-

ed simply lancet.

lancewood (lans'-

wild), . A name
of several trees
and of theirwood.
The best-known of the
trees is Duguetia qui-
tarensis, the wood of
which is exported
from Guiana and
Cuba. The wood is York Minster, England.
tough and elastic, and
is used for carriage-shafts, surveyors' rods, cabinet-work,
etc. It is of a light-yellow color, and resembles boxwood,
for which it often passes. Other lancewoods are Bocagea
(OiMtteria)virgata of the West Indies and South America,
and Rollinia multiflora and K. longifolia. The lancewood
of Florida is Nectandra WUldenovii; that of South Africa,
Guatteria Ca/ra; that of Australia, Badchmisia australis;
and that of New Zealand, Panax (Aralia) crasstfolitmi.
The black lancewood of the West Indies is the boragina-
ceous tree Tournefortia. laurtfolia.

lanch, v. and n. See launch.

lanchara, n. See lantclta.

lanciers, n.pl [F.] See lancer, 4.

lanciferous (lan-sif'e-rus), . [< ML. lancifer,
a, soldier armed witti'a lance, < L. lancea, lance.

+ferre = E. Sear*.] Bearing a lance. Blount.
[Rare.]

lanciform (Ian'gi-f6rm), a. [< L. lattcea, lance,+forma, form.] Spear-shaped; lance-shaped;
lanceolate,

lancinate (lan'si-nat), r. t. ; pret. and pp. lan-

cinated, ppr. lancinating. [< L. Janeinatiig, pp.
of lancinare, tear, rend, lacerate ;

akin to laniarc,
tear, lacerate, and to lacer, torn: see lacerate,
laniate.~] To tear

; lacerate Lancinating pain,
a sudden, sharp, shooting pain, as in cancer.

lancination (lan-si-na'shon), . [< lancinate +
-MM.] If. Laceration; wounding. 2. Sharp,
shooting pain.
With what affections and lanciiiations of spirit, with

what effusions of love, J esus prayed.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X I. 25.

3f. A cutting in or into
;
au indentation.

Undoubtedly Judah's portion made many incisures and
laminations into the tribe of Simeon, hindering the entire-
ness thereof. Fuller, Pisgah Sight, V. i. 12.

Lancret's theorem. See theorem.
land1

(land), n. [< ME. land, lond, < AS. land,
lond = OS. OFries. LX MLG. LG. land, OHG.
MHG. lant, land, G. Icel. Dan. Sw. Goth, land,
land, country. There are no appar. connections
outside of Teut. The P. lande, a heath, etc., is

perhaps of other origin : see lands, laund1
.'] 1.

The solid substa,nce of the earth's surface
; any

part of the continuous surface of the solid ma-
terials constituting the body of the globe : as,
dry or submergedZd; mountain ordeserttowrf.

The barrez of vche a bonk ful bigly me haldes
That I may lachche no lont.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 3*2.
God said, Let ... the dry land appear : and it was BO.

And God called the dry land Earth. Gen. i. 9, 10.

2. The exposed part of the earth's surface, as
distinguished from the submerged part ; dry or
solid ground: as, to travel by land and water;
to spy land from the masthead.
Ye compass sea and land to make one proselyte.

Mat. xxiii. 15.

3. A part of the earth's surface distinguished
in any way from other parts; a country, divi-
sion, or tract considered as the home of a per-

3342

son or a people, or marked off by ethnical,

physical, or moral characteristics: as, one's
native land; the land of the midnight sun; the
land of the citron and myrtle.

Engelond ys a wel god lond, ich wene of eche lond best,
Y set in the ende of the world, as al in the West.

Hob. of Gloucester, p. 1.

Breathes there a man with soul so dead
Who never to himself hath said,

Thisismyown, my native land!
Scott, L. of L. M., vL L

A land of hops and poppy-mingled corn,
Little about it stirring save a brook.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

4f. The country; the rural regions; in general,
distant regions.

To here hem synge . . .

In swete accord, "my lief is faren on londe."

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 69.

5. Ground considered as a subject of use or

possession ;
earth ; soil. In law, land signifies any

ground forming part of the earth's surface which can be
held as individual property, whether soil or rock, or wa-
ter-covered, and everything annexed to it, whether by
nature, as trees, water, etc., or by the hand of man, as

buildings, fences, etc. In contemplation of law the fee

simple in land includes a right of an indefinite extent up-
ward as well as downward toward the center of the earth.

For no londes, hut for loue, loke ge be wedded.
Piers Plouman (B), ix. 176.

Thy lands and goods
Are, by the laws of Venice, confiscate.

Shot., M. of V., iv. 1. 310.

6f. A strip of land left unbroken in a plowed
field; the space between two furrows.
Faith on hym hadde furst a sight, ac he fleih a-syde,
And wolde not neyhle [nigh] him by nyne towtatlengthe.

Piers Plowman (C), xx. 58.

Another [groom] who had a box, wherein was money,
apparell, and other things of value, left it in a land of

standing corne.

Apprehension ofCavalliers at Brackley in Northamptonshire
[(1642), p. 7. (Dames.)

Hence 7. (a) That part of the inner surface
of a rifle which lies between the grooves.
In the ordinary mode of grooving rifles, sharp angles

are left between the grooves and land (those parts of the
smooth bore left in their original state after the process
of grooving has been completed). Ure, Diet, II. 391.

(b) In a millstone, the plane surface between
two furrows, (c) The smooth uncut part of the

face-plate of a slide-valve in a steam-engine.
(d) The lap of the strakes in a clincher-built
boat. Also called landing. E. H. Knight. 8.
In some cities in Scotland, a group of separate
dwellings under one roof and having a com-
mon entry ;

a dwelling-house divided into tene-
ments for different families, each tenement be-

ing called a house, and the whole a land, or a

land of houses.

The houses were piled to an enormous height, some
of them amounting to twelve storeys. These were de-
nominated lands.

Arnot, Hist. Edinburgh, p. 241. (Jamieson.)

Accommodation lands. See accommodation. Allot-
ment of land. See allotment. Arable lands. See
arable. Bad lands, certain lands of the northwestern
United States characterized by an almost entire absence
of natural vegetation, and by the varied and fantastic
forms into which the soft strata have been eroded. At
a little distance they appear like fields of desolate ruins.
The name was first applied in its French form, mau-
vaises terres, to a Tertiary area (Miocene) in the region of
the Black Hills in South Dakota, along the White river,
a tributary of the Upper Missouri. Blowing lands. See
blowing^. Boll Of land, about a Scotch acre. Bond
for land. See bondi. Bounty Land Act. See bounty.

Certificate lands, common land, crown lands,
debatable land. See the qualifying words. Conceal-
ed land. Same as concealment, 5. Demesne lands.
See demesne, and crown lands (under croum\ Donation
lands. See donation. Enfranchisement of copyhold
lands. See enfranchisement. Easart land See assart

Fabric lands. See fabric. Fardel of landt. See
fardelv. Firm land (Latin terrafirma), solid ground; dry
land as distinguished from the sea or other water-surface.

Fiscal lands, green land, etc. See the adjectives.
Holy land. See the Holy Land, below. Improvement
Of Land Act, an English statute of 1864 (27 and 28 Viet.,
c. 114), extended by the Settled Land Act (which see, be-
low), providing for drainage, irrigation, reclamation, and
clearing of land, and the construction of embankments,
weirs, jetties, etc., on streams, tidal waters, etc. Under
this legislation the respective rights and interests of ten-
ants for life and tenants in remainder in such cases are
also provided for. Jack's land. See /<*!.-Land Act.
See Landlord and Tenant Act, under landlord. Lands
Clauses Consolidation Act, an English statute of 1845
(8 and 9 Viet., c. 18) which collected the provisions usu-
ally introduced into acts of Parliament relating to the
acquisition of and compensation to be made for lands re-
oulred for undertakings or works of a public nature, for
the purpose of avoiding the necessity of repeating them
in similar acts. Amended in 1860 (23 and 24 Viet., c. 106)
and 1869 (32 and 33 Viet., c. 18). Land League See
<<'!iuei. Land office, in the United States and the Brit-
ish colonies, an office for the transaction of business re-
lating to the location and settlement of public lands. In
the United States the General Land Office is a government
bureau established in 1812, originally connected with the
Treasury, but since 1849 forming a division of the Depart-

landaulet

ment of the Interior. Its head is styled the Commissioner
of the General Land Office, whose duties are to perform or

supervise, under the direction of the Secretary of the In-

terior, all executive acts appertaining to the surveying and
sale of the public lands. His province includes also the

adjustment of private land-claims, and the issue of patents
for land, which are signed by the President, countersigned
by the recorder of the General Land Office, and recorded
there. Local land offices are established at suitable points
to'facilitate the disposal of lands \\ it Inn the public domain.
Land of the leal See leal Land-service gun. See

guni. Land-transfer Act, un English statute of 1875 (38
and 39 Viet., c. 87) which superseded the Transfer of Land
Act of 1862, and further simplified titles and conveyancing.
See Transfer of Land Act, below. Law of the land. See
lawi. Lay of the land. See layi No-man's Land.
same as fog-bank, 2. Purchase of Land (Ireland) Act,
an English statute of 1S85 (48 and 49 Viet., c. 73) facilitat-

ing the sale of land to occupying tenants in Ireland by au-

thorizing the Land Commission to advance money to them.
Red land, ground turned up with the plow. [Scotch.]
Settled Land Act. See setae. The Holy Land,Judea

or Palestine: socalled from its sacred associations as the
scene of development of the Jewish and Christian religions.
To be or dwell upon landt, to dwell in the country.

With thise reliques whan that he fond
A poure persoun dweUyng upon lond,
Upon a day he gat him more moneye
Than that the persoun gat in monthes tweye.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 702.

To clear the land, to close with the land, to enter
lauds. See the verbs. To keep the land aboard (naut. ).

Seeodoordi. Tolay the land. See tayi. To lie along
the land. See Net. To make the land, or to make
land (naut.\ to discover or make out land as the ship
approaches it, To raise the land (/"'"'. X to sail toward
it until it appears to be raised out of the water. To
set the land (naut.), to observe by the compass how
the shore bears from the ship. To shut in the land
(naut.), to lose sight of the land by the intervention of fog
or a point or promontory. Transfer of Land Act, an

English statute of 1862 (25 and 26 Viet., c. 53) which estab-
lished a registry of title and simplified the conveyance of
land. See Land-transfer Act, above. Wild land, land not

cultivated, or in a state that renders it unfit for cultiva-

tion ; land lying waste or unoccupied. (See alaogafol-land,
grass-land, lammas-land, yard-land.)

land1
(land), v. [< ME. landen, leaden, < AS.

lenaan, come to land, arrive, gelendan, gelanidan,
intr. come to land, arrive, tr. endow with land

(= D. landen = G. landen = Dan. lande = Sw.
landa, land), < land, land: see land1

,
n. See

lend2
,
an older form of the verb.] I. trans. 1.

To put on or bring to shore
;
disembark

;
de-

bark; transfer to land in any way: as, to land

troops or goods; to land a fish.

On the Irish shore,
Where the cannons did roar,
With many stout lads she was landed.
The Woman Warrior (Child's Ballads, VII. 258).

Trust me, I have another bite. Come, scholar, come,
lay down your rod, and help me to land this as you did
the other. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 98.

Hence 2. To bring to a point of stoppage or

rest; bring to the end of a journey, or a course
of any kind.

All those that go to heaven are the purchase of such un-

dertakings [conversion to Christianity], the fruit of such
culture and labours ; for it is only a holy life that lands
us there. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 4.

One chair after another landed ladies at the Baroness's
door. Thackeray, Virginians, xxvii.

3. Naut., to rest, as a cask or spar, on the deck
or elsewhere, by lowering with a rope or tackle.

II. intrans. I. To go ashore from a ship or

boat; disembark.

Landing at Syracuse, we tarried there three days.
Acts xxviii. 12.

2. To come to land or shore ; touch at a wharf
or other landing-place, as a boat or steamer.

Beneath yon cliff they stand,
To show the freighted pinnace where to land.

Crabbe, Works, I. 7.

3. To arrive
; come to a stop : as, I landed at

his house
;
the wagon landed in a ditch.

Popular government in England, as in Norway, has over-
shot the mark and is landing in mob-rule.

Nineteenth Century, XXIII. 67.

Iand2t (land), n. [E. dial, also lant; < ME.
'land, < AS. hland, hlond (rare) = Icel. hland,
urine.] Urine. Grose.

Iand3t, w. See found1
.

landau (lan'da), n. [Cf . G. landmter, a landau :

so called from Landau, a town in Germany,
where such carriages were first made.] A two-
seated carriage having the top in two parts, the
rear part pivoted and arranged to fold down
behind the back seat, and the front part admit-

ting of removal. Two styles are made the leather-

quarter landau, with leather sides, and the ylau-front lan-

dau, of which the front is framed with glass.

She [the Queen] travelled in an open landau. Alderman
Wood sitting by her side and Lady Ann Hamilton and an-
other woman opposite. Greville, Memoirs, June 7, 1820.

landaulet (lan-da-lef), [< landau + -let.~\

A form of coup6 or one-seated carriage with a
landau top. Also called dcmi-landau.



land-bank

land-bank (laud'bangk), . A banking asso-

ciation which issues its notes for use aa money
in exchange for mortgages on land. The name U
Klv specifically tn 11 bunk uf thla sort established in tlic

province uf Massachusetts in 1741.

land-beetle (laud'be'tl), . Au adephagous or

predatory beetle of the group Geadejihat/it : <(\s-

tinguisheil from irnti r-hn tlr.

land-blink (land'blingk), //. A peculiar atmo-
spheric glow observed in the arctic regions on

approaching land covered with snow. It is

more yellow than ice-blink.

land-breeze (limd'brez), n. A current of air

setting from the land toward the sea; specifi-

cally, in mcli'iir., a regular night-wind on the
coasts of continents and islands, which, with
the returning sea-breeze of the day, consti-
tutes a complete diurnal oscillation, due to the
diurnal alternation of the temperature of the
laud above that of the adjacent ocean during
the day and below it during the night.
land-bug (land'bug), n. Any bug of the divi-

sion (leocores.

land-carriage (land' kar'aj), n. Carriage or

transportation by land.

land-cod (land'kod), n. A kind of catfish, the

mathemeg, Amiurus borealis. [British Amer.]
land-compass (laiflTkum'pfts), n. Same as cir-

riiHifercHtor, 1.

land-crab (land'krab), . A crab of terrestrial
rather than aquatic habits, such as any of the
Gecarcinidte. Also called mountain-crab.

Some Brachyura are able to live for a long time in holes
in the earth away from the sea. These latid-crabs under-
take, usually at the breeding season, common migrations
to the sea, and return later to the land with their fully
developed offspring. Claul, Zoology (trans.), II. 489.

land-crake (land'krak), . The corn-crake or

land-rail, Crexpratensis. Also called land-drake.

land-cress (land'kres), i. See cress.

land-crocodile (laud'krok*o-dil), n. A vara-
uoid or monitor lizard, Psammosaurus arena-
riita; the sand-monitor.
land-damnt (land'dam), v. t. Apparently, to
damn through the laud; proclaim as a villain;
expose or disgrace publicly. [The word is dubi-
ous ; it is found only in the following passage, where it

has been interpreted in various other ways, and by some
pronounced a misprint :

You are abus'd, and by some putter-on,
That will be daran'd for 't ; would I knew the villain,
I would land-damn him. .'-7m/,., W. T., U. 1. 148.]

land-daw (land' da), n. The carrion-crow, Cor-
vu* curoHC. [Prov. Eng. |

land-doe (land'dog), n. The lesser dogfish,
Neylliorainus canicula. [Penzance, Eng.]
land-drainage (land'dra'naj), n. The act or

process of Treeing land from water. Land-
drainage Act, an English statute of 1861 (24 and 2f>

Viet, c. 133) which relates to the drainage ol agricul-
tural lands.

land-drake (laud'drak), n. Same as land-crake.

[Prov. Eng.]
lande (land), n. [< F. lande = Sp. Pg. It.

In inlti, a heath, a waste: see laund*, which is

from the OP. form of the same word, and is

now in use only in the form faini*.] An uncul-
tivated plain, or level region, covered with a

spontaneous growth of heath, broom, and ferns;
any unfertile level region or tract in which
the soil is tilled with difficulty. "The I-amles" Is

the name give* especially to a region lying along the
ocean, north of the Pyrenees, which was once a part of the
bed of the sea, and is covered with sands of Pliocene age.
These sands have in many places, at an Inconsiderable

depth beneath the surface, become compacted into beds
of hard sandstone, called alias. The word lande is used
by writers in English only with reference to the geography
of France, and especially to the region included !n the de-

partment of the<;iromle and in that named from this word
Les Landes. This region bears naturally little but heath
and broom, but on the seaward side has been extensively
planted with sea-pines, which at once hold the sands In

place and provide an important store of timber. The in-
land plains are generally occupied as sheep-runs. The
Landes are dry in summer and marshy in winter.

landed (lan'ded), a. [< ME. landed, landed; <
/</</! + -/'-'.] 1. Having possessions in land:
as, tlie liniilril gentry; a landed proprietor.

A landless knight makes thee a landed squire.
Shale., K. John, i. 1. 177.

2. Consisting in real estate or land : as, landed

security.
The great mass of property in Europe at the present day,

even in England, is landed property.
Everett, Orations, II. -its.

Landed Estates Court. See aunt. Landed interest,
(a) Interest in or possession of land or reid estate. (6) The
interest or combined influence of the great body of land-
owners in a state or nation.

Landen's transformation. See /raiixformatimi.

lander (lan'der), n. 1. One who lauds or makes
a lauding.
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As the sweet voice of a bird,

Heard by the lander in a lonely isle.

Tennyson, (leraint.

2. One who lands or sets on laud ; especially,
in mining, a man who stands at the mouth of a
shaft or other landing-place, in order to receive
the kibble when it comes up, and to see t h.-i t it -

contents are properly disposed of. Also called,
in England, banksman.
landerert. n. An old form of launderer.

landern ( lan'deni), . [Cf. P. landier, andiron :

see andiron.] A grate. Hallitrell. [North. Eng.]
land-evilt (land'e'vl), n. [ME. londiril, litiiilu-

vel; < land1 + evil'-.'] The falling-sickness;
epilepsy, llalliwell.

landfall (land'fal), n. 1. A land-slide or land-

slip. 2. Naut., an approach or a coming to

land, in the course or at the end of a sea-voy-
age ; also, land so approached or reached.
One of the Islands was the first landfall of Columbus.

Fortnightly Rcv.,y. 8., XXXIX. 174.

Along the eastern verge of the Bahamas . . . Columbus
made his land/alt. Science, 111. 739.

Porto Santo being visible on the port bow, . . . our three
navigators congratulated themselves and each other on the

good land-Jail they had made.
Lady Brattey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. II.

landfangt,. [< fandi +/an^.] Holding-ground
for an anchor; anchor-grip.
We had Indifferent good landfang.

Hakluyt'i Voyage*, t. 277.

Where a ship may ride ... in 4. fadome, or 4. fadomc
and a halfe of water, and haue Landfange for a North and
by West wlnde. UaUuyt't Vmjaget, I. 291.

landfeathert, . A bay or inlet of the sea.
Davies.
The south baye or land/ether of the great sluce.

Ditcowrse of Dover Uaven, temp. Elizabeths (Arch.,
[XI. 236).

land-floe (land'flo), n. A field of land-ice.

If there Is a land-floe across, I. e. if the land-ice of the west
side is continuous across the entrance of Ponds Bay and
Lancaster Sound, whales will be seen in considerable num-
bers. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 527.

land-flood (land'flud), . An overflowing of
land by water, especially by inland waters, as
rivers and the like; an inundation.
Down from the neighbouring bills those plenteous springs

that fall,

Nor I'ni'l jl'Hjdi after rain, her never move at all.

Drayton, Polyolbkra, It 136.

land-gabelt, . [ME. landgavel, < AS. landga-
fol, rent for land, < land, land, + gaful, tax,
rent : see gabel.'] A tax or rent derived from
land, according to Doomsday Book.

landgah (land
y
ga), n. [E. Ind.] The jackal-

like wolf of India, Canis pallipes.

land-grabber (land'grab'er), n. 1. One who
grabs or seizes land

;
one who gets possession

of another's land by trick or device, or by
force ; especially, one who possesses himself of

public land by means contrary to the spirit of
the law; one who seizes large tracts of land

rapaciously and unfairly. 2. Specifically, in

Ireland, one who buys or rents land from which
another has been evicted.

Right or wrong, the attitude of the League to the land-
oraboer is that which, in the old days of regrating, the
English public would have assumed towards one who,
while the whole community was trying to bring down the

price of corn, went and purchased at the rate which by
universal consent had been ruled to be excessive.

Contemporary Km., LI. 238.

land-grabbing (land'grab'ing), n. The act or

practice of seizing or occupying land by un-
lawful or dishonorable means.

landgrave (land'grav), n. [= D. landgraaf=
Dan. landgreve = MliG. landgrave = MHG.
lantgrdre, G. landgraf; as land 1 + (/rare

8
.]

In Germany, in the middle ages, a graf or
count to whom were intrusted special judicial
functions, extending over a considerable terri-

tory ; later, the title of certain German princes,
some of whom were princes of the empire.
The branches of the non-regnant families ol Hesse pos-
sess the title of landgrave, which Is borne by the head of
each branch.

This was the origin of the landgrave* of Thuringia, of
Lower and Higher Alsace, the only three who were princes
of the empire. Brandt and Cox.

landgrayiate (land-gra'vi-at), n. [< landgrarc
+ -i'-<jfc3.] The territory held by a landgrave,
or his office, jurisdiction, or authority.
landgravine (land'gra-ven), n. [= D. lanil-

i/nn-in (= Dan. landgrei-inde = G. landgra'Jinn),
fern, of landgraaf, landgrave.] The wife of a
landgrave ;

a lady of the rank of a landgrave.
landholder (land'hol'der), . A holder, owner,
or proprietor of land.

land-hunger (land' hung 'ger), n. Greed for
the acquisition of land or territory.

landlady
The land hunger of the South now outstripped even the

ambition of conquest of Mr. Polk.

J. X. Ludlow, Hlrt. U. 8., rL

land-hungry (land'hung'gri), a. Greedy for
the acquisition of land or territory.
When the land-hungry band of Welsh and Norman bar-

ons entered Ireland, they found a shrine of St. Briglt at
Kililare with a tire kept constantly burning.

The Century, XXXVII. 360.

land-ice (land'w), . A field or floe of ice

stretching along the coast and holding fast to

it, or included between headlands. Also called
t'nxt ire. Kane.

landing (lan'ding), n. [< ME. "landing, lond-

yng, < AS. lending, In inlini/ (= I), landing = G.
Inniliiiiii = It-el. li-nilimj= Dan. landing; ct. Sw.
landning), verbal n. of Icndan, land: see land,

e.] 1. The act of going or setting on land, es-

pecially from a vessel.

The daye of our londynge there was Thursday, that was
the .xxvlj. daye of Augnste.

Sir R. Ouyl/ordr, Pylgrymage, p. 16.

2. A place on the shore of the sea or of a lake,
or on the bank of a river, where persons land
or come on shore, or where goods are set on
shore.
Defend all landing*, bar all passages.

SUM, Civil Wan, vll.

3. In arrli., the part of a floor adjoining the end
of a flight of stairs; also, a resting-place or

platform interrupting a series or flight of steps.
A great, wide, rambling staircase three stairs and a

landiwj four stairs and another landing.
Dictcnt, Sketches, Great Winglebury Duel.

4. A platform at a railway-station. 5. In milt-

ing, any place, at the mouth of a shaft or else-

where, arranged for the reception or emptying
of the kibbles or cages or other receptacles
used for hoisting ore or coal. Frequently called
the Imiil: in England, especially at coal-mines.

6. The platform of a furnace at the charg-
ing-height. E. H. Knight. 7. In boat-build-

ing, same as land 1
, 1 (d). 8. In fort., the hori-

zontal space at the entrance of a gallery or re-

turn. 9. In lumbering, & place where logs are
stored till spring Landing-charges or innding.
rates, charges or fees paid on goods lanued from a vessel.

landing-bar (lan'ding-bar), w. See 6arl.

landing-gaff (lan'ding-gaf), n. A barbed fish-

ing-spear, or a gaff used for landing large fish

which have been hooked.

landing-net (Ian 'ding-net), n. A kind of scoop-
net used to bring to land or to hand a fish which
has been caught. A landing-net to be used in a boat
or on shore has a two-jointed handle ; and for use In wad-
Ing it has a short handle attached to an elastic cord and
suspended from the shoulder.

landing-place (lan'ding-plas), ii. A
place

for

landing, as from a vessel, or for alighting, as
from flight, or for resting, as from mounting a
stair or other ascent.

Noah first of all (for scout)
Sends forth the Crowe, who flutters neer-aboot,
And, finding yet no landing-place at all,
Returns a-boord to his great Admiral].

Sylwtter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, U., The Ark.

Upon the last and sharpest height . . .

Some landing-place, to clasp and say,
"Farewell I Tenni/mn. In Memoriam, xlril.

landing-stage (lan'ding-staj), n. A stage or

platform in connection with a railroad or a fer-

ry (frequently so constructed as to rise and fall

with the tide), for the convenience of landing
or shipping passengers and goods transported
by water.

landing-strake (lan'ding-strak), n. In lm,it-

building, the next plank below the upper strake.

landing-surveyor (lan'ding-ser-va'or), n. An
officer of the British customs who appoints and
superintends the coast-waiters.

landing-waiter (lan'ding-wa'ter), n. Same as
coast-icaittr.

landisht, - [ME. tondwen, londisse; <

Native.
I fond o schnp rowe
'I'll- 1 hit gan to flowe,
Al with Saraiines kyn.
And none londiae Men.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.X 1. 6S4.

land-jobber (land'job'er), n. One who makes
a business of buying and selling land, whether
on his own account or for others ; a land-spec-
ulator ; a real-estate broker.

land-jobbing (land'job'ing), n. The practice
of buying and selling land for the purpose of

speculation.
landlady (land'la'di), ii. ; pi. landladies (-diz).

[< land" + Imli/. Cf. friiirf/ord.] 1. A woman
who owns houses or lands occupied by tenants.

2. The wife of a squire or proprietor.



landlady
The circumstances of the landlady [Mrs. Bertram, wile

of the laird) were pleaded to Mannering ... as an apol-

ogy for her not appearing to welcome her guest.

Scott, Guy Mannering, iii.

3. The mistress of an inn or of a lodging-house
or boarding-house.

I have at any time a good lodging lor you, and my
Landlady is none of the meanest, and her husband hath

many good parts. HoweU, Letters, I. iii. 18.

Landlady, count the lawin,
The day is near the dawin.

Burns, Landlady, Count the Lawin.

land-leaguer (land'le"ger), n. A member of

the Irish Land League. See league1 .

landleapert (land 'le"per), n. [< ME. landleper

(= D. Mndlooper, whence, in part, the E. var.

landloper, = MLG. lantloper = MHG. lantlou-

ftere, lantloufer, lantteufer, G. landlaufer= Dan.

landlober) ;
< land1 + leaper, runner, i. e. wan-

derer (of. loafer, from the G. form of the same
word).] One who wanders about the country;
a vagrant; a wanderer; a vagabond. Also land-

loper.
For he [Christ] ne is nouate in lolleres, ne in lande-leperes

hermytes [vagabond hermits].
Piers Plowman (B), xv. 207.

Wherfore these landleapers, Roges, and ignorant Asses
which take vpon them without learning and practise do

very euill. Lyte, Dodoens, p. 348.

Alexander, Caesar, Trajan, Adrian, were as so many land-

leapers, now in the east, now in the west, little at home.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 369.

land-leech (land'lech), n. A terrestrial leech
of the genus Hcemodipsa, about an inch long and
very slender when not distended, found in pro-
fusion in Ceylon.
landler (lend'ler), n. [< G. landler (see def.).]
A round dance of Styrian origin, in triple time,
slower than the waltz. See Tyrolienne.
landless (land'les), a. [< ME. *landles, < AS.
landleds (= MLG. lantlos = MHG. landelos),
without land, < land, land, + -leas, -less.] Des-
titute of land

; having no property in land.

Now, sir, young Fortinbras . . .

Hath in the skirts of Norway, here and there,
Shark'd up a list of landless resolutes.

Shak., Hamlet, 1. 1. 98.

Allegiance is the duty which each man of the nation
owes to the head of the nation, whether the man be a
landowner or landless. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 462.

landlocked (land'lokt), a. 1. Almost shut in

by land ; protected by surrounding land from
the full force of the wind and waves : as, a land-

locked harbor.

Many a wide-lapped port and land-locked bay.
WhiMier, The Panorama.

Few sights are more striking than to see the huge mass
of the amphitheatre at Pola seeming to rise at once out of

the land-locked sea. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 112.

2. Living in landlocked waters, or in any way
shut off from the sea : as, a landlocked salmon.

landloper (laud'16"per), n. [Also landlouper;
a var. of landleaper (cf. lope, loup, var. of leap

1
),

due in part to D. landlooper = MLG. lantloper =
MHG. lantloufaire, lantloufer, lantleufer, G. land-

laufer = Dan. landlober, vagabond, = E. land-

leaper.] One who wanders about the country:
same as landleaper.
He [Perkin Warbeck] had been from his childhood such

a wanderer, or, as the king called him, such a landloper.
Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

Such Travellers as these may bee termed Landlopers, as
the Dutchman saith, rather than Travellers.

Howell, Forraine Travell (reprint, 1869), p. 67.

You are known
For Osbeck's son of Tournay, a loose runagate,
A landloper. Ford, Perkin Warbeck, v. 3.

A crowd of spectators, landlopers, mendicants, daily ag-
gregated themselves to the aristocratic assembly.

Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 646.

landloping (land'lo'ping), a. Wandering; rov-

ing; vagrant.
It is nothing strange that these his landloping legats

and nuncios haue their manifold collusions to cousen
Christian kingdoms of their reuenues.

UoKuslied, Hen. III., an. 1244.

landlord (land'lord), n. [< ME. londetorde,

*landloverd, < AS. landhldford, the owner of

land, lord of a manor, also (poet.) the lord or
ruler of a country, < land, land, + hlaford, lord:
see lord."] 1. The lord of land or of a manor;
one of whom land is held subject to the pay-
ment or performance of rent or service

; the
owner or holder of a tenement, to whom the
tenant pays rent.

Wert thou regent of the world,
It were a shame to let this land by lease. . . .

Landlord of England art thou now, not king.
SAa*.,Rich. II.,ii. 1. US.

2. The master or proprietor of an inn, or of
a lodging-house or boarding-house ;

a host.
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Landlord and Tenant Act, a British statute of 1870,

also known as the Land Act, or Irish Land Act (33 and 34

Viet., c. 46), regulating the relation of landlord and tenant

in Ireland, and containing provisions intended to facili-

tate the creation of a peasant proprietary by allowing ten-

ants to purchase their holdings.

landlordism (laud'lord-izm), n. [< landlord +
-ism.] Action or opinion characteristic of land-

lords; the authority exercised by landlords;
the doctrine or principle of the supremacy of

the landed interest.

But in Ireland there would be a very serious danger of a

landlordism far worse than that at present existing, if ev-

ery petty proprietor should have power to become a petty
landlord. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 713.

landlordryt (land'16rd-ri), n. [< landlord +
-ry.'] The state or condition of a landlord;
landlords collectively.
Such pilfering slips of petty landlordry.

Bp. Hall, Satires, v. L

landlouper, landlouping (land'lou"per, -lou"-

ping). Scotch or northern English forms of

landloper, landloping.
landlubber (land'lub"er), re. A person who,
from want of experience, is awkward or lub-

berly on board ship ; a raw seaman
; any one

unused to the sea: a term of reproach or ridi-

cule among sailors.

landlubberly (land'lub'er-li), a. [< landlubber
+ -ly

1
.] Having the ways of a landlubber;

awkward on board ship from lack of experience.
land-lurcht (land'lerch), v. t. To steal laud
from.

Hence countrie loutes land-lurch their lords.

Warner, Albion's England, ix. 46.

landmalet (land'mal), . [< land + male2 =
maifi.] A reserved rent or annual sum of

money charged upon a piece of land by the

chief lord of the fee or a subsequent mesne
owner. Halliwell.

landman (land'man), n. ; pi. landmen (-men).

[< ME. landman, <J AS. landmann (= D. land-

man = MHG. lantman, G. landmann, a native
of the country, = Dan. landmand, a farmer), <

land, land, country, + mann, man.] 1. A man
who lives or serves on land : opposed to sea-

man. 2. In Eng. law, a tenant or occupant of

land; a terre-tenant. 3. A farmer or country-
man. [Scotch.] 4. A landowner. [Scotch.]

Bot k irk inrn 1 1 is cursit substance semis sweet
Till land-men, with that leud burd-lyme are kyttit.

Bannatyne, Poems, p. 199.

landmark (land'mark), n. [< ME. "landmark,
< AS. landmearc, also land-gemirce, lund-gemyrce
(= Dan. landemcerke), the boundary of a coun-

try, < land, land, + mearc, mark: see mark^."\
1. A boundary-mark to a tract of laud

;
one of

the fixed objects used to designate the limits

of a farm, town, or other piece of territory, as
monumental stones, marked trees, or ditches.

Thou shalt not remove thy neighbour's landmark.
Deut. xix. 14.

Virtues and vices have not, in all their instances, a great
landmark set between them, like warlike nations separate
by prodigious walls, vast seas, and portentous hills.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 9.

2. Any specific or prominent object marking
a locality or historically associated with a lo-

cality ;
a hill, tree, house, or other feature of a

landscape that may serve as<a guide; especial-

ly, some object on land by which a localitymay
be recognized by persons at sea.

There are no landmarks in space ; one portion of space
is exactly like every other portion, so that we cannot tell

where we are. Clerk Maxwell, Matter and Motion, art. iii.

The gray mass of building crowning the little promon-
tory is the only landmark seen above the green garden-
land. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 48.

3. Figuratively, a distinguishing characteris-

tic, variation, or event; that which marks a

turning-point; something that serves to distin-

guish a particular period of time or point in pro-
gress or transition : as, the landmarks of science
or history.
The close of the Crimean War is a great landmark in

the reign of Queen Victoria.

J. McCarthy, Hist. Own Times, xxix.

land-marker (land'mar"ker), . An agricul-
tural machine for marking out rows for plant-
ing. E. H. Knight.
land-mate t, . One who in harvest-time reaps
with another on the same ridge of ground or
land. Blount. [Prov. Eng.]
land-measure (land'mezh"ur), n. 1. Measure-
ment of land. 2. A denomination of square
measure used in the mensuration of land. Land-
measuresare either squares of linear units, as the are; or are
fixed from the amount which can be plowed or otherwise
attended to in a day, as the acre; or from the amount ne-

cessary to sow a measure of seed, as the cahizada ; or from

landscape

the amount of yield, as the misura; or from the amount

necessary for a house or farm, as the quarter-section. The
table of ordinary English land-measures (used also in the

United States and the British colonies) is as follows:

,
. Square Square Square Square

Acre. Roods.
jSjbal. Yards. Feet. Meters.

1 = 4 = 160 = 4840 = 43560 = 4046.9

1 = 40 = 1210 = 10890 = 1011.7

1 = 30J = 272J = 26.29

1 = 9 = 0.8361
1 = 0.09290.

land-measurer (land'mezh
//

ur-er), n. A person
whose employment is to ascertain by measure-
ment and computation the superficial extent of

portions of land, as fields, farms, etc.

land-measuring (land'mezh"ur-ing), . The
art of determining by measurement and com-

putation the superficial contents of pieces of

land in acres, roods, etc. It is properly a subordi-

nate branch of land-surveying, but the terms are sometimes
used synonymously. It depends upon the formula for

the area of a triangle in terms of its three sides, a, b, c,

which is

Jl/(o + 6 + c) (a + 6 c) (b + c a)(c + a 6).

land-office (land'of'is), . See land office, under
landl.

Landolphia (lan-dol'fi-a), . [NL. (Palisot de

Beauvois, 1804) : after Capt. iandoZpft. who
commanded the expedition to Oware (Warif
Guinea), where the plants were discovered.] A
genus of tropical Old World climbing shrubs, of

the natural orderApocynacea and tribe Carissece.

The stamens are inserted near the base of the corolla-tube ;

the corolla-lobes are narrow ; the fruit is a large berry ; the

leaves are opposite and veiny ;
the flowers are generally

large and white or yellowish, in terminal cymes ; and the

peduncles are produced into tendrils. Seventeen spe-
cies have 'been reported from tropical and subtropical
South Africa and Madagascar, possibly one from Ouiana.
The genus has importance as a rubber-plant, L. forida.

producing Mbungn rubber and L. Kurkii Matere rubber.

The former of these species bears a sour fruit, which is

eaten by the natives of the west coast of Africa, under the

name of aboli. See india-rubber.

land-otter (land'of'er), . Any ordinary otter

of the subfamily Lutrinw, inhabiting rivers and
lakes, as distinguished from the sea-otter, En-
hydris marina.
landowner (land'6"ner), n. An owner or pro-
prietor of land.

landownership (land'6"ner-ship), n. [< land-

owner + -ship.] The state of being an owner
of land

; proprietorship of land.

But throughout Francediversities of climate, landowner-
ship, and land tenure have left their mark.

Edinburgh Rev., CLXVI. 280.

land-owning (land 'owning), a. Holding or

possessing landed estates
; pertaining to land-

owners: as, the land-owning class.

land-parer (land'par"er), n. A form of plow
used to cut sods and turfs at a fixed depth be-
low the surface. E. H. Knight.
land-pike (land'pik), n. An American urodele

batrachian, as a menopome, hellbender, or axo-
lotl

;
one of the creatures commonly described

as "fish with legs." See cut under hellbender.

land-pilot (land'pFlot), n. A guide in a jour-
ney by land. [Bare'.']

To find out that, good shepherd, I suppose,
In such a scant allowance of star-light,
Would overtask the best land-pilot's art.

Milton, Comus, 1. 809.

land-pirate (land'pi'rat), n. 1. A highway
robber. 2. One of a class of nyn in seaports
who live by cheating or robbing sailors.

land-plaster (land'plas"ter), . Eock-gypsum
ground to a powder for use as a fertilizer.

land-poor (land'por), a. Poor or in need of

ready money while owning or holding much un-
remunerative land; especially, poor because
of the taxes and other maintenance charges
against such land.

land-rail (land'ral), n. The corn-crake, Crex

pratensis: distinguished from loater^rail.

land-rakert, A vagabond; a landloper.
I am joined with no foot land-rakers, no long-staff, six-

penny strikers. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 1. 81.

landreeve (land'rev), . A subordinate officer

on an estate who acts as an assistant to the
land-steward.
land-rent (land'rent), . Payment for the use
of land.

land-roll (land'rol), n. In agri., a heavy roller

used for crushing clods and rendering the earth
friable and smooth

;
a clod-crusher.

Landry's paralysis. See paralysis.
landscape (land'skap), n. [An altered form of
the earner huidskip (rarely lantschip, after the
D. form

;
no ME. form "landsMp appears) ;

AS.
landscipe, also landsceap (= OS. landskepi = D.

landschap = MLG. laiitsclmp = OHG. lantscaf,



landscape

lantscaft, MI IK. ///,//, ( :. i,,,nt<,-l<aft= Icel.

landskdpr, /<to.v/.v//ir = S\v. lundslciiji = Dan.

laiubkao, a region, district, a province, in D. also

landscape, whence the mod. E. sense and form),
< /mill, land, + -scipe = E. -ship: see land1 and

-shift
. The change was appar. due to artistic as-

sociations with Holland in the 17th century.]
1. A view or prospect of rural scenery, more or
less extensive, such as is comprehended within
the scope or range of vision from a single point
of view. See also f

Now fades the glimmering landscape on the sight.

dray, Elegy.

2. A picture representing a view or prospect
of rural or natural inland scenery as it appears
within the range of vision from a single point
of view; also, such pictures collectively, as dis-

tinguished especially from marine and archi-
tectural pictures and from portraits. 3f. A
compendious view or manifestation; an epi-
tome; a compend. (Compare quotation from
Bishop Hacket under land/skip.)
That landscape of Iniquity, that link of Bin, and that

compendium of baseness, who now calls himself our Pro-
tector.

Address sent by the A nabaptists to the King (1858), In Clarrn-

[don's Great Rebellion, \ v.

Landscape-gardening, the art of laying out grounds
and arranging trees, shrubbery, borders, paths, fountains,
etc., BO as to produce picturesque effects. Landscape-
paintor, a painter of landscapesor rural scenery. Land-
scape-painting, the art of representing natural scenery
by painting. = Syn. 1. Prospect, Scene, etc. See view, n.

landscape (land'skap), /. /. pret. and pp. land-

scaped, ppr. landscaping. [< landscape, .] To
represent or delineate in landscape. [Bare.]

As weary traveller that climbs a hill,
Looks back, sits down, and oft, if hand have skill,

Landscape! the vale with pencil.
Hiityday, Service of the World, Pref.

landscape-mirror (land' skap-mir'or), n. In

art, a mirror used to condense a landscape or

view, and thus facilitate its presentation in

perspective ; a Claude Lorrain glass.

landscapist (land'ska-pist),
n. [< landscape +

-is.] A landscape-painter.
The work of the landscapist is to convey a speedy im-

pression to the onlooker of some beautiful or truthful
natural scene. IF. Sharp, D. Q. Koasetti, p. 57.

land-scrip (land'skrip). . In the United States,
negotiable paper issued by government, in pur-
suance of legislative donations, to individuals,
companies, or communities, in reward for pub-
lic services, or for the promotion of education
or useful enterprises, entitling the holders to
the possession of specified quantities of public
land; also, similar paper issued by corporate
bodies holding such donations.

land-scurvy (Tand'sker'vi), n. See scurvy.
land-shark (land'shark), . 1. A person who
subsists by cheating or robbing sailors on shore ;

a land-pirate.
Can't trust these landsharlcs ; they'll plunder even the

rings off a corpse's fingers. Kingstey, Two Years Ago, iv.

2. A land-grabber ; one who seizes upon land
by force or chicanery.
There will be evasion of our (land] laws by native and

foreign land-sharks. The American, VIII. 68.

land-shell (land'shel), . A shell of a terres-
trial mollusk, as of any pulmonate gastropod.
landshut (land'shut), H. A laud-flood. Halli-
u-ell. [Prov. Eng.]
land-sick (land'sik), a. 1. Sick for sight of
the land. 2. Affected by proximity to land,
as a ship; not moving freely from being too
near the land or just released from an anchor-
age.
A land-fide ship. . . . .She knows the land is under the

lee, sir, and she won't go any more to windward.
H. Melmtte, Typee, i.

land-side (land'sid), H. The flat side of a plow,
which presses against the unplowed land.

landskip (land'skip),
. Same as landscape.

[Obsolete or archaic.]
In tills Man's study I was much taken with the draught

of a Landskip on a piece of Paper, methoughts Masterly
done. Sir //. Wotton, To Lord Bacon, lleliqute, p. 300.

Straight mine eye hath caught new pleasures,
Whilst the lundMp round It measures.

Milton, L'Allegro, L 70.

Many a famous man and woman, town
And landskip, have I heard of.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

landsknecht (liints'knecht), H. See lansquenet.
land-slater (land 'sla' tor), H. A terrestrial

isopod ; a wood-louse or sowbug. A common
land-slater is Oniseim asellu$,

land-slide (land'slid), . A falling or sliding
down of a mass of soil, detritus, or rock on a

mountain-side. The lew destructive land-slides occur
when gravel, sand, ami other detrit&l material resting on a

slope become so permeated with water that they can no
longer resist the action of gravity. The more destructive
land-slides are generally due to the slipping of a part of the
solid rock of the mountain, in consequence of tne soften-

ing of some more permeable layer in a mass of which the
strata have a suitable inclination. .Some such land-slides

have been appalling in their results : as, for instance, that
which took place at 1'lurs, north of Lake Como, in l*>ls.

by which many persons perished, and stately buildings
were buried to a depth of 100 feet or more. The fulling
of partof the eminence called Cape Diamond in Quebec in

1889 destroyed many buildings and many lives. The word
land-slip is occasionally used tin- land-slide, as also the term
ruck-avalanche. Also called earth-fall.

He will get himself . . . slain by a land Aide, like the

agricultural King Onund. Emerson, Eng. Trait*, iv.

land-slip (laud'slip), . Same as land-slide.

Like some great landslip, tree by tree,
The country-side descended.

Tennyson, Amphion.

landsman (landz'man), n.; pi. landsmen (-men).
[= D. landsman = ( i . landsmann = Dan. landn-

iiiiiinl = Sw. landsman; as land's, poss. of /</.
+ man. Cf. landman.] 1. A man of the same
laud or country ;

a fellow-countryman. [Rare.]
Stand by me, countryman, ... for the love of Scotland

and Saint Andrew ! I am innocent I am your own na-
tive landsman. Scott, Quentin Durward, vi.

2. One who lives on the land
;
one who has had

little or no experience of the sea.

There is not so helpless and pitiable an object In the
world as a landnnan beginning a sailor's life.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 3.

land-snail (land'snal), n. Any snail of the

family Helicidce.

land-spout (land 'spout), n. A heavy fall of

water occurring on land, generally during a
tornado or thunder-storm, and presenting the

appearance of a waterspout.
land-spring (land 'spring), n. In England,
water lying near the surface, which can easily
be reached by shallow wells. The wells become
exhausted after a short drought and after heavy rains
sometimes reach the surface and overflow. Hence the
name Is occasionally applied to intermittent springs,
especially such as characterize the chalk districts of Eng-
land.

All the shallow surface springs, from ten to twenty feet

deep, are produced by water which has fallen on and passed
through tnis gravel down to the top of the London clay,
on the Irregular surface of which It Is held up. These
are called land-springs, and they constituted, formerly, a

principal source of supply to London.
Prestwich, The Water-bearing Strata of London, p. 36.

land-steward (land'stu'"ard), n. A person who
has the care of a landed estate.

Landsthing (lans'ting), n. [Dan., < lands, poss.
of land, land, + thing, parliament.] The upper
house of the Danish Rigsdag or parliament, it
consist* of 66 members, of whom 12 are appointed for life

by the crown, and the others are elected for 8 years, not
directly, but by delegates in each of the 54 electoral dis-

tricts,chosen by those having the necessary property quali-
fication.

landstraitt (land'strat), n. A narrow strip of
land.

landstunn (lant'stBrm), n. [G., a calling out
of the militia, a general call to arms, hence
the force so summoned, < land, land, country, +
Sturm, storm, alarm, = E. storm.] 1. In Ger-

many, Switzerland, etc., a general levy in time
of war. 2. The force so called out, or subject
to call. In Oermany it Includes all males between the
ages of 17 and 45 who are capable of bearing arms and are
not already enrolled or serving in some branch of the army
or navy. It Is divided Into two classes : the first, organized
in 293 battalions, comprises all able-bodied men not already
in the army or navy up to the age of 39 ; the second class
includes all others up to the age of 45. In Anstria the
landsturm consists of men who nave passed the landwehr
and are bound to this service further for 10 years. Men
who have served as officers in the regular army or the land-
wehr are liable for service in the landsturm also up to the
age of 60. The landsturm of Switzerland comprises every
male citizen between the ages of 17 and 60 not otherwise
serving In the army. A landsturm is never expected to
cross the frontier, and is called on only in cases of emer-
gency.

Landtag (Iant'ta6h), n. [G., < land, land, coun-

try, + tag, diet, day, = E. day1.} In Germany,
the legislature of a country; a territorial diet;
now, specifically, one of the parliaments of the
countries constituting the German empire, as
Prussia, Saxony, Bavaria, etc., and of some of
the crownlands of Austria-Hungary, as Mo-
ravia and Bohemia. See ReiclisUig.
land-tax (land'taks), w. A tax assessed upon
landed property.
land-tie (land'ti), . A tie-rod used to secure
a facing-wall to a bank.
land-tortoise (Iand't6r"tis), . A chelonian
of terrestrial habits

;
a testudine. Also land-

turtlf.

land-turn (laud'teru), n. .\aut., a land-breeze.

land-turtle (land'ter'tl), H. A land-tortoise;
especially, in the United States, the common
box-turtle, Ciytudo Carolina, bee cut under
( ix tudo.

land-urchin (land'6r*chiu), n. A popular name
of the hedgehog: as if opposed to sea-urchin.

land-vineKlaud'vin), n. A native vine. Baret.

land-waiter (laud'wa'ter), n. Same as coast-

i.in- a guinea to a knavish land-waiter, and be shall
connive at the merchant for cheating the queen of a hun-
dred. Swift, Examiner.

landward, landwards (land 'ward, -wardz),
'"'c. [= D. landtvaarts= MLG. laiidicert, tande-

werdes, landwert = G. landtrartx = Dan. land-

vertx; as /and1 + -ward, -wards.] Toward the
hind.

landward (laud'ward), a. [< landward, adv.']

1. Lying toward t lie land, toward the interior,
or away from the sea-coast.

Brown strengthened with sand-bags and earthworks the
weak landward bastion of the fort.

ff. A. Jim., CXXVT. 80.

2. Situated in, forming part of. or character-
istic of the country, as opposed to the town ;

rural. [Scotch.]
I am wearied wi Mysie's pastry and nonsense Ye ken

landward dainties aye pleased me best, Marion and
landward lasses too. Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, xli.

landwards, adv. See landvcard.

land-warrant (land' wor'aut), n. In the United

States, a transferable government certificate

entitling its holder to the possession of a speci-
fied quantity of public land.

land-wash (land'wosh), . The line of high
tide along a beach or shore; also, the drift

which collects there.

The kegs of kerosene oil ... were also picked up In

the land-wash on the western side of Baccalen Island.

Philadelphia Evening Telegraph, XXVII.

landwehr (lant'var), . [G. (MHG. lantwer=
MLG. lantwere = D. landtceer = OFries. land-

were; at. equiv. Icel. landvorn = Sw. landtvarn
= Dan. landevacrn), < land, = E. land1

, country,
+ wehr, defense, < wehren, defend, = AS. ueri-

an, defend: see ware1.] In Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, etc., that part of the organized
national forces of which continuous service is

not required except in time of war. The land-
wehr corresponds indirectly to the militia of Great Britain
and the United States. In Germany it consists of men
who have served in both the regular army and the re-

serves. It possesses a complete military organization,
but is not called out In time of peace, unless at intervals
for practice. In time of war or other national danger
the landwehr la summoned in two levies : first, those
from 27 to 3-2 years old, who take the place of the re-

serves ; second, those from 32 to 39, who are assigned to

garrison duty. The time of service in the landwehr is

fixed at 5 years in the first levy, and until the age of 39 in

the second levy. The landwehr of Austria comprises
those who have served 3 years with the colors ana 7 in

the reserve, the time of service in the landwehr being
fixed at 2 years. The Swiss landwehr comprises all men
capable of bearing arms from the age of 82 to 44. The
term landwehr is often applied to bodies of militia simi-

larly constituted in other countries : as, the Bulgarian or
Servian landwehr.

land-wind (land'wind), H. Awind biowingfrom
the land.

Three days or more seaward he bore,
Then, alas ! the land-wind failed.

Longfellow, Sir Humphrey Gilbert.

landworker (land'wer'ker), . One who tills

the ground ;
a farmer or farm-laborer.

Only the tradeswomen and the landworkers are special-

ly considered. F. H. Stoddard, Audover Rev., Vln. 154.

lane 1
(Ian), n. [< ME. lane, lone, < AS. lane =

OFries. lana, lona, East Fries, lone, North Fries.

lana, lona, a lane, = MI). la<-n, D. laaii, a lane,

alley,avenue; cf. Icel. 2on(pl.fan<zr,mod. lanir),
a small oblong hayrick, mod. a row of houses.]
1. A narrow way or passage ;

a path or pas-
sageway between inclosing lines, as of build-

ings, hedges, fences, trees, or persons ;
an ex-

tended alley.
And whan thei. wende haue ben In the streight lane,

thei wente oute of her weye, for thei fonde on the lift*

side an olde wey that was nioche and grene.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.X ii. 861.

He [Chatham] was then led into the house. ... all the
lords standing up out of respect,

and making a lane for

him to pass to the earls' bench.

Belsham, Hist. Eng., VL 360.

The leafy lanes behind the down.
Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

2. A narrow and well-defined track ; a fixed or
defined line of passage, as a navigable opening
between fields of ice, a fixed course at sea, etc.

How he bestirr'd him ! what a lanr he made,
And through their tiery bullets thrust securely.

Fletcher (and Masrimjerf), Lovers' Progress, L 2.
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We were

lane

From the illumined hall

>ng lanes of splendour slanted o'er a press
: snowy shoulders. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

. . driven to shore, and anchored behind

south after the flowing tide set in.

A. W. Qreely, Arctic Service, p. 103.

3. The throat: more usually called the red

lane. [Vulgar.]
1H. Mumb. And sweete malte maketh ioly good ale for the

nones;
Tib Talk. Whiche will slide downe the lane without any

bones. Udall, Koister Doister, i. 3.

butter'd egg, best eaten with a spoon,
1 bid your yelk glide down my throat's red lane.

Colmar, Poetical Vagaries, p. 76.

A blind lane, a lane not open at both ends ;
a cul-de-sac.

Lurking in hernes and in lanes blvnde.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 105.

Ocean lane, a fixed route or course of navigation pursued
by a vessel or a line of vessels in crossing the ocean, etc. :

as, the ocean lane of the Cunard steamers. Seelane-route.

lane2 (Ian), a. A dialectal (Scotch) form of feme1
,

yourselves,themselves alone. These usages arose by cor-

ruption from the older expressions me lane, him lane.

[Scotch.]
I was walking by my lane,

Atween a water and a wa.
The Wee Wee Han (Child's Ballads, 1. 126).

Iane3ti A Middle English form of loan1 .

lanely (lan'li), a. A dialectal (Scotch) form
of lonely.

lanert, An obsolete form of lanner.

laneret, Same as lanyard.

laneret, . See lanneret.

lane-route (lan'rot), re. A route laid out for

ocean steamers, confined within narrow limits ;

specifically, a double route or course laid out
across the North Atlantic ocean, from about
Nantucket shoals to the entrance of the Eng-
lish channel. The northern track is used for west-
ward-bound steamers and the southern one for steamers
bound to the eastward. These routes follow approxi-
mately a great-circle course, and were first suggested, in

order to diminish the risk of collisions, by Lieutenant M.
F. Maury, U. S. N., in 1855. Also called ocean lane or ocean-
lane route.

lang (lang), a., adv., and v. A dialectal (Scotch)
form of long1 . To think lang, to become weary, es-

pecially in waiting.

He said, Think

3346

(of a shoe). Towneley Mysteries, p. 26. 2. A
chain for hobbling a horse. Halliwell. [Prov.

langet2 (lang'get), n. [D., thread lace
;

< OF.

languette, dim. of langue, tongue : see langetl.]

A lace used in the moderncostume of the women
of Holland. It is stiffly starched in the head-dresses

of which it forms part, and is sufficiently stout to bear

washing and ironing.

langite (lang'It), re. [Named after Prof. Victor

von Lang, a physicist of Vienna.] A basic sul-

phate of copper occurring in blue earthy crusts,
less often in crystals, found in Cornwall, Eng-
land.

lang-kale (lang 'kal), n. [= Dan. langkaal.]
Cofeworts not cut or chopped. [Scotch.]

And there will be langkail and pottage,
And bannocks of barley meal.

Ritson's Scottish Songs, I. 208.

langle (lang'gl), . i.; pret. and pp. langled, ppr.

Mng. [Prob. a var. of linger, formerly len-

To saunter slowly. Halliwell. [Prov.

",]

langoont, . [Origin not ascertained.] A kind
of wine. Praise of Yorkshire Ale (1697), p. 3.

(Halliwell.)

Suspition then I washt away
With old langoon and cleansing whey.

Gallantry a la Mode, p. 16. (Nares.)

langott (lang'got), n. Same as langet
1

. Bailey,
1731.

langourt, and v. An old form of languor.

langraget, n. Same as langrel.

langrelt, [Also langrage, langridge; origin

obscure.] A particular kind of projectile for-

merly used at sea for tearing sails and rigging,
and thus disabling an enemy's ship. It con-
sisted of bolts, nails, and other pieces of iron

fastened together.
langrett, [Origin obscure.] A die so loaded
that certain numbers come up more readily and
more frequently than others.

His langrets, with his hie men and his low,
Are ready what his pleasure is to throw.

Rowlands, Humors Ordinarie. (Halliwell.)

First you must know a langret, which is ... a well fa-

voured die, and seemeth good and square, yet it is forged
longer upon the cater and trea than any other way, and
therefore it is called a langret.

Art of Juggling (1612), C 4. (Nares.)

langaha (lan-ga'ha), n. [Malagasy.] AMada-
gascar wood-snake, having the snout elongated
by a flexible acute appendage, as the cock's-

Cock's-comb Langaha {Xiphorhynchus langaha].

comb langaha, Xiphorhynchus (or Dryophis)
langaha, of the family Dryophidce. The snake
is less than 3 feet long, the flat scaly probos-
cis about half an inch.

langbanite (lang 'ban -it), n. [< L&ngban, in

Sweden, + -zie2.] A mineral occurring in hex-

agonal prisms of an iron-black color and metal-
lic luster. It contains silica and the oxids of

antimony, manganese, and iron.

langel (lang'gl), v. t, [< ME. langelen, *lanye-
len, < lanyel, a hopple : see lanyel."] It. To bind
together.

Langelynoi byynd to-geder, [L.] colligo [var. compedio].
Prompt. Pan., p. 286.

Specifically 2. To hobble (a horse). [Prov.
Eng.]
langet1 (lang'get), re. [Formerly also langot;
< ME. langett, < OF. languette, dim. of langue,
tongue : see language. Cf. languet, a later form
of the same word.] It. A strap; thong; latchet

Langsdorffia (langz-dor'fi-a), re. [NL. (Mar-
tius, 1829), named after Gr. fl. von Langsdorff,
who traveled in South America and encouraged
scientific research in Brazil. ] A genus ofmono-

chlamydeous plants belonging to the natural

order Balanophoreas, and type of the tribe Langs-
(lorffiece. It has dioecious or monoecious flowers, the

perianth in the male flowers with 3 valvate lobes, the

female flowers grown together below. These plants are

thick, yellow, waxy herbs with purplish scales and flowers.

The only species, L. hypogosa, is a native of tropical South
America.

Langsdorffieae (langz-dor-fi'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Schott and Endlicher, 1832),' < Langsdorffia +
-co;.] A tribe of plants of the order Balanopho-
rece, consisting of the two genera Langsdorffia
and Thonningia, characterized by dkecious or

monoecious flowers, in which the perianth of

the male flowers is 3-lobed or consists of 2

or 3 scales, and that of the female flowers is

tubular. The anthers are 2-celled, and the ovary is

1-celled. They are natives of tropical America and tropi-
cal Africa.

lang-settle (lang'sef'l), n. A dialectal (Scotch)
form of long-settle. See settle.

langshan (lang'shan), n. [Chin.] A breed of

the domestic hen, of Chinese origin, it is of
the Asiatic type, of uniform glossy-black plumage, and of
about the weight of the cochin, but taller, less heavily
feathered on the shanks, and with white instead of yellow
skin. It is a much more prolific layer than the cochin,
the eggs being brown,and its flesh is excellent for the table.

langspiel (lang'spel), n. [< Norw. langspel, a

harp of a long and narrow form, (. lang, = E.

long^,+ spel, a musical instrument, music, play :

see spell'
2

.'] A kind of harp used in the Shet-
land Islands.

A knocking at the door of the mansion, with the sound
of the Gue and the Langspiel, announced by their tinkling
chime the arrival of fresh revellers. Scott, Pirate, xv.

langsyne (lang'sin'), . [Sc. lang = E. long;
Sc. syne = E. since."} Time long past; the days
of long ago. See syne.

langsyner (lang'si'ner), n. [< langsyne + -er1 .]

A person who lived long ago. [Scotch.]
langteraloot, re. Same as lanterloo.

language1
(lang'gwaj), n. [The u is a modern

insertion (orig. not pronounced), after Y. langue,
L. lingua; < ME. langage, < OF. langage, F. Ian-

language

gage = Pr. lenguatge, lengatge, leitgage = Sp.

lenguaje = Pg. linguage, linguagem = It. Knguag-
gio, < ML. as if "Unguaticum, language (the reg.
L. and ML. word being lingua), < L. lingua (> It.

lingua = Sp. lengua = Pg. lingoa, lingua = F.

langue), the tongue, a tongue, language, = E.

tongue : see tongue.] 1 . The whole body of ut-

tered signs employed and understood by a given
community as expression of its thoughts; the

aggregate of words, and of methods of theircom-
bination into sentences, used in a community
for communication and record and for carrying
on the processes of thought : as, the English lan-

guage; the Greek language. The languages of the

world, each of them unintelligible to the speakers of any

other, are very numerous, rather exceeding than falling

short of a thousand. Of these, each individual (without
reference to his race) acquires for his first language or

"mother-tongue" that one which he hears used by those

about him in childhood, as he may later learn some other,
even to the substitution of it for his "mother-tongue"
and oblivion of the latter. Many languages are related

with one another that is, there is such correspondence
in their words and forms as shows them to have descend-
ed from a common ancestor, or to have reached their

present form by gradual divergent alteration of the same

original language, since, by the action of its speakers,

every living language is undergoing constant change. A
body of languages thus related is called afamily or stock;

and the classification of all human tongues into families

is one of the most important results of the study of lan-

guage. Families then are divided into subordinate divi-

sions called groups, branches, subbranches, or the like. Ex-

amples of families are the Aryan or Indo-European, the

Semitic, and so on. (See the various names.) With refer-

ence to their relationship to a larger class, languages are

also called dialects: thus, Yorkshire and Scotch are dia-

lects of English ; English and Dutch are Low-German dia-

lects; German, Slavonic, Celtic, etc., are Aryan dialects.

(See dialect.) Languages differ not only in material, but
also in regard to structure, or the apparatus of forms,

connections, auxiliaries, etc., by which the modifications
and relations of ideas are expressed. Some are more syn-

thetic, some more analytic ; some are isolating, or desti-

tute of formal distinctions, whether of parts of speech
or of inflections ; some are agglutinative, or have words
made up of parts rather loosely joined together ; some
have their words, or part of them, more completely inte-

grated, to the complete disguise of their original constit-

uents, and even, in greater or less part, the substitution

of an internal change (as in ring, sang, sung, song) for an
external (as in love, loved, loving, lover). This character-

istic is called inflective, and is seen in highest degree in

two of the families (Aryan and Semitic) mentioned above.

(See agglutinate.) Languages are usually designated by
an adjective formed (in -ish*, -an, -ese, -if, -tni, etc., or

without any termination) from the name of the country or

people (such adjective used alone, as a noun, being the

particular name of the language), as English, Spanish,
Scottish, Scotch, Dutch, Welsh, French, Italian, Russian,
Chinese, Siamese, Gaelic, Arabic, Latin, Greek, etc. ; but the
name is often of other origin or formation, as Sanskrit,
Prakrit.

In that lond of Caldee, thei ban here propre Langages,
and here propre Lettres. Mandeville, Travels, p. 153.

After a speach is fully fashioned to the common vnder-

standing, & accepted by consent of a whole countrey &
nation, it is called a language.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 120.

2. Power of expression by utterance ;
the capa-

cities and impulses that lead to the production
and use of languages ;

uttered expression ;
hu-

man speech considered as a whole : as, language
is the peculiar possession of man.

You taught me language; and my profit on 't

Is, I know how to curse. Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 363.

The ends of language in our discourse with others be-

ing chiefly these three : First, to make known one man's

thoughts or ideas to another ; secondly, to do it with as

much ease and quickness as is possible ; and thirdly, there-

by to convey the knowledge of things. Language is either

abused or deficient, when it fails in any of these three.

Locke, Human Understanding, III. x. 23.

3. The words or expressions appropriate to or

especially employed in any branch of know-

ledge or particular condition of life : as, the

language of chemistry ;
the language of common

life. 4. The manner of expression, either by
speech or writing ; style.

With good ensaumple and faire langage
His fadii taujt him weel and faire.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 48.

Their language simple, as their manners meek,
No shining ornaments have they to seek.

Cowper, Hope, 1. 764.

Hence 5. The inarticulate sounds by which
irrational animals express their feelings and
wants: as, the language of birds.

Choughs' language, gabble enough, and good enough.
Shak., All's Well, iv. 1. 22.

6. The expression of thought in any way, ar-

ticulate or inarticulate, conventional or uncon-
ventional: as, the language of signs; the lan-

t/uageof the eyes; the language of flowers.

Fie, fie upon her !

There's language in her eye, her cheek, her lip ;

Nay, her foot speaks. Shak., T. and C., iv. 6. 55.

To him who in the love of Nature holds
Communion with her visible forms, she speaks
A various language. Bryant. Thanatopsis.



language
The word tatifitiagc, In its moat limited application, Is

restricted to human articulate speech ; but in Its meta-

phorical use it embraces every mode of communication by
which facts can he. made known, sentiments or passions
expressed, or emotions excited.

<:. /'. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., li.

7f. A people or race, as distinguished by its

speech; a tribe.

All the people, the nations, and the languages, fell down
and worshipped the golden image. Dan. iii. 7.

Ten men . . . out of all languages of the nations . . .

shall take hold of the skirt of him that is a Jew.
Zech. vill. 23.

Dead language, a language which i* no longer spoken
or in vernacular use by a people as the traditional and
native means of expression. Home dead languages have

disappeared, leaving no representatives, as the Etruscan
and Egyptian ; others have been succeeded by tongues
descended from them and more or less resembling them,
as Latin and Anglo-Saxon ; some, by an artificial process
of instruction, are still learned and used for writing and
speaking, like Latin, Sanskrit, and Hebrew.

The languages, especially the dead,
The sciences, and all the most abstruse.

Duron, Don Juan, L 40.

Flash language. Seefash!-. King's language!. See
Kn0i. Law language. See tatoi. Living language,
a language still spoken or In vernacular use by a people.

Now the Coptic Is no more a living language, nor is it

understood by any, except that some of the priests under-
stand a little of their liturgy, tho' many of them cannot so
much as read it, but get their long offices by rote.

Pococke, Description of tho East, I. 245.

The bow-wow and pooh-pooh theories of language,
nicknames applied to the theories which recognize, re-

spectively, imitations of natural cries and interjections
as the first beginnings of language. = Syn. 1. Language,
Dialect, Idiom, Diction, Vocabulary; tongue. The first

live words are arranged In a descending scale. In com
moil use it is taken for granted that the dialects under
one lftng\ia<jc are enough alike to bo reasonably well un-
derstood by all who are of that language, while different

language* are so unlike that special study is needed to
enable one to understand a language that is not his own ;

but this is not an essential difference. Idiom, literally a

personal peculiarity, Is in this connection a form of a lan-

guage somewhat less marked than a dialect: as, the New
England idiom. Diction is often used for the set of words
or vocabulary belonging to a person or class, making him
or it differ in speech from others ; but both this and idiom
are often expressed by dialect, (See diction. ) Vocabulary
means the total of the words used by a person, class, etc. ,

considered as a list or number of different words : as, he
has a large vocabulary. In this respect it differs from an-
other meaning of idiom that is, any peculiar combina-
tion of words used by a person, community, nation, etc.

Every class [in the community], however constituted,
has Its dialectic differences ; . . . each trade, calling, pro-
fession, department of study, has Its technical vocabulary.
. . . The highly cultivated have a diction which is not In

all its parts at the command of the vulgar. . . . We must
notice . . . the meaning of the terms language and dialect

in their relation to one another. They are only two names
for the same thing, as looked at from different points of
view. Any body of expressions used by a community, how-
ever limited and humble, for the purpose of communica-
tion and as the instrument of thought, is a language. . . .

On the other hand, there is no tongue in the world to
which we should not with perfect freedom and perfect
propriety apply the name of dialect when considering it

as one of a body of related forms of speech.
Whitney, Life and Urowth of Lang., pp. 165, 176-8.

language1
(lang'gwaj), v. t. ; pret. and pp. lan-

ffuayed, ppr. languaging. [< language*, n.] To
express in language. [Rare.]

A new dispute there lately rose
Betwixt the Greeks and Latins, whose
Temples should be bound with glory
In best languaging this story.

Lovelace, Lucasta, I.

It is very likely that Daniel had only the thinking and
languaging parts of a poet's outfit, without the higher
creative gift Loirell, Among my Books, 2d SIT.

, p. 139.

language2 (lang'gwaj), . [A corruption, simu-

lating language*, of languid^, itself appar. a

corruption of languet: see languet.'} In organ-
buitdiiig. the horizontal shelf or partition of
wood or metal opposite and below the mouth
of a flue-pipe, by which the wind is obliged to

pass through a narrow slit between it and the
lower lip and to impinge upon the edge of the

upper lip. The front edge of the language is

usually serrated. See pipe. Also called languid.

languaged (lang'gwajd), a. [< language* +
-P.] 1. Provided with a language ; having or

speaking a language or languages.
Seek Atridcs on the Spartan shore.

He, wandering long, a wider circle made.
And m<my-languag'd nations has survey'd.

Pope, Odyssey, iii.

2. Skilled in language, or learned in several

languages ;
instructed in languages.

To here this apcll was commaunded a clerkc,wcll Ian-

gaged to do such a besynesse.
Berners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. ccxliii.

I marvell your noblemen of England doc not desire to be
better languaged in the forraine languages.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 227.

The only languag'd men in all the world !

B. Jotiaon, Volpone, it 2.
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languageless (lang'gwaj-les), a. [< language*
+ -Icux.] Lacking speech or language; dumb.
He Is grown a very land-fish, languagelea. a monster.

xii-il:.. T. and i '.. III. :i. 284.

language-master ( lang
'

gwaj - mas '
ter), n. A

teuchiT of languages.
languagert (lang'gwaj-er), n. [< language* +
-eri.J A linguist. iMfMM, (Hatliu-ell.)

langued (langd), a. [< F. lani/iu; loneue, + K.

-erf*.] In her., having a tongue; furnished
with a tongue : said of a beast used as a bear-

ing only when the tongue is of a different tinc-

ture from the rest : as, a lion or langued gules.

langue d'oc (F. pron. longg dok). [OF. : /</;/"'

(<Tj. lingua), tongue; de,ot; Pr. oc, yes, < L. hoc,

this.] A Romance dialect spoken in France
south of the Loire in the middle ages, it was so
called from its using the affirmative oc, in distinction from
(lie dialect spoken in the north of France, which was called

langue d'oui or langue d'oil, the language using the affirma-

tive out or oil. The langue d'oc was the language of the

troubadours, and is sometimes taken as synonymous with

Provencal, which is one of its principal branches. The
name was given to one of the old provinces of France In

which it was spoken, Languedoc.

Languedoc (lang 'gwe- dok'). . [80 named
from Languedoc, in southern France.] A name
sometimes given to wines produced in the old

province of Languedoc in the south of France,
from the Rhone to Toulouse, including the mus-
cat wines of Frontignan and Lunel.

Languedocian (lang-gwe-do'shan), a. and .

[< F. langiicdocien; as Languedoc + -i.] I.

a. Of or pertaining to Languedoc, an old pro-
vince of southern France, partly bordered by
the Mediterranean, now divided into several

departments.
II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Lan-

guedoc. 2. The dialect of the langne d'oc still

spoken in the old province of Languedoc and
the neighboring region. It is the nearest living rep-
resentative of the language of the troubadours, and has
considerable literature.

langue d'oui (F. pron. longg dwe). [Also langue
(Foil: OF. langue, tongue; de, of; oui, oil, yes,
< L. hoc in ml, this (is) that, i. e. that's so, yes.
See langue (focj A Romance dialect spoken
in the north of France in the middle ages ; old
French. It was the language of the trouveres,
and is the immediate parent of modern French.

Compare langue d'oc.

languesce'nt (lang-gwes'ent), a. [< L. lan-

gucscen(t-)s, ppr. of languesccrc, freq. of lan-

guere, be weak: see languish.] Growing lan-

guid or tired. [Rare.]
The langiuscent mercenary Fifteen Thousand laid down

their tools. Carlyle, French Rev., II. i. 11.

languesset, languisset, r. Middle English forms
ot languish. Chaucer.

languet (lang'get), t. [< F. languette (= Pg. lin-

gueta), a little tongue, dim. of langue, < L. lin-

gua, tongue : see lingual, language. Cf . langeft.']

Something in the shape of a little tongue.
[Obsolete except in technical use.]

A little languet of land like a tongue thrust ont. . . .

On this languet I saw standing . . . Yarmouth.
Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 478.

Specifically (a) A thin slip or tongue of metal placed to

preserve the necessary space between the two blades of a
comb-cutters' saw, the strip being of the thickness of the
teeth required in the comb. Also called l<ut<rm<l. E. H.

Knight, (0) On a sword-hilt, a small hinged piece of metal
which turns down over the scabbard. Also called linguet.

(c) In muric, same as languette, 2. (cf) In zool., one of the
series of little tongue-like or tentaculifonn processes on
a longitudinal ridge along the middle line of the pharyn-
peal cavity or branchial sac of an ascldian. (e) In entom.,
same as languette, 3 (a).

languette (lang-gef), n. [< F. languette, little

tongue : see languet.] 1. A kind of hood form-

ing a part of a woman's costume in the seven-
teenth century. 2. In music: (a) The tongue
of a reed of a harmonium or reed-organ. (6)
A key of a wind-instrument. See key1

, 4 (a).
Also languet. 3. In zool. : (a) Part of an in-

sect's lower lip; the tonguelet or ligula. See
lii/iila. Latreille. Also languet. (b) The byssus-
organ of a mollusk.

languid1 (lang'gwid), a. [= F. languide = Sp.
Itiiiguido = Pg. It. languido, < L. languidus,

faint, list less, < languere, be faint or listless: see
l<ni

;jHi#h.~\ 1. Drooping or flagging from weak-
ness, fatigue, or lack of energy; indisposed to

exertion; sluggish; relaxed: as, languid move-
ments ; languid breathing.

With mincing step, small voice, and languid eye.
/'"/.., Dunclad, IT. 46.

Now happy he whose toil

Has o'er his languid powerless limbs dltfus'd

A pleasing lassitude.

Armstrong. Art of Preserving Health, III.

languishment

Hence, in general 2. Heavy; dull; drag-
ging: wanting spirit or animation; listless;

apathetic.
I'll hasten to my troops.

And fire their languid souls with Cato's virtue.

Additon, Cato, I. 5.

All round the coast the languid air did swoon.

Tennyson, Lotos- F-ateni.

Many clergymen were languid In those days, and did not
too curiously Inquire Into the reasons which gave them
such small congregations In country parishes.

Jfrt. QailteU, Sylvia's Lovers, xl.
= 8yn. 1. Faint, weary, exhausted. 2. Supine, spiritless,

torpid, slow.

languid2 (lang'gwid), . [Appar. a corruption
otlanguet.'] 1. Same as languet (a). 2. In

organ-building, same as language"*.

languidly (lang'gwid -li). adv. In a languid
manner; feebly; sluggishly; listlessly; without

spirit or animation.

languidness (lang'gwid-nes), n. The state or

quality of being languid; listlessness ; dull-

ness; sluggishness; inertness,

languish (lang'gwish), v. [< ME.
lanquishcii,

languissen, langtcissen, languessen, < OF. (and
F.) langviss-, stem of certain parts of languir
(= Pr. languir = It. languire), be listless, < L.

languescere, begin to be weak, become weak or

languid, < languere, be faint, be weak; cf. Or.

Zayydfrui, slacken, loiter, < Mryapoc. slack: per-

haps akin to E. lag
1 and /</.'.

| I. intrang. 1.

To become weak or spiritless ; become listless

or sad; lose strength or animation; pine: as,
to languish in solitude.

Ladys languei&ande and lowrande to schewe ;

Alle was buskede In blake, blrdes and othlre.

That schewede at the sepulture, with sylande teris.

Mart* Arthur,' (E. E. T. H.\ 1. 4S3R

She that hath borne seven languitheth. let. xv. 9.

She might have languished many years before our eyes
in a continual increase of pain, and totally helpless.

Qray, Letters, I. 208.

2. To droop, wither, or fade, as a plant, from
heat, drought, neglect, or other unfavorable
conditions.

For the fields of Heshbon languuh. Is. xvL 8.

3. To grow feeble or dull; lose activity and
vigor; dwindle; fall off: as. the war languished
for lack of supplies; manufactures languished.

The sacred Faith of Abram languitht not
In idleness, but alwales waakt and wrought

Sylccttcr, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Vocation.

This great enterprise, as we know, languished under the
colonial government. Everett, Orations, IL 51.

4. To act languidly; present or assume a lan-

guid appearance or expression, especially as an
indication of tender or enervating emotion.

Languid Love,
Leaning his cheek upon his hand,
Droops both his wings, regarding thee,
And so would languuh evermore.

7Vnm/m, Eleanore.

When a visitor comes in. she smiles and langirithet,

you'd think that butter wouldn't melt In her mouth.
Thackeray, Pendennis, III.

= Syn. 1. To decline, faint, fall.

fl. trans. To cause to droop or fail. [Rare.]
That he might satisfy or languish that burning flame.

Fliiria, tr. of Montaigne (1613), p. 496.

languisht (lang'gwish), n. [< languish, r.] The
act of declining, drooping, or pining ; a languid
posture or appearance ; languishment.

One desperate grief cures with another's languuh.
Shot., R. and 5., L 2. 49.

languisher (lang'gwish-er), . [< languish +
-cr*.] One who languishes, droops, or pines.
[Rare.]

Yes, good father,
Mingle the potion so that It may kill me
Just at the instant this poor languither
Heaves his last sigh. Maton, CaracUcus.

languishing ( lang'gwish-ing), p. a. Expressive
of languor ; indicating tender, sentimental emo-
tion : as, a languishing look or sigh.

languishingly (lang'Rwish-ing-h), adr. In a

languishing or drooping manner ;
with lassitude

or tender longing ;
so as to cause languor.

languishment (lang'gwish-ment), . [= F.

laiit/uisxemcnt ; as languish + -ment.] 1. The
state of languishing, or of pining or drooping.

Yet it is comfort in great languishment
To be betnoned with compassion ktnde.

Spentrr, Rnines of Time, L 159.

A speedier course than lingering languithment
Must we pursue. Shale., Tit And., II. 1. 11".

2. A languid appearance or expression; hence,
softness of look or mien; tender yieldingness
or compliance.

What real, what languuhment, what ecstasies.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, 11. 191.



languishness

languishnesst, [Irreg. < Iriiigiiixli, v., + -ness.']

Languidness ; languor.

Languishnes should be auoided.

Vines, Instruction of a Christian Woman, v.

languor (lang'gor or lang'gwor), . [Now writ-

ten (and sometimes pronounced) as the L.; for-

merly langour, langor, < ME. langour, langure, <

AF. langour, < OF. langueur, F. langueur = Pr.

Sp. languor, langor= Pg. languor = It. languors,
< L. languor, faintness, languor, < languere, be

faint, languish: see languish.] 1. Faintness
or feebleness of body ; oppression from fatigue,
disease, trouble, or other cause; languidness;
dullness; heaviness.

I felt a languor stealing on ;

The active arm. the agile hand were gone.
Crabbe, Works, VII. 44.

2f. Sickness; illness; suffering; sorrow.

That suche a surgeyn setthen yseye was ther neuere,
Ne non so faithfol fysician ; for, alle that hym bysouhte,
He lechede hem of here langoure, lazars and blynde bothe.

Piers Plowman (C), xix. 142.

In the dust I write

My heart's deep languor and my soul's sad tears.

Shak., Tit. And., iii. 1. 13.

3. Inertness in general ; sluggishness; listless-

ness; lassitude; oppressive or soothing quie-
tude

; sleepy content.

A sullen languor still the skies opprest,
And held th unwilling ship in strong arrest.

Falconer, Shipwreck, i.

4. In vegetable pa thai., a condition of plants in

which, from unwholesome nourishment, bad
drainage, ungenial subsoil, or other bad con-

ditions, they fall into a state of premature de-

crepitude. =Syn. 1. Weakness, faintness, weariness, de-

bility.

languort, v. i. [ME. languoren, languren, lan-

guish ;
< languor, .] To languish ;

suffer.

And praied oure lorde that he wolde sende hym hastely
the deth, (for lever he hadde for to be deed than languor
in soche maner. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 540.

Now wol I speke of woful Damian,
That langureth [var. langunsseth] for love, as ye shul here.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 623.

languorous (lang'gor-us or lang'gwor-us), a.

[< languor + -OK*.] 1 . Affected by languor ;
ex-

hibiting languor ; languid. 2. Dull; tedious;
wearisome

; inducing languor.
Whom late I left in languorous constraynt.

Spenser, F. Q., II. L 9.

A medicine in themselves
To wile the length from languorous hours, and draw
The sting from pain. Tennyson, Princess, vii.

3. Suggestive of languor; seductive: as, lan-

guorous eyes.
Warm breath, light whisper, tender semi-tone,
Bright eyes, accomplish'd shape, and lang'rous waist.

Keats, Posthumous Poems, Sonnet xviii.

languret, n. and v. An obsolete form of languor.
Languria (lang-gu'ri-ii), n. [NL. (Latreille,
1802), < L. languria, a kind of lizard

;
or per-

haps < L. langurium, a kind of amber.] The typ-
ical genus of Languriinai, characterized by the
shortness of the antennae. Its species are of ele-

gant form and mostly of metallic coloration, and occur in
all parts of the world excepting Europe. One common
in North America is L. mozardi, whose larvae live in the
stems of clover and timothy.

ties of long narrow form, with dilated tarsi and
the antennal knob five-jointed.
Laniadas, Lanianse (la-ni'a-de, la-ni-a'ne), n.

pi. See Laniida!, Lamina;"

laniard, n. See lanyard.
laniariform (la-ni-ar'i-form), a. [< laniary,
q. v.,+ L.forma, form.] Shaped like the lania-
ries or canine teeth of the Carnivora; laniary.
B. Owen.
Laniarius (la-ni-a'ri-us), n. [NL., < L. lanm-
rius, pertaining to a butcher : see laniary.] A
genus of party-colored malaconotine shrikes
peculiar to Africa. L. barbarus and L. cruentus
are typical species.

laniary (la'ni-a-ri), a. and n. [< L. laniarius,
pertaining to a butcher, neut. laniarium, a
butcher's stall, < laniiis, a butcher, < laniare,
tear, rend: see laniate.~\ I. a. Fitted for lacer-

ating or tearing flesh; laniariform: specifically
applied to canine teeth when well developed.

II. n.
; pi. laniaries (-riz). 1. A butcher's

stall; shambles. [Rare.] 2. A canine tooth
when laniariform.

laniate (la'ni-at), v. t.
; pret, and pp. laniated,

ppr. laniating. [< L. laniatus, pp. of laniare,
tear, lacerate. Cf. lancinate.] To tear in pieces;
rend; lacerate. [Rare.]
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laniation (la-ni-a'shon), n. [< L. laniatio(n-),
a tearing, < laniare, tear: see laniate.'] A tear-

ing in pieces. Coles, 1717. [Rare.]
Lanidae, Laninas (lan'i-de, la-m'ne), n. pi.

[NL.] See Laniidce, Laniiiue.

lanier1
!, See larmier.

lanier2 (la'nier), n. [F.: seelanncr.] Same as

tanner.

laniferous (la-nif'e-rus), a. [= F. lanifere =
Sp. lanifero = Pg. ft. lanifero, < L. lanifer, wool-

bearing, < lana, wool, + ferre= E. Sear1 .] Bear-

ing or producing wool. [Rare.]
lanificalt (la-nif'i-kal), a. [As lanific-ous +
-al.~\ Work'ing in wool.

lanificet (lan'i-fis), n. [= OF. lanifice= Sp. Pg.
It. lanijieio, < L. lanificium, the working of wool,
< lanificus, wool-working : see lanificous.] A
woolen fabric

; anything made of wool.

The moath breedeth upon cloth, and other lanifices. es-

pecially if they be laid up dankish or wet.

Bacon, Nat Hist., 696."

lanificqust (la-nif'i-kus), a. [= OF. laniflque =
It. laniflco, < L. lanificus, wool-working, < lana,

wool, +facere, make : see -fie.] Working wool.

Bailey, 1731.

laniform (lan'i-form), a. [< L. lana, wool, +
forma, form.] Consisting of fibers like wool.

lanigerous (la-nij'e-rus), a. [= F. lanigere =
Sp. lanigero = Pg. It. lanigero, < L. laniger,

wool-bearing, fleecy, < lana, wool, + gerere,

bear.] 1 . Bearing or producing wool.

No other labor did this holy pair,
Clothed and supported from the lavish store

Which crowds lanigerous brought with daily care.

Lowell, An Oriental Apologue.

2. In entom.: (a) Woolly; thickly covered with
fine curled hairs resembling wool. (6) Having
the appearance of wool: as, lanigerous hairs.
(Irote. [The last meaning is of doubtful pro-
priety.]
Laniidae (la-m'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lanivs +
-f'rf<e.] A large family of dentirostral lamini-

plantar acromyodian birds of the orderPasseres;
the shrikes. They are characterized by the combination
of comparatively weak and strictly passerine feet with a
hooked and notched or toothed bill of semiraptorial effi-

ciency. The tarsi are not booted ; the wing has 10 prima-
ries ; the nostrils are usually concealed by antrorse plu-
mules ; and the plumage generally is dense. There are
about 200 species, of numerous genera and several subfam-
ilies, inhabiting nearly all parts of the world. The name
has been used with great latitude, covering many shrike-
like birds now located apart, as in Artamidce, JXcruridce,
and elsewhere. See drongo, swallow-shrike, wood-shrike.
Also Laniadce, Lanidce.

laniiform (la-ni'i-form), a. [< NL. Lanius, q.
v., + L. forma, form.] Resembling a shrike;
dentirostral, as a bird; of or pertaining to the

Laniiformes.
Laniiformes (Ia-nl-i-f6r'mez), n. pi. [NL., <

Lanius, q. v., + 'L. forma, form.] Same as Den-
tirostres, 2.

Laniinae (la-ni-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Lanius +
-'.] The typical subfamily of Laniidce; the
true shrikes or butcher-birds. The rounded wings
and tail are of nearly equal lengths, the rictus is bristly,
and the tarsi are scutellate outside as well as in front. See
Lanius. Also Lanianae, Lanince.

Lanio (la'ni-6), n. [NL., < LL. lanio, a butcher:
see laniary."] A genus of tanagers of the fam-
ily Tanagrida;, having a shrike-like bill with
dentate upper mandible. There are several

species, as L. aurantius; all are South Ameri-
can.

Lanius (la'ni-us), n. [NL., < L. lanius, butcher:
see laniary.'] A restricted genus of butcher-

birds, of simple
bluish-gray and
white colora-

tion,varied with
black on the

wings and tail:

the gray shrikes.
The term was for-

merly applied indis-

criminately to lanii-

form or dentirostral

birds,manyofwhich
do not even belong
to Laniid<e. L. ex-

cubitor is the com-
mon gray shrike of

Europe ; L. borealis

is the great north-
ern shrike or bntch-

Fiscal Shrike [Laniits or Fiscus collaris\ er-bird of North
America ; and L.

ludomcianus is the loggerhead of the southern United
States. See also cut under butcher-bird.

lank1
(langk), a. [< ME. lank, < AS. Mane, lank

(applied to a wolf, and to a leather bottle). Cf.
tewl'2.] 1. Meagerly slim; attenuated; lean;
gaunt : as, a tall, lank man.

lannerd

She [Diana] . . . had unlaste
Her silver buskins from her nimble thigh,
And her lanck loynes ungirt.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vi. 18.

Meagre and lank with fasting grown,
And nothing left but skin and bone. Sw\ft.

2. Loose or lax and yielding readily to pres-
sure

;
not distended

;
shrunken

; shriveled : as,
a lank sack or purse.

The clergy's bags
Are lank and lean with thy extortions.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 3. 132.

3. Straight and flat, as hair.

If any Gentlemens or Childrens Hair be never so Lank,
she makes it Curie in a little time like a Periwig.
Quoted in AMon's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

[I. 147.

His visage was meagre, his hair lank and thin.

Swift, Gulliver's Travels, Iii. 8.

4f. Languid; drooping.
Who, piteous of her woes, rear'd her lank head.

Milton, Comus, 1. 836.

lanka
t (langk),)i. [tlaiikl, n.] Lankness; lean-

ness. [Probably used in the following quota-
tion for its agreement in sound with bank.']

He [8. Daniel] had neither a bank of wealth or lank of

want ; living in a competent condition.

Fuller, Worthies, III. 104.

lank1
(langk), r. i. [< lank, a.] To grow or

become lank or thin. [Rare.]
All this . . .

Was borne so like a soldier, that thy cheek
So much as lank'd not. Shak., A. and C., L 4. 71.

lank2 (langk), n. [Also loitk; < ME. lanke, lonke,
the groin, = MD. lancke = OHGr. Manca, lanca,

lanka, lancha, MHO. lanke, lanche, loin, flank,

side; hence (< OHG. Manca, with change of
Teut. hi- to Rom. fl-) ML. flancns (> It. fianeo =
Sp. Pg. flanco = Pr.flanc= F.flanc, loin, flank,

side, > E. flank : seeflank
1
) ; prob. from the adj.

lank1
, q. v.] The groin. [Prov. Eng.]

lankly (langk 'li), adv. In a lank manner;
straightly; stiffly.

lankness (langk nes), n. The state or quality
of being lank or shrunken

;
slenderness

; gaunt-
ness; leanness.

lankot (lang'kot), n. A dialectalform of langet2 .

lanky (lang'ki), a. [< lank1
, a., + -yi.] Some-

what lank
; tending to or characteristic of lank-

ness or leanness.

Scarce one of us domestic birds but imitates the lnnk>i

pavonine strut and shrill genteel scream.

Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xx.

Sometimes he would absurdly introduce into his conver-
sation scraps from Sam Lawson's vocabulary, with flashes
of mimicry of his shambling gait, and the lanky droop of
his hands. fl. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 257.

lannardt (lan'ard), n. [Var. of lanner, with
term, conformed to that of haggard1.] Same
as lanner.

That young lannard
Whom you have such a mind to, if you can whistle her
To come to list, make trial.

Xiddleton, Spanish Gypsy, iv. 3.

lanner (lan'er), n. [< OF. lanier, lannier, laner,

lenier, F. lanier = Pr. lanier= It. laniere, a kind
of hawk, < L. laniarius, pertaining to a butcher :

see laniary.~\ A kind of falcon, (a) In ornith.,
Falco lanarius (also called F. feldeggf), a noble hawk of
southern and central Europe and the countries bordering

Lanner (Falco r

'us).

on the Mediterranean, from 16 to 18 inches long. Some
related species share the name, as/1

, saker of southeastern
Europe and most of Asia, called F. lanarius by many
writers. The American lanner is F. mexicanus or poly-
agru. (b) In falconry, the female of the above, which is

larger than the male. See lanneret.

lannerdt (lan'erd), . Same as lannard, lanner.



lanneret

lanneret (lan'fer-et), . [Also Invert I : < OP.
tnnrrct, Imiii r<i, F. l/iinn t, the male of the lan-

iier, dim. (the male hawk being smaller than I In-

female) of lanicr, the lanner: HPI- Innun-.
] Tho

male of /'/( lunarian and some related falcons.
Sec liunirr.

lanneroid (lan'er-oid), a. [< lunner + -oid.]
Like a laimer: specifically applied to an Af-
rican falcon, l''<ilfi> n rriritlia or /'. Marmicun.
lanniert (lan'ier), . [Also lanicr; early mod.
K. In n i/<-r; < ME. langrr, lanrrc, laincr, layner,
< OF. laniere, F. laniere, a thong, strap, orig. a

thong for a lanner, a hawk so called, < Imiifr,
alanner: see lanner. Hence lanyard, laniard.']
A leather thong or strap. Specifically (a) A whip-
lash, (b) A gulge.

Gigging of schecldes, with Iniineren lasynge.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, I. n; in.

lannock (lan'ok), . [Perhaps a corruption of

Iniilciit, a var. of laiiyot, tanj/cfl.] A long narrow-

piece of land. Hailiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
lanolin(lan/ 9-lin )> " [X L. tana, wool, + oleum,

oil, + -in2.] A substance, consisting chiefly of

cholesterin, extracted from wool, used as a ba-

sis for ointments.
lanose (lii'nos), a. [< L. lanosus, woolly, < tana,

wool.] Resembling wool. Cooke, Brit. Fungi,
p. 786.

lansa, lanseh (lan'sS, -se), w. [E. Ind. name.]
The berry of Lansium domesticum. Also langgat.
lansfordite (lanz'fprd-it), . [< Lansford (see
def.) + -ite'"2.] A hydrous carbonate of mag-
nesium occurring in stalactitic forms in a coal-

mine at Lansford in Pennsylvania.
Lansium (lan'si-um), . [NL. (Bumpf, 1741),
< lansa or lanseh, the East Indian name of the

tree.] A genus of East Indian trees belong-
ing to the order Meliacece, tribe Trichilicce, hav-

ing the 5 petals imbricated, 10 anthers, a 3-

to r>-celled ovary and berry, and ariled seeds.
These trees have od'd-plimate leaves, small, axillary, pan-
icled or racemose flowers, and large yellow or red berries.

There are 2, 8, or 4 species, accenting to different authors,

inhabiting the mountains of India and of the Indian
archipelago. L. domegticum is cultivated for its yellow
berry, which contains within a bitter akin a pleasant sub-
acid pulp. It is the laima, lanseh, or langsat, and the berry
is known as ayer-ayer.

lanskett, . [Origin obscure.] A word occur-

ring only in the following passage, where it is

supposed to mean a lattice or panel :

Petron. How know'st thou?

Jacques. I pcep'd in

At a loose lansket. Fletcher, Tamer Tamed, ii. 6.

lansquenet (lans'ke-net), n. [< F. lansquenet.
< G. landsknecht, a foot-soldier, < lands, gen. of

land, land, + knecht, a boy, servant : see land 1

and knight. Cf. lance-knight.'] If. One of a
class of mercenary foot-soldiers or pikemen
who in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies formed a largo proportion of both the
German and French armies. They took their name
from that of the class of German serfs who in war at-

tended their knighta on foot, fighting with light arms
and without armor, from which class the first permanent
infantry corps was formed by Maximilian I. at the end of
the fifteenth century.
2. A game at cards. It is plnyed by an unlimited
number of persons against a banker, with one or more
packs of cards. Beta laid on cards as they arc dealt go
to the banker or to the players according as these cards
match with others considered as belonging to one side
or the other. The game admits of much trickery.

lant 1
(lant), H. [Var. of fanrf2 .] Urine; espe-

cially, stale urine. Stale urine, or lant, has been
much used as a detergent In wool-scouring on account of
the ammonium carbonate it contains. Though still used,
it has been largely supplanted by ammonia, sodium car-

bonate, etc.

The use of sulphurous acid, and of ammonlacal liquors
in the fonn of lant or stale urine, is known (from draw-
ings on the walls of Pompeii) to have been practised by
tlie Romans. Spans' Kncyc. llanttf., I. 609.

lant 1
(lant)j

t1
. t. [<lant

l
, .] To wet or min-

gle with urine.

lant2 (lant), . [Abbr. of lanterloo.] A con-
traction of lanterloo.

lant3 (lant), n. [Avar, of Iftncel, tawnce1 .] In

ichtli., the lance. [Cornwall, Eng.]
Iant4 t. An obsolete preterit of lend1 .

Lantana (lan-ta'na), n. [NL. (Linnaeus).] 1.

A genus of gamopetalous plants of the natural
order Verbrnacea;, tribe Verbfneiv, typo of End-
licher's tribe and De Candolle's subtribe Lan-

tnnea:, characterized by a small, membrana-
ceous, truncate, sinuose-dentate calyx, a corol-
la with 4 or 5 lobes, and a juicy drupe. Some 40
or 50 species are known, chiefly tropical or subtropical
American, but a few are natives of Asia and Africa. They
are mostly low shrubs, but sometimes climbing high,
sometimes mere herbs, with opposite toothed leaves;
often roughened, and dense spikes or heads ol smallish
red, orange, white, or variously colored flowers sessile in
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Larttana mutabilit.

a, flower ; b. flower cut longitudinally, showing pistil and two of the
stamens ; c. fruits.

the axils of bracts. Two of the tropical American species
(L. tr\fitlia and L. Camara) have become extensively natu-
ralized in the Old World. Many of the species are culti-

vated as greenhouse-plants and set out in summer, flower-

ing freely till frost, the flowers and herbage being some-
times pleasantly odorous. Among the most common of
these are L. Camara, L. mixta, L. nivea, L. inoolucrata,
and L. Sfttmciana. The flowers of most of these species
change their color with age. In Jamaica the plants of this

genus are called wild tage.. Four species are found within
the limits of the United states, chiefly in the southwest.
/.. macrophyUa Is employed in Infusions as a stimulant,
and L. pteudo-Uim as a substitute for tea.

2. [I. c.] A plant of the genus Lantana.
Lantaneae (lan-ta'ne-e), . pi. [NL. (Endlicher,
1836), < Lantana + '-eoe.'] A tribe of plants of
the order Verbenacete, founded on the genus Lan-
tana, by De Candolle reduced to a subtribe, and
now included in the tribe Verbenece.

lantanium (lan-ta'ni-um), n. See lanthanium.

lantcha, lanchara (lan'ehs, -cha-ril), . [E.

Ind.] A Malay boat having three masts and a

bowsprit, in use especially in the eastern part
of the Indian archipelago.
lanterloot (lan'ter-18), n. [Also lanctreloo, lang-
teraloo, lantrillou, etc.; < D. lanterlu, lanterloo.

Cf. D. lanterfant, an idler.] A game of cards,
now commonly called loo, sometimes lant. See
too2 .

Were she at her Parish Church, In the Height of her De-
votion, should any Body in the Interim but stand at the
Church Door and hold up the Knave of Clubs, she would
take it to be a Challenge at Lanetre Loo.

Quoted in Ashton's Social Life In Reign of Queen Anne,
[I. 103.

Lanterloo, lantrillou, or lanctreloo, a game in which the
knavo of clubs is the highest card.

A. Dobton, Selections from Steele, Notes, p. 480,

lantern (lan'teru), . [Until recently also

laittltorn, a popular spelling simulating horn (in

supposed allusion to the transparent plates of
horn which often formed the sides of lanterns) ;

< ME. lanterne, < F. lanterns = Sp. Pg. It. lanter-

na, < L. lanterna, laterna, < Gr. /a/ijrrtfp, a stand
or grate used in lighting, a torch, < Ufmeiv, give
light: see/aw^1

.] 1. A case, generally transpa-
rent or trans-

lucent, inclos-

ing a lifrht and
protecting it

from the wind
and rain, and
either porta-
ble or fixed.
The earliest form
appears to have
been a collapsing
corrugated tube
of some semi-

transparent fab-
ric Inclosing a

lamp or candle.
This form survives in the Chinese paper lanterns. Lan-
terns have been made of horn, talc, mica, perforated
metals, oiled fabrics, paper, and glass.

He [Hunger] buffated the Brntener a-boote the chekes,
That he loked lyk a lanterne al bus lyf after.

Pier* Plowman (C* tx. 174.

My natural Lantharn, whose diaphanous side
Can both transmit and safely keep the Light.

/. Beaumont, Psyche, iv, 46.

All the way, quite through Hyde Park to the Queen's
palace at Kensington, has lanterns for illuminating the
road in the dark nights, for the Coaches.

Thoresby, Diary, June 15, 1712.

At the watchman's lantern borrowing light,
Finds a cold bed her only comfort left,

Cmtper, Task, ii. 664.

2. The glass casing surrounding the lamp of a

lighthouse and forming the upper member of

the structure.

Ship's Lanterns.

i, octagon lantern : 6, masthead-lantern :

i . signal-lantern.

Lantern.- Abbey Church of
St. Ouen, Rouen. France ; Mth
and I5th centuries.

lantern

T'non the shore there is an high Lanthorn, large enough
at the top to contain about three score persons, which by
night directeth the Sailer into the entrance of the Boa-

phorus. Sandyi, Travailes, p. 81.

3. In arch., specifically, an upright skylight in

the roof of a building.
It is distinguished from an
ordinary skylight In that It

has vertical sides. Of this na-
ture la the open tower often

placed, especially In English
church architecture, at the

Junction of the cross In a
cruciform plan. Much a lan-

tern has the whole or a con-
siderable part of the inte-

rior open to view from be-

low, and receive* light from
a range of windows extend-

ing entirely around it. The
name Is also applied to a more
or less open construction on
the top of a tower, or crown-
ing a dome, although not serv-

ing to admit light to the inte-

rior; also to a louver. See cuts
under dfune, and domical.

The most considerable ob-

ject Is the great abby and
church, large and rich, built
after the Ootlc manner, hav-

ing two spires and middle
lanternc at the west end all

of stone.

Evelyn, Diary, March 25, 1644.

Upon the cupola was to

stand the lantern, that was to

form the proper summit of
the whole vast edifice, and
on the proportions and design of which the effect of the
dome Itself would be greatly dependent.

C. B. Norton, Church buUdfng In Middle Ages, p. 282.

4. In the quadrant electrometer, the part of the
case of the instrument which surrounds the mir-
ror and suspension-fibers. 6. A device for in-

closing fabrics in the process of dyeing, to fix

the colors by the aid of steam. 6. A work-
men's name for a short perforated core used in

making hollow castings.
It must be modelled In loam, upon a piece of cast Iron

called a lantern, made expressly for this purpose. The
lantern Is a cylinder or a truncated hollow cone of cut
iron, about half an Inch thick, and differently shaped for

every core. Ure, Diet, II. 479.

7. A kind of cog-wheel. See lantern-icheel. 8.

(a) The whiff, a fish, which is semi-transparent
when held up against the light. Day. [Local,

Eng.] (b) The Trigla obscura, a fish of the sub-

family Triglinte. Also called tan tern-gurnard.
Astronomical lantern. See agronomical. Blind lan-
tern. Sec Wtrufi. Bull's-eye lantern. See btiir**ye, t.

Chinese lantern, a collapsible hand-lantem of paper
crimped or arranged in folds like the sides of a bellows or
an accordion, used by the Chinese. Japanese, etc. These
lanterns are either globular or cylindrical in shape, and
are generally decorated with flowers or other designs, those
Intended for use as lanterns and not for mere ornament he-

ing also oiled, and provided with a short handle or staff for

convenience in carrying. The streets of Chinese and Japa-
nese cities being nnllghted, It Is necessary for those who
move abroad after dark to be provided with lantern*.

Dark lantern, a hand-lantern having an opaque slide or
cover permitting the light

A to be wholly or almost

wholly obscured at plea-
sure.

I do walk
M rt h inks like GuldoPanx,

with my dark lanthorn,
Stealing to set the town

a-flre.

Fletcher and Shirley,
{ Night-WalkiT, ill. 2.

Feast of lanterns. See
featt. Fresnel lantern,
a lantern in which the

lamp or light la inclosed
In a cylindrical glass globe
of which the section ap-
proaches the form of the

dioptric lens as perfected
by Kraniel ; or a lantern
fitted with a Fresnel lens.

Lantern and candle-
light, the old cry of the
London bellman at night.

Dost roare, bulchin?
dost roare? th* ast a good
rouncivall voice to cry
LanOiarne and Candle-

light.

DeHtr, Satlromastlx.

No more calling of lan-
thorn and candle liyht.

Heymod, Edward IV.

[(10Z8).

A, two of the five chief component
Lantern of Aristotle, or

parts apposetland viewed laterally. ATlStOtle'B lantern, In

H. side view, and C. back view ofone 2061., the highly developed
piece, a. principal |>icce of alveolus: complex dentary appare-

ls r^VsLVreirt*^4^^^
tu or or>1 keleton and

pass ;'r. tooth."'
"

sea-urchin (EMnia). See
the extract.

In the Echlnldea the oral skeleton attains Its highest
development In the so-called Arittotle'i lantern ot the sea-

Dentary Apparatus or Oral Skel-
:ton ofa Sea-urchin ( Ecktius tfhf.



lantern

urchins.*. . . The lantern consists of twenty principal
pieces five teeth, five alveoli, five rotul:e, and live radii

of which the alveoli are again divisible into four pieces
each, and the radii into two, making a total of forty pieces.
. . . Besides the inter-alveolar muscles, . . . this com-
plex apparatus has protractor, . . . oblique, . . . trans-

verse, . . . and retractor muscles. . . . A similar but less

complex oral skeleton exists in most Clypeastroida, but
nothing of this kind has yet been discovered in the Spa
tangoida, Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 492.

Lantern of the
dead, in central and
western France, a slen-
der medieval tower
of common occurrence
iu cemeteries, having
apertures at the top
where a light was dis-

played at night. A
class of round towers
in Ireland may have
served a similar pur-
pose. Magic lan-
tern, an optical in-

strument* first de-
scribed by Kircher in

1646, by means of
which small images
are thrown on a white
wall or screen in a
dark room, magnified
to any size at plea-
sure. It consists of a
closed lantern or box,
in which are placed
a lamp and a con-
cave mirror which
reflects the light of
the lamp through an
adjustable tube in the
side of the lantern. At
the inner end of this
tube is fixed a plano-
convex lens and at the
outerend aconvex pro-
jectinglens. Between
the two lenses are suc-
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lantern-jaws (lan'tern-jaz), . pi. Long, thin

jaws or chops; hence, a thin visage.

He sucked in both his cheeks till his lantern jaws and
long chin assumed the appearance of a pair of nut-crack-

ers. Scott, Hob Roy, vi.

lantern-keg (lan'tern-keg), n. Naut., a keg-

taken on board a boat at sea for holding, along
with a small reserve supply of bread, a lantern,
and sometimes fireworks, to enable the crew
to indicate their whereabouts in case of being
separated from the ship at night,
lantern-lerryt, n. Some trick of producing ar-

tificial light. Nares.

Henceforth I do mean
To pity him, as smiling at his feat
Of lantern-lerry, with fuliginous heat

Whirling his whimsies, by a subtilty
Suck'd from the veins of shop-philosophy.

/.'. Jonzon, Expostulation with Inigo Jones.

parent photographs or

paintings, which are thrown in a magnified form on the
wall or screen opposite to the lantern.

lantern (lan'tern), v. t. [Formerly also Ian-

thorn; < lantern, n.~\ 1. To furnish with a lan-

tern; light as by means of a lantern: as, to
lantern a lighthouse.

Were it midnight, I should walk
Se\t-lanthorn'd, saturate with sunbeams.

Southey, Nondescripts, iii.

2. To put to death by hanging to a lamp-post
(F. lanterne): a frequent incident during the
first French revolution.

lantern-bellows (lan'tern-beFoz), n. sing, and
pi. A kind of bellows resembling in structure
a collapsible paper or Chinese lantern. The ac-
tion of drawing out or distending the bellows causes the air
to rush in through a valve opening inwardly in the outer
end, and the air is expelled in turn by compressing the
bellows. Bellows of this form are often set up in pairs
BO as to work alternately and thus supply a continuous
blast to a forge or furnace. The device is of great anti-
quity, and is still in common use in Egypt and the East.

lantern-carrier (lan'tern-kar"i-er), n. Same
as lantern-fly.
lanterne ('lan-tern'), n. [F. : see lantern.] A
long-handled copper ladle used to convey pow-
der to the bottom of the bore of a mortar or
other piece of ordnance. [Obsolescent. ]

lantern-fish (lan'tern-fish),)i, The smooth sole.
Halliwell. [Cornwall, Eng.]
lantern-flower (lan'tern-flou'

/

er), n. A name
of any ornamental species of Abutilon.

lantern-fly (lan'tern-fll)fn. Any insect of the
family Fulgorida;, supposed to emit a strong
light in the dark. Fultjora catidelaria is a well-known

Honduras Lantern-fly ( a species of Lattrttaria), reduced.

Chinese species, also called candle-fly. The largest is the
Brazilian lantern-fly, Laternariaphosphorea, some S inches
long and 5 or 6 in expanse of wings, of rich and striking
colors. Also called lantern-carrier.

lantern-gurnard (lan'tern-ger"nard), n. Same
as lantern, 8 (b).

lantern-jack (lan'tern-jak), n. The ignis fa-
tuus.

lantern-jawed (lan'tern-jad), a. Having lan-

tern-jaws ; having a long, thin face.

Mine host, . . . pushing his lantern-jawed visage . .

rudely forward. Scott, Waverley, xxx.

lantern-light (lan'tern-lit), re. 1. The light of
a lantern.

The adjutant, by laittern-light, read our orders amid
breathless silence. The Century, XXXVII. 464.

2. In arch., a lantern on the top of a dome
;
a

dome-light. See lantern, re., 3.

lantern-pinion (lan'tern-pin"yon), n. Same
as lantern-wheel.

lantern-pump (lan'tern-pump), . Any form
of pump which operates by means of a flexible

cylinder having a valved disk at each end and
alternatelydrawn out and compressed when the
machine is in use.

lantern-shell (lan'tern-shel), n. The shell of

any bivalve mollusk of the genus Anatina.

lantern-sprat (lan'tern-sprat), . A sprat in-
fested by the lernsean parasite Lernaionema mo-
nilaris. [Prov. Eng.]
This Lerneea is luminous at night-time, and fish parasi-

tized are termed lanthom-sprats. Day.

lantern-Stairst (lan'teru-starz), n.pl. Wind-
ing stairs, such as are used in towers.

In the midst of the said body of building there was a

pair of winding, such as we now call lanthorn stairs.

Uryuhart, tr. of Rabelais, L 53.

lantern-tower (lan'tern-tou^er), n. In arch.,
same as lantern, 3.

The Lady-chapel (now Trinity church) at Ely, and the
lantern-tower in the same cathedral, are noble works of
the same time.

Walpole, Anecdotes of Fainting, 1. 195, note.

lantern-Wheel (lan'tern-hwel), w. A form of
the cog-wheel, it consists of
two parallel heads of which the

peripheries are connected by bars
or spindles so spaced and propor-
tioned as to engage with the
cogs of a spur-wheel. Also called

lantern, lantern-pinion, trundle-

wheel,&nAwallomr. E. H. EnigM.
lanthanite (laii'tha-nit), re.

-ite2 .] A rare basic carbonate of lanthanum,
occurring in thin tabular crystals of a white or

nearly white color.

lanthanum, lanthanium (lan'tha-num, lan-

tha'ni-um), n. [NL., also lantamim; < Gr.

AavBdveiv, conceal : see teifte2.] Chemical sym-
bol, La ; atomic weight, 138. A rare metal dis-
covered by Mosander in 1839-41, associated
with didymium in the oxid of cerium, and so
named from its properties having been pre-
viously concealed by those of cerium, its spe-
cific gravity is about 6.13. It is malleable, not ductile, tar-
nishes quickly in air, and is soluble in hydrochloric and
sulphuric acids with evolution of hydrogen

lanthornt, n. An obsolete form of lantern.

lantifyt (lan'ti-fl), v. t. [< lanfl + -i-fy.] To
moisten with lant or urine

; hence, to moisten
or mix. [Bare.]

A goodly peece of puff pac't [paste],
A little

lantifed, to hold the gilding.
A. Wilson, Inconstant Lady, it 2. (Naret.)

lantum (lan'tum), n. [Of uncertain origin.]A kind of accordion or concertina, shaped and
played like a hurdy-gurdy.
lanuginic (lan-u-jin'ik), a. [< L. lanugo (lanu-
gin-), woolly substance (see lanugo), + -ic.]

Pertaining to or derived from wool : as, lanu-

ginic acid.

lanuginous, lanuginose (la-nu'ji-nus, -nos), a.

[= F. lanur/ineux = Sp. It. lanuginoso, < L. la-

nuginosus, woolly, < lanugo (lanugin-), woolly
substance, < lana, wool.] Downy ; covered with
soft fine hairs like down: specifically said in

botany of the surfaces of plants, and in ento-

mology of the clothing of insects.

lanugo (la-nu'go), re. [L., woolly substance,
down, < lana, wool.] 1. In anat., the coat
of delicate downy hairs with which the human
fetus is covered for some time before birth.

Lantern-wheel.

[< lanthanum +

lap
This fetal covering is deciduous, being shed in the womb
or soon after birth. Most of the hairs are extremely mi-
nute, but they can be detected by the microscope in the
liquor amnii if not on the body of the child.

2. In hot. and zool., the cottony or woolly
growth on the surface of some leaves, fruits,

insects, etc.

lanx (laiiks), .; pi. lances (lan'sez). [L. : see

lanee'i, balance, anncel."} In Bom. antiq., a large
dish or platter of metal used for serving meat
at table. A pewter lanx found in Norfolk, England, is

2 feet 43 inches in diameter, and weighs 30 pounds ; and
Latin writers tell of such a dish of still greater weight.

lanyard, laniard (Ian 'yard), .. [A corrup-
tion of lannier, lanier*, simulating yard1

.'] 1.

Naut., a small rope or cord used for certain

purposes on board a ship. Specifically (a) A rope
rove in the deadeyes of the rigging, for setting up and
tightening the shrouds, backstays, etc. (&) A cord or line
used for convenience or safety in handling articles. A
lock-lanyard is the cord fastened to the lock of a gun by
which the gun is fired ; a port-lanyard, the cord by which
the ports are triced up or secured ; a knife-lanyard, a white
cord or braided line worn by seamen round the neck, for
the purpose of attaching their knives ; a bucket-lanyard, a
small rope attached to a bucket for drawing water, etc.

He ... towed the bags in the water by lanyards from
the fore-rigging. The Century, XXXVII. 70S.

2. Milit.. a piece of cord having a small hook
at one end, used in firing cannon with a fric-

tion-primer.

lanyel (lan'yel), n. [< ME. lanyel, lanzel, Ian-

gel, a hopple ;
cf. lannier. See langel, t\] A

hopple. [Prov. Eng.]
lanyert, " An early form of lannier.

Laodicean (la-od-i-se'an), a. and n. [< L. Lan-

dicea, < Gr. fiaodiiaia : see def.] I. a. 1. Of or

pertaining to Laodicea, n ancient city of Phry-
gia Major (now Eski-hissar), or to its inhabi-
tants. 2. Like the Christians of Laodicea;
lukewarm in religion.

II. n. 1. An inhabitant of Laodicea.

And unto the angel of the church of the Laodiceans
write, . . . because thou art lukewarm, and neither hot
nor cold, I will spue thee out of my mouth.

Rev. iii. 14, 18.

2. Onewho resembles the Laodicean Christians
in character; a lukewarm Christian.

Certain Laodiceans and lukewarm persons think they
may accommodate points of religion by middle ways.

Bacon, Unity in Religion (ed. 1887).

Laodiceanism (la-od-i-se'an-izm), n. [< Laodi-
cean + -**.] Lukewarmness in religion.
Laopteryx (la-op'te-riks), n. [NL., < Gr. haaf,
/".af, a stone, + irrtpol-, a wing.] A genus of
fossil birds from the Upper Jurassic beds of

Wyoming, described by Marsh from a part of
a skull indicating a bird about as large as a
heron. The species is named L. priscus. The affinities
of the bird are uncertain, but it is believed to have been
odontornithic, and to have possessed biconcave vertebrae,
'ike Jchthyomis.

MLG. lapen, LG. lappen = OHG. laffan, MHG.
laffen = Icel. lepja = Dan. lobe = Sw. lapa, lap,
lick up, = W. llepio = L. lambere (> E. lambent,
etc.) = Gr. '/.anreiv, lap with the tongue, lick.

The F. layer, OF. laper, lapper, lick, and lam-

per, drink (see lampoon), are from LG. Prob.
allied to lip, and to L. labium, lip : see lip and
labium.~\ I. trans. 1. To lick up (a liquid, as

water, milk, or liquid food) ;
take into the

mouth with the tongue.
Thus sayeth the Lord : in the place where dogges lapped

the bloude of Naboth, shal dogges lappe even thy blond
also. Bible of 1551, 3 [1] Ki. xxi. 19.

They'll take suggestion as a cat laps milk.

Shak., Tempest, ii. 1. 288.

2. To flow against or upon with a sound as of

licking up ; ripple against ;
lick or wash.

Dark roll the whispering waves
That lap the piers beneath the hill

Kidged thick with ancient graves.
0. W. Holmes, Agnes.

II. intraim. 1. To lick up a liquid ;
drink by

licking.
And jif hym lust for to tape, the lawe of kynde wolde
That he dronk of eche a diche er he deide for therste.

Piers Plowman (C), xxiii. 18.

The dogs by the river Nilus' side, being thirsty, lap
hastily as they run along the shore.

Sir K. Digby, Nature of Bodies.

2. To make a sound like that produced by
taking up water with the tongue.

I heard the ripple washing in the reeds,
And the wild water lapping on the crag.

Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

lap 1
(lap), . [< lap

1
, v.] 1. A lick; a lapping;

a motion or sound resembling that of lapping.



lap
There was naught to show that It was water but . . .

now and then a faint tap and a dying buliblo round the

edge. K. L. Utevetuon, Merry Men.

2. That which in lickod up, as porridge. Com-
pare cat-ln/i. [Slung.]

Here's panmun, and lap, and good poplars of
yarrum.

llrome, Jovial Crew, Ii. (SIM IK).

lap
2

(lap), n. [Early mod. E. lappe, < ME.
l<il>l; < AS. lirppa, the edge or skirt of a gar-
ment, lobe of tno oar, a detached portion, a

district, = OFries. lappn = MD. lappe, D. lap
= MLO. lappe = O. lappen = 8w. lapp = Dan.
ln/i, a lap, loose hanging portion, shred

;
cf. G.

lappen, hang loose, = Icel. Ittpn, hang down;
L. lulii, fall, > litpsii*. a falling (gee labent,

lapse) ;
Skt. -\/ lamb, ramb, hang down. Cf.

lop
1

, lop
2
.] If. A flap or loosely hanging part

of a thing; a loose border or fold.

Wyth lappez large I wot & I wene,
Dubbed with double pvrle * dyste.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), I. 201.

A golden Banner, in whose stately lap
His Lord's Almighty Name wide open flew.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, il. 122.

2f. The loose part of a coat
;
the skirt of a gar-

ment
;
a lappet.

With the lappe of her garnemente iplifted in a frounce
she dried myn iyen, that weren full of the wawes of my
wepynges. Chaucer, Boethius, i.

At first he tells a He with some shame and reluctancy.
. . . For then, if he cuts off but a lap of Truth's garment,
his heart smites him. Fuller.

3. The front part of the skirt of a garment;
that part of the clothing that lies loosely on the

thighs and knees when a person sits down
;
es-

pecially, this part of the clothing, or an apron,
as used to hold or contain something.

To the tree she goth full hastily,
And on this faucon loketh pitously,
And held hir lappe abrood, for wel she wlste
The faucon moste fallen fro the twiste,
When that it swooneth next, for lakke of blood.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 433.

And one . . . found a wild vine, and gathered thereof

of gourds his lap full. 2 KL iv. 39.

4. The part of the body covered by the front

part of the skirts of one's garments or by an
apron, especially when in a sitting posture:
often used with special reference to nursing or

cherishing: as, to hold a child in one's lap.

Ich -MM h hym sit tr as he a syre were,
At Mill- manere ese in Abrahammes lappe.

Piers Plowman (C), ix. 283.

His walet lay byforn him in his lappe.
Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 686.

I will live in thy heart, die in thy lap, and be burled in

thy eyes. Hhaf.. Much Ado, v. >. 100.

6. In textile manitf. See lapping^, 3. 6. Fig-
uratively, anything which supports and cher-
ishes ; any retreat in which something rests or

reposes; shelter; abode: as, the lap of earth;
the lap of luxury.

Who are the violeU now,
That strew the green lap of the new come spring?

Sha*., Rich. II. , T. 2. 47.

Or the flowery lap
Of some Irrlguons valley spread her store.

Milton, P. L., iv. 254.

Here rests his head upon the lap of earth. Gray, Elegy.

lap
8
(lap), v.; pret. and pp. lapped, ppr. lapping.

[Early mod. E. lappe, < ME. lappen, earlier

irlappcn, in another form wrappen, > E. wrap,
which is thus a doublet of lap

8
: see wrap. Cf .

i -Hi-flop, develop, through F. from the same nit.

source.] I. trans. 1. To wrap or twist round.

With a great deal of cloth lapped about him like a scarf.

/;. Juimin, Bartholomew Fair, v. 3.

About the paper ... I lapped several times a slender
thread. Ifewton. (Latham.)

2. To wrap or infold ; involve.

Either laptted other, ful loneli in armes.
William <rf Palerne (E. E. T. 9.X 1. 1908.

And whanne the bodi was takun, Joseph lappide it in a
ili-iii- sendel and leide it in his newe biriel.

Wycl\f, Mat. xxvii. 59.

A kind token of your favour lapf up in a parenthesis.
Milton, Animadversions.

As lapped in thought I used to lie
And gjizt

1 into the summer sky.
Longfellow, Voices of the Night, Prelude.

8. To fold; bend and lay one part or fold of
over another: as, to lap a piece of cloth.

Ne suffred she the Middayes scorching powre,
Ne the sharp N'ortherne wind tlu-mm to showre ;

But lapped up her silken leaves most chayre.
Spenter, V. Q., III. v. 61.

4. To lay in such a way as to cover a part of

something underneath: cause to overlap: as,
to lap shingles or slates on a roof. 5f. To
feign; invent.

211

3351
Ffor no luff hit Is, Idly, thou lappis thles tales,

But for treason iV trayn, trust we non other.

Destruction, uj Troy (E. E. T. si.), 1. 11302.

6. To cut or polish with a lap : as, to lap a gem.
See lap

3
, n., 5.

Some parts of the lock-work are also lapped upon a re-

volving leaden surface plate, with emery and water, and
always for dead level polishing.

W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 252.

Lapped joint. Same as lap-joint.

If. intrant. To extend over a part of some-

thing else; overlap. To lap over, to cover or partly
cover, by being folded or turned upon ; extend beyond.

The upper wings are opacous : at their hinder ends,
where they lap oner, transparent like the wing of a fly.

lap3 (lap), ii. [< lapS, v. In some uses appar.
confused with lap*, n.] If. A covering.

And alle ledls me lowttede that lengede In erthe,
And now es lefte me no lappe my lyghaui to hele.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), L 3287.

2. The part of one body which lies on and cov-

ers part of another ; the amount or extent of

such covering : as, the lap of a slate in roofing.

3. In the steam-engine, the space over which
a slide-valve travels after the closing of the

steam-passage to or from the cylinder. The in-

side lap Is the space traversed by the slide-valve after It

has passed the inlet-port and cut off the supply of steam
from the cylinder, and is intended to cause the engine to

do a part of its work by expansion. The outside lap is the

space traversed by the valve before the end of the stroke,
after it has shut off the exhaust of steam. It leaves a por-
tion of vapor confined within the cylinder to act as an
elastic cushion against the down stroke of the piston. K.

II Knitjht.

Expansive working, however, becomes possible when
we give the valve what Is called lap, by making it pro-
ject over the edges of the steam ports.

Eneye. Brit., XXII. 601.

4. A thick roll or sheet of cotton, wool, or the

like, in various stages of manufacture.
The felt for these purposes is made chiefly from wool,

which is, after washing, first carded out into exceedingly
fine uniform gossamer-like <ap>. Eneye. Brit., IX. 68.

A pair of large fluted rollers, revolving in the same di-

rection, takes on the sheet of cotton until it has formed a
thick roll, technically called a lap.

Spans' Eneye. Hanuf., I. 742.

5. A wheel or disk of lead, copper, wood, lea-

ther, or other substance, which, being charged
with polishing- or cutting-powder, is used in

cutting gems, glass, etc., or in polishing gems
and cutlery. In some trades and for some purposes the
outer edge or periphery of the wheel Is covered with the

polishlng-powder and applied to the material to be fash-

ioned ; in others the face or flat side of the wheel is used.

6. In gun-making, a lead casting made to fit the
bore of a rifle, with which the rifling is smoothed
and polished. 7. In euehre, a lapping of the
count from one game to the next; the carry-

ing of a surplus of points at the end of a game
over to the score of the next game: done by
agreement, not as a regular feature of the

game. 8f. A course or round, as in running ;

a lapping or roundabout run.

When their lap \ finished, the cautions huntsman to
their kennel gathers the nimblefooted hounds.

Fielding, Jonathan Wild, i. 14.

9. In walking-matches and similar contests, a

single round of the course along which com-

petitors
have to go a certain number of times

in order to complete a specified distance. Thus,
if a course is 440 yards, a pedestrian would have to do four

laps or lengths to complete a mile. Left In the laps',
embarrassed. Sam.
Viden me tnis consiliis Impeditum esse ? Dost thou not

see me brought in the briars, or left in the laps, through
thy devise and counsaile 1 Terence in English (1614).

lap4 (lap). An obsolete or dialectal (Scotch)
preterit of leap*.

Bow Nannie lap and flung

(A souple jad she was and strung).

Burn*, Tarn o' Shanter.

laparocele (lap'a-ro-sel), n. [< Gr. fair&pa, the
flank, loins, feni. of Aairopof, soft,+ idftJi, tumor.]
In pathol., a rupture through the side of the

belly; lumbar hernia.

laparocolotomy (lap'a-ro-ko-lot'o-mi), n. [<
Gr. faxapa, the flank, loins, + x&fjyv, the large
intestine (see colon?), + roftii, a cutting, < Ttu-

vctv, Tauciv, cut.] In surg., incision into the
colon through an incision into the peritoneal
cavity.

laparo-enterotomy (lap'a-rd-en-te-rot'o-mi),
n. [< Gr. '/airdpa, the flank, loins, -r- hrrepav, in-

testine (see entrron), + Totuj, a cutting.] In

siirg., incision into the intestine through an in-

cision into the peritoneal cavity.

laparohysterectomy (lap'a-ro-his-te-rek'to-
mi), n. [< Gr. favapa, the flank, loins, T iVreoa,

uterus, + eKTofi//, a cutting out : see Jtysterec-

Lapbygma

tomy.] In xnrg., the excision of the uterus

through an incision in the abdominal walls.

laparonephrectomy (lap'a-ro-nef-rek'to-mi),
ii. [< (Jr. /HTO/KJ, the flunk, loins, + vrtypoc, kid-

ney, + tKToufi, a cutting out.] In
surg.,

the ex-

cision of the kidney through an incision into

the peritoneal cavity.

laparonephrotomy^lap'n-ro-nef-rot'o-mi), .

[< Gr. fairdpa, the flank, loins, + vetatfr, kidney,
+

rofifi,
a cutting.] In surg., an incision int.,

the kidney by an incision into the abdominal
walls.

laparostict (lap'a-ro-stikt), ii. and a. K NL.
iMparosticta.] I. n. A dung-beetle of the sec-

tion Liiiiiirnxiii-ta. Amer. Naturalist, XXII. 951.

II. a. Pertaining to or having the characters
of the Laparosticta: opposed to pleuroslict.

Laparosticta (lap*a-ro-etik'ta), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. 'tAir&pa, the flank, loins, T orotrof, verbal

adj. of artfcar, prick,
stab: see stigma.] A

section of Searabandtf, including dung-beetles
whose abdominal stigmata are in the membrane
between the dorsal and ventral segments, the
last one covered by the elytra, and whose anten-
nae are 9- to 11-jointed, the outer three joints

usually forming the club. They live in excre-

ment and decomposing matters.

laparotomic (lap*a-ro-tom'ik),a. [< laparoto-

my + -ic.] Pertaining to laparotomy.
laparotomist (lap-a-rot'o-mist), . [< laparol-

omy + -int.] One who performs laparotomy.
laparotomize (lap-a-rot'o-miz), v. t.

; pret. and

pp. Iaparotomi2ca.r>pr. laparotomizing. [< lapa-

rotomy + -ize.~\ To perform laparotomy upon.
laparotomy (lap-a-rot'6-mi), n. [< Gr. )W<ipa,
the flank, loins, -r-

Toftfi,
a cutting, < rifiveiv, ra-

uelv, cut.] In surg., incision into the abdomi-
nal cavity; abdominal section.

lap-bander (lap'ban'der),
n. [< lap3 + band*

+ -erl
.] Anything that binds two articles more

closely together. Halliwell. [North. Eng.]
lap-board (lap'bord), n. A thin, flat board,
sometimes cut out on one side to fit the body,
held on the lap for convenience in needlework,
shoemaking, and similar occupations. Also
called lap-table.

lap-childt (lap'child), n. A baby in arms.
In springs Roger of York, and, finding Canterbury so

seated, fairly sits him down on Canterbury's Up (a baby
too big to be danced thereon ! ) ; yea, Canterbury's servants

dandled this lap-child with a witness, who plucked him
thence, and buffeted him to purpose.

r. Church Hist., III. ill. 8.

lap-dog (lap'dog), n. A small dog fondled in

the lap ;
a pet dog.

Not louder shrieks to pitying heaven are cast,
When husbands or when lapdogi breathe their last.

Pope, R. of the L., 111. 158.

lap-dovetail (lap'duv'tal),
n. In joinery, a

form of dovetailing which shows the thickness
of the lap only on the return edge.
lap-eared (lap'erd), a. Same as lop-eared.

lapel (la-pel'),
11. [Also lappel and lapelle; <

lap
2 T dim. -el. Cf. lappet.'] A part of a gar-

ment which laps over another part, or which
is turned over and folded back, either perma-
nent or adjustable, as for buttoning and unbut-

toning.
lapelhout (lap'el-hout), n. Same as ladlewood.

See Sartogia.
lapelle (la-pel'), n. See lapel.

lapelled (la-peld'), a. [< lapel + -eff*.~\ Fur-
nished with lapels, as a garment.
lap-frame (lap'fram), n. In flax-manuf., a ma-
chine used in the preparation of coarse flax-

ttber or tow for spinning. It unites slivers of carded
tow delivered from the first carding-machlne or breaker
Into a lap suited for delivery to the finisher-card, winding
the lap as formed upon a bobbin, from which the lap ia

fed or delivered to the finisher-card.

lapful (lap'ful), n. [< /j>2 + -ful.] As touch
as the lap can contain.

The gold and silver which old women believe . . . con-

jurers bestow by whole lapfuls on poor credulous girls.
Locke.

Laphria (laf'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Ao^pi'a, an

epithet of Artemis; perhaps akin to /.aft-pa,

spoils taken in war.] A notable genus of rob-

ber-flies, or dipterous insects of the family Asi-

litke, species of which resemble bumblebees.
L. qibbosa and L. flora are examples.
Laphygma (la-fig'mfi), n. [NL., < Gr. )ajn<}u6f,

gluttony, < Awpvaoetv, swallow greedily.] A
genus o"f noctuid moths founded by Guenee in

1852, characterized bv the full naked eyes,
smooth front, unarmed tibiae, rounded collar,

truncate thoracic tuft, and tufted basal seg-
ments of the abdomen. L. frugiperda is the moth
whose larra la called the /oU army-worm or graa-tcorm.



Laphygma
It is a variable form, and two varieties, fulnosa and obscura,
have been described. The caterpillars often occur in great

3352 Lapithae
its elasticity is well adapted to operate upon curved BUT- We must suppose that an interval of time elapsed be-
faces of shells and stones. fore the commencement of lapidification, during which

lapidate (lap'i-dat), V. t.
; pret. and pp. lapi-

the cellular tissue was obliterated.

dated, ppr. lapidating. [< L. lapidatus, pp. of sir c- ^J"1^ tlem - ' Geo1 - (6th <*U P- .

lapidare (>It. lapidare = Sp. Pg. Pr. lapidar = lapidify(la-pid'i-fi),.2.; pret. and pp. lapidified,
F. lapider), throw stones at, stone, < lapis (la- ppr. lapidifying. [= F. lapidifier = Sp. Pg.
jw'd-),astone: see lapis. Cf. dilapidate.'] 1. To lapidificar,<.'NL.'lapidificare, make stone, turn

stone; throw stones at; hit with stones. [Rare.] into stone, < L. lapis (lapid-), a stone, + facers,
I have been in the catacombs caves very curious in- make. Cf. lapidific.] To convert into stone

;

deed we were lapidated by the natives pebbledtosome petrify. [Rare.]
purpose, I give you my word. Scott, StRonan's Well.xxxi. lapidist (lap'i-dist), n. [< L. lapis (lapid-), a
The season for lapidating the professors is now at hand

; stone (see lapis), + -ist."] If. A lapidary.
keep him quiet at Holland House till all is over.

Sydney Smith, To Lady Holland.

2. To out and polish, as a stone by a lapidary.
The ruby-colored ones [tourmalines] when lapidated

being easily mistaken for rubies.

Eng. Consul at Bahia, quoted in Phila. Times, May 3, 1886.

Fall Array-worm (

a, larva; #,raoth; c, wings of var. obscura ; ct, wings of v&r.fulvosa.

numbers and damage cereal crops and pastures, occasion-

ally even vegetable-gardens. Ritey, 7th Mo. Ent Rep.,
p. 49.

lapicidet (lap'i-sid), . [< L. lapicida, prop.
(LL.) lapidicida, a stone-cutter, < lapis (lapid-),
a stone, 4- -cida, < ccedere, cut.] A stone-cut-
ter. Coles, 1717.

lapidablet (lap'i-da-bl), a. [< lapid(ate) +
Bailey, 1731.

The factitious stones of chymists in imitation [of ada-
mant] being easily detected by an ordinary lapidtet.

Ray, Works of Creation, i.

2. An expert in precious and semi-precious
stones

;
a student of mineralogy, especially in

relation to stones used for decoration,
lapidation (lap-i-da'shon), n. [= F. lapidation lapidose (lap'i-dos), a. [ME. lapidose = F. la-
= Pr. lapidatio = Sp. lapidacion = Pg. lapida- pideux = Sp. It. lapidoso, < L. lapidosus, stony,
ySo = It. lapidaziom,< L. lapidatio(n-), a ston-

* '-- -'- " 'J " - - -

ing, < lajaidare, stone: see lapidate.] The act
of throwing stones at a person or of striking a
person with stones; punishment or execution

< lapis (lapid-), a stone: see lapis. Cf.lapide-
ous.'] If. Stony.

Ther [where] cleyi landes are & lapidose;
With dounge is goode to help hem.

Paltadiui, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 215.

., o WB ; vne ,
2 -
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ot

-' Bowing
in stony places.

ancienter punishment was burning : death always, though laplllliorm (la-pll 1-iorm), a. [s Li. laplllus, a
in divers forms. Bp. HaU, Contemplations, iv. 15. little stone (see lapillus), +forma, form.] Hav-
Adultery, if detected, would be punished by lapidation

ing the form of small stones,
according to the rigor of the Koranic law. lapillus (l^-pil'us), .; ph lapilli (-1). [L., dim.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 284. of iap iSi a stone : see lapis.'] 1. A small stone
;

by stoning.
All adulterers should be executed by lapidation; the

ious (lap-i-da'ri-us), a.

rim, belonging to stones: see lapidary."] "Con
sisting of stones

; stony. Cotes, 1717. [Rare.]
lapidarist (lap'i-da-rist), . [As lapidar(y) +
-ist.'] A person versed in the lapidary art; a
connoisseur of fine stones or gems ;

a lapidist.

-able.] That may be stoned. .t>e, 101. ,
-

lapidarian (lap-i-da'ri-an). a. [As lapidary + laPHmpr (jap i-da-tor), n. [= It. lapidatore, < specifically, in the plural, fragmentary mate-

-.] Same as lapidary. Croker. [Rare] .
Mpidator, a stoner, < lapidare, stone: see lap- rialsejectedfrom volcanoesineruption, varying

lapidarious (lap-i-da'ri-us), a. [< L lapida- .
ida

.
t
?-~)

One who stones. [Rare.] in size from that of a pea to that of a walnut.
' '

idarv~\ C!on lapiaeon (la-pid e-on), n. [< L. lapis (lapid-), They are sometimes so cellular in structure as
a stone, + -eon, as in melodeon, etc.] A musical to float on the surface of water. 2. In anat.,
instrument, invented by M. Baudry, consisting an ear-stone

;
an otolith

;
one of the hard con-

of a graduated series of flints so suspended on a
frame that they can be sounded by blows from
wooden or stone hammers.The stone called sapphire by Pliny is now known to

lapidarists as lapis lazuli. Sri. Amer., N. 8., LV. 84.

lapidary (lap'i-da-ri), a. and n. [= F. lapi-
daire = Sp. Pg. It. lapidario, < L. lapidarius, of
or belonging to stones or stone

; as a noun, a

stone-cutter; < lapis (lapid-), a stone : see lapis.']
La. 1. Pertaining to a stone or stones; hav-
ing relation to stones: as, the lapidary bee
(which see, below). 2. Pertaining or relating lapides n.
to, or used in, the working of stone or stones,

"

especially of fine stones or gems, as cutting,
polishing, engraving, etc. : as, the lapidary art;
a lapidary wheel. 3. Engraved or inscribed
upon stone : as, lapidary verses.

lapideous (la-pid'e-us), a. [= Sp. lapideo = Pg.
lapideo, < L. lapi'apideus, stony, < lapis (lapid-), a
stone: see tapis. Cf. lapidose."] Of the nature
of stone

; consisting of stone
; stony. [Rare.]

A chylifactory menstruum or digestive preparation,
drawn from species or individuals whose stomachs pecu-
liarly dissolve lapideous bodies.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 6.

Plural of lapis.

process of petrifying.

The lapidary alphabet, used for inscriptions and coins,
is square and angular, the letters being of equal height,

Urgel

They [chemists] do with much confidence entirely as-
cribe the induration and especially the lapidescence of
bodies to a certain secret internal principle, lurking for the
most part in some liquid vehicle. Boyle, Works, I. 434.

-si),n. SameasZopi-

The lapidesceneies and petrifactive mutations of hard
bodies. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ill. 23.

Both styles of capital writing were obviously borrowed
from the lapidary alphabets employed under the empire.

Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 152.

4. Of or pertaining to inscriptions cut in stone, lapidescentt (lap-i-des'ent), a. and n. [=F. la-

ortoanyformal inscriptions; monumental: as, pidescent = It. lapidescente, < L. lapidescen(t-)s,
+!, 7,vi,,. *! :*- _ _*i_j.i__s_

ppr. of lapidescere, become stone, petrify, < la-

pis (lapid-), a stone: see lapis.] 1. a. 1. Turn-
ing to stone

; petrifying.
A spring within the bowells of y earth, very deepe, & so

excessive cold that the drops meeting w* some lapides-
cent matter converts them into an hard stone, which hangs
about it like icicles. Evelyn, Diary, June 20, 1644.

,

the lapidary style of composition or of lettering.
A nobler euloginm than all the lapidary adulation of

modern epitaphs. Connoisseur, No. 131. (Latham.)
Lapidary bee, Bombus lapidarius, a bumblebee with a
black body and red end of the abdomen. It nests in stony
places. Lapidary mill (a) A lapidaries' grinding-, cut-
ting-, and polishing-apparatus, including the bench and the
machinery for the wheels or laps, the slitting-, roughing-
smoothing-, and polishing-mills, and the slitting-and grind-
ing-wheels. (6) A lapidary wheel. Lapidary style, in
lit., a style appropriate for monumental and other in-
scriptions, or characteristic of inscriptions. Lapidary
wheel, a wheel for cutting and polishing, used bylapida-
riea. There are two kinds of these wheels : (1) the slicer, a
thin iron wheel edged with diamond-dust, used like a saw ;

(2) the lap or mill, used for grinding and polishing usually
working horizontally and performing its function bymeans
of its upper face or disk, which is faced with metal, wood,
leather, or other material, and is strewn with polishing or
abrading powder of different degrees of hardness and fine-
ness. E. H. KnigM.

II. n.; pi. lapidaries (-riz). 1. A stone-cutter;
one who cuts and prepares and inscribes tomb-
stones. 2. Specifically, a workman in fine and
hard stones

; one who does any kind of skilled
work on precious or semi-precious stones, as
cutting, polishing, engraving, the formation of
useful or decorative articles, etc.

The lapidaries now shall learn to set
Their diamonds in gold, and not in Jet.

Broine, To his Mistress.
When

2. Petrifactive; lapidific; having the power of

converting to stone.

Beneath the surface of the Earth there may be sulphu-
reous and other steams, that may be plentifully mixed
with water, and there, in likelihood, with lapidetcent li-

quo". Boyle, Works, III. 557.

II. n. A substance which has the quality of
petrifying another substance, or converting it
to stone.

cretions found in the fluid of the labyrinth of
the ear of many animals. See otolith.

lapis (la'pis), n. : pi. lapides (-pi-dez). [L., a
stone; akin to Gr. A&raf, a bare rock, Af7r/f, a
flake, scale,< /.7ro>,peel, scale off : see lepis.] 1.
A stone : used only as a Latin word. See phrases
below. 2. A kind of calico-printing with in-

digo in which the resists are so composed that
they act as a mordant for other dyes, those parts
of the cloth which by the resist are protected
from the action of the indigo, and are thus left

white, being dyed in turn by madder or quer-
citron-bark. The patterns so produced were
thought to bear some resemblance to lapis la-

zuli; hence the name Lapis causticus (caustic
stone), caustic potash. Lapis dlvinus (divine stone), a
preparation of copper sulphate, potassium nitrate, and
alum, 16 parts each, and camphor one part, fused together
Lapis Infernalls (infernal stone^ fused nitrateof silver,

orlunar caustic. Lapis lazuli (azure stone), a silicate of
sodium, calcium, and aluminium with asulphurcompound
of sodium, allied in composition to haiiyne and nosean. It
occurs massive, and has usually a rich ultramarine-blue
color, which makes it highly esteemed as an ornamental
stone. It is hard enough to be engraved and cut into
cameos, but large masses cannot be used in this way, be-
cause of flaws. That which comes from Persia and China
is finest in color. By isolating and powdering the blue
coloring matter the pigment called native or real ultra-ma-
rine is obtained. See ultramarine. Lapis-lazull blue
a deep blue used in decoration, especially in Oriental

porcelain and in the porcelain of Sevres. The Sevres blue
is deeper in color than that which bears the same name in
Oriental porcelain, and is commonly clouded or mottled,
and sometimes veined with gold. Lapis-lazull ware.a
name given by Josiah Wedgwood to a variety of his peb-
bleware which was veined with gold upon blue. See peb-
Wewore. Lapis Lydlus (Lydian stone), touchstone or
basanite, a variety of silicious slate. Lapis ollaris (pot-
stone), soapstone, potstone, or talc, a hydrated silicate of
magnesium.

Lapith (lap'ith), n.
; pi. Lapithce or Lapiths

(-i-the, -iths). [< L. Lapithce.< Gr. Aavteai : see

LapithcE.] One of the LapitW
The Lapiths [Parthenon) are youthful, beardless, slim,

A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, II. 55.lapidific (lap-i-dif'ik), a. [= F. lapidifiave = bat flrmly knlt A ' S' Murray' OreekScuIP1

Sp. lapidifico = It. lapidifieo, < L. lapis (lapid-) Lapithae (lap'i-the), n. pi. [L., < Gr.
a stone,+ facere, make.] Forming or convert- In 6r - *>* a people of Thessaly, h

. . , .. orming or convert-
ing into stone.

Arguing that the atoms of the lapidifick, as well as of the
saline principle, being regular, do therefore concur in pro-
ducing regular stones. If. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra, i. 3.

But have we any better proof of such an effort of nature
than of her shooting a lapidifie juice into the form of a
8neUV Jefferson, Correspondence, I. 431.

lapidifical (lap-i-dif 'i-kal), a. [< lapidific +
-al.] Same as lapidific. Sir T. Browne, Vulg.
Err., ii. 5.

held to be

cloth is wound closely until the diameter of the wheel is
about 10 inches. The cloth or list face is dressed true and
even with an iron heated to a dull red. This mill is used
generally with pumice-stone and water, and by reason of

cess of conversion into stone.

Induration, or lapidification of substances more soft, is
likewise another degree of condensation.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 82. 1 ..initli Fighting with Centaur. Metope of the Parthenon.



Lapithee

the descendants of Lapithes, son of Apollo,
celebrated for their wars with the Centaurs,
and especially for their chastisement, with tin-

aid of Theseus, of the Centaurs for au attempt
t,<> curry ol)' lli]>pod:inn>ia and other women
from the (Vast at her marriage with Pirithous,
ruler of the Ltipithiu. The word is of frequent oc-

currence in treatises on Greek art, combats between
LapitliEO uml Centaurs having been a favorite subject
with (ireek artists.

lap-joint (lap'joint), n. A joint in which one
edge of a board, plunk, or plate overlaps the

edge of another piece, the edges being partly
cut away so that the pieces are in parallel rela-

tion with each other. The term Is used In contradis-
tinction to txiifiii!! joint The joints of weather-boarding
In house-building and the Bo-called "clincher build "of
boats are familiar examples. Also lappedjoint. Half-lap
joint, In couplings, a joint formed by making the ends of
shafts semi-cylindrical and putting them together so that
the tongue of one tits into the recess of the other. The
joint is then covered with a thimble or ring In which It Is

secured by a key. See cut under coupling.

lap-jointed (lap'join'ted), a. Having joints
formed by edges (as of plates) overlapping, as

steam-boilers, iron ships.etc. Lap-jointed work.
Same as clincher-work.

Laplace's coefficients, equation, function,
theorem, etc. See coefficient, etc.

Laplacian (lii-pla'si-au), a. (X Laplace (see
del.) + -Jan.] Pertaining to Pierre Simon de

Laplace, a great French astronomer and mathe-
matician (1749-1827).
This primitive Kantian and Laplacian evolutionism, this

nebular theory of such exquisite couclnnity, . . . has re-

ceived many hard knocks from astronomers.

Pop. Sci Mo., XXXII. 640.

Laplander (lap'lan-der), . [= Sw. Lapplcinder
= Dan. Laplander; as Lapland (see def.) +
-er1 .] A native of Lapland, a region forming
the northernmost part of the Scandinavian pen-
insula, and divided between Norway, Sweden,
and Russia. See Lapp.
Lapland finch. See jtncfci.

Laplandish (lap'lan-dish), a. [< Lapland +
-/ >//'.

| Pertaining to Lapland or the Lapland-
ers; Lappish.
Lapland rose-bay. See rose-bay.

laming (lap'ling), . [< lap* + -Iin0i.] One
who is nursed, as it were, in the lap of ease and

luxury: a term of contempt. [Bare.]
Yon must not stream out your youth In wine, and live

a lapling to the silk and dainties.

Hewyt, Sermons (1668), p. 7.

Laportea (la-por'te-a), n. [NL. (Gaudichaud-
Beaupre', 1$26), named after M. Laporte, of
whom the author gives no account.] A genus
of urtioaceous plants of the tribe Urticeai and
subtribe TJrerea. They much resemble nettles, and,
like them, are provided with stinging hairs. They differ,

however, from the genus Urtica in the oblique achenium,
connate stipules, and alternate leaves. There are about
25 species, widely dispersedthroughout the warmer regions
of both hemispheres, especially in the Old World, but also
in Mexico and further northward, being absent in South
America. They are perennial herbs, shrubs, or even trees,
with ample, usually toothed, leaves and minute monoecious
or dioecious flowers clustered in loose cymes or glomerules.
/, Canadmnt, the wood-nettle, is a common plant through-
out the eastern United States. L. gigat of Australia is a
large tree 80 feet In height, with extremely light, open-
grained wood, and leaves from 12 to 16 inches broad. Its
native name is goo-inaii-nut, and its colonial name nettle-

tree. It yields a valuable fiber.

Lapp (lap), n. [< Sw. Lapp = Dan. Lap. a

Lapp; a name of Lappish origin.] A member
of the race from which Lapland takes its name,
but which forms only a portion of its popula-
tion. The Lapps are an inferior branch of the Finnic
race, physically dwarfish and weak, and low in the scale
of civilization.

lappaceous (la-pa'shius), a. [< L. lappa-cfus,
bur-like, < luppa, a bur.] In hot., pertaining
to or resembling a bur.

lappet, 0. and n. An obsolete form of lap.
lappel, H. See lapel.

lapperMlap'er), . [<fa;>i + -!.] 1. One who
laps with me tongue. Johnson. 2. Inentom.,
one of the trophi or mouth-organswhich are used
for lapping honey or other food, as the tongue
of a bee. Kirby.
lapper- (lap'er), . [< 7/,3 4- -erl.] 1. One
WOO laps.
as, a clotn-to

3353

fleece upon the surface of a roller called a lap-
rdller. This lap or fleece, when It acquires the proper
thickness, is torn across, and removed from the lap-roller

Specifically (a) One who wraps or folds :

They may be latiper* of linen, and bailiffs of the manor.
Sictfl.

(6) One who uses a lup, as in a lapidary's work.

The tapper produces the plain and diamond-shaped sur-
faces by the rotary action of the lapidary's wheel.

Ooldmith't Handbook, p. 178.

2. In cottfin-inaiiuf., a machine which receives
the scutched cotton from the batting- and blow-
ing-machine, and compacts it into a lap or

Lapper.

to be fed to a carding-machine, into which It Is carried by
the action of feed-rolls and the first card-roller or llcker-
in. Also called tpreader or blower, and lap-machine or lap-
pinff-machine.

lapper3 (lap'er), v. t. and . A Scotch form of

topper*.

lapper-milk (lap'er-milk), M. Loppered milk;
clabber. [Scotch.]

There's a soup nan-Itch for ye it will set ye better to
be slaistering at them and the lapper milk.

Scott, Antiquary, x.

lappet (lap'et), n. [< ME. lappet; < lap? +
-etT] 1. A little lap, flap, or pendant, especially
on a coat or a head-dress.

When I cut-off this lappet from thy Coat,
Could I not then as well haue cut thy throat?

Sylvetter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 11., The Trophies.
Half a dozen squeezed plaits of linnen, to which dangled

behind two unmeaning pendants, called lappett, not half

covering their strait-drawn hair.

Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting, IV. i.

The dalmatic . . . has full sleeves reaching only to the

elbows, but prolonged in broad lappet* of moderate length.
Encyc. Brit., VI. 467.

2. In ornitk., a wattle or other fleshy process
hanging from a bird's head. 3. One of cer-
tain bombycid moths, as Lasiocampa gticrcifo-
lia : an English book-name. The small lappet
is /.. Hirifni in.

lappet (lap'et), v. t. [< lappet, n.] To cover
with or as with a lappet. Landor.

lappeted (lap'et-ed), a. [< lappet + -cd2.] In
ornitk., wattled; having fleshy lappets at the
base of the beak: as, the lappeted lapwing,
Hoplopterus tectus or Sarciophorus pileatus.

lappet-end (lap'et-end), n. 1. The free end of
a lappet, as of fine lawn or lace, frequently
very rich in decoration. Hence 2. A piece
of lace or embroidery suitable for making a lap-

pet. Art Jour., N. 8., XIX. 8.

lappet-frame (lap'et-fram), n. In lappet-wear-
ing, a sliding bar carrying needles, each with
a separate thread, for producing the pattern.
The bar is raised and lowered as required by the action
on it of a wheel grooved according to the pattern to be pro-
duced. Sometimes two or more such bars are employed
simultaneously. The device Is a somewhat old one, still

much used In Scotland. A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 188.

lappet-head (lap'et-hed), n. A head-dress
made with lappets or lace pendants.
He beheld his . . . friend dressed up in a lappet-head

and petticoat Goldsmith, Voltaire.

And sails with lappet-head and mincing airs

Duly at chink of Dell to morning pray'rs.

Covper, Truth, L 189.

lappet-moth (Iap'et-m6th), n. Same as lap-
pet, 3.

lappet-weaving (lap'et-we'ving), n. A sys-
tem of weaving used for producing figures on
the surface of cloth by means of needles placed
in a sliding frame. A. Barlotc, Weaving, p. 188.

Lappic (lap'ik), a. and n. [< Lapp + -/V.] Same
as Ltffftk.
lapping 1

(lap'ing), n. [Verbal n. of topi, .]

1. The act of licking up with the tongue. 2.

The motion and sound of rippling wator.

lapping'-' (lap'ing), n. [Verbal n. of lap*, .] 1.

The act of wrapping or folding. 2. The act
of superimposing the margin of a piece of any
material upon the margin of another piece, as
in making a lap-joint. 3. In textile ninnuf.. the

lapse

process of forming a lap or fleece of fibrous ma-
terial suitable for presctitati> r delivery to

the cardiug-machinc. In cotton-manufactura the laps
are formed by compacting the cotton upon rollera, whence
the fleece Is detached after It has acquired the proper
thickness. Laps are also formed by uniting slivers, as in

the preparation of tow for spinning.
4. In ordnance, a process for slightly increas-

ing the bore of a rifled gun by wearing away
the lands, or metal between the rifle-grooves.

5. In metal-tcorking, the smoothing of metal
surfaces by rubbing them with a plate of metal
rendered abrasive by the application of oil and
powdered corundum, or by the application of
a revolving disk similarly prepared. 6. That
which is lapped ;

a flap or pendant.
As those casual lappings and flowing streamers were

Imitated from nothing, they seldom have any folds or
chiaro scuro. Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting, IV. L

lapping-engine (lap'ing-en'jin), n. In metal-

vorkiixj, a machine for turning over the two laps
which are later joined by the operation of weld-

ing.

lapping-machine (lap'ing-ma-shen'), n. Same
as tapper"*, 2.

Lappish (lap'ish), a. and n.
[
= Sw. Lappsk =

Dan. Lappish; as Lapp + -ts/ii.] I. a. Pertain-

ing to Lapland or the Lapps.
The Bible record would lead us to regard the earlier and

gigantic men as antediluvian, and the smaller or Lapfiith
race as postdiluvian. Dawton, Origin of World, p.ML

II. n. The language of the Lapps, which is

akin to the Finnic.
Also Lappic.

lap-plate (lap 'plat), n. In metal-working, a

plate which covers the line or joint where two
other plates abut against each other, and is

soldered, riveted, or bolted to both, thus con-

necting them.

Lapponian (la-po'ni-an), a. [< ML. Lapponia,
Lapland: see Lapp."] Same as Lajtpish.

lapp-OWl (lap'oul), n. The great gray owl, Strir

lapponica, of Lapland and other northerly re-

gions.
lappyt (lap'i), a. [< /api + -yi.] In liquor;
drunk. Bailey, 1731. [Cant.]
lap-ring (lap'ring), n. An open ring in which
the ends overlap each other without touching.
It Is analogous to a split-ring, and, like It, is used to
form a convenient connecting-link. The lap-ring, how-
ever, Is made of such heavy material that it cannot, like
the split-ring, be elastic. K. H. Knight.

lap-roller (lap'ro'ler), n. In cotton-manuf., the
roller of a lapping-machine which receives the
fiber after the processes of batting and scutch-

ing, and upon which the lap or fleece is built

up and compacted to a thickness suitable for

delivery to the carding-machine.
lapsable (lap'sa-bl), a. [< lapse + -able.] Ca-

pable of lapsing, falling, or relapsing.

Lapsana, Lampsana (lap'-, lamp' sa-nft), .

[NL. Lapsana (Linneus), Lampnana (Tourne-
fort), < L. lapsana, lampsana, < Gr. 7.a\j>Avjj, %a[t-

V*>vv, the charlock.] A genus ofcomposite plants
of the ligulifiorous tribe Cichoriacea, type of the
subtribe Lapsanea', having a glabrous involucre
and naked receptacle, oblong, somewhat com-
pressed, many-ribbed achenes, small, loosely
panicled heads, and yellow corollas. Nine very
closely related species, perhaps reducible to three or four,
occur, widely distributed throughout the northern hemi-

sphere In the Old World, one of them also occurring in

North America. They are annual erect, branching herbs,
sometimes hairy or glandular-viscid, with coarsely toothed
or plnnatifld leaves, and long-peduncled heads. /.. com-
TNiinu, the nipplewort, is a common hedge-weed In Europe,
and occurs in the I'nlted States and Canada, perhaps only
naturalized.

Lapsaneae, Lampsaneae ( lap-, lamp-sa'ne-e),n.
/'/. [XL.. < Lapsana, Lamp/tana, + -m .] A
subtnbe of composite plants of the tribe C-
choriacece, typified by the genus Lapsana, and
containing also the genera Hixpidella and .(/>-

gon, annual leafy herbs with chiefly naked in-

volucres of nearly equal scales, and glabrous
achenes, obtuse or rounded at the apex,
lap-scale (lap'skal), . An apparatus used in

weighing out the quantity of wool or cotton
which is to be spread upon the feeding-apron
of a lapper or a carding-machine. . H. Knight.
lapse (laps). H. [= F. laps = Sp. Pg. lapso =
It. lasso, < L. lapsus, a falling, slipping, < labi.

slip: see labent, //<-.] 1. A failing; a con-
tinued falling off or away; a passing or glid-

ing along or away: as. the lapseot flowingwater ;

the lapse of time.
About me round I saw

Hill, dale, and shady woods, and sunny plains.
And languid lapse of murmuring streams.

Miltm, P. L, Till. 263.

Through the still laptr of ages.
Bryant, Thauatopsis.



lapse

2. A gradual fall or descent; passage down-
ward, physical or moral; a passing from a

higher to a lower place, state, or condition: as,
a lapse from integrity; a lapse into sin.

Since thy original lapse, true liberty
Is lost. Milton, 1'. L., xii. 83.

The lapse to indolence is soft and imperceptible, but the
return to diligence is difficult. Johnson, Rambler.

With soft and silent lapse came down
The glory that the wood receives,
At sunset, in its golden leaves.

Longfellow, Burial of the Minnisink.

3. A failure or miscarriage through some fault,

slip, or negligence; hence, a slip or fault in

general ; a mistake from carelessness or inat-

tention : as, a lapse of justice ;
a lapse of title to

an estate ; a lapse of the tongue or of grammar.
His [Adrian's] whole time was a very restoration of all

the lapses and decays of former times.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, L 78.

Let us stand never so much upon pur guard, there will

be lapses, there will be inadvertencies, there will be sur-

prises. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. iv.

4. In Eng. eccles. law, the failure or omission
of a patron to present a clerk to a benefice
within the time allowed him, six months from
avoidance, in which event the benefice is said
to be lapsed or in lapse, and the right of pres-
entation passes to the bishop.
The canon was made for presentation within six months,

and title of lapse given to the bishop.
Selden, Illustrations of Drayton's Polyolbion, viii.

lapse (laps), v.
; pret. and pp. lapsed, ppr. laps-

ing. [< L. lapsare, fall, slip, stumble, freq. of

labi, pp. lapsus, fall, slip : see lapse, n. Cf. col-

lapse, elapse, illapse, relapse.'] I. intrans. 1. To
fall; slip; slide; glide; sink; pass slowly, silent-

ly, or by degrees.
This disposition to shorten our words by retrenching

the vowels is nothing else but a tendency to lapse into the

barbarity of those northern nations from which we de-
scended. Swijt, To the Lord Treasurer.

2. To slip in conduct
;

fail in duty ; deviate
from rectitude

;
commit a fault; slip or fall into

error or sin.
To lapse in fulness

Is sorer than to lie for need.

Shak., Cymbeline, ill. 6. 12.

3. To fall or pass from one proprietor to an-

other, by the omission, negligence, or failure of
some one, as a patron, a legatee, etc.

If the archbishop shall not fill it up within six months
ensuing, it lapses to the king. Ayliffe, Parergon.

4. To pass or fall away; fail; specifically, in

law, to become ineffectual or void: as, the ben-
efice lapsed; the legacy lapsed.
Until in time his history shall lapse and be forgotten.

R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, p. 277.

The lapsed, in early church hist., those who, having pro-
fessed Christianity, denied the faith in time of persecution
or fell into some other kind of sin, such as offering sacrifice

or incense to idols, etc. On profession of contrition they
were allowed to hope for restoration to the church, but,
before being again admitted to communion, had to pass a
long probation, and submit to special penances, some-
times lasting till the approach of death.

II. trans. To cause or suffer to slide; suffer
to fail or become void or ineffectual; let slip.

[Rare.]
He counts the living his to dispose, not to make profit

of. He fears more to lapse his conscience than his living.
Fuller.

lap-shaver (lap'sha^ver), n. A machine for

reducing leather-hides to a uniform thickness
by shaving away inequalities by means of a
set knife. The name comes from the old prac-
tice of shaving hides by hand while held on a
board in the lap. E. H. Knight.
lap-sided (lap'si'ded), a. Same as lop-sided.
lap-stone (lap'ston), n. A stone held in the lap
on which shoemakers hammer leather to make
it more solid.

lapstreak (lap'strek), a. and n. I. a. Built
with each streak or course of planking over-

lapping the one below it like clapboards on a
house

;
clincher-built : applied to boats.

II. n. A boat built in this way. Lapstreaks
are not so strong as smooth-seamed boats, and
are much more easily strained.

This boat . . . was a lapstreak, some thirty-seven feet
long. The Boston Globe, Nov. 7, 1886.

lapstreaked (lap'strekt), a. Same as lapstreak.
lapstreaker (lap'stre-ker), n. A fisherman who
uses a lapstreak boat. [New England.]
lapsus (lap'sus), .; pi. lapsus. [L., a fall,

slip: see lapse, n.~\ A fall or slide; a slip: only
as a Latin word Lapsus calami, a slip of the pen ;

a mistake in writing. Lapsus linguae, a slip of the
tongue; a mistake of a word in utterance. Lapsus me-
morise, a slip of the memory.
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lap-table (lap'ta'bl), n. Same as lap-board.

lap-tea (lap'te), . A tea at which refresh-

ments are served to the guests in their laps,

instead of at table. Lowell, Biglow Papers,
Int. [Local, U. S.]

Laputan (la-pu'tan), a. and n. [< Laputa (see

def.) + -an.] I. a. Pertaining to Laputa, an

imaginary flying island described in Swift's

"Gulliver's Travels," whose inhabitants were

engaged in all sorts of ridiculous projects;

hence, chimerical ; absurd; ridiculous; impos-
sible.

After all, Swift's idea of extracting sunbeams oat of cu-

cumbers, which he attributes to his Lapiiian philosophers,

may not be so very absurd.
Sir J. Berschel, Pop. Lects., p. 62.

II. n. An inhabitant of Laputa; a visionary.

lap-weld (lap'weld), n. A welding or weld
made by lapping one piece of metal over an-
other before hammering: distinguished from
butt-weld.

lapweld (lap'weld), v. t. To weld together by
the lapping of one edge over the other.

lapwing (lap'wing), n. [Early mod. E. lappe-

wing, < ME. lapwing, a corrupt form, simulating
wing ("because he laps or claps the wings so
often" Minsheu), of lapwink, lapwynke, lappe-

winke, laptcynche, prop, "lepewinke, leepwynke,
< AS. Meapewince, a lapwing, < hledpan, leap,
run, -f- *wince, < *wincan, move aside, turn : see

wink, wince. The name appar. refers to the
bird's irregular, twitching mode of flight.] A
plover-like bird with four toes, a crest, and lus-

trous plumage, belonging to the genus Vanellus
and family Charadriidte. The best-known lapwing
Is V. cristatus, a common European bird, also called pe-

Lapwing ( Vancllus cristatus).

urit, from its cry. The adult male has the upper parts iri-

descent with green, violet, and purplish tints, the under
parts white, a large area on the breast and the top of the
head and the long crest black, the tail-coverts chestnut
or orange-brown, the tail black and white, the bill black,
and the feet red. It is about as large as a pigeon. The
eggs are esteemed a great luxury, and many are annually
sent to the London markets from the marshy districts of

England, under the name of plovers' eggs. There are other

species. Also called flopiriwj.

For anone after he was chaunged,
And from his owne kinde strannged,
A lapwynke made he was.

Gower, Conf. Amant., v.

Wherein you resemble the lapwing, who crieth most
where her nest is not. Lyly, Alexander and Campaspe, ii. 2.

lapwinkt, An obsolete form of lapwing.
lapwork (lap'werk), n. In metal-working, work
in which parts are fastened together by being
lapped one over the other and then riveted,
lapwelded, or the like.

laquayt, laqueyt, n. Obsolete forms of lackey.
Minsheu, 1617.

laquear (lak'we-ar), . [L., also laqueare, a
paneled ceiling; cf. lacunar, of same sense: see

lacunar.~] A ceiling which consists of sunk or
hollowed compartments having bands or spaces
between. See lacunar^.
Lar1

(lar), n.
; pi. Lares (la'rez), or, as English,

Lars (larz). [< L. Lar, usually in pi. Lares, OL.
Loses (Etruscan Laran, Lalan), perhaps akin to
Skt. / las, shine.] 1. In Bom. antiq., one of
a class of infernal deities whose cult was of

primitive origin. They were looked upon as natural
protectors of the state and family, and also as powerful for
evil if not duly respected and propitiated. The public
Lares, originally two in number, were the guardians of the
unity of the state, and were honored with temples and an

larcenist

elaborate public ceremonial. After the time of Augustus,
at least, each division of the city had also its own public
Lares (Lares coinpitales). The private Lares differed for

each family, and were worshiped daily in the house, be-

ing domiciled either on the family hearth or in a special
shrine. They received also especial recognition upon
every occasion of festivity, public or private, and on cer-

tain days devoted particularly to them, and claimed trib-

ute alike from the bride upon entering the family and
from the youth upon attaining his majority. The chief

of the private Lares in each family, the domestic or house-
hold Lar (Lar familiaris) in the fullest sense, was the

spirit of the founder of the family. To the family spirits
were often added in later times, among the household

Lares, the shades of heroes, or other personalities who
were looked upon with admiration or awe. In their char-
acter as malignant divinities, the Lares were commonly
classed under the titles of lemures or larvce.

In consecrated earth,
And on the holy hearth,
The Lars and Lemures moan with midnight plaint.

Milton, Nativity, 1. 191.

Hence 2. One of the most cherished posses-
sions of a family or household

;
one of the house-

hold gods. Compare Penates, in a like use.

So shall each youth, assisted by our eyes, . . .

Be rich in ancient brass [coins], though not in gold,
And keep his Lares, though his house be sold.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 366.

You were my wonders, you my Lars,
In darkling days my sun and stars.

Lowell, Oracle of the Goldfishes.

3. [I. c.] The white-handed gibbon, Hylobates
lar. See Hylobates. 4. pi. [NL.] A group of

lepidopterous insects. 5. [NL.] A genus of

gymnoblastic or tubularian hydroids, type of

the family Hydrolaridtz.
Lar2

(lar), n. [< L. Lar or Lars (Lart-), < Etrus-
can Larth, lord.] Lord: a title prefixed to

Etruscan names, properly distinctive of the
eldest son, and often mistaken for an integral
part of the name. Also Lars.

Appraised the Lycian custom, spoke of those
That lay at wine with Lar and Lucumo.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

Lars Porsena of Clusium,
By the nine gods he swore

That the great house of Tarquin
Should suffer wrong no more.

JHacaulay, Horatlus.

Laramie group. See group*.
lararium (la-ra'ri-um), n.; pi. lararia (-a). [L.,
< Lar, a household deity : see Lar^."\ Among
the ancient Romans, a small shrine in private
houses where the Lares were kept and wor-

shiped.
larboard (lar'bord; by sailors, lab'erd), n. and
a. [Early mod. E. also larboard (also leereboord,
in connection with and accommodated tosteere-

boord, starboard); prob., with irreg. alteration
of d to r by assimilation of the form to that of the
associated starboard, < ME. laddebord (found
only once), perhaps for *ladebord, lit. the 'lad-

ing-side
'

(the side on which, in the absence of

anyreasontothe contrary,the cargo is received),
< lade, a load, lit. a carrying (confused with the
unrelated verb lade, < AS. liladan, lade), + bord,

board, side: see lade2
,
lade1

,
load1

,
load2

,
and

board. The AS. term was batcbord: see etym.
of backboard. It is not clear why this term,
which remains in other Teut. tongues, gave
way in E. to larboard. Cf. starboard (ult. <

AS. stedrbord, < stedr, steer, rudder, + bord,
side). The supposition that larboard stands
for *lower-board, i. e. left side (D. laager, lower,

left; cf. E. obs. higher, right), is untenable; and
the statement that larboard and starboard are

derived, respectively, from the (supposed) It.

terms
quella borda, 'that side,' ques/a borda,

'this side,' is gross nonsense.] I. n. Naut.,
that side of a ship which is on the left hand of
a person facing the bow: opposed to starboard,
the right-hand side. The term is now obsolescent,
the word port having been officially substituted in order
to avoid confusion, in hearing orders, with the opposite
but like-sounding starboard.

Thay layden in on laddeborde and the lofe Wynnes.
Alliterative Poem (ed. MorrisX ili. 106.

All the way vpon his leerebord was the maine ocean.

Hakluyt's Voyages, p. &
We have had enough of action, and of motion we,
Eoll'd to starboard, roll'd to larboard, when the surge was

seething free. Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters (Choric Song).

II. a. Of or pertaining to the left-hand side
of a ship ; port : as, the larboard quarter Lar-
board boat, or larboard quarter-boat, the mate's boat
of a whaler.

larbowlines (lar'bo'lmz or -linz), n. [< lar

(board) + bowlines.'] Naut., the men of the lar-

board watch. See watch.

larcener (iar'se-ner), n. [< larcen-y + -erl.]
One who commits larceny ;

a thief.

larcenist (lar'se-nist), H. [< larcen-y + -ist.]

Same as larcener.



larcenous

I (lar'se-nus), 11. [< liircfii-y + -ous.']

Thievish; pertaining to, characterized by, or
tainted with larceny.

The acquittal of any noble and official thief will not fall

to diffuse the most heartfelt satisfaction over the larce-
wnu and burglarious world.

Sydiifii Kmiili, ivier I'lymlcy's Letters, iv.

larcenously (liir'sr-ims-li), //>. tn a larce-
nous or thievish manlier; thievishly.

larceny (lar'se-ni), H. [Formerly also larciny ;

with added suffix -y, prob. to conform the word
to burglary, felony, etc.

;
earlier "Inrcen, larson,

< OF. larriTin, Inrcin. V. Inrcin = Sp. Pg. It. la-

trocinio, < L. latrocinium (> E. latrociny), rob-

bery, < latrocinari, practise froebooting or higli-

way robbery, < latro, a hired servant, a mer-

cenary, a freebooter, robber. Cf. Or. Mrpic, a
hired servant.] In lair, the wrongful or fraudu-
lent taking and carrying away, by any person
and from any place, of the mere personal goods
of another, with a felonious intent to convert
them to the taker's own use, and make them his
own property, without the consent of the owner ;

theft. East. According to some recent authorities,
conversion with felonious intent may be larceny although
there was no Intent to appropriate the thing to the use of
the thief himself. At common law appropriation by an
employee or bailee already in lawful possession was not
larceny, but at most embezzlement. By modern statute, in
several Jurisdictions acts formerly amounting only to em-
bezzlement have been made larceny.

Larciny, or theft, by contraction for latrociny, latrocl-
nium. is distinguished by the law Into two sorts.

Blackstone, Com., IV. xvll.

Compound larceny. See rimi/le larceny. Grand lar-
ceny, larceny of property having a value equal to or more
than a certain amount, which the common law in England
fixes at 12d., and which is fixed in some parts of the United
States at $25, in others at $60. Petty larceny, larceny of
property having a value less than that fixed in the case
of grand larceny. Simple larceny, larceny uncombined
with any circumstances of aggravation, such as being com-
mitted ny the owner's clerks or servants, or from the per-
son: when so combined, it is called compound larceny.
Robbery is larceny combined with assault, and is thus com-
pound larceny.

larch (larch), n. [Early mod. E. larche, < OF.
lin-cge, lariee= Sp. Idrice= Pg. larico = It. laricv
= MD. lerclcen(boom), D. b>rken(boom) = OHO.
"Uirihha, MHO. larche, lerche, G. lerche, larche

(lerchenbaum) = Dan. Iterke, Icerk6(trce) = Sw.
liirk(trad), < L. larlx (laric-), < Or. Mptf (Uput-),
larch. The W. llars-wydden, llnr-wydden (gwyd-
tien,tree ) is after E. The mod. F. name is meleze.]

Any coniferous tree of the genus Larix. The com-
mon larch of Europe, L. Eurojxea, Is native in the Alps
and their vicinity, and Is frequently cultivated in England

American Larch, or Tamarack (Larix Americana).

I, branch with leaves ; 9, branch with cones ; a, branch with male
flowers : t>, branch with a young cone ; r, cone ; a, scale of cone with
the two seeds : e, seed.

and the United States. It is of an elegant, conical growth,
and its wood Is tough, buoyant, elastic, and extremely du-
rable. The tree yields Venetian turpentine, and its bark
itt used in tanning and dyeing. The American or black
lurch is L. Americana, the tamarack or hackmatack. The
larch of northwestern America is L. occidental^. The Chi-
nese or golden larch is L. (I'sfudolarii) Kcem^feri. The
Ilimalayan larch, L. Grifithii, yields a soft but durable
timber. The Corsican larch Is Pinut Laricio.

When rosy plumelets tuft the larch.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xcl.

larch-bark (liirch'bark), . The bark of Larif

Kuropa-a : the laricis cortex of the British Phar-
macopoeia. It has been used in hemorrhaglc, bronchitic,
and cutaneous affections.

larchen (liir'chen), a. [< larch + -e 2
.] Of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of larch.

larch-tree (larch'tre), n. Same as larch.
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lard (liird), >i. [< ME. lard<: < OF. l,ir,l, F. liinl.

IMCOII, fat of swine, blubber of whales, etc., =
Sp. 1'g. It. lurilo = NGr. /.o/li, < L. lardum, ln-

ridum, larida, the fat of bacon. G'f. Or. )Mptv6f,

fat, /ap6f, sweet, pleasant, nice.] If. The fat
of swine

;
bacon ; pork.
By this the boiling kettle had prepaid,

And to the table sent the Brooking lard ;

On which with eager appetite they dine,
A savoury bit that serv'd to relish wine.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Baucis and Philemon, 1. 107.

2. The fat of swine after being separated from
the flesh and membranes by the process of ren-

dering; the clarified semi-solid oil of hogs' fat.
It Is a very important article of commerce, being used for

many culinary and industrial purposes, in pharmacy as the
basis of ointments and cerates, etc. Hee tard-oU.

lard (liird), p. [< ME. larden, < F. larder = Sp.
lardar = Pg. lardear = It. lardare, lard; from
the noun.] I. (rang. 1. To stuff with bacon or

pork ; introduce thin pieces of salt pork, ham,
or bacon into the substance of (a joint of meat)
before cooking, in order to improve its flavor.

He Is also good at larding of Meat after the Mode of
France. UmctU, Letters, I. v. 86.

Hence 2. To intersperse with something by
way of improvement or ornamentation

;
eunch

;

garnish ; interlard.

They say, the Llrlck is larded with passionate Sonnets.
Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

White his shroud as the mountain snow, . . .

Larded with sweet flowers. Shale., Hamlet, iv. 5. 37.

They lard their lean books with the fat of others' works.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 19.

A vocabulary larded with the words humanity and phi-
lanthropy. R. Choate, Addresses, p. 237.

3f. To pierce as in the operation of larding.
Thy Barbed dart heer at a Chaldee flies

And In an Instant lardeth both his thighes.
Sylvester, tr. of L)u Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Vocation.

4. To apply lard or grease to; baste; grease;
besmear.

Falstaff sweats to death,
And lanl the lean earth.

SAo*., 1 Hen. IV., 11 2. 116.

As smart above
As meat and larded locks can make him.

Cowper, Task, IT. 042.

5t. To fatten.

And mochell mast to the husband did yielde,
And with his nuts larded many swine.

Spenter, Shep. Cal., February.
Live by meat !

By larding up your bodies ! 'tis lewd and lazy.
Fletcher, Bonduca, L 2.

Il.t intrans. To grow fat.

In the furrow by, where Ceres lies much spill'd.
The unwieldy larding swine his maw then having flU'd,
lies wallowing in the mire.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xiv. 108.

lardacein (lar-<la'se-in), . [< lardace(ous) +
-in2.] A proteid substance found as a deposit
in certain diseased organs and tissues of the

body. It differs from other proteids In resisting the ac-
tion of digestive fluids, and in coloring red with Iodine
alone, and violet or blue with iodine and sulphuric acid.

lardaceous (lar-da'shius), a. [< lard, n., +
-aceotts.] Of, pertaining to, containing, or con-

sisting of lard or lardaceiu
;
of the nature of

lard; resembling lard. Lardaceoua disease, a
morbid condition In which lardacein Is deposited or form-
ed in various tissues. Also called albuminoid, waxy, or
amyloid dueate or degeneration. Lardaceous tissues,
tissues containing lardacein.

lard-boiler (liird'boi'ler). n. A steam-heated
pan in which the fat of hogs is boiled to sep-
arate the lard from the membranes. E. H.
Knight.
lard-cooler (lard'ko'ler), n. An apparatus for
the artificial cooling of rendered lard, it consists
of a vessel surrounded Dy a stream of cold water, which
passes in and out by means of pipes, while air is forced
Into the inner vessel through a tubular shaft In the mid-
dle. The contents of the vessel are agitated by the action
of movable wooden slats revolving between fixed stats,
while scrapers prevent accumulation of the lard on the
sides of the vessel. K. H. Kniyht.

larder1
(lar'der), . [< ME. larder, < OF. lardier,

a tub for bacon, larder, a room for meats, < ML.
tiinlnriunt (also larderiiim, after OF.), a room
for meats, < L. lardum, laridum, fat of bacon :

see lard, n. Of. OF. lardoir, lardouer, a larder,
F. lardoirc, a larding-pin, < ML. lardatorium, a
larding-pin, < lardare, lard, spit

: see lard, r.]
1. A room in which bacon and other meats are

kept or salted
; hence, a depository of provisions

in general for a household ; a pantry.
Good master porter, I belong to the larder.

Shot., Hen. vm., v. 4. 5.

The larders of Savona were filled with the choicest game.
PrcKott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. -JO.

2. The stock of provisions in a house ; provi-
sions as served.

Larentinae

larder-t, larduret, . [ME., also innirr ; < OF.
'larduri; slaughter ( f) (not found in this sense);
cf. lardure, a piece of bacon or fat ; < lardi-r, lard,
stick, spit: see lard, r.] Slaughter.
Therdlde Ban gret menrellles, ffor he remounted Arthur

a monge his cnmyes with fin force, and made so grete
tardrr of the Geauntes, that noon durste of hym a-bldc a
stroke. Merlin (E. K T. 8.X U. ate.

larder-beetle (lar'der-be'tl), . The bacon-
beetle. Dermestes lardarius : so called from its

depredations upon stored animal foods. See
III I'm, .-iti.-i, :imi cut iiliili-r l,n,;, ii-hi i tlr.

larderellite (lar-tle-rcl'it), . [Named after
one lMrdrri'1, connected with the borax in-

ilustry of Tuscany.] A hydrous ammonium
borate occurring in white crystalline masses
about the Tuscan lagoons.
larderer (lar'der-er), . [< ME. larderere, <

larder + -er1
.] One who has charge of a larder.

John Fltz-John, by Reason of his Mannor of 8. In Nor-
folk, was admitted to be chief Larderer.

Bolter, Chronicle*, p. 136.

larder-houset (lar'der-hous), n. [ME. lardyr-
/(..] Same as larder*-, 1.

larderyt (liir'der-i), . [Formerly also larderie,

lardarye, lardry, lardrie; < ML. lardarium, a
larder: see larder 1

. Cf. OF. larderie, the art of

larding meats.] Same as larder*.

Carnain, carnario (It), a lardrie or place to hang and
keepe meate In. Florio.

The citizens of Winchester had ouersight of the kitchen
and larderie. Iloliiuhed, Hen. III., an. 12SS.

lardinert (lar'di-ner), n. [< ME. lardyner, <

OF. "lardinier, < ML. lardenarius, equiv. to lar-

darius, a steward, one in charge of the birder,
< L. lardum, lard: see lard, larder1 . Hence the
surname Lardner."} A steward.
Hoo so mak) ,it at Crystysmas a dogge lardyner and yn

March a sowe gardyner, ... he schall neuer haue goode
larder ne fayre gardyn. llabttt Boot (K. E. T. H.), p. 368.

larding-needle (liir'ding-ne 'dl), n. An instru-
ment with which to insert the strips of pork
used in larding meat.

larding-pin (lar'ding-pin), n. Same as liinl-

ing-needle.

larding-stickt, n. Same as larding-needle.
A lanlinyutick, wherewith cookes use to drawe lard

through flesh. Xomenclator.

lardocein (ISr-do'se-in), n. Same as lardacein.

lard-oil (lard'oil), '. An oil expressed from
hogs' lard. It Is colorless and limpid, and Is used for

greasing wool, for the lubrication of machinery, for adul-

terating olive- and sperm oils, and to some extent for

burning in lamps. It U largely used In the United Males
for making soap.

lardon, lardoon (lar'don, Iar-d8n'), n. [< F.

lardon, a thin slice of bacon, < lard, bacon: see

lard, n.] A strip of bacon or salt pork used for

larding.
Thrust the needle Into the meat at one of the side lines,

and when It Is about half way through to the top of the
piece, press the steel slightly with the thumb and fore-

linger, to hold the lardoon in place until it has entered the
meat. Parloa, New Cook Book, p. 397.

lard-press (lard'pres), n. A press used for

separating cooked lard from the cracklings.
lard-renderer (lard

' ren '
der-er), n. A tank-

boiler or vessel in which cut lard is cooked to

separate the clear fat from the membranes and
watery parts. E. H. Knight.
lardryt, n. A contraction of lardery.
lardstone (lard'ston), n. A kind of soft stone
found in China. See agalmatolite.
larduret, . See larder*.

lardy (lar'di), a. [< lard + -yl.] Containing
lard; full of lard ; of the nature of lard.

lare 1

1, . An obsolete form of lore*.

lare'-t, An obsolete spelling of lair*.

lare3,
. An obsolete or dialectal form of lair3 .

Larentia (la -ren 'ti-S), n. [NL. (Treitschke,
1825), < L. Larentia, in Roman legend the foster-
mother of Romulus and Remus.] A genus of

geometrid moths giving name to the Larcn tidir,

having the palpi reaching beyond the front and
their joints indistinct. The larvie are slender and
cylindrtc, and live on low plants. Representatives occur
in all parts of the world ; nearly 100 species are described,
about 40 of them European.

Larentidae.Larentiidse (la-ren'ti-de, lar-en-ti'-

i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Qnenee, 1857), < Larentia
+ -<te.] A family of geometrid moths, typi-
fied by the genus Larentia, containing such
forms as the pugs, carpet-moths, high-fliers, etc.
It Is a large and wide-spread group, whose members hare
the palpi compressed like a beak, the wings not angulate,
rarely dentate, with moderate fringes, and the areola
oftenest double. The larva? are elongate, without tn-
bercles u-u:ilh en en, and with distinct lines.

Larentinae. Larentiinae (la-reu-ti'ne, la-ren-ti-

I'ne), ii. [XL., < Larentia + -incr.~] The La-
ri utiilir regarded as a subfamily.



lareover

lareover (lar'6"ver), . See layer-over.

When children are over inquisitive as to the meaning or

use of any articles, it is sometimes the custom to rebuke
them by saying they are lareovers for meddlers. llalliwell.

Lares, n. The Latin plural of Zar1
.

largamente (lar-ga-men'te), adv. [It., < largo,

large: see large.'] In music, largely; broadly;
in a manner chai-acterized by breadth of style
without change of time. Grove.

large (larj), a. and n. [< ME. large, < OF. large,

F. large = Sp. Pg. It. largo, < L. largus, abun-

dant, plentiful, copious, large, much.] I. a.

1. Ample in dimensions, quantity, or number
;

having much size, bulk, volume, extent, ca-

pacity, scope, length, breadth, etc., absolutely
or relatively; being of more than common
measure; wide: broad; spacious; great; big;

bulky: opposed to small or little, and used of

both corporeal and incorporeal subjects : as, a

large house, man, or ox
;
a large plain or river

;

a large supply, assembly, or number of people ;

to deal on a large scale or with large subjects ;

to seek a larger sphere ;
a man of large mind or

heart; a large manner in painting; the largest

liberty of action
;
to confer large powers upon

an agent ; large views.

Large er tho londes, that his eldres wonnen.
Rob. of Brunne, p. 144.

They buried him in Legate's Den,
A large mile frae Harlaw.
Battle of Uarlaw (Child's Ballads, VII. 819).

When ye go, ye shall come ... to a large land.

Judges xviii. 10.

I pray God bless us both, and send us. after this large

Distance, a joyful Meeting. Howell, Letters, I. i. 6.

From this place we had a large prospect of the Plain of

Esdraelon, which is of a vast extent, and very fertile.

Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 67.

In all seasons there will be some instances of persons
who have souls too large to be taken with popular preju-
dices. Steele, Spectator, No. 294.

2f. Full; complete.
They slepen til that it was pryme large.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 362.

"Smyte on boldely," sayd Robyn,
"I give the large leve.

Lytell Oeste of JKobyn Hade (Child's Ballads, V. 116).

3f. Ample or free in expenditure ;
liberal

;
lav-

ish; prodigal; extravagant.
But by thy lyf ne be namoore so large:
Keepe bet cure good, that geve I thee in charge.

Chaucer, Shipman's Tale, 1. 431.

Large of his treasures, of a soul so great
As fills and crowds his universal seat (Innocent XI.].

Dryden, Britannia Kediviva, 1. 86.

4f. Ample or liberal in words; diffuse; free;

full; extended: applied to language.
The declarations we have sent inclosed, the one more

breefe & generall, which we thinke y6 fitter to be present-
ed ; the other something more large.

Quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 34.

If I shall be large, or unwonted in justifying my selfe

to those who know me not, for else it would be need-

lesse, let them consider that a short slander will oft times
reach farder then a long apology.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

5f. Free from restraint
; being at large.

Of burdens all he set the Paynims large. Fairfax.

6f. Free from moral restraint; broad; licen-

tious.

The man doth fear God, howsoever it seems not in him by
some large jests he will make. Shale., Much Ado, ii. 8. 206.

7t. Clamorous; boisterous; blatant.
Some men seyn he was of tonge large.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 804.

8f. Free; favorable as regards direction; fair:

applied to the wind. See large, adv., 3.

The same night about midnight arose another great
storme, but the winde was large with vs, vntill the 27 of
the same moneth, which then grew somewhat contrary.

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 282.

=Syn. 1. Big, etc. (see great) ; capacious, expansive, spa-
cious.

II. n. 1. Freedom; unrestraint: in the phrase
at large (which see, below). 2f. In old musical
notation, a note properly
equivalent in value either to
three or to two longs, accord-

ing to the rhythm used. Also called a maxima
or maxim. It was variously made, as when used
at the end of a piece its time value was often
indefinite.

A large, a long, a breve, a semibreve,A minim, a crotchet, a quaver, a semiquaver.
iliddleton, More Dissemblers Besides Women, v. 1.

3f. Bounty; largess.
It bicometh to a kynge to kepe and to defende,

And conquerour of conquest his lawes and his large.
Piers Plowman (B), xlx. 43.

At large (formerly also at his large, etc.). (a) At liberty ;

without restraint or confinement : as, to go at large; to
be left at large.
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Alwey they seke upward on highte,
While eche of hem is at his large.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 745.

A byrd in hand, as some men say, is worth ten [that] fiye

at large. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 98.

The will

And high permission of all-ruling Heaven
Left him at large to his own dark designs.

Milton, P. L., !. 213.

In prison I expected greater satisfactions than I had en-

joyed at large. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xxvii.

(b) At length ; in or to the full extent ; fully : as, to dis-

course on a subject at large.

I will now declare at large why, in mine opinion, loue

is fitter than feare. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 31.

This is more at large describ'd in the Gazette of that

day. Evelyn, Diary, 'June 2, 1672.

(c) In general; as a whole; altogether.

The nation at large gained greatly by the revolution.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 1.

(d) For the whole; free from the customary limitation. In
the United States a congressman at large is one elected

by the voters of a whole State instead of those of a single

district, which is done when the existing apportionment
by districts does not provide for all the representatives
to which the State is entitled. In some places an alder-

man or a supervisor at large is elected by a whole city or

county, in addition to those elected by wards or town-

ships. Common at large. See common, n., 4.

larget, v.i. [< ME. largen ; < large, a. Cf . enlarge,
of which large is in part an aphetic form.] To
get free. [Rare.]
And most especyally by the power and wyll of Almyghty

God, with meruaylous dyffycultye, we larged frame the
shore. Sir It. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 00.

large (larj), adv. [< ME. large; < large, a.] If.

Largely; broadly; freely; with licensee

Al speke he nevere so rudelyche and large.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 784.

2t. Fully; at large.
A greter payne, as more large apperyth in for-sayde

autoryte. Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 84.

3. Naut., before the wind; with the wind free

or on the quarter, or in such a direction that

studding-sails will draw: as, to go or sail large.

We continued running large before the northeast trade-
winds for several days.

R. a. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 20.

4f. Full; at full; in all.

My selfe, with many good freinds in ye south-collonie of

Virginia, have received snch a blow that 400. persons large
will not make good our losses.

.'. Hudston, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation,

[p. 125.

5. "Big"; boastfully. [Colloq.] By and large.
See 6j/i, ado.

large-acred (larj'a'kerd), a. Possessing much
laud.

Heathcote himself, and such large-acred men,
Lords of fat E'sham, or of Lincoln fen,

Buy every stick of wood that lends them heat.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. ii. 240.

large-handed (liirj'han"ded), a. Having large
hands. Hence (a) Rapacious; grasping; greedy.

Large-handed robbers your grave masters are,
And pill by law! Shak., T. of A

,
iv. 1. 11.

(b) Profuse ; generous : as, large-handed charity.

large-hearted (larj'har"ted), a. Having a large
heart or liberal disposition; sympathetic; gen-
erous

;
liberal ; magnanimous.

Such as made Sheba's curious queen resort
To the large-hearted Hebrew's famous court.

Waller, To the Countess of Carlisle.

large-heartedness (larj'har*ted-nes), n. Large-
ness of heart

; generosity.
In regard of reasonable and spiritual desires, the effects

of this affection are large-heartedness and liberality.

Bp. Reynolds, The Passions, xvii.

largely (larj'li), adv. [< ME. largely; < large,
a., + -ty2.~] In a large manner; to a great ex-

tent; copiously; diffusely; amply; liberally;

bountifully; abundantly; fully: as, the sub-

ject was largely discussed.

large-minded (larj'mln"ded), a. Liberal; not
narrow in ideas; characterized by breadth of
view.

I fear we shall find that, instead of training our girls to
be large-minded, useful, agreeable women, we shall have
trained them to have little or no real interest in anything.

Nineteenth Century, XXIII. 229.

large-mindedness (larj'min*ded-nes), n. Lib-

erality of ideas; freedom from narrowness;
magnanimity.
largen (lar'jn), v. [< large + -en^.'] I. intrant.
To become large or larger; wax. [Rare.]

And the one eye that meets my view,
Lidless and strangely largening, too,
Like that of conscience in the dark,
Seems to make me its single mark.

Lowell, Oracle of the Goldfishes.

II. trans. To make large or larger ; enlarge ;

increase. [Rare.]

largition

No more a vision, reddened, largened,
The moon dips toward her mountain nest.

Lowell, Appledore, vi.

largeness (liirj'nes), n. The condition or qual-
ity of being large, (a) Bigness ;

bulk
; magnitude :

as, the largeness of an animal.

Circles are prais'd, not that abound
In largeness, but th' exactly round.

Waller, Long and Short Life.

(b) Comprehension ; scope ; extensiveness : as, largeness
of intellect or of a view.

There will be occasion for largeness of mind and agree-
ableness of temper. Jeremy Collier, Friendship.

(c) Extension ; amplitude ; volume : as, the largeness of an
offer.

The Umhrian champaign, breaking away into the valley
of the Tiber, spreads in all the large-ness of majestically
converging mountain slopes.

J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 68.

(d) Freedom ; breadth ; latitude ;
unrestraint.

The captain was tried by a council of war, and acquitted
by the largeness of his commission.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 235.

This largeness of style is the result of that long and pro-
found study of nature which teaches the artist how to se-

lect and to give due prominence to the parts which are

essential to the main idea, every detail not so essential

being subordinated, or, if necessary, omitted.
C. T. Newton, Art and Archseol., p. 402.

(e) Magnanimity.
If the largeness of a man's heart carry him beyond pru-

dence, we may reckon it illustrious weakness. Bacon.

(/t) Liberality.

Loo! Laurence for bus largenesse! as holy lore telleth,
That hus mede and bus man-hede for euere-more shal

laste; . . .

He gal godes men godes goodes and nat to grete lordes.

Piers Plowman (C), xviii. 64.

largess, largesse (liir'jes), n. [< ME. largesse,<
OF. largesse, F. largesse = Sp. Pg. largueza = It.

larghezza, a bounty, < LL. as if "largttia (= L.

largitio(n-),,a bestowing freely: see largition), <

L. largiri, give freely, < largus, large, liberal : see

large, a.] 1. Liberality; generosity; bounty.
[Obsolete or archaic.]
Avarice maketh alwey mokereres to ben hated, and lar-

gesse maketh folk cler of renoun.

Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 5.

I oould not bear to see those eyes
On all with wasteful largesse shine.

Lowell, The Protest.

2. A liberal gift or donation; a present; a

bounty bestowed.
Ther mette I cryinge many oon,
A larges ! larges '.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1309.

The great donatives and largesses, upon the disbanding
of the armies, were things able to enflame all men's cou-

rages. Bacon, Kingdoms and Estates.

I have not lack'd thy mild reproof,
Nor golden largess of thy praise.

Tennyson, Song.

To cry a largess, to ask for a gift or bounty, as was
anciently the custom of the minstrels at feasts.

To crye a largesse by-fore oure lorde cure goode loos to
shewe. Piers Plowman (C), viii. 109.

= Syn. 2. Gratuity, etc. See present, n.

larget (lar'jet), n. A length of iron cut from
a bar and of proper size to roll into a sheet.
It usually has a weight of about 14 pounds. It is heated
preparatory to rolling, and is rolled while hot.

larghetto (lar-get'to), a. and n. [It., some-
what slow, < largo, < L. largus, large : see large.']

I. a. In music, somewhat slow : noting a passage
to be rendered in somewhat slow tempo ;

not so
slow as largo, but usually slower than andante.

II. n. A movement intended to be performed
in somewhat slow tempo.

largiflcalt (lar-jif'i-kal), a. [< L. largificws,

bountiful, < largus, large, + facere, make.]
Generous; bountiful; ample; liberal. Blount.

largifluoust (lar-jif'lu-us), a. [< L. largifluus,

flowing copiously, copious, < largus, copious
(large, copiously), + fluere, flow.] Flowing co-

piously. Bailey, 1727.

largilOQUentt (lar-jil'o-kwent), a. [< L. large,

abundantly,+ loquen(t-)s, ppr. of loqui, speak.]
Speaking in a bombastic or boasting manner

;

grandiloquent. Coles, 1717.

Largina (lar-ji'na), n. pi. [NL., < Largus +
-ina2.] A subfamily of bugs of the family Pyr-
rliocoridte, typified by the genus Largus, having
large prominent eyes placed obliquely, no ocelli,

triangular face with prominent anteuniferous

tubercles, and five-jointed antenna?. It is an Ameri-
can group, rich in species of varied forms and colors, ex-

tending from the southern United States through most of
South America. It would be more regularly Larginee.

largitiont (lar-jish'pn), n. [< OF. largition =
It. largi:ione, < L. largitio(n-), a giving freely,
< largiri, give freely, < largws, abundant : sec

large. Cf . largess.] The bestowment of a lar-

gess or gift; bounty.



largition

As wise Spotswood says upon Malcolm the Second, ne-

cessity is the companion of immoderate largition, and
foruuth to unlawful shifts.

Up. Itacket, Abp. Williams, 1. 225.

largo (liir'fr<i). it. and n. [It., slow, < L. larynx,
liir^'c.) I. a. In ntiittic, slow: noting a passage
In bo rendered in slow tempo aud broad, dig-
nified style.

II. n. A movement intended to be performed
in such tempo and st\ !<.

LargUS (liir'gus), n. [NL., < L. Larynx, a Ko-
mau surname, < largiut, liberal : see large.] The
typical genus of bugs of the subfamily Largina.
L. micciitctwt is A broadly ovate brownish-black bug marked
uiih red or orange, found in most parts of the United
States.

lariat (lar'i-at), . [< Sp. la reata, < la, the, +
/in in, a rope used to tie horses and other ani-
mals together: see reata.] 1. A rope or cord
used for picketing horses while grazing. 2.
A thong or noose used for catching wild ani-
mals: called in California, Mexico, and further
south a lasso. Also called reata, often spelled
riata. [Western U. 8.]

Those tribes, as the Utes, who are unable to procure beef
or buffalo skins, make beautiful lariat* of thin strips of
buckskin plaited together.

R. I. Dodge, Oar Wild Indians, p. 262.

larid (lar'id) n. A bird of the family Laridas.

Laridae (lar'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Larua + -idle.]
A family of long-winged, web-footed swimming
birds, with a small free hind toe, and pervious
lateral non-tubular nostrils, belonging to the
order Longipennes and suborder Gavice; the

gull family . This family includes upward of 126 species,
found In every part of the world, of ffuvlatlle, lacustrine,
and maritime habits. They are strong and buoyant fliers,
subsist un fish, insects, and other animal food, and rear the
young in the nest, which they usually build on the ground,
laying two or three heavily blotched eggs. The prevailing
color Is snowy.white with a pearly-blue mantle. The La-
ridcf present four types, usually made the basis of division
Into as many subfamilies: Leatridinte, the jagers or skua-
gulls ; Larince, gulls proper ; .Vk-rm'/kE, terns or sea-swal-
lows ; and ithynchiipiiut, skimmers. See these words, and
cuts under Chroicocephalus, gull, ivory-full, etc.

laridine (lar'i-din), a. Pertaining to the Lari-

dcc, or having their characters. Coues.

larigot (lar'i-got), n. [OF. Farigot, the flageo-
let/] A kind of flageolet, or an organ-stop imi-

tating a flageolet.
larin (lar'in), n. [< Ar. Pers. larin (I).] A
money of Persia and Arabia, consisting of sil-

ver wire about the size of a quill bent over into
the form of a hook, and bearing the name of the

reigning monarch. The old larins were worth intrinsi-

cally about 20 cents in silver; but later disk-shaped bronze
coins of this name were struck, the nominal value of which
varied from half a United States cent to 2 cents. See hook-

money.
Larins (la-ri'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Larus + -ince.]
A subfamily of Laridte, having the bill more or
less strongly epignathous, with continuous cov-

ering, and the tail usually square and of mod-
erate length; the gulls. Some of the smaller species
closely resemble terns, but the hooking of the bill is usu-
ally distinctive. The Latinos are cosmopolitan, abounding
on most sea-coasts and largo inland waters. They are noisy
voracious birds, subsisting chiefly on fish. The number
of species is variously reckoned at from 50 to 76. The lead-

ing genera are Lantu, Pagophiia. llissa, Chroieoeephalus,
Rhodostethia, and Xema. See gull'*.

larine (lar'in), a. Pertaining to the Larince, or

having their characters.
Laril (la'riks), n. [NL. (P. Miller. 1731), < L.

larix, larch: see larch.'] A genus of coniferous
trees with needle-shaped deciduous leaves ;

the
larches. It belongs to the tribe Abietinea with the pines,
true cedars, spruces, and flrs, from all of which it is distin-

guished by its deciduous leaves, which are densely sub-
viTticillute-fasciculatein the scaly bud. Therefloicd cones
are provided with persistent scales, each subtended by a

conspicuous bract. There are about g species, inhabiting
Europe, Asia, and North America. (SeeforcA.) Kour fossil

species have been described from the Miocene deposits of

tierniany and Austria.

lark 1
(lurk), n. [< ME. larke, contr. of laverock,

liu-i-rok, larerokke (> E. dial, larerock, tarrock,

leverock, latarick),<. AS. Idferce, lauerce, earlier
/</</(<, lii'iiy ri'c, Iduricae, Idurice = Fries, liurkc
= D. Icwerik, leeuwrik, leeuieerik, leeuwerk =
AILG. tewerike, lewerke, LG. lewerke = OHO.
'Icu-nraJilia, lerahha, lerehhd, lerihha, MHG.
lewreche, /or. nV/i. leicereck, ieirerch, lereche, Q.
krclif. CJ. dial, liiirciicckn-i-lif = Icel. torirki =
OSw. lairikia, Sw. larka = Dan. larke, a lark.

Origin unknown ; the older forms have the sem-
blance of a contracted compound, but no satis-

factory explanation of it
appears.] 1. A small

oscine passerine bird of the family Alaudiiln'.
Larks are mostly insectivorous migratory bi'nls of Europe,
Asia, and Africa, the only true I:irks fouixl in the western
hemisphere being those of the genus /.Y*-/m>/>/<i7(r. except-
ing the occasional occurrence of the skylark as asti:>

Africa is the richest in species. They are chiefly birds of
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the open country ; they nest on the ground, and some are
famous for souring and tinging. About 100 species are

described, leading genera of which are EremophUa, Alan-
da, Melanocorypha, Certhilauda, Mira/ra, Megalophomu,
and Pyrrhulauda. The few species which are well known
are generally distinguished by qualifying prefixes : as, the
nhjlark, Alaiida aroenmt; the wood-far*, Alauda arborea ;

the share lark, Emiwphita alpatrii. Bee the compounds,
and cuts under Alawlti, Ereiwiphtta, and skylark.

Then perted the pepull, presit to there hold,
And loget the long night till the larke sang.

Detraction of Troy (E. li. T. .-!.), L 10000.

Hark, hark ! the lark at heaven's gate sings,
Aud Phtcbus 'gins arise.

Shak., Cymbeline, II. 3 (song).

2. A bird like or likened to a lark, but tiot one
of the Alaudidte: with a distinguishing prefix:

as, the titlark, meadow-lark, bunting-lark, bunh-

lark, horse-lark, etc. Such birds are chiefly the
titlarks or pipits (see Anthus), and various kinds
of finches and buntings Dusky lark, the rock-

pipit,
A nthut obscunu. Horned lark, a bird of the family

Alaudidce, Eremnphtia alpatrii, closely related to the true

larks, but distinguished by the development of feathers
into a horn-like tuft on the head : common to northern Ku -

rope and America. Rock-lark, the rock-pipit, Anthus
obKunu. Sea-lark, (a) The rock-pipit (6) A kind of

sandpiper. White or White-Winged lark, the now-
bunting. [Eng. (Norfolk). ]

lark1
( lark), v.i. [< tarfcl, n.] To catch or hunt

larks.

lark- (lark), n. [A dial, form, with intrusive r

(often not pron.), of lake2 (pron. lak, also lak),

/nit, play: see lake2.] A merry or hilarious
adventure ; a jovial prank or frolic ; sport : as,
to go on a lark. [Colloq. slang.]

"Pip, old chap," said Joe, . . . "when you're well enough
to go out for a ride what larlci I

"

Dickens, Great Expectations, Ivii.

It will be no end of a lark; just when nobody Is think-

ing about tigers, you go off and kill a tremendous fellow,
fifteen or sixteen feet long, and come back covered with

glory and mosquito bites. F. M. Crawford, Mr. Isaacs, vii.

lark2 (lark), r. . [<larW,n. Ct. larrikin.] To
frolic

;
make sport ; do anything in a sportive

haphazard way. [Colloq. slang.]

Don't lark with the watch, or annoy the police 1

i, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 200.

Larrea

drop, as in a pattern of lace. 2. In her., the
representation of a tear that is, a drop argent.
See '

.

larmier (liir'mier), . [< F. larmier, < larme, a
tear: see larme.] 1. In arch., another name
for the corona; also, any horizontal member
or string-course similar in profile to a corona,

_Larmiers. A. Greek ; R, C, medieval.

Jumping the widest brooks, and larkiwj over the new-
est gates in the country. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xlv.

lark-bunting (lark'bun'ting), n. 1. A spur-
bunting or spur-heeled bunting; a bird of the

genus Centrophanes : as, the Lapland lark-bunt-

ing, C. lapponica : so called from the long
straightened hind claw like a lark's. Also call-

ed longspur. See cut under Centrophanes. 2.
The common corn-bunting, Embertea miliaria.

[Prov. Eng.]
larker (lar'ker), n. A catcher of larks.

lark-finch (lark 'finch), n. A bird of the
finch family, Fringillidte, Chondestes grammica,
abounding in the western parts of the United

States, inhabiting prairies and having some
resemblance to a lark in habits, it is 6) Inches

long ; the head is variegated with black, white, and chest-
nut ; the under parts are white, shaded with gray on the

sides, and with a dark blotch on the breast ; the tail is

mostly black, Its feathers tipped with white. The bird Is

a sweet songster, nests on the ground, lays four or five

white eggs with dark zigzag lines, and feeds on seeds and
Insects like other sparrows. Also called lart-tpamnc. See
cut under Chondestes.

lark-heeled (lark'held), a. Having a long and
straight hind claw, like a lark's ; spur-heeled :

applied to the coucals, or cuckoos of the genus
Centropus.

lark-plover (liirk'pluv'er),
n. A South Amer-

ican plover-like bird of the subfamily Thinoco-

riim; such as the gachita, Thinocorus rumicivo-
rus.

lark's-heel (larks'hel), n. 1 . The Indian cress
or garden nasturtium. See Trop&olum. 2.
Same as larkspur.

lark-sparrow (lark'spar'o), n. Same as lark-

tinch. Coues.

larkspur (lark'sper), n. Any plant of the ge-
nus Delphinium: so called from the spur-shaped
formation of calyx and petals. The common or
field larkspur Is D. ContoKda; the rocket-larkspur. /).

Ajncix; the bee-larkspur, D. datum. Sometimes also called
lark'8-hecl and lark's-datc.

lark-worm (lark'werm), M. A kind of tape-
worm, Ttrniaplatycephala.
larky (liir'ki), a. [< lark2 + -yi.] Same as
larkish. [Colloq.]

The girls felt larky. . . . They tripped gayly along.
Gtorgt MacDonald, What7s Mine's Mine.

larmeH, [By aphereais from alarm.] An
alarum. Palsgrare.
larme2

(lilrm), n. [F., a tear, < L. lacrima, a
tear: see lacrymal.] 1. A rounded form hav-

ing a point, and supposed to resemble a tear-

projecting from the face of a wall to throw
off rain which would otherwise trickle down.
Such larmiers are especially common in medie-
val architecture. 2. In :ool., the tear-bag; a
subcutaneous sebaceous gland or follicle of

sundry ruminants, as the Cemitlce or deer, situ-

ated under the skin below each eye, and open-
ing upon the cheek near the inner corner of the

eye to discharge its viscid secretion, it U not
a lacrymal gland, but of the nature of Meibomlan and
other sebaceous follicles, which exude an unctuous and
usually odorous substance.

laroid (lar'oid), a. [< Larus + -oid.] Pertain-

ing to the I.iirniilrii; or having their characters;
laridine.

Laroidese (18-roi'de-e), n. pi. The Larida; rated
as a superfamily,' divided into Stercorariidte

(the jfigers) and Laridee.

Larra (lar'6), n. [NL. (Fabricius).] A genus
of fossorial hymenopterous insects of the fam-
ily Sphegid(p, type of the subfamily Larrinie.
It Is characterized by the truncate marginal cell, the non-
emarginate eyes, three submarglnal cells of which the sec-
ond is petiolate, and the elongate metathorax truncate be-
hind and parallel-sided. These wasps generally burrow in
the ground, but a Brazilian one makes a nest of the woolly
scrapings of plants. L. temirvfa has a black head and
thorax and reddish abdomen, and preys on the Rocky
Mountain locuBt(Co&>ptenuR spretus), and probablyon other
grasshoppers.

Larrada (lar'a-d&), n. [NL.] A form of the
word Larra, recently in current usage among
entomologists, proposed by Leach, 1817.

Larrea (lar'e-a), n. [NL. (Cavanilles), named
after J. A. H. de Larrea, a Spanish patron of art

and science.] A genus of polypetalous ever-

green shrubs of tropical and subtropical Ameri-
ca, belonging to the natural order Zygophyllea-.
It is distinguished botanlcally from (juaiacuiii and other
related genera by its sessile ovary, Its hairy iiidehlscent

Branch of Creocote-bush (l.arr*m ArVjriVa ).

with flowers ami fruit.

. flower cot longitudinally
i stajne&s ; tt. stamen.

*, leaf, showing nervation ; *. flower ; r, flow
thioueh the

pistil,
and showing two intror&e <.

seen from without ; t, fruit.

frait, and Its bifoliate leaves, the leaflets being connate or

abruptly pinnate. There are fontkmrm species, natives of

Texas, Mexico, southern Brazil, and the Andes. They are

unpleasantly odorous balsamiferous shrubs, with knotty
two-ranked branches, opposite leaves, persistent stipules,
and yellow flowers solitary on short, terminal, tnterstipu*
lar peduncles. L. MeTirana is the creosote bush of Mexico
and the arid plains of the southwestern United States.
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larrick (lar'ik), a. [Origin obscure.] Care- corawfe.-Larva of Loyte, or Lovta's larva, the larval sense directly < larynx (larynq-) + -isnms, E.

ism:
A ,arrim (lar i-kin), a. and . [Cf. (amcfr. A

gordius, Archiannelida.- Larva pupigera, the rat-tailed ing contraction or closure of the opening.
local origin is ascribed to the word in the first grub of some dipterous insects, as a syrphid fly, with sev- Laryngismus stridulus, spasm of the glottis occurring

quotation.! I a. Rollickinf disorderly rowdy eral Pairs of hooked abdominal legs, and a long slim tail independentlyoflocal trouble, usually associated withrick-

rrvillnn carried bent over the body. Painter's-easel larva. See ets, a disease for the most part o! young children. Also
Pluteus. called thymie asthma, Kopp's asthma, Millar'i asthma.
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elb e police-sergeant of Irish larvaeform (lar've-form), . An eiTOneous vari- laryngitic (lar-in-jit'ik), . [< laryngitis + -io.]

/nt
of Uniform.

'

Pertaining to or of the nature of laryngitis.

'

' --'
(larking) down the strate, your worship," said he one day, larval (lar'yal),

a. [= Sp. Pg. larval, < L. lar- laryngitis (lar-m-ji'tis), u. [NL., < (Jr.

in describing the conduct of some youths, and the Bench vajis, pertaining to a ghost (NL. pertaining to (' aPl7}'-), larynx, 4- -itis.] Inflammatio
had so much difficulty in understanding what he meant, a larvaV < larva a ffhost see larva 1 Of or tier larynx

fnt a
h
caTcrwrd?Sw?s

e

on%P{ied
n
'iersa

P
lTto taining to a ^^characteristic of ]**?, laryngo-fissure (la-ring'go-flah'fip), n. [< Gr.

youthful roughs. Jf. and y., 7th ser., vii. 345. larval character; larval habits. Aapujf (Mpvyy-), larynx, + L. fissura, a eleav-

Such a larrikin phrase as " crimini
"

is to be found at The magpie moth . . . attacks in its larval state plums,
in

> fissure : see fissure.] In surg., the division
least once in his writings. Literary Era, II. 165. apricots, and even the sloe and the blackthorn. of the thyroid cartilage.

II. . A rowdy : a rough ;
a blackguard ;

a Edinburgh Rev., CLXIV. 361. laryngological (la-ring-go-loj'i-kal), a. [< lar-
" hoodlum." [Australia.]

Larval generation, parthenogenesis yngology + -ic-al.] Of or pertaining to laryn-
- -

,

Larvalia (lar-va li-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of eoloev
'

,
. . ., . .

improve
fa? fo -' >e larval] One of two classes of tnni- llrygologist (lar-ing-gol'6-jist), . [< laryn-

the mixture. Arch, Forbes, quoted in Echoes, ApriH, 1884. cates or ascidians (the other being isaccata), gology + -is/."] One versed in laryngology.
larrikinism (lar'i-kin-izm), n. [< larrikin + considered as a branch of vertebrates under the laryngology (lar-ing-gol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. Aapvrf
-ism.'] The conduct of a larrikin. [Colloq.]

nam
f
e Urovliorda (which see). The LarvaKa con- (Aa/royy-), larynx, + -/oyra, < Tifyetv, speak: see

Larrinseda-ri'ne),,^. [NL., < Larra + -II] ^^^SS^SM^ffSSSyS!^1^
-^'\ The science of the larynx ;

treatise

A small subfamily of fossorial hymenopters of larvarium (lar-va'ri-um), .; pi. larvariums, lar- , ^be la
J7
nx and^ Ceases.

the family SphegicUe, typified by the genus Xor- aria (-umz, -a). [NL., < larva + -arium.i 1 laryngophony (lar-ing-gof o-ui), n. [< Gr. t.a-

raor Larrada. They are of small size and slender form, In entom., a snelter of leaves, silk, or other ma- WW"?, sounding frorn the throat O^yfwith narrowly ovoid abdomen, concealed labrum, notched ferial constructer! hva pfltprnillni- intn whi^Ti if (^"-Pv77-)> throat, larynx, + 0uW/, sound.] The
'

andp d or reeas wnno * ,,
. ., pret. ana pp. lanupea or ,

hatohi house- n T>lr> nr snnlia, . fiw sc Pe applied over the larynx.
larrupped,. larruping warring. [Prob. ^ring insects

r apphanC6 f r

laryngophthisis (la-ring-gd-ti'sis), . [NL., <
< D. larpen, thresh with flails; cf. larp, a lash.

'

Gr Aaow^ r5am^v-l larvnx + mete coiisumn'

The E. form larrup (for *larn) mav renre- Larmrium, in which to hatch moths and butterflies.
t

-

'

.

, ., -*l, \, -I * *-"**,; .^Jr^*^ Tnttiiff 'N'pw Vnrlr Dailv TinipR Mav IQ^Q tiUU . u^/v i

sent the strongly rolled r of the D.: so larum, ,
y>

the larynx

a^,for
ta .] Toflog; thrash. [Colloo.

!* -
^"ke^ NL.Tn J?j3d WEWrateffiSSZffi

Thfre was no rope-dancing for me; I danced on the
* L " '~*,PP. ofto, bewitch)/

L.^r- ^flo^^^O^SSr^xSve se^
bare ground, and was larruped with the rope ra, a ghost, mask: see Zaraj.] Masked; clothed

"
f ,^ ' ?" *"*<

Zteten*, Hard Times, v. as with a mask.
tion 1101 , larynx.

^

larry (lar'i), . Same as Zorry. larvated (lar'va-ted), a. [< Zorcate + -e&.]
a^ P

< fe^m^iS^i' iSW' +
Lars (larz), . Same as Lar%. Same as larvate: sometimes applied to certain * J aix/pc, \ . / /s v "Pflrli wijjiui,

T
larsont w See larcentt Jfaileit 1731 diseases when their ordinary characters are "-''""j see.j ACC

larum (\ar'um or lar'um), n. [Abbr. of alarum masked or concealed, as typhoid fever. Quain. tS^edlnto the mou*h ind place'd at sudfan S'gle that= alarm.] 1. Alarm; a warning sound; a noise larve (larv), n. and a. [< F. lane, larva: see the light thrown on it from a concave reflector, in the cen-

giving notice of danger. [Obsolete or poetical.] larva.] I. n. Same as larva. [Rare.] ter of which is an aperture, is made to illuminate the lar-

The wailefull warre in time doth veelde to neap? ** ' Same as larval. [Rare.] ynx, the image of which is reflected back through the aper-

The tarimwlowde and trumpete sounde doth cease. larvlform (lar'vi-fdrm), a. [< NL. larva, a i^IL!" ***^r* *he eye
-

,

the^e"er- ...
Turbereille, After Misadventures come Good Haps, larva (see larva), + L. forma form ] 1 Re- laryngOSCOplC (la-rmg-go-skop ik), a. [< la-

And the first larum of the cock's shrill throat sembling a larva. 2. Larval in form or struc-
ryn9oscope + -e.] Pertaining to the laryngo-

ture ; being a larva, as a erub. inamrot. or cat- ,
sc Pe >

or to inspection of the larynx.our ear
To horrid sounds of hostile feet within.

Cowper, Task, iv. 569.

ture
; being a larva, as a grub, maggot, or cat- ,%%>

or lo P 8
?6 * tM mrynx.

erpillar laryngoscopical (la-nng-go-skop'i-kal), a. [<

2t An alarm-clock or alarm wat< larvigerOUS (lar-vij'e-rus), a. [< NL. larva, a *>nmioscopie + -all] Same as laryngoscopic.
or alarm-watcn.

jarva (gee ferm ) + L oerere carry .] Bearing Laryngologists . . . have utilized this property [of co-

IB- i i-
s na

*!
lr

,

e
15
tew 8

|

was the larum mentioned by a larval skin as the nu'nifi of T)h>trrn
' caine J "'y in making laryngoscopical examinations.

Walchius, which, though it were but two or three inches
le PuPffi ol^Mf8'

Therapeutic Gazette, VIII. 659.
big, yet would both wake a man and of itself light a can- When ready to change into the lanigerous pupee they , .

die for him, at any set hour of the night. [maggots of the bot-fly] dislodge themselves and crawl out laryngOSCOplCally (la-ring-go-skop'i-kal-i),
Bp. Wil/cins, Diedalus, iii.

01' are ejected by the animal in coughing. adv. By means of the laryngoscope.
larumt (lar'um or lar'um), .*. [< larum, n.] To _

. .,
Slarul. Xat.Hist.,lH28. On attempting to examine the throat ia^^wo^oZ;^ a

alarm, frighten, or warn with noise. iiarvipara (lar-vip a-ra), tt.pl. [NL., neut. pi. most frightful spasm came on. Medical A'w,XLVIII.n7.
Down, down they larum, with impetuous whirl,

of larviparus see larviparous.] Insects which
larvnffo8CODiat n ar ini? -os /ks -.-^ ,. r/ ,

The Pindars and the lliltons of a Curll. bnng forth larvre instead of eggs. ^
g S

p
0plSt .STrS*^ ko-pist), n. [< la-

Pope, Dunciad,iii.l63. larviparous (lar-vip 'a-rus), a . [< NL. larvipa-
rJn9 sc Pe + -'] One versed in the use of

Larus (la'rus), n. [NL., < LL. larus, < Gr. M- ** < '", lirva, +" L. parcre, bring forth.] Ttĥ fl

n
4

S
5Ope ;

one who Praotlses inspection

pop, a ravenous sea-bird.] A genus of Laridai; Bringing forth lame
; giving birth to young larvnwoqpnnv'f'lnr

'

/1f
"

"> r< r '
'

the gulls proper. The name formerly covered most of which have already passed from the egg to the n,,^f ?,,,,*T 1 1,,
&o-W,n. \_<.

Ur. Aa-

the family; it is now usually restricted to species of large larval stage; producing maggots ovovivipa- rru
^"W / "^>.

larypx >/" -GKOTTia^aKcnreiv, view.J
size, with square tail, hooked bill, normal hallux, and rously, as the common blow-flv

e art ot usmg tne laryngoscope ; inspection
mostly white plumage, with a colored mantle and without larvi-o-Arnnc Cliir inv' r-no-i n rs TMT 7., of the larynx.
a colored hood. L. canus is the common mew-gull or sea-

larvlv rous (lar-viv o-rus), a. [< NL. larva, larvneosDasm fla-rine'tro snazml n f< rmew of Europe, etc. L. argentatus is the herring-gull.
larva

i
+ L - vorare, devour.] Devouring larvse

; 5^??? (.{

a 'g go-spazm), n.
L\V.

L. marinus is the great black-backed gull. L. glaucw is feeding on grubs, caterpillars, and the like ^W* -(Mpvyy-)^larynx,
+ tmaa/u>t, spasm.] In

the ice-gull or burgomaster. See gull, mew-trull, etc.
,
and erucivorous patnoL , spasm of the constrictors of the glottis,

cutsunderptd* herring-gull, &n& burgomaster. larvnffeal da-rin'ifl-an n and n f( ;_.. laryngostenosis (Ia-ring"g6-ste-n6 'sis), n.
larva (lar'va) n.; pi. larva; (-ve). [Also rarely

l

gS5S5SV2S 1
'

Of or pertain ng to the [ L̂" < Gr ' AW(AaPw-),larynx, + arAaf.

F!)
(

;1^?f^e = Sp P^?lTfar^<lE
W
/;! ^ S aS

'S^ ^ssels" Serves nfuscles! l^^8061--! ^P^l., contraction of

larva, '< L. larva, a ghost, specter, mask,' skele-
et

jV ,TK^S^ai4i or laryngotome (la-ring'go-tom), . [< Gr. Mpvvf
ton] 1. In^om.m

2,Wi.,aghost; a specter; a l^SMMUaSmlStarSw^teiS'rfffi^ (fapyn-), larynx, f ^?, cutting, < r^,shade: generally in the plural. Compare Zar1
,!. mogastric nerve which reaches the larynx after winding rape'tv, cut.] An instrument for performingThe dead were powerful also to do harm, unless they

around a large artery: on the right side of the body, around laryngotomy.
weredulypropitiatedwithalltheproperrites;theywere

the subclavian ; on the left, around the arch of the aorta, larvneotomip da-rine--e-o tom'iVI n IV ln,;,n
spirits of terror as well as of good : in this fearful sense -Superior laryngeal, a branch of the pneumogastric ,^ ,, + ?

) p "? ??.
toln lk >> a - L< ''#-

the names Lemures and still more Lance were appropri-
nerve wlli h passes du-ect through the thyrohyoid mem- (l tomH T -W.J Pertaining to or of the nature

ated to them. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 813. brane to the larynx. of laryngotomy.

bodies, or for other reasons.after the egg in the metamorphoses of insects, preceding Wf P'VTT'Ji larynx, + KTouq, a cutting out

uiF^M^?,^?11 '81 the
.
nr8' condit> of aninsectat (< en, out, + nfiy, a cutting, < reaveiv, rauelv, laryngotracheal (la-ring-go-tra'ke-al), a

nams'in the sens'elh'atthel'arvaf stage'ofan
P

sect mask's JaryngeS, n. Latin plural of larynx. trachea: see trachea.] Of or pertaining to both
or hides

the^true
character or imago of the species. It laryngismal (lar-in-jis'mal), a. [< NL. laryn- the larynx and the trachea.

no
a
w commZfy extended trot!Ierantails^th

e

a
r

n
ra

in

b
sects

8

hvTarv^rf^ni
Pertainiiig tO OT characterized

I;
all the Amphibia, a glottis, placed on the ventral wall

and especially other arthropods which undergo transfer- y laryngismus. of the oesophagus, opens into a short laryngo-tracheal
matipn. See pupa, imago, and cuts under Asteroidea Tracheotomy in laryrujixmal epilepsy.

chamber. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 102.

2S1EJS?'*?*'*?;
9lass-<mb

' >>ag-moth, Hololhuroidea, Encyc. Brit., XI. 390.
laryngotracheotomy (la-ring-go-tra-ke-ot'o

rq? ^?'r
^ Senus mollusks. laryngismus (lar-in-jis'mus), . [NL., inform mi), n. [<Gr ?dpv)t; ("Aapvj-y-) larynx +TpaYcta

YieillotMfi ^S
enusofWrds: as if ? Gr. Aawy^of a shouting ?.opt))7<c, trachea, + Torf, a cutting. '6f. tracheotomy.}-Cornute larva. See shout, bawl, < Aa/nryt (fapvyy.), larynx), but in Incision into the larynx and the trachea invo'lv-
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iug the cripoid and one or more of the upper wanton ; playful : see lascivious, lascivovs.]

trarheal rings. Lascivious.

larynx (lar'ingks), .; pi. liiri/H</<:<, rarely far- lascivious (la-siv'i-us), a. [An altered form,

14-rin'jlz, iar'ingk-sez). [NL., <Gr. M- after lascivicnt or L. lascirin. wantonness, of

1. Wanton; lewd;
lustful : as, luscirious men ;

lascivious desires.

CM. How do you like the song '!

Lucina. I like the air well ;

nirvf (/la/jwyy-), the upper part of the windpipe, lascirous: see hiscicous.]

also the throat, gullet.] The part of the wind-
'

pipe in whii-h vocal sound is made and modu-

lated; the organ of Jihonat ion. In man the larynx
is. the enlarged and modified upper end of the trachea,
witli some associate parts, as the epiglottis. It opens by
the glottis into the pharynx ; below, its cavity is directly
continuous with that of the trachea or windpipe. It causes

the protuberance of the throat called Attain'* apple or

pomum Ailaini. The framework of the larynx is gristly,

and composed of nine cartilages namely, the thyroid, the

largest in two symmetrical halves, forming most of the

walls ; the cricoid, the enlarged upper ring of the trachea ;

a pair of arifti'/viilx, snuill pyramidal pieces ; a
pair

of cor-

lucula laryiiyit or cartilages of Santorini ; a pair of cuiiei-

form cartilayes or cartilages of Wrisbery. Prom the ary-
tenoid cartl

lages, which sit

But for the words, they are latciniout,
And over-light for ladies.

Fletcher, Valentlnian, U. &
He on Eve

Began to cast huciuiuui eyes.
Milton, 1'. I.., ix. 1014.

2. Tending to excite voluptuous emotions; lux-

urious.
He capers nimbly In a lady's chamber
To the lascivious pleasing of a lute.

Shak., Rich. III., L 1. 18.

Syn. 1. Lecherous, libidinous, licentious, lewd, lustful,

salacious, unchaste, incontinent
In a lasciv-on the posterior lasciviously (la-siv'i-us-li), adv.

E ?"d ring? three .ious manner; loosely; wantonly; le_wdly.

hit. i. Fig. -i.

Larynx, internally and externally.

trachea; D, esophagus or gullet. Fig. 2. c.

trachea ; u. hyold bone ; E, E, thyrohyoid mem-
brane ; F, thyrohyoitl ligament ; G, thyroid car-

tilage ; H, cricoid cartilage ; P, cricothyroid liga-
ment.

lateral margins
of the epiglot-

tis; next below,
the false vocal
cords run from

the anterior surface of the arytenoids to the angle between
the two halves of the thyroid, while below this again the

true vocal cords are attached behind to the vocal processes
of the arytenoid and In front are

inserted^close^to
the

an;
gle of the thyrof

"

cords. The tru

foldY'of' me'm" lasciviousness (la-siv'i-us-nes). w. 1. Lasciv-
brane pass for- ious desires or conduct ;

lewdness ; wanton-

ness; lustfulness; looseness of behavior.

Who, being past feeling, have given themselves over

unto lasciviauiiiest. Eph. iv. 19.

2. Tendency to excite lust; lascivious or lewd
character.
The reason pretended by Augustus was the latdmous-

nett of his Elegies and bis Art of Love.

Dryden, Pref. to Ovid.

lascivoust (la-si'vus), a. [= F. lascif = Sp.

Pg. It. lascivo, < L. lascivus, wanton, playful,

sportive, loose, licentious; perhaps for "laxivus,

< lii.nix, loose, lax : see fax1 and /</../. i
. Less prob.

akin to Skt. / lash, desire,^ fas, be lively.] An
obsolete variant of lasHrious. [Rare.]

ward on each
side : above and
from the tips of
the arytenoids,
inclosing the
cornicula laryn-

gis and carti-

lages of Wris-

berg, the ory-
teno - epiglottic

To depaint latcioui |read hadeoui] wantonness.
////./.

.

of the glottis, til

on each side there is a recess called a ventricle or sinus pitium.] A gum-resin obtained from the north
of the larynx, which leads into a pouch, the sacculus la- of j^fr;ca anj greatly esteemed by the ancients
ryngis. The nerves of the larynx are branchesof the vagus. anr snn<iiodie deobstruent and diuretic
The larynx acts at once as a gate guarding the windpipe as an antispasi lie, IK nI, ar IK.

and asTvocal organ. It is closed by the approximation of is supposedI toi have been produced by
Thap^a

Oarga-

the three mucous folds of one side to those of the other, or one of the varieties of that plant Also called

the epiglottis contributing to the closing of the gap be- atadulcu.

tween the arytono-epiglottic folds. In phonation the ary- Yf thai be soure, eke stamppe a quantltee
tenoid cartilages aro swung around so as to close the Of laseru with wyne, hem two hemselve,

rima resplratorin and to bring the vocal cords close to one And helde it in the croppe.

another and parallel. The vocal cords are drawn tense Palladita, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X P. 116.

by Intrinsic larynifeal muscles, according to the height of Ia8er2i B An obsolete form of leisure.

mffiSSS^K^SSffSSSSi Srp'itiea (las'6r-pi-ti'e-e), n.
j,l. [NK

vocal cords is ,'. of an inch In men, ,", in women ; of the (Tausch, 1834), < Laxerjntium + -eft.] A sub-

herbs, distinguished by their subterete fruit, the carpels
often winged; they are native chiefly of the Mediterra-

,.. ,
nean region and the Canary Islands.

ttom of the trachea. Laserpitium (las-er-pish'i-um). n. [NL. (Sp.
en the syrinx is still p_ lasernicio = It. fasen2o),< L. lasfrniciiim, a

'

plant, also called silpliium, from which laserwas
obtained.] A genusof plants, natural order I'm-

bcllifer<F, type of the tribe Laserpitiecf, contain-

ing about 20 species, natives of Europe, north-

ern Africa, and western Asia; the laserworts.

They are tall perennial herbaceous plants, with pinnate
leaves and compound many-rayed muhels of yellowish or

white flowers, the fruit with 8 wing-like appendages. L.

laHMiuin, the herb-frankincense or laserwort, Is a native

of mountainous districts of Europe, growing in dry and

stony places. The root abounds with a gum resin, which
Is acrid and bitter, and is said to be a violent purgative.
L. SOer Is a native of the mountains of central and south-

ern Europe.
laserwort (la'ser-wert), n. A plant of the ge-
nus Laserpitium, especially L. latifolium.

lash 1
(lash), n. [< ME. lashe, lasshe, lasche, a

stroke, the flexible end of a whip, = MD. lasche,

t lassche, a piece sewed on, a patch, D. lagcti, a

piece, joint, seam, notch. = MLG. lasche, las,

The ship's company numbered about two hundred, all LG. lasche, a flap, dag, = G. lasche, a flap, joint,

told, one-fourth of whom were Lascan and Malays, em- scarf, = Sw. Dan. lask, a joint, scarf, groove for

ployed as stokers and coal-trimmers.
joining timber; cf. ML. lascta, a flap or dag;

J. W. Palmer, I p and Down the Irrawaddi, p 14. ** ^^^ ftnd g^ qf y<) <

lascaree (las-ka-re'), n. [< Hind, latthkan, be- [<JJ
.

|/gj ioose ,
or from the same root: see laxl

longing to the army, military: see lascar.] A an(j i(,gi f f^e genses of the noun, and esp. of
short spear used in the East Indies as a hunt- the verb ( varv> indicating some mixture with

ing-spear, or more rarely as a javelin for throw- other words; in the noun are prob. involved

animals the larynx may be situ.itod anywhere along the

windpipe, or even in the bronchial tube. It Is generally
at the top of the trachea. In birds there are two larynges,
one at the top, the other at the botto

The latter is called the syrinx. When
more inferior in position it is wholly broi

are a pair, right and left, making, with the one at the top,

three larynxes. See cut under mouth.

las 1
!, A Middle English form of lace.

las-'t, a. An obsolete variant of Jess1 . Chaucer.

lascar (las-kiir'), [Also Ioshkar, lushkvr; <

Hind, Ioshkar, a regimental servant, a native

sailor, prop, lashkari, belonging to the army, <

Pers. lashkari, belonging to the army, military,
a soldier, < Ioshkar (> Hind, lashkar), an army;
ef. Ar. 'askar, army.] 1. In the East Indies, a
native tent-pitcher, camp-follower, or regimen-
tal servant. [A common name, but usually
treated as a proper name.]
Some Lascars and Sepoys were now sent forward to

clear the road.

Orme, Hist. Military Transac. in Indostan, I. 894.

2. An East Indian sailor. [The more common
use.]

ing.
lasche 1

!, and t>. See lash 1
.

Iasche2t,
a. See fa,/t2 .

lasciviatet (la-siv'i-at), r. . [Irreg. < L. las-

cii'iis, wanton : see hMBWONt.] To be lascivious ;

play the wanton. Biiiley, 1731.

lasciviencyt (la-siv'i-en-si), H. [< l(ixciric(t)

+ -c)/.] Lasciviousness.

lascivientt (la-siv'i-ent). a. [X L. liwirinK t-)x,

ppr. of laxcieire, be wanton, sport, < lascirus,

lace (ME. las) and leaah. The &. lasg, a lash,

whip, whipping, is of E. origin.] 1. The flexi-

ble part of a whip, usually a cord of braided

strips of leather; hence, anything flexible used
for flogging; a whip; a scourge: as, to lay on
the lOM ; punishment by the lash.

Her whip of cricket's bone, the lath of Mm,
Her waggoner a small gray coated gnat

Shot., R. and J.. I. 4. 68.

I observed that your whip wanted a lath to it. Additon.

lash

A scourge hung with lathi* he bore.

Coirper, Morning Dream.

I believe that a blow from the cruel lath would have
broken her [a mare'sl heart . . . The lath ls hardly ever

good for the sex. C. D. Warner, Baddeck, IIL

2. A stroke with a whip or anything pliant and

tough ; hence, a stroke of satire
;
a sarcasm ; an

expression or retort that cuts or gives pain.
Many a stripe and many a grlevouse lathe

She gaveu to them that VOUCH Imiurs be.

Court iff Loft, 1. 1207.

How smart a lath that speech doth give my conscience I

The moral Is a la*h at the vanity of arrogating that to

ourselves which succeeds well. Mr H. L'Estrange.

Every one that sins with an high hand against the clear

light of his conscience, although he may resist the checks
of It at llrst, yet he will be sure to feel the lathet and re-

proaches of It afterwards. Up. AUerbury, .Sermons, II. xvl.

3. A beating or dashing, as of wind or water;
a fluctuating impact.

The wat'ry stores that sleep
Beneath the smiling surface of the deep
Walt but the Uuhet of a wintry storm
To frown and roar. Covper, Hope, L 186.

4. In weaving, same as leash, 3. 5. An eye-
lash.

Serene with argcnt-lldded eyes
Amorous, and lathei like to rays
Of darkness. Tennytm, Arabian Nights.

lash 1
(lash), v. [< ME. huhen, lasshen, laschen,

lash, whip; = MD. lasschen, sew a piece on,

patch, join, D. lasschen, join, scarf (whence per-

haps def. 7), = MLG. LG. laschen, furnish with

flaps or dags, = G. lascheti, furnish with flaps,

scarf, join, = Sw. laska = Dan. laske, scarf,

join; from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To strike

with a lash, whip, scourge, or other pliant thing,
as a thong, rope, etc. ; whip ; scourge ; flog ;

subject to the lash as a punishment.
To lii'h the Oreks to ground was her hertes joy.

The KIM Ladia Worthy.

What Cupid, must the world be lath'd so soon?
But made at morning, and be whipt at noon 1

Quart,*, Emblems, L 6, Eplg.

He's taen a whip Into his hand,
And lathed them wondrous sair.

The Clerfi Tim Sont o Omenford (Child's Ballads, II. 67).

We lath the pupil and defraud the ward.

Dryden, tr. of I'erslus's Satires, L 27.

2. To satirize ;
censure with severity.

Juvenal was wholly employed in lathing vices, some of

them the moat enormous that can be Imagined.
Dryden, Ded. to tr. of Juvenal.

If Satire knows its time and place,
You still may lash the greatest in disgrace.

Pope, Epil. to Satires, I. 88.

"I have no name," he shouted, "a scourge am I,

To lath the treasons of the Table Round.
'

Tennyson, Micas and Ettarre.

3. To fling or throw recklessly or at random :

with out or up. [Archaic.]
Which to baue concealed had tended more to the opin-

ion of virtue, than to lath out whatsoeuer his vn staled mind
affoorded. HMnihed, Kich. II., an. 1807.

He full-, and, lashing up his heels, his rider throws.

Dryden.

4t. To spend recklessly.

When anie new troubles or wars did grow or come upon
him IHenry II. of England), then would helath and powre
all that euer he had in store or treasurle, and liberallle

bestow that upon a roister or a soldier which ought to

have been given unto the priest
UoKnthed, Chron. (Conquest of Ireland, p. SO).

5. To beat or dash against.
The Lightning flies, the Thunder roars ;

And big Waves lath the frighten'd shoars.

Prior, Lady's Looktng-Glas*.

The solid reef increases only on the outer edge, which

day and night Is lathed by the breakers of on ocean never

at rest Darvin, Coral Reefs, p. -'.

6. To comb (the hair). [Prov. Eng.] 7. To
tie or bind with a rope or cord ; secure or fas-

ten, as by cordage: as, to lash anything to a mast
or to a yard ;

to lash a trunk on a coach.

An eel-skin sleeve latht here and there with lace,

High collar latht again.
Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, 11. i

A fisherman stood aghast,
To see the form of a maiden fair,

Lathed clow to a drifting mast.

LongfeUotc, Wreck of the Hesperus.

Lash and cany (naut.\ lash or pack up and carry off the

hummocks to the netting, where they are to be stowed.

To lash a hammock, see hammock.

II. intrnns. I. To ply the whip; strike (at

something) ;
aim sarcasms ; hit out.

And gan her fresh assayle,
Heaping huge strokes as thlcke as showre of hayle.
And lathiny dreadfully at every part.

Spentrr, F. Q., IV. Tt 10.

To laugh at follies, or to lath at vice.

Dryden, tr. of Perslus's Satires, T. O.

2. To strike or break out ; burst up or out, as a

wave or flame.
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For lygte lasschynge flame alle the loude over.
MS. CM. Calig. A. ii., J. 111. (Halliuidl.)

3. To strike out; plunge. [Kare.]
We know not what rich joys we lose when first we lash

into a new offence. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 40.

To lash out. (a) To kick out, as a horse. (6) To break
out or plunge recklessly.

I lash'd mtt lavish, then began my ruth,
And then I felt the follies of my youth.

Greene, Song of a Country Swain.

A pious education . . . may lay such strong fetters, such

powerful restrictions upon the heart, that it shall not be
able to lash out into those excesses and enormities.

South, Sermons, X. 347.

lash2 (lash), a. and . [< ME. lasche, laehe,

slack, sluggish, = G. lasch, slack, weak (= Icel.

loskr, weak, idle, OSw. losk, idle, prob. < L.), <

OF. lasche, lache, slack, loose, weak, remiss,

cowardly, F. Idche, loose, cowardly, = Pr. laxc.

lax = Sp. Pg. laxo = It. lasso, < L. laxus (ML.
also prob. *lascus), slack, loose : see lax1. Cf .

lusk.] I. a. If. Slack; slow; sluggish; inactive.

Yif he be slow and astonyd and lache, he lyvyth as an
aase. Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 8.

2. Lax; loose; soft; hence, watery or insipid.

[Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
Fruits being unwholesome and lash before the fifth year.

Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus, v.

3. Moist and cold, as the weather. [Prov. Eng.]
Il.t . A sort of soft leather.

[A receipt] for to make rede lasche or lether.

MS. Sloane, 1698, f. 9. (Halliwett.)

lash-comb (lash'kom), n. A wide-toothed comb.

[North. Eng.]
lasher1

(lash'er), n. [< lash1
, v., + -er1 .] 1.

One who lashes, (a) One who whips, or scourges
with a lash

;
one who punishes by laying on the lash. (6)

One who lashes or fastens a thing to something else with

thongs, cords, etc.

2. A lashing ; a thong or cord used as a lashing.
3. A.fish,theCottusbubaliii. Seefather-lasher.

lasher2 (lash'er), n. [Appar. < lash2 + -eri.]
The slack water collected above a weir in a

river; hence, a weir.
He sculled down to Sandford, [and] bathed in the lasher.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, II. v.

lashing (lash'ing), . and a. [< lash1
, v.] I. n.

1. The act of whipping or flogging; a scourg-
ing. 2. A rope or cord for binding or making
fast one thing to another.
Torn from their planks the cracking ring-bolts drew,
And gripes and lashings all asunder flew.

Falconer, Shipwreck, ii.

3. A profusion or great plenty; a bountiful or

unstinted supply: usually in the plural: as,

lashings of beer. [Scotch and Irish.]
A nate buffet before them set,
Where lashins of good dhrink there was.

Thackeray, Mr. Molony's Account of the Ball.

II. a. [Ppr. of lash?, 11.] Lavish. Taylor.
(Halliwell.)

lashing-eye (lash'ing-I), n. See eye
1

.

lashing-ring (lash'ing-ring), n. One of the rings
on the sides of a gun-carriage to which the tar-

paulin, sponge, rammer, and worm are lashed or
tied : generally used in the plural.

lashing-String (lash'ing-string), n. In the in-

dustrial arts, a cord used to secure anything in

its place during the progress of the work, as in

upholstery to hold the springs for a seat at a
given height, preparatory to covering the seat.

lashness (lash'nes), n. [< lash 2 + -ness.'} The
quality of being lash; slackness; dullness.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
lash-rail (lash'ral), n. Naut., a stout bar of
wood extending along the sides of whaling-ves-
sels inside the bulwarks. Its use is to secure
water-casks and other heavy casks by lashings,
hence the name.
Lasia (la'si-a), . [NL., < Gr. ^.daiof, hairy,
rough, shaggy, woolly.] 1. A genus of dipter-
ous insects of the family Acroceridai. L. kletti is

a golden-green species, with a proboscis half as long again
as the body, found in Arizona. Wiedemann, 1829.

2. A genus of ladybirds: synonymous with Sub-
coccinellaof Hope (1840). 3. A genus of mono-
cotyledouous plants of the natural order Aroi-
dea: (the arum family) and tribe Oronttete, the
type of the subtribe Lasiete. It is characterized by
a one-celled ovary and thick style, the ovule pendent from
the apex of the cell. Only two species are known, natives
of the East Indies and Malay archipelago.

Lasieae (la-si'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Beutham and
Hooker, 1883), < Lasia + -ew.] A subtribe of

plants of the order Aroidea;. tribe Orontiece (tribe
Lasioidece of the De Candolles), typified by the
genus Lasia. It embraces 6 or 7 genera, with
elongated twisted spathes and densely flowered

Lasiocampa (la"si-o-kam'pa), n. [NL., < Gr.

Maiof, hairy, woolly, +
ti.ajj.Kri. a caterpillar.]

3360

A genus of bombycid moths, giving name to the

family Lasiocamiiidte. See Gastropaclta.

LasiocampidB(la"si-o-kam'pi-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Lasiocampa + -ida;'.] A family of bombycid
moths named from the genus Lasiocampa, con-

taining a number of stout hairy forms, among
them those known as eggers or egger-motlis.
Lasioderma (la"si-o-der'mii), n. [NL., < Gr.

/tdo-<of, hairy, woolly, + depjta, skin.] A genus
of beetles of the family Ptinidce, of wide distri-

bution. L. serricorne and L. loeve are among the few in-

sects which eat tobacco. Their larva) feed upon the weed
in its dried state, doing much damage.

Lasioidese (la-si-oi'de-e), n.pl. [NL. (A. and
C. de Candolle), < Lasia + -oidea;.] A tribe of

plants of the Aroideai, or arum family, embra-

cing 19 genera. It includes the subtribes Lasiece,

Amorphopliallece, Nephthytidece, and Montrichar-
diete.

Lasiopetaleae (la"si-o-pe-ta'le-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Jacques Gay, 1831), < Lasiopetalum + -ew.]
A tribe of plants of the natural order Stercu-

liacea;, typified by the genus Lasiopetalum. it

embraces, in modem systems, 8 genera, having hermaph-
rodite flowers destitute of petals (or with the petals re-

duced to mere scales), five anther-bearing stamens lightly
united at the base and alternate with the sepals, the an-
thers two-celled with the cells parallel, and five or fewer

non-anther-bearing stamens opposite the sepals.

Lasiopetalum (la"si-o-pet'a-lum), n. [NL.
(James Edward Smith/1798), { Gr. ).daiof, hairy,

woolly, + TreraAov, a leaf (petal) : see petal.]
A genus of sterculiaeeous plants, the type of

the tribe Lasiopetalete, distinguished from re-

lated genera by having the sepals united with-
out a median nerve. There are about 30 species, grow-
ing in extratropical Australia. They are stellately pubes-
cent shrubs, with flowers in racemes or branching cymes
opposite the leaves or in their axils. Several species (as L.

parmftorum, L. ferrugineum, L. macrophylluni) are culti-

vated as greenhouse-plants.
Lasiurus (las-i-u'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. Maioc,
hairy, woolly, + ovpd, tail.] A genus of Amer-
ican chiropters of the family Vespertilionidte ;

the red bats. In typical species the back of the inter-
femoral membrane is densely furry. The common New
York or red bat is L. noveboracensis ; the hoary bat is L.
ciitereus or pruinosus. See cut under bat.

Lasius (la'si-us), n. [NL. (Pabricius, 1804), < Gr.

s.aaiof, hairy, rough, shaggy, woolly.] 1. A ge-
nus of ants of the family Formicidm, having the
abdomennotprolonged anteriorly,and the ocelli

of the workers very small, indistinct, or want-

ing. It is widely distributed, with 12 European and 6
North American species ;

4 are common to both continents.
L. Jtanus is an example.
2. A genus of bees of the family Apidce. Jurine,
1807. [Not in use.] 3. Same && Lasia, 1. La-

treille, 1829. 4. A genus of beetles of the fam-

ily Malacodermidai : synonymous with Dasytes
of Paykull, 1798. Motschulslcy, 1845.

laskH (lask), n. [A transposed form of lax1
, n.]

Looseness; flux; diarrhea. [Prov. Eng.]
A grave and learned minister was one day, as he walked

in the fields for his recreation, suddenly taken with a laske
or looseness. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 99.

laskH (lask), v. i. [< lask1
, n.] To suffer from

diarrhea.
So soft childhood puling

Is wrung with worms begot of crudity,
Are [and ?] apt to laske through much humidity.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Furies.

Iask2t (lask), v. i. [Appar. a transposed form
of lax1

, a., used as a verb. Cf. lash 1
.'] Naut.,

to sail large, or with a quartering wind that

is, with a wind about 45 abaft the beam.
The Java came down in a lasking course on her adver-

sary's weather quarter.
Quoted in T. Roosevelt's Naval War of 1812, p. 120.

lasfcSf, v. t. [ME. lasken; appar. < las, lasse,
less : see less1

,
a.

;
cf . less1

,
v. But such a use

of the rare verb-formative -fc is doubtful.] To
shorten

; bring to an end.

Heigh heuene king to gode hauene me sende,
Other laske mi liif daywes with-inne a litel terme.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), L 670.

lask4 (lask), n. [Var. of lesk.] Same as lastf.

Mud worms, mussels, shrimps, and laslcs cut out of mack-
erel are also used as baits for bass.

Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 251.

Iask5,lasque(lask),. [Origin not ascertained.]
A thin flat diamond with a simple facet at the
side : used occasionally to cover small minia-

tures, and then called portrait-stone.
lasket (las'ket), n. [Cf. lash1

, n.] Small lines
sewed in loops to the bottom of a sail to secure
a bonnet.

laspring (las'pring), n. [Cf. lax2.] The sinolt

or young salmon of the first year. [Local, Eng.]
The smolt, or young salmon, is by the fishermen of some

rivers called a laspring. Yarrell, British Fishes.

lasque, n. See

last

lass 1
(las), . [< ME. "louse, lysse (rare) ; per-

haps contr. < W. llodes, fern, of llawd, a lad:

see lad1
. The word is usually explained, in its

mod. form (the ME. form being hitherto unno-

ticed), as a contr. of Itiddess; but laddess is an
affected form, rare, and not found before the
18th century. Lass is now regarded as simply
the fern, of lad1.] 1. A girl: in familiar lan-

guage often applied to a woman of any age..
The last of thos lefe children was a lysse faire,
Polexena the pert, prise of all other.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1499.

And with your piteous layes have learnd to breed

Compassion in a countrey lasses hart.

Spenser, Astrophel, Prol.

This is the prettiest low-born lass that ever
Ran on the greensward. Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 156.

Her prentice ban' she tried on man,
An then she made the lasses, O.

Burns, Green Grow the Rashes.

2. A sweetheart.

It was a lover and his lass.

Shale., As you Like it, v. S (song).

Hemp-seed, I saw thee,
An* her that is to be my lass,

Come after me, an' draw thee.

Burns, Halloween.

3. A maid-servant; a servant-girl. [Scotch.]
It will may-be no be sae weel to speak about it while

that lang-lugged limmer o' a lass is gaun flisking in and
out o' the room. Scott, Guy Mannering, xlv.

lass2 (las), a. [See lazy.] Lazy. [Prov. Eng.]
lasset, a. and adv. A Middle English form of

lassie (las'i), . [Dim. of lass1 .] A little lass;
a young girl.

My love, she's but a lassie
yet.

Burns, My Love, she's but a Lassie yet.

Come lead me, lassie, to the shade,
Where willows grow beside the brook. Crabbe.

lassitude (las'i-tud), . [< F. lassitude = Sp.
lasitud = Pg. lassidSo = It. lassitudine, < L.

lassitudo, faintness, weariness, < lassus, faint,

weary, perhaps for "ladtus, and thus akin to E.
late: see late1 . Cf. alas.] The state of having
the energies weakened ;

weakness ; weariness ;

languor of body or mind.
The animal spirits being spent, the soul can hardly move

the body any longer, the sense whereof we call lassitude.

Dr. H. More, Immortal, of Soul, iii. 8.

The heat of the summer months is sufficiently oppres-
sive to occasion considerable lassitude.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 5.

=Syn. Weariness, etc. See fatigue.
lass-lorn (las'lorn), a. Forsaken by one's lass

or mistress.
Thy broom-groves,

Whose shadow the dismissed bachelor loves,

Being lass-lorn. Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 68.

lasso (las'6), n.
; pi. lassosor lassoes (-6z). [< Pg.

laqo, a snare, trick, = Sp. lazo, a snare, slip-

knot, = F. lacs, a snare, < L. laqueus, a snare :

see lace.] A long rope or cord of hide (from
60 to 100 feet), having a running noose at one
end, used especially in the Spanish (or origi-

nally Spanish or Portuguese) parts of America
for catching horses and wild cattle. The noose is

thrown with a whirl from horseback over the head or horns
of the chased animal while in full career. See lariat.

They [the lariat and the lasso] are the same, with a very
great difference. The lasso may be used for picketing a

horse, but the rope with which a horse is ordinarily pick-
eted would never be of use as a lasso.

JR. I. Dodge, Our Wild Indians, p. 281.

lasso (las'6), v. t. [< lasso, n.] To catch or

capture by means of a lasso.

lasso-cell (las'o-sel), n. One of the peculiar
filiferous cell-like structures of coelenterates,
endowed with ability to throw out with aston-

ishing rapidity the contained thread, which has
the property of exciting a stinging or pricking
feeling on sentient surfaces ; an urticating or-

gan ;
a nematocyst or thread-cell ; a cnidocyst

or cnida ; a nettling-eell. See cut under cnida.

lassock (las'ok), . [< Inss1 + -ock.] A little

lass
;
a lassie. [Scotch.]

I mind, when I was a gilpy of a lassock, seeing the Duke.
Scott, Old Mortality, v.

last1
(last), n. [< ME. last, lest, < AS. lout, liest,

m., a footstep, track, footprint, trace; also, in

glosses, laist, f., a boot, lesste, a shoemakers'

last; = D. leest, a last, form, = OHG. MHG.
leist, G. leisten, a last, = Icel. leistr, the foot
below the ankle, a short sock, = Sw. last =
Dan. last, a last, = Goth, hiists, a foot-track;
cf. OHG. /ma, MHG. leise, leitt, track, furrow;
prob. < Goth, leisan, find out, pret. pres. lais, I

know: see lear1
, learn, lore. Hence lasfi.] A

wooden pattern or model of the human foot, on
which shoes are formed.
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Harl be 30 sutlers Isouters] with your nianl tettra.

Karly KIUJ. Poems (ed. Kurnivall), xxxiv. 3.

.Should the bin LttHtf extern! the shoe loo wide,
Each .stonu wilt wrench I IT unwary .Step aside.

<!<in. Trivia, i.

The cobbler IM not to go beyond his last [a free render-

ing of the- Latin proverb ".Ne sutor ultni m-piditm "].

Sir K. L'Estrange.

last1
(last), r. t. [< lax ft, .] To form on or by

a last ; fit to a last, as the materials for a boot
or shoo.

last'-* (last), ''. [< MK. lasten, lesten, < AS. lees-

tun, follow, accompany, attend, observe, per-
form, continue, last (= OS. lestian = OFries.

ttiHta, Icsta = OHG. MHG. G. leisten, follow out,
= Goth. laitttjim, follow after), lit. 'track,' < last,
a track, footprint: seolasft, .] I.f trans. To
follow out; carry out; perform; do.

That ic haue hoten we],
Ic It sal leiten euerilc del.

Generis and Exodus (E. E. T. 8.\ 1. 2900.

And thel ben false and traitorous and lasten not that
tliel bihoten [promise]. Mandeaille, Travels, p. -262.

II. intrant. If. To extend; reach.

He hathe made a Duchee that leateth unto the Lond of

Nyflan, and marchethe to Pruysse.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 7.

2. To continue to be; remain in existence;
continue in progress.

And thorowe thy grace I am nat A-gast,
What sorowe or sykenes to me thou sende,
To sutfyr whyle my lyffe wole taste.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnlvall), p. 178.

They bothe were in batell while the batell last,
And euther sawte & assembly see with there een.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.\ L 57.

Two days this Feast latteth, in which they dense their

graues and glue presents to the Bonzy.
Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 528.

Generations pass while some trees stand, and old fami-
lies latt not three oaks. Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, v.

The rock for ever f>i
'.-, the tears for ever flow.

Pope, Iliad, xxlv. 779.

That man may last, but never lives,
Who much receives but nothing gives.

7'. (lib/Mia, When Jesus Dwelt.

3. To hold out; continue unexhausted or un-

consumed; escape failure or loss.

I beg of you to know me, good my lord,
To accept ray grief, and, whilst this poor wealth lasts,
To entertain me as your steward still.

Shot., T. of A., iv. 3. 496.

I pray my legs
Will last that pace that I will carry them.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, lit 2.

Can the burning coal
Of thy affection last without the fuel
Of counter love ? Quarles, Emblems, v. 8.

The days of childhood are too sweet to last ! Cities, like

men, grow out of them in time, and are doomed alike to

grow into the bustle, the cares, and miseries of the world.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 177.

4. To continue unimpaired; remain fresh, un-
fin led, or unspoiled; continue to be available or
serviceable

;
wear well : as, this color will last.

Ham. How long will a man lie i' the earth ere he rot?
1st Clotcn. . . . He will last you some eight year, or nine

year. Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 183.

And love will last as pure and whole
As when he loved me here in Time.

Ti ,11111*111. In Memoriam, xlUI.

Love to God and love to man are the only motives which
will last. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. S&4.

last2 (last), n. [< 7o*2, r.] Power of holding
out; endurance; stamina. [Bare.]
What one has always felt about the masters is, that It's

a fair trial of skill and last between us and them like a
match at foot- ball, or a battle.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, u. 7.

Space is nothing to a traveller [the antelope] with such
speed and such last. T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 204.

lasta (last), n. [< ME. last, < AS. Mast, a load

(= OFries. hlcst = D. last = MLG. LG. last =
OHG. Mast, last, MHG. G. last, a load, = Icel.

Mass = Dan. lirs = Sw. lass, a cart-load, _also
Icel. lest, a load (< Sw. Dan.), = Dan. Sw. last, a

load), (hlailan, lade, load : see ladei. Hence in

comp. ballast. The E. Icsfi, ballast, is of LG.
origin.] If. A burden; a load; a cargo.
God yeve this monk a thousand last quad yeer (cargoes of

bad years). Chaucer, ProL to Prioress's Tale, L 4.

2. A load of some commodity with reference to
its weight and commercial value

; hence, a par-
ticular weight or measure, varying in amount
in different localities and for different com-
modities. As an absolute measure, a last is generally
reckoned at 4,000 pounds ; but the word is now rarely met
with, and only in local or technical use. A last of flax
or feathers is 1,700 pounds ; of wool, 12 sacks ; of corn, 10
quarters or 80 bushels ; of meal or ashes, 12 barrels ; of

gunpowder, 24 barrels; of codfish or white herrings, 12
barrels ; of red herrings, 20 cades (of 600 or 720 fishes

each) ; of pitch or tar, 14 barrels. A last of leather is given
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as 20 dickers of 10 hides each : hut a last of hide* U IS
dozen.

They will pay ... for a last of hides to bee cuyed out
of our retime and dominion halfc a marke aboue that which
heretofore was payed. HaUuytt Voyaaet, I. 137.

Even as In ships of war, whose lastt of powder
Are laid, men think, to make them but.

Chapman, Buuy D'AmboU, v. 1.

These fishing ships doe take yeerely two hundred thou-
sand latt of fth, tweluc barrels to a latt, which amounts to
300000 pounds by the flshermens price.

Quoted In Capt. John Stnith't Work*, II. 217.

Iast4 t (last), n. [ME. last, lest, < Icel. lostr

(last-), fault, = Dan. 8w. last, vice
;

cf. OS. las-
tar = OHG. lastar, MHG. G. latter, blame,
abuse; AS. leahtor, blame; from a verb rep-
resented by AS. lean = OHG. lahan, blame.]
Fault.

last*t (last), v. t. [< ME. lasten = OHG. lasta-

ron, MHG. lasteren, lastern, Q. lastern = Icel.
lasta = Dan. laste = Sw. lasta, blame; from
the noun.] To find fault with

; blame.
last5 (last), a. and n. [< ME. last, latst, cor.tr.

form of latest (= OS. letisto, latsto, lasto, last,= OFries. letast = D. lest = LG. leste, lest =
OHG. lazzost, lezist, lezzest, lecist, MHG. leteest,

letzst, letet, G. letzt, last, = Icel. latastr), su-

perl. of late: see /ate1.] I. a. 1. That comes or
remains after all the others

; latest; hindmost;
closing; final; ultimate.

Now, our Joy [Cordelia],
Although the last, not least.

Shot., Lear, L 1. 86.

Bear them unto their last beds, whilst I study
A tomb to speak their loves whilst old Time fasteth.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, v. 2.

Your last to me was in French of the first Current.

lloictll. Letters, I. vi. 16.

My latest found,
Heaven's last, best gift, my ever new delight !

Milton, P. L., v. 18.

If I should live to be
The fast leaf upon the tree.

O. W. Holmes, The Last Leaf.

2. Next before the present : as, last week
;
on

the last occasion.

Last morning you could not see to wipe my shoes.

Shale., T. Q. of V.,ii. 1.86.

Last noon beheld them full of lusty life,
Last eve in Beauty's circle proudly gaj.

Byron, Childe Harold, iii 28.

A merry song we sang with him
Last year. Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxx.

3. Utmost; extreme.
To see vain fools ambitiously contend
For wit and power ; their last endeavours bend,
T' outshine each other.

Dryden, tr. of Lucretius, it 13.

This city, remarkable in ancient times for its defence
against Hannibal, was of the last importance.

Pretcott, Ferd. and I
-

.. . ii. 10.

The Lord of all the landscape round
Ev'n to its last horizon. Tennyton, Aylmer's Field.

4. Lowest; meanest.
But many that are first shall be last ; and the latt shall

be first Mat. xir. 30.

AntOochus . . .

Takes the last prize.

Pope, Iliad, xxiiL 923.

6. Furthest of all from inclusion or considera-

tion; most improbable or unlikely.
undue

18.

In his house I saw the last thing one would have ex-

pected to find in the heart of Lapland a piano.
B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 139.

Last act, in peripatetic and scholastic metaphysics, posi-
tive existence, which, after it is otherwise determined what
a thing shall be, determines that it shall be. Also called
second energy. Last day, yesterday. (Scotch. ]

Last day I grat wi* spite and teen . . .

That to a bard I should be seen
WT half my channel dry.

Buna, Humble Petition of Bruar Water.

Last extreme of a syllogism, the minor term. Last
heir, in Eny. law. he to whom lands come by escheat for
want of lawful heirs. In some cases the last heir is the
lord ofwhom the lands were held; but in others, the sover-

eign. Last honor r honors. See honor. Last mul-
tiplier, a certain quantity used in the integration of the

equations of motion. On one's last legs, on the verge
of failure or exhaustion ; almost ruined in health, ability,
or resources: also said of things.

The first lies like the fox's scent when on his last leys,

increasing every moment ; the other is a back-scent, grow-
ing colder the longer you follow It

Scott, St Ronan's Well, xxr.

The last cast. See casti. The last day, the day of

judgment. The last days, the last times, in
Serif.:

the period when the end of the world draws near. The
last gasp. Sec gasp. To breathe one's last, to die.

To die In the last ditch. See dw'. To put the last
hand to. See hand.

II. n. The end; conclusion; termination: in

phrases At last, or at the last, at the end ; in the
conclusion ; finally.

laster

To the here he cleued fast.

And to Pctlr he criede atte the but
Kilty linn, ili. K. T. S.\ p. 8t

And sif he fynde such defante that 30 with Fals holden.
Hit schal bl-sltten our* soules sore attt late.

Pien Ploumon (A\ il. 110.

Gad, a troop shall overcome him : but he shall overcome
at the toil, ii.n. xux.18.

Virtue presenred from fell destruction's blast.
Led on by heaven, and crowu'd with Joy at but

Shak., Pericles, r. 8. 80.

Atthelonglast See longi.-Booked at last See 600*.
To the last, to the end; till the conclusion ; especially,

till the near approach or the moment of death.

She preserved her wit. Judgment, and vivacity to the

latt, but often used to complain of her memory.
A'tnrt, Death of Stella.

lasts (itgt), adv. [< lasft, a.] 1. At the end of
the series

;
after all others.

God hath set forth us the apostles latt. 1 Cor. IT. 8.

Lore thyself but: cherish those hearts that hate thee.

Shalt., Hen. VIII., UL 2. 443.

2. In conclusion ; finally ; lastly.
First my fear ; then my courtesy ; latt my ri|linn||

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., Epil.

Pleased with his Idol, he commends, admires,
Adores ; and lout, the thing adored desires.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Mi-tumorph., x.

3. For the last time
; on the last occasion be-

fore the present time.

When saw you my father lattt Shak., Lear, I. 2. 167.

Declare when latt Olivia came
To sport beneath thy boughs.

Tennyton, Talking Oak.

4t. Lately.
And yet I was latt chidden for being too slow.

Shak., T. G. of V., U. 1. 12.

First and last, first or last See ftrtti , adv.

last6 (last), n. In laic, same as last-court.

last7 (last), n. [Also list (see list?) ; var. of lask*,

lisle, lesk.} A piece cut from a fish and used as
bait. In pollack-fishing, for example, such a

piece is cut from the under or bright part of
the pollack.
lastage (las'taj), . [= F. lestage; as lasts +
-age.] 1. The lading of a ship.

By charter of Queen Elisabeth in the 36th year of her
reign, the lastage and ballastage and office of lattage and
ballastage of all ships and other vessels betwixt the bridge
of the City of London and the main sea, was granted to the
Master \V ardens and Assistants of Trinity House.

ttayhcw, London Labour and London Poor, III. 278.

2f. Ballast.

Ballesse or lastaye fur shipnes, saburra.

,1562.

She was the last person to be approached with und
familiarity. Pretcott, Ferd. and Isa., ii.

(Ualliictll. )

3f. A duty formerly paid (a) in some markets
for the right to carry things where one chooses ;

(6) on wares sold by the last
j (c) for freight or

transportation ; (tl) for the right of taking bal-
last from the sea-shore, between high- and low-
water mark.

They shall be free from all toll, and from all custome :

that is to say, from all lastaye, tallage, passage, cariage,

riuage, asponsage, and from all wrecke.

Haktuyt's Voyaget, 1. 117.

The citizens of Hereford fined, la the second year of

Henry III., In a hundred marks and two palfreys, to have
the king's charter . . . that they might be quit through-
out England of toll and lastaffe, of passage, pontage and
stallage, and of leve, and danegeld, and gaywlte, and all

other customs and exactions.
S. Doutll, Taxes In England, I. 20.

4. Stowage-room for goods.
last-court (last'kort), n. A court held by the

twenty-four jurats in the marshes of Kent,
England, and summoned by the bailiffs,where-
in orders are made to lay and levy taxes, im-

pose penalties, etc., for the

preservation of the said
marshes. Also l.--t.

lastet. An obsolete preterit
of lasft.

laster (las'ter). n. [< lasft

+ -er1 .] In shoemaking :

(a) One who fits the parts
of shoes to lasts prepara-
tory to the subsequent op-
erations, especially in a

shoe-factory.
The sole ... Is now taken in

hand by the latter, who secures It

by a few Ucks to the upper.
r,Dict,,IV.Ui.

(Ii) A tool like a pair of

pincers used in stretching
the upper-leather of a boot
or shoe on the last. The jaws
are curved and serrated so as to

grasp the leather firmly, and an
angular IHMW is formed on one of
the tongues of the pincers. The Lajttr.



laster

boss acts against the last as a fulcrum in stretching the

leather, anil is also used as a hammer for pegging the
stretched leather to the last to hold it in place during
the process of soling.

lasteryt (las'ter-i), n. [Appar. < lasft + -en/.]
A red color.

Fair vermilion or pure lastery.

lasting (las'ting), n. [Verbal n. of last2
, *'.] 1 .

Continuance; endurance.

Thon art made for ever, as thou hast made me, if this

felicity have lasting. B. Jonson, Epicoene, ii. 3.

Nothing procureth the lasting of trees, bushes, and herbs
so much as often cutting. Bacon, Nat. Hist, 586.

If any true Briton maintains that beef and beer are es-

sentials to develop a man in stature, or strength, or lott-

ing, let him look at our camp-servants. W. U. Russell.

2. A strong and durable woolen or worsted
fabric: also called everlasting, and formerly
durance. It is usually black, and is used for buttons and
for the uppers of women's shoes. It is woven either with
a double twill or with a satin-twill (then called Denmark
satin). Draw-bays, prunella, and serge de berry are varie-

ties of lasting.

lasting (las'ting), p.o. [Ppr. of lasft
, .] Con-

tinuing in time
;
durable

;
of long continuance ;

that may continue or endure : as, a lasting good
or evil

;
a lasting color.

Lord ! wyth a lastande luf we loue the allone.

York Playi, p. 3.

O fleeting Joys
Of Paradise, dear-bought with lasting woes !

Milton, P. L., x. 742.

Diligence makes more lasting acquisitions than valour.

Slede, Spectator, No. 2.

May children of our children say
"She wrought her people lasting good."

Tennyson, To the Queen.

=Syn. Lading, Durable, Permanent, Stable, enduring,
abiding, undecaying. perpetual, unending. Lasting means
resisting the effects of time or other influences tending to

produce decay ; continuing for a long time, or as long as
the nature of the object admits. It is the proper word for

abstract things : as, a lasting impression ; sudden reforma-
tions are seldom lasting. Durable is preferable for tangi-
ble objects, and means capable of resisting wear and tear :

as, durable material. Permanent, remaining to the end,
abiding for ever, applies equally to physical and abstract

objects: as, a permanent dye; a permanent situation ; the

grave is SL permanent resting-place. Permanent and stable

imply less of resistance than the others. Stable means
permanent in its place, lasting upon its foundations, able
to stand indefinitely : as, a stable form of government ; a
stable character.

Death, only death, can break the lasting chain.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 173.

With pins of adamant
And chains they made all fast

; too fast they made
And durable! Milton, P. L., x. 320.

Was anything permanent? anything stable? Nothing
but truth. J. F. Clarice, Ten Great Religions, iv. 3.

The mutability in the public councils, arising from a

rapid succession of new members, however qualified they
may be, points out, in the strongest manner, the necessity
of some stable institution in the government.

A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. 62.

lasting-awl (las'ting-al), n, A shoemakers'
awl haying an eye near the point and carrying
a bobbin for thread in the handle, it is used in

sewing by hand to pass the thread through the leather and
to assist in forming a lock-stitch with a second thread,

lasting-jack (las'ting-jak), n. An implement
for holding a last while the shoe-upper is strain-
ed and secured upon it, and for adjusting the
in-sole and out-sole so as to prepare them for
thepegging- or sewing-machine. E, H. Knight.
lastingly (las'ting-li), adv. In a lasting man-
ner; so as to last; durably.

And covenants betwixt them surely seal'd,
Each to the other lastingly to bind.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, Ut

It was not therefore till the Turk had been driven out.
not until southern Italy had been more thoroughly but
not much more lastingly overrun by the armies of France,
that Otranto passed for a while under the rule of Venice.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 322.

lasting-machine, lasting-pincers, lasting-
tool. Same as laster (b).

lastingness (las'ting-nes), n. The quality of

lasting; durability; permanence; long contin-
uance.

All [was] more lasting than beautiful, but that the con-
sideration of the exceeding lastingness made the eye be-
lieve it was exceeding beautiful. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

The ancients depicted friendship in the bearings and
strength of a young man, bare-headed, rudely clothed, to
signifle its activity, and lastingness, readiness of action,
and aptnesses to do service. Jer. Taylor, Friendship.

lastly (last'li), adv. 1. In the last place.
Then does he say, he lent me

Some shipping unrestored : lastly, he frets
That Lepidus of the triumvirate
Should be deposed. Shak., A. and C., ill. 6. 27.

2f. At last; finally; in the end.

Then take my final doom pronounced lastly, this ;

That Lundy like allied to Wales and England is.

Drayton, Polyolbion, v. 79.
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I for his sake will leave

Thy bosom, and this glory next to thee

Freely put off, and for him lastly die.

Milton, P. L., iii. 240.

Lastrea (las-tre'a), n. [NL. ; origin not as-

certained.] A genus of ferns belonging to

the tribe Aspidiece, containing the marsh-fern,
sweet mountain-fern, male-fern, etc. It is charac-
terized by having the veins distinct after leaving the mid-

rib, not uniting with those of the adjoining lobe. It is

now more usually considered as a section of Aspidium.

lasty (las'ti), a. [< lasft, v., + -#l.] Lasting;
durable. [Prov. Eng. and U. S.]

If you be hasty, you'll never be lasty.
Scotch prooerb. (Jamieion.)

lat1
(lat), n. [Also latt; earlier form of lath*,

q. v.] A lath. [Proy. Eng.]
lat2 (lat), a. [An earlier and dial, form of late1

,

q. v.] 1. Slow; tedious. [Prov. Eng.]
Lat afoot, slow in moving.

Wilbraham, p. 63. (Halliwell.)

2. Unseasonable; wet (of weather). Say, 1674;
Bailey, 1731. [Prov. Eng.]
lat3 ,

v . An obsolete or dialectal form of let1 .

lat4 ,
v. An obsolete or dialectal form of let2 .

Iat5 t, . A Middle English form of kadeth, third

person singular present indicative of lead1 .

lat6 (lat), n. [Hind, lat.'} In Indian arch., an
isolated shaft or pillar, serving for various pur-

poses, as for bear-

ing inscriptions or

religious emblems,
or a statue or image,
for supporting a

lamp, or even for a
flagstaff. Lilts are

always original, and
often elegant in de-

sign. Also called
stambha.
The oldest authentic

examples of these Idts
that we are acquainted
with are those which
King Asoba set up in the

twenty-seventh year af-

ter his consecration
the thirty-first of his

reign to bear inscrip-
tions conveying to his

subjects the leading doc-
trines of the new faith he
had adopted.

J. Fergusson, Hist. In-

[dian Arch., p. 52.

Lat. An abbreviation (a) of Latin; (b) [I. c.]
of latitude.

latakia (lat-a-ke'a), n. [So named tram Latakia
(anciently Laodlcea ad Mare) in Syria, near
which it is produced and from which it is ship-
ped.] A fine variety of Turkish tobacco.

After my sleep, which was allowed to last until a pipe
or two of latakia had gone round the party, we remounted
our animals. R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 266.

Latania(la-ta'ni-a),. [NL.(Commerson,1789),
< latanier, the Gallicized native name of the

plants in the Isle

of Bourbon.] A
genus of fan-

palms, confined
to the Mascarene
Islands. They be-

long to the tribe Bo-
rassece, and are dis-

tinguished from Bo-
rassus and Hyptuene
by their numerous
stamens, and from
Laodicea, the only
other genus of the

tribe, by having the
male flowers solitary
in the depressions of
the spadix. There
are only three spe-
cies, tall unarmed
palms with single,

stout, annulated
trunks, broad, termi-

nal, long - petioled
leaves of rounded
outline, and spikes
several feet in length
sheathed by incom-
plete spathes. All

Group of Lataniii Borbonica. the species are very
ornamental, and

much cultivated in hothouses. L. Borbonica, the common
Bourbon palm, is best known.
Latanites (lat-a-ni'tez), n. [NL. (Massalongo,
1858), < Latania + -ites.\ Agenus of fossil palms,
more or less closely related to Latania. Massalon-
go has described sixteen species from the Lower Tertiary
of Italy, but the number is probably too large, and will be
reduced by the discovery of connecting forms.

Latax (la'taks), . [NL., < Gr. /".drnf ,
some wa-

ter-quadruped, supposed to be a beaver.] A

Lat. Asoka's Pillar, Allahabad.

latch

name under which two genera of otters have
been formed: (a) The sea-otter, of the subfam-

ily Enhydrinai. C. L. Gloger, 1827. See En-

hyclris, 2. (b) Certain land-otters of the sub-

family Lutriruf, as the North American Lutra
canadensis. J. E. Gray.
latch1 (lach), v. [< ME. latchen, lacchen (pret.

laulite, laugte, lagte, also lacchide, pp. lauht, lagt,

also latchia), < AS. laccan, Iwccean, gelaiccan,

seize, catch hold of. Cf. clutch, as supposed to

be ult. < AS. gelaiccan.'} I. trans. If. To seize;

lay hold of
;
snatch

;
catch.

"Certes, sire, that is Both," sede William thanne,
& lepes lijtli him to & lacchis him in armes.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. &.), L 4526.

Andromaca, for drede of the derf kyng,
Lamydon hir litill sun lagM in hir armes.

Destruction of Troy (B. E. T. S.), L 18732.

But I have words
That would be howl'd out in the desert air,

Where hearing should not latch them.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 195.

2f. To take
;
snatch up or off.

And then lacches his leue & his loue kyst,
Past furth priuely and that pert leuyt.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 811.

Thay ledde hym furthe in the rowte, and lacked ofe his

wedes. Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 1515.

3f. To receive
;
obtain.

And if thow wilt be graciouse to God do as the gospel
techeth,

And biloue the amonges low men, so shallow lacche grace.
Piers Plowman (B), vi. 230.

And that no tale may be told in tyme for to come,
Ne witnes in writyng by weghes herafter,
That any lord of our londe shuld lacche scene a skorne

Vnwrokyn with wondis.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4194.

He stepped between the blow and us, and latehed it in

his own body and soul. Bp. Andrews, On the Passion.

4. To hold; support; retain. [Prov. Eng.]
5. To close or fasten with a latch: as, to latch

a gate.
II. intrans. 1. To snatch: with at.

Lyjtly lepez he hym to, & last at his honde ;

Then feersly that other freke vpon fote lystis.
Sir Qawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 328.

2. To light or fall. [Prov. Eng.]
The golden-crested wren is ... often caught by the

hand while latching in the rigging or among the gear,

during the North Sea fishery.
C. Swainson, British Birds (1885X p. 26.

3. To tarry; loiter; lag. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]
He's eye latchin' at 's wark, and eye ahin*. Jamieson.

latch1 (lach), n. [< ME. lacche, a latch, < lacchen,

latch, catch: see latch1
, v.'] A device for catch-

ing or retaining something; a catch. Specifically

(at) A trap ; snare.

Love wil non other bridde cacche,
Though he sette either nette or lacche.

Krnn. of the Rose, I. 1624.

(b) A kind of gravity-lock, or door-fastening consisting of
some form of pivoted bolt falling into and catching against

A, thumb-latch. B, gate-latch.

a catch or stop. Latches are usually made with a lifter

or lever for raising the bar from either side of the door.
Some simple forms
consist merely of a
wooden baron thein-

side, which is raised

by a string passed
through a hole in the
door. Door-andgate-
latches are made in

many forms, and are
described by their '

names, rim-, night-,

thumb-latches, etc.

This said, his guilty
hand pluck'd up
the latch,

And with his knee
the door he opens
wide.

SAot.,Lucrece,1.358.

He swung the heavy door shut and put down the wooden
latch relic of the pioneer period.

E. Eggleston, The Graysons, xxxi.

(c) ffaut., a small line like a loop, used to fasten a bonnet
on the foot of a sail. Also latching, (d) The trigger of
a crossbow ; hence, the crossbow itself when it is of the

Reverejble Latch.



latch

kind discharged hy latcn - () 1" a knitting-machine,
same a flyi, 3 (d). Dead latch. Sec dead latch. On
the latch, not locked, but fastened only by a latch ; hence,

easy to be opened ; inviting entrance.

They found the door on the latch. Dickeni.

latch2 (lach), v. t. [A var. of letch*, leach*-, <

ME. "lecrhi'H, < AS. lecean, moisten, wot: see

Iml,; of which laW, letch*, leach* is ult. the

causal form. Cf . Sw. //., (list il, fall by drops,
laka pd, pour on, as water on mash, = Dan. luge,

lay in lu-inc. HI-HCT lnt<-lt-/><iii.] 1. Tf]iouror
drip (water); dribble. [Prov. Eng.] 2t. To

drip a liquid upon ;
moisten.

But hast thou yet latch'd the Athenian's eyes
With the love-juice, as I did bid thee do'(

Xlutk., M. N. D., 11L 2. 36.

3. Sec l<;l,'li".

The tanning materials so prepared are next leached,

latched, or infused for preparing the strongest tanning so-

lutions. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 882.

latch3 (lach), . [< ME. lache, leehe, a pit, hole ;

perhaps an assibilated form of lake*, in similar

seuse: see lake*.] A miry place. [Scotch.]
"If we were ance by Withershli.'i latch, the road

' no
.. They soon came to the place he named,
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He poiir'd his latest blood In manly fight,

And fell a hero in his country's right.

Pope, Iliad, xxlv. 265.

3. Recent ; of recent origin or existence ; not

of old date: as, the latest fashion ;
late news.

After her Noble husbands late deoene.
Spenitr, F. Q., V. x. 11.

Our late edict shall strongly stand In force.

Shak., L. L. L., L L IL

111 matching words, and deeds long past or late.

Milton, P. L., v. 118.

The ground of the city [Laodlceal is risen very much,
having been often destroyed by earthquakes, which of late

years have been greater here than at Antloch.

Poeocke, Description of the East, IL L 197.

4. Comparatively recent (with reference to

something older); of a comparatively recent

date or period: as, late (medieval) glass; late

(Greek) sculpture or epigraphy.
The Dome, or hut Judgment, Is shown In late but beau-

tiful Flemish stained glass at Fairford.

Kock, Church of our Fathers, III. L 194, note.

6. Recently existing, but not now; not long

past: as, the late rains.

Now was not fltt time to offer Battcll. whfle htamen were
scarce recover'd of so late a fear. MUton, Hist. Eng., it

latedt(la'ted),a.
Ur-latcd; kept too late.

latent

[< late* + -erf2 . Cf. belated.]

Now spun the lated traveller apace.
To gain the timely Inn. Shak., Macbeth, I1L 3. .

Cupid abroad was lated in the night
Greene, Sonnet

(la-ten'), a. [A 'phonetic' spelling of

F. latine (voile latine, lit.
' Latin sail,' alluding to

its use in the Mediterranean), fern, of latin,< L.

Latin us, Latin: see Latin.] Literally, Latin: a
word used only in lateen sail, fatten yard, lateen

rig. Also spelled lattrt-n Lateen nil. a triangu-

lar sail extended by a long tapering yard, slung at about

ne'er sae salt .. .

a narrow channel through which soaked, rather than

flowed, a small stagnant stream. Q Recently acting; in a series, immediately
toet. Guy Mannering, xxlli.

din ^&t wh
*
ch now exi9t8: a9> the to(e

latch-drawert (lach'dri'er), . [ME.,< latch*, administration. 7. Deceased.
n., + drawer.] A lifter of the latch; one who of which IIUMI
sneaks into houses to steal ;

a thief. Skeat.

Al that holy eremytes hateden and desplsedc,
As rychesses and reuerences and ryche inclines almcsse,
These lolleres, lacchedraicrres, lewede ereraytes,

Coueyten the contrarie ; as cotters thel lybben.
Piert Plowman (C\ x. 192.

The late lord came to London with lour postchaises and
sixteen horses. . . . The present lord travels with five bag-

men in a railway carriage. Thackeray, Pendennia, Ixviii.

Late Greek, Latin, etc. See the nouns. To keep late

latchet (lach'et), . [< ME. lachet,< OF. lacet, hours. See keep.=Byn. 3. Recent, fresh, etc. See new.

lasset (also *lachetf), dim. of las. las, F. lacs, a late 1
(lat), adv. [< ME. late; < late*, a.] 1. After

string, lace : see lace. The worn is now appar. the usual time or the time appointed ;
after de-

regarded as < latch* + -et*.] The strap or thong lay : as, fruits that ripen late.

by which a shoe or sandal is fastened.

Our late King, Richard, being infected, died. one quarter the distance from the lower end, which Is

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. L 58. *- - -
,

brought down at the tack, causing the yard to stand at an

angle of 45 or more : ued in xebecs, feluccas, etc. , on the

Mediterranean, In boats on the Lake of Geneva, etc.

On before the freshening gale,

That fills the snow-white lateen tail,

Swiftly our light felucca flies.

Longfellow, Golden Legend, v.

We set two huge triangular lateen satis on our low masts,

which raked forwards Instead of backwards.
R. Curzon, Monast. In the Levant, p. \'->.

One mightier than I cometh, the latchet of whose shoes

I am not worthy to unloose. Luke 111. 16.

Day, like a weary pilgrim, had reached the western gate
of heaven, and evening stooped down to unloose the latch-

eti of his sandal-shoon. Longfellow, Hyperion, iv. 5.

latching (lach'ing), n. [Verbal n. of latch*-, v.]

Naut., same as latch* (c).

latch-key (lach'ke), n. A key used to raise or

throw back the latch of a door and allow one
to enter from the side on which the knob does

not control the latch. See night-key.

What would our grandmothers . . . think . . . now,
when husbands stay at home, and wives go abroad with

the latch-key ? Thackeray, Our Street, Jolly Newboy, Esq.

latch-lock (lach'lok), n. Same as spring-lock.

latch-pan (lach'pan),n. [<latch%,v.,2, -rpan.]
A dripping-pan. [Prov. Eng.]
latch-string (lach'string), n. A string passed
outward through a hole in a door for the pur-

pose of raising a latch on the inside.

Zeke impatiently rattled the door of the cabin, the latch-

ttring of which had been drawn in to lock it.

E. Kgyletton, The Graysons, xxiv.

The latch-string Is out, the door Is ready to be opened :

an expression of invitation and welcome.

late 1
(lat), a.

; compar. later, superl. latest, also, latest,

in somewhat different use, compar. latter, su- Iate4 t,

A two-masted laUener. Uarper't Mag., LXXV. 462.

Pope, Iliad, xx. 239. lately (lat'li), adv. Recently ;
of late ;

not long

2. Not long since ; recently; of late.

Where is the life that late I led?

Shot., 2 Hen. IV., v. 3. 146.

In this room where so late

You dealt out law adroitly.

Brimming, Ring and Book, L 319.

3. Beyond the usual or proper time: as, to lie

abed late.

Late [let] him late & erll where him liked wende.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. 8-X L 4052.

So, well go no more a roving
So late Into the night.

Byron, So, well go no more a roving.

Of late, lately ; in time not long past or near the present : latency (la'ten-si ), n.

ago; not long before.

The Marquis of Northampton and Sir Henry Gates, late-

ly before condemned to die, were now pardon'd. and set

at liberty. Baker, Chronicles, p. 317.

Many a fair cheek was blanched with woe, which had

lately mantled with secret admiration.

Irving, Granada, p. 101.

latent, An early form of latten.

latence (la'tens), n. [< laten(t) + -ce.] Same
as latency.

Infinite Love,
Whose latence is the plenitude of all

Coleridge, Destiny of Nations.

[< laten(t) + -cy.] The

as, the practice is of late uncommon.

Our pleasant Willy, ah ! Is dead of late.

Spcnter, Tears of the Muses, L 208.

It is no shame to be a poet, though it Is to be a bad

one. Augustus fassar of old, and Cardinal Richelieu of

late, would willingly have been such.

Dryden, Orig. and Prog, of Satire.

late2 , f. t. See laift.

A Middle English form of let*.

[ME., < Icel. lat, in pi. manners, tett,
,

perl,
last (see latter, last*). [< ME. lat (usually manner.] Manner; behavior.

inflected, late, etc.), < AS. last, slow, late, = Bot thow in this perelle put of the bettlre,

Thow salle be my presonere for ajle thy prowde late*!

"orte **" (E- * T- 8->- L *
, , .,

OS. lat = OFries. let = D. laat = MLG. lat, LG.
lat = OHG. lag, MHG. tar, G. lass, slow, weary,
= Icel. latr = Dan. lad = Sw. lat, late, slow, latest, [ME., < Icel. tetf, sound; cf. late*.]

tardy, = Goth, lats, slothful; prob. from the A sound; voice.

root of let*, AS. laitan, etc., and akin to L. las-

sws (for 'ladtus, orig. pp.), weary (see lassitude,

Than have we liking to lithe the latet of the fonles.

King Alexander, p. 149.

-,. .

L. Iatebra, a hiding-place, < fafcfe,
Ue hld: 8ee

(lor'ladtus, orig. pp.), weL__
ate*). The verb left, hinder, is from late*-.] 1. Iatebra (lat'e-brS), .; pi. /ate&ro!(-bre> pfL.,
Coming, appearing, or continuing after the usual

or proper time ; slow or tardy ; long delayed ;

prolonged; behind time: opposed to early: as,

a late arrival ; a late summer; a late embryo.
After Milce (mercy) wel aeorne [yearningly] he crlede,

thelj hit late were. Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.X p. 19.

Come, temperate nymphs, and help to celebrate

A contract of true love ; be not too late.

state of being latent or concealed ;
unobserved

or undeveloped existence.

Algte, seeds of phanerogamic plants, Infusoria, and even

Mollusca and leeches, were found to be thrown Into a con-

dition of sleep, or latency. Science, IV. 210.

With minor criminals, what society ought to aim at la

the reduction of the criminal anomaly to latency.

Mind, XIII. 452.

In disinfecting filth, the work . . . ought to be repeat-
ed several times, remembering the law of latency In con-

nection with disease-germs. Sanitarium, XIV. 145.

lateness (lat'nes), . 1. The state of being late

or tardy, or of coming or appearing after the

usual or proper time : as, the7ateties of harvest.

2. Time far advanced in any particular pe-
riod: as, lateness in the season.

Your lateness In life . . . might be Improper to begin
the world with, but almost the eldest men may hope to

change* In a court. S<t\ft, To Gay, Nov. 28, 1727.

Recency, absolute or comparative; recent

To meet the rudeness and swill'd insolence

Of such late wassailers. Milton, Comus, 1. 179. places. J

Garden-herbs and fruit,

The latr and early roses from his wall.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

there" is an interior ball of white yolk, con-

nected by a thread of the same substance with

the tread or cicatricula on the surface of the

yolk.
Latebricolae (lat-e-brik'o-le), n.

pi. [NL., pi.

of LL. latebricola, one who dwells in lurking-
. The name applied bv Walckenaer to

a group of spiders which live in holes. The di-

vision included the "
theraphoses

"
of his systm, all of

The tarantulas (Mygalida) arewhich have eight eyes.

2. Being or coming near the end or close; far
jatebncble (la-teb'ri-kol), a. [< LL. latebricola,

advanced in time; last: as, a late hour of the one who Dwells in lurking-places, < L. Iatebra,

be hidden.] 1. Hidden; concealed; not visible

or apparent; not manifested: as, latent mo-

tives; latent germs of disease.

They are shut and latent ID dead bodies, though they be

open and manifest in live.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 194.

The glittering helm by moonlight will proclaim
The latent robber, and prevent his game.

Dryden, Speeches of A]ax and llyssen, L 172.

Every breach of veracity Indicates some latent vice, or

some criminal Intention, which an individual Is ashamed
to avow. D. Swarf, Outlines of Moral Philosophy.

To eroke the latent genius of the nation, and to directnm. i S t. ,,. uuui . .. one who dwells in lurking-places, <i n. la ira, To OToke the tafe-n/ genius of the nation, and to direct

day; a late period of life; set the latest time a hiding-place (see Iatebra), + colere, dwell.] it to the spheres in which it is most fitted to excel, is one

you can. Living or hiding in holes, as a spider. of the highest ends of enlightened sutenianhip.
rw, it <rmr Intr well to bed. I.*~v2_ /Vii/Zhim.Y (( T. InUhrniHix. full i*, Eng. In lt>th cent., UL
Come : it grows late ; well to bed. latebrous (lat'e-brus), a.

'

[< L. latebrnsvs, full

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 299.
hi,HnK-places, < Iatebra, a hiding-place, lurk- 2. In bot., dormant or undeveloped: said of

You need not bid me fly ; I came to part,
ing-hole: see Iatebra.] Full of lurking-holes, buds which are not externally manifest until

Bailey. 1731. stimulated to growth. Latent ambiguity, a doubtTo take my latest leave." Farewell for evrr.

Beau, and Ft. Philaster, Hi. 2.



latent

as to the meaning of a document, not apparent on the
face of the document, but raised by evidence of some ex-
trinsic fact. Thus, a legacy "to my cousin John Doe "

is

not ambiguous until it appears that the testator had two
cousins of the same name ; and the doubt raised by this
fact is called a latent ambvjmty, as distinguished from
one that is patent or obvious on the mere reading of the
document. Latent fault, in law, a blemish or defect in
goods purchased which was concealed from or not observ-
able by the buyer before acceptance of the goods. La-
tent function, a function formed by subtracting the
same variable from every constituent of the principal di-

agonal of a matrix, and then forming the determinant
of the resulting matrix. Latent heat. See heat, 2.

Latent hypermetropia. See hypermetropia. Latent
Idea, In psychol., an unconscious mental modification, as
an idea having a tendency to reproduce itself in con-
sciousness. Latent period of a disease, the period
that elapses before the presence of the disease is mani-
fested by symptoms. Thus, the latent period of smallpox,
measles, etc.

, is the time that elapses from the moment of
infection to the appearance of the symptoms. Also called
period of incubation. Latent roots Of a matrix, in

math,, the roots of the equation formed by subtracting an
unknown quantity from each of the constituents of the
principal diagonal of the matrix, and then regarding it as a
determinant. = Syn. 1. Covert, Occult, etc. See secret.

latently (la'tent-li), adv. In a latent manner.
later (la'ter), adv. At a subsequent time or
period; afterward; hereafter: also used with
(redundant) on : as, I will see you later; it may
be done later on.

But when the wreath of March has blossom'd, . . .

Or later, pay one visit here.

Tennyson, To F. D. Maurice.

latera, . Plural of latus.

laterad (lat'e-rad), adv. [< L. latus (later-) +
-ad.] In zool., to or toward the side

;
lateral-

ly in direction.
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of the cerebral hemispheres. Lateral vibration, in

acoustics, a vibration in a plane at right angles to the
length of the vibrating body, as in a violin-string ;

a trans-
verse vibration : opposed to longitudinal vibration.

II. n. 1. In conch.: (a) A lateral or admedian
tooth of a bivalve, as distinguished from a car-
dinal tooth. See cut under bivalve, (b) One
of the uncini, or uncinal teeth of the radula.

For the uncini he [E. R. Lankester] adopts the termtai-
erals, which I venture to think is undesirable.

W. a. Datt, Science, IV. 81.

2. A side branch or division of anything; a
part projecting from one side

; specifically, in
a grape-vine, one of the side shoots which
spring from the axils of the leaves of a main
shoot.

These stocks were budded in the main stem, not on lat-
erals as now. Quarterly Rev., CXLV. 359.

A symmetric pair of perfect laterals spring from its [the
moraine's] graceful curve like the tangent from its chord.

Amer. Jour. Set., XXIX. 888.

laterality (lat-e-ral'i-ti), n. [< lateral + -ity.]
1. The quality of being lateral. 2. The state
or condition of having sides.

We may as reasonably conclude a right and left lateral-

ity in the ark or naval edifice of Noah.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 6.

laterally (lat'e-ral-i), adv. In a lateral man-
ner, direction, or position; laterad; sidewise.

lateral-temporal (lat'e-ral-tem'po-ral), a. An
epithet applied to one of three principal fossa?-*,.. .iii _ T ,.!.-^ s ituated between the

latescence

Running sidewise, as a spider ; pertaining to
the Laterigra&B, or having their characters.
The Thomisidse, or laterigrade spiders.

Amer. Nat., XXI. 966.

II. n. A spider of the group Laterigrada^, as
a thomisid.

laterinerved (lat'e-ri-nervd), a. [< L. latus

(later-), side, + ne'rvus, nerve, + E. -ed%.] In
bot., having lateral nerves: applied to leaves.

laterite (lat'e-rit), n. [< L. later, a brick, a
tile, + -ite?.] A rock of peculiar character,
found in India and some parts of southwestern
Asia. Its essential features are that it is highly ferru-
ginous and that it forms the superficial covering of the
country. In its normal form it is a porous argillaceous
rock, largely impregnated with the peroxid of iron, some
kinds containing as much as 25 or 30 per cent, of metallic
iron. Although the laterite is in process of formation at
the present time, some of it dates back to the Tertiary, and
perhaps as far back as the Eocene. There are two rather
distinct forms of this rock. One is extensively developed
on the west coast of India, where it forms the surface-rock
of the country over wide tracts of the low lands near the
sea. This, which is called the low-level laterite, is clearly of
detrital origin, and it rests indifferently on various older
rocks. The iron it contains appears to be due to the fact
that it is formed, in part at least, from the debris of the
high-level laterite, and in part to the large quantity of
iron ore present in the old volcanic rocks of the region
The origin of the high-level laterite, which is found exten-
sively on the highlands of central and western India, is
more difficult to explain. It appears, beyond doubt, to
have resulted in considerable part from the decomposi-
tion in situ, by atmospheric agencies, of the volcanic rock

Caudad the cells were connected with the postero-lat-
eral column, while cephalad and laterad they could be seen
to be connected with the direct cerebellar tract.

Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 492.

lateral (lat'e-ral), a. and . [= F. lateral =
Pg. Sp. lateral "= It. laterale, < L. lateralis, be-
longing to the side, < latus (later-), a side. Cf.

collateral, bilateral, trilateral, quadrilateral,
etc.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the side;
situated at, proceeding from, or directed to a
side : as, a lateral projection; lateral snoots or
branches; a lateral view.

Thwart of these, as fierce,
Forth rush the Levant and the Ponent winds
Eurus and Zephyr, with their lateral noise.

Milton, P. L., x. 705.

I at length found my way to a lateral portal, which was
the every-day entrance to the mansion.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 334.

The central aisle is twice the width, and more than
twice the height, of the lateral aisles, and has a well-de-
fined clerestory. J. Fergusson, Hist Arch., I. 508.

2. In anat. and zool., situated on either side of
the median vertical longitudinal plane of the
body; lying laterad of the meson: as, the lat-
eral ventricles of the brain ; the lateral line of

quadratojugal ligament below. Huxley.
Lateran (lat'e-ran), a. [< L. Lateranus, a Ro-
man family name : see def.] Pertaining to or
connected with a locality in Rome called the
Lateran: as, the Lateran palace or basilica; the
Lateran councils. The site so named belonged in the
first century to the family Lateranus, was confiscated by
Nero, and was given by Constantine to the Bishop ofRome
together with the palace and the basilica built upon it.
This Lateran basilica, originally called the Church of Christ
the Saviour, has since the tenth century borne the name of
St. John Lateran,from the adjoining monastery of St. John,
and is the Pope's cathedral church, officially styled "mother
and head of all churches of the City [Rome] and the world.

"

It was consecrated in A. D. 324, and has been rebuilt several
times, the present structure, which dates from the four-
teenth century.having been modernized in theseventeenth.
The Lateran palacewas the residence of the popes for nearly
a thousand years (till 1309), was afterward burned and re-
built, and is now used as a museum, containing both class!

stantine was baptized. Lateran councils, eleven 'coun-
cils held in the Lateran basilica, including an important
synod convened against the Monothelites in 649, and five
general councils of the Western Church (1123, 1139 1179
1215, and 1612-1617), regarded by Roman Catholics as ecu-
menical, the fourth being the most important.
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a fish

;
the lateral margin of a thorax, elytrum ,' ,

te
*> slow, 'ate, + raid, counsel : see read*,

or abdomen.-3. In conch., specifically, situ- I lY ' ] Gl7en to procrastination ; inclined
otwi r-T, Qiti,o =:,i * 4-u- V:_ ..A '._,-, to delay or postpone.ated on either side of the hinge: contrasted
with cardinal : as, the lateral tooth of a bivalve.
Also admedian. 4. In bot., belonging to or
borne upon the side of any organ : sometimes
contrasted with terminal (as, lateral buds),some-
times with medial (as, lateral ribs or nerves of
a leaf or glume). 5. In physics and mech., at
right angles to a line of motion or of strain.
Lateral is also sometimes inaccurately used for transverse
or at right angles to the longest axis of a body : thus
lateral (in place of transverse) pressure and strength are
spoken of.

The lateral expansion of the ice from internal pressure
explains in a clear and satisfactory manner how rock-ba-
sins may be excavated by means of land-ice.

J. Crott, Climate and Cosmology, p. 254.

Lateral axes of a crystal, those axes situated in a plane
parallel to the base. Lateral callosities of the me-
tanotum, more or less inflated spaces on the sides of
the metathorax, seen in many Diptera. Lateral con-
jugation. See conjugation. Lateral cuneate funicu-
lus. Same as funiculus of Rolando (which see, under
/mrfiM).-Lateral curvature of the spine. See
curvature. Lateral equatlont, a linear equation -
Lateral eyes, eyes on the outer sides of the head, as' in
bees. Lateral fin, one of the paired side fins of a fish
as the pectoral and ventral : opposed to vertical fin
Lateral force, a force at right angles to the direction of
the motion of the particle to which the force is applied
-Lateral foveolse. See foveola.- Lateral gemma-
tlon. See semmafMm.-Lateral giuglymus. Same as
cyclarthrow.- Lateral line, in ichth. See Kne2._Lat-
eral lists. See list*.- Lateral lobes, in the Hemiptera,two divisions of the anterior part of the head, one on each
side of the tylus or central lobe.-Lateral moraine, mo-
Ion, etc. Seethe nouns. Lateral operation, in sum.,a mode of cutting for stone, in which the prostate eland
and neck of the bladder are divided laterally. See Kthot-
my.-Lateral sclerosis of the spinal cord, primary

spastic paraplegia. See paraplegia.- Lateral stress,a stress at right angles to the strain which produces it
Lateral sulcus, a groove on the outer side of the cms

cerebri, marking the boundary between the crusta and teg-mentum. Lateral ventricle, one of the two ventricles

Thanne comth the synne that men clepen tarditas, as
whan a man is to latered or tariynge er he wo) turne to

,":
ctewcer, parson's Tale,

latenceous (lat-e-rish'us), a. [Also lateritions;
< L. latericlus, lateritius, consisting of bricks,
< later, a brick, tile.] Like bricks ; of the col-
or of bricks Latericeous sediment, a sediment in
unne resembling brick-dust, consisting of uric acid.

_, _..,.j In ornith., the lateral
one of the several horny pieces into which the
sheath of the bill of some birds, as albatrosses,
is divided.

latericumbent (lafe-ri-kum'bent), a. [< L. la-
tus (later-), side, + ^'cumbere, lie: see cumbent.]
Lying on the side.

Latericumbent, with a block transversely under the neck.
Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech.

lateriflection, lateriflexion (lafe-ri-flek'-
shon), n. [< L. latus (later-), side, -(' flexio(n-),
a bending: see flection, flexion.] A bending
laterad or sidewise ; curvature to either side,
right or left : as, lateriflection of the spine. Also
lateroflection, lateroflexion.

laterifolipus (lat'e-ri-fo'li-us), a. [< L. latus
(later-), side, + folium, a leaf : see foliage.] In
bot., growing by the side of a leaf at its base:
as, a laterifolious flower.

Laterigradae (lat-e-rig'ra-de), n. pi. [NL.: see
laterigrade.] A group of spiders which for the
most part run sidewise or backward, and make
no web, but stitch leaves together to form a
nest or retreat. The group has been rated as a family,
tribe, and suborder of araneids. It includes the famiiv
Thomundos. Also Laterigrada.

laterigrade (lat'e-ri-grad), a. and n. [< L. latus
(later-), side, + gradi, step: see grade*.] I. a.

of Madras.

lateritious (lat-e-rish'us), a. See latericeous.

lateritypic (lat'
;

e-ri-tip'ik), a. [< laterityp-y +
-ic.] Characterized by Iateritypy ; bilaterally
symmetrical.
Iateritypy (lat'e-ri-ti-pi), n. [< L. latus (later-)
side, + Gr. TVKOC,, type.] Same as bilateral

symmetry (which see, under bilateral).

latermoret, a. [< later + -more.] Se
of less importance. Also latter-more.

Is it mete that the carnal be first, & that thing to be
latermore which is spiritual & gostly?

J. Vdatt, On Mark i.

Laternaria (lat-er-na'ri-a), n. [NL., < L. later-

na, another form of lanterna, a lantern (see lan-

tern), + -aria.] A Linnean genus of hemip-
terous insects of the family Fulgoridai; the lan-

(later-), side, + cd'uda, tail': see caudaL] In
zool., lateral and hinder; situated on the side

posteriorly; posterolateral.
Latero-caudal angles of the head unarmed.

Comstock, Introd. to Entom. (1888), p. 219.

laterodorsal (lat"e-rd-dor'sal), a. [< L. latus

(later-), side, + dorsum, back : see dorsal.] In
zool. and bot., situated on the side of the upper
surface: as, a laterodorsal spot or line on an
insect, or the upper rows of leaves in the foliose

Jungerman niacece.

lateroflection, lateroflexion (lat'e-ro-flek'-
shpn), n. Same as lateriflection.
laterofrontal (Iat"e-r6-fron'tal), a. [< L. latus

(later-), side, + frons (front-'), front: see fron-
tal.] Situated on the side in front. Encuc.
Brit.

lateromarginal (lafe-ro-mar'ji-nal), a. [< L.
latus (later-), side, + margo (margin-), edge : see

marginal.] Situated on the lateral margin or
side edge.
A few postero-marginal or candal, but never a continu-

ous series of latero-marginal sette.

W. S. Kent, Man. Infusoria, II. 792.

lateronuchal (lafe-ro-nu'chal), a. [< L. latus

(later-), side, + ML. nucha, nape: see nuchal.]
Situated on the side of the nape.
Latero-nucnal feathers elongated, rigid, with long discon-

nected flbriUse. Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 734.

laterostigmatal (lafe-ro-stig'ma-tal), a. [< L.
latus (later-), side, + NL.' stigmata.]' In entom.,
situated on the side, just above the stigmata or
breathing-pores: as, laterostigmatal spines: used
principally in describing larvae. Also latero-
st it/matte.

lateroversion (lat^e-ro-ver'shon), w. [< L. latm
(later-), side, + (ML.)W*to(n-), a turning: see
version.] A turning to one side.
Lates (la'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. Adi-of, a fish of the
Nile.] 1. A genus of serranoid fishes. Latcs
nilotica is known as the Nilepercli. 2. [1. c.]A fish of this genus; the Nile perch. It some-
times grows to the length of 3 feet.

latescence (la-tes'ens), n. [< latescen(t) + -ce.]
The quality or condition of being latescent ; the
state of becoming obscured or lost to view.
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A small kiln consists of an oaken frame, lathed on every
side. Mortimer. Husbandry.

This obscuration can be conceived in every inilnite de-

gree between incipient latetceivx and irrecoverable latency.
Sir W. Hamilton. 1.^3 mth) l

latescent(lil-tcs'ent),a. [<L. /'<.. ('-)"'
j>i>r. lath-brick (lath'brik), . A kind of brick. 22

of latescrre, lie hidden, < latere, lurk, lie hidden :
inches long and 6 inches broad, used in kilns

see lull at.
| liri'oiiiiiitf Intent or obscure; not to dry malt on. Lath-bricks are so named

obvious to perception or cognizance. from being used as a substitute for laths.

It is too familiar to be notorious, lying, in fact, unex- lath-COOp (lath'kdp), n. Same as lath-pot.
pressed and tatesceiU in every concrete appBoaUon. lath-CUtter (lath'kut'er), n. A power-machine

latesome1 (lat'sum), a. [< ME. latnome, < AS. lathe 1
(liiTH), .

[<
Icel. Iddh (ladh-),p\. ladhar,

lii-tmiM, slow, late, < lat, late: see late1 and _ Dan. lad, a smiths' lathe. Connection with

-some.] Somewhat late ;
backward. [Rare.] lathe2 is improbable, unless Icel. Iddh stands

latesome'-' (lat'sum), <(. [< ME. latesom, layt- for orjg . 'hlodh; see lathe?.] I. A machine for

mm, latxome, < AS. irltltxum, hateful, < wldtian, working wood, metals, or other substances by
be disgusted. In the first sense now merged causing the material to turn with greater or less
:_ i-_a :_ 4.1. . A *.,=n^ ;*!, !.,-

Bpee(j ; according to the nature of the inate-

nal and the work to be performed, before a

tool which is held at rest relatively to the pe-

ripheral motion of the object operated upon.
Lathes are used for turning, cutting, chasing, filing, pol-

ishing, screw-cuttlng, engraving, and shaping, a> In metal-

spinning. They range In size from a Jewelers' lathe for

polishing the finest metal-work, through the various wood-

turning lathes, to the large machine-lathes for turning

locomotive-wheels, and the heavy machines for polishing
stone and marble columns for architectural purposes.
The ancient potters' wheel is probably the prototype of the

modern lathe. The common wood-turning lathe may be

taken as a type of these machines. It consists essentially
of the bed or main horizontal frame, the poppets, and the

rest or support of the tool used in operating the lathe.

The poppets can be moved into different positions and

clamped on the bed, and form at the left the live or mov-

ing head-stock, connected directly with the source of

power, and at the right the dead or stationary head-stock,
sometimes called tail-stock. The work or material is

placed between these, and Is supported by a live-centre in

the live head-stock and a dead-center in the dead head-
stock ; and In the ordinary lathe the cutting is performed
concentrically with the axis Joining these centers, the
material being rotated by the live head-stock. By the

in loatlmome; in the second confused with late-

ly. Loathsome; hateful.

But to here of f'ristis pafwioun,
To many a man It is ful laytsmn,

MS. Alhmole, 00, f. 5. (HattiuxU.)

Tiresome; tedious. [Prov. Eug.]2.

He es swyft to speke on hys manere,
And lat&ome and slawe for to here ;

He prayses awide men and halcles thaim

BampoU, MS. Bowes, p. 3.">. (

latest (la'test), a. [Superl. of late: see late1 and

lasts.] Last; final.

Even he who long the House of Com-ns led,
That hydra dire, with many a gaping head,
Found by experience, to his lategt breath,

Envy could only be subdu'd by death.
Jen

'

1,-inn::. Imit. of Horace's Epistle, L 1.

latewaket (lat'wak), n. A corruption of like-

witke.

latewardt (lat'ward), a. [< late1 + -ward.]
Somewhat late

;
belated ;

backward.

Lateward fruit Buloet.

They deserue much more to be reprehended than I will

vouchsafe to attempt in this my lateward treatise.

Holinshed, Descrip. of Scotland, xill.

If it should fall out so lateward a breaking vp of the rluer.

Uakluyt's Voyages, I. 455.

latex (la'teks), n. [L., a liquid, fluid, juice.]
A milk-like liquid occurring m many plants in

special vessels (called laticiferous, or some-
times cinenchymatous), and exuding when the

plant is wounded. It may be white, like that of the

milkweeds and many species of Euphorbia; or yellow, as

in the prickly poppy, Argemone ; or orange, as In celan-

dine, Chelidonium. It consists of a watery fluid holding In

solution small quantities of sugar, gum, alkaloid and acid

matters, etc., and. suspended in this, numerous minute

granules (giving the milky appearance) which coagulate
when exposed to the air. It has sometimes an economic

importance, as in the case of opium (the dried latex of the

poppy) and of india-rubber. Latex-cells, latex-tubes,
the vessels which contain latex. See laticiferous.

lath1
(lath), n. [< ME. lathe, latthe, laththe,

prob. < AS. "lastMh, found only in the altered

form Icett, pi. lattta, ME. latte, E. dial, lat = MD.
latte, D. lat, a lath, = OHG. latta, lata, MHG.
latte, late, lat, G. latte, lath, thin plate, = Sp. Pg.
lata = F. latte, a lath, = It. latta = Pg. lata, tin-

plate (see latten); akin to MHG. lade, laden, G.

laden, a board, plank, sash, shutter (but prob.
not to lathe1 or fafAe2 ). Hence ult. latten and
lattice.] 1. A thin narrow strip of wood, used
in building to form the groundwork for a roof

or for the plastering of walls and ceilings. For
the former purpose the laths are nailed to the rafters to

support the tiling, slating, or other roof-covering. Laths
for walls and ceilings, much narrower and thinner, are nail-

ed to the studs, with small spaces between them, into

which a part of the plaster sinks when applied, forming a

key or hold for the remainder. Iron laths have been used
in fire-proof buildings. See lathingi.

Come and get thee a sword, though made of a lath.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., Iv. 2. 2.

2f. The bow-part of a crossbow.

Their bows are for form and length not unlike the lath

of a large crosse-bow, made of the norns of Buffaloes.

Sandy*, Travailes, p. 60.

Dagger of lath. See dagger^. Lath and plaster, a
wail-surface formed of laths plastered over; a slight par-
tition formed of laths and plaster.

I traced the blood [of the rats] . . . through the open-
Ings in the lath and planter.

Mayheie, London Labour and London Poor, III. 21.

Lath floated and set fair, three-coat plaster-work in

which the first coat is termed pricking up, the second

floating, the third finishing. The last Is done with fine

stuff. Lath laid and set, two-coat plaster-work, in

which the first coat is called laying, and Is often scratched

with a broom. Lath-sawing machine, a machine for

sawing laths from the board, or directly from the bolt.

The cylindrical log is mounted upon journals on gravitat-

ing guide-bars and is rotated by rollers. The laths nrr

sawed from its periphery by saws cutting rectangularly
to each other. If. U. Knight. Lath-shaped crystals.
See ophitic structure, under ophitic. Metallic lath.
See lathingl.

lath 1
(lath), v. t. [< lath1 , n.] To cover or line

with or as with laths.

adjustment of the poppets on the bed the lathe may be

adapted to receive different lengths of material. Usually
the dead head-stock only is moved toward or away from
the live head-stock in making this adjustment. Facing
the work, and clamped to the bed between the poppets,
Is the tool-rest, on which, in hand-turning, the tool rests

as on a fulcrum at a point very near the work, being held
in the working position by the hands of the turner, which

grasp the outwardly projecting handle of the tool. Such
a lathe Is 'driven at high speed, and the amount and char-

acter of the turning are controlled by the workman who
holds the tool on the tool-rest and before the work. The
side-rest Is a movable tool-rest carrying an adjustable
tool-stock or tool-post In which the tool is rigidly clamped.
It slides on longitudinal guideways formed on the bed of

the lathe, this movement being controlled by a screw and
sometimes being automatic. The tool-rest may be double,

presenting two tools, one on each side of the work, as in

the duplex lathe. The tool may also be controlled by a

templet or model, and shift Its position automatically, as

in the lathe for turning irregular forms, the nulled-work

lathe, spoke-lathe, and last-lathe, of which the Blanchard

lathe is the original type. Iron-turning requires a much
slower speed than brass-turning, and wood-turnlng a

higher speed than brass. Large metal-lathes are said to

be of large string ; that Is, the space between the centers

and the ned is great, to admit of turning large objects.
In one form of these machine-lathes an opening Is made
in the bed to permit the work to turn or to give large

swing, as In the gap-bed lathe. In many kinds of turning
the dead head-stock Is not used, the material to be turned

being attached to a lathe-chuck, or to a face-plate carried

by the live head-stock. Lathes are nearly all described

by their names, as beadwork-lathe, bution-latlu, foot-lathe,

shafting-lathe, etc., the name sometimes referring to some
feature of the construction, as the hollow mandrel lathe,

and sometimes to the material or work, as the hat-ironing
lathe.

Could turn his word, and oath, and faith.
As many ways as in a lathe.

S. fuller, Hudibras, III. 11. 376.

2. That part of a loom in which the reed is

fixed, and by the movements of which the weft-

threads are laid parallel to each other, shot

after shot, in the process of weaving. According
to the greater or less impulse of the lathe, the weft is

laid more or less closely together hi the plane of the web.
Also called txttten and lay. Beadwork-lathe, a lathe

specially adapted or devoted to turning beadwork.
Blanchard lathe, a lathe in which the tool-position is

shifted by a pattern or model to turn irregular forms.

Gun-stocks, ox-yokes, wagon-wheel spokes, shoe-lasts, cer-

tain styles of carvings, columns, etc., are made in lathes

working on this principle, the lathes taking their special
names from the kind of work they perform, as spoke-
lathe, last-lathe, gun-stock lathe, etc. This lathe is named
from its original inventor, Thomas Blanchard of Massa-
chusetts (1788-1864), who patented It in 1819, and subse-

quently, with others, adapted it to a great variety of uses.

Button-lathe, a kind of chuck-lathe used in manufac-

turing buttons Car-wheel lathe, a doable lathe for

turning off the rims of locomotive driving-wheels or car-

wheels. It is so arranged that two wheels fitted on one
axle may be turned together, or, when desirable, two
wheels may be turned independently, as each face-plate
can be driven separately. Compound lathe, a lathe for

turning or engraving geometric forms ;
a geometric lathe

or rose-engine. Copying lathe, a form of lathe adapted
for turning articles from a pattern on tin -rinciple of the

Blanchard lathe. Cuttlng-off lathe, a lathe for cut-

ting rods, bars, and pipes to length. The object to be cut

Is passed through a collet at the rear end of the spindle,
a concentric chuck holding It In front Duplex lathe,
a lathe with two or more cutting-tools, so distributed

Duple. Lath*.
.

,
tool In front; . inverted tool mt back ; t. bed >nd fttpdanl;

rf J, two compound slide-rests ; e, riirht-nnd-left screw for morlng
the two slide-rests simultaneously to and from the center of the lathe.

about the work as to balance the transverse pressure and
avoid springing it. - Eccentric lathe, a lathe having a

compound face-plate or sliding frame, and guides which

present the object in such a way that the tool works an oval

upon it Gap-bed lathe, a lathe having an opening In

its bed to admit of turning objects of larger radius than
would be possible with a continuous bed. Also called gap-
lathe, break-lathe. Geometrical lathe, an instrument
used by bank-note engravers, watch-case manufacturers,

etc., to make complicated patterns of fine lines. It forms
the stars, rosettes, ornamental borders, etc., on plates for

bank-notes, designed as a precaution against counterfeit-

ing. Also called nte^ngine. Gun-stock lathe. See

Blanchard lathe. Hat-Ironing lathe, a lathe used for

ironing hats. The hat-block Is chucked In the lathe, and
the heated Iron is held against the nap while the block is

turned. Hollow-mandrel lathe, a lathe In which ^he
mandrel of the live bead-stock is hollow. It is much
used for cutting screws upon, or for turning off the ends

of long and slender rods, which are thrust through the

hollow mandrel with the end of the rod which is to be

turned projecting from the nose of the mandrel, and
held In position for turning by a universal chuck or other

suitable holder. See chuck* and mandrel. Parallel

lathe, a small hand-machine for jewelers', watchmakers',

Parallel I*athe.

or dentists' use. It is arranged to run simultaneously, if

desired, several grinding-wheels of different sires, a brush,
a drill, etc. Koughlng-lathe, a lathe used by electro-

typers as a substitute for a planer in
"
surfacing up

"
the

backings of electrotypes preparatory to mounting them on
wooden blocks. The plates are chucked upon a true face-

plate attached to the mandrel of the lathe, with their print-
ing-faces against the face-plate, and the backing-metal is

turned off by a sharp cutting-tool controlled by a gage.
The back surface is thus made parallel with the printing-
surface, and the plate is reduced to the required thickness.

Screw-cutting lathe, a lathe especially planned for

cutting screws. Some examples of this type of lathe are

adapted also for boring cylinders, for turning shafting, and
for miscellaneous work. Same as screw-cutting machine.
See erw. Sphere-turning lathe, a lathe adapted for

turning objects to a true spherical shape. Wood-turn-
ing lathe, a high-speed lathe the construction of which
is specially adapted to wood-turning. It is the simplest
form of lathe. The tools consist of a great variety of chisels

and gouges of different widths, with long wooden handles,
by which leverage is obtained upon the tool-rest as a ful-

crum, for holding the tools firmly yet delicately with their

cutting edges In proper relation with the material in the
lathe. The same kind of lathe Is also used for turning Ivory,

horn, bone, etc., the speed being regulated and the forms
of the tools being varied to suit the nature of the materials.

(See also Ixnch-lathe, carriny-lathe, center-lathe, chuck-lathe,

column-lathe, gage-lathe.)

lathe- (laTH), n. [Also laith ; < ME. lathe, < Icel.

hladha = Dan. lade = Sw. lada, a barn, shed (in

comp. Dan. bog-lade= Sw. bok-lada, bookstore),
= G. laden,a booth, shop, stall, orig.

'

store,'prob.
from the verb represented by Icel. hladha= AS.

hladnn,'E.laile, etc., load: seeladc 1
. Inthiscase

the word is not connected with E. lathe1 , and
G. laden, a plank, board, sash, shutter, etc.,

lade, a box, chest, etc.: see lathe 1
.] A barn or

granary. [Prov. Eng.]
Al mot out, other late or rathe,
AUe the sheves in the lathe.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 2140.

The northern man writing to his neighbour may say
My lathe standeth neere the kirke garth, for My barne
standeth neere the church-yard.

Coote, English Schoolemaster (lSl\

T maister's down I' t' fowld. Oo round by th' end o' t'

laith, If ye want to spake to him.
Emily Bronte, Wnthering Heights, U.

lathe3 (lath), n. [Also lath ; < ME. 'lathe (f), <

AS. laith, leth, a district ; cf. Icel. leiilh, a levy;



lathe

or Ca diff. word) Dan. Itegil, a levying district,

Icegd, a situation, site, prob. from the root of
lie1.} In England, a part or large division of a

county, comprising several hundreds: a term
now confined to the county of Kent, in which
there are five of these lathes or divisions. See
rape2 .

lathe4 (laTH), v. t.; pret. and pp. lathed, ppr. lath-

ing. [Also laith; < ME. lathen,<. AS. lathian =
OS. lathian, ladhiait = OFries. lathia, ladia =
OHG. ladon, MHG. G. laden = Icel. ladha =
Goth, lathon, invite, call.] To invite; bid;
ask. [Prov. Eng.]

For alle arn lathed luflyly, the luther & the better,
That euer wern fulged in font that test to haue.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 163.

latheB
t, A Middle English form of loath.

Iathe6t,
* A Middle English form of loatlte.

lathe-bearer (laTH'bar"er), n. Same as lathe-

carrier.

The grinder is laid upon the lathe-bearers or other sup-
port. O. Byrne, Artisan's Handbook, p. 140.

lathe-carrier (laTH'kar"i-er), re. An appliance
fastened to an object under operation in a lathe.
It causes the object to rotate with the mandrel and face-

plate of the live head by means of a projection which col-

lides with the stud or pin on the latter. Also called lathe-

do(j, lathe-bearer.

lathe-center (laTH'sen"ter), n. A piece of
hardened steel, round and tapered, having the
smaller end cut off squarely and the larger end
of the form of a cone. One of these centers is fitted

to a socket in the nose of the mandrel of the live head-
stock, and the other into a socket in the spindle of the
dead head-stock. The former is called the live-cent.er; the
latter, the dead-center. The piece to be turned (for exam-
ple, a piece of shafting) is prepared for placing in the lathe

by centrally countersinking the ends. The conical ends
of the lathe-centers are made to engage the countersunk
ends of the piece in the countersinks, and the spindle of
the dead head-stock is then clamped in position. The
piece to be turned is then clamped to the mandrel by
means of a chuck or a lathe-carrier. The spindle of the
dead head-stock is usually provided with an adjusting-
screw and a clamping-screw by which the dead-center is

adjusted to and firmly held in position.
lathe-chuck (laTH'chuk), re. A device screwed
to the mandrel of a lathe and grasping the ob-

ject to be turned, bored,
ground, polished, or the
like. E. H. Knight.
lathe-cords (laTH'-
kordz), n. pi. Cords
used to turn lathes. They
are made of the intestines of

horses, cleaned and prepared
by the separation of the mu-
cous membrane.

lathe-dog (laTH'dog), .

Same as lathe-carrier.

lathe-drill (lara'dril), n.

A horizontal lathe used
for drilling,

lathee, lathi (lat'e), n.

[Hind, lathi, a stick, club;
cf. lath, a staff, pillar.]
In India, a stick

;
a blud-

geon, usually of bamboo ^.^ste advanced
and. Olten loaded With or caused to recede by the ac-

irou. Also lattee.
turn of a wheel, c.

The natives use a very dangerous weapon, which they
have been forbidden by Government to carry. ... It is

a very heavy lathi, a solid male bamboo, 5 feet 5 inches
long, headed with iron in a most formidable manner.
Fanny Parkes,Wanderings in Search of the Picturesque,

(I. 133.

lathe-head (lara'hed), n. 1. The poppet,
poppet-head, or head-stock of a lathe. 2. A

small dental
or laboratory
lathe that

may be fitted

to a bench, it
carries a single
spindle on two
curved arms, and
is used by fit-

ting laps, grind-
ing-wheels, sin all

brushes, and oth-

Lathe-head (def. I).

Ul UB11CB, ;l I IU Ulll-

er light circular tools to the ends of the spindle. It is op-
erated by a treadle and a light belt.

lathe-hoist (laTH'hoist), re. A device for rais-

ing work in the lathe to the height of the lathe-
centers.

lathen (lath'en), a. [< lath1 + -en%.} Made of
lath. [Rare'.;]

Lathen daggers. Ainsworth, Lancashire Witches, ill. 9.

lather1
(laTH'tr), w. [< ME. lather, < AS. led-

thor, a kind of niter used for soap, lather, =
Icel. laudhr, mod. lodhr, froth, foam, a kind of
niter or soap used in washing, = Sw. ladder,
soap.] 1. Foam, froth, or suds made from
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soap moistened with water, as by a brush for

shaving.
Soap containing small proportions of glycerin . . . forms

a very tenacious lather. Encye. Brit., XXII. 204.

2. Foam or froth formed in profuse sweating,
as of a horse.

He made the round of the hill and came back, his horse
covered with lather and its tail trembling.

C. Reade, Love me Little, xiv.

lather1 (laTH'er), v. [< ME. *lethren, < AS. letli-

rian, lythrian, lather, smear (= Icel. laudhra,

foam, be dripping wet with salt water, leydhra,

wash), < ledthor, lather : see lather1
, ;.] I. in-

trans. To form a foam or suds, as soap and

water; become froth or frothy matter.

Choose water pure,
Such as will lather cold with soap. Baynard.

It is said that soap thus made has a beautifully mottled

appearance, lathers freely, and has a smooth surface.

Watt, Soap-making, p. 123.

II. trans. 1. To spread lather on or over;
apply lather to, as the face in shaving.
The damsel with the soap-ball lathered him with great

expedition, raising flakes of snow.

SmoUett, tr. of Don Quixote, III. 281.

Tis waste of soap to lather an ass.

Macmillan's Mag., July, 1860, p. 210.

2. To flog; leather. [Vulgar.]
Do you think that to lather a man all through eleven

pages, and then tell him he isn't to blame after all, is treat-

ing yourself right? New Princeton Bet)., V. 53.

lather2 (lath'er), re. [< lath 1 + -er1 .] A work-
man who puts up laths for plaster-work.
The lathers and shoemakers want ten hours' pay and

eight hours' work. Philadelphia Times, May 1, 1886.

lather8,
n. A dialectal variant of ladder. Pals-

grave ; Collier's Old Ballads, pp. 33, 105. (Halli-

well.)

lathe-reevet, [No AS. term is found.] In

Anglo-Saxon hist., an officer who presided over
a lathe. See lathe^.

These [counties] had formerly their lathe-reeves and
rape-reeves, acting in subordination to the shire-reeve.

Blaekslane, Com., Int., 4.

lathe-saw (laTH'sa), n. A small circular saw
or fret-saw which can be fitted upon an ordi-

nary lathe and operated by its mechanism.
lathe-tool (laTH'tol), n. Any one of the vari-

ous turning-tools used in tool-posts of lathes.
Lathe-tool holder, a socket or holder fora lathe-tool.

The shank is held by a set-screw on the post of the slide-

rest. E. H. Knight.
lath-hammer (lath'ham'er), n. Same as lath-

ing-hammer.
lathi, . See lathee.

lathing1 (lath'ing), re. [Verbal n. of lath 1
, v.}

A foundation of lath or other material on
a wall or ceiling, under the plaster; also, the
material used for such a foundation. Metal-
lic lathing is now used in the form of perforated and cor-

rugated sheet-metal, rods, bars, and wire netting. The
last form, under the name of woven-wire lathing, is the
most usual kind. Such lathing is used in constructing
fire-proof walls and ceilings, and in general to take the
place of the common and dangerous wooden lathing for
the support of plastering.

lathing2 (la'thing), n. [< ME. lathyng = AS.
lathung = OFries. lathenge, ladinge = OHG. la-

dunga, MHG. ladunge, G. ladung, a calling, in-

vitation ; verbal n. of lattie*, v.~\ An invitation.

Bailey, 1731; Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
lathing-clamp (lath'ing-klamp), n. A clamp
to hold a set of spaced laths while they are be-
ing nailed to the studding. E. H. Knight.
lathing-hammer (lath'ing-ham''er), re. Incarp.,
a hammer which has a small hatchet-face on
the side opposite the hammer-head and in line
with it, the hatchet beingused for cutting laths,
and the hammer for nailing them to the studs.
The hatchet has usually a small lateral nick for

drawing out nails. Also called lath-hammer.
lath-mill (lath'mil), n. A gang-saw for cutting
laths from the log.
lath-nail (lath'nal), re. A small cut nail used
for fastening laths to studding. E. H. Knight.
lath-pot (lath'pot), n. In U. S. fisheries, a coop
or trap made of laths or thin strips of wood.
The term lath-pot is almost universally employed to

designate the common forms of closed lobster traps,
whether semi-cylindrical or rectangular in shape, provid-
ing they are constructed of laths or of any narrow strips
of wood. Other names by which they are known to the
fishermen are "box-traps," "house-pots," "stick-pots,"
and "lath-coops." Fisheries of U. S., V. U. 666.

Lathraea (lath-re 'a), re. [NL. (Linnaeus), so
called as growing in concealed places, < Gr.

ZaBpaiof, secret, hidden ; cf . }.d0pa, ?.d6pr/, secret-

ly, < \av6dvuv, /.afeiv, hide : see latent.'] A genus
of plants of the natural order Orobanchacew, or

broom-rape family, with a bell-shaped, broadly

Lathyrus
4-cleft calyx, and short dense spike or some-
what longer loose racemes of white, yellowish,
or bluish flowers, sometimes tinned with pink.
Three species are known, one of which is chiefly confined
to western Europe, while another is widely distributed

throughout Europe and. Asia, and the third is restricted
to Japan. L. squamaria, or toothwort, is a parasitical
plant, growing on the roots of trees and shrubs. It has
a simple fleshy erect stem, a foot or less in height, with

fleshy scale-like bracts in place of leaves, and drooping
flesh-colored flowers. It occurs throughout Europe and
in Asia.

lathridiid (lath-rid'i-id), n. A beetle of the

family Lathridiidtf,

Lathridiidae (lath-ri-di'i-de), n. pi. [Nl/., <

Lathridius + -ides.'} A family of clavicorn cole-

opters having the dorsal segments of the ab-

domen partly membranous, ventral segments
free and nearly equal, tarsi three-jointed with
second joint not dilated, wings not fringed with

hairs, and elytra entire. See Lathridius.

Lathridius (lath-rid'i-us), n. [NL., < Gr. Aa-

0pi>f, poet, for ZaOpiof, later form of Zattpalos,

secret, hidden: see Lathraia.} The typical ge-
nus of Lathridiida!, having the antennal club

three-jointed. They are small beetles, living under
bark and stones. More than 100 species are known, main-

ly European and Asiatic, but 15 are North American, as

L. tenuicomis. Usually Latridius, as Herbst, 1793.

Lathrobiidse (lath-ro-bi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Lathrobimn + -ida;."] A family of brachely-
trous coleopters, taking name from the genus
Lathrobium, or merged in StaphylinicUe. Also
written Lathrobiadce, Lathroliidff.

lathrobiiform (lath-ro'bi-i-form), a. [< NL.
Lathrobium + L. forma, form.] Having the
form of the Lathrobiida; ; pertaining to the

Lathrobiiformcs.
Lathrobiiformes (lath-ro'bi-i-for'mez), re. pi.

[NL. : see lathrobiiform.'} A group of beetles.

See Lathrobiidce.

Lathrobium (lath-ro'bi-um), re. [NL., for

"Lathraiobium, < Gr. AaSpaiof, hidden (see Lath-

rcea), + /3iof, life.] The typical genus of Lath-
robiidce. Also written Lathrobins. Biinierg,l8'20.
lathwork (lath'werk), n. Lathing; any work
in laths, or resembling lathing.

lathy (lath'i), a. [< lath1 + -y
1

."] Long and
slender, like a lath.

The which he tossed to and fro amain,
And eft his lathi/ falchion brandished.

Weet, Abuse of Travelling.

A lathy young man, bent sideways over a spar, was
struggling, with a very red face, to right himself.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 204.

lathyrism (lath'i-rizm), n. [< Lathyrus + -tarn.]
A condition produced by the use of the seeds
of Lathyrus Cicera and other species as food.
It is characterized by formication, tremors, and
paraplegia.
Lathyrus (lath'i-rus), n. [NL. (Linnceus), <

Gr. '/.ddvpof, a kind of pulse.] A genus of legu-
minous plants of the tribe Viciece, or vetch

family, agreeing in the structure of the flowers
with Pisum, the true pea, except that its style
is not grooved on the back. See Pisum. There
are probably about 120 species of these plants, inhabiting
the northern hemisphere and South America. They are

Flowering Branch of Everlasting Pea (Lathyrus VfMOsus).

a, flower; #, fruit.

vines creeping or climbing by tendrils, often with large
and handsome flowers. Several species are known in

cultivation, and the wild species are generally known as

peas, with qualifying names, that of everlasting pea being
applicable to the genus in general. L. macrnrhizug, a

the sea-coast, is the beach-pea ; L. odoratm, a native of

Sicily, is the common sweet pea of the gardens ; L. lati-

folius, the everlasting pea of the gardens, is a cultivated

variety of the European species L. gilvestris. Thirteen

species are native in the United States, several of which,
as L. ornatus and L. venosw (see cut), have broad leaflets

and handsome, showy flowers.



latialite

latialite (la'shal-it), H. [< L. Latiiilix, Latin

(< Latium, a country of Italy: see Lathi), + -ite2
;

or for *latiolite (f), < L. Latium + Gr. /Wtof, a

stone (see -lite). The mineral is so called be-

cause I'ounil in the volcanic rocks of that part
of Italy corresponding to the ancient Latium.]
(Same iis liitiiym:

Latian (la'shiau), it. [< Latium (see def.) +
-an.] Belonging or relating to Latium, one
of the districts or countries of ancient Italy;
Latin. [Rare.]

By the right wheel rode Mamilius,
Prince of the Latian name.

Al&cfittluit Horatius.

latibulize (la-tib'u-liz), r. i. ; pret. and pp. la-

lihiilizrd, ppr. Intihulizinij. [< latibulum -r -ize.]

To hibernate ;
retreat and lie hidden. [Rare.]

The tortoise latibulizes in October. Shaw.

latibulum (la-tib'u-lum), .; pi. latibula (-Itt).

[L., a lurking-place, < latere, lurk: see latent.]
A hiding-place; a cave; a burrow. [Rare.]
laticiferous (lat-i-sif'e-rus), . [< L. latex (la-

tic-), a liquid, + ferre = E. ftearl.] In bot.,

bearing or containing latex.

The liber or "Inner bark," on the other hand, usually
contains woody fibre in addition to the cellular tissue and

laticiferous canals of the preceding.
If. B. Carpenter, Micros., S 872.

Laticiferous cells, tubes, or vessels, a kind of vege-
table tissue, consisting of soft-walled cells, containing
latex. They are usually distributed throughout the plant
to which they belong. The tubes are either articulate

(De Bary), composed of long cells, freely branching, and

anastomosing with others into a complex reticulated sys-

tem, or non-articulate, consisting of single cells, elongat-

ing with the growth of the plant, much branched, out
little if at all confluent with others. Laticiferous tis-

sue, laticiferous vessels taken collectively.

In many orders of Phanerogams tissues are found whose
component elements contain a milky or colored fluid

the latex. To these, although varying greatly in struc-

ture and position, the general name of Laticiferows tissues

has been given. Betsey, Botany, p. 76.

Laticiferous hyphss, latex-yielding filaments occurring
in the sporophores of Lactarius and other fungi of the or-

der Agaricini.

laticlave (lat'i-klav), n. [< LL. laticlavus, a
broad stripe,< L. latim, broad,+ clavus, a stripe.]

1. One of two broad stripes of purple woven in

the stuff of the tunic worn by Roman senators

and persons of senatorial rank, extending ver-

tically from the neck down the front, and serv-

ing as a badge of their dignity. See angusti-
clave. Hence 2. The tunic ornamented with
these bands or stripes, or the dignity of which
it was a mark.
laticostate (lat-i-kos'tat), a. [< L. latus, broad,
+ costatus, ribbed: see costa.] Broad-ribbed.

latidentate (lat-i-den'tat), a. [< L. latus, broad,
-I- dentattts, toothed: see dentate.] Broad-
toothed.

latifoliate (lat-i-fo'li-at), a. [< L. latus, broad,
+ foliatus, leafy, < 'folium, a leaf.] Broad-

leafed, as a plant.
latifolious (lat-i-fo'li-us), a. [< L. latifoliu*,

broad-leafed, < latus, broad, + folium, a leaf.]

Same as latifoliiitr.

latifundium (lat-i-fun'di-um), n. ; pi. latifun-

ilia (-ft). [L., a large landed estate, < latus,

broad',' + fundus, estate : see fund.] In Rom.

hist., a great estate. In their origin through con-

quest or military reward, and in the organization of serf

or peasant labor upon them, the latlfundia resembled the

early English baronial manors. In the plural, the term
is used to designate the resulting system of aggrandize'

ment, tending to concentration of the land in the hands
of a few and to excessive poverty of the masses.

For the small properties of the earlier period were sub-

stituted the vast estates the latijundia which, in the

judgment of Pliny, were the ruin of Italy.

Encyc. Brit., XIX. :iso.

latigo-strap (lat'i-go-strap), w. [< Sp. Idttgo,

a thong (origin uncertain), + E. strap.]
A

strong tapering leather strap used for tighten-

ing the cinch or girth in packing. See jiiirk-

xi/ilille. [Western U. S.]
latilid (lat'i-lid), . A fish of the family La-

the iHxly scaly, and the upper jaw usually provided witli

posterior canines. These fishes form In Gunther's classifi-

cation a group called Pingurpedina, referred to the Tra-
chinidce. Species of Cnuloiatilu* are called blantiwllo* or

whitefish, and yellmrtaU. (See cut under blanquulft. ) Lo-

phulatitui chamtfleonticeps is known as the lilejiih.

latiloid (lat'i-loid), a. and H. [< NL. Latilux

+ Gr. fMof, form.] I. a. Pertaining to the

Latilidce, or having their characters.

II. n. A fish of the family Latilidte ; a latilid.

Latilus (lat'i-lus), n. [NL., < L. latus, broad.]
A genus of fishes, typical of the family iMtilida

.

Latilidse (la-til'i-de), H. pi. [NL., < Latiln* +
-irf<e.] A family of acanthopterygian fishes,

typified by the genus Lntilitx. with an elongated
compressed body, compressed head, a very
long dorsal fin whose foremost rays only are

spinose, an elongated nnal fin, normal pecto-
rals with branched rays, and thoracic or sub-

jugular perfect ventral fins. The species are about
10 In number, referred to about S genera. They inhabit

tropical and temperate seas, some of them reaching a large

size, but have little economic importance.

Latilinse (lat-i-li'ne), n. l>l. [NL., < Latilux +
-hitv.] A subfamily of fishes of the family l.a-

and Lniiliolatilnx. They have the dorsal Hn continuous,

Latiltti arftnlalui.

and subfamily l.ntiliiin: Carter ami I'atenciett-

HS.
latimert (lat'i-mer), H. [< ME. latimer, latymer,
< AF. latymer, a corruption of latiner: see Lat-

iner.'] A corrupt form of latiner.

Latimer Is the corruption of Latiner; It signifies he
that interprets Latin ; and though he interpreted French,
Spanish, or Italian, he was called the King's Latiner that

Is, the King's Interpreter. Setden, Table-Talk, p. 179.

Latimer-Clark battery. See battery.
Latin (lat'in), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also

Latine, Laten; < ME. Latin, Latyn (cf. AS.
linlt-ii, lull a. Latin, language, speech, ME.
leden, speech: see leden), < OF. latin, F. latin =
Sp. Pg. It. latino = D. latijn = G. latein = Dan.
8w. latin = Ir. Gael, laidionn, n. (cf. D. latijnscli

= G. lateinisch= Dan. Sw. latinsk, a. ), = OBulg.
lutiiiii = Pol. lacina = Russ. latuinu = Gr.

Aorivof, Latin (% \arivti 0uv# or Si6faicTof, the

Latin language), < L. Latinus, belonging to

Latium (lingua Latino, as a noun, Latinum,
the Latin language), < Latium, a country of

Italy. A popular etym. connected the name
with latere, he hid (see latent), and made Sat-
urn 'lie hid' here from his son.] L a. 1. Of,

pertaining to, or derived from ancient Latium
or its inhabitants: as, the Latin cities; the Latin

wars; the Latin language. 2. Pertaining to

or having affinity with the ancient Latins in

the wider sense of the word: so applied from
the spread of the language and civilization of

the people of Latium throughout Italy and the

Roman empire : as, the Latin races of southern

Europe ;
the Latin arts.

But Turkish force and Latin fraud
Would break your shield, however broad.

Byron, Don Juan, ill. (song).

3. Relating or pertaining to, or composed in,
the language of the ancient Latins or Romans :

as, a Latin idiom
;
a Latin poem. See II., 3.

Remuneration 1 O, that's the Latin word for three far-

things. Mule., L. L. L., Ill 1. 138.

It is an unjust way of compute to magnify a weak head
for some Latin abilities, and: to undervalue a solid judg-
ment because he knows not the genealogy of Hector.

Sir f. Browne, Christ Morals.

John Colet, Dean of St. Paul's, founded :
St. Paul's school I

in the year 1610 . . . for free education of children of all

nations and countries. . . . They were to be instructed . . .

"
in good and clene Laten literature," ... to the exclusion

of all which he terms "
barbary and corruption, and Laten

adulterate," and such as he says "may rather be called

blotteratnre than literature." Biachrood't Mag., n. 4i;;,.

Dog Latin. See dog-Latin. Latin Christianity, that

form of Christian doctrine and church life which grew up
among and was dominated by the Latin race : used in

ecclesiastical history generally in contradistinction from
Greek and sometimes from Teutonic Christianity. Latin
Church, (a) The Western Church,which from very early
times down to the Reformation everywhere used Latin as

its official language, whether among Latin, Celtic, or Teu-
tonic races, as distinguished from the Greek or Oriental
Church, (ft) The Roman Catholic Church. Latin cross.
See crowi. Latin empire, the name given to the empire
of Constantinople while under the rule of Latin (chiefly
French) emperors, from 1204 to 1261. Latin kingdom,
the Christian kingdom of Jerusalem under the French or
Latin kings, from 1099 to 1187, when the Christians were
expelled, though the title "king of Jerusalem" was main-
tained long afterward. Latin league, a confederation
of the cities of Latium existing in Italy in the earliest

historic times, and continuing till 338 B. c., when the
Latin towns were finally incorporated In the dominion of
Rome. According to the earliest tradition, the league
Included thirty cities, among which Alba Longa held the

preeminent place. After the fall of Alba, Aricia, Lanuviura,
and Tuaculum, with other important communities not

originally Included, were united with the league. The con-
federation held assemblies in the grove of Ferentlna, be-

low Marino in the Alban hills, and had a common religious

sanctuary in the temple of Jupiter Latiaris on the summit
of the Alban Mount (Monte CavoX where annual sacrifices

were celebrated. Latin Union, a monetary alliance of

France, Belgium. Italy, and Switzerland, formed by con-

vention December 2Sd. 1S05, and joined by Greece in !-<>*

Its object was the maintenance and regulation of a unl-

Latin

fim interchangeable gold and silver coinage, bated on
'tn licnch franc. Its limited term was continued by two
renewals (1878 and 1886), Belgium withdrawing on the
latter occasion and adopting the single gold standard.
-
Syn. See Raman.

Jl. n. 1. A member of the race that inhab-
ited ancient Latium in central Italy, including
Rome ; afterward, one to whom the Latin lan-

guage was vernacular; an ancient Romau.
Italian, etc. 2. In modern application, a
member of one of the races ethnically and lin-

guistically related to the ancient Romans or

Italians, by descent or intermixture: as, the
Latins of Italy, France, Spain, and Portugal.
3. The language of ancient Rome; the lan-

guage originally spoken in Latium, and after-

ward extended over all the integral parts of

the Roman empire in Europe, which is the ba-

sis of the modern Romance languages (see t:-

mance). and has supplied the greater part in

bulk 01 the vocabulary of modern English (see

Knglixh). Latin belongs to the Itallcan branch of the

Indo-European or Aryan fam ily, together with Oacan, t*m>

hrlan, and other dialects of which hardly any remains are

extant Its nearer relations with the other branches
of the family are matters of doubt and dispute. It was

formerly, on Insufficient grounds, believed especially akin
with Greek : more recently, It has been thought closer to

Celtic. Latin, with Its literature, Is divided chronologi-
cally into several periods in this dictionary. In the ety-

mologies, into five, namely Old Latin, Claauai Latin, Late

Latin, Middle Latin, and Sew Latin. See below.

Seynt Jerome, that was a Freest and a Cardynalle, that
translatcde the Bible and the 1'sanltere from Ebrew In to

Latyn. MandenUe, Travels, p. 71.

The King of France . . . shall name your highness . . .

thus In Latin, Pneclarissimus nllus noster Henricus.
Shot.. Hen. V., v. 2. See.

I love the language, that soft bastard Latin (Italian I,

Which melts like kisses from a female month.
Byron, Beppo, st 44.

4. A member of the Latin or Roman Catholic
Church: the designation most frequently used

by Greek Catholics and other Oriental Chris-

tians for Roman Catholics.

The Latins in Palestine are not numerous, the country
villages, when Christian, belonging generally to the Greek
Church. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 644.

5. A member of a civil community in Turkey
composed of such subjects of the Sultan as are

of foreign ancestry and of the Roman Catholic
faith. 6f. An exercise in schools, consisting
in turning English into Latin.

By mine adulce. he shall not vse the common order in

common wholes, for making of latinet.

Atcham, The Scholemaster, p. 25.

The divisions and periods of the Latin vary more or less

with different writers. As generally adopted, and at
somewhat more precisely discriminated in this diction-

ary and systematically followed in the etymologies, they
are here defined in chronological order : Old Latin, Latin
before the classical period, including Plautus, Ennius,
Terence, Cato, and other early Latin authors (so far as

they retain traces of the older language), and Inscrip-
tions of early date. Classical Latin, the Latin of the
writers commonly called classical (Lucretius, Catullus,

Cffisar, Cicero, Hallust, Virgil, Ncpos, Horace, Ovid, Livy,

Tlbullus, Curilns, Persius, Petronius, Seneca, the Pllnys,
statins, Tacitus, Juvenal, Suetonius, etc.X from about 75
B. C. to about A. D. 175 or 200 ; the standard Latin of the

grammars and dictionaries. Late Latin, Latin Immedi-
ately following the classical period, from about A. n. 175

or 100 to about Aon, Including the writings of Ausonius,
Claudlan, Lan)pridius,OrosiU8,Casaiodorus, Boethlns.etc.,
and the early church fathers, Tertulllan, Lactantlus, Je-

rome,Angu8tine, etc. Middle Latin, ur Medieval Lat-
in, the Latin of the middle ages, from about A. D. 600 to
1600. Daring this period the Latin vocabulary received

enormous accessions from the Greek and Teutonic and
Oriental tongues, as well as from the Romance tongues,
the vernacular representatives of the ancient Latin, such
accessions being fully accommodated to the Latin, or

merely provided with Latin terminations, or received

unchanged. Also called Low Latin, sometimes Barbaroui

Latin, especially with reference to its foreign elements.

New Latin, or Modern Latin, Latin as written In mod-
em times, from about A. D. 1500 to the present time. It

now Includes especially the Latin used by scientific writ-

ers In description and classification. New Latin, like Mid-
dle Latin, possesses a huge literature, but the language
In this form is now used almost exclusively in theological,

philological, and scientific works. Its main use is to serve,
with the Greek vocabulary, now In large part Incorporated
In New Latin, as the common vocabulary of civilization,

the tendency being In each civillced tongue to form the

terms required by the progress of science upon an actual

or potential New Latin type.
Law Latin. SeeJawi. Low Latin, fee Middle Latin.

Thieves' Latin, thieves' language ; thieves' cant or slang.

A very learned man, I promise you, and can vent Greek
and Hebrew as fast as I can Thiecet' Latin.

Scott, Kentlworth, xxii.

Abbreviated L. or Lot.

Latint (lat'in), r. [< Latin, a.] I. trant. To
turn into Latin; interlard with Latin.

The well latined apology in his behalf. Fuller.

Such fellowes will so Latine their tongues that the sta-

ple cannot but wonder at their talke, and thinke surely

they speak by some revelacion.

Sir T. Wilton. Art of Rhetoric (IMS), tti.

II. intruHs. To use Latin words or phrases.



Latiner

Latiner (lat'in-er). n. [< ME. latiner, latynere

(also latimer, q. v.) = Dan. latiner = Sw. lati-

nare, < OF. latimer, < ML. latinarius, a speaker
or user of Latin, an interpreter, < L. Latinus,
Latin: see Latin.] 1. One skilled in the Latin

language; a Latinist.

"The pity is, Daniel," replied Guy, "that Kowland Dixon
Is no latiner, any more than those who go to see his per-
formances." Sotithey, Doctor, xxiii.

2. An interpreter.
And alle weys fynden Men Latyneres to go with hem in

the Contrees, and ferthere bezonde, in to tyme that Men
conne the Langage. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 68.

Latiniform (Iat'i-ni-f6rm),a. [< L. Latinus,

Latin, + forma, form.] Latin in form; Latin-

ized, as a' word. Compare Romaniform.
The English neuronym has a Latin form ; it is Latini-

form; but it presents for the time an English face and
dress. B. Q. Wilder, Jour. Nervous Diseases, xii., 1886.

Latinisation, Latinise. See Latinization, Lat-

inize.

Latinism (lat'in-izm), n. [= F. Latinisme =
Sp. Pg. It. Latinismo, < ML. *Lutinismus, < L.

Latinus, Latin: see Latin.'] A Latin idiom; a
mode of expression peculiar to the Latin lan-

guage ;
use of Latin forms or derivatives.

I owe also to Fenton the participle meandered, and to

Sir W. D'Avenant the latinism of funeral ilicet.

Harte, Religious Melancholy, Advertisement.

He [the author of "Piers Plowman") disdained their

exotic fancies, their Latinisms, their Gallicisms, and their

Italianisras. /. D'ltraeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 214.

Milton's Latinism was so pronounced as to be un-Eng-
lish. Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 181.

Latinist (lat'in-ist), n. [= F. Latiniste = Sp.

Pg. It. Latinista,(. ML. ioKwito,onewho speaks
Latin, < Latinus, Latin: see Latin.'] One skilled

in Latin
;
a Latin scholar.

This interpretacion also do both the moste number and
the best lerned of the lattinist.es best alowe.

Bible of 1561, Ps. iv., note.

Every Latinist cannot understand them [words].

Coryat, Crudities, I. 5.

Possibly Landor was a more ready Latinist, but no Eng-
lishman has written Greek elegiac to equal . . . the dedi-

cation of "Atalanta." Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 398.

Latinistic (lat-i-nis'tik), a. [< Latinist + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to Latinism; having a Latin

style or idiom. Coleridge.
Latinitaster (lafin-i-tas'ter), n. [< L. Latini-

ta(t-)s, Latinity, + -aster, a pejorative suffix.]

One who has a smattering of Latin. Walker.

[Humorous and rare.]

Latinity (la-tin 'i-ti), n. [= F. latinite = Sp.
latinidad = Pg. latinidade = It. latinita, < L.

latinita(t-)s, Latinity, the Latin language, <

Latinus, Latin: see Latin.] Use of the Latin

language ;
method of speaking or writing Lat-

in; Latin style or idiom.

If the author's [Lyly's] Latinity is not always perfect,
it rises with a readiness which might excite the envy of

modern University senate-houses, had not Latin ceased to

be familiar even to their venerable walls.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 165.

The poems of Leo XIII. are remarkable for their ex-

quisite Latinity. The Century, XXX. 92.

English writers who were composing in French, and the
more learned who displayed their clerkship by their La-

tinity. I. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 134.

Latinization (lat"in-i-za'shou), it. [= F. lati-

nisation ; as Latinize + -ation.] The act of ren-

dering into Latin. Also spelled Latinisation.

Latinize (lat'in-iz), v.; pret. and pp. Latinized,

ppr. Latinizing. [= F. latiniser = Sp. latinizar

= Pg. latinisar = It. latinizzare, < LL. latini-

zare, translate into Latin, < L. Latinus, Latin :

see Latin.] I. trans. 1. To translate into
Latin. 2. To convert into Latin forms, as

words; adapt to Latin spelling or inflection;
intermix with Latin elements, as a style of writ-

ing.
The macaronian is a kind of burlesque poetry, consist-

ing of a jumble of words of different languages, with words
of the vulgar tongue latinized, and Latin words modern-
ized. Cambridge, Scribleriad, ii., note 16.

II. intrans. To use words or phrases bor-
rowed from the Latin.

He latinizes less in the poems which follow, because it

is more difficult to do it in verse.

Tu-knm, Span. Lit., III. 18.

Also spelled Latinise.

Latinlyt (lat'in-li), adv. With purity of Latin

style.
You shall hardly find a man amongst them [the French]

which can make a shift to express himself in that [the
Latin] language, nor one amongst an hundred that can do
it Latinly. Heylin, Voyage of France, p. 296.

lationt (la'shon), n. [< L. latio(n-), a bearing,
< latus, used as pp. of ferre = E. beari. Cf.

ablation, collation, legislation, etc.] The act
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of bearing or carrying from one place to an-

other; transportation; translation.

Make me a heaven ; and make me there

Many a lesse and greater spheare ;

Make me the straight and oblique lines.

The motions, lotions, and the signs.

Herrick, Hesperides, p. 48.

latipennate (lat-i-pen'at), a. [< L. latus, broad,
+ pennatus, winged: see pennate.] Inornith.,

broad-winged.
latipennine (lat-i-pen'in), a. f< L. latus, broad,
+ penna, wing, + -feel.] Same as latipennate.

latirostral (lat-i-ros'tral), a. [< L. latus, broad,
+ rostrum, bill, beak.] "In ornith., broad-billed ;

of or pertaining to the Latirostres.

latirostrate (lat-i-ros'trat), a. Same as lati-

rostral.

Latirostres (lat-i-ros'trez), n.pl. [NL., < L.

latus, broad, + rostrum, bill, beak.] 1. In Sun-
devall's classification of birds, the fifth phalanx
of the cohort Cichlomorph&, embracing seven
families more or less nearly related to the true

flycatchers of the Old World (Muscicapida).
2. In Sclater's system of 1880, a group of

laminiplantar oscine Passeres, embracing the

Hirundinidas or swallows: equivalent to the

Chelidonomorpha of Sundevall.

latirostroust (lat-i-ros'trus), a. [< L. latus,

broad, + rostrum, bill, beak.] Same as latiros-

tral.

Latirostrous or flat-billed birds.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 1.

latiseptse (lat-i-sep'te), n. pi. [NL., < L. la-

tus, broad, + S(eptum, septum, a partition.] In

bot., cruciferous plants having the dissepiment
broad in proportion to the thickness between
the valves.

latissimUS (la-tis'i-mus), n.
; pi. latissimi (-mi).

[NL. (sc. musculus, muscle), superl. of L. latus,

broad, wide : see latitude.] The broadest muscle
which lies upon the back

;
one of the muscles of

the anterior extremity, arising from the spines
of numerous vertebrae, and some otherparts, and
inserted into the npper part of the humerus:

commonly calledmore fullylatissimus dorsi. See
cut under muscle Latlsslmuu collit, a former name
of the broadest muscle of the neck, now called platysma
myoides. See platysma.
latisternal (lat-i-ster'nal), a. [< L. latus, broad,
+ NL. sternum, < Gr. afepvov, the breast, chest.]

Having a broad and flat breast-bone : as, a lati-

sternal ape. The anthropoid or anthropomorphic apes
agree with man in this respect, whence the term is spe-
cifically applied to them.

latitancyt (lat'i-tan-si), n. [< latitait(t) + -cy.]
The state of lying concealed; latency; hiber-
nation.

It cannot be denied it [the chameleon] is (if not most of

any) a very abstemious animal, and such as by reason of
its frigidity, paucity of blood, and latitancy in the winter
. . . will long subsist without a visible sustentation.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., Hi. 21.

latitantt (lat'i-tant), a. [< L. latitan(t-)s, ppr.
of latitare, freq. of latere, lie hidden, lurk: see

latent.] Lying hidden; latent; hibernating.
Snakes, lizards, snails, and divers other insects latitant

many months in the year ... do long subsist without
nutrition. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 21.

latitat (lat'i-tat), re. [L., he lies hidden, 3d

pers. sing. pres. ind. of latitare, lie hidden: see

latitant.] In Eng. law, an old writ by which a

person was summoned to the King's Bench to

answer, as on the supposition that he lay con-
cealed.

I desire him also to conceale himself as he can, If he can-
not get a speciall pardon, to weare a Latitat about his
neck. N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 72.

latitationt (lat-i-ta'shon), n. [< L. latitatio(n-). a

hiding, < latitare, lie hidden : see latitant.] Tie
act of skulking or lying concealed. E. Phillips,
1706.

Latitores (lat-i-to'rez), n.pl. [NL., < L. lati-

tare, lie hidden: see latitant.] In Blyth's sys-
tem (1849), the skulkers; an order of birds cor-

responding to the Macrodactyli of Cuvier. [Not
in use.]
latitude (lat'i-tud), . [< ME. latitude, < OF.
latitude, F. latitude = Sp. latitud = Pg. latitude
= It. latitudine, < L. latittido, breadth, width,
< latus, broad, OL. stlatus (appearing in fern.

stlata, a broad strip), ult. a var. of stratus, pp. of

sternere, spread out, strew: see stratum, streie.]

If. Extent from side to side, or distance side-

wise from a given point or line; breadth; width.
Provided the length do not exceed the latitude above

one third part. Sir H. Wotton, Elem. of Architecture.

Thy yet close-folded latitude of boughs.
Cowper, Yardley Oak.

2. Extent within limits of any kind; scope;
range; comprehensiveness: as, to be allowed

latitude

great latitude of motion or action ;
latitude of

meaning or of application.

This doctrine of clenches hath a more ample latitude and
extent than is perceived.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 225.

Then, in comes the benign latitude of the doctrine of

good-will, and cuts asunder all those hard pinching cords.

South, Sermons.

The nation was less governed by laws than by customs,
which admitted a great latitude of interpretation.

Hume, Hist. Eng., I., App. 1.

Latitude of action should not be given to a relief party
who on a known coast are searching for men who' know
their plans and orders.

Schley and Soley, Eescue of Greely, p. 33.

Hence 3. Extent of deviation from a stan-

dard; freedom from rules or limits: as, latitude

of conduct.
In human actions, there are no degrees and precise nat-

ural limits described, but a latitude is indulged.
Jer. Taylor.

Augustus . . . reproved his daughter for her excess in

apparel, and both rebuked and imprisoned her for her im-
modest latitudes. Penn, No Cross, No Crown, ii.

4. The elevation of the pole of the heavens at

a station, or the angle at which the plane of

the horizon is cut by the earth's axis
;
the total

curvature or bending of a meridian between
the equator and a station ; the angle which the

plumb-line at any place makes with the plumb-
line at the equator in the same plane ;

on a map,
the angular distance of a point on the earth's

surface from the equator, measured on the me-
ridian of the point : as, St. Paul's, London, is in

lat. 51 30' 48* N.; Cape Horn is in tat. 55 59' S.
Latitude is determined by different methods, according as
circumstances may require. At sea the instrument exclu-

sively used is the quadrant or sextant, the latter being sim-

ply a more accurately constructed and therefore more ex-

pensive form of the instrument. With this the altitude
of the sun Is observed when on the meridian, and from
this altitude, with the aid of the declination taken from
the Nautical Almanac, with certain corrections for dip, re-

fraction, etc., the latitude is obtained. The same method
is used on land (with the aid of an artificial horizon in place
of the natural) in cases where no great accuracy is required,
as in ordinary geographical reconnaissances. More accu-
rate results are secured by increasing the number of obser-

vations by the method of circummeridian altitudes, sev-

eral observations being taken Just before and Just after

noon (or, if a fixed star is observed, before and after its cul-

mination), from which, with suitable corrections, a mean
result is attained more accurate than that furnished by a

single observation. A much higher degree of accuracy is

reached by the use of the zenith-telescope, which is a port-
able instrument, but considerably less so than the sex-

tant, which the observer holds in his hand. With this in-

strument the latitude is determined by measuring micro-

metrically thedifference of the meridional zenith-distances
of two stars near the zenith, one north and theother south of

it. The zenith-telescope is used for latitude determinations

by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey at the sta-

tions belonging to the primary triangulation. The most ac-

curate method of determining the latitude in a fixed obser-

vatory is by observing, with the meridian circle, the alti-

tude of a circumpolar star at its transits above and below
the pole. This method is independent of the declination
of the star, and not necessarily liable to great errors of re-

fraction. Another meihod sometimes employed in fixed

observatories is to observe the transit of a star with a

transit-instrument in the prime vertical, the time of the
transit being observed with the instrument pointing east,
and again with the same instrument pointing west, whence
the altitude of the pole may be deduced. There are other
methods of determining the latitude, but they are much
less important than those mentioned.

5. In astron., the angular distance of a star

north or south of the ecliptic, measured on that

secondary to the ecliptic which passes through
the body. Secondaries to the ecliptic are called circles

of celestial latitude, and parallels to the ecliptic are called

parallels of celestial latitude. Latitude is geocentric or
heliocentric according as the earth or the sun is taken as

the center from which the angle is measured.

6. The quantity of the interval between two
latitudes, either in the geographical or the as-

tronomical sense : as, to sail through 30 of

latitude.

The zodiak in hevene is ymagened to ben a superflce
contienyng a latitude of 12 degrees.

Chaucer, Astrolabe, i. 21.

7. A place or region as marked by parallels
of latitude : as, to fish in high latitudes (that is,

in places where the latitude is a high number) ;

the orange will not ripen in this latitude (that

is, it will not do so in any place on the same
parallel of latitude as the place spoken of) ; you
are out of your latitude (that is, literally or

fig-
uratively, you have committed an error of navi-

gation, so that the latitude you have assigned
to the ship's place is not the true one).

Those latitudes and altitudes where no crops will grow.
W. K. Greg, Misc. Essays, 1st ser., p. 103.

Argument of the latitude. See argument. Ascend-
ing latitude. See ascending. Calm latitudes. See
calmi. Celestial latitude. See def. 6, above. Circle
of latitude. See circle. Geocentric, reduced, or cen-
tral latitude, the angle, measured at the center of the

earth, between a straight line to any place and the line



latitude

to the equator in the same meridian. Heliocentric lat-
itude. Sec AettoMii/i-ic. Hellographlc latitude. See
helio-jravhie.

-- Latitude by account (naut.), the lat itmle
Ii lii '-ri I from the course and distance sailed since the last

observation. Latitude by observation (iuiut.1. the hit-

Itude deduced from 1111 observation of some heavenly
body. Middle latitude, In nae., the latitude of the

parallel midway between two places situated in the same
hemisphere. 1 1 Is equal to half the sum of the latitudes of
tin 1 two places when they are on the same side of the

equator ; when they are on opposite sides, it is equal to
half the difference of their latitudes. Middle-latitude
Bailing, u combination of plane and parallel sailing, so
named from the use of the middle latitude that is, the
latitude of the parallel which is equally distant from the

parallel left and the one arrived at. See miliivj. Par-
allel of latitude. Same as ri'iW,' qf latitude (ft).

latitudinal (lat-i-tu'di-nal), a. [= Sp. latitti-

<liinil,< L. t/iti/itdo (-r//-)i breadth, + -of.] Per-

taining to latitude; being in the direction of
latitude.

latitudinarian (lat-i-tu-di-na'ri-an), a. and .

[Cf. F. latitudinaire; < NL. latitiidinarius, < L.
latitudo (-din-), breadth: see latitude.'] I. a.

1. Embracing a wide circle or range; having
free scope ;

not conforming to a strict code of
morals ; roving ;

libertine.

l,"tit<n!<:i<irtnn love will be expensive, and therefore I

would be Informed what is to be gotten by it.

Jeremy Collier, Kindness.

2. Characterized by latitude or independence
of thought, or by forbearance from strict insis-

tence upon the usual standards of belief or opin-
ion; especially, not rigidly strict in religious

principles or views; tolerant of free-thinking
or heresy: as, latitudinarian opinions or doc-
trines. The word is generally used opprobriousiy. It is

rclftcally
applied in church history to certain Episcopal

ines of the seventeenth century (see below), but in later
time to all who regard specific creeds, methods of church
government, and forms of worship with comparative In-

difference.

A man bred among Dutch Presbyterians, and well known
to hold laiiiii'liiuii-iini opinions about robes, ceremonies,
and bishops. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

Men of broad views, of tolerant, if not latitudinarian,
temper. if. JV. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 9.

Locke . . . was a theologian, and a sincere If latitudi-

narian Christian. l.i-slii- Stephen, Eng. Thought, L 21.

II. M. 1. In Eng. church hist., one of a school
of Episcopal divines who in the seventeenth
century strove to unite the dissenters with the

Episcopal Church by insisting only on those
doctrines which were held in common by both,
and who, while they maintained the wisdom of
the episcopal fonn of government and ritual,
denied their divine origin and authority.
They wished that things might have been carried with

more moderation, and they continued to keep up a good
correspondence with those who differed from them in

opinion, and allowed a great freedom both in philosophy
and in divinity; from whence they were called "men of
latitude

"
; and upon this men of narrow thoughts fastened

upon them the name of latitudimriaiu. Bp. Burnet.

2. Hence, in later times, one who regards with

comparative indifference specific creeds, meth-
ods of church government, and forms of pub-
lic worship: generally used opprobriousiy.
latitudinarianism (lat-i-tu-di-na'ri-an-izm), .

[< latitudinarian + -ism.] The doctrine of a
latitudinarian or of the latitudinarians; free-
dom or liberality of opinion in religion, phi-
losophy, politics, etc. ; laxity or indifference in

regard to doctrines and forms.

He [Jortin] was a lover of truth, without hovering over
the gloomy abyss of scepticism ; and a friend to free en-

quiry, without roving into the dreary and pathless wilds
of l<ititndinariani*m. Parr, Tracts by a Warburtonlan.

Fierce sectarianism bred fierce latitudinarianism.
De QuiHcey.

Extreme contrasts of doctrine have come to be openly
treated as simply differences of opinion, Sacerdotalism
and Latitudinarianimn finding a common home In an un-
divided Church. Contemporary Rev., L. 21.

latitudinous (lat-i-tu'di-nus), a. [< L. latitudo

i-ilin-), breadth: see latitude."] Very broad;
having a wide extent or scope.
latent, ii. A Middle English form of latten.

I'liinm r.

Latona (la-td'nS), M. [L., < Gr. \rrru, Doric
Aarci: see def.] 1. In clattsifiil myth., the Ro-
man name of the Greek goddess Leto, mother
by Jupiter of Apollo and Diana. See Leto.

Mygale, the symbol of Latona or Night
Kniijht, Anc. Art and Myth. (1876), p. 57.

2. In :ool. : (a) A genus of mollusks. (b) A
genus of cladocerous crustaceans of the family
Ki<tirl(e. (c) A genus of rove-beetles or Aopfty-
linidtr having the anterior tarsi dilated. There
are two species, both from the United States of
Colombia, Criteria, 1844. ((/) A geuus of spi-
ders. C. Koch. lS(ili.

latonert, . A Middle English form of lattener.

1'ork 1'lays.
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latount, n. A Middle English fonn of

latter-mint

tria, liiilriini', and cf. larceny, a roduced form of
i iidiii-er. tin- same word.] Larceny; th.lt. sin,-/

latrantt (la'trant), a. [= It. latrantr, < L. la- Latrodectus i lat-to-drk'tiiM. n. [NL.] A &-
mis of rc'tifrlnrian'8piders,of the family 7Vn-
iliiiln. SIM-

trnn(l-)n, ppr. of Intrnri; bark.] Barking;
clamoring noisily.

Whose latrant stomachs oft molest lattage (lat'aj), M." [A dial. var. of "letlm/i .

/

The deep-laid plans their drewns suggest. Mz 3- _,,<,,..;[ An impediment: generally ap-
f. Green, The Spleen. Ued t aVfect ;

!

ecch _ H<l,^re,L [Thy care be first the various gifts to trace, l>, _ -i

The minds and genius of the latrant race. , f]f'
'

Ticlcell, Hunting, lattcen, ". ko<- 1'iteen.

latratet (la'trat), r. . [< L. latratus, pp. of latten (lat'en)n [Early mod. E. also latt,m,

latrare, bark.] To bark, as a dog.
ta'"' tafaw ' < ME - tato"> totown, '"tun (= Russ.

latrationt (la-tra'shon), n. [< L as if 'lalra- tatunii), < OF. toton, F. te.tVm, latten, = 8p. lat,.,,

tio(n-), < latr'arf, bark : see latrate.} A barking,
= P - '<*>, brass, metal in thin plates, < 8n.

as of a dog. tote, lath, = Pg. fata, tin-plate, < G. /<ie, a lath,

Latreillean (IS-tra'le-au), a. [< Latreille (see
*Mn plate: see tatfiVf 1 A mixed metal,

def.) + -an.] Pertaining to the French natu- made of c Pper and zinc and not practically
ralist Pierre Andre Latreille (1762-1833). distinguishable from brass. Such a metal was used

A genus of

ralist Pierre Andr6 Latreille (1762-1833).
Latreillia (la-tra'li-ii), n. [NL., named after

Latreille, the French naturalist.] 1. A genus
of crustaceans. Soux, 1827. 2. A
Muscid(F. Desvoidy, 1830.

latreutical (Ia-tr6'ti-kal), a. [< MGr.
rotor, of or for divine service, < Gr. \t

serve, work for hire, < Mrpif, a hired servant:
see latria."] 1. Acting in the capacity of a ser-

vant; ministering; serving. [Rare.]
That In this sacred supper there is a sacrifice In that

sense wherein the fathers spake, none of us ever doubted :

but that Is then either latrrntical. as BeUarmin distin-

guishes It not ill, or eucharlstical.

Bp. Hall, No Peace with Rome, 1 4.

2. Relating to or in the nature of latria.

throughout the middle ages and later, commonly In thin

sheets, for the manufacture of various utensils, and for
the brasses of sepulchral monuments. The term appears
to be now restricted to kinds of brass that are worked
into articles for ecclesiastical use.

He hadde a croys of latinm fui of stones.
i'hauerr. Gen. ITol. to C. T., 1. 099.

The doores or gates are couered with fine Latten of
Corinth : one of which (they imagine) was made of the
wood of Noahs Arke. Purchat, PUgrlmage, p. 298.

The candlestick was seven-branched, made of laton or
brass, so that It could be easily set up or taken to pieces
iurnin. Rode, Church of our Fathers, III. L 244.

2. Same as lattcn-braxs. Black latten, a dark-col-
ored latten in milled sheets, sometimes beaten Into wire.
-Gold latten. See gold. Latten wire, wire made
from strips of latten beaten with a mallet until round.

lat.ria. Cla-tri'tt'l n t F InM* Irv ;/Vw/r Sucn w'rc waB made before the Introduction of wirc-latria
(,
a tn a), n I t . latrie = tria =

drawing machines.- Koll latten. latten policed on both
Pg. It. latrta, < LL. latna, < Gr. torpcia, service, sides ready for use. Simnwndt. - Shaven latten, a
divine worship/ Aarpeictv, serve for hire, serve thinner kind of latten.

God with prayers, etc., < ?.<irp<c, a hired servant
;
latten-brass (lat'en-bras), H. A metallic com-

cf. L. latro(n-), a mercenary, a robber: see la- pound into which scrap-brass and other ingre-
drone.~\ In Bom. Cat*, theol., a technical term dients enter, and which is rolled in thin plates.
for that supreme worship which is allowed to lattener (lat'en-er), n. A worker in latten.
be offered to God only: distinguished from latter (lat'er), a. [A var. of later (= OFries.
dulia and hyperdulia. letora, letera, littcra, worse, later, = MHG. laz-

Latrididae (la-trid'i-de), . pi. [NL.] The *'' later, = Icel. latari, comp. of latr, lazy),
usual but an 'irregular form of Lathridiida;. compar.of /te,nowpartlydifferentiatedinuse:
Latridius, . See Lathridius.

latrine (la-tren'), n. [= F. latrine = Sp. Pg.
It. latrina, < L. latrina (also neut. Mrinum).
contr. of laratrina, a bath, a water-closet, <

lavare, wash: see tare2, lotion."] A privy; a
water-closet; especially, a water-closet in a
public place, as in factories, schools, barracks,
hospitals, etc.

Across the gardens were the latrinet for the domestics,
and, some distance away from these on the same side, the
laundries. Quoted in Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 847.

Latris (la'tris), n. {NL., < L. Latris, a female

proper name, < Gr. /.arpic, a workman for hire,m fern, a handmaid.] A genus of fishes of the

family Cirritida;. L. hecateia is a New Zealand
species, known as the trumpeter, and highly
esteemed for its flesh. ./. Richardson.

see i(i.] 1. Later; more advanced or more
recent; nearer to the close or to the present
time: as, the latter part of the day, or of one's
life ; in these latter days.
Hear counsel, and receive instruction, that thou mayest

be wise In thy latter end. Prov. xii. 20.

latrobe (la-trob'), n. [Short for Latrobe stove
,

so called from its inventor, I. Latrobe of Balti-

more.] A form of stove which is set into a
fireplace, has a projecting ornamental front,
and is arranged for heating floors above by
means of a hot-air flue fitted with a damper
and register. E. H. Knight,
timore neater.

latrobite (la-tro'bit), . [Named after O. T.

Latrobe.'] A pink or rose-red variety of an-
orthite, or lime feldspar, from Labrador.

2. Coming after another person or thing in con-
sideration or relation ; being the second of two
or of a dual division in order of existence or of
mention : opposed to former : as, I prefer the
latter proposition to the former.

I hold It ever.
Virtue and cunning were endowments greater
Than nobleness and riches ; careless heirs

May the two latter darken and expend.
Shalt., I'erlcles, UL 2. 29.

This was the opinion and practice of the latter Cato.

Swift, Sent, of Ch. of Eng. Man, L

3f. Last; latest; final.

Direct mine arms, I may embrace his neck.
And in his bosom spend my latter gasp.

Shall, 1 Hen. VI., iL6.lt
Latter end, Tjunrnaa, etc. See the nouns. The for-

. mer and the latter rain. Seenrin.

Also called Sal- latter-bornt (Iat'er-b6rn), a. Born later;

younger.
My wife, more careful for the latter-torn,
Had fasten'd him unto a small spare mast.

Shat.,C. of E.,i 1. 79.

latrocinary (lat'ro-si-mWri), a. [< latrocin-y + latter-day (lat'er-da), . Belonging to recent
or present times, as opposed to early or former
periods.
Two charming expressions of another of Mr. Lang's lat

terday moods. The Academy, Dec. 29, 1888, p. 8K.

Abraham, wandering off and founding a clan which be-
comes In time as distinct as any that ever existed, fore-
shadows our latter-day divergences.

Contemporary Rev., till. 40S.

-nry.~\ Practising highway robbery.
In our viatorial progression we were now opposite the

Portobello, where latrocinary homicides wont to lurk.

CampbeU, Lexiplianes (ed. 1 7H7), p. 56.

latrocinationt (lat'ro-si-na'shon), n. [< L.

latrocinatio(n-), highway robbery, < latroeinari,
be a hired servant, practise freebooting: see

/utmcinium.'] The act of robbing; a depreda-
tion. E. Phillips, 1706.

latrocinium (lat-ro-sin'i-um), . [L.: seelatm- latter-kin (lat'er-kin), 11. A pointed piece of

fiiiy. larceny."} If. Larceny; theft. 2. [cap."] hard wood used for clearing out the grooves of
In church hist., a council held at Ephesus (A. D. the carries or leaden frames in fretwork-glaz-
449), at which action was taken in favor of the ing. K. H. Knight.
heretic Eutyches (see Eutychian) : so called be- latterly (lat'er-li), adr. Of late; lately; at a
cause its measures were carried by force and late or recent time.
intimidation. All its acts were reversed at the ecu- It was by crushing a formidable resistance of this kind
mcnlcal council of Chalcedon, two years later. Also called tbt. Taiko acquired his ascendancy latterly. Brougham.

Latter-day Sainta, Mormons : so called by themselves.
See M,*r,,' ,,.

.

IteWMM Latrocinium, and the,robber council or lynod. lattermath(lat'er-mBth), n. [< bitter + math."}3t . The prerogative of sitting in judgment The latter mowing; aftermath. [Rare.]
upon and executing thieves.

Hjit'rn si ni^ i(lat r-ei-ni), n. C Sn Pr Tt1= Sp. fg. It.

freebooting, < Intnn n-'i. a mercenary, a
robber ; cf . Gr. ?-aro<f, a hired servant : see la-

The latter-math has less substance, succulence, and fra-

grance than the summer crop. Land' r.

latter-mint (lat'er-mint), H. A late kind of
'

mint.
Savory, latter-mint, and columbines.

Kratt, Kndymion, IT.



lattermore

lattemoret (lat'er-mor), a. See latermorc.

latternt (lat'ern), . [See lectern.} Same as

lattice (lat'is), n. [Early mod. E. also lattise,

lattis ; < ME. latis, < OF. lattis, F. lattis, a lat-

tice, < latte, a lath : see IfltW.] 1. Work with

open spaces formed by crossing, interlacing,
or joining laths,

bars, or rods of

wood or metal.

So, my good win-
dow of lattice, fare

thee well : thy case-

mentlneednotopen,
for I look through
thee.

Shak., All's Well, ii.

[3. 225.

The upper part of

the window, which is

mostcommonlyshu t,

is made of glasse or

3370

latticeleaf (lat'is-lef ), H. A name of the Mada-

gascar water-plants Aponogeton (Ouvirandra)

fenestralis and A. (0.) Rerneriana. They are re-

markable for their skeleton leaves, the cellular tissue be-

Latticeleaf (Ouvir

PrnditiM
'

IT KA
'

tween the veins being wanting. The fleshy root is farina-

ceous and edible, resembling that of the yam. Also called

lattice-plant and laceleaf.

lattice-moss (Iat'is-m6s), n. A moss of the

genus Cinclidotus: so called from the perforated
membrane which unites the peristome with the

laudatory

cxlix., el.) which it contains. The usage in

the Greek church is similar. See canonical

hours, under canonical.

The belle of laudes gan to rynge,
And freres in the chauncel gonne syuge.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 469.

These nocturns should begin at such a time as to be
ended just as morning's twilight broke, so that the next

of her services, the lauds, or matutinse laudes, might
come on immediately after, like gladsome thankfulness

for a new day then dawning, an emblem of Christ's second

coming. Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 6.

laud (lad), v. t. [< ME. louden = F. loiter = Sp.

laudar, loar = Pg. louvar = It. laudare, lodare,

< L. laudare, praise, < laus (laud-), praise : see

laud,n. Cf. allow2.] To praise in words
; speak

or sing in praise of; especially, to extol or

praise highly: as, to laud one to the skies.

Neyther for loue laude it nous^ ne lakke it for enuye.
Piers Plowman (B), xi. 102.

Praise the Lord, all ye Gentiles ; and laud him, all ye
people. Rom. xv. 11.

In Egypt at funerals, and afterwards in tombs, the dead
were lauded and sacrificed to as their deities were lauded

rr, Priu. of Sociol., 145.

Lattice-window. Same as

terwovenTo as to lattice-truss (lat'is-trus), n. In bridge-building,

form asortof net^
carP-' etc ''

a truss consisting of uPPer and low-

work^ snecmcal er horizontal chords, connected by braces cross-

lv a wimtow wto im? eaoh other '
and generally stiffened by join-

low bl nYTr inl the traces where th<Jy intersect.

IreVn made' o? lattice-window (lat'is-win"do), n.

laths or strips which cross one another like net-

work, so as to leave open interstices. Lattices

are used especially when air rather than light is to be ad-

mitted. They were once general in England. Also lat-

tice-blind, lattice-window.

Holding a lattis still before his face,

Through which he stil did peep as forward he did pace.

Spenser, F. Q., III. xii. 16.

The mother of Sisera looked out at a window and cried

through the lattice, Why is his chariot so long in coming?
Judges v. 28.

Backward the Zottiee-blind she flung.

Tennyson, Mariana in the South.

3. In her., a bearing representing a series of ^ as'a u ei^~.
perpendicular and horizontal strips crossing Iatticini (It. pron. lat-te-che'ni-o), n. [It., <
one another over the field or a part t

it^
These L iac ticinium, milk food: see lacticinium.'] In

be so blazoned A lattice differs from a surface fretty in f/lass-tnanuj., a name given to opaque white

being palewise and barwise, while fretty is always bend- glass used in decorative designs,
wise. According to some writers,

thejattice
should never latuS (la'tus), n.; pi. latera (lat'e-ra). [L.,

side, flank: see lateral, etc.] Side:" used in

some mathematical terms designating a line

or diameter. Latus primarium of a conic section,

a diameter of a circular section touching the vertex of the

conic. Latus rectum, (a) Originally, a straight line

drawn between two curves so as to bisect all straight lines

They [galleys] are made with lattise windows all round,
and have swivel cannon fasten'd towards the prow.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 10.

latticework (lat'is-werk), n. 1. A grating
formed of crossing strips with small openings.
Compare lattice, 1.

These supplied
Of texture firm a lattice-work, that brac'd
The new machine, and it became a chair.

Cowper, Task, i. 42.

2. In embroidery, the outline of a lattice, done
in outline-stitch on solid material, and employ-

[retty being in the circumstance that

they do not interlace. Red latticet, a frame of lattice-

work painted bright-red, formerly used to fill the windows
of an ale-house : considered a sign or mark of a tavern.

His Saint Valerio,
That knows not of what fashion dice are made,
Nor ever yet look'd towards a red lattice.

Chapman, All Fools, v. 1.

A' calls me e'en now, my lord, through a red lattice, and
I could discern no part of his face from the window.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 2. 86.

drawn from one to the other parallel to a given straight
line. (6) A straight line drawn from the vertex of a conic

at right angles to the transverse diameter, and having a

length equal to the diameter of that circular section which
is at the same distance from the vertex of the cone as is

the plane of the conic. LatUB transversum of a conic,
the transverse diameter.

lattice (lat'is), v . t.
; pret. and pp. latticed, ppr. laubanite (la'ban-It), n. [< Lauban (see def.)

latticing. [< lattice, n.~] 1. To furnish with a + -ite2 .']
A zeolitic mineral occurring in

lattice. fibrous spherical forms of a snow-white color
The windows were latticed with small panes. in basalt at Lauban in Silesia. It is near lau-

Longfettow, Hyperion, iv. 5. montite in composition.
2. To give the form or appearance of a lattice lauch1

(lach), v. and n. A Scotch form of
to.

O'er their heads

Huge alders weave their canopies, and shed

Disparted moonlight through the latticed boughs.
Glover, Athenaid, xxvii.

Every morning when the sun peeps through
The dim, leal-latticed windows of the grove.

Longfettow, Birds of Killingworth.

Latticed cells, in bot., same as cambtform cells. See cam-
biform. Latticed leaves, in bot., cancellate leaves. See
cancellate. To lattice upr, to hide from the light of day ;

render obscure
; eclipse.

Alexander was adorned with most excellent vertues.
. . . Therein it seemeth he hath latticed up Caesar.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 621.

lattice-blind (lat'is-blind),M. Same as
lattice,^.

lattice-braid (lat'is-brad), n. A narrow braid
made on the lace-pillow and having the ap-
pearance of a fine lattice, all the principal open-
ings being of the same size.

lattice-bridge (lat'is-brij), n. A bridge in
which the web between the chords, or the com-
bination of the main compression and tension

members, is formed so as to resemble lattice-

work. It is a frequent form of construction in Europe,
where bridges of this kind have been built of more than
300 feet span. In these bridges the tendency to lateral

deflection, due to the lightness of the web, is counteracted
by making the trusses double and properly connected,
thus forming a kind of openwork box-girder. See cut un-
der bridge^.

laugh.
lauch2 (lach), n. A Scotch form of law1 .

Aweel, aweel, Maggie, ilka land has its ain lauch.

Scott, Antiquary, xxvi.

laud (lad), n. [= F. los (> ME. los, loos, lose:

see lose2) = Sp. laude = It. laude, lode, < L.
laus (laud-), praise, glory, fame, renown, prob.

orig. "claus (*claud-) (= W. clod = Ir. cloth,

praise), akin to cluere, hear, inclutua, famous,
renownsd: see client and loud.'] 1. Praise

;
com-

mendation
;
honorable mention. [Now rare.]

He was, if I shal geven hym his laude,
A theef and eek a somnour, and a baud.

Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 55.

Who sometimes rayseth vp his voice to the height of

the heauens, in singing the laudes of the immortall God.
Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

War. 'Tie called Jerusalem, my noble lord.

K. Hen. Laud be to God ! even there my life must end.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 5. 236.

2. That part of divine worship which consists
in praise. 3. Music or a song in praise or
honor of any one.

She chanted snatches of old lauds.

Shak., Hamlet (ed. Collier), iv. 7. 178.

4. pi. In the Horn. Cath. Ch., and in the Angli-
can Ch. as a monastic or devotional office, a re-

ligious service, forming, in combination with

lattice-girder (lat'is-ger"der), n. A girder of matins, the first of the seven canonical hours :

which the web consists of diagonal pieces ar- so called from the reiterated ascriptions of

ranged like latticework. praise to God in the last of the psalms (cxlviii..

laudability (la-da-bil'i-ti), n. [= It. Imida-

bilita, < LL. laudabilita(t-)s, praiseworthiness,
excellency, < L. laudabilis, praiseworthy: see

laudable.'] The character of being laudable;
laudableness. [Rare.]
Names . . . instructive by the laudability of their char-

acters and the persuasiveness of their precepts.
Memoirs of Abp. Tenison, p. 6. (Latham.')

laudable (la'da-bl), a. [= Sp. laudable = Pg.
laudavel = It. 'taudabile, < L. laudabilis, praise-

worthy^ laudare, praise: see laud, v.] 1. To
be lauded; praiseworthy; commendable: as,

laudable motives
;
laudable actions.

I am in this earthly world, where to do harm
Is often laudable, to do good sometime
Accounted dangerous folly. Shak. , Macbeth, iv. 2. 76.

Even when I was at school, my mistress did ever extol

me above the rest of the youth, in that I had a laudable

voice. Swift, Mem. of P. P.

2. \npathol., healthy; salubrious; natural.

Good blood, and a due projectile motion or circulation,
are necessary to convert the aliment into laudable animal

juices. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

If the abscess has not been exposed to the air, its con-

tents are laudable or healthy inodorous pus.
Quain, Med. Diet., p. 829.

laudableness (la'da-bl-nes), n. The quality of

being laudable ; praiseworthiness; laudability:

as, the laudableness of designs, purposes, mo-
tives, or actions.

laudably (la'da-bli), adv. In a laudable man-
ner.

laudanum (la'da-num), n. [A mod. irreg. yar.
of ladanum.1 l" Same as ladanum. 2. Tinc-

ture of opium. See opium Dutchman's lauda-
num. See Dutchman's-laudanum.
laudation (la-da'shon), n. [= It. laudasione,
< L. laudatio(n-), praise, commendation, < lau-

dare, praise: see laud, v.~] The act of lauding
or praising; praise; commendation; especially,

high or unstinted praise.
Butler deserves that one should regard him very atten-

tively, both on hisown account, and also because of the im-
mense and confident laudation bestowed upon his writings.

M. Arnold, Last Essays, p. (54.

laudative (la'da-tiv), a. and n. [== F. latida-

tif= Pg. laudaiivo = It. laudative, lodativo, <

L. laudativus, laudatory, < laudare, praise : see

laud, v.~\ I. a. Bestowing laud or praise; lau-

datory.
A kind of lampoon, Zawdtrttye-vituperative (as it ought

to be). Carlyle, in Froude.

II. n. A panegyric ;
a eulogy.

I have no purpose to enter into a laudative of learning,
or to make a hymn to the muses.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 61.

laudator (la-da'tor), 11. [<L. laudator, a praiser,
< laudare, praise": see laud, v.~] 1. One who
lauds; alauder. 2f. In old law, an arbitrator;
an appraiser. Imp. Diet.

laudatory (la'da-to-ri), a. and n. [= Sp. Pg.
It. laudatorio, < LL. laudatorius, belonging to

praise, < laudare, praise : see laud, r.] I. a. Con-

taining or expressing praise ; praising highly ;

extolling.

This psalm ... is laudatory, setting forth and celebrat-

ing the power and greatness of God, for which he is to be

praised. J. Udall, Sermons (1642), p. 1.

II. .; pi. l(iiidatories(-Tiz). That which con-

tains or expresses praise.
I will not faile to give ye, Headers, a present taste of

him from his own title ; ... not simply a confutation but
a modest confutation with a laudatory of it selfe obtruded
in the very flrst word. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.



lauder

lauder (la'der), H. Ono who luuils or praises.
Ash.

Laudian (li'ili-nn), a. Of or pertaining to Wil-
liiiin Laiul, ;i member of government, Bishop
of London, and Archbishop of Canterbury un-
der KinK Charli-s I., and a zealous persecutor of
dissenters and nonconformists, born 1573, exe-
cuted on charges of high treason by Parliament,
January 10th, 1G4J.
lauf (louf ), n. [G., a running, run, = E. Jea/)l.J
1. In music, a running passage; a roulade.
2. The peg-box of the violin, guitar, and simi-
lar instruments. See peg.
laugh (liif), c. [Also spelled (dial.) laff, loff; Sc.
also lauch (pret. Icugli, tench); < ML. langhen,
laicghcn, lauhcn, laghen (pret. lot/he, logh, lughe,
etc.), < AS. hlehhan, hlililian, hliehhan, hliehan,
hlihtin (pret. Molt) = OS. hlahan (pret. hlog) =
OFries. hlaka = MD. lachen (pret. loech, loegh,

loeg), D. lagcheii = MLG. lachen = OHG. hlah-

han, lahhan (pret. Moch), lachen, MHO. G. lachen
= Icel. hlaya (pret. hlo) = Dan. le (pret. to) =
Sw. le (pret. log) = Goth. Itlahjan (pret. hloh),

laugh ; orig. imitative. The original guttural
gh (ch)haschanged in English (but not in Scotch
use) to/, as also in cough, enough, trough, etc.,

though the change is not recognized by a

change of spelling as in dwarf, draft for

draught, etc.] I. intrant. 1. To express mirth
or joy by an explosive inarticulate sound of the
voice and a peculiar facial distortion

; make a
convulsive or chuckling noise excitedby sudden
merriment or pleasure.
He Is glad with alle glade as gurles that lauhen alle,
And aory when lie seeth men gory us thow seest children

Lajhftt thur men lauhen and luure ther men loureth.

Piers Plowman (C), xviL 300.

The folk gan lauyhcn at his fantasie.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, L 852.

And then the whole quire hold tlielr hips, and loffe,
And waxen In their mirth, and neeze, and sweare
A merrier hour was nener wasted there.

Shale., M. N. D. (fol. 1823), IL 1. B6

Laughing consists essentially in an inspiration succeed-

ed, not by one, but by a whole series often long continued,
of short spasmodic expirations, the glottis being freely
open during the whole time, and the vocal cords being
thrown into characteristic vibrations.

U. Fatter, Physiology, II. Ii. 9.

2. To be or appear gay; appear cheerful, pleas-
ant, lively, or brilliant. [Poetical.]

The fields did laugh, the flowres did freshly spring.

Spenter, F. Q., II. vi. 24.

Then laughs the childish year with flow'rets crown'd.

Dryden.

3. To scoff playfully; make merry; flout; jeer:
with at.

I also will laugh at your calamity ; I will mock when
your fear cometb. Prov. L 28.

No fool to laugh at, which he valued more.
Pope, Moral Essays, Ui. 312.

Profusion . . . hardens, blinds,
And warps the consciences of public men,
Till they can laugh at Virtue.

Cowper, Task, ii. 692.

Laugh and lay downt, or laugh and lie down*, an old
game at cards, in which the one who holds a certain com-
bination lays down his cards, and laughs, or is supposed to
laugh, at his luck.

At laugh and lie dmme if they play,
What asse against the sport can bray?

1.,'ilu, Mother Bombie (ed. 1682X tig. Dd. it

To laugh In one's sleeve, to laugh Inwardly, or so as
not to be observed ; be mirthful while maintaining a <!<-

mure countenance. The phrase generally Implies some
degree of contempt, and is used rather of a state of feeling
th. in of actual laughter.

Abt. Indeed, sir, I never was in a worse humour for
mirth in my life.

Sir A. Tls false, sir, I know you are laughinu in your
ileeve; I know you'll grin when I am gone, sirrah I

Sheridan, The Rivals, ill. 1.

To laugh out of or on the other side or corner of the
mouth, to laugh on the wrong side of the mouth
(or face), to weep or cry (figuratively) ; be made to feel

regret, vexation, or disappointment, especially after ex-

hibiting a boastful or exultant spirit
II. trans. 1. To express laughingly; give out

with jovial utterance or manner: as, he laughed
his consent.

Hi.- l:ir|{e Achilles, on his uress'd bed lolling,
From his deep chest laughs out a loud applause.

Shalt., T. and C., i. 3. 182.

2. To affect in some way by laughter, or a
laughing manner; act upon by exercise of risi-

bility: as, to laugh one's self sick or into con-

vulsions; to laugh one out of countenance.
I have not been able yet to laugh him out of his long bid

and beads. Richardson, Clarissa Ilarlowc, ii. 0.

Whenever she touch'd on me
This brother had lauyh'd lu-r <io\\ n.

Tennyson, Maud, xlx.

To laugh It out*, or laugh It off, to pass off something
with a laugh ; make light of it.

Vet would he laugh it out, and proudly looke.
And u-11 them that they greatly him mistooke.

Spenter, Mother Hub. Tale, L 70S.

To laugh to scorn, to deride ; treat with mockery, con-

tempt, or scorn.

They laughed us to team, and despised us. Sell. Ii. It).

laugh (liif), a. [< laugh, p.] 1. An expression
of merriment by an explosive noise ; an inar-

ticulate expression of sudden mirth or joy.

But feigns a laugh, to see me search around,
And by that laugh the willing fair is found.

Pope, SpriDfci.lt.

The watch-doe's voice that bay'd the whisp'ring wind,
And the luud f1111.7/1 that spoke the vacant mind.

UMtmith, Des. VII., L 122.

2. Mirth or merriment, particularly at the ex-

pense of some person or thing; ridicule: used
with the definite article : as, the laugh was turn-
ed against him.

He can lie pleased to see his best friend out of counte-
nance, while the laugh Is loud In his own applause.

Steele, Spectator, No. 422.

Canine laugh. In pathoi. Hee canine.

laughable (la'fa-bl), a. [< laugh + -able.] Ex-

citing or fitted to excite laughter: as, a laugh-
able story; a laughable scene.

The laughable peculiarities which contrasted so singu-
larly with the gravity, energy, and harshness of his [Fred-
eric's] character. Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

=Syn. Ridiculous, Comical, etc. See ludicrous.

laughableness (la'fa-bl-ues), n. The character
of Deine laughable.
laughably (la'fa-bli), adv. In a laughable man-
ner : so as to excite laughter.
laugher (lii'fer), n. 1. One who laughs or is

given to merriment
; rarely, a scoffer.

The laughers are much the majority. /'./-.

You are of the Laughers, the Wits that take the Liberty
to deride all Things that are magnificent and solemn.

Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, L 1.

2. A domestic pigeon of a breed so named from
their notes.

laughing-bird (la'fing-berd), n. The green
woodpecker, Gecinus viridin. See highhoe.
[Eng.]
laughing-crow (la

'

fing-kro), n. 1. See croic2.

3l. Same as laughing-thrush.
laughing-dove (lii'fing-duv), n. A kind of pi-

geon, (a) The collared turtle- or ring-dove, Turtur risu-

rim. (ft) The cushat.

laughing-gas (la'fing-gas), n. Nitrous oxid, or

monoxid (N2O): so called because when in-

haled it usually produces exhilaration, which
is followed by insensibility. It is prepared by care-

fully heating ammonium nitrate, and Is evolved as a color-

less gas with a pleasant smell and sweet taste. It may be

liquefied by pressure, and In this condition stored for use.
It Is used as an anesthetic agent in minor surgical opera-
tions, particularly In dentistry.

laughing-goose (Ia'fiiig-g8s), . The white-
fronted goose, Atiser atbifrons: so called from
the conformation of the bill, which suggests
the act of grinning or laughing. The American

Laughing-goose \Anrtr

white-fronted goose is a different variety, A.

finmlicli, known in California as the speckle-belly.

laughing-gull (la'fing-gul), n. See gulp, and
cut under Chroicocephatiis.

laughing-hyena (lii'fing-hl-e'na), n. The
striped hyena, Hi/<r>m <triata: so called from
its cry.

laughing-jackass (l'flng-jak'as),n. The great
kingfisher of Australia, Dacelo yigas. See out
under Dacelo.

launch

laughingly (la'fing-li), adv. In a laughing or

merry way; with laughter,
laughing-muscle (la'fing-mus'l), H. The riso-

rius. Also cnllfil *>itili/n/-iHutcle.

laughing-staket, . Same as laughing-stock.
He lay in Vulcan's gyves a lauyhina-itaJte.

Beau, and Fl CO, Faithful Friends, L 3.

laughing-stock (la'fing-stok), M. A person or

thing that is an object of ridicule
;
a butt for

laughter or jokes.
So I am made the servant of the inanle,
And lawjhing itocke of all that list to scorn e.

Spenter, Tears of the Muses, L 224.

When he talked, he talked nonsense, and made himself
the lau'jhiivj-Huck of his hearers. Macaulay.

laughing-thrush (la'fing-thrush), n. A bird of

the genus Trochalopteron, or of some closely re-

lated genus, as Oarrulajc, commonly referred to

the family I'ycnonotidte, as T.jihamceum, T. ery-

throcej>h<ttui,orG.teucolophu8. They are natives
of Asia. Also called laughing-crow.
laughter (laf'tfcr), n. [= 8c. lauchter; < ME.
laughter, lauhter, < AS. hlealitor (=OHG. hlah-

tar, lahter, MHG. lahter (collectively gelehter,
G. gelachtcr) = Icel. hldtr = Dan. latter, laugh-
ter), < hlehhan, laugh : see laugh, p.] 1. A mode
of expressing mirth, consisting chiefly in cer-

tain convulsive and partly involuntary ac-

tions of the muscles of respiration, by means
of which, after an inspiration, the expulsion of
the air from the chest in a series of jerks pro-
duces a succession of short abrupt sounds, ac-

companied by certain movements of the mus-
cles of the face, and often of other parts of the

body, and, when excessive, by tears : also some-
times applied to any expression of merriment

perceivable in the countenance, Laughter, accom-
panied by a feeling of annoyance rather than merriment,
may be caused by tickling ; It also accompanies hysteria.

Yirt that youre lorde also yee se drynkynge,
Looke that ye be in rihte stable sylence
Withe-oute lowde lauhtere or langelynge,
Kovnynge, lapynge, or other Insolence.

Baltrei Book (E. E. T. a), p. 4.

How inevitably does an Immoderate laughter end in a
sigh, which is only nature's recovering Itself after a force
done to it. Steele, Tatler, No. 211.

Laughter seems primarily to be the expression of mere
Joy or happiness. Darwin, Express, of Emotions, p. 198.

2f. A laugh.
When the worthy hade his wordes warplt to end,
Diamede full depely drough out a laughter.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), L 5064.

When she cam to the Netherbow port.
She laughed loud laughters three.

The Queen's Marie (Child's Ballads, III. 118).

laughterless (laf'ter-les), a. Without laughter;
not laughing,
laugh-worthy (laf'wer'THi), a. Deserving to

be laughed at; laughable. [Rare.]

They laugh'd at his lawjh-tcnrthy fate.

B. Janton, Epigrams.

lank, interj. See lawk.

laumer (la'mer), n. Same as lammer.

laumontite, lanmonite (la'mon-tit, -it), n. [<
l.tiiiniinit, its discoverer, + -ite2.] A hydrous
silicate of aluminium and calcium. It It found In

laminated masses, and in groups of prismatic crystals.

Exposed to dry air, it lows water and disintegrates. Also
spelled lomoniie.

laun (Ian), n. A fine sieve made of closely woven
silk, used in the purifying of ceramic clay.
launce 1

1, n. and r. An obsolete form of lance1 .

Iaunce2t, . See lance^.

lanncegayt, A variant of lancrqay.
launch (iiinch or l&nch), r. [Also lanch; <

ME. lanchen, launchen, var. of linicen, launcen,

latcncen, < OF. lanchier, var. of lander, P. lan-

cer = Pr. lansar = Sp. lanzar= Pg. lancar= It.

lanciare, hurl as a lance: see /once 1
, of which

litiirli, launch, is a mere variant, now partly
differentiated in use.] I. trnn.i. 1. To throw or

hurl, as a lance ; dart ; let fly.

At him he launch'd his spear and pierc'd his breast.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xii.

He Launched the World to float in ambient Air.

Congreve, Birth of the Muse.

Power at thee has launched
His bolts, and with his lightnings smitten thee.

Bryant, Antiq. of Freedom.

2t. To pierce or cut with or as with a lance or

lancet; lance.
He held a sharpe bore-speare.

With which he wont to launch the salvage hart
of many a Lyon and of many a Bean.

Sfauer, r. Q., VI. U. 8.

In fell motion,
With his prepared sword, he charge* home
My unprovided bodv, lanched mine arm.

Shale., Lear, U. 1. 54.



launch

3. To move or cause to slide from the laud

into the water: as, to launch a ship.

They goe abord,
And he eftsoones gan launch his barke forthright.

Spenser, F. IJ., II. xi. 4.

With stays and cordage last he rigg'd the ship,

And roll'd on levers, launch'd her in the deep.
Pope, Odyssey, v. 3S2.

4. To send out into another sphere of duty, an-

other field of activity, or the like : as, to launch

one on the world.

And so, without this belauded prudence, . . . into that

wide friendless . . . world the poor writer was launched

again. f'arster, Goldsmith, u. 2.

5. Naut. : (a) To lower suddenly on the fid (a

topmast or topgallantmastwhichhasbeen sway-

(6) To move (heavy bodies, as casks,
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word is now used only in the corrupted form laup (lap), v. A(
lawn (see lawni), or, as mere F., in the form laura (la'ra), n.

lande: see landed] A plain sprinkled with 1 ^- !*
trees or brush

;
an open space between woods ;

a park.
In a launde upon a hill of flouris

Was set this noble goddesse Nature ;

Of braunchis were hire hallis and hire bouris.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, L 302.

Loe from the hill above on th' other side,

Through the wide lawnds, they gan to take their course.

Surrey, ^Eueid, iv.

laurel

A dialectal variant of loup
1

, leap*.

[< Or. /.avpa, an alley, lane,

A Forest-Nymph, and one of chaste Diana's charge,

Imploy'd in woods and launds her deer to feed and kill.

Draytm, Polyolbion, ii. 89.

Under this thick-grown brake we'll shroud ourselves,
For through this laund anon the deer will come.

""-*., 3 Hen. VL.ffl. 1.2.

later a cloister, hermitage, monastery ;
akin to

AajiiiptvBog, labyrinth: see labyrinth.] In early

monachism, an aggregation of separate cells,

under the control of a superior, the inmates

meeting on the first and the last day of each week
for a common meal in the refectory, and for

common worship in the chapel, on other days

dwelling apart from one another, every one in

his cell, engaged in some light manual occupa-
tion. Smith, Diet. Christ. Antiq.
Lauraceae (la-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lindley,

1833), < Lauras + '-acete.] A synonym for the

Laurinea>, still much employed.
lauraceous (la

- ra
'

shius), a. [< L. laurus, lau-

rel, + -aceous.] Of or pertaining to the laurel

family, Laurineai (Lauracea;).spars, etc.) by pushing. 6t. To lay out or Iaund2
t, An obsolete form of lawn*.

plant, as leeks, in trenches. Halliwell. [Prov. launder (Ian'- or lan'der), n. [< ME. launder, lauret, [ME., < OF. laure (= D. lauwer ="
.] laundere, lander, a contr. of lavander, a wash- MLG. lortbere) = OHG. lor(peri), MHG. lor-

erwoman : see lavender*.] 1 . One who washes ;

a washerwoman or washerman.
A launder, a distaff, a spinner, or whatsoever other vile

occupation their idle heads can imagine and their weak
hands perform. Sir- P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

2. A gutter or channel for conveying water;

intrans. It. To leap; skip.

Who lukes to the lefte syde, whene his horse launches,

With the lyghte of the sonne men myghte see his lyvere.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 2560.

2. To move a ship from the land into the water.

He said vnto them : Let us goe ouer vuto the other syde
of the lake. And they lanched forth.

Bible of 1551, Luke viii. 22.

. .

(bere), I6r(ber), G. lor(beere) = Dan. laur(bair) =
Sw. lager(bar)), laurel, < L. laurus, laurel. Cf.

laurel.] Laurel.

Take of the laures bayes feel and greete

Palladius, Uusbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 59.

specifically, a channel or trough, generally laureate (la're-at), v. t.; pret. and pp.
made of wood

?
in which water is carried in any

desired direction.
Jr
_. laureating. [< L. lanreatus, crowned with

For, launching on the nimble wings of thought, desired direction. laurel, as if pp. of *laureare (> It. laureare =
Forthwith to her designed port she saUs.

_
^ ^ ^ launder (Ian'- or lan'der), v. t. [Formerly also pg- Sp _ lam-ear), < laurea, the laurel-tree, <

lander; < launder, n.
;
but partly also < laun-

iaureus, of laurel, < laurus, laurel : see laurel.]'

dry.] 1. To wash and iron, as clothes; dour.3. To move or come into new relations; enter

upon a different course or career; make a trans-

ition: as, to launch into the world, or into a

wide field of discussion : often with out : as, to

launch out into extravagant expenditure.
Our young poet launched out into all the excesses of re-

fined debauchery. Goldsmith, Voltaire.

He enjoys a great fortune handsomely, without launch-

ing into expense. Steele, Spectator, No. 49.

To launch It outt, to flaunt.

When you love, launch it out in silks and velvets
;

I'll love in serge, and will out-go your satins.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, ii. 1.

launch (lanch or lanch), n. [Also lanch; < ME.
launche, lawnche; < launch, v.] It. A sudden

leap ;
a skip.

Lawnche o[rj skyppe, saltus. Prompt. Pan., p. 290. launderer (liin'- or lan'der-er), n. [Formerly
2. The sliding or movement of a boat or ves- also landerer; < ME. lawnderer; an extension of

sel from the land into the water; more par- launder.] Same as launder, 1.

ticularly, the sliding of a newly built ship from of ladies, chamberers, and launderers, there were aboue

the stocks into the water, on ways prepared three hundred at the least. Holinshed, Eich. II., an. 1399.

for the purpose. 3. A large boat; specifically, Another sect . . . which are Landerers, nor may they

the largest boat carried by a man-of-war, gen- or their posteritie be of other function,

erally sloop-rigged and pulling from sixteen to furch *> Mg"mage, p. 493.

twenty-two oars. A howitzer can be carried in laundress (Ian'- or lan'dres), n. [< launder +

the bow or the stern. 4t. A lancing. Doxies, -ess.] Awoman whose employment is the wash-

by washing, starching, and ironing : now used

especially of laundry-work on a large scale.

It [a beard] does your visage more adorn
Than if 'twere prun'd, and starch'd, and landered.

S. Sutler, Hudibras, II. i. 171.

2t. To wet ;
wash.

Oft did she heave her napkin to her eyne, . . .

Laundering the silken figures in the brine

That season'd woe had pelleted in tears.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 17.

3t. To cover, as a metal, with a thin wash or

film.
Ill bring thee, rogue, within

The statute of sorcery, . . . and perhaps thy neck
Within a noose, for laundring gold and barbing it.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, i. 1.

ing and ironing of clothes
;
a washerwoman.

Go, take up these clothes here, quickly. . . . Carry them
to the laundress in Datchet-mead.

Shak., M. W. of W., ft. 3. 156.

What hart can feele least touch of so sore launch?

Spenser, Hymn of Heavenly Love, 1. 162.

5. A trap used for taking eels, etc. [Prov.

Eng.] -Steam-launch, a large boat propelled by steam- i all_jr.__i niin' or lan'drpsl i K laur
power, used principally for the transportation of passen- launOTCSSt Uan - or Ian ares;, V. I. IS K

dress, n.] To practise washing and ironing.
A metal Sir H. Mount, Voyage to the Levant, p. 26.
traaaal f\f Imivtdwr /"I YI ' j-ii loM '/lt*i\ > T\l 7/7W.W./1

gers.

launching-tube (lan'ching-tub),
tube fixed in a torpedo-boat or other vessel of laundry
war, through which automobile torpedoes may
be launched against an enemy. Also called

torpedo-tube.

launching-ways (lan'ching-waz), n. pi. Tim-

lan'dri), .; pi. laundries

PIT, bi

slices;

Launching-ways.

f, slip-ways, or sliding-ways; K, K, rib-bands to a
' "

eways; P, poppets, posts rising from the sole-pieces
'B, building-blocks; DP, dagger-planks; SH. si

inner shores, by which the ways are held in their places.
ends of the poppets P rest
from slipping by cleats C.

(-driz)7 [A contr., after launder, of ME. la-

vendrie, < lavender, launder, a washerwoman:
see launder, n.] It. The act of washing; a

washing.
Chalky water is too fretting, as appeareth in laundry of

clothes, which wear out apace. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

2. A place, as a room or a building, where
clothes are washed and ironed; an establish-

ment where laundry-work is carried on.

Whan he is wery of that werke thanne wil he some tyme
Labory in a 'lauendrye wel the leugthe of a myle.

Piers Plowman (B), xv. 182.

[In the following passage the word is ludicrously put for

launder:

There dwells one Mistress Quickly, which is in the man-
ner of his nurse, or his dry nurse, or his cook, or his laun-

dry. Shak., M. W. of W., i. 2. 6.]

Laundry blue, (a) Indigo blue, (b) Soluble Prussian
blue.

uides; laundry (Ian'- or lan'dri), v. t.; pret. and pp.

ef"ano!
laundried, ppr^ laundrying. [< laundry, n. Cf.

1 . To put a wreath of laurel upon the head of
;

crown with laurel, as formerly in conferring a

degree in a university.

About the year 1470, one John Watson, a student In

grammar, obtained a concession to be graduated and lau-

reated in that science.
T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, II. 129.

Obverse, the bust of the king laureated and draped ;
in-

scription, "Georgius III. Dei Gratia Eex."
N. andQ., 7th ser., VI. 388.

2. To invest with the office of poet laureate.

Pope.
laureate (la're-at), a. and n. [Formerly also

laureat; < ME.' laureate = OF. lauree, F. laureat

= Sp. Pg. laureado = It. laureate, < L. laurea-

tus, crowned with laurel : see laureate, v.] I. a.

1. Crowned with laurel as a mark of distinc-

tion; decked with laurel.

Fraunceys Petrark, the laureat poete,

Highte this clerk, whos rethoryke swete
Enlumined al Itaille of poetrye.

Chaucer, Prol. to Clerk's Tale, L 31.

Bid amaranthus all his beauty shed,
And daffodillies fill their cups with tears,
To strew the laureat herse where Lycid lies.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 151.

2. In numismatical descriptions, wearing a lau-

rel wreath: said of a human head, a bust, etc.:

as, the head of the emperor Nero, laureate.

Poet laureate, formerly, a poet who had been publicly
crowned with laurel by a sovereign or some other eminent

person in recognition of his merits ; also, a student in a

university who had been so crowned on receiving an hon-
orable degree in grammar, including poetry and rhetoric;

now, in Great Britain, a salaried officer of the royal house-

hold, ofwhom no special duty is required, but who formerly
was expected to furnish an ode annually for the sovereign's
birthday, and to celebrate in verse great national events.

The office of poet laureate seems to have existed with in-

terruptions from the time of Edward III. or IV., but was
first made permanent in 1630.

II. n. 1. One crowned with laurel; a poet
laureate

;
an officially appointed or recognized

poet.
Ah think, what poet best may make them known !

Or choose, at least, some minister of grace,
Fit to bestow the laureate's weighty place.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 379.

2. In the musical conservatories of Paris and

Brussels, a pupil who gains the Prix de Borne.

laureateship (la're-at-ship), n. [< laureate, n.,

+ -ship.] i. The dignity or office of a laure-

ate; the post of poet laureate. 2. In the Eng-
lish universities, formerly, a degree in gram-
mar, including poetry and rhetoric: so called

because the person who graduated was pre-
sented with a wreath of laurel. Halliwell.

laureation (la-re-a'shon), n. [= It. laurea-

eione ; as laureate, v., -T- -ion.] The act of

crowning with laurel; the act of conferring a

degree in a university, together with a wreath
of laurel an honor formerly conferred for ex-

cellence in grammar, including poetry and rhet-

'The upper launder, v.]

'

To launder. [Colloq., U. S.]
e prevented laundry-maid (lan'dri-mad), n. A female ser-

vant who works in a laundry.
bers built up on each side of a ship, for the laundryman (liin'dri-man), n.; pi. laundrymen
bilgeways to slide on in launching. (-men). A man employed in a laundry ; a man
launchways (lanch'waz), n. pi. Same as launch- engaged in the business of washing and ironing
*WW- clothes: as, a Chinese laundryman. ~^or a noUce of Skelton's ZaurmMon at Oxford the Rev.
laund 1

1 (land), n. [Early mod. E. also lawnd, laundry-Stove (lan'dn-stov), n. A stove adapt- Dr. Bliss obligingly searched the archives of that univer-

launde, lawnde, rarely land, lande ; < ME. launde, ed to tne needs of a laundry, especially one de- sity, but without success.

lawnde, < OF. lande, launde, F. lande = Sp. Pg. signed for the heating of flat-irons and polish-
T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 268, note.

It. landa, a heath, a waste; prob. not < Teut. ing-irons. In one kind there is a cone-shaped laurel (la'rel or lor'el), n. and a. [Formerly
land, laud, but rather of Celtic origin: cf. Ir. top, against which the irons rest on fixed sup- also lawrell; < ME. "laurel, loral, loryel, lawriall,

land, later laun, a thorny or spiny bush. The ports. loryel, var. of laurer, lorer, lori/ger = I), laiuier,



Branch of Laurel ( Laurus nebilii), with
male flowers.

a. male flower with base of the inflores-

cence, showing two involittr.il leaves ; b, fe-

male flower i c, stamen, showing the dehis-
c<.ncc o( OK al;thcr . ,,;,,.

laurel

< OF. laurin; F. laurier = Pr. Sp. laurel = Pg.
lonrtiro, laurel, < ML. 'laurariits, prop, adj., < L.

liiiiritit, the bay-treo, laurel: see taarc.] I. .

1. The bay-tree or bay-laurel, Laurus nobili.i.

This is the true
laurel of the an-
cients and the

poets.
The In il [of a tree]
wax of bright
gold, bret to the

myddes,
Larglnr then a law-
nail & lengur
with all.

Destruction of Troy
UK. E. T. S.X
[1. 4960.

The antique Ore-
clans used to lie

along at their meuls
. . . upon beds that
circled three parts
of the table, . . .

in their feast Ings
crowned with chap-
lets of flowers and
garlands of lawrdl.

Sandys, Travailes,

[p. 61.

2. Any species
of the genus
Laurus. 3. Any one of many diverse plants
whose leaves suggest those of the true laurel.
In English gardens the common laurel, or cherry-laurel,
more properly laurel-cherry, Is Prunug Lauro-Ceragug (see
cherryl); the Portugal laurel is P. Luxitanica. The copse-,
spurge-, or wood-laurel of England is Daphne Laureola.
American laurel is the genus Kalmia, Including the moun-
tain-laurel of the eastern United States (A', latifolia), , lit;

lambklll or sheep-laurel (K. antrtuHfoKa), and the pale
laurel or swamp-laurel (K. alauca). (See cut under Kal-
mia.) The great laurel of the same region is the rosebay,
Rhododendron maximum; and the ground-laurel la the
trailing arbutus, Epiijaa repens. (See cut under JSpigaa. )

The white laurel, another swamp-laurel, of the Atlantic
coast and the South, is Magnolia ijlauca. also called xicei-t-

bay. Further south the big laurel, or bull-bay, is Magnolia
grandiflora. The Carolina cherry-laurel is Prunus Caroli-
niana. The California laurel or bay-tree, the mountain-lau-
rel of the West, la Umbellularia Cal{fornica. The West
Indian laurel is Prunug occidentals; the seaside laurel of
the same locality comprises Phyllanthui latifolius, P. Jal-
catux. and P. Knearis. The Japanese laurel, cultivated
in several varieties, is Aucuba Japonica of the dogwood
family. The Tasmanlan laurel is Anopterug glatidulosus.

4. A crown of laurel; hence, honors acquired ;

claims to or tokens of distinction or glory : often
in the plural : as, to win laurels in battle.

Their temples wreath 'd with leaves that still renew ;

For deathless laurel is the victor's due.
1 >rii:i, ,!, Flower and Leaf, 1. 541.

No other fame can be compared with that of Jesus. . . .

All other laurels wither before his.

Channiny, Perfect Life, p. 225.

The laurrli. of Miltlades would not suffer Themistocles
to sleep. Ha in, i,r. Fame aud Glory.

5. An English gold coin worth 20 shillings, or
about 5 dollars, first issued in 1619 by James
I. : so called because the head of the king was
wreathed with laurel, and not crowned, as on
earlier English coins. It was also called broad,
unite, and jacobus. See cut under broad, n.

6. A salmon which has remained in fresh wa-
ter during the summer.

II. a. Pertaining to or consisting of laurel:

as, a laurel wreath.
laurel-bottle (la'rel-bot'l), n. A bottle partly
filled with crushed leaves of the common laurel,
used by entomologists for killing insects. The
fumes of the laurel-leaves are almost instantly
fatal even to species of large size,

laurel-cherry (la'rel-cher'i), n. See cherry1 ,
1.

laureled, laurelled (la'reld or lor'eld), a. [<
laurel + -ed?."} Crowned or decorated with lau-

rel, or with a laurel wreath ; laureate.

Those laitrfl'd chiefs were men of mighty fame.
Dryden, Flower and Leaf, I 634.

laurel-oil (U'rel-oil), . Same as bay-oil.

laurel-shrub (la'rel-shrub), w. The laurel.

Every spicy flower
Of the laurel-thrubs that hedge it round.

Tennyson, The Poet's Mind.

laurel-tree (la'rel-tre), H. The laurel.

laurel-water (la'rel-wa'ter), n. A medicinal
water distilled from the leaves of the cherry-
laurel. It is employed in Europe as a sedative narcotic,
identical in its properties with a dilute solution of hydro-
cyanic acid. if. S. Dispensatory.

Laurentian (la-reu'shian), a. and n. K Law-
rence, ML. Laurent/us (see defs.), + -wzn.] I. a.

1. Of or pertaining to Laurentius or Lorenzo
dei Medici, or to the Laurentian Library in

Florence, named from him. 2. Of or pertaining
to tlio river St. Lawrence: applied in geology,
in 1854, by Sir W. E. Logan, to a series of rocks
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occupying an extensive area in the region of
the Lpper Lakes, and previously called by him
the iHctumorjihic series, and by Foster and

Whitney the azoic series. These rocks, which un-

questionably underlie, unconformably, the oldest known
fossiliferous strata, are now (following the lead of J. D.

Dana) more generally denominated archaan; and the
same is true In regard to rocks of similar llthologlcal char-
acter and of supposed similar stratigraphical position,
which occur In other part* of the world, and which have
been more or less vaguely and indiscriminately called l.mi-

rentvin. Those who hold that tile absence of traces of or-

ganic life Is a matter of fundamental importance, and that
the unavailing search for fossils In these rocks during half
a century is at least a strong indication that none will

be found, and that this fact should be recognized in the

nomenclature, still adhere to the name azoic, in pref-
erence to archaan. Laurentian Library, a ccleiirat

ed library at Florence, founded by Pope Clement VII.

(1623-34) from previous collections of the Medici fam-
ily, to which he belonged, and named in honor of Lorenzo
del Medici. It contains many rare books, but Is famous
chiefly for its large collection of early and valuable manu-
scripts. Also called the Mriiicean or the Mediceo-Lau-
rentian Library.

II. n. In iji nl.. the Laurentian series,

laureolet (la're-61), n. [Early mod. E. lauriel,
< ME. lauriol, '< OF. laureole, <F. laureole= Sp.
laureola= Pg. It. laureola, the laureole, < L. lau-

reola, a little laurel garland, a laurel-branch,
dim. of laurea, a laurel garland, fern, of laureus,
of laurel, < laurus, laurel : see/aurc/.] Spurge-
laurel, Daphne Laureola.

Lauriol, centanre, and fumetere.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, L 14:;.

laurert, n. [ME., also lawrer, lorer, var. of lau-

rel, q. v.] The laurel.

laurer-crownedt, a. Crowned with laurel.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 1107.

laurestine (la'res-tin), n. Same as lauruatine.

laurielt, n. See laureole.

lauriferous (Ik-rtf'?- 8 )' <* [= Sp. laurifero
= It. laurifero, < L. laurus, laurel, + ferre = E.
bear1

."] Producing or carrying laurel. Colex,
1717.

laurin (la'rin), n. [< L. laurus, laurel, + -in2.]
A fatty crystalline principle (C<mH30O3 ) con-
tained in the berries of the laurel.

laurine (Ift'rin), a. [ME. lauryne, < OF. laurin,
< L. laurinus, of laurel, < laurus, laurel: see

laure, laurel."] Of laurel.

As oil lauryne Is lentiscyne of take,
Whoos vigour hoot water must underslake.

Palladiui, Husbondrte (E. K. T. s.), p. 69.

Laurinese (la-rin'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P. de
Candolle, 1813), < Laurus + -inB.] A natural
order of apetalous plants, the laurel family, typi-
fied by the genus Laurus. It embraces 42 genera and
about 900 species of trees or shrubs, found for the most part
in the warmer regions of America, Asia, Australia, and the
islands of the Pacific. It is divided by modern authors
into four tribes, the Pergeacea, Litseacea, Cauythea, and
llernanttiftr, the last two abnormal and consisting each of
a single genus. The plants of this order have strong prop-
erties, usually aromatic or medicinal. To it belong, be-

sides the laurel, the genera Cinnamomum (producing cin-

namon and camphor) and Saiaafras, as well as other plants
of economic importance. Also Lauracem.

Laurinium (la-rin'i-um), n. [NL. (linger, 1850),
< Laurus + -inium.~\ The generic name applied
to fossil wood having an internal structure re-

sembling that of Laurus.

Laurinoxylon (la-rin-ok'si-lon), . [NL. (Fe-
lix), < Laurus (Laurinium) + Gr. ffc/ov, wood.]
Same as Laurinium. Also Laurinoxylum.
lauriol t

;
. See laureole.

lauriomte (la'ri-on-It), n. [Irreg. < Laurion

(see def.) + -tte2 .] An oxychlorid of lead oc-

curring in prismatic crystals at Laurium (Lau-
rion), Greece, and produced by the action of

sea-water upon the ancient lead slags.
laurite (l&'rit), n. [So called by Wohler, a
German chemist, after a ladv whose Christian
name was Laura."} A sulphid of osmium and
ruthenium, a rare mineral, occurring in regular
octahedrons, of an iron-black color and bright
metallic luster, found in the platinum-washings
of Borneo. It occurs also in Oregon.
laurizet (la'riz), v. t. [< L. laurus, laurel, +
-.rc.] To crown with laurel

; laureate.

Our humble notes, though little noted now,
Laur&d hereafter.

fjylcenter. Posthumous Sonnets, ill.

LaurophyHum ( la-ro-fil'um ), n. [NL. (Goppert,
1848), < Laurus + Gr. *WJtov, leaf.] The gener-
ic name given to fossil leaves having the shape
and nervation of those of Laurus, with which
genus, however, their identity has not been
established. Such leaves are found in the Tertiary of

Italy, Java, and New Zealand, and in the Cretaceous of
Kansas and the British Northwest Territories.

Laurus (la'rus). . [NL. use of L. laurus, the

laurel-tree, applied by Liunseua to the genus :

lavage

gee laurel.^ A genus of apetalous trees, type of
the natural order /./ I/K

, falling within the
tribe Lilxeacea:. It Is characterized by polygamous
flowers In clusters of four together in an Involucre, a peri-
anth of 4 segments, and usually 12 to SO stamens. Only 2

species are known,one,L. nobilii, the true laurel. Inhabiting
the Mediterranean region, the other, L. Canaruntii, con-
fined to the Canary Islands. They are small trees hs>ring
alternate, entire, evergreen leaves, with the flower-clusters
borne In their axils. The fruit is an ovoid berry. (Secbiu-
rel.) An immense number of fossil leaves agreeing In all

essential respects with those of Laurus have been found,
ranging from the Lower Cretaceous of the British North-
west Territory and theMiddleCretsceous of Kua>,Green-
land, and Bohemia to the Pliocene and Quaternary of Eu-
rope, showing clearly that the plants of this genus and
closely related types were much more abundant formerly
than now. L. Canariemu Is also thus proved to have ex-
isted on the continent of Europe In Pliocene time.

laurustine (la'rus-tin), n. [Also laurestine; <

NL.lauruxttnux: see laurustinux.] Same as IHH-

nutinus.
laurustinus (la-rus-ti'nus), n. [NL., orig.
iMurus Tinus : L. laurus, laurel

; tiiiux, a plant,
Viburnum Timi*.] A plant, Viburnum Tinus, a

popular evergreen garden shrub or tree, native
in southern Europe.

laust, " A Middle English variant of loose.

Chaucer.

lauset. '' A Middle English variant of lose1 .

lantitloust (la-tish'us), a. [< L. lautitia, ele-

gance, splendor, magnificence. < lautus, neat,
elegant, splendid, lit. washed, pp. of lararc,
wash: see tare2.] Sumptuous.

To sup with thee thou dld'st me home invite.
And mad'st a promise that mine appetite
Sho'd meet and tire on such laulitious meat,
The like not Heliogabalus did eat.

Uerrick, The Invitation.

lava (lii'vii), n. [= D. G. Dan. Sw. lava = F.
late = Spi'Pg. lava, < It. lava, a stream, esp. of
molten rock, < latare, wash, < L. larare, wash:
see tare2.] Molten rock which issues from a
volcano during an eruption; the same when
cooled and hardened. Lavas after hardening differ

much In structure and texture. Some are entirely made
up of an Interlaced mass of crystals, others are entirely
vitreous, as In the case of obsidian or volcanic glass. Oth-
ers, again, have a partially glassy matrix, hi which crys-
tals are embedded this last being the most common ar-

rangement. Lavas also vary much In respect to compact-
ness ; some have an open cellular structure, while others
are very compact. The specific gravity of lava varies In
the different kinds from 2.37 to S.22. The heavier or more
basic kinds contain much magnetite or titaniferous iron,

together with augite and olivin. These contain from 4.S

to 60 per cent, of silica, and to this class belong the ba-

salts, dolerites, and nephellne and lencite lavas. The
lighter or more acid varieties of lava contain from 60 to
80 per cent, or more of silica. In this class are included
the trachytes and rhyolltes, as well as most of the pitch-
stones, obsidians, and pumice. 'J litre are also varieties
Intermediate between the acid and the basic, such as augite
andesite and hornblende andesite. Many volcanoes at
least during certain stages of their existence throw out
fragmentary materials only, and these are sometimes
ejected during the same period of activity in which molten
lava Is poured forth. Among these fragmentary materials
ashes, sand, lapilli, and even large angular masses occur.
Portions of the molten material within the pipe of the
crater are sometimes hurled aloft, and full in the form of

bombs, or In rough irregular masses, like furnace-slag.
Some volcanoes consist entirely of these fragmentary ma-
terials ; others are chiefly made up of lava which became
consolidated after ejection ; in many cases, however, the
mass of the cone has been built up by alternations of

fragmentary and fluid material, and the whole is frequently
bound together by dikes and sheets of lava forced into
cracks formed during the operation. Lava millstone,
a hard and coarse basaltic millstone, obtained from quar-
ries near Andernach on the Rhine. Simmondi. Lava-
ware, a kind of coarse ware resembling lava, made from
Iron slag, cast Into urns, tiles, table-tops, etc.

lavabo (la-va'bo), n. [< L. latabo, 1st pers. sing,
fnt. ind. of larare, wash : see /are2.] 1. Eccles.,
in the Roman Catholic Church, and in many
Anglican churches, the ritual act of washing the
celebrant's hands after the offertory and before

entering upon the more solemn part of the eu-
charistic service : so called from the priest's re-

citing at the time the last part of the 26th psalm,
beginning with the sixth verse,

" Ivill wash my
hands in innocency," in Latin,

" ata&0 manus
ineas in innocentia." In the Greek Church this

takes place in the prothesis, before vesting.
2. In many monasteries of the middle ages, a

large stone basin from which the water issued

by a number of small orifices around the edge,
for the convenient performance of ablutions
before religious exercises or meals. The lavabo
was usually placed In a room. Itself called lavabo, adjoin-
ing the cloister, and sometimes, as at the Cistercian Abbey
of Fontenay, was the occasion of noteworthy architectural

dispositions. Also known in medieval tunes as latatarium.

Hence 3. A convenience of similar object and
arrangement in some modern schools or insti-

tutions; a lavatory.

lavageH, An obsolete form of lavish. Cath.

Angl, p. 210.
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lavage2 (la' vaj), n. [= F. lavage = Pg. lavagem ;

as lave* + '-age.']
A laving or washing; in

med., the process of cleansing by injection
of fluids; specifically, the washing out of the

stomach, as in gastritis.

Latiaqe of the stomach has accomplished . . . wonder-

ful results in the treatment of gastric affections.

Therapeutic Gazette, VIII. 530.

lavaltot, n. An obsolete variant of lavolta.

lavandert, See lavender'1:

Lavandula (la-van'du-la), n. [NL. (Linnaaus),
< ML. lava.ndu.la, lavend'ula, lavender: see laven-

dei-2.] A genus of labiate plants, containing
the lavenders, of the tribe Ocimoidece, and con-

stituting the subtribe Lavandulece. It is charac-

terized by having the calyx tubular (with 13 to 16 stria;)

and 5-toothed, and small flowers in spikes. There are
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lavatic (la-vat'ik), a, [< lava + -attc 1
.] Con-

sisting of or resembling lava; lavie.

lavation(la-va'shon), n. [= OF. lavacion = Sp.
lavacion = It. lavazione,< L. lavatio(n-), a bath,<

lavare, wash: see fare'-*.] A washing or cleans-

ing.
Such filthy stuffe was by loose lewd varlets sung before

her [Berecynthia's] charet on the solemne day of her lam
tion. Uakemtt, Apology, IV. t 7.

Opposite to these are placed the appurtenances of lava-

tion, richly wrought in frosted silver.

Cartyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 197.

lavatory (lav'a-to-ri), a. and n. [I. a. < L. as

if 'lavatorius, adj.',<LL. lavator, a clothes-wash-

er, < lavare, pp. lamtus, wash: see lave'2 . II. n.

< ME. lavatory = F. lavatoire = Sp. Pg. lava-

torio = It. lavatojo, < LL. lavatoritim, a place
for bathing, neut. of *lavatorius : see I.] I. .

Washing, or cleansing by washing.
II. n.; pi- lavatories (-riz). 1. A room or

place for washing, or where anything is washed.

They baptized in rivers or in lavatories, by dipping or by
sprinkling. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 130.

We landed at a floating lavatory, where the washerwo-
men were still beating the clothes.

R. L. Stevenson, Inland Voyage, p. 201.

2. A sort of concave stone table upon which,
in the middle ages, dead bodies were washed

Lavender (Lavandula vfra~[.

i. lower part of plant ; y, inflorescence : n, flower ; b, pistil.

about 20 species, chiefly natives of the Mediterranean re-

gion, but ranging from the Canary Islands to India. They
are perennial herbs, undershrubs, or shrubs, with the
leaves often crowded at the base, and whorls of flowers,
blue or violet, arranged in cylindrical spikes, and sub-
tended by bracts which are often large and colored. See
lavenders.

Lavandulese (lav-an-du'le-e), n. pi. [NL. (End-
licher, 1836), < Lavandula + -e<z.~\ A subtribe
of labiate plants of the tribe Ocimoidew. It is

characterized by having the lobes of the corolla nearly
equal, the upper lip twice cleft, the lower thrice cleft, and
the stamens included within the tube of the corolla. It

embraces the genus Lavandula, or lavender-plants, only.

lavanget, n. [Of. OF. lavache, lavace, lavasse,
a heavy rain, an inundation, < laver, wash : see
tow2.] Same as lavant.

lavant (la'vant), . [Also lei-ant; appar. < OF.
lavant (applied to a spring), ppr. of laver, wash :

see lavei. Cf. laeange.'] A shallow and more or
less intermittent spring. [Prov. Eng.]
The land-springs, which we call lavant*, break out much

on the downs of Sussex, Hampshire, and Wiltshire.
QUbert White, Nat. Hist, of Selborne, ii. 19.

lavaret (lav'a-ret), n. [F.] A kind of white-

fish, Coregonus lavaretus, found in European
lakes, as of Switzerland, Germany, and Swe-
den. Also called adelfisch.

lavast, a. An obsolete form of lavish.

Lavatera (la-va'te-ra), n. [NL. (Tournefort,
1700), dedicated to the two Lavaters, physicians
and naturalists of Zurich.] A genus of malva-
ceous plants of the tribe Malvete, subtribe Eu-
malvece. It is closely related to Malm, the true mallows,
but differs from that genus in having from 6 to 9 bractlets
under the flowers (these being united at the base), and in
the projecting and dilated carpels. There are over 20 spe-
cies, chiefly natives of the Mediterranean region and west-
ern Europe, but 2 occur on the Canary Islands, 1 in central
Asia, and 1 in Australia. They are tomentose or hirsute
herbs, shrubs, or small trees, with angled or lobed leaves,
and variously colored flowers, either solitary in the axils or
in terminal racemes. L. arborea, the best-known species,
is the tree-mallow or sea-mallow of Europe, which grows
wild on the rocky coasts from Spain to Scotland. In cul-
tivation it attains a height of 8 or 10 feet. It has pale pur-
le-red flowers in long racemes at the ends of the annually
owering branches. It contains an abundance of mu-

cilaginous matter, and yields a poor fiber. In common
with other soft-leafed malvaceous plants, it is sometimes
called velvetleaf. Nearly all the species of this genus
are sometimes cultivated.

Lavatory, Abbey of Cluny.

(From Viollet-le-Duc's "Diet, de rArchitecture."}

before burial, in monasteries, hospitals, and
elsewhere. 3. In med., a wash or lotion for a
diseased part.
lavaturet (lav'a-tur), n. [= It. lavatura, < L.

lavatus, pp. of toJare,wash: see fare2.] Awash
or lotion. Holland.
lave 1

(lav), .; pret. and pp. faced, ppr. laving.

[< ME. laven, < AS. laflan, gelafian (rare), pour
out or sprinkle water, = D. laven = OHG. labon,

laben, MHG. laben, wash, G. laben, refresh
;
cf.

Gr. AaTrdfeiv. aiair&^eiv, empty out. Connection
with tore2

,
< L. la-care, wash, is uncertain. The

two words in E. seem to have become confused.
Hence lavish.'] I.t trans. 1. To pour or throw
out, as water; lade out; bail; bail out.

Pounding of water in a mortar, laving
The sea dry with a nutshell.

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, v. 2.

And now, as we were weary with pumping and laving
out the water, almost sinking, it

pleas'd God on the sud-
daine to appease the wind. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 11, 1644.

A fourth with labour laves
The intruding seas, and waves ejects on waves.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xi. 448.

2. To draw, as water; drink in.

He [Orpheus] . . . soong in wepyng al that ever he
hadde resseyvyd and laced [tr. L. hauserat] out of the no-
ble welles of his modyr Calyope the goddes.

Chaucer, Boethius, iii. meter 12.

3. To give bountifully ;
lavish.

He lauez his gyftez as water of dyche.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 607.

II. intrans. 1 . To run down or gutter, as a
candle. [Prov. Eng.] 2. To hang or flap
down. Compare lave-eared. [Prov. Eng.]

His ears hang lavinff like a new lugg'd swine.

Bp. Hall, Satires, IV. i. 72.

lave2 (lav), v.; pret. and pp. laved, ppr. laving.

[< ME. laven, < OF. laver, F. laver = Sp. Pg. fa-

var = It. lavare, < L. lavare (pp. lautus, lotus, la-

ratus), wash, bathe, akin to luere, wash, bathe,
= Gr. toveiv, wash, bathe. From L. lavare come
also E. lava, lavender^, lavender^, launder, laun-

dry, etc., lotion, etc.
,
and from luere, E. ablution,

alluvium, deluge, diluvial, dilute, etc.] I. trans.

To wash ; bathe.
My house within the city

Is richly furnished with plate and gold ;

Basins, and ewers, to lave her dainty hands.

Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1. 350.

The left presents a place of graves,
Whose wall the silent water laves.

Parnell, A Night Piece, Death.

II. intrans. 1. To wash one's self; bathe.

Ever since I heedlessly did toe
In thy deceitful stream. Keats, Endymion, ii.

lavender

2. To serve for washing or bathing ;
wash or

flow as against something.
But, as I rose out of the laving stream,
Heaven open'd her eternal doors.

Milton, P. B., i. 280.

These waters blue that round you lave. Byron.

lave3
(lav), n. [< ME. lave, laif, lafe, < AS. to/

(= OS. leba = OFries. lava = OHG. leiba, leipa,
MHG. leibe = Icel. leif, pi. leifar = Dan. lee

(frequent in local names: Haderstec, Snolde-

lov, etc.) = Goth, laiba), what is left, < "lifan,
remain: see Zeai'e1 .] What is left; the re-

mainder
;
the rest. [Scotch.]

We had better lose ane than lose a' the lave.

Archie of Ca'fteld (Child's Ballads, VI. 93).

Weel pleased to think her bairn 's respected like the lave.

Burns, Cottar's Saturday Night

lave-eared (lav'erd), a. Long-eared; flap-
eared. [Prov. Eng.]

A lave-ear"d asse with gold may trapped be.

Bp. Hall, Satires, II. ii. B4.

laveert (la-ver'), [= G- lavicrcn, laviren,

< D. laveeren, now laveren, tack, laveer, < OF.

louvier, F. louvoyer, beat to windward, luff, <

louf, lof, loof, luff: see too/2, iuff.] Naut., to

sail back and forth ;
tack.

But those that 'gainst stiff gales laveering go
Must be at once resolv'd and skilful too.

Dryden, Astnea Redux, 1. 65.

laveerert, One who tacks or works up against
the wind.

They [the schoolmen] are the best laveerers in the world,
and would have taught a ship to have catched the wind,
that it should have gained half in half, though it had been

contrary. Clarendon, Essays, I. 253.

lavel (la'vel), n. [Prob. a var. of label.'] The

flap that covers the top of the windpipe. Hal-
liwell. [Prov. Eng.]
lave-lugged (lav'lugd), a. Same as lave-eared.

Halliwett, [Prov. Eng.]
lavementt (lav'ment), n. [< F. lavement= Pr.

lavament = Sp. lavamiento = Pg. It. lavamento;
as fase2 + -ment.'] 1 . The act of laving ;

a wash-

ing or bathing. 2. A clyster.
lavender if (lav'en-der), n. [< ME. lavender,

lavyndere, lavander, lavendre (also contr. laun-

der, launderre, landar, > mod. E. launder), < OF.
lavandier, lavendier, m., lavandiere, lavendiere,

t., = Sp. lavandero, lavandera = Pg. lavandeira,
= It. lavandajo, m., lavandaja, lavandara, f ., <

ML. lavandarius, m., lavandaria, lavanderia, f.,

a washer, < L. lavandus, gerundive of lavare,
wash: see laver'*."] A washer; a washerwo-
man ; a laundress.

Envye ys lavendere of the court alway ;

For she ne parteth neither nyght ne day
Out of the nous of Cesar, thus saith Daunte.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 367.

lavender1
(lav'en-der), v. t. [< lavender, n. Cf.

launder, v."] To launder; wash. [An archaism.]

Conceiting that the smell of soap, from the lavender-

ing in the back-yard, gave a stain to such flowers ... as
were born there. N. P. Willie, New Mirror (1843).

lavender2 (lav'en-der), n. and a. [< ME. la-

vendere, lavendre, lavandre = OF. "lavendre =
Sp. (obs.) lavdndula = It. lavandola = D. laven-

del = MHG. lavendele, lavendel, G. lavendel =
Dan. Sw. lavendel, < ML. lavandvla, lavendula,

lavender; also F. Idvande, < It. lavanda, laven-

der, < lavanda, a washing (so called, as vari-

ously stated, because used in washing, or be-
cause laid in freshly washed linen, or because
its distilled water is used), < lavare, < L. lavare,
wash: see tore2.] I. n. 1. An aromatic plant
of the genus Lavandula, primarily L. vcra, the
true lavender, which is used as a perfume. See
Lavandula.

Here's flowers for you ;

Hot lavender, mints, savory, marjoram.
Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 104.

Crowned lilies, standing near

Purple-spiked lavender.

Tennyson, Ode to Memory.

2. The color of lavender-blossoms ; a very pale
lilac-color,which in consequence of its paleness
appears less reddish. A mixture of color-disks f, white

+ J artificial ultramarine -f- ^ vermilion gives a lavender.
A very pale lavender is called a lavender-gray ; a still paler
color a French white. Oil of lavender, or lavender-
Oil, an essential oil obtained by distillation from the flow-

ers and flower-stems of lavender. It is an aromatic stim-

ulant and tonic. An inferior lavender-oil called oil of
spike, is yielded by Lamndula Spica, which, together with
that from L. Staechas, is used by porcelain-painters and
artists in the preparation of their varnishes. French
lavender, Lavandula Spica. Sea-lavender, the plant
Statice Limonimn.To lay In lavender, (a) To lay by
carefully, as clothes, with sprigs of lavender among them.

And a black sattin suit of his own to go before her in ;

which suit (for the more sweet'ning) now lies in lavender.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iii. 3.
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Hence (6t) To put In pledge ; pawn. [Old slang.)

To lay to pawne, as we say to lay in lavender. Florin.

Good faith, rather than them shouldst pawn a rag more,
I'll lay my ladyship in lavender, If I knew where.

Marttun, Jmuain, and Chapman, Eastward Ho.

II. a. Of the color of lavender-blossoms
;

very pale lilac.

A pair of latnultr glovea which fitted her exactly.
Yatef, Land at I .;. -

1
, 1. 219.

lavender2 (lav'en-der), v. t. [< luvciuletQ, n.]
To sprinkle or scent with lavender.

The solemn clerk goes lavendered and shorn.

Hood, Two Peacock! of Bedfont, HI. 26.

It shall be all my study for one hour
To rose and lavender my horslness.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, IU. 5.

lavender-cotton (lav
' en - der - kot '

n), n. See
cottoH 1

.

lavender-drop (lav'en-der-drop), n. Compound
tincture of lavender.

lavender-oil (lav'en-der-oil), n. See lavender"*.

lavender-thrift (lav'en-der-thrift), n. The sea-

lavender, Stntice Limonium.
lavender-water (lav'en-der-wa"ter), n. A li-

quor used as a perfume, composed of spirits of

wine, essential oil of lavender, and ambergris.
lavendreyt, . An obsolete form of laundry.
Halliioetl.

laventine (lav'en-tin), . A thin silk, used es-

pecially for sleeve-linings.
laver 1

(la'ver), . [Formerly also lavor; < ME.
laver, favour (= D. lavoor, > G. lavor), < OF. la-

vor, lavur, laveor, laveour, lavoir, F. lavoir, < LL.
Utvatorium, a place for washing: see

lavatory,]
1. A basin, bowl, trough, or cistern to wash in.
The laver mentioned in the Old Testament was a large
basin which stood upon a foot or pedestal in the court
of the Jewish tabernacle, and subsequently in the temple.
and contained water for the ablutions of the priests, and
for the washing of the sacrifices in the temple service.

Basyns, favours eek, or men hem bye.
Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, L 287.

Thou shall also make a laixr of brass. . . . Aaron and
his sous shall wash their bauds and their teet thereat.

Ex. xxx. 18.

Itgushes into three ample lamrt rals'd about with stone.

Evelyn, Wary, NOT. 12, 1844.

2. In her., a colter or plowshare when used as
a bearing.
laver2 (la'ver), n. [< L. laver, a water-plant, also
called sio.] 1. Either of two species of algee
of the genus Porphyra, P. laciniata and P. vulga-
ra, known in Ireland and Scotland as sloke or
sloakan. They are used as food, either stewed or pickled,
and eaten with pepper, vinegar, and oil; and they are said
to be useful in scrofulous affections and glandular swell-

ings. Also laeerwort.

2. A dish composed of one of the above algoe
or of some similar seaweed. See later-bread.
Green laver, Ulna latiasima and If. Lactuca, used for the
same purposes as Porphyra laciniata or P. vulyarii, but
inferior. Purple laver, a general name iu England for

plants of the genus Porphyra.
Iaver3t, . [Cf. lave1

,
v. ., 2.] Hanging.

Let his (aver lip

Speak in reproach of nature's workmanship.
Mm--:'"//, Satires, v. 169.

laver-bread (la'ver -bred), n. A sort of food
made from green laver ( Viva latissima) : some-
times called oyster-green.
laverock (lav'er-ok), . [Also lavrock, leverock :

see lark1
.'] An obsolete or dialectal form of

lark1
.

There mighte men see many flokkes
Of turtles and lanerroket. Rom. aj Rote, 1. 662.

Now lav'rocks wake the merry morn,
Aloft on dewy wing.
Burnt, Lament of Mary Queen of Scots.

Sandy laverock, the sand-lark or ring-plover, .

hiaticula; also, the common sandpiper, Tringoidei hypo-
leucus. Also called water-laverock.

laver-pot (la'v&r-pot), n. In her., a ewer when
used as a bearing.
laverwort (la'ver-wert), n. Same as laver"*, 1.

lavic (la'vik), a. [= F. lavique; as lava + -/<.]

Relating to or like lava.

lavish (lav'ish), a. [Early mod. E. also (appar.
by corruption) lavis, laves, laras; also in another
formation lary

1
, q. v. : < ME. 'lavish, lavage;

< lave1 + -is/**.] 1. Expending or bestowing
with profusion; profuse; prodigal: as, to be
lavish of expense, of praise, or of blood.

She. of her favourite place the pride and Joy,
Of charms at once most lavish and most coy.

Crabbe.

He was ambitious of acquisitions, but lavish In expen-
diture. PretcuU, Fcrd. and Isa., I. ir>.

2. Unrestrained; wild.

In al other thing so light and lare* [are they] of theyr
tonge. Sir T. More, Works, p. 250.
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When his headstrong riot hath no curb,
When rage and hot blood are his counsellors,
When means and larith manners meet together.

Shak., -1 HIMI. IV., Iv. 4. 64.

Lewd and lanth act* of sin. Hilton, Comus, 1. -IG6.

3. Expended or bestowed with
prodigality or

in profuseness; existing in or characterized by
profusion ; superabundant.

Let her have needful, but not lacith, means.
S/ut.,M.for.M.,ii.2.24.

For lavish grants suppose a monarch tame,
And more his goodness than his wit proclaim.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit, I. 886.

The eyes that smiled through lavish locks.

WkMier, Hermit of the Thebaid.

4. Bank, as grass, etc. Halliwell. [Prov. Eug.]
=Syn. 1 and 3. Pro/uie, etc. See extravagant.

lavish (lav'ish), r. t. [< lavish, a.~\ To expend
or bestow with profusion ; give or layout prodi-
gally : as, to lavish encomiums on a person ; to
lavish money on a friend, or for gratification.

Where western gales eternally reside,
And all the seasons lavuh all their pride.

Addison, Letter from Italy.

Even as a war minister, Pitt is scarcely entitled to all the
praise which his contemporaries lacished on him.

Macaulay, William Pitt

lavisht (lav'ish), . [< lavish, v.} Waste; squan-
dering.

.-IK-II lavith will I make of Turkish blood.

Marlince, Tamburlalne, II., i. X

Would Atropos would cut my vital thread,
And so make larith of my loathed life.

Wily Beguiled (Hawkins's Eng. Dramas, III. 323).

lavisher (lav'ish-er), n. One who lavishes; one
who expends or bestows profusely or exces-

sively ; a prodigal.
Ood is not a lavither, but a dispenser of his blessings.

Fotherby, Atheomastlx, p. 189.

lavishly (lav'ish-li), adv. In a lavish manner:
with profuse expense ; prodigally,
lavishment (lav'ish-ment), n. [< lavish +
-men?.] The act of lavishing; profuse bestowal
or expenditure ; prodigality.

Ah, happy realm the while
That by no officer's lewd lavishmeiti,
With greedy lust and wrong, consumed art.

P. Fletcher, Purple Island, vi.

lavishness (lav'ish-nes), n. The state or qual-
ity of being lavish

; profusion ; prodigality.
First got with guile, and then preserv'd with dread,
And after spent with pride and larishnesse.

Spetuer, F. Q., II. vit 12.

lavoltt (la-volf), . [< lavolta.] Same as la-

volta.
I cannot sing,

Nor heel the high larolt.

Shak., T. and C., iv. 4. 88.

lavoltat (la-vol'tft), n. [Also, erroneously, lu-

valto; < It. la votta, the turn: la, the (< L. ilia,

that) ; volta, a turning round : see vault, nJ A
lively round dance, of Italian origin, popular in

England in the time of Elizabeth and Utter. It

probably resembled the polka or the waltz.

For lo ! the liveless Jacks lavaltoes take
At that sweet musick which themselves do make.

Urume'e Songs (ed. Kail), p. 133. (Ilalliu-eU.)

They bid us to the English dancing-schools,
And teach lavoltai high, and swift corantoa.

Shot., Hen. V., lit 6. 33.

lavoltat (la-vol'ta), v. i. [Also, erroneously, la-

volto; < lavolta, n.} To spring or whirl as in
the lavolta.

Do but marke him on your walles, any morning at that
season, how he sallies and lanolins.

Xashe, Lenten Stutfe (Hart. Misc., VI. 164).

lavolteteret (la-vol'te-ter), n. {FoT'lavoltateer,
< lavolta + -t- (a mere insertion) + -eer.] One
who dances the lavolta ; a dancer.
The second, a lavoltetere, a saltatory, a dancer with a kit

at his bum ; one that, by teaching great madonnas to foot

it, has miraculously purchased a Hounded waistcoat
Beau, and Fl., Fair Maid of the Inn, IU. 1.

lavoltot, r. i. See larolta.

lavort, lavourt, Obsolete forms of laver1
.

lavrock (lav'rok), n. A variant of laverock, for
lark1

.

lavy1
(la'vi), a. K lave1 + -y

1
. See lavish.]

Lavish ; liberal. Halliwell. [North. Eng. and
Scotch.]
lavy2 (la'vi), n.; pi. lavies (-viz). Same as lamy.
law1

(la), n. [< ME. lawe, laghe, lage^ lake, <

AS. lagu (rare, the usual words being <E, L. jus.
and dom, L. decretum, statutum)= OS. lag= Icel.

log (for *lagu), law (cf . lag, a stratum, order), =
Sw. lag = Dan. lov, a law (cf. L. lex (leg-), a

law, from the same ult. root); lit. 'that which
lies' or is fixed or set (cf. G. gesetz, AS. geset-

nes, a law. dom, a law, doom, Or. Scauof, law, L.

law

Ktaiutum, a statute, all of similar etymological
import), < liri/iiii (prct. lii'ij), lie: see lie 1

.} 1.
A nile of action prescribed by authority, espe-
cially by a sovereign or by the state: as, the
laws of M n n n

; a laic of Qod.
We must define Lawn to be Rules of Conduct which we

are morally bound to obey, ... or, more briefly. Command*
imposed by Itlghtful Authority.

//. Sidginct, Methods of Ethics, p. 269.

Our human lavi are but the copies, more or less Imper-
fect, of the eternal lam so far as we can read them, and
either succeed and promote our welfare, or fall lad bring
confusion and disaster, according as the legislator's Insight
has detected the true principle, or has been distorted by
Ignorance or selfishness. Froude.

Specifically (a) Any written or positive rule, or collec-
tion of rules, prescribed under the authority of the state
or nation, whether by the people In its constitution, as the
orijanic lav, or by the legislature In its statute lav, or by
the treaty-making power, or by municipalities In their or-
dinances or by-laus.

It Is essential to the idea of a law that it be attended
with a sanction ; or, In other words, a penalty or punish-
ment for disobedience. A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. 15.

(b) An act of the supreme legislative body of a state or na-

tion, as distinguished from the constitution : as, the con-

stitution, and the lairt made in pursuance thereof, (e) In
a more general sense, the profession or vocation of attor-

neys, counsellors, solicitors, conveyancers, etc. : as, to prac-
tise lair, (a) Litigation : as, to go to law.

Dare any of you. having a matter against another, go to
lav: before the unjust? 1 Cor. vi. 1.

2. Collectively, a system or collection of such
rules. Specifically (a) The principles and regulations
of human government in their application to property
and conduct ; those general rules of external human ac-
tion which are enforced by a sovereign political author-

ity (Holland) ; the aggregate of rules set by men as politi-

cally superior or sovereign, to men as politically subject
(Austin) ; rules ofhuman conduct prescribed by established

usage or custom, or by a constitution adopted by the peo-
ple, or by statutes or ordinances prescribed by a legislative

power, or by regulations of Judicial procedure, or recog-
nized and enforced by Judicial decision. Modem differ-

ence of opinion as to the proper definition of law chiefly
results from the fact that writers of the analytic school,
proceeding by an analysis of the usual mental conception
of law under monarchical government, have commonly
denned it as in essence command by a superior to an
inferior ; and as perhaps the larger part of modern law

such, for instance, as the law of negotiable paper and
of contracts generally does not consist of commands or

prohibitions,
this definition is supported by the argument

that what the sovereign permits lie commands, or at least

indirectly commands, shall not be prevented. Writers of
the historical school, on the other hand, tracing govern-
ment by law back to its early development have defined
law as essentially consisting of what Is judicially ascer-
tained to be usual and regular. In either view it is agreed
that a true law in the sense of jurisprudence Is one which
deals with a class of things, acts or omissions, as distin-

guished from particular commands and awards. Law, as
it actually exists In modern society, is the aggregate or
system of rules by which a political community or conge-
ries of communities regulates or professes to regulate the
conduct and the rights and powers of its members and its

own Interference with their freedom ; and any rule answer-
Ing this description is, if authoritatively promulgated, a
lair. Every new judicial decision, also, is part of the law
in the sense that it actually regulates conduct rights, or

powers. (6) The system of law. often slightly personified :

as, in the eye of the law; in the custody of the law; the
laic presumes or intends.

No man e'er felt the halter draw,
With good opinion of the law.

J. Trumbutt, McFlngal, ill. 490.

(e) The Mosaic system of rules and ordinances.

Think not that I am come to destroy the (air, or the
prophets : I am not come to destroy, but to fulfil.

Mat T. 17.

Hence (rf) The books of the Bible containing this sys-
tem ; the books of the law.

After the reading of the law and the prophets, the rulers
of the synagogue sent onto them. Acts xiiL IS.

(e) The preceptive part of the Bible, especially of the New
Testament In contradistinction to its promises.

And worche many Myracles, and preche and teche the
Feythe and the Laice of Cristene Men unto his Children.

Manderillf, Travels, p. 1.

Bear ye one another's burdens, and so fulfil the law of
Christ till. vi. 2.

3. A proposition which expresses the constant
or regular order of certain phenomena, or the
constant mode of action of a force; a gen-
eral formula or rule to which all things, or all

things or phenomena within the limits of a
certain class or group, conform, precisely and
without exception; a rule to which events

really tend to conform. A mere empirical formula
which satisfies a series of observations sufficiently, but
would not bold In extreme cases, is not considered as a
law. A special fact is not a law ; bat a subordinate prin-
ciple, as that planets revolve in ellipses, Is or Is not a law
according to the shade of meaning with which that word

I see another law in my members, warring against the
(air of my mind. Rom. vii. 23.

The law* of nature are the rales according to which
effects are produced ; but there must be a cause which
operates according to these rules. The rules of naviga-
tion never steered a ship, nor the tow of gravity never
moved a planet Reid.



law
Law means a rule which we have always found to hold

good, and which we expect always will hold good.
Huxley, lay Sermons, p. 340.

Thus the belief in an unchanging order the belief in

law, now spreading among the more cultivated through-
out the civilized world, is a belief of which the primitive
man is absolutely incapable.

H. Spencer, Priu. of 1'sychol., 488.

4. One of the rules or principles by which any-
thing is regulated: as, the laws of the turf;
the laws of versification. 5. A rule according
to which anything is produced : as, the mathe-
matical law of a curve. 6. An allowance in

distance or time granted to an animal in a

chase, or to a weaker competitor in a race or

other contest; permission given to one compet-
itor to start a certain distance ahead of, or a
certain time before, another, in order to equal-
ize the chances of winning.
These late years of our Civil Wars have been very de-

structive unto them ; and no wonder if no Law hath oeen

given to Hares, when so little hath been observed toward
men. Fuller, Worthies, Cambridgeshire.

Her Grace saw from a turret " sixteen bucks, all hav-

ing fayre lawe, pulled downe with greyhounds in a laund
or lawn." Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 71.

Two well-known runners, chosen for the hares, . . .

started off. . . . Then the hounds clustered round Thorne,
who explained shortly, "They're to have six minutes'
law." T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 7.

7. Custom; manner. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
Act and operation Oflaw, such a mode of the creation

or transfer or rights as does not depend on the intention
of the parties, but on rules of law, applied, it may be, ir-

respective of their intention. Thus, where an owner of

land dies intestate, the title is cast upon the heir by act and
operation of law; and where a man becomes bankrupt, his

property may be divested by act and operation of law, aa

distinguished from a transfer by devise or voluntary act.

Adjective law, rules of procedure, as distinguished from
substantive law (which see, below). Agrarian laws. See

agrarian Alienand sedition laws. Seealien Avo-
gadro's law, in physics, the law that equal volumes of

different gases, under like conditions of pressure and tem-

perature, contain the same number of molecules. Baer's
law. [NamedfromKarlErnstaer,1792-1876.] Thedoc-
trine that the evolution of an individual of a certain ani-

mal form is determined by two conditions : first, by a con-

-tinuous perfecting of the animal body by means of an in-

creasing histological and morphological differentiation, or
an increasing number and diversity of tissues and organic
forms; second (and at the same time), by the continual
transition from a more general form of the type to one more
specific. Bankrupt laws, bankruptcy laws. See bank-

ruptcy. Bell's law, thelaw that the anterior spinal nerve-
roots are motor and the posterior sensory. Bode's law.
an empirical formula supposed to express approximately
the distances of the planets from the sun in terms of the dis-

tance from the sun of the innermost two. The rule is that
the distances of the third, fourth, fifth, etc., planets from
the orbit of the first are respectively twice, four times,
eight times, sixteen times, etc., that of the second planet.
It holds very roughly for all the planets except Neptune,
and for the satellites of Saturn and Uranus. Boyle's law,
in physics,the law that at any given temperature the vol-

ume of a given mass of gas varies inversely as the pressure
which it bears. Itwas discovered byRobert Boyle, and pub-
lished by him about 1662; but Edme Mariotte having pub-
lished a book concerning it (about 1679), the law was for a

long time called Mariolte's law. Brehon laws. See bre-

Ao. Canon law. See canoni. Case law, law estab-
lished by judicial decision in particular cases, as distin-

guished from statute law. Thus, when the courts are ap-
plied to for redress under novel circumstances as in cer-

tain instances of boycotting for which no positive law
exists, case law necessarily results whichever way the
courts decide ; for if they hold that the person aggrieved
is entitled to injunction or damages, they establish the un-
lawfulness of the act complained of ; and if they decide
that the action cannot be maintained, because there is no
positive law to sustain it, they establish the lawfulness of
the act, and, as a consequence, the lawfulness of inciden-
tal agreements to combine or render services in the pro-
motion of such an act. The great body of the common law
has grown up thus as case law, constantly modified, how-
ever, by statutes, which in their turn commonly give rise
to new developments of case law called forth by contro-

versy as to the interpretation and application of the statu-

tory provisions. Charles's law, the law that equal in-
crements of temperature add equal amounts to the pro-
duct of the volume and pressure of a given mass of gas. It
was discovered by the French physicist Jacques Alexan-
dre CiSsar Charles (1746-1823), the inventor of the Char-
liere or hydrogen balloon, but was formerly often attrib-
uted to Dalton and to Gay-Lussac.

Charles's law that, if the temperature be varied while
the pressure upon the gas remains the same, the gas in-
creases by ,},,d of its volume at zero centigrade for every
degree of centigrade added to the temperature, or, which
in combination with Boyle's law is the same thing, that if

the density be constant, the pressure is directly propor-
tional to the temperature measured from the point 273
centigrade, this point being called the zero of absolute
temperature. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 611.

Clncian law, in Rom. hist., a law passed under the tri-

bune M. Cincius Alimentus, 204 B. c., forbidding an advo-
cate to receive compensation for the pleading of a case,
and restricting ill-considered or unwise gifts of any nature
by requiring certain legal forms of gift to be observed in
almost all cases. The law was confirmed by a senatus con-
sultum under Augustus, and so modified under Claudius
as to permit a restricted compensation to lawyers.
Civil, commercial, common, consuetudinary, crim-
inal law. Seethe adjectives. Conclusion of law. See
conclusion Conflict of laws. See conflict. Crown-
er's quest law. See crawnerZ. Crown law. See
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crown, a. Customary law. Same as consuetudinary
law.'DsMon'B law, a law enunciated by John Dalton,
that in a mixture of gases which do not enter into chemi-

cal reaction, but are in equilibrium, the total pressure is

the same as the sum of the pressures which would be ex-

erted by each constituent if the others were not present.
The ordinary statement that each portion of gas behaves
as a vacuum to all the rest is in a sense true, but tends

to convey a wrong idea Due process Of law. See

duel. Dulong and Petit'S law, in physics, the law that

the product of the specific heat of any element in the solid

state multiplied by its atomic weight is (approximately)
constant ; or, in other words, that the different elementary
substances have (nearly) the same atomic heat. Eccle-
siastical law. See ecclesiastical. Eight-hour law
See hour. Empirical law. See empirical. Enforce-
ment law, a United States statute of 1870 (16 Stat., 140)
for enforcing the right of citizens to vote, and punishing
offenses against the equal enjoyment of suffrage. It was

specially directed to the protection of emancipated slaves

recently admitted to citizenship. Exceptive law. See

exceptive. Ex post facto law. See ex post facto.

Falk laws. Same as May laws. Faraday's laws, in

elect., certain principles established by Faraday govern-
ing the electrolysis of compounds. The most important
are : (1) that the quantity of an electrolyte decomposed
in a given time is proportional to the strength of the cur-

rent ; (2) that the weights of the elements separated are

proportional to their chemical equivalents ; and (3) that
the strength of the electrolytic action is the same for cells

in any part of the same circuit. Fechner's psychophya-
ical law, the law that as the physical force of excitation of

a nerve increases geometrically the sensation increases

arithmetically, so that the sensation is proportional to the

logarithm of the excitation. Thus, if with a given degree
of attention we just perceive the difference between the
sensations of pressure produced by 1 pound and 1.1 pounds,
we shall also just perceive the difference produced by 2

pounds and 2.2 pounds. The differences of sensation are
thus the same in the two cases, and so are the differences

of the logarithms of the pressures. According to Fech-

ner, the total sensation varies directly with the logarithm
of the stimulus divided by the stimulus just sufllcient to

give an appreciable sensation, or s = k log ^,.
This is Fech-

ner'sformula. Federal law, that law which is prescribed
by the supreme power in the United States, and regulates
the organization of the federal government and its inter-

coursewith the people, and that of the people with each oth-
er in matters of a national character, or with citizens of for-

eign states, as distinguished from state law, or that which
is prescribed by the supreme power in any individual state,

and regulates, in all matters not of a national character, the
intercourse of such state with itsown people, and that of its

people among themselves. Robinson. Forest law, for-
mal law, Galilean law. See the adjectives. Four
years' limitation law. See limitation. Fugitive-
slave law. See fugitive. Gay-Lussac's law. Same
as Charles's law. General law, law nob local, nor con-
fined in application to particular persons ; a statute so

expressed as to be capable of application throughout the

jurisdiction of the lawgiver. Some controversy has ex-

isted as to whether the test is in the form of the law or in

the existence of the subject to which it applies ; but it is

now generally held that a law which in terms purports to

apply to all persons or places of a specified class through-
out the state is a general law, although at the time when
it is passed there may be only one such person or one such

place in the state. Gibbet law. See Halifax law.

Gothland sea laws. See laws of Wisby, below. Gresh-
am'S law, in polit. mm., the tendency of the inferior

of two forms or classes of currency in circulation to-

gether to circulate more freely than the superior : a law

shortly stated in the maxim that " bad money drives out
good. It results from the disposition of those who hold
both to get rid of the inferior by passing it, and to hoard
the superior, or, if coin, to select it for exportation. The
law was named from a former master of the English
mint, who observed and commented on it. Grimm's
law, in phUol., a law announced by Jacob Grimm, a great
German philologist, though previously stated in part by
Erasmus Bask, a Danish philologist, formulating certain

changes or differences which the mute consonants under-

go or exhibit in corresponding words in the Germanic or
Teutonic branches of the Aryan family of languages. Ac-
cording to this law, stated briefly, the labials p, b, f in

Greek, Latin, or Sanskrit become /, p, b in Gothic (with
which English and theother Low German languages agree),
and b (), /, p in Old High German ; the dentals I, d, th in

Greek, etc., become th, t, d in Gothic, and d, z, t in Old
High German ; and the gutturals k, g, ch in Greek, etc.,
become h (not quite regularly), k, g in Gothic, and g, ch,
k in Old High German. But the Old High German shift-

ing (which is a second and much later shifting, beginning
about A. D. 600, from the completed Low German shifting)
is incomplete and not wholly regular ; it is best exhibited

among the dental mutes. The following table shows the

changes and the usual correspondences : (1) Aryan (San-
skrit, Greek, Latin, etc.). (2) Low German (Gothic, Scan-

dinavian, Anglo-Saxon, English, etc.). (3) High German
(Old High German, Middle High German, New High Ger-

man).

(1) p b f(ph, bh) t d tti(dh) k g ch(kh, gh)
(2) }(b) p b th t d h k g
(3) b(i,v) f p d z(ts) t g(h) ch k(g).

For example, Skt. pitri (pitar) = Or. pater = L. pater =
Goth./odar = OHG. vatar = E. father; Skt. tmm = Gr.
= L. tu = Goth, thu = OHG. du = E. thou ; Skt. janu (for
*gdnu) = Gr. yovv L. genu = Goth, kniu = OHG. chniu,
chneo = E. knee, etc. In the application of Grimm's law
numerous inconsistencies and anomalies appear, due to in-

terference, conformation, particular position or sequence
of sounds, variations of accent, and other causes explained
by other philological laws, or remaining in small part oc-
cult. The most important of these other laws is Verner's
law (which see, below). See also the articles on the separate
letters. Haeckel'S law, a concise statement of the fact
that every individual organism, in its development from
the ovum (or its ontogeny), goes through a series of evolu-

tionary stages in each of which it represents a stage of the
evolution of the class to which it belongs (the evolution of
the class being phylogeny) ; and that every such organism

law
"breeds true"(or shows palingeny) in so far as it is influ-

enced by heredity, and becomes modified (or shows ke-

nogeny) in so far as it is influenced by conditions of en-

vironment. See kenogeny, ontogeny, pcdingemj, and phy-
lageny. Halifax law or inquest, a hasty trial followed

by immediate punishment; an irrevocable punishment in-

flicted upon a summary trial without adequate opportunity
of defense, so that subsequent proof of innocence becomes
unavailing. The phrase originated from the so-called gib-
bet law or custom in the forest of Hardwick, coextensive
with the parish of Halifax, England, under which the frith

burghers summarily tried any one charged with stealing

goods to the value of I'tyd., and could condemn him to be
beheaded on the market-day. Health laws. See health.

Heir at law. See heir. Higher law, a law paramount
to human law or statute. This phrase was used by Wil-

liam H. Seward in a speech in the United States Senate,
March llth, 1860, on the admission of California as a State,
and became celebrated in connection with the slavery ques-

tion, as intimating that, if the Constitution and laws did

not condemn it, the law of a common humanity and jus-
tice should be appealed to. Homestead law. See home-
stead. Inheritance tax law. See inheritance. Insol-
vent law. See insolvent. International law. Seeinter-

national. In the intendment of law. Seeintendment.

Issue Of law. See issue, 10. Joule's law, in elect.,

the law that the number of heat-units developed in a con-

ductor is proportional to the product of the square of the

strength of the current, the resistance of the conductor, and
the time during which the current flows. Judiciarylaw,
that part of law the source and evidence of which is the ad-

judications of the courts, as distinguished from statutes or

positive law. See case law, above. Jurin's law, in phys-

ics, the law that the ascent of a given liquid in a capillary
tube is inversely proportional to its diameter. Kepler's
laws, three laws of planetary motion, discovered by Johann

Kepler (1571-1630X who announced the first two in his "De
Motibus Stellse Martis,"in 1609, anddiscovered the thirdon
March 8th, 1618. The three laws are as follows : (1) The or-

bits of the planets are ellipses having the sun at one focus.

(2) The areas described by their radii vectores in equaltimes
are equal. (3) The squares of their periodic tim es are propor-
tional to the cubes of their mean distances from the sun.

KirchhofFs laws, in elect., two laws stated as follows : (a)
At any junction-point in a network of conductors the sum
of all the currents which flow toward the junction is equal
to the sum of all the currents which flow away from the

junction (called the condition of continuity). (6) In any
complete electric circuit the sum of the electromotive

forces, reckoned in order round the circuit, is equal to the
sum of the products of the current through and the resist-

ance of each conductor forming the circuit. Kopp'S law
ofboiling-points. See boiling-point. Law French, the
form of Old French (Norman French) used in all common-
law proceedings from the time of William the Conqueror
to that of Edward III., and to some extent long afterward
in certain formal state proceedings. Law language, the
technical phraseology used in legal writings and forms.

Law Latin, Latin as used in law and in legal documents.
It is a mixture of Latin with Old French and English words
adapted to Latin inflections. Law merchant, commer-
cial law ;

the body of principles and rules, drawn chiefly
from the customs of merchants, by which the rights and
obligations arising in commercial transactions are deter-

mined. Law Of absorption Of light, the law that the

proportion of homogeneous light transmitted varies geo-

metricallyas the thickness of the absorbing medium varies

arithmetically. Law of action and reaction, law of

causation, law of citations, law of color. See action,

causation, citation, color. Law Of contiguity. See con-

tiguity, 3. Law of continuity, ofdemand and supply,
Of equivalents. See continuity, demand, equivalent.
Law of disgregation, the law that the work of disgrega-
tion is proportional to the absolute temperature. Law
of error. See error, 6. Law of evidence, of facility,
of heterogeneity, of homogeneity, of integrity, of
mortality, of nature. See evidence, etc. Law of in-

dependence. See laws of motion, under motion. Law
Of nations, international law. The phrase law ofnations,
originally adopted to designate those ethical principles of
law deemed obligatory on all nations as the law of a par-
ticular nation is conceived as applicable to all persons with-
in that nation, has been superseded by the more appropri-
ate term international law (which see, under internation-

al), which includes the results of conventions and treaties.

Law of parsimony, the logical principle that we ought
not to suppose the existence of anything not necessary to
account for admitted facts. Law of perseverance. See
laws of motion, under motion. Law Of reciprocity Of
prime numbers, the proposition that if p and q are two
prime numbers, then, if p is a quadratic residue of q, q is

also a quadratic residue of p, unless both leave the remain-
der 3 when divided by 4, when, if p is a quadratic residue

of_g,
then Q is not a quadratic residue of p. Law of the

affinity or ideas. See affinity, 7. Law ofthe Burgun-
dians. See Papian code, under code. Law of the flag,
the law of the country to which a ship belongs. Law Of
the forum. See forum Law Of the land, (a) In con-
stitutional provisions securing its protection to persons
and property, due process of law.

By the law of the land is more clearly intended the gen-
eral law which hears before it condemns ;

which proceeds
upon inquiry, and renders judgment only after trial. The
meaning is that any citizen shall hold his life, liberty,

property, and immunities under the protection of general
rules which govern society. D. Webster,

(b) The established law of a country.
As soon as a nation has assumed the obligations of in-

ternational law, they become a portion of the lav; of the
land to govern the decisions of courts, the conduct of the
rulers, and that of the people.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 29.

Law saliquet. See Salic law, under Salic. Laws Of as-
sociation. See association of ideas, under association.

Laws Of honor. See honor. Laws Of Manu, a Hindu
code or compilation, partly of the laws administered in

Hindustan, and partly of that which in the opinion of
Brahmans ought to be the law. Laws Of motion. See
motion. Laws Of Ol&ron, the oldest collection of mod-
ern maritime laws, said to be a code existing at Oleron,
an island off the coast of France, about the middle of the
twelfth century, which was compiled and put on record



law

by Eleanor, Duchess of Guienne, mother of Richard I. of

England mid introduced Into England with oluc addi-

tions lu the reign of Kicliard I. (1189 '.mi. Laws of the

Decemvirs. See Twelve Tables, under ta.-Laws of

the Hanse towns. See Uan*ei. Laws of thermody-
namics. Seethermn/Jiiiiniiurx. Laws of Wlsby (or Wls-
fouy) 11 code or compilation of inaritiine customs and ad-

judications adopted in the inland of Gothland in the Baltic

sea, of which Wlsby was the principal seaport. By the

law-writers of the northern European nations It has been

claimed that these laws were older than the laws of Oleron,
but the better opinion seems to bo that they were later

and in some respects an improvement. The code was not

established by legislative authority, but its provisions at-

tained c In- -nini-l ion of general use und observance among
the mariners of northern Europe. Sometimes called the

UoMaiul o laws. Lenz's law, a law discovered by H. F.

E. Lenz, according to which the currents Induced in an
electric circuit, by changes of the current in, or of the po-
sition of, an adjacent circuit through which a current is

flowing, are always In such a direction as by their action

on the inducing circuit to oppose the change. Levlti-

oal law. See LeMical. lidford law, a punishment
without trial. Compare Halifax law. Local law. See
statute. -Lynch law. See lunch-law. Maine law, a pro-

hibitory liquor law paased by the legislature of Maine in

1851, and permanently established in 1858. Malice In
law. See malice. Mariotte's law. See Boyle's law.

Maritime, martial, mercantile, military, etc., law.
8ee the adjectives. Matter of law. See mailer. May
laws, several Prussian statutes (1873- 4), also called the

Fall! laws from the name of the introducer, restricting
the action of the church, by forbidding it to impose
civil penalties or pronounce against person, property,
freedom, or good name of the citizen, or use its discipline

against the law of the land, by extending state surveillance

over monastic colleges, reformatories, etc., and removing
hindrances to secession from any church. They were con-

siderably modified in 1887. Merseune's laws. [Named
from their discoverer, Marin Mersenne (1588 -1648), a Fran-

ciscan monk.) Tinvi laws showing the dependence of

the time of vibration of a string upon its length, tension,

and density: namely, that the time varies directly as

the length and as the square root of the density, and in-

versely as the square root of the tension. Mixed laws.
Mosaic law, municipal law, natural law, naval
law. See the adjectives. Moral law, that portion of

Old Testament law which relates to moral principles,

especially the ten commandments. Myrmidons of the
law. See myrmidon. Newton's law Of cooling, the

law that the quantity of heat lost by a body by radiation

in a given time is proportional to the difference between
its temperature and that of the surrounding medium.
It holds very nearly true within certain narrow limits.

Normative law, a rule to which any process must con-

form In order to attain its end. Ohm's law, In elect.,

an important law propounded by Q. S. Ohm, giving an

expression for the strength of an electric current, or the

quantity of electricity passing In a given time, under cer-

tain conditions. It may be expressed as follows : the

strength of an electric current or the quantity of electri-

city passing a section of the conductor in a unit of time, is

directly proportional to the whole electromotive force in

operation, and inversely proportional to the sum of all the

resistances in the circuit. Organic law. See organic.

Periodic law.ln ahem. See periodic. Policy of the law,
the general purpose and spirit of the law : a phrase used to

designate certain prohibitions applied by the courts, with-

out positive statute enactment Thus, a contract to com-

bine in bidding at a judicial sale, so as to diminish competi-
tion, is heldvoldas againstthepoKci/((f (A* tou>,or as against

public policy. Political law. See political.
- Poor law,

poor laws, laws providing for the support of paupers at

public expense. The general policy of such laws In England
and the United States has been to provide for the local care

of such persons as are unable to support themselves and

have not relatives bound to support them, under the su-

pervision of local officers in each parish, town, or county,
with restrictions Intended to prevent vagrancy and im-

posture, and to forbid the removal of the burden of sup-

port of any pauper from the town where he properly be-

longs to some other not properly responsible for him.

The act which is regarded as the foundation of the system
was passed in 1801 (43 Ellz., c. 2). Positive law. law or-

dained by legislative power ; human law ; law which owes
its force to human sanctions, as distinguished from divine

law Presumption of law. $eo presumption. -Private
law. See private.- Relief law, in U. S. hist., a law for

the relief of debtors. Revenue law. (a) A law which

provides for the assessment and collection of a tax to de-

fray the expenses of the government Cooley. (b) More

specifically, a law relating directly to the raising of the in-

come of the government, as distinguished from one inci-

dentally imposing fees, etc. Roman law, the system of

law developed by the ancient Romans : often also termed

the civil law (which see, under civil). Salic law. See

Salic. Sea. laws, the maritime codes which grew up in the

commercial ports of Europe in the early period of develop-

ment of modern commerce. See lawn of Oleron and fair*

of Ifiby. above. Special law. See general law, above,

and statute. State law. Seefederal la w.- Statute law.

See statute. Substantive law, the rules of right which
courts are culled on to administer, as distinguished from

rules of procedure or administration, called adjective law.

Sumptuary law, a law made to restrain excess In ap-

parel, food, or any luxuries. Laws having only this ob-

ject are now generally deemed objectionable as beyond
the true province of civil legislation. The opponents of

statutes in restraint of the liquor-traffic frequently stig-

matize such statutes as "
sumptuary laws." On the other

hand, they are defended as a proper exercise of the police

power of the state for the preservation of order and pre-

vention of erime.

It is the highest impertinence and presumption, there-

fore, in kings and ministers to pretend to watch over the

economy of private people, and to restrain their expense,
either by tumptuaryMM or by prohibiting the importation
of foreign luxuries: Adaw Smith.

Ten-hour law. See Amir. Theological ceremonial
law that portion of the (lid Testament law which relates to

the Jewish rites and ceremonies. To have the law of or

on, to enforce the law against ; go to law against. [Colloq.)

3377 lawing

There's a hackney-coachman down stairs . . . vowing law-burTOWS(la'bur'oz), n. Indents fair, a writ
he'll Aaw the law o/you. Thackeray, Vanity Fair. vi.

requiring one to give security against offering
To lay down the law. see dotcn-. Town-bonding violence to another.

f
Ing the effect of the position of accent In the shifting of laW-COUrt (la kort), n. A court of law.

the original Aryan mute consonants, and s, Into Low Ger- law-daughtert, n. A daughter-in-law. [Rare.]
man, and explaining the most Important anomalies

i, or < Immediately follows the position of the accent, It law-day (la'da), n. [< ME. lawdaye ;

f. th,ot A as stated In ^ i
j i . A day of open court. 2f. A leet or

position of the accent, .

* .i. _
sheriff's court.

That the KaiUles put In execution idle ordlnauncez of the

shifts regularly to the Low German/, th,

Grimm's law ; but If it precedes the position of the accent,
U becomes sonant that is, ;/, (, k, s change to b, d,g, r. The
law explains the apparent irregularity of Goth, /odor =
AS feeder = L. pater = Or. iraTTjp = Skt. pitar, etc., with . . . seid yelde and of the lau-daues.

the accent originally on the last syllable, and the Aryan t English Gilds (E. E. T. 8-X P. 370.

SSS^L^^V^SSS.i.US 3 A day appointed
for the discharge of a bond,

a* against Goth, brothar = AS. brulhur = Latin frater = after which the debtor could not at common
Gr. *parijp = Skt bhratar, with the accent originally on law be relieved from the forfeiture except by
the first syllable, and the changes regular according to

applying to a court of equity.
Grimm'slaw. It also explains the change of original to

j.LI-i. ". An obsolete form of fclfd
z,iromwhlch,lnAnglo-Saxon,etc.,wasdevelopcdr(asin laWOOt, . An'

.,,!.', !

lose, lorn, etc.). See rhotacunn.-Wager oflaw. See mo- lawert (la'er), w. [< ME. lawer (also lawyer,

ger. Weber's law, in ptychophysics, the statement lhat
q. v.); < fate 1 + -er 1 .] An obsolete form of

the variation of the stimulus which produces the least ap-

preciable variation in the sensation maintains a fixed ratio

to the total stimulus. It Is only approximately accurate,

iduWritten law, statute law, as distinguished from the

common law, or law resting in usage, custom, and the de-

cisions of the courts. (As to noted laws on particular sub-

jecta, such as no/uraitzafiim laws, fnemptton law,, recm-
struction laics, see the words characterizing the laws. See

*lwact,article,bill,by4au>,chartfr,code,decrcc,cdict,ordi-
nance, petition, prommon, ftatute.) = Syn. Right, Equity,
etc. (see justice) ; Law, Common Law, Statute, Enactment,
Edict, Decree, Ordinance, Regulation, Canon. Law is the

generic word, covering not only what is commanded by , /t./'i\ *

competent authority, but modes of action and orders of se- lawful (la ful), a.
'

lawyer.
Lawers haaynge greate desyr to conlynne and estab-

lyshe theyr opinions by the lawe of man, lay, that It is

shame to speake without lawe. Bible of It&l, EsA., Pref.

awet (la'et), n. [Javanese.] The salangane or

esculent swift, Collocalia escuteuta.

'-fathert, n. A father-in-law. [Bare.]
Next cooms thee lusty Chrorabns, . . .

Soon to king Priamus by law : thus he law/other helping.
Stamhunt, Jineld, II. 364.

[< ME. laweful; < fait 1 +
quence : as, the Salic 'law; a law of rhetoric or logic ; a fair -ful. ] 1 . Allowed by law ; legitimate ;

not con-
of nature ; a law of character. Common law is that rule

trary to law ;
free from legal objection : as, that

of action which has grown up from old usage and
jg deeme)j jawfu l which no law forbids ; many
things are lawful which are not expedient.

It shall not be lawfull ... to cary and transport . . .

any commodie of this Kcalme . . . but onely in English

legislative bodies ;
the slight difference between them Is

implied in their derivations. Edicts and decree*,on the other

hand, are not legislative, but personal or executive acts, an

edict being generally the command of a sovereign, and es-

pecially of an autocrat, while a decree is generally the order

of an executive body or a court. Ordinance is very broad

8n [plt UaHuyt's Voyages, I. 371.

Behold, thy disciples do that which is not lawful lo do

In its UK, being applied to rtottitoXespecially those bf great P n the >abbath '

,

Importance : as, the ordinance of 1787), to decreet, to the lo-

iples

day. Mat. ill 2.

2. Constituted or supported by law; capable
caHaw*

passed 'by city government*,
etc. A regulation It of being enforced bylaw; rightful: as, lawful

demands ;
the lawful owner of lands.

Burn, bonfires, clear and bright;
To entertain great England s lawful king.

SAo*., 2 Hen. VI, v. 1. 4.

a limited, subordinate, or temporary law or rule, perhaps
applying to details of management or behavior, and often

without expressed penalty for violation : as, army regula-

tions; the regulations in a constitution. Canon is In this

connection strictly an ecclesiastical term.

law1
(la), v. [< ME. "fatten, lahen, < AS. lagian,

make a law, ordain, < lagu, law: see fair1 , .]

I. trans. If. To make a law; ordain. 2. To

apply the law to; enforce the law against.

[Colloq.]
I've got a regular hotel license. . . . There's been folks

lawed In this town for sellin
1

a meal of victuals and not

having one. C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 144.

3. To give law to; regulate; determine. [Rare.]

But for how long the file may stang,
Let Inclination fate that

Burns, Jolly Beggars.

4f. In old English forest usage, to cut off the

claws and balls of the fore feet of (a dog) ;
mu-

tilate the feet of. as a dog; expeditate.

And he whose dogge Is not lawed and so founde, shalbe

amerced, and shall pay for the same. ill. s.

Rastall, Collect, of Statutes, fol. 186, Chart* de Forest*.

II. intrnns. 1. To go to law; litigate. [Obso- Olitit; these words apply to that which Is lawfu

lete or colloq.] lwlul, or perhaps only legal or Illegal, in trade r<

. .... or especially Intercourse, Olieit expressing much n" '
on brought a writ of error of this

probrium than unlawful or illegal. See criminal.

Tb' Wrnseu" foVUrpen^^p- lawfully (la'ful-i), adv. [< ME. lawfully ;

'cwr $nrr Lord Quliford, 1. 103. ful + -fy
2
.] In a lawful manner; in accoi

Sir Samuel Bernardlston b

Exchequer chamber jud

3. Possessing full legal rights. Lawful age.
See age, s. Lawful days. See dai/i. Lawful man
or woman, in law, a man or woman free and capable
of bearing oath. Stimuli. Lawful money, that money
which Is a legal tender In payment of debts. -Syn. 1.

Allowable, permissible, regular. 1 and 2. Lawful, Legal,

Legitimate, Licit, legalized, authorized, constitutional.

Just Between lawful and legal there Is really the same
difference In breadth that there Is between law and

legislation or statute. (See fan*'.) Legal is exact, mean-

Ing conformed to the law of the land, and having little

figurative use : as, legal interest ; a legal act. Lawful
means not opposed to law, primarily to the law of the land,

but with a good deal of freedom In figurative extension :

It is unlike law, however, In always seeming figurative

when carried beyond Its primary meaning. Legitimate
has as one of its primary meanings the idea of being born

under law : as, a legitimate child ; Its other meanings
are kindred. A legitimate inference is one that Is drawn
In conformity with the laws of truth or thought. That
which Is legitimate Is generally something made or done
In conformity to law, principle, justice, fairness, or pro-

priety.
Licit is rarely used

except_in
the phrase licit or

relations,
h more op-

<faw-
n accordance

2f. To study law.

Let him fair there : long as his ducats last, boy,
111 grace bun, and prefer him.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, It 2.

law2 (la), a. and f. An obsolete or dialectal

(Scotch) form of /arc2 .

law3
(la), . A dialectal form of fair3 .

law4
(la), interj. A variation of fa 1 , or often of

lord. Also laics.

cnwAi*A*nioo v*** iui-nes), w. l\ MXJ. -.v ~.

nesse; < lawful + -ness.] The character of being
lawful or conformable to law ; legality ; right-
fulness : as, the lawfulness of an action does not

always prove its propriety or expedience,

lawgiver (la'giv'er), n. [= Icel. loggjafart =
Dan. lorgiter. ] One who makes or enacts a law

or a code of laws ;
a legislator.

The sceptre shall not depart from Jndah. nor a fate-

giver from between his feet, until Shiloh come.
Cell. Xlix. 10.

Stubbt, Medieval and Modern Hist. p. 216.

legal paper, as a summons, affidavit, writ, lease,

etc., having blanks to be filled according to the

circumstances of the case,

law-book (la'buk). . [< ME. laghfboc; < far1

+ book.] A book relating to law, or containing
laws or reports of cases,

lawbreaker (la
' bra '

Wr), . One who breaks

or violates the law.

Waller.

lawing (la'ing), n. [Verbal n. of fair1 , c. In

def . 3, cf. equiv. D. gelag. lit.
' that which is laid

down.'] 1. A going to law; litigation. [Now

Ammlanns Marcellinns ascribeth to the Egyptians a

contentions humour, addicted to lawing and qnarreDa,
Pvrchat, Pilgrimage, p. 582.



of Lords are brought for decision before a specially con-

stituted court. See lord of appeal in ordinary.

They [the Peers] sit only during half the year. The law-

lords, whose advice is required to guide the unlearned

majority, are employed daily in administering justice else-

where. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

2. A judge of the Court of Session, the supreme
court of Scotland.

lawing

2!. The practice or act of cutting off the claws

and balls of the feet of an animal, as of the fore

feet of a dog, to incapacitate it from following

game. See law1
,
v. t., 4.

And such lawing shal be done by the assise commonly
used : that is to say, that iii. clawes of the forefoote shall

bee cut off by the skin.

Rastall, Collect, of Statutes, fol. 185, iv. .

The cruel mutilation, the lawing as it was called, of all lawly! (la ll), a. [< ME lawelyche, < AS labhc

dogs in the neighbourhood of the royal forests. (= Icel. logltgr = Sw. laghg = Dan. lovhg), law-

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, v. 108. ful, < lagu, law : see law1 and -ly
1
.] Lawful.

3. A reckoning at a public house
;
a tavern- lawly! (la'li), adv. [< ME. laweliche, lagelice,

bill. Also lawin. [Scotch.] < AS. lahlice(= Icel. logliga), lawfully, < lahltc,

Late at e'en, drinking the wine, ,
lawful : see lawly, a.) Lawfully.

And ere they paid the lawing, lawmaker (la'ma"ker), n. One who enacts or

They set a combat them between, ordains laws
;
a legislator ;

a lawgiver.*Z^&V^^
lawk (lak), interj. [Also lauk, lawks (cf . law*) ; tnor of tj,e "Brut") (ML. lagamannus, lageman-

*), < AS. lahmann, a man acquainted with the

law, and whose duty it was to declare it, prop, a
Scaud. term (= Icel. logmadhr, OSw. lagman),
< lagu, law, +mann, man.] 1. A man author-

ized to declare the law. Specifically (a) The chief

citizen or first commoner of an ancient Scandinavian com-

munity or state, who was the spokesman of the people

against the king and court at public assemblies, etc., the

guardian of the law, and president both of the legislative

,
.

a trivial euphemism for Lord. ] An exclamation

expressing wonder or surprise.

Lank, Mr. Weller, . . . how you do frighten one !

Dickens, Pickwick, xxxix.

Lawk help me, I don't know where to look.

Hood, The Lost Heir.

lawk-a-day (lak'a-da), interj. A variant of lack-

aday. Miss Hawkins, The Countess and Ger-

trude, III. 196.

lawks (laks), interj. A variant of lawk.

"Lawks!" exclaimed Mrs. Partington, "what monsters
these master-builders must be !

"

The Pioneer (New York), Oct., 1886.

lawland (la'land), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form
of lowland.

lawless (la'les), a. [< ME. laweles, lagelease (=
Icel. Wglauss = Sw. laglos = Dan. lovlo's) ;

< teic1

+ -less.] 1. Not subject or not submissive to

law
;
uncontrolled by law, whether natural, hu-

man, or divine; licentious; unruly; ungoverned:
as, lawless passions ;

a lawless tyrant or brigand.
And wrong repressed, and establisht right,
Which lawlesse men had formerly fordonne.

Spenser, F. Q., V. i. 2.

To be worse than worst
Of those that lawless and incertain thought
Imagine howling ! Shak., M. for M., iii. 1. 127.

For him Antsea burn'd with lawless flame,
And strove to tempt him from the paths of fame.

Pope, Iliad, vi. 201.

2. Contrary to law; opposed to the laws of the
land or of order ; illegal ; disorderly : as, a law- lawmpast,
less claim

;
lawless proceedings. Fairholt.

He needs no indirect nor lawless course.

,

body and of the law-courts. (6) The president of the su-

preme court of Orkney and Shetland while the islands re-

mained under Norse rule.

The OdaUer [of Orkney and Shetland] owned no vassal-

age to king, earl, lawman (chief judge), or hofding, but,
with characteristic love of system and deference to lawful

authority, he yielded to each in his degree the obedience
of a subject. Memorial for Orkney, quoted in Westmin-

ister Rev., CXXVIII. 688.

2. One of a body of aristocrats who held magis-
terial office in towns of Danish origin in early

England.
A member, doubtless the foremost member, of the Dan-

ish civic Confederation, it [Lincoln) still retained a Danish

patriciate of twelve hereditary Lawmen. . . . The Law-
men of Lincoln enjoyed the rights of territorial lords. All

twelve were clothed with the judicial powers of sac and
sue. . . . And it is to be noticed that three of these great
officers were men in holy orders.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, IV. 208.

lawmonger (la'mung"ger), n. A low practi-
tioner of law

;
a pettifogger.

Though this chattering lawmonger be bold to call it

wicked. Hilton, Colasterion.

An obsolete spelling of tempos1
.

01 .*<; course. lawn1
(Ian), n. [A corruption of lawnd1

. laund1
:

Shak., Rich. III., L 4. 224. gee iauna\.] l. An open space in a torest or

between or among woods
;
a glade.3. Destitute of law; not conformable to rule

or reason; abnormal; anomalous: as, lawless

eccentricities
;
lawless prosody.

Mastering the lawless science of our law.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

4. Deprived of legal rights; beyond the pale
of the law. Lawless churches, formerly, in England,
churches and chapels exempted from the visitation of the

ordinary, the ministers of which usually celebrated mar-

riage without license or banns. Lawless court. See
court. Lawless man, a man who is deprived of the bene-
fit or protection of the law

;
an outlaw. Compare lawful

man, under lawful.

lawlessly (la'les-li), adv. In a lawless man-
ner, or in a manner contrary to law; unlawful- lawn1

(Ian), v. t. [< lawn1
, n.] To make into

_ly; without regard for law. lawn; lay down in grass as a lawn. [Rare.]
The condition or

Qlye me tftate to improve an ol(i famliy 8eat

By lawning an hundred good acres of wheat.

Anstey, New Bath Guide, Conclusion.

lawn2 (Ian), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also lawne,

laune,<.WE.lawnde,launde; origin uncertain; by
some regarded as a peculiar use of lawn1

, eitherDe Quincey Rhetoric. (( becau|e j^ itg gnene ss it was bleacned on
Cf. the older form a lawn or smooth grassy sward" (Imp. Diet.)

lawny
The next to it in goodnesse is the line called Byssus, the

fine lawne or tilfanie whereof our wives and dames at home
set so much store by for to trim and deck themselves.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xix. 1.

They threw off their doublets both,
And stood up in their sarks of lawn.

Duel of Wharton and Stuart (Child's Ballads, VIII. 263).

An awful period for those who ventured to maintain lib-

eral opinions ;
and who were too honest to sell them for

the ermine of the judge or the lawn of the prelate.

Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, ii.

2. In ceram., a fine sieve, generally of silk,

through which slip for glazing is passed to bring
it to uniform fineness and fluidity. Bishop's
lawn, cobweb lawn, cypress lawnt, etc. See the

qualifying words.

II. a. Made or consisting of lawn Lawn
Sleeves, sleeves of lawn ; the sleeves of an Anglican bishop.
See bishop-sleeve.

Suppose the Church, your present mistress, dressed in

lawn sleeves, on one hand, and: Miss Sophia, with no lawn
about her, on the other, which would you be for?

Goldsmith, Vicar, vii.

For you, right rev'rend Osnaburg,
Nane sets the lawn-sleeves sweeter.

Burns, A Dream.

My lords of the lawn-sleeves have lost half their honours
now. Thackeray, Virginians, Iviii.

lawnd1
!,

An earlier form of laund1 .

lawnd2
!, n. An earlier form of lawn%.

lawn-mower (lan'mo'er), n. One who or that

which mows a lawn; specifically, a machine,
either pushed over the ground by hand or drawn

by a horse, according to its size, for cutting the

grass on a lawn. The lawn-mower consists essentially
of a double-edged spiral knife, or a series of spiral knives,
set in the periphery of a cylinder, which is caused by gear-

ing to rotate in contact with the edge of a stationary recti-

linear knife placed tangentially to the cylinder at theheight
from the ground at which the grass is to be cut. The knives
thus clip off the grass upon the principle of scissors.

lawn-sprinkler (lau'springk'ler), . A contri-

vance for irrigating a lawn or garden gently
and evenly. A common form consists of a vertical

pipe supported on a stand, and having an attachment for

a hose at the lower and a swivel collar at the upper end.

From the swivel collar project one or more short branches
with small perforations, and all turned laterally in the same
direction with reference to the center. When the water
is turned on, its escape from these holes causes the swivel

collar to revolve rapidly, and the water is by centrifugal
force spread in fine drops over a circle of moderate diame-
ter.

lawn-tennis (lan'ten'is), H. A game played
with a ball and rackets on a lawn or other
smooth surface by two, three, or four persons.
A space, 78 by 27 feet if two play, 78 by 36 if three or four

play (called a court), is laid off, and is divided lengthwise
into two equal parts by the line L F, and crosswise by
a net, C I, 3 feet high in the middle, and 3 feet 6 inches

Groves whose rich trees wept odorous gums and balm; . . .

Betwixt them lawns, or level downs. Milton, P. L., iv. 262.

Brushing with hasty steps the dews away,
To meet the sun upon the upland lawn.

Gray, Elegy.

Those long, rank, dark wood-walks drench'd in dew,
Leading from lawn to lawn. Tennyson, Fair Women.

2. An open space of ground of some size, cov-

ered with grass, and kept smoothly mown, as

near a dwelling or in a pleasure-ground.
Four courts I made. East, West, and South and North.

In each a squared lawn. Tennyson, Palace of Art.



law-officer

law-officer (li'i/ofi-scr), H. Anoflicrrof tholaw;
one vested with legal authority in respect totho
administration of justice.

law-piece (lu'j>es), . In fishery, an addition
to the leader of a pound. [Local, U. 8.]

Some' fishermen hnil an cxcessof 25 feet to the end of the

loader, which addition was known as the law-pitcr, and,
when it w:w hrailed up, it left the leader as complete and
effectual for guiding the Ilsh into the pound as before.

Conn. Rep., 1871, p. 30.

law-pudderingt (la'pud*6r-ing), n. Meddling
or "

pottering
' in the law. [Rare.]

Declaring his capacity nothing refined since hla law-pud-
dering, but still the same It was In the pantry and at the
dresser. Milton, Colasterion.

lawrencite (la'ren-sit), . [Named after Dr.
J. Lawrence Smith (1818-83) of Louisville, Ken-
tucky.] Native iron protochlorid, a substance
not uncommon in meteoric irons.

laws (lax), iitterj. See laic*.

law-sheep (la'shep), n. See law-binding.

lawson-evet, . An obsolete form of Low Sun-

day eve. See low2 . Hampson, Med. Kalend., ii.

236. (Halliwell.)
Lawsonia (la-so'ni-ft), . [NL. (Linnteus),
named after John Lawson, M. D., author of "A
New Voyage to Carolina" (1709).] A genus of

pplypetalous shrubs, consisting of a single spe-
cies, L. iiiermis, the celebrated henna-plant of
the East. See henna. The genus belongs to the nat-
ural order Lythrariece, or Lythracete, the loosestrife fam-
ily, and to the tribe Lythrem, being closely related to the

crape-myrtle. (See Laijerntrasmia.) It has a 4-parted calyx,
4 petals, 8 stamens, a globose 4-cellcd capsule bursting
irregularly, opposite, short-petioled, ovate-lanceolate, en-
tire leaves, and white flowers crowded in fascicles or short

axillary corymbs. The plant is probably indigenous to
northern Africa, Arabia, and the East Indies, but is culti-
vated and naturalized throughout the tropics. In England
it is often called Egyptian privet, and in the West Indies
it goes by the name of Jamaica mignonette.
Lawson's cypress, n. See cypress, 1 (6).

law-stationer (la'sta'shon-er), n. A sta-

tioner who keeps on sale the articles required
by lawyers, such as parchment, tape, foolscap,
brief-paper, etc., and who sometimes, in Eng-
land, takes in drafts or writings to be fairly

copied or engrossed for lawyers.
lawsuit (la'sut), n. A suit at law or in equity ;

an action or a proceeding in a civil court
;
a pro-

cess in law instituted by one party to compel
another to do him justice.
law-wortht (la'werth), a. Law-worthy.

We therefore command you, . . . upon the oath of good
and laic-worth men of your bailiwick.

English Oilda (E. E. T. s.l, p. 243.

law-wqrthyt (la'wer'Tiii), a. Possessing full

legal rights.
The law worthy man could give evidence in a court of

justice, in his own favour or that of another, and could
call upon his neighbour and his friends to Justify him.

Loftie, Hist London.

law-writer (la'ri'ter), . 1. A writer on law;
one who writes law-books. 2. A copier or en-

grosser of legal papers.
lawyer (la'yer), n. [< ME. lawyer (also lower,
lawere: see lawcr) ; < law1 + -ier*, -yer.~\ 1. One
who is versed in the law, or is a practitioner of
law

;
one whose profession is to prosecute or de-

fend suits in courts, or advise clients as to their

legal rights, and aid them in securing those

rights. It is a general term, comprehending attorneys,
counselors, solicitors, proctors, barristers, Serjeants, and
advocates.

ge legistres and laipyfre* holdeth this for treuthe,
That if I lye Mathew is to blame.

Piers Plowman (BX viL 69.

Why may not that be the skull of a lawyer I Where be
his quiddities now, his quillets, his cases, his tenures, and
his tricks? Shak., Hamlet. T. 1. 107.

2. In the New Testament, an interpreter or ex-

pounder of the Mosaic law.
And Jesus answering spake unto the lawyers and Phari-

sees, saying. Is it lawful to heal on the sabbath day?
Luke xiv. 3.

3. The mudfish or bowfln, Amia calva; also,
the burbot, Lota, macxloxa : both more fully
callotl Inh-Iinryer. [Local, U. S.] 4. The
black-necked stilt, Himtint/>/is tti(/ricollis. De
Kay. [Local, U. S.] 5. An old thorny stem
of a brier or bramble, as of Rosa canina or Ru-
lui* fi'iitirii.iit.t. [Provincial.] Canon lawyer,
crown lawyer, etc. See the qualifying words. High
lawyer*, a mounted robber or highwayman. Also called

hightray lawyer. [Thieves' cant.]

The legerdemaine of . . . high Lawyers.
Greene, Oroats-worth of Wit (ed. Dyce), Int, p. xxix.

lawyerly (la'yer-li), o. [< lawyer + -Iy
1
.] Like

a lawyer; befitting a lawyer.
To which and other Law-tnictats I referr the more Latr-

yerlie mooting of this point. Milton. Eikonoklastes, v.

lax 1
(laks), a. and . [= OF. lasche, F. l,i<-li> .

loose, slack, lax, sluggish, cowardly, = Sp. Pg.
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lain = It. lasso, slack, lax, loose, lasro, lazy, idle,

sluggish, < L. laxus (ML. also transposed *las-

ciu, > OF. lasche, F. I4che, etc., > E. lath*, la.-/-
1,

wide, open, loose, lax, slack; akin to languere,
be languid (see languid^, languish), and to K.

lii(/i and lack 1
. Hence ult. lask2

,
lache2

,
lash2

,

laches, etc., lease2
, release, relax, etc.] I. a. 1.

Slack
; loose

;
soft

;
not firm in texture, consis-

tency, or tension ; readily yielding to touch or

pressure: as, lax flesh or fiber; a lax cord.

The flesh of that sort of flsh being lax, and spungy, and
nothing so firm, solid, and weighty as that ox the bony
fishes. Kay, Works of Creation, ii.

And think, if his lot were now thine own,
To grope with terrors nor named nor known.
How laxer muscle and weaker nerve
And a feebler faith thy need might serve.

Wh&tier, Double-Headed Snake.

2f. Loose
;
free ; being at ease.

Meanwhile inhabit lax [that Is, dwell at ease], ye powers
of heaven. Millun, r. L., vii. 162.

3. Relaxed; not retentive: as, lax bowels.
4. Loose as regards force or energy; wanting
vigor; weak; remiss; lacking in strictness : as,
lax discipline; he is {ax in his duty.
Under his lax administration, abuses of every kind bad

multiplied to an alarming extent.

Pracott, Ferd. and Isa,, U. 8.

It was a prejudice against a man of lax principle and
lax life. George Eliot, Mai on the Floss, vi. 12.

6. Loose in construction or application ; not

rigidly exact or precise; vague; equivocal.
The word " raternus

"
itself is sometimes of a lax signifi-

cation. Fortin, Christian Religion, vi.

The conventuals had been countenanced in their lax

interpretation of the rules of their order by many of their
own superiors. Prcfcott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 6.

6. In Jot., loose or open; not compact: said of
some panicles.

II. n. If. A loosing; relief.

O wharefore should I tell my grief.
Since lax I canna find?

Bonny Baby Livingston (Child's Ballads, IV. HI.

2. A looseness; diarrhea.

lax 1

1 (laks), v. t. [< L. laxare, loosen, relax, <

laxwi, loose : see lax1 ,
a. Cf . lease2

,
ult. the same

word.] To relax.

An extream fear and an cxtream ardour of courage do

equally trouble and lax the belly.

Cotton, tr. of Montaigne, xli.

Iax2t (laks), H. [Formerly also lacks (Kilian);
< ME. lax, < AS. leax = MB. lacks, lacks, lasche,
lack = OHQ. MHO. lahs, G. lachs = Icel. Sw. lax
= Dan. laks, a salmon, = Pol. loson, a salmon,
= Russ. lososii = Lith. laszisza = Lett, limi,*, a

salmon-trout.] A salmon. Ash.

laxatift, a. and n. An obsolete form of laxatirc.

laxationt (lak-sa'shon), n. [= It. lassazione,

weariness, weakness, < L. laxatio(n-), a widen-

ing, LL. a mitigation, < laxare, pp. laxatus,

widen, open, unloose, relax, < laxus, wide, loose :

see lax* and lease2
."]

A loosing or slacking up ;

relaxation.
So all I wish must settle in this sum,
That more strength from taxations come.

W. Cartwright, A New Year's Gift to a Noble Lord.

laxative (lak'sa-tiv), a. and . [< ME. laxatif,
< F. laxatif = Pr. laxatiu = Sp. Pg. laxatico =
It. lassativo, < L. laxativits, loosening, < laxare,

pp. laxatus, loosen: see taxation.] I. a. If.

Loose; soft; easy.
I am of such a laxative laughter thot if the devil himself

stood by I should laugh in his face.

Middltton CO, The Puritan, iii. ii.

Fellows of practised and most laxative tongues.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, Apol.

2. In med., having the power or quality of re-

lieving from constipation by relaxing or open-

ing the intestines. Compare cathartic, 1.

II. n. A medicine that relieves from costive-

ness by relaxing the intestines ; a gentle purga-
tive.

For Goddes love, as tak some laxatif.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 123.

laxativeness (lak'sa-tiv-nes), n. The quality
of being laxative.

laxator (lak-sa'tqr), n.
; pi. laxatores (lak--.fi-

to'rez). [NL., < t. laxare, pp. laxatus, loosen:

see luxation.] In anat.. that which relaxes or
loosens: the opposite of tensor Laxator tyru-
pani, the relaxer of the tympanum, a part of the anterior

ligament of the malleus, once supposed to be muscular.

laxiflorous (lak-si-flo'rus), a. [< L. lasnx, lax,
+ flos (flor-), flower, + -ous.] Having loose or

scattered flowers. [Rare.]
laxifolious (lak-si-fo'li-us), a. [< L. laxus, lax.

+ folium, leaf, + -oiw.] Having the leaves

loosely disposed. [Rare.]
laxist (lak'sist), n. [< laxi + -t**.] One who
favors or allows a lax or loose interpretation

lay

or application of moral law; sp. citicnlly, one of
a school of casuists who hold that even slightly
probable opinions may be followed. The lax-

Ists were condemned by Pope Innocent XI.

(1079). and they form no avowed school. See

probaoiluit.

laxity (lak'si-ti), n. [< F. laxite (in older form
Idclicte) = Sp. laxidad = It. laiaila, laxchila, <

L. laxita(t-)s, laxity, < laxus, loose : see fa*l, a.]
1. The quality of being lax ; looseness; slack-

ness; want of material firmness, tension, or co-

herence.

The former causes could never beget whirlpools In a
chaos of so great a laxity and thinnest. /:./"./

2. Relaxedness; want of rotentiveness: as, lax-

ity of the bowels. 3. Slackness of force or en-

ergy; lack of vigor or strictness; weakness; re-

missness.

Nothing can be more Improper than ease and butty of

expression, when the Importance of the subject Impresses
solicitude, or the dignity of the person exacts reverence.

Juhnton, Rambler, No. 152.

Fixed a deep stain on It by the careless laxity of their
morals. Preteott, Kerd. and Isa., Int

4f. Openness; roominess. [Rare.]
The hills In Palestine generally had in their sides plenty

of caves, and those of such laxity and receipt that ours in

England are but conny-boroughs, if compared to the pal-
aces which those hollow places afforded.

Fuller, llsgah .Sight, II. v. .',.

laxly i Inks' Ii), iii/r. In a lax manner; loosely;
without exactness.
laxmannite (laks 'man-it), n. [Named after

E. Laxmann, a Swedish chemist.] In mineral.,

same as rauquclinite.
laxness (laks'nes), n. A lax condition.

lay 1
(la), r.; pret. and pp. laid (formerly also

layed), ppr. laying. [< ME. leycn, Itien, Itggen

(pret. leide, leyde, legde, pp. leid, leyd, i-leid,

i-leyd, etc.), < AS. lecgan (pret. legde, rarely
contr. lede, pp. qe-legcd, rarely contr. ge-led) (=
OS. leggian = (jFries. lega, leia, Icdsa, lidsia =
D. MLG. Icggen = OHG. leggan, lekkan, legen,
MHG. G. legen = Icel. leggja = Dan. la-gge =
Sw. lagga = Goth, lagjan), lay, cause to lie, a
causal verb, < licgan (pret. la-ij), lie: see We1 .

Lay is thus the causal verb of He (pret. lay).
The two verbs, entirely distinct in AS., began
to be confused in ME"., and the admission of
i nt runs, uses of the orig. trans, lay, the general
freedom of change from intrans. to trans, uses
of verbs, and the instability of E. diphthongs
containing, as in lay and lie, an absorbed gut-
tural, have made the distinction difficult to

keep. Uneducated speakers very commonly,
and in certain uses even educated speakers,
use lay, v. and ., for lie; but rarely We for lay.]

I. trans. 1 . To cause to lie or rest
; put or place

in a position or situation, or as a deposit or a
burden ; deposit ; place ; impose : as, to lay a

thing down; to lay one's hands on a thing; to

lay a submarine cable; to lay an embargo on

something; to lay a tax on land.

And In a chare they hym launr,
And ladd hym home Into AimAnd ladd hym home Into Almayne.

MS. Cantab. Ft. It 88, f. 77. (Uallimll.)

There dorst no wight bond upon him legie.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 17.

Come, now bait your hook again, and lay it into the
water, for it rains again ; and we will even retire to the

sycamore-tree, and there I will give yon more directions

concerning flshlng. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 116.

Her arms across her breast she laid.

Tennyson, Beggar Maid.

2. To put or place in some situation, state, or
condition expressed by a qualifying adjunct,
such as aside, away, by, down, up, etc. (see the

phrases below): as, to Iny by money; to lay
away one's clothes in lavender.

The successful candidate being he who could lay his
bowl the nearegt to the mark.

Strvtt, Sports and Pastimes, p. SS9.

Specifically 3. To cause to lie in a prostrate,
reclining, or recumbent position, as in or on a
bed or on the ground.

Whanne he came ther he leyde hym on his bedd.

Generyd.es (E. E. T. S.X 1- 763.

Forwearled with my sportcs, I did alight
From loftle steed, and downe to sleepe me layd.

Spenser, F. Q., L ix. U.

4. To strike down ;
beat prostrate ; overthrow

and make prostrate or level.

Many a lifeless lud layed to the grounde,
That the! ne stirred of the stede strife for to make.

Aluaunder of Maeedoine (E. E. T. S.X 1. 302.

That speare cnchaunted wag which faurf tbee on thegreene.
Spenter, F. Q., III. I. 7.

>li:tll we knit our powers.
And lay this Anglers even with the ground ?

Shak., K. John, II. 1. S.



lay
Yniol with that hard message went ; It (ell,

Like flaws in summer laying lusty corn.

Tennyson, Oeraint.

5. To cause to lie quiet or still
; bring to a state

of rest or quietness ; put down; allay.

Where are my tears? rain, to lay this wind, or my heart
will be blown up by the root. Shak., T. and C.

,
iv. 4. 65.

Alas ! the devil 's sooner raised than laid.

Oarrick, Prol. to School (or Scandal.

6. To place in contiguity or near relation; jux-

tapose; annex; conjoin.

Woe unto them that join house to house, that lay field

to field. Isa. v. S.

7. To place in an orderly fashion, as in courses
or layers ; dispose serially or in courses ; put
together in proper position : as, to lay bricks

;

to lay the timbers of a ship. 8. To form or

construct by arranging and placing in order the
serial parts or elements of : as, to lay a founda-

tion; to lay a mine in besieging a town
;
to lay

a floor.
Or that the broader way

Gives Danger room more ambushes to lay.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 8.

It is reported, that when the workmen began to lay the

platform at Chalcedon, how certain Eagles convayed their

lines to the other side of the Straight.
Sandys, Travailes, p. 23.

9. To put into shape or form mentally; settle

or determine upon; fix; arrange; contrive:
often with out: as, to lay plans; to lay out a
course of action.

He had his liking ilaide that Ladie too wedde.
Alimunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 203.

God had laid it so that Moses should be settled this way,
by having so able a man, and then a man in whom he
might be so confident as a brother, joined in commission
with him. Donne, Sermons, v.

You may guess how ill laid his schemes were, when he
[Lord Bath] durst not indulge both his ambition and ava-
rice ! Walpole, Letters, II. 7.

10. To direct by planning; mark out: order:

as, the captain laid his course toward the land.

11. To put down or deposit as a stake or

wager; stake; risk as a bet on a contingency;
wager; bet; venture.

I will lai with the, Litel John, twenti pound so read.

Playe of Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 425).

Ill lay my life this is my husband's dotage.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iv. 1.

12. To place on or over a surface; apply or fix

superficially; superpose: as, to lay on paint or

plaster; to lay one fabric over another in sew-

ing.
I will lay sinews upon you, and will bring up flesh upon

you. I'.zuk. xxxvii. 6.

13. To cover wholly or in part with something
else; coat or mark with something affixed: as,
to lay a rope with sennit, or a garment with
braid.

For it [the robe] ful wel
With orfrays leyd was every del.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 1076.

Ye shall every one have a velvet coat,
Laid down with golden laces three.

Johnie Armstrang (Child's Ballads, VI. 42).

A building of stone . . . being not finished, and laid
with clay for want of lime, two sides of it were washed
down to the ground. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 76.

14. To deposit the proper things on or in: in
certain special uses: as, to lay a table (with
cloth, dishes, etc.) ;

to lay printers' cases (with
new type).
When she woke up she heard Mrs. Bolton laying the

table for her one o'clock dinner.

Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 142.

15. To bring forth and deposit, as eggs: said

specifically of any oviparous animal.

Wol thou thai [hens] often hatche and eyron grete
Thai legge? Half boiled barly thou hem bring.

Pattadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 22.

The flies of latter spring,
That lay their eggs, and sting and sing.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, 1.

16. To put or place to one's account or credit
;

charge; impute.
Men groan from out of the city : . . . yet God layeth not

folly to them. Job xxiv. 12.
So prepare the poison

As you may lay the subtile operation
Upon some natural disease of his.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, ii. 1.

17. To present or prefer: as, to lay claim to

something.
She shows you, Curius,

What claim your country lays to you, and what duty
You owe to it B. Jonson, Catiline, ill. 2.

John Earl of Mountford laid Claim to the Duchy of Brit-

ain, but in the Quarrel was taken Prisoner by the King of
France. Baker, Chronicles, p. 120.
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Specifically, in law: (a) To present or bring before a court
of justice : as, to lay an indictment, (b) To allege ; state :

as, to lay the venue ;
to lay damages.

18f. To search; haunt.
I have been laying all the town for thee.

Middletan, Trick to Catch the Old One, i. 2.

19t. Same as to lay for (which see, under II.).

Master Primero was robbed of a carkanet upon Monday
last; laid the goldsmiths, and found it.

Middleton, Your Five Gallants, iv. 8.

Laid aback. See a&octi. Laid embroidery. (o)Gimp-
ed or raised embroidery. (b) Church embroidery in gen-
eral. Diet, of Needlework. Laid gold, in embroidery,
heavy gold thread laid fiat upon the surface and held

down, as in couched work, by stitches. Laid on, in

carp., said of moldings made in strips nailed to any sur-

face. Laid rope. See rope. Laid work, in embroidery,
same as laid embroidery. Lath laid and set. See lathi.

To lay aboard. See aboard^. To lay a cable or

rope, to unite and twist the strands. To lay a course,
to lie or sail in a certain direction without being obliged
to tack. To lay a dak. See dot. To lay alongt, to

prostrate ; knock down ; overthrow.

To overthrow, lay along, and destroy, sterno.

Withals, Diet. (ed. 1608), p. 202.

In one place the walls of cities are laid along.
Holland.

The leaders first he laid along. Dryden, JEneld, i. 264.

To lay aside, (a) To put on one side or out of the way
for a time or for a purpose ;

reserve from present use : as,
to lay aside one's work, or part of one's earnings. (6) To
put away permanently ; give up ; abandon ; discard : as, to

lay aside a bad habit. To lay away, (a) To put aside ;

give up ; discard.

Such the sight
Of fowle Duessa, when her borrowed light
Is laid away, and counterfesaunce knowne.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vUi. 49.

(6) To lay by or aside for preservation ; place in store for
safe keeping or future use : as, to lay away a hundred dol-
lars a year. To lay before, to exhibit or submit to ; pre-
sent for inspection or consideration to : as, he laid his pa-
pers, or his opinions, before the committee. To lay by.
(a) To put aside or away ; put off ; dismiss ; discard.

And she arose, and went away, and laid by her vail from
her. Gen. xxxviii. 18.

Lay by all nicety and prolixious blushes.

Shak., M. for M., Ii. 4. 162.

They would lay by their animosities implicitly, if he bid
them be friends. Steele, Spectator, No. 497.

(b) To put aside for future use; lay up; reserve: to, to lay
by a part of one's income. To lay by the heels. See
heeli. To lay by the lee, to bring by the lee. See bring.
To lay Claim to. See claim*, and def. 17, above. To

lay down, (a) To relinquish ; abandon ; resign ; give up :

as, to lay down an office or commission, (ft) To stake or de-

posit as a pledge, equivalent, or satisfaction : as, lay down
your money.
Next day he writ to me that eight pounds would dis-

charge him, and that Mr. Selden would lay down hah*.

Donne, Letters, Ixxii.

(et) To fasten down or apply as embroidery ; embroider
;

decorate.

A scarlet cloak, laid down with silver lace three inches
broad. Scott, Monastery, xiv.

(d) To set down, as a plan on paper ; delineate : as, to lay
down a chart of a shore or sea

;
in ship-building, to layoff

(see below), (e) To set down as a basis for argument or
action ; in general, to affirm ; assert ; as, to lay down a

proposition or principle; especially, to assert magisteri-
ally or dictatorially : as, to lay down the law.

Hee layes you downe a hundred wild plots, all impossible
things, which you must be ruled by perforce.

Up. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Medling Man.
Plato lays it down as a maxim that men ought to wor-

ship the gods according to the laws of the country.
Swift, Sentiments of a Ch. of Eng. Man, i.

(/) To store away for future use, as wine or provisions in
a cellar.

Mr. Linkinwater had only been here twenty year, Sir,
when that pipe of double-diamond was laid down.

Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xxxvii.

To lay fortht, to lay or set out ; expend ; set forth. To
lay hands on. See hand.lo lay or put heads to-
gether, to confer; consult To lay hold Of or on, to

grasp; seize; catch. To lay in, to provide or procure
and place in store : as, to lay in provisions. To lay in
balance. See balance. To lay In lavender. See lav-
enderz. To lay in one's disht ,

to urge as an objection;
make a subject of accusation, or an occasion of faultfind-

ing with one.

Last night you lay it, madam, in our dish
How that a maid of ours (whom we must check)
Had broke your bitches leg.

Sir J. Harington, Epigrams, i. 27.

Think'st thou 'twill not be laid f th' dish
Thou turn'dst thy back ? quoth Echo, pish.

S. Butter, Hndibras, I. iii. 209.

To lay It on, to do anything to excess, as to be lavish in

expenditure, to charge an exorbitant price, to natter or
denounce extravagantly, etc.

My father hath made her mistress of the feast, and she
lays it on. Shak., W. T., iv. 3. 41.

For inconstancy 111 suffer ;

Lay it on, justice, till my soul melt in me.
Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iv. 2.

To lay Off. (a) To remove and lay aside ; rid one's self of :

as, to lay off an outer garment ; to lay off a burden. (6) To
dismiss, as a workman, usually temporarily. [Colloq., U.
S.] (c) To measure or mark off ; delineate on paper, as the
details of a survey or plan, (d) In ship-building, to trans-
fer (the plans of a ship) from the paper to the full size on

lay
the floor of the mold-loft, (e) To turn from any point or

object, as the head of a boat. To lay on. (a) To apply
with force ; inflict : as, to lay on blows, (b) To supply, as

water, gas, etc., to houses by means of pipes leading from
a main reservoir: sometimes used figuratively in this

sense, (c) To turn toward any point or object, as the
head of a boat, To lay one open to, to expose one to.

To lay one's self fortht, to exert one's self vigorously
or earnestly. To lay one's self out, to make vigorous or
earnest effort; exert one's self; take special pains. To
lay on loadt, to lay load ont, to hit hard; attack

fiercely or with vigor ; belabor.

They fell from words to sharpe, and laid on load amaine,
Untill at length in fight hight Irenglas was slain.

Mir. for Mags., p. 134. (Nares.)

Britomart and gentle Scudamour . . .

So dreadfull strokes each did at other drive,
And laid on load with all their might and powre.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. ix. 22.

To lay on the table. See table. To lay open, (a) To
open; make bare; uncover; show; expose; reveal: as,
to lay open the designs of an enemy.

Their smoothness, like a goodly champaign plain,
Lays open all the little worms that creep.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1248.

(b) To make an opening in ; wound ; cut in such a way as
to expose what is inside or underneath.

Its edge laid the rapparee's face open in a bright scarlet

gash extending from eyebrow to chin.

Laurence, Guy Livingstone, p. 130.

To lay out. (a) To expend ; dispense ;
lavish. (bt) To

display ; show or exhibit.

Live and lay out your triumphs, gild your glories.

Fletcher, Mad Lover, iii. 4.

(c) To show or set forth; expose.

He was dangerous, and takes occasion to lay out bigotry
and false confidence in all its colours. Bp. Atterbury.

(d) To plan ; dispose in order the several parts of : as, to

lay out a garden, (e) To dress in grave-clothes and place
in a recumbent and extended posture for burial : said of a
corpse. (/) To disable ; place hors de combat : as, he laid
him out with a single blow or shot. [Vulgar.] To lay
over, to spread over ; incrust ; cover the surface of ; over-

lay: as, to lay over with gold or silver. To lay Siege to.

(a) To besiege ; encompass with an army.

After this it was concluded that the King should lay
Siege to the City of Tournay. Baker, Chronicles, p. 259.

(6) Figuratively, to importune ; besiege with constant so-

licitations. To lay the land (naut), to cause the land

apparently to sink or appear lower by sailing from it, the
distance diminishing the elevation. To lay the venue,
in law, to specify a certain place as the venue. To lay
to. (a) To apply with vigor.

Lay to your fingers ; help to bear this away.
Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 281.

(6t) To attack or harass, (c) Naut., to check the motion
of, as a ship, and cause her to be stationary. To lay to
gaget. See gage*. To lay to heart. See heart. To
lay to one's charge, to accuse one of

;
hold one respon-

sible for. To lay Up. (a) To store away or lay aside, as
for future use

; deposit ; store up.

Lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven. Mat. vi. 20.

(6) To reserve ; hold in reserve.

There were forty or fifty acres of grass laid up for hay.
Fronde, Sketches, p. 74.

(c) To confine to the bed or one's room, as by illness; in-

capacitate or lay aside for a time.

You'll drink, doctor,
If there be any good meat, as much good wine now
As would /"// up a Dutch ambassador.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, iii. 1.

(d) Naut., to dismantle, as a ship, and put in a dock or
other place of security, (e) To lay together and secure, as
the strands of a rope by twisting, or the wires of a wire
cable by twisting or binding. TO lay wait, to lie in wait,
or in ambush.

Than com tidiuges how the kynge Arthur hadde leide
a-waite a-gein hym. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 659.

Even mine own familiar friend . . . hath laid great
wait for me. Book of Common Prayer, Psalter, xli. 9.

To lay waste, to devastate ; desolate
;
make a waste or

desert of by destruction.

Nineveh's turn comes to drink deep of this Cup of Fury,
and she was laid wast for returning to her sins after Re-
pentance. Stillingjleet, Sermons, II. iv.

Cities laid waste, they storm'd the dens and caves.

Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. 49.

= 8yn. Set, Place, etc. See put.

il.intrawf. 1. Tobringforthorproduceeggs.
Hens will greedily eat the herb which will make them

lay the better. Mortimer, Husbandry.

2. To contrive
;
form a scheme

; lay plans ;
take

steps. [Bare.]
I owe him money for sweetmeats, and he has laid to ar-

rest me, I hear. B. Jonson, Poetaster, iii. 1.

Scarce are then- consorts cold, ere they are laying for a
second match. Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience.

3. To wager; bet; stake money: as, to lay on
a race-horse. 4. Naut., to put or place one's
self in a certain position; go or come as indi-

cated: as, lay aloft; lay down from aloft; lay
aft. (This nautical use of lay, supposed by some to be an
error for lie, is of the same nature as in the preceding cases
and in the phrases below. In all of them lay is the transi-

tive verb used intransitively, an object being always im-

plied. Thus, lay aloft means put or place yourself aloft ;

lay about you, lay your weapon (for instance) on the per-
sons or objects around you.]



lay

5. To lie (in most uses). See lie 1 . [A common
erroneous use. See remarks in etymology.]

SiMid'st him, shivering in thy playful spray, . . .

And dashcst him again to earth: there let him lay.

Byron, Chllde Harold, iv. 180.

Laugh andlaydownt. see laugh. To lay about one,
to strike on all Bides; act with vigor. To lay att, to

strike or endeavor to strike.

The sword of him that layeth at him cannot hold.

Job xll. 20.

To lay for, to lay wait or lie In wait for. (Now only slang. 1

To. Where are they? let's go presently and Jay /or "hem.
Go. I have done that already, sir, both by constables and

other officers.

Marstun, Jonson, and Chapman, Eastward IIo, IT. 1.

To lay int, to lay about one.

The kynge Carados com in fresshe with v 1 ' men and
leide in a-monge hem fercely. Merlin (E. E. T. S.\ II. 249.

To lay In fort, to make overtures for; engage or secure
the possession of.

I have laid in for these. Dryden.

To lay Into, to beat or drub thoroughly. [Colloq.J

I shall be very happy, ... If you contemplate horse-

whipping any body, to go and hold the door, while you lay
into the ruffian.

D. Jerrold, Men of Character, John Applejohn, xlli.

To lay on, to strike ; beat ; deal blows.

A iiin.it as vlfyn was vp he smote In to the presse, and
leide on so barde that ho Drake the presse.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.\ U. 157.

Lay on, Macduff,
And damn'd be him that first cries " Hold, enough !

"

Shale., Macbeth, v. 8. S3.

To lay Out. (a) To purpose ; Intend : as, to lay out to make
a journey. [Colloq.J (0) To take measures ; seek.

There hardly has been a time since the Apostles' day, in

which men were more likely than in this age to do their

good deeds to be seen of men, to lay out for human praise,
and therefore to shape their actions by the world's rule
rather than God's will.

J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 130.

To lay over, to surpass ; excel. [Slang.]

They've a street up there in "
Roaring," that would lay

over any street In Red Dog.
/.'/'' I In HI . Luck of Roaring Camp.

To lay to, erroneous for to lie to. To lay upont, to Im-

portune. Syn. Lie, Lay. See li<->, v. i.

lay1
(la), . [< taw1

,
v. Cf. OS. laga = OFries.

laga = D. laag= MLG. lage= OHG. laga, MHG.
lage, G. lage = Icel. Dan. lag = Sw. lag, lage,

layer, Her, etc.: from the verb cognate with
tie1 . In some uses an erroneous use of lie*-, n.]
1 t. Thatwhich lies or is laid

;
a layer or stratum.

First they layed a lay of Brickes, then a Mat made of

Canes, square as the Brickes, and in stead of lime they
daubed It with earth. HaUuyt's Voyages, II. 214.

2. In wool-mnnuf., a quantity of wool or other
fiber in a willow or carding-machine. E. H.

Knight. 3f. Abet; a wager; an obligation.

Clif. My soul and body on the action both!
York. A dreadful lay .' address thee Instantly !

Shale., 2 Hen. VI., v. 2. 27.

They bound themselves by a sacred lav and oath.
Holland.

4. Relative position, direction, arrangement,
situation, etc.; the way or manner in which a

thing lies in relation to something else : as, the

lay of the land: the lay of a rope (that is, the
direction in which the different strands are

twisted). {Lay in this sense is much more common than

lie, but the latter Is regarded as more correct See (fel,

., 1.1

5f. Station; rank.

Welcome unto thee, renowned Turk,
Not for thy lay, but for thy worth in arms.

Kyd (?), Sollman and Perseda.

6. A share of profit; specifically, in whaling
and sealing, the proportionate share of the pro-
fits of a voyage which each officer and member
of the crew receives. These lays are known as a
short lay and a long lay, according to the position and ex-

perience of the recipient, and are agreed upon between the
owners of the vessel and the crew before sailing.

7.A field or method of operations ; special kind
of theft or roguery: as, his lay is pocket-pick-
ing, or the drop game. [Thieves' slang.]

I have found yon,
Your lays, and out-leaps, ,1 minis, haunts, and lodges.

Fletcher, Bonduca, L 2.

Our people have moved this boy on, and he's not to be
found on his old lay. Dickens, Bleak House.

8. A certain quantity of thread or worsted. It

is usually 800 yards, being 200 threads on a reel

of 4 yams ;
but in some places it is less. Also

I<'<i. -Kinchin lay. See tineAin. On a lay, on shares :

as, officers and crew are shipped on a itiii. instead of re-

ceiving wages. See def. a To snip on a lay, to hire a
crew on shares, not on wages. Welsh lay, a slate mea-

suring 8 by 2 feet.

lay- (la). Preterit of lie 1
.

laya (la), . [< ME. layc, lai, < OP. lai, lots. F.

lai = Pr. In >/a. In is, a song, lay; prob. of Celtic

origin, from a Bret, form not recorded, = Ir.
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loot, laoidh = Gael, laoulh, a song, poem, = \V.

llais, a sound, note, tone, voice. It is not clear

that these forms are akin to AS. leotli = OHG.
liod, lead, MHG. liet, G. lied= Icel. Ijfidh = Goth.
'liuth (in verb liuthon, sing), a song, strophe.]
A song ; a lyrical utterance, either in words or
in musical tones; specifically, a lyric poem.

If je wyl lysten this laije hot on littel anile,
I tchal telle hit, as tit as I In loan herde with tonge.

Sir Qaicayne and the (Jreen Knight (T.. E. T. 8.), L 81.

So chaunts the mounting lark her gladsome lay
When night gives place to the delightful! day.

Beaumont, To Viscount Perbeck.

I love the old melodious lays
Which softly melt the ages through.

wKittier, Proem.

lay4 (la), a. [< ME. lay, < OF. lai, F. lai (also

laique)= 8p. laico= Pg. It. laico (cf. OFries. leka,
leia = D. leek = MLG. lee = OHG.

leigo,
MHG.

leige, leie, G. laie= Dan. lag, partly < F., partly
< L.), < LL. ML. luii-iix, lay (in LL. only as a

noun), < Gr. folidf, belonging to the people,
< &iof, Attic Artie, the people. Also in more
mod. form laic, directly from the LL.] 1. Of
or pertaining to the people or laity, as distinct

from the clergy; not clerical: as, a lay person;
a lay preacher.

Tl> a meddling friar ;

I do not Uke the man ; had he been lay, my lord,
... I had swinged him soundly.

Shot., M. for M., v. 1. 128.

The lay part of his majesty's subjects . . . may be di-

vided into three distinct states, the civil, the military, and
the maritime. Blackstone, Com., I. xii.

2. Not belonging to, connected with, or pro-

ceeding from the profession or occupation con-
cerned ; unprofessional : as, a toy judge ;

a lay

opinion of a legal question. 3t. Uneducated ;

unlearned; ignorant.
Lered men & lay, fre & bond of tonne.

Rob. of Brunne, p. 171.

For then all mouths will judge, and their own way,
The learn 'd have no more privilege than the lay.

II. Jonson, Epigrams, 131.

4. In card-playing, not trumps : as, a lay suit
;

a lay card Lay baptism, baptism administered by a

layman. Lay brother, (o) A layman.

Neither did the first Nlcene councel, as great and learned
as it was, think It any robbery to receive in, and require
the help and presence of many learned lay brethren, as they
were then calld. Milton, Church-Government, ii. '3,

(b) A man under the vows of celibacy and obedience, who
serves the monks In a monastery, chiefly in manual labor,
but Is exempt from the studies and religious services re-

quired of the monks.

This retreat, so suited to the genius of a Gray, or a Mil-

ton, is now occupied by a lay-brother, who resides in it

layering
We returned to our quarter some l-mr. myles (

the River, which was ontly the open woods vnder th* Ujw
of a hill. Quoted in O i.MKi Work*, I. KM.

Iay
8
t, n. [Also ley; < ME. ley, leye, leie, leje, lie,

life,
< AS. leg, lig (= Icel. tfygr), flame, light-

ning; from the root of Iroht, light: see light
1

.

Ct.lou* and /<!.] Aflame.
And as wex and weyke and hotc tyre togydcres
Fortran forth a flaunibe and a feyre leye,
So doth the sire and the sone and also splritus sanctui
Fostren forth amonges folke lone and bileuc.

I'trrt Plowman (B), xrIL 807.

lay9 (la), n. [< ME. lai. late, leie, leye, lame, <

AS. lagu = OS. linju = Icel. liiijr, etc., a lake :

see l'ih l

.\ A lake.

He made alle a valaye,
Al so It were a brod leye.

Arthaur and Merlin, p. 350. (UaUiwell.)

lay10 (la), . [By apheresis from allay*.] The
standard of metals. [Prov. Eng.]
lay 11

(la), n. Same MMI01, 2, of which it is a

corruption.
Two or more ends are passed through each slit of the

"
reed, which is fixed In a lay or "batten," a suspended
frame for moving the reed backward In beating up the

weft Encyc. Brit., XXIvT 464.

merely to keep It clean. Eustace, Italy, III. x.

Lay communion, the state of being in the communion of
the church as a layman, in distinction from the possession
of the additional powers and privileges of a clergyman :

as, to reduce a priest or clergyman to latj communion as a

ference. Lay fee. (a) Lands held In fee of a lay lord,
as distinguished from those lands which belong to the
church. (6) A fee held in consideration of secular service.

Lay Improprlator, an impropriator who Is a layman ;

a layman to whom the emoluments of an ecclesiastical

living were given. Lay investiture. See ecclesiastical

investiture, under investiture. Lay Judge. See judge.
Lay lord, a civil lord of the British admiralty. Lay
reader, a layman licensed to read the prayers In church.

Lay sister, a woman who occupies a position In a nun-

nery analogous to that of a lay brother In a monastery.
Also called sitter convene. Lay vicars, in the KIVI. ('//.,

officers of a cathedral whose duty it Is to sing so much of
the service as may be performed by laymen or by those In

minor orders. In some of the old cathedrals they formed
a corporation ; in some they were persons in holy orders.

In most new cathedrals they are merely paid singers. They
are also called clerk vicars, secular vicars, lay clerks, secular

clerks, chanters, songmen. and sccittutarii.

lay
5 (!)> [ME., < OF. lei, lai, ley, also lot,

Y.loi= Sp. ley = Pg.lei = It. legge,< L. lex (leg-),

law, ult. akin to E. laic : see laic1 . Hence also

(from L. lex (leg-), law) E. leal, loyal, legal, legate,

allege
1

,
etc.: see We1

.] If. Law.

Son, thou lyst oght lere To lyf by Moyses lay.
York Plays, p. 159.

Tls churchman's lay and verity
To live In love and charity. Pede, Edward I.

2f. Faith; creed; religious profession.
She . . . seyde him that she wolde reneye her lay
And cristendom of preestes handes fongc,

Repenting hir she hethen was so longe.
Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, L 278.

3f. Faithfulness; fidelity. Pier* Plovman.
4. Liberty; leisure; latitude; opportunity.
[North. Eng.] 5. A poor-rate. [Prov. Eng.]
lay (la), M. and a. An obsolete or dialectal

form of lea 1
.

lay" (la), H. An obsolete or dialectal form of

tee1 .

Each stroke of the lay advances the weft the distance

required. I/re, Diet., IV. 957.

lay-cap (la'kap), . In weaving, a wooden bar
which is adapted to lie upon the top of and
assist in holding the reed in the lathe or bat-

ten, and also formed to afford a convenient
hold for the weaver in working the lathe. See
lathe1 ,

2.

laydt (lad). An obsolete preterit and past par-
ticiple of lay

1
.

lay-day (la'da), n. One of a stipulated num-
ber of days allowed to a freighter or charterer
of a vessel for shipping or unshipping cargo.
In the absence of contrary custom, Sundays are to be

computed in the calculation of lay-days at the port of dis-

charge.

layer (la'er), . [< ME. Icyer, leyare, a layer
(of stones or bricks); < fay

1
, v., + -er1 . In defs.

2-6 used in a passive sense, 'that which lies,'

as if equiv. to tor 1
, and its variants ligger,

ledger
1

,
and in part another spelling of fair1

:

see fair1
,
lier1

, ligger, ledger
1
.] 1. One who or

that which lays, in any sense of the verb fay:

as, a brickfayrr; specifically, a hen that lays

eggs : as, she is a good layer.

The oldest are always reckoned the best sitters, and the

youngest the best layers. Mortimer.

2. A thickness of some material laid or resting
upon or spread over a surface of any kind

;
a

stratum of moderate thickness : as, a layer of

paint; successive layers of clay, shale, and
slate; a cake made in layers; the five layers of

the muscles of the back.
A layer of rich mould beneath and about his natural

earth to nourish the fibers.

Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense.

A cedar spread his dark-green layers of shade.

TennysiiH, Gardener's Daughter.

3. In masonry and bricklaying: (a) Same as
course1

,
16 (a), (b) A bed of mortar or cement.

E. H. Knight. 4. In leather-manuf., a welt
or strengthening strip. E. H. Knight. 5. A
shoot or twig of a plant, not detached from the

stock, partly laid under ground for growth or

propagation. 6. In tanning, a pit or vat con-

taining a strong solution of tannin, in which
hides are laid near the end of the tanning pro-
cess. Also called bloomer-pit.
The hides are next put into large vats called layers, in

which they are smoothly stratified, with more bark and a

stronger infusion. Ure. Diet., III. 84.

Bacillary layer. See badllary. Boundary layer of
Henle, the outor layer of the medullary portion of the

kidney. Cortical, gonldlal, gonlmlc, granular, hya-
line, etc., layer, see the adjectives. Hymenial layer.
Same as linvieniutn. Layer of rods and cones. See
rrti'na. Woody layers, the rings of wood which sur-

round the pith In exogenous trees, one being produced
for every period of growth which the tree passes through.
Seetxogen.

layer (la'er), r. <. [< layer, .] In hort., to prop-
agate by bending the shoot of a living stem into
the soil, the shoot striking root while still fed

by the parent plant.

layer-board, layer-boarding ( la'er-bord,-bdr'-
ding), n. Boarding for sustaining roof-gutters
of lead. Also called lear-board, gutter-boarding.
layering (la'er-ing),n. [Ver-
bal n. of layer, r.] The oper-
ation of propagating plants
bv layers. See layer, v. t.

The figure shows the layered shoot
bent down and kept in the ground
by a hooked peg, the young root-

lets, and a stick supporting the

extremity of the shoot in an up-
right position. ; nr, ,.



layer-on

layer-on (la'c-v-on'), . One who lays on. Spe-
cillcally (a) In printing, the operator who feeds sheets,
etc.

,
to a printing-machine. [Eng.] (&) In mech. engin. ,

an automatic mechanism which in a coining-press, em-
bossing-press, or other analogous machine feeds blanks
to the dies of the press.

layer-out (la'er-ouf), . One who expends
money; a steward. [Rare.]

layer-over (la'er-6'ver), . [Also lareover.] A
whip; any instrument of chastisement. Halli-

u-cll. [Prov. Eng. and U. S.]_ Layer-overs for
meddlers, a punishment for meddlers ; hence, something
not to be meddled with.

layer-up (la'er-up'), n. One who lays or trea-

sures up.
Old age, that ill layer-up of beauty, can do no more spoil

upon my face. Shak., Hen. V., v. 2. 248.

layery (la'er-i), . [< layer + -y
1
.] Growing

in layers. [Bare.]
From hedge to layery beech. Leigh Hunt, Foliage.

layette (la-yef), n. [F.] 1. A complete outfit

for a new-born child, including garments, toilet

articles, cradle or bassinet, and bedding. 2.

A three-sided tray or box without a cover, used
to carry powder from one mortar to another in

powder-mills. Farrow, Mil. Encyc.
lay-figure (la'fig"ur), n. [< lay- as in layman 2

+ figure. Now appar. regarded as < layf, v. i.,

as if a figure that is Maid' or that 'lies' in a

particular pose.] 1. A jointed figure used by
painters, made of wood, cork, etc., in imitation
of the human body. It can be placed in any position
or attitude, and serves when clothed as a model for dra-

peries, etc. Formerly also called layman.
Hence 2. A living person or a character in

fiction who lacks individuality, or who is treat-

ed merely as a foil or puppet.
laying (la'ing), n. [Verbal n. of layl, v.] 1.

The act of one who or that which lays ;
the act

of depositing or dropping, as eggs: said of

birds, etc. 2. The number of eggs laid, as by
a flock of hens in one day or other period.
3. In rope-making, the twisting of three or more
yarns together to form a strand, or of three
strands to form a rope. E, H. Knight. 4. In

plaster-work, the first coat on lathing of two-
coat work, the surface of which is usually
roughed by sweeping it with a broom. Laying
on of hands. See hand.

laying-down (la'ing-doun'), n. In ship-build-

ing, the delineation of the parts of a ship in their

full size on the floor of the mold-loft.

laying-hook (la'ing-huk), n. In rope-making,
one of a series of iron hooks on the poles on
which a rope is hung while it is twisted by the

rope-maker.
laying-in (la'ing-iu'), n. 1. The first painting
upon any object which is to be decorated in

color. 2. In seal-engraving, the drawing of the
outline of a design to be cut.

laying-machine (la'ing-ma-shen"), n. Inrope-
making, a machine for "

laying up
" or twisting

strands to form a rope. A variety of improved ma-
chines are in use for this purpose. The general principles
upon which they operate are the same as in spinning-,
doubling-, and twisting-machines used in the textile arts,
the parts, however, being stronger, and otherwise adapt-
ed to the heavier work of rope-making.

laying-on (la'ing-on'), n. Inprinting, same as

feeding, 4. [Eng.]
laying-press (la'ing-pres), n. In bookbinding,
a small screw-press in which books are tightly
held while their edges are cut by a plow-knife.
laying-top (la'iug-top), . In rope-making, a
wooden cone or top-shaped piece of wood
placed between the strands in laying up or

twisting a rope, to keep the twist well to the

point at which the strands diverge, and prevent
it from extending along the strands, which
would produce what is called slack twist. As
the twisting proceeds, the laying-top retreats
toward the untwisted part of the strands.

layket, . and . An obsolete form of lake"*.

layland, n. See lealand.

Soone he, with paine and lacke of bloud,
Fell downe on that lay-land.

Sir Cauline (Child's Ballads, III. 178).

laylock (la'lok), n. A. provincial corruption of
lilac.

layman 1
(la'man), .

; pi. laymen (-men). [<
ME. layman, lay man (= OFries. lekman =MLG.
lekman = Icel. leikmadhr= Dan. laigmand= Sw.
lekman); < lay* + man.'] An unprofessional
man

;
a man belonging to the laity or general

mass of people, as distinguished from members
of the professions of divinity, law, and medi-
cine

; specifically, one who does not belong to
the clerical profession; more particularly, a
church-member who is not a clergyman : also
sometimes applied to persons with reference to
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any other profession or occupation in which

they are not expert.
There had been good store of Laymens Blood shed al-

ready, and now the time is coming to have Clergymens
shed. Baker, Chronicles, p. 321.

Lay-men have best interpreted the hard places in the

Bible. Selden, Table Talk, p. 20.

Outsiders, laymen, can always benefit experts by sug-

gestions, if in no other way.
J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 141.

layman2
! (la'man), n. [< D. leeman, a layman,

lay-figure, contr. of "ledenman (= G. glieder-

mann), < leden, pi. of lid (= Q. glied = AS. lith,

E. lifh), a joint, + man = G. mann = AS. mann,
E. man. The name seems to have been intro-

duced by or from Dutch artists in the 17th cen-

tury.] Same as lay-figure, 1.

You are to hare a layman almost as big as the life for

every figure in particular, . . . besides the natural figure
before you.

Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting, 8220.

layme, n. Same as lame2 .

laynert, layneret, Obsolete forms of lannier.

lay-out (la out), n. and a. I. n. 1. A laying or

spreading out
; plan; arrangement. [Rare.]

Although the conception of its lay-out dates back nearly
half a century, the tree planting that has added so much
to Washington was begun only in 1872.

Harper's May., LXXVII. 285.

2. That which is laid or spread out; a collec-

tion of things laid out
;
an apparatus ;

a dis-

play; a spread: as, a lay-out for dinner, for

gaming, or for operations of any kind. [Colloq.]
His [a mine-owner's] necessities are appreciated by the

other owners, who get up a most expensive lay-out for

him. McClure, Rocky Mountains, p. 219.

A whole opium lay-out, including pipe, fork, lamp, and
spoon, can now be had for less than five dollars.

Pop. Sri. Mo., XXXIII. 664.

3. The space occupied or fished over by a haul-
seine. Faro lay-out,the thirteen cards of a suit,which
are fastened to the faro-table, and on or near which the
stakes are placed. They are usually arranged in two rows
of six cards each, ace to six in one, and eight to king in
the other, in reversed order, and the seven at the end
next to the six and eight.

II. a. Laid out, stretched, or extended: as,
a lay-out line (a long line buoyed at each end,
from which baited hook-lines run into deep
water). [New Jersey.]
lay-rod (la'rod), . In a loom, one of the rods

crossing the warp-threads from side to side, to

separate the lays.

laysert, laysourt, laysurt, n. Middle English
variants of leisure. Chaucer.

layshipt (la'ship), . [< lay* + -ship."] 1. The
condition of being a layman. 2. A person
ranked as a layman.
The Priest esteems their lay-ships unhallow'd and un-

clean. Milton, Church-Government, li. 3.

laystallt, [Also leystall, lestall; < ME. lay-

stall; < layl + stall."} A place where refuse or
rubbish is deposited; hence, a heap of rubbish
or refuse. Also laystow.

The soil that late the owner did enrich,

Him, his fair herds, and goodly flocks to feed,
Lies now a leystall, or a common ditch.

Drayton, Moses.

Scarse could he footing find in that fowle way,
For many corses, like a great Lay-stall,
Of murdred men, which therein strowed lay.

Spenser, F. Q., I. v. 53.

laystowt, " [A var. of laystall, as if < lay* +
stow, place.] Same as laystall.
This place of Smythfeelde was at yt daye a laye stywe of

all order of fylth. Fabyan, Chron., I. ccxxvi.

In Cyclops kennel, thee laystow dirtye, the foule den.

Stanihurst, vEneid, iii. 628.

The ancient gardens were but dunghils and latetoweg.

Harrison, p. 209. (Hattiwell.)

laytt, See laifl.

lazar (la'zar), n. [< ME. lazar, lazei; < OF. la-

zar = Sp. Idzaro = It. lazzaro, < ML. lazarus, a

leper, < L. Lazarus, < Gr. Adfapof, the name
of the beggar in the parable, Luke xvi. 20, <

Heb. EVazar (> E. Eleazar), a personal name,
' he whom God helps.'] A leper ; also, a person
infected with any loathsome disease ; especial-
ly, a beggar so diseased.

Unto such a worthi man as he
Acordede not, as by his faculte,
To have with sike lazars aqueyntaunce.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 245.

The lazar in his rags. Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxxvii.

lazardt (la'ziird), n. [A var. of lazar, with ac-
com. term. -ard.~\ Same as lazar.

Did piteous lazards oft attend her door ?

She gave farewell the parent of the poor.
Savage, Epitaph on Mrs. Jones.

lazaret (laz-a-ref), n. [< F. lazaret: see laza-

retto.] Same as lazaretto.

lazaretto (laz-a-ret'6), n. [< It. laszeretto (=
F. lazaret = Pg. Sp. lazareto, a plague-hospi-
tal), (. lazzaro, a leper: see lazar.] 1. A hos-

pital or pest-house for the reception of dis-

eased persons, particularly of those affected
with contagious diseases

; also, a prison hospi-
tal. At seaports the name is often given to
a vessel used for this purpose. 2. A building
or vessel where ships crews, passengers, and
goods are detained during quarantine.
We glided into the smaller harbour of Malta, and cast

anchor off the lazaretto. W. H. Russell, Diary in India, 1. 11.

3. In some large merchant ships, a place near
the stern where provisions and stores for the

voyage are kept,
lazar-house (la'zar-hous), . A lazaretto.

A lazar-house it seem'd ; wherein were laid

Numbers of all diseased. Milton, P. L., xi. 479.

Lazarist (laz'ar-ist), n. [= F. lazariste; < Laz-
arus (see def.)'

+ -ist.] A member of the Con-

gregation of the Mission, a religious order in

the Roman Catholic Church, founded by St.

Vincent de Paul in 1624, and so called from the

priory of St. Lazare, near Paris, which was
given to the society in 1632. The primary object
was to dispense religious comfort and instruction among
the poor of the rural districts of France, and to establish

seminaries ; but its members, officially called priests of
the mission, now have houses in most parts of the world.

Lazarite (laz'ar-H), n. [< Lazarus (see Laz-

arist) + -ite2.] Same as Lazarist.

lazar-like (la'zar-lik), . Like a lazar; full of

sores; leprous. Shak., Hamlet, i. 5. 72.

lazarly (la'zar-li), a. [< lazar + -ly
1
.] Same

as lazar-like.
"

lazarman (la'zar-man), .
; pi. lazarmen (-men).

A sick beggar; a lazar.

William Jakson, Lazarman, who of late hath wrechedly
& falsely spoken certein slaunderous wordes against sir

Marten Bowes, knyght, maister Barne, Aldreman, & other
men of worshype. Quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 445.

lazaroni, n. pi. A variant of lazzaroni, plural
of lazzarone.

lazaroust (laz'a-rus), a. [< lazar + -ous.] Lep-
rous; full of disease. Rev. T. Adams, Works,
III. 299.

lazarous-clappert, . [For Lazarus-clapper or
lazar's clapper.] A clapper carried by a lazar
or leper in his begging-rounds; hence, a door-
knocker. Hollyband, 1593. (Halliioell.)
lazarwortt (la'zar-wert), n. An erroneous

spelling of laserwijrt.

laze (laz), i*.
; pret. and pp. lazed, ppr. lazing.

[< lazy, on the supposed analogy of hazy, <

haze.] I. intrans. To act, move, or rest idly or

lazily ;
be lazy. [Rare.]

You stand still lazing, and have nought to do ?

Greene, Alphonsus, i.

II. trans. To waste in sloth; spend in idle-

ness: generallywitharoa)/: &s,tolaze away one's
life: sometimes used reflexively. [Colloq.]

Endormir [F. ). . . . To laze it when he hath most need to
looke about him. Cotgraw.

He that takes liberty to laze himself, and dull his spirits
for lack of use, shall find the more he sleeps, the more he
shall be drowsy.

W. Whately, Redemption of Time (1634), p. 23.

laze (laz), n. [< laze, .] Laziness; inaction.
Davies.

Thus folded in a hard and mournful laze,
Distress'd sate he. Greene, Radagon's Sonnet.

lazily (la'zi-li), adv. In a lazy manner; slug-
gishly.
laziness (la'zi-nes), . The state or quality of

being lazy; aversion or indisposition to action
or exertion; indolence; sluggishness; habitual
sloth.

lazuli (laz'u-li), n. Short for lapis lazuli (which
see, under 'lapis) Lazuli-flnch, the Cyanosjtiza or
Passerina amoma, a beautiful bird of the western United
States, resembling the indigo-bird, but having, in the
male, brown and white on the under parts.

lazulite (laz'u-lit), . [< lazuli + -ite*.] A
mineral of a light- or indigo-blue color, crys-
tallizing in the monoclinic system. It is a hy-
drous phosphate of aluminium, magnesium, and iron.
Also called azurite (true azurite is the blue carbonate of

copper), We spar, and Mue/eldsjjar.

lazulite-blue (laz'u-lit-blo), . Same as the

genuine ultramarine.

lazy (la'zi), a. [Early mod. E. also lazie, laesie,

laysy; also dial, lass: appar. an orig.dial. corrup-
tion (with added adj. suffix -y

l
) of a form *lase

or *laishe of ME. lasche, lache, < OF. lasche,

loose, lax, sluggish, slow, lazy: see lash2.] 1.

Disinclined to action or exertion ; naturally or

habitually slothful; sluggish; indolent; averse
to labor.



lazy

Lewdly complalnest thou, laerie Indde,
Of \\iiit- is H i :;rkr l..i making thcc sadde.

x/ir inter, Mhep. t'al., February.

Wicked condemned ini'ii will over live like rogucx, nm!
nut fall to work, but be /"-'// nnd spend victuals. /tacon.

2. Characterized by or characteristic of idle-

iii ss or sluggishness; languid; tardy; slow: as,

a In?!/ yawn; IH~II movements; a tn:.y stream.

Call on the lain leaden-stepping hours. Milton, Time.

Lazy guy. HCC TO.V'. Lazy weight, scant weight.

Iliilliif'flt.=Syn. Indolent, fiu-rt, etc. (Ht-r i<fU'); tiiliitury,

slack.

lazy (la'zi), v.; pret. and pp. lusted, ppr. lazying.

KToty, a.J I. intninn. To act lazily; laze; move
idly, listlessly, or reluctantly. [Colloq.]

So we w.mM put in the day, laftjing around, listening
to the stillness. 5. L. Clement, Huckleberry Finn.

II. trans. To waste or spend idly. [Colloq.]
We lazied the rest of the pleasant afternoon away.

The Century, XXXI. 197.

lazy-back (la'zi-bak), n. and a. I. n. 1. A
high back-bar attached to a seat as a support
for the back. It is sometimes made so as to be
removable. [Colloq., U. S.] 2. An iron rest

placed over the fire to support a frying-pan,
etc. Ifright.

II. . Having a reclining back, as a chair.

A lazy-back chair makes a capital observing-seat.
Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 748.

lazy-bed (U'zi-bed), n. A bed for growing
potatoes, in which the potatoes are laid on the
surface of the soil and covered with earth taken
out from trenches on both sides. This mode of

planting potatoes is now chiefly confined to Ireland, but
was common in early Scottish husbandry. It is of practi-
cal use only for spade husbandry.

lazyboard (la'zi-bprd),
n. A short board used

by teamsters to ride on. It is placed on the
left of the wagon-bed, between the front and
rear wheels.

lazybones (la'zi-bonz), n. A lazy fellow; an
idler. [Colloq.]
lazyboots (la'zi-bots), n. Same as lazybones.

[Colloq.]
lazy-jack (la'zi-jak), n. In meek. engin., a jack
constructed on the same principle as a lazy-

tongs, consisting of compound levers pivoted
together. A screw and nut are generally used to operate
and extend the jack in lifting weights. The instrument
h;is nearly gone out of use, being almost universally su-

perseded by the hydraulic Jack.

lazy-pinion (la' zi- pin* yon), n. A pinion not

keyed to a shaft, but turning on a bearing and
serving merely as a transmitter of motion be-
tween two other wheels or pinions without af-

fecting their velocity-ratio. See idle-wheel.

lazy-tongs (la'zi-tdngz), n. sing, and pi. A kind
of tongs or pincers consisting of a number of

pairs of levers

pivoted together
at the middle and
hinged to one
another at the

ends, the exten-
sion of which, produced by bringing together
the scissors-like handles, enables one without

change of position to pick up an object at a
considerable distance (whence the name). The
same principle of construction baa many applications, as

in safety bridges or gates between cars, on ferry-boats,

etc., formed of levers pivoted together at several points.
It is used also in some forms of elevators, extension gas-

lamps, etc. It was first described by Roberto Valturio,
who died about 1482.

lazzarone (laz-a-ro'ne; It. pron. lat-sii-ro'ne),
n.

; pi. ifuraroM (-ni). [It., a beggar, in form

aug. of lu::nro, a beggar, leper (referring to the

hospital of St. La~arus in Naples, which serves
as tneir refuge, or ult. to the oeggar Lazanm in

the parable): see /a;r.] One of those mem-
bers of the poorer classes in Naples who eam a

scanty subsistence :is messengers, porters, and
occasional laborers, or by fishing, but have no
fixed habitation, and spend the most of their

time in idling and begging.
L. B. An abbreviation of the Latin (New Latin)
HinwiliiiiiTiix l.iiirraniin, Bachelor of Letters.

Ib. An abbreviation of Latin lihru, pound, used
as a symbol for pound in weight. Sometimes
written Ib.

1. c. An abbreviation (a) in printing, of lower
cn-ie (that is, small letters, as opposed to capi-
tals); (6) of the Latin IIM-H citato, in the place
ciftd : used to avoid repetition of a citation or
reference already given.

le 1
(le). [F. Ic, OF. le, lo = Sp. Pg. In = It. lo, m.,

OF.'F. Sp. Pg. It. la, f., def. art.; cf. OF. F. il,

he, = Sp. Pg. el = It. il, def. art,; < L. ille (ace.
il/iini, nont. illud), OL. olle, ollus, he, that, used
in LL. ML., and hence in Rom., as the def. art.]
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The French definite article masculine (includ-

ing the old neuter), much used in Middle Kng-
lish in names of French type, as Julian le Long,
William If Bon, etc. (many of which survive in

modern English), as well as in modern French
names. It occurs contracted and unrecognized
in linijot and other words.

In September KIM; the walls of the friary (of the Augus-
tine or Hermit friars, WarrlngUm, Cheshire. Knglandl wit-

nessed a singular scene, for "Messieurs Johan If Botiller,
baroun de Weryngton, Nichol te Vermmn, ... sat three

days tn examine witnesses in the friary church."

Quoted in Bainest Hist. Lancashire, U. 224.

le2 (le), n. See IP.

-le 1
. [Formerly also and in some instances still

-el; < ME. -le, -el, etc.
; partly < AS. -ol, -ul, or -el,

partly < OF. -el (< L. -ellus, etc.) or -le (<. L. -ilis,

etc.), or -al, -el (< L. -alls), or other forms.] A
suffix or termination of very diverse origin, and
now usually without obvious significance, oc-

curring in adjectives or nouns of native Eng-
lish origin, as in fickle, mickle, brickie, brittle,

etc., cockle, prickle, knuckle, etc., shackle, etc.,
or of other origin, as in battle1

,
battle2

,
bottle2

,

buckle2
, mettle, etc. See the etymology of such

words.
-le2. [< ME. -le. -el, with inf. suffix -ten, -elen =
D. -elen = G. -em; ult. a var. of -er*, a freq. suf-

fix. Cf. -fcl.] A suffix of frequentative, or ori-

ginally frequentative, verbs, as babble, gabble,

cackle, crackle, humble1
, mumble, ramble, scram-

ble, scribble, etc. It is equivalent to -, as in gibber,

jabber, etc. It Is more or less confused with similar suffixes

of various origin, as in tremble, trouble, hamblet, etc.

lea 1
(le), a. and a. [Formerly also lee, dial, lay,

leu (in comp. in local names, -leigh, -ley, -ly); <

ME. ley, lay, leye, leygc, < AS. ledh (gen. leas.

dat. led), m., ledh (gen. dat. ledge), t., unfilled

land, a lea, meadow, pasture, = MLG. lo. loch,

loge, lage, loye, LG. loge = Flem. loo (as in Water-

loo) = OHG. loh, MHG. loch, G. dial, loh, a low

plain, a morass, = Lith. laukas, an open field,
= L. lucux, a grove, wood (orig., according to

etym., a glade, a 'clearing'), < lucere, be light,

lux, light: see lucent and light
1

. Thus lucus,

though said to be so called a non lucendo," is,

regarded as a 'clearing,' really lucus a lucendo.

See hti-H-i a non lucendo.] I.n.1. Open,untilled
land, usually in grass, or pasture-land; a mea-
dow or grassy plain ; a stretch of level fields or
commons.

A lady gaye,
Came ridand ouer a longe lee.

Thomas of Eraeldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 98).

Two children in two neighbour villages

Haying mad pranks along the heathy leat.

Tennyton, circumstance.

Hence 2. Any field; any level geographical
surface.

And bad hym holde hym at home and eryen his leyet,

And alle that halpe hym to erie to sette or to sowe,
Or any other myster. Piers Plowman (B\ vii. 5.

When two warlike Brigandines at sea,
With murdrous weapons arm'd to cruell nght,
Do meete together on the watry lea,

They stennne ech other with so fell despight.
Spmter, F. Q., IV. it 16.

3f. Fallow land ; lealand.

II. a. Unfilled ; fallow : said of land. Com-
pare lealand, layland. [In this use chiefly prov.

Eng.]
Ml londis of vertues liggen al lay.

Hymm to Viryin. etc. (E. E. T. S.\ p. 70.

The land It may lie Iff.

Death of Party Seed (Child's Ballads, VI. 141).

Let wife and land
Lie lay till I return.

Fletcher (and another), Love's Pilgrimage, 111. 3.

lea2* (le), n. [< ME. ley, < Icel. le = Sw. tie =
Dan. In', a scythe.] A scythe. Catholicon An-
glicum, p. 211.

lea3 (le), n. [A var. of lay
1
.] 1 . Same as lay

1
,
8.

E. H. Knight. 2. One of the sets of alternating
threads into which the yarns of a loom are di-

vided by the harness system so as to form the
shed.

leach1
!,

*nd v. See leech1 .

leach2 (lech), v. t. [Also leech, letch (and latch) :

see letch1
,
latch2.] 1. To wash or drain by per-

colation of water; treat by downward drain-

age: as, to make lye by leaching ashes (the
most familiar use of the word) ; the rains leach

a gravelly soil. 2. To remove by percolation;
drain away : as, to leach the alkali from wood-
ashes.

leach2 (lech), n. [< leach2
, t-."] I. A separa-

tion of lye, or alkali in solution, as from wood-
ashes, by percolation of water. 2. The mate-
rial used for leaching, as wood-ashes. 3. A
deep tub with a spigot inserted in the bottom,

lead

used in making potash. It holds from G to 8
bushels of woiiil-M-'n -.

leach3
,
n. See /< -

leach*t (lech), n. [< ME. lechc, < OF. lesche, F.
i, fi,i', a slice, shive.] A dish, of various kinds,
served up in slices. It was sometimes a jelly
flavored with spices.

Leach,. . . a kind of Jelly made of Cream, Islnglas, Sugar,
Almonds, Ac. Handle Holme.

leach*t, t. [< ME. lechen, leschen, slice; from
the noun.] To cut into slices; slice.

Seyne bowcs of wylde bores, with the braune lechude.

Marie Arthurs (E. E. T. 8.JP| L 188.

leach5 (lech), n. Same as liilrli'-'.

leach6 (lech), n. Same as leash.

leach-craftt, n. See leech-cmft.

leacherH, See leecher.

leacher2 (Ie'ch6r), n. A leach-tub or leaching-
vat.

leacher't, leacheroust, etc. Obsolete spellings
of lecher, etc.

leaching-vat (le'ching-vat), n. A leach-tub.

leach-line, n. See leech-line.

leachmant, n. See leechman.

leach-trough (Iech'tr6f), n. See the quota-
tion.

At the salt works In Staffordshire, they take the corned
salt from the rest of the brine with loot or lute, and put
it into barrows, the which being set in the leach-trvugtu,
the salt drains itself dry, which draining they call leach-

brine, and preserve it to be boiled again as the best and
strongest brine. KenneU, .M.S. Lansd. 1038. (HalKmll.)

leach-tub (lech'tub), n. A wooden vessel in

which ashes are leached. It has the form of an in-

verted truncated cone, with a perforated false bottom
which is covered with straw. In the true bottom is a tap
for the removal of the liquor, which is received in a tank
below. Also called leaching-vat.

leachy(le'chi),a. [< leach2 + -y
1

."] Liable to be
leached: allowing water to percolate through,
as gravelly or sandy soil. Also letchy.

lead 1
(led), v. ; pret. and pp. led, ppr. leading.

[< ME.terff
(pret._/e<Me,_/flrfrfe),

< AS. l&dan__
(pret. latdde, pp. lieded, Iced) (= OS. ledjan =
OFries. leda = 1). leiden = MLG. leiden, leden

= OHG. leitan, MHG. G. leitcn = Icel. leidha

= Sw. leda = Dan. lede), lead; a factitive verb,
connected with lad (= Icel. leidh, etc. ), a way,
course, journey (see lode1 ), < lidhan = OHG.
lidan = Icel. lidlia, go, = Dan. lide = Sw. lida,

glide on, wear on : see/i'Mt3.] I. trans. 1. To
go before as a guide ; guide the steps or move-
ments of; precede or accompany in order to

show theway to; conduct: as, to lead the blind;
a star led the three wise men to Bethlehem.

And zee schulle undirstonde that oure Lord Jean, in that

Nyghte that he was taken, he was ylad in to a Oardyn;
and there he was first examyned rlghte scharply.

JlandeniUe, Travels, p. 13.

Moses . . . led the flock to the backside of the desert.
Ex. ill. 1.

2. To be at the head of; direct or control the
movements or actions of; command: as, to lead

an army or an expedition ; to lead a mutiny.
The kynge Arthur hath well be-sette the lordship that

he hath yow yoven to lede and gouerne his peple.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.X lit. 304.

Assemble thou
Of all those myriads which we lead the chief.

Milton, P. L.,v. 084.

Specifically, In miuie : (a) To conduct or direct, as a hand,
orchestra, or chorus. (6) To act as a principal performer
in, as an orchestra or chorus : said of the principal first

3. To go before or in advance of; take the lead
of or in

; go or be first in : as, the
g_ray

horse
leads them all; he leads his class in mathe-

matics; to Ira 'I the dance.

A-qneynte the weel with Prudence,
He ledtih alle vertues out A inne.

Hymns lo Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.X p. >.

For her I made the Song : the Dance with her I lead.

Prior, Solomon, It

And lo ! Ben Adhem's name led all the rest

Levjh Hvnt, Ahou Ben Adhem.

We sit In solemn rows on each side of the hall, and are

apparently waiting for some one to lead us in prayer.
C. If. Stoddard, Mashallah, xviii.

4. To cause to go or act
;
draw on ; induce; in-

fluence: as, to lead one astray; this leads me
to refuse.

The king is not himself, but basely led

By flatterers. ShaJc., Rich. II., II. 1. 241.

All before him was anxiety, uncertainty. He had cut
himself adrift: he was on the great stream. Whither
would it lea,i him ? KimjiUy, Hypatia, L 196.

5. To conduct in a way or course ; draw or guide
in a mode of acting or thinking: as, to lead a
stream of water through a field for irrigation;
to lead one's thoughts into new channels.
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6. To draw out; live through; pass: said of
manner of life: as, to lend an idle life.

"Ffeire suster," quod she, "as longe as ye caste yow to
lede soche lyf, ye ought not to come in this place."

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), i. 9.

That we may lead a quiet and peaceable life in all godli-
ness and honesty. 1 Tim. ii. 2.

7. To draw or drag into
;
cause to proceed in :

as, he led his pursuers a hard chase.

You remember the . . . life he led his wife and daughter.
Dickens.

8. To act as a guide in
;
show by going before.

An* the Lord went before them by day in a pillar of

cloud, to lead them the way. Ex. xiii. 21.

He tried each art, reproved each dull delay,
Allured to brighter worlds, and led the way.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., L 170.

9f. To drive, as horses.

The Sonnes sone, the rede,
That highte Phetoun, wolde lede

Algate his fader carte and gye.
Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 942.

10. To transport or carry, as in a cart or other

conveyance. [Obsolete or prov. Eng. or Scotch.]
With him ther was a Ploughman, was his brother,
That hadde i-lad of dong ful many a fother.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 530.

The hard frost . . . kept back the too early growth of
autumn-sown wheat* and gave . . . Lthe farmers] the op-
portunity of leading manure.

Mrs. Gaskellf Sylvia's Lovers, xvi.

11. In card-playing, to commence a round or
trick with : as, to lead a heart or a trump.
To lead apes in hell. See ape. To lead astray, to
draw into a wrong way or into error ; seduce from truth or
rectitude. To lead by the nose, to cause to follow or

comply submissively, as a bear is led by a ring in the nose.

Though authority be a stubborn bear, yet he is oft led by
the nose with gold. Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 832.

To lead captive, to draw or carry into captivity. To
lead on, to persuade to advance ; induce

;
draw on. To

lead one a dance, to lead the dance. See dance.

II. intrans. 1. To go before as a guide ;
act

as a guide ;
show the way by going along with

or in advance
;
take the lead.

I will lead on softly. Gen. xxxiii. 14.

Lead, monster ; we'll follow. Shak., Tempest, iii. 2. 159.

2. To be in advance
;
be first ; have precedence

or power of direction: as, to lead in a race
or in battle. Specifically, in music: (a) To take the

principal part ; conduct, as in an orchestra or a chorus. (6)
To enunciate the subject or theme of a thematic compo-
sition : said of one voice-part which begins alone : usually,
in this sense, with off.

3. To serve for direction or guidance; have a
direction or tendency; tend: as, this road leads
to the river; gaming leads to other vices.

Wide is the gate, and broad is the way that leadeth to
destruction. Mat. vii. 13.

The ascent of steps
That to the decorated pillar lead.

Wordsworth, Excursion, vi.

4. In card-playing, to play the first card of a
round or trick. 5. To be led; be guided, con-

ducted, or turned in a given way.
As he [the king] was leading to the place of execution,

one of his people wept. Penn, No Cross, No Crown, ii.

Weir men say of fish that they lead best when passing
rapidly towards some distant point ; and worst when they
are moving slowly or uncertainly. Mass. Rep., 1872, p. 28.

Before being entered the dogs must be taught to lead

quietly. Dogs of Great Britain and America, p. 219.

To lead fair (naut.), said of running rigging when it is

clear of the other ropes. To lead in prayer, to offer

prayer in an assembly, as a prayer-meeting : used with
reference to leading the thoughts of others into a particu-
lar devotional channel. To lead Off, to lead the way or
take the initiative in the doing of something. To lead up
to, to bring about or introduce by degrees or in a gradual
way : as, these events led up to the establishment of a re-

public ; he led up to his favorite topic.

lead1
(led), n. [= OFries. lede, lade = MD. leydc= MLG. leide, lede =OHG. leita, leiti, MHG. lei te,

G. leite, lead; from the verb.] 1. The position
of a guide or leader; guidance ; direction

;
in-

struction; hence, the condition of being first or

foremost; precedence: as, to be in the lead; to
take the lead of a party ; to have a clear lead in
a game; to give one a lead in hunting.

I lost the run, and had to see Harriet Tristram go away
with the best lead anyone has had to a fast thing.

Trollope, Orley Farm.
The lawyers were, of course, in the lead, as the profes-

sion always is in all matters of public interest in our land.

Tourgee, A Fool's Errand, p. 217.

2t. A following.
Take fyve of the best knyghtes
That be in your lede.

Lytell Geste of Sobyn Bode (Child's Ballads, v. 108).

3. That which leads or guides ; that which is

followed, as an example, a clue, or a passage-
way: as, to follow the lead of a speculator; to
find a lead out of a difficulty. Specifically (a) A
passageway; a channel

;
an open passage through ice.

, 3384

During the first watch I went up into the crow's nest,

to have a look at the leads of open water, and discovered

the appearance of one to the southward.
J{. M'Cormick, Arc. and Antarc. Voyages, I. 148.

(6) In mining, a lode. See lodei, n. [Western U. S.]

4. The right of playing the first card in a round
or trick

;
the suit or card so played.

All you have got to mind is to return your partner's lead.

Whyte Melville, Good for Nothing.

5. The course of a running rope from end to

end : as, a clear lead. 6. In engin., the average
distance required to be traveled to remove the

earth of an excavation to form an embankment.
It is equivalent to the removal of the whole quantity of the
material from the center of gravity of the excavation to the
center of gravity of the embankment.
7. In elect.: (a) The angle between the plane
through the lines of contact of the brushes or

collectors of a dynamo or electric motor with
the commutator and the transverse plane bi-

secting the magnetic field. (6) A conductor con-

veying electricity from the source to the place
where it is to be used. 8. In a steam-engine,
an arrangement of the valve or valves and the

ports of a cylinder by which the steam is ad-
mitted in front of the piston or allowed to

escape from behind it a little before the end of
the stroke. On the steam-side or inlet-ports it is also
called outside lead ; on that of the exhaust-ports it is called
the inside lead or exhaust-lead.

9. In music: (a) The enunciation by one voice-

part of the subject or theme of a thematic com-

position before the entrance of the other parts.
(6) A cue or short passage in one voice-part on
which the entrance of others depends Lead of
the crank, in a steam-engine, the excess above 90 in

the angle made by the plane of one crank with the plane
of another on the same shaft. This setting secures greater
smoothness of motion by moderating the velocity of the

piston at the end of the stroke. E. H. Knight.
lead2 (led), n. and a. [< ME. leed, < AS. lead,

lead, = OFries. lad= D. lood, lead, = MLG. lot,

lead, a weight, lode, a plummet, = MHG. lot, G.
loth = Sw. Dan. lod, a plummet, a lead, ball,

bullet, a weight. The word occurs disguised in

pilot, q. v. Another Teut. word for '

lead,' the

metal, is OHG. blio, MHG. Hi, G. Wei, MLG. bli,

blig = Icel. bly = Sw. Dan. big ; the L. is plum-
bum (see plumb)."] I. n. 1. Chemical symbol,
Pb; atomic weight, 206.9. One of the useful

metals, remarkable for its softness and dura-
bility. It belongs to the class of white metals, but has
a decided bluish-gray tint, expressed by the common term
"lead-gray." The freshly cut surface is lustrous, but it

soon becomes dull from the formation of a film of oxid.
Lead is the softest metal in general use ; it can be scratched

by the finger-nail, and is easily cut with a knife. It is very
malleable, and can be rolled into thin sheets

; but it cannot
be drawn into fine wire. Lead rarely occurs in the native
form ; as a general rule, and possibly in every instance, the

particles of the metal thus found are associated with some
ore of lead, or occur in such a manner as to indicate that

they are of secondary origin. The most important locali-

ties of native lead are in Sweden, near Pajsberg, where this
metal occurs in small filiform masses and scaly grains, asso-
ciated with magnetite in dolomite, and alsonear Nordmark,
where pieces several ounces in weight have been obtained.
Native lead has also recently been found crystallized in
various forms belonging to the isometric system. Its

specific gravity is about 11.4. It fuses at about 617" ; when
heated before the blowpipe on charcoal, it is volatilized,

leaving a yellow incrustation. The ores of lead are nu-
merous and widely distributed, occurring in many coun-
tries in very considerable quantity. The most important
of these ores is the sulphuret (galena), which contains 86J
per cent, of the metal. This ore is found in greater or less

quantity in a very large number of metalliferous veins,
especially such as produce gold and silver. Galena almost
always contains at least a trace of silver, and in most re-

gions the quantity of the precious metal is sufficient to
make its separation profitable. (See Pattinson process and
Parkes process, under process.) The carbonate of lead

(cerusite) is also an important ore of this metal, and so is

the sulphate (anglesite), but in less degree. These ores
also usually contain silver in paying quantity, and the
value of the precious metal is frequently greater than that
of the lead itself. One of the chief uses of lead is for ser-

vice-pipes in the supply of houses with water, a purpose
for which the ductuity and flexibility of this metal ad-

mirably adapt it. A serious drawback, however, is its lia-

bility to oxidation and the poisonous nature of the result-

ing combination, and to overcome this tendency lead pipes
are often lined with tin. Another important use of lead is

as the base of oil-painting, for which purpose it is used in
the form of the carbonate. (See white lead, below.) Lead is

also much used in the form of shot and bullets. The most
important alloy of which lead forms a part is pewter.
2. A plummet or mass of lead attached to a

graduated line, used in sounding at sea. It is

usually in the shape of the frustum of a cone or pyra-
mid. For depths of 20 fathoms or under, it has a weight
of from 5 to 9 pounds, and is called a hand-lead. For
depths from 20 to 60 fathoms, the lead weighs from 20 to
CO pounds, and is called a coasting-lead. For depths from
60 to 200 fathoms, a deep-sea lead is used, weighing from
75 to 120 pounds. A special apparatus, called a deep-sea
sounding-machine, is used for depths above 200 fathoms.
See deep-sea sounding-machine, under deep-sea.
3. In printing,* thin strip of type-metal (some-
times of brass), used to increase the space be-
tween lines of composed types. Leads are usually

lead

cast to fractional parts of the body pica. The thickness
most used is six-to-pica, one thirty-sixth of an inch, but
there are many sizes both above and below this. To make
matter still more conspicuous, double leads (two leads

together) are often used, and sometimes treble leads.

There is a newspaper in another city which . . . avoids
double leads, capitals, pictures, and all forms of typo-
graphical hysteria. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 819.

4 . A small stick of black-lead or plumbago used
in pencils. 5. pi. Sheets or plates of lead
used for covering roofs: sometimes used as a

singular for a flat roof covered with lead.

He looketh down on his brethren as if he stood on the

top of a leads, and not on the same ground they do.

Bp. Andrewes, Sermons, V. 18.

The tempest crackles on the leads.

Tennyson, Sir Galahad.
" On to the leads; will you come and see the view from

thence?" I followed still, up a very narrow staircase to
the attics, and thence by a ladder and through a trap-door
to the roof of the hall. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xi.

6f. A pipe of lead ; a leader.

And let me (good Lord) be like the Lead
Which to som Citie from som Conduit-head
Brings holsom water ; yet (self-wanting sense)
It selfe receiues no drop of comfort thence.

Sylvester, it. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

7. In stained-glass work, etc., one of the cames
or ribbons of lead, grooved on both sides, which
serve to retain the glass by the edges. 8. In

knitting, a tin or lead socket in which a needle
is fixed before being fitted to the frame Black
lead. See black-lead. Blue lead, (a) A miners' name
for galena. (6) In the manufacture of white lead, lead
which has not become perfectly converted into the car-

bonate, and therefore retains more or less of its blue
color. Chocolate lead. See chocolate. Corneous lead.
Same as phosgenite. Drift-lead, a heavy lead hung over-
board when a ship is lying at anchor, to show if she drifts
or drags. Glaziers' turned lead. Same as earner, 2.

Green lead ore. See pyromorphite. Lead-float file.

See /ffei. Lead-shaving machine, a series of rotary
knives so combined as to reduce lead to shavings for the
manufacture of white lead. Leads of Venice, places of
confinement situated immediately under the leads (roof)
of the ducal palace in Venice, memorable for the political
prisoners confined there in the time of the Venetian repub-
lic. Milled lead. Same as sheet-lead (which see, below).
Mock lead. Same as blende. Redlead, apigment formed
by the exposure of litharge to the action of air at a tempera-
ture of 500, under which conditions it absorbs oxygen. It
is used for a variety of purposes. When mixed with mastic
and linseed-oil, it is used as a cement for the flanges of

steam-pipes, but it enters the market chiefly as a pigment,
as, when mixed with either water or linseed-oil, it covers

extremely well. Bed lead ore. Same as crocoile.

Sheet-lead, a thin plate of lead made by passing a flat in-

got repeatedly through a rolling-mill until the requisite
thinness has been attained. Called in England milled
lead. Sugar Of lead, or lead acetate, a crystalline salt

prepared by dissolving lead or litharge in vinegar or pyro-
ligneous acid. It has a sweetish taste, and in large doses
is a violent irritant poison. It is used in medicine both in-

ternally and externally, and extensively in the arts. To
arm a lead. See arm*. To heave or cast the lead, to
cast the deep-sea lead or hand-lead for the purpose of tak-

ing soundings.
I sail caste leede and loke the space,
Howe depe the watir is like a dele.

York Plays, p. 61.

White lead, a mixture of the carbonate and the hydrated
oxid of lead in somewhat varying proportions, approximat-
ing to 75 per cent, of the former and 25 per cent, of the lat-

ter. It is prepared as follows : Metallic lead is cast into

perforated disks 7 inches in diameter and inch thick,
technically called buckles. These are packed into earthen-
ware pots 15 inches high, and to each pot is added a small
amount of acetic acid. The pots are then piled into bins
40 feet square, and the whole covered with spent tan-bark
and left alone for nearly three months. During this time
the temperature rises, steam is given off, and a rather

complex chemical decomposition takes place, by which the
metallic-lead buckles become converted into the white
carbonate. But the quantity of lead converted into white
lead seldom amounts to more than 65 per cent. The bins
are unloaded and the contents of the pots thrown into a

revolving screen, which separates the white lead from the
unconverted metallic lead, this latter being remelted and
put through the process again. The white lead is ground
to a fine powder, and then made into a paste with 10 per
cent, of linseed-oil, forming the paint known as white lead
in oil. This method of converting metallic lead into white
lead is known as the "Dutch process." Other methods
tending toward greater quickness and economy have also
been used. Yellow lead ore. See mtlfenite.

II. a. Made or composed of lead ; consisting
more or less of lead Lead flat, a level roof cov-
ered with sheet-lead resting on boarding and joists. E.
H. Knight, Lead lights, a form of casement-window
having small panes set in leaden cames, which are at-

tached to cross-tars called saddle-bars. E. H. Knight.
= Syn. See leaden.

lead2 (led), v. t. [< ME. leden, leeden (= D.
loodeit = MLG. loden = G. lotlten = Dan. lodde =
Sw. loda, sound with the lead; from the noun.]
1. To cover with lead; fasten or fit with lead;
join by means of lead: as, to lead a roof;" to

lead stained glass, as in a window.
The Cloysters about it [the palace], leaded above, and

paved with stone, the roof supported with columnes of

marble. Sandys, Travailes, p. 25.

2. In priii lini/, to insert leads between the lines

of, as type. 3. In cernm., to give metallic



lead :t:t-r,

and n. Same as
gloss to by means of an oro of lead ground fine leaden-gray (led'n-gra), fl.

and strewn over the surface. 4. To smooth lra<l-fjnty.

and polish (the bore of a rilled gun) by the ap- leader 1
(le'der), H. [< Ml.. l>;l,-r. Irdrrc, < AS

T. J-_ 1 latj-*.*. / 1 \l.'..'...., Jo*/A*"l loftavf ll IPHIPr' a leaden lap.
When once rifled, the barrel rannot as In the Henry,

Ratchet, and other riflings be leaded or otherwise regu-
lated except with the hlliiiu' marhim'.

If. II'. dm-iier. The Oun, p. 140.

TO lead out, In printing, to Insert leads between the lines

of (composed types). To lead up, in utained-alam work,

to join or assemble (the different pieces) by means of lead

ribbons or camra.

lead ;i

t, . [Also leed; < ME. leede; perhaps <

Gael. liK'hil, a pot, kettle.] A caldron
;
a cop-

per kettle.
His heede

That stemede as a forneys of a leede.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 202.

Mow haulm to burn.
To serve thy turn.
To bake thy bread:,
To burn under lead.

Tvxier, Husbandry, August's Abstract

lead-arming (led'ar'ming), . A lump of tal-

low, soap, grease, or other similar substance

pressed into the lower end of a sounding-lead
for the purpose of ascertaining the nature of

the bottom from the particles adhering to the

greasy substance.

lead-ash (led'ash), n. The slag of lead.

leadback (led'bak), n. The American dunlin,

ox-bird, or purre. [Shinnecock Bay, L. I.]

- *---." ---. v
liedere (= OFnes. letlera, ledere = Dleider =
MLG. leider, H<U-r = OHG. leitan, MHG. fc.tere,

letter, Q. letter = Dan. leder = Sw. ledare),,
a.

leading

8w JoUote. -Byn. 1 and X Commander, Head, etc. Hen

leader2* (led'er), w. [< ME. ledere, leedare; <

linil- + -*>(!.] A plumber.
r-boy (le'der-boi), . A boy who guides

>. . fni-i -looker. [South Africa.]
mm / 1 ,".' .1,',> fn*-*r.\ ii On ti> t'lirriiw. ledare),,

a.

leader .furrow (le'der-o), n. See furrou.
leader, < lodan, lead: see tearfi.] 1. One who

J er-hook (le'der-huk), >.. A hold-fast hook
leads, guides, conducts, directs, or controls;

"

director or conductor; a chief or commander.

, , -
,

leads, guides, conducts, directs, or controls; a
t rain .water leader. IU tang in

driven into the wall.

They be blind leaden of the blind. Mat. xv. 14.
leadership (le'dcr-ship), H. [< leader 1 -

-ship. ]

I have given him for ... a leader and commander of The office of a leader ; guidance ; control.
' 4

leader-writer (le'der-rl'ter), n. A member of

the editorial staff of a newspaper who writes

leaders or editorial articles.

2. One who is first or most prominent in any lead-glance (led'glans), n. Lead ore; galena.

relation; one who takes precedence by virtue
lead-glaze (led'glaz), n. A glaze for ceramic

the people.

A reaolute leader might have brought it (the war] to a

close in a month. Macaulay, Hallam's I'onst Hist

of superior qualification or influence ;
a recog-

nized principal or superior : as, leaders of soci-

ety; a leader of the bar.

Bl waar of rlchelees, for he wole make dlffence,

For he is leder of al synne.
Hymnt to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.\ r. 60.

queen's Counsel are usually termed Leaden, & they sit

ware produced by the use of lead, applied

throughout Europe to the coarser kinds of pot-

tery for domestic use. Ware covered with this glaxe

was usually coarse and brittle, and a coating was needed to

make it available for holding liquids ; but the glaze was

injurious in the case of such content* as would partly dis-

solve It, and hence pottery so coated was superseded, espe-

lead
"
In any particular case In which both are engaged.

Slater, Guide to Legal Prof., p. 17.

Judges, mayors, . . . leaden in science, clergymen bet-

, , __- JMM ware.

-gray (led'gra), a. and n. I. . Colored like

lead.

II. n. A color resembling that of lead.

ter than famous, . . were represented In that' meeting. Also leaden-yray.
0. ft. Uotmtt, Autocrat, p. 128. leadhillite (led'hil-it), n. [< Leadhills,

3. In the Meth. Epis. Ch., one who has charge
of a "

class," which he meets at stated times,
lead-bath (led'bath), . A furnace for expos- of a -

class," wnicn n.

s of o-old or silver mechanicallv to the and over which he exercises_a quasi-pastoral

Lead-bath.

ing ores of gold or silver mechanically to the

action of melted lead.
The powdered ores unite with
the lead to form an alloy, and
the precious metals are after-

ward extracted from the alloy

by various processes.

lead-colic (led'kol'ik),
n. See colic.

lead-color (led'kul'or),
n. A dull bluish-gray
color, approximating to

the color of lead.

lead-colored (led
'
kul '-

ord ) ,
n . Having the col-

orof lead; of adull-gray-
ish color: as, lead-color-

ed clouds.

lead-cutter (led'kut'er),
w. A machine made to

out to any length the

leads used by printers.
Many forms are In use, but all

have a Hat table, an adjustable gage, and a chisel-faced

cutter that is brought down by means of a lever.

lead-eater (led'e'ter), . India-rubber. ffalli-

toell. [Prov. Eng.]
leaded (led'ed), a. [< lead? + -crf2.] 1. Sep-
arated or spaced by the insertion of thin strips

of type-metal between the lines : said of com-

posed types. 2. Fitted or furnished with lead.

Especially (o) Covered with sheet-lead, as a roof. (6)

Set In a frame of lead ; Joined by means of bars or ribbons

of lead, an stained-glass work. -Leaded sash, the sash

of a stained-glass or other window In which the panes are

held by bars or ribbons of lead.

leaden (led'n), a. [< ME. leden, < AS. leaden

(= D. looden), of lead, < lead, lead: see lead'*

and -en2.] 1. Made or consisting of lead : as,

a leaden ball ;
a leaden coffin.

What says this leaden casket? Shale., M. of V., II. 7. 16.

To me thy leaden Rod resign,
To charm the Centinels
On Mount Clthcron.

Congrent, Semele, ill. 1.

2. Like lead in any particular, (a) Inertly heavy :

as, the leaden weight of a helpless person. (6) Heavy and

slow : as, a leaden pace, (c) Dull ; sluggish ; without spirit.

If he be leaden, Icy-cold, unwilling,
lie thou so too. Shale., Rich. III., iii. 1. 176.

Base, leaden earls that glory in your birth.

Marlowe, Edward II., II. 2.

(d) Of the color of lead ; dull-colored ; hence, gloomy : as,

a leaden sky.
I Leaden Is often compounded with participial adjectives :

as, leaden-winged time ; a {radon-paced messenger.

This may serve to shew the Difference betwixt the two

Nations, the (ntden-heel'd Pace of the one, and the qulck-
silver'd Motions of the other. Hmcell, Letters, I. Iv. 41.

O leaden-hearted men, to be in love with death !

Thomson, Caatle of Indolence, II.]

Leaden bulls. Seefw2.=gyn. Lead, Leaden. Lead as

an adjective is not used figuratively ; leaden is used both

literally and figuratively : as. a lead or leaden image ; a

leaden sky. A similar distinction exists between ifood and

icooden, gold &m\ gnlden, etc. : as, a tooml partition; irooden

walls ;
vKKxltn immobility ; a gold watch ; yMen clouds,

or hopes, or prospects. The form in -en is generally prefer-

able rhythmically ;
hence its retention and extension in

poetic use.

lead-encephalopathy (led'en-sef-a-lop'a-thi),
n. A morbid cerebral condition produced by
chronic lead-poisoning.

supervision. See class, n.,3 (6). 4. In music: leading

.->....... - a lo**!-

Tty in Lanarkshire, Scotland, + -ite2.] A sul-

phato-carbonate of lead occurring in trans-

parent white to yellow or greenish crystals.

eading 1 (le'ding), n. [< ME. ledyng; verbal

(n) A conductor or director, (ft) The principal n. of leadl, v.] 1. The act of conductin

first-violin player in an orchestra (concert- guiding; conduct; leadership; command.
play

master), the principal cornettist in a baud, or

the principal soprano in a chorus. Formerly the

leader of an orchestra was also the conductor, but the du-

ties of leading and conducting are now separated in large

orchestras.

5. That which leads or conducts; something
that guides the course of a thing, or conducts

to it. (a) In rnininy, the more or less well-defined vein-

like mass of ore which the miner follows in his work;
the indication which the miner follows when working an

Irregular metalliferous deposit This is sometimes u mere

crack, Hometlmes a fissure with vein-stone or even with

ore, and sometimes a well-defined fissure-vein. The word
Is used chiefly where there is some complexity In the phe-

nomena, as where the rock on each side of the fissure is

more or less mineralized, so that the fissure or leader

funus only a part of the metalliferous deposit (o) A pipe
for the conveyance of water from a roof or the upper part
of a house to the ground, (c) A row of dots or hyphens
which lead the eye of a reader from words or figures at

one end of a line to words or figures at the other end. (a)

A block or piece of wood In which holes are cut to serve

as guides for ropes. () A kind of wrapped quick-match
to lead fire rapidly from one part of a piece of fireworks leading1 (le'ding), p. a
to another.

(/)
A furrow extending from the eye to the

rtllirtinlr . pnndiiotins :

skirt of a millstone, (g) In Jinking, a piece of silkworm

gut or fine cord at the end of the reel-line, several feet

long, to which the droppers or bobbers are attached at

proper intervals. Also called eatting-line. (A) A struc-

ture consisting of a fence of laths or brush, or of stakes

interwoven with brush or with netting, or formed of stone,

for leading fish into a pound, weir, or heart-seine. The
fish following the shore meet the leader, and turn and fol-

low It to Its termination. Leaders are most frequently

used where there Is a long extent of shallow water which

ebbs off at low tide.

The pounds of some of the Connecticut fishermen have

\\ei-leadert of from 700 to 1,800 feet, set on poles 25 or W)

llir fader, whlcbe tn Romalne
The l"hi<t'/>' of the chiualrie

In gouernance hath vndertake.
Gower, Conf. Aniant, vil.

feet long, driven Into the sand.
Maaaehiaettt Fitherie* Report, 1868, p. 11.

(i) In fancying, the foremost of the two chain-carriers.

0) A ring or gripper used for leading cattle, passed through
the septum of the nose.

6. That which precedes; something that has a

leading or foremost place, whether in actual po-
sition or in importance. Specifically (a) One of the

leading or front horses in a team of four or more, ai J
tlnguished from a wheeler, or one placed next the carriage.

St. Foil takes a post-chaise

With, for "wheelers," two bays, and, for "leaden," two

greys. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends. II. 20.

(6) The principal wheel in a set of machinery, (c) A prin-

cipal editorial article in a newspaper : one of the longer

articles In a newspaper appearing as Its own utterance*

or expressions of editorial views, whether written by the

ostensible editor or by leader-writers or contributore.

Mr. Bryant was the first of oar Journalists to adopt the

English practice of leaden, which has since become the

universal habit of our Journalism.
D. J. HM, Bryant, p. 96.

7. A sinew; a tendon: as, the leaders of the fin-

gers or toes. [Technical.] 8. Something of-

fered as a special attraction to customers; a

leading "bargain." [Trade cant.]

A new rival may Inflict severe loss through overestimat-

ing the business field which he enters; through cutting

the. price of a staple below cost, and making It what Is

called a leader. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXIV. 622.

9. In hot., the terminal shoot of an excurrent

trunk, commonly forming the apex of a cone-

shaped tree, as in the fir and the larch.

Cuckoo's leader, the wryneck. Follow my leader.

2. Ability to lead ; commanding quality or ca-

pacity.
The situation of the Whig Party Is very critical Indeed,

and I really think it becomes necessary for your Lordship
and all other men of great leading and property In thecoun-

try to come up to town and to concert the measures to or

taken In so critical a moment
C. J. Fox, Letter, July 1, 1782.

3. A directing influence or guidance; especial-

ly, a spiritual indication of the proper course of

action in any case: a term used by the Friends

or Quakers.
Ann Millet a young person who began to have leading*

at the age of four years, who never cared to play, never

laughed, and always waited to be directed before she even

washed her hands.
M. C. Lee, A Quaker Oirl of Santucket, p. 8.

[Ppr. of leadi, P.] 1.

preceding; hence, serv-

ing as a precedent.
He left his mother a counteas by patent, which wa a

new leading example.

2. Attracting; drawing: as, a leading article

among shopkeepers (that is, something of-

fered as a special inducement to customers,

for its attractiveness or its cheapness, or both).

3. Chief; principal; capital;
most influen-

tial : as, a leading motive in action ; a leading

man in a party.
The constitutional changes made by Solon were In lead-

tno respects towards industrial organization.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Soclol., I 488.

Leading article. Same as leaderi, 6 (cV

He.would hold men's buttons, and discourse to them the

leading article out of that paper.
Thackeray, Adventures of Philip.

Leading axle. Sec axle Leading business (theat.),

the acting of principal parts or roles In plays. Leading
Chord, in muiic, the chord of the dominant : so called be-

cause it leads naturally into that of the tonic. Leading
column (imHt-X the first column that advances from the

right, left, or center of a company, battalion, or army.

Leading file, the first two men who advance from the

right, left, or center of a company or a battalion. Lead-

ing guide, the guide to whose movements a column of sol-

iliers must conform In marching.- Leading light*. See

KgMi. Leading man, leading lady, the chief per-

formers in a theatrical company ; the man and woman
who enact the parts of hero and heroine. Leading
marks, object* on shore used for guidance on entering

or leaving port. Leading melody, in mvtic, the melody
which controls the construction of a piece at any Poi '> t-

In plain music It is usually the soprano part, but in the-

matic music it may be any part or an the parts in turn.

Leading motive [German leitmotif], in dramalicmaic,
a principal motive or theme ; a theme, usually of but few

tones, by which a permnage, situation, thought, or emotion

is Indicated, and which recurs (sometimes in a modified

formjwhenever the personage, situation, thought, or erne

tlon appears or Is suggested. The principle of the leading

motive was recognized In the middle of the eighteenth cen-

tury, but was not elaborately applied nntn the later works

of Richard Wagner, especially In those of the Mhelungen
Trilogy, in "Tristan and Isolde." etc. Leading note,

leading tone in muric. the seventh tone of the major scale

(and of certain forms of the minor scale), commonly called

n (by the tonlc-tol-falsts te); the snbtonic: so called he-



leading 3386
cause It lies but one half-step below the tonic or key-note, lead-Ocher (led'o'ker), . See massicot.
and (in ascending passages) naturally leads into It. The -i-.j nar ,, l v(!jc C\P<\'r>a ral'i sisl n
leading tone is characteristic of the modern as contrasted leaa-paraiySlS UiJ pa-rai 1-S1S;, .

with the medieval modes, in all but one of which the seventh due to chronic lead-poisoning,
tone was a whole step below the tonic ; hence it is some- lead-pencil (led'pen"sil), n. An instrument for
times called the characteristic ton*.- Leading principle making marks or lines, or for writing or draw-
of inference. Seemfemue. Leading question. See mnrln hv inolnsiTio , slin nf nliimhncm nr
question.- Leading wind (naut.), a wind abeam or quar-

U1S> maae Dy inclosing a slip or plu
iEering. graphite (which is commonly called black-lead)

leading2 (led'ing), n. [Verbal n. of lead?, -.] inasmall(generallycylindrical)casingof wood.
1. Lead-work; the leads, as of a house; arti- lead-plant (led 'plant), n. A shrubby legu-
cles of lead collectively. minous plant, Amorpha canescens, found from

Michigan and Wisconsin southwestward, re-

puted to indicate the presence of lead-ore.
See Amorpha.

lead-plaster (led^las^ter), n. An adhesive

plaster made by boiling together lead oxid,

guiding aTropVor purchase,' or holding it in a olive-oil, and water, the emplastrum plumbi of

given position without impeding its motion. the pharmacopoeia. Also called diachylon.

leading-hose (le'ding-hoz), n. The hose from lead-poisoning (led'poi"zon-ing), n. Poisoning
which the water of a fire-engine is discharged. by the introduction into the body ofsome prepa-

n i . . ,.. ; ~^i j _ _ j i j i- ? j. - i ^i

The doors are glazed with a design made of leading and
opalescent glass. Art Age, V. 47.

2. Milit., the clogging of the grooves of a rifle

by lead from the bullets,

leading-block (le'ding-blok), n. A block for

leaf

the linear portion connecting the blade with the stem ; and
a pair of appendages, the stipules, at the base of the petiole :

but often the petiole, and
still more often the stip-

ules, are wanting. In

any case, leaf very fre-

quently denotes merely
the blade, especially with
descriptives : as, a cor-

date, an ovate, a lanceo-
late leaf, etc. Leaves are
simple or compound, ac-

cording as they have one
o or several blades. They

are distinguished also by
the arrangement of their
veins. (See nervation.)
Physiologically, the nor-
mal function of leaves
is assimilation that is,

the transformation of inorganic into organic matter, which
takes place only in the green parts of the plant. But leaves

may be converted to various other uses for example, into

a, unifpliate leaf of orange (Citrus
Aurantiutn); b, simple leaf of chest-
nut (Castanea vrsca).

leading-in (led'ing-in'), . The act or process ration of lead, as sugar of lead, white lead, etc.

of putting together the parts of a stained-glass
chronic lead-poisoning may exhibit one or more of the fol-

window having lead cames.
In a leading man-

poisoning may t _______________________
lowing features : anemia, pains in the limbs, lead-colic,
lead-paralysis, lead-encephalopathy, nephritis, etc. Also
called plumbism.

lead-pot (led'pot), n. A crucible or pot for

, ,
A rod used in melting lead. E. H. Knight.

drawboring and polishing the bores of rifle- lead-screw (led'skro), n. In mech., the main
barrels. E. H. Knight. screw of a lathe, which gives the feed-motion

to the slide-rest.

lead-sinkers (led'sing'kerz), n. pi. In a knit-
In English ting-machine, a series of plates attached to a

sinker-bar, by which they are depressed all to-

gether in order to form a loop between every
two needles. They alternate with the jack-
sinkers.

leadsman1
! (ledz'man), n. [ME. ledesman; a

var. of lodesman, q" v.] One who leads the

way.
I wyll be your ledes man,

And lede you the way.
Lytett Oeste of Rdbyn Hade (Child's Ballads, V. 108).

Strings by which children are supported when leadsman2
(ledz'man), n. Naut., a seaman who

beginning to walk. heaves the lead.
Was he ever able to walk without leading-strings, or lead-soap (led

'

sop), n. An insoluble oleate,
swim without bladders? Swift, palmitate, or stearate of lead, or a mixture of
Hence 2. Restrictions imposed upon free- these salts. It is known in pharmacy as lead-
dom of action; intrusive care or custody; re- plaster.

straining guidance. lead-spar (led'spar), n. Cerusite.

Leaving yon, within the tethering of certain leading- lead-tracery (led'tra"ser-i), n. The lead sashes
strings, to gather what advantages you can. or ribbons, collectively, in any combination of

Ruskin, Elem. of Drawing, iii. glass, as in a window,formed with leaden cames.
To be in leading-strings, to be in a state of infancy or lead-tree (led'tre), n. A leguminous tree, Leu-

lf^T
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16^ds of ot
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hel
T ecena qlauca, related to the acacias, it is native

leading-Wheel (le'dmg-hwel), n. In locomo- in tropical America, and has been naturalised in Africa and
tives, one of the wheels which are placed before Asia. It is widely cultivated as an ornamental tree in
the driving-wheels. warm climates.

leading-wires (le'ding-wirz), n. pi. lu elect., lead-vitriol (led'vit"ri-ol), re. Same as anglesite.
same as leads. See lead1

,
7 (b). lead-water (led'wa'ter), n. Aqueous solution

leadingly (le'ding-li), adv.
ner

; by leading,
leading-rod (led'ing-rod), n.

leading-screw (le'ding-skro), . Same as lead-
screw.

leading-spring (le'ding-spring), .

locomotives, one of the springs fixed on the

leading axle-box to bear the weight above. E.
H. Knight.

leading-Staff (le'ding-staf), n. Milit., the staff

or baton of a field-marshal. [Kare.]
After this action I preferred was,
And chosen city-captain at Mile-End,
With hat and feather, and with lead.ing-aa.ff.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, v. 3.

leading-strings (le'ding-stringz), n. pi. 1.

lead-lap (led'lap), n. In gem-cutting, same as
roughing-mill and lead-mill.

subaoetate of lead, employed in medicine
. as an external application. It is sedative and as-

leadless (led'les), a. [< lead2 + -less.~\ Having tringent It is the liquor plumbi subacetatus dilutes of
** pharmacopoeia.no lead; not charged with a bullet. [Rare.]

Little's brtta, pistol met his eye,
lead-works (led'wferks), n. sing, or pi. A place

Byron, Bug.' Bards and Scotch Reviewers. ,
***** lead is extracted from the ore.

leadwort (led'wert), n. [< lead% + ?ori.] 1.
An herbaceous plant of southern Europe, Plum-
bago Europoea. 2. By extension, any plant of
the genus Plumbago, of the order Plumbaginece.
Cape leadwort, P\ Capensis, a cultivated species from

South Africa, with somewhat climbing, angled stems, and
large pale- or lead-blue corollas. Ceylon or white-flow-
ered leadwort, a shrubby East Indian species, P. Zey-
lanica. Leadwort family, the Plumbaginaceai.

'paKtfai f, pitiiiuticiy compound leal or norse-cne
Vippocastanutn) ; h, pinnately trifoliate leaf of fjt

of water. Seelead'^,2. The hand-lead line is marked
at one fathom with a toggle, at 2 and 12 fathoms with two
strips of leather, at 3 and 13 with three strips, at 5 and 15
with a white rag, at 7 and 17 with a red rag, at 10 with a piece
of leather with one hole in it, and at 20 with a piece of lea-
ther having two holes. Coasting-lines and deep-sea lines
are marked alike : namely, at 10 fathoms with a bit of line

glaze given to some wares after burning.
leadmant (led'man), n. [< lead1 + man. Cf.
lodeman.'] One who leads in anything, as in a
dance.

Such a light and mettled dance
Saw you never.

And \>yleadmen for the nonce,
That turn round like grindle stones. B. Joneon.

lead-mill (led'mil), . In gem-cutting, a flat
wheel of lead charged with emery and water,
which is used in grinding all gems except those
below 8.5 in hardness.
lead-mule (led'mul), n. A mule that goes in
the lead, as of a mule-train.
Our driver had named the lead-mides Bettie and Jane.

E. B. Ouster, Boots and Saddles, p. 66.

lead-nail (led'nal), n. 1. A small, round-head-
ed copper-alloy nail, used for fastening sheet-
lead on roofs. 2. Naut., a scupper-nail,

means for the capture and maceration of insects, as in sun-
dew and Venus's fly-trap, or into organs for climbing, as in
the pea-vine ; and in many other ways leaves depart from
the typical description above given.

Robyn was in mery Scherwode
As lizt as lef on lynde.

Robin Hood and the Monk (Child's Ballads, V. 14).

Languid leaves whereon the autumn blows
The dead red raiment of the last year's rose.

Suinburne, Two Dreams.

2. Anything resembling a leaf, as in being flat

and relatively broad, or in being a flexible or
movable attachment or addition to something

it. Lead-line drawing, in stained-glass work, same as leaf (lef), n.
; pi. leaves (levz). [< ME. leef, lef

e
,J

Se
; (?>

A single thickness of paper in a book or folded
ait-hne draimng (which see, under drawing). CT,] r,;,,1 ( AS Ififf Cnl iffin *eet; hence, with reference to the words written or

ead-lllSter fled'lus*t,ArV ,. 0*1,1 nfWJ. , loor| /fl\ ^pIAo, f?i'^ 5 .
* $* <ea

i) P^ted upon it, the part of a book contained in one of
such leaves.

This is a lef of vre bileeue as lettret men vs techeth.
Piers Plowman (A), viii. 162.

Had she loked that other half and the lef torned,
She shulde haue founden fele wordis folwyng therafter.

Piers Plowman (B), iii. 338.

I turn
The leaf to read them.

Shall., Macbeth, i. 3. 152.

(5) A separately movable division of a folding or sliding
door, fire-screen, table, hinge, etc.

To Sir Philip Warwick's, to dinner, where abundance of

company come in unexpectedly ; and here I saw one pretty
piece of household stuff, as the company increaseth, to put
a larger leaf upon an ovall table. Pepys, Diary, II. 238.

The entrance to the park lay through an old-fashioned
gateway in the outer wall, the door of which was formed
of two huge oaken leaves, thickly studded with nails.

Scott, Kenilworth, iii.

(c) A very thin sheet of hammered metal ; foil : as, gold-leaf.
(d) A portion of fat lying in a separate fold or layer ; es-

pecially, the fat about the kidneys of a pig (compare

knottedonce, at 20 with aline having two knots, etc., each leadyt (led'i), a. [Early mod. E. ledy; < lead%

fatTkm^tiwtSaomaia^^l'lil^
01^6^^' + '^ Pertaining to or resembling lead in

bit of white, and at sooTbit'o? blue bunting."
' ** ' any of its properties.

2. A heavy leaded or weighted line attached to Hif> ruddy lippes [were] wan, & his eyen ledy and hol-

the bottom of a net, as a seine, and used to sink owe ' sir T- Etvot, The Governour, ii. 12.

11

loof= MLG. lof = OHG. loub,

loup, MHG. loup, G. laub =
Icel. lauf= Sw. lof'= Dan. lov
= Goth, laufs, a leaf. Cf . Lith.

lapas = Russ. lepeste, a leaf,
Gr. AfTrof, AeTTYf, a scale (see
lepis). For the L. and Gr.words
for '

leaf,' seefoil1 . Hence ult.

lobby, lodge; in comp. ME. lef-

sel.~\ 1. An expanded, usual-

ly green, organ of a plant, of
transient duration, produced
laterallyfrom a stem orbranch,
and, with others, arranged
upon the stem in a definite and

j af
sho

f
f
"'

a" symmetrical order, i,, the most
blade'.

s

pX"f;

pftio

t

!e';
complete sense, a leaf consists of a

and .y 5, the two stip-
blade or lamina, the broad, flat por-

"les- tiou
;
a footstalk, leafstalk, or petiole,



leaf

leaf-lard); hence, In local use, the kidney Itaelf. [Prov.

Eug.l

What say you to the leafe or flecke of a brawne new
kill), to be of weight eight pound .'

John Taylor, Works (law).

(e) A tooth of a pinion, especially when the pinion is small.

(/) In arch., an ornament riiBviuhliiiK r repreacntlng a

leaf of a plant ; a foliation. (</) A Hap, as of a hat.

Harry let down the
leaf

of his hat and drew It over his

eyes to conceal his emotions.
/,/..*!, Kool of Quality, II. 129.

(A) In tajmtry-trmving, one half the threads of the warp.
As a prellmliiary to working tapestry these leaves are

separated, one being brought nearer the workman and the

other left in the background, (t) In uxil a leaf-like part
or organ. See tuxeleaS, and compare leaflet, 4.

3f. A distemper iu young lambs caused by
feeding on loaves. Bailey, 1731. Adverse, asaur-
gent, compound, concave, 'connate leaf. See the ad-

jectives. cross of four leaves. See crowi. Dutch
leaf, fleshy leaf, germinate leaves. See the adjec-
tives. Florence leaf, a leaf-alloy or leaf-metal of a yel-
low color, used for decorative purposes. Foliage leaves,
those leaves which serve the normal purpose 01 assimila-

tion. Latticed leaves, canccllate leaves. Leaf Isin-

glass. See uri/!/te. Lyrate leaf. See/yrofe. Mala-
bar leaves, the leaves of Cinnain&mum nitidwn and
other species mixed together, formerly used in European
medicine. Oblique, obtuse, orbicular, simple, etc.,

leaf. See the adjectives. The fall of the leaf. See

/otti. To take a leaf out of one's book. See book.

To turn over a new leaf, to adopt a different and better
line of conduct.

Except such men think themselves wiser than Cicero
for teaching of eloquence, they must be content to (urn a
new l:n.i. Ateham, The Scholemaster, p. 122.

leaf (let), v. i. [< leaf, n. Cf. leave*, .] To
shoot out leaves; produce foliage : as, the trees

leaf in May. Also leave.

The vales shall laugh In flowers, the woods
Grow misty green with leafiny buds.

Hi.'i'.'f. The Clear Vision.

leafage (le'faj), n. [< leaf + -age.'} Leaves
collectively; foliage.

Soft grass and wandering leafage have rooted themselves
In the rents, but they are not sutfered to grow in their

own wild and gentle way, for the place is In a sort In-

habited. Austin.

leaf-bearing (lef'bar'ing),a. Inzob'l.: (a) Bear-

ing leaves that is, carrying leaves about in the
mouth: as, the leaf-bearing ants, (ft) Having
leaf-like or foliaceous appendages of the body :

as, the leaf-bearing worms. See Phyllodocidce.
leaf-beetle (lef'be'tl), . A beetle of the family
(.'hrysomelida:, nearly all the members of which
are leaf-feeders both as larvee and as adults.
The three-lined leaf-beetle (Lema trilineata) feeds on the
leaves of the common potato, and its larva covers its back
with excrement. The pupa is formed underground. See
cuts under Chrygoinela and Lema.

leaf-blade (lef'blad), n. The blade or lamina
of a leaf.

leaf-blight (lef'blit), n. A disease affecting
the leaves of various plants, caused by parasitic

fungi. That of the pear is distinct from the ordinary
pear-blight, and Is produced by the fungus Kiitomoaporium
maculatum (Morthiera Mefpui). It causes the leaves to

fall, and also attacks other growing parts.

leaf-bridge (lef brij), . A form of drawbridge
in which the rising leaf or leaves swing verti-

cally on hinges. E. H. Knight.
leaf-bud (lef bud), . A bud producing a stem
with leaves only, as distinguished from a flower-

bud, technically called a gemma. They are normal
when produced either at the end of the shoot or In the
axils ; otherwise they are adventitious. \\ ln-n not ex-

ternally apparent they are called latent buds.

leaf-bug (lef'bug), n. Any heteropterous insect

of the family Tingitidai : as, the ash-gray leaf-

bun, Pifuma cinerea.

leaf-butterfly (lef'but'er-fll), n. A butterfly
of the genus Kallinm.

leaf-carrier (lef'kar*i-er), n. A leaf-carrying
nut.

leaf-comb (lef'kom), n. See cwnfti, 3.

leaf-crumpler(lef'krum
f
pler),n. One of certain

pyralid moths of the family Phycitida:, whose
larvte crumple the leaves of various trees and
plants to make cases for themselves. The com-
mon apple leaf-crnmpler of the United States Is Phycit
nebula, also called Acrnbasix iniliuinrlla. It appears in

summer, laying eggs from which the larvco hatch and be-

come about one third grown when winter sets in. They
hibernate in a crumpled silken case attached to twigs or
bidden in leaves, and in spring do much damage by de-
vouring the tender young leaves. They feed on the apple,
cherry, plum, quince, and peach. They are subject to the
attacks of parasitic insects. Itilfii, 4th Mo. Ent. Rep., p.
88. See second cut under Acrubagu.

leafcup (lef'kup), n. A plant of the genus
I'oti/iiiHiit, natural order Composite. The plants
are coarse herbs, with the outer scale* of the Involucre

large and leaf-like, whence the mine.

leaf-cutter (lef'kut'er), . 1. A leaf-cutting
bee. as any species of the genus Megachile: so

called from their cutting or biting out mor-

.-m?

sels of loaves to line their nests with. Also
called upholsterer. 2. A knife used to cut the

leaves of a book : same as paper-cutter. [U. 8.,

rare.]
leafed (left), a. [< leaf + -crfi.] Having leaves :

used frequently in composition : aa, broad-tea/-
ed; thin-/e/ea, etc.

leafenr(le'fn), a. [< leaf + -en2.] Formed in

leaves: as, "leafen gold," Uervey, Meditations,
I. !Mi.

leaf-feeder (lef'fe'der), n. An insect or its

larva which feeds on leaves.

leaf-finch (lef'finch), . The common bullfinch,
I'l/rrliula vulgaris.

leaf-folder (lef'fol'der), n. In entom., one of
various moths whose larvte fold leaves together,

making cases in which to reside. See out un-
der Desmia.
leaf-footed (lef'fut'ed), a. Having leafy or fo-

liaceous feet; phyllopod: specifically applied
to the PhyltojHMla: as, a leaf-footed crustacean.

leaf-gilding (lef'gil'ding), . Gilding by the

application of gold-leaf. See gilding, 1.

leaf-gold (lef'gold), n. Gold-leaf. Jer. Taylor,
Works (ed. 1835, Sermons), I. 692.

leaf-hopper (lef'hop'er), n. A hemipterous
insect of the family Jassida:. The species are all

leaful

leaf-netting (lef'iiefing),)!. A mode of netting

l>y which nomp of the. loops of a row are made
higher and more projecting than others: used

esi>ecially for boruermgs to netted fabrics.

leafnose (lef'noz), n. A bat of the family

leaf-nosed (lef'nozd), a. Having a foliaceoug

appendage on the snout ; rhiuolophino or phyl-
li ist onions, as various bats.

leaf-roller (lef'ro'ler), n. One of several dif-

ferent moths, as tortricids, whose larva) roll

leaves into cases for themselves. The strawberry

Strawberry Leaf roll

, , natural sin: i. head ,

moth (crow shows natural sire!; rf, anal shield of larva, enla
a, larva, natural sin: i. head and thoracic Joints of lame, enlarged : t,

nlarged.

Leaf-hopper {Erythrofuttra vifit): a, with wings extended ; *, with

wings closed. (Hair-lines show natural sizes. )

plant-feeders, some of them doing great damage. Ery-
throneura vitin lays its eggs In April and May in the veins
of young grape-leaves, and by the middle of June swarms
In the perfect state on the under side of the leaves. It is

found from Massachusetts to Georgia and the Mississippi
valley. It is erroneously called by many grape-growers
the graft-vine thrift.

leafmess (le'fl-nes), n. The state of being leafy
or full of leaves.

The sidelong view of swelling Itafinea. Keatt.

leaf-insect (lef'in'sekt), n. An orthopterous
insect of the family Phtwnridir : so called from
its mimetic resemblance to the leaf of a plant.
Also called walking-leaf.
leaf-lard (lef'lard), . Lard prepared from the

flaky fat of the hog.
leaf-legged (lef'legd), a. Having foliaceous or

expanded legs, as an insect.

leafless (lef'les), o. [X leaf + -less.'} Without
leaves; having lost its leaves: as, a leafless
tree.

leaflessness (lef'les-nes), n. The state of be-

ing leafless.

leaflet (lef'let), n. [< leaf
+ &] 1. A little

leaf ;
in hot., one of the divisions of a compound

leaf; a foliole. 2. A small leaf of printed
matter for distribution ; a tract.

A generous gift of Liberation kajtfl* for home use and
distribution among the neighbours.

Quarterly Rev., OLXII. 12.

3. In printing, a circular of six or more small

pages on one piece of paper, not stitched or

sewed. 4. In zool. : (a) A plate or
layer

of

branchial appendages of a crustacean, (o) One
of the three divisions of the human diaphragm.
- Respiratory leaflets, iu Aracknida. See lung.

leaf-lichen (lef'li'ken), n. A lichen of the ge-
nus Parmelia: so called from the foliose ap-
pearance.
leaf-louse (lef 'Ions), n. An aphid; a plant-
louse.

leaf-metal (lef'met'al), . Metal in extremely
thin leaves; especially, such a metal imitating

gold in color and luster, used for cheap gilding.
leaf-miner (lef'mi'ner), n. The larva of a mom
of the family Ttneidas: so called because these

caterpillars feed mostly on the parenchyma of

leaves, and between the upper and lower sur-

faces.

leaf-mold (lef'mold), n. An earthy substance

consisting of a disintegrated mass of decayed
leaves. It is much used, alone or mixed with

earth or other substances, as a soil for some
house- and garden-plants.
leaf-mouthed (lef'moutht), a. Having a foli-

aceous appendage on the snout, as the bats of

the family Phyllostomida.

leaf-roller, a tortrlctd, Phnxaptmt fragaritr, common in

many parts of the 1'nlted states and Canada, Is injurious to

the strawberry. The cotton or roue leaf-roller, Lmolirnia

gtmmiaiM, or Cacofcia rotaceana, common all over the

country, rolls the leaves of cotton, clover, bean, birch, ap>

pie. rose, and many other trees and plants.

leaf-rust (lef'rust), n. A disease causing the

appearance of rusty spots on leaves, produced
by parasitic fungi of tne family UretKnetc.

leaf-shaped (lef'shapt), a. Shaped like a leaf:

specifically applied in archeology to certain
swords of the bronze period.
leaf-sight (lef'sit), . In firearms, a form of

back-sight consisting of a hinged graduated
plate called a leaf, which is raised for use, but
at other times lies flat on the barrel.

leaf-silver (lef'sil'ver), n. Silver-leaf.

leaf-silvering (lef'sil'ver-ing), . Silvering or

plating with silver-leaf.

leaf-spot (lefspot), n. A disease affecting the
leaves of the rose, maple, etc., caused by par-
asitic fungi. Phyllosticta, Sejitoria, etc. It ap-
pears in dark spots on the leaves.

leaf-spring (lef spring), n. A long spring which

presses together the coupling-hooks of railroad-

cars in the Miller coupling.
leafstalk (lef'stak), . The stalk which sup-
ports a leaf; the petiole. See first cut under

leaf.

leaft. An obsolete or dialectal preterit and past
participle of leave1 .

leaf-tailed (lef'tald), a. Having the tail shaped
like a leaf : applied to geckos of the genus Pliyl-
lurvs.

leaf-tier (lef'ti'er), n. A phycid moth, Pempe-
lia hammondi. The larva feed on the leave* of the

apple, either singly or in small companies. In the latter

C g a
LeaMier (Ptm*lia AammemJi).

*, larva, natural sue ; i. segment of same : e. head and thoracic jotatj
of same ; ./. imago (cross shows natural sue). (A, <-. enlarged. )

case they tie several leaves together and skeletonize them.

They transform tg pump in slight cocoon* usually spun
among the leave*. There are two brood* a year. The
insect hibernates a* a pup*.

leaf-tobacco (lef'to-bak'6), n. See tobacco.

leaf-trace (lef'tras'), n. A foliar trace. See
trace.

leaf-turner (lef't^r'ner),
. An attachment

to the desk of a piano or an organ for turning
the leaves of a music-book. It usually operate* by
means of a series of springs connected with arms which
turn one leaf each time a spring I* released by touching a

knob or key in front.

leafult (le'ful), a. [< ME. leful, le/ul, < AS.

Ifdffull, ffcledfful. believing, faithful, < geledfa,

faith, belief: see belief, lem*.] 1. Believing;

having faith. 2. Faithful.



leaful

Tell your sister Sarah
To come and lift her leafu' lord ;

He's sleupin sound on Yarrow.
The Dourie Dem of Yarrow (Child's Ballads, III. 67).

leaf-valve (lef'valv), n. In a pumping-engine,
a valve hinged or pivoted at the side; a clack-

or flap-valve. E. B. Knight.
leafwork (lef'werk), n. [= G. laubwerk = Dan.
Imverk = Sw. lofverk.] Decorative work hav-

ing the character of leafage, or having a design
imitated from or suggested by natural leaves.

leafy (le'fi), a. [< !eaf+-y1
.']

Furnished with,

abounding in, or consisting of leaves: as, a

leafy stem
;
a leafy forest ; a leafy covert.

In the leafy month of June.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, v.

league 1
(leg), . [< ME. lege, < OF. F. ligue =

Sp. Pg. Uga = It. lega, < ML. liga, lega, a league
or confederacy, < L. ligare, bind: see ligament.']

1. A compact or covenant between persons
for the maintenance of joint interests or mu-
tual service; hence,union; close affinity ;

friend-

ship.
There is such a league between my good man and he !

Shot., M. W. of W., iii. 2. 25.

I myself am in such hearty league
With solitary thoughts, that pensive language
Charms my attention. Ford, Lady's Trial, iv. 1,

Fair couple, link'd in happy nuptial league.
Milton, P. L., iv. 339.

Specifically 2. A political or military con-

federation; a covenanted alliance or coalition,
as of persons or parties in a state, or more com-

monly of the ruling powers of different states,
for the promotion of common objects or inter-

ests ; a compact for mutual aid and support in

public policy or war : as. the Hanseatic League;
the Holy League in France; the league of

Schmalkald.
Howbeit, bycause we pylgrymes were not, as he sayd,

comprysed in the sayd lege, he wolde not therfore promys
nor warant vs any suerty, but we to stande atoure aduen-
ture. Sir R. Quytforde, Pylgrymage, p. 69.

To conclude,
Without the king's will or the state's allowance,
A league between his highness and Ferrara.

Shale., Hen. VIII., iii. 2. 323.

How fair his [William's] Friendship, and his Leagues how
just,

Whom ev'ry Nation courts, whom all Religions trust !

Prior, Carmen Seculare (1700), st. 21.

3. A combination of different associations or
bodies of persons for the promotion of com-
mon purposes: as, a base-ball league. Achean
League, tolian League, Hanseatic League, Holy
League. See the adjectives. Land League, in Ireland,
a combination of Irish tenant farmers and others, organ-
ized by Charles Stewart Parnell in October and November.
1879, under the name of the "

Irish National land League,
"

with the object of procuring reduction of rents, refusing
to pay rents if such reduction was not granted, and, finally,
of effecting a sweeping change in the land laws, by which
peasant proprietors were to be substituted for landlords.
The league developed great strength, and became the
chief factor in the political movement for home rule in

Ireland, also led by Mr. Parnell. Latin league. See
Latin. Primrose League, in Great Britain, a league
or combination of persons pledged to principles of conser-
vatism as represented by Benjamin Disraeli, Earl of Bea-
consfleld (1804-81), and opposed to the "revolutionary
tendencies of Radicalism." The object of the league is de-
clared to be "the maintenance of religion, the constitu-
tion of the realm, and of the imperial ascendancy of Great
Britain." The scheme of the organization was first dis-
cussed at the Carlton Club, in October, 1883, and the ac-
tual league made its first public appearance in a grand
banquet at Freemasons' Tavern in London a few weeks
later. The organization of the league is by

" habitations
"

or clubs ; these obey the instructions of the Grand Council,
and annually send delegates to the Grand Habitation, which
is held in London on or near the 19th of April, the anniver-
sary of the death of Lord Beaconsfleld. A noteworthy fea-
ture is the enrolment of women, or "dames," who take an
active part in all the business of the association, having an
executive committee and a fund of their own. The name
and symbol of the league are derived from Beaconsfield's
favorite flower. Solemn League and Covenant. See
covenant. To be In league With, to be confederated
with ; have a compact with : usually with a sinister mean-
ing : as, to be in

league^ with rogues. = Syn. Confederacy,
Coalition, etc. (see alliance), society, federation, associa-
tion, fraternity.

league1
(leg), v.; pret. and pp. leagued, ppr.

leaguing. [< league1 , n.] I. intrans. To form
a league; join in friendship or interest; com-
bine for mutual support; confederate.

Thus sundry motives, more than I can name,
Leagued on his part, and she a wife became.

Crabbe, Works, VII. 99.

H. trans. To combine
;
band

; confederate.
Wakeful ambition leagu'd with hasty pride.

P. Fletcher, Upon the Picture of Achmet.
A time came, almost within our own day, when Pope

and Turk were really leagued together.
E. A. .Freeman,Venice, p. 318.

league2 (leg), n. [< ME. lege, legge, leghe, <
OF. let/He (F. ttene) = Pr. lega, legiia = Cat.
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llegua = Sp. Pg. legua, legoa = It, lega, < ML.

lega, leuga, leuca, LL. leuca = LGr. Actryi;, NGr.

teiiya, a Gallic mile (see below), = AS. ledwe, a

league. Of Celtic origin ;
cf . Bret, led, leu, lev, a

league. The Gallic leig, Ir. leige, are from E.]

An itinerary unit not now in English use, ex-

cept as a marine league. (See below.) The league
as a unit of length originated in ancient Gaul, where it was

equal to U Roman miles, or 1.4 statute miles, improperly
termed the Gallic mile. Afterward it was 2,000 paces, and in

the middle ages it was in England 2 miles, or nearly 3 stat-

ute miles. It is a conventional, not a legal measure. A
land-league is sometimes said to be 3 statute miles. The
common league of France was 2.764 statute miles ; the

French posting league was 2.422 statute miles ; the Span-
ish league was 4.214 statute miles; the Spanish judicial

league was 2.634 statute miles ; the Flanders league was 3.9

statute miles ; the Brabant league was the marine league.
The league is still in use in parts of the United States ac-

quired from Mexico, where it is held to be about 2.68 Eng-
lish miles, and a square league 4,428.4 acres. The league
is much used in South America. In the greater part of

the Argentine Republic, as in Uruguay before 1864, it

is equal to 6,000 varas, which, however, are of different

lengths in different provinces ;
and the so-called Argen-

tine league of S.OOO varas exists only in Santiago Del Es-

tero. The postal league, however, varies from 4,000 to

5,000 varas ; and in Tucuman the league is sometimes

4,980, sometimes 3,320 varas. The old league of Cuba was

4,906 varas. In Buenos Ayres the league is 5,200 meters,
in Rioja 5,035.20 meters, in Colombia 5.000 meters, in

Chili 4,513.892 meters, and in Paraguay 4,193 meters.

Thre kennynges ferre on the see : that is, one and twenty
leglies ferre. Prose Rom. of Meluxine, fol. 61.

And aboute .iij. or .iiij. legges frome thens is the place

yt now is desert, where ye woman of Cananee prayde to

our Lord for her doughter yt was vexed wt a fende.
Sir R. Qmjlforde, Pylgrymage, p. 47.

From the place whence the Romanes advaunced their

standerds unto the barbarians fort it wasfourteene leagues:
that is to say, one and twentie miles.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus, p. 69.

The Domesday league was only a mile and a half.

Pearson, Historical Maps of Eng., p. 61.

Marine league, a rough unit of length, equal to three geo-

graphical or nautical miles (see mile), or one twentieth of

a degree of latitude. A nation has exclusive territorial

jurisdiction on the high seas for a marine league from its

own shore.

leaguer1
(le'ger), n. [< OF. and F. ligueiir, <

liyue, league: see league^, >.] A member of a

league ;
a confederate

;
one who belongs to a

league of individuals or parties within a state:

as, the French leaguers fought against both

Henry III. and Henry IV.

The divisions are so many, and so intricate, of protes-
tants and catholics, royalists and leaguers.

Bacon, Obs. on a Libel.

leaguer2 (le'ger), . [Early mod. E. also lea-

gher, legher; < D. leger = G. lager, a bed, couch,

camp, = Dan. lejr, camp, = Sw. liiger, camp, also

(= Dan. leje) bed, couch, = AS. leger, bed: see

tofr1
,
of which leaguer is thus ult. a doublet.]

1. A camp; especially, the camp of a besieg-
ing army; a besieging force. [Obsolete or ar-

chaic.]
He is carried into the leaguer of the adversaries.

Shak., All's Well, iii. 6. 27.

I have it in charge to go to the camp or leagur.r of our

army. Scott.

2. Investment of a town or fort by an army ;

a siege or besiegement.
It was perceiued that their slender ranks were not able

to resist the thicke leghers of the enemies.

Hotinshed, Hist Eng., vi. 13.

Ill tell you, gentlemen, it was the first, but the best

leaguer that ever I beheld with these eyes.
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iii. 1.

It was to him that all eyes turned, during the infinite

horrors of the Harlem siege, and in the more prosperous
leaguer of Alkmaar. Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 486.

leaguer2 (le'ger), v. t. [< leaguer
2

, .] To be-

leaguer; besiege. [Bare.]
Two mighty hosts a leagur'd town embrace,
And one would pillage, one would burn the place.

Pope, Iliad, xviii.

leaguers t (le'ger), . [< league^ + -er^, but with
sense of league^.'] Association in a league;
leagued or confederate action. [Rare.]
Wee, and our friends, are seconded from Italy, Spayne,

Flaunders, and Germany, besides the matchlesse strength
of resolute leagtter in this holy vnion.

Stow, Queen Elizabeth, an. 1690.

leaguerert (le'ger-er), . One engaged in a

leaguer; a besieger: as, "Roman leaguerers,"
J. Webster.

leak (lek), v. [< ME. leken (prob. of Scand.
origin) = D. lekken = OHG. lechen (only in pp.
zerlechen), MHG. G. lechen, also lecken = Icel.

leka = Dan. Iwkke = Sw. lacka, to be leaky,
leak; cf. MHG. lechezen, lechgen, G. lechzen, dry
up, leak; from the adj. (see leak. ..), which is

not found in ME. or AS. (the rare AS. hlec,

leaky said of a ship beingappar. unrelated);
associated with a causal verb, E. leach 2

,
letch 1

,

leaky

latclfi,< AS. leccan = MHG. lecken, wet; allprob.
from an orig. strong verb, Goth, as if "likart, be
wet. Cf. leach 2

,
fe/e/*1 .] I. intrans. 1. To let

water or other fluid, or light, etc., out of, into,
or through something, by an accidental or un-
intentional aperture, or through permeable ma-
terial: as, the cask leaks; the snip is leaking;
the roof leaks.

He by Sithrike's procurement was sent to Flanders in a

ship that leaked, and so was drowned.
Holimhed, Hist. Eng., vi. 19.

2. To ooze or pass, as water or other fluid, or

anything that can flow, as grain, through an

aperture.
Looke euery nyxt with a Candelle that they [wines] not

reboyle nor lele [leke in MS. also],
Babees Boole (E. E. T. S.), p. 124.

The water, which will perhaps by degrees leak into sev-

eral parts, may be emptied out again. Wilkins.

3. To void water or urine. [Vulgar.]

Why, they will allow us ne'er a Jordan, and then we leak

in your chimney. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 1. 22.

To leak out, to find vent ; transpire ;
find publicity in a

clandestine or irregular way : as, the story leaked out.

II. trans. 1. To let out or in (especially some
fluid) by an accidental aperture: as, the pipe
leaks gas ;

the roof leaks rain
;
the camera leaks

light. 2f. To make leaky.
After we had with much trouble & charge sente ye Par-

ragon away to sea. and thought all y paine past, within
14. days after she came againe hither, being uangerously
leaked. Quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 138.

leakt (lek), a. [= D. lek = LG. lek= G. lech, now
usually leek, after LG., = Icel. lekr = Dan. la;k

= Sw. lack, leaky : see the verb.] Leaky.

Fifty sisters water in leke vessels draw.

Spenser, F. Q., I. v. 36.

I have more to do with my honesty than to fool it,

Or venture it in such leak barks as women.
Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, il. 1.

leak (lek), n. [< ME. *leke (?) = D. lek= G. leek

= Icel. leki = Dan. IceTe = Sw. lacka, a leak : see
the verb. Cf. feat, a.] 1. An aperture by which
anything that can flow, especially water or
other fluid, passes out of, into, or through any-
thing intended to contain, exclude, or restrain

it; a crack, crevice, fissure, or hole that per-
mits the passage of anything intended to be
shut in or out: as, a leak in a cask, ship, dam,
or dike

;
to stop or plug a leak.

If the leak [in a ship's bottom] increases when going
ahead at full speed, it is probably forward, otherwise it is

abaft. Luce, Seamanship, p. 582.

2. The oozing or passing of a fluid, etc., into,
out of, or through anything by an accidental or

unintentional aperture or through a permea-
ble medium; leakage. 3. A gutter. Halliu-ell.

[Prov. Eng.] To spring a leak, to open, split, or

part so as to let in water ; begin to let in water, as a ship
or boat.

leakage (le'kaj), . [<'.leak + age.'] 1. A leak-

ing ;
a passing, of a fluid, etc., by or as if by leak-

ing.
To accumulate their misfortunes, they were soon obliged

to cut away their bowsprit, to diminish, if possible, the

leakage at the head.
Anson, Voyage round the World, i. 3.

It is an acknowledged fact that there is a constant leak-

age of emigrants, who had apparently promised to tarry
in Canada, into the United States territories.

Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 536.

2. The quantity of a fluid that enters or escapes
by leaking; loss from leaking: as, the leakage
amounts to so much. 3. In com., an allow-
ance of a certain rate per cent, for the leaking
of casks, or waste by leaking.
leak-alarm (lek'a-larm*'), n. A device, com-
prising a spring-drum, a float to be raised by
the water, and an alarm-bell, for sounding an
alarm when water accumulates in the hold of
a vessel

;
a leak-indicator or -signal.

leakiness (le'ki-nes), n. The state of being
leaky.
leaky (le'ki), . [< leak + -y

1
.] 1. Having a

leak or leaks; allowing water or other fluid,

etc., to pass in or out through an aperture or

apertures: as, a leaky boat; a leaky barrel.

He was put ashore from a leak;/ vessel.

Steele, Englishman, No. 26.

Prisons were leaky [in the fifteenth century], and ... a
man with a few crowns in his pocket, and perhaps some
acquaintance among the officials, could easily slip out.

R. L. Stevenson, Francois Villon.

Hence 2. Apt to disclose secrets
; babbling;

tattling.
Women are so leaky that I have harily met with one

that could not hold her breath longer than she could keep
a secret. Sir R. L'JSstrange.



leaky
There it no blah like to the quest'nlng fool :

Ev'n scarce before you turn yourself atwnit.

Whate'er lie hears his leaky tongue runs out.

ll'iinilliin, tr. uf Horace's Epistles, I. 18.

leal (lei), . [< M !:. !< V. /< /. < A !'. lull, OF. leial,

later loial, loyal, F. loyal O E. loyal) = Sp. Pg.
leal = It. /ca/f

, loyul, faithful, < L. legalis, law-

ful, legal: si-c liiynl, an immediate, anil /<;/"', ""

ult. doublet of /</. With fc/, /<;///, >!'. ></'-'

(obs.), royal.] True; faithful; loyal. [Now-
only poetical or prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
And alle he lercd to be lele and eche a crafte loue other,
And furbad hem alle debate that none were amonge hem.

IHerx I'ltnnnaii (B), xix. 245.

Or wha wad wish a lealer love

Than Brown Adam the Smith?
lir.ni 'ii Adam (Child's liullada, IV. 00).

Vea, by the honour of the Table Round,
I will be leal to thee and work thy work.

Tennyson, 1'elleits and Ettarre.

Land of the leal, the abode of the blessed after death ;

paradise. [Scotch. |

My soul longs to be free, Jean,
And angels beckon me
To the land o' the leal.

Lady Nairne, The Land o' the Leal.

lealt
t
v. t. [ME. lelen; < leal, .] To make true ;

confirm as true.

Whan the menskful messangera here message wisten,
& hade letteres of here lord to lelrn here sawes.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), L 6284.

lealand, layland (le'- ( la'land), . [Also /-

kind; < ME. Island, layland, lei/lan<t,leylond,eto.;
< leal (= layO) + land 1.! Untilled land ; fallow

ground. [Obsolete or local.]

I have an alker of good lei/ land,
Which lyetb low by yon sea strand.

y/V Klfin Knight (Child's Ballads, I. 121).

leally (lel'li), adv. [< ME. leclly, Icily, lely; < leal

+ -ty2.] Truly; faithfully; loyally. [Rare.]

They sal thorue holy kyrke rede

Mynystre lely the godes of the dede.
MS. //art. 2200, f. 50. (Ballitcell.)

Hit ys l-Ibi not like, ne oure belefe askys,
That suche ferlles shuld fall In a frale woman.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 420.

lealty (lel'ti), n. [< ME. *lealte, leute, leutec,

leaute, < OF. leaute, also loiinite, etc., > E. loyal-

ty: see leal &ud loyalty.] Faithfulness; loyalty.

[Rare.]
Dot the Northereu men held him no leaute.

Sob. of Brunne. p. 88.

leam1
(lem), . [< ME. leeme, leine, leoiue,<. AS.

ledma (= OS. Homo = Icel. Ijomi), a gleam, ray,

beam, flash of light, contr. of "ledhma, with
formative -ma (of. L. lumen, light, with forma-
tive -men), akin to leoht (with formative -t, orig.

-th), light: see light
1

, . and o.] A gleam or

flash of light; a glow or glowing. [Obsolete
or Scotch.]

The grete superflulte
Of youre reede colera, parde.
Which causeth folk to drenien, in here dremea,
Of arwes, and of fyr with reede leemei.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 110.

When the Ingle lowed with an eiry Ittne,

Late, late In the gloamiu' Kllmeny came hame.
//'/;:;(. k ilmi'liy.

leam 1 (lem), v. i. [< ME. Icemen, lemeu, < AS.
li/intiii, 'liinan, in comp. a-liman(= Icel. Ijoinn).

gleam, flash, shine, < leoma, a gleam: see leam 1
,

.] To gleam; shine; glow. [Obsolete or

Scotch.]
The lawnces with loraynes, and lemanrle scheldea,

Lyghtenande as the levenynge. and lemand al over.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. H.), 1. 246S.

And when she spake her eyes did Icaine as fire.

Mir. for Mag., p. 34.

leam'-t (lem), u. Same as lime*.

leamant, See leman. Bailey, 1731.

learner 1
! (le'iner), . [< leam 1

.'}
A giver of

light ;
one who shines.

Hayle, my lorde, Inner of light,

Hayle, blussid tloure !

York Plays, p. lift.

Ieamer2
t (le'iner), . Same as limmerS.

leamhoundt, . An obsolete variant of lime-

hound.
lean1

(leu), r.
; pret. and pp. leaned, sometimes

leant, ppr. leaning. [< ME. lenen, leoiien, linen

(pret. lenfili', ]>p. li-neil), < (a) AS. hlinian, hleo-

nian = OS. lilinon = OFries. Icna = D. lennen =
OHG. Miiien, linen, MHG. linen, lenen, G. Irliin-n,

intr., lean; (b) AS. Mifiifin = Dan. hrnr = Sw.
lana, tr., cause to lean (in Sw. Dan. used onlyre-
tiexively); = li.'rlinnre in incliniiri: lean upon,
incline, declinare, lean or bend away, decline.

rcclinare, lean back, recline, = Gr. ulivetv, bend,
cause to loan : proli. Skt. y7 ',''<

Tae L - "dGr.
words of this root, represented in E.,are numer-
ous: as, from L., Hine, ileclinc, incline, rccliiu, uc-
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tlirity, declironn, declivity, proclivons, proclivity,
etc. ; from Gr., clinic, clime*, climax, climacteric,

etc.] I, iutranx. 1. To incline or deviate from
a vertical position or line; deviate from an
erect position; take or have an inclining pos-
ture or direction; bend or stoop out of line:

as, the column leans to the north; the U-iiniii;i

tower of Pisa; to lean against a wall or over a
balustrade.

The blessed saints that watched this turning scene,
Did from their stars with joyful wonder lean.

Ihryden, Astnca Redux, L 164.

Our mossy seat is green,
Its fringing violeU blossom yet,
The old trees o'er It lean.

Whittier, My Playmate.

2. To deviate from a straight or straightforward
line; turn: as, the road leans to the right. 3.

To depend, as for support or comfort: usually
with on or upon : as, to lean on one's arm ; to lean

on the help of a friend.

Trust In the Lord with all thine heart; and lean not

unto [revised version uuo| thine own understanding
Prov. HI. 8.

Everything good In man leam on what is higher.
Kmenon, Civilization.

What reed was that on which I leant t

Tennyson, In Mernorlaro, Ixxxlv.

4. To bow or bend in submission ; yield.

Marry, yet
The fire of rage Is in him, and 'twere good
Von lean'd unto his sentence with what patience
Your wisdom may inform you.

Shalt.. Cymbeline, L 1. 78.

5. To incline, as in feeling or opinion j
tend, as

in conduct: as, he leans toward fatalism.

They delight rather to Iran to then- old customs.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

The contest was long and obstinate, and success seemed
to lean sometimes to one side and sometimes to the other.

Macavlay, Lord Clive.

II. trans. To incline for support or rest.

Bee, how she lean* her cheek upon her hand !

S/ia*.,R.andJ., 1L2.28.

lean 1
(len), n. [= OD. leyne, lene = OHG. Mina,

Una, lend, MHG. line, lin, lene, G. lehne, a lean-

ing, support ;
from the verb. ] Deviation from

a vertical position ;
inclination.

Notwithstanding its want of elegance, and an ominous
lean that it had to one side, our pile dwelling . . . was

very comfortable.
U. 0. Forbet, Eastern Archipelago, p. 420.

The cracked veranda with a tipsy lean.

Whittier, The Panorama.

lean2 (len), a. and n. [< ME. lene, < AS. hlane

(= LG. leen), lean, meager. Referred by Skeat
to hlienan, lean, bend (see lean1

, v.), as if orig.

'bending, stooping'; but this is doubtful.] I.

a. 1. Scant of flesh; not fat or plump; spare;
thin; lank: as, a Jean body.

A gray and gap-tootli'd man as lean as death.

Tennyton, Vision of Sin, ill.

2. Free from fat ; consisting only or chiefly of

solid flesh or muscle: as, lean meat; the lean

part of a steak. 3. Lacking in substance or
in that which gives value ; poor or scanty in

essential qualities or contents; bare; barren;

meager: as, a lean discourse ; a imn purse ;
lean

soil ; lean trees.

What the land is, whether it be lat or lean.

Num. xiii. 20.

4. Exhibiting or producing leanness.

Lean penury within that pen doth dwell.

Shalt., Sonnets, Ixxxiv.

And fetch their precepts from the Cynic tub.

Praising the lean and sallow abstinence !

Milton, Comus, L 709.

5. Among printers, unprofitable; consuming
extra time or labor. Lean work is work which takes

more time than other work paid for at the same rate. Lean

type is type which is so thin as to require an unusual num-
ber of letters to nil a certain space. The standard widths

(as declared by the typographical unions of the United

States) of the full alphabet of 20 lower-case letters are the

spaces occupied by 12 ems or squares of its own body for

each size from pica to bourgeois ; IS ems for brevier and

minion, 14 for nonpareil, 15 for agate. 16 for pearl, and 17

for diamond. Types whose alphabets do not reach these

measures are lean or lean-faced. Lean bow (naui.). See

&OM>, 2. Lean type, lean work, see def. 5. =8yn. L,

Spare, lank, gaunt, skinny, poor, emaciated.

II. H. 1. That part of flesh which consists

of muscle without fat.

The fat was so white and the lean was so ruddy.
GulilmtiUt, Haunch of Venison.

2. Any flesh that adheres to the blubber of a
whale: same asfiit-lean. 3. Among printers,

unprofitable work.
lean''' (len), r. [< ME. lent-n; <lean*, a.] I.t i'-

trtinx. To become lean.

The rude neb schal leanm. Halt Meidmhad. p. 35.

leap

II. trans. 1. To make lean: as, the climate
Itane one very soon. [Colloq.] 2. In irhalini/,

to remove the lean or flesh from (blubber) with
the leaning-knife.
lean3 (len), t>. See Iain's.

lean-faced (len'fast), a. 1. Having a thin face.

A hungry, Itan-faeed villain. Shalt., C. of E., r. 1. 287.

2. In printing, having an mm- nally thin or nar-

row face, as type. See lean'*, a., a.

leang, . Soo /<</.

leaning (le'uing), n. Inclination of the mind;
mental tendency ;

bias ; bent.

They suppoed he'd run away to sea/as he had a leaning
that way. S. O. Jeuxtt, IJeephaven, p. 180.

leaning-knife (le'uiug-nif), . In whaling, a

largoTknife used in cutting the lean flesh, or

other tissue destitute of oil, from the blubber,

preparatory to trying out.

leaning-note (le'ning-not), w. In music, an ap-
pongiatura.
leanly (len'li), adr. 1. In a lean manner or

condition; meagerly; without fat or plumpness.
2. Barrenly; unprofitably : as, to discourse

leanly.
leanness (len'nes). n._ [< ME. lennes, < AS.

It/ii n ,/ix. leanness, < hleene, lean: see fean2.] 1.

The condition or quality of being lean
; poor-

ness; meagerness.
Thirst, leannex*, excess of aninml secretions, are signs and

effects of too great thinness of blood.

Arbuthiwt, Allmeuta, II.

2. Unproductiveness; emptiness.
Poor King Relgnier, whose huge style

Agrees not with the leaiuiex* of his puree.
Shot., 2 Hen. VI., L 1. 112.

= Syn. 1. Spareness, lankness, gauntness, sklnniness, poor-
ness, emaciation.

leant (lent). An occasional preterit and past
participle of lean1 .

lean-to (len'to), a. and n. I. . Having rafters

or supports pitched against or leaning on an-

other building, a wall, or the like : as, a lean-to

roof.

They [huta] were composed of great sheaves of giant
reeds, placed in lean-tu fashion. O'Dimuvan, Merv, xr.

II. . A building whose rafters or supports
pitch against or lean upon another building, or

against a wall, or the like
;
a penthouse.

The lean-to Is the simplest form [of vineryI often erected

against some existing wall. neye. Brit., XII. 223.

lean-witted (len'wit'ed), a. Having but little

sense or shrewdness.
A lunatic lean-witted fool. Shalt., Rich. II., II. 1. 115.

leanyt(le'ni), a. [<.lean
1+ -y

1
.'] Lean. [Rare.]

They ban fatte kernes, and leany knaves,
1 l'n ir fasting flocks to keepe.

Spenser, Shep. Cal.
, July.

leap 1
(lep), . ; pret. and pp. leaped, sometimes

leapt, ppr. leaping. [< ME. lepen (pret. leep,

lep, lap, lope, pp. lopen, also weak, leptt), < AB.

hledpan (pret. nlcop, pi. Medjion, pp. Itleitvcn),

leap, run, = OS. hlopan (in a-hlopan) = OFries.

hla/ta, lapa, hliapa = D. loopeit = MLG. Inpen
= OHG. hlaufan, laufan, loufan, MHG.

loufen,
G. laufen = Icel. hlaupa = Dan. liibe= Sw. lopa,

run, = Goth, 'hlaupan, leap, spring (in comp.
us-Maupan, spring up). Connected with leap
are the dial, lope

1
, loup 1

,
and lapwing; also ult.

elope, in terloper, orlop; and in comp. from Scand .

gaiitloi>e, gantlet*.] I. intrans. 1. To spring
clear of the ground or of any point of rest ; pass
through space by force of an initial bound or

impulse; spring; jump; vault; bound.
A man leapeth better with weights In his hands than

without Boom Nat Hist., I 886.

Hlgh-elbow'd grigs that leap in summer grass.

Tennyton, The Brook.

2. To move with springs or bounds; start sud-

denly or with quick motion ;
make a spring

or bound ; shoot or spring out or up.
He parted frowning from me, as if ruin

Leapd from his eye*. Shalt., Hen. VIII., UL 2. 206.

Days when my blood would leap and ran
As full of sunshine as a breeze.

Lrnrrll, Ode to Happlnew.
A joy as of the leaping nre
Orer the house-roof rising higher.

William Morru, Earthly Paradise, III. 200.

3t. To go ; travel. Compare landleaper.

Beon lopen to Lnndun bl lene of heore hisschopes.
To ben clerkesof thekimges beoche the cuntre to schende.

Pirn Plumnan (A), ProL, L 04.

4. In musif, to pass from any tone to one that

is two or more diatonic steps distant from it.

= Syn. 1. Jump. Spring, etc. See K;>.

II. tran. 1. To pass over by leaping; jump
over; spring or bound from one siile to the

other of: as. to leap a wall.



leap
Be clamorous, and leap all civil bounds.

Shak., T. M., i. 4. 21.

2. To copulate with; cover: said of the males
of certain beasts. 3. To cause to take a leap;
cause to pass by leaping.
He had leaped his horse across a deep nullah, and got

off in safety. W. 11. Russett, Diary in India, II. 287.

leap1
(lep), . [< ME. leep,*lepe, lupe,< AS. Myp

= OFries. hlep (in bekhlep) = D. loop = MLG.
lop = OHG. louf, louph, MHG. louf, G. lauf =
Icel. Maup = Sw. toj*p = Dan. lob; from the

verb.] 1. The act or an act of leaping; a

jump ;
a spring ;

a bound.

Behold that dreadfull downfall of a rock : . . .

Tis that convenient leap I mean to try.

Dryden, tr. of Theocritus's Idyls, Ui. 58.

Sudden leaps from one extreme to another are unnatu-
ral. Sir R. L'Estrange.

2. The act of copulating with or covering a
female: said of certain beasts. 3. In music,
a passing from any tone to one that is two or
more diatonic steps distant from it. 4. In min-

ing, a fault or break in the strata. [Rare.]
A leap in the dark, an act the consequences of which
cannot be foreseen ; something done regardless of results ;

a blind venture.

leap2 (lep), n. [Also leep; < ME. leep, < AS.
leap, a basket, = Icel. laupr, a basket, box. Cf.

secdleap.] If. A basket. Wyclif. 2. A trap
or snare for fish. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
3. Half a bushel. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
leaper (le'per), . [Also dial. Upper (and loper,

loujier) ;
< ME. lepere, < AS. hledpere, a runner

(= D. looper = MLG. loper = G. laufer, a run-

ner, = Icel. hlaupari, a charger (horse), = Dan.
lober = Sw. lopare, a runner), < hledpan, run :

see leap
1

.'] 1. One who or that which runs or

leaps : as, a horse that is a good leaper. 2. An
anglers' name for the salmon, from its leaping
over obstructions in streams. 3. A tool used
by junkmen for untwisting old rope ;

a loper.
leaperyt, n. Same as lepry.

leap-frog (lep'frog), n. A boys' game in which
one player places his hands on the back or
shoulders of another who has assumed a stoop-
ing posture, and leaps or vaults over his head.

leapfult (lep'ful), n. [< ME. lepeful; < Icajft +
-fill] A basketful. Wyclif.
leaping-fish (le'ping-fish), n. A small bleu-
nioid fish of the genus Salarias, of an oblong or

elongate form, with a smooth skin and two or
three thick rays in the ventral fins : so called
because it comes out on the shore and is ca-

pable of leaping considerable distances. The
name is specifically applied to S. tridactylus of

Ceylon.
leaping-houset (le'ping-hous), n. A house of
ill fame; a brothel. Shak. [Low.]
leaping-timet (le'ping-tim), n. The period of

highest bodily activity ; youth. [Rare.]
I had rather

Have skipp'd from sixteen years of age to sixty,
To have turn'd my leapintj-time into a crutch,
Than have seen this. Shale.

, Cymbeline, iv. 2. 200.

leap-ore (lep'or), n. The most inferior quality
of tin ore. Also called round ore.

leapt (lept). An occasional preterit and past
participle of leap

1
.

leap-weelt (lep'wel), n. A weel or snare for
fish. Holland.

leap-year (lep'yer), n. [< ME. lepe-gere (not
in AS.) (= Icel. hlaup-dr), leap-year (cf. D.

schrikkeljaar, MD. schrickeljaer, lit. 'leap-year'
(< N.D.schricken, leap forward, start,be startled,
be in fear, D. schrikken, be in fear, + jaer, D.
jaar, year ; so schrikkeldag, the odd day in leap-
year, schrikkelmaand, February); Dan. skud-
aar, Sw. skottdr, lit. 'shoot-year'); < leap

1
, n.,+ year. The G. name is schaltjahr, lit. 'inter-

calary year' (< schaltcn, insert, intercalate, +
jahr, year) ;

L. (LL.) bisexKUs annus (> It. anno
bisestiie, Pg. anno bissexto, Sp. afto bisiesto, F.
annee bissextile), a year containing a second
sixth day (sc. before the calends of March) (see
bissextile).'] A year containing 366 days, or one
day more than an ordinary year; a bissextile
year. See bissextile. The exact reason of the name
is unknown ; but it probably arose from the fact that any
date in such a year after the added day (February 29th)
"leaps over" the day of the week on which it would fall in
ordinary years : thus, if March 1st falls on Monday in one
year, it will fall on Tuesday in the next if that is an ordi-
nary year of 385 days, but on Wednesday if it is a leap-year.

lear 1
(ler), v. [Early mod. E. also leer, lere;

< ME. leren, teach, learn, < AS. Iceran = OS.
lerian, lerean, leran = OFries. 7cm = D. leeren
teach, learn, = MLG. leren= OHG. leran, lerran,MHG. leren, G. lehren = Icel. lasra = Goth.
laisjan, teach

;
in form appar. a denominative
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verb, < AS. Idr (= D. leer = OS. OHG. lera =
MHG. lere, G. lehre, etc.), teaching lore (see
lore1 ), but rather a causative derived, like AS.

Idr, etc., and the associated verb learn, q. v.,

from a primitive verb represented by Goth.

leisan (pret. pres. lais), find out, learn, whence
also ult. last1

,
a foot-track, a mold for a shoe :

see last1
.'] I. trans. 1. To teach; instruct; in-

form.

Constantyn lette also in Jerusalem chirches rere,
And wyde aboute elleswer, Christendom to lere.

Rob. of Gloucester, p. 87.

This charm I wol yow leere. Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1580.

2. To learn.

The firste vertu, sone, if thou wolt leere,
Is to restreyne and kepe wel thy tonge.

Chaucer, Manciple's Tale, 1. 228.

Al this newe science that men lere.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 25.

On that sad book his shame and loss he leared.

Spenser.

II. intrans. To teach.

The maister leseth [loseth] his time to lere,
When the disciple woll not here.

Ram. of the Rose, 1. 2150.

[In all senses now only prov. Eng. or Scotch. ]

lear1
(ler), n. [A var. of lore1

,
after the asso-

ciated verb lear1 : see lore1
,
lear1

, >.] Learning ;

lore; a lesson. [Now prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
This leare I learned of a bel-dame trot
When I was yong and wylde as now thou art.

Barnefield, Affectionate Shepheard (1594).

In many secret skils she had been conn'd her lere.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xii.

Thou clears the head u' doited lear.

Burnt, Scotch Drink.

Iear2t, a. See leei*.

lear3, n. See leeri.

lear-board (ler'bord), n. Same as layer-board.
learert, n. [ME. lerare = D. leeraar = LG. lerer

= OHG. lerari, lerari, MHG. lerare, lerer, G.
lehrer = Sw. larare = Dan. Icerer, teacher; <

lear1 + -er 1
.'] A teacher.

learn (lern), v.
; pret. and pp. learned, some-

times learnt, ppr. learning. [< ME. lernen,

lumen, leornen, < AS. leornian = OS. linon (for

"lirnon) = OFries. lirna, lerna = OHG. lirnen,

lernen, MHG. lirnen, lernen, G. lernen, learn
;
a

secondary form, with formative -n, and change
of orig. s to r (as in the related lear1

, lore1 ),

from the verb represented by Goth, leisan (pret.

?res.
lain), find out, learn: see lear1 ."] I. trans.

. To gain or acquire knowledge of or skill in
;

become informed of or acquainted with : as, to
learn grammar; to learn the truth.

To learn to die is better than to study the ways of dying.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., ii. 13.

As, taught by Venus, Paris learnt the art
To touch Achilles' only tender part.

Pope, Dunciad, ii. 217.

One lesson from one book we learn'd.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxix.

2. To teach. [Now regarded as incorrect, but for-

merly in good literary use, and still common in provincial
or colloquial use.]

Sweet prince, you learn me noble thankfulness.

Shale., Much Ado, iv. 1. 31.

Riper hours hereafter
Must learn me how to grow rich in deserts.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, ii. 1.

II. intrans. To acquire or receive knowledge,
information, or intelligence; receive instruc-

tion; profit from teaching: as, to learn how to
act

;
the child learns rapidly.

Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me ; for I am
meek and lowly in heart. Mat. xi. 29.

learnable (ler'na-bl), a. [< learn + -able.]
Capable of being learned.

These be gifts,
Born with the blood, not learnable.

Tennyson, Balin and Balan.

learned (ler'ned), p. a. [Prop. pp. of learn, v.~\

1. Possessed of the learning of schools; well
furnished with literary and scientific know-
ledge; erudite: as, a learned man.
Men of much reading are greatly learned, but may be

little knowing. Locke.

It is very difficult to be learned ; it seems as if people
were worn out on the way to great thoughts, and can never
enjoy them because they are too tired.

George Eliot, Middleman*, I. 398.

2. Well acquainted; having much experience;
skilful : often with in : as, learned in art.

Not learned, save in gracious household ways.
Tennyson, Princess, vii.

3. Pertaining to or manifesting learning ; ex-

hibiting the effect of instruction or learn-

ing ; scholastic : as, learned accomplishments ;

a learned treatise.

lease

How learned a thing it is to be aware of the humblest
enemy ! B. Jonson, Sejanus.

I set apart (for study] an hour or two each day, and thus
repaired in some degree the loss of the learned education
my father once intended for me.

Franklin, Autobiog., p. 128.

There comes thus to be a separation of the originally
unitary speech into two parts : a learned dialect, which is

the old common language preserved, and a popular dia-

lect, which is its altered descendant.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., ix.

= Syn. 1 and 3. Learned, Scholarly, erudite, deep-read.
These words agree in representing the possession of a

knowledge obtained by careful and protracted study, es-

pecially in books. They differ in that learned expresses
depth and fullness in the knowledge, while scholarly ex-

presses accuracy : as, a learned and scholarly treatise upon
the use of the dative case. Learned expresses only the
result of study ; scholarly may express the result or the

spirit : as, scholarly tastes. See ignorant.

learnedly (ler'ned-li), adv. In a learned man-
ner ; with learning or erudition

;
with skill : as,

to discuss a question learnedly.
learnedness (ler'ned-nes), . The state of be-

ing learned; erudition.

learner (ler'ner), n. [< ME. lernere, < AS. leorn-

ere, a learner, < leornian, learn: see learn.'] One
who learns

;
one who acquires knowledge or is

taught ;
a scholar

;
a pupil.

learning (ler'niug), n. [< ME. lermjny, < AS.
leornung (= OS. lernunga = OHG. lirnmiga,

lernunga, MHG. lernunge), learning, verbal n.

of leornian, learn: see learn.'] 1. The act of

acquiring knowledge. 2. Systematic know-
ledge ;

the information gained from books and
instruction; education in general : as, a branch
of learning; a low state of learning.

The rootes of leamynge most bytter we deme ;

The fruites at last nioste pleasaunt doth seme.
Babeet Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 340.

A little learning is a dangerous thing.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 215.

3. Specifically, profound or extensive literary
and scientific culture; erudition: as, a man of

learning.
What shall become of that commonwealth or church in

the end which hath not the eye of learning to beautify,
guide, and direct it? Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 24.

No power of combining, arranging, discerning,
Digested the masses he learned into learning.

Lowell, Fable for Critics.

4. That which is learned by study of or appli-
cation to a particular subject; special know-
ledge or skill: as, to be deeply versed in the

learning of an art or a profession ; military or
mercantile learning.

Puts to him all the learnings that his time
Could make him the receiver of.

Shak., Cymbeline, i. 1. 43.

I once did hold it, as our statists do,
A baseness to write fair, and labour'd much
How to forget that learning.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 85.

The New Learning, the development in England, in the
sixteenth century, of the Italian Renaissance. It was led
by Colet, Erasmus, Warham, and More.

It was the story of Nowhere, or Utopia, which More
embodies in the wonderful book which reveals to us the
heart of the New Learning, J. R. Green, Short Hist., v.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Scholarship, Erudition, etc. (see litera-

ture) ; attainments, acquirements.
learnt (lernt). An occasional preterit and past
participle of learn.

lea-rod (le'rod), n. Same as lay-rod.
leasable (le'sa-bl), a. [< lease? + -able.'] That
may be leased; capable of being transferred or
held by lease.

lease1
(lez), .; pret. and pp. leased, ppr. leas-

iiig. [< ME. lesen, < AS. lesan (pret. la's, pi.

n, pp. lesen), gather, = OS. lesan = OFries.
lesa = D. lezen, gather, read, = MLG. lesen =
OHG. lesan, MHG. G. lesen, gather, read, = Icel.

lesa, glean, gather, read, = Dan. la-se = Sw.
Msa, read, = Goth, lisan (pret. las), gather ;

cf.

Lith. lesti, pick up (corn). For the develop-
ment of the notion 'read' from 'gather,' cf.

L. legere, Gr. teyeiv, gather, read : see legend, col-

lect, etc.] I. trans. 1. To gather; pick; pick
np; pick out; select. [Prov. Eng.]

Of wynter fruite science
Yet leseth oute the smale unto the greet,
So that the tree may sende her di hike & mete.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 165.

Specifically 2. To glean, as corn. [Prov.
Eng.]

II. intrans. To glean ; gather up leavings,
as at harvest. [Prov. Eng.]
Ac who so helpeth me to erie or sowen here ar I wende
Shal haue leue, bi owre lorde, to lese here in heruest.

Piers Plouinan (B), vi. 68.

Agreo, that in harvest used to lease ;

But, harvest done, to chair work did aspire ;

Meat, drink, and two pence was her daily hire.

Dryden, tr, of Theocritus's Idyls, ill



lease

lease2 (les), r. t.; pret. and pp. Inisnl, ppr. leas-

inij. [< ME. 'liven, < AF. "li-m-r, < >F. lai.iiir, /< i.i-

li-.i.iier, leaser, laxier, F. luixxer, let, let go,

Leaze Is an unmown grass Held stocked I

id summer. Edinburgh R

2. A common. [Prov. Eug. in both senses.]
>, M,VT, wer, ,

. **, e, e go, . .

leave let out, = Sp. I

1

-. l,u;ir = It. lawiarc, lease5 (lea), . [The more original form of

leave toore,looen(ML. rL.nexte.re,leave), 'eaA.] In ,mn ? ,
the system of crossings n

leat

Trust her not, you bonnlbel,
She wUl forty learinyi tell.

II. Jonton, The Satyr.

Thou shalt destroy them that speak leannj; the Lord
will abhor the bloody and deceitful man. Pa. T. 8.

n. One who

Is now hated out, I die pronouncing it,

Like to a tenement or pelting farm.

Ska*.. Rich. II., 11. 1. 59.

Those not by chance

Made, or indenture, or latx'it out t' advance
The profits for a time.

It. Jonson, Underwoods, Ixvxvlii. 4.

2. To take a lease of, or to take, as lands, etc.,

by a lease : as, he leased the farm from the pro-

prietor. = 8yn. Let, Rent, etc. See /Ural.

[ME.]

n. A tenant under

reflex tessa),' a Tease, also (F. legs), a thing left
ieagemonger (les'mung'ger), n. [< lease* +

by will, a legacy ; cf.

OT^to^fcw^t, aj>res- JJJ^
8
g^J who SjtfS leases. [Rare.]

wouidst fain convert thy leasehold Into a copyhold." and progenitors ;
verbal sedition.

Scott, Kenilworth, v.
leasing-mongert (le'zing-mung'ger), n.

II. a. Held by lease : as, a leasehold tene- A liar,

i in 'lit . Leasehold enfranchisement, a plan for con- Leasing mongtris and forsworun. Wydif, 1 Tim. L 10.

ferrlng on holders of leases for long unexplred terms the _ ,
-

,, ,

right by statute to acquire the fee by compensating the liCa S oaK.
, j -w, i i .

owners of the reversion or remainder. It was brought he- leaSOWt (le so), tt. [Early mod. t,. also MSSOV
fore the British Parliament in 1885. _ (also lease: see lease*), < ME. Uesevie, Useve,

lese, < AS. J (gen. l&mce, dat. tawre, tew, pi.

tame, lasswa, lose, laisa), a pasture.] A pasture.

In men and cities, castels, fortresses, or other place* of

defense, In medowes, feownwt, eta,

HMnihed, Hen. II., an. 1173.

William Bhenstone . . . first aaw the light on the patri-

monial estate which his taste afterwards made so flBOn
The Leasowes, Halea Owen, Shropshire.

AUibone, Diet. Authors, p. 2072.

same ult. origin.] 1. A contract transferring a lnm^ to tne grSt admiration of the English nation,

right to the possession and enjoyment of real anj aduantage of landlords and leasemongers.

property for life or for a definite period of time Slow, King James, an. 1604.

or at will, usually made in consideration of a leaser1
! (le

'

zer), n. [= D. lexer, reader, =
periodical compensation called rent, in modem oHG. lesari, lesdri, MHO. lesiere, User, O. User, leasowt (le'so).?. t. [Early mod. E. also USSOK;
times usually payable in money; but sometimes gleaner, a reader,= Icel.tear, a reader,= Dan. (leasow, n.] To feed or pasture.
in a share of the produce, and in former times laser = Sw. lasare, reader, also a pietist; as

Gently hte fair flocks leumc'd he along,
lease1 + -cr1 .] One who leases or gathers ;

a Through the frim pastures, freely at his leisure.

,rl ( <;i ncr DraytoH, Moses. (Hares.)

I looked upon all who were born here as only In the con- least1 (lest), a. superl. [< ME. leste,Ust, last, <

dition of leaner* and gleaners. Sv>\ft- AS. Icest, contr. of IffSOSt, lamest, Uercst, least,

easer2 (le'ser), . [< lease% + -cr1 .] One who superl. of tes (adv. and a.), less (no positive in

leases or lets; a lessor. use): see less1 .] Smallest; little in size or de-

frequently in services. The grantor or landlord Is

called the lessor, the grantee the lessee. The act of the

grantor is called a demise; the right of the grantee is

called the term; his holding under It is called a tenancy.

The right of the lessor to have possession again at the end
of the term, or sooner in case of forfeiture, is called the

reversion. If the grantor has only a term and grants the
it even luootrw ui IOLB, t 10 uooy. ot o .j >

lent If leaser3! (le'zer), n. [< Uase* + -cr1 .] One who gree, etc., beyond all others: answering as su-

the grantor of a term retains any reversion, even for a sin- tells a falsehood ;
a liar.

gle day, the contract is a lease. A contract not transfer- lease-rod (les'rod), . In weaving, one of the

surrlXshlrnel^ wooden rods usually of oval cross-section over

but an agreement for a lease. A contract transferring such and under which the warp-threads in a loom
a right to commence In enjoyment at a future day as, for are alternately passed in forming the lease,

instance, one executed in tebruary to give possession in There are usually three of these rods, tied toge-
May is a lease; but the right of the lessee for the in- , ., ,

'
s lea^

tervening period before the term is an 'n<rK termim. tner at ttte enOS. seifCflW". ,.,,..
The word lease is sometimes loosely applied to a letting of leash (lesh), n. [< ME. leesshe, leysche, lesshe ,

a var. of more orig. lease5 (early mod. E. and
uge jn 8ense 3), < ME. lees, leese, leecr,

'. laisse = It. lascio, < ML.

tervening period before the term is an interesse termini.

The word lease is

personal property.

2. The written instrument by which a lease-

hold estate is created. The word is also loosely applied
ade void

perlative to little.

I spied a wee wee man,
He was the leant that elr I saw.

The Wee Wee Man (Child's Ballads, L 126).

For I am the least of the apostles, that am not meet to

be called an apostle, because 1 persecuted the church of

God. 1 Co'- *

At least, at the least, not to say, or that one may not

say, more than Is certainly true ; at the lowest degree : as,

if he has not incurred a penalty, he at least deserves cen-

sure ; it was two hours ago at the least.

to oral contracts of letting, which, however, are m
' U "" ' "C *

lese, < OF. lesse, F.

laxa, thong, a loose cord,< L. laxa, fern, of laxus,

loose: see lax1 .] 1. A band, lace, or thong;
a snare.

He is caught up In another let.

Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite, 1. 233.

S^^S^^-^trail^ BSK^j^^-t-^of anything: as, to take property on a long
They brought him to the heading-hill,

lease; a short lease of life.

In this laziness she [the soul] sleeps out her ZH,her

V. hunderyd of his men he lost also,

And nursis a thowsand alle lest.

Generydes(K. E. T. S I. 2S36.

One air gave both their lease of breath.

Lowell, To Holmes on bis Birthday.

3. The duration of tenure bv lease ; a term of

term of life, In this death, in this grave, in this body.
il'. Sermons, xvil.

His hounds intill a leish.

Young Watcn (Child's Ballads, HI. 304).

(61) A pack of hounds, (c) A light line used to give the fal-

con a short flight without releasing her altogether. It is

His life is but a three days' lease. secured to the varvels on the bird's ankle.

Lord Maxmll's Goodnight (Child's Ballads, VI. 168). B(Jt her [tne jlaw il',] too faithful leash doth soon retain

Custodiam lease. See custodian. Emphyteutic Her broken flight attempted oft in vain,

lease. Same as baU a longues anntes (which see, under Quartet, Emblems, v. 9.

<-).- Improving lease. See improving, n. Lease A mon<? SDortsmen a brace and a half ; three

&S3SSS&SEISMS: fc ttito creature/oHmy kind, especially greyhounds,
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, devised to avoid the foxes, bucks, or hares ; hence, three things in

statute of enrolments, which then required conveyances
to be recorded, by taking advantage of the rule that a

tenant in possession could take a release without any such

act of notoriety.

lease :t

t,
and w. [< ME. lees, les, leas, loose,

false, < AS. leas, loose, false : see loose, a., which

has taken the place of the more
orijj;.

le<

lees).] I. a. False; lying; deceptive.
\lacrobes

That halt nat dremes false ne lees.

He who tempts, though in vain, at least asperses
The tempted witto dishonour. Milton, . L., U. 286.

Circle of least confusion, see confusion. In the

least, in the smallest degree ; at all.

Acres. It Is giving you a great deal of trouble.

Abs. Not in the least 1 beg you won't mention it No
trouble In the world, I assure you.

Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 1.

Least and mostt, all ; the whole of any number ; one

anil all, great and small. Karen. Least common mul-
tiple. See multiple. Method of least squares. See

.Principle of least action. seeocKon Prin-

ciple of least constraint. See enturnrinC.

least 1
(lest), adi: superl. [< ME. lest, last, < AS.

liest, contr. of lasast, Iccscst, Uerest
} adv., superl.

degree ;
in a degree below all others : as, to re-

ward those who least deserve it.

len
cmzens. . . tir-dwithtoyLbyfeAandbypayrs,

With what I most enjoy contented Uast

Crowned with Garlands, go to take the ayrs.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas s Weeks, 1. 5. Ieast2t, conj. An obsolete spelling of lest1 .

A leaih of nightcaps on his head, like the pope's triple leastways (lest'waz), adv. At least: an obso-
crown. Hiddleton, Your Five Gallants, L 1.

iete Or colloquial form of leasticise.

3. In weaving, one of the threads, cords, or wires There being ... no two birds in the hand worth one

.

Rom. of the Rote, 1. 8.

. . lese goddei, that lyf haden neuer,

extending between the parallel bars or shafts in the bush, as is well known -leastvayt in a contrairy

of the heddles and having a loop or eye in the nse, which the meaningjs
the same,

middle for the reception of a warp-thread. See

lieddlc.Tx)UEUiU0 . . . 9vw B\*untvt*t "' / M*" > -i ...-. .

Made of stokkes & stonez. leash (lesh), v. t. [< leash, n.] To bind or se-
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), U. 1719. '^Jre by a leash.

II. H. Falsehood ;
a lie.

Of these twoo here was a shrewede lees.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1545.

At every ende of the deyse
Sate an erle, withowt lese.

MS. Cantab. Ff. v. 48, f. 54. (BaUiweU.)

Flanders of nede must with vs haue peace,
Or els shee is destroyed wit"

i.
lease4 (lez), . [Also leaze; < ME.

Diclcent, Nicholas Nickleby, xxxvii.

At leastways*, at least

At least vraies, I flnde this opinion confirmed by a pretle
deuise or embleme that Lucianus alleageth he saw.

Puttfnham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 118.

leastwise (lest'wiz), adr. [< least1 + -wise.]

At least: formerly used witn at, with the same
force. [Now only colloq.]

I have from Time to Time employ'd diver* of my best

Friends to get my Liberty, at leastinse leave to go abroad

upon BaU. Uuiall, Letters, U. <1.

Connter-

to which lease* is related as meatft is to meadow.

Cf. tea1 ,
which in the sense of '

pasture' is prob.
in part due to lease* taken as a plural *lees.]

1. A pasture.
The niwe forest,

That is in Sonthhamtessire, ... he louede mou,
& astorede wel mid beates & lese. Rob. of Oloucetter.

And at his heels,

Leash'd in like hounds, should famine, sword, and fire

Crouch for employment Shot., Hen. V., i. (MM.)

leasing1 (le'zing), n. [Verbal n. of lease1 , t.]

1. The act of gathering; gleaning. 2. An arm-

ful of hay or corn, such, as is leased or gleaned.

leasing2"(le'sing

V

)',

g
'[Verbal n. of Ucue

1

*, v.] leasyt (le'zi), a. please*, a., + -y.]
<

f The act of letting or taking on lease. feit ;
fallacious ; misleading.

.^IT leasing^ (le'zing). n. [< ME. Uesing, Using,

leesyng, etc., < AS. ledsung (= Icel. lausiing),

falsehood, verbal n. of ledsian, lie, < leas, false:

see UaseS, loose.] The telling of lies; lying;

a lie; falsehood; lying report.

Now axe hem yef this be true, for thel sholde not be so

hardy be-fore me to make yow *
^^ ^^

For studying therebie to make everle thing straight

and casie, in smoothing and plsyning all things to much,
never leaveth, whiles the sense itselfe be lefte both lowse

and Uasie. Aschan, The Scholemaster, U.

eati, leets (let), n. [Appar.,like lade*,lodei,

ult. connected with AS. Icfdan, lead : see tenrf1 .]

1. A meeting of cross-roads. Hallittrll. 2. A
watercourse or a trench for conveying water



leat

to engine- or mill-wheels. Pryce, 1778. [Corn-
wall and Devonshire, Eng.] See the quota-
tions.

Plymouth Leat. This artificial brook is taken out of the
river Mew, towards its source at the foot of Sheepston
Tor in a wild mountain dell. Lent, Late, or Lake, as it is

sometimes pronounced, is perhaps a corruption of lead or

conductor, being applied, I believe, to any artificial chan-
nel for conducting water.

Marshall, Rural Economy of W. of Eng., II. 289.

Drake is connected with the modern life of Plymouth
by his construction of the leat, or water-course through
which the town is still supplied from the river Meavy.

Worth, Hist. Devonshire (Elliot Stock, 1886), p. 210.

I have a project to bring down a leat of fair water from
the hill-tops right into Plymouth town.

Kingsley, Westward Ho, xiv.

leat2 (let), v. i. [Cf. leak.] To leak; pour.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
leath1

(leth), a. A dialectal variant of lithe.

lea.th2 (leth), a. A dialectal variant of loath.

leather (leTH'er), . and a. [Early mod. E.

tether, < ME. lether, < AS. tether (only in comp.)
= OFries. leither, leder. lider, leer = D. teder,

leer = MLG. leder, LG. ledder, Her = OHG.
MHG. G. leder = Icel. ledhr = Dan. fader, lair

= Sw. lader, leather
;
not found native outside

of Teut. The W. llethr, Bret, lezr, ler, are of E.

or LG. origin.] I. n. 1. The tanned, tawed, or

otherwise dressed skin of an animal; dressed
hides or skins collectively. The peculiar character
of leather is due to the chemical combination of tannin
in the process of tanning, or of tannin and vegetable ex-

tractive matter (or else of some mineral or earthy base),
with gelatin as contained In animal skin; its physical
characteristics, such as flexibility, tensile strength, color,
and durability, are more or less modified by the processes
subsequent to the chemi-
cal, and included in the
various operations of cur-

rying and dressing. In
commercial and popular
usage leather does not in-

clude skins dressed with
the hair or fur on ; such
skins are usually distin-

guished by compounding
the word skin with the
name of the animal from
which they are taken: as,

sealskin, bearskin, otter-

skin, etc. In the un-
tanned state skins valued
for their fur, hair, or wool,
and destined to be tawed Diagram showing divisions of a

tanned skin, a, butt ; b, b, belly ;

c, f, cheek ; tf, neck ; e. e, e, t, shank.
and dressed for furriers'

and analogous uses, are
called pelts or peltry. In
England the term pelts is applied to all untanned skins.
The term skin has also certain applications relating to
leather which seem to follow no rule, but are sanctioned

by general usage: thus, leathers made from the skins of

kids, dogs, sheep, pigs, and calves, and in general from the
skins of all small domestic and of many wild animals, are

distinguished by the names of the animals : as, douskin,
sheepskin, pigskin, calfskin, buckskin, or deerskin. Buff-
leather is an exception to this usage. (See buffi, 2.) In
general, leather made from skins of adult bovine domes-
tic animals is called cowhide, and that made from skins of
horses is called horsehide. The tanned skins of large ani-

mals, either wild or domestic, are distinguished by the
word hide with the name of the animal from which the
skin was taken prefixed, except when the skin has the fur
or hair left upon it : as, rhinoceros-hide, hippopotamus-hide,
buffalo-hide (tanned with hair removed); leopard-skin, buf-
falo-skin (tanned or tawed with hair or fur on). Leather
made from the skins of alligators and aquatic animals is,

however, generally called skin with the name of the ani-
mal prefixed: as, alligator-skin, shark-skin, etc. (See also

shagreen.) The outer side of the skin both before and after

tanning is called the grain side, or simply the grain; the
opposite side is called the flesh side.

2. Human skin. [Ironical or ludicrous.]
His body, active as his mind.
Returning sound in limb and wind
Except some leather lost behind.

Si4ft, To the Earl of Peterborough.

3. A round piece of tanned hide on the end of
a fish-hook, designed to keep the bait from
sliding up on the line. 4. The loose hanging
part of a dog's ear.
The ears of the dog [the Irish water-spaniel] should be

long, and so broad in the leather that they will meet across
the nose. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 425.

Alum leather, tawed leather. American leather, a
kind of varnished or enameled cloth prepared in imi-
tation of leather, used for covering chairs, sofas, etc.

Avignon leather, embossed leather, colored and gilded,
used for wall-decoration and for covering furniture : made
at Avignon in the seventeenth century, and in all respects
similar to that made for the same purpose in Spain.
Basau leather, bark-dyed sheepskin, used in making
slippers, etc. Boiled leather. See cuir-bauiUi. Buff-
leather. See buffi, 2. Bullock-leather. Same as cow-
Aide. Chamois leather. See chamois, 2. Chrome-
leather, leather in which bichromate of potassa solution
is used as a steep, the bichromate being by reaction with
protosulphate of iron subsequently reduced in the tissue
to sesquioxid of chromium. Cordovan leather. Same
as cordwain. Danish leather, leather prepared by tan-
ning sheep-, goat-, kid-, and lamb-skins with willow-bark.
It is strong, supple, and bright-colored, and is used chit-f-

ly for gloves. Enameled leather, leather usually split
and coated on one side with varnish, giving it a surface
less lustrous than that of patent leather. Fair leather,
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leather not artificially colored. Grained leather. Same
as grain-leather. Harness-leather.bark-tanned leather

dressed specially for harness-making. Instead of the or-

dinary dubbing, the hardest tallow is used for the stuffing,

and a great deal of labor is expended upon it with the

stockstone and slicker to produce the desired smooth
finish on the grain side. Hogs' leather. Same as hog-
skin. Hungarian leather, a white leather originally

brought from Hungary, prepared by a peculiar process
similar to tawing, after which it is softened by the ap-

plication of oil and heat. Japanned leather. Same
as patent leather. Kip-leather, leather made from the
skins of half-grown cattle. Lace-leather. See whang-
leather. Lacquered leather. Same as patent leather.

Leather applique^ decorative work made by sewing
pieces of kid or other thin leather of different colors on a

surface, as of cloth, and completing the design by border-

ings, scrolls, etc., either of cord or of embroidery-stitching.

Leather-punching machine, a machine for punching
leather, in which the action of both the punch and the die

is automatic. A cam-wheel and winch actuate the die-

stock and the punch, the cam-wheel having a spring attach-
ment which compensates for varying thicknesses of the
leather. The leather is fed by hand to the machine. Lea-
ther-splitting machine, a machine for dividing leather
into two thicknesses. See split leather. Leather-Strip-
ing machine, a machine by which binding-leather is

marked with stripes for shoe-binding. Leather-Strip-
ping machine, a machine for cutting sides of leather into

strips of uniform width, from which soles and heels are
afterward punched. E. H. Knight. Leather-washer
tool, cutter, or machine, a device for cutting washers
from leather. One form resemblesthe ordinary carpenters'
brace and annular bit, having two cutters adjustable in re-

lation with the center of the bit. Leather washers are often
cut with circular hollow punches. Morocco leather.
See morocco. Oiled leather, leather prepared by any
process in which oil is an important ingredient. Oil goat-
leather, oiled goatskin. Pannonia leather. Same as

leather-cloth, Patent leather, leather having a finely
varnished surface, prepared from thick leather specially
tanned for the purpose. The varnish (technically called

sweetmeat) is applied in coats with intermediate drying in

a steam-heated oven, and smoothing between the applica-
tions. Linseed-oil and coloring materials, which may be
black or white, etc., are the chief ingredients of the var-
nish. Also japanned leather, lacquered leather. Pebble-
grained goat-leather, goatskin grained in an irregular
manner, as though numerous small pebbles of different

sizeshad been pressed upon its surface. Russet leather,
(a) Leather finished except coloring and polishing. (^Lea-
ther finished for use without artificial coloring, as that of

which shoes are made for use in hot weather. Hence
(c) Leather slightly colored, tinged red or yellowish-brown,
for use in the same way. Russia leather, a fine leather

prepared in Russia, and imitated elsewhere, by very care-
ful willow-bark tanning, dyeing with sanders-wood, and
soaking in birch-oil. It is of a brownish-red color, and has
a peculiar and characteristic odor. Spanish leather,
russet and other uncolored leather of the weight and qual-
ity used for boots. Split leather, leather split by a ma-
chine. Two thicknesses are thus obtained, either of which
may be used, which are better adapted for some uses
than the full thickness. The inner layer, of very inferior

quality, is used for trunk-covers and similar purposes,
and is sometimes finished and used for cheap boots and
shoes. Occasionally, however, splitting is done only to se-

cure an even thickness in the outer part, when the opera-
tion is more properly called skiving. Transparent lea-
ther, raw hide treated with alum and glycerin, and thus
rendered more or less translucent. Twisted leather,
oiled leather twisted from strips into a cord-like form for

straps or bands, used with grooved pulleys and for other

purposes. Vegetable leather, a material composed of

india-rubber spread upon linen according to a patent pro-
cess, very tough, and capable of being made of any thick-

ness by additional layers of linen covered and cemented
with the india-rubber. It is made in long rolls. Ure, Diet.

Whang-leather, tough leather used for cutting into

narrow strips, such as laces, crackers for whips, and small

straps. Also called lace-leather. White leather, tawed
leather: so called because the natural color is not darkened
by the process, as is the case with tanned leather.

II. a. Consisting of leather
;
leathern : as, a

leather glove.
The nobility think scorn to go in leather aprons.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 13.

Leather armor, armor made of leather rendered first flex-

ible and easily shaped and afterward hard by soaking in hot
water, or boiling, pressing, and beating. (Compare cuir-

bouUli.) Such armor was much used for defense in addition
to the hauberk, greaves, arm-guards, etc., being worn over
the link-mail. Helmets also were often made of this mate-
rial. Leather belting, leather first shaved to an even
thickness, and then cut into strips of definite width which
are chamfered off and riveted and cemented together at
the ends to form one long piece. The piece thus formed is

prepared for market by winding it into a coil like a ribbon.
It is used for the straps or belts of pulleys, etc., in ma-
chinery.

leather (leTH'er), v. [< leather, .] I. trans.

1. To furnish with leather; apply leather to;
form into leather; tan.

Then, if you bring a liver not entirely leathered and
lungs not over half consumed.

S. Bowles, Our New West, p. 444.

Taking a green seal skin, we put a foot on it and cut
around it, sew up the heel, and run a string round the toe,
which draws it up, and tie it on the instep. By walking
it becomes leathered and soft to the foot.

Fisheries of U. S., V. ii. 435.

2. To beat or thrash with or as with a thong of

leather. [Colloq.]
If you think I could carry my point, I would so swinge

and leather my lambkin.
'

Foote, Mayor of Oarrat, i.

I gave Spouncer a black eye, I know that's what he
got by wanting to leather me.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, p. 34.

II. intrans. To beat
;
strike. [Colloq.]

leather-lap

The drum was on the very brink of leathering away with
all his power. Dickem, The Chimes, iv.

leatherback (leTH'er-bak), n. 1. A turtle

of the family Dermochelydidte, the Dermochelys
i,
orsoft-

Leatherback

(Dermochtlys or Sphargiscoriaceu

thcr-turtle, lyre-

turtle, trunk-tur-

tle, and by oth-

er names. See

Sphargis, 2.

The ruddy duck.
Erismatura rabi-

da: so called

from the red
back of the male, which is of the color of tanned
sole-leather. [Charleston. South Carolina.]
leather-beetle (leTH'er-be"tl), . The toothed

AeTmestid., Dermestesculfinus,which injures lea-

ther.

leather-board (leTH'er-bord),H. A composition
of leather scraps and paper material, ground
and rolled into sheets. E. H. Knight.
leather-brown (leTH'er-broun), . See broini.

leather-carp (leTH'er-karp), . A scaleless

variety of me carp.
leather-cloth (leTH'er-kloth), n. A fabric

covered with a water-proof composition, and

usually having a polished surface. It is common-
ly made by applying a coat of paint or varnish, or of both,
to one side of a piece of cloth, and is sometimes embossed
with a grain resembling that of morocco, sometimes made
with a high gloss like that of patent leather. Also called

Pannonia leather.

leather-coat (leTH'er-kot), . Anything with
a tough coat, skin, or rind, as an apple or a po-
tato

; specifically, the golden russet.

There's a dish of leather-coats for you.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 3. 44.

leather-dicing (leTH'er-di'sing), H. Same as

leather-dressing. E. H. Knight.
leather-dresser (leTH'er-dres"^^, . One who
finishes leather by coloring, polishing, and pre-

paring for use the skins after they have been
tanned or otherwise preserved.
leather-dressing (leTH'er-dres"ing), H. The
finishing operations which succeed the currying
of leather.

leatherette (leTH-er-ef), n. [< leather + -eHe.~\

Cloth or paper made to look like leather
;
imi-

tation leather.

leather-flower (leTH'er-flou
/

'er), n. A North
American climbing plant, Clematis Viorna, with
a large perianth of leathery purplish sepals. It

grows wild from Pennsylvania and Ohio south-

ward, and is often cultivated.

leather-gouge (loTH'er-gouj),M. A tool used to

cut channels in leather for receiving the thread
of a line of stitches. E. H. Knight.
leather-grinder (lei?H'er-grin'''der), . A ma-
chine for reducing scraps of leather to shreds,
that the material may be made into washers,
in-soles, and shoe-heels.

leatherhead (leTH'er-hed), . 1. A block-
head. 2. A meliphagine bird, Philemon or

Tropidorhynchns cornicnlatus of Australia: so
called from the bare, skinny head : also called
monk and friar from the same circumstance,
and four-o'clock from its cry ;

also pimlico.

leathering (leTH'or-ing), n. [< leather + -in//
1
.]

1. Naut., tanned or prepared leather fitted on
spars, rigging, etc., to prevent chafing. 2. A
thrashing; a whipping. [Colloq.] 3. Theyel-
low perch. [Neuse river, North Carolina.]

leather-jack (leTii'er-jak), n. A jug made of

leather; a black-jack.

leather-jacket (leTH'er-jak'et), n. 1. One of
several fishes, (a) A balistoid fish, Balistes capriscus,
having three dorsal spines, a uniform brownish color on the
trunk, the second dorsal and the anal fin checkered with
interrupted longitudinal brown lines, and the caudal fin

mottled. It occurs along the Gulf coast of the United
States, as well as in the Mediterranean and other warm
seas. See cut under Balistes. (b) A monacanthine balis-
toid fish of any kind. [New South Wales; New Zealand.)
(c) A carangoid fish, Oligoplites saitrus, having an elongated
Bubfusiform body with narrow linear scalesembedded in the
skin at various angles, and a first dorsal fin with five spines.
It is common in tropical seas, and wanders along the east-
ern coast of the United States.

2. In bot., same as hickory-eucalyptus.
leather-knife (leTH'er-nif), . A knife of
curved or crescent form for cutting leather, the

edge being on the convex side, and the handle

being attached to the middle of the concavity.
It is one of the oldest tools known, and is much
used in harness-making.
leather-lap (leTH'er-lap), n. In gem-cutting,
an ordinary polishiug-disk covered with walrus-



leather-lap

hide iiiul churn' 1
'! ith Venetian tripoli and wa-

ter: used to polish stones cut en cabochon.
leatherleaf (Wll'er-lel'). n. See Casxaiutni.

leather-mouthed (leTH er-moutht), a. Having
a mouth like leather, or smooth and tough,
without teeth in the jaws.

Ily leiillier-iiniiiilied nsh, I mean such iw have their teeth
In their ilnn.it, tu* the chub.

/. (Pattern, AiiKlc-r (eil. 1653X p. 203.

leathern (le'rn'enO, n. [< ME. letheren, < AS.
letlii'i-i-ii, 1,-tliifn. Irllirni, litlin-i n. litlirr,,, in old-

est form lidrtn (= D. lederen = OHG. liilirin,

litlrin, MHG. lulerin, G. ledern), of leather, <

tether, leather: see leather and -<- 2
.] Made of

leather; consisting of or resembling leather.

Thenne com Couetyse, . . .

And lyk a lethenie pors lullede tii- chekes.
Pien Plomnan (A), v. 110.

And the same John hod his raiment of camera hair, and
a leathern girdle about his loin*) Mat. 11L 4.

Leathern bird, leathern mouse, leathern wings, a
bat. llallimll. [Prov. Eng.)

leatheroid (leTH'er-oid), w. [< leather + -oirf.]

A material prepared from vegetable fiber chem-
ically treated and formed into sheets, having in

a greater or less degree a body, color, and tough-
ness resembling those of bark-tanned and uii-

eurried leather.

leather-paper (leTH'er-pa'per). n. A thick pa-
per having a fine-grained surface resembling
that of leather or silk crape. It is often em-
bossed with various designs, and gilded or en-
ameled in various patterns.
leather-plant (leTH'er-plant), >i. A composite
plant of the genus Celmisia, including C. coriaeea
and other species. [New Zealand.]
leather-polisher (leTH'er-pol*ish-er), n. A
machine for condensing and polishing the sur-
face of leather by
means of a slick-

ing- or glassing-tool
which oscillates over
it.

leather-punch
(leTH'or-punch), n.

1. A hand-tool for

making eyelet-holes
in leather or holes for

lacings in belting.
2. A machine for

punching leather.

leather-seat (leTH'-

er-set), n. A dust-

guard bearing. Car-
Builder's Viet.

leatherside (leH'er-
sid),n. A small cypri-
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rnluUly of a hollow cylinder, through which flow cur-
rents of steam ; in this the hidesare rolled alnjut witli tin-

tabMog,
leather-turtle (leTH'er-ter'tl), n. 1. The
leatherbuck. [Eastern coast of U. S.] 2. An-
other kind of turtle, Trionyx mutica.

leather-winged (leTii
'
i-r- wingd), a. Having

leathery wings, as a bat.

leatherwood (leTH'er-wud), n. 1. A North
American shrub of the genus Dirca, with very

Leather-polisher.

noid fish, the leather-sided minnow, Tiijoma tie-

iii<i, used in Utah as a bait for catching white-

fish, or mountain herring, Coregonus iriltiam-

,11 > iii.

leather-skin (leTH'er-skin), . The true skin,
or corium, as distinguished from the epidermis.
leather-softener (leTH'er-sdf'ner), . A ma-
chine for rendering dry hides or leather flexi-

Leather-softener.

ble, so that they may be worked without break-

ing. It either pounds the leather or. by means
of corrugated rollers, presses and extends it.

leather-Stamp (leTH'er-stamp), . A lever-

press, in whiiAi die and follower are jointed to-

gether to form a toggle, used for stamping lea-

ther.

leather-Stretcher (!OTH
'
er- strech *

er), n. A
frame in which a side of leather is stretched so
that it may dry flat. In some frames the skin is held

by tenterhooks ; in others the sides of the frame are ex-

panded by means of wedges. E. U. Knight.

leather-stuffer (leTH'er-stuf'er), n. A machine
for softening hides and charging them with

dubbing to render them pliable. It consist* es-

Leatherwood ( Dirca faiuttrit).

I. branch with (towers; a. branch with fruit an<l leaves: a, flower;
6, flower laid open to show pistil and starncmi.

tough bark. See Dirca. 2. An Australian
tree or shrub of the genus Ceratopetalum, be-

longing to the saxifrage family; also, its wood.

leathery (leTH'6r-i), a. [< leather + -y
1
.] Re-

sembling leather; tough and flexible like lea-

ther; specifically, in hot., coriaceous.

leath-wake (leth'wak). a. See lithuake.

leautet, n. A Middle English form of lealty.

leave 1
(lev), r. ; pret. and pp. left, ppr. tearing.

[Early mod. E. leeve, leve, < ME. Iceren, leven

(pret. left, lefte, laft, lafte, lefde, pi. leftc, lerede,

pp. left, laft, ylfft), < AS. Icefan, tr., leave (a heri-

tage), also illtr., remain (= OS.Jar-lebhian,re-
in;i in. lebhon, remain, = OFries. /era, leave, =
OHG. MHG. leiben, tr., leave, OHG. leiben, intr.,

remain, = Icel. leifa, leave), a secondary verb,
associated with laf, a heritage, what is left, re-

mainder (> ME. laif, lafe, lare, Sc. lore: see
lave3 ), < "lifan, pret. "Idf. in comp. bc-lifaii (=
OS. bi-libhan = OFries. bi-liva, f>e-liva, olira =
MB. bliven, D. blijven = MLG. blieeu OHG.
br-liban, MHG. be-liben, bliben (also ge-liben, ver-

liben), Or. bleiben = Icel. Ufa (orig. strong, as in

pp. lifen, but early displaced by the weak form

Ufa = AS. lifian, E. rA) (also blifa = Dan. blite

= Sw. blifva, afterG.) = Goth. M-Mfcm), be left,

remain, whence also lif, life, lifian, libhan, live :

see life, lire1 . The verb leave* is not connected
with the noun leave'* in the phrase to take leave.']

1. trans. 1. To let remain; fail or neglect to

take away, remove, or destroy; allow to stay
or exist: as, he left his baggage behind him; 5
from 12 leaves 7 ; only a few were left alive.

Eke sum hare this bilere.
That bare ylefte there shall noo foul it |dill| greve.

Palladia*, Husbondrle (E. . T. rt.X p. 82.

They that are left of you shall pine away ... in your
enemies' lands. Lev. xxvl. 39.

2. To place or deliver with intent to let remain ;

part from bv giving or yielding up : as, to leare

papers at the houses of subscribers; to Iran-

money on deposit.
How came the lily maid by that good shield? . . .

He Irii It with her, when he rode to tilt.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

3. To let remain for a purpose ; confide, com-
mit, or refer: as, to leave the decision of a ques-
tion to an umpire; I leare that to your judg-
ment.

Always, when we leave our Ships, we either order a cer-

tain place of meeting, or else leave them a sign to know
where we are, by making one or more great Smoaks.

Dnmpier, Voyages, I. 252.

How many other things might be tolerated in peace and
'

'.' to conscience, had we but charity.
Milton, Areopafdtica, p. S3.

His thankless country leart* him to her laws.

Pope, Moral Essays, ill. 218.

4. To let remain or have remaining at death ;

hence, to transmit, bequeath, or give by will:

as, he leaves a wife and children, ami ha-

his property in trust for their use.

leave

The kynu left non of his ilisente,

Nor of his Mode of that land to be kynf.

Utneryda(E. E. T. 8. XI. ISIS.

There be of them that have left a name behind them.
Eccl. zllv. B.

Peace I lean with yon, my peace I give unto you.
John xiv. W.

6. To go away or depart from; quit, whether

temporarily or permanently.
Wbluhe yle we lefle on our lefte hande towarde* Grace.

Sir R. QuiAforde, Pylgrymage, p. 14.

There laft oure Lord lilt Dlclples, whan he wente toprejr*
before his Pauloun. Uaiuienile, Travel*, p. 96.

True patriots all ; for, be It understood,
We left our country for our country's good.

Barriiiyton, Xew Smith Wales, p. l.'.i

6. To separate or withdraw from; part com-

pany or relinquish connection with; forsake;
abandon

;
desert: as, to leare a church or soci-

ety ; to lean- one occupation for another
;
he has

left the path of rectitude.

Thenne lachchex ho hlr leue, & leva hym there,
For more myrthe of that inon most ho Tint get*.

Sir Qauuynt and the Onen Knight (V. E. T. ), 1. 1870.

'I In i sayde Maxent to Kateryn
Leve thy god and leve (leeve, believe) on myn.

US. Cantab, ft. U. 88, f. 88. (UaUimU.)
Therefore shall a man leare his father and his mother,

and shall cleave unto hi* wife. < ien. IL t*.

The heresies that men do leave

Are hated moat of those they did deceive.

Shot., II. N. D., IL 2. 1311.

7. To quit, as the doing of anything ; cease or
desist from; give over; leave off: followed, to

express the verbal action, by a verbal noun in

-11117, or formerly by an infinitive with to.

As yee see men leave eating of the fyrst and seconde dish,
so auoyde them from the Table.

Babee* Boo* (E. E. T. 8.), p. 87.

If I might see any such Inclination in you, that you
would leave to be merciless, and begin to be charitable, I

would then hope well of you.
Laliitier. Sermon of the Plough.

Joseph gathered com . . . until he lejl numbering.
Oen. xll. 49.

I cannot leave to love, and yet I do.

SAo*.,T. O. of V., IL 8. 17.

8. To suffer or permit to continue; fail to

change the state, condition, or course of; let

remain as existing: as, to leare one free to act;
leave him in peace ;

leave it as it is.

We have left undone those things which we ought to

have done. Book of Common Prayer, Ueneral Confession.

A door le.fl ajar gave him a peep Into the best parlour.
Irnng, .Sketch-Book, p. S38.

I leave thy praises unexpress'd.
Tennytun, In Memorlaro, Ixzv.

Often the noises made by children at play leare the pa-
rents in doubt whether pleasure or pain Is the cause.

if. Spencer, Prin. of P) sohoi.. | 490.

Leave me, him, etc., alone to do anything, trust me to
do It ; you may be sure I will do it .

He'll go along o'er the wide world with me ;

Leave me alone to woo him.
Shall., As yon Like It, I. 3. 135.

Left In the lapsi . Sec lap*.- To be left In the basket.
See badret. To be left to one's self, to be left alone ;

be permitted to follow one's own opinions or desires.

To get left, to be distanced or beaten ; be left behind or
In me lurch, especially In a contest, competition, or ri-

valry. IColloq. slang.] To leave alone, to suffer or per-
mit to continue undisturbed or untouched : let-alone.

To leave in the dark, to conceal information from.

I am not willing to leao? my Reader in the dart.

Dampier, Voyages, II. lit 32.

To leave Off. (a) To cease or desist from ; forbear ; ter-

minate ; quit : as, to leave off work at six o'clock ; to leare

o/ a bad habit

For love of me leave o/thls dreadful! play.

Spewer.V. Q.,I. vL2M.

He hath left of to be wise, and to do good. Ps. xjxvi. 3.

(6) To cease wearing or using : lay aside ; give up : as, to
MHM of a garment ; to leave off tobacco.

What a pretty thing man Is when he goes in his dou-
blet and hose and Itacri o/ his wit !

Shot., Much Ado, v. 1. 203.

(et) To give up or cease to associate with.

A woman cannot have an affair but Instantly all her
sex travel about to publish It. and learr her off: now. If a
man cheats another of his estates at play, forges a will, or
marries his ward to his own son, nobody thinks of Uarinij
him o/for snch trifles. Walpole, To Mann, Sept. 25, 1742.

To leave one In the lurch. See lurch*. To leave one
the bag to hold. See bagi. To leave out, to omit:
as, to leave out a word or name In writing. To leave
(out) In the cold. See cold, n.

II. intrans. If. To remain; be left.

Abate the nonmbre of that same sonnes altitude owl of
90, and thanne IK the remenaunt of the noumbre that Ifryth
the latitude of the regtoun. Ckanerr. Astrolabe, U. 25.

Also I pray ;ow that the mrfvet that frryf of my typet
may be sent home. PaMon Letten (14'H III- 27.

2. To go away; depart: as, he left by the last

steamer: I am to leare to-moi-row: the next
train leaven at 10. [Chiefly colloq.]



leave

If they [the Mound-Builders] found forests in the val-

leys they occupied, these were cleared away to make room
for thuir towns, . . . and when . . , they finally left, or

were driven away, a long period must have elapsed before

the trees began to grow freely.

Baldwin, Anc. America, p. 50.

3f. To give over; cease; leave off.

He searched, and began at the eldest, and left at the

youngest. Gen. xliv. 12.

Let us leave, and kiss ;

Lest some unwelcome guest should fall betwixt us.
And we should part without it.

Beau, and Fl,, Philaster, i. 2.

To leave Off, to cease ;
desist ; stop ; make an end.

But when you find that vigorous heat abate,
Leave off, and for another summons wait.

Roscwnmon, Translated Verse, 1. 309.

So soon as we have dined, we will down again to the

little house : where I will begin, at the place I left of,

about fly-fishing. Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 261.

leave 1t(lev),M. [(leave1
, .] A leaving; some-

thing left or remaining.
Then he's taen up the little boy [from the side of his dead

mother].
Rowed him in his gown sleeve;

Said,
" Tho' your father s to my loss,

Your mother 's to me leave."

Birth of Robin Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 385).

leave2 (lev), n. [< ME. leve, leef, < AS. leaf,

permission, = D. -lof in urlof, permission, =
MHG. Joule, G. laube, also -laub in ur-lauV, ver-

laub, permission, = Icel. lof (also leyfi), per-

mission, = Dan. Im = Sw. lof, permission, a

secondary noun, in relation with ledf, dear,

gelyfan, believe: see lief, belief, believe, leeve.']

1 . Liberty granted to do something, or for some

specific action or course of conduct; permis-
sion; allowance; license.

Youre comaundement to kepe to kare forthe y caste me,
My lorde, with your leue, no longer y lette yowe.

York Plays, p. 274.

In this banishment, I must take leave to say you are un-

just. Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, i. 1.

O! Liberty is a fine thing, Flippanta ; it's a great Help
in Conversation to have leave to say what one will.

Vanbrugh, Confederacy, i.

Specifically 2. Liberty to depart; permission
to be absent : as, to take leave. See below.

Hath he set me any day
Agones that ihc me grethi may,
And nyme lyue of mine kenesmen,
And myne frend that with me beon?

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 47.

Furloughed men returned in large numbers, and before
their leases had terminated. N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 93.

Absent with leave, absent without leave. See absent.

By leave, or by leave of court in law, having sanction
from the court or a judge for the taking of a proceeding :

sometimes required to be had in advance to prevent vexa-
tious proceedings, as in the case of a leave to sue in a re-

cent judgment of the same court ; or for the better pro-
tection of the person asking it, as in the case of a receiver

about to bring a suit who will not be charged with costs
in case of a failure if he obtains leave to sue. Leave Of
absence. See absence. On leave. See furlough. To
break leave (naut.). See break. To catch leavet.
See catefti. To take French leave. See French. To
take leave, (a) To receive (assume) permission : as, I
take leave to consider the matter settled. Especially (6)

Originally, to receive formal permission, as from a supe-
rior, to depart ; now, to part with some expression of fare-
well

;
bid farewell or adieu.

And Paul . . . took his leave of the brethren, and sailed
thenca into Syria. Acts xviii. 18.

Hah! old Rowley! egad, you are just come in time to
take leave of your old acquaintance.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 1.

=Syn. Leave, Liberty, License. These words imply that
the permission granted may be used or not. Leave is the

lightest, is generally personal, and is used on familiar oc-
casions. Liberty is more often connected with more im-

portant matters
;

it indicates full freedom, and perhaps
that obstacles are completely cleared from the path. Li-

cense, primarily the state of being permitted by law, may
retain this meaning (as, license to sell intoxicating drinks),
or it may go so far as to mean that unlawful or undue ad-

vantage is taken of legal permission or social forbearance :

as, liberty easily degenerates into license.

leave2 (lev), v. t.; pret. and pp. left, ppr. leav-

ing. [< ME. leiten, < AS. lyfan, lefan, permit,
also in comp. alyfan, gelyfan, permit (= OHG.
ir-louben, ar-louben, ar-lauban, er-laupan, er-

louben, MHG. er-louben, G. er-lauben = Icel.

leyfa = Goth, us-laubjan, permit), < leaf, per-
mission: see leave2

, n."] To give leave to ; per-
mit; allow; let; grant.

God leve it be my best
To telle it the. Chaucer, Troilus, 1. 597.

[The Middle English form leve (that is, as usually written,
leue) is often confounded in manuscripts and early printed
editions with lene, to grant, lend.

He [God] knoweth what is covenable to every wyht
and leueth [var. leneth\ hem that he wot that is covenable
to hem. Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 6.]

Whether Esau were a vassal I leave the reader to judge.
Locke.

[The verb leave'-, permit, allow, is generally confused with
(enrol, permit to remain, quit, etc., from which, however,
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it differs in construction. Leave? is now generally fol-

lowed by an indirect object of the person, and an infinitive

with to: as, I leave you to decide. In vulgar speech leave

is often used for let without to: as, leave me be ;
leave me

go.]

leave3 (lev), v.i.; pret. and pp. leaved, ppr. leav-

ing. [< leafi, .] Same as leaf.

Ieave4t (lev )>
* [< F - lever, raise: see lever'1

-,

levy
1

.']
To raise ; levy.

And after all an army strong she leav'd,

To war on those which him had of his realme bereav d.

leccherye

of the tribe ArabulciK, distinguished by the nar-

row pod, straight embryo, and winged seeds.

They are low herbaceous annuals or biennials with lyrate-

pinnatind leaves and yellow, purplish, or white flowers on

elongated pedicels. There are 3 species, which may be
reducible to one, L. Michauxii, a native of Alabama.

leaver 1
(le'ver), . One who leaves or relin-

quishes; a fovsaker.

Ieaver2ti
n. An obsolete spelling of lever1 .

leaves, n. Plural of leaf.
, had of hi (reahne bereav d

leave-silvert, . In old forest-Uw, same as
bpenser, *. ., 11. x. n.

rf g
ing a leaf or leaves, in

leave-taking (lev'ta"king), n. The taking of
r

To horse .

And let us not be dainty of leave-taking,
But shift away. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 3. 150.

leaved (levd), a. Having*\sur i u, \->" /J c
liV 1

A\*** \f~ Vt***AJ-i, V**-' * *"* ' "~e/7 "' O
any sense of that word; made with leaves or

ieave -

parting speech; farewell salutation,
folds : used in composition : as, a two-leaved

gate. Also leafed.

This ruddy shine issued from the great dining-room,
whose two-leaved door stood open, and showed a genial
fire in the grate. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xii.

A double hill ran up his furrowy forks

Beyond the thick-tamed platans of the vale.

Tennyson, Princess, iii.

leayeless
1
(lev'les), a. [< leave2

, n., + -less.~\

Without leave. [Rare.]
Within an vie me thought I was,
Where wall and yate was all of glasse,
And so was closed round about
That leauelesse none come in ne out.

The Ide of Ladies.

Ieaveless2t,
o-. A rare variant of leafless.

A leaveless branch laden with icicles.

B. Jonson, Masque of Beauty.

(le'vi-nes), n.

leaving (le'ving), n. [< ME. levynae, verbal n.

of leave1
, v.] If. Departure; death.

The aungelle gaf hym in warnynge
Of the tyme of hys levynge.

MS. Cantab, ft. ii. 38, f. 243. (Halliwell.)

2. That which is left; a remnant or relic;

refuse : nearly always in the plural.

My father has this morning call'd together,
To this poor hall, his little Koman senate,
The leavings of Pharsalia. Addison, Cato, i. 1.

leaving-shop (le'ving-shop), . An unlicensed

pawnshop. Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, ii. 12.

leave-looker (lev'luk'er), . In English and L
C

eav̂ ft stamp. See stamp.
Welsh municipal law, a licensed or authorized

ieavyt (le'vi), a. An obsolete variant of leafy.
inspector. In Chester the function of these officers was

leban leben (leb'an, -en), n. [Alsolebban; <
to discover non-freemen exercising any trade within the . . ,

1 A common Arabic bpveraffp con-
liberties of the city, in order that a tax might be imposed

AT. (eoa. J A c< mmon Araoic coverage, co

on them. In Denbigh their function was to see that the sistmg of coagulated sour milk, often diluted
bread sold was of full weight, and to inspect weights and with water,
measures.

lebardet, An old spelling of leopard.
The Leavelookers [of Chester] are also appointed annual- Lebel UH See qun1

.

ly by the mayor for the purpose of collecting a duty of 2s. T Ivi-JR, nrnpoon SPP, nrnrp??
6d. claimed ly the corporation to be levied yearly upon LeblanC process, feee process.

all non-freemen who exercise any trade within the liber- LecaniUlll (le-ka m-um), n. \_Nlj., <. Irr.

ties of the city of Chester.
~ J '~l- * - T-~4 n * " "*

Municip. Corp. Report, 1835, p. 2621.

leaven1
!, n. See leven1 .

leaven2 (lev'n), n. [Formerly also leven, levin;

< ME. levain, levein, < OF. levain, F. levain= Pr.

levam, < ML. levamen (also, in reflection of the

a dish, pot, pan, a hod.] A genus of scale-in-

sects, typical of a subfamily Lecanimce. It is

universally distributed, and contains several cosmopolitan
species. Signoret has catalogued 61 species, but many re-

main undescribed. L. hesjjeridum is found all over the

world; it is a great pest in hothouses, and infests the

orange, the lemon, the ivy, and many other plants.

He is the leveyne of the bred,
Whiche soureth alle the paste aboute. Gower.

OF., levanum; also levamentum), leaven, < L. lecanomancy (lek'a-no-man-si). . [<Gr.Atra-
levamen, that which raises, an alleviation, < le-

vo/iavrela, dish-divination, < /.enavn, a dish, pan,
vare, raise: see levy

1
.'} 1. A substance that pot (< ?^KOf, a dish, plate, pan, pot), + uavreia,

produces or is designed to produce fermenta- divination. Cf. teanwS/uavnCi a dish-diviner.]
tion, especially in dough ; specifically, a mass of Divination by throwing three stones into water
fermenting dough, which, mixed with a larger }n a basin and invoking the aid of a demon,
quantity of dough or paste, produces fermeuta- Lecanora (lek-a-no'rii), n. [NL., so called in
tion in it and renders it light. ref. to the form of th'e shields, < Gr. 'Mnavri, u

dish: see lecanomancy.'] A genus of lichens,

type of the family Lccanorei. The thallus is eras-

taceous, chiefly uniform, but sometimes lobed on the mar-

gin, or very rarely slightly suffruticose. The apothecium
is scutelliform ; the spores are 4- to many-celled, rarely 2-

to 4-celled, and vary from ellipsoidal to oblong or even elon-

gated-fusiform. The spermatia are of various more or less

lengthened forms, and placed on nearly simple sterigmata.
The species are very numerous ;

some of them are used in

dyeing, especially L. tartarea. (See cudbear.) Another

species so used is L. pattescem, which includes the light
and white crottles of Scotland and England. (See crotttes'l. )

The species L. esculenta and L. affinis, found from Algiers
to Tatary, appear to grow unattached, and are said to be
borne through the air in large quantities. They serve as

food for man and beast in times of scarcity, and are called

manna-lichens.

The kingdom of heaven is like unto leaven, which a
woman took, and hid in three measures of meal, till the
whole was leavened. Mat. xiii. 83.

2. Something that resembles leaven in its ef-

fects, as some secret or impalpable influence

working a general change, especially a change
for the worse.

Beware of the leaven of the Pharisees and of the Sad-
ducees. Mat. xvi. 6.

So t hun . Posthumus,
Wilt lay the leaven on all proper men ;

Goodly and gallant shall be false and perjured,
From thy great fail. Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 4. 64.

eid.fermentation in
;
raise andmake light, as dough -ate1.] A salt of lecanoric acid

or paste. Lecanorei (lek-a-no're-i), n. pi. [NL., < Leca-

A little leaven leaveneth the whole lump. 1 Cor. v. 8. nora + -ei.~] A family of lichens, typified by the

9 To imbiin- work nnrm bv snmp, invisible or genus Lecanora. It is included in the tribe Parinelia-

f"? fl

'

J? Si, from the other divisions of which it is distinguished
powerful influence.

by
'

a CI
.U8taceous thallus.

Beware, ye that are magistrates, their sin doth leaven lecanoric (lek-a-nor'ik), rt. [< Lecanora + -ic.]
you all. Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550. Reiated to or derived from plants of the genus

Lecanora. Lecanoric acid. Same as lecanorin.

Iecanorin(lek-a-n6'rin), n. [< Lecanora + -in 2.]

A crystalline substance (CigHiiO?) obtained

by Schunck from Lecanora tnrtureu and other
lichens employed in the manufacture of cud-

bear.
leaven; the act of exciting fermentation in lecanorine (lek-a-no'rin), a. [< Lecanora +
anything. -inc.'] Resembling or pertaining to Lecanora;

Tro. Have I not tarried? especially, imitating its orbicular, disk-like
Pan. Ay, the bolting: but you must tarry the leavening, apothecium

Shak., T andC.,t 1. 20.
lecanoroid (lek-a-no'roid), a. [< Lecanora +

2. That which leavens or makes light. ^,jrf.] Resembling Lecanora; belonging to the
leavenoust (lev'n-us), a. [Formerly also lev- Lecanorei.
enous; < leaven2 + -OHS.] Containing leaven

; leccam (lek'am), n. A dialectal form of likam.

hence, imbued
;
tainted. Wae o wae

[Their] unsincere and levenous doctrine, corrupting the That ever thou was born ;

people, first taught them looseness and bondage. For come the King o' Elfland in,

Milton, Eikonoklastes. Thy leccam is forlorn !

Leavenworthia (lev-en-wer'thi-ii), . [NL.]
Child Kou-iand (Child's Ballads, i. 260).

A genus of North American cruciferous plants leccheryet, . An obsolete form of lechery.

3. To ripen; mature. [Rare.]
No more evasion :

We have with a leaven'd and prepared choice
Proceeded to you. Shak., M. for M., L 1. 52.

leavening (lev'n-ing), . [Verbal n. of leaven 2
,

t
1

.] 1. The act of making light by means of



lech

lecht (ledi). r. t. [< OF. Irrhfr, lerhirr, lekier,

II-XI-IH-I; lick, live in gluttony or sensuality. K.

In-lit r = I'r. In-m-, tn-linr = It. leccarc, < OS.

lirfini, lii-i'ini = OIK!. Itri-ini, lifi-ltDii, MHG. O.
li fit n, lick: sec lirk.] To lick.

lechet, and c. Hoe leach 1
.

Lechea (lek'e-ii), . [NL. (Linmcus), named
after Julian Leche, a Swedish botanist.] A Re-
ims of North American plants of the family
( 'istiiii'ir. In thu perfect flowers there are but 8 petal
and a ilniliri.itfd aligning, and there are unly 2 ovules In

I.rclir<i iniiu'r. a, flower; A, fruit.

each of the 8 parietal placentre of the ovary. These plants
arc Blender, much-brancheil undershrubs with small pur-
plish or greenish flowers. There are about 10 species, cora-

innnly called pinioeeds, found for the most part near the
eastern coast from Canada to Texas.

lecher (lech'er), n. [Formerly also teacher,

letcher; < ME. letchour, lechour, lechur, < OF.
lecheor, lecheur, leceor, lelceoi; teckeur, etc., a glut-

ton, sensualist, libertine, < lecher, lick, live in

gluttony or sensuality : see lech.~\ A man given
to lewdness; one who is grossly unchaste; a
habitual libertine.

A man made up In lust would loathe this In you,
The rankest lecher hate such impudence.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, ill. 8.

lecher (lech'er), v. i. [< lecher, n.] To prac-
tise lewdness ; indulge in lust.

Die for adultery ! No :

The wren goes to 't, and the small gilded fly

Does lecher in my sight. Khali., Lear, iv. 6. 115.

lecherous (lech'er-us), a. [Formerly also leach-

erous; < ME. lecherous, licherom, OF. 'lecherous

(in adv. lecherousement), < lechcrie, sensuality,

lechery: see lechery. Cf. lickerous, lickerish.']

1. Sensual; prone to indulge in sensuality;
lustful; lewd.

Semiramls the daughter of Derceto, a lecherous and
bloudie woman,was worshipped by the name of the Syrian
Goddesse. Purchiu, Pilgrimage, p. 79.

2. Provoking lust.

Lo ! Loth In hus lyue thorw lecheraune drynke
\\ikkydlich wroghte. Piers Plowman (C), ii. 26.

= Svn. See list under lascivious.

lecherously (lech'er-us-li), adv. In a lecherous

manner; lustfully; lewdly,
lecherousness (lech'er-us-nes), . The state

or quality of being lecherous.
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Lecideacei (le-sid-f*'**-!), n. pi. [NL., pi. of
lii-iilnn-iiin: see leridcaccoiui.'] A tribe of li-

chens characterized by its patellifonn apotho-
cium, typified by the genus Lecidea. It includes
the family f.ecideei.

lecideaceous (le-sM-e-a'shius), a. [< NL. fo-

cidcac<-iiK,<. Leciilea, q. v.] Having the charac-
ters iif l.i i i'l< a.

Lecideei (lo-sid-e-e'i), n.pl. [NL., < Lecidea +
-.l A family of lichens of the tribe I^eculeacei.

lecideiform (lo-sid'e-i-fdrm), a. [< NL. Lecidea
+ L. forma, form.] Resembling Lecidea in re-

spect to its patelliform apothecium.
lecideine (le-sid'g-in), a. [< NL. Lecidea +
-iwf1

.] Same as lecideiform.
lecidioid (le-sid'e-oid), a. [< NL. Lecidea +
-niil.] Resembling Lecidea.

lecithin (les'i-thin), n. [< Gr. >.iiuBoc, the yolk
of an egg, + -i 3

.] A nitrogenous fatty sub-

stance, to which the formula C^HgoNPOp has
been given, which is found in small quantity in

the blood, bile, and other fluids of the body,
but most abundantly in the brain- and nerve-

tissues, in pus, and in the volk of eggs, it is

slightly crystalline, has a greasy feel, and is insoluble In
water but soluble In alcohol, ether, and chloroform. It

decomposes readily inU> stearic acid, glycerin phosphoric
acid, and cholin or neurln.

leek (lek), v. [A var. of leak (< Icel. leka, etc.),

though in form as if < AS. leecan, wet: see leak.

te<c/ii,?cac/i2.] I.intrans. To leak. [Prov.Eng.]
II. trans. To pour or drain : as, to leek on ;

to leek off. [Prov. Eng.]
Leclanch6 cell. See cell, 8.

lecontite (le-kon'tit), n. [Named after Dr.
John Le Conte, of Philadelphia.] A hydrous
sulphate of sodium and ammonium, found in

bat-guano in Central America.

lecotropal (le-kot'ro-pal), a. [< Gr. /Uoc, dish,
+ -rpoirof, <.' rpeifeiv, turn.] In bot., having a
curve like that of a dish or a horseshoe : ap-
plied to a eampylotropous ovule in which the
curvature stops short of coalescence.

lectert, An obsolete variant of lector. Halli-
ii-cll.

lectem (lek'tern), . [Formerly also lecturn,

lettern, kttron, letteron ; < ME. lectorn, lectrone,

lectrun, letron, leterone, letteron, < OF. lettrin,

lettron, leutrin, F. lutnn, < ML. lectrinum, let-

iron, lectrum, a pulpit, a reading-desk, a sup-
port for books

7
< Gr. tenrpav, a couch, a support

for books, akin to tejof, a couch, L. lectus, a

couch, bed: see lectual,litter. It should be noted
that lectern, a reading-desk, is not connected
with lecture, a reading, lector, a reader.] 1 . A
reading-desk in a church

; especially, the read-

ing-desk from which in liturgical churches the

Scripture lessons are read in public worship.
It usually stands In the middle of the choir, Is ordinarily
of wood or brass and movable, but sometimes of stone and
fixed. The name Is also given sometimes to the precen-
tor's desk In front of the pulpit in the Scotch Presbyterian
churches.

The seconde lesson robyn redebreste song,
"Ilayle to the God and Goddesse of oure lay !"

And to the lecttirn amorysly he sprung.
Court of Love, I. 1382.

There was a goodly fine Letteron of brasse, where they
sunge the epistle and gospel], with a gilt pellican on the

height of It, finely gilded.
Kite* of Durham (Surtees ed.), p. 7.

2+. A writing-desk or -table.

And seand Virgin on ane letteron stand,
To wryte anone I hynt my pen in hand.

Oamn Dougla, tr. of Virgil, p. 202.

The whole expenses of the process and pices of the ly-

ble, lying in a severall bulst by themselves in my lettmn,
I estimate to a hundred merks.

31drill'* XS., p. 5. (Jamieton.)

lection (lek'shon), n. [= F. lecon (> E. lesson)
lechery (lech'er-i), H. [Formerly also Ifachfry ; _ Sp . ifCeion _ P(? . lifao

_ It . ^HOBC, < L. iec.

< ME. 'lecherie (f), < OF. lecherie, leseherie, le-

cerie, licherie, gluttony, sensuality, lewdness, <

lecher, lick: see lech, lecher.'] 1. Sensuality;
free indulgence of carnal appetite; lewdness.

2f. Pleasure; delight.
What ravishing lechery It is to enter
An ordinary, cap-a-pie, trimmed like a gallant

Massinger.

lechourt, ". A Middle English form of Iccln T.

Lecidea (le-sid'e-ft), n. [NL. (Acharius, 1814),
< Gr. 'Afkir' (MKIJ-), dim. of /Wxoc, a dish, plate.]
A genus of lichens, the type of the family Led-
ill ii. It has a crustaceons thallus, either effignrate or
uniform. The apothecia are patellifonn, with a dark car-

bonaceous excipfe. The spores are from ellipsoid to fusi-

form or even acicnlar, simple, nr less often two-, four-, or

many-celled ami roloi less. The spermatia are oblong, club-

shaped, or filiform on nearly simple steriemata. The spe-
cies are widely diffused, and are commnl> found adhering
closely to rocks and trunks of trees, appearing as weather-
stains aud patches.

tio(n-), a reading, < lectus, pp. of legere, gather,
read, = Gr. ;U)-c<v, gather, speak, tell: see le-

gend. Cf. lesson, a doublet of lection.'] 1. The
act of reading. 2. A reading; a special ver-

sion in a copy of a manuscript or of a book.

Other copies and various lectiim*, and words omitted,
and corruptions of texts and the like, these yon are full of.

Miltiin. Defence of the People of England.

3. Same as lesson, '2.

lectionary (lek'shon-a-ri), . ; pi. lectionaries

(-riz). [= F. lectionnaire = Sp. Pg. leccionario

=s It. lezionario, < ML. lectionarium, lectionari-

ns, a book containing portions of Scripture for

worship, < L. lectio(n-), a reading, lesson : see

Irrtinn, lesson.'} 1. A book for use in religions
worship, containing portions of Scripture to
be read for particular days : same as epixtolary.

2. A table of lessons or portions of Scripture
for particular days.

lecturer

lectisternium (lek-ti-ster'ni-nm), n .: pi. leeti-

..tinini
( ii). [L., < Ifctux, a bed, -f sternere,

spread out: see litter and stratum.] \n classical

antia., a sacrifice in the nature of a feast, at
which the Greeks and liomans placed images
of the gods reclining on couches around tables
furnished with viands, as if they were about to

partake of them.
lector (lek'tor), n. [Formerly also lecter; = F.
lecteur = Sp". lector = Pg. leitor = It. lettore, <

L. lector, a reader, < legere, pp. lectus, read :

leijend. Cf. lister3
, a doublet of lector."] In tho

ftirly church, an ecclesiastic in minor orders, ap-
pointed to read to the people parts of the Bible
and other writings of a religious character.

In the Catholic Church the ecclesiastical orders are ai
follows : Bishops, priecU, deacons, sub-deacons, acolyte*,
exorcists, lectori, and ostiarii. N. and Q. ,

7th ier., VL 7).

lectorate (lek'to-rat), n. The office of lector.

Cath. Diet.

lectornet, . An obsolete form of lectern.

lectress (lek'tres), n. [< lector + -ess. Cf. lee-

trice.'] A female reader.
" Go on, my dear, with your reading," says the governess

sternly.
" She advanced through the counties of Devon,

Somerset, and Gloucester," says the HMulrctrea, In a loud,

disgusted voice. Him Thackeray, Village on the Cliff, II.

lectrice (lek'tris), n. [< F. lectricc= It. lettrice,

< LL. lectrir, a female reader, fern, of lector,

a reader : see lectm: Cf. lectress.'] A woman
whose business it is to read aloud, as an atten-

dant on a woman of rank
;
a female companion.

lectronet. . An obsolete variant of lectern.

lectual (lek'tu-al), a. [< LL. lectualis, of or

belonging to'bed, < L. lectus, bed : see lectern,
litter1 .'] In med., confining to the bed : as, a
lectual disease.

lectuaryt, An aphetic form of electuary.
lecture (lek'tur), n. [< F. lecture = Sp. leetura

Pg. leitura mtt, lettura, < ML. leetura, a read-

ing, a lecture, < L. leetura, fern, of fut. part, of

legere, read: see legend.'] If. The act of read-

ing; reading.
These bookes, I would haue him read now, a good deale

at euery lecture. Atcham, The Scholemaster, p. 87.

Were I a pagan I should not refrain the lecture of It.

Kir T. Ilnm-Hf, Rellglo Medici, I. 23.

2. A discourse, especially a written discourse,
of suitable length for a single reading ;

a disqui-
sition pronounced or read, or written as if to be
read, before an audience ; especially, a formal
or methodical discourse intended for instruc-
tion : as, a lecture on morals

;
the Bampton lec-

tures. 3. A religious discourse of an exposi-
tory nature, usually based on an extended pas-
sage of Scripture ; a discourse less methodical
and more discursive than a sermon. 4. A rep-

rimand, as from a superior; a formal reproof.
You have read me a fair lecture,
And put a spell upon my tongue for feigning.

Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, Iv. 2.

Nnmldla will be blest by Cato's lecture*.

Additon, Cato, II. 1.

5. A professorial or tutorial disquisition. 6.
A lectureship.
At the end of the seventeenth century the Presbyterians

Instituted a separate lecture at Sailers Hall, which after

existing for nearly a hundred years was discontinued.
Hint. Anc. Merchant*' Lecture.

Candle lecture, a curtain-lecture (which see) : so named
after "Mrs. Caudle's Curtain lectures," by Douglas Jer-

rold. Clinical lecture, cursory lectures, etc. Seethe
adjectives.

lecture (lek'tur),'r. ; pret. and pp. lectured, ppr.
lecturing. [<f lecture, .] I. trans. 1. To in-

struct by oral discourse.

From dearth to plenty, and from death to life,

Is Nature's progress when she lecture* man
In heavenly truth. Cmrper, Task, vl 182L

2. To speak to or address dogmatically or au-

thoritatively; reprimand; reprove: as, to lec-

ture one for his faults. 3. To influence by
means of a lecture or formal reprimand: as, he
was lectured into doing his duty.

II. intrans. To read or deliver a formal dis-

course ; give instruction by oral discourse : as,
to lecture on geometry or on chemistry,

lecture-day (lek'tnr-da), . The appointed day
for the periodical lecture of the municipality or

parish. (See lecturer, 3.) In the New England
colonies it seems to havebeen usually Thursday.
She was appointed to appear again the next lecture day.

Win&rop, Hbt. New England, I. 907.

lecturer (lek'tur-er), . 1. One who reads or

pronounces lectures; a professor or other in-

structor who delivers formal discourses for the
instruction of others. 2. In the Ch. of E*g.,
one of a class of preachers not rectors, vicars,



lecturer

or curates, chosen in some parishes by the ves-

try or chief inhabitants of the parish, with the
consent of the incumbent, and supported by
voluntary subscriptions and legacies. Lecturers

usually pre'ach at evening prayer on Sunday, and sometimes
officiate on some stated day during the week.

If there had been no Lecturers (which succeed the
Friers in their way), the Church of England might have
stood and llourisht at this day. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 51.

I am not altogether so rustick, and nothing so irreli-

gious, but as farre distant from a Lecturer as the meerest
Laick, for any consecrating hand of a Prelat that shall

ever touch me. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

3. In English and American colonial history,
a person appointed by municipal or parish au-

thority to deliver a periodical lecture, usually
on Sundays or market-days.
lecture-room (lek'tur-rom), n. A room in

which lectures are delivered, as at a university
or in a church.

lectureship (lok'tur-ship), re. [< lecture + -ship.]
The office of a lecturer.

He got a lectureship in town of sixty pounds a-year,
where he preached constantly in person. Swift.

lecturess (lek'tur-es), n. [< lecture + -ess.] A
female lecturer,

lecturize (lek'tur-iz), v. i.
; pret. and pp. lectur-

ised, ppr. lecturizing. [< lecture + -ize.~] To
deliver lectures

; preach. [Bare.]
We must preserve mechanics now
To lecturise and pray.

A. Drome, Saint's Encouragement.

lecturnt, An obsolete form of lectern.

lecus (le kus), M. In hot., same as corm. Gray,
Structural Botany, Glossary.
lecyth (le'sith), . [< NL. Lecytliis.'] A plant
of the order Lcci/thidacea; : usually in the plural,
as an Eaglish equivalent for the name of the
order. Lindley.

lecythi. . Plural of lecytlms.

Lecythidaceae (les"i-thi-da'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1845), < Lecytliis (-id-) + -aceai.'] In

Lindley's later system, an order of plants un-
der his " alliance" Myrtales, typified by the ge-
nus Lecytkis, nearly equivalent to the present
tribe Lecythiileee.

Lecythideae (les-i-thid'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Rich-
ard, 1825 ),<.Lecytliif/(-id-) + -ea.~\ Atribeofmyr-
taceous plants, typified by the genus Lecytliis.
It embraces 10 genera and about 135 species, chiefly tropi-
cal American trees. It was regarded by Lindley (1833) as
an order, by Endlicher and others as a suborder.

Lecytliis (les'i-this), w. [NL., so called in al-

lusion to the shape of the seed-vessels, < LL.
lecythus, < Or. "Ai/imOos, an oil-vase.] A genus of
South American trees of the order Myrtacece,
tribe Lecythideic. It is distinguished by the woody and
opercurate subglobose fruit, and the thick and fleshy entire
embryo. About 65 species are known, trees of large size,
80 feet or more in height. The Sapucaia-nuts of the mar-
ket are the seeds of L. Zabucajo.thoae of L. Ollana being
sometimes called by the same name. The seed-vessels of
several species are known as monkey-pots, and aresometimes
used in turnery. The thin layers of the bark of L. Ollaria
are used by the Indians, under the name of kakarali, as wrap-
pers for cigarettes. See Sapucaia-nut and kajcarali.

lecythoid (les'i-thoid), a. [< Or. Aj/Kv6o(, an
oil-vase, + elfof, shape.] Resembling a lecy-
thus in any way. Sometimes lekytlioid.

lecythus (les'i-thus), n.
; pi. lecythi ( -thi). [LL.

lecythns, < Gr. AT/KvOos, an oil-vase. ] In areliteol. .

a small oil- or

perfume -vase
of ancient

Greece, of tall

and graceful
proportions
and naiTow
neck, used in
the toilet.
Vasesof thisform
abound, decorat-
ed In the usual
styles with black
or red figures. In
Attica a particu-
lar class of the le-

cythus was used,
especially in fu-
neral rites. The
neck and the foot
of these Attic lecythi are covered with a brilliant black
varnish, and the intervening part has a clear white ground,
upon which are drawn with a brown outline figures and de-
signs, often of remarkable delicacy and elegance, which,
unlike nearly all other examples of Greek vase-painting
are frequently filled out with brightand naturalistic colors.
Also lekythos.

led 1
(led). Preterit and past participle of

lead1 .

led1
(led), p. a. Under leading or control : as,

a led captain, friend, horse (see phrases below) :

specifically applied to a landed possession not
occupied by the owner or by the person who
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rents it, or a district ruled over by deputy: as,
a led farm, etc.

He transferred the Markgrafdom to Brandenburg, prob-
ably as more central in his wide lands ; Salzweilel is hence-
forth the led Markgrafdom or Marck, and soon falls out
of notice in the world. Carlyle, Frederick the Great, I. iv.

Led captaint, an obsequious attendant ; a favorite that

follows as if led by a string ;
a henchman.

They will never want some creditable led-captain to at-

tend them at a minute's warning to operas, plays, etc.

Chesterfield.

Petrie, in his Essay on Good-breeding, . . . recommends
. . . this attitude to all led-captains, tutors, dependents,
and bottle-holders of every description.

Scott, Abbot, x \.\i.\.

Led friendt, a parasite ; a hanger-on.

If you take notice, there is hardly a rich man in the
world who has not such a led-friend of small considera-

tion, who is a darling for his insignificancy.
Steele, Tatler, No. 208.

Led horse, a spare horse led by a groom or servant, to
be used in case of emergency ; also, a sumpter-horse or

pack-horse.

Ied2ti . An obsolete form of lead2 .

Leda (le'da), n. [L., = Gr. A#<5<z, a fern, name
(seedef.l).] 1. IiiGreekmyth.,theviifeof Tyn-
dareus, king of Sparta, and mother of Clytsem-
nestra, Helen, Castor, and Pollux. According to
the latest of the many legends, the last three were the

offspring of Zeus in the form of a swan, and were pro-
duced from two eggs, Helen from one, and Castor and
Pollux from the other.

2. In ro67. : (n) The typical genus of Ledidte.

Schumacher, 1817. (b) A spurious genus of

spiders. Koch and Berendt, 1854. (c) A genus
of amphipod crustaceans. Wrzesniowski, 1879.

Leda-clay (le'da-kla), n. A marine deposit of

ledger

of a cask, the lowest part of a vessel
;
from the

verb represented by E. lie*, dial, lig: see Mel. Of.

ledge
2

,
as a var. of lay

1
,
the causal form of lie1 .

Cf. also ledger'*-.'] 1. A shelf on which articles

may be placed ; anything which resembles such
a shelf

;
a flat rim or projection : as, the ledge of

a window
;
a ledge of earth on the inner side of

a parapet.
And he made ten bases of brass ; . . . they had borders,

and the borders were between the ledges. 1 Ki. vii. 28.

The lowest ledge or row should be merely of stone.
Sir H. Wotton, Reliquite, p. 18.

Specifically (a) In arch.: (1) A small horizontal molding
of rectangular profile. (2) A string-course. (6) Injoinery,
a piece against which something rests, as the side of a re-

bate against which a door or shutter is stopped, or a pro-
jecting fillet serving the same purpose as the stop of a

door, or the fillet which confines a window-frame in its

place, (c) In ship-building, a piece of the deck-frame of
a ship, lying between the deck-beams, (d) A rail of a chair.

(e) In printing, one of the pieces of furniture ;
a wedge,

used in locking up a form of type.

2. A shelf-like ridge or elevation ; any natural
formation somewhat resembling a shelf: as, a

ledge at the top of a precipice ; a ledge of rock
under water. In mining, ledge is a common name in
the Cordilleran region for the lode, or for any outcrop sup-
posed to be that of a mineral deposit or vein. It is fre-

quently used, as reef is in Australia, to designate a quartz-
vein.

Beneath a ledge of rocks his .feet he hides ;

Tall trees surround the mountain's shady sides :

The bending brow above a safe retreat provides.
Dryaen, I jiriil, i.

Pines, that plumed the craggy ledge.

Tennyson, (Enone.

-. 3. A bar for fastening a gate. [Prov. Eng.]
post-Tertiary age, occurring along the St. Law-

Iedge2 (lej), v.; pret. and pp. ledged, ppr. ledo-
rence valley and on the borders of Lake Cham-

inffm [A dial. var . of to/1 ,
< ME. leggen, < AS.

lecgan, lay: see tow1
. Cf. ledge

1
, .] I. tram. 1.

To lay (eggs). [Prov. Eng.] 2. To
"

Attic Lecythi.

plain. The material is a fine clay, deposited in deep
water, and contains many molluscan remains, the species
being chiefly those inhabiting the sea somewhat further
north. Among the genera represented Leda is prominent ;

hence the name.

leddent, . See leden.

ledder, n. An obsolete or dialectal form of
ladder.

leddy (led'i), n. A dialectal form of lady.

lede't, v. A Middle English form of lead1 .

lede'2t, and r. A Middle Englishform of lead2 .

Iede3t,
" [ME., also leede, leod, leode, a man,

ledes, leedes, people, tenements, < AS. leod, m. ,

a man, pi. leddc, people, also leod, {., a people,
nation, pi. leode, peoples; = OS. liitd, pi. liudi

= OFries. liod, pi. liodc, liude = D. pi. lieden =
MLG. lit, pi. lade = OHG. MHG. luit, OHG. pi.
liuti. MHG. pi. liute, G. leute, pi.; in sing, a

people, in pi. people, men; OBulg. ljudii, a

people, pi. ljudije, people, = Bohem. lid, pi.
tide = Pol. lud, pi. ludzie = Russ. liudu, a peo-
ple, pi. liudi, people (cf. OBulg. Ijudinii, Russ.

liudi, man), = OPruss. ludis, man, master, =
Lett, laudis, people ;

from the verb represented
by AS. leodan (pret. *ledd, pi. ludon, pp. "loden)
= OS. liodan= OHG. "liutan, in eomp. ar-liutan,

fram-liutan = Goth, liudan, grow, whence also
Goth, lanths, great (in hwelauths, how great, sira-

lautlis, so great, samalauths, as great, \ike,jug-
galauihs, a young man), also ludja, face.] 1. A
man

;
in the plural, men ; people.

Is no leile. that leneth that he ne loueth mede.
Piers Plowman (C), iv. 283.

2. pi. Tenements
; holdings ; possessions.

Al myn other purchas of londes and of leedes,
That I byquethe Gamelyn, and alle my goode steedes.

Tale of Gamelyn, 1. 61.

ledent, leddent (led'en), n. [Also dial, lidden ;

< ME. leden, lideii, lyden, < AS. Iceden, leden, Latin,
speech, language, < L. Latinum, Latin, the Latin
language (the only language of learning in the
AS. period): see Latin.'] Language: used poet-
ically of the language or voice of birds.

Canacee ... on hir finger bar the queynte ring
Thurgh which she understood wel every thing
That any foul may in his ledene seyn,
And coude answere him in his ledene again.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 427.

The ledden of the birds most perfectly she knew.
Drayton, Polyolbion, xii. 503.

ledert, . See litlier1 .

ledererite (led'er-er-it), . [After Baron Led-

crer.~\ A synonym of gmelinite.
lederite (led'er-It), . [After Baron Lederer.']
A variety of titanite or sphene occurring in

large dark-brown crystals in Lewis county,
New York.

ledge1
(lej), n. [An assibilated form of "leg

oi*lig (cf. ledger^, lidger, assibilated forms of

lii/f/er; legget, ligget, lidget, equiv. to ledge
1

, 2) ;

akin to So. ledgin, a parapet, leggin, laggen, lagen,
the rim of a cask, cf. Icel. logg = Sw. lagg,'tbe
rim of a cask, = Norw. logg (pi. legger), the rim

To lay hands
on. [Prov. Eng.]

II. intrans. To lay eggs. [Prov. Eng.]
Iedge3t, v. t. [ME. ledgen, leggen, by apheresis
from alegen, allege : see allege^-.] To allege.
Halliwell.

ledged (lejd), a. [< ledge
1 + -ed2

."] Furnished
with or consisting of a ledge or ledges ; shaped
like a ledge ;

of the character of a ledge.

Ledged and broken walls and floor.

L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 395.

Ledged door. See door.

lodgement, H. See ledgment.
ledger1

(lej'er), n. and a. [Formerly also leger,

and, in the obs. senses, also leiger, leidger, legier,

lieger, ligier; also and most prop, lidger (which is

found also in other senses); an assibilated form
of ligger, and thus ult. another form of Her1

;

cf. MD. leggher, D. legger, one that lies down, a
nether millstone, MD. liggher, a resident guest,
a book kept for reference, = MLG. ligger, a resi-

dent agent or factor : see ligger, Her1 , and cf .

ledge
1
, ledge

2
. The origin in the uses now obs.

seems to have been forgotten, and the word was
spelled irreg. leger, legier, leiger, lieger, etc., ap-
par. in simulation of leger

2
,
also spelled ledger.

light, or of liege, or, with ref. to an ambassador,
of legate. A ' '

ledger ambassador
"
is a resident

minister, "a person sent to lie abroad for the

good of his country."] I. n. 1. A bar, beam,
stone, or other thing that lies flat or horizontal
in a fixed position. Specifically-<o) In bunding, a

piece of timber used in forming a scaffolding. Ledgers are
fastened to the vertical bars or uprights ; they support the
putlogs which lie at right angles to the wall, and carry the
boards on which the workmen stand. See cut under put-
log. (6) In arch., a flat slab of stone, such as is laid horizon-

tally over a grave ;
the covering-slab of an altar-tomb, (c)

In mining, the foot-wall of a vein. Sometimes called the

ledger-cheek. [Alston Moor mining district.] (d) In ang-
ling, a ledger-bait.

2. The principal book of accounts among mer-
chants and others who have to keep an accurate
record cf money and other transactions, so ar-

ranged as to exhibit on one side all the sums or

quantities at the debit of the accounts, and on
the other all those at the credit. Formerly
also ledger-book.

Here you a muckworm of the town might see.
At his dull desk, amid his legerft stall'd,

Eat up with carking care and penurie.
Thomson, Castle of Indolence, i.

When only the ledger lives, and when only not all men
lie. Tennyson, Hand, i.

3f. A resident; a resident agent ; especially, a
resident ambassador. For various other spell-
ings, see etymology.
By reason I had bene a lidger in Russia, I could the

better reply. HaHuyt's Voyages, I. 375.

Lord Angelo, having affairs to heaven,
Intends you for his swift ambassador.
Where you shall be an everlasting leiger.

Shak., M. for M., lii. 1. 59.



ledger

lie's a leiijer at Horn's ordinary yonder.
R. JotutiH, Kvery Man out of his Humour, iv. 4.

4f. A commission-agent: a name formerly given
to a Londoner who bought coals of the rouni ry

colliers at go much a sack, and made his chief

profit by using smaller sacks, making pretense
he wiis a conn try collier. This was termed '<;/'

''-

("'/ Hares.
II. t " 1. Lying in a certain place ; laid; laid

up ; stationary ;
fixed.

For humour* to Ho leidijer they arc seen
oft in a tavern, and a bowling-green.

Randolph, Poems.

It happened that a stage-player borrowed a rusty mus-
ket, which hud lien long leijer in his shop.

Fuller, \Vorthies, London.

2. Uosident, as an ambassador.

You have dealt discreetly, to obtain the presence
Of all the grave leii/er ambassadors
To hear Victoria's trial. Webnter, White Devil.

Return not thou, but leffier stay behind,
And move the Qreeklsh prince to send us aid.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, 1. 70.

ledger2 ,
a. See leger*.

ledger-bait (lej'cr-bat), . A bait fixed or

made to remain in one place, used in fishing.

You may flsh for a Pike either with a ledger or a walk-

ing (wrtf; and you are to note that I call that a Ledijer-
linii which is nxed or made to rest in one certain place
when you shall be absent from it ; and I call that a Walk-

ing-bait which you take with you, and have ever In mo-
tion. 1. tt'ttliiiii. Complete Angler, p. 135.

ledger-blade (lej'er-blad), n. In cloth-shearing
machines, the fixed straight-edged blade which
co-acts with a spiral blade or plades on a re-

volving cylinder, upon the principle of a shears,
and which trims off so much of the nap from
cloth as to reduce it to a uniform length and
give an even surface to the fabric.

ledger-book (lej'6r-buk), n. [Formerly also

lii/i'r-book, ligicr-book; < ledger
1 + book.'] A

book that lies or is kept in a fixed place. Spe-
cifically (a) A monastic cartulary. Hattiiceu. (6) A book
of accounts now usually ledijer. Scefedyerl, n., 2.

I find In the said ligier boote a note of the sayd Erros,
of all such goods as he left. Halcluyt's Voyages, II. 98.

This ledijer-boulc lies In the brain behind,
Like Janus eye, which in his poll was set

Sir J. Davits, Immortal, of Soul, xxl.

ledging (lej'ing), n. [< ledge
1 + -ing

1
.] A

ledge; also, ledges collectively. [Rare.]

ledgment (lej'ment), n. [< ledge
1 + -ment.]

In arch.: (ti) A course of horizontal moldings,
as the base-moldings of a building. (6) The
development of the surface of any solid on a

plane, so that the dimensions of its different

sidesmay readily be obtained. Alsoledgement,
and formerly liggement, legentent.

ledgment-table (lej'ment-ta'bl), n. In arch.,
the projecting part of a pliiith. Compare earth-

table.

ledgy(lej'i),a. [< ledge* + -y
1
.] Abounding in

ledges.
Ledidae (led 'i -de), n. pi. [NL., < Leda +
-/</.] A family of dirayarian bivalve mollusks.

The mantle-
margin is free-

ly open ; the

siphonal tubes
are elongate,
retractile, and
more or less

united; thegills
are narrow and
plume-like ; the
labial palps are

appendlcnlate and elongate ; the foot is compressed and
deeply grooved ; the shell is pearly within and oblong ; the

hinge has numerous transverse teeth ; and the ligament
is either external or internal. The Ledidre are called

beaktd mitfhdl*. About 80 species are known as inhabi-

tants of the cold and temperate seas,

ledon-giim (le' don-gum), . [< Gr. lijiov, <

Pers. Milan, an Oriental shrub, + E. gum : see

ladanum.'] The ladanum derived from Cistun

Beaked Nutshell (LtJa borcalM.

Ledum (le'dum), H. [NL. (Linnteus), < Gr.

>?/<!oi>, ladanum: see ladanum.'] Agenusoferi-
caceous plants of the tribe Rhodorra: It Is char-

acterized by a 5-toothed calyx and a 5-cellcd pod which
contains many small thin seeds having a loose coat The
plants are low shrubs with white flowers, and entire, more
or less fragrant leaves. There are about 4 or 5 species,
inhabiting the collier and arctic regions of the northern

hemisphere, commonly known as Labrador tea. The leaves

of L. lat((Mum are said to have been used in the, colonies

for tea during t he war of independence. L. pahtgtre, called
marsh-tea and "//,/ rnsemary, was formerly used in north-
ern Europe in malt liquors, and is said to be turned to ac-

count in Russia for tanning. The genus also occurs in a
fossil state. Ledum-oll, oil of Ledum, un essential oil

distilled from L. palustre.

lee 1
(le), H. and a. [< ME. lee, le, shelter, < AS.

him. a eontr. form of Medif, a covering, shelter,

> ME. /<. E. dial. Inr, shelter: see /etc1 . In

3397

the naut. sense lee (like D. lij = G. Ire) is of

Sciind. origin: Icel. tile = Dan. / = Hw. la,

lee (of a ship); but ef. In-irnnl in the 2d pron.,
usif s|H-llei| liinriinl. The udj. in def. 2 is pe-
culiar to Sc. (also spelled lei, lie), and may be
of diff. origin.] I. n. 1. Shelter.

Tliennu he lurkkes A laytes where watz le best.

AUiteratioe Poena (ed. Morris), ill. 277.

2. The quarter toward which the wind blows,
as opposed to that from which it proceed* ; also,

the shelter afforded by an object interposed
which keeps off the wind: almost exclusively
a nautical term.

Though sorely buffeted by ev'ry sea,
Our hull unbroken long may try a lee.

Falconer, Shipwreck, II.

Away the good ship flies, and leaves
Old England on the lee.

A. Cunningham, A Wet Sheet and a Flowing Sea.

To lay or bring (a ship) by the lee. see bring. Under
the lee (naut.}, on that side which is sheltered from the
wind ; on the side opposite to that against which the wind
blows ; In a position protected from the wind ; under
shelter : as, under Uteleeuta ship or of the land.

Swiftly they glided along, close under the lee of the island.

Longfellow, Evangellne, ii. 2.

II. a. 1. Naut., of or pertaining to the part
or side toward which the wind blows, or which
is sheltered from the wind : opposed to iceatlier:

as, the lee side of a vessel.

Cachit hom with cables & castyng of ancres,
And logget hom to lenge In that le hauyn.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 476.

2. Lonely. [Scotch.l-Lee lurch. See lunhL-
Lee shore, the shore under the lee of a ship, or that

toward which the wind blows. Lee tide, a tide running
In the same direction as the wind Is blowing.

lee'-'t, " An obsolete form of lea1 .

lee3 (le), v. and n. A dialectal (Scotch) form of

Ke'A

lee4 (le), . An obsolete or dialectal form of

lee5 (le), 11. [Early mod. E. lye (in pi. lyes), <

ME. lie, pi. lies, < OF. F. lie = Pg. lia, < ML. lia,

pi. Hie, lees, the sediment in wine ; origin un-

known.] The grosser part of any liquor which
has settled on the bottom of a vessel; dregs;
sediment: as, the lees of wine : usually in the

plural, lees, which is sometimes treated as a sin-

gular.
With tarrere or gymlet perce ye vpward the pipe ashore,
And so shalle ye not cawse the lien vp to ryse, y warne yow

euer more. Babees Book (E. E. T. H.), p. 1-21.

I will drink
Life to the tec*. Tenmjmn, Ulysses.

lee-board (le'bord), H. [= G. leebord= Icel. lile-

bordli; as lee1 + board.] One of two long flat

pieces of wood
attached one on
each side of

a flat-bottomed
vessel (as a
Dutch galiot)

by a bolt on
which it tra-

verses. When
the vessel is close-

hauled the board
on the lee side is

let down, reach-

ing below the keel,
and when the ship
is listed over by
the wind it resists

the tendency to

drift too fast to
leeward.

lee-bow (le'bou), v. t. [< lee bate, the lee side

of the bow.] 1. \aut., to run ahead and get
underneath the lee bow of: as, to lee-bow a ves-

sel while fishing. Hence 2. To take advan-

tage of in any way: as, to lee-bow one in trade.

[Colloq.]
leech1 (lech), n. [Also leach; < ME. leeche, leche,

< AS. Icece (rarely, and irreg., Iceca) (= OFries.

Ifka, let;a, leischii = OHG. Idkki, Idchi = Dan.

liege = Goth, lekeis), a physician (cf. Icel. liek-

nir, Sw. lakare, a physician, from the associated

verbs); perhaps < AS. lac, a medicine, lit.
' some-

thing given' (cf. dose, of same sense), a particu-
lar use of Itif, a gift, present, offering, sacrifice,

also a battle, struggle, < Idcan, play, dance (see
lake2); but lac, a medicine,may be of diff. origin.
Cf . Ir. liaiq, a physician, OBulg. lekii, medicine,

lekarf, a physicia'n, ete. _In
another view, not at

all probable, the word laire is supposed to have
been orig. associated directly with the notion of

'dancing,' with ref. to the magical formulas of

primitive leeehcraft. Hence leech?, .] A phy-
sician ; a medical practitioner; a professor of

the art of healing. [Now chiefly poetical.]

leech-fee

For whoso llste hare helynge of his trche,
To hyin Iiehi. ivfli llntt unwry his wounde.

Chaucer, Trollns, L 867.

Make war breed peace, make peace stint war, make each
Prescribe to other as each other's Itech.

Shale., T. of A., v. 4.84.

leech 1
(loch), r. t. [< ME. leechen, lechtn = Dan.

Itn/t: = Sw. liil.-n, heal ; also, with formative -n,
Ml), i' i-l> n icn, < AS. tdcnian, Itecnan = Icel. Helena

= Goth. li'llHiion, heal ;
from the noun, AS. Icece,

etc.. a physician: see leech 1
, .] To treat with

medicaments; heal; doctor.

Lame men ho lechede with longen of best**.
Pirn nutrman (CX tat. 180.

Let those leech his wounds for whose sake he encoun-
tered them. Scott.

leech2 (lech), . [< ME. leche, < AS. laJct (= MD.
ii" '!:), a leech (theworm so named ), a particular
use (not foundin other languages) of leech 1, with
ref. to the medicinal value of these worms : see
in iji J

.\ 1. An aquatic, more or less parasitic,
and blood-sucking worm ;

a suctorial ordiscoph-
orous annelid of the order Jfirutliuta. There are
several families, many genera, and numerous species of

these worms. Most of them live In fresh-water ponds
and streams, some in moist herbage, and a few In the sea.

The body Is segmented as In other annelids, hut the cross-

lines on the surface are only superficial, and do not corre-

spond to the anatomical segmentation. There is a sucker
at each end of the body, that at the head end being armed

Dutch Galiot. with Lee-boards.

Longitudinal Vertical Section of Leech (HirMjo mttiifittalit'i.

a, mouth ; t>, b, b, sacculation of alimentary canal ; c. anus ; d, ter-

minal sucker ; <, central ganglia ; /, /, chain of postesophageal gan-
glia; f.f.f.seKntental organs.

with biting Jaws. The body Is nsnally flattened, broadest
toward the tall, but tapering to each end; the color Is

generally dark, variously mot lied, striped, or dotted with

lighter or brighter color. The ordinary medicinal leech

belongs to a genus known as llirudo or Sanyuiaiga, In

which there are three jaws In the form of small white
serrated teeth which inflict the peculiar trlradiate leech-

bite. The common brown, speckled, or English leech is

H. or S. medicinali (officinafa), of which the Hungarian
green or officinal leech, II. or S.officinali*, Is a variety. The

European horse-leech is llcemoj/i Ktnyvuorba. Another

species, Aiiliirtiniiit ffulo, is also called haneJeech. Some
leeches attain a length of SJ feet, as Macroudtlla raldi-

viana. Macrobdella decora is an American leech. Ich-

tliiii'Mclln punctata is a leech found on the whitensh in

the Great Lakes. Leeches are used In medicine to extract

blood by sucking It

2. Figuratively, one who, as it were, sucks the

blood or steals the substance of his victim, or

persistently holds on for sordid gain.- Artificial

leech, or mechanical leech, a small cupping Instrument
used for drawing blood.

leech2 (lech), r. t. [< leechV, i.] To apply
leeches to. for the purpose of bleeding.
leech3 (lech), H. [Also leach; not found in ME.;
< Icel. lik, a leech-line, = Dan. lig = 8w. lit, a

bolt-rope, = MD. lyken, a bolt-rope; further ori-

gin obscure.] Xaut., the perpendicular or slop-

ing edge of a sail. In fore-and-aft sails only the after

edge is called the leech, the forward edge being called the

luff.

leech4 ,
v. and n. See IcacM.

leeehcraft (lech'kraft), H. [Also leachcraft; <

ME. leche-craft, < AS. hece-cricft, the art of medi-

cine, a medicine, < Itece, a leech, physician, +
crieft, craft.] 1. The art of healing. [Archaic.]

We study speech, but others we persuade ;

We leach^rafl learn, but others cure with It.

Sir J. Daviet, Immortal, of Soul, Int.

2f. Medical attendance.

My leche crafleanA fesyk, and rewardys to them that have

keptme and oondyt me to London, hath cost me sythe Estern

Day more than v ii. Potion Lettert, III. 7.

leechdom (lech'dmn), n. [< ME. leehedom, < AS.
ISceddm (= OHG. Idcliintuom, lahhitoam, lah-

tiiinii, Idhtom, MHG. Idchcntluom, lechentuom =
Icel. Itfkidomr = Dan. la-geilom), medicine, a

medicine, < lave, physician, leech, + dom, law,

jurisdiction: see leech1 and -dom.'] 1. Medi-
cine. 2. A medicine; a medical formula.

[Obsolete or archaic in both uses.]

Some of these charms are of Eastern origin, many src

found in Greek and Latin writers, many are Scandinavian,
and one, at least, Is given as Gaelic. They are ItccMomt,
and not witchcraft, at least in name ; and from their fre-

quent use of Holy Writ they evidently had priestly sanc-

tion. X. and ., 7th scr., III. 278.

leech-eater (lech'e'ter), n. A kind of plover
found in Egypt, either Hoploplerus spinogns or

riiii-iiinrtlitx ii'i/i/ptiiu.

leechee (le-chl')i See lichi.

leecher (le'cher), H. [< leei-lft. r., + -!.] One
who applies leeches in the treatment of dis-

ease ; one who lets blood.

leech-fee (lech'fe),N. A physician's fee. [Rare.]



leech-gaiters

leech-gaiters (lech'ga"terz), n. pi. Closely
woven gaiters worn as a protection from land-

leeches in Ceylon.
The coffee planters, who live among these pests, are

obliged to envelop their legs in leech-natters.
Sir J. E. Tmnent, Ceylon, p. 303.

leeching (le'ching), . [< ME. lechynge, lech-

yiifj, < AS. l&cung, usually Idcnung, liiicnung,

leeching, < lacnian, Kecnan, leech: see leech 1
,

.] Medical treatment.

He langurd with lechyng long tynie after.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 10223.

leech-line (leeh'Hn), . A rope fastened to the

leech of a square sail, bywhich the sail is hauled
close up to the yard. Also leach-line.

leechmant (lech'man), . [Also Icachman; <

ME. lecheman; < leech1 + man.] A physician;
a leech.

Oft have I scene an easie soone-curde ill,

By times processe, surpasse the leachman's skill.

Remedy of Lone, a Poem, 1602, B2, apud CapelL (Nares.)

leech-rope (lech'rop), n. That part of the bolt-

rope of a sail which is sewed to the leeches.

lee-clue (le'klo), v. t. [< lee1 + clue, t>.] To
clue up the lee side of (a sail).

leed1
!, " An obsolete form of lead1 .

leed'2t, n. and v. An obsolete form of leacP.

Ieed3t, An obsolete form of lead3 .

leedet, See lede3 .

leef 1
t,

n. An obsolete spelling of leaf.

leef2t, a. An obsolete spelling of lief.

leefang (le'fang), n. [Appar. < lee1 + fang.']

Naut., a rope passed through the clue of a jib, to

hold it amidships while lacing on the bonnet.
leefu'lane (le'fp-lan), adv. [< *leeful (< lee1 +
-fill) + lane, lane: see leelane.~] Same as lee-

lane. [Scotch.]
lee-gage (le'gaj), n. Naut., with reference to

another vessel, a situation of less exposure to

the wind; hence, the sheltered or safe side:

opposed to weather-gage. See gage2 ,
3.

leek (lek), n. [< ME. leek, < AS. ledc, a leek,
an herb, = D. look = LG. look = OHG. louh,
MHG. louch, G. lauch = Icel. laukr = Dan. log
= Sw. Idh, leek. Cf. OBulg. luTcu = Serv. Ink

= Pol. luk (barred I) = Buss, luku = Lith.
lukai = Finn, lauklia, leek, all of Teut. origin.
The word occurs now unfelt as the final ele-

ment in gar-
lic, but prob.
not, as usually
stated, in char-

lock, hemlock,
or barley

1
: see

these words.]
One of several

species of the

genus AlUum;
especially, a bi-

ennial culinary
plant, AlUum
Porrum. It is dis-

tinguished from the
onion (A. Cepa) by
having a cylin-
drical base instead
of a spherical or flat-

tened bulb, by its

flat leaves, andby its

milder flavor. It is

stimulant and diu-
retic. The cultivat-

ed leek is believed
to have originated
from the wild leek,
A. Ampeloprasuin,
found in southern

Europe and west-
ern Asia. It was
probably cultivat-

ed in ancient Egypt, and may have been the plant called

by that name in Numbers xi. 5. According to Pliny, it

was made prominent among the Romans by Nero ; and
at the present day it is still in extensive use. The leek
has long been the national badge ol the Welsh, tradi-

tionally said to have been adopted by direction of St.

David, in celebration of a victory of King Arthur over
the Saxons. The crow-leek is the bluebell squill, Scitta

nutans; the sand-leek, Allium Scorodoprasum, found in

sandy places in the middle latitudes of Europe; the stone-

leek, A. Jistulosum, known as Welsh onion; the vine-leek,
A. Ampeloprasum ; the wild leek, A. Ampelopraswm, A.
urginum, and, in America, A. tricoccum. (See also house-

leek.)

He is come to me, and prings me pread and salt yester-
day, look you, and bid me eat my leek.

Shak., Hen. V., v. 1. 10.

Leek to the Welsh, to Dutchmen butter 's dear.

Gay, Shepherd's Week, Monday, 1. 83.

Not worth a leek, of no value. Compare not worth a
cress or curse, under curses.

Thou flashes not north a leke, rise & go thi ways.
Hob. of Brunne, p. 204.

To eat the leek, to make a retraction or submit to hu-
miliating treatment from compulsion : in allusion to the

Leek {Allium tricoccum.)
i, flowering plant; z, the plant with the

leaves developed; a, flower; *, fruit; c.
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scene between Fluellen and Pistol in Shakspere's "Henry
V." See the quotation from Shakgpere, above.

Here is a case in which they were made to eat the leek.

Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 231.

leeket, An obsolete dialectal form of like%.

leek-green (lek'gren), n. A shade of green re-

sembling that of the leaves of the leek; a dull-

bluish green.
leelt, a. An obsolete spelling of leal.

leelane (le'lan), adv. [Cf. leefu'lane, and lee-

somf-lane (under leesome)."] All alone; quite

solitary. [Scotch.]
ieelang (le'lang), a. A Scotch form of live-

long.
The lovers rade the lee-tang night,
And safe got on their way.

Bonny Baby Livingston (Child's Ballads, IV. 44).

leemt, . See learn1 .

Leeman's Act. See act.

leemer (le'mer), n. [Origin obscure.] A ripe
nut. [Prov. Eng.]
leep1

!. An obsolete strong preterit of leap
1

.

leep
2

,
n. See leap

2
.

leer 1
(ler), n. [< ME. lere, lire, lure, < AS. Medr,

the cheek, face, = OS. hlior, hlier, hleor, Mear,
= OFries. lerhe = MD. Here = MLG. ler = Icel.

hlyr, the cheek. Cf. lire2.] If. The cheek; more

generally, the face.

A loueliche lady of lere in lynnen y-clothid,
Cam doun fro that castel and calde me by name.

Piers Plowman (C), ii. 8.

No, ladie (quoth the earle with a loud voice, and the
tears trilling down his leeres), saie not so.

Holinshed, Descrip. of Ireland, an. 1546.

2f. Complexion; hue; color.

He hath a Rosalind of a better leer than you.
Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1. 67.

3f. Flesh; skin.

He dide next his whyte lere

Of cloth of lake fyn and clere
A breech and eek a sherte.

Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 146.

4. The flank or loin. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
leer2 (ler), v. [Origin appar. 'make a face,' <

leer1
, n., face. Cf. lower1 ."} I. intrans. To look

obliquely or askant
; now, especially, to look

obliquely with significance ;
cast a look expres-

sive of some passion, as contempt, malignity,
etc., especially a sly or amorous look.

As a Wolf, that hunting for a pray,
And having stoln (at last) some Lamb away,
Fives with down-hanging head, and leereth back
Whether the Mastife doo pursue his track.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. B.

You leer upon me, do you? there's an eye
Wounds like a leaden sword.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 480.

I met him once in the streets, but he leered away on the
other side, as one ashamed of what he had done.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, i. 117.

As the priest, above his book
Leering at his neighbour's wife.

Tennyson, Vision of Sin.

II. trans. 1. To give an oblique glance or
leer with.

Cocking his head, leering his eye, and working his black

tongue, he [a parrot] edged himself sidelong.
D. Jerrold, Men of Character, Matthew Clear, ii.

2. To affect by leering, in a way specified.
To gild a face with smiles, and leer a man to ruin.

Dryden, Spanish Friar.

leer2 (ler), . [< leer2
, .] A significant side

glance; a glance expressive of some passion,
as malignity, amorousness, etc. ; an arch or af-

fected glance or cast of countenance.
With jealous leer malign

Eyed them askance. Milton, P. L., iv. 008.

Damn with faint praise, assent with civil leer.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 201.

leerst, Iear
2
t (ler), a. [Early mod. E. also lere;

< ME. *lere, /or,_<
AS. *losrc (in deriv. larrness,

emptiness), *gelair (> ME. liter), empty, = OS.
lari = MD. laer, D. laar = OHG. Idr'i, MHG.
lare, lair, lere, ler, G. leer, empty.] 1. Empty;
unoccupied.

But at the first encounter downe he lay,
The horse runs leere away without the man.

Sir J. Harington, tr. of Ariosto's Orlando Furioso, rvi. 64.

Hence 2. Frivolous; trifling.

Laugh on, sir, 111 to bed and sleep,
And dream away the vapour of love, if the house
And your leer drunkards let me.

B. Jonson, New Inn, iv. 3.

He . . . never speaks without a lere sense.

Butler, Remains.

Ieer4t (ler), a. [Prob. a particular use of leer3
,

empty (cf. left
1

, orig. 'weak'); otherwise a
form equiv. to D. laager, lower, left.] Left.

With his hat turned up o' the leer side too.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, i. 2.

leer5 (ler), , A dialectal variant of lire?.

leet

leer6 (ler), . [Origin obscure.] Tape, braid,

binding, etc. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
In steede of silkes, I will weare sackcloth : for Owches

and Bracelletes, Leere and Caddys.
Lyly, Euphues, Anat of Wit, p. 79.

leer7 (ler), . [Also lear and Her, and perhaps
merely another spelling of Her1 as pronounced
dialectally le'er.] In glass-mamif., an anneal-

ing-furnace in which glassware is slowly cooled
and annealed. It consists usually of a long chamber
with a furnace at one end and having either a track of rails

over which the glass is moved on cars through the furnace
or a traveling apron for the same purpose.

leernesst, [Early mod. E. Icrcness, < ME.
lereness, < AS. lierness, emptiness, < "liere, emp-
ty: see Ieer3.~] Emptiness. Batman, 1582. (Hal-
liwell.)

leer-pan (ler'pan), n. A shallow iron tray in
which are placed objects to be annealed in a
furnace. See leer'!.

Leersia (le-er'si-a), n. [NL. (Swartz, 1788),
named after Johann Daniel Leers, a German
druggist and botanist.] A genus of grasses
of the tribe Orysece, or rice family, it is closely
related to the genus Oryza (to which rice belongs), but
differs from it in having only two glumes instead of four,
and often less than six stamens. The plants are marsh-
grasses with narrow leaves which often nave sharp, rough-
ened edges that cut the flesh of those who pass through
places where they grow. Five species are known, all of
which occur in America, but one "of them, L. oryzoides, is

also found in Europe and temperate Asia, and another, L.

Alexandra, is widely distributed throughout the tropical
regions of the Old World. Three species occur in the
United States, and are known as white-grass, especially L.

Virginica. L. oryzoides is the rice cut-grass, and L. lenti-

eularis the fly-catch grass. The name Leersia was given
six years earlier to a genus of mosses, on which account it

has been proposed to restore to the grass genus the name
Homalocenchrus, proposed by Mieg in 1768.

leerspool (ler'spol), . [< leer3 + spool.] A
cane or reed. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
leery (ler'i), a. [< leer2 + -y

1
."] Knowing;

wide-awake; sly: as, the leery man. [Thieves'
slang.]

lees1
,
n. pi. See lee&.

Iees2t,
n. A Middle English form of leash.

Iees3t, a. and n. See lease3 .

leeseH (lez), v. t. [< ME. leesen, lesen (pret.

lees, les, pi. loren, pp. lorn, lore; < AS. *le6san

(pret. "leas, pi. *luron, pp. *loren), in comp. be-

ledsan, for-ledsan = OS. far-liosan, for-leosan
= OFries. for-liasa, ur-liasa = D. verlieeen =
OHG. for-liosan, for-liasan, MHG. ver-liesen,

ver-lieren, G. ver-lieren = Dan. for-lise = Sw.
for-lisa= Goth, fra-liusan, lose ; akin to L. luere

= Gr. Jivetv, loose, loosen, set free. See lease3,

loose, lose1
,
loss. The verb leese is now obs.,

being superseded by lose, which is in part a var.

of leese, and in part from a secondary form:
see lose1 .] To lose.

Suche hath ther bene, and are, that getithe grace,
and leese itt soone whan thei it haue atcheuyd.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 73.

By the way his wyfe Creusa he les.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 945.

Take heed you leese it not, signior, ere you come there ;

preserve it.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, v. 1.

Ieese2t, v. t. [ME. leesen, < L. laisus, pp. of lae-

dere, hurt.] To hurt.
The princis of the puple songhten to leese him.

Wyclif, Luke xix. 47.

Ieese3t, A Middle English form of lease6
,

leash.

leesingt, A Middle English form of leasing3 .

leesome (le'sum), a. A dialectal form of lief-

some Leesome-lane [confused with leelane], alone ;
all

by one's self. [Scotch.]

leet1
(let), n. [Cf. lathe3

, latlft, < AS. lieth, a
territorial division : see lathe3 . ] 1 . An ancient

English court
; originally, the assembly of the

men of a township for administering the law of
the community. See conrt-leet.

M. Lambert seemeth to be of the opinion that the leets

of our time doo yeeld some shadow of the politike insti-

tution of Alfred. Holinshed, Descrip. of England, ii. 4.

Who has a breast so pure,
But some uncleanly apprehensions
Keep leets and law-days, and in session sit

With meditations lawful ?

Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 140.

2. The district subject to the jurisdiction of a
court-test.
In their renewal of this system the Commons seem to

make sheriffs in their leets answer for the provincial synod.
R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., iii.

3. The day on which a court-leet was held
;

also, the right to hold such a court, which in

later times could be granted to a baron. Grand
leet, the chief assembly.

In the ijrand-leets and solemn elections of magistrates,
every man had not prerogative alike.

Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 25.



leet

leet'-' (It-l). a. [Appar. < led. Ifiti, n share, :i

part; but cl'. AS. ////, Ill
;il, lilirl, var. forms of

hint, lot, sliaiv: see lnl.\ 1. One |>ort inn ; u

lot. '2. A list of eamliilates fur any oflU-o.

Shortleet, :i list nf pciiuiiw wiuctfil ntl>*mtU(Ibleo(
the cjui'iH i:it TN for any office In order thai thoir olalmi may
In- mure p:irtirlll;irly rnnsiilrmt in view of Humiliation.

leet :!

,
>'. Sri- Illin.

leet4 (let). . A dialectal form of Hto1, little.

Leet rather, u little while ago. iiulUinil.

leet :>
(101). i. /. [A dial, form of /<<!.] To let

on: pretend; feign. [Prov. Eng.]
leet (let), a. and . A dialectal form of lii/h/

1
.

leet" (let), r. i. A dialectal form of light
9

.

leet-alet (let'al), H. A feast or merry-making
at the holding of a court-leet.

Leet-ale, in some parts of l'iml:uni. signifies the dinner
at a court-leet of n nmnor for the jury and customary
tenants. T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 829.

leetle (IC-'tl), n. and n. A vulgar or humorous
variant of lit lie.

She may be a leetle spoilt liy circumstances.

Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, iv. IS.

leet-man (let'man), w. 1. One subject to the

.jurisdiction of a court-leet. 2. In the Funda-
mental Constitutions of Carolina (1669), a Jerf.

leets (lets), . A name of the pollock. See
li/thtf.

leeye
1
!, levet, " < [ME. leeven, leren, < AS.

lijJdH, tjelyfan, believe: see beliere.] To be-
lieve.
Alaas ! tliat lordes of the londe leveth swlche wrecchen,
And leveth swych lorels for her lowe wordes.

Quoted In Babtes Book (E. E. T. 9.), p. xlv.

leeve'2t,
' An obsolete form of leare 1

.

leeward (le'wiird; pron. by seamen lu'ard), a.

and n. [< fccl + -ward. The pron. lu'ard is

prob. due to a form "lewward, the forms lee and
ten- being ult. identical: see tee 1

, teicl.] I. a.

Pertaining to the quarter toward which the
wind blows; being in the direction of the wind:

opposed to windward: as, a leeward course.
Leeward tide, a tide running in the same direction that
the wind blows, and directly contrary to a tide under the

lee, which Implies a stream In an opposite direction to the
wind.

II. H. The point or direction opposite to that
from which trie wind blows: as, to fall to lee-

ward.
leeward (16'ward ; by seamen, lu'ard), adv. [=
D. lijwaartf! = '&. lecwtirts = Sw. la'vart. See Ice-

ward, n.] Toward the lee, or that part toward
which the wind blows : opposed to windward.

leewardly (le'ward-li; by seamen, lu'ard-li),
a. Making much leeway when sailing close-
hauled : applied to ships that are not weather-

ly or cannot sail close to the wind without mak-
ing great leeway. See wcatherly.
leewardness (le'ward-nes; by seamen, lu'iird-

nes), N. Tendency to make leeway; lack of

weatherliness.
But such was the leewardneiae of his Ship that, though he

was within the sight of Cape Henry, by stormy contrary
winds was he forced so farre to SIM' that the west Indies
was the next laud.

Quoted In Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 1 11. ..

leeway (le'wa), n. 1. The lateral movement of
a ship to the leeward of her course, or the angle
formed between the line of the ship's keel and
the line which she actually describes through
the water; the deviation from her true course
which a vessel makes by drifting to leeward.
Hence 2. Loss of progress in general ; a fall-

ing behind; retrogression: as, to be making
It'eifdi/ financially To make up leeway, or make
up for leeway, to make up for time lost ; overtake work
which has fallen behind.

leeze (lez). [In the phrase leeze me, appar. a
coutr. of lief in me, that is, it is pleasing to

me.] It is pleasing: used in the expression
leeze me on (a person or thing), equivalent to
/ lore. [Scotch.]

But leeze me on thee, my little black mare.
Archie of Ca'field (Child's Ballads, VI. 90).

O letze me on my spinning-wheel,
O leeze me on my rock an' reel.

Burns, Bess and her Spinning-Wheel.

left, lefet, ". Obsolete forms of leaf.

lefet, n. An obsolete form of lief.

lefeselt, lefselt, . [ME., also'te/w. /,,;/;/,
li I'emil, ten *<!. I, n ,v li . rte. (= Sw. lofsal = Dan.
liivsttl), an arbor, < AS. leaf, leaf. + nele, a hall,
a room: see leaf and saloon. Cf. lobby, orig. of
like meaning and ult. connected with ten/.] A
bower of leaves

;
a place covered with foliage ;

an arbor.

(They] lurkyt vnder lefe-mls loget with vims,
Ituskt't vutiur biiiikrs on hnunliTs with-oute.

Destruction of Troy (E. K. T. S.). 1. 1187.

left 1 (loft), ./. and n. [< ME. left. lift. I lift, left,

< AS. Igft, left, weak, worthless, forms found
an

1 is supposed to be turned. The left wing of an
my Is the part or division on the left side of the center
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only in comp., lyt't-adl, palsy (< It/ft, weak, +
Hill, ili~r;isr>, :un| till- (,'loss "ilctni^. lift" (not
t'o 1 1 nil iii tliodi'lli'i-ti-'l -r n si> 'left,' for which thr
AS. wonl is winnter), = Ml), luft, 1'ieht, left, =
North Fries, leeft, left : the lit. sense, found only
i 1 1 A S. , is

'

weak,' orig.
'

broken,' ult. = L. ni/itii-. ,

broken: !< i-n/i/m-e. (Jf. Injft, cut off, maim,
etc. The left hand or arm is thus the 'weak' one,
as compared with the right, which is stronger
because in more active use. The term has been
\ tended, with mere ref. to position, to the leg,

ear, eye, cheek, side, etc. The common expla-
nation, that the left hand is that which is usu-

ally 'left' unused (as if from the pp. of leave1 ),

is erroneous. The L. loevus = Or. fou6s = HUSH.
1 1' i mi. left, is not akin to the E. word.] I.
a. 1. Belonging to that side of the body of
man and other animals which is directed toward
the west when the face or front is turned to the

north; siuistral: the opposite of right: as, the

left hand, arm, leg, ear, or eye ;
the heart beats

on the left side of the body.
Let nat thy t.nii half, oure lord techeth,
Ywite whatthow delest with thy ryht syde.

Piers I'lmcman (C\ IT. 76.

This bridle bost with void
I beare in my left hanue.

(Jateoigne, Fhllomene (ed. Arber), p. 114.

Then Johnny looked over his left shoulder.
Johnie Armstrong (Child's Ballads, VI. i:i).

2. Being on the left-hand side
;
situated on the

side toward which the left hand of a person is

or
"

army is the part
when facing an enemy. The left bank of a river Is that
which is on the left hand of a person who Is going in the
direction of ii - current. The left side of a deliberative

assembly is that on the left hand of the presiding officer.

In heraldry, the left (or sinister) la the spectator's right.

Uppon the lufif way, men goon fyrst tin to Damas, by
Flome Jordane ; uppon the rygt syde, men goon thorewe
the Lande of Flagum. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 128.

Left bower. See tower*. Oyer the left shoulder.
Same as over the left (which see, under II.).

II. n. 1. The left-hand side ; the side oppo-
site to the right: as, turn to the left (hand); the

left (wing) of an army ;
to wheel from right to

left.

Lying,
robed In snowy white

That loosely flew to left and right.

Tennynon, Lady of Shalott.

2. In the politics of continental Europe, that

part of a legislative assembly which sits on the
left of the president; specifically, the liberal or
democratic party, as that party, according to

custom, always sits on this side of the house.

[Usually with a capital letter.] 3f. A worth-
less creature.

The kynge knewe he seide sothe for Conscience hym tolde,
That VVrouge was a wikked luft and wrougte mociie sorwe.

liters Plouman (B), iv. 2.

In music and stage directions abbreviated L.
Left about I See about. Over the left, or over the
left shoulder (see above), not at all : indicating negation,
or the contrary of what is stated or ordinarily meant : as,
he's a very clever fellow over the left. [Colloq. or suing. ]

Yon will have an account to keep too ; but an account
of what will go ooer the left shoulder ; only of what he
squanders, what he borrows, and what he owes and never
will pay. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, I. 242.

left 1
(left), adr. [< leftl, a. and .] Toward the

left; siuistrad: as, they scattered right and left.

Shall not Love to me,
As in the Latin song I learnt at school,
Sneeze out a full (lod-bless-you right and left?

'

Tennyson, Edwin Morris.
Guide left. See^uufe.

left- (left). Preterit and past participle of leare1
,

Iinn'-.

Ieft3t. A preterit and past participle of leere 1
.

leftet. An obsolete form of the preterit of Hfft.
left-hand (left'hand), a. 1. Situated or located
on one's left side; found near the left of: as,
one's left-liand man. 2t. Left-handed; sinis-

ter; inauspicious; unlucky; unfavorable.

If left-hand fortune give thee left-hand chances,
Be wisely patient Quartet, Emblems, Ir. 4.

left-handed (left'han'ded), . 1. Having the
left hand or arm stronger and more capable of

being used with facility than the right; using
the left hand and arm in preference to the right.

2. Characterized by direction or position to-

ward the left hand ; moving from right to left :

as, a Irft-liiiinlfd quartz crystal (one which ro-

tates the plane of polarization to the left). See
li rni/i/rnlr and jioltirizntioH.

Herschel found that the right-handed or left handed
character of the circular polarization corresponded, in all

cues, to that of the crystal Whewll.

3. Clumsy : awkward
; inexpert ;

unskilful.

leg

lli*<n. \Vh:it klmliifinan?
Pito. Thai tin.u maynt know him perfectly, he'i one

Of a left-handed making, a lank tiling.

Beau, andri.. Captain, ill. 5.

4. Insincere; sinister; malicious.

The commendations of this people are not always lift,
handed and detractive. Landor.

Of. Unlucky; inauspicious Left-banded com-
pliment, see compliment Left-handed marriage.
.See tmrrya italic.

left-handednessOeft'han'ded-nes), n. 1. The
state or quality of being left-handed ; habitual
use of the left hand, or the ability to use the
left hand with more ease and strength than the

right, or equally with it.

Although a squint left handednest
Be ungracious, yet we cannot want that band.

Donne, To the Counteaa at Bedford.

2. Awkwardness; clumsiness,

left-hander (left'han'der), n. 1. A left-handed

person.
Let us pan on to the case of left handert.

froc. Soc. Psych. Rettanh, III. 42.

2. A dagger carried in the left hand to parry
the thrust H of a rapier: an important accessory
of the fencing of the sixteenth century. 3. A
blow with the left hand; hence, a sudden blow
or attack from an unexpected quarter.
Stepping back half a pace, he let fly a terrific left-hander

at the doctor. MacmiUan't Mag., Feb., Istu, p. 278.

left-handiness (left'han'di-nes), n. Same as

left-Jtandednens. [Bare.]
An awkward address, ungraceful attitudes and actions,

and a certain left-handiness (if I may use the expression)
proclaim low education. Chesterfield.

leftness (left'nes), n. The condition or state of

being left or on the left side.

Rlghtness and leftneu, upnesa and downness, are again
pure sensations differing specifically from each other, and
generically from everything else.

W. Janet, Mind, XIL 14.

left-off (left'df), a. Laid aside; no longer worn:
as, left-off clothes.

leftward (left'wftrd), adr. [< leftl + -ward.]
Toward the left; to the left hand or side; sin-

istrad.

Rlghtward and leftward rise the rocks. Sotitkey.

Turning leftward, we approach the Troittklj Bridge.
Harper't Mag., LXXIX. 202.

left-witted (left'wit'ed), a. Dull
; stupid ;

fool-

ish. [Rare.] Imp. IHct.

lefult, a. See leceful.

leg (leg), w. [Early mod. E. also legge ; < ME.
leg, pi. legges, < Icel. leggr, a leg, a hollow bone,
= Dan. tog= Sw. lag, the calf of the leg. The
AS. word for '

leg
' was scanca ( > E. shank) ; the

G.word is bein (= E. bone1 ).'] 1. One of the two
lower limbs of a man, or any one of the limbs
of an animal which support and move the body.
Specifically (a) A lower limb or posterior extremity; a
limb which is not an arm or a wing, (6) The part of a
lower limb which lies between the knee and the ankle :

the cms: distinguished from Ihvjh and font. (See cat
under eras.) In vertebrates the parts called legs are
never more than two pairs. When both pain are used
in supporting and moving the body, they are distin-

guished as /ore legs and hind leys, as in all ordinary quad-
rupeds. A limb not used in support is known by some
other name, as wing, fin, arm, etc. In about three fourths
of the animal kingdom there are six legs, lu three

pairs,
as in the whole class of Insecta proper (hence called llrxu-

poda). The arachnidans have normally four
pairs

of legs.
All the higher crustaceans have flve pairs of legs, and are
hence called Decapoda. In some arthropods there arc
more than 100 pairs of legs, whence the terms eentiped,

milleped, ete. Leg is often used synonymously with foot.

Many parts of invertebrates which are legs in a morpho-
logical sense become other kinds of limbs or members, aa

mouth-parts, cbelce, falces, etc.

Her fine foot, straight ley, and quivering thigh.
SAo*., R. andJ., ii 1. 19.

The lone hern forget* his melancholy.
Let* down his other leg, and. stretching, dreams
Of goodly supper in the distant pool.

Tennyon, Uareth and Lynette.

2. Some object resembling a leg in use, posi-

tion, or appearance : as, the /<//> of a table or

chair; the legx of a pair of dividers; the legs
of a triangle (the sides, as opposed to the base,

especially the sides adjacent to a right angle) ;

the lnj of an angle, or of a hyperbola.
Joint-stools were then created ; an three leg*

Upborne they stood. Confer, Tak, L 19.

I have seen a leg of a rainbow plunge down on the river

running through the valley.

Je/enon, Correspondence, II. 336.

Hence 3. Something that serves for support,
moral or physical.
The sprightly voice of sinew-strength'ning pleasure
Can lend my bed-rid soul both lent and leisure.

Quartet, Emblems, IT. S.

Worthy but weak Mr. Brandon,
You haven't a leg to stand on.

Jean Ingelme, Off the Skelliga, xxiL



leg

4. The part of a pair of trousers or drawers, or

of a stocking, that covers the leg. 5. Incricket:

(a) The part of the field that lies to the left of

and behind the batsman as he faces the bowler :

as, to strike a ball to leg.

A beautifully pitched ball for the outer stump, which
the reckless and unfeeling Jack catches hold of, and hits

right round to leg for five, while the applause becomes
deafening. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 8.

(6) The fielderwho occupies that part of the field

known as leg. Also long-leg. 6. A sharper:
same as black-leg, 3. [Slang.]
He was a horse chaunter : he's a leg now.

Dickens, Pickwick, xlii.

Now and then a regular leg, when he's travelling to

Chester, York, or Doncaster, to the races, may draw other

passengers into play, and make a trifle, or not a trifle, by
ft; or he will play with other legs.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 501.

7. Naut.: (a) The run made by a ship on one
tack when beating to windward. (6) One of

two small ropes spliced together, by which a
buntline or leech-line is fastened to the foot or

leech of a sail. Abdominal legs. See abdominal.
Artificial legs, supports imitating the natural leg, used

by persons who have undergone amputation. They are
made of various materials, such as wood, vulcanite, gutta-
percha, rawhide, splints crossed at right angles and glued
together, etc., and are often provided with ingenious com-
binations of joints and springs to imitate as far as possible
the natural motions. Light artificial legs are commonly
called cork legs, but cork is now seldom used in them, wil-

low-wood being found preferable. Barbados leg.pachy-
dermia, or elephantiasis Arabum. See pachydermia.
Cursorious legs. See cursorious. False legs of cater-

pillars, the fleshy abdominal legs, or prop-legs, which dis-

appearin the perfect insect. See cut underAmaru. FOB-
soriallegs. Seefossorial. Hyperbolic leg. See hyper-
bolic. In high leg, much excited or exultant; in nigh
feather. [Rare.]

is not returned : the Mufti in high leg about the

Spaniards. Sydney Smith, To Lady Holland, Oct. 8, 1808.

Leg-and-foot guard. See guard. Leg-of-mutton
sleeve. See sleeve. On one's last legs. See last*, a.

On one's legs, standing, especially to speak : as, to be
able to think on one's legs.

Meanwhile the convention had assembled, Mackenzie
was on his legs, and was pathetically lamenting the hard
condition of the Estates. Macaulay, Hist. Eng.

The leg business, ballet-dancing. [Low.]

I was merely telling your Grace what Mrs. Theobald
was. . . . "She was," says Adonis, . . .

" in the leg busi-

ness, your Grace."
Miss Annie Edwardes, Ought we to Visit her?

To Change the leg, to change from one gait to another :

said of a horse.

The chestnut . . . is in a white lather of foam, and
changes his leg twice as lie approaches.

Lawrence, Guy Livingstone, ix.

To fall on one's legs. Same as to /all on one'sfeet (which
see, underfalli).

A man who has plenty of brains generally falls on his

legs. Bulwer, Night and Morning, iii. 3.

To feel one's legs, to begin to support one's self on the
legs, as an infant. [Colloq.]

Remarkably beautiful child ! . . . Takes notice in a way
quite wonderful ! May seem impossible to you, but feels
hii legs already ! Dickens, Cricket on the Hearth, i.

To find one's legs. See find. To give a leg to, to as-

sist by supporting the leg, as in mounting a horse.

The wall is very low, Sir, and your servant will give you
a leg up. Dickens, Pickwick, xvi.

To have a bone in one's leg. See bonei. To have
the legs of one, to be quicker in running. [Slang.]

The beggar had the legs of me.
Macmillan's Mag., March, 1861, p. 357.

To make a legt, to make a bow or act of obeisance (in al-

lusion to the throwing back of one leg in performing the
act).

He that cannot make a leg, put off 's cap, kiss his hand,
and say nothing, has neither leg, hands, lip, nor cap.

Shak., All's Well, ii. 2. 10.

Making low legs to a nobleman,
Or looking downward, with your eye-lids close.

Marlowe, Edward II.

"We are just like a Child; give him a Plum, he makes a
Leg; give him a second Plum, he makes another Leg.

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 109.

To put the boot on the wrong leg. See 600(2. To
shake a leg, to dance. [Low.] To shake a loose leg,
toleadan inaependentand generally licentious life. [Low.]
To show a leg, to get up from or out of bed. [Low.]
To try it on the Other leg, to try the only other pos-

sible means or resource. [Colloq.] Upon its legs, es-
tablished

; in a stable or prosperous condition.
" When the paper gets upon its legs

"
that was the only

answer he received when he asked for a settlement.
The Century, XXXVII. 305.

leg (leg), v. i.; pret. and pp. legged, ppr. legging.
[< leg, .] 1 . To pass on ;

walk or run nimbly :

often with an indefinite it. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch, or slang.]

The fool doth pass the guard now,
He'll kiss his hand and leg it.

Shirley, Bird in a Cage, v. 1.

2f. To make a reverence.

leg. An abbreviation of legato.
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legable (leg'a-bl), a. [< NL. as if *legaUlis, <

L. legare, send, bequeath: see legacy^} Capa-
ble of being bequeathed. Bailey.

legacy (leg'a-si), n.; pi. legacies (-siz). [< ME.
legacie, < Of. legacie (found only in sense of

'legateship') = Sp. legacia = Pg. legacia, < ML.
as if "legatia, for L. letjatum (> It. legato = Sp.

legado; cf . Pg. legado, bequeathed), a bequest,
< legatus, pp. of legare, bequeath: see legate.
The F. legs, a legacy, is not related; it is a bad
spelling of OF. lais: see lease?, n.] 1. Money
or other property left by will

;
a bequest ; spe-

cifically, a gift of personalty by will as distin-

guished from a devise or gift of realty.

Yea, beg a hair of him for memory,
And, dying, mention it within their wills,

Bequeathing it as a rich legacy
Unto their issue. Shak., J. C., iii. 2. 141.

Samborus bestowed by legacie his goods and possessions
vpon the saide Order, receiuing maintenanceand exhibicion
from the saide Order, during the terme of his life.

Uakluyt's Voyages, I. 145.

2. Anything bequeathed or handed down by an
ancestor or a predecessor.
Good counsel is the best legacy a father can leave a child.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

3f. A business which one has received from
another to execute

;
a commission

;
an errand.

He came and told his legacy. Chapman, Iliad, vii. 348.

4f. Legation; embassy.
Offabyoften legacies solicited Charles le maigne,the king

of France, to be his friend. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 125.

Cumulative legacies. See cumulative. Demonstra-
tive legacy, a legacy in which the thing or money is not
specified or distinguished from all others of the same kind,
but a particular fund is pointed out for its payment, as a

gift of $1,000 worth of securities to be taken from testa-
tor's stocks and bonds, or a certain sum out of a bank-de-

posit. General legacy, a legacy of a specified quantity
of money or other commodity, payable out of the personal
assets generally ; one which does not necessitate delivering
any particular thing, or paying money exclusively out of

any particular part of the estate as a specific legacy does.

Legacy duty, a duty to which legacies are subject, for

purposes of revenue, as in Great Britain, the rate of which
rises according to the remoteness of the relationship of the
legatee, and reaches its maximum where he is not related
to the testator. In the State of New York a uniform tax of
five per cent, on legacies is called collateral inheritance tax.

Residuary legacy, a gift of whatever remains after

satisfying other gifts. Specific legacy, the bequest of a
particular thing or money, specified and distinguished
from all others of the same kind, as a picture, or the money
in a particular bag. Thus, a bequest of a diamond ring
is general; a bequest of my diamond ring is specific.
Vested legacy. See vested.

legacy-hunter (leg'a-si-hun*ter), n. One who
seeks to obtain a legacy or legacies by flattery,

servility, or other artifice.

The legacy-hunter, however degraded by an ill-com-

pounded appellation in our barbarous language, was
known, as I am told, in ancient Rome, by the sonorous
titles of "captator" and "hseredipeta."

Johnson, Rambler, No. 197.

legacy-hunting (leg'a-si-hun"ting), . An
eager pursuit of legacies.

legal (le'gal), a. and . [< F. legal = Pg. Sp.
legal = It. legale, < L. legalis, legal, < k-x (leg-),

law, ult. akin to E. law: see law^-. Cf. leal

and loyal, doublets of legal."] I. a. 1. Per-

taining or relating to law
;
connected with the

law: as, legal doctrines or studies; a legal
document or controversy; legal arguments.
2. According or conformable to law; permit-
ted or warranted by the law or laws

;
lawful

;

not forbidden by law ; having the force of law :

as,,the action is strictly legal; legal traffic or
commerce. 3. Pertaining to the provisions or
administration of the law; determined by or
in accordance with law; judicial: as, legal pro-
ceedings; a legal opinion or decision; a legal
standard or test. 4. Amenable to remedy or

punishment by law as distinguished from equi-
ty: as, legal waste ; tej/aHrregularity. 5. Cre-
ated by law; recognized by law: as, legal in-

capacity; a legal infant; legal crimes. 6. In

theol., according to the Mosaic law or dispensa-
tion; according or pertaining to the doctrine
of reliance on good works for salvation, as dis-

tinguished from that of free grace Legal as-
sets, those assets which are subject to common-law pro-
cess ; such assets as do not require the intervention of
equity to be recognized as assets. Legal compulsion.
See compulsion. Legal debts, debts that are recovera-
ble in a court of common law, as a bill of exchange or a
bond ; a simple contract debt, as distinguished from lia-

bilities enforceable only in equity. Legal estate, an es-
tate in land recognizable as such in a court of common law.
See equitable estate, under estate. Legal fiction, fraud,
holiday. See the nouns. Legal Interest. See interest,
7. Legal memory, necessity, person, relation, etc.
See the nouns. Legal representatives. See represen-
tative. Legal reversion, in Scots laic, the period within
which a debtor whose heritage has been adjudged is en-
titled to redeem the subject that is, to disencumber it of
the adjudication by paying the debt adjudged for. Legal

legate

tender. See tender. =Syn. 2 and 3. Legitimate, etc.
(see

lawful) ; legalized, authorized, allowable, just, constitu-
tional.

II. n. In Scots law, same as legal reversion

(which see, under I.).-pxpiry of the legal. See
expiry.

legalisation, legalise. See legalization, legalize.

legalism (le'gal-izm), n. [< legal + -ism.'] 1.

Strict adherence to law or prescription ;
belief

in the efficacy of adhering strictly to the require
mentsof thelaw. Specifically 2. In(7(eo;.,the
doctrine that salvation depends on strict ob-
servance of the law, as distinguished from the
doctrine of salvation through grace; also, the

tendency to observe with great strictness the
letter of religious law, rather than its spirit.

Leave, therefore, . . . mysticism and symbolism on the
one side ; cast away with utter scorn geometry and legal-
ism on the other. Huskin.

His [Zwingli's] profound respect for the letter of the
Bible led him to legalism and extreme Sabbatarianism.

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 790.

legalist (le'gal-ist), n. [< legal + -ist.] One
who practises or inculcates strict adherence to
law

; specifically, in theol., one who regards con-

formity to the law as the ground of salvation,
or who is rigorous in exacting obedience to the
letter of the law.

They [the Jews] were rigid monotheists and scrupulous
legalists, who would strain out a gnat and swallow a camel.

Schaff, Hist. Christ. Church, I. 17.

legality (le-gal'i-ti), . [< F. legalite = Sp.
legalidad = Pg. 'legalidade = It. legalita, < ML.
legalita(t-)s, lawfulness, < L. legalis, legal: see

legal. Cf. lenity and loyalty, doublets of legal-

ity.} 1. The state or character of being legal;
lawfulness

; conformity to law.
The legality was clear, the morality doubtful.

T. Hook, Gilbert Gurney.
The agreement of an action with the law of duty Is its

legality; that of the maxim with the law is its morality.
Abbott, tr. of Kant's Metaph. of Morals.

2. In theol., a reliance on works for salvation;
insistence on the mere letter of the law with-
out regard to its spirit : personified in the quota-
tion.

He to whom thou wast sent for ease, being by name
Legality, is the son of the bond-woman which now is, and
is in bondage with her children

;
and is, in a mystery,

this mount Sinai, which thou hast feared will fall on thy
head. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, i.

legalization (le"gal-i-za'shon), n. [< legalize
+ -ation.~\ The act of legalizing. Also spelled
legalisation.

legalize (le'gal-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. legalized,

ppr. legalizing. [= F. Ugaliser = Sp. legalisar
= Pg. legalisar= It. legalizzare; as legal + -ize.~\

1 . To make lawful
;
render conformable to law,

either by previous authorization or by giving
the sanction of law to what has already been
done; authorize; sanction; justify. 2. In
theol., to interpret or apply Scripture in the

spirit of legalism.
Also spelled legalise.

legally (le'gal-i), adv. In a legal manner; law-

fully; according to law ;
in a manner permitted

by law.

legalness (le'gal-nes), n. Legality.
legal-tender (le'gal-ten'der), a. That can be
lawfully used, in paying a debt: as, legal-tender

currency; legal-tender money. -See tender.

legantine (leg'an-tin), a. Same as legatine.

legatary (Ieg'a4a-ri), n.; pi. legataries (-riz).

[= F. legataire = Sp. Pg. It. legatario, < L.

legatarius, a legatee, < legatum, a legacy: see

legacy.'] One to whom a legacy is bequeathed ;

a legatee. [Bare.]
legate (leg'at), M.I [< ME. legat, legate, < F. le-

gat = Sp. Pg. legado = It. legato, an ambassa-
dor, esp. of the Pope, < L. legates, a deputy, <

legare, pp. legatus, send with a commission,
appoint, < lex (leg-), law: see law1

. Cf. legate,
n. 2

, legacy.'] 1. A person commissioned to rep-
resent a state, or the highest authority in the

state, in a foreign state or court; a deputy; an
ambassador. Specifically 2. In Rom. hist.,
a foreign envoy chosen by the senate, or a
lieutenant of a general or of a consul or other

magistrate in the government of an army or a

province. 3. One who is delegated by the Pope
as his representative in the performance of cer-

tain ecclesiastical or political functions, or both.
The papal legate to a church council is its presiding officer

;

the ordinary legate to a foreign court was formerly both
ambassador to and ecclesiastical overseer of the country to
which he was sent

; and the legates of six of the former
Papal States (see legation, 4) were their governors. Three
ranks of legates were early established : legates (legati) a
or de latere (from the side), who were generally cardinals ;

leffati missi or dati (sent or given), corresponding to the
modern nuncios or internuncios ; and legati nati (legates
born), a limited number of bishops or archbishops who had
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or dulmcd the rank of legates by right of office In their legatura (lcg-4-tfl'ra), n. [It., = E. ligature,
particular sees. q. V .J In nnixic, same as ligature.

+ '""

The Lori! Cardinal I'ole, sent here ta Legate
From our most Holy Kathi-r Julius, Pope.

Tennyxin, Queen Mary, Hi. 3.

The Parliament forbade him to usurp the privileges of

his legature. Clarendon, Eeligion and Policy, vi.

legatet,
'-' [MK. /<<//< = Sp. hyado = It. Jc-

leg-bail (leg'bal), . Escape from custody;
ijuin, < L. IK/HI n HI, \\i-\i\. f tii/atiix, pp. of le;/<tr<; flight from danger of arrest or capture. [Hu-
bequeath: M legate, *.\ltfaey.'] A legacy.

In dysposynK thy Ifijatyt, pay nrste thy servanntls.

I'liitieal Poemt, etc. (ed. Furnlvall), p. 32.

legatee (leg-a-te'), H. [< L. legatuii, pp. of le-

tliin; bequeath (see legate, .
a

, legacy), + -ee1.']

One to whom a legacy is bequeathed ;
in the civil

line, :uulas sometimes loosely used in both Great
Britain and the United States, one to whom
property, real or personal, is given by will.

legatesnip (leg'at-ship), w, [< legate, n.i, +
-xliiii.] The office or position of a legate.
Thus, by the chance and change of Popes, the LeyatMp

of Anselme could take no place.
//..',../,./, Hen. I., an. 1116.

legatlne (leg'a-tin), a. [< legate, .i, + -iei.]
1. Of or pertaining to a legate.

All those things you have done of late,

lly your power leijatiiu; within this kingdom,
Fall into the compass of a pnemunire.

Shale., Hen. VHI., ill. 2. 339.

Sending from about them [the apostles] to all countryes
their Bishops and Archbishops as their deputies, with a

kind of Legantine power.
Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remount.

2. Made by or proceeding from a legate : spe-

cifically applied to certain ecclesiastical laws

morous.]
The summons and complmlnt were supplied by the

tomahawk, while judgment was enforced by the scalping

knifi!, with leg bail or a tribal warfare as a court of last

resort. The Century, XXXVII. 882.

To give leg-ball, to escape from custody or arrest by
absconding : hence, In general, to seek safety by flight.

(Colloq.J

He has us now If he could only give us leg-baa again ;

and he must be In the same boat with us.

Diekent, Oliver Twist, xix.

leg-band (leg'band), . A band secured around
the leg, serving as part of the dress, and form-

ing the only or principal covering of the leg,
now worn by some Italian peasants, etc.; one
of a set of bands passing diagonally around the

leg below the knee and forming a defense for

armed men.
leg-bone (leg'bon), n. Any bone of the hind

limb of a vertebrate. These are the femur or thigh-

bone; the tibia, shin-bone, or leg-bone proper ;
the fibula,

perone, or outer bone of the lower leg; the patella or

Kneepan ; and, In animals which walk upon the toes, the

bones of the tarsus and metatarsus, such as the cannon-
hone of the horse or ox. See cuts under cannon-bone, ft-

cmcally applied to certain ecclesiastical laws
leg_^ot (W'bot), n. In a harness, a horse-

enacted m national synods in England under b
*
ot7xte\Jng (go, the hoof to the knee, used

the presidency of legates from the Pope about
t

.

thelimb.
the time of Henry III.

,
t

(lee'bi) n In
When any one is absolved from excommunication, it Is ,

' J*-= -. , = ., cricket, a run made on a

balf touching any part of the batsman's person
except bis hand.

leget (lej), t'. t. A Middle English aphetic form
of allege^ and allege"*.

il Jurisdiction : seen in England espe- legeancet n. Same as legiance for allegiance.W
court' of

h
a
"

aTo^eV^^irituai legementt, An obsolete form of ledgment.

legem-ponet (le'jem-po'ne), n. [< L. legempone,
the tiue, in the Anglican prayer-book, of a

psalm (the fifth division of Ps. cxix., which be-

gins in the Vulgate with these words: "Legem
pone mihi, Domine, viam justificationum tua-

When any
provided by a legatine constitution that some one shall

publish such absolution. Aylife, Parergon.

Also legantine.
Legatine court, a court held by a papal legate, and ex-

ercising ecclesiastical
'-<-"-"-- '- w i <i ~-

clally in the time of
"

thus controlling and absorbing in a degree the functions

of the courts of the Church of England.

legation (le-ga'shon), n. [< P. legation = 8p.

legacion = Pg. legacjto = It. legazionc, < L. lego-. , . ,>on m , ,

-

tto(n-), an embassy, < legatus, pp. of legare, mm"; A.V.," Teach me, O Lord, the way of thy
send, depute: see legate, AJ 1. A sending statutes") appointed for the 25th day of the
forth

;
a commissioning of one or more persons

to act at a distance for another or for others;
the office or functions of a legate or envoy.
And thys busynesse was farre dyuerse from worldlye

affaires ; euen so was this kind of ambassade or Legatyon
new. and such a one as had not bene vscd before.

J. UdaU, On Mark vi.

The holy Jesus went now to eat his last paschal supper,
and to finish the work of his legation.

Jrr. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 301.

2. The person or persons sent to represent a

government at a foreign court
;
an embassy ;

a diplomatic minister and his suite: as, the

legation of the United States at Paris.

A legation or embassy comprises, In most cases, besides

the minister, one or more persons, known either as conn- Thf Affectionate Shepheard (1594).

sellors of embassy, "*^<*>**&*"!** , th| nere ,. nothlng to^ ^ted, all their speech
E. Schuyler, Amer. Diplomacy, p. 122. u m^ Qr die with

*
their m Cu8tome they will de-

3. The place of business or the official abode of tainethee. Q. Minthul, Essays in Prison, p. 26. (Kant.-)

an embassy. 4. Formerly, the designation of
legend ( iej'end or le'jend), n. [< ME. kgende,

any one of those six Papal States that were
^*OF }eg

j

en(le> F- ^olm Sp. legenda = Pg.
governed by cardinal legates. legenda, lenda = It. leggenda = D. G. Dan. le-

The pope began his government of Ferrara, now become - * - *-

a legation like Bologna. Brougham.

legatissimo (la-ga-te'si-mo), a. and adv. In

mimic, in the smoothest, most connected, most

month. This psalm came to be associated es-

pecially with the 25th day of March, formerly
the beginning of the year, and thus a general
pay-day ; hence the application of the phrase
to "ready money," an application probably
assisted by a humorous twist given to the lit-

eral translation '

lay down the law,' taken to

mean 'lay down what is required,' i. e. "the

needful,"
' ' the ready

"
: L. legem, ace. of lex, law

(see legal); pone, 2d pers. sing. impv. oiponere,

put. place, lay: see ponent.] Keady money;
cash. [Old slang.]

If legtm pone comes, he is receav'd,
When VIx baud habeo is of hope bereav'd.

leger

This also was furthered by the Lrytnd of Daphne, re-

corded by the Poet*. I'urcJuu, I'llgrlmmie, p. 82.

3. A musical composition set toa pm-ticul story,
or intended to express such a story without
words. 4. An inscription

or device of any
kind; particularly, the inscription on a shield or

coat of arms, or the explanatory inscription on
a monument or under a plan or drawing, or the

inscription which accompanies a picture, whe-
ther descriptive or supposed to stand for words
used by the persons represented in the pic-
ture.

The new inscription In fresh paint, Peffer and 8nagby,
displacing the time-honoured and not easily to be deci-

phered legend, Peffer, only. Didmu, Bleak House, x.

5. In iiiniii-1., the words or letters stamped on
the obverse or the reverse of a coin or medal:
sometimes differentiated from inscription as the

reading around the circumference of a coin or

medal,and sometimes as all that is inscribed ex-

cepting the name of the sovereign or other per-
son represented.
The first fault therefore which I shall find with a modern

legend Is Its diffusiveness ; you have sometimes the whole
fiile of :i lmil;il rm-niMi uitli it.

Adduon, Ancient Medals, 111.

6f. A roll
;

list ; book.

Many tales je tellen that Theologye lerneth ;

And that I man made was and my name yentred
In the legende of lyf longe er I were,
Or elles vnwriten for somme wtkkednesoe as holywrit wyt-

nesseth. fieri floicman (B), x. 876.

Golden Legend, the "Aurea Legenda" of the middle ages,
the most popular of all hagiological records, consisting of

lives of saints and histories and descriptions of festivals.

It was written by Jacobus de Voragine, Archbishop of Ge-

noa, about the end of the thirteenth century, and Is filled

with fancies and inventions so extravagant as to be now
universally discredited,

legend (lej'end or le'jend), v. t. [< legend, n.]

1. To narrate or celebrate in or as in a legend.
Nor ladies wanton love, nor wand'ring knight
Legend 1 out in rhlmes all richly dlght.

//;-. Hall, Satires, L 1.

Som of these perhaps by others are legended for great
Saints. Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

2. To furnish with an inscription; inscribe

with a legend: as, "a legended tomb,"Poe.
legenda (le-jen'dft), n. pi. [L., things to be
read : see legend. ]

"
Eccles. , things whichmay bo

or are to be read, as distinguished from credenda,

things to be believed.

legendary (lej'en- or le'jen-da-ri), a. and n. [=
F. Ugendaire = Sp. Pg. legen'dario = It. leggen-

dario, < ML. legendariun, prop, adj., pertaining
to legends (as a noun, sc. liber, a book of le-

gends), < legenda, a legend: see legend.'] I. a.

Consisting of legends; like a legend; tradi-

tional; mythical; fabulous.

Thereupon she took
A bird's-eye view of all the ungracious past ;

legato manner.

legato (la-ga'to), a "'<.. and

gende = Sw. legend, a legend, < ML. legenda,

f., a legend, story, esp. the lives of the saints;

orig. things to be read, neut. pi. of fut. pass.
part, of legere, read. = Or. Myctv, speak: see

rT . , lecture, etc.] 1. In the early church, a selection

v, _,_.-
n. L"., pp. or

of readings from Scripture appointed for use at

legare, tie, < L. lignre, tie: see ligament.] 1 divine service; later, and more especially, the
a. and adr. In music, m a smooth, connected chronlcie or register of the lives of the saints,
manner, without breaks or pauses between formeriy read at matins and in the refectories
successive tones : opposed to staccato. It is usu- nf roii-rioiis houses
ally Indicated by the word itself (or Its abbreviation leg.\

'

by a sweeping curve,
* or ^_,, above or below the notes The Legend contained all the lessons out of Holy Writ,

to be performed without break, or (for single notes and and the works of the fathers, read at matins,

chords in the midst of staccato passages) by the mark Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. it 212.

or j_above or below. 2 An entertaining story, especially in early
II. . A smooth, connected manner of per- timeg Qne reiatin/to wonders or miracles told

formance, or a passage so performed. In sing

ing and on wind-instruments a strict legato is produced
only when more tones than one are made continuously by
a single breath ; on instruments with a keyboard, like the

organ and the pianoforte, it is produced by holding each

key until just as the next is struck: on bowed inslni

ments it is produced by a continuous motion of the bow,
either up or down.

legator U>'-^' :1 'tor), n. [< L. legator, a testator, <

IrgiititK, pp. of legare, bequeath: see legate, i.2 .]

A testator; one who bequeaths a legacy.

times one relating
of a saint ; hence, any unauthentic and improb-
able or non-historical narrative handed down
from early times ; a tradition.

Thou shall, why! that thou llvest. yere by yere,
The most party of thy tyme spende
In making of a glorious Legende
Of Ooode Womnien, maidenes, and wives
That weren trewe in lovinge all her lives.

Chaucer, Prot to Good Women, L 488.

A fair estate

Bequeath'd by some It.imtor't last intent.

Hind ami I'unther. 11.375.

It were infinite, and indeed ridiculous, to speak of all

thf Minnies reported to be done by this St. Dunstan,
which may be fit for a Legend, but not for a Chronicle.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 13.

Glanced at the legendary Amazon
As emblematic of a nobler age.

Tennyion, Princess, II.

II. .; pi. legendaries (-riz). 1. A chronicle

or register of the lives of the saints: same as

legend, 1. 2. A book of legends.
Read the Countess of Pembroke's "

Arcadia," a gallant

legendary, full of pleasurable accidents. Jama VI.

3. A relater or compiler of legends,

legendist (lej'en- or le'jen-dist), t. [< legend
+ -isf.] A writer of legends.
This was decidedly an Invention of the legendirt.

SouUiey, Letters, IV. 312. (Bncyc. Diet.)

legendize (lej'en- or le'jen-dlz). r. t.
; pret. and

pp. lfQcndi:ed, ppr. legcndiang. [< legend+ -ire.]

To affix a legend to ;
inscribe with a legend.

Legendre's equation. See equation.

Legendrian (le-jen'dri-an), a. [< Legendre
(see def.) + -fan.] Pertaining to or invented

by the eminent French mathematician Adrien
Marie Legendre (1752-1833) Legendrian func-
tion. SeefimcKon. Legendrian or Legendre's sym-
bol, a symbol, looking like a fraction in parenthesis, used

In the theory of numbers. It Is equal to plus or minus

unity, according as the numerator is or Is not a quadratic
residue of the denominator. It vanishes if the numerator
Is divisible by the denominator.

leger
1
*, n. and a. An obsolete form of ledger

1
.

leger- (lej'er), ft. [Also ledger; < OF. legier.

ligier, leger, F. leger = Sp. ligero = Pg. ligeiro

= It. leggiero, light, nimble, < L. as if 'leriari-

us, < levis, light: see fertty.] 1. Light or small,

as a line. See phrases below. 2t. Slight ;
un-

important; trivial: as,
"

leger performances,"
Bacon Leger line, in murieal _ .1 1^, a.
notation, a short line added above M fct* *.
or below a stalf to increase its ex- -

tent ti-niponirilytomorethanthe
usual five lines. The leger lines -

are numbered from the staff both
"

g^ LJM ^m tjiw

upward and downward. Also o4hprM>.



leger

called added line. Leger space, in musical notation, a

space between leger lines. The leger spaces are numbered
from the staff both upward and tfc.,n4 , e aboTe
downward. Also called added nm !,, .^ .bo,,

space.

legerdemain (lej"er-de-
man'), . [Early mod. -

_j7tS, . ,,,,,.

E. legerdemdine, legierde-
*'' iv >>"* i"1 "-

mayne, leygier demaine, lieger du maine,(. F. leger
dc main, light of hand : leger, light (see leger'l,

a.); de, < L. de, of; main, < L. mantis, hand: see

main3.] Sleight of hand; a deceptive per-
formance or trick which depends on dexterity
of hand; fallacious adroitness, trickery, or de-

ception generally.
Perceiue theyr leygier demaine, wyth which they would

iugle forth thir falshood and shift the trouth asyde.
Sir T. More, Works, p. 813.

He in slights and jugling feates did flow,
And of legierdemayne the mysteries did know.

Spenser, F. Q., V. ix. 13.

The gypsies were then to divide all the money that had
been got that week, either by stealing linen or poultry, or

by fortune-telling or legerdemain.
I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 112.

To make it ground of accusation against a class of men
that they are not patriotic is the most vulgar legerdemain
of sophistry. Macaulay, Civil Disabilities ofthe Jews.

legerdemainist (lej"er-de-ma'nist), n. [< leger-
demain + -ist.] One who practises legerde-
main ;

a juggler ;
a trickster.

legeringt, n. [< legcrl, ledger*, n., 4, + -ingl.]
See the quotation, and ledger^, n., 4.

The law of legering, which is a deceit that colliers abuse
the commonwealth withall in having unlawful sackes.

Greene, Discovery of Coosnage (1591).

legerity (le-jer'i-ti), . [< OF. legerite (F. lege-

rete), lightness, < leger, light:
ness; nimbleness.

1.

the

; see leger^.] Light-
[Rare.]

When the mind is quicken'd, out of doubt,
The organs, though defunct and dead before,
Break up their drowsy grave, and newly move
With casted slough and fresh legerity.

Shak., Hen. V., IT. 1. 23.

leges, n. Plural of lex.

legestert, A variant of legister.

Iegge 1
t, v. A Middle English form of lay*.

Iegge2t, n. A Middle English form of leg.

Iegge3t, *> t. An aphetic form of allege
2

.

legged (leg'ed or legd), a. [< leg + -ed2.]

Having legs: often in composition: as,

legged maple-borer; a two-legged animal.

What have we here? a man or a flsh? . . . Legged like

a man ! Shak.
, Tempest, ii. 2. 36.

A fine clean corse he is : I would have him buried,
Even as he lies, CTOBA-legg'd, like one o' the Templars.

Beau, and Fl., Captain, ii. 2.

2. In her., having legs, as a bird, of a different

tincture from the body.
legget (leg'et), n. [Cf. ligget, lidget.] A kind
of tool used by reed-thatchers. [Local, Eng.]
leggiadro (le-ja'dro), adv. [It., pretty, light, <

leggiero, light: see leger
2
.] In music, a direc-

tion that the music to which the word is ap-
pended is to be performed gaily or briskly.

leggiadroust (lej-i-ad'rus), a. [< It. leggiadro,

pretty, graceful: see leggiadro.] Graceful;
pleasing.

Yet this Retirement's cloud ne'r overcast
Those beams of leggiadrous courtesy
Which smild in her deportment.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, xviii.

leggiero (le-ja'ro), o. and adv. [It., light: see

leger%.] In music, in a light, easy, rapid manner,
without emphasizing single tones : usually ap-
plied to a decorative or episodical passage.
leggin1 (leg'in), n. [Also laggen, laggin, lagen :

see ledge^7\ The rim of a cask. [Scotch.]
leggin

2
(leg'in), n. See legging.

legging (leg'ing), n. [< leg + -ing
1

.']
An out-

er and extra covering for the leg, usually for
cold weather or rough traveling, it commonly has
the form of a long gaiter extending lo the knee, but for

special purposes and sometimes for children to the thigh.
Often pronounced and sometimes written leggin.

He was dressed in deer-skin leggings,
Fringed with hedgehog quills and ermine.

Longfellow, Hiawatha, xi.

leggism (leg'izm), n. [< leg (blackleg) + -ism.]
The character or practices of a leg or blackleg.
Blackwood's Mag. [Slang.]
leggy (leg'i), a. [< leg + -yi.] Long-legged;
having disproportionately long and generally
lank legs.

Bobby frequents the Union-Jack club, where you behold
Slapper's long-tailed leggy mare in the custody of a red-

jacket. Thackeray, Book of Snobs, x.

Like her great grand-dam, Fleur-de-lis, she stood full
sixteen hands, but was neither leggy nor light of bone.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 205.

leght, n. A Middle English form of lea*.

3402

leg-harness (leg'har'nes), n. In medieval armor,
the defenses of the legs and thighs. Hewitt.

leghet. A Middle English form of lie^.

leghorn (leg'hdrn), re. and a. [So called from

Leghorn, F. Livaunie = Sp. Uorna = Pg. Li-

onie, < It. Lioorno, < L. Libwnus, Gr. Ai/Jotywoc

(Ptolemy), a sea-port in Tuscany.] I. n. I.

A fine kind of plait for bonnets and hats

made in Tuscany from the straw of a pecu-
liar variety of wheat, Triticum vulgarc (turgi-

dum), thickly sown, cut green, and bleached:

so named because exported from Leghorn.
2. A bonnet or hat made of this material.

3. [cap.] An important breed of the common
domestic fowl, of the Spanish type, character-

ized by great activity and rather small size,

high, serrated comb, drooping to one side in

the hen, and white ear-lobes. The chief varieties

are the brmm (colored like black-breasted red games),
and the white, dominujue or cuckoo, and black Leghorns,
all but the last having yellow legs and beak. The Leg-
horns are noted as being perhaps the most prolific layers
of all poultry.

II. a. Pertaining to or brought from the city
of Leghorn ; also, made of or relating to Leg-
horn straw : as, a Leghorn bonnet or hat Leg-
horn plait, a braid of Leghorn straw, from which bon-

nets and hats are made. The upper joint of the stem is

used. Leghorn Straw, the straw of a variety of wheat,
Triticum vulgare, sometimes considered a distinct species
with the name T. turgidum.

legiancet (le'jaus), . [Also legeance, ligeance,

liegeance, < Mfi. legiance, legeaunce, etc., legeans,

ligaunce, etc.,<OF. ligeance, ligeaunce, liegeance,

ligance,ete.: see allegiance.] Same as allegiance.
God forbid, but ech were others brother,
Of one ligeance due vnto the king.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 199.

So also of aman that is abjured the realme ; for notwith-

standing the abjuration, he oweth the king his legeance,
and remaineth within the kings protection.

it. Dalian, Country Justice (1820).

legibility (lej-i-bil'i-ti), n. [< legible : see -bil-

ity.] Capability of being read
; legibleness.

His {Lamb's] badinage on his sister's handwriting was in

jest. It was remarkable for its perfect legibility.

Talfourd, Memoirs of Lamb.

legible (lej'i-bl), a. [= Sp. legible = Pg. legi-

vel, < LL. legibilis. legible, < L. legere, read:
see legend.] 1. That may be read; written

plainly or in intelligible characters : as, a legi-

ble manuscript.
Let me receive no more Gibberish or Hieroglyphics from

you, but legible Letters. Howell, Letters, I. v. 28.

The old gate [of the convent of Mount Sinai] now built

up is on the west side ; there is some sign of a Greek in-

scription over it, but such as I believe would not be legible,
if any one could come near it.

Pococke, Description of the East, 1. 149.

Hence 2. That may be discovered or dis-

cerned by marks or indications.

People's opinions of themselves are legible in their coun-
tenances. Jeremy Collier.

= Svn. Readable, recognizable, plain, manifest.

legibleness (lej'i-bl-nes), . The quality or

state of being legible ; legibility.

legibly (lej'i-bli), adv. In a legible manner;
so as to be read without difficulty : as, a manu-
script legibly written.

legiert, n. and a. See ledger^.

legierdemainet, re. See legerdemain.

legio (le'ji-6), re.; pi. legiones^ (le-ji-6'nez). [L.:
see legion."] In zool., a legion.

legion (le'jon), re. [< ME. legiun, legioun, le-

gion, < OF. legion, F. legion = Sp. legion = Pg.
legiSo = It. legione = Gr. teye&v, 'keyiiw, < L. le-

gio(n-), a Roman legion, < legere, gather, select,
= Gr. Aiyeiv, collect: see legend.] 1. In Bom.
antiq., a body of infantry not corresponding ex-

actly to either the regiment or the army-corps of

modern times, composed of different numbers of

men at different periods, from 3,000 under the

kings to over 6,000 under Marius, usually com-
bined with a considerableproportion of cavalry.
The ancient legion had 300 horse, and that of Marius about
700. Each legion was divided into ten cohorts, each co-

hort into three maniples, and each maniple into two cen-
turies. The great power of theRoman legion was due to its

rigid discipline and its tactical formation in battle, which
was so open and flexible as to enable it to meet every
emergency without surprise or derangement. It thus pre-
sented a strong contrast on the one hand to the unwieldy
solidity of the Greek phalanx, and on the other to the
confused and undisciplined state of other armies of the
time. Compare maniple.

Our legions are brim-full, our cause is ripe.

Shak., J. C., iv. 3. 215.

2. In French hist., one of numerous military bod-
ies so called at different periods. Foreign legions
were employed by the kings from medieval times. A num-
ber of them were formed during the Revolution and under
the first empire, of which one was maintained till a recent

period. This body, called specifically the legion, made
itself famous in Algiers and in the Crimea. There were
also provincial legions in the sixteenth century.

legislative

A soldier of the legion lay dying in Algiers.
Mrs. Sorton, Bingen on the Rhine.

3. Any distinct military force or organization

comparable to the Roman legion.
I myself beheld the King

Charge at the head of all his Table Round,
And all his legions crying Christ and him.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

4. An extraordinary number; a great multi-

tude.

My name is Legion : for we are many. Mark v. 9.

Where one sin has entered, legions will force their way
through the same breach. Rogers.

5. In zoiil., a large group or series of animals,
of indeterminate taxonomic rank, but generally
of high grade. In Haeckel's system, for example, the

legion intervenes between the subclass and the order, and

corresponds to what is usually called a supernrder. Le-

gion Of Honor, in France, an order of distinction and re-

ward for civil and military services, instituted in May, 1802,

during the consulate, by Napoleon Bonaparte, but since

modified from time to time in important particulars. Un-
der the first empire the distinctions conferred invested the

person decorated with the rank of legionary, officer, com-

mander, grand-officer, or grand-cross. The order holds
considerable property, the proceeds of which are paid out
in pensions, principally to wounded and disabled members.
The Thundering Legion, in Christian tradition, the

name given to a legion of Christians in the army of Marcus

Aurelius, in battle with the Quadi, whose prayers for rain

were answered, according to the tradition, by a thunder-

shower, which refreshed the thirsty Romans, while it de-

stroyed numbers of the enemy by lightning.

legion (le'jon), v. t. [< legion, n.] To enroll

or form into a legion.
We met the vultures, legioned in the air,

Stemming the torrent of the tainted wind.

Shelley, Hellas.

legionary (le'jon-a-ri), a. and re. [= F. legion-
naire = Sp. Pg. It. legionario, < L. legionariiis,

belonging to a legion, < legio(n-), a Roman le-

gion: see legion.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to or con-

sisting of a legion or legions : as, legionary dis-

cipline; a legionary soldier; a legionary force.

2. Containing a great number.
Too many applying themselves betwixt jest and earnest

make up the leyionary body of errour. Sir T. Browne.

II. n.; pi. legionaries (-riz). 1. One of a le-

gion ; especially, a Roman soldier belonging to

a legion or a subaltern member of the Legion
of Honor. 2. The neuter of a kind of red ant :

so named by Huber. It is probably the neuter
of Polycrgus rufesceiw, a slave-making species,

legiones, n. Plural of legio.

legionize (le'jon-Iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. legion-

ized, ppr. legionizing. [< legion + -fee.] To form
in a legion.

Descend, sweet Angels, legioniifd in rankes.

Dames, Holy Roode, p. 28.

leg-iron (leg'i"ern), re. 1. A fetter for the leg.

Dickens, Great Expectations, xvi. 2. In car-

building, a wrought-iron forging attached to the

sole-bar, and supporting the foot-boards.

legislate (lej'is-lat), v.; pret. and pp. legislated,

ppr. legislating. [A back formation (like Pg.
Ugislar) from legislator, legislation, etc., q. v.]

I. intrans. To exercise the function of legisla-

tion; make or enact a law or laws.

II. trans. To act upon or effect by means of

legislation; determine by enactment: as, to

legislate a man out of office (as by abolishing
the office or changing its tenure) ;

to legislate a

corporation into existence. [U. S.]

legislation (lej-is-la'shon), re. [= F. legislation
= Sp. legislacion = Pgl legislayao = It. legisla-

zione, < L. legis latio(n-), a proposing of a law :

legis, gen. of lex, law (see legal); latio(n-), a

bearing, proposing : see lotion.] 1. The enact-

ing of laws or statutes
;
the exercise of the pow-

er of legislating ;
the business of a legislator or a

legislature. 2. The product of legislative ac-

tion
;
a law or the laws promulgated by a legis-

lator or a legislature ;
a statute, or a body of

statutory law: as, the legislation of Moses is

contained in the Pentateuch. class legislation,
that legislation which affects the interests of a particular
class of persons. General legislation, that legislation
which is applicable throughout the state generally, as dis-

tinguished from special legislation, which affects only par-
ticular persons or localities Local legislation. See
local.

legislative (lej'is-la-tiv), a. and n. [= F. legis-

latif= Sp. Pg. It. legislative ; as legislate + -ire.]

1. a. 1. Pertaining to or resulting from legisla-
tion ; ordained by a legislator or a legislature ;

having statutory force or quality: as, legislative

proceedings; a legislative prohibition.
The poet io a kind of lawgiver, and those qualities are

proper to the legislative style. Drydcn.

2. Having power to legislate ; enacting or ut-

tering laws; lawmaking: as, a legislative body;
authority. 3. Of or "belonging to a



legislative

legislature; relating to or consisting of a body
of legislators : as, a lr//i.tlnln'i- commit toe; a
lii/is/d/irc vole; a h-iii-.inln <-recess. Legislative
Assembly. See aiuemMy. - Legislative power, the

power to muke or alter litws. See judicial power (under
judicial), and executive, 1.

II. >i. A pel-sou, .-is a prince or dictator, or
a body of persons, as a parliamentary assem-
bly, invested with authority to make or alter
laws. Compare cxeciilin .

The power of the leyulatiae, being derived from the peo-
ple by a positive voluntary grant and Institution, can be
no other than what that positive grant conveyed, which
being only to make laws and not to make legislators, the
legislative can have no power to transfer their authority
of iimkinii laws, and place it in other hands.

Locke, Civil Government, xi.

legislatively (lej' is -la- tiv-li), adv. By legis-
lative action; by means of legislation.

legislator (lej'is-la-tor), . [= F. legislateur= Sp. Pg. Icgislnilor = It. legislature, < L. legis
lutnr (also legum lator), a lawgiver: legis, gen.,
Inimn, gen. pi., of lux, law (gee legal); lator, a

bearer, proposer of a law, < latun, used as pp.
of ferre = E. fteoi-l. Cf. legislation.] A law-

giver; an individual who gives or makes laws;
also, a member of a legislature or parliament,
or other lawmaking body.

legislatorial (lej'is-la-to'ri-al), a. [< legislatorT -ial.] 1. Pertaining or relating to legislation
or legislators: as, legislatorial power or dicta-
tion. 2. Having the power of a legislator;
acting as a legislator or legislature.

Solon, the legittatorial founder of Athens.
De ',"" "<r</, Homer, it

One may Imagine a community governed by a depen-
dent legislatonal body. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 357.

legislatorship (lej'is-la-tor-ship), . [< legis-
lalur + -sAi'/>.] The office of legislator.

legislatress (lej'is-la-tres), n. [< legislator +
-ess.] A woman who makes laws; a female
legislator. Shaftesbury, Morals, iv. j 2.

legislatrix (lej-is-la'triks), n. [= P. Ugisla-
trice, < L. as if "legis latrix, fern, of legis lator,

legislator: see legislator.] Same as legislatress.

legislature (lej'ls-la-tur), n. [= F. legislature
= Sp. Pg. It. Icyislatura, legislature, < L. legis,

gen. of lex, law, + (LL.) latura, a bearing, car-

rying. < latus, pp. of ferre = E. bear1
: see legis-

lator.] 1. A body of lawmakers; an assem-
blage of men invested with the power of mak-
ing, repealing, or changing the laws of a coun-
try or state, and of raising and appropriating
its revenues. A legislature generally consists of two
houses or separate bodies acting concurrently, and usually
requires the assent of the supreme executive authority for
the validation of its acts, the refusal of which, however,
may in the United States be overcome by a prescribed
majority of votes. (Seewto.) Legislatures have different

specific names, as the Congress of the United States and
the Legislatures of most of the separate States (the former
consisting of a Senate and House of Representatives, and
the two houses of the latter being generally also termed
Senate and House of Representatives or Assembly), the
Parliament of Qreat Britain (divided into the House of
Lords and the House of Commons), the Reichstag of Ger-
many, the Cortes of .Spain, etc. See housed, n., 6.

In the legislature, the people are a check on the nobility,
and the nobility a check upon the people.

Blackstone, Com., I. ii.

Twas April, as the bumpkins say ;

The legislature call'd it May. Camper, A Fable.

2. Any body of persons authorized to make
laws or rules for the community represented by
them: as, the General Assembly is the legisla-
ture of the Presbyterian Church,

legist (le'jist), n. [< OF. legiste, F. Ugiste = Sp.
Pg. It. legista, < ML. leginta, one skilled in law,
<L. lex (leg-), law: see legal. Cf. legister.] One
skilled in the laws.

Though there should be emulation between them, yet
as legists they will agree in magnifying that wherein they
are best. Bacon, Letters, cxxvii., To the King.

Ye learned legists of contentious law.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.

legistert, . [ME., also legistre, legester, < OF.
legistre, equiv. to legiste, legist : see legist.] A
legist.

Bisshopes yblessed sif the! ben as the! shulden,
I-egutres ofbothe the lawes, the lew ed there-with to preche.

Piers Plowman (B), vll. 14.

legitim, . Sec luntimf.

legitimacy (le-jit''i-ma-si), ii. [<.legitiniii(te) +
-<V/.] 1. The state of being legitimate; con-

formity to law, rule, or principle; natural or

logical result; regularity; propriety; correct-
ness: as, the legitimacy of a government, of au
argument, or of a conclusion.

During his first ten years of duty Beust served in Berlin
and Paris; the first, the stronghold of leijitiinarn . more con-
servative than Vit'nim itself: the second, the center of
fashion and culture, where the salon had not yet liecoiii.-

extinct. (Juarterlij Itte., CXLV. 330.
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Specifically 2. Lawfulness of birth:
to Imstardy. 3. Directness or regularity of de-

scent, as affecting the right of succession. See
Ill/illllllfit, -.

legitimate (16-jit'i-mat), r. t.
; pret.

and pp. fe-

!/itiiiiatcd, ppr. Ici/itiniiitiiig. [<ML. legitiiniitiiK.

pp. of Iri/itiiiiiii-i' (> It. Icgilimare = Pg. Sp. le-

gitimar = F. legitimer), make lawful, < L. Inji-
1 1 >it

ii.i, lawful: see legitime.] 1. To make law-

ful; establish the legitimacy or propriety of.

Our blessed Lord was pleased to legitimate text to us by
his agony and prayers in the garden.

Jar. Taylor, Holy Dying, 111. 8.

To enact a statute of that which he dares not seem to

approve, even to legitimate vice. Milton, Divorce, 11. 2.

The general voice has legitimated this objection.
Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 460.

2. To render legitimate, as a bastard ; invest
with the rights of a legitimate child or lawful

heir, as one born out of wedlock. Under the civil

and canon laws operative in many European countries a
bastard is legitimated by the subsequent marriage of the
parents; but this is not the case under the laws of England
and most of the United States.

At this Time, In a Parliament, the Duke of Lancaster
caused to be legitimated the Issue he had by Katherine
Swlnford before he married her.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 147.

legitimate (le-jit'i-mat), a. [< ML. legitimatus,

pp. of legitimare, make lawful: see the verb.]
1. According to law, rule, or precedent; agree-
able to established principles or standards; in

conformity with custom or usage; lawful; reg-
ular; orderly; proper: as, a legitimate king or

government; the legitimate drama; a legitimate

subject of debate ; legitimate trade.

There are certain themes . . . which are too entirely
horrible for legitimate fiction. Pot, Tales, I. 825.

Among the topics of literary speculation, there is none
more legitimate or more interesting than to consider who,
among the writers of a given age, are elected to live.

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 123.

Specifically 2. Of lawful birth ; born in wed-
lock, or of parents legally married: as, legiti-
mate children

;
a legitimate heir.

Sirrah, your brother is legitimate ;

Vour father's wife did after wedlock bear him.
slink., K. John, 1. 1. 116.

A legitimate child is one born of wedlock ; or, more par-
ticularly, one between whose parents the relation of mar-
riage subsisted either at the time when he was begotten,
or at the time when he was born, or at some Intervening
period. Stephen, 2 Com., 283.

3. Justly based on the premises ; logically cor-

rect, allowable, or valid : as, a
legitimate

result
;

legitimate arguments or conclusion.
I will prove it (an assertion] legitimate, sir, upon the

oaths of judgement and reason.

Shale., Twelfth Night, Hi. 2. 16.

A series of legitimate syllogisms, exhibiting separately
and distinctly. In a light as clear and strong as language
can afford, each successive link of the demonstration.

Ii. Stewart, Unman Mind, II. 111. 1.

It is just as legitimate an inference that there are bodies
in stellar space not luminous as that there are luminous
bodies In space not visible.

./. Croll, Climate and Cosmology, p. 310.

Legitimate drama, a designation used at different peri-
ods with a varying specific reference, being sometimes
applied to the representation of Shakspere's plays and at
other times otherwise restricted, but generally employed
loosely to indicate approval of some (usually not distant)
former time. Legitimate prejudice, an Innate or a
priori presumption and anticipation of nature. =8yn. Le-

gal, Licit, etc. See liiicful.

legitimately (le-jit'i-mat-li), adv. In a legiti-
mate manner; lawfully; according to law; gen-
uinely ;

not falsely.

legitiinateness (le-jit'i-mat-nes), n. The state
or quality of being legitimate ; legality ; law-

fulness; genuineness.
Asserting the legitiinateness of his ordination.

Barrow, Pope's Supremacy.

legitimation (le-jit-i-ma'shon), n. [= F. legiti-
mation = 8p. legithiiacion = Pg. legitima$8o =
It. legittimazione, legittimagione, < ML. as if *le-

gitimatio(n-), < legitimare, legitimate: see legiti-

mate, v.] 1. The act of making legal, or of giv-
ing a thing the recognition of law.
The coinage or legitimation of money. Eatt.

2. The act of rendering legitimate; specifically,
the investing of an illegitimate child, or one
supposed to be the issue of an illegal marriage,
with the rights of one born in lawful 'wed-
lock.

This doubt was kept long open, in respect of the two
queens that succeeded. Mary and Elizabeth, whose lefriti-

mationn were incompatible one with another, though their
succession was settled by act of parliament.

Baton, liist Hen. VII. (ed. BohnX p. 452.

I have disclaim'd sir Robert and my land ;

J.f<tiliiii<tt\"it n.ime. and all is gone ;

Ihc'n, good my mother, let me know my father.

Shale., K. John, i. 1. L>4s.

leg-muff

3. In Germany, etc., proof of identity and of

legal permission t" rcMilc in a certain place,

engage in a certain occupation, etc. Letters of
legitimation, in Scot* laic, letters from the sovereign
empowering a bastard who has no lawful children to dls-

poteof his heritage or movables at any time during hlilife,
and to make a testament These privileges, however, he
can now enjoy without letters of legitimation.

legitimatist (le-jit'i-ma-tist), . [< Uijitimate,

a., + -i#t.] Same as legitimist.

legitimatize 'le-jit'i-ma-tiz),. (.; pret. and pp.
/<-i/iliniitti:t, ppr. l'!iittmati:ing. [< li-ijitimate
+ -ize.] To legitimate. [Rare.]

A Oovernor-Oeneral of the Soudan ... who legilimatiza
the slave-trade by a decree. The Century, XXVIII. Ml.

legitime (lej'i-tim), n. [< F. legitime = Sp. le-

iii ti inn = Pg. legitimo = It. legtttimof < L. lii/iti-

mus, according to law, legal, legitimate, < lex

(leg-), law: see Ifgal.] In civil late, the part
of the free movable property of a testator
which he cannot bequeath away from his chil-

dren, or deprive them of inheriting by making
gifts while living. The one fourth which was thus
secured to the children by the Roman law was termed the
Vil' iili:m portion, the law being named after the tribune

Falcidius, who proposed it. This principle has been adopt-
ed In varying extent in some of the principal countries of

Europe,includfng Scotland, and also In Louisiana. In Scots
law the legitime (commonly spelled l(<jitim\ also called
bairns' part of gear (the part which the testator may freely
dispose of being termed the dead's part), amounts to one
third where the father has left a widow, and one half where
there is no widow. It cannot be diminished or affected

by any testamentary or other deed.

legitimisation, legitimise. See legitimieation,
li'i/itiutize.

legitimism (le-jit'i-mizm), n. [< F. Ugitimisnie,
< L. legitimus, legitimate : see legitime and -mm.}
Maintenance of or insistence upon legitimacy
in any relation

; specifically, the principles of

the Legitimists.
The theory of sovereignty and government called le<riti-

mitm, which Is still a factor In French and Spanish poll-
tics, is ultimately based on the assumption of a sort of
sacred and indefeasible law regulating succession to the

Crown, and placing it beyond competition and above popu-
lar sanction. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 143.

legitimist (le-jit'i-mist), n. [< F. Ifyilimiste =
Sp. legitimist, < L. legitimus, legitimate: see
/'/////;/ and -i'.^.

] 1. One who maintains or ad-
vocates legitimacy of any kind

; especially, a

supporter of legitimate authority; one who be-
lieves in the sacredness of hereditary monarchi-
cal government ; a favorer of the doctrine of
divine right. Specifically 2. [</.] () In

France, a supporter of the claim to the throne
of the elder branch of the Bourbons, descen-
dants of Louis XIV., in opposition to that of
the Orleans family, descendants of the Duke
of Orleans, brother of Louis XIV. Charles X.,
the representative of the elder line, was deposed In 1830,
and replaced by Louis Philippe, of the younger line. The
succession fell into abeyance after the deposition of the
latter In 1848, and the dispute was terminated in lt*83 by
the death of the childless Comte de Chambord (who was
actually invested with the crown at the age of ten by the
abdication of his grandfather, Charles X., and of the dau-

phin, the Due d'Angouleme. and was called by his ad-
herents Henry V.), leaving the Comte de Paris, grandson
of Louis Philippe, sole heir to the royal claims of the whole
Bourbon family, (ft) In Spain, same as t'ar/if,2.

legitimization (le-iit'i-mi-za'shon), n. [< le-

gitimize + -ation.] Legitimation. Also spelled
leyitimisation.

The conltitit of laws on the subject of leuitimuatitm by
subsequent marriage yields some curious result*.

Encyc. Brit., III. 427.

legitimize (le-jit'i-miz), . t.; pret. and pp.
legitimised, ppr. legitimizing. [< L. legitimux,

legitimate (see legitimate), + -ise.] To legiti-
mate. Also spelled legitimise.

legless (leg'les), a. [< leg + -less.] Having no
legs.

leglet(leg'let),. [< leg + -let.] An ornament
for the leg, of the same nature as the anklet.

Her [the Begum of Oude's] dress WAS an Immense pair
of trousers of

striped
Indian silk, a Cashmere shawl . . .

over a close covering of blue and yellow silk, two pairs of
remarkable slippers, numbers of anklets and leglett, a great
deal of jewelry, and a large bine cloak over all.

Caroline Fox, Journal, p. 11.

leglin (leg'lin), ii. [Appar. for "legling, dim. of

legel, < Feel, legill = Sw. lagel = OHO. lagtia,

lagella, MHG. la'gele, la-gel, lagel, G. legel, Uiijil.

a small cask, < L. lagena, a flagon : see lagena.]
A wooden milk-pail. [Scotch.]

The lasses are lonely, dowle. and wae ; . . .

Ilk ane lifts her leglin, and hies her away.
Jane Elliot, Flowers of the Forest.

leg-lock (leg'lok), n. A lock or fetter for the

leg.

leg-muff (leg'muf), n. One of the fleecy or

downy puffs or tufts about the feet of many



leg-muff

humming-birds; a fluffy legging. See cut un-
der Eriocnemis.

Legnotideae (leg-no-tid'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Bart-

ling, 1830), < Legnotis (-id-), a former genus of

plants now referred to Cassipourea (< Gi. /teywj-

rdf, with a colored border, < fayvoiiv, furnish

with a colored border, < Uyvov, a hem, border,

esp. a colored border), + -co;.] A tribe of tropi-
cal trees or shrubs of the natural order Rhizo-

phorea! sometimes regarded as a distinct or-

der, chiefly distinguished from the rest of the

order by the presence of albumen in the seed.
It embraces 11 genera and about 81

species, inhabiting
the

immediate coasts and muddy estuaries of various tropical
countries and islands.

lego-literary (Ie"g6-lit'e-ra-ri), a. [< L. lex

(leg-), law (see legal), + E. literary, q. v.] Per-

taining to the literature of law. [Bare and

barbarous.]
An essay on this lego-literary subject. Lard Campbell.

leg-rest (leg' rest), n. A rest or support for the

leg.

Tom advanced before him, carrying the leg-rest.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, iii. I.

leg-shield (leg'sheld), . A defensive appliance
formerly used to protect the leg of a juster:
sometimes attached to the saddle, sometimes to

the poitrel of the horse, and sometimes forming
a separate shield-shaped plate of iron. This shield,
of whatever form, was worn particularly to guard the left

leg, because this side was especially liable to injury by
striking against the barrier which separated the justing
knights. The first of the three forms was also used in

war.

Leguatia (leg-u-a'ti-a), n. [NL., named after

one Leguat.] A genus of large ralliform birds
of the Mascarene Islands, recently extinct; the

giant rails. L. gigantea, a species about 6 feet

tall, was described by Leguat. H. Schlegel, 1858.

leguleian (leg-u-le'yan), a. and n. [< L. legu-

leius, a pettifogging' lawyer, with dim. -ul-, <

lex (leg-), law : see legal.] I. a. Pettifogging.
[Bare.]
In the classical English sense, or in the sense of legu-

leian barbarism. De Quincey.

II. n. A. pettifogger. [Rare.]
You do but that over again that you have from the very

beginning of your Discourse, and which some silly Legu-
leians now and then do, to argue unawares against their

own Clients. Milton, Answer to Salmasius.

legume (leg'um or le-gutn'), re. [< F. legume
= Sp. legumbre = Pg. It. legume, pulse, < L. le-

gumen, any leguminous plant, pulse, esp. the

bean, lit.
' that which may be gathered,' < legere,

gather: see legend.] 1. pi. The fruit of legu-
minous plants of the pea kind

; pulse.

Legumes, or Legutnens, are a species of plants which are
call'd pulse, such as pease, beans, AT., and are so call'd

because they may be gather'd by the hand without cut-

ting. Miller, Gardener's Diet

2. A pod formed of a simple pistil, which is de-
hiscent by both sutures and so divides into two
valves, the seeds being borne at the inner or
ventral suture only. The name is confined to the
fruit of the Leguminosce. In the modification of the le-

gume called a lament the pod breaks up into indehiscent
joints. See cut under lament.

legumen (le-gu'men), re. [L. : see legume.']
Same as legume.

legumin (le-gu'min), re. [< legume + -in2.] A
nitrogenous proteid substance resembling case-

in, obtained from peas and other legumes. It
is insoluble in water or acid, but is freely soluble in very
dilute alkali, and has an acid reaction. Also called vegetable
casein.

leguminar (le-gu'mi-nar), a. In lot., resem-
bling or characteristic of a legume : said of de-
hiscence by a marginal suture.

leguminiforra (Ieg-u-min'i-f6rm), a. [< L. le-

gumen, legume, + forma, form.] Having the
form of a legume.
Leguminosas (le-gu-mi-no'se), n. pi. [NL. (P.
S. Balph, 1849), fern. pi. of leguminosus, legu-
minous: see leguminous.] A large order of

dicotyledonous plants, exceeded in the number
of species by the Composites only, belonging to
the great division (cohort) Rosales. It is charac-
terized, in brief, by the generally papilionaceous but
sometimes regular flowers, and a single free pistil that
forms a fruit known as a legume. The leaves are, with
rare exceptions, alternate, compound, and generally pin-
nate. The order is composed of trees, shrubs, and herbs,
distributed throughout the world, except the frigid is-

lands of the antarctic region. It is divided into three
suborders, known as the Papiiionaceoe, Caxalpiniece, and
Mimaseie. There are about 7,000 species, contained in
about 430 genera, mostly included in the suborders Pa-
pilionacete and Ccesalpiniece. The order contains many
plants common in cultivation, such as the acacias genis-
tas, Wistaria, etc.; also food-plants, as the kidney-bean,
Phaseolus vulgaris, anil lucerne, Medieago sativa; some
are used medicinally, from others are obtained products
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of commercial value, and a few are poisonous. Also called

Fabaceee.

leguminose (le-gu'mi-nos), . [< NL. legu-

minosus: see leguminous.] Same as legumi-
nous.

leguminous (le-gu'mi-nus), a. [= F. legumi-
HCUX = Sp. Pg. It. leguminoso, < NL. legumino-

sus, pertaining to pulse, bearing legumes, < L.

legumen (legumin-), pulse, bean, NL. legume:
see legume.] 1. Pertaining to pulse ;

consist-

ing of pulse. 2. In bot., bearing legumes as

seed-vessels; pertaining to plants which bear

legumes, as peas ; specifically, of or pertaining
to the Leguminosce.
Also leguminose.

lehrbachite (lar'boch-it), . [< Lehrbach (see

def.) + -ifc2.] A rare selenide of lead and mer-

cury occurring at Lehrbach in the Harz.

lei-. For scientific words so beginning, see It-,

lio-.

Leibnitzian (lib-nit'zi-an), a. and re. [< Leib-

nitz, often written Leibniz (see def.), + -tan.]

1. a. Belonging, due, or according to the Ger-
man philosopher and mathematician Gottfried

Wilhelm Leibnitz (1646-1716). In philosophy
Leibnitz taught the doctrine of monads, the identity ofin-

discernibles, the law of continuity, preestablished har-

mony, the doctrine of vis viva, innate ideas, a universal

characteristic, the principle of sufficient reason, theism,

optimism, etc. He and Newton were independent invent-
ors of the differential and integral calculus, but the name,
notation, etc., which have prevailed are those of Leibnitz.

II. n, A follower of Leibnitz; in math., an

early student of the infinitesimal calculus.

Leibnitzianism (lib-nit'zi-an-izm), . [(.Leib-
nitzian + -ism.] The doctrine and principles of

the Leibnitzian philosophy.
Leibnitz's theorem. See theorem.

leidgert, and a. An obsolete form of ledger
1

.

leiet,
' A Middle English form of lay

1
.

leift, re. A Middle English (Scotch) form of

leave'*.

leigert, and a. An obsolete form of ledger
1

.

leiger-du-mainet, An obsolete variant of

legerdemain.

leigh
1

(le), re. A different spelling of tea1
,
mea-

dow or pasture, used as a suffix (-leigh, also -ley,

-ly) in English place-names, especially in Dev-
onshire: as, Chndleigh, Chulmfcigr/i.Calverieij/fe.

leighat. An obsolete preterit of Zie2 .

leighton (la'ton), . [Also laighton; ME. leigti-

ton, leyhtun, lahton, < AS. ledhtun, lehtun, a gar-
den of herbs, < ledc- (changed to ledh- before /),

herb (see leek), + tun, an inclosure: see town.]
A garden. [Prov. Eng.]
leightonwardt, [ME. leihtunward.< AS. "ledli-

tunweard, lectunweard, a gardener, < ledhtun, a

garden, + wcard, ward, keeper.] A gardener.
leikin, [A contr. of liefkin.] A sweetheart.
Halliwell. [North. Eng.]

leil, a. Another (Scotch) spelling of leal.

leimma, . See limma.
leio-. For scientific words so beginning, see
lio-.

Leiophyllum (H-o-fil'um), re. [NL. (Persoon,
180o),

*
Gr. AcZof, smooth, + Q'vUov, a leaf.] A

genus of ericaceous plants of the tribe Rhodo-

rece, distinguished by the separate lobes of the
corolla and the terminal corymbose arrange-
ment of the white to rose-colored flowers. L.

buxitfolium, the only species, is a small shrub with alter-

nate oblong or oval evergreen leaves, inhabiting the sandy
pine-barrens of eastern North America and the mountains
of Carolina. It is a pretty wild flower, also cultivated,
known as sand-myrtle.

Leipoa (li-po'a), re. [NL. (Gould, 1840), also Leio-

poa, Leiopa, Laiopa, and Liopa; origin uncer-

tain.] 1. A genus of Australian mound-birds,
of the family Megapodidai and subfamily Mega-
podince,having the plumage ocellated. L. ocellata,
the only species, is about 2 feet long. It is known as the
native pheasant by the English colonists. Its mounds are
constructed in a peculiar manner.
2. [I. c.] A bird of this genus: as, "the ocel-
lated leipoa," Gould.

leirt, re. A Middle English form of lair1 .

leiset, M. An irregular spelling of lash1
, 4.

leisert, re. A Middle English form of leisure.

leister, lister (les'ter, lis'ter), re. [< Icel. Ijdstr
= Norw. Ijoster = Sw. Ijuster = Dan. lyster, a

salmon-spear.] A barbed spear haying three
or more prongs, for striking and taking fish

;
a

salmon-spear. Also called waster. [Scotch.]
A three-taed leister on the ither [shoulder]

Lay, large and lang.

Burns, Death and Doctor Hornbook.

leister (les'ter), v. t. [< leister, n.] To strike
or take with a leister. [Scotch.]
He [Scott] and Skene of Kubislaw and I were out one

niaht about midnight, leistering kippels in Tweed.
, quoted in Personal Traits of Brit. Authors, III. 63.

leisurely

Leistes (lis'tez), . [NL. (Swainson, 1826), <

r/f, Attic hytrrfa, a robber: see Lestes.]Gr.
A genus of American passerine birds of the

family Icteridce, to which different limits have
been assigned. It is now restricted to two South
American species, L. guianensis and L. superciliaris, which
resemble marsh-blackbirds of the genus Agelarus in form,
but have the tail short with acute rectrices. The male is

blackish, with the bend of the wing and most of the under

parts scarlet.

leisurable (le'zhur- or lezh'ur-a-bl), a. [For-

merlyalso leasurdble; < leisure + -able.] 1. Lei-

sure; spare. [Rare.]
This ... I had at leisurable hours composed.

Sir T. Browne, Beligio Medici, Pref.

2f. Leisurely; not hurried.

Thus much I say, that by someleigurable trauell it were
not hard matter to induce all their auncient feete into vse

with vs. Pvttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 87.

leisura'bly (le'zhur- or lezh'ur-a-bli), adv. In.

a leisurable manner; at leisure; without haste.

[Rare.]
But what shall bee their glory and reward thou shalt

see, if thou wilt leasurably lysten and beholde to the ende
of the tragedye. Barnes, Works, p. 358.

leisure (le'zhur or lezh'ur), n. and a. [Early
mod. E. also leasure, leisbur; with orig. term.

-er (-er&), irreg. accom. to -ure; < ME. leiser,

ieisere, leyser, layser, laser, < OF. leisir, lesir,

laissir, lasir, leizeir, toisir, permission, leisure,

F. loisir, leisure, < leisir, loisir, be permitted,
< L. licere, be permitted: see license.] I. n. 1.

Opportunity for ease or relaxation; freedom
from necessary occupation or business ; spare
time.

His limbs resolv'd through idle leisour,
Unto sweete sleepe he may securely lend.

Spenser, Virgil's Gnat, L 141.

Where other senses want not their delights
At home in leisure and domestick ease.

MUtm, S. A., L 917.

The founding of a new philosophy, the imparting of a
new direction to the minds of speculators, this was the
amusement of his leisure. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

2. Convenient opportunity; available or com-
modious time

; hence, convenience ;
ease.

She . . . swoor hir ooth, by Seint Thomas of Kent,
That she wol been at his comandement
Whan that she may hir leyser wel espie.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, L 107.

Their vassals, seruaunts and slaues vsed it |hair] short

or shauen in signe of seruitude and because they had no
meane nor leasure to kembe and keepe it cleanely.

PutUnham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 240.

If your leisure served. I would speak with you.
Skak., Much Ado, iii. 2. 84.

Passions must have leisure to digest.

Bp. Hall, Epistles, ii. 9.

At leisure [OF. a leisir], free from occupation ; not en-

gaged : as, I am now at leisure to hear you.

Go youre wey, and anothir tyme we shall speke more
at leyser. Merlin (E. K T. S.), i. 7.

Madam, Mrs. Candour is below, and if your ladyship 's

at leisure, will leave her carriage.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, L 1.

At one's leisure, at one's ease or convenience ;
at any

time otherwise unoccupied : as, do it at your leisure.

I shall leave with him that rebuke to be considered at

his leisure. Locke.

II. a. Free from business ;
idle

; unoccupied :

as, leisure moments.
I spent my time very agreeably at Damascus, passing my

leisure hours in the coffee houses, and commonly taking
my repast in them.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 126.

It may be accepted as the old-world assumption that
the foundation on which the structure known as " Socie-

ty
"

is founded is the existence of a leisure class.

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 143.

leisured (le'zhurd or lezh'urd), a. [< leisure

+ -ed2.] Having ample leisure
;
not occupied

with business.

We are not debating whether government ought to be
carried on by the people rather than by the leisured classes.

Gladstone, Gleanings, I. 193.

Many of the inhabitants belong to the leisured class.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 491.

leisurely (le'zhur-li or lezh'ur-li), a. [< ME.
*leiserly, layserlij; < leisure + -ly

1
.] Done at

leisure; not hasty; deliberate: as, a leisurely
stroll

; a leisurely survey.
With leisurely delight she by degrees
Lifts ev'ry till, does ev'ry drawer draw.

Sir W. Davenant, Gondibert, iii. 1.

He . . . was at last taken up into heaven in their sight,

by a slow and leisurely ascent.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. i.

leisurely (le'zhur-li or le/h'ur-li), adv. [< lei-

surely, a.] At leisure
;
not hastily or hurriedly;

deliberately.



leisurely

Others saucily
Promise more speed, but do it leuurely.

Shale., Lucrece, 1. 1349.

A (luck of sheep that leisurely pa&s by,
One after one. Wwdinwrlh, .-

:

> mm-is I. 14.

Loitch's blue. Sn- /,/<.

leitet, a. SIT /((</i.

Leithner's blue. See WH.
Leitneria (lit-ue'ri-ii), . [NL. (A. W. Chap-
man, 18(10), named after Dr. Edward F. Leitner,
who collected in Florida.] A genus of plants,

type of the order Leitnerica;. L. Floridana, a na-
tive of Florida, Is a stout shrub from 2 to feet in height,
with short thick branches anil deciduous entire leaves,
smooth ami shining above and covered below with short

woolly hairs. A second species is said to occur in
Texas.

Leitneriese (lit- no -ri' 6-6), . pi. [NL. (Ben-
t ham and Hooker, 1880), < Leitneria + -e&.] Au
order of unisexual apetalous plants. It Is dis-

tinguished by the absence of a perianth, and by a superior
radicle and simple leaves, from the related family I'l"

tanacete, in whicli the radicle is inferior, and from the Ju-
glattdeae, in which the leaves are pinnate.

Lejeune-Dirichlet's theorem. See theorem.
lek (lek), v. i. A dialectal variant of lake2.

Some particular spot 1> chosen In their haunts, where
they (black grouse] congregate, or lek. as It is sometimes
called. // . Seebohm. Brit. Birds, II. 430.

leket, n. An obsolete form of leek.

lekin (le'kin), . Same aa likin.

lekythoid, lekythos. See leeythoid, lecythus.

lelt, . A Middle English form of leal.

Lelaps, . See Ltelajn,
i (b).

lelet, a. and v. A Middle English form of leal.

lellyt, adv. A Middle English form of leally.

Lema(16'ma),n. [NL.; ongin not ascertained.]
A genus of phytophagous
beetles of the family Crio-

ceridce, having the prothorax
constricted. L. trilineata is a
common North American species
found on the potato, with a red-

dish-yellow head and prothorax, and
three lengthwise black stripes on
the elytra. Fabriciut, 1798.
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fructification is therefore nuxual oidy. The carpospores
are collected at Intervals within the filaments, ami the

Rperinatozoids are produced In zones on the surface of the
ihillu-

Lembidae (lein'bi-de), n.pl. [NL., < Lembus +
-iiin .\ A family of ciliate iufusorians named
from the genus Lembus.

lembict, lembikt, . Variants of liml>cc. Book
of (Juuiti- l-'.HM-Hce (ed. Furnivall), p. 9.

lembus (lem'bus). n. [L., < Gr. /x/3of, a small

sailing-vessel with a sharp prow.] If. A small

piratical vessel without a deck. 2. {.cap.}

[NL.] The typical genus of Lembidce. having
a crest-like membranous border, and no an-
terior digitiforin appendages nor caudal 8eta.
These animalcules swim very actively with a wriggling
motion. They are found in salt water. L. rvtyfer U an
example.

leme't, . and v. A Middle English form of

Three-lined Leaf-beetle <
l.rtna trilineata). a, a, larva ; A. tip of its

body, enlarged ; c. pupa ; if, eggs. ( Lines show natural sixes.)

lemant (lem'an or le'mau), n. [Also leanutn;

early mod. E. also lemman; < ME. lemman, lem-

mon, Iinn a 1 1 a. lefmon, leofmon, leveman (f), dear

one, lover, sweetheart, lit., as separately and
only in a general sense, in AS., leaf mann or

monn, 'lief man,' i. e. 'dear person': AS. leaf,

dear; mann, monn, person (man or woman): see

lief and man.} 1. One who is dear; a person
beloved.

Ho that sith him one the Rode.
lesus his lemmon.

And his moder bi him atonde
Sore wepinde, and seynt lohan.

Political Poemi, etc. (ed. Knrnivall), p. 220.

2. A sweetheart of either sex
;
a gallant or a

mistress : often in a bad sense
;
a paramour.

He seyde he wolde ben hire Limman or Paramour.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 24.

His u if anon hath for hir lemman sent ;

Her lemman certes, this is a knavisch speche.
Chaucer, Manciple's Tale, I. 100.

Then like a king he was to her exprest,
And offred kingdoms unto her in vew,
To be his Leman and his Lady trew.

Spenser, V. Q., III. viil. 40.

As Jealous as Ford, that searched a hollow walnut for
his wife's leman. Shot.. M. W. of W., iv. i 172.

Lemanea (le-ma'ne-a), . [NL. (Bory de
Saint-Vincent, about 1801), named after M;
Leman, a French botanist.] A genvis of florid-

eons algte, the type of the family Lcmanea-
cetr.

Lemaneaceae (le-ma-ne-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (L.
Rabenhorst, about 18^4), <' Lemanea + -acece.]
A small family of fresh-water algee of the order
Flvride<t. growing in tuft.s of a gray, olive-

brown, or darker color, in rapidly running wa-
ter, as under mill-wheels. The filiform ami car-

tilaginous thallus is simple or sparsely branched, h.>llw
and more or less nodose. Tetraspores are wanting; the

leme'-'t. A Middle English form of '<//< '. '/,-
Mr.

leming, . See lemming.
lemma (lem'a), n. ; pi. lemmata (-a-tft). [=: F.
lemme = Sp. Pg. lemu. = It. lemma,'<. L. lemma, a

theme, < Gr. H/p/ai, anything received or taken,

lemniscate

linn; including the lemmings and some other
arvicolines.

Lemna (lem'nft), n. [NL. (Linnaeus), < Gr. /

a water-plant.]
A genuH of mo-
nocotyledouous
plants, type of

the order Lem-
nili'nv. It Is dls-

tlnguUhed from
WttlJKa, the only
othtT genus of the

order, by having
the flowers devel-

oped on the mar-

gin of the frond in*

toad of from a pit
In the upper sur-

face. Distributed
about the temper-
ate and tropical re-

gions of the world
are seven species,
known as duck-

weed, some of them
the smallest of

flowering plants.

a thing taken for granted, < /M/tjJaveiv, 2d aor.

(ieiv, take. = Skt. / rabh, take. Cf. labis, etc.

Hence dilemma, trilemma.] 1. In logic: (a) In
the Stoical logic (1) The major premise of a

hypothetical syllogism, or modus ponens : thus,
in the reasoning, "If it is day, it is light; but it

is day: hence, it is light, the first premise
was called the lemma. (2) A premise in general.
(6) A Megaric sophism depending on the ques-
tion whether a man who says "I am lying" is

truly lying or not. 2. In math., a proposition
upon which it is necessary to arrest the atten-
tion for the sake of proving an ulterior one, but
which interrupts the regular series of theo-

rems; also, a premise drawn from another
branch of mathematics than that under con-
sideration. 3. A theme; a thesis; the subject
of an epigram, or of a musical composition,
etc.

|

A Latinism.]
In the year 1445, several pageants were exhibited at

Panl's-gate, with verses written by Lydgate on the fol-

lowing ! iiuii'tfii : . . . Five wise and five foolish virgins,
Of st. Margaret, etc.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 168, note.

4. In embryol., the primary or outer layer of
the germinal vesicle. -Poscoe. = gyn. Seein/ermce.

lemmergeyer, . See lammergeier.
lemming, leming (lem'ing), . [< Norw. lem-

ming, also lemende, limende = Sw. lemming =
Dan. lemming, alemming, according to Aasen lit.

'destroying,' with ref. to its ravages, < Norw. leni-

ja, maim, strike, beat,= E. lame1
,
v. ; but the vari-

ations of form indicate a foreign origin, perhaps
Lappish: cf. Lapp, loumek, a lemming. Hence
NL. Lemmas.] A rodent quadruped of the fam-

ily Miiriiln; subfamily Arvicolina;, and one of the

genera Myodes, Cuniculus, and Synaptomys (see
these terms). The common European lemming, Mia
lemmug of Linnaeus, now Myodet lemmut, to which alone
the name originally pertained, inhabits Norway, Sweden,
Lapland, and other northern countries. It is about 5 inches

'

I. Lemna minor, towering plants : a. in-
loaUon florescence; 6. pistil cut longitudinally; ,,

the surface of the fruit a- Lemna trituUa. 3. Lemna fibba.

water, and bears
below a few thread-like roots, and above one or more mo-
nceciouB flowers.

Lemnaceae (lem-na
'
se -e), n. pi. [NL. (S. L.

Endlicher, 1840),< Lemna 4- -acea-.'] An order of

monocotyledonous water-plants, the duckweed
family, distinguished by tne absence of a dis-

tinct stem or foliage, and producing one or afew
monmcious or dioeciouit flowers from the edge
or upper surface of the frond. There are two genera,
Lemna and Wolffia, both generally distributed throughout
the temperate and tropical regions of the world.

lemnad (lem'nad), . [< NL. Lemna + -ad1
.]

A plant of the order Lemnacecr ; a duckweed :

used in the plural by Lindley for the Lemnacea;
or duckweed family.
Lemnian (lem'ni-an), n. [< L. Lemnitu (< Gr.

Ai?/mof), Lemnianj< Lemnos, Lemnus, < Gr. \tjft-

vof, Lemnos, an island in the jEgean sea.]
Of or pertaining to Lemnos, an island in the

.K^'i'uii sea. Lemnian earth, a kind of astringent
earth, of fatty consistence and reddish color, used medi-

cinally in the same cases as the other boles. It has the
external appearance of clay, with a smooth surface re-

sembling agate, especially in recent fractures. Like soap,
it removes impurities. Like kaolin, to which It Is re-

lated, it has its origin in the decomposition of feldspathic
rocks. See /We'-'. Ti^mnlftn ruddle, a sort of red chalk
obtained from deposits in Lemnos, and used as a coloring
material.

lemniscate (lem-nis'kat), n. and n. [< NL. lem-

niscata, fern, of L. Icmnincatus, adorned with pen-
dent ribbons, < Icmniscus, a ribbon : see lem-

niseus."] I. a. 1. In math., related to the lem-
niscate of Bernoulli. 2. In ii-htli.. having a

hyaline or transparent appearance and ribbon-
like form

; of or relating to the Lemniscati : as, a
lemniscate fish Lemniscate function, the function
of which the lemniscate integral is the inverse. Lemnis-
cate Integral, the elliptic Integral

/ dx

which Is exhibited In the qnlncunclal projection of the

sphere.

U. a. In math.: (a) The locus of the point
at which the tangent to an equilateral hyper-
bola meets the perpendicular let fall upon it

from the center: a curve invented by James
Bernoulli. It may also be defined u the locus of the

point the product of whose distances from two fixed points
is a quarter of the square of the distance of those points
from each other. It is a kind of Cassinian, and Is also a
lemniscate in sense (c\ below. (6) Any crunodal curve
of the fourth order having only one real branch,

Fig. i.

long and of varied coloration. It is very prolific, and vast
hordes periodically mifrrate down to the sea, destroying
much vegetation in their path. So numerous are they at

times, and so sudden is their appearance, that they were
fabled to rain down from the clouds. Large numbers of ra-

pacious quadrupeds and birds hangupon their lineofmarch
and materially diminish their numbers. These migrations
are said to portend a hard winter. M. tehutieotor is a

plain slaty gray species of Siberia. M. obriaii is a bright
rusty-brown species inhabiting arctic regions of both

hemispheres and common in northwestern America. The
lemming of the Hudson's Bay regions, Greenland, etc., is

CuniniluK hitdtuniu* or torquatut, a species of which turns
snow-white in winter; it is also called hare tailed mouse
or rat, and by other names. A kind of false lemming, found
in parts of the United States from Indiana and Kansas to

Alaska, and also in llritish America, is Synaptomyt cooperi.
There are several other nominal species.

Lemmus (lem'us), . [NL., orig. a technical

designation of the Norway lemming : see lem-

ming.] A genus of MurMce, subfamily Arnco-

oo
Fig- 3-

F*.

FJ.4.

Lemniscares.

Fig. I. 8th class (.rt-t- j.rr x*+f*=01.
Fig. 2,8thclass<jr4+ ico-rSrS jrl -H^S = 0).

Fig. 3. loth class (.*. + &* t ** +J* = "
Fig. 4, loth class , fishtail I [jrt + taxtj* + ta>f* **-rj* = 0).

and this finite and symmetrical with respect to

two axes. (This definition is an attempt to Interpret
that of certain writers formerly in repute, who say that
the lemniscate has the shape of an 8, but who give as the

typical form a curve which, having a tacnodal acnoda
at Infinity, Is not a biclrcular qnartic. Curves satisfying
this definition are of the 10th, 8th, and 6th classes. See

figures and Common.]
(c ) The locus of the point

at which the tangent to a fixed conic is cut by
a perpendicular let fall upon it from the center.



lemniscate

Its equation is (z2 + y'2)2=ax'* + by?. It is a unicursal
bicircular quartic. (See bicirmdar.) It has two real and
two imaginary bitangents represented by the equation

-a)j/2 (0-6) j;3 =o.

It is called an elliptic or hyperbolic lemniscate, according as
the fixed conic is an ellipse or a hyper- ^---x / \
bola ; in the former case the central f >< N.

node is an acnode, in the latter a cru- 1 -Amod, \

node. See the figure, (rf) A Cas- I J
sinian: a misapplication of the >---/"s>_^/.

word originating in Germany.
EniPtic Lemniscate.

Lemniscati (lem-nis-ka'tl), n. pi. [NL., <. L.

lemniscatus, adorned with pendent ribbons: see

lemniscate.] A group of fishes of ribbon-like
form and hyaline appearance, containing the

Leptocephalida: and similar forms,now known to

be the larval stages or young of other fishes.

lemniscatic (lem-nis-kat'ik), a. [(. lemniscate
+ -ic.~] Of or concerning lemniscates__ Lem-
niscatic coordinates, a system of confocal Cassinians cut

orthogonally by equilateral hyperbolas and used as coor-

dinates. See lemniscatic geometry. Lemniscatic curve.
See curve and lemniscate (6). Lemniscatic geometry,
the geometry of Cassinians. Any conform map-projection
which shows every point of the globe twice (except the
one thrown to infinity), and on a single sheet, transforms
all circles into bicircular quartics, thus affording an easy
way of studying the latter curves. If the point thrown to

infinity is one of the poles, the parallels of latitude appear
as Cassinians, while the meridians become equilateral hy-
perbolas.

lemniscus (lem-nis'kus), n.; pi. lemnisci (-1).

[L. ,
a pendent ribbon, <. Gr. ^uiwntof ,

a woolen
fillet or band

;
with irreg. inserted /t and dim.

term, -iff/coo, ( ^.ijvof L. lana, wool.] 1. In anc.

costume, a woolen fillet or ribbon pendent at
the back of the head from diadems, crowns, etc.

It was likewise attached to prizes as a mark of

additional honor. 2. Inawat.: (a) One of the
minute ribbon-like appendages of the genera-
tive pores of some entozoans, as Echinorkyn-
chus. See cut under Acantkocephala.
The cavity of the body [of Echinorhynchus] is filled with

a fluid, in which the ova, or spermatozoa, float, and, at its

anterior extremity, two elongated oval bodies depend from
the parietes, and hang freely in it. These are the lemnisci.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 554.

(b) Same as fillet, 9. 3. [cop.] In zool., a ge-
nus of acalephs. Quay and Gaimard, 1824.

Lemodipoda (lem-o-dip'o-da), n. pi. See Lce-

modipoda.
lemon (lem'ou), n. and a. [Formerly also lem-

mon, Union, lemond; = D. linioen = G. limone =
Dan. Sw. lemon, Union, (. P. limon = Sp. Union
= Pg. limao = It. limone, ( ML. Utno(n-) (also
lemonium), NL. Hmonum = NGr. tei/iuvi = Euss.
limonu = Bulg. Union = Serv. limun = Hung.
lemonya = Turk, limun = Hind, nibu, ninbu, nim-
bu = Pers. limun, Urn-Una, also limit, (. Ar. limun,
a lemon. Cf. UmeB, from the same ult. source.]
1. n. 1. The fruit of the rutaceous tree Citrus

medica, var. lAmonnm. It is botanically a berry of an
ellipsoid form, knobbed at the apex, with a pale-yellow rind
whose outer layer ischarged with a fragrant oil, and a light-
colored pulp, full of an acid well-flavored juice. The lat-

ter, together with lime-juice, is the chiefcommercial source
of citric acid. The ml or essence of lemons is extracted from
the rind, at present by the method of expression, which
yields the best. It is consumed in large quantities as a

flavoring essence and a component of perfumes.

A fruit that the inhabitants call Maracocks, which is a
pleasant wholesome fruit much like a Lemond.

Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 123.

I'll be with you in the squeezing of a lemon.
Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, i. 1,

2. The tree that yields this fruit, it is found
wild in the mountainous regions of India, especially in
the north. As a cultivated fruit-tree, it was early known
and disseminated by the Arabs, but appears not to have
been established in Europe till comparatively late, per-
haps brought by the crusaders. It is now cultivated

widely in subtropical countries, and is grown industrially
in Italy and the adjacent islands, in Spain and Portugal,
and in Florida, generally in connection with the orange.
The common lemon is a tree from 10 to 15 feet high. Un-
like the orange, it is of irregular growth and of sparse
foliage. The corolla of its flowers is purplish on the out-

side, and their fragrance is less heavy than that of orange-
flowers. Its closest botanical affinity is with the citron, the
two being now considered as varieties of the same species.
See Citrus, 2.

Far off, and where the lemon grove
In closest coverture upsprung.

Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

3. The borhame or sand-sole, a kind of flatfish.

See lemon-sole, 1 . Bergamot lemon. Same as berya-
moti, 1. Essential salt Of lemon, the binoxalate of pot-
ash, or potash combined with oxalic acid, used for remov-
ing iron-mold and ink-stains from linen. Fingered lem-
on, an odd Chinese variety of lemon with very little pulp,
in which the segments divide at the apex into flve or more
cylindrical lolies. Sea lemon. See sea-lemon. Sweet
lemon, pear lemon, the variety Limetta of Citrus medica,
a somewhat pear-shaped fruit. The variety also includes
the sweet lime. They lack the acidity of the common lem-
on. Water lemon. See water-lemon.
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II. a. 1. Having lemon as a principal ingredi-

ent; impregnated or flavored with lemon: as,

lemon candy.
He made our Skins as smooth as a Fair Ladies Cheeks,

just wash'd with Lemon Posset, and greas'd over with
Pomatum.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

[II. 116.

2. Of the color of a lemon; lemon-colored:

as, lemon silk.

lemonade (lem-o-nad'), n. [<. F. limonade (=
Sp. limonada = Pg. limonada, limoada = It.

limonata, limonea, ?Ai. limunada), < Union, lem-
on: see lemon and -ode1 .] A beverage consist-

ing of lemon-juice mixed with water and sweet-
ened.

A Persian's heaven is eas'ly made,
'Tis but black eyes and lemonade.

Moore, Intercepted Letters, vi.

lemon-balm (lem'on-bam), n. A garden-herb,
Melissa officinalis. See balm, 7, and Melissa.

lemon-bird (lem'on-berd), n. The common
linnet, Linota cannabina : from the yellowish
coloration of the male. [West Riding, Eng.]
lemon-cadmium (lem

/

on-kad"mi-um), n. A
very pale shade of cadmium-yellow.
lemon-color (lem'on-kul'or), n. A yellow re-

sembling the color of a ripe lemon ; any proper
yellow of a greener tint than gamboge, but not
so much so as to suggest the idea of green.
lemon-colored (lem'on-kul

//

ord), a. Having
the color of a ripe lemon; of a lemon-color.

lemon-dab (lem'on-dab), n. The smear-dab.

[Local, Irish.]

lemon-drop (lem'on-drop), n. Akind of candy in

drops, flavored with lemon-juice or oil of lemon.
lemon-fish (lem'on-fish), n. A sort of amber-

fish, Seriola stedrnsi, of the Gulf of Mexico.

[Louisiana.]
lemon-grass (lem'on-gras), n. A sweet-scented
East Indian grass, Andropogon Schoenanthus or
A. citratus. It is abundant wild and in cultivation in

India, and is known in Western greenhouses. An infusion
of its leaves is used as a tea, and is considered a good sto-

machic. The name lemon-grass is also given to A. Nar-
dus and perhaps to other fragrant species of the genus.
Lemon-grass oil, an oil distilled from the leaves of An-
dropogon citratus. It is chiefly sought as a perfume, for

which use it is exported from Ceylon and elsewhere in large
quantities. It resembles oil of verbena, underwhich name
it often passes. It is more or less confounded with citronel-

la-oil, from a related grass. See Andropogon and citronella.

Lemonias(le-mo'ni-as), n. [NL.,< Gr.fei/javiaf,
a meadow-nymph, <. ^eijikv, a meadow.] The
typical genus of Lemoniinte, of which the Lin-
nean Papilio lemonias is the type.
Lemoniidae (lem-o-m'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Le-
monias + -idce.~\ A family of butterflies: also
called Erycinidce. They are characterized by the male
having but four perfect feet, and are divided into four sub-

families, Lemoniinw, Euselasiince, Nemeobince, and Liby-
thceince.

lemon-juice (lem'on-jos), n. The juice of the
lemon. It is somewhat opaque and turbid and extremely
sour, owing its acidity to citric and malic acids. It is

much used, especially in the form of lemonade, ur com-
bined with potassium bicarbonate, as a cooling and effer-

vescing beverage. Among seamen it is highly esteemed
as an antiscorbutic.

lemon-kali (lem'on-ka"ll), n. A mixture of

potassium bicarbonate with lemon-juice, (a) in
the form of a powder, the bicarbonate strongly flavored
with lemon. (6) An effervescing drink made either by
dissolving the powder or by mixing the ingredients fresh.
Also lemon and kali.

lemon-scented (lem'on-sent"ed), a. Scented
with lemon, or having a fragrance similar to

that of lemon Lemon-scented thyme. Seelemon-
thyme. Lemon-scented verbena. See lemon-verbena.

lemon-sole (lem'on-sol), . 1. A fish of the

family Soleidce, Solea lascaris. 2. The smear-
dab, Hippoglossoides limandoides. [Scotch.]
Also lemoii-dab.

lemon-squash (lem'on-skwosh), n. Lemonade.
[Eng.]
lemon-squeezer (lem'on-skwe"zer), n. A small

hand-press, usually of the lever type, for ex-

pressing the juice from a lemon. It is made in
a great variety of forms, and is fitted with a
strainer to retain the seeds.

lemon-thyme (lem'on-tlm), n. A lemon-scent-
ed garden variety of Thymus Serpyllum.
lemon-verbena (lem'on-ver-be"nS), n. A gar-
den-shrub, Lippia (Aloysia} citriodora, related
to the verbena. Its leaves have a lemon fra-

grance.
lemon-walnut (lem'pn-wal"nut), n. The but-

ternut, Juglans cinerea: so called on account of
its fragrance.
lemonweed (lem'on-wed), n. A sea-mat of
the family F/itstridw : so called from its scent.

lemon-yellow (lem'on-yel"6), n. 1. A clear

pale-yellow color, like that of the rind of a ripe
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lemon. In entomology it is distinguished from

citron-yellow, which is paler and more greenish.
2. A pigment used by artists, composed of

barium chromate. It is of a bright lemon hue
and quite permanent, but has little body.
Lemur (le'mer), n. [NL., so called with ref.

to its nocturnal habits and stealthy steps, <

L. lemur, only in pi. lemures, a ghost, specter.]
1. The typical genus of Lemuridai and Lemu-
rinai. It has been more than coextensive with these

groups as now understood, but is now restricted to the

Varied Lemur (/-

typical Lemuridce with a long furry tail, fox-like face, and
typical dentition, such as the ring-tailed lemur, L. catta,
and several other species.

2. [I. c.] (a) A member of the genus Lemur, in

the widest sense
; anylemurine, lemuroid, or pro-

simian. The ring-tailed, red, ruffed, etc., lemurs belong
to the genus Lemur. Gray lemurs, with the tail as long as

thebody,belong toHapalemur, as ff. ^rianw.which is about
15 inches long. The broad-nosed lemur is Hapalemur
simus. The rather small lemurs with comparatively short
tail belong to LepUemur, as L. mustelimts. House-lemurs
are small species of Chirot/aleus. (See cut under Chiro-

f/aleus.) Dwarf lemurs belong to Aficrocebus. The lemurs
of continental Africa are mostly referred to the genus Ga-
lago. (See cut under Galatfo.) The woolly lemurs or in-

dris form the subfamily Indrisinie, of the genera Indris,
Propithecus, and Aticrorhynchus ; some of these are tailless.

The slender lemurs or loris belong to the genus Loris or

Stenops (see cuts under Loris) ; the slow lemurs to Nyctice-
bus. These are Indian, extending to Java, Borneo, Suma-
tra, and Ceylon. The potto is an African lemur of the ge-
nus Perodicticus. The angwantibo is a tailless lemur of the

genus Arctocebus.
( J) Some animal like a lemur.

See flying-lemur and Galeopithecus. Yellow le-
mur. Same as Irinkajou, 1.

Lemuravidae (lem-u-rav'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Lemurayus + -idee.'] A family of lemuroidmam-
mals with 44 teeth, from the Lower Eocene of

Wyoming, representing a generalized ancestral

type.
Lemuravus (lem-u-ra'vus), n. [NL., < Lemur
+ L. amis, grandfather.] The typical genus of
Lemuravidce. 0. C. Marsh, 1875.

lemures (lem'u-rez),.p?. [L.: see Lemur. ] 1.

Among the ancient Romans, the spirits of the

departed considered as evil-disposed specters
or ghosts, who were supposed to do mischief at

night to the living, and were exorcised annually
with a ceremonial ritual by the head of each

household, at midnight on May 9th, llth, and
13th, on which days was celebrated the festival

called lemuralia orlemuria. There were also games
and other public observances of the festival. Also called
larval. Compare Z/orl, 1.

The Lars and Lemures moan with midnight plaint.

Milton, Nativity, 1. 171.

2. [cap."] In zool.: (a) Lemurs: equivalent to
Lemuroidea. (6) A group of noctuid moths.
Hiibner, 1816.

Lemuria1
(le-mu'ri-a), n. [NL., fern, sing., < Le-

mur, q.v.] imoogeoff. ,
a supposed former faunal

area of the globe, corresponding to some extent
to the geographical distribution of the lemurs,
and characterized by the abundance and variety
of those animals inhabiting it. The existence of any
such region or continent is hypothetical, being inferred
from, or held to account for, the present peculiar geo-
graphical distribution of the lemurs.

Professor Haeckel uses the latter noun (Lemuria'] . . .

as the name of a continent now largely submerged, which
he supposes to have been the center of distribution of the
lemuroid ancestors of the higher orders of Mammalia, and
part of which has persisted, as Madagascar with its remark-
able fauna. PaUeontologieal discoveries have, however,
shown that America can . . . lay as good a claim to have
been the original home of the lemuroids.

Stand. Nat. Hist., V. 481.
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Lemuria'-' (if'-mu'ri-jj), //. />i. [NL., neut. pi.,

< LCHI /, q. v.J In some edition* of Cuvier'a

system, n subdivision of the Cliin>iH><lii (wliicli

comprised Illinium ami V""'""""''") '>}'
which

the lemurs, including ('liii-onius. are distin-

guished collectively from monkeys and man.
With wirnii little attention, the division corresponds to

tin- nn'ili-rn suborder /Viwtmue of the order Primates;
but the term Lemuria l scarcely In uso in this sense.

. / / . .

Lemurian (le-mii'ri-au), <i. and H. [< Lemuria 1

+ -tin.] I. . Of oif pertaining to the region
liemuria.

II. . One of the bypothetical human inhabi-

tants of Lemuria, or a person supposed to have
lived when the supposed Lemuria was au exten-

sive continent. Compare Atlantean,2.
Lemuridie (le-mu'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lemur
+ -!</;.] A 'family of I'rotrimia; or Lemuroidea
formed by the exclusion of the Tarswteand the

l)aubentonii(Ue ; the lemurs proper. The teeth

are of three kinds, and the incisors are not gliriform. There
are pectoral as well as inguinal mamma. The fibula is dis-

tinct from the tibia, and the bony orbits of the eyes are

open behind. The claws of the hind feet are like flattened

nails, excepting that of the second toe. These animals are

specially characteristic of Madagascar, but many also in-

habit Africa, some India and islands further eastward.

They are arborlcole and qnadi umanous, and many of them
might be described as fox-like or cat-like monkeys; but
their forms are very diverse. Their size ranges from that

of a cat to that of a mouse. The family is divided into

four subfamilies, Indrittntt, Lemurince, A'ycticebina, and

Galattiiuiuz.

Lemurina (lem-u-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., < LI-HI n i-

+ -H<t.] The typical subfamily of Lemuridai;
lemurs strictly so called. They have more than 30

teeth, usually 80; the tarsus moderate ; hind limbs longer
than the fore ;

the tail at least two thirds as long as the body ;

the ears moderate, with distinct tragus and antitragus, and
the anterior portion of the helix folded over; and the spi-

nous processes of the last dorsal and lumbar vertebrae pro-
clivous. The leading genera are Lemur, Uapalemur, Le

pilemur, and Chirngaleus.

lemurine (lein'u-rin), a. and . [< lemur +
-</>.

|
Same as lemuroid,

lemuroid (lem'u-roid), . and n. [< lemur +
-oi'd.] I. a. Pertaining to the lemurs or Pro-

simia:, or having their characters; lemurine;
prosimian.

II. n. One of the Prosimia:; one of the Le-

iHuridee; a lemur.
Lemuroidea
Lemur + -oidea. .

ans, or lemurs at large, a suborder of Prima-

tes, distinguished from Anthropoidea; the strep-
sirrhine quadrumanous mammals. The Lemu-
roidea are the lower series of Primates, having the cere-

brum much less developed, leaving the cerebellum much
uncovered ; the teats variable, not confined to the breast ;

the uterus blcornuate ; and the clitoris perforated by the
urethra. The lacrymal foramen of the skull is outside the
orbit of the eye, and the orbit is open behind. The ears

are pointed, with indistinct lobules or none. There are

three families, Lemwridas, Tarsiid/K, and Dattbentoniida

(or Chiromyidts).

2. A superfamily of Prosimite, containing the

families Lemuridas and TaraiMte, together con-
trasted with the Danbentonioidea,

Ien 1
t, v. Au older and dialectal form of lend1 .

len'^ti v. A dialectal form of lain 3 .

lenat (le'nS,), . [L., a procuress (cf. leno, a

procurer), '<; lenire, persuade, render mild, < le-

nis, smooth, mild: see lenity.} A procuress: as,

"my lean lena," Webster.

Lenaia (le-nl'a), n. pi. [< Or. \fnnua (sc. lep&),

neut. pi. of 'Ar/vaiof, pertaining to the wine-press

(an epithet of Dionysus, or Bacchus), < fa/v6f, a

wine-vat, wine-press.] In Gr. antiq., an Athe-
nian festival in honor of Dionysus (Bacchus),
celebrated in the ancient temple of that god,
called the Lenaion, to the south of the Acropolis.
It was the second of the series of Dionysiac festivals, and
took place during the month of Oamelion (part of January
and February) ; it was the occasion of a procession, and
of dramatic contests in both tragedy and comedy. See Bac-
cltiui and Dioni/sia.

lencheon (len'chon), n. [Perhaps a corrup-
tion of ledging.'] In mining, a kind of shelf in

a shaft. Halliioell. [Prov. Eng.]
lend1 (lend), v,; pret. and pp. lent, ppr. lending.

[With excrescent -d, as also in sound5 ,
round1

,

etc.; prop, lene, or as dial, len, < ME. burn,
leenen (pret. lende, pp. lem-d, lend, lint, ilt'tiet,

i/lt-nt), < AS. laintin (= OFries. lena, lenia = D.
k'eiten = MLG. lenrn, Icln tun, leinen = OHG.
Iflniiiiiii, MIKi. li-liiiiiii. (I. liliiini = led. lima

ss Dan. tonne = 8w. lAiia, lend, make a loan), <

II'IH, lien, a loan: see limn 1
.'] I. triiim. If. In

a fjeneral sense, to give; grant.

Matheu maketh ineiielun "f a man thatlenfe

Has si'luur to thru munriv TIH-M :unl menyiigi' that thei

sboMe
t'hatfarc and choeue ther-with In chele and in hete.

/',. , . I'l.m-nwil (O. IX. ML
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To hys lorde he can meene,
Ami preyed liym that he wolde hym letne

U i mil, armowre, and stede.

MS. Cantab. Ff. il. :*, f. 75. (HalliweU.)

Ihesu, that mo lone ]m*l lende,
In-lit thi loue thou me bringe,

Take to thee al iiiyn entente.
I/ '<,,* to firyin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 23.

If God have lent a man any manners, he may easily put
It off at court. Xhnk., All's Well, U. 2. S.

2. To give the use of without compensation ;

grant or give (anything) in expectation of a re-

turn of the same, or of the like in equal quan-
tity or amount: as, to lend a book, a loaf of

bread, or a sum of money.
Thou shalt open thine hand wide unto him, and shalt

surely lend him sufficient for his need. Deut. XT. 8.

Book of Riddles I why, did you not lend It to Alice Short-

cake upon All-hallowmas last ?

length

lending n'n'dinnS . [Verbal n. of /</!, r.J

1. The act of nmkinif a loan: as, the taiilnni of

.

(lem-u-roi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., <

dea.] 1. The lemuroids, prosimi-

1. Tin- act of making a loan: as, the i

money. 2. That which U lent or furnished;

something not one's own ;
a borrowed article.

Olf off, you lendinys! come, unbutton here.

Shale., Lear, 111. 4. MX
Thou lost a good wife, thou lost a trew friend, ha !

Two of the rarest lendinyi of the heavens.

Mantvn, Antonio and Melllda, II., IT. 5.

lene't, P. A Middle English form of /<'.

lene-t, A Middle English form of lean*.

lene"t, <' A Middle English form of lend1 .

Than moot another paye for oure cost,

Or leite us gold. Chaucer, Shlpman's Tale, 1. 19.

lene4 (le'ne), a. and n. [< L. lent*, neut. lent,

smooth: see lenity.] I. a. In philol. ,
smooth ;

surd and non-aspirate, as k, p, or t.

II. n. A smooth mute or non-aspirate surd,

3. To give the use of for a consideration ;
let lenert, ft. An obsolete variant of lender.

or grant for hire ; yield up on condition of re- leng
'

t, adv. An obsolete comparative of long1
.

turn of the same or an equivalent, and payment leng'-'t', Ienge
1
t,

''

[ME.,
< AS. lengan (= D. len-

for its use : as, to lend money on interest

Thou shalt not . . . lend him thy victuals for Increase.
Lev. xxv. 37.

Lent privately to my Lady Newcut upon her gilt cast-

ing bottle, . . . flfty-flve shillings.
Middleton, Your Five Gallants, L 1.

4. To give for a particular occasion or pur-
pose ; grant or yield temporarily or specifical-

ly ; afford
;
accommodate (with or to) : as, to

lend one's ear to an appeal; to lend assistance:

often used reflexively : as, to lend one's self to

a project.

.,..*, lengthen, = MLG. lengen, lengthen, post-

pone, = OHG. lengjan, lengan, MHG. lengen, Q.

Uingen, lengthen, = Icel. lengja, lengthen, pro-

long, = Dan. lamges, refl., grow longer), pro-

long, put off, < tang, long: see long
1

, length, lin-

ger!] I. trans. To lengthen ; prolong.
El. intrans. To linger, dwell, rest, or remain.

Ijrnyf at home pur charyte\
Leve soon, y prey the.

MS. Cantab. Ff. it 38, f. 150. (BaUiwett.)

Listen a little, & lemj here a while :

Let vs karpe of thies kynges or we cayre ferre.

Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend me your e^ SSf^STf
Shot., i. C., lii. 2. 78. lenge2*,,

n. A Middle English form of hny 1
.

A little onward tend thy guiding hand lengert, <<<' A Middle English comparative
To these dark steps. Milton, S. A., L 1. otlony1

.

The facility with which the hair lends itself to various length (length), n. [< ME. lengthe, sometimes
methods of treatment. _...._. .. . lenthe, < AS. length (= D. lengte = Icel. lengd

= Dan. Icenyde = Sw. lanyd), length ; with for-

mative -th (cf. lengu, length), < long, long:

IT. B. Flower, Fashion in Deformity, p. 7.

5. To furnish, impart, or communicate; con-

fer; add: as, "distance lends enchantment to

the view."

Lo I where the heath, with withering brake grown o'er,

Lends the light turf that warms the neighboring poor.
Crabbe, Works, I. 5.

And round the roofs a gilded gallery
That lent broad verge to distant lands.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

Truth is for other worlds, and hope for this ;

The cheating future lends the present's bliss.

0. W. Holmes, The Old Prayer.

To lend a hand. See hand.

II. intrans. To make a loan or loans.

Unto a stranger thou mayest lend upon usury; but unto

thy brother thou shalt not lend upon usury.
Dent, xxiii. 20.

I neither lend nor borrow

By taking nor by giving of excess.

SAo*., M. of V., i. 3. 62.

.] A loan: as. willlend1
(lend), n. [< IKHU-, i/.j ^v iuu. no. nui as a bar or metal, u

you give me the lend of your spade f [Colloq.] standard is correct.

For the lend of the ass you might give me the milL '

The Crafty Miller (old ballad).
'

lend'2t (lend), v. i. [ME. lenden, < AS. lendan,
land: see land1

, v.] To land; arrive; dwell;

stay; remain.

They put up pavilyons round,
And lenilul there that night.

Quoted in Religious Pieces (E. E T. S.), Gloss., p. 100.

Here is full faire dwellyng for vs,

see

... .. 1. The property of being long or ex-

tended in a single direction; also, that which
is long.
A needless Alexandrine ends the song,

That, like a wounded snake, drags its slow lenfrth along.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, L 157.

2. Distance along a line, as measured, for ex-

ample, upon the circumference of a wheel that

rolls over it: as, the length of a road, a river, or

the arc of a curve.
When thei aprocbed nygh thei lete renne and smjrte

to-geder so harde that ye niyght here the strokes half a

myle of length. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), U. 161.

Our Lady streete Is very faire, being of a great length,

though not so broad as our Cheapside in London.
Caryat, Crudities, I. 30.

Every measuring instrument is liable tochange Its length

with temperature. It Is therefore necessary, In denning
a length by reference to a concrete material standard, such

as a bar of metal, to state the temperature at which the

A lykand place in for to lende.

i'ork Plays, p. 190.

Everett, Units and Phys. Const., p. 17.

3. The magnitude of the greatest principal
axis of a body or figure ; one of the dimensions
of a body, the others being breadth and thick-

ness. See dimension, I. Thus, the length of a stick

of timber is not its longest measurement, between opposite

angles, but is the shortest distance between the ends.

Every body has three principal axes, which are capable of

being determined with mathematical precision; and in

most cases we can see what they are near enough for prac-

tical purposes. The distance between the extremities of

the longest of these three axes is the length of the body.

& cleymed him for ther chefe of West and of Est.

Of North & of South in length A In brede.
Hob. of Brvnne. p. 19.

Arise, walk through the land in the length of it and In

the breadth of it. Gen. xui. 17.

So stretch'd oat huge in length the Arch-fiend lay.

Milton, P. L., L 209.

Iend3t, A Middle English form of land*.

lendable (len'da-bl), o. [< lend
1 + -able.] Ca-

pable of being lent.

lende 1* (lend), n.
|
M 10., usually in pi. lendes,

Icendes, lyndes, < AS. lendenu, leendinu, pi. (in

comp. lenden-, rarely lende-), = OS. lendi =
OFnes. lenden = D. lendetien, pi., = MLG. lende 4. Reach; power of reaching; extent of range:
=OHG. lenti, lendi, MHG. G. lende, loin, haunch, no tho >,<iinth f nna'a viainn nr of a. view.

= Icel. lend= Dan. tend = Sw. land, loin. Cf .

L. lumbus, loin, > ult. E. loin: see loin, lumbar.']

A loin : usually in the plural.
A barmclooth eek as whit as morne milk

Upon hir lendes, ful of many a gore.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, L 57.

lende'2 t,
< A Middle English form of land1.

lender (len'der),n. [<MKkn<iare(with unorig.
</ as in the verb lendi), earlier letter, lenere.

as, the length of one's vision or of a view.

Within my sword's length set him ; if he 'scape,

Heaven forgive him too ! Shale., Macbeth, Iv. 3. 2S4.

She . . . holds them dangling at arm's length in scorn.

Coirper, Truth, 1.164.

5. Extent of or in time; duration; continu-

ance: as, the length of a day or a year, or of

life; the length of a battle or a performance; a
discourse of tedious length.
Be asked life of thee, and thou gavest It him, even length

keiiere, < AS. Icenere, a lender (= OFries. Itner of days for ever and ever. PS. xxi. 4.

= D. leener= MLG. lener = OHG. lehenari, leh- Now length of fame (our second life) Is lost

wttri. MHG. lehrnmre, lehntere, G. lehener, a lend-

er, a person holding a fief, = Dan. laaner = Sw.

/(mare, a lender), < teitan, lend: see It'iid 1 . i-.]

One who lends; especially, one who makes a

trade of putting money to interest : opposed to

The borrower is servant to the lender. Prov. xxii. 7.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, p. 480.

6. In orthoepy and prosody: (a) The time oc-

cupied in uttering a vowel or syllable; quan-
tity. (6) The quality of a vowel as long or

short, according to the conventional distinction

of long and short in EiiKli*h pronunciation.
(c) The quality of a syllable as metrically ac-



length

cented or unaccented in modern or accentual

poetry. See long
1

,
a. 7. A piece or portion of

the extent of anything iu space or time
;
a part

of what is extended or elongated : as, a length
of rope; a dress-length; to cut anything into

short lengths: often used specifically of a defi-

nite portion, of known extent, of the thing spo-
ken of, as of an acting drama (namely, forty
or forty-two lines) : as, an actor's part of six

lengths; won by a length (that is, of the horse,

boat, etc., engaged in the contest).

Large lengths of seas and shores
Between my father and my mother lay.

SAo*.,K. John, i. 1.105.

Time glides along with undiscover'd haste,
The future but a length behind the past.

Dryaen, tr. of Ovid.

Ten lengths from the big double he was out of his rider's

hand, and going as fast as he could drive.

Whyte Melville, Satanella, p. 128.

8. In archery, the distance from the archer to

the target he is to shoot at A cable's length,
a measure of distance in charts and sailing directions,
about 100 fathoms (600 feet). The regular length of a chain
cable is 120 fathoms (720 feet). See cable's-length.A.

great length, a long way or distance toward any end or

object At full length, fully extended; to or in the

greatest extension. At length, (a) To or in the full

extent ; without curtailment : as, to write a name at length;
to read a document at length, (b) After a time ; at last ;

at the end, or at a point of transition : as, at length he
came to a spring; at length they were subdued. Bast-
alveolar length. See basi alveolar. Basinasal length.
See baeinasal. Butt's length. See butt'*. Focal
length. See focal distance (b), under focal. Iron's

length. See iron. Length Of days, long life; pro-

longed existence.

Length of days is in her right hand. Prov. iii. 18.

Length of one's nose. See nose. On lengtht, away.

Draw the to pese with alle thy strength ;

Fro stryf and bate draw the on lengths.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 304.

To go to all lengths, to exhaust all means ; use extreme
efforts or measures to do everything possible without

scruple : as, he went to all lengths to compass his purposes.
To go to the length Of. (a) To go to ; proceed as far as.

(6) To go to the extent of ; rise to the pitch or height of :

commonly used of inordinate action or speech : as, he
went to the length of tearing down his house, of denying
his identity, or of sacrificing his own interests. To keep
a length, in archery, to maintain the same distance in

shooting ;
shoot uniformly as to distance ; shoot the same

distance with each arrow. To march to the length
oft. Same as to go to the length of (a).

He had marched to the length of Exeter.

Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

To measure one's length. See measure. Dnlt of
length. See unit.

lengtht (length), v. t. [ME. lengthen; < length,

.] To extend; lengthen.
"For sche hade broujt hem of bale bothe," thei seide,
" & i-lengthed here lif mani long gere."

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1040.

And knowes ful wel life doth but length his paine.
Mir. for Mags., p. 264.

And mingled yarn to length her web withall.

Sylveiter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

lengthen (leng'thn), v. [< length + -en^. Cf.

length, .] I. trans. To make long or longer;
extend or elongate in space or in duration

; pro-
tract or prolong: as, to lengthen a line; to lengthen
life

;
to lengthen a vowel or syllable in pronun-

ciation.

Why do I overlive?

Why am I mock'd with death, and lengthen'd out
To deathless pain 1 Milton, P. L., x. 774.

The bare white roads
Lengthening in solitude their dreary line.

Wordsworth, Prelude, xlii.

II. intrans. To grow long or longer; extend
in length.

And gasping, panting, fainting, labour on
With heavier strides, that lengthen tow'rd the town.

Pope, niad, xxi. 638.

Drags at each remove a lengthening chain.

Ooldsmith, Traveller, 1. 10.

lengthful (length 'ful), a. [< length + -ful]
Of considerable or remarkable length ; lengthy;
long. [Bare.]
The driver whirls his lengthful thong. Pope, Iliad, xi.

lengthily (leng'thi-li), adv. In a lengthy man-
ner

;
at great length.

lengthiness (leng'thi-nes), n. The quality of

being lengthy ; prolixity.

lengthways (length'waz), adv. Same as length-
wise.

lengthwise (length
'

wiz), adv. [< length +
-wise.] In the direction of the length; in a

longitudinal direction.

lengthy (leng'thi), a. [< length + -01.] Hav-
ing length; long; especially, of great length;
immoderately long, sometimes with the idea
of tediousness attached : applied chiefly to dis-

courses, writings, arguments, proceedings, etc.:
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as, a lengthy sermon; a lengthy dissertation.

[Said by Richardson to have originated in the

United States (see the allusions in Southey and
Lowell below), but the earliest quotations found
are from British authors.]

Sometimes a poet when he publishes what in America
would be called a lengthy poem with lengthy annotations,
advises the reader in his preface not to read the notes in

their places as they occur, . . . but to read the poem by
itself at flrat. Southey, The Doctor, clx.

The word lengthy has been charged to our American

account, but it must have been invented by the first reader

of Oower's works, the only inspiration of which they were
ever capable. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 269.

Next came a body of about one hundred and fifty per-
sons on horseback, each carrying a very lengthy Persian-

made rifle. OfDonovan, Merv, x.

lenience (le'niens), n. [<le>rien(t) + -ce.] Same
as leniency.

leniency (le'nien-si), n. [< lenien(t) + -cy.~\

The quality of being lenient; mildness; gentle-

ness; lenity.
The House has always shown a wise leniency in dealing

with improper words blurted out in the heat of argument.
Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 264.

= Syn. Leniency, Lenity, Clemency, Mercy; humanity, ten-

derness, forbearance. Clemency is exercised only toward

offenders, being especially the attribute of those in exalted

places having power to remit or lighten penalty. Le-

niency, as a word, is much more common and expressive
than lenity; leniency or lenity may be practised by any
one having authority to lighten or remit penalty or to ex-

cuse from tasks: as, the leniency of a judge, a parent, or

a teacher. Mercy has a twofold use, expressing clemency
toward offenders or great kindness toward the distressed;
in either sense it is a strong word,

lenient (le'nient), a. and . [= OF. lenient =
Sp. Pg. It. leiiiente, < L. lenien(t-)s, ppr. of lenire,

soften, soothe, < lenis, soft : see lenity.] I. a. 1.

Softening; mitigating; assuasive. [Archaic.]
Consolatories writ
With studied argument, and much persuasion sought,
Lenient of grief and anxious thought.

Milton, S. A., 1. 659.

Those lenient cares, which with our own combined.
By mix'd sensations ease th' afflicted mind.

Crabbe, Works, I. 140.

[Old Time] upon these wounds hath laid

Ilis lenient touches. Wordsworth, Sonnets, iii. 8.

2. Relaxing; emollient; lenitive. [Rare.]
Oils relax the fibres, are lenient, balsamic.

Arbuthnot, Aliments.

3. Acting or disposed to act without rigor or

severity; mild; gentle; merciful; clement.

The law is remarkably lenient towards debtors.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 124.

A critic should be lenient when considering speculations
of this nature. Science, VII. 556.

=
Syn. 3. Forbearing, tender. See leniency.

II.t n. An emollient ;
a lenitive.

Therefore I do advise the use of lenients, not only by
the authority of those ancient and modern chirurgeons,
but by my own practice. Wiseman, Surgery, v. 9.

leniently (le'nient-li), adv. In a lenient man-
ner; assuagingly; mildly.

Leniently as he was treated by his contemporaries, pos-

terity has treated him more leniently still.

Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

lenify (leu'i-fl), v. t.; pret. and pp. Unified, ppr.

Unifying. [< OF. Unifier, F. Unifier = Pr. Sp.
Pg. Unificar = It. Unificare, < L. lenis, smooth,
soft, mild, + facere, make: see -fy.] To as-

suage; soften; mitigate. [Now rare.]

That sorowe whiche shall assaile me by reason of your
absence I will sweten and lenefie with contentation.

Barnaby Rich, Farewell to Military Profession.

My Lord Treasurer Clifford, who could not endure I

should loiiinc my style when a war with Holland was the

subject. Evelyn, To Pepys.

All soft'ning simples, known of sov'reign use,
He presses out and pours their noble juice ;

These first infus'd, to lenify the pain,
He tugs with pincers, but he tugs in vain.

Dryden, .Sneid, xii. 592.

leniment (len'i-ment), n. [= OF. Uniment,
liniment, < L. lenimentum, a soothing remedy, <

lenire, soften, soothe: see lenient, a.] A sooth-

ing application; a liniment.

lenitive (len'i-tiv), a. and n. [= F. Unitif=
Pr. lenitiu = Sp. Pg. It. Unitivo, < L. as if *leni-

tivus,(. lenituSf'pp. of lenire, soften: see lenient.]

I. a. Assuaging; palliating.
Those milks have all an acrimony ; though one would

think they should be lenitive. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 639.

II. n. 1. A medicine or an application that
has the quality of easing pain ; anything which
softens or mitigates.

Thy linative appli'de did ease my paine ;

For, though thou did forbid, twas no restraine.

Marie Magdalens Lamentations (1601). (Nares.)

Address
Some lenitives, t' allay the fl'riness

Of this disease. Daniel, Civil Wars, viii.

lens

Their pain soft arts of pharmacy can ease,

Thy breast alone no lenitives appease.
Pope, Iliad, xvi. 39.

2. Anything which tends to allay passion or ex-

citement
;
a palliative.

I did apply some lenitives to soften
His anger, and prevail'd.

Shirley, Brothers, iv. 1.

There is one sweet lenitive at least for evils, which Na-
ture holds out ; so I took it kindly at her hands, and fell

asleep. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 43.

lenitiveness (len'i-tiv-nes), n. The quality of

being lenitive or emollient. Bailey, 1727.

lenitudet (len'i-tud), n. [= OF. Unitude, < L.

Unitudo, softness, mildness, < lenis, soft: see

lenity.] Lenity. Blount.

lenity (len'i-ti), [< OF. Unite, F. Unite = Sp.
lenidad = 'Pg. Unidade = It. Unitd, < L. Uni-

ta(t-)s, softness, smoothness, mildness, < lenis,

soft, smooth.] Mildness of temper ; softness;

tenderness; mercy.
But they now, made worse through his lenitie & gentle-

nes, cast stones at him & brake his head.
J. IfdaU, On Mark xii.

Glorious is the victprie
Conquerours use with lenitie.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 104.

= Syn. See leniency.

lennert (len'ert), n. [A dial. var. of linnet^.]

The linnet or. Untie. [Prov. Eng.]
leno (le'no), n. [A corrupt form of F. linon,

lawn : see linon.] A very thin linen cloth made
in imitation of muslin, and sometimes called

linen muslin. It is used for translucent window-blinds,
and for other purposes for which a gauzy fabric is needed.

"Why, twenty years ago," she exclaimed, "I bought a

lot of leno cheap it was just about going out of fashion

for caps then, I think."

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 430.

lenocinantt (le-nos'i-nant), a. [< L. lenoci-

nan(t-)s, ppr. of lenocindri, natter, entice, < leno,

fern. Una, a pander : see lena1.] Given to lewd-
ness.

lenocinium (le-no-sin'i-um), n. [L., the trade

of a pander, < leno, a pander: see Una1
.] In

Scots law, a husband's connivance at his wife's

adultery.
lens (lenz), .; pi. lenses (len'zez). [= Sp. Pg.
It. lente (It. also, as E., after L., lens = D. lens

= GK linse = Dan. lindse = Sw. lins), < NL.
lens, a lens, so called from its shape, < L. lens,

a lentil (which is shaped like a double-convex

lens): see lentil.] 1. A piece of transparent
substance bounded by two curved surfaces

(usually spherical), or by a curved surface and
a plane. The ordinary use of a lens is to cause pencils
of rays to converge or diverge systematically after passing
through it. Lenses for optical purposes are usually made
of glass ; acoustic lenses, of carbon dioxid inclosed be-

tween two thin membranes ; lenses for action upon elec-

trical radiations, of paraffin or pitch, substances which
are transparent to electrical rays, though opaque to

light. Optical lenses alone are in common use. Ordi-

nary lenses are distinguished into two classes convex or

magnifying lenses, which are thickest in the center, and
concave, which are thinnest in the center. Each class has
three varieties, as
shown in fig. 1. A B c D E F
To the first be-

long D, thedouble-
convexor biconvex;
C, the plano-con-
vex; and E, the
meniscus. The
concave lenses are

B, the double-con-
cave or biconcave;

Fig. i.

A, the plano-concave ; and F, the concavo-convex, some-

times improperly called concave meniscus. The line which

passes through the centers of curvature of the two sur-

faces is the axis of the lens, and a point on this axis so

taken that every line drawn through it pierces parallel
elements of the two surfaces is its optical center. A con-

vex lens converges rays which are parallel to its axis,

approximately to
>. a point called its

principal focus
(F in fig. 2). The
distance from the

optical center to

this focus is the
same on both sides

of the lens, and de-

pends upon the ra-

dii of its curved surfaces and the material of which it is

made. Rays diverging from a point beyond the principal
focus F on either side of the lens are approximately collect-

ed to a "real
"
focus beyond the principal focus on the other

side (see fig. 3);
but if the source
of light is be-

tween the lens
and its principal
focus, the rays
after emergence
diverge as if they
came from a so-

called virtual focus behind the luminous point. The
luminous point and its focus are interchangeable, and are

called conjugatefoci, as, for instance, L and 1 in ng. 3.

Fig. 3.
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(Sec focus, I.) A concave lens always renders still more
divergent rays emanating from a point and so forms only
VIM iial foci. If the source of li^ht is an extended *u

then the pencil of rays emanating from farh point forms
its own focus; and the collection of foci constitutes an

imw.ie. which is real and inverted if the foci are real, but
virtual and erect if they are virtual. The relative sizes

of the object and image are sensibly proportional, if the

lens is thin, to their respective distances from the optical
center; if the lens is thick, the distances must be reck-

oned from the two so-called principal points of the lens

(see priiKipal point, under point), which lie on the axis

on each side of the optical center. An image formed

by a single lens is never perfectly distinct, on account of

the spherical and chromatic aberrations of the lens. (See
aberration, 4.) The former is due to the fact that a lens

bounded by spherical surfaces converges marginal rays
to a point nearer the lens than that in which the central

rays meet; the latter, to the fact that rays of different

color form their foci at different distances, the focal dis-

tance for violet rays being (with a glass lens) nearly a
seventh part shorter than that for the red rays. The
spherical aberration can be corrected by making the sur-

faces of forms other than spherical, or by combining two
or more lenses properly proportioned; the chromatic

aberration, only by combining two or more convex and
concave lenses of different materials, usually a convex of

crown-glass with a concave of fiint-glass.

2. In linn /.. in the eye, a double-convex body
placed in the axis of vision behind the iris be-
tween the aqueous humor and the vitreous hu-

mor, serving to focus rays of light upon the
retina

;
the crystalline lens. See first cut under

eye
1

. 3. Figuratively, photography, from the
use of lenses in that art.

So thoroughly has this region been set forth by the pen
and the pencil and the lent that I am relieved of the ne-

cessity of describing it Uarper's Mag., LXXVIII. 258.

4. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of leguminous plants of

the tribe Vicie<e. Jt is distinguished from Vicia by hav-

ing but two ovules instead of many, as is generally the case

in Vicia. The 8 species enumerated by some are gener-

ally reduced to 2, which are low erector half-climbing herbs
with pinnate leaves and small single or racemose pale-
blue flowers, natives of the Mediterranean region and
eastern Asia. One species, Lens esculenta, the seeds of

which are called lentil*, ia probably one of the oldest of

plants cultivated by man for food. See lentil. Achro-
matic lens. See achromatic. Actinic lens, a com-
pound lens so constructed that its chemical and lumi-

nous foci coincide. AplanatiC lens, a compound lens

in which both chromatic and spherical aberrations are

corrected. Apochromatic lens, a microscope-objective
made from certain peculiar kinds of glass, by means
of which the aberrations can be more accurately cor-

rected than in lenses made of the ordinary crown- and

flint-glass. Burning-lens, a convex lens used to con-

centrate the heat of the sun at its focus. Camera-lens,
a combination of lenses used in a camera obscura. See
camera. Capsule of the lens. See capsule. Carte-
sian lens. See Cartesian. Coddlngton lens, a lens

formed from a sphere of glass by cutting a deep and wide

equatorial groove around it, and filling the groove with
some opaque substance. Colllmating lens. See col-

l ,'m,, tut'/ Concave lens, a lens that is thinner at the

center than at the edge. Condenslng-lens, or con-

denser, a convex lens or a combination of lenses used to

concentrate a strong light upon some point or surface,
as upon the slit of a spectroscope or a microscopic object
or a photographic negative in the process of making an

enlarged picture. Convex lens, a lens that is thicker

at the center than at the edge. Copying-lens, a photo-

graphic lens specially designed for copying engravings,
etc. Crossed lens, a glass lens the spherical surfaces of

which have radii bearing the ratio of 1 toe. It has less

spherical aberration than any other form of glass lens

with spherical surfaces. Crystalline lens. See def. 2,

crystalline, and eyei, 1. Cylindrical lens, a lens which
has one or both surfaces cylindrical : commonly used in

eye-glasses to correct astigmatism of the eye. See agUg-
mottnn. Diamond lens, a lens made from a diamond.

Doublet (lena), a combination of two lenses separated

by a small distance. Sometimes each of the two is itself

compound. Field lens, in an eyepiece, the lens which

is furthest from the eye, and has the special function of

enlarging the field of view. Fluid lens. See fluid.

Fresiiel lens, a lens (hearing the name of its inventor)
formed of a central plano-convex

^^tf^IZIZr'jLjSsI^ lens surrounded by segmental rings,
all having the same focus. The

"

separate pieces are cemented to a

plane glass or set in a metal frame. (Fig. 4 represents
the cross-section of such a lens.) It is used in lighthouses
and signal-lamps. Immersion-lens, a microscope-ob-

jective which requires a drop of water or other liquid to

be put between it and the cover of the object under ex-

amination, thus increasing the angle of aperture and ob-

viating loss of light by reflection. Landscape lens, a

photographic lens specially adapted to landscape photog-

raphy. Magnifying-lens, a lens used to Increase the

apparent size of
an object seen

through it A
convex lens held
near the eye pro-
duces this effect

when the dis-

tance of the ob-

ject from the lens
is less than the

principal focal

length of the lens.

(0 F in fig. 5.) The rays from the object A B, after passing

through the lens, reach the eye as if they came from the vir-

tual image a b. Multiplylng-lens, a plano-convex lens

the convex side of which has been worked into a number
of plane facets, each of which presents a separate image

(virtual, and not magnified) of the object viewed through
it Orthoscoplc lens, a form of achromatic doublet
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giving n very flat and nndUtorted field of view. Perl-

BCOiilc lens, a lens with * very wide field of view. The
numr is specially applied to up, ctai-lr-lrnsi-s which me
concave on the surface next the eye ; also to some wi.lr

angle photographic lenses. Photographic lens, a lens

or combination of tenses adapted for photography. Ordi-

narily the lens of the photographic camera is a combination
of two achromatic lenses of pe-

I collar curves, mounted In a tube
with a considerable space be-

tween them. (See fig. 0.) The
photographic objective of a tel-

escope is like an ordinary achro-
matic objective, except that its

curvet are adjusted to bring the

blue and violet rays to the most
accurate focus possible, rather
than the yellow and green rays,

Fig. 6. Photographic 1-em
(Type of Portrait Kens).

which are most effective in vision. Polyzonal lens.
Same as Fresnel lent. Portrait-lens, a photographic
lens specially adapted to the taking of portraits. Rec-
tilinear lens, a photographic lens so constructed that

straight lines in the object will not be distorted Into
curved lines in the picture. Side-condensing lens, a

condensing-lens so attached to a microscope as to illumi-

nate an opaque object by side-light Stanhope lens, a
lens of small diameter with two convex faces of different

radii, Inclosed in a metallic tube. Triplet lens, a . om-
bination of three lenses, usually all achromatic. The or-

dinary form of microscope-objective is a triplet Wide-
angle lens, a photographic lens capable of making a dis-

tinct and undistorted picture of objects which subtend

angles of 60' to 100" or more as seen from the camera;
also, a microscope-objective which admits from each point
of the object a pencil of rays of wide angle (often as much
as 140" and upward); an objective of large angular aper-
ture. See aperture, 4.

lens-cap (lenz'kap), n. A cap or cover fitting
over the opening of the tube of a lens.

lens-holder (lenz'hol'der), n. A device for

supporting a lens, or a combination of lenses,

during the adjustment to the focus of an ob-

ject on an adjustable forceps or stage below.
E. H. Knight.
Lent1

(lent), n. [< ME. lent, lente, an abbr. of

lenten1
,
the final syllable being appar. taken

as inflexive: see lenten 1
.] An annual fast of

forty days, beginning with Ash Wednesday and

continuing till Easter, observed from very early
times in the Christian church, in commemora-
tion of Christ's forty days' fast (Mat. iv. 2), and
as a season of special penitence and preparation
for the Easter feast. The lenten fast is now observed
as obligatory by the Orthodox Greek and other Oriental

churches, and by the Roman Catholic, Anglican, and Lu-
theran churches, and as a profitable exercise by many mem-
bers of other churches. It has varied in length at different

times and in different parts of the church, and has begun
later or earlier according as Sundays only or Saturdays also

were excepted from fasting. In the Western Church it

begins on Ash Wednesday, forty-six days before Easter ;

but as the Intervening Sundays, called Sundays in (not of)

Lent, are (on the ground that Sunday is always a feast-

day) not counted part of Lent the fast lasts only forty

days. The first Sunday In Lent is known as Quadragenima
Sunday, the fourth as Mid-Lent Sunday, the fifth as Pas-
sion Sunday, and the sixth (beginning Holy Week) as Palm
Sunday. The two weeks and a half preceding Lent, be-

ginning with Septuagesima, following which are Sexagesi-
ma and Quinquagesima Sundays, form the pre-lenten
season, a transition between the joyful Christmas and

Epiphany season and the penitential season of Lent. In
medieval times the name Lent (or, in Latin, Quadragesi-
ma) was given to other periods of fasting also. Forty days
between Martinmas (November llth) and Christmas Eve
were called St. .Martin* Lent (Quadragesima S. Martini),
and another Lent preceded St John Baptist's day (June
24thX In distinction from these, the period between Ash
Wednesday and Easter was called Great Lent and Clean

Lent, the last name being probably given on account of

the preceding confession and absolution. In the Greek
Church Lent (Teero-npo/coo-nj) begins on the Monday after

Tyrophagus (Quinquagesima), and the first third, and
sixth Sundays are called Orthodoxy Sunday, Stauroproricii-
netimos (Sunday of the Adoration of the Cross), and Palm
Sunday respectively.

If it may be, fast

Whole Lents, and pray.
Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

Great Lent, Great fast, in the Or. Ch., the lenten fast,

as the most important fast of the year, in distinction from
other seasons of fasting, to which the name Lent (as equiva-
lent to T(7o-ap<utoo-Tii) Is also given by Western writers :

namely, that between St Philip's day (November 14th)
and Christmas (Fast of St Philip or of the nati vity j. that
after All Saints' Sunday, which corresponds to the Western
Trinity Sunday (Fast of the Apostles), and that from August
1st to the 14th, the eve of the Repose of Theotocos (Fast
of the Theotocos). Head of Lent. See head. Lent
collectors. See collector, 5. Lent determination. See

determination, 12.

lent2 (lent). Preteritand pastparticiple otlend
1

.

lent3 (lent), a. [< OF. and F. lent = Sp. Pg. It.

lento, pliant, flexible, tenacious, slow, sluggish,

easy, calm, < li.lentus (in form as if contr. of

lenitus, pp. of lenire, soften),< lenis, soft, smooth,
gentle, akin to E. lithe: see lenity, lenient, etc.,

tm&leath 1
,
lithe1 . Hence relent.] If. Slow; gen-

tle; mild.
We must now Increase

Our fire to ignis ardens : we are past
Kinius equimis, balnei cineris,
And all those lenter heats.

/;. Johnson, Alchemist, iii. 2.

2. In music, same as lento.

lenticnla

lentando (len-tan'do), ailr. [It., ppr. of Irn-

1'iri, make slow, < lento, slow : see lent1
*, a.] In

music, slackening; retarding: a direction to

singorplay with increasing slowness the notes
IIVIT which it is writtrii.

lentet, . [ME., < OF. Irate, < L. len(t-), a len-

til: HOC Icnx, l<-iitil,] A lentil. H'yrlif.

lenten1
(len'ten), n. and a. [< ME. lenten, rare-

ly lenton, leinten (also abbr. lente, leinte, whence
mod. E. lent), < AS. lencten, lengten, rarely lenten

( = D. lente = MLG. lente, lenten, linte = OHO.
n, lengizin (in lengizinnianoth), also lento,

MHO. lenze, Q. lenz), the spring, later applied
esp. to the fast beginning in the spring, called

in full lenctenfasten, i. e.
'

spring-fast, usually
derived < lang, long (whence also length and
lengthen), "because the days become longer in

spring": see long1
,
a. This derivation is sup-

ported by the var. forms OHG. langiz, Mll< ..

langes, langeze (ujipur. < lang, long); but the
deriv. is irreg. in form and thought, and the
OHO. MH6. var. forms may be due to popular
etymology. It is not probable that the word
ia connected with long. In mod. use lenten as

a in HIM is abbr. to lent, while in attrib. use it re-

mains unchanged, being taken as an adj. in

^w
2
.] I.t 1. The spring; the season follow-

ing winter. 2. A fast observed in the spring:
same as Lent1 (of which lenten is the older form).

To leue ne to lere, ne lenlenu to faste.

Piers Plowman (C), xlv. 81.

II. a. [cap. or I. c.] 1. Pertaining to Lent;
used in Lent: as, Lenten sermons; the lenten fast.

And perhaps it was the same politick drift that the Div-

ell whipt St Jerom in a lenten dream, for reading Cicero.

MUton, Areopagitica, p. 14.

Hence 2. Characteristic of or suitable for

Lent; spare; plain; meager: as, lenten fare.

If you delight not in man, what lenten entertainment
the players shall receive from you.

Skat., Hamlet, ii. 2. 820.

Who can read
In thy pale face, dead eye, and lenten suit,
The liberty thy ever-giving hand
Hath bought for others?

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, Iv. 1.

Meanwhile she quench'd her fury at the flood,
And with a lenten sal hid cool'd her blood.

Drydtn, Hind and Panther, III. 27.

3f. Cold; austere: as, a lenten lover. Com-
pare Lent-lover. Cotgrave Lenten flg, a dried fig ;

a raisin. Lenten hearse. Same as tenema-heant.
Lenten veil, a curtain formerly suspended in the West-
ern Church before the high altar during Lent and said to

be still in use in Spain. It was a survival of the primitive
amphithyra, retained in the Greek Church.

lenten'-* (len'ten), n. A dialectal variant of

linden.

lenten-crab (len'ten-krab), n. A fresh-water
crab of southern Europe, Thelphusa ftutiatilis,
allowed to be eaten in Lent.

lenthet, n. A Middle English form of length.

Lentibulariese (len-tib-u-la-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1845), < Lentibularia (said to be ( irreg. )

< L. lens (lent-), a lentil, + tubttltts, a small
pipe

or tube), old name for Utricularia, + -ece.] An
order of dicotyledonous gamopetalous plants
of the cohort Personates, distinguished by the

one-celled ovary containing a free central pla-
centa. See Utricularia.

lenticel (len'ti-sel), . [Also lenticelle ; < F.

leitticelle, dim. of lenticule, lens-shaped: see len-

ticule.] 1. In hot., a lens-shaped body of cells

formed in the peridenn or corky layer of bark,
which by its enlargement soon ruptures the

epidermis, or the older corky layers where such
are present. Outwardly lentlcels appear In the earliest

stage merely as brighter spots, then as oval warts, becom-
ing two-lipped; while in some plants they widen with the

growth of the stem into transverse stria?. They are pro-
duced either beneath a stoma or group of stomata or in-

dependently. Their intercellular spaces are In commu-
nication with the outer air, and they thus serve the pur-

pose of cortical pores, which name they sometimes bear.

The outer (not corky) cells of a lenticel are termed packing
or complementary celis; the inner (corky) cells have been
called phellem. Lenticels occur on the great majority of
stems which produce bark in annular layers, also on the
footstalks of many ferns.

2. In mutt., one of the small mucous crypts or
follicles of the base of the tongue having the

shape of a lentil; a lenticular gland.
lenticellate (len-ti-sel'at), a. [< lenticel +
-ate1.] Pertaining to or having lenticels.

lenticelle, n. See lenticel.

lenticula (lrn-tik'u-18), .; pi. lenticula (-le).

[L., a lentil, a lentil shape, a vessel of lentil

shape, a freckle: see lentil, lenticule.] 1. In

optics, a small lens. 2. In hot.: (a) A lenti-

cel. (6) The spore-case of some fungi. 3. A
freckle; an epnelis.
Also fe timle.



lenticular

lenticular (len-tik'u-lar), a. [= F. lenticulnire.

= Pr. Sp. Pg. lenticular = It. leuticolare, < L.

leuticularis, lentil-shaped, < lenticula, a lentil :

see lenticule, lentil.] 1. Resembling a lentil

in size or form. 2. Having the form of a
double-convex lens, as some seeds Lenticular
bone. Same as lenticulare. Lenticular fevert, fever
attended with an eruption of small pimples. Lenticu-
lar ganglion. See ganglion. Lenticular gland. Same
as leiMca, 2. Lenticular mark or space, in mtom., one
having the outline of a double-convex lens as seen from
the side, bounded by two convexly curved lines which
meet in two points. Lenticular nucleus, the lower of
the two gray nuclei of the corpus striatum. It is some-
what conical in shape, with base outward toward the in-

sula. It is divided into three parts by medullary layers
parallel to the base. The outermost segment is called the

putanten, the two inner the globm pallidus; the inner-
most is more or less indistinctly divided into two. The
lenticular nucleus is separated from the caudate nucleus
and from the optic thalamus by the internal capsule.
Lenticular process of the incus of a mammal. See
incus (a).

lenticulare (len-tik-u-la're), .; pi. lenticularia

(-ri-a). [NL., neut. of L. lenticularis, lenticular :

see lenticular.] A bone of the carpus of some
reptiles, as crocodiles. It is an oval ossicle situated
between the ulnar proximal carpal bone and the second to
fifth metacarpals, supporting the third to fifth of these en-

tirely. Huxley, Auat Vert, p. 220.

lenticularly (len-tik'u-lar-li), adv. In a len-
ticular manner; like a lens; with a curve.
lenticule (len'ti-kul), n. [< F. lenticule, a., len-

til-shaped (as a noun, duckweed), = Sp. lenti-

cula, < L. lenticula, a lentil : see lentil.'] Same
as lenticula.

lenticulite (len-tik'u-lit), n. [< L. lenticula,

lentil, + -ite2.] In geol., a fossil of lenticular

shape.
lentlCUlostriate (len-tik"u-16-stri'at), a. [<
L. lenticula, lentil, + NL. striatus, furrowed:
see striate.] Pertaining to the lenticular por-
tion of the corpus striatum of the brain. Spe-
cifically applied to one of the anterolateral nutritive ar-

teries from the middle cerebral or Sylvian artery, which
from the frequency with which it bleeds is called by Char-
cot the "artery of cerebral hemorrhage."
lentiform (len'ti-form), a. [= F. It. tentiforme,
< L. lens (lent-), a lentil, + forma, form.]
Having the form of a lens; lenticular: as, the

lentiform nucleus of the striate body of the
brain.

lentigerous (len-tij'e-ms), a. [< NL. len(t-)s,
a lens, + L. gerere, carry, bear.] Provided
with a crystalline lens, as an eye: applied to
the eyes of some mollusks, as cephalopods, in
distinction from punctigerous.

lentigines, n. Plural of lentigo, 1.

lentiginose (len-tvj'i-nos), a. [< LL. lentigi-

nosus, freckled: see lentiginous.] In bot. and
zool., covered with minute dots as if dusted or

freckled; speckled.
lentiginous (len-tij'i-nus), a. [= F. lentigineux
= It. lentigginoso, < LL. lentiginosus, freckled, <

L. lentigo (-i-), a freckly eruption, freckles : see

lentigo.] Same as lentiginose.

ientigo (len-ti'go), . [NL., < L. lentigo, a lentil-

shaped spot, a freckly eruption, < lens (lent-), a
lentil: see lentil.] 1. PI. lentigines (len-tij'i-

nez). In med., a freckle
; abstractly, a freckly

condition; the presence of freckles. 2. [cap.]
In zool., a genus of mollusks.
lentil (len'til), . [< ME. lentil, < OF. lentille,
F. lentille = Sp. lenteja = Pg. lentilha = It. len-

ticchia, < L. lenticula, a lentil, < lens (lent-), a
lentil: see lens. Cf. lenticula, lenticule.] 1. The
annual leguminous plant Lens esculenta, or its

seeds. Its native country is unknown; but it is now
widely cultivated in the Mediterranean region and the
Orient, having been in use in Egypt and the East from a
high antiquity. The small flattened seeds furnish a nu-
tritious food, similar to peas and beans, and are cooked
whole or split or ground into meal. The leafy stems of the
lentil serve as fodder, and when in blossom the plant is

a good source of honey.
2f. pi. Freckles; lentigo.
The root brought into a liniment cureth the lentils or

red spots. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxii. 21.

3. In apparatus for rectifying alcohol, one of
the lentil-shaped bulbs (of which there are gen-
erally two, but may be more) placed in the con-
denser between the coil and the pipe leading
from the column of the still. See still and recti-

fication.- Water-lentils, the duckweed Lemna minor.
[Proy. Eng.]

lentil-shell (len'til-shel), n. A shell of the ge-
nus Ervillia.

lentinert, . See lentner.

lentiscus (len-tis'kus), .
; pl.lentisci (-si). [L.,

the mastic-tree.] Same as lentisk.

lentisk (len'tisk), . [Also lentisc; < ME. len-
tiske = F. lentisqne = Pr. lentisc = Sp. P^. Irti-

tiscu = It. lentischio, < L. lentiscua, also lentits-
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cum, the mastic-tree.] The mastic-tree, Pista-

cia Lentiscus. See mastic-tree and Pistacia.

In this tract all the heathes or com'ons are cover'd with

rosemary, lavender, leniiscs, and the like sweet shrnbes.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 30, 1844.

lentitudet (len'ti-tud), n. [< OF. lentitude =
Sp. lentitud, (. L. lentitudo, slowness, < lentus,

slow, tenacious: see lent3
, a.] Slowness. Bai-

ley, 1731.

Lent-lily (lent'lil''i), n. The daffodil: so named
from its time of flowering. Also called Lent-
rose. [Prov. Eng.]

A silk pavilion, gay with gold
In streaks and rays, and all Lent-lily in hue,
Save that the dome was purple.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

Lent-lovert, A cold lover; a lenten lover.

See lenten 1
-, a., 3.

These dolent, contemplative Lent-lovers.

Urquhart, tr. of Kabelais, ii. 21. (Davits.)

lentnert, lentinert (lent'ner, len'ti-ner), n. [<
lenten + -er1 : "so called because taken during
that season "(?).] A kind of hawk.

If I should enlarge my discourse to the observation of

the . . . Haggard, and the two sorts of Lentners, ... it

would be much . . . pleasure to me.
I. Walton, Complete Angler, i. 1.

lento (len'to), a. [It., slow: see lent3
, a.] In

music, at a slow tempo. Also lent.

lentoid (len'toid), a. [< L. len(t-)s, a lentil (see

lens), + Gr. <iof, form.] Having the form of

a lentil or a double-convex lens
; lens-shaped.

When Assyria and Phoenicia took the place of Babylonia
... as civilizing powers, the cylinder made way for the
lentoid or cone-like seal.

A. H. Sayce, Pref. to Schliemann's Troja, p. xx.

lentont, n. A Middle English form of lenten1 .

lentor, lentour (len'tpr), . [= F. lenteur =
Sp. Pg. lentor = It. lentore, < L. lentor, flexibil-

ity, pliancy, < lentus, pliant, tenacious, also

slow, sluggish: see lent3
, a.] 1. Tenacity;

viscousness
; viscidity, as of fluids.

Some bodies have a kinde of lentour, and are of a more
depertible nature than others. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 857.

By reason of their clamminess and lentor they [arbores-
cent hollyhocks] are banished from our sallet.

Evelyn, Acetaria.

2f. Slowness; delay; sluggishness.
The lentor of eruptions not inflammatory points to an

acid cause. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

lentoust (len'tus), a. [< L. lentus, pliant, tena-

cious, viscous, slow : see lent3
, a.] viscid; vis-

cous; tenacious.

In this [a frog's] spawn of a lentous and transparent body
are to be discerned many specks.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 13.

Lent-rose (lent'roz), . Same as Lent-lily.

[Prov. Eng.]
lent-seedt (lent'sed), . [ME. lenteseed, linte-

seed; < lenfl- + seed.] Seeds sown in spring.

Lynne-seed and lik-seed and lente-seedes alle

Aren nouht so worthy as whete.
Piers Plowman (C), xlii. 190.

lenyoyt, 1'envoy, 1'envoi (len-voi'; F. pron.
lon-vwo'), n. [< OF. I'envoy, I'envoi: le, the;
envoi, a sending: see envoy1

.] 1. A sort of

postscript appended to a literary composition.
See envoy1 .

Pag. Is not lenuoy a salue?
Ar. No, Page, it is an epilogue or discourse, to make
plaine

Some obscure precedence that hath tofore bin faiue.

Shak., L. L. L., iii. 1. 82 (folio 1628).

2f. A conclusion; a result. See envoy1 .

Lenzites(len-zi'tez),. [NL.(EliasFries,1813).]A genus of fungi of the order Agaricini. The
pileus is sessile, dimidiate in form, and woody or coria-
ceous ; the gills are also coriaceous ; and the ! i aunt is floe-

cose. The plants are found growing on stumps, etc., and
are most abundant in the tropics, where they become
woody.

lenzitoid (len-zl'toid), a. [< Lensites + -aid.]
Resembling in form or structure a fungus of
the genus Lenzites.

Lenz s law. See law1.

Leo (le'6), n. [L., a lion; a constellation: see
lion. ] 1 . In astron.

,
an ancient zodiacal constel-

lation, the Lion, containing Regulus, a star of

magnitude 1-J, and two stars of the second mag-
nitude. It is easily found, for the pointers of the Great
Bear point southerly to its brightest star, distant about 45
degrees from the southernmost of them. Four stars in the
body of Leo form a characteristic trapezium, and those
about the neck and mane make a sickle. It is the fifth

sign of the zodiac, its symbol as such being n , showing the
lion's mane. See cut in next column.
2. In zool., the technical specific name [7. c.] of
the lion, Felis leo, sometimes taken as a generic
name [cay*.], when the animal is called Leo
flfricanUH Leo Minor, a constellation between Leo
and the Great Bear, first introduced in 1UUO by Hevelius.

leonine

The Constellation Leo.

leodt, " A Middle English form of lede3 .

leoft, . A Middle English form of lief.

leohtt, a. and . A Middle English form of

light
1

.

leont, n. A Middle English form of lion.

Leonardesque (le-o-nar-desk'), a. and n. [<
Leonardo (see def.) + -esque.] I. a. In art, in

the manner of Leonardo or Lionardo da Vinci,
an illustrious Florentine artist, engineer, and
man of letters (1452-1519).

II. n. A disciple or an imitator of Leonardo
da Vinci; sometimes, a picture of the school of

Leonardo.
Also Lionardcsque.

leonced, a. See lionced.

leoncito (le-on-si'to), n. [A dim. (not in Sp.
use) of Sp. lean, a lion: see lion.] The lion-

monkey of Humboldt, a kind of tamarin or

marmoset, Midas leoninus.

Lepnese (le-o-neV or -nez'), a. and n. [< Sp. Leo-

nes, of Leon, < Ledn, Leon : see def.] I. a. Of
or pertaining to the city, province, or ancient

kingdom of Leon in Spain, or its inhabitants.

II. n. sing, and pi. A native or an inhabi-

tant, or natives or inhabitants, of the province
or city of Leon in Spain.
leonhardite (le-on-har'dit), n. [Named after

Prof. K. C. von Leonhard of Heidelberg (1779-
1862).] A mineral closely related to Taumon-
tite, and probably a variety of it, differing only
in having lost part of its water.
Leonia (le-6'ni-a), n. [NL. (Ruiz and Pavon,
1799), named after D. Francisco Leon, who pro-
moted the publication of Ruiz and Pavon's
"Flora Peruviana et Chilensis."] A genus of
South American trees, belonging to the order
Violariece and tribe Alsodeiece, it is distinguished
from Alsodeia, the type of the tribe, by having the five

petals partly connected, the connective of the stamens not
produced, and an indehiscent fruit. There are two species,
natives of Brazil and Peru. One, L. ylycycarpa, produces
a fruit that is eaten by the Peruvians, who call the tree the
achocoft. This genus was formerly placed in the order
Myrsineae (Myrginacece), ar.d later made by De Candolle to
constitute an order (Leoniacece) by itself.

Leoniaceae (le-o-ni-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Al-
phonse de Candolle, 1844), < Leonia + -aeete.]
An order of plants, containing only the anoma-
lous genus Leonia,now referred to the riolariece.

Leonid (le'o-nid), n. One of the Leonides.
Leonides (If-on'i-dez), n. pi. [NL., < L. leo(n-),
a lion, the constellation Leo (see lion), + -ides,

pi. suffix: see -id!2
, 1.] A name given to the

group of meteors observed in the month of No-
vember each year, but occurring with extreme
profusion about three times in a century: so
called because they seem to radiate from the
constellation Leo.
leonine (le'o-nin or -nin), a. and .. [< ME.
leonin. < OF. leonin, F. leonin = Sp. Pg. It. leo-

nino, < L. leoninus, belonging to a lion, ML. also

belonging to a person named Leo or Leonim or
Leoninus (in which sense it is generally sup-
posed to be used as applied to a form of verse

(versus leoninus, OF. vers leonins, also leoni-

nime, lionime, f. sing.), the person in this case

being identified with Leo or Leonius or Leoni-

nus, a canon of the Order of St. Benedict in
Paris in the 12th century, or with other persons
who are supposed to have invented or used this
form of verse ; but the adj. so applied is prob.
to be taken literally), < leo(n-), a lion: see linn.]
1. a. 1. Pertaining to or resembling a lion;
lion-like: as, leonine fierceness or rapacity.

So was he ful of leonyn corage.
Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 656.

We almost see his [Landor's] leunine face and lifted

brow. .s'/ei/man, Viet. Poets, p. 57.

2. In iros., consisting of metrical Latin hex-
ameters or elegiacs (alternate hexameters and

pentameters), in which the final word rimes



leonine

with the word immediately preceding th

riil pause or flip middle of (lie line. The corre-

spondence of MHIMI hi-twrcn tin- tiTinirmliona of the two
halves of tla- |H>ntatn<-t<T t frequently imperfect, atfcctiiiK
iin.iovMtoil Hyllabli-H only, BO as not to amount to a per-
fect rime. l.roaim- VITM-* rn- <-xtiMitilvrly used in the
niiilille ages, even as early IIH thr riu'lith rnitiny. The fol-

lowing Litin version of "The devil was sick," etc., in a
leonine elegiac couplet :

"Daemon \i\li;ntetiaf, monachus tune I-RSC viileliat,

Ast ul)i i:im\:i/-</'. mun-il u! ;nit>- /'"'

Although classfeal poets avoided in general the use of

rime, yet occasional instances of it can be found in their

writings, and sometimes even examples of true leonine

verses, such as this from Ovid :

"Quot orlmn rfeUat, tot habet tua Roma paella*."

The epithet leonine does not properly apply to other me-
ters than those mentioned, nor to other distributions of

rime.

3. [cap.] Pertaining to a person named Leo,
particularly to several popes of that name;
more specifically, of or pertaining to Leo I., the
Great (pope from 440 to 461), who is said to nave
added certain words to the Roman canon of the

mass, and whom some have even, without good
reason, described as the author of the Roman
liturgy. A Roman sacramentary extant in a manuscript
assigned to the eighth century is known as the Leonine

Sacramentary. Leonine City, that part of the city of

Rome which is west of the Tiber and north of Trastevere.
It contains the Vatican, the Castle of St. Angelo, and the
district between (known as the Borgo), and is Inclosed

within a separate line of walls. It was first fortified by
Pope Leo I V. (847 - 55), whence the name. Leonine mon-
key, the Macacus leonimts of Aracan.

II. n. A coin illegally imported into England
by foreign merchants in the reign of Edward I.

It was made of silver, alloyed, and was intended to circu-

late with the silver pennies then legally current Proba-

bly so called because its obverse type was a lion,

leoninely (le'o-nin-li or -nin-li), adv. In a leo-

nine manner
;
like a lion.

Leonist (le'o-nist), n. [< ML. Leonista, said to

be so named from one I-eo, or from the city of

Lyons, P. Lyon (< L. Lugdunum), conformed to

lion, L. leo(n-), a lion.] A name sometimes
used for a member of the religious body known
as the Waldenses.
Leontice (le-on'ti-se), n. [NL., < L. leontice,the
wild chervil, < Gr. faovTucf/, a plant also called

KaxeAla : see Cacalia.'] A genus of polypetalous
herbs of the natural order Berberidea: and tribe

Berberea;. It is characterized by having from 8 to 9

sepals, 6 small spurred petals, 6 stamens, and an indehis-

cent bladdery capsule. There are 3 or 4 species growing
in central Asia, herbs with tuber-bearing rhizomes.

Leontodon (le-on'to-don), n. [NL. (Linnreus), in

allusion to the tootned leaves, < Gr. Uuv (teovr-),

a lion, + orfoiV (Mow-) = E. tooth."] A genus of

composite plants of the tribe Ciclioriacea; and
subtribe Hypoc1iceride<e. It Is distinguished by the

plumose pappus, naked receptacle, and smooth achenia.

There are about 40 species. The common hawk-bit or

fall dandelion of the northeastern United States is L. au-

fumnaitx, a native of Europe, naturalized in the United
States. Popularly called lion's -tooth.

Leontoyodium (le
-on - to -po

'
di - urn), n. [NL.

(Robert Brown), <. L. leontopodion = Gr. /Uovro-

irMiov, a plant, lit. lion's-foot, < /tfuc (teovr-), a

lion, T Toi'f (7ro<5-) = E. foot.] A small genus
of composite plants of the tribe Inuloidea: and
subtribe Ctnaphaliew. It is closely related to Qna-

phaliwn and was formerly united with it, but is now sepa-
rated from it oti account of the sterile hermaphrodite
flowers and undivided style. L. alpinum (Qnaphalium
Leontopndium) is the edelweiss (which see).

Leonurus (le-o-nu'rus), n. [NL. (Linnaeus),
< Gr. /Uov, lion, + ovp&, tail.] A genus of la-

biate plants of the tribe HHchydrir. It is dlstin-

guisheiffrom Staehi/i by having the rootlets acutely three-

angled at the top instead of rounded. There are 10 species,
natives of extratroplcal Europe and Asia. They are erect

herbs with cut leaves, having a close whorl of flowers in

their axils. One species, L. Cardiaca, is a common weed
called mntherwort, naturalized from Europe in the eastern

part of the United States.

leopard (lep'jird), n. [Early
mod. E. also lib-

bard; < ME. lepard, lepart, lipard, leopard, Ico-

pcrd, leopart, also Icbard, lebbard, libard, libart,

Hlii i-d, h/herde, lybart, etc., = D. luipaard = G.

Dan. Sw. leopard, < OF. leopard, leopart, le-

IKirt, V. !mji,trd= Pr. leopart, lenpart, liipart =
8p. Pg. It. leopardo, < L. IMMWtMW, < Gr. foo-

irapiof, /UoiToTra/xfof, a leopard, < /.eav (MOVT-),
a lion, + Tiipifof, a pard: see lion and pard1

.]

1. The pard or panther, Felix puritan, the largest

spotted cat of the Old World. It ranks third in si/f,

strength, and ferocity among the Old World Felida. being
exceeded only by the lion and tiger ; but it is also inferior

to the jaguar and cougar of America. The Himalayan
ounce, Felix irbit, is about equal to it in size. A good-
sized leopard is about 4 feet long without the tail, which
is about n feet. The skull measures 9 inches in length liy

5} in breadth. The color is tawny, paler or whitish below,
anil nearly everywhere regularly and pmfuai'ly spotted with

black or blackish, the largest <>f these spot* ratal "cil-

iated or broken into rosettes. But the animal varies not
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less in color than In sin. Some individuals are black,

though even in these eases of melanism the characteristic

studded pattern of coloration may be traced. The leopard
Is smooth-haired, without mane nr Iwunl, agile as well m
sturdy, and of somewhat arboreal habits, like the jaguar

''The
other Islands, In this wide range running into many geo-

graphical varieties.

It fortuned Belphebe with her pan*
The woody Mmphs, and with that lovely boy,
Was hunting then the Libbards and the "<.

Spenter, i. <*., iv. vit zs.

lepadoid

leopard-tortoise flep'jjrd-td'r'tM), n. A tor-

tmse, 'I'lfiliiiln piiriln/ix.

LeopardUB (lf'-o-|>;ir'dus), n. [L., a leopard:
s, i lin/,itrd.] A classic name of the leopard,

pard, or panther, sometimes used in zoology aa
a generic name of the large spotted cats.

leopard-wood (lep'iird-vvud), n. The wood of

JiriiKiiintiii .Inbletii." It is mottled with dark

blotches, giving a fancied resemblance to the
skin of a leopard. See make-wood.

leopartt, . A Middle English form of leopard.

Leopoldinia (le'p-pol-din'i-a), n. [NL. (Mar-
tins, 1833), dedicated to theKmpress Leopoldine,
wife of Dom Pedro I., Emperor of Brazil.] A
genus of Brazilian palms of the tribe Arecece

and subtribe Caryotuiea;. The four specie* Inhabit

the northern parts of'Brazil. They are ornamental In cul-

tivation and have various economic uses. L. I'iattaba la

one of the bast-palms which yield the piassaba fiber.

leort, A Middle English form of leer 1
.

leornt, v. A Middle English form of lean.

leoset, ". ' A Middle English form of leese*.

\. An obsolete strong preterit of leap
1
. Chau-

-

Lepadicea (lep-a-dis'e-a), n. pi. [NL., < Lc-

pas (Lepad-) + -icea.] In De Blainville's clas-

sification (1825), one of two families of his Ac-

matopoda (the other being Balanoidea), contain-

, Gymnolc-

ln the reign of Henry III. are spoken of as leopards. In
later heraldry an attempt has been made to discriminate
between the lion and the leopard, but the only tenable dis-

tinction is when the leopard is represented spotted, which
is common in modern heraldry. The practical identity of

the two bearings is shown in this, that a leopard rampant
is said to be a leopard linnne, and a lion passant gardant
is said to be a lion leopard^.

3. A gold coin, weighing from about 53, to 69

grains, struck by Edward III. and Edward the

Black Prince of England, for circulation in

Obverse. Reverse.

Leopard, British Museum.

France, and having on the obverse a lion pas-
sant gardant. In French heraldry this representa-
tion is described as a lion leoparde, whence the name of

the coin. American leopard, the jaguar, Felit OHM.
Black leopard. See def. l. Hunting leopard. Roe

huntiny-leopard, Snow-leopard, the ounce, FeKi irbit.

leopard-cat (lep'ard-kat), n. 1. The American

ocelot, Felts pardalis. 2. A wild cat of India,

Ceylon, Java, and Sumatra, Felis bengalensis,
about 3 feet long including the tail, of a tawny

leopard"6 (lep-ar-da'), a. [Heraldic F., < leo-

pard + -, E. -iel.] In her., passant gardaut:
said of a lion. See leopard, "2.

leopardess (lep'ftr-des), . [< leopard + -ess.]

A female leopard.

leopard-fish (lep'jird-fish), . The lesser wolf-
*s-t > 1..-.1. ^..-

'.pantherinus, of the

( '/< in/'iixin, of the iris family. The perianth is spot,
ted with purple, and the fruited receptacle resembles a

blackberry, whence the plant Is also called blackberry HI;/.

leopard-frog (lep'&rd-frog), w. The American
shad-frog, liana Kalecina: so called from its

spotted coloration.

leopard-lily (lep'ard-lil'i), n. A spotted vari-

ety of the liliaceous plant Lachenaiia pendula,
from the Cape of Good Hope.
leopard-moth (Iep'ard-m6th), n. A large black
and white spotted moth of the family Cossida;

(fr-u:crn pyrina or Z.a>sculi), common through-
out Europe : an English collectors' name. The
larva bores in the trunks of the elm, apple, pear,
and plum.
leopard's-bane (lep'ardz-ban), n. 1. A plant
of the genus Doronieii'm . 2. Amedicinal plant,
Arnica montana. 3. Same as herb-parig.

leopard-seal (lep'iird-sel), n. A large spotted
seal. l.< iitiniiii'iintrx or l.t/itmii/j- intlililli, of the

family I'lmriilii- and subfamily f-lrnorhiinrhinir.

inhabiting Patagonia. Also called ?ea-lco]><tr<l.

cirripeds, typified by the genus Lepax, belonging
totheorder Thoracicaot the subclass C'irrii>edia;
the goose-mussels or bar-
nacles. These crustaceans are
free when larval, flied to sub-

merged objects when adult Fix-

ture is effected by the modifica-
tion of the antenna Into a flexi-

ble fleshy peduncle, sometimes
very short, and sometimes a foot
In length. This supports the
hard calcareous shell or capitu-
lum, normally of five valves,

compressed to a flattened form,
whose two sides are drawn to-

gether by a single transverse
muscle. Krom the opening be-
tween the sides are protruded
the long, slender, curved, and
jointed legs resembling tenta-

cles, which move at will with a

sweeping motion. On each side
of the body are several filamen-
tous appendages, homologous
with the gills of higher crusta-

ceans and supposed to have a re-

spiratory function. The alimen-

tary canal is comparatively sfrn- ^"S^ffi W ;

pie; there are three pairs of dell- prosoma: c, carina: j.scu-

cate mouth parts; there is no turn: /. tergum; /, penn; r,

heart or large blood-vessels. The ^"^ i,h * c?
Lepadidaare mostly hermaphro- ,,.,_juc j

~
an(1 ^ tlu^s ; '/ at

(lite, but in some species
the anl- Ujttoni U figure), antennae.

mal of the normal form is strictly

female, having one or more males of minute size and more
simple organization lodged inside its shell. In others,

which, though hermaphrodite, have the male organs less

developed than the female, similar males are met with,
and are termed c<nnpltme?Ual male*.

I.pas, in diagrammatic
section.

(lep'a-dit), w. [< NL. Lepaditen^
< Gr.

?.Trar. (temjo-), a limpet (see Lepas), + -ite2.] A
fossil supposed to be a kind of barnacle; an

aptychus. See Lepaditex.

Lepadites(lep-a-di'tez), n. [NL. : see lepadite.]
A spurious genus of supposed fossil barnacles,
based on the aptychi of certain fossil cephalo-
pods, as ammonites. See aptychus. ScJtlotheim,

,n. [NL. (His-

biesociform fishes with an adhesive thoracic

disk divided into two portions, the posterior of

which has a free anterior margin. By means of this

organ the fish attaches Itself to stones and other objects,
and is hence known as sucktr. Several species occur In

European seas ; the most common are L. gouam and L.

limacidattis. Erroneously written Lepidogatlcr ( Yamtt,
1841) and Lepadoyattenu (Uvuan, 1770).

lepadoid (lej>'u-<loid), a. and n.
[<

Gr. "f-t-ai

(/i-a6-), a limpet (see Lepas), + cifof, shape.]



lepadoid

1. a. Resembling a goose-mussel; of or per-

taining to the Lepadidm.
II. n. A member of the Lejiadidce.

lepal (le'pal), n. [< NL. as if "lepalum, < L.

lepis, < Gr. Aeinf, a scale: the term, conforms
to that ofpetal, sepal.'] In bot., a barren trans-

formed stamen.

lepartt, An obsolete variant of leopard.
I'liinicer.

Lepas (le'pas), n. [NL., < L. lepas (lepad-), <

Gr. AfTraf (/UTrad-), a limpet, < teiraf, a bare rock,
< Uirtiv, strip, peel.] The typical genus of Le-

padidw; goose-mussels proper. L. anattfera is a
common species, usually found attached to floating or

submerged objects, hanging in the water sometimes to the

length of a foot or more. L. fascuxtlaris is another well-

known species, with a short footstalk. See barnaclel, 2.

lepet, " A Middle English form of
leap.

Lepechinia (lep-e-kin'i-a), . [NL. (Walldonow,
1816), named after John Lepechin, a Russian

botanist.] A genus of labiate plants of the

tribe Satureineai, and type of the subtribe Le-

pechiniece. It is distinguished from the other members
of the subtribe by having the corolla naked within and by
the oblong parallel anther-cells. There are 2 species, na-
tives of Mexico, herbs with small yellowish or white flowers
in axillary whorls crowded in dense terminal spikes.

Lepechinieae (lep'e-ki-ni'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Ben-
tham and Hooker, 1876),'< Lepechinia + -eai.~\

A subtribe of labiate plants of the tribe Satu-

reinea}, based on the genus Lepechinia, having a
loose campanulate or broadly tubular calyx, a
broad tubular and two-lipped corolla, and four

perfect stamens. It embraces 3 genera besides the

type, Dekinia, Sphacele, and Hormium, natives of Mexi-
co, California, South America, the Hawaiian islands, and
Europe.

leper1
(lep'er), n. [In def. 1 (where also former-

ly lepry, q. v.) < ME. lepre,< OF. liepre, P. lepre =
Sp. Pg. It. lepra, < L. lepra, < Gr. Mirpa, leprosy,
< Aeirp6$, scaly, < /Um>?, a scale, < Aeireiv, strip,

peel, = Buss, lupite = Lith. lupti, peel. In def.

2, orig. leprous man, the form leper as applied
to a person being more recent, and appar. de-

veloped, as seeming noun of agent in -er, from
leprous.] If. Leprosy.

The lepre of him was clensid. Wyclif, Mat viii. 2.

Whan he was in his lustie age, .

The lepre caught in his visage.
Cower, Conf. Amant., ii.

2. A person affected with leprosy.
And, behold, there came a leper and worshiped him, say-

Ing, Lord, if t hmi will, thou canst make me clean.
Mat. viii. 2.

leper
2
!,

n. An obsolete form of leaper. Piers
Plowman.

leper-house (lep'er-hous), . A hospital for
the treatment of leprosy,
leperizet (lep'er-iz), v. t. [< leper^ + -ize.] To
strike with leprosy.

Moses, by Faith, doth Myriam leperize.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Triumph of Faith, mi. 7.

leperous (lep'er-us), a. See leprous.

lepid (lep'id), a. [= Sp. lepido = Pg. It. lepido,
< L. lepidus, pleasant; cf. L. lepor, lepos (lepor-),

pleasantness; no verb-root appears.] Pleas-

ant; jocose. [Rare.]
As for the joyous and lepid consul, he gives himself no

trouble upon any subject.
Sydney Smith, Peter Plymley's Letters, vii.

lepides, n. Plural of lepis.

Lepidinese (lep-i-din'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P.
de Candolle, 1821), < Lepidium + -inece.] A
tribe of cruciferous plants distinguished by the

usually incumbent or conduplieate cotyledons ;

the peppergrasses. The tribe embraces 25 gen-
era, of which Lepidium is the type.

lepidltyt, n. [< lepid + -%.] Pleasantness;
wittiness. Bailey, 1731.

Lepidium (le-pid'i-um), n. [NL. (Linnams), <

L. lepidium, < Gr. teiriSiav, a plant, prob. garden-
cress, pepperwort, also lit. a small scale, dim. of

Acme (/Ujnrf-), a scale: see lepis.'] 1. A large
genus of cruciferous plants, chiefly herbs, of
the tribe Lepidineai, distinguished by the de-
hiscent pod,which is almost always two-seeded,
and by the white flowers. About 100 species have
been enumerated, which maybe reduced to from 60 to 80,
distributed over the warm regions of the world. They are
commonly known as peppergrasses.
2f. In zool., a genus of thysamvrous insects.
Also written Lepidion. Menge, 1854.

lepidlyt (lep'id-li), adv. [< lepid + -ly*.] Wit-
tily; pleasantly.
lepidocrocite (lep-i-dok'ro-sit), n. [< Gr. knif
(UTU&-), a scale (see lepis), + uponof, crocus, +
-ite2.] A variety of goethite occurring in col-
umnar forms with a scaly or fibrous structure.

lepidodendroid (lep"i-do-den'droid), a. [< Le-
/liilndendron + -aid.'] L'ike plants of the genus
Lepidodendron ; having a scaly bark.

Lepidodendron Brittsii, from the coal-
measures of Missouri, a, a group of four

leaf-scars ; t>, one of the scars on a larger
scale.
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Lepidodendron (lepl-do-den'drgn), >i. [NL.,
< Gr. /ttin'f (/rmri-), a scale, + Aivifwv, a tree.] A
common fossil plant of the Carboniferous coal-

measures, supposed, in some cases at least, to

have furnished an important constituent of the

coal itself. By most fossil botanists Lepidodendron is

considered to be closely allied to the club-mosses (Lyco-

podiacete), now widely spread plants. The fossil club-

mosses are, however, not identical in structure or exter-

nal appearance with any now living, one important differ-

ence being the much larger size of the fossil forms. The
surface of the stem of Lepidodendron is marked by pecu-
liar, prominent, quincuncially arranged, and generally
lozenge-shaped

"
leaf-cushions

"
(also called "bolsters"

and "leaf-bases"),
which are sometimes
distinctly separated
from each other, and
sometimes confluent
above and below, and
which vary greatly in
size and shape with
the age of the plant
to which they belong.
The leaf-scars are
also usually rhombic
(sometimes heart-

shaped), and are situ-

ated on the upper or
central part of the

cushion, and marked
with vascular impres-
sions or scars, which
are usually three in

number, the middle
one being always the

largest. The young
twigs were clothed
with long narrow
leaves. The internal
structure of the plant
varies considerably
with the species, of
which great numbers
have been described,
based chiefly on the
differences in form and size of the leaf-cushions and -scars,
which are now generally considered as furnishing very
unre|table data for specific distinction. The fossil Lepido-
dendra are chiefly casts of the exterior. These plants are

very characteristic of the middle and lower divisions of the

productive (Carboniferous) coal-measures, and are widely
distributed over the world. One species of Lepidodendron
(comtgalum, Dawson) is very characteristic of the Lower
Carboniferous in America. In Europe this genus is espe-
cially developed in the lower parto of the coal-measures.

Slernberg, 1820. See Sigillaria.

lepidoganoid (lep"i-do-gan'oid), a. and n. [<
Lepidoganoidei, q. v.] 1. a. Pertaining to or

having the characters of the Lepidoganoidei.
II. n. A fish of the group Lepidoganoidei.

lepidoganoidean (lep
*
i - do - ga - noi ' de - an), a.

and n. Same as lepidoganoid.
Lepidoganoidei (lep *i-do-ga-noi'de-i),w.pZ.
[NL., < Gr. AeTT/f (famd-), a scale, + NL. ganoi-
deus, ganoid: see ganoid.] In R. Owen's sys-
tems, an order or a suborder of ganoid fishes
with regular scales instead of plates, as in the

Placoganoidei. It is an artificial group, represented by
the living amiids, lepidosteids, and polypterids, with many
extinct relatives. In one of Owen's systems the Lepido-
ganoidei are the second suborder of the third order, Ga-
noidei, of fishes ; in another, the first suborder of the eighth
order, Ganoidei, divided into 8 families. The Lepidoga-
noidei as an order are sometimes divided into 5 sulwrders
or families, Amiidaz, Lepidosteidte, Lepidopleuridce, Cros-

iopterygidce, and Acantlmlidce. It is now obsolete.

lepidoid (lep'i-doid), a. and n. [< Lepidoidei,
q. v.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the Lepidoi-
dei: as, a lepidoid fish; a lepidoid scale.

II. n. A member of the Lepidoidei.
Lepidoidei (lep-i-doi'de-i), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

MTridoei6t]f, scale-like, < /Icmf (AeinS-), a scale, +
riiJof, form.] In Agassiz's classification (1833),
a family of fossil ganoid fishes covered with
large flat rhomboid enameled scales. It in-
cluded forms now referred to several different

families, as Acanthodida;, Dipterid<e, Palisonise-

ida>, etc.

lepidolite (lep'i-do-Ut), n. [< Gr.
Arfr_ (Ar5-),

a scale, + /l/0of, a stone.] Lithia mica. This
mineral is found in scaly masses, ordinarily of a violet or
lilac color and containing a small percentage of lithia. It
is often associated with the lithia tourmalin or rubelllte,
as at Rozena in Moravia, and Paris, Maine. See mica.

lepidomelane (lep'i-do-me-lan"), w. [< Gr. Xtm'f

(Aeirti-), a scale, + n^Aas (jie^av-), black.] A spe-
cies of the mica group (see mica), of a deep-black
color, usually occurring in small, rather inelas-
tic scales. It contains a large amount of iron.

lepidophaeite (lep"i-do-fe'It), n. [< Gr. /E-/C

(AeniS-), a scale,+ ipatof , dusky,+ -tte2 .] A soft,

scaly variety of wad containing copper.
Lepidophloios (lep'i-do-floi'os), n. [NL.
(Steinberg, 1825) ; prop. '*Lepidop}ilceus, < Gr.
At jn'f (Aejn<5-), a scale, + if/mm;, bark.] A genus
of fossil plants of the coal-measures, closely re-

lated to Lepidodendron, with prominent (often
very prominent) transverse rhombic leaf-cush-

ions, at the lower end of each of which is a leaf-

Lepidopus

scar of the same shape, together with three
smaller punctate vascular scars, the central one

being the largest and triangular in form. This

genus is found in various parts of Europe, in

the United States, and in Canada.

Lepidophyllum (lep
//

i-do-firum) ;
n. [NL., <

(jr. /".fTTi'f (n-(d-), a scale, + <j>v'AA<n>, leaf.] A
supposed genus of fossil plants, to which have
been referred leaves, blades, or bracts forming
a part of the organs of fructification of Lepido-
dendron and Lepidophloios. Some species described
under the name ofLepidophyttitm are fragments of linear
leaves of Lepidodendron.

Lepidopodidae (lep"i-do-pod'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,<
Lepidopus (-pod-) + -idee.'] A family of acan-

thopterygian fishes, typified by the genus Lepi-

dopus, embracing scombroids of very elongate
compressed form, and with a distinctly devel-

oped caudal fin. It includes several deep- and
open-sea fishes.

lepidopter (lep-i-dop'ter), n. [< NL. lepidopte-

rus, scaly-winged: see lepidopterous.] A lepi-

dopterous insect. Also lepidopteran.

Lepidoptera (lep-i-dop'te-ra), . pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of lepidopterus, scaly-winged: see lepi-

dopierous.] An order of hexapod insects, or
true Insecta, with suctorial mouth-parts in the
form of a spiral antlia, four similar membranous
wings completely covered with scales, a fused

prothorax, and perfect metamorphosis. These
beautiful insects are known as butterflies and moths,
the former being the Lepidoptera diurna, or Khnpalocera,
and the latter the Lepidoptera noctuma, or Heterocfra, re-

spectively constituting the two suborders into which the
order is now usually divided. In the adults the mouth
is completely hanstellate or antliate, the maxillrc being
modified into a tubular sucking-proboscis, and the man-
dibles being rudimentary. The modified maxillec have a

pair of palps. The head is loosely attached to the tho-

rax, and the long slender legs are very freely movable.
The fore pair are rudimentary in some butterflies. The
body is hairy ; the prothorax has a pair of tippets or pa-
tagia, and the mesothorax a pair of scales, tegulee, or pa-

Lfpidoptera.
i. Butterfly Hipparchia galathea, marbled white butterfly. 2.

Hawk-moth or sphinx Macrofflossa stcltatantm, humming-bird
hawk-moth.

3.
Moth Abraxas grossulariata, mafTpie-motn. 4.

Palpi and spiral mouth of butterfly. 5. Antenna? a, butterfly's;
t>, sphinx's ; c, moth's. 6. Portion of wing of cabbage-butterfly, with

part of the scales removed. 7. Scales of same, magnified.

raptera. The pupa is obtected. The larva, known as a

caterpillar, is mandibulate, having masticatory instead of
suctorial mouth-parts, and is provided with from 4 to 10

prolegs or prop-legs besides the 6 true legs. The lip of the
larva bears a double-oriflced spinneret, a tubular organ
through which passes the silk of which the cocoon is fabri-

cated. Caterpillars are almost invariably vegetable-feed-
ers, and often prove highly destructive. A few species
are known to be carnivorous. Upward of 50,000 species
are described. In the Linnean system, prior to 1758, the

Lepidoptera consisted of the two genera Papilio and Pha-
lozna, corresponding to the modern suborders lihopalocera
and Heterocera, or butterflies and moths ; later, in the same
system, of the genera Papilio, Sphinx, and Phalcena, cor-

responding to the Latreillean Lepidoptera diurna, crepus-
cutaria, and nocturna. Later writers divided the order
into the families Papilionido?, Sphinyidce, Jigeriidce, Zygtf-
nidce, BombyciddK, Noctuidce, Geometrid{e, Pyralidce, Tor-

tricidce, and Tineidce; and nearly all of these have been
further subdivided into other families.

lepidopteran (lep-i-dop'te-ran), a. and n. [As
li'pidopter-ous + -an.] I." a" Same as lejiidop-
teroHs.

II. n. Same as lepidopter.

lepidopterist (lep-i-dop'te-rist), n. [< Lepidnp-
tera + -j'sfc] One who is versed or engaged in

the scientific study of Lepidoptera.
lepidopterous (lep-i-dop'te-rus), a. [< NL.
kpidopterus, scaly-winged, < Gr. Xeirif (?,r5-),
a scale, + flrcpov, a wing.] In cntom., having
scalywings ; specifically, pertainingto the Lepi-
dopttra. or having their characters. Also lepi-

dopternl, lepidopteran.

Lepidopus (le-pid'o-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. MTT!;

(Af~/(5-), a scale, +' Trorf (jro<5-) = E. foot."] 1.

In ichtk., the typical genus of Lrpidopndidn:
having scale-like appendages in the place of

ventral fins, whence the name. L. argenteus,of a

silvery color, is the true scabbard-fish, a speuies of wide
distribution in many seas.

2. A genus of crustaceans. Duna, 1847,



Lepidosauria

Lepidosavrria (lep'i-<lo-sa'ri ;i), ii.pl. [NL.,<
Gr. /Ir-T/f (/(TrvfJ-), a scale, + nni/nu; n li/.ard.

|
In

some systems, a subc hiss or MI! Mir.lcr.il' l!t/> him,
including reptiles with scales ami plates, with
limbs or without, and with the anal cleft trans-
verse ami III' 1

]>enis double. The group includes the

ophidians and lacertilians, hut nut tin- rrorodilians nor
cnclonians. Also called riti:jintrrntiitn and Stfuatnata.

lepidosaurian (lep'i-do-sa'ri-an), a. and n. I.

a. Pertaining to the Lepidosauria, or having
their characters.

II. . One of the Lfjiiiln.iiiiiriii.

Lepidosiren (lep'i-do-si'ren), n. [NL., < Qr.
~

Br

A, paricto frontal bone ; At, alisphenoiil ;

An, auditory chamber; /.', superorbital ;

Rr, branchiostegal rays; C. nasal: Dt pal-
ato-pteryguid ; , votncrine teeth ; EO,
exoccipttal bone; Etti, ethmoid; Hy, hy-
oitl ; /, lacryma! ; MM, mandible ; N, na-
sal sac ; ' 'A opercular plate ; Or, orbit ; PS,
cartilaginous presphctioidal region ; /'",

vomer; a, quadrato-mandibular articula*
tion ; fh, notochord ;

x x, parasphenoid ; j

pharyngo-branchial ; //, Y, /'///. exits <

optic, tngeminal, and vagus nerves ; I, :

first and second vertebrae.

scale (see lepis),
+ NL. .Siren, a

genus of am-
phibians.] 1.

A genus of

dipnoan fishes,

typical, of the

family Lepidosi-
renida; and sub-

family Lepido-
sirenince, of an

elongate form,
as in the am-
phibian genus

Skull of Mudfish (A,,****, r, *'>,Jut
with a

tens), side views, the upucr in longitudinal gCHly bOUV. For-
vertical section. (Cartilage dottcu; mem- mrrlv tlir frntimt,-
branes and bones shadedTn lines., SSSlS.^

rlca wasincluded In

this genus, and the
name lepidrtnren Is

still 1m isrl v applied
to that fish, though
it is more properly
restricted to the
South American
form for which the

genus was original-

ly instituted. L.

paradoxa Is the South American mudllsh. about 3 feet

long, found in the Amazon. Amphibichthyit is a synonym.
2. [I. c.] A member of this genus.
Lepidosirenidae (lep'i-do-si-ren'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Lepidosiren + -ida:.] A family of dip-
noan fishes, typified by the genus Lepidosiren.
The body is eel-shaped; there are teeth in each jaw, a

pair of lateral molars with strong cusps supported by ver-
tical ridges and on the vomer a pair of conical ones ; the
dorsal and anal nns are long and confluent with the cau-
dal ; and the ventral and pectoral fins are almost reduced
to long filaments. It is a small group of two genera, the
South American Lepidonren and the African Protopterua.
Amphibichtliifidce and Sirenidce, 2, are synonyms.

Lepidosirenidea (lep'i-do-si-re-nid'e-a), n. pi.

[NL. , < Lepidosiren + -idea. ] An order referred

by Melville to the amphibians : same as Sirenoi-
dea.

lepidosirenoid (lep*i-do-si're-noid), a. and n.

[< Lepidosiren + -oid.] I. a. Pertaining to the

Lcpidosirenida:, or having their characters.
II. n. A fish of the family Lepidosircnida.

lepidosist (lep-i-do'sis), n. [NL., < Or. feirif (fa-

JT>-), a scale, + -osi.?.] In med., scaly disease:

applied to ichtbyosis, psoriasis, and pityriasis.

Lepidosperma (lep'i-do-spe,r'mii), n. [NL. (La
Bmardiere, 1804), < Gr. fojr/f (^CTTH!-), a scale, +
oirtpfia, seed.] A genus of sedges of the tribe

lihynchosporete, distinguished by having sub-
distichous glumes and nard eroded seeds. There
are about 40 species, inhabiting Australia, New Zealand,

341:;

system, a suborder of ganoid fishes having
rhombic scales, generally fulcrate tins, numer-
ous branchiostegals, and no gular plate. It em-
braces the Lc]>idosteid<e and numerous extinct
forms.

Lepidosteus (lep-i-dos'te-us), n. [XL., < Gr. '/>.

jrif (tand-). a scale,+ ixrrtov, a bone.] A genus
of fishes with rhomboid scales as hard as bone,
whence the name. The genus Include* the North
American garpikea or Ixiuy pikes, as L. rmna, the com-
mon lone-nosed, and L. ptatystomut, the short- nosed gar-
pike. The alligator gar, /, triituecJum, represents a section
of the genus called Atraetattau. The genus is typical of
the faintly I^indttsteidaK. Originally spelled Lepuofteut
(Laeffedf, 1803).

lepidostrobus (lep-i-dos'tro-bns), .; pi. lepi-
dostrobi (-bi ) . [NL. ,

< Or. Xfjr/f ('/ifmi-), a scale,
+ oTpo,?of, a twisting or whirling round: see

strobile.] The fruit-cone of plants of the ge-
nus Lepidodendron. It corresponds closely In struc-
ture with the fertile spike of the living SclagtiuUa. The

,

the Malay archipelago, and southern China. /. . gladiatum ,

the sword-sedge of the sea-coast of extratropical Australia,
is an important plant for binding sea-sand, and also yields
a paper-material said to be as good as esparto.

Lepidostei (lep-i-dos'te-i), n.pl. [NL., pi. of

Lepidosteus.'] A group of ganoid fishes, founded
by Agassiz in 1833 : same as Lepidoidei.
lepidosteid (lep-i-dos'te-id), . A fish of the

family Ltpldothida. Also lepidonteoid.

Lepidosteidae (lep'i-dos-te'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Lepidosteus
+ -Ida;.'] 1. A family of rhomboga-

noid fishes. They have lozenge-shaped scales, and fins

with fulcra. The dorsal and anal tins are placed far back,
close to the caudal. The abdominal part of the spinal r,.i

umn is longer than the caudal part. Opercular gills or

pseudobranchia? are present. The Lepfdosttida are char-
acteristic of the fresh waters of North America, and are

popularly known as parjitthea, garjrikfs, bony pticeg, and alii-

iialnr-imrs. They are noteworthy for many anatomical
peculiarities, ami as being the only living representatives
of a once large and widely diffused order of fishes. One
species has been reported from China.

2. In Huxley's and Zittel's systems, a suborder
or order of ganoid fishes, containing the above
family, then called Lcpidoxti-ini or Hingli/moili.

lepidosteoid (lep-i-dos'te-oid), . and n. [NL..
< Lepidosteoidei^] I. a. Pertaining to the Lcpi-
ilnnti'idii; or having their characters.

II. n. Same as lejndosifiil.

Lepidosteoidei(lep-i-dos-te-oi'de-I), n.pl. [NL.,
+ Gr. rWof, form.] In GUnther's

~-
IstitiattrottHi fiat-

Littdoslrolmt marrtltfutotHi. lalut : a, an entire
(From Weiss's " Flora der Steinkohlen- strobile ; p, a single

formation.") scale.

spore-bearing leaves are attached to a central axis in a
crowded spiral arrangement and their outer ends curve
over so as to form an imbricated, diagonally arranged pat-
tern, resembling that of the stem Itself,

lepidote (lep i-dot), a. [< Gr. iWfooror, scaly,
< /ridovv, make scaly, < /IfTrif (fami-), a scale :

see lepis."] In bot., covered with scurfy scales
or scaly spots; leprous.
lepidoted (lep'i-do-ted), a. [< lepidote + -ed2.]
Same as lepidote.

LepidUTUS (lep-i-du'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. ?.ir/<;

(fer5-), a scale, + ovpA, a tail.] A genus of

phyllopods of the family Apodida
1

(or Apunidte), related to Apus, but

having a spa dilate telson; the

spoontails. L. couesi is a species
abounding in pools in Montana,
Utah, and elsewhere.

Lepiopomus (lep'i-o-po'mus), .

[NL., also Lepomus, prort.'Lepido-
pomus; < Gr. Aeiris (Xtir<o.). a scale,
+ irijfta, a lid, cover.] Same as

I^epomis.

lepis (le'pis), .
; pi. lepides (lep'i-

dez). [NL.. < L. lepis, < Gr. ,'

a scale, rind, husk, flake, < /

peel, strip. Cf. Lepas."] 1. A
scale, as that of a fish. 2. In

bot., a thin flat membranous pro-
cess or scale, attached by its mid-

dle, and having a lacerated irregu-
lar margin, such as covers the foliage of the
oleaster.

Lepisma (le-pis'mii), n. [NL. (Linneus, 1748),
< Gr. tejnafia, that which is peeled off, peel, <

fojnfeii>, peel, husk, < /".fjn'r, a scale, husk: see

lepis.'] The typical genus of Lepismatida; hav-

ing three long and four short caudal filaments,

very long antennas, and the body flat and scaly.
Several species of these bristletails occur about houses 'in

warm or damp places, where they may be seen running
swiftly when disturbed. In their movements and general
habits they resemble cockroaches. L. gaccharina is a
common household pest in Europe and America, in damp,
close rooms. L. dmnestica, the fishtail, is another house-
hold pest, L. quadrisenata is commonly observed on the
walls of out-houses. In the t'nited .States these insects
are commonly called fahtail, ftUtxrtaH, and sHperftsh. They
are fond of the glazed figures in wall-paper, of photo-
graphs, the paste of book-bindings, etc., and also Injure
silks and silk tapestries. They are most abundant where
It is a little damp.

Lepismatidae (lep-is-mat'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Lepisma(t-) + -id(f.~] A family of genuine thy-
sanurous insects of the suborder Cinura, having
long caudal stylets or filamentous appendages,
long filamentous antennte. well-developed jaws
and long palps, six legs, slender cylindrio or
flattened body covered with metallic scales, and
ten-jointed abdomen; the bristletails proper.
They are found running swiftly about buildings, under
stones, etc., and somewhat resemble cockroaches, though
not nearly related to tinw orthopterous insects. Lrpimia,
Jjfpvnnina, ami MachUi* are the representative genera.
Also Lfpiftnidtf.

Lepistemon (lep-i-ste'mon), n. [NL. (C. L.

Blume, 1826), < Gr. /.rn-i'f, a scale,+ <rri/nuv, a sta-

lepra

men.] A genus of convolvulaceoug plants of the
trilii- t'mu-nlriili-ii; (lijstingiiiKheil from //iivi
liv the dilatation of the base of the filaments
into small arched scales. There are 5 specie*, having
cordate three-lobed leaves and small yellowish flowers* aO
twining herbs, natives of tropical Asia, Africa, and Aus-
tralia.

Lepistomoneae (lep'is-te-mo'ne-c), n. pi. [NL.
(M icjuel, 1856), < l^i>inttmon + -ttr.~] A tribe of

plants of the order ('onrolvulacea; established
for the reception of the genus Lepintemon.
lepocyta (le-pos'i-ttt), . .[NL.: see lepocyte^
An infusorian with a cell-membrane: distin-

guished from (/ymnocyta.

lepocyte (lep'6-sit), n. [< NL. lepocyta, < Gr.

P.firof, a scale, husk, + /oTof, a hollow, a cavity:
see <//'(. |

A nucleated cell with a cell-wall :

distinguished from gumnocyte.
Lepomis (le-po'mis), n. [NL. (Rafinesque,
1819), also Lepomus, emend. Lepiopomus (Jor-

dan, 1878), prop. 'Lepidopoma; < Gr. )*irlf (%r-

nti-), a scale, + nafta, a lid, cover.] A genus
of smiti-lies of American fresh waters, having
the operculum ending behind in a convex black

flap, sometimes highly developed. They belong to
the ftunttyCentrarchidtr, and are nearly related tothe black-
bass. Upward of 20 species are described, some of them
among the commonest and most familiar fishesof the I'nlted

States, often called bream, as the blue or copper-nosed, L.

rltidus.
The common sunflsh, sunny, or pumpkin-seed is

ffiblxmut, found from Maine to Florida and in the Great
Lake region. The red-spotted sunflsh is L. Ai/mtZu, found
from Kentucky to Kansas and Texas. L. rmnellvs of the
Great Lake region and thence to Mexico Is the blue-spotted
sunflsh or redeye. The two species In which the gill-flap
is most highly developed are L. auritia and L. megaloti*,
both called long-eared mnjwh.

Leporidae (le-por'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lepus
(Lepor-) + -irfp.] A family of mammals of the
order Sodentin or Glires and suborder Duplici-
dentata ; the hares. The Lcporidir, together with the

Lagomyidce, compose the suborder. The dental fonnula of

Leporidce is : 2 incisors above and 1 below in each half-jaw,
no canines, 3 premolars in each upper and 2 In each lower

half-jaw, and 3 molars above and below in each half-jaw
in all, 28. The milk-dentition is : I. j, pm. j = ! x 2 = 18.

There are in the adult 2 pairs, and in the young 3 pairs, of

upper front teeth, the largest number found In this order.
The grinders are all alike rootless and mostly trilaminate ;

the skull is large, and noted for its many vacuities or fon-
tanelles among the bones ; clavicles are present, but rudi-

mentary ; the scapula has a metacromion ; the tibia and
fibula are united as In murine rodents ; the radius and
ulna are complete, but fixed ; and the spinal column Is

remarkably long in

the lumbar region.
The hind limbs are

disproportionately
long, and the gait is

more or less salta-

torial. The hind as
well as the fore feet

are entirely fur-

ry, and the whole
length of the meta-
tarsus may be ap-

nnd.
Skull of Arctic Hare (lffi*r timidtts,

Tar. arcticutl, from specimen in United
States National Museum, Washington.

plied to thegron:
There are 5 digits
on the fore feet, 4 on
the hind. The head is full and globose, with very long
ears, large eyes, and prominent, mobile, cleft upper lip ;

there are no cheek-pouches, and the inside of the mouth
is partly furry. The tail Is short and habitually recurved.
The male organs are external ; the uterus is two-horned,
and the mamma? are numerous about 5 pairs. There Is

but one living genus. Lema, but there arc several extinct

genera, as I'alinjloffut, Parwlax, and /YaotAerium. See
hart*, rabbit.

leporide (lep'o-rid), n. [< L. Jeptts (lepor-), a
hare (see Leptts), + E. -ifc2 .] A variety of the
domesticated rabbit, supposed to be a hybrid
between the rabbit (Lepus cvniculug) and the
hare (L. timidus), and also known as the Belgian
hare.

Many of these animals were sold as Irparidesnr hybrids,
produced by the union of the hare and rabbit ; but the
most careful experimenters have failed to produce any
such hybrid. Encyc. Brit., XX. 193.

leporiform (Iep'o-ri-f6rm), a. [< L. fepua (lepor-),
a hare, + forma, form.] Shaped like a hare

;

resembling a leporide in form ; lagomorphic.
leporine (lep'o-rin or -rin), a. [= OF. lepo-
nn, < L. leporinus, of a hare, < lepw (lepor-), a
hare: see Lepus.] Pertaining to a hare ;

hav-

ing the nature or qualities of the hare; lago-
morphic.
lepothrix (lep'o-thriks), . [NL., < Gr. X*Vof,
a scale, husk, 4- Bpif, hair.] The condition of
a hair in which the scales of the cuticle are
loosened and partially detached. Such hairs
are found in the axilla.

lepped (lept). An obsolete or dialectal (Irish)

past participle of leap
1

. Spenser.
lepra (lep'rii), n. PL., < Gr. Mirpa, leprosy: see

leper
1

, lepry.~] 1. In pa thai., a chronic and al-

most uniformly incurable disease, caused by a
well-determined bacillus. Bacillus lepra. It is

characterized anatomically by the formation of nodules



lepra
and diffuse masses of leprous tissue, distributed especially
to the skin and along the nerves, but occurring elsewhere.

Lepra begins slowly and haltingly with the ordinary signs
of feeble health, and develops into one or the other of the
two recognized types of the disease, or into a mixed form.
In one type, lepra cutanea or lepra tuberculosa, the skin

and mucous membranes are the principal places of deposit
of leprous tissue, and there is formation of nodules, indo-

lent ulcers, and cicatrices. The other form, lepra neryo-
rum or lepra ancesttietica, in which the nerves are prin-

cipally affected, is characterized by pains and anaesthesia
in various nerve-regions (the motor paralysis being re-

markably scanty), and by various dystrophies consequent
upon the nervous lesions, bullous eruptions, spots of pig-

mentary surplus or deficit, glossy skin, muscular atrophy,
and the loss of fingers and toes. Patients with lepra nervo-
rum seem to live longer than those with lepra cutanea.

Lepra is unknown among brutes. It is communicated
from man to man, but seems usually to require extreme

intimacy of association. Lepra has been prevalent in al-

most all countries of the world. At present it is frequent
in many parts of Asia and Africa, and in some of the is-

lands of the Pacific and Indian oceans. In Europe it oc-

curs in Scandinavia, in Finland, in Iceland, and there is

some in Spain. It prevails in many parts of South Amer-
ica, Central America, and Mexico, and in a number of the
West Indian islands. In America north of Mexico there
are some points of prevalence in the southern part of the
United States, some among the Chinese of the western

coast, and some among the Scandinavian immigrants of

the northwest. There are also some infected localities in

New Brunswick, in Cape Breton, and in Greenland. Le-

pra cutanea is also called lepra Arabiim, elephantiasis or

elephantiasis Onecorum, and leprosy. Lepra nervorum is

also called lepra nervosa, lepra mutUans, dry leprosy, joint-
evil, and non-tuberculated lepra.

2. One of a class of scaly skin-affections, mostly
psoriasis; lepra Grsecorum. [Obsolescent.]
3. In bot., a scurfy or mealy matter on the sur-

face of some plants.

Lepralia (le-pra'li-a), . [NL. (Johnston),< Gr.

AsTrpo'f, scaly: see leper^.] 1. A notable ge-
nus of ehilostomatous polyzoans, of the family
Escliaridce or Membraniporidw, of irregularly
branched form with broad flattened divisions.

L. pertusa is an Adriatic species. 2. [I. c.] A
species of Lepralia. P. P. Carpenter.

lepralian (le-pra'li-an), a. [< Lepralia + -an.]

Pertaining to the genus Lepralia, or having its

characters.

leprarioid (le-pra'ri-oid), a. [< NL. Lepraria
(< Gr. teirpa, leprosy) + -oid.] Resembling cer-

tain crustaceous lichens of a dust-like or lep-
rose character, formerly considered to compose
a genus Lepraria.
leprechawn, leprecawn (lep're-kan), . [Also
leprechaun, lepracliawn, luprachaun, etc.

;
ult.

< Ir. luchorpan, lucharban, lucharman, a pygmy
sprite (see def.), lit. 'a little body,' < lu, lit-

tle, small, + corpan, dim. of corp, < L. corpus,
body: see corpus, corpse. Cf.Gt&el.lueharmunn,
a pygmy, a dwarf, given as < lucli, a mouse,
+ armunn, a hero, chief, but prob. a form of

the Ir. word. The present form of the Angli-
cized name comes rather < Lr. leithbhragan, an-
other name of the same fairy, appar. altered
from the earlier name by popular etymology,
as if < leit, half, + brog, shoe, + an, a man,
this name being accompanied by the legend
that the fairy spends his time in mending a

single shoe (half a pair).] In Irish supersti-
tion, a pygmy sprite, supposed to grind meal,
make shoes, and do other services for persons
who treat him well, and, if spellbound by a
fixed gaze, to give up an inexhaustible fairy
purse.
The Ghosts, Giants, Pookas, Demons, Leprecawnx, Ban-

shees, Fairies, Witches, Widows, Old Maids and Other
Marvels of the Emerald Isle.

Amer. Antiquarian, X., Index.

lepreyt. lepriet, n. See lepry.

lepric (lep rik), a. [< Gr. AW/w/Sf, of or for lep-
rosy, < texpa, leprosy : see lepra, leper

1
.] Of or

pertaining to leprosy. Thomas, Med. Diet.

leprosarium (lep-ro-sa'ri-um), n.
; pi. lepro-

saria (-a). [ML.: see leprosery.] A hospital
for the treatment of leprosy.
leprose (lep'ros), a. [< LL. leprosus, leprous:
see leprous.] In bot., scale-like or scurf-like:
said of some crustaceous lichens whose thallus
adheres to trees or stones like a scurf; lepi-
dote.

leprosery (lep'ro-se-ri), n.; pi. leproseries (-riz).

[< OF. leproserie, F. Uproserie, < ML. leprosaria,
leprosarium, a hospital for lepers, < LL. lepro-
sus, leprous: see leprous.] A hospital or home
for

lepers. N. Y. Med. Jour., XL. 275.

leprosied (lep'ro-sid), a. [< leprosy + -ed2.]
Affected with leprosy.
leprosity (le-pros'i-ti), n. [= OF. leprosite, <
ML. leprosita(t-)s, leprousness, < LL. leprosus,
leprous: see leprous.] 1. The state of being
leprous ; leprousness. 2f. A scaly condition.

For to say that Nature hath an intention to make all

metals gold, and that, if the crudities, impurities, and le-
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proxilies of metals were cured, they would become gold
all these are but dreames. llawn, Nat. Hist., 326.

leprosy (lep'ro-si), n. [Formerly also leprosie;

< OF. leprosie, leprosy, < ML. leprosia (found

only in sense of ' a hospital for lepers '), < MGr.

teirpuatf, leprosy, < Gr. heirpovaSai, become lep-

rous^ AtTTpa, leprosy: see lepra, lepcri, leprous.]
A name given to several different diseases. Re-

garding the leprosy of the Jews nothing certain is known.
The term was probably applied to various cutaneous dis-

eases, especially those of a chronic or contagious charac-

ter. The term is now commonly restricted to lepra cuta-

nea, or elephantiasis Griccorum. See lepra. Black lep-
rosy, a form of lepra exhibiting dark, livid patches. Dry
leprosy. See lepra.

leprous (lep'rus). a. [Also sometimes leperous;
< ME. leprous, < OF. leprous, lepros, lepreux =
F. lepreux = Sp. Pg. It. leproso, < LL. leprosus,

leprous, having leprosy, < L. lepra, leprosy : see

lepra, leper
1
,
1. The adj. is thus as if < /eper

1
,

1, + -ous.] 1. Infected with leprosy.
Onre lorde hym comaunded to make a table, in the

name of that table at the whiche he was sette in the house
of Symond leprowx. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), i. 59.

His hand was leprous as snow. Ex. iv. 6.

2f. Causing leprosy.
In the porches of my ears did pour

The lepermu distilment. Shak., Hamlet, i. 5. 64.

3. Covered with white scales, (a) In bot., same
as leprose. (6) In entom., covered with large, loose, irreg-
ular whitish scales, as the elytra of certain Coleoptera.

Leprous inflammation, inflammation caused by the

presence of Bacilliis leprce, and resulting in the forma-
tion of leprous tissue. Leprous tissue, a tissue con-

sisting of round cells, with some fusiform or branched,
with scanty flbrillar intercellular substance, and well pro-
vided with blood-vessels. It forms nodules up to the size

of a walnut, and diffuse masses. It may persist without

change, it may ulcerate on violence, or it may atrophy,
leaving a scar. It is formed under the influence of Ba-
cillus leprce, and these bacilli are found in the tissue.

leprousness (lep'rus-nes), n. The state of be-

ing leprous.
lepryt(lep'ri),TO. [Also leprie, leprey; < ME. lepry,

leprie,<.OF.leprie,leprosy: seeleper
1
.] Leprosy.

He made the blynde to se A heled some of lepry.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 38.

Their breath is contagious, their leprey spreading.
JV. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 18.

lepta, n. Plural of lep ton
1

.

[NL,(R.Leptadenia (lep-ta-de'ni-a), .

Brown, 1809), < Gr. Afirroc, small, + aSijv, a

gland.] A genus of plants of the order Ascle-

piudecE and tribe Ceropegiece, characterized by a
double crown and a rotate corolla with filiform

lobes. There are about 12 species, shrubs or climbers,
with filiform leaves and small flowers, natives of tropical
Asia and Africa and Madagascar. Endlicher made this

genus the type of a further subdivision, Leptadenieae.

Leptadenieas (lep'tad-e-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Endlicher, 1836), < Leptadenia + -ece.] A sub-
division of asclepiadaeeous plants, embracing
the genera Leptadenia and Ortlianthera, now
included in the tribe Ceropegiece.

Leptandra (lep-tan'dra), . [NL. (Nuttall,

1818), < Gr. Afjrriif, thin, fine, slender, small,
+ aviip (hvfip-), male (in mod. bot. stamen).] 1.

A former genus of scrophulariaceous plants,
now reduced to a section of Veronica. 2. [I.e.]
The rhizome and rootlets of Veronica (Leptan-
dra) Virginica. It is used as a cathartic.

leptandrin (lep-tan'drin), n. [< Leptandra +
-in2.] A bitter glucoside, crystallizing in nee-

dles, obtained from Veronica (Leptandra) Vir-

ginica, and probably constituting the active

principle of the drug leptandra.
Leptidae1

(lep'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Leptis +
-idee.] A family of dipterous insects, typified
by the genus Leptis, founded by Westwood in
1840. They are related to the Tabanidae or horse-flies,
but the simple and not annulate third joint of the anten-
nse has a styliform bristle. With few exceptions, the spe-
cies are unable to draw blood. They are about 200 in num-
ber, cosmopolitan, of moderate size, and rather sluggish ;

they sometimes prey on other insects. They are known
as snipe-flies.

Leptidae- (lep'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Leptus, 1,
+ -idee.] An old family of harvest-mites, based
mainly or wholly on immature forms.

Leptidea (lep-tid'e-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Jlra-rof,

thin, fine, small.]' 1. A genus of butterflies,
now called Leucophasia. Billberg, 1820. 2. A
genus of cerambycid beetles, having a few spe-
cies natives of southern Europe and western
Asia. Mulsant, 1829.

leptiform (lep'ti-form), a. [< Gr. /UTrrdf, thin,

slender, -t- L. forma, shape.] Slender in shape :

vermiform.

leptinid (lep'ti-nid), n. A beetle of the family
Lcptinitliv.

Leptinidae (lep-tin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lepti-
nus + -idle.] A family of clavicorn beetles,

Leptoceridae

typified by the genus Lcptln ug. They have the dor-

sal segments of the abdomen partly membranous, ventral

segments free, tarsi five-jointed (at least one pair of tarsi),

mentum transverse with hind angles prolonged, and palpi
distant at base.

leptinolite (lep-tin'o-llt), n. [< Gr. fairroc, thin,

fine, small, + suffix -ivoq + /Uft>f, a stone.] A
name given by Barrois to a rock produced by
the metamorphic action of granite on the ad-

jacent schists, as seen in the French Pyrenees.
LeptinUS (lep-ti'nus), n. [NL. (Muller, 1817),
< Gr. /.cTTTof, thin, fine, small: see lepton

1
.] A

genus of beetles, formerly of the familySilphidn;
now giving name to the Leptinida: These minute
beetles live in the trunks of old trees, under fallen leaves,

and in decomposing vegetable matter. L. testaceus is com-
mon to Europe and North America, though specimens
from the latter continent have been described as distinct,
under the name L. americanus.

Leptis (lep'tis), H. [NL. (Fabricius, 1805),< Gr.

fcjrrof, thin, fine, delicate : see lepion
1
.] The

typical genus of Leptidie. The species are of medium
size, with short, sparse hair, of a yellowish-red colormarked
with black or brown. The larva; live in damp earth and in

the burrows of May-beetles. About 30 European and 17

North American species are described.

Leptocardia (lep-to-kar'di-ii), . pi. [NL.]
Same as Leptocardii.

leptocardian (lep-to-kar'di-an), a . and n. [As
Leptocardii + -an.} I. a. 'Pertaining to the

Leptocardii, or having their characters.

II. n. A vertebrate of the class Leptocardii;
a lancelet, branchiostome, or amphioxus.
Leptocardii (lep-to-kiir'di-I), . pi. [NL. ,

< Gr.

/.ETrrof, thin, fine, small, + nap&ia = E. heart.]
The lowest group of true vertebrates

;
a class or

other high division of Vertebrata, to which dif-

ferent values have been assigned by natural-

ists; the lancelets. In the leptocardians the skele-

ton is notochordal, acranial, and membranocartilaginous ;

they have no brain, no jaws, contractile pulsating sinuses
instead of a heart, colorless blood, confluent respiratory
and abdominal cavities, and many branchial clefts through
which water enters to be expelled by an opening in front

of the vent. In the older systems the group was consid-
ered an order of flshes ; by Johannes Muller and others, a
subclass of fishes ; now, it is generally rated as a separate
class of Vertebrata. Other names of the same group, in

some of its acceptations, are Cirrostomi, Pharyngobranchii,
Acrania, Entomocrania, Cephalochorda, and family Bran-
chiostomidce or Amphioxidas. Only about six species are
known. Also Leptocardia. See cuts under JJranchiostoma
and lancelet.

leptocephalic (lep'^o-se-fal'lk or lep-to-sef'a-

lik), a. [As leptocepfial-y + -ic.] 1. Narrow, as
a skull; having a narrow skull; characterized

by or exhibiting leptocephaly. 2. In ichtli.,

retaining a long, narrow skull, as certain flat-

fishes whose skull does not undergo the special
modification characteristic of the pleuronec-
tids; leptocephaloid.

Indeed, there seems good reason to believe that many
young flat-fish never undergo this change at all, hut, swim-
ming about freely in the open sea, assume that peculiarly
elongated and strange form known as the leptocephalic.

Pop. Set. Mo., XXIX. 114.

Leptocephalidae (lep
" to - se - fal

'
i - de), n. pi.

[NL., < Lcptoceplialus + -id(e.] 1. A supposed
family of fishes of ribbon-like form, with a
translucent body, a continuous vertical fin con-

sisting of the united dorsal, caudal, and anal

fins, a small head, and lateral branchial aper-
tures. They live in the sea, and are considered to be im-
mature fishes, mostly of the family Contfridw. Lepto-
cephalus morrissi is the larval or immature form of Conger
vtdgaris. Also Leptocephalini (Bonaparte, 1837).

2. The family otherwise called Congridce.

leptocephaloid (lep-to-sef'a-loid), a. and n. I.

a. Pertaining to the Leptoeephalida; or having
their characters.

II. n. A fish of the Leptocephalits kind, as a
larval conger.
Leptocephalus (lep-to-sef'a-lus), n. [NL., < Gr.

/leTTTOf, thin, fine, small, + Kefa'/.r/, head.] 1. A
spurious genus of eel-like fishes, having a very
thin diaphanous body, formerly regarded as a
valid generic type and hence giving name to

the Leptocephalida!, but now generally consid-
ered to be the larval form of a conger. 2.

[I. c.] The larval or aborted stage of the con-

ger and allied fishes, when the body is much
compressed and hyaline and no generative or-

gans are developed. 3. The genus otherwise
called Conf/er.

leptocephaly (lep-to-sef a-li), n. [< Gr. Acirrof,

thin, fine, small, + xefaZy, head.] Narrowness
of the skull

;
the condition of having or the pos-

session of an extremely narrow skull.

Leptoceridae (lep-to-ser'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Leptocerus + -idee.]

'

A family of caddis-flies or

trichopterous ueuropterous insects, typified by
the genus Leptocerus, having long slim anten-

n83, whence the name. It was founded by Stephens
in 1836. They have the palpi strongly hairy, ordinarily



Leptoceridae

Mending and with the last Joint long and simple, anil tin1

win.. SIM! ;.-'-ui i :iiu M,in<ivv. Tiie larval cases

are tubular and free, and are found in l.th .standing anil

running wuter. Tlliw instvtrt ;irr fount! ull over the
nrlil ; about 60 speck* are Knropean ;

some exotic mi, <

in i- ill if the largc-st uf tlu-ir trilif.

LeptOCerUB (lep-tos'o-rnsj, . [NL. (beach,
1SI7), < (jr. >f-rdf, thin, line, delicate, 4- iclpaf,

horn.] 1. The typical genus of Li-ftim-i ri<tn .

haviug tlio neuratiou of tho fore wings differ-

ent in the tun sexes. The larva) are slender, and In-

liiihit ti'i-i- tiilitititr canes. There are 10 European species,
and tile genus is also represented in northern Asia and
America.

2. A genus of curculios, now culled Naupactvs.
Srlitiiihrri; I Slit!.

leptodactyl, leptodactyle (lop-to-dak' til), a.

and it. [< XL. leptodactylux, < MUr. /.arroid-

KTv'Aof, with slender toes (or fingers), < Or. fe-

irror, slender, + cJao-rtiXof, a finger or toe.] I.

a. Having small or slim toes. Also leptodac-
tylous.

II. a. A bird or other animal having slender
toes.

leptodactylous (lep-to-dak'ti-lus), a. [As lej>-

Inilnctyl + -ous.] Same as leptodactyl.

Leptodera (lep-tod'e-rS), . [NL., < Or. /.t-

nrof, thin, fine, slender, -r- (Se/wf for Aepfia. skin,

hide.] A genus of vinegar-eels of the family
Anguillulitbe. L. oxypkila IB tho vluegar-cel formerly
called Anguillula aceti. The same or a very similar spe-
cies fount] in sour paste 1s L. fjlutinitt. The form is as

simple as possible, being cyllndric and tapering, the mouth
a sliitht opening, and the length less than one twelfth of
an inch.

Leptodqra (lep-tod'o-rfi), . [NL., < Gr. '/>-

T-df, thin, fine, slender, + Sopd, a skin, hide.]
The typical genus of Leptodorida. L. hyalinu
is an example. Lilljebory, 1860.

Leptodorida (Iep-t6-dor
;

i-de), n. pi. NL., <

Le/ilodora + -trite.] A family of daphmaceous
crustaceans, of the order Cladocera, represented
by the genus Leptodora. The form is very peculiar;
there arc six pairs of ambulatory feet ; the abdomen is very
long and segmented, and there are no respiratory organs.
There is a rudimentary shell in the female only. These
water-fleas grow to an inch in length, and occur in fresh
water in both America and Europe.

Leptogaster (lep-to-gas'ter), H. [NL., < Or.
Xr jrTo'r, thin, fine, slender, + yaarr/p, stomach.]
1. A genus of robber-flies or Asilidce, founded

by Meigen in 1804, having tho face very narrow
and the abdomen long and slender, whence the
name. There are about 12 European and near-

ly 20 North American species. 2. A genus of
reduvioid heteropterous insects, containing one

Madagascar bug, L. flaripes. Signoret, 1860.

3. A genus of dragon-flies. Hagcn, 1861.

Leptoglossa (lep-to-glos'a), n. pi. [NL.,<
Gr. /teirrof, thin, fine, slender, + yl.uaaa, the

tongue.] 1. A division of LaccrtiUa, including
lizards with slender cleft protrusile tongue:
same as Fissiliuguia. 2. In Cope's classifica-

tion, a suborder of lizards.

leptoglossal (lep-to-glos'al), a. [As Lepto-
glossa + -<il.] Having a slender tongue; spe-
cifically, of or pertaining to the Leptoglossa.
leptoglossate (lep-to-glos'at), a. and n. [As
Leftoflotxt + -ate1.] I. a. Pertaining to the

f.cntoglossa, or having their characters.

II. n. A lizard of the group Leptoglossa.
Leptoglossus (lep-to-glos'us), w. [NL., < Gr.

Xfjrrof, thin, fine, slender,+ y'f.aaaa, the tongue.]
1. An important genus of coreoid bugs, having

Leptoglostus phyttopus, highly magnified.

the hind tibiaj usually expanded, erected by
Guerin in 1830. The species are subtropical. L.phyl-
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loptu is common in the southern I'nlted Stetw, where It

injures cotton-bolls and oranges.
2. A genus of Austr:ili:iii myzomeline birds.

Niriiiiisnii. 1*:!7. Sec .tctiHtlmrhyneliux, 1.

leptogonidium(lep'to-go-nid'i-uin), H.; pi. lr/i-

iiii/niiiiliii (-11). [NL.,^Gr./U>rT(>f,thin,flne,slen-
di !, + NL. yom<Htim.] Same as goiiiilimium.

Leptolepidse (lep-to-lop'i-dc), . j>l. [NL., <

Li'litiilepis + -ida'.] A family of extinct ami-
oid fishes, typified by the genus Leptolcpis, with
the vertebra; ossified, tho tail hotnocercal, the

scales cycloid, the fins without fulcra, the dor-

sal fin short, and teeth in bands mostly minute,
but some developed as canines in front. The
family flourished in Liassic and Oolitic epochs.

Leptolepis (lep-tol'e-pis), n. [NL., < Gr. ?.t-

~Tof, thin, fine, small, + Xfir/f, a scale: see le-

pix.] The typical genus of Leptolepida;, contain-

ing elupeifonn fishes with small scales, whence
the name.
leptology (lep-tol

'
o- ji), H. [< Gr.

minute description, also quibbling, <

fine, minute,+ -2o)'/a,< Mytiv, speak: see-oloirj.]
In rlut., minute and detailed description.

leptome (lep'tom), n. [< Gr. Xejrrdf, thin, fine,

slender.] Same as bast1
,

'2. Potonie.

Leptomedusae (lep'to-me-du'se), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. XtTrof, thin, delicate, + NL. Medusa.] In

Haeckel's classification of hydrozoans, the ea-

lyptoblastic hydromedusans, as the campauu-
larian and sortularian polyps, regarded as an
order of Mvdu.ua: See C'alyptoblastea.

leptomedusan (lep'to-me-du'san), a. and n. I.

a. Pertaining to the Le'ptomeduws, or having
their characters; calyptoblastic, as a hydro-
medusan.

II. n. One of the Leptomedusa" ; a calypto-
blastic hydromedusan.
leptomeninges(lep'to-me-nin'jez), a. pi. [NL.,
< Gr./CTTof,thin, fine, slender, + it^viy^(iaiviyy-).
a membrane: see mviiiiix.] In mint., the pin
mater and arachnoid.

Ieptomeningiti8(lep-to-men-in-ji'tis), . [< lep-
tomeninnen + -itis. Of.'meningitis.] Innathol.,
inflammation of the pia mater and arachnoid.

Leptomeria (lep-to-me'ri-S), n. [NL. (R.
Brown, 1810), so called from the small delicate

flowers; < Gr. Acnrdf, small, slender, + /tipof, a

part.] A genus of dicotyledonous apetalous
plants, of the natural order Santalacei? and tribe

Osyrideie, with minute hermaphrodite flowers
crowded in terminal or lateral racemes or

spikes, and small drupes, sometimes with a

fleshy exocarp. Fourteen species are known, all natives
of Australia, broom-like shrubs with angular or roundish

twig-like branches, mostly destitute of leaves except on
the young twigs. L. UiUardieri is a pretty shrub, six feet

high,with white flowersand greenish-red berry-like drupes,
the pulp of which is pleasant, acid, and slightly astringent :

the drupes are called native eurranit in New South Wales
and Victoria. Remains of plants of this genus occur in

considerable abundance in nearly all the deposits of the

Tertiary age in Europe.

leptomorphic (Iep-to-m6r'fik), a. [< Gr. )(-

jrrof, thin, fine, + /^op^;/, form.] An epithet
proposed by Gttmbel to designate those mineral
constituents of rocks which, although crystal-
line in structure, are not bounded by their own

proper crystalline faces. It is nearly the same
in meaning as the "allotriomorphic''of Rosen-
busch.

lepton 1
(lep'ton), H.

; pi. lepta (-tS). [< Gr. -

jrrov, a small coin, prop. neut. (sc."vA/ua/ut, coin)
of tenrof, thin, fine, slender, small, lit. peeled,

stripped, < Mireiv, peel, strip. Cf. Lepas, lepis.]
The smallest coin of modern Greece, equal to a
centime. One hundred lepta make a drachma.

Lepton'2 (lep'ton), n. [NL., < Gr. ).CTTTOV, neut.
ot fo-Trrof, fine, small, delicate.] The typical
genus of Leptonidte. The shell resembles that of

Ktllia, is often mindtely punctured, and has divergent
teeth. There are many species. L. squamogum and L.

conoexum are British.

Leptonidaa (lep-ton'i-de), . pi. [< Lepton- +
-iaa:.] A family of siphonate dimyarian bi-

valves, typified by the ge-
nus Lepton. They have the
mantle extensile beyond the
slu-11, and furnished with a row
of filaments (one of which is

enlarged and prolonged in

front); a single short siphon:
two branchiae, complete and
separate ; foot thick, tapering,
and with a byssal groove ; and pnon j

equlvalvesnlK-i|mlMi-i:il valves, inent'

gaping at the end, with an in-

ternal ligament and simple pallial impressions. Then U
one cardinal tooth on each side of the cartilage-pit (some-
times on one side only); of the lateral teeth there are on
<-;.rh -iili- twi. or only one.

leptophloe'm (lep-to-tto'em), n. [< Gr. /fjrror,

sfencter, + K. yi/i/wm .] A rudimentary phloem :

Leptoptilus

applied by Vnizey to the phloem "f the inner
tissue in the seta uf some mosses. Compare
li

I'liu'l/li III.

Leptophloeum (leji-to-fle'mn). . [NL. (Daw-
son, 186.'), < Gr. /cirri*;, thin, tine, delicate, +
<t>s.ot6f, bark.] A lycopo<liaceouM fossil plant,
allied to Lf/iiiliMtiiidiini nml found in the De-
vonian of Maine, New Brunswick, and the ad-

jacent region
of northeastern America, and also

in beds of similar ago in Australia. The stem U
covered with broad rhombic leaf-bud or -cushions, each
with a single small vascular scar a little above its center,
and above this a very alight furrow. This U a characteris-

tically Devonian geuu*.

Leptoplana (lep-top'la-nft),
n. [NL., < Gr.

XejrTof, delicate, + RUMft a wanderer, < n-/4vof,

wandering: see planet.] The typical genus of

Leptoplanida. L. tremellaris is a Mediterranean

species.
Leptoplanidse (l<'p-to-plan'i-de), n. j>l. [NL.,<
Lepti>iil<nia + -idis.] A family of digonoporous
dendrocoelous turbellarians, typified by the ge-
nus Leptoplana. It contains marine planarlam with
a flat, broad, and usually very delicate body without dis-

tinct cephalic region or tentacles. eye more or lew numer-
ous, mouth usually in advance of the middle of the body,
and the genital openings behind the mouth.

leptopod(lep'to-pod),a. [AeLeptopod-a.] Slen-

der-footed, as a member of the Leptojioda.

Leptopoda (lep-top'o-dft),
n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

fenr6f, thin, fine, delicate, + volf (vo6-) = E.

foot.] A group of rostriferous gastropods with
the foot compressed and adapted for leaping,

composed of the families Strombidce and I'lmri-

dte. J. E. Gray, 1821.

Leptopodia (lep-to-po'di-a),
n. [NL., < Gr. >r-

irrof, tnin, slender, + iroi'( (JTO<!-) = E./oot.] A

Long-leggeii Spiiler-crab ^Ltptopodia tafittarfa}.

genns of spider-crabs, founded by Leach in

1814. They have a small triangular body with a long
acute rostrum, and extremely long, slender legs. L. myit-
taria, whose body is less than an inch broad, has legs near-

ly a foot long.

leptopodlan (lep-to-po'di-an), n. [< I^eptopodui
+ -an.] A crab of the family Lcptopodiida-; a

spider-crab or sea-spider.

Leptopodidse (tep-to-pod'i-cle), n. pi. [NL., <

Ijeptopoda + -ida'.]

'

In entom., a family of Hc-

teroptera, represented by the genus Leptopui.
Also Leptoiiida:.

Lcptopodiidae (lep'to-po-di'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Leptopodia _+ -id<e.] A family of brachyu-
rous decapod crustaceans, named from the ge-
nus Leptopixlia; the spider-crabs.

leptoprosope (lep-to-pros'6p), n. [< Gr. fonroc,

thin, narrow, + ir/>&GU7rov, face: see Prosopis.]
Narrowness of the face; the possession of or
condition of having a long, narrow-faced skull.

leptoprosopic (lep/to-pro-sop'ik),
a. [< lepto-

jirot/tipe + -ic.] Having a long narrow face, as
a skull.

The mid-facial Index . . . could be accurately deter-
mined in the three Yasinew skulls, in which it is very
constant and averages 54.2, making them dolichofuclal, or

Itptopnuopie. Jour. Anthrop. Imt., XVIII. 28.

/, foot ; ft, mantle : t, si-

phon ; /. tentacular fila-

Laptops (lep'tops), . [NL.,< Gr. fonrof, thin,

fine, narrow, + ii^p, face, eye.] 1. A genus of

fishes, the mud-cats, of the family Silurida and
subfamily Ictalurinte, with large flattened head,
projecting lower jaw, and peculiar dentition.
L. olivaru is a large catfish living on muddy bottoms of

streams and lakes in the southern and western parts of
the United States. Kafinaque, 1820.

2. In entom., a genus of snout-beetles, of the

family Curctilionida; comprising many Austra-
lian species of large or medium size, whitish or
brown color, with narrow linear vertical eyes
and a distinct scutellum. Scln'inherr. 1834.

Leptoptila(lep-top'ti-la), n. [NL., <Gr. /orror,

thin, fine, delicate, + -ri/ov, feather.] A genus
of American wood-pigeons, containing about
a dozen species, whose outer primaries are in-

cised
;
attenuate, and bistoury-like at the end ;

the pm-wingdoves. The tarsi are bare ; the tall has 12

feathers: tin- lining of the wings is chestnut; the neck is

iridescent : and there are no metallic spots.
The genus

is also called EngyptHa. I., or K. albifront U found In

Texas and Mexico, L. jamaictntis In Jamaica.

Leptoptilus (lep-top'ti-lus), it. [XL.. < Gr.

, thin, fine, delicate,+ STI/OP, feather.] A



Leptoptilus

genus of storks of Asia and Africa, of the fam-

ily Ciconiidce; the adjutants or marabous. Also

Leptoptilos. See cut under adjutant-bird.

Leptopus (lep'to-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. ten-rcf,

thin, fine, delicate, + iroiif = E.foot."] In zool.,
a name of various genera, (a) The typical genus of

Leptopidoe or LeptopoduUe, founded by Latreille in 1808,

having the prothorax contracted into a neck, the antennae

very slender, and the upper surface of the body often

spinous. The species occur in France and Algeria. (6)
A genus of dipterous insects of the family Dolichopodidce.
Also called Xanthochlonts. Holiday, 1857. (c) A genus
of scarabteoid beetles. Dejean, 1833. (d) A genus of fishes.

JRafinesgue, 1815. (e) A genus of crustaceans. Lamarck.
1819. (/) A genus of birds. Fraser, 1844.

leptorrhine, leptorhine (lep'to-rin), a. [< Gr.
M7rr(if,thin, small, slender, +p<f (p">-), the nose.]
1. Having a small nose or slender snout: spe-
cifically applied to a fossil rhinoceros, Rhinoce-
ros leptorrhinus. 2. Same as leptorrhinian.
The average nasal index is 45.8, which places them in

the leptorhine group (below 48.0).
Jour. Anthrop. Inst., XVIII. 22.

leptorrhinian, leptorhinian (lep-to-rin'i-an),
a. [< leptorrMne + -ian.] Having slender or

narrow nasal bones, as a skull.

leptorrhinic, leptorhinic (lep-to-rin'ik), a. [<

leptorrhine + -ic.] Same as leptorrhinian.

Leptoscopidae (lep-to-skop'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Leptoseopus T -idte.] A family of trachinoid
fishes represented by the genus Leptoseopus.
(a) In a restricted sense it includes only fishes with an
elongated antrorsiform body, median lateral line, long
continuous dorsal and anal fins, and perfect ventrals with
one spinous and five soft rays ; (6) in a wider sense it is

used for trachinoid flahes of the foregoing form with imper-
fect as well as with perfect ventral fins, and then divided
into two subfamilies, Leptoscopiiue and Dactyloscopinte.

Leptoseopus (lep-tos'ko-pus), n. [NL., < Gr.

f, thin, slender,+ anovdv, view.] The typi-
cal genus of Leptoscopidce. Gill, 1859.

Leptosomatidse (lep"to-so-mat'i-de), n. pi.
[NL.] Same as Leptosomidte.

Leptosomidae (lep-to-som'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Leptosomus + -idee.'] A peculiar Madagascar
family of picarian birds represented by the sin-

gle genusLeptosomus, related to the Coraeiidce or
rollers. The feet are zygodactyl to some extent, but the
outer toe is not completely reversed. The pterylosis is

remarkable for the development of a pair of pygal powder-
down patches. The plumage is aftershafted, and the loral

plumules form a tuft over each side of the base of the
beak. The nostrils are median. The sexes are diverse.

Leptosomus (lep-to-so'mus), n. [NL., < Gr.

fairrfa, thin, slender, + aqua, body.] 1. The
typical genus
of Leptosomi-
dce. L. discolor

is the kirumbo.

Vieillot, 1816.

AlaoLeptosoma.
Bonaparte,lS4S.

2. A genus
of curculionids,
now called Jtha-

dinosomus.
Schonherr, 1826.

leptosperm
(lep'to-sperm),
n. A tree of
the genus Lep-
tospermum.
Leptospermese
(lep

- to - sper '-

me-e), n. pi.

[NL. (A. P. de Candolle, 1828), < Leptospermum+ -ece.] Originally, a suborder, now reduced to
a tribe of plants of the order Myrtacece, based
on the genus Leptospermum, chiefly character-
ized by the loeulicidally dehiscent capsule. It
embraces 33 genera, among which are Eucalyp-
tus, Melaleuca, and Metrosideros.

Leptospermum (lep
- to -

sper
'

mum), n. [NL.
(G. Forster, 1776), < Gr. Aejrrdf, thin, slender, +
mrep/M, seed.] A genus of plants, the type of
the tribe Leptospermece of the order Myrtacece.
It is distinguished by the generally alternate leaves, the
stamens not exceeding the corolla, and the numerous
ovules. There are about 25 species, shrubs or rarely
small trees, with small rigid one- to three-nerved leaves
and white flowers, natives of Australia, New Zealand, New
Caledonia, and the Indian archipelago. See tea-tree and
sandstay.

leptqsporangiate (lep^to-spo-ran'ji-at), a. [<
Gr. ?.7rrdf, slender, + NL. sporangium 4-

Kirumbo (Leftosomtts discolor).
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In bot., having sporangia formed from a single

epidermal cell, as in the true ferns and in the
SaMniacece and Marsileacea;. Compare euspo-
ranc/iate.

Leptostraca (lep-tos'tra-ka), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. AeTTTof, thin, fine, small, + ompanov, a shell.]
An order of Crustacea formed by Glaus for the

reception of the genus Nebalia and related ex-

tinct forms.

Leptothrix (lep'to-thriks), n. [< Gr. Aenrof,

slender, + dpi!;, hair.] 1. A group of bacteria

originally regarded as a genus, comprising those

having the form of an unbranched non-spiral
filament, consisting of cylindrical cells joined
end to end. L. buccalis, so called, lives on the mucous
membrane, and in the fur of the teeth, under some condi-
tions becoming parasitic on the teeth and causing decay.
2. [I. c.] Any bacterium having this form.

leptoxylem (lep-to-zi'lem), n. [< Gr. teirrk,

slender, + E. xylem.] In bot., a rudimentary
xylem.
Leptura (lep-tu'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. tern-df,

thin, slender, + ovpa, the tail.] A large genus
of longicorn beetles of the family Cerambycidce.
Some 7f> species occur in North America north of Mexico.
L. canadensis, about one half of an inch long, is brownish-
black with yellow on the antennae and red on the elytra.

Leptureae (lep-tu're-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1883), '< Lepturus + -ece.~\ A sub-
tribe of grasses founded on. the genus Lepturus,
having one or two stiff empty glumes much
longer than the hyaline flowering ones. It em-
braces four genera besides Lepturus, all natives
of the warmer parts of the Old World.
lepturid (lep'tu-rid), n. A member of the Lep-
turidce.

Lepturidae (lep-tu'ri-de), n.pl. [NL., < Leptura
+ -idee.] A family of longicorn insects,typified
by the genus Leptura. They have the head narrowed
to a neck behind the eyes, which are rounded and do not
envelop the base of the antenna!

; the front coxae conical ;

and the stridulating plate on the mesonotum divided by
a smooth portion or by a furrow. These insects occur on
flowers. Also written Leptumdai, Lepturette, Lepturida,
LepturUes.

Lepturinae (lep-tu-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL.,< Leptura+ -ince.~\ The lepturids rated as a subfamily of

Cerambycidce.
Lepturus (lep-tu'rus), TO. [NL. (R. Brown,
1810), < Gr. /UTrrof, slender, + ovpa, tail (from
the slender spikes).] A genus of grasses of the
tribe Hordeece and type of the subtribe Lep-
turece, characterized by the one- to two-flowered
spikelet having one or two rigid outer glumes
inclosing the thin pointless flowering glumes.
There are about 6 species, natives of northern Europe and
Africa, temperate Asia, Australia, New Zealand, and the
islands of the Pacific. They are generally known as hard-
grass, and also as snake's-taU.

LeptUS (lep'tus), 11. [NL., < Gr. Atm-of, thin,
fine, delicate : see Lepton 2

."] 1 . A generic name
under which six-legged larval forms of various
mites, chiefly of the family Trombidiidce,'but also
of Tetranychidce, have been grouped. L. autumna-
lis, a young tetranychid, is the cause of a cutaneous disease
in man. L. americanus is a young trombidiid. See harvest-
tick. Latreille, 1806.

2. A genus of beetles of the family Cucujidce:
same as Sylvanus. Duftschmidt, 1825.

Lepus (le'pus), TO. [NL., < L. lepus (lepor-), a
hare. Cf. Gr. (^Eolic) templf, (Italic) fopt>pif,
a hare.] 1. The representative and only ex-
tant genus of Leporid(B. There are about 30 species,
of most parts of the world except Australia. South Amer-
ica has but one, the tapeti, L. brasOiensis. India and
Africa have several, and North America the largest num-
ber. L. timidus is the common hare of Europe. L. cu-
nicultis is the common rabbit, the original of the domestic
varieties. The polar hare, white in winter, is L. timidus,
var. arcticus. Several other species also turn white. L.
americanus is the common varying hare of North America.
L. campestris is the northern prairie-hare. L. cattotis and
L. caltyomicus are two large southern hares of the same
continent. L. aquaticus is the swamp-hare of the southern
United States. L.

palustris is the
marsh-hare. The
common wood-rab-
bit or molly cotton-
tail of the United
States is L. sylvati-

ctis, of which there "

are several varie-
ties in the West.
See cuts under cot-

tonta-U, hare, and
jack-rabbit.

2. An ancient
southern con-

stellation, situ-

ated south of
Orion and east
of Canis Major.
Its brightest star,
of 2.7 magnitude, is in a line from the middle star of Ori-
on's belt through the sword of Orion.

The Constellation Lepus.

lerry

Lepyridaet (le-pir'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Lepyrvs
+ -ida;.] A family of coleopterous insects,
named from the genus Lepyrus. Kirby, 1837.

Lepyrus (lep'i-rus), n. [NL., < Gr. 'Aeirvpdf, in a
rind or shell, neut. fairvpov, a rind, shell, < /ieirof,

a scale, rind: see lepis.'} A genus of weevils or

Curculionidce, having the rostrum subangulate
and carinate below, and the legs rounded, not
sinuate. They are rather large yellowish or grayish
beetles, living upon various trees. The species are numer-

ous, and belong to the northern portions of both hemi-

spheres. L. colon is an ashy-gray species, about one third

of an inch long, found in Europe and British America,
especially upon willows.

leret. An obsolete form of lear1
,
leer1, leer3 .

Lernaea (ler-ne'ii), n. [NL., with ref. to the Ler-
nsean hydra, < C. Lernma, fern, of Lernteus: see

Lernwan.'] The typical genus of Lernceidw, for-

merly regarded as belonging to the group of

nematoid intestinal worms. The male of L.

branchialis is 2 or 3 millimeters long, the female
twice as large. Also Lernea.

Lernaean, Lernean (ler-ne'an), a. and n. [<
L. Lernams, < Gr. Aepvaiof, Lernsean, < Aepva,

\pvri, > L. Lerna, Lerne, a locality in Argolis.]
1. a. 1. Pertaining to the marshy district and
the lake and fountain called Lerna, in the re-

gion of Argolis in Greece, or to the ancient
sacred grove in this district.

Opened the eye of his conscience to the hundred-headed
injustice in the Lernaean Marsh of Modern Society.

Theodore Parker, Ten Sermons on Keligion.

2. [I. c.] Same as lernceoid Lernaean hydra, in

Or. myth., a monstrous nine-headed serpent inhabiting
the Lenuean marsh, killed by Hercules. See hydra, 1, and
Hercules.

II. n. Amember of the Lernaida; or Lernatoi-

dea.

Lernaeidae (ler-ne'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lernaa
+ -idai.] A family of degraded parasitic crus-
taceans (fish-lice), of the order Siphonostoma, or

giving name to a different order, Lernatoidea.
The females of these fish-lice resemble worms rather than
crustaceans. The body is unsegmented ; there are pro-
cesses upon the head ; the mouth-parts are piercing, with
a suctorial tube ; and there are four pairs of small swim-
ming-feet. They are found on the eyes, mouth, gills, and
skin, and sometimes in the flesh of fishes. The small
males are parasitic upon the females, and resemble crus-
taceans more than do the females. There are several

genera, as Lerncea, Lemceocera, Lemceonema, Penella,
H&mobaphes, etc. Also Lerruzadce.

lernaeiform, ierneiform (Ier-ne'i-f6rm), a.

[< NL. Lerncea + L. forma, form.] Having the
form or characters of the Lernceoidea; resem-

bling crustaceans of the genus Lerncea.
Lernasodea (ler-ne-od'e-a), n. pi. Same as Ler-
nceoidea.

lernaeoid, lerneoid (ler-ne'oid), a. [< NL. Ler-
ncea + Gr. eJdof, form.] Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Lernceoidea. Also lerncean.

Lernaeoidea (ler-ne-oi'de-a), . pi. [NL., < Ler-
ncea + Gr. eMof, form.] An order of Epizoa,
containing those most degraded parasitic crus-
taceans whose bodies are worm-like and whose
limbs are rudimentary, as in the families CTion-

dracanthidai,Lernceidce, and Lernceopodidce. The
limbs,when present, are simple inarticulate processes, ser-

ving only to fix the parasite on its host. The thorax is in-

articulate and the abdomen usually rudimentary. These
fish-lice, especially the females, exhibit the extreme of

degradation and distortion of form. Also Lernoeodea.

Lernaeopoda (ler-ne-op'o-da), TO. [NL., < Ler-
ncea + Gr. ffofif (Trod-) = E. foot.'} The typical
genus of Lernceopodidce.
lernaeopodian (ler-ne-o-po'di-an), n. [< Ler-

nceopoda + -Jaw.] A fish-louse of the genus
Lernceopoda, or some similar species.

Lernaeopodidae (ler-ne-o-pod'i-de),.^. [NL.,
< Lernceopoda + -idee.] A family of degraded
parasitic crustaceans, of the order Siphonosto-
ma or Lernceoidea. The body consists of head and
thorax with rudimentary abdomen, and there are no swim-
ming-feet. The mouth-parts consist of mandibulate and
suctorial parts, the maxillipeds attaining some size and
serving in the female for attachment. The dwarfed males
have clasplug-feet, but no swimming-feet There are sev-
eral genera of these grotesque fish-lice, as Lernceopoda,
Achtheres, Anchorella, Brachiella, etc.

Lernea, Lernean, etc. See Lerncea, etc.

lerpt (le'rot), . [< F. lerot, dim. of loir, < L.

glis (glir-), a dormouse : see Glis.'} The gar-
den-dormouse, Myoxus or Eliomys nitela, one
of the larger dormice of southern Europe, about
6 inches long.
lerp (lerp), n. [Australian.] A manna said to be
a secretion from an insect, found on the leaves
of Eucalyptus dumosa when very small.
lerruck (ler'uk), n. A dialectal form of lave-

rock, for lark*. [Orkney Isles.]

lerryt, . [Appar. a var. of lear1
, .] Learn-

ing; lesson. Middleton, Blurt, Master-Consta-
ble, iii. 3.



Lerva

Lerva (ler'vil), n. [NL. (Hodgson, 18:17. ;i>

I^erwa: Blytli, 18-19, as Isrra), from a unlive*

name.] A genus of gallinaceous birds of the

family Tetraonida:; the snow-partridges. L. nivi-

Himalayan Snow-partridge (I^rva ttivicota).

cola, the only species, ranges along the Himalaya* Into
Tibet and China, ut an altitude o( from 7,000 (o 14,000 feet,

breeding near the snow-line. The plumage Is variegated
with chestnut-red, buff, black, and gray ; the male is spur-
red, and weighs about 20 ounces. See mow-partridyf. Also
called Tetraoperdia.

Ies1
t,
adv. An obsolete form of less.

les'^t. A Middle English preterit of leese*.

Lesbia (les'bi-ft), n. [NL., so called with ref-

erence to their brilliant metallic color; < L.
lesbias or lesbia, a precious stone found in Les-
bos: see Lesbian.} 1. A genus of Carabidie
founded by Latreille in 1804. AB now restricted,
the genus enters the tribe Lesbiini of the subfamily Bar-
paliiue unixetogat, and is characterized by having short
tibial spun, distinct antennal serobt-s, the lirsi three Joints
of the antennie glabrous, and the head constricted behind
the eyes. A great many species of rather small size occur in
all parts of the globe, but they are especially numerous in
the tropical and subtropical parts of the New World. Most
of them are either of brilliant metallic color or beauti-

fully variegated with bright contrasting colors. They are

usually met with during the daytime on trees and low
plants.

3. A genus of humming-birds, or Trochilida;,
with long forked tail, containing such species
as L. sylphia or L. gonldi.
Lesbian (les'bi-an), a. and n. [< L. Lesbius, < Gr.

Moptoc.t A<tr/3oC(, > L. Lesbos, Lesbos.] I. a. Of or

pertaining to the island of Lesbos in the ^Igean
sea, which belonged in ancient times, together
with the adjoining part of the coast of Asia

Minor, to the district called ^Eolis, and was the
home of a famous school of lyric poets, including
Alcseua, Sappho, and others. From the reputed char-
acter of the inhabitants and the tone of their poetry, /,<

Man is often used with the implied sense of *

amatory
'

or
'
erotic.

'

Lesbian cyma. See cytna, 1.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Lesbos.
lesche (les'ke), n. [< Gr. Moxv, a place forcon-

versation, a public portico, club-room, etc., also

conversation, discussion, < Uyuv, speak: see

legend.'] In Gr. antiq., a building or covered

portico frequented by the people for conversa-
tion or the hearing of news. Such edifices were
numerous in Greek cities, and their walls were often dec-
orated with historical and patriotic subjects by celebrated

painters, as notably at Delphi.

Lescuropteris (les-ku-rop'te-ris), . [NL.,
named after Leo Lesqucretix, a Swiss-Ameri-
can paleobotanist.] A genus of fossil ferns
established by Schimper (1869), which is relat-

ed to Odontnpterix by the mode of attachment
of the lateral veins, and to Neuropteris by their

direction, but differs from all the forms of the
Carboniferous by its peculiar nervation. It

occurs in the coal-measures of Ohio and Penn-
sylvania.
leseM. A Middle English form of lease1 , etc.,
and lease1 .

Iese2t, v. t. [ME. Icsen, < AS. lysan, lesan, liesan,

loose, release, < leas, loose: see loose, -less.] To
loose; deliver; release.

lese-majesty (leVmaj'es-ti), . [< F. lese-ma-

jeste,<. ML. MM miijestas, high treason: L. lit-sa,

fern, of IWSH.I, pp. of Itfdfre, hurt (see lesion);

iHiijextas, majesty: see majesty.'] In jurispru-
dence, any crime committed against the sov-

ereign power in a state; treason. The Latin en-
men MBW* majrutati* denoted a charge brought against a
citiicn for act* of rebellion, usurpation of office, or gen-
eral misdemeanors of a political character, which were
comprehended under the title of offenses against the ma-
jestv of the Roman people. In the reign of Tiberius, ac-

cording to Suetonius, it was lese-majesty to flog a slave or
to change one's clothes in the presence of any image of the

emperor. It also was lese-majesty to take into a latrine
a ring or a piece of money bearing the effigy of Ca'sar.

Also spelled Iczf-majenty.

lesion (le'zhon), n. [< F. region = Sp. lesion =
Pg. lestto = It. lesionc, < L. ltn<ii>(-), an injury,
< la-dire, pp. Ill-sun, hurt. Cf. collide, elide, illiiii ,

itlli.*i<i, <-iill!sii>H.i-li*iii,illisiun.'] 1. A hurting;
hurt; wound; injury. 2. In ciril l<nc, the loss

3417

or in.jury suffered in a commutative contract by
the party who does not receive an equivalent
for what he gives. When the Inequality amounts to
more than one half of the value of what the party gives, it

Is called In French law Ifiiun 'I'nulrr mnMt itn jwlte prix. In

Spanish law tenon inarme, and, if very much more, torion

iiviruiirima. When the inequality amounts to from one
third to one quarter of the value of what the party gives,
it is called In French law llnon du tiers au quart.
3. Iii /xithot., any morbid change in the struc-
ture of organs. The term is not restricted to visible

anatomical changes, but may be applied to such as are re-

vealed solely by a disturbance of function.

When it [peritonitis) arises from a wound It is probably
not the simple injury to the peritoneum that causes the
lemon. Quoin, Med. Diet, p. 1131.

Focal lesion. See /oca/.

leak, lisk (lesk, lisk), . [< ME. leske, < Dan.

lyskc= Sw. ljumske = MD. lieselie, flank.] The
groin or flank. [Prov. Eng.]
The lute was a litylle mane that laide was be nethe,
HU leaxi laye alle lene and latheliche to schewe.

Jforto Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 8280.

Leskea (les'ke-U), n. [NL. (Johann Hedwig,
1782), named after N. G. Leske (1757-86).] A
genus of mosses, the type of the tribe Leskeete.
It is marked by the narrowly lanceolate teeth of the outer
perlstome, the narrow nd linear segmcnta of the Inner, the
absence of cilia, and the oblong capsule, which is erect or
somewhat arcuate. L. tcncca, sometimes called gulden
man. Is very common in England, forming silky yellowish-
green patches on ash-trees.

Leskeeae (les-ko'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (W. P. Bchim-
per, 1860),< Leskea + -eat.] A tribe of pleuro-
carpous Bryacece or true mosses, embracing
Leskea,, its type, and a few other genera.
Leskia (les'ki-a), n. [NL. (Bobineau-Desvoidy,
1830), named after N. G. Lexke.] 1 . A genus of

dipterous insects of the family Taehinidii: They
are rather large bristly flies of dark-yellowish or greenish
color, confined to Europe and Asia. The larvj are internal

parasites of other insect*. L. aurea of Europe infests the
larvae of moths of the genus Stsia, and L. tmcaria of Japan
affects the silkworm of commerce with the disease known
as

uji.
The latter species baa been placed In a genus Uji-

mjfia. See itji.

2. A genus of spataugoid sea-urchins having
the mouth closed by triangular converging
plates, as in L. mirabilis. ./. E. (rray, 1851. Also
called I'ttla'ostoma.

Leskiida (les-ki
'
i -de), n. ;,/. [NL., < Leskia

+ -idtz.] A family of spatangoid sea-urchins
named from the genus Leskia. Also Lexkiada:
Leskiinae (les-ki-i'ne), n.

pi. [NL., < Leskia +
-ines.] A subfamily of irregular sea-urchins,
of the family Sjiafangida;.

Lesleya (les'le-yH), n. [NL., named after J. P.

Lesley.] A genus of fossil ferns established by
Lesquereux (1880). It Is related to Xeurovteru by
some of its characters, and to Mtyalttpteri* by others. It
differs from GlitMHipteris in that its venation is dichotomous
and not reticulate. Two species have been described, one
from the base of the Chester limestone in Illinois, the other
from the bituminous coal of Kansas.

Leslie's cube. See cube.

Lespedeza (les-pe-de'zft), n. [NL. (A. Michaux,
1803), named after D. jtes/>erfr,the Spanish gov-
ernor of Florida in the time of Michaux.] A
genus of leguminous plants of the tribe Hedy-
sareas, distinguished by the generally one-seed-
ed and one-jointed pod and the pinnately tri-

foliate leaves without stipules. See hnopkoop-
plant, and Japan clover (under Japan).

less 1
(les), a. compar. [< ME. lesse, lasse, < AS.

tessa (= OFries. lessa). less, smaller, for 'Uesra,
compar. (with superl. Icssast, loesest, laist, > E.

leasfl-, (\. v.), from a positive prob. appearing
in a denv. form in Goth, lasitcs, weak (see lass*,

lazy), but associated in meaning with the unre-
lated lyttl, little, small: see little. Cf. less1

, adv.
Hence lest1 , unless, less'2."] 1. Not so much or
so large ;

of smaller quantity, amount, bulk, or

capacity ; inferior in dimensions, extent, or du-
ration: as, lens honor or reward; less profit or

possessions; lesgtime; less distance
;
less scope

or range ; the reward is less than he deserves ; a
man of Icsn courage or ability ;

an article of less

weight or value.

It is like a grain of mustard-seed, which . . . is lea* than
all the seeds that be in the earth. Mark Iv. SI.

Thou . . . wimldst . . . teach me how
To name the bigger light, and how the lot,
That burn by day and night.

Shot., Tempest, i. i 385.

More glory will be won,
Or tea be lost Milton, P. L., Iv. 864.

The sea having lost to the north, and also to the west,
on the side of the antlent causeway to the island, Is the
reason why the eastern port [of Pharos] at present is the
fen. foeoclce. Description of the East, I. 3.

Even so late as lea than half a century ago this region
was still . . . most attractive. 0. W. Holme*. Emerson, i.

2. Not so great, considerable, or important ; of
smaller scope or consequence; lower in the

Sche changyd hyr colour leae and mo
The Horn of Ktiuj Arthur (Child's Ba!

lessee

scale: as, St. James the Less; his honors are
li^.-i than his deserts.

But he that is leae in the kyngdom of heavenet Is more
than ho. Wyrlif. Mat. il. 11.

Whan thine [tidings] were told to lane A to more.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), L 4788,

Look for no It** (punishment] than death.

Shak., W. T., 111. 2. 9

What power shall stand In that frightful time when re-

bellion hath become a teat evil than endurance?
Macaulay, Conversation between Cowley and Milton.

Great tracts of wilderness,
Wherein the beast was ever more and more,
But man was lea and fen, till Arthur came.

TVnnyton, Coming of Arthur.

= Syn. Smaller, Lea, Fewer. Smaller Is rather more exact
than lea, but Is used freely of persons and of things both
concrete and abstract : as a rmaUer mail, soul, site. La* Is

not used of persons : as, lea trouble, happlnea*, size, decree ;

fen of an evil. With reference to slxe and number, the

proper words are smaller and/wr. "This apple Is leu
than that," "There were lea people there than I expect-
ed," are Inelegant and erroneous, although similar expres-
sions are often used both in speech and in writing, while
the latter, however, is inexcusable, the former may be used

sparingly without offense in certain collocations, especial-
ly in poetry. The allusion to the mustard-seed In Mark
Iv. 81 appears to be the only example In the Bible of the
use of lea in the sense of ' smaller in size.' In shakspere's
plays the word occurs more than two hundred times, and
in Milton's poems more than a hundred : In the former it

is used only four or five times and in the latter three times
In the sense of 'smaller In size,' and never In that of
' fewer.

'

The razor's edge Invisible,

Cutting a tmaller hair than may be seen.

Shot., L. L. L., T. 2. 258.

Of harmes two the lease Is for to cheese.

Chaucer. Troll us, II. 470.

If we are mark'd to die, we are enow
To do our country loss ; and if to live,
The fnrrr men the greater share of honour.

Shot., Hen. V., IT. a 22.

less1
(les), adv. eompar. [< ME. lesse, leg, las, <

AS. las (= OS. leg), compar. adv., associated
with la-ssa, adj.: see lens1

, a.~] In a smaller or
lower degree; to an inferior extent, amount,
etc.; in a decreased or abated way or manner:
as, less prudent ; less carefully executed ; to ex-

aggerate less; to think lens of a person.
ore.

s Ballads, I. 24).

His guide now led the way into another valley, where
he would be fen exposed to danger.

Irvinff, Granada, p. 95.

My life I value lea
Than yonder fool his gaudy dress.

Whittier, Slogg Megone, I.

Ie881 t (les), r. [< ME. lessen, lessen, < lesse, less :

see less, a. Cf. lemen.] I. trans. To make less;
lessen.

If we thus do . . .we shal . . .with this cumfort flnde
our hartes lighted, and therby the grlefe of our tribula-
tion leaed.
Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation (1573X fol. 68.

II. intrans. To become less; lessen.

The day Is gon, the moneth passld,
Hire love encreseth and his laaeth.

Gmcer. (JlalliwU.)

Leaen gan his hope and ek his myght.
Chaucer, Troilus, v. 1488.

Iess2t (les), omj. [An apbetio form of units*.]
Unless. B. Jonwrn.

And the mute Silence hist along,
'tn Philomel will deign a song.

Miilon, II Penseroso, 1. 56.

-less. [< ME. -les, -leas, < AS. -leas = OS. -Ids

= OFries. -las = D. -los = MLG. LG. -los =
OHG. MHG. -Ids, Q. -los = Icel. -lauss = Dan.
8w. -los = Goth. -Inii.i. a suffix meaning

'
free

from, without,' orig. an independent word,
AS. leds, etc., free, loose, governing the geni-
tive, as in dredma, leas, without joys, but be-

coming a mere suffix, as in endelcds, without
end, endless, scamleds, without shame, shame-
less. See lease*, loose, o.] A common English
suffix forming, from nouns, adjectives meaning
'without' (lacking, wanting, void of, destitute

of) the thing or quality denoted by the noun : as.

i-iiildlesii, without a child; fatherless, without a
father; endless, without end; hopeles*,

without

hope : leafless, without leaves; shameless, with-
out shame; so motherless, penniless, faithless,

godless, graceless, lawless, witless, remediless,

tasteless, etc . It Is applicable to any noun of which ab-
sence or destitution may be asserted. It is opposed to

ful, and Is usually equivalent to the negative un-i prefixed
to an adjective In -//, -yl . -ing%, or -W, aa unltopeful,
ut'tty, unending, unmatched, etc., equivalent to hoprlea,
mtUm,endlea,mateUtn, etc. It is In some cases attached
to a verb, or to a word rare as a noun while common as
a verb, as In ceatrlrtt, idea, fadclea, refenffen, repenttru,
thunleu. etc.

lessee (le-se'), [< OF. lesse, pp. of leaser, let,
lease. F. laisser, let, leave: see lease?, r.] The



lessee

person to whom a lease is granted; a tenant

taking an estate by lease.

One [personage] is the lessee of the fishery, whose good
will is of special importance.

JE. A, Freeman, Venice, p. 340.

lesseeship (le-se'ship), . [< lessee + -ship.]
The condition or state of being a lessee.

lesselt, . Same as lefesel. Bailey.
lessen (les'n), v. [< less1 + -en1 . Cf. less1

, .]

1. intrans. 1. To become less; contract in bulk,

quantity, number, or amount
; decrease; dimin-

ish; shrink.

Naught was 'twixt the sea and him at last,

Except a lessening belt of yellow sand.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 178.

2. To come to appear less from increase of dis-

tance.
In mounting up In antiquity, like hawks, they did not

only lessen, but fly out of sight, even beyond the ken and

cognizance of any record. Fuller, Worthies, xvi.

A rustling as of wings in flight,

An upward gleam of lessening white,
So passed the vision, sound and sight.

Whittier, The Watchers.

II. trans. 1. To make less; diminish; re-

duce in number, size, degree, or quality.
Wickedness is by being acknowledged lessened, and doth

grow by being hid.

Quoted in Hooker's Eccles. Polity, vi. 4.

Well, we shall then know more ; and Buckingham
Shall lessen this big look. Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 1. 119.

2. To degrade ;
reduce in dignity ; depreciate ;

disparage.
The making of new Lords lessens all the rest.

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 69.

St. Paul chose to magnify his office when ill men con-

spired to lessen it. Sp. Atterbury.

3. To cause to appear less from increase of

distance ; specifically, infalconry, to soar above
or beyond.

Our two sorrows

Work, like two eager hawks, who shall get highest ;

How shall I lessen thine ? for mine, I fear,
Is easier known than cur'd.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iv. 1.

lessening (les'ning), n. [Verbal n. of lessen,

;.] 1 . The act or process of making or becom-

ing less. Specifically 2. In falconry, a soar-

ing flight.

A flight of madness, like a falcon's lessening, makes
them the more gaz'd at. Collier, Eng. Stage, p. 73.

lesser (les'er), a. [< less1 -f -er3 . This is the

eompar. less1
,
with the reg. compar. -ers su-

perfluously annexed.] Less; smaller; minor.

God made . . . the lesser light to rule the night.
Gen. 1. 16.

This is some monster of the isle with four legs. . . .Ill

pull thee by the lesser legs. Shak., Tempest, ii. 2. 108.

[Lesser is not so common as less, but it is almost always
used after the definite article, and in antithesis to greater,
as well as in certain specific uses, as in lesser Armenia.]
Lesser appoggiatura, in music, the short appoggia-

tura. Lesser barbiton. Same as kit. Lesser Dlony-
sla, Eleustnla, excommunication, George, etc. See
the nouns. Lesser line, the lesser of two lines whose
squares are incommensurable, and the sum of whose
squares is rational, while the rectangle is medial. Less-
er litany. See litany. Lesser sixth, third, etc., in

music, a minor sixth, third, etc.

lessert (les'er), adv. [< lesser, a."] 1. In a
smaller degree ; less.

Some say he's mad ; others that lesser hate him
Do call it valiant fury. Shak., Macbeth, v. 2. 13.

2. To less purpose.
I was an ear-witness

When this young man spoke lesser than he acted,
And had the soldier's voice to help him out.

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, ii. 1.

lesses (les'ez), n. pi. [< ME. lesses, < OF. (F.)
laissees, dung, lit. leavings, < laisse, pp. of laisser,
leave: see lease2

,
v. t] In hunting, the ordure

or excrement of the boar, wolf, or bear.

And gif men speke and aske hym of the fumes, he shal

clepe fumes of an hert croteynge, of a bukke and of the
roo-bukke, of the wilde boor, and of blake beestys, and of

wolfes, he shal clepe it lesses. MS. Bodl., 546. (HaUiwett.)

lessness (les'nes), n. The quality or condition
of being less; diminution; abatement; infe-

riority; insignificance; meanness. [Rare.]
In the original it hath no such relation to lessness or

greatness of person.
Sir T. Wyatt, To the King, Feb. 3, 1640.

lesson (les'n), n. [< ME. lessoun, lessun, lescim,
< OF. leytm, F. legon = Sp. leccion = Pg. lecgao= It. lezione, < L. lectio(n-), a reading, < legere,

pp. lectus, read : see legend. Cf . lection, a doublet
of lesson."] 1. A reading; a part of a book or

writing read (originally aloud) at one time for
information or instruction.

Of the worth! wedding was bi-fore graunted
Bi-twene the meyde Meliors & the prince of Grece

;

Now listenes, lef lordes, this lessoun thus i ginne.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1929.
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Specifically 2. A portion of Scripture or

other sacred writing appointed to be read during
divine service. Lessons were used in the very early

days of the Christian Church, being taken at first from the

Old Testament, but to these were soon added selections

from the New Testament, and later from the homilies of

the fathers and from the Acts of Martyrs and Saints. In
the Anglican Church the first lesson at morning or evening

prayer is taken from the Old Testament (with inclusion

of the books called the Apocrypha), and the second lesson

from the New Testament. Those of the Roman Catholic

Church include also lessons from the Acts of Martyrs and

Saints, read on their memorial days. Also called lection.

3. Something to be learned at one time ; a task

assigned for study and recitation; a division

of a text-book, or a particular portion of know-

ledge of any kind, constituting a single exercise

for a pupil.
When baith bent doun ower a braid page,
Wi' ae bulk on our knee,

Thy lips were on thy lesson, but

My lesson was in thee.

Motherwett, Jeanie Morrison.

One lesson from one book we learn'd.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxix.

4. Instruction conveyed to a pupil at a set

time: as, to give lessons in drawing or music.

"Tom, you needn't go ;
I'm sure you wont be called up

at first lesson.
" Tom felt that he would risk being floored

at every lesson for the rest of his natural school-life, sooner
than go ; so sat down.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 6.

5. Something learned, or that may be learned;
a special piece of knowledge gained or im-

parted; an inculcation serving for guidance or
for warning.
I lerned amonge Lumbardes mid lewes a lessoun,
To wey pens [pence] with a peys, and pare the heuyeat.

Piers Plowman (B), ii. 242.

Be not jealous over the wife of thy bosom, and teach
her not an evil lesson against thyself. Eccles. ix. 1.

learn to love ;
the lesson is but plain.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 407.

The historian of true genius will choose for the employ-
ment of his genius scenes from history that may read good
and noble lessons to the world that reads him.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 99.

6. Severe admonition
; reproof ;

rebuke.

She would give her a lesson for walking so late.

Sir P. Sidney.

lesson (les'n), v. t. [< lesson, .] To give a les-

son or lessons to
;
teach

;
instruct ; prompt.

Could you not have told him
As you were lesson''d? Shak., Cor., ii. 3. 185.

Spenser ... on this occasion hurt the pride of Leicester,
too haughty or too mortified to be lessoned by his familiar

dependant. /. Disraeli, Amen, of Lit.
,
II. 123.

The boy is lessoned in good behaviour from his earliest

years. Nineteenth Century, XX. 45.

Lessonia (le-so'ni-ii), n, [NL., named after E.
P. Lesson, a French naturalist.] 1. A genus of
South American muscisaxieoline flycatchers,
of the family Tyrannidce. L. nigra and L. orcas

compose the genus. Swainson, 1831. 2. A ge-
nus of coelenterates. Eydoux and Souleyet, 1848.

3. A genus of seaweeds belonging to the La-

minariacea!, closely allied to Macrocystis and Ne-
reocystis. Bory de Saint-Vincent, 1829.

lessor (les'or), n. [< OF. lessor, < lesser, lease :

see lease2 ,
v. t] One who grants a lease

;
the

person who lets to a tenant.

lessowt, and v. A variant of leasow.

lest1 (lest), con/. [Early mod. E. also least; <

ME. leste, les the, < AS. thy Ices the,_the less

that: thy, instr. of thcet, the, that; ICES, adv.,
less; the, conj., that: see the2

, less1 , that.'} For
fear that; that . . . not; so that . . . not: as,
he fled lest (or for fear that) he should be kill-

ed; take heed lest you fall (that you fall not).
I rede thee hence remove,

Lead thou the price of my displeasure prove.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., February.

Ye shall not eat of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest ye
die. Gen. iii. 3.

lest'^t, Iest3t, etc. A Middle English form of

last*, least1
,

list1
,

list2
,
and lust.

Lestes (les'tez), . [NL., < Gr. /tflo-nfa (Ionic
l.qiaTtif, Doric "Aaarr/s), a robber, < Aj^'fetrftw, carry
off as booty, < %yif, equiv. to Ionic fata, faiir/,

booty, plunder. Cf.Leistes.~\ A genus of beau-
tiful dragon-flies, of the family Agrionidce, es-
tablished by Leach in 1817. They have a large
oblong pterostigma, two antecubital transverse venules,
broken fourth apical sector, simple postcostal space, and
forcipated appendages in the male. L. eurina is blue,
green, and violet.

Lestodon (les'to-don), n. [NL., < Gr. ^orfe,
a robber, + bSovf (bSovT-) = E. tooth.~\ A ge-
nus of large extinct sloths, related to Mylodon.
Gervais, 1855.

Lestornis (les-tdr'nis), n. [NL., < Gr. hqtrHis,
a robber, + opmf, a bird.] A genus of large

let

odontornithic birds from the Cretaceous of

Kansas, related to Hesperornif. The type is

L. crassipes. Marsh, 1876.

Lestridinse (les-tri-dl'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Lestris

(Lestrid-) + -inee.] A subfamily of Laridce, typi-
fied by the genus Lestris; the jagers or skuas.
The bill is epignathous, as in Larince, but its covering is

discontinuous, the upper mandible being saddled with a
kind of cere beneath which the lateral nostrils open.
The tail is nearly square, with the central rectrices long-
exserted. The cseca are long, the sternum is single-

notched, and the pterylosis is peculiar in some respects.
The leading genus is Lestris, from which Stercorarim or

Megalestris is now often separated. The species are few.

chiefly inhabiting sea-coasts and large inland waters of

the northern hemisphere. They are rapacious and vora-

cious birds, which attack and harass others, especially

gulls and terns, to make them disgorge or defecate in order

to feed upon the droppings. The subfamily is also called

Stercorariince.

Lestris (les'tris), n. [NL. (Dliger, 1811), < Gr.

'Aifcrpif, piratical, < ?.;or^f, a robber : Bee Lestes.]
The typical genus of Lestridince, either held to

be conterminous with the subfamily or restrict-

ed to the smaller species like L. pomatorhinus
and L. parasiticus.

let1 (lei), v.; pret. and pp. let,-ppc.letting. [<ME.
leten, laten (pret. let, leet, Icet, pp. leten, laten,

ileten), < AS. /ta,_ONorth. leta (pret. let, ledt,

leort, pi. leton, pp. Iceten) = OS. Idtan = OFries.

leta = D. laten MLG. LG. laten = OHG. lazan,

lazzan, MHG. lazzen, G. lassen = Icel. lata =
Dan. lade = Sw. lata = Goth, letan, let

;
a redu-

plicating verb, as shown in the earliest forms
of the pret. (AS. ledrt, Goth, lailot) ; prob. akin to

late1
,
and the related L. lassus, weary, faint,

orig. *ladtus, in form a pp. from the root "lad :

see late1 . Let1 is thus ult. related Jo let2
,
which

is a causal verb from late1
.'] I. trans. 1. To per-

mit or allow (to be or to dp), either actively or

passively ; grant or afford liberty (to) : followed

by an infinitive without to : as, to let one do as

he pleases ;
to let slip an opportunity.

Pharaoh said, I will let you go. Ex. viii. 28.

The queen did let no man come in ... but myself.
Esth. v. 12.

Who lets so fair a house fall to decay?
Shak., Sonnets, xiii.

My Shakespeare's curse on clown and knave
Who will not let his ashes rest !

Tennyson, To , after reading a Life and Letters.

One that manures his ground well, but lets himselfe lie

fallow and vntil'd.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Plaine Country Fellow.

2. Hence also much used as a kind of impera-
tive auxiliary, with following infinitive, to form

imperative first and third persons : as, let him be
accursed (literally, allow him to be accursed) ;

let them retire at once
; teiuspray; let me be

listened to when I speak.
Dedications and panegyrics are frequently ridiculous,

let them be addressed where they will.

Steels, Tatler, No. 92.

Now late vs leue all this as for a space.
Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 568.

And God said, Let there be light : and there was light.
Gen. 1. 3.

Follow me ; and let the dead bury their dead.
Mat. viii. 22.

Don't let us ascribe his faults to his philosophy.
Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, i.

3. To furnish with leave or ability by direct

action or agency; enable, cause, or make to do
or to be: followed by an infinitive without to

(except in the passive), or by a definitive adjec-
tive or adverb (with ellipsis of 170, come, or

get before the adverb) : as, I will let you know
my decision ;

let me understand your claim
;
to

let a person in (come in or enter) ;
to let a man

out of prison.
In that mene tyme Alexander sent a lettre tille Olympas,

his moder, and tille his mayster Arestotle, latent! thame
witte of the batelles and the dyssese that thay suffred.

MS. Lincoln, A. i. 17, f. 48. (Halliwell.)

There's a letter for you, sir, ... if your name be Hora-

tio, as I am let to know it is. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 6. 11.

4f. To leave
;
allow to remain or abide

;
suffer

to continue or proceed.
And in that lawe thei leyue and leten hit for the beste.

Piers Plmeman (C), xviii. 299.

That heart only which is ready to do, or let undone, all

things for his neighbour's sake, is a pleasant thing in the

sight of God.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc.
, 1850), p. 162.

But let me to my fortune and the caskets.

Shale., M. of V., iii. 2. 39.

5f. To leave the care or control of; commit or

intrust; resign; relinquish; leave.

So high doctrines I lete to divines.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Yf thou can stede welle ryde,

Wyth me thou schalt be lete.

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 38, f. 92. (HattiweU.)



let

Christ had power to let Ms life and to take It again.

'flindatt, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (I'arkor Hoc., 18M)X p. 2:13.

But to her mother Nature all her care the lett*.

*l;uirr, K. <).. II. Vl. 16.

6. To leave or transfer the use o for a con-

sideration; put to rent or hire; farm; lease:

often with nut: as, to let a house to a tenant;
to let out boats or carriages for hire.

Making great spoyle, and letting them out to farnio to
sil<-]] as WOUhl glue most fi>r tin in.

Stow, William Rufus, an. 1088.

They have told their money, and let out
Their coin upon large interest.

Shale., 1. of A., ULS. 107.

This house is to tie let for life or years;
Her rent is sorrow, and her income tears.

. Quarlex, Emblems, II. 10, Epig.

7f. To cause: with an infinitive, without to,

in a quasi-passive use (the original subject of

the infinitive being omitted): as, to let make
(cause to be made); to let call (cause to be
called). It is sometimes joined with do, with-
out change of meaning.

The whiche tonne the queene Slmyramos
I " f dichen al about and walles make
Ful bye. Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 708.

The juge answerde "Of this In his absence
1 may not geve dttfynytyve sentence ;

Lot do hym calle, and I wol gladly heere."

Chaucer, Doctor's Tale, 1. 173.

Paste by Is Kyng Heroudes Hows, that leet slee the In-

nocentes. Mandeville, Travels, p. 89.

Than the! /./. crie and enqnere yet the man that hadde
brought the lettere were yet in the town.

Mrrlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 290.

8f. To allow or hold to be ; regard ; esteem.
Lo ! he that leet hymselven so konnynge,
And scorned hem that loves peynes dryen.
Was fill umvar that Love hadde his dwellynge
Withinne the subtile stremes of hir eyen.

Chaucer, Trollus, L 302.

Let alone (imperative), to say nothing of ; not to men-
tion ; leaving out of question.

Re told me that I should meet two men whom I am cu-
rious to see Jx>rd Plunket and the Marquess Wellesley :

let alone the Chancellor, who Is not a novelty to me.
Macaulay, in Trevelyan, I. 113.

I wouldn't turn out a badger to you, let alone a man.
Lawrence, Guy Livingstone, xvii.

Let be (imperative), (a) Cease ; leave off. Also formerly
lnHx: [Archaic.]

had your tongue, ye lady fair,
Lot a' your folly be.

The Earl of Mar's Daughter (Child's Ballads, 1. 172).

Let bee therefore my vengcaunce to disswade,
And read where I that faytour false may find.

Spenser, F. Q.. HI. 1L 13.

The rest said, Let be, let us see whether Ellas will come
to save him. Mat. xxvii. 49.

Forgive me,
I waste my heart In signs : let be.

Tennyson, Princess, Til.

(6) Leave alone ; do not trouble or meddle with.

Ffeire lordes, lete be the Queue, and goyoureweyqnyte,
(Tor I can yow good thanke for that ye haue of hir plte,
and grumercy for that curtesie.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 111. 591.

Let her rip, let It run Its course, or do Its best or worst
[Slang, U. SI

"
Lordy massy," ses he,

" ef she don't do nothin* more 'n

take a walk 'long-side on him now an' then, why, I say, let

'errip sarveshlin right." H. B.Stouv, Oldtown, p. 60".

Let me or us see, or let's see, let me or us consider or
reflect Let seet. Same ns let me (or *) tee.

" Now let He," quod Merlin,
" what ye will do, for now Is

ther ...in lesse." Merlin (E. E. T. S.X 11. 367.

Quod the world to the child,
" how many foolde

Hast 1 lu HI in on, .,t richesse? now late M:
Thou schuldist dele for hunger and coolde
But y lente meete & clothe to thee."

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 58.

To be let bloodt. See Wood. TO let abe. See ate.

To let alone, to leave to himself or itself ; leave undis-

turbed; avoid.

Ephraim is joined to idols : let him alone. Hos. iv. 17.

To let blood. See Wood. To let down, (a) To allow to

descend; lower; give down: as, to letdown a rope or a bid-

der.

He carryeth with him a long chayne, which hee letteth

downe. Purcha*, Pilgrimage, p, 79.

Ml carriage were let doirn

'hackeray, Xewconies, xliv.

The St.

with a baiig.

There's ne'er slch a cow i' t' Riding, If she'll only behave
hersel'. She's a bonny lass, she is; let doicn her milk,
there's a pretty ! Mrs. GasMl, Sylvia's Lovers, xv.

(6) To bring down ; cause to be depressed or lowered.

Every outlet by which he [Shaftcsbury] can creep out of
his present position is one which lets him down into a
still lower and fouler depth of infamy.

Macaulay, Sir William Temple.

(e) In metal-imrlciivf. to lower the temper of, as a tool or

spring of steel which lias been made flint-hard. The teni-

prr is rr.liii'c.l by liratini,', tin- attainment of the required
degree of hardness being indicatnl i>\ Dir rnlnr. To let
drive. See drive. To let fall, (a) To drop: allow or

cause to drop, droop, or hang down : as, to let.fall a boat's

oars (into the water, preparatory' to rowing).
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And therewith the Duke kit/all the ryng In to the see,

the procesne and the cerymonyes wherof war to lung to

wrytc. TorHngton, Diarie of Kng. Travell, p. 12.

The goose let /all a golden egg. Tennyson, The Goose.

(*) To allow to escape one, as an expression ; utter care-

lessly or Incidentally.

Least of all would Mrs. D. have willingly let /all a hint
of the aerial castle building which she had the good taste

to be ashamed of. George KIM, Daniel Deronda, Ix.

To let fly. See /I)/' , o. t. TO let go. (a)
To loosen the

hold upon ; cease holding; cut loose : often (colloquially)
followed by of: as, to let go a hawser ; let go of my hand.

Also, colloquially, lea.ee go. (6) To pas* by or disregard.

But to let go the name, and come to the very nature of
that tiling which is thereby signified.

Uooker, Ecclea. Polity, rti. 2.

To let go amain. See amain'. TO let In. (a) To ad-

mit ; allow to enter. ('<) To take In ; cheat ; swindle ; In-

volve In something undesirable: as, he let me in for ten

dollars. [Slang.)

The farmer . . . persists In trying to convince himself
that he was let in when he made himself liable for the
tithes. Nineteenth Century, XXII. 262.

To let into, to admit to knowledge of; trust with.

As we rode side by side through the town, I was lei into

the characters of all the principal Inhabitants whom we
met In our way. Adduon, The Tory Fozhuntcr.

Lady Teazle has lately suspected my views on Maria ;

but she must by no means be let into that secret.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, Iv. 3.

To let light Oft, to make light of ; despise.

Whane the gouernaunce goth thus with tho the hons gie
shulde,

And letUh lyyhle qf the lawe and lesse of the peple,
And herkeneth all to honour and to ese eke.

Richard the Kedelea, iii. 284.

To let loose, to set free ; release from restraint

Thy master has let loose the boy I look'd for.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, iv. 3.

To let Off. (a) To allow to go ; excuse from service, task,
or penalty : as, to let off a servant or a rogue, (b) To dis-

charge with an explosion, as a fire-cracker.

I cannot bear people to keep their minds bottled up for

the sake of letting them off with a pop.
George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxxlx.

To let one's self loose, to launch out unreservedly ;

Indulge in unrestrained speech or conduct. [Colloq.]
To let out. (a) To allow to pass out, as a prisoner.

And [he) seide than to the porter, "Letr mite, for it is

tyme;" and the porter seide tnci sholde not oute of the

yates till the kyngo hadde comaunded.
Mrrlin (E. E. T. S.\ U. 206.

(b) To allow to escape, as a confined fluid or a secret

A spere thom myn herte gan boore,
it leete out the del-worthiest ollc that eucre was.

Uymnt to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.X p. 52.

(c) To extend by lessening a seam or a tuck, as a garment
or a sail, (d) To make narrower, as a seam ; remove wholly
or In part, as a tuck. To let Slide, (a) To leave out
of consideration ; pay no attention to. [Slang.]

Lei the world (lute: sesaa! SAo*.,T.of the S.,Ind.,i.c..

(6) To allow to slip away or escape ; suffer to be lost.

[Slang.]

If California was going to cost the Union so much, it

would be better to let California slide.

Quoted in Bartletts Americanisms.

To let Slip, to allow to escape ; lose sight of.

The Duke of Newcastle, who never let slip an opportu-
nity of being absurd, took it up as a ministerial point, in

defence of his creature the Chancellor.

Walpole, Letters, n. 42.

To let the cat out of the bag. See can. TO let well
(or well enough) alone, to refrain from trying to improve
that which is already tolerable ; leave matters as they are.
= Syn. 6. Rent, Lease, etc. See Wrel.

E[. intrant. I. To permit or allow something
to be done, occur, etc.: in certain colloquial

phrases. See below. 2. To be rented or
leased: as, this house lets for so much a year.
To let in, to leak ; allow something to enter, as water.

To let on. (a) To allow (a matter) to be known ; be-

tray one's knowledge : followed by a clause with that, or

used, by ellipsis, absolutely : as, if he asks you, do not let

on that you were there. [Colloq.]

A weel-stockit mailen, liimsiT for the laird,
And marriage aft-hand, were his proffers ;

I never loot on that I kenn'd it, or car'd.
But thought I might na'e wanr offers.

Burn*, Last May a Braw Wooer.

I saw the signal, for as quick as she was, but I never let

on I saw it. C. Keade, Love me Little, xiv.

(i) To pretend ; feign ; affect : as, let on that yon did not
hear. [Local.] To let out. (a) To speak out; make some-

thing known. [Colloq.]

You bile the pot, and when I hare had a smoke, 111 let

out, but not afore. Western Scenes.

(6) To strike out [Colloq.]
'

At length, In a sort of frenzy, he took oft his coat and be-

gan letting out at everybody around him, no matter whe-
ther his victims were on his side of the question or not.

Lester Wattadr, Memories, p. 101.

(e) To be dismissed or concluded : as, school lets out at

three. [Rural, U. 8. 1

Tom whispered to Barbara that he would go and see if

the horse was all right, and would meet her at the door of

the Mount Zion tent when meeting should let out.

E. Eyaletton, The Graysons, x.

letgame
To let up, to cease; Intermit; hold up; pause; rert: as,

the rain in beginning toW up; will that scold never lei apt
|i'oll(K|., U. 8.) A>o used imperatively.

The man let* up on his watchfulness
Elect. Res. (Amer.), XII. II. r..

let 1
(let), n. [< lefl, .] A letting for hire or

rent. [Colloq., Eng.]
Till this coach-house . . . gets a bettorM, we live here

cheap. Dickens, The Chlnits, U.

let2 (let), f. [< ME. letten, < AS. lettan (pret.

lettetle), make late, hinder (= OS. leltian =
OFries. letta = D. letten = MLG. letten=OHG.
Icyaii, lcz~nn, !<-< n, MI Hi. I<~:i'n.let2e, hinder

(cl . G. ver-letzen, hurt, injure), = Icel. fefja, hin-

der, = Goth, liitjiin, tarry), < leet, late, slow:
see late*. Cl. left.] I. trans. To delay; re-

tard; hinder; prevent; stop. [Obsolete or ar-

chaic.]
Bycause of his slknesse,

Which Irtteit him to doon his blsynesse.
Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, I. 680.

The Duchesse Dowager was absolute in tho lands of her

dowrle, and hoe could not let her to dispose of her own.
Bacon, Hen. VII., p. 129.

By heaven, 111 make a ghost of him that lets me !

Shot., Hamlet, L 4. 85.

Sir King, mine ancient wound is hardly whole,
And lets me from the saddle.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

Il.t intrant. 1. To delay; hesitate; waver;
be slow.
"
I may no lenger lilir." quod he, and Ivarde he pryked,

And went away as wynde, and there-wlth I awaked.
Piers Plovman 1 1 ;

i, xvli. 349.

Ther was a proud & very profane yongc man, . . . and
[he] did not ( ' to tell them that he hoped to help to cast

halfe of them over board before they came to their jurneys
end. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 75.

8. To forbear ;
cease ; leave off.

Ne trnly for my dethe I shal not lete

To ben her trewest servaunt and her knyght.
Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 186.

When Collatlne unwisely did not let

To praise the clear unmatched red and white.

Shak., Lucrece, L 10.

3. To be a hindrance; stand in the way.
He who now letteth will let, until he be taken out of the

way. 1 Thes. it 7.

let2 (let), n. [<fe<2, p.] A retarding ; hindrance ;

obstacle ; impediment ; delay : now currently
used only in the tautological phrase "without
let or hindrance."

Whereto when as my presence he did spy
To be a let, he bad me by and by
For to alight Spenser, F. Q., VI. II. 17.

It had been done ere this, had I been consul;
We had had no stop, no ( '

B. Jonton. Catiline, ill. S.

The conference with these Witches is one of the greatest
lefts to the proceeding of the Gospell amongst them.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 883.

-let. [< ME. -let, < OF. -let, m., -lette, t., prop.
-el-et, being dim. -el + dim. -et. See examples.]
A diminutive suffix, as in bracelet, hamlet, riru-

let, etc., and other words from or based upon
the French. It is also used as a purely F.ngllsh forma-

tive, as In armlet, kinglet, nntelet, ritvjlet, etc., being often

merely humorous. In eyelet and some other words the
termination -let is not original.

let-alone (let'a-lon'), a. and . I. ". Passive;
inactive: as, a let-alone policy; the let-alone

treatment in medicine.

II. ". Forbearance. [Rare.]
The let-alone lies not In your good will

Shak., Lear, v. 3. 79.

letch 1
(lech), r. t. [Also leach (and latfli : see

/a(cfc2); < ME. "lecchen, < AS. leccan (= OHG.
leken, lechen, MHG. leeken), wet, moisten: see

leak, r.] Same as leach 2 .

letch 1
(lech), n. [< letch*, r.] Same as leaclfl.

letch2 (lech), n. [Var. of leach*, lache*, ult. of

/nfce1.q. v.] An almost stagnant ditch. [Prov.

Eng.j
letch3 (lech). H. [< 'letch, lech, r.] Strong de-

sire; an itching; a crotchet. [Rare or prov.

Eng.]
Then will the Earl take pity on his thralls.
And pardon us our letch for liberty.

Sir B. Taylor, Ph. van Artevelde, I.. II. .

Some people have a letch for unmasking Impostors, and
for avenging the wrongs of others. De Quincry.

letchert, letcheryt, " Obsolete forms of leclier,

lechery.

letchy (leeh'i), a. [< Iftcl^ + -yi.] Same as

booty.
letet. Same as fair

1

-', fc/i, and fcttpi.

letent. An old past participle of left. Chaucer.

letgamet, . [ME., < left, r., + obj. <7<7mol.] A
spoil-sport; a hinderer of pleasure.

Dredeles It clere was in the wynde
Of every pie, and every lette-oame.

Troilua, Hi. 627.



lethal

lethal (le'thal), a. [= Sp. letal = Pg. lethal =
It. letale, < L. letalis, improp. written lethalis,

mortal, deadly, < letnm, death, improp. writ-

ten lethum, as associated with Gr. X^ft?, forget-
fulness: see lethe^, Lethe2 .] Pertaining to or

capable of causing death
; deadly ;

fatal.

Thou wrapp'st his [man's] eyes in mists, then boldly lays

Thy Lethal gins before thy erystal gates.
Quarles, Emblems, ii. 3.

All persons who . . . are found in possession of ...

any lethal weapon.
Lindsay Act (1882), quoted in Ribton-Turner's Vagrants

[and Vagrancy, p. 365.

Starvation carried off all whom the lethal climate spared.
Nineteenth Century, XXI. 825.

lethality! (le-thal'i-ti). [< F. lethalite = It.

letalita; as letJtal + -ity.~\ The quality of being
lethal; deadliness.

The certain punishment being preferable to the doubt-
ful lethality of the fetish. Atkins, Voyage to Guinea, p. 104.

letharget, An obsolete form of lethargy
1

.

lethargia (le-thar'ji-a), n. [LL., < Gr. "Krfiapyia,

lethargy: BOG lethargy*-.] Inveg.pathol., a, slug-
gish condition of buds or seeds which still pos-
sess vitality. It may sometimes be overcome by close

pruning in the case of buds, or by the application of hot
water or weak acids in the case of seeds.

lethargic (le-thar'jik), a. [< P. Uthargique =
Sp. letdrgico = Pg. lethargico = It. letargico,
< L. lethargicus, < Gr. /byftzpywof, drowsy, < A%-

6apyof, forgetful, Arflapyia, lethargy: see leth-

argy1
.] 1. Affected with lethargy; morbidly

sluggish or drowsy ; dull; torpid.

Sparta, Sparta, why in slumbers
Lethargic dost thou lie?

Byron, tr. of Greek War-Song.
The exiles of a year had grown familiar with the favorite

amusement of the lethargic Indians ; and they introduced
into England the general use of tobacco.

Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 83.

2. Marked by lethargy or languor; manifest-

ing sluggishness or apathy: as, lethargic move-
ments

;
a lethargic government.

All the company are sitting in lethargic silence round
the table. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Iviii.

The lethargic character of their ambassador here gives
a very unhopeful aspect to a treaty on this ground.

Jefferson, Correspondence, I. 294.

3. Producing lethargy; causing languor or

apathy; stupefying.
Too long Jove lull'd us with lethargic charms,
But now in peals of thunder calls to arms.

Pope, Iliad, xv. 876.

lethargical (le-thar'ji-kal), a. [< lethargic +
-al.] Same as lethargic. [Bare.]
Distracted persons, lethargical, apoplectical. or any way

senseless and incapable of human and reasonable acts, are
to be assisted only by prayers.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, v. 4.

lethargically (le-thar'ji-kal-i), adv. In a le-

thargic or sluggish manner; torpidly.
Here in the gloom the pamper'd sluggards lull
The lazy hours, lethargically dull.

Fawkes, Voyage to the Planets.

lethargicalness (le
- thar '

ji
- kal - nes) ,

n. The
state or quality of' being lethargic ;

unnatural
drowsiness or sluggishness.
That thou mayestbe the more effectually roused up out

of this tepidity and lethargicalness.
Dr. H. More, Epistles to the Seven Churches, ix.

lethargicness (le-thar'jik-nes), . Same as

lethargicalness.
A grain of glory, mixt with humbleness,
Cures both a fever and lethargiekness. O. Herbert.

lethargize (leth'ar-jiz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
lethargized, ppr. lethargizing, [< lethargy^ +
-ize.~\ To render lethargic; stupefy. Also
spelled lethargise.
The lethargised isnotlesssickbecausehe complains not

so loud as the aguish. Bee. T. Adams, Works, I. 353.

All bitters are poison, and act by stilling, and depress-
ing, and lethargteing the irritability. Coleridge.

lethargogenic (le-thar-go-jen'ik), a. [< Gr. ~/j/-

ftzpyof, lethargy,+ -yei^f, producing: see -genous,
-genie.] Giving rise to lethargy.
lethargus (le-thar'gus), n. [NL. use of L. le-

Wwm; MS, lethargy: see lethargy
1

.'] Negro leth-

argy. See lethargy*-.

lethargy1
(leth'ar-ji), . [Early mod. E. also

lethargic, < ME. letharge, litarge, < OF. letharge,
lethargie, litarge, F. lethargie = Sp. letargia =
Pg. lethargia = It. letargia, < LL. lethargia, < Gr.
/.r/Sapyia, drowsiness, < hr/Bap-yof, forgetful (as a
noun, ~Ar/6apyo, > L. lethargus, > It. Sp. letargo,
lethargy), < ).r/6t/, oblivion (see Lethe2

, n.), +
oAyof, pain (<Uy- altered to apy- to avoid recur-
rence of /I).] 1. A state of prolonged in-

activity or torpor ; inertness of body or mind
;

sluggishness ;
dullness

; stupor.
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He is fallen into a litarge, which that is a comune syke-

nesse to hertes that ben desseyuyd.
Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose 2.

Europe lay then under a deep lethargy. Bp. Atterbury.

What means this heaviness that hangs upon me?
This lethargy that creeps through all my senses?

Addison, Cato, v. 1.

In a state of lethargy or inattentiveness a greater force

of stimulus is needed to arouse the attention.

J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 88.

2. Specifically, in pathol., a disorder of con-

sciousness, which consists ofprolonged andpro-
found sleep, from which the patient may be

momentarily aroused, but into which he quick-

ly sinks again. Quain. 3. The hibernation or

winter sleep of an animal, or any other state of

complete repose, as a period ofsummerlethargy
observed in many insect-larva?, the repose of

many tropical animals during the dry season,
etc Negro or African lethargy, a disease prevailing
on the west coast of Africa, affecting negroes almost if

not quite exclusively, and terminating after a course of
some months almost invariably in death. It is charac-
terized by fits of somnolence increasing in intensity and
gravity, by enlargement of the lymphatic glands, and by
more or less edema. Also called sleeping-sickness, sleeping-

dropsy, nelavan, and letharyus.

lethargy1
! (leth'ar-ji), v. t. [< lethargy*, n.]

To make lethargic or dull. Churchill.

Either his notion weakens, [or] his discernings
Are lethargied. Shak., Lear, i. 4. 249.

lethargy2!, Same as litharge.
lethe 1

!,
* [Also lete; < L. lethum, improp.

spelling of letum, death. Of. lethal.} Death.

[Poetical.]
Here did'st thou fall ; and here thy hunters stand,
Sign'd in thy spoil, and crimson'd in thy lethe.

Shale., J. C., Hi. 1. 206.

What more remains t' accomplish our revenge?
The proudest Nation [Troy] that great Asia nurst
Is now extinct in lethe. Heywood, Iron Age, ii. 3.

Lethe2
(le'the), . [< L. Lethe (def. 1), < Gr.

Arftrj, forgetfulness, oblivion (A/Jftpf Map, water
of oblivion; 6 rijf 2.r/6qt iroTa.[i6c, the river of

oblivion, name of a river in Lusitania
;
but no

river called A?/ft? is mentioned by Greek writ-

ers),^ /lavOdveiv, AaBeiv, forget, akin to L. latere,
lie hid: see latent.] 1. In Gr. myth.: (a) The
personification of oblivion, a daughter of Eris.

(ft) The river of oblivion, one of the streams
of Hades, the waters of which possessed the

quality of causing those who drank of them to

forget their former existence.

Your goodness is the Lethe
In which I drown your injuries, and now live

Truly to serve you.
Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, ii. 1.

Far off from these a slow and silent stream,
Lethe, the river of oblivion, rolls
Her watery labyrinth. Milton, P. L., ii. 583.

2. A draught of oblivion
; forgetfulness.

The conquering wine hath steep'd our sense
In soft and delicate Lethe. Shak., A. and C., ii. 7. 114.

3. In entom., a genus of nymphalid butterflies,
with one species, L. europa, from the Malay ar-

chipelago. Hubner, 1816.

Iethe3t, a. and v. An obsolete variant of lithe1 .

Lethean (le-the'an), a. [< L. Lethams, < Gr.

Aqdaiof, of forgetifulness, < /*/#?/, forgetfulness:
see Lethe2.] Pertaining to the river Lethe

;
in-

ducing forgetfulness or oblivion.

The soul with tender luxury you fill,

And o'er the sense lethean dews distill.

Falconer, Shipwreck, iii.

Lethe'dt (le'thed), a. [< Lethe2
, q. v.,+ -ed2 .]

Caused by or as if by a draught from Lethe
;

Lethean; oblivious: used only by Shakspere,
originally in the form Lethied.

Epicurean cooks
Sharpen with cloyless sauce his appetite ;

That sleep and feeding may prorogue his honour
Even till a Lethe'd dulness. Shak., A. and C.

,
ii. 1. 27.

letheon (le'the-on), n. [NL., < Gr. \rftr,, for-

getfulness (see Lethe2 ), + -on, for -one.] Ethyl
ether when used as an anesthetic.
letheonize (le'the-on-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. le-

theonized, ppr. letheonising. [< letheon + -ize.]
To subject to the influence of letheon.

lether, o. See lither.

lethiferous (le-thif'e-rus), a. [= F. lethifere= Sp. letifero = Pg. 'le.thifero = It. letifero, < L.

letifer, improp. spelled lethifer, deadly, < letum*

death, + ferrc = E. ftear1 .] Deadly; bringing
death or destruction.

Those that are really lethiferous are hut excrescencies
of sin. J. Robinson, Eudoxa (1658), p. 161.

Lethrus (leth'rus), n. [NL. (Scopoli, 1777);
supposed to be for Olethrus, < Gr. oArftywf, ruin,

destruction, death.] A genus of scarabseoid

letter

beetles, of the family Aphodiidce, confined to

eastern Europe and western Asia. They are noted
for climbing up plants to cut off leaves and twigs, which
they carry into their burrows to eat.

lethy1
!,

a. See lithy.

lethy2 (le'thi), a. [< Lethe2 + -yl.] Causing
oblivion or forgetfulness ;

Lethean. [Rare.]
Thou dotest upon a divell, not a woman,
That has bewitcht thee with her sorcerie.
And drown'd thy soul in leathy faculties.

Marston, Insatiate Countess, iv.

letiflcalt (le-tif'i-kal), a. [< "letific (< L. Itetifi-

cus, making glad,^ lastus, glad, + facere, make)
+ -al.] Making glad. Bailey, 1731.

letificatet (le-tif 'i-kat), v. [< L. la-tificatus, pp.
of laitificare (> It. letiftcare = Sp. letijicar),
make glad, cheer, rejoice', < laitificus (> Pg. le-

tifico), make glad: see letijical.] I. intrans. To
rejoice ;

be glad. Bailey, 1731.

II. trans. To make glad ; gladden ;
cheer.

Nares.

letificationt (le-tif-i-ka'shon), n. [< letificate
+ -ion.] The act of rejoicing ; festivity.

The last yeer we shewid you, and in this place,
How the shepherds of Christ by thee made letification.

Candlemas Day (1512), Int.

Leto (le'to), n. [< Gr. fir/ra ;
cf. L. Latona.]

1. In Gr. myth., the mother by Zeus of Apollo
and Artemis (Diana), to whom she gave birth
on the island of Delos. She was a personification
of the night and of the darkness, which is a necessary
antithesis to the great twin deities of light, her children.
She was called by the Romans Latona.

2. In entom., a genus of hepialid moths, with
one species, L. venus, of South Africa. Hubner,
1816.

let-off (let'of), n. [< the phrase let off: see left,

v.] 1. An outlet; a vent.

Ah, the poor horses! how many a brutal kick and stripe
they got^ . . . just as a let-off for the angry passions of
their masters. Jleligious Herald, June 2, 1887.

2. In power-loom weaving, any one of a variety
of devices for feeding or letting off the warp
from the beam or yarn-roll of a loom, as re-

quired by the winding of the cloth on the cloth-
beam.

let-passt (let'pas'), n. 1. A passport or per-
mit to pass, or to go or be abroad.

Three men found wandering without a let-passe were to
be sent to the fleet to serve His Majesty.

A. H. A. Hamilton, Quarter Sessions, p. 218.

2. A pass or paper furnished to a vessel in order
to prevent detention by a ship of war ;

a safe-
conduct.
Lett (let), n. [< Lett. Latvi.] A member of a
branch of the Lithuanian or Lettic race, in-

habiting chiefly the Russian provinces of Cour-

land, Livonia, and Vitebsk. The Letts call

themselves Latvis. See Lithuanian.
letter1 (let'er), n. [< left + -er1.] 1. One who
lets or permits.

A provider slow
For his own good, a careless letter-go.

B. Jonson, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

2. One who lets for hire. [Rare.]

Aston, who calls her [Mrs. Bracegirdle]
" the Diana of

the Stage," says, "The most received Opinion is that she
was the Daughter of a Coach Man, Coach maker, or Letter
out of Coaches in the Town of Northampton."

J. Ashton, Social Life in Keign of Queen Anne, II. 25.

letter2! (let'er), n. [<ME. letters; < let2 + -er^.]
One who lets, retards, or hinders.

letter3 (let'er), n. [< ME. lettre, letre, < OF.
lettre, letre, F. lettre = Sp. letra = Pg. lettra =
It. lettera, < L. littera, litera, a letter, alphabetic
character, in pi. a letter, epistle, also litera-

ture, history, letters; origin uncertain; perhaps,
with formative -ter, from the root *li of linere,

pp. litus, smear, spread, or rub over (see lini-

ment), meaning a character graven (with a

style) on a tablet 'smeared' with wax (the let-

ters being, when necessary, erased by rubbing
the wax with the end of the style), or a charac-
ter 'smeared' or spread (with a reed or pencil)
on parchment. (Cf. obliterate.) Hence also

(from L. littera, litera) E. literal, literari/, litcr-

ate, literature, alliterate, obliterate, transliterate,

etc.] 1. A mark or sign used to represent a
sound of the human voice ; a conventional rep-
resentation of one of the primary elements of

speech ;
an alphabetical character.

And than ho broght hym a href all of brode letres.

That was comly by crafte a clerke for to rede.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 794.

He . . . from the cross-row plucks the letter G.

Shall., Rich. III., i. 1. 65.

Primitive picture ideograms have passed through the
successive stages of phonograms and syllabic signs till

they finally developed into letters.

Itaac Taylor, The Alphabet, 1. 13.



letter

2. In iii'iiitnii/.
:i typo bearing an alphabetical

character: as, an initial liiti-r: broken Irftrr*.

3. Alphabetical representation in general ;

characters used in writing or printing collec-

tively; hence, in i>rintini/, movable type M
constituting complete) fonts: as, black-ter (ei-
ther iu manuscript or impression, or as type) ;

plenty or scarcity of Ictti r.

It |tho Samaritan Pentateuchl seemed to me to be much
later than that of Sir John Cotton's Library with us. I..

cause It wan of a much smaller Letter, and more broken in

the Writing. which was all I am eapable to judge by.

lAxter, Journey to Paris, p. 132.

4. A missive communication made by the use
of letters. Specifically (a) A written message, notice,
or other expression of thought sent by one person to an-
other ; an epistle : formerly In the plural with reference to
a single communication.

Furst the .Sowdon sent his letters owt,
\\ ith massengers as fast as they cowde ride,
To kyngcs and to princes all alwught,

Generydet(E.Tl. T. S.X 1. 1891.

I." heer the lettres seled of this thing,
That 1 mot bore with al tho haste I may.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 038.

I have a letter from her,
Of such contents as you will wonder at.

Skat., M. W. of W., IT. 6. 12.

(6) An official or legal document granting some right, au-

thority, or privilege to tho person or persons addressed or
named In It : as, letters patent ; letters of administration.

6f. An inscription.
In al that loud magicien was noon
That coude expoune what this ieitre mente.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 218.

Be wryting of wees that wist it In dede,
With sight for to serche, of horn that suet after,
To ken all the crafte how the case felle,

By lokyng of letlurs that lefte were of olde.

of Tray (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 25.

0. Literal or exact meaning; unglossed signifi-

cation; that which is most plainly expressed
by the words used: as, to adhere to the letter

of the text.

Who also hath made us able ministers of the new testa-

ment ; not of the letter, but of the spirit : for the letter

kllleth, but the spirit giveth life. 2 Cor. ill. 6.

By the letter and written word of Ood. we are without

exception in the state of death.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, 1. 57.

Tho special abuse of reverence is Idolatry, which is wor-

shipping the letter instead of the spirit.
J. F. Clarice, Self-Culture, p. 106.

7. pi. Literature in general; hence, knowledge
derived from books; literary culture; erudition:

as, the republic of letters; a man of letters.

Pericles was an able minister of state, an excellent ora-

tor, and a man of letters. Swift, Nobles and Commons, 11.

But the valuable thing in letters ... is, as we have of-

ten remarked, tho judgment which forms itself insensibly
in a fair mind along with fresh knowledge.

it. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, Int.

It (teachlngl wax wise in this, that it gave Its pupils
some tincture of letters as distinguished from mere schol-

arship. Lou-rU, Oration, Harvard, Nov. 8 ISSti.

8. In inimical notation, same as letter-name.

Ancillary letters, see ancillary. Apostolic letters.
See bidl'-,

1
!. Ascending letter, in printing. Seeascend-

ing.
- Body letter, that kind of type in which the main

portion of a book or paper is printed. E. It. Kniyht.
Cacuminal letter. Same as cerebral letter. Canine
letter, canonical letters, capital letters, cerebral

letter, characteristic letter, circular letter, com-
mendatory letters, commercial letter, criminal let-

ters. See the adjectives. Communicatory letters. See
cnmineiidatont letter*, under commendatory. Condensed
letter, in frtnttng. see tin*. Dead letter, dead-letter
office, see ilfuil. Descending letters, dlmlssory let-

ter, dominical letter. See the adjectives. Double
letters, in printing, the characters fl, II. ft, Hi, and 111 cast

as single types, to prevent tho breaking of the beak of the

f, which when used separately interferes with every fol-

lowing ascending letter. The diphthongs ic and ce are also
cast as double letters. Ecclesiastical letters. See ec-

cletiastieal epistles, under ecclesiastical. Extended let-

ter, in printing. See c.cifiu>.~ Inferior letter. In print-
ing, a small letter printed at the bottom of the line.

Initial letter, see initial. Kerned letter, a
type

in

which some portion of the face overhangs the body, as
the upper part of the letter f. Nearly all the long let-

ters In italic and script fonts are kerned. E. II. Knifiht.

King's letter, same as brief, 2 (d). Letter dismis-
sory. Same as diitti*xortt letter. Letter missive, (fl)

A letter of an official character sent to or intended for dif-

ferent persons about some matter concerning all of them ;

specifically, aiming Congrcgationalists, an identical letter

issued by a church, by a member or members of a church
feeling aggrieved, or by persons desirous of forming a

church, calling a council of churches for advice or aid

upon the subject or subjects mentioned in the letter.

The council, being assembled as invited, is organized by
being called to order by one of its older members, who
reiuts fhe tett< > i/nW<v which is (lie authority for their pro-
cedure. //. Jf. Dextrr, Congregationalism, iii 5 !.

(6) In Emj. line: (1) A letter of courtesy written by the lord

chancellor to any peer, peeress, or bishop against whom a
bill is Hied, Informing the party of the complaint :in<l re-

quest ing an appearance, sent in lien of summons. (2) A let-

ter from the sovereign addressed to a ilean ami chapter,
naming the person whom they arc required to eh it :i> M-.li

op. Also called rounl letter. See extract under royal letter.

Letter of allotment, attorney, baillery, credit, 11-
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cense. Hee allotment, etc. Letter of credence, seeer*.

dence, _' Letter of marque. See manrue. Letter of
mart*. Same as letter <>f marque. Letter of orders.
See order. -Letter of recommendation. See ream-
mendativn Letters avocatory. See avocatory. Let-
ters clause or close, in /'"/. l>i<'\ letters in the name of

the sovereign cluseii or scali <1 up with tin loyal .signet or

privy seal. Letters of administration, the Instrument

by which the court having jurisdiction of intestates' es-

tates authenticates the apiioliitment of an administrator
and authorizes him to proceed In the settlement of the es-

tate. Letters of administration with the will an-
nexed, letters of administration in a case where there is a
will but no executor, as where the will omits to provide
one, or the one designated doe* not accept the trust, and
it therefore become* neceaury to appoint an administrator
to carry the will into effect. Letters of caption. See
caution Letters of collection, or letters of special
administration, letters issued for the temporary pur-

pose of enabling some one to collect and hold the niirtii,

pending a controversy as to the right to have letters of ad-

ministration or letters testamentary. Letters of ejec-
tion, of exculpation,of fire and sword, of horning,of
legitimation. See ejection, exculpation, fire, etc. Let-
ters of intercommuning. See intereommtme. Let-
ters of open doors. See open. Letters overt. Same
as letters patent. Letters patent, an open letter under
the seal of the state or nation, granting some prop'-rty,

right, authority, privilege, or title ; more specifically, in

modern late, such letters granting the exclusive right to

use an invention or design. Letters patent are so called
because they were commonly addressed by the sovereign to

all subjects at large, and were not sealed up like a secret

commission, but open, ready to be shown to whom It might
concern.

By the atoryty of dyvers letters patentes or charturs

grauntld and confermyd by dyvers kynges of Ynglond.
Englith QUdt (E. E. T. 8.), p. 328.

With the exception of a few gap* in the reigns of John
and Henry III., the letters-patent extend without break or
flaw from the year 12OO to our own day. Unlike the close

rolls, they are unsealed and exposed to view, hence their
name. Encyc. Brit., XX. 311.

Letters rogatory, an Instrument by which a court of one
nation informs a court of a foreign nation that a certain
claim is pending in the first-mentioned court, in which the

testimony of certain witnesses who reside within the ju-
risdiction of theforeign court Is required, and the foreign
court Is requested to take their depositions, or cause them
to be taken, in due course and fonn of law, for the further-
ance of justice, usually adding to the request an offer on
the part of the court making it to do the like for the other
in a similar case. Benedict. Letters secret, letters or
documents closed and sealed, and not for general perusal :

opposed to letters patent.

Two different methods of sealing documents, either
closed or open for Inspection, are recorded In the legal
terms letters secret and "letters patent."

Encyc. Brit., XXI. 58fi.

Letters testamentary, the instrument by which a court
of probate authenticates the appointment of an executor
under a will, and authorizes him to proceed In the admin-
istration of the will. Lingual letter. Same as cerebral
letter. Man of letters. See man. Monitory, mova-
ble, nundinal, etc., letter. See the adjectives. Open
letter, a letter designed for several or many persons; a
letter to be passed from hand to hand, or to be published ;

especially, a letter of private or personal import intended
for general perusal. Paciftcal letter. See commenda-
tory letters, under commendatory. Proof before letter.
See proof. Provincial letter. See provincial. Regis-
tered letter, a letter the address of which Is registered
at a post-office for a special fee, In order to secure Its safe

transmission, a receipt being given to the sender and by
each postmaster and employee through whose hands ft

passes. In the United States the receipt of the person ad-
dressed is forwarded to the sender. Ribbon letter, an
ornamental type or character whose design is taken from
a ribbon laid In the shape required, with its doublings,
folds, etc. Royal letter. Same as fetter missive (6) (2).

The royal letters are a thing of course,
A king, that would, might recommend his horse [to be

bishop],
And deans, no doubt, and chapter . with one voice,
As bound in duty, would confirm the choice.

Cmcper, Tirocinium, 1. 416.

Signet letter. See siynet. Sunday letter. Same as
dominical letter. See dominical. Superior letter, In

printing, a small letter printed at the top of the line.

Synodal letter. See bull*, 2. To expede letters.

Seerj*d. To gain or lose letters, in teleg.,ln ABC
instruments, to Indicate letters In advance of or behind
the proper letter of the alphabet : said of the index when
It is out of adjustment and points to the wrong part of

the dial. The error may be continually one or more let-

ters in advance or one or more letters behind the proper

position, or it may be a varying one due to the index fall-

ing to make the proper steps. To run one's letters. In

Scots lav, to exercise the right an accused person has (un-
der certain restrictions) of having his case tried before the
circuit court sits In the locality in which the applicant is

Imprisoned. (See also drop-fatter.)

letter3 (let'er), . t. [< letter^, .] To impress
or engrave letters on ; mark or stamp with a
title or an inscription: as, to letter a book; a
l< 't, n<J stone or print.

And ye talk together still,

In the language wherewith Spring
Letters cowslips on the hill?

Tennyson, Adeline.

letter-balance (let'er-bal'ans), . A machine
for weighing letters, printed matter, or small

packages, for mailing.
letter-board (let'er-bord), n. 1. In printing, a

strong movable board upon which types are

placed for ilistribution or for temporary stow-

age. 2. The broad smooth board on the out-

lettering-tool

side of a railroad-car, above the cornice and
windows, mi which is painted the name of the
road or other legend. Also called frieze.
letter-book (let'er-buk), n. A book in which
letters are filed, or in which copies of letters
are made, for preservation.
letter-box (let'6r-boks), n. A box to receive
letters, (a) A locked box fattened to a wall or pott In a

public place, or conveniently placed for public use In a

post office, in which letters are dropped to be collected
and mailed at regular hours by the post-office carriers or
clerks.

The lion's head which served as a letter-box hai been Im-
mortalised In that paper [the "Guardian-). It was In
imitation of the famous lion at Venice.

J. Aihton, Social Life In Reign of Queen Anne, I. 221.

(&) One of a number of rented boxes In a post-office. In
which letters are placed by the postmaster or clerk to be
collected by the owners of the boxeaat their convenience.
More commonly called simply box.

Anybody hesitates a little In reference to going behind
the letter-boxes and assisting In sotting the malls.

W. if. Baiter. New Timothy, p. 218.

(c) A box to receive letters, affixed at the entrance of a

dwelling or place of business, usually upon the Inside of

the door, with a silt through which letters may be thrust
in from without.

letter-carrier (let'er-kari-6r), . A man who
delivers or collects letters in postal service ;

a

postman.
letter-case (let'er-kas), n. 1. A case for con-

taining letters; hence, a portable writing-desk
or portfolio. 2. In printing, a type-case. See
cose2 , ., 6.

letter-clip (let'er-klip), n. An implement, con-

sisting of a pair of plates opening and closing
on a spring, by means of which papers may be

clasped firmly, so as to be hung up or kept to-

gether.
letter-cutter (let'er-kut'er), . One who cuts
letters in or upon a surface, as of stone or
metal ; specifically, in type-founding, a punch-
cutter.

letter-drop (let'er-drop), n. On a postal or mail

railroad-car, a plate with an opening closed by
a hinged flap, for receiving letters for the post

along the route of the train,

lettered (let'erd), . [< letted + -t<P. Cf. lit-

erate.] 1. Literate; educated; versed in litera-

ture or science.
I.ere it thus, lewede men, for lettrede hit knoweth,
Than treutho and trewe loue ys no tresour bettere.

Piers Plowman (C), IL 135.

Arm. Monsieur, are you not lettered f

Moth. Yes, yes ; he teaches lioys the horn-book.

Shot., L. L. L., T. 1. 48.

2. Of or pertaining to learning; marked by or
devoted to literary culture: as, lettered ease or
retirement.

And he, who to the lettered wealth
Of ages adds the lore unpriced.

WhiUier, Last Walk in Autumn.

3. In zool. and hot., marked as if with letters;

having spots which look like letters, or make
the surface seem to be written over: as, the let-

tered tortoise (Kmys xcripta) ; the lettered china-
mark (Diagemiu literalin, a small brown British

moth).
letterer (let'er-r), n. One who letters; one
who marks or cuts the letters of an inscription,
a title, or tho like: as, a book-/t/terer.

letter-file (let'er-fil), . A device for holding
letters for reference. It may be a rod or pointed
hook of metal mounted on a stand, or a clip, ease, box, or

folio, with or without some arrangement to facilitate ref-

erence.

letter-founder (let'er-foun'der), H. Same as

tyjie-founder.
Our printing-house often wanted sorts, and there was

no letter-founder in America. FranHin, Autobiog., p. 159.

letter-founding (let'er-foun'ding), . Same as

tl/pe-foMlldillll.

letter-foundry (let'er-foun'dri), n. Same as

type-foundry.
letter-head (let'er-hed), n. 1. A printed form
of address or advertisement at the head of a
sheet of letter-paper. Also called letter-heading.

2. A sheet of letter-paper so headed.
He drew up a note upon the " tavern

"
letter-head.

Harpers Mag., LXXVL 649.

letter-heading (let'er -bed 'ing), n. Same as

letter-head, 1.

lettering (let'er-ing), w. [Verbal n. of letters,

c.] iTxhe act of stamping or marking with
letters. 2. The letters impressed or marked
upon anything; any inscription, as on a sign-
board, coin, or tombstone.

lettering-box (let'er-ing-boks), . A small

MM in which are kept the types used by book-
binders for lettering books.

lettering-tool (let'er-ing-tol). H. In bookbind-

imj, a small box of brass mounted on a handle



lettering-tool

of wood, in which types are fastened by means
of a side-screw, used by the finisher in the let-

tering of books.
letterize (let'er-iz), . *'.

; pret. and pp. letirrizrd,

ppr. lettcrisinr/. [< letter'* + -ize.] To write
letters or epistles. Lamb. [Bare.]

letterleaf (let'er-lef), . An orchid of the ge-
nus Grammatopliyllum: so named from its fig-
ured leaves. Also called letter-plant.

letterless (let'er-les), a. [< letter^ + -less.]

Unlettered; illiterate; not learned.

A meer daring letterless commander can, in a rational

way, promise himself no more success in his enterprise
than a mastif can in his contest with a lion.

Waterhouse, Apology (1653), p. 125.

There was an illiterate generation, and a letterless race
to be educated. The Century, XXVIII. 157.

letter-lichen (let'er-li"ken), n. A lichen of the

genus Opegrapha. The apothecium assumes
irregularly stellate or radiate forms, suggest-
ing written characters. Also called scripture-
wort.

letterling (let'er-ling), n. [< letter* + -lingl.]
A little letter. Imp. Diet.

letter-lock (let'er-lok), n. A form of permu-
tation-lock, in which the combinations are in-
dicated by particular arrangements of pieces
marked with letters.

letternt (let'em), n. See lectern.

letter-name (let'er-nam), n. In musical nota-

tion, the alphabetic name or symbol of tones,
of keys of the keyboard, of degrees of the staff,
or of notes placed upon such degrees and rep-
resenting such tones or keys. See keyboard,
notation, staff. Also letter.

letter-office (let'er-pf"is),
n. A place for the de-

posit and distribution of letters
; a post-office.

letteront, ' An obsolete form of lectern.

letter-ornament (let'er-6r"na-ment), n. A dec-
oration made up of the forms'of letters, in some
letter-ornaments the letters are complete and legible,
and usually, though not necessarily, forming words, as is
common in Russian art and in modern art of the Levant,
as on metal-work. In others the letters are modified or
wholly changed for decorative effect, or parts only of the
letters are given, as sometimes in Byzantine art and in
European imitations of it, and also in early northern dec-
oration, Anglo-Saxon, etc.

letter-paper (let'er-pa"per), n. Paper for writ-

ing letters on ; specifically, paper of an inter-
mediate size between note-paper and foolscap,
usually quarto, as distinguished from the oc-
tavo form of note-paper.

letter-perfect (let'er-per"fekt), a. Perfect to
the letter in committing anything to memory ;

having a part or a speech thoroughly memo-
rized: used especially of actors.

letter-plant (let'er-plant), n. Same as tetter-

letterpress (let'er-pres), n. and a. [< letter^,

type, + press*, print.] I. n. Letters or words
impressed on paper or other material from print-
ing-types ; printed text : so called when subor-
dinate to or in contrast with illustrations.

The letterpress with which the illustration is accompa-
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letter-winged (let'er-wingd), a. Having the

wings marked as if with letters: specifically
said of a kite, Elanus scriptus. P. L. Sclater.

letter-wood (let'er-wud), n. The heart-wood
of the South American tree Brosimum AiibltHi.
It is extremely hard, of a beautiful brown color with black

spots, which have been compared to hieroglyphics ; hence
the name, which is also applied to the tree. Being rare
and costly, the wood is used in cabinet-work for veneer-

ing only.

letter-Writer (let' er-ri'tte), n. 1. One who
writes letters; specifically, one whose profes-
sion it is to write letters for others.
The same desire impels thousands of people to write

letters to the newspapers ;
but these letter-writers are not

usually journalists. Athentxum, Jan. 14, 1888, p. 43.

2. A book containing rules and examples for
the use of persons unskilled in the writing of
letters.

Lettic (let'ik), a. and n. [< Lett + -ic.] I. a.

Of or pertaining to the Letts or their congeners ;

related to the Letts: as, the Lettic language;
the Samoghitians are a Lettic people. Lettic race
is a general term for the Letts, Lithuanians,
and Borussians or Old Prussians.

II. n. Same as Lettish.

lettice1
!,

n. An obsolete spelling of lettuce.

Iettice2t, n. An obsolete form of lattice.

Iettice3t (let'is), n. [Early mod. E. also lettyee;
< OF. letice, letisse, lattice, an animal of a very
white color, supposed to be an ermine, also a
white fur, < F. lait, < L. lac (lact-), milk: see

lettuce.] A kind of fur, white or very light-col-
ored, in use as late as the middle of the sixteenth

century.
You shall charge your seines with many [furs], ... as

good marterns, milliners, otherwise called Lettis.

Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 298.

lettice-capM, >. [Perhaps < lettice1 + cap 1
,
in

allusion to lettice-cap
2
.] A soporific in which

lettuce is supposed to have been a leading in-

gredient.
Bring in the lettice-cap. Yon must be shaved, sir ;

And then how suddenly we'll make you sleep !

Fletcher, Monsieur Thomas, iii. 1.

Iettice-cap
2
t, . [< lettice2 (?)= lattice (see quot.

from Nares), or lettice^, + cap1 .] A kind of cap.
.-cap it wears

A lettice-cap was originally a lattice-cap that is, a net
cap which resembles lattice work. Nares.

Lettish (let'ish), a. and n. [< Lett + -ish 1
.] I.

a. Of or pertaining to the division of the Lettic
or Lithuanian race distinctively called Letts :

as, the Lettish language ;
Lettish customs.

II. n. The language spoken by the Letts, a
branch of the Indo-European family, closely re-
lated to Slavonian or Slavic. Also Lettic.

lettre-de-cachet (let'r-de-ka-sha"), n. [F.: let-

ire, letter ; de, of : cachet, seal : see letter^, de%,
cachet.] See cachet.

lettruret, n. See letterure.

Lettsomia (let-so'mi-a), n. [NL. (W. Rox-
burgh, 1824), named after J. C. Lettsom, an Eng-
lish naturalist.!

'

II. a. Consisting of, relating to, or employed
in printing from types: as, letterpress printing.

letter-press (let'er-pres), n. [< letters, a writ-
ing, + prettl, printing-machine.] A press for

copying letters by transfer; a copying-press.
letter-punch (let'er-punch), n. A steel punch
on the end of which a letter is engraved. Such
punches are used for making matrices for printing-type,
as well as for making an impression on metal etc when
applied against the surface and struck with a hammer
letter-rack (let'er-rak), n. 1. A tray divided
into small compartments in which large types
of wood are ranged. 2. A rack or small frame,
usually ornamented, in which letters, arranged
as answered and unanswered or otherwise, are
kept.

letter-scale (let'er-skal), . Same as letter-
balance.

letter-stamp (let'er-stamp), n. A stamp used
in a post-office for canceling postage-stamps,or for stamping on letters or packages various
notices or remarks, such as the place of mailing,
instructions for the carrier, etc.

letteruret, lettruret, n. [ME., < OF. letterure,
lettrure,letrciirc,< L. Kerawra,Keratera, learn-
ing, letters, literature: see literature.] 1. Learn-
ing; letters; literature.

Al conne he letterure or conne he noon
As in effect he shal fynde it al oon.
Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 293.

2. Writing; scripture.
"Lo!" seith holy letterrure, "whiche lordes beth this

shrewes !

"
Piers Plmmium (B), x. 27.

a soft, several-seeded berry. There are 32 species,
found in eastern India, southern China, and the Malay
archipelago, twining or climbing vines with alternate
leaves and dense corymbose cymes in the axils. Some
of the species are used medicinally. L. grandijlora is an
evergreen shrub cultivated in greenhouses under the name
of Lettsmn's tea-plant.

lettsomite (let'som-It), n. [After W. G. Lett-

som, an English mineralogist.] A basic sul-

phate of copper, of a bright-blue color: same
as cyanotrichite.
lettuce (let'is), n. [Early mod. E. also lettice;
< ME. letuce, < OF. "laitiice, letuce, usually lai-

tue, letue, F. laitue (> D. latuw) = Sp. lechuga =
It. lattuga = AS. laetuce= OHG. lattuh, lattouch,
latoch, latohha, MHG. lateche, latech, lattech, G.
lattieh = Sw.T>an.laktuk,<. L. lactuca, lettuce, so
called from its milky juice, < lac (lact-), milk :

see lactate.] 1. A garden-herb, Lactuca sativa,
a hardy annual, extensively cultivated for use
as a salad. It is believed by some to be derived from
L. Scariola (including L. virosa). There are many varie-
ties of the garden-plant, which may be grouped as cabbage-
lettuces, low forms with depressed cabbage-like heads, and
Cos lettuces, erect-growing varieties having the head long
and tapering downward.
The bason then being brought up to the bishop, he often

dipped a large lettice into it, and several times sprinkled
all the people. Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 18.

These are creeping Lettuces of a very milky Juice, like
their Is ame. jr. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, 1. 302.

Letuce of lac derivyed is perchaunce ;

flor mylk it hath or yeveth abundaunce.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 51.

2. Any plant of the genus Lactuca ; also, a plant
having some resemblance to Lactuca Blue

leucaniline

lettuce, a plant of the section Mulgedium of the genus
Lactuca, with blue flowers. (V. 8. J Cabbage-lettuce,
Cos lettuce, see def. 1. Drumhead lettuce, a variety
of cabbage-lettuce. False lettuce. Same as Uue let-

tuce. Frog's lettuce, a species of pondweed, Potamo-
geton densiu. [Prov. Eng.] Garden-lettuce. See def. 1.

Indian lettuce, the American columbo,Fro*era Canli-
nensis; also, the false wintergreen, Pyrula ntund\folia.
Lamb's lettuce, corn-salad, Valerianella (which see).
Loafed lettucet. See loafi. Prickly lettuce, Lactuca
Scariola. Sea-lettuce, the seaweed Ulm Lactuca. Also
called lettuce-laver. [Eng.] Wall-lettuce, Lactuca mu-
ralis. [Eng. j Water-lettuce, Pistia StratMes of the
tropics. white lettuce, Prmanthes alba or kindred spe-
cies. Also called lion's-foot, rattleitnake-rvot, etc. Wild
lettuce, (a) In England, Lactuca Scariola. (b) In Amer-
ica, Lactuca Canadensis. Also called trumpetweed and
trumpet-milkweed, (c) Sometimes the same as blue lettuce.

lettuce-bird (let'is-berd), H. The thistle-bird
or common American goldfinch, Chrysomitris
tristis. [Local, U. S.]

lettuce-opium (let'is-6'pi-um), n. Lactuca-
rium.

lettuce-saxifrage (let'is-sak"si-fraj), n. A
plant of the Alleghany mountains, Saxifraga
erosa, the leaves of which have sharply erose
teeth.

letuaryt, . See electuary.

let-up (let'up), n. [< let up, verb phrase under
left, i'.] A cessation of restraint or obstruc-
tion ; release

;
relaxation

; intermission, as of
labor. [Colloq., U. S.]
Our little let-up Wednesday afternoons ... Is sure to

come, while the let-ups we get other days, . . . you can't
be sure whether you're going to get them or not.

The Century, XXVIII. 588.

leu (la), .; pi. lei (le). [Rumanian.] A mod-
ern silver coin of Rumanisr, the unit of the

monetary system, equivalent to the French
franc, or about 19 United States cents.
Leucadendron (lu-ka-den'drpn), n. [NL. (R.
Brown, 1809), irreg.<"Gr. /Utwdf, white, + 6iv6pw,
a tree.} A genus of plants of the order Protea-
ce<K and tribe Proteece, distinguished by having
the regular dioecious flowers in heads in both
sexes. There are about 70 species, shrubs and trees, na-
tives of South Africa. L. argcnteum, the silver tree or
witteboom, is native only on a slope of the Table Moun-
tain near Cape Town, and has been nearly exterminated
for fuel. Its white silvery leaves make it highly ornamen-
tal, and they are much used in Christmas decorations.
Other species also are cultivated.

leucaemia, leucaemia. See leucemia, leucemic.
Leucania (lu-ka'ni-a). . [NL., < Gr. Acwof,
white : see leucous.]

"
A genus of noctuid moths

founded byHub-
ner in 1816. it
is characterized by
full hairy eyes,
smooth front, well-

developed palpi,
strong tongue, sim-

ple antennee, hairy
unarmed legs,
rounded collar,
quadrate slightly
tufted thorax, and
untufted abdomen.
L. unipuncta is the
adult of the well-
known army-worm
(which see). L.albi-
linea is the adult
of the wheat-head
army-worm, an in-

sectwhich occasion-

ally appears i n great
numbers and feeds

upon heads of wheat
and rye. There are
two annual genera-
tions, and the insect
hibernates as pupa
underground.
Leucaniidse (lu-

ka-ni'i-de),H.7>/.

[NL., < Leuca-
nia + -ida;.] A
group of noctuid

moths, repre-
sented by the

genus Leucania,
and regarded as
a family. There
are about 20geu-
era,widelydis-
tributed. Also
called Leuca-
nidce.

leucaniline

(lu-kau'i-lin),
n.' [< Gr. teti-

n6c, white, +
E. aniline.] A
white crystal-
1I 'U * Wheat-head Army-worm \LeHcantaalbi-nne substance MM).
(Con Hoi No) a, a, larvte on a wheat-head ; b, eggs (nat-

f^i.^n/7P./^l^w nralsizel; c, rf, egg (top and side views,
forming COlOr- magnified ; lower figure; male moth.
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less salts, prepared by treating fuchsbie Halts lencite (lu'sit), . [So called from its white- leucoSthiop (lu-ko-f-'thi-op), . [Also leva
with zinc-dust and hydrochloric acid. It yields ness; < (ir. '/ii'itAe., white, + -tte*.] A mineral AiOf: < leucoltMopS.] Hame as leucoe'thiops.
i asaiiiline by oxidation. originally found in the recent volcanic rocks of leucoe'thiopic (lu-ko-e-thi-op'ik), a. [< hue_________ ^__ _

Leucanthemum (lij-kan'thfi-mom), n. [L., southern Italy, especially at Vesuvius, dissemi- ethipn 4-'ic.] Pertaining" to a leucoe'thioptt
/riinnitlii-iiiiit, < (!r. >i>i.<iiiit/n>v, the camo- nated through the lavas in crystals, usually or albino; pertaining to leucopathy.

mile,< favKof, white, + it* /HIV, flower.] A sec- trapezohedrons, or in irregular masses. It has leucoe'thiops ( lu -ku-o'tlii-opti), .; pi. leueoetlii-

tion of the genus CkrwanAfflMM, embracing 1 been observed similarly associated in lorae other re- oites (lii-ko-e-thi'o-pez). [<Gr. favKfc white +
the species C. feuomOMMM (/>.</,.,

J ^,,|,';" ^^M,\\ut'1 n!'^^of^n?X"!"' AiftoV',anKthiop,anegro: see Ethu^g, Ethiop.}
nth/arc), the oxeye daisy or whiteweed. It was currence. It is a silicate of aluminium and potassium

An individual of a dark-skinned race exhibiting
retained as a geuusby A. P.deCandollo(1837), and bus a white or grayish color. It wai very early called albinism or a want of coloring matter in the
with -20 species.

while yarn* tram lu similarity to garnet in crystalline skin and epidermic formations.
leucanthoUS (ItVkan'thus), [< Gr. A*, SCeVi'nSre.rbe^o^rThTnon^rof'ruofe leucotodophenol (lu-ko-in-do-fe'nol), [<
white, + avHoi;, flower.J In hot., having white refraction which Its crystals exhibit, this being at varl- Gr. /rtwof, white, + L.tiutophciiol.] Indophenol
flowers. ance with the usually accepted isometric form. On ac- which has been reduced by glucose and caustic
Leucaster (lu-kas'ter), . [NL. (J.D.Choisy, J>ntoi

; these optical anomalies" a,,,l because
alsooj Boda. It i. a commercial article, forming a white pule

184!)), < (Jr. >*vnt(, white, + dart/p, a Star.] A gttJto22^?3l2 ?nZL3h soluble in pure and in acidified water. It Is used In dye

genus of plants belonging to thei family Nycta- ^^SSS^^S^S^t^^Ki ^S&SS^LJSSS^ *"* *****
i//ive and type of the tribe Leucastcreai. distin- 600 C. it becomes isotropic, and hence It is Inferred that TJ,"''-,. i

- rvi /n .\/i
guished by liavingbut two stamens. Theonlyspe-

when ' led " wa normally isometric, and that the o!,. Lenc01Um(lu-ko i-um), n. [NL. (Linnaeus), < L.

fies 2; c mV', i" nativeof Brazil, and i. a haTf-tX "f variations in form and optical character have re- *****(<
Gr. 2n*cW. name of several plants,

Ing shrub with entire alternate leaves, and white flowers
81llt

,

ed fro'" *f"W"' molecular changes..-Leuclte the wallflower, snowflake, etc., lit. 'white V1O-
In axillary cymes. rocks, a series of rocks closely allied to basalt, but con-

let,' < JUwcof, white. + Zov, violet.] A genus of

Leucasterese (lu-kas-te're-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bon- iKSS^^^&SS^KmfSSSfSSi P1 ** of the familyAmarvUidca: and tribe Amu-
tham and Hooker, 1880), < Leucaster + -t<e.] They are particularly well developed[in southern Italy and rullete, distinguished by the long filaments and
A tribe of plants of the. order Nyclaginece, dis- tne EUel - *ee Uu&topkyn, phonolite, and tepkriu. the equal segments of the perianth. There are

tinguished by a subglobose acheniiim, which leucite-basalt(lu'sit-ba-salt'),. Arockclosely specie*. L.a&tum is the summer snowflake, and L.ver-

is free and inclosed by the base of the perianth, resembling leucitophyre, but less coarsely gran- """, smaller and earlier plant, the spring snowflake.

and a short curved or annular embryo. It In-
"lar in texture. Eosenbusch divides the leucite rocks leucol (lu kol), n.

\

C Or. /fwcoc, white, + -p.]
eludes the genera Leucaster (type of the trlbe)i Attdradea,

lnto leucite-basalU and leucltites, the chief difference be- An organic base obtained from coal-tar, 18O-

and Cryplncarpu, tropical American trees or shrubs with .
lm* tlmt the former contain olirln, while the latter do not. meric with chinoline.

alternaw leaves. leucitic (lu-sit'ik), a. [< leucite + -ic.] Of or leucoline (lu'kp-lin), n. Same as leucol.

leucaugite (lu-kft'jit), n. [< Gr. XEWKOC, bright, pertaining to leucite; containing or resem- lencoma (lu-ko'ma), . [NL., < Gr. M'Ku/ia, a
light, white. + *avyir?K: seea/7e.] Analumi- bhng leucite. white spot in the eye, < ^'KOW, whiten, < /, . .

, , , ,

nous variety of pyroxene, allied to augite, but leucitlte (lu si-tit), n. [< leucite + -He*.] The white: see lentous.] In paihol., a white opaci-
containing very little iron, and hence of a white name given by Rosenbusch to varieties of leu-

ty of the cornea of the eye, the result of inflam-
or grayish color. cite rock containing no olivin. Rocks of this type mation. Also called albuao.
leucemia leucajmia (lu-se'mi-ii), [NL.,< Gr. gS*2|*JS^vSJS!:S1S&A&! bSte leucomaine (lu'k^-man), . [< Gr. ?^5c, white,
ACVKO,;, white, + ow blood.] A disease char- ^^S^a^^S^i!^^^SSSi + E. (,>to)maine.} A nitrogenous organic base
actenzed by a large excess of the white cor- yet been fully worked out or alkaloid produced in living animal tissues as
puscles of the blood, with hypertrophy of the leucitoid (lu'si-toid), n. [< leucite + Gr. eMoc, a result of their activity: distinguished from
spleen or the lymphatic glands, or changes in form: see -oirf.] In crystfil., a tetragonal tris- a ptomaine, which is an alkaloid produced in
the bone-marrow. It is usually fatal. Also octahedron, or trapezohedron : so called as be- the putrefactive decay of a dead tissue.
called leucocythemia. ing a common form of the mineral leucite. leucomatous (lu-kom'a-tus), a. [< NL. leu-

leucemic, leucaemlc (lu-se'mik), o. [< leucemia leucitophyre (lu-sit'o-fir), M. [<fe'te+Gr. coma(t-) + -os!] Pertaining to or exhibiting+ -ic.] Pertaining to or affected with leucemia.
<ft>i>eiv,-mix..]

A crystalline-granular rock, differ- leucoma.
With one exception, that of Itucamie blood (SchererX mg from ordinary basalt chiefly in the presence leucomelanoUS (lu-ko-mel'a-nus), n. [< Gr.

no glutin has as yet been found in the fluids of the body. of considerable leucite. The essential ingredients /.rvn6f, white, + filfaf (fiefam-), black.] Having
Vreg, Histol. and llistochem. (trans.), p. 22. of leucitophyre are leucite, augite, olivin, and magnetite, a f:l j r complexion with dark hair

leuch (lyoch). A Scotch preterit of lauah. ^S*&35Z~* * met[me* M nmch
Leuconaria (lu-ko-na'ri-a), n.pl.' [NL., < 1^-

leuchtenbergite (loich'ten-berg-it), . [Named leucoblaat (lu'kd-blast),. [< Gr. Xfuxof, white, con(es) + -arin.] In Sollas's classification of

after the duke Maximilian von Leuchtenbery.] + /j^oorof, germ': see6/<w<tts.] A germinal leu- sponges, a tribe of heteroclous Calcispongia',
A kind of chlorite of a white or greenish-white cocyte, or the germ of a leucocyte. embracing recent and fossil forms whose canal

,
.

color, occurring in hexagonal plates or crystals, leucocarpous (Iu-ko-kar'pus), o. [< Gr. ^tof, system is of the eurypylous rhagonate type, di-

leucin (lu'sin), . [< Gr. Aftwof, white, + -i2.] white, + Kopjrof, friiit.] Having white fruit. vided into two families, Leuconida; and Eilhar-
, ,

. .

A white pulverulent substance, amido-caproic leucocholyt (lu'ko-kol-i), n. [< Gr. /.eu/tof,
dida.

acid (CnHij^NHo), obtained by treating mus- white,+ ^o/.7/,bile :' see cholici. Cf . melancholy.] leuconate (lu'ko-nat), a. [< Leucon(es') + -a(i.]
cular fiber with sulphuric acid, and afterward "White bile": a nonce-word, opposed to mel- Pertaining to the Leucones, or having their char-
with alcohol, it crystallizes in shining scales, itisone aneholy,

" black bile." acters: as, a leuconate canal system; leuconate

luii.u . . . >d a white Melancholy, o. I..I.L i ......... i.....< - -

fluids of the'body, being also a product of the pancreatic
'or the most part; which though it seldom laughs or LeUCOnOS (lu-ko nez), . J>7. ^u s wr. ,.rar,

digestion of the protelds. Also called apoxpidin.
dances nor ever amounts to what one calls Joy or Plea- white: see tettCOttS.] A group of the chalk-

leucisciform (lu-sis'i-fdrm), . [< NI, Leucis- J^'""8^ sort of a state. Gray, Letters, 1. 113.
gponge. or Calcbponai*. characterized first by

CM. + L. forma, form.] Having the form of a Leucocoryne (lu-ko-kor i-ne), n. [NL. (Lmd- great thickening of the ectodermal syncytium,
fish of the genus Leuciscus; resembling a dace. lev

> 1839), in allusion to the white flowers of so that the inhalent pores, such as exist in Ax-

Leuciscina (lu-si-si'na) n.'pl. [NL., < Leucis- some species, mounted on scapes ;< Gr. /^twcof, cones, lengthen into canals which may variously
CMS + -/Jin2 ] In Gtinth'er's ichthyological sys- white, + Kopf'JT/,

a club.] A genus of liliaceous branch and anastomose, and secondly by final

tern, the eighth group of Cyprinula:. They have the P^nts of Chili, of the tribe Alliea, or onion restriction to these canals of the endodermal
air-bladder divided into anterior and posterior portions ; family. Three or four species are known, having nar- cells, which at first form a continuous layer.
pharyngeal teeth developed in single or double series; rowly linear, channeled, radical leaves, and simple leaf- leuCOpathla (lu-ko-path'i-S), M. [NL.: see leu-
the anal fin short or of moderate length (not extending less scapes bearing few white or blue flowers in terminal rn ,,n tl, H 1 Same ns Iriimiirithu
forward to below the dorsal), with from 8 to 11 branched umbels. They are called white elub.Jtou*r.

' ">"' } /{,-<*' r/wr i

rays; the lateral line when complete running in or nearly leucOCVte (lu'ko-sit), . f< Gr. /Lfwtoc, white, lepcopatnjf (lu-Kop a ttl), n.
[_s

LI. lencopn-
in the middle of the tail; and the dorsal flu short, without + 5J*. a hollow.] A white or colorless cor- '*'?;

< ?
r " J^' whlt

?!
+ '^ affection : see

osseous ray. The species are very numerous, and Include
,

"',
,, i,i,J - i^mr%h pathos.} 1. The condition of beuig an albino;

thu majority of the most familiar European and North PSCie O
ilhinism 2 Snme is rhlnrnxis

.;.in.i.... 1o/-r>o*rflinTni'> 1aii/>f>Trf>i 'ram in / A'tA-aT-tKa' aiDimsm. ^. Dailie as CmorOM*.

'Knpaijc,

. -javiic, <

An imperfectly crvstnllized
uuiaiiiiiy 01 uy//r/(cittf, wnn me air-uiauuer ivu^\n;y vi\* v*u'By 1' */,. L N tcwij"*;y lc ' -*.j w^. ...^i

' y "i L - -" n
next to the roof of the abdominal cavity, the 1. Pertaining to leucocytes. 2. Pertaining to ,, Vf ; fl

pa
.?-

e ^S
dorsal fin short, median, and spineless, and the an excess ofleucocytes ; leucemic. "Jo*;
lower jaw normal. It embraces partly or wholly the leUCOCytOgenesiS (fu-ko-si-tp-jen'e-sis), . ^,1^";,,"
Lcucitcina and Abramidina of Oiinther; and by far the [NL., < leucocyte + Gr. )tvtotc. production: see T u- t- , x\ I-KTT sn
greater portion of the American as well as Eurasiatic

genc.fi.^ The production of leucocytes,orwhite Lencophasia (lu-ko-fa 8i-h), w. [NL., < Gr.
cyprinoids belong to it

blood-corpuscles MvKOf, white, + fame, appearance: see phase.}
leuciscine (lu'si-sin), a. and ii. I. a. Pertain- leucocvtosis, (lu'ko-si-to'sis') fNL < tenco-

A Renus of pierian butterflies of the family
ing to the Lcuciscinai, or having their charac-

e te . ^^ \
rpne preggu,;',.

'

Of an excessive Papilionidtf. Also called Leptidea. L. sinapis
ters; leucisciform. umber of white cnrrtiisclcs in the hlnnd e is a British species.n^-i j.i T ' T IIU I II IJtrT \)i Yi llllV t"OrllllhtrH H lill[HI'H)O<l,tSIK-. ^_*i /i- i / t \ rssv i /

. One of the Leueiecina OTLeucisciH*.
ciall when mereiy the result of temporary leucophllous (lu-kof 'i-lus), a [< Gr. ,

Leuciscus (lu-sis'kus), ,. [NL.,<Gr.?.n/o-koc, cans^g and not produced by grave disease. white, + f/of loving.] Fond of light ; light-
the white mullet, < /.fl*of , white : se.> /<<*.] lftnoodermia (lu-kd-der'mi-'a

*
n. FNL.. < Gr. . lovingj _heliophilous.IciWWmi af PVT, ( fir oving; eiopious.

A gemis of cyprinoid fishes to which various 5C skin lee rferm ] Abnorl leucophlegmacyt (lu-k^fleg'ma-si)
n [< Gr

ent in the skin Also written ^vKot-^l^ia (also /*w ftey/ia), the dropsy, <
,

limits have been assigned, typical of the sub-
r of nhrment in the skin Also written

family Lcnciscina-. L. rJM is the European KE*" P1
,JZfer^ IMer^a-^ I

.suffering from white phlegm, <-
roach. See cut under dace. dennia acqulsita, vitiligo.- Congenital leucoder- J*"*! "hite, + ^typa, phlegm: see phlegm.]
leucism (lii'sizm), H. [< Gr. Aftwof, white : see mia, albinism. In pathol., an inferred tendency to a dropsical,

\ -i.vi.] In -o/;/., whiteness resulting leucpdermic(lu-ko-der'mik),n. [As leucodermia state, as indicated by paleness, flabbiuess, or
from lack or loss of coloring; albinism, partial +-io.] Pertainingtporexhibiting leucodermia. redundancy of serum in the blood.

or.complete: a technical term, correlated with leucoethiopOu-se'thi-op), n. Same &a leueoetlii- leucpphleginatict (lu'kp-fleg-mat'ik), a. [<
melanism and crytlirism. See albinism. ops. Gr. /Uvxo^Af^arof, suffering from white phlegm :



leucophlegmatic

see lencophlegmacy,] Of, pertaining to, or af-

fected with leucophlegmacy.

leucqphyl, leucophyll (lu'ko-fil), . [< Gr.

/Uwcdf, white, + <t>i<'A.'/.ov, leaf.] A chromogen be-
lieved to exist in the white corpuscles of an
etiolated plant, which, under appropriate con-

ditions, will give rise to chlorophyl. SaeJis.

Leucophylleae (lu-ko-fil'e-e), . pi. [NL. (Ben-
tham and Hooker, 1876), < Leucophyllum +
-ece.] A tribe of scrophulariaceous plants, typi-
fied by the genus Leucophyllum, and embracing
also the genera Heteranthia and Ghiesbref/lttin.
They are herbs and shrubs of Texas, Mexico, and Brazil,
with alternate leaves and bell-shaped corollas with the tube
short.

Leucophyllum (lu-ko-fil'um), n. [NL. (Hum-
boldt and Bonplaud, 1809), < Gr. Aewcdf , white,+
$v%/j>v, leaf.] A genus of plants of the family
Scrophulariiiew, type of the Leucophylle(e.

leucoplacia (lu-ko-pla'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. /Uu-

xdf , white,+ Tr/lof, anything flat and broad.] In

pathol.,the occurrence of chronic white patches
on the tongue and buccal mucous membrane.
There is inflammation of the corium, with hypertrophy and
perversion of growth of the epithelium. Also called ich-

thyosis linyuce, tylosis linguae, and psoriasis linguae.

leucoplast, leucoplastid (lu'ko-plast, lu-ko-

plas'tid), u. [< Gr. AevKof, white, + Tr/.aordf, ver-
bal adj. of iTAaaaeiv, form.] Same as amyloplast.
lencopterous (lu-kop'te-rus), a. [< Gr. '/mwcdf,

white, + TtTcpov, a wing, = ^.feather.] Having
white wings. Thomas, Med. Diet.

leucopyrite (lu-ko-pi'rit), n. [< Gr. /Uwdf,
white, + E. pyrites'.] A mineral (Fe3ASi) of a
color between white and steel-gray and of a me-
tallic luster, consisting chiefly of arsenic and
iron. It is related to loellingite (FeAs2/ and
arsenopyrite (FeAsS or FeAs2.FeS2 ).

Lencorhamphus (lu-ko-ram'fus), . [< Gr.

/iewcdf, white, + pa/afros, beak, bill.] A genus
of toothed cetaceans, of the family Delphinidai,
having no dorsal fin. These dolphins have hence
been called Delphinapterus,

but that name belongs to an-
other genus. There are two species : L.peroni of the west-
ern coast of South America, black above and white below,
with 44 teeth on each side of each jaw ; and L. borealis of
the same coast of North America, called the riyht-whale
dolphin. See Delphinaptents, Delphinus.

leucorrhea, leucprrheea (lu-ko-re'a), . [NL.
leucorrhtsa, < Gr. MvK&f, white, + pol'a, a flowing,
< peiv, flow.] In pathol., a mucous or mucopuru-
lent discharge of a white color from the vagina;
fluor albus

;
the whites. Also called blcimelylriti

and colporrhea.
leucorrheal. leucorrhoeal (lu-ko-re'al), . [<
leucorrhea + -al.] Pertaining to or of the na-
ture of leucorrhea : as, leucorrheal discharges.
leucoscope (lu'ko-skop), n. [< Gr. /Uwcdf, white,
+ ono-rreiv, view.] An optical instrument for

testing the eyes for color-blindness, devised by
Helmholtz.
Leucosia (lu-ko'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. tevnucis,
whiteness: see leucosis.] I. The typical genus
of Leucosiidie. Fabricitis, 1798. 2. A genus of
mollusks. 3. A genus of bombycid moths of
the family Liparidw, based upon the European
L. salicis. Sambur, 1869.

leucosian (lu-ko'si-an), n. and a. [< Leucosia
+ -an.] I. . A crab of the family Leucoifiidw.

II. a. Resembling or related to crabs of the

genus Leucosia; pertaining to the Leucosiida:.

Leucosiidae (lu-ko-si'i-de), u. pi. [NL., < Leu-
cosia + -id(B.] A family of brachyurous deca-
pod crustaceans, typified by the genus Leu-
cosia, containing a number of genera of small
crabs of compact rounded form and more or
less porcellaneous test. Also Leucosiadce.

leucosis(lu-ko'sis),. [NL.,<Gr. Mucumf, white-
ness, < AevKovv, whiten, < ffVK.6^, white : see leu-

cous.] 1. Whiteness of skin
; pallor. 2. The

formation or progress of leucoma.
leUCOSpermous (lu-ko-sper'mus), a. [< Gr.
ACVKOC, white, + a-xipfia, seed.] Having white
fruit or seeds.

Leucospori (lu-kos'po-ri), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. /-
/cof, white, + o-ffopof, seed.] A series of fungi in
the large genus Agaricus, distinguished by their
white spores.
Leucosticte (lu-ko-stik'te), n. [NL. (Swain-
son, 1831 ),< Gr. /Uwcof, white, + ori/crdf, pricked,
punctured, spotted, < ari&iv, prick, puncture:
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leucostine (lu-kos'tin), n. [< Gr. ACVKOS, white,
+ oai-(fw), bone (?), + -e2

.] A variety of tra-

chyte.
Leucothoe (lii-koth'o-e), . [NL. (D. Don, 1834),
< L. Leucothoe, < Gr.'

*
\evnottoii, daughter of Or-

chamus, King of Babylon, and Eurynome.] A
genus of ericaceous plants of the tribe Andro-
medete. The imbricated calyx does not become berry-
like in the fruit, and the seeds are winged. There are
about 9 species, shrubs with petioled, serrulate leaves and
axillary or terminal spiked racemes of white waxy flowers

gracefully arranged along the under side of the branches,
natives of North America, Japan, and the Himalayas.
Some of the species are ornamental, and known in gar-
dens. L. acuminata of the South Carolina and Florida
coast is called pipewood. According to Schimper, :iO fos-

sil species of Leucothoe occur in the Tertiary deposits of

Europe, one in the Miocene of Alaska, and one in the Da-
kota group (Middle Cretaceous) of Nebraska.

leUGOUS (lu'kus), a. [< Gr. /U-dc, light, bright,
white, akin to L. lucere, be light, and to E.

light
1

, q. v.] Light-colored; white; affected
with leucism

;
albinotic : applied specifically to

albinos.

leucoxene (lu'kok-sen), . [< Gr. favnof, white,
+ l-ivof, a guest.] An opaque white substance
often observed in thin sections of rocks, de-
rived from the alteration of titanic iron. It is,
sometimes at least, identical with titanite in

composition.
leudt, leudet, Middle English forms of lewd.

leugh (lynch or lyoeh). A dialectal (Scotch)
preterit of laugh.
leuket, a. An obsolete spelling of lukc1 .

leukoderma, leukodermia, . See leucodermia.

leunt, n. A Middle English form of lion.

leusek v. An obsolete irregular spelling of

loose. Elyot.
leutet, leilteet, Middle English forms of

lealty.

leuzernt, A variant of lucernV.

Lev. An abbreviation of Leviticus.

levant1
(lev'ant), a. and n. [< OF. levant, F.

levant, a., rising, < L. levan(t-)s, ppr. of le-

vare, raise, refl. se levare, rise, < levis, light, not

heavy (whence also ult. E. lever1
, levity, lecee1

,

levee*, levy
1

, levy?, alleviate, alleye
2

, elevate, rel-

evant, relieve, relief, etc.), akin to E. liglifi, q. v.

Hence leca/ifi, levant3.] I. a. If. Rising. Min-
slieii, 1617; Phillips, 1706. 2f. Eastern; coming
from the direction in which the sun rises.

Forth rush the Levant and the Ponent winds,
Eurus and Zephyr. Milton, P. L., x. 704.

3. [cap.] In geol., appellative of the fourth of
Professor H. Rogers's fifteen divisions of the
Paleozoic strata in the Appalachian chain, the
names of which suggest metaphorically the dif-

ferent natural periods of the day. It is the equiva-
lent of the lower part of the Upper Silurian, and represents
the Oneida conglomerate and Medina sandstone of the
New York Survey. See Medina sandstone, under sand-
stone. Levant and couchaut, in lain. See couchant.

II. n. Same as lavant. [Local, Eng.]
levant2 (le-vanf), n. and a. [= D. levant
= G. levante = Dan. Sw. levant, < F levant
= Sp. Pg. It. levante, < ML. levan(t-)s, the

sunrise, the east, the orient, prop, adj., ris-

ing, applied to the sun: see levant1
.] I. n. 1.

[cap.] The region east of Italy lying on and
near the Mediterranean, sometimes reckoned
as extending east to the Euphrates and as

taking in the Nile valley, thus including Greece
and Egypt; more specifically, the coast-region
and islands of Asia Minor and Syria: a name
originally given by the Italians. 2. An east-

erly wind blowing up the Mediterranean
; a le-

vanter.
The Maestrale, the Bora, the Gregala, and the Levante,

are polar currents [of wind] the first about north-west, the
second north, and the other two with more or less easting.

Fitz Hoy, Weather Book, p. 141.

3. Same as levant morocco cioth of Levantt, a
cosmetic used by ladies in the sixteenth century. Nares.
To make a kind of ... cloth of Levant, wherewith wo-

men do use to colour their face. Secretes of Alexi*.

II. a. Of or pertaining to or obtained from
the Levant Levant fever. See/everi. Levant mo-
rocco, in bookbinding, morocco of superior quality, having
a large and prominent grain. It was originally made in
the Levant, from the skins of Angora goats.
levant3 (le-vauf), v. [< Sp. levantar, raise,
move, remove (levantar la casa, break up house,
levantar el campo, break up camp), < levar, lie-

mandible, and the plumage more or less rosy
or silvery-gray. There are several species, chiefly of
western North America, known as rosy finches. The best-
known is L. tephncotis, which is of a rich chocolate-brown
color, much of the plumage skirted with a rosy tint, the
ears silvery-gray, and the cap black. Its length is about
OJ inches.

When he found she'd levanted, the Count of Alsace
At first turned remarkably red in the face.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 244.

Il.t trans. Used only in the imperative, in the

exclamatory phrase levant me, a mild impreca-
tion much like blow me! [Low.]

levator

Levant me, but he got enough last night to purchase a

principality amongst his countrymen. Foote, The Minor, i.

Ievant3
t (le-vanf), . [< levants, t,.] A bet

made by one who expects to evade paying if

he loses TO throw or run a levantt.to bet without
intention to pay. [Slang, j

Crowd to the hazard table, throw a familiar levant upon
some sharp lurching man of quality, and, if he demands
his money, turn it oil with a loud laugh.

Ciliber, Provoked Husband, i. (Domes.)

levanter1
(le-van'ter), i. [< ievanft, n., + -er2.]

An easterly wind blowing up the Mediterranean
from the direction of the Levant.

Let them not break prison to burst like a levanter, to

sweep the earth with their hurricane.

Burke, Rev. in France.

levanter2 (le-van'ter), n. [< levant3, v., + -er1.]
1. One who levants; one who runs away dis-

gracefully. Specifically 2. One who bets at
a horse-race, and runs away without paying
the wager lost. [Slang in both senses.]
levantine (lev'an-tin or le-van'tin), a. and ;/.

[= F. levantin (= Pg. Sp. It. levantino), pertain-
ing to the Levant (fern, levantine, a silk cloth),
< levant, the Levant: see lei-ant2

, n.] I. . If.
Eastern

;
Oriental.

They [the seeds of Platanus] should be gathered late in

Autumn, and brought us from some more levantine parts
than Italy. Evelyn, Sylva, xxii.

2. [cap.] Of or pertaining to the Levant. 3.

Designating a particular kind of silk cloth.

See II., 3.

II. n. 1. [cui>.] A native or an inhabitant of

the Levant. 2. [cap.] A vessel belonging to
the Levant. 3. A rich and stout silk material,
characterized by having two faces of different
colors or shades. Diet, of Needlework.
levari facias (le-va'ii fa'shi-as). [L. (NL.),
cause to be levied : levari, pass, of levare, raise

(see levy^-); facias, 2d pers. sing. pres. subj.
(with impv. force) of facere, do, cause : see

fact.] In law, a writ of execution issued to
the sheriff, commandinghim to levy the amount
of a judgment out of the goods, etc., of the
debtor.

levationt (le-va'shon), . [= OF. legation =
It. levazione, < L. levatio(n-), a raising, < levare,

pp. levatus, raise: see levant^.] The act of

raising; elevation; especially, the elevation of
the Host,

Kneling. knocking on hrestes, and holding vp of hancles
at the sight of the levacion. Sir T. More, Works, p. 890.

By his gesture he will behave himself in such sort as
rather shall make men the less to regard the mass, for he
will not look up at the legation time, hold up his hands,
nor strike his hands on his face.

J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc., 1863X II. 302.

levator (le-va'tor), n.; pi. levatores (lev-a-to'-

rez). [L.,alifter,< levare, raise: see levant*. Cf.
lever1

,
ult. < L. levator.] 1. In anat., that which

raises or elevates, as various muscles of the hu-
man body : opposed to depressor. 2. A surgi-
cal instrument used to raise a depressed part of
the skull Levator anguli oris, the lifter of the angle
of the mouth. Also called canine muscle. Levator an-
guli scapulae, the lifter of the angle of the scapula : in

man, a distinct muscle arising from the cervical region of
the spine and inserted into the scapula; in some animals,
a part of the serratus magnus, as in the opossum. Leva-
tor ani, the lifter of the anus, a sheet of muscular tissue

chiefly forming the floor of the pelvic cavity. Levator
arcuum, in some of the lower vertebrates, as Slenobran-
chus, one of the muscles suspending branchial arches to the

parts above them. Levator claviculae, the lifter of the
clavicle, a muscle of many animals, not normally found in

man, extending from the occipital bone and attached to the
metacromion of the scapula. Also called trachelo-acromia-
lw. Levator coccygls, the lifter of thecoccyx.aconsider-
able muscle having the office implied in the name, proceed-
ing from the pelvis to the coccyx, and belonging to the gen-
eral series of extensor muscles of the spine. It is well

marked, for example, in birds. Levatores costarum,
twelve muscles on each side of the spine. Each passes
from the transverse process of a vertebra to the rib below.
being inserted between the tubercle and the angle. They
raise the ribs. Levator glandules thyroideas, a muscle
which occasionally passes from the hyoid bone to the thy-
roid gland. Levator humeri proprius, the proper el e-

vator of the humerus, a muscle of some animals, as the dog,
resulting from union of fibers of the deltoid and sterno-

mastoid, when the latter coalesces with the trapezius.
Levator labii inferioris, the elevator of the lower lip
and chin, catlsing the lip to protrude, as in pouting. Also
called lemtor menti. Levator labii superioris, the ele-

vator of the upper lip, exposing the canine teeth, as in

grinning. From its action in dogs, it is sometimes called the

snarling-musde. Levator labii superioris alaeque
nasi, the lifter of the upper lip and nostril, as in sneering ;

the sneering-muscle. Levator menti. Same as (' ntm-
labii inferioris. Levator palati, the lifter of the soft

palate, bounding the posterior naris externally, arising
from the apex of the petrous portion of the temporal
bone, and inserted with its fellow into the median line of
the palate. Levator palpebrae superioris, tlie lifter

of the upper eyelid, antagonizing the orliicuhins palpe-
brarum. Levator proprius alse nasi, the lifter of the
nostril; the dilatator naris, anterior or posterior. Leva-
tor prostatse, the lifter of the prostate gland, the anterior



levator

part of the levator :mi, passing frimi the pubic ramus to
the side uf the prostate, ami thence under thu gland to a
median ruphe In front of the anus.

levet. An obsolete variant of /(./', /<;-, }<-<-n
.

//'<', ami lii-f.

levecelt, " A variant of Icfwl.

levedt, " A Middle English form of leafed.

levedyt. . A Middlr Knglish form of /<///.

levee' (love' or lev'o), n. [< F. levee, a raising.

1'inbankiug, embankment, a levy (also formerly
a rising, as of the sun): we /</// 1, the naturalised
form of the word iu E.] 1. An embankment
on the margin of a river, to confine it within
its natural channel: as, the levees of the Mis-

sissippi.
On the 15th of November, he had completed in front of

New Orleans a levee, of eighteen hundred yards In length,
and so broad that its summit measured eighteen feet In
width. <:. 111,1 ,,

, Hist. Louisiana, I. 382.

Hence 2. A landing-place for vessels; a quay,
pier, or landing-stage. [Southern and western
U. 8. in both senses.]

levee 1 (le-ve' or lev'e), v. t. [< levee 1
, .] To

embank: as, to leree a river. [U. S.J
levee 1*

(le-ye'
or lev'e), . [< F. U-rer (pron.

le-va'
), a rising (of the'sun), a rising ( from bed),

a morning reception (on rising), < lever, raise,
refl. rise : see levant1

. The spelling leree was
orig. intended to represent the F-pron. of lever.

The word does not come from F. levee, which
lias not the meaning 'a reception.'] If. The
act or time of rising.

Nothing Is more alluring than a Levee front a Couch in
some Confusion. Consume, Way of the World, iv. 1.

I aet out one morning before five o'clock, . . . and got
to the sea-coast time enough to be at the sun's leree.

Gray, To Mr. SichoUs.

2. A morning reception held by a prince or great
personage; a morning assembly. The term is

chiefly applied In Great Britain to the stated public oc-
casions on which the sovereign receives such persons as
are entitled by rank or favor to the honor. It is distin-

guished from &itratnng-rixnn in the respect that, whereas
at a levee men alone appear (with the exception of the
chief ladies of the court), both women and men attend a
drawing-room. In old French usage, a levee (keer)was a

reception of nobles by the king on hie rising from bed, or
during or immediately after the making of his toilet.

I humbly conceive the business of a levee is to receive
tin; acknowledgments of a multitude. Spectator, No. 193.

Of the three leveen in this street, the greatest U in this
house. WtdpoU, To Maun, Nov. 30, 1743.

That 4th of August was the eve of Louis X VI. 's last levee
a brilliant spectacle, through which sad presages were

felt and seen in many hearts and eyes.
E. Dowden, Shelley, I. 7.

3. A general or miscellaneous assemblage of

guests, without reference to the time of day;
a reception : as, the president's levee.

He IBrougham] had a levee the other night, which was
brilliantly attended the archbishops, Duke of Welling-
ton, Lord Grey, a host of people.

Grevitle, Memoirs, March 15, 1881.

levee2 (le-ve' or lev'e), v. t. [< levee"*, w.] To
attend the levee of; fasten one's self on, or

pester, at levees. [Rare.]
Warm in pursuit, he levees all the great. Young.

levefult, . [Also leeful, leful; < levc, now leave'1
,

permission, + -ful. In the form leeful, leful,

appar. confused with lawful.] Allowable; per-
missible; lawful.

For levehd Is with force force of showve.
Chaucer, Prol. to Reeve's Tale, L 58.

Rich men sayen that it is both lefull and needful! to them
to gather riches together. Fox, p. 372. (Saref.)

level 1
(lev'el), n. and a. [< ME. level, levell, lin-l,

< OF. livel, lireau, lereal, later nivel, niveau, F.
itirritu (dial. l<-rcnu, Icrni. lire) = 8p. nirrl, nirel-

lo = Pg. livel, nival = It. livello, < L. lihfllii, a

balance, a level, dim. of libra, a balance, a level :

sei libra, NAratel, etc.] I. n. 1. An instrument
for determining the plane of the horizon, or the

plane perpendicular to the direction in which
bodies fall under the action of gravity. The
simplest instrument used for this purpose is the plumb-
line. This is now superseded for most purposes by the

Spirit-level, mounted fur surveying

Spirit-level.

a, end view ; *, side view (part shown in section).

bubble- or spirit-level, which consists of a frame of some
kind firmly holding a glass tube, closed at the ends,
nearly filled with anhydrous ether, or a mixture of etln-r

and alcohol, and having its inner surface on the upper part
ground-into the form of the outer part of an anchor-ring.
Fine levels have besides a graihlaU-il .--r.-iK- tillu-i mi the

glass or (.11 a nii'tallii- rnli- vt against it, so as to mark the

precise position of thu bubble. Most tine1 levels are pro-
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vi'led with a chamber to
contrived that tin -length
of the bubble can be
altered. The spirit-level
is usually reversed In use,
and the mean of IU two
indicatlonsadopted. The
spirit-level is an attach-
ment of most geodetlcal
instruments; and there
is a special instrument
i all.M a level or leneliivj
inxtrtnnent (which see).

Of alle kyne craftes i< )i . imtrn ttede here !.,!., . . .

And cast out by squire both lyne and leitett.

Pitrt I'loutnan (C), xlL 127.

In her lap she held a perpendicular or level, as the ensign
of evenness and rest.

B. Jorum, King James's Coronation Entertainment.

2. An imaginary surface everywhere perpen-
dicular to the plumb-line, or line of gravity, so
that it might be the free surface of a liquid at
ri st. Every such surface Is approximately that of an
oblate spheroid, as the tea -level, for example, Is ; but for
most of the purposes of ordinary life it Is convenient, and
occasions no sensible error, to confound this surface with
IU tangent plane at the point referred to the plane of
its horizon. The vertical distance from any given lower
level (In the stricter sense of the word). A, to a given
higher level, /;, will vary with the latitude ; but the work
required to raise a given weight from AtnBln everywhere
the same. The level or horizontal surface Is ordinarily
spoken of as belonging to anything lying or moving upon
It, or to a liquid whose free surface in equilibrium will
coincide with a portion of it, and frequently indicates, In

addition, some reference to some other object having the
same or a different vertical elevation. Thus, we speak of
the /<<.-/ of a station (often with reference to some standard
of elevation), or of the level of the sea ; a liquid is spoken
of as finding it* lerel ; A Is said to be on a level iritlt B, or A
and B are on a level or on the Mine level.

Each place is alternately elevated and depressed ; but
the ocean preserves its level.

J. S. Mill. Pol. Econ., III. Hi. ( 1.

The highest flood-mark was on a level with the terrace
round the house. .>//. Oiiphant, Poor Gentleman, xiv.

Hence 3. Figuratively, degree of elevation
as regards standing, condition, or action; a

height reached or aimed at, from a social, in-

tellectual, or moral point of view. The idea of

comparison, relativity, or parallelism Is prominent in this
as in the literal signification of the word ; and a natural or
in n m:il I'-r.l is often spoken of, after the analogy of a free
1
ill

N i. I surface.

It was no little satisfaction to me to view the mixed
mass of all ages and dignities upon a level, partaking of
the same benefits of nature. Sieele, Guardian, No. 174.

Foppish airs

And histrionic miiinm ry, that let down
The pulpit to the level of the stage.

Cmrper, Task, II. 64.
When merit shall find its level. F. W. Robertson.

A common level of intercstsand social standing fostered
unconventional ways of thought and speech, and friendly
human sympathies.

Lou-ell, Among my Books, :M ser., p. 205.

4. An extent of land-surface approximately
horizontal and unbroken by irregularities; a
plain.

We rode a league beyond.
And, o'er a bridge of pinewood crossing, came
On flowery lerrlx underneath the crag.
Full of all beauty. Tennyton, Princess, ill.

5. The point-blank aim of a missile weapon,
including the line of fire and the range or dis-

tance the missile is carried without deflection
;

hence, purpose; aim.
As if that name,

Shot from the deadly levet of a gun,
Did murder her. Shalt., R. and J., 111. 3. 108.

Bring me within the In; I of your frown,
But shoot not at me in your waken'd hate.

5/KJ*., Sonnets, civil.

Be the fair Level of thy Actions laid

As Temp'rance wills, and Prudence may persuade.
Prior, Solomon, HI.

6. In mining, a drift or nearly horizontal exca-
vation made in opening a mine. Levels are run
to connect shafts and whites, so as to open and make
ready for sloping a certain amount of ground. In a mine
regularly opened on a permanent vein, the levels are
usually from 60 to 100 feet apart, but vary in position
with the varying richness of the lode.

7. A leveling-instrument. See clinometer-lerel

and Ifrelintj-iHutntmeiit Alta's level, a modified

water-level, in which the horizontal part of the tube is

replaced by long india-rubber tubing, for carrying lines
of level round corners. Blind leveL See blindl.

Bricklayers' level, a plummet attached to a wooden
T having a line through the attachment of the plumb-line

perpendicular to the edge of the wood. Carpenters'
level. Same as bricklayer* few-/. Day level, in mininii,
a level open to the surface at the side of a valley. Most
mines have, when possible, at least one such level for

drainage. Also called arlit or nough. Dead level, a
stretch of land without hills, and very nearly horizontal ;

hence, absolute uniformity; unvarying sameness; mo-
notony.

We bring to one dead level every mind.
Pope, Dnnciad, Iv. 268.

All unnecessary rises and foils (in roads] should be
avoided, but a dead level Is unfavorable for drainage.

'

Brit., XX. 582.

Gravatt's Surveyors' Level.

level

Flying level, In engin. a trial leveling m IT the track of a

projected road, railroad, or canal, to ascertain the fltnest

f tin- ui <iu ml. Gunners' level, a brass Instrument with
a steel sliding SJTO and a spirit-level, us<-<l 1m i>Miiini!itf t In-

line of highting-polutaon a gun. Hand-level, in mutiny,
a level about four feet high and three feet wide, giving
Just room for a man to pass through in a constrained

position, pushing a little wagon called a driving-wagon.
[ Yorkshire, Kng. ]

- Line and level See line* Lines
Of level, lines on a map representing the intersections of
the surface of the ground with I.M I surfaces; contour
lino. Locke level (Invented by John Locke), a tube, like

a small spy-glass, held in the hand, and so contrived that
when the bubble oecuples the center of a small mlrrur
within the tube, the axis of the instrument, the puftltlon
of which Is indicated by a cross-hair in the field, Is level.

This instrument, which is extrcniHy eonvenient for Meld

geologists, is used forgetting the height of slopes of mix!
erate extent by holding the iiiMtriimi-nt tn tile eye, noting
the point tn the ascending slope where, when the Instru-
ment is level, the cross-hair strikes the ground, then walk-

ing to that and repeating the process, until the spot l>

reached of which the height is desired. The result i

given by multiplying the height of the observer's eye
above the ground by the number of stations. Of course
the Instrument can be used only on a continuously as-

cending grade. Masons' level. Same as plummet level.

Mercurial level, a fluid-level In which mercury serves
in place of water or
alcohol in the tube
or trough. Re-
flecting level.
Same as Locke level.

Self-recording
level, a machine
which when passed
over the ground
makes a profile or
vertical section of
a line of survey; a

grade - indicator.

Surveyors' level,
a telescope with a

spirit-level attach-

ed, for measuring
differences of ele-

vation, in connection with a level ing-staff. For the Gra-
vatt surveyor? level, see dumpy-level. Water-level, a
horizontal tube with two upright branches, mounted on a

tripod, and partly filled with water, so that one can sight
across from the surface of the water in one upright branch
to that In the other. (See also artillery -level, batter-level,

foot-level, spirit-level, Y-leoel.)

II. a. 1. Lying in or constituting a horizon-
tal surface ;

not having one part higher than
another; horizontally even or flat; not sloping:
as, lerel ground ;

a lerel floor or pavement.
The .iiij. syde lyeth to the moutayne warde. and that

nedeth no walle, and it is dreased so yt it Is leuell aboue
and voughteil thrughout vnder nethe.

Sir R. Quylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 34.

O < .'ml ! that one might read the book of fate.
And see the revolution of the times
Make mountains level. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., 111. 1. 47.

In the more lerel parts of Xavarin Island, these bands
of stratification were nearly horizontal.

Darn-in, (ieol. Observations, II. 448.

2. Lying in such a surface that no work is

gained or lost in the transportation of a par-
ticle from any one point of it to any other;
equipotential. 3. Existing or acting in the
same plane or course; continuing without

change of relative elevation
;
even with some-

thing else.

Now shaves with Ir.ttl wing the deep, then soars

Up to the fiery concave towering high.
Hilton, P. L.. II. 634.

Round and full the glorious sun
Walks with lerel steps the spray,
Through his vestibule of Day.

B. Taylor, Ariel in the Cloven Pine.

Its [Scripture) having some things In It hard to be un-
derstood Implies that it has but some, and that most
things in It are easy to be understood, lie open and level

to the meanest understandings,
Up. AUerbvry, Sermons, II. ix.

Where Pope, as In the "Rape of the Lock," found a sub-

ject exactly level with his genius, he was able to make
what, taken for all in all, is the most perfect poem in the

language. Lmrell. Study Windows, p. 432.

The light thrilled towards her, HUM
With angels in strong lerel flight.

D. O. Itnaetti, The Blessed Damozel.

4. With reference to color, especially in dye-
ing, even; unbroken; uniform.
The perfection of cotton dyeing Is to produce on these

warps the same tone and depth of colour as are found on
the worsted, so that the entire piece may appear tml, and
free from any cheeky character.

Wortfltitp Receipt*, 2d ser. , p. 222.

5. Equal in rank or degree.
And your conceal'd Bins, thongh you work like moles,
Lie lerel to their justice.

Beau, and PI., Thierry and Theodore!, L 1.

Be level in preferments, and you will soon be as lerel in

your learning. Bentley.

6. Well-aimed: direct: straight; in a right line:

conformable.

Everything lies level to our wish.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., IT. 4. 7.

Levtl as a cannon to Its blank. SAo*.
, Hamlet, iv. 1. 41

7. Steady : iu equipoise. [Kare.]



level

It is not a confident brow, nor the throng of words that

come . . . from you, can thrust me from a level consider-

ation (of the justice of a cause].

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., 11. 1. 124.

8. Well-balanced
;
of good judgment : as, a level

head. [Colloq. or slang, U. S.]

There is a strong suspicion among men whose heads are

level that this . . . performance is a bluff.

Bret Harte, Gabriel Conroy, xxxix.

Level crossing. Same as grade-crossing (which see, un-

der crossing). Level surface. Same as equipolential sur-

face (which see, under equipotential). To do one's level

best, to do one's utmost. [Slang, U. S.]

"Now you have a position in society, you must assist in

allgood objects." . . . I said, "I'll do my Level Best, Doc-
tor." E. E. Hale, His Level Best.

=Syn. 1 and 2. Level, Flat, Even. In regard to the sur-

face of land, fiat is a depreciative word, indicating low-
ness or unattractiveness, or both ; level conveys no slur,

and is entirely consistent with beauty: us. flat marshes;
level prairies. Flat is a rather more absolute word than
level. That which is flat or level is parallel to the horizon ;

that which is even is free from inequalities : as, an even

slope.

level1
(lev'el), .

; pret. and pp. leveled or lev-

elled, ppr. leveling or levelling. [< level1
, .] I.

trans. 1. To make horizontal; bring into a plane
parallel to the horizon, as by the use of a level-

ing-instrument : as, to level a billiard-table.

2. To reduce or remove inequalities of surface

in; make even or smooth: as, to level a road
or walk. 3. To reduce or bring to the same
height as something else; lay flat; especially,
to bring down to the ground ; prostrate.

All things were levelled by the deluge.
Bacon, Physical Fables, ix.

4. To reduce to equality of condition, state,
or degree ; bring to a common level or standing
in any respect: as, to level ranks of society.
To level him with a headborough, beadle, or watchman,

were but little better than he is ; constable I'll able him.

Middleton, Changeling, i. 2.

This sense of mankind is so far from a levelling princi-
ple that it only sets us upon a true basis of distinction,
and doubles the merit of such as become their condition.

Steele, Tatler, No. 69.

5. To direct to an object, in a particular line,
or toward a purpose ; point or aim.

For all his minde on honour fixed is,

To which he levels all his purposis.
Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 772.

The setting sun . . .

Against the eastern gate of Paradise
Levell'd his evening rays. Milton, P. L., iv. 543.

Such is the clamour of rooks, daws, and kites,
Th* explosion of the levell'd tube excites.

Cowper, Hope, 1. 350.

6. To adapt ;
suit

; proportion : as, to level ob-
servations to the capacity of children. 7. In

sun., to find the level or the relative elevation
of by observation or measurement.
An ancient river-bed in the desert . . . will soon be

levelled throughout its extent, and the conflict of opinion
be settled by ... a careful survey. Science, VI. 516.

8. In dyeing, to make smooth and uniform.
See level1

, a., 4.

This liquid [tartar] is employed by some dyers for level-

ling certain colours. W. Crookes, Dyeing, etc.
, p. 549.

To level down or up, to lower or raise to the same level

or status to level up being used specifically of raising a
lower person or class to the level of a higher.

Sir, your levellers wish to level down as far as them-
selves ; but they cannot bear

levelling^ up to themselves.

Johnson, in Boswell, an. 1763.

=Syn. 3. To raze, destroy, demolish.

fl. intrans. 1. To be in the same direction
with something; be aimed. [Rare.]

He to his engine flew, . . .

And rais'd it till it levdi'd right
Against the glow-worm tail of kite.

S. Butler, Hudibras, II. iii. 443.

2. To point a weapon at the mark
;
take aim:

as, he leveled and fired; hence, to direct a pur-
pose; aim.

Thou louely Venus :

With thy blind boy that almost neuer misses,
But hits our hartes when he leuels at vs.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 147.

Ambitious York did level at thy crown.

SM-.,3Hen. VI., ii. 2. 19.

He lifts the tube, and levels with his eye ;

Straight a short thunder breaks the frozen sky.
Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. 129.

8f. To conjecture ; attempt to guess.
So cunning that you can leuell at the dispositions of

women whom you neuer knew.
Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 289.

Bravest at the last,
She levell'd at our purposes, and, being royal,
Took her own way. Shak., A. and C., v. 2. 339.

4. To accord; agree; suit. [Rare.]
Such accommodation and besort

As levels with her breeding.
Shak., Othello, i. 3. 239.
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5. To work with a leveling-instrument ;
make

the observations necessary for constructing a

profile or vertical section of any line on the

earth's surface, or for ascertaining the differ-

ence of elevation between two or more stations.

Ievel2
t,

v. A corruption of levy
1

.

From taking leuell by vnlawfull measure.

Breton, Pasqufi's Precession, p. 8. (Dames.)

level-coilt (lev'el-koil), n. [Formerly also

levell-coyle; an accom. form of OF. leve-eul, a

game so called (see the def.), < lever, raise, +
cul, buttock (< L. eulus, the posteriors) ;

lever le

cul, in slang use, rise.'] 1. An old Christmas

game in which one player hunted another, the

loser giving up his seat to the winner.

May we play not Levet-coyl [read level-coyl}1 I have
not patience to stay till another match be made.

Shuffling [etc.] in a Game at Picquet (1659), p. 6.

Hence 2. Riotous sport of any kind.

Young Justice Bramble has kept level coyl
Here in our quarters, stole away our daughter.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, Hi. 2.

Tav. How now ! what coil is here?
Black. Level-con, you see, every man's pot.

Beau, and Fl. (?), Faithful Friends, i. 2.

level-dyeing (lev'el-dl"ing), . The process
of dyeing evenly where, from the great affinity

between the goods and the dye, the portion first

dyed would absorb too much coloring matter.
It is \isually accomplished by adding to the bath a quan-

tity of crystallized sulphate of soda (Glauber's salts).

leveler, leveller (lev'el-er), n. 1. One who
levels or makes even; one who or that which

brings or reduces to a level, or destroys by lev-

eling: as, time is the great leveler. 2. One
who desires or strives to bringmen to a common
level; one who would level social distinctions,
or who disregards differences of rank or status.

Its structure strongly proves the truth of the maxim
that princes are true levellers real republicans among
themselves. Brougham.

3. [cop.] One of a party which arose in the

army of the Long Parliament about 1647. They
professed a determination to level all ranks and establish

equality in titles and estates throughout the kingdom.
They were put down by Fairfax.

They were termed levellers upon a pretended principle
which they espoused, to endeavour to obtain such an equal
righteous distribution of justice in government to all de-

grees of people that it should not be in the power of the

highest to oppress their inferiors, nor should the meanest
of the people be out of capacity to arrive at the greatest
office and dignity in the state. Baker, Charles II.

,
an. 1649.

4. A screw or other device fitted to the leg of a
billiard-table or to any piece of apparatus for

adjusting the table or apparatus to a true level.

5. An earth-scraper.

levelesst, A variant of leaveless1 .

level-headed (lev'el-hed
//

ed), a. Sensible;
shrewd. [Colloq. or slang.]

It is to be regretted that the State Department loses the
services of so competent and level-headed a chief.

The American, XIV. 341.

levei

leven

with the pins and eccentric disks, the frame is quickly
and accurately bent to the form of the trace,

leveling-instrument (lev'el-ing-in"stro-ment),
. An instrument for use in surveying, of dif-

or pla
art or operation of ascertaining the different

elevations of objects on the surface of the earth;
the art or practice of finding how much any
assigned point on the earth's surface included
in a survey is higher or lower than another as-

signed point. It is a branch of surveying of great im-

portance in making roads, determining the proper lines for

railways, conducting water, draining low grounds, render-

ing rivers navigable, forming canals, and the like. The

point. The observer then goes forward with his instru-

ment for a convenient distance, makes his telescope level,
and directs the rod-man to raise or lower the target until

it is at the height of the telescope. This is called a back-

sight. The height of the target on the rod is now read.
The other rod has meantime been carried forward, and is

observed in the same manner. This is called & fore-sight.
The instrument is now carried forward and a back-sight
is made on the last rod. When a bench-mark or other
terminus is reached, all the fore-sights are added toge-
ther, as well as all the back-sights, and the difference of
the sums is the difference of elevation.

leveling-block (lev'el-ing-blok), w. In iron

ship-building, a cast-iron platform made up of

large rectangular castings having as many
holes with centers from four to five inches

apart cast in them as the castings can contain.
The faces of the blocks are level. Pins with eccentric
disks fitted to their heads are inserted into the holes. The
disks have holes arranged with different degrees of eccen-

tricity. The block or platform is used for bending frames,
etc. A mold, to the form of which a frame is to be bent,
is laid upon the block, and its form is traced by a chalk-
mark. The pins are then arranged in the holes so that
the heated iron frame may be bent upon them into the
form of the trace. The temperature of the heating is in-

dicated by orange-red ;
and by the use of various tools,

Leveling-instrument,

ferent forms, but consisting essentially of a tel-

escope carrying a parallel, rigidly connected,
and sensitive spirit-level. The telescope is mounted
on a stable stand, and is capable of adjustment in all di-

rections by means of screws.

leveling-plow (ley'el-ing-plou),
n. A plow

adapted for leveling the ridges thrown up in

some forms of cultivation in rows.

leveling-pole, leveling-rod (lev'el-ing-pol,
-rod), n. Same as leveling-staff, 1.

leveling-screw (lev'el-ing-skro), n. 1 . In a mill,
a screw in the hurst or frame on which a run
of millstones is placed, used to give a vertical

adjustment and bring it to an exact level. It

acts against an iron plate set in a bedstone.

2. In a surveying or portable astro-

nomical instrument, any one of the
screws used for leveling the horizontal

plate or that part of the instrument on
which the horizontal angles are read
off. In most English theodolites and leveling-
instruments there are two pairs of leveling-
screws; in French and German instruments

usually only three.

leveling-staff (lev'el-ing-staf), n. 1.

An instrument used in leveling, in con-

junction with a leveling-instrument or
with a spirit-level and a telescope, it

is variously constructed, but consists essentially
of a graduated pole with a vane sliding upon it

so as to mark the height at any distance above
the ground. See leveling, 2. Also called leveling-

pole, leveling-rod, station-pole, or station-staff.

2. An instrument used to support a

glass plate horizontally so that it can
retain a fluid upon its upper surface.

It is usually in the form of a tripod fit-

ted with adjusting-screws or levelers.

leyelism (lev'el-izm), . [< level1 +
-ism.'] The leveling of distinctions in

society, or the principle or doctrine of such

leveling. [Rare.]
leveller, levelling. See leveler, leveling.

levelly (lev'el-li), adv. In a level manner;
evenly; equally. [Rare.]
Neither would praises and actions appear so lerelly con-

current in many other of the Grecians as they do in these.

Hobbes, tr. of Thucydides, ii.

levelness (lev'el-nes), n. The condition of be-

ing level ; evenness
; equality.

The river Tiber is expressed lying along, for so you must
remember to draw rivers, to express their levelness with
the earth. Peacham, Drawing.

level-suset, level-sicet, [Appar. < OF. lever,

raise, + SMS, upon, over. Cf. level-coil.~\ Same
as level-coil. Skelton.

By tragick deaths device
Ambitious hearts do play at level-sice.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Decay.

leven1 (lev'n), n. [Early mod. E. also lain,
leaven; < ME. levene, levyn, lightning. No appar.
source in AS., connection with AS. lig, leg (E.

latjS), lightning, AS. Hget, leget (E. lait1 ), light-

ning, AS. leoltt (E. light
1
), light, or with leoma

(E. learn1 ), gleam, being phonetically improba-
ble.] Lightning. [Obsolete or archaic.]

With wilde thonder dynt and flry levene

Moote thy welked nekke be to-broke.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 276.

As when the flashing Levin haps to light

Uppon two stubborne oakes.

Spenser, F. Q., V. vi. 40.

Leveling-
staff

(def. i).



leven

In Sinai's wilderness he saw
The Mount, whero Israel heard the law,
Mid thunder-dint, und flashing levin.

.-.-", Marmlon, I. 23.

leven 't,
'' [Early mod. E. also leaven; < MK.

l<-r<-iii-ii, /ii-i/iini, <. levenc
, lightning: nee l<-nn [

.

ii.] I. Irini.i. To smite with lightning.
II. iiitmns. To flash; shine like lightning.

Thonret full throly with a thlcke haile ;

With a Uucnyny light as a luw tyre,
Blaset all the brode Beo as it bren wold.

Dettruclion qf Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1988.

leven'-'t, An obsolete form of leaven.

leven3 (lev'n), n. [Origin obscure.] A lawn; an

open space between or among woods. [Scotch.]

And see ye not that braid braid road,
That lies across that lily leven!

Thomat the Ilhi/mer (Child's Ballads, I. 111).

leven-brandt, . A bolt of lightning.

His burning levin-brand in hand he tooke.

Spenter, . Q., VII. vl. 30.

leveningt, . [Early mod. E. also leavening;
< ME. [evening, levenynge; verbal n. of leven1

,

.] Lightning.
Sins that the flre of gods and king of men
Htruke me with thonder, and with leavening blast.

Surrey, ^neid, II.

lever1 (lev
'
6r or le

'

ver), n. [Formerly also

li'urcr; < ME. lever, levour, a lever, < OF. leveor,

Icrcur, F. leveur, a lifter, a lever (also OF. and
F. levier, a lever, with diff. suffix), < L. levator,
a lifter, < Icrare, pp. levatus, raise: see levant*.]
1. A simple machine, consisting of a bar or

rigid piece of any shape, acted upon at different

points by two forces which severally tend to

rotate it in opposite directions about a fixed

axis. The bearing of this axis Is called the fulcrum; of

the two forces, one, conceived as something to be bal-

anced orovercome, is termed the rengtance,load, orweiyht,
while the other, conceived as voluntarily applied, Is termed
the poiter. These are understood to act in the plane of

rotation, and each perpendicularly to the line joining the

point of Its application to the fixed axis. The lengths of

these two lines are termed the anna of the lever. If the
load is ten times as great as the power, but the power is

ten times as far from the fulcrum as the load Is from the
fulcrum or, generally, If the two forces are Inversely as

their respective arms then the lever is in equilibrium.
This principle, beautifully demonstrated by Archimedes,
was adopted by Lagnmgc as one of the two fundamental

principles of statics, the other being the principle of the
inclined plane. A lever Is said to be of the flrstj second,
or third kind, according as of the throe IM tints the ful-

I.evers.

F, fulcrum ; p. power ; w, load or weight, a and b are levers of the
first kind, t ana (t of the second, and e and/ of the third. In , ,

andf the pulley is used in combination with the lever, f is a com-

pound lever, or a combination of levers.

crum, the point of application of the load, and that of the

power the first, second, or third Is between the other
two. But this distinction is InsigniHcant ; and when these

three points are the vertices of a triangle, and the lever

Is not in the form of a bar, which often happens, the

distinction becomes confused. Among the Innumerable

examples of levers may be mentioned the steelyard, the

crowbar, oars, and the bones of the human limbs.

A lever to uplift the earth
And roll it In another course.

Tennyson, In Memorial!!, cxiii.

2. In special uses (a) In surg., an instru-

ment for applying power, as one of the arms
of an obstetrical forceps, used in delivery as
a tractor

;
the vectis. (b) In dentistry, an in-

strument used in extracting the stumps of
teeth, (c) In a steam-engine, a bar used to

t-ontrol by hand the movement of the engine
in starting or reversing it ; a starting-bar,

(d) In firearms, in some forms of breech-load-

ers, the piece by which tin- gun is opened or

closed, as in the Douglas, Henry, and May-
nard rifles. It may be a top, side, or under
lever. E. H. Knight. 3. One of the chief

supporters of the roof-timber of a house, be-

ing itself not a prop, but a part of the frnme-

work. ETulliiCKll. 4. The lower movable board
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of a barn-door. ffalliwcll. S. The first row
of a fishing-net. 6. Generally, a rod or bar.

There are certaine fish-shells, like Scalop-ihulls, fnmM
on the shore, to great that two strong men with a Itatur

can scarce draw one of them after them.

Purcluu, Pilgrimage, p. 504.

Arithmetical lever, a straight lever, arranged so that

different known weights can be placed at different known
distances, either f"i illustrating t he principle of the lever,
or for calculating the value of a sum of product* of two fac-

tors. Bent lever, a lover having anus bent ut an angle,
with the fulcrum at thcangle. Bent-lever balance. >'

tangent balance. Catch-lever, a lever which carries a
catch, aupart of the valve-gearof anenglne. Compound
lever, a machine consisting of several simple levers com-
bined together and acting on each other. Continual
lever, or perpetual lever, a term soinutimes applied to

the wheel and axle. - Crow'8-foot lever, a compound
lever used In the middle ages for bending the arbalut and
for other purposes. Goat'8-foot lever, a lever formed
of two parts, formerly used for bending the hand-bow, ar-

balist, or crossbow. Heteroclromous lever. See hete-

rodromoui. Lever hand-car, a hand car which Is driven
1 1)means of levers attached to crunks. Live lever. See
//'-. Universal lever, a contrivance by means of which
the reciprocating motion of a lever Is made to communi-
cate a continuous rotatory motion to a wheel, and a con-
tinuous rectilinear motion to anything attached by a rope
to the axle of the wheel. (See also Jluating4eivr, liaiul-

lever.)

lever1 (lev'er or le'ver), . t. [< taw*, n.] To
act upon, as raising, lowering, etc., with a lever.

One of these locks they picked, and then, by levtriny np
the corner, forced the other three.

/;. L. Stevenson, Francois Villon.

Iever2t, . and ado. An obsolete comparative
of lief.

leverage (lev'er- or le'ver-aj), n. [< lever1 4-

-age.] 1. The action of a lever; the arrange-
ment by which lever-power is gained.
The fulcrum of the leverage. I. Taylor.

2. Lever-power; the mechanical advantage or

power gained by using a lever.

The puny leverage of a hair
The planet's impulse well may spare.

\\'hilii,r, The Waiting.

3. Figuratively, advantage for accomplishing
a purpose ;

increased power of action.

A leverage is at once gained [by a certain procedure] for

the removal of other obstacles and abuses.
I>. A. Well, Merchant Marine, p. 160.

Such men have the sensibilities that give leverage to the
moralist. IF. R. Sorley, Ethics of Naturalism, p. 146.

lever-board (lev'er-bord), n. A corruption of

lout'cr-board. See louver-window.

lever-brace (lev'er-bras), w. A brace worked

by a lever, which has usually a ratchet motion,
as in the ratchet-drill.

lever-compressor (lev'er-kom-pres'or), . A
device for applying pressure to an object un-
der the microscope. E. H. Knight.
lever-drill (lev'er-dril), n. A machine-tool in

which the tool-spindle works with a spline in

the socket of the wheel which rotates it, and is

projected axially by a lever to bring it toward
or away from its work. E. H. Knight.

leveret, A Middle English form of livery.

lever-engine (lev'er-en'jin), n. In steam-engin.,
a modification of a side-beam engine, in which
the beams are levers not of the first but of the
second order, the piston-rod connection being
at one end of the beams, the fulcrum at the

other, and the crank-connection at some inter-

mediate point. In this kind of engine the "throw"
of the crank is always less than the stroke of the piston.
Also called grasshopper-engine. See cut under yratthop-
per-beam.

lever-escapement (lev'er-es-kap'ment), . See

escapement, '2.

leveret (lev'er-et), . [< OF. levret (cf. equiv.
levreteau, and Itvrault, F. levraut), a young hare,
dim. of levre, F. lievre = Sp. litbre = Pg. lebre

= It. lepre, a hare, < L. lepus (lepor-), a hare:
see Lepus. Cf. levrier.] A hare in its first

year ; a young hare.

leveret-skin (lev'er-et-skin), n. A name given
to a Japanese ceramic glaze, usually deeply
black, upon which thin silver lines are applied,

having a fancied resemblance to hare's fur.

lever-faucet (lev'er-fa'set), n. An automatic
faucet which closes by a spring and opens by
means of a handle or lever. Car-Builder's Diet.

lever-frame (lev'er-fram), n. In a railroad

hand-car, a wooden frame, shaped somewhat
like a letter A, which supports the lever-shaft

and lever on the platform. Car-Builder's Diet.

lever-hoist (lev'er-hoist), w. A form of lifting-

jack employing a lever revolving or reciprocat-
iuf* on a fixed axis. A pair of short arms or stirrups
are so attached to the lever that their ends lit into racks
set upon both sides, and by catching upon the rack-teeth
on alternate sides they enable the lever to raise a weight.

Leverian falcon. See falcon.

levigate

lever-jack (lev'er-jak), n. A lifting device.
It consist* of a post, a slidlng-rack working In guide-
ways formed in or attached to the post and carrying a step
which supports the object to be lifted, a pawl pivoted to

the post and engaging the gliding-rack to bold the litter

from descending, and a lever which Is pivoted to the post,
and carries a pawl which engages the teeth of the rack and
slides It upward, thus raising the weight
leverock (lev'er-ok), w. A variant of laverock,

lever-press (lev'er-pres), H. In mach., anv
press in which power i applied to the "fol-
lower" or platen by means of a lever, or a
combination of levers, as by a treadle, etc., as

distinguished from a pendulum-, screw-, or fly-

press. The name Is applied more particularly, however,
to presses which have only one lever of the second order.

generally operated by weight* hung upon the end of the

lever, but sometimes by a screw used as a substitute for

the weights. Compound lever-press, a press compris-
ing a system of compound levers. Duplex lever-press,
a press having two cam-faced levers drawn together by
a screw.

lever-punch (lev'er-punch), . In mach., any
punch operated by lever mechanism ;

in par-

ticular, a punch operating upon the principle
of the duplex lever-press.
lever-valve (lev'er-valv), n. A safety-valve
kept down by the pressure of an adjustable

weight. In locomotives a spring is substituted for the

weight* and the pressure is regulated by a screw and In-

dicated on a brass plate. See valre and mjety ralve.

leverwood (lev er-wud), n. The hop-hornbeam
or ironwood, Ostrya f'irginica. See Ostrya.

levett (lev'et), . [< F. leter, raise, < L. letare:

see I: rii ut 1
.

\
A musical call or strain intended

to arouse or excite; a blast of a trumpet to
awaken soldiers in the morning.

Come, sirs, a quaint level,

To waken our brave general ! then to our labor.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, II. 1.

Waked very early ; and when It was time, did call up
Will, and we rose, and muslque (with a bandore for the

base) did give me a levett. Pepyi, Diary, I. 3S5.

levetenantt, ; Same as lieutenant.

levettest, pi- [Early mod. E., appar. irreg.

(for the sake of the rime, in this one instance)
< leve1

,
now leave1 ,

+ -et.] Leavings.
Then gadder they vp their levettu,
Not the best morsels, but gohbettts,
Which vnto pover people they deale.

RoyandBarlmv, RedemeandbenottWroth.p. 80. (Dane.)

leviable (lev'i-a-bl), a. [< leryl + -able.] 1.

Capable of being levied and collected.

Hence, M. Doniol's would-be purchaser Is warned that
It never can be worth his while to make improvements on
his property, since they would only add to the standard
of the fine leciaUe In these eventualities.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 309.

2. That may be levied upon ; capable of being
seized upon execution.

leviathan (le-vi'a-than), M. [= F. Mviathan
= Sp. leriatd'n = Pg. teriathan, < LL. leviathan,
< Heb. livydthdn, an aquatic animal (see def.) ;

cf. Heb. lard, cleave; Ar. latca, bend, twist.]
1. An aquatic animal mentioned in the Old
Testament. It Is described In Job ill. apparently as

a crocodile; In Isa. xxvii. 1 it Is called a piercing and a
crooked serpent ; and it Is mentioned Indefinitely In I's.

Ixxiv. 14 (as food) and I's. civ. 26.

Hence, in modern use 2. Any great or mon-
strous marine animal, as the whale.

Wend we bv Sea? the drad Leviathan
Turns vpsiue-down the boyling Ocean.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Barias's Weeks, ii., The Furies.

There leriathan.

Hugest of living creatures, on the deep
Stretch'd like a promontory, sleeps or swims.

WRM, P. L., vll. 412.

3. Anything of vast or huge size.

The oak tovtdlAaiu, whose huge ribs make
Their clay creator the vain title take
Of lord of thee [the ocean).

Byron, Childe Harold, Iv. 181.

Leviathan canvas, coarse canvas used for decorative

needlework, the strands being made of two or even three
threads each, laid side by side. Leviathan wool, a soft

and loosely laid wool or worsted, used for needlework on
leviathan canvas.

levicellular (lev-i-sel'u-iar), a. [< L. leri*,

smooth, + NL. cellula, cell: see cellular.] Per-

taining to or consisting of unstriated muscle-
fiber. Levicellular myoma, a myoma composed of

smooth muscle-fibers.

levier (lev'i-er), n. [< levy
1 + -er1 .] One who

levies. Imp. Diet.

levigable (iev'i-ga-bl), a. [< 1eciga(te)l +
-feteTj Capable of being rubbed or ground
down to fine powder.
levigate 1

(lev'i-gat), v. t.: pret. and pp. levi-

gated, ppr. levigating. [< L. lerigatus, pp. of

levigare (> It. lengare = Sp. Pg. lerigar = F.

le'riger), make smooth, < leris, erroneously te-

w (= Or. Xfioc, for 'MlF* ; el. equiv. poet. Xn>-



levigate

p6f, for *).eFp6f), smooth, + agere, do, make : see

act.] 1. To rub or grind to a fine impalpable
powder, as in a mortar. See levigatioii.

The massicot [protoxid of lead] ... is removed,
ground, and levigated. . . . The product is minium, or
red-lead. Spans' Encyc. Mamif., p. 1560.

2f. To plane ; polish ;
make smooth.

When use hath levigated the organs, and made the way
so smooth and easie that the spirits pass without any stop,
those objects are no longer felt. Harrow, Works, III. ix.

Levigating-maehine, levigating-mill, a mortar hav-

ing a pestle fitted with a crank ana mounted in a frame,
for convenience in grinding drugs, paints, etc.

levigate1
(lev'i-gat), a. [= It. levigato = Pg.

levigado, < L. levigatus, pp. of levigare, make
smooth: see the verb.] Smooth as if polished ;

having a polished surface: applied in botany
to leaves, seeds, etc. Also hevigate.

levigate2 (lev'i-gat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. levi-

gated, ppr. levigating. [< L. lerigatus, made
light, pp. of Ui-igare, make light, < lcis, light (see

levity),+ agere, do: see act.] To lighten ; make
light of

;
belittle the importance of. [Rare.]

Makes logic levigate the big crime small.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 42.

levigate
2
(lev'i-gat), a. [< L. levigatus, pp.: see

levigate
2

, v.] Lightened; alleviated. [Bare.]

Wherby his labours being leuiyate, and made more tol-

lerable, he shal gouerne with the better aduyse.
Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, 1. 2.

levigation (lev-i-ga'shou), n. [= F. levigatiot/
= Sp. tevigacion = Pg. levigagito = It. leviga-

zione, < L. levigatio(n-), a smoothing, < levigare,

pp. levigatus, make smooth : see levigate*, v.]
The act or operation of grinding or rubbing a
solid substance to a fine impalpable powder.
A mortar and pestle are commonly used in the process,
and it is completed by allowing the coarser particles to
settle in water, then decanting the latter, letting it stand
till the fine powder has fallen to the bottom, and finally

pouring off the water. In the chemical analysis of min-
erals this process is repeated until the mineral has been
reduced to a sufficient degree of fineness, the coarser part
being subjected to further pulverization after each sepa-
ration by the aid of the water.

Ievin 1
t, See leven 1

.

Ievin2t, n. An obsolete variant of leaven.

levine, n. See levyne.

levipede (lev'i-ped), . [< L. levis, smooth, 4-

pes (peel-), foot.] Smooth-footed.
levirate (lev'i-rat), n. [= Sp. levirato, < NL.
leviratus, (. L. levir (= Gr. <!///>, orig. *fiaFr/p, =
Skt. devara = AS. tacor = OHG. zeihhur), a hus-
band's brother, + -atus, E. -ate3.} The in-

stitution of marriage between a man and the
widow of his brother or nearest kinsman under
certain circumstances. Among the ancient Hebrews
such marriage was required in case the brother died child-

less, for the purpose of continuing his family, the first-

born son being the heir of the deceased husband. (Deut.
xxv. 5-10

;
see also Mat. xxii. 24-26.) From the book of

Ruth it appears that the obligation rested upon the near-
est kinsman of the husband if there was no brother. It
was counted disgraceful for a man to refuse to submit him-
self to it. A similar custom prevails in parts of India.

An institution . . . known commonly as the levirate,
but called by the Hindus, in its more general form, the
Niyoga. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 100.

leviratic (lev-i-rat'ik), a. [< levirate + -ic.~]

Pertaining to the levirate.

leviratical (lev-i-rat'i-kal), a. [< leviratic +
-al.] Same as leviratic.

"

The first-born son of a leviratical marriage was reckoned
and registered as the son of the deceased brother.

Dean Alford.

leviration (lev-i-ra'shon), . [Irreg. < levirate
+ -ion.] Leviratic marriage.

Levirostres (lev-i-ros'trez). n. pi. [NL., < L.
levis, light, + rostrum, beak.] In ornith.: (a)
In Merrem's classification, a group of birds,
including the toucans, parrots, and some others,
approximately equivalent to the order Psittaci

plus the family Rhamphastidte of modern au-
thors. (6) In Blyth's system (1846), a series
or superfamily group of his Picoides, consisting
of the toucans, touracous, and colies, or Bham-
phasticUe, Mnsophagidie, and Coliidce.

Levisticum (le-vis'ti-kum), u. [NL. (W. D.
J. Koch, 1825) : see Ligusticum and lovage.] A

fenus
of umbelliferous plants of the tribe Sese-

nece and the subtribe Angeliceie, closely related
to Angelica and Archangelica,'b\ii having the lat-
eral wings of the fruit thickened. It embraces
only a single species, L. officinale, the garden
lovage. See lovage.
levitate (lev'i-tat), .

; pret. and pp. levitated,
ppr. levitating. [< L. levita(t-)s, lightness (see
levity), + -ate2.] I. traits. To cause to become
buoyant in the atmosphere ;

make light, so as
to cause to float in the air; deprive of normal
gravity.
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II. intrans. To act or move by force of levity
that is, by a repulsive force, contrary to grav-

ity ;
overcome the force of gravity by means of

specific lightness: especially, in recent use, said

of a body heavier than the air, but supposed
to rise in it by spiritual means.
That distinction between gravitating and levitating mat-

ter ... which the phenomena of their [comets'] tails

afford. Herschel, Pop. Lects., p. 140.

It is asserted that a man or a woman levitated to the

ceiling, floated about there, and finally sailed out by the
window. Huxley, Nineteenth Century, XXI. 201.

levitation (lev-i-ta'shon), n. [< levitate + -ion.']

1 . The act of making light ; lightness ; buoy-
ancy.
The lungs also of birds, as compared with the lungs of

quadrupeds, contain in them a provision distinguishlngly
calculated for this same purpose of levitation.

Paley, Nat. Theol., xii. 6.

2. Among Spiritualists,the alleged phenomenon
of bodies heavier than air being by spiritual
means rendered buoyant in the atmosphere.
The levitation in this case was by the bound Shaman In

one lodge being found unbound in the other.

Science, XI. 270.

levitator (lev'i-ta-tor), n. [< levitat(ion) +
-or.] One who believes in the supposed spir-
itualistic phenomena of levitation, or professes
to be able to exhibit them.

Theoretically, therefore, we can have no sort of objec-
tion to your miracle. And our reply to the levitators is

just the same. Why should not your friend "levitate
"
?

Huxley, Nineteenth Century, XXI. 202.

Levite (le'vit), . [= F. Levite = Sp. Pg. It.

Levita, < LL. Levites, Levita, < Gr. Acwn?f, a

Levite, < Heb. Led, one of the sons of Jacob.]
1. In Jewish hist., a descendant of Levi, one of
the sons of Jacob; one of the tribe of Levi.

I have taken your brethren the Levites from among the
children of Israel

;
to you they are given as a gift for the

Lord, to do the service of the tabernacle of the congrega-
tion. Num. xviii. 8.

2. Specifically, one of a body of assistants to
the priests in the tabernacle and temple service
of the Jews. This body was composed of all males of
the tribe of Levi between 30 (or 25) and 50 years of age,
exclusive of the family of Aaron, which constituted the

priesthood. Originally they guarded the tabernacle, and
assisted in carrying it and its vessels, and in preparing the

corn, wine, oil, etc., for sacrifice ; they furnished the mu-
sic at the services, and had charge of the sacred treasures
and revenues. After the settlement in Palestine they were
relieved of some of these duties, but assumed those of reli-

gious guides and teachers. Later they were also the learned
class, and became scribes, judges, etc. They were allowed
no territorial possessions, except thirty-five cities in which
they lived, supported by tithes on the produce of the lands
of the tribes. The Levites were divided into three fami-

lies, which bore the names of the sons of Levi the Ger-

shonites, the Kohathites, and the Merarites.

No Protestant, I suppose, will liken one of our .Ministers
to a High Priest, but rather to a common Levite.

Milton, Touching Hirelings.

Hence 3. In the early Christian churcli, a
deacon as distinguished from a priest. 4f. A
priest; a clergyman: often in slight contempt.
A young Levite such was the phrase then in use

might be had for his board, a small garret, and ten pounds
a year. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., iii.

5f. A fashionable dress for women, introduced
about 1780. It was satirized by Horace Wai-
pole as resembling

" a man's night-gown bound
round with a belt."

Levitic (le-vit'ik), a. [= F. levitique = Sp.
levitico = Pg. It. levitico, < LL. leviticus, per-
taining to the Levites, < Levites, Levita, Levite :

see Levite."] Same as Levitical.

Levitical (le-vit'i-kal), . [< Levitic + -al]
1 . Of, pertaining to, or peculiar to the Levites.

2. Of, pertaining to, or contained in the book
of Leviticus: as, tie Levitical law.

By the levitical law, both the man and the woman were
stoned to death : so heinous a crime was adultery.

Ayliffe, Parergon.
3. Priestly. [Bare.]
Austin . . . sent to Rome ... to acquaint the pope of

his good success in England, and to be resolved of certain

theological, or rather levitical, questions.
MUtan, Hist. Eng., iv.

Leyitlcal degrees, degrees of kindred named in Lev.
xviii. fi-18, within which persons were prohibited to mar-
ry. Levitical law, that part of the Mosaic law which
related to the Levites ; hence, that part which regulated
the Jewish worship and ritual.

Levitically (le-vit'i-kal-i), adv. After the mau-

ner_of the Levites or of the Levitical law.
Leviticus (le-vit'i-kus), n. [LL., prop, adj., sc.

liber, the book of the Levites : see Levitic.] A
canonical book of the Old Testament, the third
book of Moses or of the Pentateuch, containing

principally the laws and regulations relating to
the priests and Levites and toreligious ceremo-
nies, or the body of the ceremonial law. Ab-
breviated Lev.

levy

Levitism (le'vlt-izm), . [< Levite + -ism.]
The doctrines and practices of the Levites.

leviton (lev'i-tqn), 11. [ML. levito(n-), a sleeve-
less robe.] A sleeveless robe worn by Egyptian
monks.

levity (ley'i-ti),
n. [= OF. levite = Sp. levidad

= Pg. levidade = It. levita, < L. levita(t-)s, light-

ness, < levis, light, akin to Gr. i^ax'vf, light, and
to E. light'*, q. v.] 1. Lightness of weight; rel-

atively small specific gravity.
Their extreme minuteness and levity enable them [coni-

dia] to be dispersed and carried about by the slightest cur-

rents of air. Huxley, Biology, v.

2. A tendency to rise by a force contrary to

gravity.
For positive levity, till I see It better proved than it hath

hitherto been, I allow no such thing planted in sublunary
bodies, the prepollent gravity of some sufficing to give
others comparative or respective lightness.

Boyle, Notion of Nature, 5.

The simple rise as by specific levity, not into a particu-
lar virtue, but into the region of all the virtues.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 250.

3. Lightness of spirit or temper. Specifically
(at) Cheerfulness ; ease of mind.

To what a blessed levity, ... to what a cheerful light-
ness of spirit is he come that comes newly from confes-

sion, and with the seal of absolution upon him!
Donne, Sermons, xxiv.

(6) Carelessness of temper or conduct
; want of serious-

ness; disposition to trifle; inconstancy; volatility: as,
the levity of youth.

The Censor, frowning upon him, told him that he ought
not to discover so much levity in matters of a serious na-
ture. Addison, Trial of Ladies' Quarrels.

= Syn. 3(6). Levity, Volatility, Flightiness, Frivolity, Light-
ness. All these words are founded upon the idea of the
lack of physical and, by figure, of mental and moral sub-
stance or weight, with a resulting ease in flying away from
what is wise. The first three refer especially to outward
conduct. Levity is a want of seriousness, temporary or

habitual, a disposition to trifle with important interests.

Volatility is that moral defect by which one cannot dwell
long upon any one object of thought, or turns quickly
from one source of pleasure to another: the word does
not convey much opprobrium ; in the young some degree
of volatility is expected. Flightiness borders upon the loss
of sanity In caprice or excitement of fancy ; it is volatility
in an extreme degree. Frivolity is a matter of nature, an
inability to care about any but the most petty and trifling
things. Lightness is not so strong as frivolity, but covers

nearly the same ground ; it emphasizes inconstancy.

levoglucose, laevoglucose (le-vo-glu'kos), .

[< L. laivus, left, + E. glucose, q. v.J In cJtem.,
same as lemdose.

levogyrate, Isevogyrate (le-vo-ji'rat), a. [<
L. Icevns, left, + gyratus, pp. of gyrare, turn
round in a circle: see gyre, '., gyrate.] Caus-
ing to turn toward the left hand : as, a levogy-
rate crystal that is, one that turns the rays to
the right in the polarization of light. See dex-

trogyrate.
If the analyser [a slice of quartz] has to be turned towards

the right so as to cause the colours to succeed each other
in their natural order red, orange, yellow, green, blue,
indigo, violet the piece of quartz is called right-handed,
or dextrogyrate. If, however, the analyser has to be turned
from right to left to obtain the natural order of colours,
the quartz is called left-handed or levogyrate. Haydn.

levogyration, Isevogyration (le"vo-ji-ra'-
shon), TO. [< L. Itevus, left, + ML. gyratio(n-),

gyration : see gyration.] Botation of the plane
of polarization to the left. See polarization.
levogyrous, laevogyrous (le

- vo -
ji

'

rus), a. [<
L. lan'us, left, + gyrus, a turn, gyre: see gyre.]
Same as levogyrate.

levorotatory.laevorotatoryOe-vo-ro'ta-to-ri),
a. [< L. Iwvus, left, + "rotatoritis, turning: see

rotatory.] Same as levogyrate.
levulin (lev'u-lin), n. [As leviil(ose) + -iifi.]
A carbohydrate (CgHj Og) occurring in the
tubers of certain species of Helianthvs.
levulinic (lev-u-lin'ik), a. [< tevitlin + -ic.]
Derived from levulin Levulinic acid, an acid

(C5Hs03) obtained from levulin, levulose. cane-sugar, cel-

lulose, and other similar substances, by boiling with a di-
lute mineral acid. It is a crystalline body.soluble in water.

levulose, laevulose (lev'u-los), n. [< L. lan-us,

left, + -te + -osc.] A sugar (CgHjoOg) iso-

meric with dextrose, but distinguished from it

by turning the plane of polarization to the left.
It occurs associated with dextrose in honey, in many fruits,
and in other vegetable tissues. The mixture of these two
sugars in equal quantities constitutes invert-sugar, which
itself turns the plane of polarization to the left, the specific
rotatory power of levulose being greater than that of dex-
trose. It is usually a thick syrup, having a taste as sweet
as that of cane-sugar ; it crystallizes with difficulty. Also
called .fruit-suyar.

levy1
(lev'i), w.; pi. levies (-iz). [Early mod.

E. also Icavy; < ME. levy, levey, < OF. levee, F.

levee, a raising, an embankment (see levee1 ),

rising, breaking up, removal, a raising (of

troops, of taxes, etc.), = Sp. levada, a rising,

attack, = Pg. levada, a current of water, trans-



levy

port, = It. trnttii, raising, rising, departure, <

ML. levuti/, something miseil ( .r levied, tax, ex-

action, quota, embankment, prop. fern, of 1<. l<-

vatus,vp.atlevar,n&te: >ee immt 1
.] l.The

act of levying; I lie raisin^or collecting of any-
thing by authority or force; compulsory satis-

lariiuii (if a requirement, claim, or demand:
as, to make a lery of troops or taxes.

They have but two ways of niishit: money publicly In

that country [Virginia] : viz., ny duties upon trade, and a

poll t:i.\, wlnYh they call lena. l!ererlr>i,\ Irglnta, iv. U 18.

I |n >n inn llr-t, lir sent out I" suppress
II Is nephew's leviei. S/lulr., llumlet, il. '2. 62.

These arc the sons of Christians taken in their childhood
from their miserable parents, by a leavy made every five

ycare. Sandys, Travolles, p. 87.

2. Specifically, in line, a sufficient taking of

possession of chattels, and assertion of author-

ity, by a sheriff or similar officer, under color
of legal process, to render the officer liable for

trespass if he be not protected by process : as,
a levy upon a debtor's property.
And the constable that doth not his devour for the leoey

of the same, to lese to the seld comyn treaour, vj. s. vlij. d.

Engluh OMt (E. E. T. s.
), p. :;:i.;.

3. That which is levied, as a body of troops,
or the amount accruing from a tax or an exe-
cution.
And King Solomon raised a levy out of all Israel, and

the (civ/ was thirty thousand men. I K i. v. 13.

The Danes were as superior to their opponents In tac-

tics as in strategy. An encounter between the shire levies

and the pirates was a struggle of militia with regular sol-

diers. J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 85.

Levy In kind, a tax or toll paid in produce or commodi-
ties, in lieu of money. Levy In mass (K. lemfeen matte],
a levy of all the able-bodied men of a country or district for

military service.

levy1
(lev'i), .; pret. and pp. levied, ppr. levy-

iuij. [Formerly also levey (and leave*, q. v.); <

late ME. levyen; < levy, n., in part directly (prop.
only in the obs. form leave*) < F. lever, raise :

see tery
1

, ., levant^.] I. trans. If. To raise:

as, to levy a siege.

Euphranor. having levied the siege from this one city,
forthwith led his army to Demetrius. Holland.

2. To raise or excite
;
stir up ; bring into ac-

tion
;
set in motion : as, to lery war.
Never did thought of mine /''/'/ offence.

Shot., Pericles, U. 5. 62.

Yet live in hatred, enmity, and strife

Among themselves, and levy cruel wars.

MUtan, P. L., II. 501.

3. To raise by force or authority ; gather or
collect by compulsion: as, to levy troops; to

Ifry taxes or tolls; to levy contributions.

And did he not, in his protectorship,
great sums of money through the realm?

SAo*., 2 Hen. VI., ill. 1. 61.

If his estate had been confiscated, he wandered about
from hawn to bawn and from cabin to cabin, levying small
contributions. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xii.

4. In law : (a) To commence enforcement of, as

a legal process, by seizing property thereunder
for the purpose of raising means for payment.
(b) To erect or construct : as, to lery a mill; to

levy a ditch. Imp. Diet To levy a fine, at common
lair, to commence an action on a suit for assuring the title

to lands or possessions.

II. intrans. To make a levy TO levy on, to

seize, under color of legal process, for the purpose of rais-

ing means for payment.

levy'-'t (lev'i), it. An obsolete form of levee2 .

levy3 (lev'i), M. [An abbr. of elereii-penny bit.']

If. A coin, the Spanish real, or eighth part of

a dollar (twelve and a half cents), formerly
current in the United States. Also called an

flcrcnpenny bit. See fip%. 2. The sum of twelve
and a half cents; a'"bit." [Local, U. S. (Penn-
sylvania, Maryland, andVirginia), in both uses.]

levyne (lev'in), n. [Also levins: so called from
l.i rji, a crystallographer.] A mineral found
in Ireland, the Faroe Islands, and some other

places. It belongs to the zeolite group, and is a hydrat-
cd silicate of calcium and aluminium. It is related to
chahazite.

lew^, a. [< ME. lew, lewe, < AS. Meoto, shel-

ter, whence in the contr. form Me6, E. lee: see

/(!.] Shelter; a place sheltered from the
wind. [Prov. Eng.]
lew- (lu), a. [< ME. lew, Iftrc (= MD. Inrnc, D.
Imniw = OHG. Ida (law-), MHG. Id (law-), G. lau
= Icel. hlter, hlyr, warm, mild; orig. with initial

h, OHG. 'hldo, whence OF.fto, soft, F../lo, soft,

softness), warm, tepid. The asserted derivation
from te'l, ., a shelter, is not obvious. Cf . equiv.
/<, now liiki'; and cf. also lew-tcurm.] 1 .Warm;
lukewarm; tepid. [Prov. Eng.]
Thou art lew |var. in one Ms. Icwk], nether cold nether

hoot WycHf, Rev. iii. 16.

2f. Weak: faint. Ualliwell.
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Iew3t,
" An obsolete variant of lea 1

.

But true It is, to t h
1

end a fruitful! lew

May every Climat in his time renew.

Sylmtrr. tr. of 1m Kartas's Weeks, L 4.

lewd (lud), a. [< ME. letcde, leudt, laude, lewed,
unlearned, ignorant, < AS. leewed, unlearned,

ignorant, lay; appar. orig. pp.of Itewait,weaken,
enfeeble, also betray, = Goth, letcjan, betray, <

lew, an occasion, opportunity. The develop-
ment of senses has been somewhat peculiar.]
If. Ignorant; unlearned; illiterate.

Til laude men that er unkunnund,
That can mi Latyn understand.

HampoU, Prick of Conscience.

For be he lewed man or ellis lered,
lie- niHit how some that he shal been afered.

Chaucer, Doctor's Tale, 1. 283.

This lewde and learned, by common experience, know
to be most trewe. Aacham, The Scholemaster, p. 45.

2f. Lay, as opposed to clerical.

For U a
prcst

be foul on whom we trust*,
No wonder is a lewed man to ruste.

Chaucer, den. Prol. to C. T., L 6di

3t. Rude; homely; uncultivated.
The ryme is lyght and leuxd.

Chaucer, House of Fame, L 1066.

4f. Worthless; useless.

Chastlte with-oute charite worth cheynld In helle ;

Hit is as lewede as a lampe that no lyght ya ynne.
Pirn Plowman (C), II. 186.

6. Bad; vile; vicious; wicked. [Now only prov.
Eng.]

I ne'er gave life to lewd and headstrong rebels.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, T. 7.

So since Into hia church lewd hirelings climb.

MOton, t. L., Ir. 198.

6. Lustful; wanton; lascivious; libidinous.
The daughters of the Philistines, which are ashamed of

thy lewd way. Ezek. xvt 27.

Where, like a virtuous monument, she lies,

To be admired of lewd unhallowed eyes.
SAo*., Lucrece, 1. 392.

= Syn, 6. See list under lommotu.

lewdly (lud'li), adv. [< ME. lewedly; < leicd +
-ty

2
.] If. In a lewd manner

; unlearnedly; ig-

norantly.
But Chaucer (thogh he can hut lewedly
On metres and on riming craftily)
Hath seyd hem in swiche Englissh as he can
Of olde time.

Chaucer, Prol. to Man of Law's Tale, L 47.

2f. Vilely; viciously; wickedly.
A sort of naughty persons, lewdly bent,
Under the countenance and confederacy
Of Lady Eleanor. SAo*., 2 Hen. VI., II. 1. 167.

3. Lustfully; wantonly; lasciviously,
lewdness (lud'nes), n. [< ME. lewedncsse; < lewd
+ -ness.] If. Ignorance; folly.

Ye blynde beestls, ful of lewednette.

Chaucer, Fortune, 1. 68.

2f. Viciousness; wickedness. 3. Lustfulness;
lascivious behavior; lechery. =Syn. 3. impurity,
unchastity, licentiousness, sensuality, debauchery,

lewdsbyt (ludz'bi), . [< leu-d, with term, as
in rudesby, etc.] A lewd or lecherous person.
Imp. Diet.

lewdstert (lud'ster), n. [< lewd + -ster.~] A
lewd person ; a lecher.

Against such lewdfters and their lechery
Those that betray them do no treachery.

SAo*., M. W. of W., T. 8. ffl.

lewedt, a. A Middle English form of lewd.

lewis (lu'is), n. [Origin uncertain. Cf. clevis.'}

1. A contrivance for securing a hold on a block
of stone in order that it may be
raised from its position by a der-
rick. It consists of two side-pieces which
fit into a dovetail recess cut in the stone,
and between which a ring-tongue is put
and fastened In such a way that, when
lifted, the lewis gets a firm hold by wedg*
ing itself in the dovetail.

2. A kind of shears used in crop-

ping woolen cloth. [Eng.]
The flocks [for paper hangings) are ob-

tained from the woolen-cloth manufac-
turers, being cut off by their ahearing ma-
chines, called leirittt by the English work-
men. Ure, Wet, IH. 479.

lewis-bolt (lu'is-bolt), n. A wedge-shaped
bolt which in use is inserted like the shank of a
lewis in a hole drilled in a stone, and fastened
therein by pouring melted lead into the unoc-

cupied part of the hole
;
an eye-bolt similarly in-

serted, and used, like a lewis, for lifting heavy
stones. See cut under bolt.

lewis-hole (lu'is-hol), n. The hole which is

drilled in a stone for the reception of a lewis.

The wells are almost entire, and perhaps the work of the
Romans, except the upper part, which seems repaired with
the ruins of Roman buildings, for the letrif-hfltex are still

left in many of the stones.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, li. 287. (Cat**.)

lexicography

Lewisia (lu-is'i-ii), . [XL. (F. T. Pursh, 1814).
named after Capt. M. Lewis, of the Lewis and
Clarke expedition to tin- Km-ky Mountains.] A
genus of polypetalous plants belonging to the
natural order I'ortulucta', the purslane family,
distinguished by having from 5 to 8 sepals ana
from 8 to 10 petals. There are but 2 specif*, herbt
with narrow woolly leaves and handsome roie-colored
flowers open only in sunshine, found only In northwest-
ern North America. One species, L. rcdirioa, la used as
food by the Oregon Indiana. It Is the bitter root (ratine
amere) of the early French settlers, and Is said to be very
nutritious. It Is also called tobacco-rout, because when
cooked It has a tobacco-like odor. These plants are hardy
and ornamental in cultivation.

lewkt, a. A Middle English form of luke*.

lewtet, A Middle English form of lealty.

lewth (luth), . [Also spelled irreg. looth; <

ME. lewth, < AS. hleticth, hleolli, shelter, < hledw,
shelter: see letc 1

, .] Shelter; warmth. Halli-

well. [Prov. Eng.]
lew-warm (In'warm), a. [Also spelled irreg.

loo-warm, lu-warm; < leic^ + warm. Cf. luke-

warm.'] Lukewarm; tepid. [Archaic.]
We found pieces of loo-warm pork among the salad, and

pieces of unknown yielding substance In the ragout
It. L. Stevenson, Inland Voyage, p. 1239.

lewzernet, A variant of lucerifl.

lex(leks),.; pi. leges (le'jez). [L. lex (leg-), law,
lit. that which lies or is laid down : see law1 and

/ifl, v. '.] Law: used in various phrases Lex
domlcllll, the law of the place of domicile. Lex forl, the
law of the jurisdiction where the action is pending. Lex
Gondobada. See Vapvm code, under code. Lex Julia,
a Roman law of the time of Augustus, regulating mar-
riage, encouraging marriage portions, and discouraging
celibacy. Lex loci, the law of the place; local law. L6X
loci contractUB, tin- law of the place where the con-
tract is made. Lex loci rel site, the law of the place
where thesubjectof action is situated. Lex mercatorla,
the law of merchants : the system of usages of commerce
In force in commercial nations generally, and recognlxed
by the courts as part of the law of the land. Lex non
scripta, the unwritten or common law. Lex scrlpta,
the written or statute law. Lex tallonis, the law of re-

taliation, providing that the punishment should be the
same In kind as the crime, as an eye for an eye, a tooth
for a tooth, etc.

lex. An abbreviation of lexicon.

lexical (lek'si-kal), a. [< lexic(on) + -al.] 1.

Relating to or connected with the vocabulary
of a language : as, lexical fullness ; lexical know-

ledge.
The advance of Wycliffe upon Langland is chiefly gram-

matical, not lexical. G. P. Marth, Lects. on Eng. Lang.,vli.

2. Of or pertaining to a lexicon,

lexically (lek'si-kal-i), adv. In a lexical man-
ner; according to lexical principles; as regards
vocabulary.
The Anglo-Saxon is not grammatically or lezvalbi Iden-

tifiable with the extant remains of any Continental dia-

lect O. P. MarOt, Hist. Eng. Lang., p. 48.

lexicographer (lek-si-kog'ra-fer), n. [Cf. F.

Ifxicograptie= Sp. lexicografo= Pg. lericographo
= It. lessicograjo; < NL. lericographue, < MGr.
fofoyp<tyof, one who writes a lexicon, < Gr.

fafuttv, a lexicon.+ jpafriv, write : see graphic.]
A compiler of a lexicon or dictionary ; one em-

ployed in the making of a vocabulary or word-
book of a language, and giving definitions, with
or without other explanatory matter, in the
same or another language.
Whether it be decreed by the authority of reason, or the

tyranny of Ignorance, that of all the candidates for lit-

erary praise the unhappy lexicographer holds the lowest

place, neither vanity nor interest Incited me to inquire.
Johnton, Plan of Eng. Diet

lexicographic (lek'si-ko-graf'ik), a. [= F.

lexicographique = Sp. lexicogrdfico = Pg. lexi-

cograpliico = It. lessicografico, < NL. lexico-

qrapnicux, < lexicographia, lexicography: see

lextcography and -tc.] Of or pertaining to lexi-

cography.
lexicographical (lek'si - ko - graf

'
i -

kal), a. [<

lericoaraiitiic + -/.] Same as lexicographic.

lexicographically (lek'si-ko-graf'i-kal-i), adv.
In a lexicographic manner ; as regards lexicog-

raphy.
lexicographist (lek-ei-kog'ra-fist), n. [< Irri-

cograph-y + -fa/.] A lexicographer. [Rare.]
The good old lexuographitt, Adam Littelton.

Southey, The Doctor, clxxxlr.

lexicography (lek-si-kog'ra-fl), . [= F. Ifjri-

cagraphic = Sp. lexicografia = Pg. lexicogra-

phia = It. lessicografia, < NL. lezicographia. <

MGr. as if */ffoypo^'o, < Aefiiarypae/of, one who
writes a lexicon: see lexicographer.] 1. The
art or science of compiling lexicons or word-

books; the scientific exposition of the forms,

pronunciation, signification, and history of

words. 2. The act or process of making a

dictionary.



lexicography
Such is the fate of hapless lexicography that not only

darkness, but light, impedes and distresses it : things may
be not only too little but too much known, to be happily
illustrated. Johnson, Pref. to Diet.

lexicological (lek'si-ko-loj'i-kal), a. [< lexicol-

oy.y + -ic + -al.] Pertaining to lexicology; re-

lating to the science of words : as, lexicological

studies -

27 li being equal to 10 miles.
For every one of sixty-seven dialect centres, the author s

rpne chemical svmbol of li

MfffeM '%%%gS%%rwi3r. Liabese (li-a'be-e), . pi. [NL. (Cassini, 1826),

lexicologist (lek-si-kol'o-jist), n. [< lexieolog-y
< Liabum (see def.) + ^.] A subtribe of com^

-I- -int.] One who is skilled in lexicology.

lexicology (lek-si-kol'o-ji), . [< Gr. te$m6v, a

lexicon,T -Aoyia, < Aeyciv, say: see -ology.] The
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closely resemble Iherzolite in mineralogical composition, perfect freedom and liableness to act altogether at ran-

See peridotite,
Aom. Edwards, On the w ill, 11. Id.

il (le), n. [Chin.] A Chinese weight, equal to
Haget, [< OF. F. liage, a binding, < Her,

the one thousandth part of a Hang or ounce, bind: see liable.] A league; an alliance.
Ali <

,

science of words
;
that branch of learningwhich

treats of the forms, derivation, signification
and relations of words.

lexicon (lek'si-kon), . [= F.

posite plants of the tribe Senecionidce, having
the scales of the involucre imbricated in many
series, the outer gradually shorter. It embraces

five genera, of which Liabum is the type, all, with one ex-

ception, natives of tropical America and Mexico. The

group was treated by Endlicher, I)e Candolle, and other

botanists as a division of the subtribe Pectidete under the

tribe Vernoniaceai, a classification still followed by some
authors.

legend.] A'wordbook; a vocabulary; a col-

lection of the words of a language, usually

arranged alphabetically and defined and ex-

plained ;
a dictionary : now used especially of

a dictionary of Greek or Hebrew.
In the lexicon of youth which Fate reserves for a bright

manhood, there is no such word as fail.

Bvlwer, Richelieu, U. 2.

=Syn. Dictionary, Glossary, etc. See vocabulary.

lexiconist (lek'si-kon-ist), . [< lexicon + -ist.]

A writer of a lexicon. Imp. Diet. [Rare.]

lexigraphic (lek-si-graf'ik), a. [< lexigraphy
+ -ic.] Pertaining to lexigraphy.

lexigraphical (lek-si-graf'i-kal), a. [< lexi-

graphic + -al.] Same as lexigra/ikic.

lexigraphy (lek-sig'ra-fi), n. [(Cf. MGr. /Uf<-

ypdi/Mf, equiv. to Acfocoypd^of : see lexicogra-

pher) < Gr. /Ufic, a word (see lexicon), + -ypa-

0i'o, < ypafyetv, write.] The art or practice of

defining words. [Rare.]

lexiphanic (lek-si-fan'ik), a. [< Gr. ~/.ei<pdvK,

a phrasemonger (found only as a proper name),
< /Uf<f, a speech, word (see lexicon), + jOivecv,

show.] Bombastic; turgid; inflated. Camp-
bell.

lexiphanicism (lek-si-fan'i-sizm), n. [< lexi-

phanic + -ism.] The habit of using a pom-
pous or turgid style in speaking or writing.

Campbell.
ley1

!, v. An obsolete form of lay
1

.

ley'
2
,
n. An obsolete or dialectal form of lea1

,

lay, and lyc
s

.

ley3 (la), n. [Sp., lit. law, < L. lex (leg-), law:
see tow1 and allay

2
, alloy.] Yield; produce;

assay-value.
The costs of the Haciendasamount to 801,654 dollars; the

produce, or ley, of each cargo averages 11JT, dollars.
Ward's Mexico, II. 611.

Ley de oro, percentage of gold contained in silver bullion.

Ley de Plata, quantity of silver which the ore con-

tains. De buena ley, of superior quality : said of ores.

ley
4

, n. See tea3 .

Leyden jar, Leyden vial. See jar3 .

tingent resp<
is or may be required: as, the liability of a

principal for his agent's acts. In this sense, in

law, it is sometimes used as including, and sometimes
as excluding, contingent demands and unliquidated dam-

ages.

2. The state of being liable incidentally or by
chance

; exposure to that which is possible or .

probable; tendency; susceptibility: as, liabil- liang (lyang), n.

ity to accident or contagion; a physician's lia- ' lel - As used in c

bilityto broken rest. 3. That for which one is

liable; that to which one is bound or exposed;
a fixed or contingent obligation : as, to incur or

assume a heavy liability (as for the payment of

an intimacy ; entanglement ; commonly, an il-

licit intimacy between a man and a woman.
He had liaisons with half the ladies in Rome.

Froude, Casar, p. 633.

2. In the French language, the linking or join-

ing in pronunciation of a final consonant, usu-

ally silent, to the succeeding word when that

begins with a vowel : for example, vans (vo) and

avez, when coming together, are pronounced vi>

zava. 3. In cookery, a thickening, generally of

beaten eggs, intended to combine or amalga-
mate the ingredients of a dish,

iana, liane (li-an'a, li-an'), w. [< F. liatie, a

climbing or twining tropical plant, < lier, bind:

see liable.] A general name for the climbing anil

twining plants in tropical forests which wind
themselves round the stems of trees, often over-

topping them and passing to other trees, or

descending again to the ground.
Cliffs all robed in lianas thatdropt to the brink of his bay.

in.] A Chinese ounce or

ied In commerce, it is one third heavier than
the ounce avoirdupois, but the old standard was 579.84

grains troy ; 16 liang make 1 kin or pound. (Sec catty.) It

is divided into tenths called tsien (or mace), into hun-
dredths called fun (or candareen\ and into thousandths

See tael. Also spelled leang.called K.

a debt or the performance of a service); the as- liar (li'ar), [Prop., as

sets and liabilities of a bankEmployers' Liabil- **ff m?d '
-
E " also ly

.
er
:

ity Act. See employer. Individual liability, personal
liability of one or more as individuals, as distinguished from

official liability, as the liability of an executor, for instance,
or as distinguished from the liability of a corporation of

which persons are members, and for the debts of which they
or some of them maybecome individuallyliable. Limited
liability, a principle of modern statute law, whereby, un-
der certain conditions, participants in a partnership, joint-
stock company, or other undertaking are held liable for

joint debts or responsibilities only to the extent of their

personal interest therein, or to such further extent as the
law may prescribe, instead of to the full extent of their in-

dividual means, as at common law.

liable (H'a-bl), a. [Not found in ME., being
appar. a mod. formation, perhaps first in legal

use; it is not clear whether it is a mere E. for-

mation, < lie1 + -able, meaning 'lying open' to

obligation (cf. inclinable, < incline), or < OF. as

if "liable, < ML. as if "ligabilis, < L. ligare (> F.

fiT6j tyfiTC^

legh'ere, leigher, etc., < AS. ledgere (= Icel. Iju-

gari) (cf. equiv. D. leugenaar = MLG. logenere
= OHG. lugindri, lukindri, MHG. liigcncere, G.

liigner = Dan. Idgner = Sw. lognare, of diff.

formation: see lain3 ), a liar, <
lepijan,

lie: see

lie2 and -ar1
,
-er1 .] One who lies; a person

who knowingly utters falsehood ;
one who de-

ceives by false report or representation.
The messenger was faule y-schent,
And oft y-cleped fonle leigher.

Arthour and Merlin, p. 95.

Shall I tell you a lie? I do despise a liar as I do de-

spise one that is false. Shak., M. W. of W., i. 1. 69.

And she to be coming and slandering me ;
the base little

liar! Tennyson, The Grandmother.

The liar IGr. i//tuMne"os], a Megaric sophism or logical

puzzle, arising from the question whether aman who says
he is lying is truly lying or lyingly telling the truth.v-l'-l T. J,'O -KT 1 *-VT1 "* * V'H9 J iJ*"B *" *J * _ .

her), bind : see hgament, hen*. No such Ol . or
iiarfll (H

'

Srd), a. and n. [Also (Sc. ) liart, ly-

< ME'. Hard, < OF. liard, liart, liairt = It.ML. form has been found.] 1. Bound in law or

equity; responsible; answerable: as, the surety
is liable for the debt of his principal.
To Bridewell, to see the pressed men, where there are

about 300, . . . kept these three days prisoners, with little

or no victuals, and pressed out, and, contrary to all course
of law, without press-money, and men that are not liable

to it. Pepys, Diary, II. 407.

A corporation is liable like an individual for its torts.

Amer. Cyc., XV. 809.

2. Having an aptitude or tendency; subject;

Described by or namel after F. Le'y-
exposed as to the doing or occurring of some-

!_;_ _..;i--.:
J
_i i 100, . _ thing evil, injurious, or erroneous: as, we are

dig, a German zoologist, born 1821 Leydigian
organs, the antennal sense-organs of insects, minute sacs

inclosed in membrane and communicating with branches
of the antennal nerves, sometimes prolonged externally as

papillae : regarded by Leydig as organs of smell, by others
as auditory organs. Lefebre and Gerstacker support Ley-
dig's view of their function.

leyeM, Ieye
2
t,

etc. See ley
1

,
etc.

leyelondt, An obsolete form of lealand.

leyert, n. An obsolete spelling of layer.

ley-pewter, . Inferior pewter made for large
vessels, having more lead and less tin than the

superior qualities.

leysert, . A Middle English form of leisure.

leystallt, See laystall.

leytt, n. See lait1 .

leyvret, '* Same as layer.

leze-majesty, . See Use-majesty.
L. E. In musical notation, an abbreviation for

left hand.

L. H. D. An abbreviation of the Latin (New
Latin) Litterarum humaniormn doctor, 'doctor
of the more humane letters' that is, of the
humanities or of learning: a degree conferred

by universities.

Iherzolite (ler'zo-lit), n. [< Lhera (see def.)
f Gr. Wof, stone : see -lite.] A crystalline ag-
gregate of

plivin, enstatite, and diallage, with
some picotite: a rock occurring about Lake
Lherz and in the adjacent regions in the French
Pyrenees. It has also been found in various other lo-

calities in Europe and North America. Some meteorites

constantly liable to accidents
; your plans are

liable to defeat.

He here openly avouches, in a manner that is scarce lia-

ble to exception. Bacon, Physical Fables, ii. Expl., note.

Yet, if my name were liable to fear,
I do not know the man I should avoid
So soon as that spare Cassius.

Shak.,]. C., i. 2. 199.

Proudly secure, yet liable to fall

By weakest subleties. Hilton, S. A., 1. 55.

Public conventions are liable to all the infirmities, fol-

lies, and vices of private men.
Sutyt, Nobles and Commons, v.

3f. Subordinate; subject.
All that we upon this side the sea . . .

Find liable to our crown and dignity,
Shall gild her bridal bed.

Shale., King John, ii. 1. 490.

Though they were objects of his sight, they were not
liable, to his touch. Addison, Spectator, No. 66.

4f. Fit; suitable.

Finding thee fit for bloody vfflany,
Apt, liable, to be employ'd in danger,
I faintly broke with thee of Arthur's death.

Shak., K. John, iv. 2. 226.

= Syn. 2. Incident, Subject, Likely, etc. (see incident); Apt,
Likely, etc. (see apt).

liableness (li'a-bl-nes), n. The state of being
liable; liabilifv.

art;
leardo (ML. liardus), gray, dapple-gray; as a

noun, a gray horse.] I. a. 1. Gray or dapple-

gray: applied to a horse.

This cartere thakketh his hors upon the croupe. . . .

"That was wel twight, myn owenefyard boy."
Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 265.

Stedis stabillede in stallis,

Lyarde and sore [sorrel].

MS. Lincoln, A. i. 17, f. 130. (Hattiwell.)

2. Gray : applied generally.
Twa had manteeles o' dolefu' black,

But ane wi' lyart linin'. Burns, Holy Fair.

II. n. 1. A dapple-gray horse.

He liste adown of lyard, and ladde hym in his hande.
Piers Plowman (B), xvil. 64.

3. The color gray or dapple-gray.
Colours nowe to knowe attendeth ye :

The baye is goode coloure, and broune purpure,
The lyarde and the white and browne is sure.

Palladius, Husboudrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 133.

[Obsolete or Scotch in all uses.]
liard2 (liar), n. [F., < OF. liar, Hard, liars, a

small piece of money.] A small coin formerly
current in France, from the fifteenth century,

"worth three deniers, or the fourth part of a
Sol." It was originally utruck in silver, and afterward,
from the reign of Louis XIV., in copper. The specimen
illustrated weighs about 64 grains.

The tacamahac, or balsam-
Now let it be considered what this brings the noble i z> 7 *,.7 nf , r, TJ

principle of human liberty to, particularly when it is poplar, Popnli(s balsa mi/era, of northern North

possessed and enjoyed in its perfection, viz. a full and America. [Canada.]



liar's-bench

liar's-bencht, A plaoo in St. Paul's Cathe-

dral iu the sixteenth century, HO called because

it was said that the disaffected made appoint-
ments there. Nares.

liartt. . and n. See UartP-.

3431

H. (run*. 1. To pour out, as wine or milk.

2. To make a libation to; honor with a liba-

tion. [Bare and incorrect.]

A on of Israel has no gods whom he can libate.

L. Wallace, lien-llur, p. 441.

Ua&(\\'\M)~n.

'

[< f~liaa,bV. lints, liois, a hnnl libation (li-ba'shon), n. [< F. Hbnlwii = Sp.

freestone ; prob.
< BrH . li<i,-l>, li-neh, a Htone,_== libacion = Pg. tiba^o = It.

W. llech = Gael. leac, a stone (see cromlech).]

In yeol., tho lower division of the Jurassic.

libasionc, < L. liba-

tio(n-), a drink-offering, < libare. pp. libatus,

pour out : see libate.] 1. The act of pouring a

Liassic (ii-us'ik), a. [< P. tiasstque; as Lias +
-ic.] Belonging to the geological subdivision

of the Jurassic called the Lias.

Liatris (li'a-tris), n. [NL. (J. 0. D. Schreber,

1774); origin unknown.] A genus of composite

plants of the tribe Eupatoriaceas and subtribc

Libellullna

a general verdict upon the whole issue, without being re-

qiiii '-,1 by the court to find a verdict of Knilty "ii proof of

publication and of the sense ascribed In I he Informal ion .

Libel Act, an English statute of 1843 (6 and 7 Viet, c. 96)
which authorizes a defendant sued for libel to plead no
malice, and that an apology was made. Compare Fox't

Libel Act, above. = Syn. 4. See atperte, and lampoon.

libel (li'bel), v.; pret. and pp. libeled or libelltxl.

ppr. libeling or libelling. [= F. libeller = Sp.

liticlar, draw up a legal demand, libel ;
from the

noun: see libel, n.] I. trans. 1. In admiralty

law, Scots law, and Eng. eccles. law, to serve a

libel upon; institute suit against; present a

formal charge against for trial, as against
a

clergyman for conduct unbecoming his office,

or against a ship or goods for a violation of the

laws of trade or revenue. See libel, n., 2. 2.

To defame or expose to public hatred or con-

tempt by a malicious and injurious publication,
as a writing, picture, or the like; lampoon.
Thou shalt libel, and 111 cudgel the rascal.

B. Jontm, Poetaater, IT. 4.

But our work Is neither to libel our Auditors nor to flat-

re . ter them, neither to represent them as better nor wins
llbatory (Q'bA-tO-rl), a. [< L. as if 'ItbatonM u^ ^gy StOUngjUet, Sermons, II. 111.

(cf. neut. libatoniim, a libation-vessel), < libare, =6 ^ ^ame, Calumniate, etc. See atpene.

pp. liiiatiis, pourout: seeltbant, libation.] Ofor JJ^ intrans. To spread defamation, written

pertaining to libation. or printed : with against.
hbavius (fi-ba-vi-us), n. [Named after the dis-

what .

B bQt jarfK <
-

at U)e .,.,

coverer, A. Ltbamus, a German chemist (died Aajt _ nt. And, ; IT. 4. 17 .

1616).] Tin chlorid, 8nCl4 ,
a colorless volatile Ubelant. . See libellant.

and fuming corrosive liquid, used in dyeing as
libeler, libeller (li'bel-er), n. [< libel, v., +

a mordant. -eri.] One who libels ;
a lampooner,

libbardt, . An obsolete variant of leopard. nm u not ,n the world a^^ errour than that

libbet, v. An obsolete form of live 1 . which fools are apt to fall Into, and knaves with good rea-

libbet (lib'et), n. [Formerly also lybbet; per- son to encourage, the mistaking a satirist for a libeller.

haps < K61, in the sense 'lop,' orig. 'a piece P<**, Im't. of Horace, Advertisement.

lopped off.'] 1. A billet; a stick. [Prov. Eng.] libelist, libeUist (li'bel-ist), n. [<F.libellistr,

A beesome of byrche, for babes verye flt, a libehst, < libelle, a libel: see lifee/, n.] A li-

or of a deity; a drink-offering.

The goblet then she took, with nectar crown'd,

Sprinkling the first libatiotu on the ground.
Dryden, .neld, L 1031.

May every Joy be yours ! nor this the least,

When due liitativn shall have crown'd the (cut,
Safe to my home to send your happy guest.

Pope, Odyssey, xUi.

ppr. lib-

ing. [< D. lubben, MD. luppen, maim, geld: see

opi. Cf. glib^.] To castrate. [Prov. Eng. and

Liatris fra i* in ifolia .

i, Inflorescence ; a, lower part of plant with the corm-Uke rootstock ;

a. anthodium ; 0, flower; c, corolla laid open ; J, bristle of the pap-

pus; f, scale of the involucre.

Adenostylea!; the button-snakeroots. They are

perennial'herbs, growing from large subterranean globose

conns, with racemose or splcate heads of handsome rose-

purple flowers.

lib/ (lib),_. t.\ pret^and pp. libbed, pj
bin

lop'i

Scotch.]
To capon, to geld, to lib, to splale. Flario.

lib2 (lib), n. [A dial. var. of leap*.] A basket.

Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
lib. An abbreviation of liber1 , 2.

libamentt (lib'a-ment), n. [< L. libamentum (cf.

equiv. libttmen}', a 'drink-offering, < libare, pour
out : see libate.] Same as libation.

This discourse being thus finished, we performed our

oblations ami libamentt to the muses.

llMand, tr. of Plutarch, p. 652.

libanomancy (lib'a-no-man-si), n. [< Gr. X/'-

ftavos (L. libanus), tlie frankincense-tree, + pav-

rcia, divination.]
TW.T., .*!/. x,, th* K,,ir,,r

of frankincense.

libanotophorous (lib'a-no-tof'o-rus), a

/u/3awjro0o/K>f, bearing frankincense, <

rdf, frankincense (see libanotus), + <t>fpeiv = E.

li<-i<ri.] Bearing or producing frankincense.

The Kbanotophvrmu region of the ancients.

Kncyc. Brit., IX. 710.

A longe lastlnge lybbet for loubbers as meete.

llimnan, Caveat for Common Cursltors (1667). (Nartt.)

A little staffe or libbet, bacillus.

Withalt, Diet. (ed. 1608), p. 317. (Saret.)

2. pi. Bags in strips. Hallitcell. [Prov. Eng.]
libecciot (li-bech'6), n. [< It. libeccio, < L. Libs,

<Gr.Ai'V, the southwest wind: eeeLibyan.] The
southwest wind.

Forth rush the Levant and the Ponent winds,
Eurus and Zephyr, with their lateral noise

genus of dragon-flies.Sirocco and Libeechto. Milton, P. L., x. 706. i

libel (li'bel), . K ME. libel, < OF. libel, libeau,

libele, libelle, F. libelle, f., = Sp. libelo = Pg.
It.KfteMo.'m., < L. 6eMt,m.,'a little book, pam-
phlet, note, petition, letter, lampoon, libel, dim.

of liber, a book : see lifterl.] If. A writing of

any kind
;
a written declaration or certificate.

May I nat axe a libel. Sire Somononr,
And answere there by my procuratour
To swiche thyng as men wole apposen me?

Imp. Diet.

li-bel'a), .; pi. Kftelte (-e). [L., level,

water-level, dim. of (iftro, a balance : see lifrra.

Hence ult. (< L. lifteHa) E. lerefl, q. v.] 1. A
small balance. 2. An instrument for taking
levels; a level. 3. [cap.] A southern constel-

lation which Lacaille, after 1754, proposed to

substitute for Triangulum Australe,which dates
from the fifteenth century. 4. [cap.] [NL.] A
genus of dragon-flies. Selys-Longchamps, 1840.

libellant (li'bel-ant), ti. [< F. libellant, ppr.
of libeller, draw iip a legal demand, libel: see

libel, v.] One who brings a libel or institutes

a suit in a court, especially in an ecclesiastical

or an admiralty court. Also Ubelant.

The counsel for the libellant contended they had a right
to read the Instructions. Crone*.

libeller, libellist. See libeler, libelist.

libellous, libellously. See libelous, libelotisly.

Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 297. Libellula (li-bel'u-ia), w. [NL.; so called be-

And it hath ben seid, whosoevere leveth his wyf, give he
to hlr a libel of forsaking [authorized version, "writing of

divorcement"). Wyd\f, Mat. T. 31.

2. In admiralty law, Scots laic, and Eng. eccles.

late, a writing or document instituting a suit

and containing the plaintiff's allegations. 3.

A lampoon.
Plots have I laid, Inductions dangerous,

By drunken prophecies, lilirl*, and dreams,
To set my brother Clarence and the king
In deadly hate the one against the other.

Shot., Rich. III., 1. 1. S3.

More solid things do not show the Complexion of the

times HO well as hallads and Libelt.

Selilen, Table-Talk, p. 68.

cause they hold their wings extended like the

leaves of a book; < L. libellulus, a very little

book, dim. of libellus, a little book: see libel, .]

1. ALinnean genus of pseudoneuropterous in-

sects with mandibulate mouth and anal for-

ceps, (a) A genus coextensive with Libellvlina, Libellu-

lidos, or the modern sulwrder Odtmata of the order Pfeu-

doneuroptera. (6) A genus containing forms considered

typical of the modern restricted family Libellvlidv. The
abdomen is comparatively short, flattened, and tapering,
and the male claspen are reduced. See cut under dray-

m-Jty.

2. [/. c.] Any dragon-fly or libellulid.

libellulid (li-bel'u-lid), . A member of the

family Libellulidce.
Divination by the burning 4 A defamatory^^ made pubUe; a ma. LibelTtllidSB (li-be-lu'li-de), . pi [NL., < /.-

r/(i- Hcious and injurious publication, expressed bellula + -ida:] A family of psendoneuropter-
in printing or writing, or by signs or pictures, ous insects of the group Libellnlina or Oaona-

tending either to injure the memory of one dead ta ; the dragon-flies, devil's-darning-needles, or
^^^ * 1: j* 1.:_ mogquito-hawks. (ajroextrnsivc with /.tVUu/ina, and

divided Into three groups, Ayrvmina, Libellvlina, and
Jbchnina. Also Libellulula. LibellulMrs. LibeUtiloidet.

(6) Restricted to forms typified by the genus LiMltila In

a narrow sense, having the wings unequal, the triangles of

the anterior wings dissimilar, and the anterior genital ar-

mature of the male free.

(li-bel-u-li'na), n. pi [NL., < Li-

+ -ina.] A 'group of psendoneuropter-
ous insects ; the dragon-flies, (a) A saperfamlly,
same as Odmata, or as Libettulidcr In a broad sense, char-

acterized by the long and more or less slender and cylln-

dric abdomen ending in an anal armature, an enormous
head and thorax, the former globular with immense eyes,

the latter square with ita tergal parts small and Its flank

pieces enlarged and rising up in front to take the place of

the aborted prothonuc. The antenna; are short and set!-

form, and the month is not provided with palps. The

wings are large, long, and approximately equal in size and

shape. The tarsi are trlmerous. and the second abdomi-

nal segment of the male is furnished with acceasorygenl-
talia. Metamorphosis is incomplete; the UU-VK are active,

aquatic, and voracious ; and the pupa resembles the larva.

The Libellvlina are composed of three families, named

LibeUuKda, Agrionida, and JExknUa. () A snbfarnily,

same as LiMluliiitr In a narrow sense, or u ,

See cat un
*

libanotust (lib-a-no'tus), . [< Or. ,

frankincense, <'/ti/Jaiwc, the frankincense-tree.]
Frankincense.
In that greater [altar] the Chaldasans burnt yeerly in

their sacrifices a hundred thousand talents of Libanotut.

Punhat, Pilgrimage, p. 66.

libant (li'bant), a. [< L. liban(t-)ft, ppr. of li-

bare, take out a little taste: see libate.] Sip-

ping; touching lightly. [Rare.]
She touched his eyelashes with libant lip,

And breathed ambrosial odours o'er hU cheek.
Landor

libate (li'bat), r.; pret. and pp. libatcd, ppr. li-

batiny. [< L. libtitiis, pp. of libare (> It. libiirr

= Pg. Sp. libar), take out a little taste, sip,

pour out, = Or. /.riiciv, pour out, make a liba-

tion of (wine or other liquor) in honor of a di-

vinity.] I. i litmus. To make a libation, as by
pouring out wine.

216

or the reputation of one alive, and to expose him
to public hatred, contempt, or ridicule.

We have In a libel 1st. the writing ; id. the communi-
cation, called by the lawyers the publication ; 3d. the ap-

Sllcatlon

to persons and facts ; 4th. the intent and ten-

ency ; 5th. the matter diminution of fame.

Burke, Powers of Juries in Prosecutions for Libels.

Libel Is defamation published by means of writing,

printing, pictures, images, or anything that Is the object
of the sense of sight Cooley.

5. The crime of publishing a libel: as, he was

guilty of liftel. 6. In general, defamation; a

defamatory remark or act; malicious misrep-
resentation in conversation or otherwise ; any-
thing intended or which tends to bring a per-
son or thing into disrepute.
Dost not know that old Mansfield, who writes like the

Bible,

Says the more 'tis a truth, Sir, the more tls a libel t

Burnt, The Reproof.

His conversation is a perpetual libel on all his acquain-
tance. Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

Fox's Libel Act, an English statute of 1792 (S2 Oeo. III. . c.

60) empowering a jury on the trial of a criminal libel toglve



Libellulinae

Libellulinae (11-bel-u-li'ne), . pi. [NL.,< Libel-
lula + -ina:] A subfamily of LibellulidtK : same
as Libelluliita (6).

libelluline (11-bel'u-lin), a. Of or pertaining
totheLibellulina; resembling a dragon-fly. See
cut under dragon-fly.

libelous, libellpus (H'bel-us), . [< libel +
-oits.] Containing a libel; of the nature of a

libel; defamatory; containing that which ex-

poses to public hatred, contempt, or ridicule :

as, a libelous picture.
It was the most malicious surmise that had ever been

brewed, howsoever countenanced by a libellous pamphlet.
Sir ft. Wottan.

libelously, libellously (H'bel-us-li), adv. In a
libelous manner.

liber1 (li'ber), n. [< L. liber, the inner bark of
a tree (cf. Gr. /Ujn'f, a scale: see lepis), also, be-
cause such bark was once used for writing on
(cf. book as related to beech, and paper as re-
lated to papyrus), a writing consisting of sev-
eral leaves, a book, a division of a book. Hence
library, etc.] 1. In bot., the inner bark of ex-

3432 liberate

last being the characteristic element. Also called bast and
endophloeum. See bagti, 2, and bark%, 1.

2. A book: used in English especially with ref-
erence to the books in which deeds, mortgages,
wills, and other public records are kept. Ab-
breviated 1. and lib.

liber2 (li'ber), . [Origin obscure.] See the
quotation.
The roily horses have a peculiar kind of shafts, common-

ly made of iron, named libers, the purpose of which is to
prevent the carriage from overrunning them.

Ure, Diet., III. 333.

Liber3 (li'ber), n. [L.] An ancient Italic divin-

ity presiding over vineyards and wine: later
identified by the Romans with the Greek Bac-
chus.

liberal (lib'e-ral), a. and n. [< ME. liberal, <
OF. liberal, F.' liberal = Sp. Pg. liberal = It.

liberale, < L. ttberalis, befitting a freeman, <
liber (OL. *loeber, loebes), free; akin to libet, it

pleases, Gr. Kmreiv, desire, Skt. / lubh, desire,
AS. leaf, dear, hifian, love: see lief. love*,
leaved

1

are ult

livers

a freeman
free r _

;
__m

of wide or ample range or extent; not nar- II. n. 1. A person of liberal principles ;
one

rowly limited or restricted; expanded; com- who believes in liberal reforms, or advocates
prehensive: as, a liberal education

; the liberal intellectual, political, or religious liberty. 2.
arts or professions ; liberal thought or feeling; [cap.'] Specifically, a member of a Liberal par-
liberal institutions

;
a liberal policy in govern- ty in politics.

ful; munificent; magnanimous: followed by
with or of before the thing bestowed, and to

before the recipient: as, a liberal donor; to be
liberal with one's money; to be liberal to an liberalist (lib'e-ral-ist), n.

opponent in debate.

Where you are liberal of your loves and counsels,
Be sure you be not loose. Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 1. 126.

Nature had been . . . liberal of personal beauty to her.

Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 2.

Pure is the nymph, though liberal of her smiles.

Couyer, Task, iii. 712.

Once more the liberal year laughs out
O'er richer stores than gems or gold.

Whittier, An Autumn Festival.

4. Freely bestowed or yielded; marked by
bounty or abundance

; generous; ample: as, a
liberal donation; a liberal harvest or flow of

water; to make a liberal concession or admis-
sion.

But the liberal deviseth liberal things ; and by liberal

things shall he stand. Isa. xxxii. 8.

His wealth doth warrant a liberal dower.
Shot., 1 Hen. VI., T. 5. 46.

5. Free in character or quality ; candid; open;

unrestrained; unchecked; licentious. [Obso-
lescent.]
For a tongue euer lyberall nourisheth folly.

Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 106.

Whether they cast any liberall lookes towards any of
the Kings women. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 863.

Who hath, Indeed, most like a liberal villain,
Confess'd the vile encounters they have had
A thousand times in secret.

Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1. 93.

Liberal Christianity, liberal theology, the doctrinal
views respecting Christianity entertainedby liberal Chris-
tians. Liberal Christians, a general name assumed by
certain Protestantdenominations, especially thellnitarians
and Universalists, who dissent from the principal tenets
of what are commonly called the orthodox denominations.

Liberal party, a party united in advocacy of measures
of progressive reform. As a distinctive designation in
British politics, the name was adopted by the Whig party
about 1830, to denote the body formed by the addition to
their party of the Radicals. From that time it has been
the name assumed by and usually given to that party
which, in opposition to the Conservative party, has spe-
cifically devoted itself to the promotion of measures of pro-
gress and reform. Liberal Union, in German politics, a
party consisting of National Liberals who, chiefly because

The effects of their [the Peelites'J separation from offi-

cial Liberalism . . . were early traceable.

Gladstone, Gleanings, I. 127.

[< liberal + -ist.]
A liberal.

liberalistic (Hb"e-ra-lis'tik), a. [< liberalist +
-ie.] Relating to or characterized by liberal-

ism; conforming to liberal principles, espe-
cially in politics.

liberality (lib-e-ral'i-ti), n. ; pi. liberalities (-tiz).

[< ME. liberalite, <'OF. liberalite, F. liberalite

= Sp. liberalidad = Pg. liberalidade = It. libe-

ralitd, < L. liberalita(t-)s, away of thinking be-

fitting a freeman, generosity, < liberalis, befit-

ting a freeman: see liberal.] 1. The quality
of being liberal in thought or opinion ; largeness
of mind

; catholicity ; impartiality : as, liberal-

ity in religion or politics ; he treats his oppo-
nent's views with great liberality.

Many treat the gospel with indifference under the name
of liberality. J. Jf. Mason.

2. Freeness in imparting or yielding; dispo-
sition toi give or concede

; generosity; bounty;
magnanimity : as, liberality in one's donations
or concessions.

Amonge the comyns welth and Concorde,
And that our ryche men may vse lyberalyte.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.X p. 51.

In a bishop great liberality, great hospitality, actions in

every kind great are looked for.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 24.

3. An expression or manifestation of generos-
ity ; that which is generously given.

Over and beside
Signior Baptista's liberality,
I'll mend it with a largess.

Shak., T. of the S., t 2. 150.

A little before the Lord sent this rain of liberalities upon
his people. If. Morton, New England's Memorial, p.. 99.

= Syn. Bounty, Generosity, etc. (see beneficence), bountiful-
ness ; toleration, candor.

liberalization (lib"e-ral-i-za'shgn), n. [< liber-

alize + -ation.] The act or process of liberaliz-

ing or making liberal. Also spelled liberalisa-

tion.

The end of education is the formation and liberalisation
of character. The Academy, No. 875, p. 88.

ment
; a liberal interpretation or estimate.

So wonderful were the graces of Solomon that they over-
came the highest expectation, and the Kberalest belief.

Bp. Hall, Contemplations, xvii. 6.

To love her [Lady Elizabeth Hastings] was a liberal edu-
cation. Steele, Tatler, No. 49.

Now the perfection of man as an end and the perfec-
tion of man as a mean or instrument are not only not the
same, they are in reality generally opposed. And as these
two perfections are different, so the training requisite
for their acquisition is not identical, and has, accordingly
been distinguished by different names. The one is styled
liberal, the other professional education the branches

Most of those who now pass as Liberals are Tories of a
new type. H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 1.

Constitutional Liberals, in Spanish politics, a party com-
posed of former Republicans, who, under the leadership
of Sefior Sagasta, became supporters of the monarchical
constitution established after the restoration of the Bour-
bon monarchy in Spain in 1874. German Liberals, in
German politics, a party of moderate Liberals, opposed to
the policy of Prince Bismarck, formed in 1884 by the union
of the Progressist party (Fortschritts-partei)with the Lib-

judice: as, to liberalize the institutions of a
country.
Grand, swelling sentiments of liberty I am sure I do not

despise. They warm the heart, they enlarge and liberal-
ize our minds ; theyanimate our courage in a time of con-
flict. Burke, Rev. in France.

Some acquaintance with foreign and ancient literatures
has the liberalizing effect of foreign travel.

LoweU, Books and Libraries.

II. intrans. To become liberal. [Rare.]
After the rejection of the exclusive feature of the origi-

nal plan, Mrs. Munger had liberalised more and more.
Howetti, Annie Kilburn, xvi.

Also spelled liberalise.
era! Union - National Liberals, in German politics a. liberalizer (lib'e-ral-I-zer), n. One who or that
party which, before the creation of the German empire in ,VI,;M, v,o-oiw , V = liT^ A1=,
1871, advocated, along with progressive measures of re-

form, the completion of governmental unity in Germany."
>se persons who, though of

support of the later pol-

which liberalizes, or makes liberal. Also spell-
ed liberaliser.

Archery, cricket, gun and nshing-rod, horse and boatt
are all educators, liberalizers. Emerson, Culture.

fore becoming a free brother of the guild which passes
the torch of life from age to age.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 177.

2. Free in views or opinions; expansive in

The study of them [the classics] is fitly called a liberal Liberal-Conservative (liMe-ral-kon-ser'va- liberally (lib'e-ral-i), adv. In a liberal man-
education, because it emancipates the mind from every tiv), a. and. I. a. In Great'Bri'tainrbeloneiriir ner. () With a liberal scope or range ; without nar-

to that wing or portion of the Conservative party
rowne98 or prejudice ; impartially; freely. (6) With a

which is most nearly in accord with the Liber- dom'; lictntiouSy

nt '

als; occupying a position midway between that Liberal-Unionism (liMe-ral-u'nyqn-izm), n.
of the average Liberal and that of the average The political attitude or opinions of the Liberal-
Conservative.

Unionist-party.

,. ~
T

* ' f^ . r~, . * * -,
" i^ " ' 'f" L V "- f-' CLal pal I, V 111 \J<lctU UnbttUI WU112U AiUUJ J.OOU,row conservatism or undue restriction: as, a Ltberahs,< Liber, Bacchus: see Libert] An an- refusing to concur in Mr. Gladstone's policyliberal thinker; a liberal Christian; a liberal cient Roman festival celebrated annually on of conceding home rule to Ireland, advocated

statesman; the Liberal party (in the politics of March 17th, in honor of Liber and Libera. *> *-* *u_ i__-_i.^ 1= / ,om
some countries). liberalisation, liberalise, etc. See liberaliza-

It was a Scotchman, Buchanan, who first brought liberal
ti n

> tc.

the maintenance of the legislative union of 1801

essentially unimpaired, and therefore, from the

importance they attached to the Irish question,

.
'

0. W. Holmes, A Rhymed Lesson, especially in matters of religion or politics.
A Liberal leader here in England is. on the other hand 2> Specifically, the political principles of a Lib-

a man of movement and change, called expressly to the erftl party.
task of bringing about a modern organisation of society. The function of Liberalism in the past was that of put-M. Arnold, Nineteenth Century, XIX. 052. ting a limit to the powers of kings. The function of true

3. Free in bestowal or concession : eenerouslv ?"*"* in,^e
,

f?ture wiu be that of P"""^ "m't to

inclined
; ready to impart or best'ol-

; bounti^
^ P WCT8 ' Par"amTsTO Man vs. State, P . 1W .

< L. liberntiis, pp. of liberare

lp. Pg. librar = F. lirrer), set
ppr. liberating.
( > It. liberare =
free, deliver, < liber, free : see liberal. Cf. lirer$,

livery
2

, delivery.] 1. To set free; release from
restraint or bondage; deliver: as, to liberate a
slave or a prisoner; to liberate the mind from
the shackles of prejudice.



liberate

It Is an uneasy lot ... to he present at this great spec-
tacle of life and never be liberated from a small, hungry
shivering self. Klint, Middleware!!, I. 307.

At last and forever I am mine and God's,
Thanks to his liberating angel Death
Never again degraded to be yours.

Urowninij, King and llook, I. 138.

2. To disengage ; separate from something
else: as, to liberate a gas from a solid. =8yn. 1.

Enfranchvte, Manumit, etc. (see emancipate); Release, etc.

(see dwengage); disenthrall, ransom, discharge, let go, turn
loose.

liberate (lib'e-rat), . [< ML. Uberata, delivery,

livery: see livery^.] In ot/t I'.'HI/. Inw, a writ is-

sued out of Chancery for the payment of pen-
sions and similar royal allowances

; also, a writ

issued to the sheriff for the delivery of land
and goods taken upon forfeits of recognizance.
Liberate roll, the account kept In the old English

exchequer of pensions and other allowances of money
made under the great seal.

liberation (lib-e-ra'shon), n. [< F. liberation

= Sp. liberacion = Pg. liberaySo = It. liberazi-

one, < L. liberatio(n-), a freeing, < liberare, pp.
liberatus, set free: see liberate, v.] The act of

liberating or setting free; deliverance from
restraint or confinement ; enlargement ; disen-

gagement, as from constraint or obligation, or
from mixture: as, liberation from prison or from
debt; the liberation of a country from tyranni-
cal government ; the liberation of a gas.
liberationism (lib-e-ra'shon-izm), n. [< libera-

tion + -ism.] In British politics, the principles
or opinions of the liberationists. Quarterly Rev.,
CLXII. 8.

liberationist (lib-e-ra'shon-ist), re. [< libera-

tion + -ist.] In British politics, one who is in

favor of the disestablishment of the Church.
The object of the Liberationists Is sufficiently transpa-

rent. If the maintenance of the Established Church could
be identified with the supremacy, its fall might be assured
with the collapse of one political party.

Quarterly Rev., CLXII. 8.

liberator (lib'e-ra-tor), . [= F. liberateur =
Sp. Pg. Iiberad'or= It. liberaiore, < L. liberator,
one who sets free. < liberare, pp. liberatus, set
free: see liberate.] One who liberates or de-

livers; a deliverer.
He I ill li'.r was the great reformer and liberator of the

European intellect. Buckle, Civilization, II. 584.

liberatory (lib'e-ra-to-ri), a. [= F. liberatoire;
as liberate + -ory.] lending to liberate or set

free. [Rare.]
Liberian (li-be'ri-an), a. and n. [< Liberia (see

def.) (< L. liber, free) + -an.] I. a. Pertaining
or relating to Liberia, a country on the western
coast of Africa, colonized with liberated Afri-
cans by the American Colonization Society (be-

ginning in 1822), and made a republic in 1847.

II. n. An inhabitant of Liberia.

liberomotor (lib'e-ro-mo'tor), . [Irreg. < L.

liberare, free (see liberate),'+ motor, a mover.]
Disengaging or setting free motor energy, as a
nervous ganglion : correlated with recipiomotor
and diriiiomotor. See motor, a.

libertarian (lib-er-ta'ri-an), a. and n. [< lib-

ert(y) + -arian.] I. a. Of or pertaining to lib-

erty, or to the doctrine of the freedom of the
will (especially in an extreme form), as opposed
to the doctrine of necessity; advocating the
doctrine of free will : opposed to necessitarian.

I believe he [Dr. Alex. Crombie, author of an essay on
philosophical necessity] may claim the merit of adding
the word libertarian to the English language, as Priestley
added that of "necessarian." Reid, Correspondence, p. 88.

The "power of acting without a motive," which Reid
and other writers, on what used to be called the Liberta-
rian side, have thought it necessary to claim.

H. Sidgicick, Mind, XHI. 407.

II. n. One who maintains the doctrine of the
freedom of the will (especially in an extreme
form): opposed to necessitarian.

Though Libertarians contend that it Is possible for us
at any moment to act contrary to our formed character
and previous custom, still they and Determinists alike
teach that it is much less easy than men commonly Ima-
gine to break the subtle unfelt trammels of habit.

a. Sidgirick, Methods of Ethics, p. 49.

libertarianism (lib-er-ta'ri-an-izm), n. [< K6-
ertariim + -ism.] The principles or doctrines of
the libertarians. H. Kidi/tricl,; Mind, XLI. 144.

liberticide 1
(lib'er-ti-sid or li-ber'ti-sid), n. [=

F. liberticide = Sp. liberticida, < L. liberta(t-)s,

liberty, + -cida, (ccedere, kill.] A destroyer of

liberty.
His country's pride

The priest, the slave, and the liberticide,

Trampled and mocked with many a loathed rite.

Shelley, Adonais, st. 4.

liberticide2 (lib'er-ti-sid or li-ber'ti-sid), . [<
L. liberta(t-)x, liberty, + -cidium, < ca'dere, kill.]
Destruction of liberty.

3433
The principles of Christian morality and Christian phi-

lanthropy were violated in the maxims of liberticide which
guided the dominant politics of the country.

Whipple, Starr King.

libertinage (lib'er-tin-Sj), . [< F. libertinage;
as liber tinf + -aye.] 1. The character or be-
lief of a libertine or free-thinker; laxity of

opinion.
A growing libertinaye, which disposed them to think

slightly ol the Christian faith. H'arburtun, Works, IX. xliL

2. The conduct of a libertine or debauchee.
Some fourteen years of squalid youth,

And then libertinaye, disease, the grave-
Hell In life here, hereafter life In hell.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 159.

libertine (lib'er-tin), . and a. [= F. libertin

= Sp. Pg. It. libcrtino, < L. libertinus, a freed-

man, prop, adj., of or belonging to the condi-
tion of a freedman, < libertus, a freedman, <

liber, free: see liberal, liberate, v. In the later
senses (4-7) the word logically depends on
liberty, liberal.] I. . 1. In Rom. hist., a freed-
man

; a person manumitted or set free from le-

gal servitude.

By vertue of an act granted out of the senat, the liber-

tines (1. e. the sonnes of freed-men) were enrolled into the
foure tribes of the cltie. Holland, tr. of I ,l\ y. p. 1210.

2. A member of a Jewish synagogue mentioned
in Acts vi. 9, probably composed of descen-
dants of Jewish freedmen who had been ex-

pelled fromEome by Tiberius, and had returned
to Palestine.

Then there arose certain of the synagogue, which is

called the synagogue of the Libertines, . . . disputing
with Stephen. Acts vi. 9.

3f. A freeman of an incorporate town or city.
And used me like a fugitive, an Inmate of a town,
That is no city libertine, nor capable of their gown.

Chapman, Iliad, xvL

4. One who is free from or does not submit to

restraint; one who is free in thought and action.

When he speaks,
The air, a charter'd libertine, is stllL

Shale., Hen. V., L 1. 48.

And though Rubens In his History is too much a Liber-
tine In this respect, yet there is In this very place, which
we now describe, much truth in the habit of his principal
Figures, as of King Henry the Fourth, the Queen, her Son,
the 3 Daughters, and the Cardinal.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 39.

5f. One who holds loose views with regard to
the laws of religion or morality; an irreligious
person ;

a free-thinker.

The second sort of those that may be justly nnmber'd
among the hinderers of Reformation are Libertines; these

suggest that the DUclpline sought would be Intolerable.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., L

6. [cop.] A member of a pantheistic, antinomi-
an sect which existed about 1530 in France
and neighboring countries. The Libertines main-
tained that God alone exists, and that there is no distinc-
tion between right and wrong, since man, in obeying his
own impulses, obeys Ood, who Is in him, and consequently
can never commit sin. The sect became grossly sensual,
and finally disappeared.
That the Scriptures do not contain in them an things

necessary to salvation Is the fountain of many great and
capital errors : I Instance in the whole doctrine of the
libertine*, familfsta, quakers, and other enthusiasts, which
issue in the corrupted fountain. ././-. Taylor.

7. A man given to the indulgence of lust
;
one

who leads a dissolute, licentious life
;
a rake

;

a debauchee.
Like a puff'd and reckless libertine.

Himself the primrose path of dalliance treads.

Shot., Hamlet, L 3. 49.

Libertines of Geneva, a body of avowed Infidels and
voluptuaries of the first half of the sixteenth century,
who were evidently influenced by the sect mentioned
above, if they were not representatives of it.

II. a. 1. Free; unrestrained. [Rare.]
I have rambled in this libertine manner of writing by

way of Essay. Steele, Tatler, No. 172.

2. Licentious; dissolute; not under the re-

straint of or in accord with law or religion : as,
libertine principles.
There are men that marry not, but chnse rather a liber-

tine and impure single life than to be yoked In marriage.

Pangs arthritic, that infest the toe
Of libertine excess. Cowper, Task, L 106.

libertinism (Hb'er-tin-izm), n. [< F. Kberti-

iiismc; nx libertine + -ism.] 1. The exercise of
the privileges and rights of a libertine or freed-

man; exemption from servitude and its dis-

abilities. [Rare.]
Dignified with the title of freeman, and denied the lib-

ertimjtm that belongs to it. Hammond, Works, IV. 486.

2. The state of being free or unrestrained in

thought or action.

The genial libertininn of Horace.
.lumner, Orations, 1. 143.

liberty

St. Irreligiousness ; regardlessness of the dic-
tates of morality.
Ever since hath libertinism of all kinds promoted 1U In-

terest, and Increased its party.
lip. Atterbury, Sermons, I. III.

4. The character or conduct of a libertine or

rake; licentiousness; unrestrained indulgence
of lust; debauchery; lewdness.
libertismt (lib'er-tizm), n. [< libert(y) + -ism.]
Libertinism. [Rare.]
A writ of error, not of libertimt, that those two princi-

pal leaders of reformation may not now come to be sued
In a bill of licence, to the scandal of our Church.
Milton, Judgement of Martin Bucer concerning Divorce.

liberty (lib'6r-ti), n. ; pi. liberties (-t iz). [< ME.
liberte, libertee, < OF. liberte, F. liberty = Sp.
libcrtad = Pg. liberdade = It. libertA, < L. Hber-

ta(t-)s, OL. loeberta(t-)s, freedom, < liber, free:
see liberal.] 1. The state of being free, or

exempt from external restraint or constraint,

physical or moralj freedom; especially, exemp-
tion from opposition or irksome restraint of any
kind.
The creature Itself also shall be delivered from the bond-

age of corruption into the glorious liberty of the children
of Ood. Rom. vllL 21.

Stand fast therefore in the liberty wherewith Christ hath
made us free. QaL T. 1.

I must have liberty
Withal, as large a charter as the wind.
To blow on whom I please.

Shot., As you Like it, II. 7. 47.

The natural liberty of man Is to be free from any supe-
rior power on earth, and not to be under the will or legis-
lative authority of man, but to have only the law of Nature
for his rule. Locke, Of Government, II. ir. 22.

TIs liberty alone that gives the flower
Of fleeting life Its lustre and perfume.

Cowper, Task, T. 446.

The French notion of liberty Is political equality ; the
English notion Is personal independence.

W. R. Grey, Misc. Essays, 2d ser., p. 89.

Specifically 2. Freedom of thewill; the power
of election or free choice, undetermined byany
necessity; exemption from internal compulsion
or restraint in willing or volition.

Liberty . . . Is the power a man has to do or forbear do-

Ing any particular action, according as Its doing or forbear-
ance has the actual preference In the mind.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxt. 15.

Freedom from necessity is also called liberty of election,
or power to choose, and Implies freedom from anything
Invincibly determining amoral agent. It has been distin-

guished into liberty of contrariety, or the power of deter-

mining to do either of two actions which are contrary as

right or wrong, good or evil ; and liberty vt contradiction,
or the power of determining to do either of two actions
which are contradictory, as to walk or to sit still, to walk
in one direction or in another. Freedom from necessity is

sometimes also called liberty of Indifference, because, be-
fore he makes bis election, the agent has not determined
in favor of one action more than of another.

Fleming, Vocab. Phllos.

3. The condition of being exempt, as a com-
munity or an individual, from foreign or arbi-

trary political control
;
a condition of political

self-government, civil liberty implies the subjection
of the Individual members of a community to laws Imposed
by the community as a whole ; bat It does not imply the
assent of each Individual to these laws. An Individual has
civil liberty If he Is a member of a community which pos-
sesses such liberty, and Is In the enjoyment of the rights
which the laws of the community guarantee him.

If not equal all. yet free,

Equally free : for orders and degrees
Jar not with liberty. Milton, P. L., T. 798.

Real liberty Is neither found In despotism, nor In the ex-

tremes of democracy, but in moderate governments.
A. Hamilton, Works, II. 416.

Liberty and Union, now and forever, one and inseparable.
D. Webster, Second Speech on Foote s Resolution.

4. In late, freedom from all restraints except
such as the lawful rights of others prescribe.
5. Permission granted, as by a superior, to do

something that one might not otherwise do;
leave; specifically, permission granted to en-
listed men in the navy to go on shore. Com-
pare liberty-man.
There is full liberty of feasting, from this present hour

of five till bell have told eleven. Shak., Othello, ii. 2. 10.

There Is no liberty for causes to operate In a loose and
straggling way. Sir T. Browne, Rellgio Medici, L 18.

6. Immunity enjoyed by prescription or by
grant; privilege; exemption; franchise: as, the
lilx rties of the commercial cities of Europe.

It Is the property of Englishmen, much more of religions
Englishmen, and should be most of all of religious New
Englishmen, to be tenacious and tender of their libertitt.

U. Oaket, Election Sermon (Tyler's Amer. Lit, II. let).

7. A place or district within which certain spe-
cial privileges may be exercised; the limits

within which freedom is enjoyed by those enti-

tled to it; a place of exclusive jurisdiction: pen-

erally
in the plural : as, the liberties of a prison

(the limits within which prisoners are free to



liberty

move); within the city liberty; the Northern
Liberties (a part of Philadelphia so named be-
cause originally consisting of districts having
certain specific privileges).
We had told him that, if ours [our vessels] did trade

within his liberties, they should do it at their own peril.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 377.

Yet there are no people in the Liberty of Westminster
that live in more credit than we do.

Foote, The Commissary, i.

We dropt with evening on a rustic town
Set in a gleaming river's crescent-curve,
Close at the boundary of the liberties.

Tennyson, Princess, i.

8. Action or speech not warranted by custom
or propriety; freedom not specially granted;
freedom of action or speech beyond the ordi-

nary bounds of civility or decorum: as, may I

take the liberty of calling on you?
This headstrong writer came ; who, with a new-found art,
Made following authors take less liberty.

Dryden and Soame, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry, i. 130.

This Liberty of your Tongue will one Day bring a Con-
finement on your Body. Congreve, Love for Love, i. 3.

Acres. I never saw him in my life.

Sir Luc. That's no argument at all he has the less right
then to take such a liberty. Sheridan, The Rivals, iii. 4.

He was repeatedly provoked into striking those who had
taken liberties with him. "

9. In the manege, a curve or arch in a horse's
bit affording room for the tongue. At liberty,
(a) Free from constraint; free: as,tosetaperson(ttK6erty.

And yet within these five hours lived Lord Hastings,
Untainted, unexamined, free, at liberty.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 6. 9.

(6) With freedom or power (to do something) : as, he was
not ni liberty to disclose the secret.

I took one of the janizaries of the place, and paid him
the usual Tribute, and found myself at perfect liberty to
do what I pleased. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 9.

(c) Disengaged ; not in use.

I dressed as well as I could for shivering, and washed
when there was a basin at liberty.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, v.

Cap OfLiberty. Seecapl and liberty-cap. Civil liberty.
See civil, and def. 3, above. Forest liberties, Galilean
liberties, Jailliberties. See thequalifying words. Lib-
erties' Union Act, an English statute of 1850 (13 and U
Viet., c. 105), providing for the incorporation of liberties
with the counties in which they are situated. Liberty
hall. See hall. Liberty of indifference. See quotation
from Fleming under def. 1, and indifference. Liberty Of
the press, freedom of the press from police restrictioas of
the right to print and publish; liberty to print and publish
without previous permission from government. Liberty of
the press is deemed to exist where the only restrictions on
the right of publishing are amenability to judicial process
for damages, or to punishment, after making an actionable
or criminal publication, and amenability to judicial process
to prevent intended publication on proof that it is i nj urious
to rights of privateproperty. Liberty party.in U. S.hist.,
a political party whose leading principle was the abolition
of slavery. It arose about 1839, and nominated a candidate
for President in 1840 and in 1844. From 1848 its members
generally acted with the Free-soil and later with the Re-

publican party. Natural liberty, the power of acting
as one thinks fit, without any restraint or control, unless by
the law of nature. Blackstone. [Many writers, however,
use natural liberty in the sense ascribed to civil liberty.}
Personal liberty, freedom from restraint of the person.
Political liberty, freedom from political usurpation ; the
condition of a people which participates in the making
of its own laws, in a state which is not subject to foreign
domination. Religious liberty, the right of freely adopt-
ing and professing opinions on religious subjects, and of

worshiping or refraining from worship according to the
dictates of conscience, without external control. To
break liberty. See break. =Syn. Independence, etc. (see
freedom) ; License, etc. (see leaved, n.).

liberty-book (lib'er-ti-buk), n. A book on a
man-of-war which shows the length of

liberty
allowed, the time of returning, and the condi-
tion in which the man returned. Luce.

liberty-cap (lib'er-ti-kap), n. A cap of the
form known as the Phrygian, used as a symbol
of political or personal liberty. The custom is

taken from the supposed use of this cap as a token of the
manumission of a slave in Rome. The red cap of the
French extreme revolutionists (see bonnet-rouge) was iden-
tified with the Roman cap of liberty, which accordingly
became the symbol of the French revolution.

liberty-man (lib'er-ti-man), n. Naut., a sailor
who has leave to go ashore ; one who has been
allowed a period of liberty for recreation.

It is a point with liberty-men to be pulled off and back
by their shipmates.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 147.

liberty-pole (lib'er-ti-pol), n. A tall flagstaff
set up in honor of liberty, usually surmounted
with the liberty-cap or other symbol of liberty.

The soldiers openly insulted the people, and in a few
weeks cut down their liberty-pole.

Preblc, Hist, of the Flag, p. 193.

libethenite (li-beth'en-It), n. [< Libetheu (see
def.) + -ite?.] The basic phosphate of copper,
a mineral first found at Libethen in Hungary,
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having an olive-green color and crystallizing
in the orthorhombic system. It is isomorphous
with olivenite.

libidinist (li-bid'i-nist), n. [< L. libido (libi-

din-), desire (see libidinous), + -ist.] One who
is given to lewdness. [Bare.]

Nero, being monstrous incontinent himself, verily be-

lieved that all men were most foul libidiniste.

F. Junius, Sin Stigmatized (1639), p. 350.

libidinosity (li-bid-i-nos'i-ti), n. [< F. libidino-

siie; as libidinous + -ity'.] The state or char-

acter of being libidinous
;
libidinousness.

libidinous (li-bid'i-nus), a. [< F. libidineux =
Sp. Pg. It. libidittoso, < L. libidinostts, lubidino-

sus, full of desire, passion, or appetite, lascivi-

ous, < libido, lubido (libidin-, lubidin-), desire,
< libet, lubet, it pleases: see liberal.'] Charac-
terized by lust or lewdness

; having or arising
from an eager appetite for sexual indulgence ;

lustful; lewd; also, fitted to excite lustful de-
sire.

It is not love, but strong libidinous will.
That triumphs o'er me.

Beau. andFl., Knight of Malta, 1. 1.

=Syn. Prurient, concupiscent See list under lascivious.

libidinously (li-bid'i-nus-li), adv. In a libid-

inous manner
;
with lewd desire

; lustfully ;

lewdly.
libidinousness (li-bid'i-nus-nes), n. The state

or quality of being libidinous
;

lustfulness ;

lewdness.

libkent, libkint, . [Appar. < livei ('lib) +
ten6.] A house

; lodgings. [Old slang.]
To their libldns at the crackman's.

/>'. Jonson, Gipsies Metamorphosed.
These are the fees that I always charge a swell that must

have his lib-ken to himsell thirty shillings a-week for

lodgings, and a guinea for garnish ; half-a-guinea a-week
for a single bed. Scott, Guy Mauneriug, xliv.

liblongt, n. An obsolete form of livelong
2

. Cot-

grave.
Libocedrus (li-bo-se'drus), n. [NL. (Endlicher,
1847) ;

the first element is not obvious ;
the sec-

ond is Gr. KeSpof, the cedar : see cedar.] A ge-
nus of coniferous trees of the tribe Cupressinew.
It is closely related to Thuja, the arbor-vita, but distin-

guished from it by having only two fertile scales in the
cone, and seeds united at the top. There are eight species,
natives of Chili, California, China, Japan, New Zealand,
and New Caledonia. L. decurrens, the North American
species, called white cedar, bastard cedar, post-cedar, and
incense-cedar, is a large tree, sometimes 150 feet in height,
ranging from Oregon to Mexico, with light, soft, durable
wood. (See incense-cedar.) L. Chilensis is the Chilian
arbor-vita or alerce-tree.

libra (li'brji), . [< L. libra, a balance, a Roman
ppund(see'liure); cf.Gr./Ur/Mz,apound(see liter).
Hence ult. livre, libella, level1

, etc.] 1. [cap.']
An ancient zodiacal constellation, representing
an ordinary pair of scales. This constellation was not

commonly used among the Greeks, its place being occu-

pied by the Chelae, or Scorpion's Claws. It is found, how-
ever, in all the Egyptian zodiacs, going back to 600 B. c.;
but there is reason to believe that it is not as old as the rest
of the zodiac (that is, 2,000 years or more B. c.). Its prin-
cipal stars, Kiffa borealis and Kilfa australis, 2.7 and 3.0

magnitude respectively, are at the base of an isosceles

triangle of which Antares forms the vertex.

2. [cap.] The seventh sign of the zodiac, repre-
sentedbythe character^,whichshowsthe scale-

beam. 3. An Italian or Spanish pound. The
Roman pound was 327 grams or 5,046 grains troy, and the
Italian light-weight pounds seem to be derived from it,

their heavy weights having another origin, as is shown in
the following table :

Libra. Grains. Libra. Grains.

Grossa of Milan.... 11,776.7 Rome 6,234.0
Piccola of Milan . . . 6,046.6 Messina 4,923.7
Naples 4,949.1 Tuscany 6,240.5
Piedmont. 5,692.6 Grossa of Venice. . . 7,863.0
Ragusa 6,772.7 Sattile of Venice . . . 4,649.5

All these statements are taken from the work of the Rus-
sian Commission, and differ in some cases from Italian
official figures. The Castilian libra was 7,101 grains ; that
of Portugal was 7,083.3 grains.

libral (II
'

bral), a. [< L. libralis, of a pound
weight, < libra, a pound: see libra.] Of or per-
taining to a Roman libra or pound: as, the
libral as, a Roman bronze coin weighing one
pound or 12 ounces (compare as*); the libral

system, the Roman monetary system based on
the libra or pound.
librarian (ll-bra'ri-an), . [In def. 1, < L. K-

brarius, a transcriber of books, also a booksell-
er (> It. librajo = Sp. librero = Pg. livreiro, a

bookseller, = OF. libraire, a bookseller, tran-

scriber, a writer of books, F. libraire, a book-

seller), < librarius, belonging to books: see li-

brary. In def. 2 as if directly < library + -an.]
If. One who transcribes or copies books.

Charybdis thrice swallows, and thrice refunds, the
waves : this must be understood of regular tides. There
are indeed but two tides in a day, but this is the error of
the librarian. Srootne, Notes on the Odyssey.

libration

2. The keeper or custodian of a library; one
who has charge of the books and other contents
of a library.

librarianship (li-bra'ri-an-ship), n. [< libra-

rian + -ship.] 1. The office of librarian. 2.

The work of a librarian
;
the management of a

library.
A very good basis for his modest plea for the recogni-

tion of librarianship as one of the learned professions.
Science, VIII. 70.

library (li'bra-ri), .; pi. libraries (-riz). [<
ME. librarie, <! OF. Ukraine, librarie, libraire,
a bookseller's shop, a bookcase, a library, F.
librairie = Pr. librari = Sp. libreria (after F.) =
Pg. livraria= It. libreria (after F.), a booksell-
er's shop, bookselling, also, in imprints, a pub-
lication-office, < L. libraria, a bookseller's shop,
ML. a library, cf. L. librarium, a bookcase, fern.

and neut. respectively of librarius, belonging to

books, < liber, a book: see liber1 . For the Rom.
word for '

library' in the usual E. sense, see bib-

liotheca.] 1. A place set apart for the keeping
and use of books and other literary material ;

a

room, set of rooms, or a building in which a
collection of books for reading or study is kept.

His library (where busts of poets dead
And a true Pindar stood without a head)
Received of wits an undistinguished race.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 235.

2. A collection of books, whether manuscript
or printed, which may include also pamphlets,
maps, and other literary material, intended for

reading, study, or reference, as distinguished
from a bookseller's stock, which is intended for
sale. Libraries are of different kinds and classes accord-

ing to the tastes of their owners, the readers for whom they
are designed, their contents, and the manner in which they
may be used, as private, public, special or professional,
general, consulting or circulating, etc.

Knowing I loved my books, he fumish'd me
From mine own library with volumes that
I prize above my dukedom.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 167.

Alexandrian library, a library at Alexandria (see Alex-
andrian), destroyed about 47 B. c. A supplementary or
second library was in the Serapeum. This library (accord-
ing to some writers who discredit its sacking by the Arabs)
was entirely destroyed under Theophilus, A. D. 39L Atn-

brosian, Cottonian, Laurentian, etc., library. See
the adjectives. Circulating library, (a) A library the
books of which circulate among the subscribers: distin-

guished from a consulting or reference library, where hooks
may be consulted, but from which they may not be taken
away. (6) Specifically, a collection or stock of books kept
exclusively for lending out, as a private enterprise, either
for a fixed payment on each or for a periodical subscription.

library-keeper (li'bra-ri-ke'per), n. The cus-
todian of a library : formerly used for the now
current librarian, 2.

librate1
(li'brat), v.; pret. and pp. librated, ppr.

librating. [< L. libratus, pp. of librare, poise,

weigh, balance, < libra, a balance: see libra.]

I. trans. To hold in equipoise; poise; balance.

II. intrans. To move as a balance
;
be poised.

The birds of the air librating over me served as a can-

opy from the rays of the sun. Bedford, Vathek, p. 193.

librate2 (li'brat), . [< ML. librata, the value
of a pound (librata terra, appar. orig. a piece
of land producing an annual rent of one pound),
< L. libra, a pound: see libra.] 1. Land of the
annual value of one pound. 2. A piece of land

containing 4 oxgangs of 13 acres each. Min-

sheu; Bailey.

The sheriffs were ordered to send [to a provincial coun-

cil] all persons who possessed more than twenty librates

of land. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 179.

libration (11-bra'shon), n. [< F. libration = Sp.
libracion = Pg. libraqSo = It. librazione, < L.

libratio(n-), a poising, < librare, pp. libratus,

poise: see librate^.] 1. The act of librating or

balancing, or the state of being balanced; a
state of equipoise; balance. 2. In astron., a
real or apparent libratory or oscillating mo-
tion, like that of a balance before coming to

rest Libration of the earth, a phrase used by some
of the older astronomers to describe that feature of the
earth's motion by which, while it revolves in its orbit,
its axis constantly continues parallel to itself. Li-
bration Of the moon, an apparent irregularity of
the moon's motion, whereby those parts very near the
border of the lunar disk alternately become visible and
invisible, indicating, as it were, a sort of vibratory motion
of the lunar globe. The libration of the moon is of three
kinds : (a) libration in longitude, or a seeming vibratory
motion according to the order of the signs, due to the fact
that the angular motion of the moon in her orbit is not

precisely uniform, as her rotation about her axis is ; (6)
libration in latitude, in consequence of her axis being in-

clined to the plane of her orbit, so that sometimes one of
her poles and sometimes the other declines, as it were, or

dips toward the earth ; (c) diurnal libration, which is sim-

ply a consequence of the lunar parallax. In the last case,
an observer at the surface of the earth perceives points
near the upper edge of the moon's disk, at the time of her



libration

rising, which disappear a* her i-lcvatloii is increased;
whih: iit-w unu-K on the opposite m lower t il^; that were
before invisiliiV ri'ini int.. \i.-\i :is ^hr ileweends toward
Ihr horizon. If thu observer were placed at the earth'*
eenier In- would pereeive no diurnal lihration.

libratory (li'bni-to-ri), . [< Hln-oii-i + -<>ry.]

Balancing; moving like a balance as it tends
to become stationary; oscilliitinj;.

Astronomers . . . ascribe to the moon a libratory mo-
tion, or motiuu of trepidation, which they pretend is from
east to west, and from north to south, because that, at
full moon, they w MM et imes diseover parts of liei <li-k which
are not discovered at other time>.

Diet, of Trecoux. (Latham.)

librettist (li-bret'ist), n. [< libretto + -<*<.] A
writor of librettos; one who writes the words
for an extended musical composition.

Ciimb. -rt . . , built his work on the Florentine model,
and, encouraged by success, wrote several others, on the
strength of which he, with his librettist 1'errln, instituted
the Academic lloyale de Muslque. Kncyc. Brit., XV1L 87.

libretto (li-bret'o), n. [It., dim. of libra, a

book, < L. liber, a book : see liber1
."] 1. A book

containing the words of an extended musical

composition, like an opera or an oratorio. 2.
The words themselves of such a work; the
text.

libriform (li'bri-fdrm), a. [< L. liber, inner
bark, + forma, form.] Having the form of
liber or bast. ubrlfonn cells or fibers, those wood-
cells which resemble liber in being extremely thick- walled.

The wood of the beech consists of the usual elements
vessels, tracheides, Ubr(furin fibres, and wood parenchy-
ma. Nature, XXXIX. 611.

librilla (ll-bril'ji), ii. [ML., a balance (steel-
yard), a warlike engine, dim. of L. libra, a bal-
ance : see libra.'] A fool's bauble.

libs (libz), . PL., < Gr. A/V, the southwest
wind, perhaps, like Mtj> (fo/3-), any liquid poured
forth, a drop, stream, < faiftftv, pour (so called
because it brought wet).] The west-southwest
wind. Shenstone.

Liburnian(li-ber'ni-an),a.and n. [< li.Liburnia,
Gr.

\ifiypvia, A.ifiovpvla, the country so called,
Liburni, Gr. Atfivpvoi, \t3i>pviot, the inhabitants,
an Illyrian people.] I. a. In anc. geog., per-

taining or relating to the country called Liour-
nia, on the eastern coast of the Adriatic sea,
southeast of Istria, answering to parts of mod-
ern Fiuine, Croatia, and northern Dalmatia.
Llburnlan galley, a light, fast-sailing ship with two or
more banks of oars, originally used by Liburnlan pirates,
and employed by the Romans at the battle of Actium and
afterward as a war-ship.

II. n. In anc. hist., an inhabitant of Libur-
nia. Liburnians were much employed at Rome under
the empire as porters and litter-bearers.

Libyan (lib'ian), a. and . [< L. Libya, < Gr.

\ipini, the northern part of Africa,west ofEgypt ;

cf. L. Libs, Libys, s Gr. A//3if, a Libyan.] 1. a.

1. Of or pertaining to Libya. Libya was the ancient
Greek name of that part of northern Africa which lies be-

tween Egypt and the Atlantic, but especially of the coun-

try immediately westof Egypt. The term was also used by
the Greeks as the name of the whole continent of Africa.

2. Belonging to or concerning a branch of the
Hamitic family of languages found in and about
ancient Libya. Also called Berber Libyan sub-
region, In zoo'geog. See region.

II. ii. A member of the primitive race in-

habiting ancient Libya ;
a Berber.

Licania (li-ka'ni-tt), . [NL. (P. de Aublet,
1775); said to be a modification of ealignia,
the native name of these trees in Guiana.] A
genus of rosaceous plants of the tribe Chry-
sobalance, distinguished by the small anthers,
minute stamens, and onp-celled ovary. There
are about 35 species, trees or shrubs, natives of Guiana,
the West Indies, and Brazil, with alternate simple leaves
and small flowers. The wood is exceedingly hard. L. Ghxia-
netuis is called Cayenne rose and Cayenne sassafrai, pep-
pentmxl, and pottery-bark tree, names indicating its char-
acter and uses.

licca-tree (lik'ft-tre), n. A West Indian shrub
or tree, Zanthoxylum sapindoides. Also called

Hiinnm-rorum.

lice, . Plural of louse1 .

licebane (Us' ban), . The stavesacre, Delphi-
nium StasMsagrfa, a species of larkspur.

licensable (li'sen-sa-bl), a. [< license + -able.']

Capable of being licensed; suitable to be li-

censed ; permitted by legal grant.
license, licence (li'sens), . [< ME. licence, <

OF. (and F.) licence = Sp. liccncia = Pg. lici'm-it

= It.KceH~<i,< L. //<ri7i/, license/ licen(t-)s, ppr.
of liccre, be allowed, be allowable ; cf . linquere,
Gr. Aeiireiv, leave: see delinquent^ relinquish.
Hence also (from Ii. licere) K. leisure, licit, il-

licit, licrntiiilc, etc.] 1. Authority or liberty
to do or forbear some act ; the admission of an
individual, by proper authority, to the right of

doing particular acts, practising a certain pro-
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fession, or conducting a certain trade
;
a grant

of authorization; a permit.
I will no lenger dwelle in this centre,

Wherefore. I you bescche, ithe it is so,
That ye will graunte me licence for to go.

Generydes(K. K. T. S.), 1. 588.

A license

Which did not more embolden than encourage
My faulting tongue. Ford, Perkin Warlwjck, I. :'.

Very few of the Egyptians avail themselves of the li-

cenee, which their religion allows them, of having four
wives. K. w. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 102.

Specifically (a) In the law of real property, authority to
do an act or series of acts upon the land of the person
granting the license, without, however, conferring on the
licensee any estate in the land : as, a license to enter and
shore up an adjoining building, or to take sand, or bore for
oil : distinguished from easement. (6) In patent and copy-
right law, permission to use the invention patented, or pub-
lish the work copyrighted, without a grant of any proprie-
tary rights therein, (c) In the law of municipal corporations
AIM police power, permission from government to pursue a
vocation or carry on acts which are prohibited to those not

taklnga license, theobject being, by the prohibition and the
conditions imposed on the permission, to regulate the ex-
tent or manner of doing what is licensed, (d) In interna-

tional law, a safe-conduct granted by a belligerent state to
i I s own subjects, to those of iU enemy, or to neutrals, to car-

ry on a trade which is interdicted by the laws of war, and
operatingas adispensatlonfrom the penalties of those laws,
withrespecttotbestategrantingit. Ualleclc. (e) KccUs. .HU

authority to preach, but not to administer the sacraments,
nor to represent the church as a clergyman in its ecclesi-
astical assemblies, which powers are conferred by ordi-
nation. The license Is granted, frequently for a limited

period only, by an ecclesiastical body, after examination
of the candidate as to his fitness. The person licensed is

termed a licentiate. In the Anglican Church, a deacon
must procure a license from a bishop to enable htm to

preach, that power not being inherent In his office. A
license from the bishop is also necessary to permit a man
not in orders to act as lay reader.

2. A document or certificate conferring such

authority or permission. 3. Unrestrained free-

dom of thought and action, especially the abuse
of such freedom

;
excess of liberty; undue free-

dom
;
freedom misused in contempt of law and

decorum
; rejection of legal and moral control

;

libertinism.

License they mean when they cry liberty.

Jlilton, .Sonnets, vil.

We have already all the liberty which freeborn subjects
can enjoy ; and all beyond it is but licence.

Dryden, All for Love, Ded.

No more let Ribaldry with Licence writ

Usurp the Name of Eloquence or Wit.

Steele, Conscious Lovers, Prol.

4. An intentional departure from a rule or
standard in art or literature

; exceptional liber-

ty taken for the sake of a particular purpose or
effect : as, poetical or musical license ; to use li-

cense in painting or sculpture.
Public transactions had generally been recorded In

verse. The first historians might, therefore, Indulge with-
out fear of censure In the license allowed to their prede-
cessors the bards. ilacaulay, History.

High license, a license for the sale of liquor granted only
at what is regarded as a high rate, and intended thereby
to reduce the number and Improve the character of the

places so licensed. The principle of high license Is regard-
ed aa an efficient agency for the promotion of temperance.

Letter Of license, an agreement between an embar-
rassed debtor and his creditors, that the latter shall for a
time forbear to enforce their claims, and allow him mean-
while to carry on the business without molestation. The
usual form in the United States Is a "composition deed,"
by which the creditors commonly agree to receive part as

payment in full, or to receive notes payable at future peri-
ods. A letter of license containing provisions that the busi-

ness Is to be carried on under the inspection and control of a
committee of the creditors is called a deed of inspectorship.

License cases, the decision by the United States Su-

preme Court in three cases, In 1847 (5 How., 604), sustaining
state laws requiring licenses to sell spirituous liquors, on
the ground that the constitutional provision conferring on

Congress the power to regulate commerce among the States
does not restrict the power of a State to legislate on matters
of police, public health, etc. License in amortization,
a license to convey lands to a corporation whose holding
of lands was otherwise forbidden by the law of mortmain, be-
cause it Involved a perpetuity. Marriage license. See

marriage. Registrar's license, in A'II<M<IW, a license is-

sued by a superintendent registrar for a marriage without

religious ceremony at the registrar's office or with religious

ceremony in a dissenting chapel or in a church or chapel
of the Church of England, but in the latter case only by a

clergyman of that church and with consent of the min-
ister. Rod license, a license-tax paid by anglers for the

privilege of fishing for salmon. [Canada.) Special li-

cense, specifically, In Kng. lair, a license obtained from
the Archbishop of Canterbury, permitting specified per-
sons to be married without publication of banns and at

a time or place other than those prescribed by law. = Syn.
3. Liberty, etc. (seeteat*2, n.); laxity.

license (li'sens), r. t.-, pret. and
pp. licensed,

ppr. licensing. [< F. lieencier = Pr. Sp. licenciar

= Pg. licencear = It. licentiare, < ML. licentiare,

license, < 'L.licentia, license: feee license, n. Cf.

lit-/ ntiatei,r.~] 1. To grant authority to do an act

which, without such authority, would be illegal
or inadmissible ; remove restrictions from by a
grant of permission ; authorize to act in a par-
ticular character: as, to license a man to keep

llcentiation

an inn ; to license a physician or a lawyer. Also
lin nee.

In this Year Proclamation was made, whereby the Peo-
ple were licensed to eat whit* Heats In !

Halecr, Chronicles, p. 291.

The king's right of licencing, and of assenting or with-
holding assent to the election, was backed up by his power
of Influencing the opinion ol tin- eh dor*.

Stubbs, Const Hist., 1 .181.

2. Generally, to permit to act without restraint;

allow; tolerate; privilege: as, a licenced buf-
foou.

Jests like a liceiu'd fool, commands like law.

Donne, Satires, Ir. 2S8.

From stage to stage the licensed earl may run.

Pope, Dunclad, Ir. 687.

3f. To permit an action of
; grant liberty to for

a particular proceeding.
1 pray, Sir, licence me a question.

CtKipinan, May-Day, I. 1.

Licence my Innocent flames, and give me leave to love
such charming sweetness. Steele, Lying Lover, L 1.

-It. To dismiss. [Rare.]
He would play well, and willingly, at some games of

greatest attention, which shewed, that when he listed he
could license his thoughts. Sir H. Wottvn,

Licensed victualler. See victualler. Power to li-

cense, conferred on a municipality, is generally under-
stood to mean power to regulate by prescribing the con-
ditions on compliance with which the thing shall be per.
rnitted, bat not to imply the power absolutely to pro-
hibit any useful business.

licensee (H-sen-se'), n. [< license + -eel .~] One
to whom a license is granted. Also liccncee.

licenser (li'sen-ser), n. 1. One who licenses

or grants permission; a person authorized to

grant permission to others: as, a licenser of the

press. Also licencer. In legal use often licensor.

2f. Same as censor, 2.

license-tax (li'sens-taks), n. In the statutes of

Wisconsin, an annual license-fee imposed on
certain corporations, computed by a percentage
of gross receipts, and taken in lieu of ordinary
taxation.
The license-tax, as It Is called there (In Wisconsin], ap-

plies to railroads, insurance, telegraph, and telephone com-
panies. Pop. Set. Mo., XXVIII. 464.

licensureOi'sen-sur), . [< license + -wre.] The
granting of a license; the act of licensing, as of

an unprdained preacher in a church of the Pres-

byterian order. See licentiate^, n., 1 (6).

licentiate' t (li-sen'shi-at), t>. t. [ME. licenciat,

pp.; < ML. licentiatns, pp. of lieentiare, license:

see license, t>.] To give license or permission
to

; encourage by license.

All thingis be takin treuly as thai attest,

nyliscrnciat and lovit with al kills.

Boaice of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.X 1. 101.

We may not hazard either the stifling of generous incli-

nations or the licentiatinff of anything that is coarse.
.s'ir R. L'Estrange.

licentiate 1
(li-sen'shi-at), n. [< ME. licendat

= F. licencii = Pg. lieenceado = Sp. licenciado
= It. licenziato, < ML. licentiatus, pp. otlicenti-

are, license : see licentiate, p.] 1. One who lias

license to practice an art or a profession.
The College of Physicians, in July, 1687. published an

edict requiring all fellows, candidates, and licentiates to

give gratuitous advice to the neighbouring poor.
Johnson, Garth.

The licentiate Don Felix del Key, a practising advocate
before the royal courts of St. Domingo and Mexico.

Oayarre, Hist. Louisiana, II. 334.

Specifically (a) A friar licensed by the Pope to hear con-

fession, grant absolution, and inflict penance in any place
Independently of the local clergy.

He hadde power of confesslonn.
As seyde himself, more than a curat,
For of his ordre he was licentiat.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., I. 2.
(ft) In non-episcopal churches, as the Presbyterian, a per-
son licensed to preach and perform the ordinary services of

public worship, prior to being ordained as a pastor.

2t. One who behaves in a licentious manner ;

one who transcends the bounds of due restraint

and decorum. [Rare.]
What is this but to baffle and affront that sacred power,

which Is entrusted to government, and to profess our-

selves not libertines, but licentiates of disorder?

Bp. Hall, sermon, Christian Liberty.

licentiate2 (li-sen'shi-at), n. [< ML. licentititus,

the condition of having a license, LL. freedom,
license, < L. licentia. license: see license, n.,

and -flteS.] The condition of having a license ;

specifically, in continental Europe, an academ-
ical dignity which intervenes between the bac-

calaureate and the doctorate, and is a step to-

ward the doctor's degree.
licentiateship (li-sen'shi-at-ship), N. [< licen-

tiate1 , n., + -ship.} The condition or office of a

licentiate.

licentiation (H-sen-shi-a'shon), n. [< ML. *K-

ci'iifiutio(n-), < licentiare, license: see license, F.]



licentiation

The act of licensing or permitting; the grant-

ing of a license or of licenses.

There is a tacit licentiation or permitting of error.

Freeman, Sermons (1643), p. 35. (Latham.)
The system of medical licentiation is year by year be-

coming more stringent and more centralized.

Encyc. Brit., XI. 19.

licentious (li-seu'shus), a. [< F. licencieux =
Sp. Ps. licencioso = It. licenzioso, < L. licenti-

osus, full of license, unrestrained, < licentia, li-

cense: see license, n.~\ 1. Characterized by or

using license; marked by or indulging too great
freedom

; overpassing due bounds or limits ; ex-
cessive. [Now rare.]
For since the cheife grace of our vulgar Poesie consist-

eth in the Symphonic, as hath bene already sayd, our
maker must not ue too licentious in his concords.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 67.

The Throats and Lungs of Hawkers, with voices more
licentious than the loud Flounder-man's.

Congreve, Way of the World, v. 5.

He is a very licentious translator, and does not recom-
pense his neglect of the author by beauties of his own.

Johnson, Stepney.

Specifically 2. Unrestrained by law, religion,
or morality ;

wanton
;
loose ; dissolute

;
libidi-

nous: as, a licentious person ;
licentious desires.

How dearly would it touch thee to the quick,
Shouldst 1 hoi i but hear I were licentious !

Shak., C. of E., ii. 2. 133.

Divinity itself, inculcating an abject reverence for the

Court, gave additional effect to the licentious example of
the Court. Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

=
Syn. 2. Profligate, dissolute, debauched. See list under

lascivious.

licentiously (H-sen'shus-li), adv. In a licen-
tious manner; with too great freedom; espe-
cially, in contempt of law and morality ;

lascivi-

ously; loosely; dissolutely.
licentiousness (li-sen'shus-nes), n. The state
or character of being licentious

;
want of due

restraint in any respect; especially, dissolute
or profligate conduct ;

sexual immorality.
licet (li'set), n. [< L. licet, it is permitted: see

license.'] A formal certificate of permission;
authorization.
No faculty or investigator must be allowed to poach be-

yond the lines laid down by the great Kantean survey,
even for an hypothesis or conjecture. It is the function
of the philosopher to enforce the licet and non-licet of the
code. Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 152.

lich1
!,

n. An assibilated form of libel-.

Iich2t, a. An obsolete assibilated form of like2.

-lichif, -licheH. Middle English forms of -ly
1

.

-Iich2t, -Iiche2t. Middle English forms of -ly?.
lichanos (lik'a-uos), n. [Gr. Mxav t (so. xP^v,
string), the string struck with the forefinger,
and its note, prop, the forefinger, lit. (sc. OOKTV-
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(the Collemei, or jelly-lichens) form, when wet, n pulpy or

gelatinous mass. Lichens are distributed through all

lands, enduring great extremes of temperature and the

severest drought, living often where nothing else can.

They corrode the hardest rocks, thus contributing to the

formation of soil. The lichens most useful for food are

the Iceland moss (see Cetraria), the reindeer-moss (see

,
,

,
. . -

, finger) the licking finger, < Aeixeiv, lick:

lick, v.] In anc. Gr. music, originally, the
forefinger-string of the lyre, and the tone pro-
duced upon that string; later, the third tone
from the bottom of the lowest and of the next
to the lowest tetraohords of the recognized sys-
tem of tones. See lyre and tetrachord.
Lichanotinae (lik"a-no-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Li-
chanotus + -inee.]" A' subfamily of Lemuridw:
same as Indrisince. Also Lichanotina. J. E.

Gray, 1825.

Lichanotus (lik-a-no'tus), n. [NL. (Illiger,
1811).] A genus of lemurs: same as Indris.

licheM, n. An assibilated form of libel-.

Iiche2t, An obsolete assibilated form of like?.

lichee, n. Sae lichi.

lichen (li'ken or lich'en), . [= P. Pr. lichen
= Sp. liquen = Pg. lichen = It. lichene, < L. li-

chen, < Gr. "kei-xTfo, also faxftv, a tree-moss, lichen,
also a kind of liverwort, also an eruption on
the skin, ringworm, tetter, perhaps < te^ety,
lick.] 1. In bot., a plant or vegetable growth

Lichens.
a, Cla&mia fyxidata ; b, Cttraria cticullata.

of the group Lichenes, ordinarily recognizable
by its dry aspect and gray, brown, greenish, or
blackish color, and its appearance in crusts,
scaly patches, or bush-like forms on trees, rails,
rocks, etc. Lichens also grow on the ground, and some

Lichens.

c, Rucllia zeographica ; d, Peltifera canfna.

Cladonia and reindeer-moss), the manna-lichen (see Lecano-
ra), and the rock-tripe (see Uminlicaria). Various lichens
furnish the blue or purple dyestuffs known as archil, cud-

bear, and litmus. The Iceland moss has a demulcent worth;
but for the most part the medicinal virtues of lichens are

imaginary.

2. In pathol., an eruption of papules, of a red
or pale color, which do not reach a vesicular or

pustular stage. They may be in clusters or scattered,
or disseminated over the surface of the skin ; and may be
attended with itching, as in lichen ruber, or may be quite
free from it, as in lichen scrofulosorum. Crab's-eye
lichen, a name in the north of England for Lecanora pal-
lescem, formerly used for dyeing. Follaceous lichen.
See foliaceous. Horsehair or horsetail lichen. See
horsetail-lichen. Wild lichen, a form of eczema. Yel-
low Wall-lichen (commonly wall-moss), Parmelia parie-
taria.

lichenaceous (li-ke-na'shius), a. [< lichen +
-aceoits.] Having the characters of a lichen

;
be-

longing to the Liclienacece or Lichenes.

lichened (H'kend or lich'end), a. [< lichen +
-ed2.] Covered with lichens, or appearing as
if so covered: as, a lichened wall; the lichened

tree-toad, Trachycephalus lichenatus.

Lichenes (li-ke'nez), n.pl. [NL., pi. of L. li-

chen: see lichen."] A division of cellular, mostly
thalloid, cryptogamie plants, formerly regarded
as constituting a distinct class, but now, in ac-
cordance with the theory of Schwendener and
others, considered to be genuine fungi of the
divisions Ascomycetes and Basidiomycetes. They
exhibit a remarkable parasitism. "The host-plants are

algse. growing as a rule in damp situations, but belonging
to a variety of groups, frequently to the Chroococcacece and
Noetocacea, still more frequently to the Palmellacece, some-
times to the Chroolepidew, rarely to the Confervacece" (Goe-
bel, Outlines of Classification, etc., p. 114). The algas, which
are also known in a free state and separate from the fungi,
are embraced by the hyphss of the lichen-fungus and the
two elements together compose a thallus of definite form.
A transverse section of a lichen-thallus shows the hypha;
to be more or less closely interlaced about the algal cells
or gonidia. This parasitism, which is without parallel in
the animal kingdom or any other part of the vegetable
kingdom, instead of resulting detrimentally to the algw,
incites them to more rapid activity and more vigorous in-
crease. The reproduction is characteristic of the particu-
lar class to which the fungus belongs, and in a few lichens
examined by Stahl there is an adaptation for the supply of
algffi to the new lichen : algal cells, the offspring of the
thallus-algre (gonidia), are cast off along with the spores,
so that the germ-tubes of the spores find suitable hosts at
once. Propagation is also abundantly carried on by means
of soredia, or brood-buds,which consist of oneor more algal
cells, surrounded by the fungus-hyphse, which separate
from the parent thallus. Lichens have been produced syn-
thetically by Stahl and others by sowing the fungus-spores
upon favorable algal cells, thus proving beyond question
their dual nature. The older systematic lichenologists pre-
fer to consider lichens as autonomous.

lichenian (li-ke'ni-an), a. [< lichen + -ian.]
Of or pertaining to lichens. Amer. Naturalist,
XXIIL 5.

lichenic (li-ken'ik), a. [< lichen + -ic.] Of or

pertaining to or derived from lichens: as, li-

chenie acid.

lichenicolous (li-ke-nik'o-lus), . [< L. lichen,
a lichen, + colere, inhabit.] Parasitic on li-

chens. Micros. Science, XXX., Index, p. 42.

licheniform (H'ken-i-f6rm), a. [< L. lichen, a

lichen, + forma, form.] Resembling, or having
the form of, a lichen; lichenoid.

Some of the inferior liverworts are quite licheniform,
and are often mistaken for lichens.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol.,. 186.

lichenin (li'ken-in), n. [< lichen, q. v., + - 2
.]A variety of starch obtained from Iceland moss

and many other varieties of lichens. It is insolu-
ble in cold water, but forms a jelly with hot water, and
yields with iodine a dirty-blue color.

lich-gate

lichenism (li'ken-izm), n. [< lichen + -ism.']

The habit of living in that union of fungus and
alga which is supposed by many to constitute
a lichen.

It is moreover quite conceivable that there are species
of Algae which have become so adapted to lichenism that

they can no longer attain their full development outside
the Lichen-combination. De Bary, Fungi (trans.), p. 419.

lichenist (li'ken-ist), n. [< lichen + -ist.] A
lichenologist.

It is only within the last thirty years that it [the origin
of the gonidiaj has been investigated by licheniste.

Encyc. Brit., XIV. 556.

lichenographer (li-ke-nog'ra-fer), n. One who
describes lichens

;
one who is versed in lichen-

ography.
lichenographic (ll"ken-p-graf 'ik),

a. [< lichen-

ograph(y) 4- -ic.] Pertaining to lichenography.
lichenographical(li"ken-o-graf'i-kal), a. Same
as lichenographic.

lichenographist (li-ke-nog'ra-fist), . [< lichen-

ography + -ist.'] Same as lichenographer.

lichenography (li-ke-nog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. totxjv,
a lichen, + -ypaipia, < ypafyeiv, write.] A system-
atic treatment or description of lichens; the de-

scriptive portion of lichenology.
lichenoid (U'ken-oid), a. [< Gr. faixfo, a lichen,
+ eidof, form.] In pathol. and lot., resembling
lichen or a. lichen; lichen-like; especially, in

Itot., resembling one of the foliaceous lichens;

having a decumbent thallus, irregularly lobed.

lichenological (li"ken-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< lichen-

olog-y + -ic-al.] Of, pertainingj or relating to

lens.
olog-y + -ic-al.] Ol, pertaining, o

lichenology or the science of liche

From the time of Acharius, the father of lichenological
science, different authors have proposed different classi-

fications of lichens. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 660.

lichenologist (ll-ke-nol'o-iist), n. [< lichenolog-y
+ -ist.] A specialist in lichenology; one who
writes on the science of lichens.

lichenology (U-ke-nol'o-ji), . [< Gr. foix%v, a \i-

chen,+ -'/joyia, < ACytm, speak : see-ology.J That
department of botany which treats of lichens.

Lichenops (li'ke-nops), n. [NL. (Cornmerson),
< Gr. teix'P, a tree-moss, lichen, + <Ji/>, the face,
countenance: see lichen.'] A remarkable genus
of South American clamatorial birds of the fam-

ily Tyrannid<e, containing a single species of

flycatchers called Ada commersoni by Lesson,
and now known as Lichenops perspidllata.
lichenose (li'ken-os or lich'en-os), a. [< lichen
+ -ose.] Having the characters of a lichen, or

belonging to the Lichenes.

The simplest form under which lichenose vegetation oc-
curs. Encyc. Brit,, XIV. 552.

lichenous (li'ken-us or lich'en-us), a. [< lichen
+ -ous.] 1. Relating to, resembling, abound-

ing in, or covered with lichens.

An effect something like that of a fine flower against a
lichenous branch. Oeorge Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxxvi.

2. Pertaining to or of the nature of the dis-

ease called lichen: as, lichenous eruptions.
lichen-starch (H'ken-starch), n. A kind of
starch associated with lichenin in Iceland moss.
lich-fowl (lich'foul), n. [Lit. 'corpse-fowl'
(cf. equiv. G. leichhuhn); < lichi-, lUcel-, +fotcll.]
The night-jar or goatsucker, Caprimulgus euro-

pants : so called from an old superstition,

lich-gate (lich'gat), . [< lichi + ga tei.] A
churchyard gate
with a porch or
shed forming a

chapel either
combined with it

or contiguous to

it, in which in

England and on
the continent it

was formerly
customary, and
is still usual in

some places, for
a bier to stand

during the read-

ing of the intro-

ductory part of
the service, be-
fore it is borne
inside

;
a corpse-

gate. It is very
commonly no-

thing more than
a simple shed

Also spelled, archai-

Lich-sate.

under which is the gate,
cally, lychgate.

Yet to the lychgate, where his chariot stood,
Strode from the porch. Tennyson, Aylmer's Fidd.



lichi

licM (Ie-ehe'), n. [Also ///, //,<//<,

A Chinese fruit, the product of the tree Litchi

( luiifii.-ii.-i ( \'i /iln 'Iin 111 I. i/i-lii). 'I'll, most common va-

riety is nearly round, about ;m inch anil n half in li;tin t* r,

witti a thin and brittle ml-culoru<t shell, which in covered
with wart-liku protuberances. The pulp, when fresh, is

white ami nearly trannparent, sweet and jelly-like, and
i-uniains a sinnle sbiiiint; brown nci.il. The fruit is borne
in clusters. It is dried fur preservation, the pulp shrink-

ing away from tin- lu-ll, and in this state it sometimes
finds its way to western ports. See Litchi.

The lichi is the Ilnest of Chinese fruits, having a white
fleh with the taste of tho best of grapes excellent

Pop. So, Mo., XX VIII. 674.

lichinin(II'ki-nm), . [< lichen + - 2
.] Same
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2. To take into the mouth by lapping with the

lap.

lich-OWl (lieh'oul), n. [Also litch-owl; <

+ oicl.] A screech-owl, as supposed to bode
death.

The shrieking litch-oid, that doth never cry
Hut boding death. Drai/ton, The OwL

lichroad (lich'rod), M. Same as Ik'hway.
licht 1

,
v. and n. An obsolete or dialectal

(Scotch) form of light
1

.

licht", a. An obsolete or dialectal form of liyh f-.

lichtly (licht'li), v. t.; pret. and pp. lichtlied,

ppr. lichtlying. Same as Unfitly. [Scotch."]

lichwake(lich'wak), n. [< /ic/il + wake.'] See
Ukewake.

lichway (lich'wa), n. [< /te/t 1 + way.] The

path by which the dead are carried to the grave.

[Prov. Eng.]
lichwort (Uch'wert), n. [< licit* + wort.] The

wall-pellitory, Pwietaria offitinalis.

liciblet, a. [ME., < OF. 'licible (f), < L. licere,

be allowed: see license.] Pleasant; agreeable.
Percas as whan the liste what thl wyf pley,
Thi conceyte holdeth It good and licible.

Occleae, MS. Soc. Autiq. 134, f. 259. (Halliwdl.)

Licinian (li-sin 'i-an), a. [< C. Licini(us) (see

def.) + -.] Pertaining to Caius Licinius

Calvus Stolo, a Koman, tribune of the people
about 376-367 B. c., noted as the promoter of

the Licinian laws. Llclnlan lawB, several Roman
laws passed about 367 B. c. one for relief against usury, by
allowing interest to be deducted from the principal, and
the balance to be paid in equal Instalment* within three

years; one restricting Individual holdings of public land to

about sat acres each, and limiting the herds of any one per-
son ; and one providing that two consuls should be elected

instead of military tribunes, one of whom must be a ple-
beian.

licit (lis'it), a. [ME. 'licite, lyssette, < F. licite

= Sp. licito = Pg. It. licito, < L. licitus, lawful,

permitted, allowed, pp. of licere, be lawful:

see license, n.] Lawful; allowable: opposed to

illicit: as, "licit establishments," Carlyle.

The kynge demaunded of them If It were a thynge ly-

tette and lawful to beleue.

Derncrt, tr. of Frolssarfs Chron., n. 628.

To sensual vices she was so abandoned,
That lustful she made licit in her law,
To remove the blame to which she had been led.

Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, v. 60.

-Syn. Legal, etc. Sec /mr/ii/.

licitation (lis-i-ta'shon), n. [= F. licitation =
8p. licitacion = Pg. 'licitacjio,

< L. ticitatio(n-),

an offering of a price, < licitari, pp. licitatus, <

liceri, bid on goods at an auction, licere, be for

sale, offer for sale.] 1. The act of selling or

exposing to sale by offering publicly to the

highest bidder; an auction. Bailey. [Bare.]
2. In law, a sale, and partition and division

of proceeds. [Bare.]
licitly (lis'it-li), adv. In a licit manner; law-

fully.
The question may be licitly discussed.

Throckmorton, Considerations, p. 88.

licitness (lis'it-nes), n. The state or quality
of being licit; lawfulness. [Rare.]

lick (lik), v. [< ME. lid-en, < AS. liccian = OS.

Ickkdii, likkon = D. likken = MLG. LG. licken

= OHG. lecchon, lechon, leccon, MHG. G. lecken

= Dan. Kkke (< 0. or LG.) = Goth, 'likkon, an
unrecorded form (the prob. source, rather than
the OHG., of It. leccare = Pr. liquor = OF. le-

chier, lekier, F. lecher, lick: see
lechj lecher, lech-

erous, etc.), secondary to "laigon, m comp. fct-

laigon, lick; = Ir. lighim = OBulg. lizati = Serv.

Bohem. lizati = Buss. li:ati = Lett, laizit, lick,
= Gr. ).ei^etv, lick (cf. A/^of, dainty, lickerous),
= L. linaerc. lick, lifinrire, lick, = Skt. -^ lih, rih,

lick.] I. trans. 1. To pass or draw the tongue
over the surface of ; rub with the tongue.

This lord comes, licks his hand, and protests to me.
Fletcher, Loyal Subject, III. 2.

I have seen an antiquary lick an old coin, among other

trials, to distinguish the age of it by its taste.

Addison, Ancient Medals, Ui.

Crouches to the rod,

And lick the foot that treads it in the dust.

Covyer, Task, v.

lickety-cut

lubrication. Such llckersare now commun In high speed
engines and other fast-running machines.

licker-in (likVr-in'), . The first roller-card of

a carding-macbine. which receives the lap or

fleece from the feed-rolls, and delivers the fiber

to the niiiiu cnriliiig-eyliiider. 'I he licker-in runs
with less peripheral velocity than that of the main cjlln-

der-card, hence tbe teeth of the hitter contlnuouitly draw
out or strip the fiber from the teeth of tbe lickei-lu as

fast as It Is received from the feed-rolls.

lickerish (lik'er-ish), a. [Formerly also liquor-

ish; a corrupted form (as if < licker or lii/nm
+ -w/il)of lickerous: see lickerous.] 1. Same
as lickerous, 1. 2. Same as lickerous, '2.

It Is never tongue-tied when fit commendation, whereof
womankind Is to lickeriih, Is ottered unto It. .Sir /'. Sidney.

In the place where dogs lirlcnt the blood of Naboth shall

dogs lick thy blood. 1 Ki. xxL 19.

3. To strike repeatedly by way of punishment ;

flog; chastise with blows; beat. [Colloq.]
I'm taiild tbe muse ye ha'e negleckit ;

An' gif it's sae, ye slid be ticket.

Burm, Second Epistle to Davie.

Who, if she dared to speak or weep,
He instantly would kick her;

And oft (to use a Devonshire phrase)
The gentleman would lick her.

Wolcot, Orson and Ellen, II.

I've tried to lick the badness out of him. . . . You can
out of some boys, you know. '/'/.. Atlantic, XLIX. 41.

Hence 4. To "beat" or overcome; gain a

victory over; surpass; excel. [Colloq.] 6. In
MI i'li. : (a) To catch and retain (fiber), as the

rollers ofdrawing-frames in adamp atmosphere.
(b) To lap or scoop up ; wipe off or transfer by 3. Such as to tempt the appetite ; of dainty
intermittent contact, as in the device for lubn- quality.
cation called a licker. (c) To take up gradually

Short Taste of Pleasures, bow dost tbou torment
A liquoruh Soul, when once Inflam'd by thee !

J. licauiiwiit. Psyche, 111. 1.

Their magazines are very often rifled by bears, raccoons,
and such like Ivjuoriih vermin. Itcoerlty, Virginia, It 1 18.

and feed (fiber) into a carding-machine : said

of the action of the card called the licker-in.

To lick Into shape, to give form or method to : In al-

lusion to the ancient notion that the young bear is born

shapeless and Is licked Into shape by Its motber.

A bear's a savage beast, of all

Most ugly and unnatural ;

Whelp'd without form, until the dam
lias Ivkd It into thape and frame.

S. Butler, lludlbras, I. lifT 1308.

To lick the dust, (a) To be slain ; bite the dust ; perish
In battle, (6) To prostrate one's self on the ground In

token of utter submission ; act abjectly and servilely.

They shall lick the dutt like a serpent. Mlcab vll. 17.

To lick the spittle of, to fawn upon with servility ;

court by flattery or attentions; be meanly servile to.

[Low.]

His [Pope's] heart too great, though fortune little,

To lick a rascal statesman's spittle.

.Vici/f, Libel on Delany and Carteret.

To lick up, to take up or remove by licking or as by lick-

Ing ; remove entirely.

They shall . . . lick tip the dust of thy feet.

l-i. \lix. 23.

Then the fire of the Lord fell, . . . and licked up the

water that was In the trench. 1 Ki. xviii. 38.

II. intrans. To gain the victory; be victori-

ous: as, who licked t [Colloq.]
lick (lik), n. [< lick, v.] 1. A rubbing or draw-

ing of the tongue over something.
He came galloping home at midnight to have a lick at

the honey-pot. Dryden, Amphitryon, IL 1.

2. A slight smear or coat, as of paint.
When sly Jemmy Twttcher had smugged up his face

With a lick of court whitewash and pious grimace.
Gray, The Candidate.

3. A small quantity; as much as can be taken

Like a spunge, you suck up licktruh wines.

Mauinyer, Virgin-Martyr, II. 1.

Wouldst thou seek again to trap me here
With lickeriih baits, tit to ensnare a brute?

Milton, I'omus, 1. 700.

lickerishly (Hk'er-ish-li), adv. [Formerly also

liquorishly; < lickerish + -lyi. Cf. lickerously.]

In a lickerish manner; daintily.
lickerishness (lik'er-ish-nes), . [Formerly
also liquorinhness ; < lickerish + -ness. Cf. lick-

erousness.] The state or quality of being licker-

ish, (a) Nlceness of palate ; daintiness, (ft) Eagerness;
keen desire.

Lying to her dame in denying somewhat that In liquor-
ithneu she had taken away.

Winthrop, Hist. \ew England, U. 115.

The mlnds(or rather fancies) of men have such a naturall

liquoruhnetK after the knowledge of things strange and
remote that they swallow nothing with so grateful! a gusto
as stories of things rare and unusual).

Up. Parker, Platonlck Phllos., p. 82.

lickeroust (lik'er-us), a. [Also liquorous (simu-

lating liquor), lickorous, licorous, also likresse,

etc. ; < ME. likerous, lykerous, likrus, < OF.*Kfce-

rous, 'lekerous, dainty (F. liqitoreui, luscious,

sweet), appar. an unassibilated form of 'lech-

erous (> E. lecherous), dainty, wanton, cf. lekeor,

leckeur, unassibilated forms of techeor, lichieor,

a glutton, lecher: see lecher, lecherous. Hence,
by corruption, the

1ater form lickerish .] I.Nice
or fastidious in taste ; dainty.

Syn wemen are wllfull <V there wit channges,
And notiiru* of loue In likyng of yowthe,
This vuwarnes of wit wrixlis hys mynd.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S-X L 444.

Let not sir Surfet sitten at tbl bord ;

Loue him not, for be is a lechour and likerota of tonge.
1'ieri Plnwman (A), vii. 253.

up by the tongue : as, a lick of sugar or of oat-

meal. [Scotch.] 4. A place where salt is 2. Having a keen relish ; eager to taste or en-

deposited at salt-springs, and where animals Joy; keenly desirous.
deposited at salt-springs

come, or might come, to lick it. [U. S.]

The woods are full of deer-paths which run to the

streams and licks. J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, Iv.

These clay licks were mere holes In the banks, and were
in springtime visited by other animals besides goats.

T. KoomeU, The Century, XXXVI. 209

6. A blow; a stroke; hence, a trial or essay.

[Colloq.]
He gave me a lick across the face Dryden. lickerouslyt (lik'er-us-li), arfr. [Also liquorous-
I should like to go out to Colorado and have a lick at

ly ; < ME. likerously; < lickerous + -fy
2

. Hence,
mining speculations. The Century, XXVI. 270.

by corruption, lickerishly.] In a lickerous man-
6. pi. A beating. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.] ner. Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 567.

lickerousnesst (Hk'er-us-nes), n. [Also liquor-

ousness; < ME. likerousneiise; < lickerous + -ness.

Hence, by corruption, liekerisknets.'] The state

or quality of being lickerous. (a) Keen appetite;

Yonge clerkes that been lukeroui
To redeii artes that been curious.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, L 391.

3. Sensual; luxurious; wanton; lecherous.

Lyterout folk, aftyr that they ben dede,
Bchul whlrle aboute the erthe, alwey In peyne,
Tyl manye a world be passed, out of drede,
And that forgevyn Is here wlckid dede.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, L 79.

An' inonie a fallow gat his licki.

Burnt, To William Simpson.

To give a lick and a promise of better, to do a piece
of work In a slovenly fashion, with the Implied purpose of

making amends later. [Colloq.]

lick-boxt, n. [< lick,v.,+ obj. 6o*2.] Same as

lick-dish.

Agamemnon a lick box.

Ura-uhart, tr. of Rabelais, 11. 30. (Damn.)

lick-dlsht (lik'dish), n. [< lick, v., + obj. dish.]

A parasite. Also lick-sauce.

Liar, liar, lick dith," a proverbial address to a liar, .. v
schools. It b an old saying, being found liCker-Up

longing; gluttonous craving.

A theef of venyaoun that hath forlalt

His lilcrrousncttc and al his olde craft

Kan kepe a forest best of any roan.

Chaucer, Doctor's Tale, L 84.

(b) Lasclviousness.

Venus me yaf my lust, my likmnimemr.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of llath's Tale, L 611.

chiefly used at school:

In the Tragedy of Huffman, 1631, sig. I. 11. HaUiireU.

licker (lik'er), n. [< J/

OHG. lecchari, MHG. G. lecker); < lick + -eri.]

'er-up'), n. See the extract.

The die Is usually made of cast steel. When it Is placed

pon the anvil, and the plated metal Is cut Into pieces of

-..oper sire, the top of the die is then surrounded with a

lute, made of oil and clay, for an Inch or two above Its sur-

for taking up a small quantity of oil and convey- certain height, and dropped down upon It ; and as the nn-

ing it to a bearing or journal to be lubricated, der face of the licker-up Is made rough like a rasp. It firmly

The oil thus licked up may be presented to the licker in adheres to the lead, so as to lift It afterwards with th,

an open vessel, or in some absorbent material like flannel mer. j rt, inci., u.

or sponge, with which the licker con
rcvi'lution or reciprocation of

"

capillary action In conveying the oil to the bearing needing Same as I

ni material line nannei mwr.

mes In contact at each
lickety-CUt (lik'e-ti-kuf), a<1c. [< 'lickety. a

w^.^op'orby vgue1y imitative form based on lick, + t]



lickety-cut

So they went and pitched into the old chap, lickety-cut.
E. S, Pltelps, Old Maid's Paradise, p. 157.

lickety-split (lik'e-ti-splif), adv. [< "lickety

(see lickety-cut) + split.'] Headlong; very fast.

[Slang, U. S.]

I tell you if they didn't whip up an' go lickity-gplit down
that 'ure hill. H. B. Slavic, Oldtown, p. 358.

licking (lik'ing), n. [< ME. licking, < AS. lic-

cung, verbal n. of liccian, lick' see lick, v.] 1.

The act of one who licks. 2. A beating; a

thrashing. [Colloq.]

What, still at your tricking? . . .

I see you won't rest till you've got a good licking.

Durham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 320.

lickourt, n. An obsolete spelling of liquor.

lick-pant (lik'pan), n. [< lick, v., + obj. pan.']
A sycophant.
lickpenny (lik'pen"i), .; pi. lickpennies (-iz).

[< late ME. lyckpeny; < lick, v.,+ obj. penny.'] A
greedy or covetous person; agrasper. [Scotch.]
You talked of a law-suit law is a lick-penny, Mr. Tyrrel
110 counsellor like the pound in purse.

Scott, St. Ronan's Well, xxviii.

lickplatter (lik'plaf'er), n, [< lick, v., + obj.

platter."] A sneaking parasite ; a lickspittle.

He had a passion for independence, which, though
pushed to excess, was not without grandeur. No lick-

platter, no parasite, no toad-eater.

Bvlwer, My Novel, vL 23.

lick-saucet (lik'sas), n. [< lick, v., + obj. sauce.]
Same as lick-dish.

lick-spigott (lik'spig^t), n. [< lick, v., + obj.

spigot.'] A tapster or drawer.

Gnattw. Fill, lick-spigot.
Drawer. Ad iniuni, sir. Massinger, Old Law, iv. 1.

lickspittle (lik'spif'l), n. [< lick, v., + obj. spit-

tle.'] One who is abject enough to lick, as it

were, another's spittle; a vulgar flatterer or

parasite.
Stage-coachmen were . . . comrades to gentlemen, lick-

spittles to lords, and the high-priests of horse-flesh.

J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 8.

lick-trenchert (lik'tren"cher), n. [< lick, v., +
obj. trencher.'] Same as lickplatter.

Art magnanimous, licit-trencher ? Dekker, Satiromastix.

Licmetis (lik-me'tis), n. [NL. (Wagler, 1830),
< Gr. "MKfj.nr6f, a winnowing, < AIK/IO.V. winnow, <

^,iKfj.6f, also TMCOOV, a winnowing-fan.] A genus
of slender-billed white Australian cockatoos, as

. tenuirostris and L. pastinator. They live on
bulbs and roots which they dig out of the ground.

licorice, liquorice (lik'o-ris), . [Formerly also

lickorice, lickerice, licourize; < ME. licorice, lico-

ris, lycorys, licoriz, etc., = D. lakkris, lakkeris =
MLG. lackeritze = G. lakritze = Dan. Sw. lakrits,
< OF. licorice, AF. lycorys, later liquerice; also,
in other OF. forms, recalisse, recolice, regolice,

regalisse, rigalisse, riglisse, etc., F. reglisse= Pr.

regalicia, regulecia = Sp. regaliz, rcgaliza, rega-
licia = Pg. regaliz, regalice = It. regolizia, lego-

rizia, liqiiirizia,(\A^. liquiritia, ML. also liauiri-

tium, corrupted from L. glycyrrhiza, < Gr. yAvxvp-
pta, the licorice-plant, lit.

' sweet root,' < y/ltwt'f,

sweet, + pi^a, root.] 1. A leguminous plant,

Glycyrrhiza glabra,whose root yields the licorice

of commerce. It is a perennial herbaceous plant grow-
ing 4 or 5 feet high, sparingly branched, with pinnate leaves
and bluish pea-like flowers in spikes. The roots grow sev-

eral feet long and an inch or more thick. Other plants of
the genus are also called licorice.

In all thes for sayd yles ys growing wondyr myche lie-

ores, tyme, Sage, ffyggs, Oryges, Pomgarnetts, smale Rey-
syns, which we call Reyse of Corans.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 61.

2. An economic product, either the root of this

plant or an extract from it. The former is called lico-
rice-root or licorice; the latter is called ttick-licorice, Spanish
juice, or Italian extract of licorice, and is obtained by boil-

ing the crushed root and evaporating the infusion, the re-
siduum being rolled into sticks. The substance thus se-

cured is dry and brittle, with a shining fracture, and when
pure is entirely soluble in water, but is often grossly adul-
terated. Licorice is used medicinally chiefly as a demul-
cent, especially in bronchial affections. It is also em-
ployed in making confectionery, in brewing, and in the
manufacture of tobacco. The extract is prepared exten-
sively in Mediterranean Europe, and latterly in the United
States from imported root.

But first he cheweth greyn and lycorys
To smellen sweete.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 504.

Indian licorice. See Abrus. Prickly licorice, Glycyr-
rhiza echinata, whose pods are bristly and whose root is
used like that of G. (rfa&ra. Wild licorice, (a) Same as
Indianlicorice. (b) The plant also called rest-harrow,0nonis
arvensis. Its root is used by children in place of licorice.
[Prov. Eng.] (c) In America, a member of the true lico-
rice genus, Qtycyrrhua lepidota, found chiefly far north-
west; also, Galium circaaans and 0. lanceolatum, on ac-
count of a sweetish root, (d) In Australia, Teucrium co-

rynwosum, a sort of germander.
licorice-mass (lik'o-ris-mas), . Same as lico-

rice-paste.
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licorice-paste (lik'o-ris -past), . Crude lico-

rice.

licorice-vetch (lik'o-ris-vech), i. A milk-vetch,

Astragalus glycyphyllos : so called on account of

its sweet root.

licorice-weed (lik'o-ris-wed), . A wide-spread
tropical plant, ticoparia dulris.

licoroust, licorouslyt, etc. See lickerous, etc.

licourt, n. An obsolete form of liquor.

licourizet, -A-11 obsolete form of licorice.

lictor (lik'tor), n. [L., an attendant on the

Komau magistrates, perhaps lit. 'binder,' <

ligare.(-\/ lig), bind (with ref. to the fasces or
' bound' rods which they bore, or to binding cul-

prits); otherwise < "licere, summon.] Among
the ancient Romans, one of a number of offi-

cers, required to be free-born (though freed-
men were admitted to the office under the

empire), whose functions were to attend a ma-
gistrate, bearing the fasces, in some cases with
the ax and in others without it, in order to

clear the way and enforce due respect, and also

to arrest offenders and to scourge or behead
condemned persons. Magistrates were entitled to
a number of lictors according to their rank, a dictator

having twenty-four, a consul twelve, a pretor six (at first

only two within the city walls), etc. The Flamen Dialis,
or priest of Jupiter, and the Vestals also had lictors, but,
it is believed, without fasces.

Lictors and rods, the ensigns of their power.
Hilton, P. R, iv. 65.

Ho, trumpets, sound a war-note I

Ho, lictors, clear the way !

The Knights will ride, in all their pride,
Along the streets to-day.

Macaulay, Battle of Lake Regillus.

Licnala (lik-u-a'la), . [NL. (Thunberg, 1782),
from the native Macassar name.] A genus of

palms of the tribe Coryphea!, distinguished by
the terminal style, valvate corolla, and slightly
coherent three-angled carpels.

There are about
36 species, natives of tropical and eastern Asia,
New Guinea, and northern Australia.

lid (lid), n. [< ME. lid, < AS. Mid (= OFries.

hlid, lid = D. lid, lid, cover, = MLG. lide, way,
passage, = OHG. Mit, lit, MHG. lit, G. lid (in

comp. augenlid, augenlied, eyelid), a lid, cover,
= Icel. hlidh, a gate, gateway, gap, breach, =
Dan. Sw. led, wicket, gate), < hlidan, pp. hliden,
= OS. hlidan = OFries. hlidia, cover.] 1. A
movable cover which closes an aperture or
shuts in a cavity, and usually forms an integral
part of the structure to which it belongs by
being either attached or closely fitted to it:

as, the lid of a tea-kettle, stove, chest, or desk.

My Lord, I broke my Glass that was in the Lid of my
Snuff-box. Congreve, Double-Dealer, i. 5.

2. In bot., the upper section of a pyxis, which

separates by a transverse line; also, the hood of

the leaf in the pitcher-plants ;
in mosses, the

operculum. 3. An eyelid.
The flame o' the taper

Bows toward her, and would under-peep her lids,
To see the enclosed lights. Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 2. 20.

4. In coal-mining, a short piece of timber placed
on top of a prop to help in supporting the roof.

5. A coverlet. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
6. One of the covers or boards of a book: as,

everything between the lids of the Bible. [Col-

loq.] Granular lids. See granular. Port-lid, one of
two shutters, upper and lower, which together close a port-
hole. Each .shut tor has a semicircular piece cut out of it, so
that together they fit round the gun. Also called half-pint.

lid-cells (lid'selz), n. pi. In bot., the terminal
cells of the neck of an archegonium of a crypto-
gam, closing for a time its canal. Also called

stigmatic cells.

lidded (lid'ed), a. [< lid + -ed?.] Having a
lid

;
covered by a lid. In mining, the top of the hear-

ing part of a pipe is said to be lidded when its usual space
is contracted to a small compass or width. UalliweU.

The Persian girl alone,
Serene with argent-Kddeii eyes.

Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

One minute's while his eyes remained
Half lidded, piteous, languid, innocent.

Ktati, Cap and Hells, st. 20. (Dames.)

lidden (lid'en), n. [A dial, form of leden, led-

den.] A saying, song, or story. [Prov. Eng.]
lidder (lid'er), a. A dialectal variant of lither1 .

Also used adverbially.
The horses are grown sae lidder fat,

They downa star out o' the sta'.

Dick o' the Cow (Child's Ballads, VI. 68).

lidderont, n. [< ME. lidrone; < lidder, lither1.]

A lazy fellow.
I leve we schall laugh and haue likyng
To se nowe this lidderon her he leggis oure lawis.

York Plays, p. 298.

lid-flower (lid'Sou''^, . Any tree or shrub
of the genus Culyptranthes, of the natural or-

lie

der Myrtnceo'. The upper part of the calyx
forms a lid, which falls as the flower opens.
Lidford law. See

gate. [Prov. Eng.]
lidless (lid'les), a. [< lid + -Jess.] Having no
lid; especially, having no eyelids ; hence, poeti-

cally, incapable of closing the eyes ; sleepless ;

perpetually vigilant.
Dost imagine

We will but laugh into thy lidless eyes?
Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, i. 1.

An eye like mine,
A lidless watcher of the public weal.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

lie1 (li), v. i.', pret. lay, pp. lain, ppr. lying.

[Early mod. E. also lye; < ME. lien, lyen, ligeii,

lyaen, also liggen, lyggen (> E. dial, lig) (pret.

lay, lai, ley, pi. layen, leyen, laye, leye, pp.
layn, leyn, leyen,_ yleye, etc.), < AS. licgan

(pret. l<eg, pi. latgon, pp. legen) = OS. lig-

gian = OFries. liga, lidzia = D. liggen =
MLG. liggen= OHG. ligan, liggan, lickan, MHG.
ligen, lichen, G. liegen = Icel. liggia = Sw. ligga
= Dan. ligge = Goth, ligan, lie, = OBulg. lezha-

ti, lie, leshti, lay oneself down, = Euss. lejati,

lie (etc., the word having a wide development
in the Slavic tongues), = L. leg, legh, in deriv.

lectus, a bed (> E. lectual, etc.), lectica, a litter

(> E. litter), = Gr. root Ac^ in an old defective
verb *'ttxem (aor. act. Ifega, /Ufa, fut. mid.

tel-oiuu, aor. mid. efalia/iqv, /.efo/fl?v, aor. pass.

IfanTo, MKTO, inf. f^xftai, etc.), act. lay down
(to sleep), pass, lie down, and in deriv. MX<>, a

bed, tenrpov, abed (>ult. E. lectern, q. v.), ?-<i^of,

a lying in wait, ambush, a lurking-place, lair,

etc.
;
not found in Skt. From the E. verb lie are

derived many forms, some of them no longer felt

to be connected with lie: namely, from AS.,
lay

1
, allay

1
, belay, lair1

,
law 1

, layer, ledge
1

, ledge^,

lidge, ledger
1

, lidger, lidget, etc.; from D. G. or

Scand., leaguer^, beleaguer, lager, log
1

, log
2

,
low2 ,

etc.; from the L. and Gr. are lectual, litter, lectern,

etc.] 1. To rest in a recumbent or prostrate
position; remain or be held flatwise, length-
wise, or inclined on a supporting surface

;
re-

cline or be prone or supine on something.
And some wolde munche hire mete al allone,

Lygffynye abedde. Chaucer, Troilus, i. 908.

In that Kyngdom lithe the body of seynt Thomas the

Apostle, in Flesche and Bon, in a faire Tombe.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 171.

When the kynge Rion felt hym so sore wounded, and
saugh his felowes ly at ertho deed bledynge, he hadde
grete drede. Merlin (E. E. T. .S.), ii. 346.

If I do not gull him ... do not think I have wit enough
to lie straight in my bed. Shak., T. N., ii. 3. 148.

When the angel hath troubled the water, and made it

medicinal for him that is first put in and no more, then to
have lien many years in expectation, and still to lack a
servant, or a friend to do that office, this is a misery.

Donne, Sermons, v.

In strong convulsions panting on the sands
He lies, and grasps the dust with dying hands.

Pope, Iliad, xvii. 367.

2. To be in a quiescent state
;
be or become

quiet or inactive
;
remain passive or expectant.

Well it shewed by theire armes that thei hadde not al-

wey leyen at reste. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 356.

Tho' the Wind lye, yet after a Storm the Sea will work
a great while. Selden, Table Talk, p. 82.

3. To lay or place one's self in a recumbent
or prostrate position ;

take a reclining posture:
often followed by down when entire prostration
is intended: as, to lie back in a chair; to lie

down on the ground.
And he [Eli] answered, I called not, my son ; lie down

again. 1 Sam. iii. 6.

His mother lay ower her castle wa',
And she beheld baith dale and down.

Leesoine Brand (Child's Ballads, II. 345).

From off the wold I came, and lay
Upon the freshly-flower'd slope.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

4. To have place, position, or direction; be
situated, set, or settled; stay or abide: as, the
Azores lie in the Atlantic ocean

;
the army lay

in a fortified camp.
The napkin, that was about his head, not lying with the

linen clothes. John xx. 7.

And the Turkes mayne londe lithe with in ij or iij myle
of them. Torkingtan, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 17.

Those happy climes that lie

Where day never shuts his eye.

Milton, Comus, 1. 977.

The door is open, sir ; there lies your way.
Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2. 212.

Even when that good king lay in the Isle of Athelney,
he had a Ridd along with him.

R. D. Blackinore, Lorua Doolie, xlviii.



lie

5t. To be confined or imprisoned.
Well, your imprisonment nhall not be long;
I will deliver you, or else, lie for you.

Shall., Kith. III., I. 1. lUi.

6. To rest or remain in a state or condition :

continue inactive or unchanged: us. '" U< in

soak; tlio land lies fallow.

All that Winter King Edward Inn ivilln.ni any Molesta-
tion by the French King. Baker, chronicles, p. 122.

I feel agrud|,'ii>K
Of bounty, and I would licit Inn;; (//, fallow.

U. Jontun, Staple of News, i. 2.

A Bow that lien :i while imlient, and a Held that re-

mains fallow for a time, grow never the worse.

llfirrll. Letters, I. V. 2.

I have been told, too, there 1s a lnw of Charles the Fifth

something like our statute of Mortmain, which has lain

dormant ever since his time.

Atldiiiin, Remarks on Italy (ed. Holm), L 430.

As she lay, on that day,
In the Bay of Biscay, o.

A. Cherry, The Bay of Biscay (song).

7. To be in a certain direction
;
be present in

a particular place or thing ; be found; exist.

O Regan, Goneril ! . . .

0, that way madness liei; let me shun that.

Shalt., Lear, ui. 4. 21.

He that thinks that diversion may not lie in hard labour

forgets the early rising of the huntsman. Locke.

Only In thy virtue liei

The saving of our Thebes. Tennyson, Tlreslas.

8. To lodge ; pass the night ; sleep.
And Kay and Arthur hadde made her bedde atte the

chamber dore of kynge Loot, in a corner, like as a squyre
sholde ly. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), IL 180.

Look ! here comes a pilgrim. I know she will lie at my
house. Shak., All's Well, ill. 5. 84.

We lay at St. Dlzier the first night, and at Langres the
second. Gray, Letters, I. 31.

9. To rest; bear; press; weigh: with on or

upon.
All the curses that are written in this book shall lie upon

him. Deut. \ \ i \ 20.

Though it should sleep for ever to the world,
It Is a simple sin to hide myself,
Which will for ever on my conscience lie.

Beau, and /'/., Phuaster, li. 2.

The reason on their parts why she [the ship] stayed so

long, was ye neceasltie and danger that lay upon them.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 99.

10. In law, to be sustainable; be capable of

being maintained : as, an action lies against the
tenant for waste.

An appeal lies In this case. Panons, C. J.

To lie along, (a) To be extended at full length.

As he lay along
Under an oak.

Shale., As you Like It, ii. 1. 30.

(6) Xinii., to careen with the wind abeam, as a ship.
To lie along the land (naut.\ to coast, keeping the land
In sight. To lie att, to importune ; urge.

She /" '/ at me hard to turn aside with her, promising me
all manner of content. I;mi mm. Pilgrim's Progress, p. 138.

His mother and brother had fain at htm, ever since he
came Into his master's service, to help him to money.

Kjcam. of Joan Perry (1676). (llarl. Misc., ILL 549.)

To lie at anchor. See oncAori . To lie at one's door.
See door. To lie at one's heart, to be an object of affec-

tion, desire, or solicitude to one.

The Spaniards have but one temptation to quarrel with
us. the recovering of Jamaica, for that has ever lien at

their hearts. Sir W. Temple.

To lie by. (a) [By, adv.) (1) To be laid aside, out of

present use. (2) To rest; Intermit labor; knock off: as,

we lay by in the heat of the day.

Every thing that heard him play,
Even the billows of the sea,
1 1 mi- their heads, and then lay by.

Shak., Hen. VIII., 111. 1 (song).

(3t) Naut., same as to lie to.

We arrived at Righah that night, where we staid; it

being the custom going up always to lie by at night, as

there are many shoals In the Nile.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 70.

(6) [By, prep. ] (1) To remain with ; be accessible to, or be
in the keeping of : as, he has the documents lying by him.

'Twas n commodity lay fretting by you.
Twill bring you gain, or perish on the seas.

Shak., T. of the S, li. 1. 380.

(2) Naut., to remain near, as one ship to another at sea.

To lie down, to be brought to bed ; lie in. Compare
Scotch downlying. (Obsolete or dialectal.]

There is In one of |the chesU] ... a rundlet of honey,
which she desires may be sent to her against she lie down.'

ninthrop. Hist. New England, I. 465.

To lie for, to lie in wait for ; keen watch upon for a sin-

ister purpose. See to lay for, under ioyi, r. i.

At this Corfona we were adnertysed of certayne Turkes
Kustis that lay for us in onre wave.

Sir R. Ouyfyorde, Pylgrymage, p. 11.

To lie hard or heavy on, upon, or (formerly) to, to op-
press; burden.

Thy wrath lieth hard upon me. Ps. I\\M iii. 7.

Could I meet Vin
But once a day, it would unclog my heart
Of what lit* heavy to 't. Shale., Cor., iv. 2. 4s.
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To lie In, t be In childbed.

Val. Come, you must go visit the good lady that liet in.

Vir. I will wish her speedy strength, and visit her with

my prayers. Shak., Cor., i. 8. 86.

To lie In a nutshell See nuuhell. To lie In any one,
to be in the power of; depend on: frequently lu such

phrase-forms as at much or atfar at liet in one.

t
, no. no," the sheriff said,

"Thou shalt on gallows dye . . .

If ever in me It lye."
JIMi, /I V.<*u% (Child's Ballads, V. 287).

Imitate him as much as in thee liet.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 368.

Nature, so far as in her liet,

Imitates God. Tennymn, On a Mourner.

To lie In the or one's way. (a) To be ready at hand.

Kinij. You have not sought it ! how comes it, then?
Fal. Rebellion lay in his way, and he found it.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1. 88.

(6) To be an obstacle or Impediment : as, objections that
(/ in Hi. way of adjustment

That is a step
On which I must fall down, or else o'erleap,
For in my tray it lien. Shot., Macbeth, L 4. 50.

To lie In wait (formerly alao In await), to wait for in

concealment with hostile Intent ; lie in ambush.

These homicides alle

That in awayte lyjgrn to mordre men.
Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, L 404.

To lie low. (a) To avoid observation ; conceal one's self.

(6) To conceal one's views or Intentions. [Slang.] To
lie Off. Same as (oK fry (a) (2). To lie on or upon, (a)
See def. 9. (ft) To be incumbent upon, as an obligation or
a duty: as, It liei on the plaintiff to maintain his action.

This ceremonie lay on me, which I performed with all

the decency I could. Evelyn, Wary, June 2, 1672.

After the people were gone out of the chamber, it lay
upon me from the Lord to speak to those two, the princess
and the countess. renn. Travels In Holland, etc.

(c) To depend on.
It nothing steads us

To chide him from our eaves; for he persists,
As If his life lay on t. Shak., All's Well, Hi. 7. 43.

(dt) To importune ; urge.

The old dotard, he that so instantly doth lie upon my
father for me. Oatcoigne, Supposes, L 1.

Dame Tullia lay ever upon him, and pricked forward his

distempered and troubled mind.

Holland, tr. of Uvy, p. 27.

TO lie on hand, to be or remain in possession ; remain
unsold or undisposed of : as, goods that have lain long "it

hand. To lie on One's hands, (a) To remain unsold,

(ft) To be unspent or remain unemployed ; hence, of unoc-

cupied time, with a qualifying word, as heavy, to cause
ennui ; be tedious : an, the hours lay heavy on my handt.
To lie on one's oars. See oar. To lie over, (o) To re-

main unpaid after the time when the payment Is due, as a
note In bank. (6) To be deferred to some future occasion,
as a motion or resolution in a deliberative assembly. To
lie to (naut.), to come to a comparatively stationary posi-
tion at sea ; lie with the head as near the wind as possible,
for safety in a gale, as a ship. A ship is said to lie to when
her progress is checked by keeping the helm a-lee ami
counterbracing the yards or taking in sail, or, if a steamer,
by slowing down the engines in all cases with the head
to the wind.

About ten o'clock we got underway, but lay to for break-
fast Lady Braaey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. i.

On the 10th of June the vessel lay to oft Madras.
Trmfyan, Macanlay, L 321.

To lie to One's work, to exert all one's strength or pow-
ers in the performance of one's task.

So many workers; and no mercenary mock workers, but
real ones that lie freely to it ; each patriot stretches him-
self against the stubborn glebe ; hews and wheels with
the whole weight that Is in him. Carltjle.

TO lie under, to be subject to
; suffer ; be oppressed by.

They lie under the disadvantage of living like foreigners
in their own country. Swtft, Gulliver's Travels, ill. 10.

I lay under greater difficulties, as, in this Journey, for

certain reasons, I did not take my interpreter with me.
Poeocke, Description of the East, II. i. ft.

To lie UP, to lie at rest ; abstain from work or usual ac-

tivity ; go into retirement or retreat.

There they (ships) must lye up, or be 3 or 4 Years in their
return from a place which may be sailed in 6 Weeks.

Dampier, Voyages, II. ill. 24.

He has a bad cold rheumatism he must lie t/p for a

day or two. Dickens, Household Words.

The black bear liet up during the day in caves and
amongst rocks. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 696.

To lie upon the lurch. SeeJurcAi. To lie with, (a)
To lodge or sleep with.

I lay mth Cassio lately,

And, being troubled with a raging tooth,
I could not sleep. Shale., Othello, 11L 3. 413.

(ft) To have carnal knowledge of. [Archaic.]

Master Brook, thou shalt know I will predominate over
the peasant, and thou shalt li:- >rith his wife.

Shak., M. W. of W., li. 2. 886.

(c) To belong to : as, it liet trith you to make amends.
= Syn. Lie. Lay. "Lay is a transitive verb, and has for its

Sreterit
laid : as, he told me to lay It down, and I laid it

own. Lie is intransitive, and has for its preterit lay : as,

he told me to lie down, and I lay down. Some persons
blunder by using laiil for the preterit of lie : as, he told

me to lie down, and I laid down. So persons often say,
the ship/mW at anchor; theylotVf by during the storm ;

the book laid on the shelf, etc. It is only necessary to re-

ini'inber. in all such cases that laid is the preterit of lay
and not of lie. This would save many respectable writers

lie

from * grots error which teem* to be Increasing among u>.
"

(il'iidrich.) Similarly, laid U often erroneously used for
Iain: ai, I had laid duwu ;

aiidfaiu It sometimes used for

Wl
lie l

(li), w. [</iei, . Cf. fay
1

, n.] 1. Manner
of lying; relative direction, position, arrange-
ment, etc. See fay

1
, ., 4.

We shall be able, by a study of the position and lit of
the earth In her orbit, to determine from what put of

pace these regular meteors . . . come.
J. N. Lockyer, Harper's Mag., LXXVIH. SSS.

The lie of the city [BriDdiail and Its haven Is truly a

sight to be stu. lie ,1. K. A. freeman, Venice, p. 312.

Mrs. Penton . . . went on with her darning. She had
filled up all those great holes, doing them all the more
quickly because ahu had studied the lu of them, and how
the threads went, before.

Mr*. OKphant, Poor Gentleman, il.

2. The place where a bird, beast, or fish is

accustomed to lie or lark
;
haunt.

A salmon Is said to be swimming when he Is moving up
the river from pool to pool. At other times he Is usually
resting In his " stand

"
or lie, or at most shifting from one

stand In a pool to another.

Quarterly net., CXXVI. 360, note.

On our way home there lay a long narrow spinney which
was a very favorite lie for woodcock, and generally held a

pheasant or two as well. Uarper't Mag., LXXVIL 181.

3. In /(///., a siding or short offset from the
main line, into which trucks may be run for the

purpose of loading and unloading; one of the
different sets of rails at a terminus on which
trucks stand while being loaded or unloaded.

lie2 (li), ; pret. and pp. lied, ppr. lying.

[Early mod. E. also lye; < ME. lien, lyen, figen,

tygen, legen (pret. loice, also weak, lygede, pp.
loicen, i-loge), < AS. leogan (pret. Wan, pi. Ivgon,

pp. logen) = OS. liogan = OFries. liaga = D.

lief/en = MLG. legen, leigen = OHG. liogan,
MHG. liegen, G. liigen, dial, liegen = Icel. Ijiga
= Dan. lyve = Sw. \juga = Goth, liugan, he,
tell a falsehood, = OBulg. lugati = Russ. luigatf,
lie. Not found in L., Gr., or Skt. Hence K 2

,

.. and ult. fain3
,
r. and .] 1 . To speak false-

ly ; utter untruth for the purpose of misleading ;

make a misrepresentation consciously: follow-
ed by about, etc., and formerly (and still some-
times colloquially) by on.

If they on hire /.-/.

Ywts hemself sholde ban the vlleyny.
Chaucer, Troilus, IT. 20.

2. To make a false impression, either con-

sciously or unconsciously; hold forth a mis-

leading or deceitful appearance ;
act or mani-

fest an untruth: used of both persons and

things.
I trowe that countenance cannot lie

Whose thoughts are legible in the eie.

JT. Roydon, Elegy, L 107.

When London's column, pointing at the skies,
Like a tall bully, lifts the head and liet.

Pope, Moral Essays, ill. S4U.

To lie In one's teeth or in one's throat, to lie flagrant-

ly and basely.

He will on Musgrave's body prove
H*Nw most foully in hi* throat.

Scott, L. of L. M., T. 20.

lie2 (15), . [Early mod. E. also lye; < ME. lie,

lye, life, < AS. lyge, lige = OHG. lugt, MHG.
luge, I in-. G. liige, lug = Icel. l>iui. a lie

; also,
with (lift, suffix, OS. lugina = D. leugen, logen =
MLG. logen = OHG. lugina = Dan. Sw. logn =
Goth, liuijn. a lie (cf. lain3 ) ;

from the verb: see
''-'. v.] 1. A false statement made with the

purpose of deceiving; an intentional untnith:
a falsehood ; the utterance by speech or act of

that which isWalse, with intent to mislead or de-
lude.

Tell them that I will not come to-day :

Cannot, Is false. . . . Shall Cesar send a Kef

Shot., J. C., IL 2. 65.

It Is the wilful deceit that makes the lie; ... a man
may act a lie, as by pointing his finger In a wrong direc-

tion, when a traveller inquires of him his road.

I'aley, Moral Phllos., III. L 16.

Quldo pronounced the story one long lie.

Browning, King and Book, I. 118.

A lie which Is half a truth Is ever the blackest of lies.

Tennyton, The Grandmother.

2. That which is intended or serves to deceive
or mislead; anything designed or adapted to

produce false conclusions or expectations : as,

this epitaph is a lit:

Sepulchral lie*, our holy walls to grace.
Pope, Dunciad, L 43.

Wishing this lie of life were o'er. Trench.

A lie out Of whole Cloth, a story or statement wholly
fabricated : a tissue of falsehood, without any founda-

tion In fact. To give one the He In his throatt. See

ffire\. To give the lie to. See piwL White lie, a

well-meant falsehood : a lie uttered without evil Intent,
or without expectation of harm, and so supposed to be
excusable: a polite or conventional phrase not strictly in



lie

accordance with fact, and not meant to be understood

literally.

Have you great heroic virtues? no? then remember
Ananias and Sapphira. They died for a single White Lie,

a White Lie as common as dirt.

C. Jteacle, White Lies, xliv.

= Syn. Untruth, deception. Compare ffli.

Iie3t>
'* -A-11 obsolete spelling of lye&.

Iie4 ti
11- An obsolete form of lee1 .

Iie3 t,
An obsolete form of lee5 .

116 (li-a'), a. [< F. lie, pp. of Her, bind, < L.

ligare, bind: see lien*.] In her., same as

stringed.
lie-a-bed (H'a-bed), n. One who lies long in

bed in the morning. [Colloq.]

If you had got up time enough, you might have secur'd

the stage, but you are a lazy lie-a-oed.

foote, Mayor of Garratt, i.

David was none of your lie-a-beds. He rose at five in

summer, six in winter. C. Reade, Love me Little, x.

lieberkiihn (le'ber-ktin), . [Named after its

inventor, J. N. Lieberkiihn : see Lieberkiiknian.]
ATI annular reflector attached to the nose of the

object-glass of a microscope for bringing the

light to a focus on an opaque object.
Lieberkuhnia (le-ber-ku'ni-a), re. [NL., < Lie-

berkiihn : see Lieberkuhnian'.] A genus of im-

perforate foraminifers of the family Gromiidce.
They have no test, and the pseudopodia are given off from
only a small part of the body, the rest being naked and flex-

ible.

Lieberkuhnian (le-ber-ku'ni-an), a. Pertain-

ing to or named after Johanri Nathauael Lie-
berkuhn (1711-56), an anatomist of Berlin.
Lieberkiihniau glands, the simple follicles or crypts of

Lieberklihn, which stud nearly the whole tract of the small
intestine. They are minute tubes with one blind end, the
other opening into the intestine, where their orifices may
be seen with a lens, like little dots between the villi. Their
walls consist of a delicate basement membrane lined with
columnar epithelial cells. The purpose served by their
secretion is doubtful. They vary in length from 3J 5 to t j5
inch, with a diameter of gJ5 inch.

liebigite (le'big-it), n. [Named after Justus,
Baron von Liebig (1803-73), a celebrated Ger-
man chemist.] A hydrous carbonate of urani-
um and calcium occurring as an incrustation
on uraninite.

lied (let), . [G., = AS. ledfh, a song: see lay^.]

Properly, a German ballad, secular or sacred,
fitted for singing or actually set to music. A
volhslied is a lied whose origin is among the common peo-
ple and is merely traditional; a volksthumliches lied is one
that is deliberately written in the general style of a volks-
lied ; a kunstlied is one that is designedly and obviously
artistic rather than naive. The lied stands in the same
relation to poetry and music in Germany as the chanson in
France or the ballad in England. The term is also more
or less extended to other than German songs.

liederkranz (le'der-krants), n. [G., < lieder,

pi. of lied, a song, + kranz, a garland: see

crants.~\ A German choral society, especially
one composed of men only; a glee-club. See
liedertafel.

liedertafel (le'der-ta'fel), . [G., < lieder, pi.
of lied, a song, + tafel = E. table.'] A German
choral society or glee-club of men; a lieder-

kranz; also, a social, informal meeting or re-
hearsal of such a society.

lie-de-vin (le'de-van'), n. [F.: lie, lees; de,

of; via, wine.] The color of the lees of wine,
or a color supposed to be of that hue : a name
given to a deep-red color in porcelains, etc.

lief (lef), a. and n. [Early mod. B. also leef,

leefe; < ME. leef, lefe, lef, leve, < AS. leof= OS.
Uof= OFri6s.liaf= D. He/=MLG. Ze/=OHG.
Hob, MHG. Hep, G. lieb = leel. ljufr = Sw. ljuf= Goth. Hubs, dear, beloved, = ^Bulg. liubu =
Buss, liubii, dear (etc., being widely developed
in Slavic); akin to L. lubet, libet, it pleases, Skt.

I/ lubh, desire : see liberal. From the same root,
and in close relation to lief, are belief, believe,
leeve1, leave2

,
love1 , and the disguised com-

pounds furlough, leman, etc.: see these words.
From the L. verb are ult. E. liberal, liberate,

liberty, etc., liver3
,
deliver1

, livery?; etc.] I. a.

1. Beloved; pleasing; agreeable. [Obsolete
or archaic.]

He seyde, John, myn hooste, lief and deere.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 31B.

Loue made the to me so leffe
That I [Christ] for the was Rente on Roode;
I suflyrde dethe to chaunge thy greffe.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 188.

A liefer lass than this had been
Coridon had never seen.

Greene, Description of the Shepherd and his Wife.

And with your best endeavour have stirr'd up
My liefest liege to be mine enemy.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 164.

Yet now, I charge thee, quickly go again,
As thou art liefauA dear, and do the thing
I bade thee. Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.
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2t. Inclined; disposed; willing; having a pref-
erence.

Though I it seye, I am not lief to gabbe.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 324.

Haue thou not to manye wordis ; to swere be thou not leefe;

For alle such maners comen to an yuel preef.
Batees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 39.

Lief or loatht, willing or averse ; ready or reluctant ;

willy-nilly.
Were hem lef other loth William at last

Keuered with the kinges sone out of the kene prese.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.X 1. 3624.

Cast in your nette : but be you liefe or lothe,

Hold you content as fortune list assyne.
Sir T. More, To them that seke Fortune.

To have as lief, to have liefer (had as lief, had
liefer or liever). See explanation of these phrases un-

der have. To have lleft [= D. liefhebben = G. Ufbhaben,

etc.], to hold dear; love.
" Hadde I hym nevere lief? By God, I wene
Yet hadde I nevere thyng so lief!" quod she.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 860.

Il.t n. One beloved; a darling.

Cryseyde, which that is thi lief,

Now loveth the as wel as thow dost hire.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 611.

lief (lef), adv. [< lief, a.] Gladly; willingly.
Lief is peculiarly used (originally an adjective) in the con-
structions to ham as lief, to have liefer (had as lief, had
liefer or liever), etc. See under have.

liefkint, n. [Early mod. E. leefekyn, < MD. lief-

ken (= G. liebchen) ; as lief + -kin.'] Darling.

Palsgrave, Acolastus.

liefsornet (lef
'

sum), a. [Also dial, leesome, <

ME. lefsum (= OHG. liebsam); < lief + -some.']

Agreeable.
So forth I goe apace to see that leefsome sight,
And with a kisse, methinke, I say, welcome my lord, my

knight.
Surrey, Complaint of the Absence of her Louer.

lieftenantt, An obsolete form of lieutenant.

liege (lej), a. and n. [< ME. lege, lige, lyge,

liege, < OF. lige, liege = Pr. litge = It. ligio (ML.
reflex ligiiis, legius), liege, free (AF. seignour
lige, OF. lige seignur, liege lord, home lige,

liege man, a liege lord being the lord of a free

band, and his liege men privileged free men,
bound to him, but free from other service, even
that of their sovereign); < MHG. ledic, ledec,

free, unhindered, empty, G. ledig, empty, va-

cant, = MLG. ledich, leddich = MD. ledich, idle,

unemployed, = Icel. lidhugr, free, unhindered
(not found in Goth.); prob. formed (as an adj.
in -ig, E. -j/

1
) on the noun remaining in ME.

lethe, leisure, = MD. *lede, in neg. unlede, busi-

ness, trouble. Cf. AS. unlaide = Goth, urileds,

poor, > unledi, poverty. The history of the word
is incomplete.] I. a. 1. Free; specifically, free

from obligation to service except as within the
relations of lord and vassal : as, a liege lord, a

liege man (correlative terms implying protec-
tion on the one side and service on the other,
as against all other claims).

I schal loue him lelli as my lege brother.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4128.

It hath pleased God to grant us a natural liege king and
lord of our own nation.

Latimer, 1st Sermon bef. Edw. VI.
,
1549.

One would think that by this royal Patent, which gave
him Power of Life and Death over the King's liege People,
Sir W. Raleigh should become rectus in curia, and free
from all old Convictions. Howell, Letters, ii. 61.

2. Of or pertaining to the tie reciprocally con-

necting vassal and chief : as, liege vassalage.
Liege homage. See homage. Liege lord. Seen., 2.

Liege man. See liegeman.

II. n. 1. A liegeman; a subject; a vassal;
hence, a law-abiding citizen

;
a peaceably dis-

posed person : as, to disturb the lieges.

The sowdan and his baronage
And alle his lieges shulde ycristned be.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, L 142.
" For kings, and all that are in authority," we may yet

enlarge, and pray for a peaceable reign, true lieges, strong
armies. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 228.

2. A liege lord; one to whom another is bound
in fealty or vassalage ;

a sovereign lord or feu-
dal superior; a lord paramount.

Most mighty liege, and my companion peers.
Shak., Kich. II., i. 3. 93.

And glory to our sovereign liege, King Henry of Navarre.

Macaulay, Ivry.

liegedom (lej'dum), n. [< liege + -dom.~\ Al-

legiance. [Bare.]
Sceptre, robe, and crown,

Liegedom and seignorie.

Scott, Bridal of Triermain, iii. 36.

liegeman (lej 'man), n.; pi. liegemen (-men).
[< ME. lege man, lecge man, orig. as two words :

see liege and man."] A vassal; a subject; one
bound to the service or support of a sovereign
lord.

lientery

He moste thinke yt is his leege man,
And is his tresour, and his gold in cofre.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 879.

You shall become true liegemen to his crown.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 4. 128.

liege-poustie (lej'pous
//

ti), n. [< ME. (Sc.) liege

poiistee, < OF. liege poustee, free sovereignty:
liege, free; potistie, < L. potesta(t-)s, power,
sovereignty: see liege and poustie.'] In Scots

law, that state of health in which a person has
full power to dispose, mortis causa or otherwise,
of his heritable property.

liegert, n. An obsolete form of ledger^.
lien1

(li'en). An obsolete or archaic past par-
ticiple of lie1 .

lien* (le'en or li'en, commonly len), n. [< F.

lien, a baud, tie, = Pg. ligamen, a hindrance,
band (to marriage), = It. ligame, a band, tie, <

L. ligamen, a band, < ligare, bind, tie : see liga-

ment."] 1. In laic: (a) The right of a person
having possession of the property of another to

retain it until some charge upon it or some de-

mand due him is satisfied; the right to enforce
a charge upon a specific thing by withholding
possession from the owner until the charge is

satisfied. A particular lien is a right to retain a thing for

some charge or claim growing out of the identical thing or

connected with it ; a general lien is a right to retain the

thing for a general balance either of all accounts between
the parties, without restriction, or of accounts of like

transactions, or in the same line of business. At common
law possession was essential to the existence of a lien;
courts of equity extended the doctrine. Hence ( b) A
light of a creditor to have a debt or charge sat-

isfied by legal proceedings out of specific prop-
erty or its proceeds, irrespective of having pos-
session. Often called an equitable lien. Maritime liens,

the creation of courts of admiralty, are also independent
of possession. So are mechanics' liens, given by statute
to mechanics, etc., for unpaid labor, on real property. See
below.

Hence 2. A claim; occasion of demand; right
to compensation.
The slightest thing will serve, In Italy, for a lien upon

your exchequer. T. B. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 44.

Attorney's lien, the right of an attorney, which was es-

tablished on equitable principles by the courts, and ex-

tended in some jurisdictions by statute, to have his com-
pensation satisfied out of the cause of action or the judg-
ment recovered by him, or by retaining his client's papers,
even if this prevented his client from compromising and
settling with the adversary. Charging lien, the right
of an attorney to have a lien created or declared as a

charge upon a fund not in his possession, or upon a judg-
ment or decree recovered by him.- Lien de droit, in

French law, obligation; nexus. Mechanic's lien, a
lien on real property, given by statutes in most of the
United States, to mechanics and material-men, for the

price or value of improvements supplied by them, even

though not contracted for directly by the owner. Two sys-
tems exist : in one (of which the law of New York is an
example) the subcontractors and material-men are subro-

gated to the claim of the contractor against the owner, and
may charge the land with liens up to the amount due from
the owner to the contractor ; in the other system (of which
the Pennsylvania law is a leading example), the subcon-
tractors and material-men are given a lien to the amount
of what they have furnished, irrespective of the state of the
accounts between the owner and the contractor, the theory
of the law being that the contractor is the owner's agent for

the purpose of employing labor and material. Retaining
lien, the right of an attorney to retain papers in his pos-
session belonging to a client until his claim against the
client for services has been satisfied. Specific lien, a
lien secured by a contract or a judgment, execution, at-

tachment, or other legal proceeding, fastening it on a spe-
cific thing. Vendor's liens, a class of equitable liens

arising where a seller conveys land without being paid
the price or taking security, and is allowed to have the
land resold to raise it.

lien3 (li'en), n.; pi. lienes (U'e-nez), [L.] The
spleen. [Bare.]
lienculus (li-eng'ku-lus), n. ; pi. lienculi (-li).

[NL., dim. of L. lien, the spleen : see lien$.]
One of the small separate masses of splenic
tissue sometimes found about the spleen.
lien-holder (len'hol'der), n. One who holds a
lien.

lieno-intestinal (li"e-no-in-tes'ti-nal) ,
a. Per-

taining to the spleen and to the intestine : ap-
plied to a vein of the portal system,which brings
blood from the spleen and intestine to the liver.

lienomalacia (Ii"e-n6-ma-la'si-a), n. [NL., <
L. lien, the spleen, + Gr. //a/icx/a, softness, <

//a/ia/cof, soft.] In pathol., softening of the

spleen.
lienor (le'nor), n. One who has a lien.

lienteric (li-en-ter'ik), a. [< L. lientericns, <

Gr. /UtevrepiKdV, lienteric, < Aeievrepia, lientery:
see lientery."] Relating or pertaining to or af-

fected with lientery.

lientery (li'en-ter-i), n. [= F. lienterie = Sp. It.

lienteria, < Gr. Aeievrepia, the passing one's food
without digesting, < /wo?, smooth, + svTepov,
an intestine: see enteron.] In pathol., a form
of diarrhea in which, from excessive peristal-



lientery

sis, the aliments are discharged undigested,
and with little alteration in either color or sub-

stance.

lier 1
(li'er), . [< ME. Her; < /il + -erl. Cf.

the variant forms //;/</</, liili/i-r, /l</crl.] One
who lies down ;

ono who rests or remains.

Hu wist nut that there were licru In ambuwh against him.
.IM-II. via. u.

r'^ti >< An obsolete spelling of liar.

lier :!
,

. Same as leer"!.

lierne (li-ern'), n. [F.: perhaps for lienne, the

warp-thread in which the woof has not passed,
< Her, < L. ligttre, bind : sue /ien2.] In arch., any
rib in vaulting that does not rise from the im-

post, and is not a ridge-rib, but passes from a
boss or intersection of the principal ribs to other

secondary ribs. Vaults in which such ribs are

employed are called lierne vaults.

lie-tea (li'te), n. [Pidgin-English.] Spurious
or adulterated tea sometimes palmed off or at-

tempted to be palmed off on the tea-market by
Chinese dealers. It usually consists of willow or other

leaves, with tea-leaves and broken stems, fired and pre-
pared as genuine tea.

lieu (lu), n. [< F. lieu. OF. Hu, lou = Pr. luec,

loc=lt. loco, luogo,<. L. locus, a place: see toctw.j
Place: room; stead: now only in the phrase in

lieu of, which is equivalent to instead of.

One would think it u very largo offer to give so great a
lieu for BO small a service. Up. Andre,wet, Sermons, V. 645.

The topmost spire of the mountain was lilies in lieu of
BUOW. Tennyxim, Voyago of Maeldune.

Lieut. An abbreviation of lieutenant as a title.

lieutenancy (lu- or lef-ten'an-si), n.; pi. lieuten-

ancies (-siz). [<. licutenan(t') + -cy."} 1. The of-

fice, authority, or incumbency of a lieutenant.
2. The jurisdiction of a lieutenant; a district

or territory over which a lieutenant exercises

authority.
To this purpose were several other congratulations or

addresses to the King (some before, some after this of Mid-

dlesex), viz. from Norwich, from Hereford, from the Lieu-

tenancy of London. Baker, Charles II., an. 1682.

3. Lieutenants collectively. [Rare.]
lieutenant (lu- or lef-ten'ant), n. [Formerly
also lieftenant, leftenant; <! ME. levetenant, <

OF. lieutenant, F. lieutenant = It. locotenente

< ML. locum tenen(t-)s, one who holds the place
of another: L. locum, ace. of locus, place; te-

nen( t-)s, ppr. of tenere, hold : see lieu and tenant.

Cf. locum-tencns.] 1. In general, one who holds
the place of another in the performance of any
duty or function

;
one authorized to act in lieu

of another, or employed to carry out his will or

purposes ; the substitute or representative of

a superior.

My syster gone, Sir Mordrede hym selvene,
Salle be my levetenante, with lordchlpez ynewe,
Of alle my lele lege-mene, that my landez 3emes.

Marte Arthure (E. E. T. a.\ L 646.

Thou shalt be my lieutenant, monster, or my standard.

Shot., Tempest, ill. _'. 18.

2. One who holds an office, civil or military, in

subordination to or as the representative of a su-

perior; an officer authorized to perform certain
functions in the absence or under the orders of

another : as, the lieutenant of the Tower of Lon-
don; the lord lieutenant of Ireland or of an

English county (considered the direct repre-
sentative of the sovereign). Particularly (o) In
the army, a commissioned officer next in rank below a cap-
tain. and commanding tho company In his absence. In
the United states this officer is called first lieutenant, and
lias under him a subordinate officer called second lieuten-

ant. (o) In the navy, a commissioned officer next in rank
below a lieutenant-commander in the United States and a

commander in Great Britain, and in both ranking with cap-
tains in the army. In the United States navy the term lieu-

tenant (junior grade) has been substituted for the old term

matter, ranking with first lieutenants in the army. In the
British navy the corresponding grade is called gub-liett-

t<-ii>iiit. In the British navy the lieutenants on board a

ship are designated as tirst, second, third, etc. The term
tii-J lieutenant in the United States navy has been replaced
by executive officer, (c) In the early days of the colony of

Virginia, the chief officer of a county, corresponding some-
what to the lord lieutenant of an English county. Ab-

breviated, as a title, Lieut., /.r Field-marshal lieu-
tenant. Seefield-marshal. Lord lieutenant. SeeJorrf.

lieutenant-colonel (lu-teu'ant-ker'nel), n. A
military officer next in rank below a colonel,
and in some European armies commonly the

actual commander of a regiment, the colonel-

ship being honorary.
lieutenant-commander (In - ten'ant -ko- m&u'-

der), n. A commissioned officer in the United
States navy, of a grade intermediate between
that of commander and that of lieutenant, and

ranking with a major in the army.
lieutenant-general(lu-t<

j
n'ant-jen'e-ral), . 1.

A military officer ranking in the United State's

and British armies next below a general. lu the

life (lif ), n.
; pi. lives (llvz). [< MI

(dat. live), < AS. lif, life, = OS. lif, libh =

lif= D. lijf, life, body, = MLG. //= <
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German army he ranks below a general of infantry and
above a major general, and commands a division. I hi- mily

persons who have hitherto held thin rank in the United
States army are Generals Washington, (Irant, Sherman,
and Sheridan. Oen. Scott held the rank of brevet lieu-

tenant general. See general.

2f. In the proprietary government of Maryland,
the deputy of the proprietor, who acted as gov-
ernor of the province for him. Lieutenant-gen-
eral Of the kingdom, a title sometimes held by a regent
of France when there was no recognized king, or when
the king was In a state of disability.

lieutenant-governor (lu-trn'ant-guv'er-nor),
n. An officer authorized to perform the func-
tions of a governor in case of the absence, dis-

ability, or death of the latter, or in a subordi-
nate governorship. In the United states the lleuten-

ant-governor of a state has some Independent duties, and
is entitled not only to act as governor ad interim, but to
succeed to the office If It becomes vacant during his elec-

toral term. In some parts of the British empire a lieuten-

ant-governor is the actual governor of a district or prov-
ince, under a governor-general or other chief magistrate
of the territory of which it is a part.

lieutenant-governorship (lu-ten'ant-guv'er-
nor-ship), n. [< lieutenant-governor + -snip.]
The office of lieutenant-governor.
lieutenantryt (lu- or lef-ten'an-tri), n. [< lieu-

tenant + -ry.] Lieutenancy.
If such tricks as these strip you out of yourlieutenantry.

Sno*., Othello, ii. 1. 178.

lieutenantship (lu- or lef-ten'ant-ship), n. [<
lieutenant + -ship.'] The state or office of a
lieutenant ; lieutenancy.
liever (le'ver). Comparative of lief.

lievrite (leVrit), n. [Named after C. H. Le-

lievre, a French mineralogist (1752-1835).]
Same as ilvaite.

life (lif), n. ; _pl.
lives (livz). [<_ME. lif, lyf" = OFries.

OHG. lib,

lip, life. MHO. KB, life, body, G.'leib, body, =
Icel. lif (also lift}, life, = Dan. liv = Sw. lif,

life, = Goth. *leif (not found ; cf . libains, life,
from the same root, and fairliwus = AS.feorh,
life), lit. 'continuance,' associated with lifian,

live, lit. remain, continue, < "lifan (pret.*/djr, pi.

*lifon, pp. "lifen), in comp. belifan = OS. bili-

bh'an = OHG. biliban, MHG. beliben, bliben, G.

bleiben, etc., = Goth, bileiban, etc., remain, be
left (see leave1 ), akin to Gr. Anrapfif,, persistent,
persevering, Aaraptiv, persist, persevere. Hence
in comp. (orig. phr.) alive, by apheresis Wre2.]
1. The principle of animate corporeal exis-

tence ;
the capacity of an animal or a plant for

self-preservation and growth by the processes
of assimilation and excretion, the permanent
cessation of which constitutes death ; that state
of an animal or a plant in which its organs are
in actual performance of their functions, or are

capable of performing their functions, though
the performance has not yet begun, or has be-

gun but incompletely, or has been temporarily
suspended; vitality.

Deed men he retsid from deeth to lyue.
Hymnt to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.), p. 47.

The Lord God . . . breathed into his nostrils the breath
of /<.'' ; and man became a living soul. Qen. ii. 7.

Noble mother,
Can yon kill that you gave life? are my years
Fit for destruction? Fletcher, Bonduca, Iv. 4.

Seeing, then, that in all cases we may consider the ex-

ternal phenomena as simply in relation, and the Internal

phenomena also as simply in relation, the broadest and
most complete definition of Life will be The continuous

adjustment of internal relations to external relations.

U. Spencer, Frin. of Biol., { 30.

Life Is the state of an organized being in which It main-

tains, or is capable of maintaining, its structural integrity

by the constant Interchange of elements with the sur-

rounding media. 0. W. HUmes. Old Vol. of Life, p. 201.

2. Duration of the animate existence of an in-

dividual ; the whole or any period of animate
existence ;

the time between birth and death,
or any part of it from a given point till death :

as, lifi is but a span ; to hold office for life.

Mannls lijf here is but a day
ASCIIS the lijf that euere schal be.

Hymn* to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.), p. 84.

Health and long life to yon, Master Silence.

Shot.,* Ben. IV., v. 8.54.

As men buy Leases, for three live* and downward.
Milton, Church-Government, ii.. Int.

A life spent worthily should be measured by a nobler
line by deeds, not years. Sheridan, Duenna, Iv. 1.

3. The principle or state of conscious spiritual
existence : as, the life of the soul.

Tis life, whereof our nerves are scant,
Oh lif', not death, for which we pant,
More life, and fuller, that I want.

Tennyson, Two Voice*.

life

4. I Miration of existence or activity in general;
term of continuance, usefulness, or efficiency;
the time during which anything lasts, or has
force or validity: as, the life of a machine; the

life of a lease
;
the enterprise had a short life.

In turning or planing steel the life of the tools used
upon it is greatly Increased if It has been thoroughly an-
nealed. C. P. B. Shelley, Workshop Appliance*, p. 324.

In London, (electrical) lamps can now be obtained whoso
lift U guaranteed for a thousand boon. Science, IV. Ml.

The life of a rope appears to be about a year and a half.

Hankine, Steam Engine, App., p. 669.

5. The state or condition of being alive ; indi-

vidual manifestation of existence: as, to save
or lose one's life.

And yf they do any treapace wherof may fall peryll of

andlym (etc.).

Charter of London (Rich. II.), Arnold's Chron., p. 16.

I beg mortality,
Rather than life preserved with Infamy.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., IT. 5. 88.

6. Embodied vitality ;
vital force in material

forms; living beings in the aggregate: as, a

high or a low type of life; the absence of life in

the desert.

Full nature swarms with Hfi. Thornton, Spring, 1. 187.

From the life that fills the flood
To that which warbles through the vernal wood.

Pope, Eaaay on Man, L 216.

The noise of life begins again.

Tennyson, In Mcmorlam, xll.

7. A corporeal existence
;
a living being; one

who or that which has life ; a person : now used

only with reference to persons as lost or saved,
but formerly of a person generally: as, many
lives were lost.

How louynge he 1s to echo lyf a londe and a watere.
Fieri I'loicman (C), xvt 19.

An awful thought, a life, removed,
The human-hearted man I loved.

Tennymn, In Memorlam, zilL

8. Source or means of living; that which makes
or keeps alive; vivifyingpnnciple; an essential
vital element, as food or the blood.

Why, there you touch'd the life of our design.
Shak., T. and C., U. 2. 194.

Genial Day,
What balm, what Hfr Is in thy ray !

Moore, Lalla Rookh, The I ire-worshippers.

The warm l\fe. came issuing through the wound.
Pope, Iliad, Iv. 609.

The Lord of all, himself through all diffus'd,

Sustains, and Is the life of all that lives.

Covper, Task, vL 222.

9. A vital part of the body ;
a life-spot or vul-

nerable point.
The boat approached near enough to "set" the hand-

lance Into her li.fr, dispatching the animal (a whale] at
a single dart. C. M. Scammon, Marine Mammals, p. 25.

10. Condition, quality, manner, or course of

living; career: as, high or low, married or sin-

gle life ; to lead a gay life ; to amend one's life;

the daily life of a community.
Whan they were alle come, the! ledde alle symple lif

and honeste. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), L 87.

They lltle dlffred for their maner of life from the very
brute beasts of the field.

Puttrnhaui, Arto of Eng. Foeeie, p. 4.

He hath a dally beauty in his li.fr

That makes me ugly. Shale., Othello, v. 1. 19.

It is like they might have lived here happily enough,
had their Inclinations led them to a quiet Life.

Dampier, Voyages, II. 1. 107.

11. In tlifol., that kind of spiritual existence
which belongs to God, is manifested in Christ,
and is imparted through faith to the believer;
hence, a course of existence devoted to the ser-

vice of God, possessed of the felicity of his fel-

lowship, and to be consummated after death.

I am the resurrection and the life. John xl. 26.

To be carnally minded is death; but to be spiritually
minded is li.fr and peace. Rom. viii. A.

The soul flows Into the human mind, and conveys with
It the life which it receives, without Interruption, from
the Lord.

Svxdenbory, Christian Psychology (tr. by Gorman), p. 70.

12. An account of a person's career and ac-

tions; a personal history; a biography: as, Plu-
tarch's Lires; Johnson's Lives of the Poets.

Plutarch, . . . that writes his life,

Tells us that Cato dearly loved his wife.

Pope, Epilogue to Rowe's "Jane Shore."

13. Vivid show of animate existence; anima-
tion; spirit; vivacity; energy in action, thought,
or expression : as, to put life into one's work.
Rem negligenter agit He goes carelessly about the

matter. He puts no life Into the matter. He doth it as

though he cared not whether he did It or no.
Terence in EnytM (1614). (.Van*.)

They have no notion of life and fire In fancy and in
VOTda. Felton.



life

Byes of intense life looking out from a weary, beaten
face. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vii. 0.

14. An animating force or influence
; anything

that quickens or enlivens; a source of vital

energy, happiness, or enjoyment; hence, that

which is dear as life (in this sense often used
as an epithet of endearment) : as, he was the

life of the company ;
his books were his life.

That is the only place of Trade in the Country, and Trade
is the Life of a Chinese. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 15.

And Deborah, my life, grief, you know, is dry ;
let us have

a bottle of the best gooseberry-wine.
Goldsmith, Vicar, xvii.

15. The living form and expression; hence,

reality in appearance or representation; living
semblance

;
actual likeness : as, to draw from

the life; he looks the character to the life.

There was never counterfeit of passion came so near the

life of passion. Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3. 110.

I would your lordship did but see how well
This fury doth become you ! it doth shew
So near the life as it were natural.

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, Ii. 1.

The Ecce Homo, shut up in a frame of velvet, for the life

and accurate finishing exceeding all description.
Evelyn, Diary, March 1, 1644.

16. An insurance on a person's life; a life-in-

surance policy.
He renewed two lines which had dropped.

Mrs. Henry Wood, The Channings, I. 243.

A case or matter of life and death, an extremely criti-

cal or pressing case, as one in which life is at stake. Breth-
ren and Clerks of the Common Life. See brother.

Canonical life. See canonical. Change of life. See

change. Equal decrement Of life, see decrement.

Expectation of life. See expectation. For life, (a)
For the whole term of one's existence : as, a pension far
lift ; estate for life ; imprisonment for life, (o) So as to

save, or as if to save, one's life : as, to run for life; to swim
for life.

As from a bear a man would run for life.

Shak., C. of E., iii. 2. 168.

High life. See high. In life, in the world. [Colloq.]
" Hallo !

"
responded that gentleman, looking over the

side of the chaise with all the coolness in. life.

Dickens, Pickwick, 1.

Life annuity. See annuity. Life or lives In being,
in law, a phrase used in limiting the power of grantor or
testator to suspend the absolute power of alienation of

property, the general policy of modern law being that such

power shall not be suspended by putting property in trust
or otherwise except for a period expressly limited so as
to expire on the decease of the last survivor of specified
persons in being at the time the will or deed takes effect.

In some jurisdictions the limit is two lives or three lives.

Life Of an execution, the period prescribed by law
or by the terms of an execution within which it ought to
be returned to the court. Line Of life. See Kne2. Or-
ganic life, (a) That life which is common to all organized
beings, as animals and plants ; life in an ordinary sense.

(6) That life which belongs properly to the most vital or-

gans, as the heart, brain, or lungs: distinguished from the
more vegetative life of the organs of nutrition, for example,
whose functions may be temporarily suspended without
causing death. Still life, in art. See still-life. To bring
to life, to restore (that which is apparently dead); revive ;

resuscitate. To come to life,
to revive as from appa-

rent death ; be reanimated : as, a drooping plant comes to

life in water. TO tne life, so as closely to resemble the

original, as a picture; hence, exactly; perfectly: as, a por-
trait drawn to the life. [Life is used in a number of com-
pounds the meaning of which in most cases is sufficiently
obvious; as, J^e-consuming, Zt/e-preserving, etc.] = Syn.
Animation, Life, liveliness,

etc. See animation.

life (Hf), interj. An abbreviation of God's

life,
used as an oath: an interjection of impa-

tience.

Life ! had she none to gull but poor promoters ?

Sliddleton, Chaste Maid, ii. 2.

She once had past that way ; he heard her speak ;

She scared him : life ! he never saw the like.

Tennyson, Princess, i.

life-and-death (Hf'and-deth'), a. Noting a
matter of life or death; critical; desperate.
The life-and-death struggle between the King and the

Commons. New Princeton Rev., IV. 145.

life-arrow (lif'ar'6), n. An arrow carrying a
line or cord, fired from a gun for the purpose
of establishing communication between a ves-
sel and the shore in cases of shipwreck. The
arrow-head has large barbs, so that it may read-

ily catch in the ship's rigging.
life-belt (Hfbelt), . An inflatable belt, gen-
erally of india-rubber, or a belt made of several

pieces of cork fastened together, used to sup-
port the body in the water.
life-blood (lif'blud), TO. and a. I. . 1. The
blood necessary to life

;
vital blood.

Patient the sickening victim eyed
The life-Hood- ebb in crimson tide
Down his clogg'd beard and shaggy limb.

Scott, L. of the L., iii. 8.

2. That which is essential to the existence
or strength of something; that which consti-
tutes or gives strength and energy. Also life's-

blood, or, preferably, life's blood.
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Sick now ! droop now ! this sickness doth infect

The very life-blood of our enterprise.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 1. 29.

Begone, sweet life-blood ; if I should discern

Thyself but touched for my sake, I should die.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. (i.

3. In pathol., the more or less constant spas-
modic quivering of the eyelid or lip : also called

life's-blood, live-blood, and eillo.

That curious muscular sensation or quiver, to which the

vulgar give the name of live blood.

B. W. Richardson, Diseases of Modern Life, p. 163.

II. a. Necessary as blood to life
;
essential.

[Rare.]
These devout prelates ... set at nought and trample

under foot all the most sacred and life-blood Laws, Stat-

utes, and Acts of Parliament.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

life-boat (lif'bot), re. A boat constructed for

the special purpose of saving life at sea in

stormy weather, especially in case of shipwreck.
Life-boats are sharp at both ends, and those carried by
ships are light and strong, and of great buoyancy, obtained
either by air-chambers of metal or by cork cylinders un-
der the thwarts. On the coasts of the United States and
Great Britain and of some other countries, life-boats are
stationed at intervals along the shore, to assist ship-
wrecked seamen. These boats vary in construction, ac-

cording to the nature of the coast. On the sandy sea-coast
of the United States a light surf-boat is used, while on the
shores of the British Isles and on the great American lakes
a much heavier boat is in common use.

life-breath (lif'breth), . The breath of life;

that which imparts or sustains life; a vivifying
principle or agency. [Rare.]
The functions of the staff are the army's life-breath.

N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 454.

life-buoy (lif'boi), . See buoy, 2.

life-car (lif 'kar), . A water-tight chamber
used for conveying people ashore from a wreck.
Connection between the shore and the ship is established

by means of a line-throwing gun, and the car is drawn
backward and forward along a guide-rope by means of

cords manned on the wrecked vessel and on shore.

life-cord (lif'kdrd), n. Same as lifestring.

And to the brain, the soul's bed-chamber, went,
And gnaw'd the life-cords there.

Donne, Progress of the SoiU.

life-cycle (lifsi'kl), . The whole cycle or se-

ries of vital phenomena exhibited by an organ-
ism in its successive stages of development
from the ovum

; life-history.

life-dayt (lif'da), . [ME. lyfe-day, lyf-day, lif-

dag, < AS. lydteg, lifetime, < lif, life, + dceg,

day, period.] Lifetime.

Prestes hue menteyneth
To holde lemmanes and lotebyes al here lif-dayes.

Piers Plowman (C), iv. 188.

life-drop (lif'drop), . A vital drop ;
a drop of

one's heart's blood.

Thou know'st my deeds, my breast devoid of fear,
And hostile life-drops dim my gory spear.

Byron, Nisus and Euryalus, Paraphrase from jEneid, ix.

life-estate (lif'es-taf), n. An estate the tenure
of which is measured by the duration of a life.

See estate for life, under estate.

life-everlasting (Hf'ev-er-las
//

ting), re. Cud-
weed or everlasting ;

the species of the genus
Gnaphalium.

lifeful (lif'ful), a. [< life + -ful.'] 1. Full of

life; lively. [Obsolete or archaic.]
Tiberios life-full eyes and well-Hid vaines.

Marston, The Fawne, i. 2.

Thus he lifeful spake. Keats, Endymion, i.

2. Giving life.

Like liifM heat to nummed senses brought
Spenser, F. Q., VL xi. 45.

life-giving (lif'giv'ing), a. Giving life or spirit ;

having power to revivify or animate
; inspirit-

ing; invigorating.
Nor on the virtue thought

Of that life-giving plant, but only used
For prospect what well used had been the pledge
Of immortality. Milton, P. L., iv. 199.

life-guard (lif'gard), n. [= G. leibgarde = Sw.

Ufgarde = Dan. Imgarde, body-guard.] 1. A
guard of the life or person ;

a guard that attends
a prince or other person ; a body-guard. In the
British army the name Life Guards is given to two caval-

ry regiments forming, with the Royal Horse Guards, the
Household Brigade, the body-guard of the sovereign.

And he's kill'd a' the king's life guards,
He's kill'd them every man O.

Sweet Willie and Lady Margene (Child's Ballads, II. 54).

2. Brushes or some other device placed before
the forward wheels of a locomotive to sweep
small obstructions from the track,

life-history (lif'his"to-ri), . Inbiol.: (a) The
series of vital phenomena exhibited by an or-

ganism in the course of its development from
the egg to its adult state. The word refers espe-

life-plant

cially to embryological and subsequent transformations or

metamorphoses, if any occur. It incidentally includes the

habits, manners, etc., of an organism during the period of

its development.
The life-history of such an imaginary individual, that is

to say, would correspond with all that was new, all that

could be called evolution or development, in a certain

typical series of individuals each of whom advanced a cer-

tain stage in mental differentiation.
J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX, 45.

(6) The written description of a life-history;

morphological "natural history."
life-hold (lif'hold), B. Same as life-land.

life-insurance (Ufin-shor*ans), n. See insur-

ance, 1.

life-interest (lif'm"ter-est), n. An interest or

estate terminating with the life of the person
to whom it belongs.
life-land (lif'land), n. Land held on a lease

for a life or lives. Also called life-hold.

lifeless (lif'les), a. [< ME. lifles, < AS. Kfteds

(= OFries. liflas = MLG. liflds = Sw. liflos =
Dan. lirlos) (cf. equiv. D. levenloos, MHG. lebe-

los, G. leblos, involving another but related

noun), lifeless, < lif, life, + leas, E. -less.] 1.

Deprived of life
;
dead

; also, in a state of sus-

pended animation.
There let his head and lifeless body lie,

Until the queen his mistress bury it.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 1. 142.

2. Not possessing life
; inanimate; inorganic:

as, lifeless matter.
Was I to have never parted from thy side?

As good have grown there still a lifeless rib.

Milton, P. L., ix. 1164.

3. Destitute of power, force, vigor, or spirit ;

wanting animation or vital energy; dull;

heavy; inactive; vapid; insipid: as, a lifeless

style of oratory ; lifeless movements.

Description cannot suit itself in words
To demonstrate the life of such a battle [army]
In life so lifeless as it shows itself.

SAa*.,Hen.V., iv. 2. 54.

4. Destitute of living beings.
Statues finished the lifeless spot with mimic representa-

tions of the excluded sons of men.
Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting, IV. vii.

= SyTL 1. Defunct 3. Inert, torpid, sluggish, spiritless,

passive ; flat, frigid, pointless.

lifelessly (lif les-li), adv. In a lifeless manner ;

without vigor ; dully ; heavily ; frigidly.
lifelessness (lif'les-nes), n. The state of be-

ing lifeless
;
destitution of life, vigor, or spirit ;

inactivity.
lifelike (lif 'lik), o. Simulating or resembling
life; giving the impression of real life: as, a

lifelike portrait or narrative.

lifelikeness (lif'lik-nes), . The quality of be-

ing lifelike
;
simulation of real life.

An absolute lifelikeness of expression.
Poe, Oval Portrait

life-line (lif'lin), n. Naut. : (a) Arope stretched

anywhere on a vessel for the safety of the men
inbad weather or when they are manning yards :

in the latter case it is stretched from the mast
to the lift. (&) One of several lines attached
to a life-buoy or life-boat, to enable a person
in the water to reach the boat or buoy more
readily.

lifelodet, [ME. liflode, lyflode; < life + lode^.

Hence, by confusion, the present form liveli-

hood?.] Conduct of life ;
means of living ; sup-

port; sustenance.

This foule syn, accidie, is eek a ful greet enemy to the

lifelode of the body. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

The Erth mynystrethe to us 2 thinges ; oure Liflode,
that comethe of the Erthe that wee lyve by, and oure Se-

pulture aftre oure Dethe. Mandeville, Travels, p. 293.

lifelong (lif'long), a. [< life + longi. Cf. lire-

long, an older form of the same word.] Last-

ing or continuing through life: as, a lifelong

struggle with poverty ;
a lifelong friend.

lifelyt, a. and adv. An obsolete form of lively.

life-mortar (lifmor'tar), . A mortar for

throwing a rocket with'a rope attached over a

ship in distress near the shore.

lifent, v. t. An obsolete form of liven.

life-office (lif'ofis), . An office where the
business of life-insurance is transacted.

life-peer (llf'per), . A peer whose peerage
lapses at his death, not being hereditary. See
lord of appeal in ordinary, under lord.

life-peerage (lif'per"aj), . A peerage con-
ferred only for the period of the recipient's
life.

life-plant (lif'plant), n. A plant of the genus
Bryophyllum (B. ealycinum and B. proliferum),

belonging to the Crassulaceie. The leaf emits
roots when laid on damp earth.



I.ifc-preserver.

life-preserver

life-preserver (\\('\<r<---/.,--r ver), . 1. An ap-
paratus of various forms, us a buoyant jacket
or belt, or a complete dress, de-

signtMl for the preservation of the
lives of persons who, froin .ship-
wreck or other cause, are com-
pelled to trust themselves to the
water. 2. A weapon, as a pis-

tol, or specifically a short stick
with a loaded head, used for de-
fense against assailants.

lifer (li'fer), n. One who receives
or has received a sentence of pe-
nal servitude for life. [Slang.]
They know what a clever lad he Is ; hell be a lifer;

they'll make the Artful nothing less than H lifer.

Dickeiu, Oliver Twist, xliL

l.ifm cannot claim any remission, but their cases are

brought forward at the end of twenty years, and consid-
ered on their merit*. Kncyc. Brit., XIX. 766.

life-raft (lif'raft), n. Naut., a raft-like construc-
tion designed to save life in case of shipwreck.
That In most general use is composed of two water-tight
cylinders of wood or metal, or of Inflated India-rubber, con-
nected by a wooden framework, and furnished with appli-
ances for rowing and steering.

life-rate (lif'rat), n. The rate of payment on
a policy of life-insurance,

life-rendering (lif'ren'der-ing), o. Yielding up
life. [Rare.]

To his good friends thus wide 111 ope my arms,
And, like the kind life. rendering pelican,
Kepastthem with my blood. Shak., Hamlet, Iv. 6. 146.

life-rent (lif'rent), n. A rent which one is en-
titled to receive for life, usually for support;
a right which entitles a person to use and en-

joy property during life, without destroying or

wasting it.

life-renter (lif'ren'ter), n. A person who en-

joys a life-rent.

llfe-rentrix (lif'ren'triks), . A woman who
enjoys a life-rent.

Lady Margaret Bellenden, . . . Hfe-rentrix of the bar-

ony of Tillletudlem. Scott, Old Mortality, il.

life-rocket (Hf'rok'et), n. A rocket used to

convey a rope to a vessel in distress, so as to
establish communication between it and the
shore.

liferoot (lif'r8t), n. The golden ragwort, Sene-
cio aureus : so named on account of supposed
vulnerary and other properties.
life-saving (Hf'sa'ving), a. Designed to save
life ; especially, designed to save those who are
in danger of drowning. Life-saving apparatus,
all the materials, tools, and appliances useilfor tne rescue
of human life endangered by shipwreck or by flre, such as

life-boat*, wreck-ordnance, llue-carrying projectiles, shot-

lines, faklng-boxes, life-cars, breeches-buoys, transporta-
tion-carts, life-buoys, life-preservers, hawsers, whip-line*,
etc. Life-saving gun, a light piece of ordnance used to
shoot line-carrying projectiles from the shore to vessels In

distress, to establish communication between them and
the shore. Life-saving mortar, a small mortar fitted
for throwing a hooked projectile with a line attached
from the shore to a ship. See l(fe-8avin<j service. Life-
saving projectile, a projectile which Is used for the
rescue of human life imperiled by flre or shipwreck.

Life-saving service, an organization for saving the
lives of persons shipwrecked within reach of aid from the
shore ; In the United states, a division of the Treasury De-

partment of the national government, having stations at
short Intervals along the shores of the ocean and the great
lakes, provided with crews and life-saving appliances of
all kinds. Similar organizations in other countries are

chielly maintained by voluntary private agencies.

life's-blood (lifs'blud), n. See life-blood, '2 and 3.

life-shot (lif'shot), n. A shot or bullet carry-
ing a line, used in the same way and for the
same purpose as a life-rocket.

life-signal (lif'sig'nal), n. In a life-saving buoy,
a device for producing an inextinguishable
chemical light, which is kindled automatically
by the cutting loose of the buoy.

life-size (lif'siz), a. Of the same size as the

(living) object portrayed.
The Roman senate decreed that \\ialife-fize statue should

be sculptured and set up upon the Capitoline.
C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, Int, p. llx.

lifesome (lif'sum), a. [< life + -some.] Ani-

mated; gay; lively. [Rare.]
I wish for your sake I could be
More Hfeaoine and more gay.

Coleridge, Three Grave*.

life-spot (lifspot), n. In whaling, the vulner-
able point behind the fin into which the lance is

thrust to reach the "life" and kill the whale.

lifespring (lif'spring), n. The spring or source
of life

; anything regarded as essential to the
sustentation of the life of either the body or the
soul. Imp. Diet.

lifestring (lif'string), . A nerve or string in

the body imagined to be essential to life; hence,
in the plural, the essential supports of life.

3443
Breaking thy velnes and thy life-ttrinyet w' like pain ft

grief. & r. Jon, Work*, iT 77.

These line* are the rein*, the arteries.
The undecaylng Hfeltringtot those heart*. Daniel.

life-table (lif'ta'bl), n. A statistical table

exhibiting the probable proportion of persons
who will live to reach different ages.

life-tenant (lif'ten'ant), n. The owner of a

life-estate; one who holds lands, etc., for the
term of his own or another's life.

lifetime (lif'tim), . The time that one's life

continues; duration of life.

And that Cnppe the Hone srhalle kepe to drynken of,
alle his Kftyme, in remembrance of hl Fadir.

MandeviUe, Travel*, p. 810.

Let me for this life-time reign a* king.

Shalt., S Hen. VI., L L 171.

life-weary (lif'wer'i), a. Tired of life; weary
of living.

Let me have
A dram of poison, . . .

That the life-weary taker may fall dead.

Shot., K. and .1., v. 1. 02.

life-work (lif
'

werk), n. The work of a lifetinie ;

the employment or labor to which one's life is

or has been devoted.

liflodet, n. See lifelode.

liflyt, adv. An obsolete form of lively.

lift' (lift), n. [< ME. lift, luff, lyft, < AS. lyft= OS. luft = D. luclit = MLG. lucht, luft, LG.
luft = OHO. MHG. G. luft = Icel. lopt (pron.
loft) = Dan. Sw. luft = Goth, lufttu, the air,
the sky: the orig.Teut. word for 'air, and not
found outside of Teut. Hence, through Scand.,
lifft, loft, lofty, aloft, etc.] The air; the atmo-

sphere ;
the sky ;

the heavens. [Now only prov.
Eng. and Scotch.]

When the lift grew dark, and the wind blew loud,
And gurly grew the sea.

.SW Patrick Spent (Chad's Ballads, III. 154).

It Is the moon, I ken her horn,
That's liliukin In the lift sae hie.

Burns, Oh, Willie Brew'd a Peck o' Maut.

lift2 (lift), r. [< ME. liften, lyfteu (pret. lift,

lyft), < Icel. lypta (pron. lyfta) (= Sw. lyfta =
Dan. lofte, lift, MHG. G. luften), lift, air, lit.

'raise in air,' < lopt (pron. loft) = Sw. Dan. luft= MHG. G. luft = AS. lyft, lift, the air: see

lift
1
.} I. traits. 1. To move or heave upward

in space; bring to a higher place or position;
raise ; elevate : often followed by up : as, to lift
a stone from the ground: to lift up one who has
fallen.

Whan he was upon his Conrsere, and wente to the Cas-

telle, and entred in to the Cave, the Dragoun //"'' up hire
Hed azenst him. MandrriUe, Travels, p. 24.

He lift up his spear against eight hundred.
2 Sara, xxiii. 8.

He rises on the toe ; that spirit of his
In aspiration l(ft.* him from the earth.

Shot., T. and C., IT. 6. la

Take her up tenderly,
L\lt her with care. Hood, Bridge of Sighs.

2. To bring to a higher degree, rank, or con-
dition ; make more lofty or considerable ; ele-
vate

;
exalt ; raise to a high or a higher pitch or

state of feeling, as the voice, the mind, etc.

In those means which he [God] by law did establish as

being Attest unto that end, for us to alter any thing is to
lijl up ourselves against Clod, and as it were to counter-
mand him. Hooker, Eccle*. Polity, ill. 10.

His [Joseph's) envious brethrens treacherous'drlft
Him to the Stern of Memphlan State had lift.

Sylvester, tr. of Dn Bartas's Weeks, L 7.

And Jacob . . . lifted up hi* voice, and wept.
Gen. xxix. 11.

Hftnl at length, by dignity of thought
And dint of genius, to an affluent lot

Camper, Table-Talk, L 676.

I remember Penn before hi* accusers, and Fox In the
ball dock, where he wa> lit'i,;i up In spirit, as he tell* us,
and the Judge and the Jury became as dead men under
hi* feet. Lamb, Ella, p. 54.

3. To keep elevated or exalted ;
hold up ; dis-

play on high : as, the mountain lifts its head
above the clouds.

We*aw
The long-roofed chapel of King'* College lift
Turret* and pinnacle* In answering flies,

Wordnmrth. Prelude, HI.

And, in dark firmaments of leaves,
The orange lytt its golden moons.

Lowell, An Invitation.

4. To take away; steal. See/i/if3. [Colloq.]
5. In mining, same as draw, 30. 6. To gather;
collect: as, to h/t rents. 7t. To carve (a swan).
Lyft that swanne. Babret Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 266.

8t. To bear ; support.
Bo downe he fell, that th' earth him underneath
Did grone, as feeble so great load to lift.

Sptraer, F. Q., I. il. 54.

lift

To lift one's gralth. See graith. To lift one's hair,BMBOMi S* / nwUi '
- To lilt the crib.

< treat Lakes tilburies, to gather In the netting of a
crib or bowl of a pound-net ; haul the pound, a* would be
said In New England. To lift up the eyes, to look;
raise the eye* ; direct one'* eye*, or, figuratively, one'*
thought*.

I will lift up mine eyei unto the hills, from whence
coineth my help. P*. cud. 1.

To lift up the head, to rejoice or exult.

Then look up, and lift up your headt; for your redemp-
tion draweth nigh. Luke xxi. 28.

To lift HP tne horn. In Scrip., to vaunt one'* *elf; be-
have arrogantly.

I said unto the fool*. Deal not fool!hly ; and to the
wicked, Lift not up the horn. IX Ixxv. 4.

= Syn. 1 and 2. lloitt, Ueaae, etc. See raue.

il. intrans. 1. To raise or endeavor to raise

something; exert the strength for the purpose
of raising something.
The mind, by being engaged In a task beyond It*

strength, like the body (trained by lifting at a weight too

heavy, ha* often Its force broken. Locke.

2. To rise or seem to rise; disappear In the air:

as, the fog lifts.

Mo gladller doe* the stranded wreck
See thro' the gray skirts of a lifting squall
The boat that bear* the hope of life approach.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

3. Naut., to shake lightly in the wind: said of
a sail when the wind blows on its edge at too
small an angle to fill it TO lift for dealing, In

card-playing, to draw or cut for deal. Ilallimtt.

lift- (lift), n.
(<liftv, .] 1. The act or manner

of lifting or raising; a raising or rising up; ele-

vation.
In race* it 1* not the large stride or high l(ft that make*

the speed. Bacon, Dispatch (ed. 1887).

A l\ft of the fog favored us at last, and we ran into the
little harbor. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 15.

Paris had received one of those momentary liftt of which
she went through several before her final exaltation.

B. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 8.

Some boughs of the maples were beginning to lo*e the
elastic upward liji of their prime, and to hang looser and
liraper with the burden of tneir foliage.

Ilmctttt, Annie Kllburn, XT.

2. Assistance by, or by means of, lifting; hence,
assistance in general; a helping hand: as, to

give one a lift (a help on one's way) in a wagon.
Much watching of Louisa, and much subsequent obser-

vation of her Impenetrable demeanour, which keenly
whetted and sharpened Mrs. Sparsit's edge, must have
given her, a* It were, a lift In the way of Inspiration.

Dickent, Hard Time*, II. 10.

A lady In a dog-cart warned us of rain, and ottered us a
lift, which we refused heroically.

Harper-i Mag., LXXVII. 946.

3. A rise; degree of elevation; extent of rise,
or distance through which anything is raised.

All of these valves have cage* In which they work and
which also act as stops, which prevent them from rising
from their seats further than a certain distance. This
distance is called their lift, and the successful working of
the pumps depends very much on the amount of liji which
the valves have. Forney, Locomotive, p. 117.

Here and there In the land were sharp liftt where rocks
cropped out, making miniature cliffs overhanging some
portion* of the brook'* course. The Century, XXXI. 108.

Specifically (a) The extent of rise In a canal lock : as, a
lift of ten feet. (6) In mining: (1) The dlntance from one
level to another. (2) The distance through which the pes-
tle of an ore-stamp rises and falls.

4. A rise in state or condition ; promotion ;

advancement: as, to get a lift in the army for

bravery. 5. Elevation of style or sentiment;
action of lifting or elevating, as the mind.
[Rare.]
The voice of the orator ceased, and there wa perfect *l-

lence. It seemed as If It could never be broken. The lift
was altogether too great for Immediate applause.

Jonah Quincy, Figures of the Past, p. 109.

6. Anything which assists in lifting, or by which
Objects are lifted. Specifically -<a) A hoWtng-ma-
chlne or other device for raising or lowering persons or
thing* vertically from a lower to a higher level or vice
vena. (See elerator, 4.) A lift In a canal is a large ma-
chine-elevator sometimes used Instead of a lock.

The Times establishment Is altogether too conservative
to Introduce elevator* except In their publication depart-
ment, where the l\ft are employed for carrying the forms
up and down and for similar heavy work.

T. C. Crawford, English Life, p. 110.

An elaborate arrangement of liflt by which actor* can
suddenly appear or vanish through the stage floor.

Kncye. Brit., XXIII. 226.

(6) In mining, a set of pump*.
The separate pomp* In an engine-shaft are placed one

above another ; each set constitutes a lift, and the water is

raised from the sump or fork to the surface by several
repetitions of the same process.

Cotton, Lectures on Mining (tr. Le Jfeve Foster and
[GallowayX II. 350.

(r) A handle, knob, or other device attached to window*
and window-blinds to afford a hold In railing or lowering
them. Car-BuUder't Diet, (d) One of the steps or groove*
of a cone-pulley. The speed of the hoist 1* varied by
changing the belt from lift to lift () The long stock or



lift

rod of a deep well-pump. (/) In a ship's rigging, one of
the ropes connecting the ends of a yard with a masthead
or cap. By means 01 such ropes the yards are squared or
trimmed that is, brought into and held in a position at

right angles with the mast. (y> A machine for exercising
the body by the act of lifting. Also called lifting-ina-
chine and health-lift. (A) In a lathe and in other machine-

tools, any one of the ledges, flats, or grooves on or in the

periphery of the headstock-pulley, and of a similar pulley
of the shaft or countershaft from which power is taken.

These lifts are so proportioned and arranged that shifting
the belt from a lift of a given diameter to one of a smaller
diameter on the headstock-pulley compels it to be also

shifted from a lift of smaller to one of larger diameter on
the countershaft-pulley. Thus several definite changes
of speed of rotation may be obtained with the same belt.

7. That which is lifted or is to be lifted. Spe-
cifically (a) A weight to be raised: as, a heavy lift, (b)

A gate without hinges, which must be lifted up in order
to remove or open it. In some parts of England and the
United States the projecting ends of the bars are let into

mortise-holes in the posts, into and out of which the gate
must be lifted. Also called lift-gate, lifting-gate.

8. In a boot or shoe, one of the thicknesses of

leather which are pegged together to form the

heel
;
a heel-lift Dead lift, (a) A lift made in the

most difficult circumstances, as of a dead body ; a direct lift

without the assistance of leverage or any other mechani-
cal appliance, (b) A last resort ; a desperate emergency.

The physician
Helps ever at a dead lift.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, U. 1.

Here is some of Hannibal's medicine he carried always
in the pommel of his sword, for a dead lift.

Shirley, Maid's Kevenge, iu. 2.

On the lift, on the point of leaving ; ready to depart ; in

a figurative sense, at the pointof death. [Southern U. S. j

I can conceive of but one extenuation. Bolus was on the

lift for Texas, and the desire was natural to qualify him-
self for citizenship. Flush Times of Alabama.

De ole ox is done took sick, and is on de lift.

C. D. Warner, Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 486.

Topping-lift (naut.), a rope used to support or raise the
outer end of a spanker-boom oralower studdingsail-boom.

lift3 (lift), v. [Commonly supposed to be ult.

akin to Goth, hlifan, steal (~>hliftus, a thief), =
L. clepere = Gr. iMit-T-uv (aor. pass. Kkairr/vai),

steal (see cleptomania, klepht). But the word is

not found in this sense in ME. or AS., and this

fact and the associations of the word make it

clear that lift
3

, remove, take away, steal, is sim-

ply a use of lift
2

,
raise : see lift

2
.'] I. trans. To

remove surreptitiously; take and carry away;
steal; purloin: as, to lift cattle.

Common thief ! ... No such thing ; Donald Bean Lean
never lifted less than a drove in his life ; ... he that lifts

a drove from a Sassenach laird is a gentleman drover.

Scott, Waverley, xviii.

The cut in question is lifted from the pages of the Sci-

entific American, but I suspect that its reputed author in
turn lifted it from the pages of the Engineer.

The Engineer, LXV. 424.

II.t intrans. To practise theft
;
steal.

The lifting law, says Dekker,
" teacheth a kind of lifting

of goods cleane awaye."
Belman of London (1608). (HcMiwett.)

One other peculiar virtue you possess, In lifting, or

leiger-du-main. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, i. 1.

Iift3t (lift), 11. [< lifts, v.] A thief. Dailies.

Though you be crosabites, foys, and nips, yet you are not

good lifts: which is a great helpe to your faculty, to filch

a boult of satten or velvet.

I Greene, Thieves Falling Out (Harl. Misc., VIII. 389).

Iift4t, a. An obsolete form of left
1

.

liftable (lif'ta-bl), a. [< lift
2 '+ -able.] Ca-

pable of being lifted.

lift-bridge (lift'brij), . A bridge which may
be raised to admit of the passage of a boat.
Such bridges are sometimes used upon canals, when the
roadway is but a little higher than the water-level.

lifter1 (lifter), . [< lift
2 + -eri.] 1. One who

lifts or raises anything.
Thou, Lord, art ... my glory, and the lifter up of my

head. Ps. iii. 3.

2. That by means of which something is lifted;
an instrument or contrivance for lifting, as a

hoisting-apparatus or elevator, a curved arm in
a steam-engine for lifting the puppet-valve au-

tomatically, a bucket-wheel for raising pulp in
a paper-mill, a kitchen utensil for lifting the lids

of a stove, etc.

lifter2 (lifter), n. [< lifft + -eri.] A thief;
one who lifts a thing for the purpose of purloin-
ing it. In the quotation from Shakspere the word is

used punningly, Troilus having been praised for his power
In lifting.

Is he so young a man, and so old a lifter'

Shak., T. and C., i. 2. 129.

I am dead at a pocket, sir : why, I am a lifter, master, by
my occupation. Greene, James IV., iii.

lift-gate (lift'gat), n. Same as lift
2

,
7 (b).

lift-hammer (lift'ham"er), n. A form of tilt-

hammer in which the alternate action of a
spring in raising the hammer, and of the foot in
the opposite direction through treadle-mecha-
nism, imparts the blow in forging. See Oliver.
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lifting (lifting), n. [Verbal n. of lift
2

, .] 1.

The act of raising or rising.
A summer bird, which . . . sings

The lifting up of day. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4. 93.

2. A lift; aid; assistance. [Rare.]
I cannot forbear doing that authorthe justice of my pub-

lic acknowledgments ior the great helps and lifting* I had
out of his incomparable piece. Smft, Tale of a Tub, v.

St. An attempt ;
a tentative attack. Davies.

There had been some liftings at him in the Court by Sir

John Cook, who had informed against him to the Lord

Treasurer then being. lleylin, Life of Laud, p. 180.

lifting-bar (lifting-bar), n. 1. In a knitting-

machine, a horizontal bar which, moving par-
allel to itself and vertically, systematically and

simultaneouslyraises the jacks. 2. In the Jac-

quard loom, a bar which carries and raises the

lifting-jacks.
lifting-blade (lif'ting-blad), . In the Jacquard
loom, an iron rule-like blade or plate which re-

ceives the lifting-wires when they are raised.

lifting-bridge (lif ting-brij), n. A drawbridge
the whole or a section of which may be raised

by one end to clear the space beneath it.

lifting-day (lifting-da), . Easter Monday or

Tuesdav. See heaving-days. [Prov. Eng.J
lifting-dog (lifting-dog), n. In mach., a de-

vice m the nature of a pawl, clutch, or gripper,

by the action of which a lifting movement is

effected. See dog.

lifting-gate (lifting-gat), >i. Same &slift
2

, 7 (b).

lifting-gear (lifting-ger), . In a steam-boiler
with an interior or inclosed safety-valve, the

mechanism for lifting the valve from its seat.

In one form of this gear the principal parts are a lever of

the second order, a rod connected with the lever and the
valve proper, and a screw passing through a nut in the side

of the boiler and swiveled to the lever, by which the latter

is actuated. In another form the lever is actuated by a
rod passing out through a stuffing-box, and provided with
a lifting-handle.

lifting-hitch (lifting-hieh), n. A hitch adapt-
ed for slinging an object by a rope, so that it

can be hoisted.

lifting-jack (lif'ting-jak), n. A form of jack
adapted for lifting. See jack1 ,

11 (6).

lifting-machine (lifting-ma-shen"), n. Same
as health-lift.

lifting-piece (lif'ting-pes), . A device for rais-

ing tne hammer of a clock in striking.

lifting-rod (lifting-rod), n. In a steam-engine
with puppet-valves, a rod which, receiving mo-
tion from the rock-shaft, imparts motion to the
lifter of a puppet-valve.
lifting-screw (lifting-skro), n. A contrivance
for raising weight by means of a screw; a jack.

lifting-set (lifting-set), n. A series of pumps
by wiich water is raised from the bottom of a
mine by successive lifts. E. H. Knight.
lifting-tongs (lifting-tongz),.SiX'/- &ndpl. A
form of tongs with concave jaws for grasping
and lifting crucibles.

lifting-wire (lifting-wlr), . In the Jacquard
loom, one of the wireswhich form the pattern by
operating the warp-threads.

lift-latch (lift'lach), n. A door-fastening con-

sisting of a latch which is raised by turning a
knob.
lift-lock (lift'lok), n. A canal-lock which lifts

a boat confined in it by notation from one level

to a higher level when water is allowed to flow
into fiie lock.

lift-pump (lift'pump), n. Any pump that is

not a force-pump.
lift-tenter (lift'ten'ter), n. In mach., the gov-
ernor of a windmill that is employed in driv-

ing grinding-stones, designed to regulate the
distance between the upper and the lower
stone according to the velocity.

lift-wall (lift'wal), n. The cross-wall of a lock-
chamber in a canal.

lig (lig), v. i. An obsolete or dialectal form of lie1.

ligament (lig'a-ment), re. [< F. ligament= Sp.
ligamiento, ligamento = Pg. It. ligamento, < L.

ligamentum, a tie, band, < ligare, bind. Cf.

lien2.'} 1. A connecting tie or band ; anything
that binds objects or their parts together; any
bond of union, material or immaterial.
Common and described prayers are the most excellent

instrument and act and ligament of the communion of
saints. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 284.

I find here a man, a woman, a child, amongst whom and
myself there exist the closest ligaments.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, iv.

2. Specifically (a) In anat., a band of connec-
tive tissue serving to bind one part to another.
Most ligaments have a particular shape, site, and office,
and consequently receive special names. See phrases fol-

lowing. ( j) In conch., a band of uncalcified chit-

inous cuticular substance which unites the

ligamentary

valves of a bivalve shell. It is usually elastic, and
so disposed that when the valves are closed it is either

compressed or put upon the stretch, in either of which
opposite cases it antagonizes the action of the adductor
muscles and tends to divaricate the valves.

Conchologists commonly draw a distinction between an
internal and an external ligament; but, in relation to the

body of the animal, all liyaments are external, and their

internality or externality is in respect of the hinge-line,
or the line along which the edges of the valves meet.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 406.

Acromloclavlcular ligaments, alar ligaments, an-
nular ligament. See the adjectives. Annular liga-
ment of the stapes, the capsular ligament connecting
the foot of the stapes with the margin of the fenestra ova-
lis. Arcuate ligament. See arcuate. Atlo-axold
ligament. See atto-axoid. Broad ligament. (a)0t the

liver, the falciform or suspensory ligament, consisting of

two layers of peritoneum, passing between the liver and
the diaphragm, (b) Of the uterus, the fold of peritoneum
which extends from the uterus to the pelvis on either side.

Burns's or Hey's ligament, the upper border of the

saphenons opening in the fascia lata of the thigh; the
femoral ligament or falciform process. Alsocalled/emoraZ
ligament of Hey. Camper's ligament. See triangular
ligament oftheurethra,under triangular. Capsular liga-
ment. See capsular. Central ligament. See central.

Check-ligaments, two stout fibrous cords, one on each

side, passing from the occipital condylesand margin of the
foramen magnum to the odontoid process of the axis, thus

limiting or checking the rotation of the head upon the axis.

Also called lateral or alar odontoid ligaments. Ciliary,
conoidal, coraco-acromial, coracoclavicular, cora-
cohumeral ligament. See tne adjectives, and cut under

knee-joint. Coracoid ligament, a fibrous band convert-

ing the suprascapular notch into a foramen. Coronary,
costocolic, cotylold, crucial ligaments. See the adjec-
tives. Deltoid ligament, the internal lateral ligament of
the ankle-joint. Falciform ligament. Seefalciform.
Femoral ligament of Hey. Same as Burns's ligament.
Gastrosplenic ligament. See gastmsplenic. Gimber-
nat's ligament, that portion of Poupart's ligament which
is reflected along the iliopectineal line. Glenoid liga-
ment, a flbrocartilaginous band surrounding the glenoid
fossa of the scapula. Hey's ligament. Same as Burns's

ligament. Hyo-eplglottic, iiiofemoral, iliolumbar,
Intermuscular ligaments. See the adjectives. Liga-
ment of Winslow, the principal ligament of the back of
the knee-joint, largely derived from expansions of the ten-

dons of muscles, especially of the semimembnuiosus.
Ligament of Zlnn, a fibrous band attached to the border
ofthe optic foramen, whence the recti muscles of the eye-
ball arise. Ligaments of the diaphragm. See dia-

phragm. Lumbosacral ligament. See lum bosacral.

Mucous ligament, a ligament traversing the synovial
cavity of the knee from the anterior wall of the synovial
membrane to the intercondylar notch of the femur. Nu-
chal ligament. See ligamentum nucho?. under ligamen-
lum. Odontoid ligaments. See check-ligaments. Or-
bicular ligament, a circular band of fibers confining the
head of the radius in the lesser sigmoid cavity of the ulna.

Poupart's ligament,
the thickened lower border
of the aponeurosis of the
external oblique muscle of
the abdomen, continuous
with the fascia lata of the

thigh, extending from the
anterior superior epinous
process of the ilium in the
line of the groin to the spine
of the os pubis ; the crural

arch, beneath which emerge
the great vessels and nerves
of the front of the thigh,
and just above which is the

inguinal canal for the sper-
matic cord, or for the round
ligament of the uterus.

Rhomboid ligament, the
costoclavicular ligament.
Round ligament, (a) Of
the hip, a short, stout fibrous
cord connecting th cavity
of the acetabulum with the

depression uponthe summit
of the head of the thigh-bone. (6) Of the liver, the imper-
vious cord formed by the umbilical vein, passing from the
navel to the under surface of the liver, (c) Of the uterus, a
rounded cord on each side between the layers of the broad

ligament, passing from the upper part of the womb to the
internal abdominal ring and thence through the inguinal
canal to the labia majora, consisting of fibrous, areolar. and
some muscular tissue, with vessels and nerves inclosed in a
fold of peritoneum. It corresponds in part to the spermatic
cord of the male. Stellate ligaments, the anterior cos-

tovertebral ligaments. Stylohyoid ligament, the rep-
resentative in man of the epihyal bone of some mammals,
situated between the stylohyal and ceratohyal elements of
the hyoidean arch. Suspensory ligament, (a) Of the
liver. See broad ligament (a). (fc)Of the mammse, processes
of the superficial thoracic fascia entering and supporting
these glands, (c) Of the penis, the fibrous attachment of
the root of the organ to the symphysis pubis. (d) Of the

spleen, a fold of peritoneum connecting the spleen with the

diaphragm. Tarsal ligament. See palpebral ligament,
under palpebral. Transverse ligament of the atlas,
a stout cord extending across the ring of the atlas, and hold-

ing the odontoid process of the axis in place. Its rupture,
asinhanging, causes instant death from impact of the odon-
toid process upon the medulla oblongata. Trapezoid
ligament, the squarish portion of the acromioclavicu-

larligament. Veslco-umbilical ligament, the urachus.
Y- ligament Of Blgelow, the lower forked part of the

iliofemoral ligament.

ligamenta, . Plural of ligamentum.
ligamental (lig-a-men'tal), n. [< ligament +
-al.J Same as liyamentotu,: [Rare.]
ligamentary (lig-a-men'ta-ri), a. [< ligament
+ -ary.~\ Same as ligameiitous.

IL

Pb
Left Innominate Bone of Man,

showing PJ>, Poupart's ligament;
//, ilium; is, ischium; Pb, pubis;
A, acetabulum.



ligamentous

posiug a ligament: as. liiinmcntoux tissue; a

ligtiiiti'iitoit.1 connection or attachment.

ligamentously (lig-a-men'tut-li), otfc. By
means of a ligament.

Being also connected ligamentously with the scapula;.

JSncyc. Brit., XVI. 609.

ligamentum (lig-a-men'tum), .; pi. ligamenta

(-tji). [L. : soc iiii/unnil.'} A ligament. The
names of the ligaments here given are commonly written
In the Latin form. Ligamenta subflava, the yellowish
elastic ligaments connecting the lamina of vertebrae with
one another. Ligamenta vaglnalla, the sheathing liga

monts, strong fibrous bands which form sheaths for the
flexor tendons of the Angers and toes. Ligamentum
Botalll. See iltirttut Botalli, under ductus. -Ligamentum
dentatutn <>r dentlculatum, a narrow serrated fibrous
baud on each Bide of the spinal cord, separating the anterior
from the posterior root* of the spinal nerves. Ligamen-
tum mucoaum, a mucous ligament. Ligamentum
nuchse.:i mass of yellow elastic nbrous tissue in the me-
dian line of the back of the neck of many animals, as the

Ligamentum Nuchacof the Ox (shown by the shaded part ofthe figure).

ox, serving by its elasticity to assist in the support of the

head. It is rudimentary or wanting In man, in whom it

is represented merely by an aponeurosis. It is readily
seen in a nock of lamb as served on the table : called by
butchers/(tci,/fa/oa;, padcivax,paxicax, paxywaxy,whit-
leather, etc. Ligamentum patellae, the ligament of the

kneepan, the tendon of insertion of the great extensor
muscles which lie upon the front of the thigh. Liga-
mentum pectluatum iridls, the connection of the cir-

cumference of the iris with the cornea. Ligamentum
splrale, th<' spiral ligament of the cochlea. Ligamen-
tum teres, the round ligament of the hip-joint.

ligan (li'gan), . fin this form, and according
to the defl' ( a thing tied,' etc.), < OP. as if *li-

gain,&n assumed var. of Haiti, Hen (= Pg. Ugame,
etc.),a band, tie,< L. ligamen,\)taid, tie: see lien2 .

But ligan is appar. a sophisticated form, feign-

ing a connection with L. ligare, bind, as above,
or with E. lie, lig, D. liggen, etc.,of the older form

lagan (formerly also logon, lagam),<. OF. lagan,
also lagand, lagant, laguen, waifs or wreckage
cast ashore, a seignorial right claimed to such

wreckage ; perhaps of LG. origin, from the verb

cognate with E. Me1
.] In law, anything sunk in

the sea, but tied to a support at the surface, as
a cork or buoy, in order that itmay be recovered.
See flotsam and jetsam.
Jetsam is where goods are cast into the sea, and there

sink and remain under water ; flotsam Is where they con-
tinue swimming on the surface of the waves; lignn is

where they are sunk in the sea, but tied to a cork or buoy
In order to be found again. Blactotont, Com., I. vili.

ligancet, A variant of legiance, for allegiance.

ligate (li'gat). v. t.; pret. and pp. ligated, ppr.
ligating. [< L. ligatiis, pp. of ligare, tie, bind:
see ligament.] To bind with a ligature; tie.

The possibility of linaKng the ruptured artery could

not, under the circumstances, be entertained.
Medical Newt, UII. 78.

ligation (li-ga'shon), n. [= OP. ligation (ver-

nacularly liaison" F. liaison) = Sp. ligacion, li-

<tn:i>n, < LL. ligatio(n-), a binding, < ligare, pp.
nd-. bind: see ligament.} A tying or bin

ing, or the state of being tied or bound ; con-
striction by a ligature

or bond
; especially, in

Kiinj., the operation of tying an artery to pre-
vent hemorrhage, as after amputation, etc.

It is the ligation of sense, but the liberty of reason.
Sir T. Browne, Rcligio Medici, ii. 11.

ligator (li-ga'tor), n. [< NL. ligator, < L. Hijun:

tie, bind: see ligament."} In surg., an instru-

ment used to place and fasten a ligature. E.
H. Knight.

ligature (lig'a-tur), n. [< F. ligature = Sp. Pg.
ligadura = It. Jigatttra, < LL. iigatura, a banu,
< L. ligare, bind : see ligament.'] 1. Anything
that serves for tying, binding, or uniting, as a
cord or bandage; hence, any binding, restrain-

ing, or uniting agency or prineiplp.

Religion is a public virtue ; It Is the liyature of souls,

and the great Instrument of the conservation of bodies

politic. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1885), I. 81.

The many ligatures of our English dress check the cir-

culation of the blood. Spectator.

Ligatures of race and family and family affections to

bind them together.
Buthnett, Nature and the Supernat., vi.
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Specifically 2. In surg. : (a) A cord for ty-

ing a blood-vessel, particularly an artery, to

prevent hemorrhage, (b) A cord or wire to re-

move tumors, etc., by strangulation. 3. The
act of binding; ligation.

Any stoppage of the circulation will produce a dropsy,
as by strong liyature or compression. Arlmthnot, Diet,

4f. The state of being bound or consolidated.

Sand and gravel grounds easily admit of heat and mois-

ture, for which they are not much the better, because

they let it pass too soon, and contract no liyature.

Mortimer, Husbandry.

5t. Impotence supposed to be induced by ma-
gic. 6. In music: (a) In medieval musical no-

tation, one of various compound note-forms

designed to indicate groups of two ormore tones
which were to be sung to a single syllable
that is, similar to a group of slurred notes in the
modern notation. Ligatures are often difficult to de-

cipher, on account of the doubtfulness not only of the

pitch of the tones intended, but of their relative duration.

(b) In modern musical notation, a tie or band;
hence, a group of notes slurred together, in-

tended to be sung at a single breath or to be

played as a continuous phrase, (c) In contra-

puntal music, a syncopation. 7. In printing
and writing, a type or character consisting of

or representing two or more letters or charac-
ters united. In type-founding the ligatures fl, fl, ff, ffl,

Ml are made on account of the kern or overhanging top of
the letter f. Six others were formerly made with the simi-

larly shaped long s, now disused fb, rti, (i, Ik, fl, and ft ;

and there was also a ligatured ct (t>). A still larger num-
ber of ligatures were used in old fonts of Greek type, all

of which are now generally discarded. In medieval cursive
or minuscule manuscripts, especially of Greek, ligatures
are very numerous, and in the earlier printed editions about
fifty such characters are of frequent occurrence. Some
of the Qreek ligatures and of the elements composing them
seem to have originated in tachvgraphic or shorthand
characters. See tachygraphy. Ligature forceps. See
forceps.

ligature (lig'a-tur), v. t. ; pret. and pp. liga-

tured, ppr. ligaturing. [< ligature, n.] To com-
press or tie by means of a ligature, in any sense

;

ligate.
If the sino-anrlcular Junction of the heart of the turtle

be ligatured under favorable circumstances, the action of
the auricles and ventricle, temporarily arrested, may be
resumed. Science, XI. 80.

ligeancet, ligeancyt, Variants of legiance,
for allegiance.

ligget, A Middle English form of lie1.

liggementt, An obsolete form of ledgment.

ligger (lig'er), n. [< ME.*liggere, var. of "ligere,

her : see tier*, and cf. lig, lie*. Hence by assibi-

lation lidger, ledger: see kdger*.] 1. The hori-

zontal timber of a scaffolding ;
a ledger. 2. A

nether millstone.

The stones which composed these primitive . . . mills

. . . were two : an upper stone or runner, and a nether,
called In Derbyshire aligger, from the old word lig, to lie.

Archaologia (1785), VII. 20.

3. A plank placed across a ditch as a pathway.
4. A coverlet for a bed. 6. A line with a

float and bait used for catching pike. 6. A
spent salmon; a kipper or kelt. [Prov. Eng.
in all senses. Halliwell.']

light
1

(lit), a. [< ME. light, liht, lyht, -litf, < AS.

leoht, leht, liht = OS. lioht = OFries. liacht = D.

ligt, licht = MLG. LG. licht = OHG. lioht, MHG.
Heht, G. licht = Goth, "liuhts (evidenced by
its deriv. liuhtjan, shine: see light*, v.), light,

bright ; with orig. pp. formative -th (AS. usually
-d(E. -#*, -edt), after h usually -<),<Teut. %/ luh,

be light, whence also ledht, n. (see light*, n.), le-

6ma, gleam (see team1
), liget, legetu, lightning

(see lait*), lig, leg, a flame (see lay
s

, low*), lixan,

licsan, liexan, shine, glitter, and other Teut.

forms; a wide-spread Indo-Eur. root: =L.i//c,
shine, in lux (luc-), light, lucere, be light (see lu-

cent), lucidus, light, clear (see lucid), lumen, light

(see lume, loom*, luminous, illumine, etc.), luna,
the moon (see luna, lunar, etc.); = Gr. T/ f.m,

shine, in fetnuic, light, bright, white (see Icitcou.v,

and words in leuco-), favoottv, see, i>ii$it.vai, twi-

light; cf. Ir. loche, lightning, Ion, gleam, Gael.

leus, light, 16, Id, daylight, lochran, a light,

lamp, W. llug, light; OBulg. lucha, beam of

light, luna, the moon; = Skt. if ruch, shine.

Hence light*, v., lighten*, enlighten, etc.; but

light*, n., is of different terminal formation : see

light*, .] 1. Bright; clear; not dark or ob-
scure : as, it begins to be //;//'

' (said of the morn-

ing); a light apartment.
Even the night shall be light about me. Pa, cxxxlx. 11.

O, now be gone : more liyht and li'jht It grows.
SAa*.,rt andJ., ill. 5. Si.

2. Pale or whitish in color; applied to colors,

highly luminous and more or less deficient in

chroma: as, a light complexion; a light pink.

light

The boy wa.M-7W-eyd and Wj-halred that the . . .

rays appeared to draw onto* Mm whrttMUa colourh*mr
I-. -.- I DtrihrM, Hard Times, L 1.

Sweet-hearted, you, whose (igAMilue eye*
Are tender over drowning flics.

Tennytun, In Uemorlam, xcvl.

Light green, light green 8. Same uacid-grem.- Light
meat. See meat.

light
1

(lit), '. ; pret. and pp. lighted (less prop-
erly lit), ppr. lighting. [< ME. lighten, lichten,

lihten, lyhti-n, ligtcn, < AS. lyhtan, lihtan, ledhtan,

shine, lighten (also in comp. dlihtan, inlihtan,

onlihtan, gelihtan, merged in obs. E. alight*,

r., light, illuminate) (= OS. liohtian, liuhtian,
OFries. lirlilo, ligta = 1). lichten = MLG. Uckten,
lechten, LG. lichten = OHG. MHG. liuhten, Q.
leuchten = Goth, liuhtjan, bo light, be bright,

shine), < Imlit, light, bright: see light*, a.~\ I.

in trims. 1. To become light or bright ; exhibit

a bright or luminous effect ; shine, as from in-

ternal or reflected light : as, her face lighted up
with joy; the picture lights up well.

But, natheles, It was so fair a syghto
That It made alle her hcrtes for to lyghtf.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, L 888.

And that shall be the day, whene'er It Ughtt,
That this same child of honour and renown . . .

And your unthought-of Harry chance to meet.

Shale., 1 Hen. IV., ill. 2. 138.

2. To catch fire; kindle, as something to which
fire is applied.

II. trans. 1. To make light; give light to, or
shed light upon, literally or figuratively; pro-
vide with light; illuminate; irradiate: as, to

//.<//'/ an apartment ; a smile lighted up his coun-
tenance.

And after that hire lokynge gan she lyghte
That never thoughte hym seen so goode a slghte.

Chaucer, Troilus, I. 293.

And all our yesterdays have lighted fools

The way to dusty death. Shot., Macbeth, v. 5. 22.

That one great eye [In the Pantheon] opening upon
heaven is by far the noblest conception for lighting a

building to be found in Europe.
J. Fergumon, Hist. Arch., I. 311.

From the Intense, clear, star-sown vault of heaven,
Over the lit sea's unquiet way.

M. Arnold, Self dependence.

2. To kindle; ignite; cause to burn, either

literally or figuratively: as, to light a fire or a

match; to ligntthe torch of rebellion.

Whome we folowyd to all the holy placys with In the
same Monasteri, with candels li<jht [lit or lighted] In ower
handys. Torlnngton, Dlarlc of Eng. Travel], p. 48.

With better flames than these, which only be

Lighted to plunge in Darkness you and me.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, II. 114.

light
1
(lit), B. [< ME. light, licht, ligt, liht, < AS.

leoht = OS. lioht = OFries. liacht = D. licht =
MLG. LG. licht = OHG. lioht, MHG. lieht, G.
licht = Goth, linhath (liuhad-), light; with orig.
noun-formative -ath,-th (the Scand. forms, Icel.

Ijos = Sw. ljus = Dan. lytt, having a diff. forma-
tive -s), from the Teut. y luh, be

light
: see

light*, a. The noun light is thus of diff. forma-
tion from the adj. light, though from the same
root.] 1. That which makes things visible;
in physics, that form of energy which, acting
upon the organs of sight, renders visible the

objects from which it proceeds. The now aban-
doned emission or corpuscular theory, which was advocated
by Newton, represented light as consisting of minute mate-
rial particles emitted by the luminous body and traveling
through space in all directions from It, with immense ve-

locity; the sensation of sight being due to the action of
these particles upon the eye. According to the undula-

tory theory, which is now generally accepted, light Is a kind
of undulatory motion produced by the luminous body In

Is propagated In waves (see ti-ace) in all directions from
the luminous body, and with a velocity In a vacuum of

about 186,000 miles per second. The rays sent out or ra-

diated in straight lines from the luminous body differ in

wave-length, although apparently propagated with the
same velocity ; the eye Is sensitive to those only whose
wave-lengths are Included between certain narrow limits,

namely, those corresponding to red and violet light (see

spectrum). Light Is, then, a part of the kind of energy
called radiant energy (see radiant energy, under energy,
and radiation). The electronaimttic theory of light, pro-
l,vd by M:ixwrll. nppOMillfU i..r man ftatHOf, r:i

diant energy) to be an electromagnetic disturbance prop-
agated by vibrations at right angles to the direction of

the ray. and taking place in the same ether the strains or
vibrations of which serve to propagate electromagnetic
induction. In confirmation of this theory, It is fonnd that

the experimentally determined velocities of the propaga-
tion of light and of electromagnetic Induction are nearly
the same. The principal phenomena of light are grouped
under the following heads : 0) Absorption, or the trans-

formation of the vibration of the ether Into the molecular
vibrations of the body upon whirh the light falls or through
which It passes. The effect of the absorption of part of

the light-rays by a body is to give it color : thus, grass
Is green because it sends back to the eye only the rays
which together produce the effect of green, the other rays
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being absorbed
;
and a piece of red glass owes its color to

the fact that it transmits only that part of the light whose
combined effect upon the eye is that of red. According
to the degree of absorption of light, a body is said to be
transparent, translucent, opaque, etc. Connected with ab-

sorption are the phenomena of fluorescence and phos-
phorescence. (2) Reflection, or the sending back of the

light-rays by the surface on which they fall into the me-
dium through which they have come. The laws of reflec-

tion explain the action of plane, concave, and convex mir-
rors (see mirror). The irregular reflection, scattering, or
diffusion of the light from the surfaces of bodies serves
to make them visible to the eye. (3) Refraction, the break-

Ing or change of direction of the ray as it passes from one
medium into another of different density. This may be
single or double, the latter when the ray is separated into
two rays. The principles of refraction explain the use of
lenses (see lens), with the various instruments in which
they form the essential part, as the microscope, telescope,
etc. (4) Dispersion, or the separation of rays of different

wave-length, as when a pencil ofwhite light passes through
a prism, and a spectrum showing the successive colors is

produced (see spectrum and spectroscope). (5) Interference,
or the mutual action of different waves, producing such
phenomena as Newton's rings, the colors of thin plates,
and the colored figures of uniaxial and biaxial crystals.
A special case is that of diffraction, (6) Polarization, or
that change in a light-ray which limits its vibrations to
one plane a change produced by reflection and double

refraction, and leading to a wide range of beautiful phe-
nomena. See further under each of these terms.

Truly the light is sweet, and a pleasant thing it is for
the eyes to behold the sun. Eccl. xi. 7.

Hail, holy Light ! offspring of heaven first-born, . . .

Bright effluence of bright essence increate.

Milton, P. L., iii. 1.

It is possible to produce darkness by the addition of
two portions of light. If light is a substance, there cannot
be another substance which when added to it shall pro-
duce darkness. We are therefore compelled to admit that

Kilht is not a substance. Clerk Maxwell, Heat, p. 216.

No one who has studied the subject can doubt . . .

that light really consists of a change of state propagated
from point to point in a medium existing between the
luminous body and that which the light affects.

Stokes, Light, p. 25.

2. In physiol., the sensation produced by the
action of physical luminosity upon the organ of

vision. See color. 3. Illumination or enlight-
enment as an effluence or a result; radiation
from or to anything, in either a physical or a
moral sense

; luminosity ; glow ; radiance : as,
the light of the sun, of a taper, or of a glow-
worm; to be guided by the light of reason; to
shed new light on a subject.

Lord, lift thou up the light of thy countenance upon us.

Ps. iv. 6.

Wearing the white flower of a blameless life,
Before a thousand peering littlenesses,
In that fierce light which beats upon a throne.

Tennyson, Idylls of the King, Ded.

Men and women who have developed power of mind
and heart by simple fidelity to truth and conscience, un-
til they have become sources of light and comfort to all

the neighborhood. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 43.

4. The state or condition of being visible;

exposure to view; hence, public observation;
publicity: as, his misdeeds have come to light.

The better to follow the good, and avoyd the evill, which
in time must of force bring great thinges to light.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 6.

A doleful story you shall heare,
In time brought forth to light.

The Children in the Wood (Child's Ballads, III. 129).

Oh, spring to light, auspicious Babe, be born !

Pope, Messiah, L 22.

5. That which gives light ; a source of illumina-
tion

;
abody that emits or transmits rays of light ,

as the sun, the moon, a star, a beacon, a candle,
etc.; in pyrotechnics, any piece of fireworks
which burns brightly.
And God made two great lights ; the greater light to rule

the day, and the lesser light to rule the night. Gen. i. 16.

The lights burn blue. It is now dead midnight.
Shak., Rich. III., v. 3. 180.

The lights of heav'n (which are the world's fair eies)
Look down into the world, the world to see.

Sir J. Dames, Nosce Teipsum.
That on a certaine night they laye an Image in a bed,

and number a set bead-roll of lamentations
; which being

ended, light is brought in. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 89.

More than two thousand churches in England have
lights upon the Altars.

F. 0. Lee, Directorium Anglicanum, p. 46, note.

Hence 6. Figuratively, a source of mental
or spiritual illumination ;

one who or that which
enlightens, as an eminent teacher; anything
which diffuses knowledge, instruction, or infor-
mation

;
a guiding power or principle ; also, a

source of cheerfulness or joy.
The Lord is my light and my salvation. Ps. xxvii. 1.

The woman where we lodged was an ancient, grave,
and serious person, to whom we declared the testimony
of the light, shewing her the difference betwixt an outside
and an inside religion, which she received with much
kindness. Penn, Travels in Holland, etc.

One who has not these previous Lights is very often an
utter Stranger to what he reads.

Addison, Spectator, No. 291.
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But who shall comfort the living,
The light of whose homes is gone?

Bryant, Autumn Walk.

7. Means of communicating light or fire
;
some-

thing to kindle with : as, to give one a light for

a cigar. 8. A lighthouse: as, Fastnet light;

Sandy Hook light,

From Kingston Head and from Montauk light
The spectre kindles and burns in sight.

Whittier, The Palatine.

9. That which admits light ;
a medium or an

opening for the entrance of light, as a window,
or a pane or compartment of a window : as, a
window consisting of three lights; a light of

glass.
The lights, doors, and stairs [were] rather directed to

the use of the guest than to the eye of the artificer.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

10. The manner in which the light strikes upon
an object or a picture ; also, an illuminated part
of an object or picture ;

the part which lies op-
posite the point or place from which the light
comes or is supposed to come.
Never admit two equal lights in the same picture.

Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting.

11. The point of view from which, or position
in which, anything is looked at or considered;
the side or features to which attention is paid ;

aspect.
Consider then, and judge me in this light;
I told you, when I went, I could not write.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. ii. 27.

12. In law, the right to have one's windows un-
obscured by obstructions on the part of one's

neighbors. 13. In painting, a small patch or
surface of very light color, as white, used in
a design, to diversify the effect of the darker
colors. 14f. A torch-bearer

; a link-boy.
I went to my lodgings, led by a light, whom I put into

the discourse of his private economy, and made him give
me an account of the charge, hazard, profit, and loss of a
family that depended upon a link.

Steele, Spectator, No. 464.

Aberration Of light. See aberration, 6. Accidental,
albo-carbon light. See the qualifying words. Ancient
light, in law, a window receiving light over the land of
another than the owner of the house benefited, which, by
reason of uninterrupted enjoyment for twenty years or

more, has become established as an easement, imposing a
servitude of light and air over such adjoining land. The
English law, followed in a few of the United States, estab-
lishes such a right by lapse of time, unless the enjoyment
was under written permission ; but it does not include a
right of prospect. In other States such a right cannot be
claimed by prescription, but only by contract. Artificial
light. See artificial. Axis of a beam of light. See
orats'. Beale light, a form of Argand burner in which
combustion is promoted by a current of air under pres-
sure. Bengal light, in pyrotechnics, a vivid and sustained
blue light used in signaling and displays of fireworks. It
is composed of antimony 1 part, sulphur and mealed

powder each 2 parts, and nitrate of soda 8 parts, pulver-
ized, mixed, and pressed into shallow vessels. E. H.
Knight. Between the lights, between daylight and
artificial illumination ; in the twilight.

I was still busy between the lights, singing and working
by the window. Dickent, Bleak House, xvii.

Between two lights, between two days ; under cover of
darkness ; in the night : as, he was forced to leave town
between two lights. [Colloq.j Blue light, a composition
which burns with a blue flame, used as a night-signal in

ships or for military purposes, etc. The color is due to the
admixture of ammoniacal copper-sulphate in the compo-
sition. Boccius light, a form of gas-burner in which a
pair of concentric metallic cylinders are placed over the
flame inside an ordinary lamp-chimney, to reduce the
combustion and give a more brilliant light. Bude light,
an exceedingly brilliant light, produced by directing a
current of oxygen gas into the interior of the flame of an
Argand lamp or gas-burner. See Bude burner, under
burner. Calcium light. See calcium. Catadioptric
light, a light used in lighthouses, in which are combined
the catoptric and dioptric systems. Catoptric light,
a light in which the beam is produced by reflection. See
catoptric. Chatham light, a kind of flash-light pro-
duced by blowing a mixture of pulverized resin and mag-
nesium-dust through the flame of a spirit-lamp. It is used
for military signals. Children of Light. See child.

Cockshutt, colored, converging light. See the quali-
fying words. Collection Of light. See collection

Common light. Same as white light (<r). Decomposi-
tion of light. See decomposition. Deviation of a ray
Of light. See demotion. Diffusion of light, the irregu-
lar reflection or scattering of the light from the surface of
a body not absolutely smooth. The light is called diffused
light. Dioptric light, a light in which the beam is pro-
duced

by_ refraction, not by reflection. See dioptric system,
under dioptric. Divine light, that illumination which
proceeds directly from God. Double lights, in light-
houses, lights on different levels, either in one tower
at different heights or in two towers. Drummond
light. Same as calcium light. Electric light. Seeelec-
Inc. Equation of light. See light-equation. Fixed
light, in lighthouses, a light which is maintained stead-
ily without change, in contrast with revolving or inter-
mittent lights. Floating light, a light displayed at the
masthead of a vessel or light-ship anchored near a reef,
shoal, or channel where there is no suitable foundation
for a lighthouse. Friends of Light. See Free Congre-
gatinm, under congregation. Ground lights, a row of
lights used on a stage to light the base of a scene. High

light

light, in art, any part or point in a picture upon which
the light falls or glances in full force and without shad-
ow : as, the high lights in a portrait, or in a study of still

life. Homogeneous light, light which is all of one
color, or, more strictly, of one wave-length ; monochro-
matic light. Incandescent light. See electric light, un-
Aer electric. Increate light. Same as divine light. In-
ner or inward light, spiritual illumination ; knowledge
divinely imparted ; specifically, as used by the Society of

Friends, the light of Christ in the soul. Intermittent
light, in lighthouses, a light which appears suddenly, re-

mains constant for a short interval, and then suddenly dis-

appears, the light being alternately displayed and hidden
by the motion of circular shades in front of the reflectors.

Law of absorption of light. See iawi. Leading
lights, lights in different towers to indicate to seamen a
certain course, channel, or danger. E. H. Knight. Lead
lights. See lead'*. Light-elasticity, the elasticity of
the luminiferous ether, upon which the velocity of light-

propagation depends. This is ordinarily conceived of as

being modified by the nature of the particular ponderable
medium under consideration. Thus, the ratio of the ve-
locities of light in water and glass (or the inverse ratio
of their refractive indices) expresses also the ratio of the

light-elasticity in each case. In crystallized media the

light-elasticity may differ in different directions in the
same substance, and its character determines whether
these media are isotropic, uniaxial, or biaxial. See refrac-
tion, and axes of light-elasticity (under <msl). Light of
nature, (a) Intellectual perception ; that faculty of the
mind by which certain truths appear evident* or clear and
distinct, independently of experience. The phrase was
used by Descartes in this sense. Leibnitz remarks that
there are certain innate truths, called instincts, which do
not belong to the light of nature, because they are ob-
scure. (6) In thrill., the capacity which belongs to man
of discovering some of the truths of religion without the
aid of revelation: opposed to divine light. Light-re-
gistering apparatus, an automatic device for record-

ing the amount of light falling upon any particular spot
during small fixed intervals. E. H. Knight. Magneti-
zation of light. See magnetization. Monochromatic
light. See monochromatic. New Lights, a name some-
times given to persons who have seceded from a church,
or formed a new religious connection, on account of some
new view of doctrine or duty. See Campbellite, 1. North-
ern lights, the aurora borealis. Oxycalcium light.
Same as calcium, light. Oxyhydrogen light. See oxyhy-
drogen. 'Rea light, a light colored by strontium. Re-
volving light.in lighthouses, a light alternately displayed
and concealed by therevolution ofaframewiththreeormore
sides fitted with large reflectors so arranged that those on
each side have their axes parallel. The light appears, grad-
ually increases to full strength, and gradually disappears
as the opaque sides of the frame intervene between it and
the observer. The Lights, (a) The Jewish feast of the
Dedication or Enceenia. (6) In the Greek Church, the feast
of the Epiphany, or manifestation of Christ to the world,
especially at his baptism. The name also refers to the il-

lumination (baptism) of believers, and to the great num-
ber of lights carried at the ceremony of the benediction of
the waters (see water) on the day of that feast, symbolical
of illumination and baptism. To bring to light. See
bring. To see the light, to come into view; be made
public ; be brought forth.

Why am I asked what next shall see the light >

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 271.

To stand in one's own light, to be the means of pre-
venting one's own advantage, or of frustrating one's own
purposes.

Even from the first

You stood in your own light and darken'd mine.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

White light, (a) In physics, the light which comes directly
from the sun, and which has not been decomposed as by
refraction in passing through a transparent prism. (6) A
light produced artificially, and used for signals, etc. (See
&\so arc-light, flash-light.)=aya. land 2. Flash, Blaze, etc.

See flame, n.

light
2

(lit), a. and . [< ME. light, licht, ligt,

lyht, liht, < AS. ledht, rarely leht, Wit (orig. liht),
= OS. *Klit (in comp. lihtlik, light) = OFries.
licht = D. ligt = MLG. licht = OHG. lihti, liht,

MHG. lihte, G. leicht = Icel. lettr = Sw. Idtt =
Dan. let = Goth, leihts, light; perhaps orig.

*linht, "lenht (with orig. pp. suffix -t), akin to
Lith. lengwus = L. ISeis, earlier levis, orig. *lenh-
vis (?) = Gr. efatxlf = Skt. raghu, light. From
theK form leris are ult. E. levity, levitate, leaven?,
lever1

,
levee1

, levee^, levy
1

, levy
2

, alleviate, allege^,

etc.] I. a. 1. Having little or relatively little

actual weight ;
not burdensome

;
not cumbrous

or unwieldy: as, & light load', light weapons.
This dragon no man cowde wite where Merlin it hadde,

and it was merveilouse light and mevable ; and whan it

was set on a launce thei beheilde it for grete merveile.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 116.

It will be light, my lord, that you may bear it

Under a cloak that is of any length.
Shah., T. G. of V., iii. 1. 129.

The strong and cumb'rous arms the valiant wield,
The weaker warrior takes a lighter shield.

Pope, Iliad, xiv. 442.

2. Having little weight as compared witli bulk
;

of little density or specific gravity; not heavy,
either absolutely or relatively : as, feathers and
cork are light; oil is lighter than water.

Along the quiet air,

Come and float calmly off the soft, light clouds,
Such as you see in Summer.

Bryant, A Winter Piece.

3. Of short weight; weighing less than the

proper or standard amount: as, to use light

weights in trade ; light coin.
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You allow gome grains to your gold before you call It

light: allow Rome innnnitii-M to itn\ tn.iti before you call

him ill. Dunne, Sermons, xiv.

liiHxl ye are and bad, and like to ruins.
Some true, some light. Tennyum. The Holy (Jrail.

4. In cnokrrii, not licavy or soggy; spongy;
well raiscil : said of bread, cakes and the like.

To begin, then, with the very foundation of a good ta-

ble, Bread: What ..us-lii II to lie? It should be light,

sweet, and tender.
//. B. Stnwe, House and Home I'apers, x.

6. Lacking that which burdens or makes heavy;
hence, free from burden or impediment ; unen-
cumbered: as, light infantry; the ship returned

Ugkt.
He died for heaviness that his cart went light.

Milton, On Old Hobsoi, II.

I would teach them that my arm is heavy, though my
purse lie light.

Hawthorne, Twice-told Tales (My Kinsman).

6. Not heavy in action or effect; lacking force
or intensity; moderate; slight; buoyant; agile;

sprightly : as, a ship of light draft
; light of foot ;

a light hand; liyht sleep; a light wind; light

comedy.
This city must be famlsh'd,

Or with light skirmishes enfeebled.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., L 4. 68.

A foot more light, a step more true.
Ne'er from the heath-flower dash'd tho dew.

Scott, I .. of the i .. L 18.

You are young, Miss, and I should say a liyht sleeper.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xvl.

7. Not weighty; of little import or conse-

quence; trivial; unimportant: as, a light re-

mark; light reading; a light fault.

Seemeth It to you a light thing to be a king's son-lc-
law? 1 Sam. xviii. 23.

Trifles light as air

Are to the jealous confirmations strong
As proofs of holy writ. Shak., Othello, III. 3. 822.

To throw all Europe into confusion for a purpose clearly
unjust was no light matter.

Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

8. Not burdensome, hard, or difficult ; easy to

perform, to endure, to digest, etc.; slight; in-

considerable: as, light work; light punishment;
a light repast; a light wine.

It is lifter to leue in thre lonely persones
Than for to louye and leue as wel lorelles as lele.

Pien Plowman (B), xvii. 43.

Our light affliction . . . worketh for us a far more ex-

ceeding and eternal weight of glory. 2 Cor. iv. 17.

You shall presently have a liyht supper, and to bed.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 234.

The li-ilii wines of Bordeaux began to be familiar to
almost every table. J. McCarthy, Hiat. Own Times, xll.

9. Not weighed down; free from care or an-

noyance; cheerful; jubilant: as, a light heart.

Priam, at the prayer of tho prise kynges,
Deliuert the lady with a /.'/*/ wille,
In eschaunge of tho choise, that chaped before.

Destniction of Troy (E. T. S.), L 7908.

What sadness can I have? No ; I am light,
And feel the courses of my blood more warm
And stirring than they were.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, ill. 2.

Although I did not give way entirely to such hopeful
thoughts, I was still very liyht in spirits and walked upon
air. R. L. Stevenson, Merry Men.

10. Lacking moral or mental gravity; charac-
terized by or exhibiting levity ; volatile; capri-
cious; frivolous: as, nlightmmA; light conduct.

Carols and rounds and such light or lasciuious Poemes.
J'uttenhuiH, Arle of Eng. Poesie, p. 68.

Seneca cannot be too heavy, nor 1'lautus too light.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 420.

These light vain persons still are drunk or mad
With surfeitings and pleasures of their youth.

Sir J. Dames, Immortal, of Soul, xxx.

Her li
:
iht head quite turned

In this court atmosphere of flatteries.

Harper'f Mag., LXXVI. 56.

Hence 11. Given to levity of conduct; loose
in morals ; wanton ; unchaste.

A lii.ilil wife doth make a heavy husband.
Shak., M. of V., v. 1. ISO.

It's fitting that time wha hae had a light and evil life,

and abused etmrity when tliry urn- young, suld aihlins
come to laek it when they are old. Scott, Antiquary, xxi.

The ghawazee, clad in light garments, that cling to them,
sprawl easily, and sport with one another till the guests
are assembled. . . . These are the li'ilif women of Egypt ;

and there are none lighter on the face of the globe.
C. IT. SliKlilanl, Mashallah, xviii.

12. Having a sensation of lightness; giddy;
ilizzy; hence, flighty in mind ; delirious.

It seems his sleeps were hinder'd by thy railing,
And thereof comes it that his hc:nl i> Hptt.

Shak., c. of E., v. 1. T-'.

13. Adapted for or employed in light work.
A deaf serving woman and the light jx>rter romplrtiMl

Mrs. .sparsit's empire. Dickenx, Hard Times, it 1.
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14f. Quickly passing; fleeting; transitory.
Fortune unfelthful favorede me with lyht' goodea.

Chaucrr, BoethiiiH, L meter 1.

15. Without substance; not nutritious or sat-

isfying. [Rare.]
Our soul loatheth this Imlii bread. Num. xxi 5.

16. Weak; sickly, llalliirrll. [I'rov. Km*.]
A light hand, see hand. Light artillery, battery,
cavalry. se the nouns. light carbureted hydro-
gen. See carbureted. Light comedian, an actor uf liKht
comic parts. Light In hand. See hand. Light litera-
ture. See literature. Light marching order (inilit.),

the condition of troops eijnipiM-<l with anus, ammunition,
canteen, and haversack, but without overcoat, blanket, or

knapsack. Light metal See metal. Light sails, top-

gallantsails, royals, flying-jib sails, and studdingsalls.

Light soa Heetoil. To let light Oft. See Ml. To
make light Of, to treat as of little consequence ; disre-

gard. To set light by (formerly of), to undervalue-,

slight ; treat as of no importance.
All their exhortations were to i liyht of the things In

this world, to count riches and honours vanity.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pret, vlii.

The Art yon speak of is not to be tet liyht by; It Is as

Praise-worthy sometimes to run away nimbly as It le to

fight stoutly. A*. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, 1. 85.

II. ii. pi. The lungs, especially of a brute
animal (most frequently in the phrase liver anil

lii/htx): so called from their lightness,
light- (lit), <i'lr. [< ME. liglite, lihte, < AS. ledhte

(= OS. liohto = D. ligt = MLG. lichte = OHG.
lihto, MHG. lihte, G. leicht= Dan. let= 8w. latt),

lightly,
< ledht, light: see light*, a.] 1. Not

heavily ; not with full weight or force.

Liyht lay the yean upon the untroubled head.
William Morrit, Earthly Paradise, 1. 157.

2. Lightly; cheaply. Hooker. 3. Easily ; read-

ily; nimbly.
Yow oghte ben the 1'ighter mcrciable.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 410.

Every elf and fairy sprite

Hop as liyht as bird from brier.

Shak., M. N. D., v. 1. 401.

4. With light or easy effort
;
without requiring

or exerting much power: as, a Ki/X-running
wagon or machine.

light
2

(lit), r. t. [< ME. lighten, lychten, listen,

lihten, lyhten, make light (less heavy), < AS.
iilitini (also in comp. alihtan, gelihtan, > E.

alight*), make light, alleviate, ledhtian, be-
come light (= OFries. lichta, ligta = D. ligten
= MLG. LG. lichten = OHG. lihtan, lihijan,
MHG. lihten, G. lichten (after LG.) = Icel. letla

= Sw. lutta = Dan. lette, make light, lift, dis-

burden), < Ie6ht, liht, light: see light*, a. Cf.

alight*. Cf. also light*.] 1. To make light or
less heavy ; lighten ; ease of a burden. [Obso-
lete or colloq.J

The lettres of syr Lucius lyghttyt myne herte.
Mortc Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), L 251.

If we do thus do, ... we shal with this cnmfort flnde
our hartes lighted, and therby the griefe of our tribula-
tion lessed.

StrT. More, Cumfort against Tribulation (1573X foL 53.

Now that the shearing of your sheep is done,
And the washed flocks are lighted of their wool.

B. Jonton, Sad Shepherd, I. 2.

2. To deliver, as of a child. [Prov. Eug.]
Faste besyde that Chirche, a 60 Fedme. is a Chirche of

Seynt Nicholas, where our Ladv rested hire, after sche
was lyghted of oure Lord. Mandeville, Travels, p. 71.

And I shalle say thou wast lyght
Of a knave-childe this nyght

Townelfy Myitoriet, p. 107. (HaUiweU.)

To light along (navt.), to move (a cable or sail) along by
lifting or carrying it. Totten. To light UP (taut.), to

loosen, slacken, or ease off : as, light up the jib-sheets.

light
3

(lit), v. i.
; pret. and pp. lighted (often lit),

ppr. lighting. [< ME. lighten, lichten, lyghtcn,
H.'ti'ii. lijfti-n, lihten, (. AS. lihtan, lyhtan (also in

comp. alihtan, gelihtan, "> E. alight'^), dismount
(from a horse), = Icel. letta, dismount , stop,
halt, lit. make light, relieve of a burden, a par-
ticular use of lihtan, make light: see light*, r.

Cf. alight*.] 1. To get down or descend, as
from horseback or from a carriage ;

dismount ;

alight. [In this sense now usually alight; but
Hi/lit is still used in some parts of the United
States.]

Donn of his hors Anrellns li'ihtc anon.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 455.

Yonder . . . Urania liyhted ; the very hone methooght
bewailed to be so disburdened. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

And, when I mount, alive may I not light,
If I be traitor, or unjustly tight !

Shak., Rich. II., L 1. 82.

My lord, the count's sister, being overtaken in the streets
with a great hail-storm, is light at your gate, and desires
room till the storm be overpast.

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, ii. 1.

2. To settle down, as u l>ird from flight; come
to rest; hence, to fall, drop, or spring (upon

lighten

something): as, Ix'es light among flowers; heW
on his feet; trouble shall Hi/lit upon him.

The nrsten shot (It) was to iirlr.

li K'/Ated all to schorl.
llnttlr of Balrinna (Child's Ballads, VII. 228).

The wrongs you do these men may light on yon,
Too heavy too. fletcher, Pilgrim, L J.

The curse of Cain
Liyht on his head who pierced thy innocent breast.

Shelley, Adonals, xvll.

On the tree -tops a crested peacock lit.

Tennyfon, (Knotie.

3. To come by chance, fall, or happen (upon
something) : followed by on or upon, formerly
sometimes by of.

If, before their goods are all sold, they (the Chinese
|
can

light or Chapmen to buy their ships, they will gladly sell

them also. Dampirr, Voyages, II. L 138.

He liyhted on the Wills of several persons bearing the
same names as the poet Dyce, Pret to Ford's Plays, p. vii.

What is that which I should turn to, lighting upon days
like these? Tennymm, Locksley Hall.

4f. To drop or fall, as if unexpectedly; be

brought or drawn : followed by into.

\Mien the Hierarchy of England shall light into the
hands of busie and audacious men, . . . much mlschlefe
is like to ensue. Milton, Reformation in Eng., if.

They shall light into atheistical company. South.

TO light out, to go away ; especially, to depart in haste
or without notice; make off; abscond; "skip." [Slang,

U.S.]

Ef I had anuff money to go to New Orleans like a gen-
tleman, I'd just light out some night.

The Century, XXXVI. 80.

lightable (li'ta-bl),
a. [< lighfl, v., + -able.]

Capable of being lighted,

light-apostrophe (Ut'a-pos'tro-fe), n. In hot.,

see apostrophe^, 2.

light-armed (IH'armd), a. Armed and accou-
tred in a manner convenient for active and de-

sultory service : said of troops.

Light-armed troops
In coats of mail and military pride.

MOtm, f. It., lii. 311.

light-ball (lit'bal), n. Milit., a pyrotechnic
preparation, composed of saltpeter, sulphur,
resin, and linseed-oil, used by soldiers to afford

light for their own operations. Light-balls are
made on frames of Iron and canvas, of different sizes, for

burning a certain number of minutes. They differ from
fire-ball* In containing no provision for causing destructive

explosion.

light-barrel (lit'bar'el), . Milit.. an empty
{x>wder-barrel, with holes in it, filled with shav-

ings soaked in tar, used to light up a trench or
breach.

light-boat (lit'bot), n. Same as light-ship.

light-box (lit'boks), n. Naut., same as light-

room, 1.

lightbrain (lit 'bran), n. A light-headed or
weak-minded person.
Being as some were,Ji#A/-&r<u'n*,rumi agates, unthriftea,

and riotoun.

Martin, Marriage of Prlestes, L. 1. Hi. (1564). (Latham.)

light-course (Ut'kors), n. A copper band, from
15 to 18 inches deep, on the top of the pan used
in clarifying sugar. Its function is to Keep the
scum from boiling over.

light-dues (Ht'duz), n. pi. Duties or tolls lev-
ied on ships navigating certain waters, for the
maintenance of lighthouses; light-money.
lighten 1 (U'tn), c. [< ME. Hghtnen. lightened,
lighten, become light; with suffix -n, E. -en 1

(I),
formative of passive verbs, < light

1
, a., light:

see light
1

, ii. Cf. alightcn
1
, enlighten. Hence

lightrninqL, lightning
1

.'] I. intrans. 1. To be-
come light or lighter; grow light or clear up;
brighten: as, the sky lighten*.

No motion, save alone
What lighteni In the lucid east
Of rising worlds by yonder wood.

Tennyfon, In Memoriam, cv.

After sixty years, the ardent words of a lovely girl are
not quite so quick and spirit-stirring as when, fresh from
the fancy or the heart, they lived and lightened on the

page. E. Doicden, Shelley, n. 373.

2. To emit flashes of lightning; shoot out as

lightning; flash. See lightning!.

The lightning that lighteneth oat of the one part under
heaven snineth unto the other part. Luke xvii. 24.

This dreadful night,
That thunders, lighteni, opens graves, and roars.

Shak., J. C., L 3. 74.

II. trans. 1. To make light or bright ; give
light to ; light up.

God, who liflhtned Eden with his Rays.
Sylmtter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, IL, Eden.

The Lord will lighten my darkness. S Sam. xxit t.

A key of Ore ran all along the shore.
And lightened all the river with a blase.

Dryden Anmis MirabfUs, St. 231.



lighten

2. To illuminate mentally or spiritually ;
en-

lighten.

Saving grace is the gift of the Holy Ghost, which light-

eneth inwardly the minds, and inflameth inwardly the

heartu of men. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v., App. 1.
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intrans. To be employed in the business light-headedness ( lit' lied 'ed-nes). n. The

ofTransporting goods by means of a lighter. state or quality of bemg light-headed ;
dizzi-

The vicissitudes of business in their respective voca- ness; flightmess; wandermg; delmum.

tions lightering, mule-driving, peddling, or bar-keeping, go ]OVely a voice uttering nothing but the incoherent

ravings of lightheadedness. Miss Burney, Cecilia, x. 9.as the case may l>e.

3. To send forth like lightning. [Rare.]
Behold his eye,

As bright as is the eagle's, lightens forth

Controlling majesty. Shak., Rich. II., iii. 3. I

duce in weight; relieve of weight: as, to lighten

coin by clipping or abrasion ;
to lighten a load

or a ship.

J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 207.

u y..^^^ (lit'har"ted), a. Having a light
l. 208. lighter

3
(li'ter), . Same as lafter. heart; free from grief or anxiety; cheerful.

l--~-UJ /-17'4-A-n OT\ -M FV 7,'/W>//i**2 -A- -nno 1 '

lighterage (li'ter-aj), n. [_< lighter
2 + -age.] He whistles as he goes, %W-7rted wretch,

1. The act of unloading cargo into a lighter. cold and yet cheerful. Camper, Task, iv. 12.

2. Thepricepaidforunloadingashipbymeans oiadsome, joyous.
19. of a lighter, or for conveying goods or mer-

light-heartedly (lit'har"ted-li), adv. In a

lighten2 (H'tn), v. [< ME. lightenen; < light'* + ohandise in lighters. light-hearted manner; with a light heart.

-en1 (3). Ct. alighted.] I. intrans. To become The lighterage, carriage and porters' due. _ _ _ liffht-heartedneSS (lit'har'ted-nes), n. The

light or less heavy.
Thaire suete songe made my herte to lighten.

Book of the Knight of La Tour Landry, p. 1.
^ ,. L ..a ._.

II trans 1 To make light or less heavy ;
re- A man who manages a lighter; one employed

on a lighter.
A poor lighterman, sir, one that hath had the honour

sometimes to lay in the king's beer there.

B. Jonson, Masque of Augurs.

litrhter-acrew (li'ter-skro), n. A screw for
I B1UU11 VOBBC1 VIIIIM / moo iAgliUCA ovl ^ YT \" -~ " /7

... . j. ,-,

left stationed on the'lialize bar, to receive part of the the adjustment of the relative distances of the

cargoes. Oayarre, Hist. Louisiana, I. 601.
grinding surfaces of a pair of millstones.

2 To make less burdensome or oppressive; lighter-Staff (li'ter-staf), n. In a grain-mill, a

alleviate : as, to lighten the cares of life. lever which supports and controls the adjust-

Then first of all his minde was at ease, and free to re- able end of the bray-plank or bridgetree, to
light-horse (Ut'h6rs), n. Light-armed cavalry,

joice, lightened of all maner burden and care. which it is connected at one end Dy a stirrup, One nundred Men at Arms, and Six hundred Light-
Sir H. Savile, tr. of Tacitus, p. 24. while its other end receives the lighter-screw or Horse, ied by the Earl of Warwick.

When I contemplate that infinite Advantage he hath a counterbalance weight. E. H. Knight. Baker, Chronicles, p. 303.

got by this Change and Transmigration, it much lightens lio-nt-nneered (lit'fing"gerd), a. 1. Light in Ludovic conies forth with his army, and with his light
the Weight of my Grief. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 7.

touch wfth the fing^ as in playing the piano. Aorse beginnes the charge. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 110.

2. Dexterous in touching and taking ;
thiev- light-horseman (Iit'h6rs"man), n,

ish
;
addicted to petty thefts : applied particu- armed cavalry soldier.

3. To cheer; gladden.
A trusty villain, sir, that very oft .

= ___ . . ,
frolic-

some braggadocio, spoken in liffhtheartedness, and not in-

tended to convey any serious intention.

Encyc. Brit., XX. 662.

light-heeled (lit'held), o. 1. Nimble or lively

in walking or running; swift of foot.

The villain is much lighter-heel'd than I.

Shak., M. N. D., iii. 2. 416.

2f. Of loose character.

She is sure a light heeld wench.
The Bride, 1640, sig. G. (HaUiweU.)

A light-

Lightens my humour with his merry jests. larlv to pickpockets.
Shak., C. of E., i. 2. 21.

lighthouse (llt'hous), n. A tower or other
i_fi_iii i; I,A A_ i:...!.*.., i',,.. 4.1...

4. To make lighter in color or shade : as, to

Our men contented themselves with looking after their structure exhibiting a light or lights, for the

ods (the
-'

the manag
It takes so very little to lighten hearts of seventeen and

good^ /( TonquTnese being very lighi-fingefd), and left purpose of indicating the presence of rocks,
eighteen! Mrs. Ohphant, Poor Gentleman, xi. tne managementof the Boats entirely to the Boats crew. 2]? nr othBT Hangers to navigation, or for

Ttnmnifr Vovases II i 14Damer, Voyages, II. i. 14.

the break of day. See lightning
1

,
1. 2f. See

lightning
1

,
2. 3. A brightening up, as of the

mind or spirit. [Rare.]
You gave me good warning to take heed and beware,

lest after a lightening 1 catch a foil.

J. Careless, in Bradford's Works (Parker Soc. , 1853), II. 356.

4. In metal., the sudden brightening of the

color of silver during cupellation when the

metal reaches the point of greatest purity.

lightening
2

(lit'ning), . [Verbal n. of light-

en'2
, v.] The act or fact of becoming or making

light or less heavy.
light-equation (lit'e-kwa"shon), n. The cor-

rection for the effect on astronomical phe-
nomena, especially eclipses of Jupiter's satel-

lites, of the time required by light to traverse

the space between the planet and the earth.

This is combined with aberration (which see).

lighter
1

(li'ter), n. [= D. lichter = G. leuch-

ter; as light
1

, v., + -er1 .] 1. One who or that

which lights or illuminates ; specifically, a torch
or an electric device for lighting candles or gas-

jets. A simple form of lighter is a strip of pa-

per rolled into a tapering tube.

Twisting up a piece of waste paper into a lighter.
WUffif '*-"-'' TJUn n^A CJn

Idyl.

Nimble ; light-footed.

>m her light-foot beast.

Spenser, F. Q., m. iv. 7.

Light-foot Iris brought it yester-eve.
Tennyson, (Enone.

lightfoott (lit'fut), n. Venison. [Old cant.]
"
Wife," quoth the miller,

" fetch me forth lightfooU,
And of his sweetnesse a little we'll taste."

A fair ven'son pastye brought she out presentlye.
The King and the Miller of Mansfield (Child's Ballads,

[VIII. 36).

light-footed (Ht'fut"ed), o. Light of foot; step-

ping or skipping lightly or nimbly, as in run-

ning or dancing.
Wood-nymphs mixed with her light-footed Fauns.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xi. 136.

A fairy Prince with joyful eyes,
And lighter-footed than the fox.

Tennyson, The Day-dream (The Arrival).

i,
a. [_< light

1
, .,+ -/.] Full

bright. [Rare.]

,
or other dangers to navigation, or for

the guidance of mariners when approaching or

sailing along a coast, entering a harbor, or

navigating a river or other body of water.

Lighthouses were formerly illuminated simply by means
of a wood- or coal-fire, and afterward by candles and lamps.
Coal-fires continued in general use till after the middle
of the eighteenth century, and in some places many years
later. The lamps in the lanterns of lighthouses in the

United States are, for the most part, mechanical oil-lamps

To . Marston, Sophonisba, i. 2.

/ ;.;/,j,/2 n 4-

sleepe.

(lit'ful), a.

-ful.'] Light; cheerful. [Kare.J
Tho' my heart was lightful and Joyous before, yet it is

ten times more lightsome and joyous now.
_ Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii. 60.

e dotlins, Hide and Seek, ix.

ligntfulness mt'ful-nes), . The quality of be-
An electric lighter attached to the gas fixture suddenly :

'

i;i,tf..i in eifhor aonan rRnrn 1
flashed brightness over a most curious place.

ln
> IgHHBl, ln lBe - L"*

Weekly American (Waterbury, Conn.), Aug. 27, 1886. The eternal Intelligence . . . needs no recording of opin-
~, i T>V i i, ions to confirm his knowledge, no more than the sun
2t. pi. Blinkers tor a horse. wants wax to be tne fuel o{ his giorious lightfulness.

Yell take the bridle frae his head, Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

Blanehefl^anf^yfiirt^m^ Ballads, IV. 298).
light-handed (llt'han'ded), a 1. Having light

hands; sott, delicate, or dexterous in toucn or

lighter2 (U'ter), TO. [= D. hgter; as hghtf + manipulation. 2. Having or bringing little in

-cri.J A boat or vessel, commonly an open the handg .

a8) to eome home light-handed.

Lighthouse on Alligator Reef, Florida Reefs.

fitted with Argand burners, and employed with simple re-

flectors or with some form of the BYesnel lantern. Elec-

tric lighting has been tried in some lighthouses, but found

objectionable on account of the depth of shadow produced
by it in their immediate vicinity. In order that light-
houses may be distinguished by night, their lights vary
in power, color, number, position, etc. As regards power,
they are classified as of the first, second, third, or fourth
order: the first two being employed in coast-lighthouses,
and the others as sound-, harbor-, or river-lights. They
may be fixed, revolving, flashing, or intermittent, in either

single or combined colors : thus, a light may show two
white flashes and a red flash followed by an interval of

darkness, or the red and white flashes may alternate.

These changes are obtained by various contrivances for

causing the lenses, reflectors, or screens to travel in a cir-

ss before it. Some
color, or bear some

their identity may be

ing for short distances passengers or goods, or

materials of any kind, usually in a harbor.

Some pretty presentation, which we have addressed and
conveyed hither in a lighter at the general charge, and
landed at the back door. B. Jonson, Masque of Augurs.

The boatmen jump into the water and push the lighters
agaiust the stone stairs, while we unload our own baggage.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 19.

lighter2 (li'ter), v. [< lighter*, n.'] I. trans.

To convey or transport in or as in a lighter, as

goods or cargo.
And our effects of some

three_ or four tons were light-
ered ashore by means of the Indian canoes.

The Century, XXX. 739.

noad
lirious

; hence, nighty; de- They saw . . .

The lamp-fire glimmer down from the tall lighthouse tower.

Whittier, Tent on the Beach.
Belvidera talks of "

lutes, laurels, seas of milk,
and ships of amber," she is not mad, but light-headed.

WoJpole.
Some doubted and were sore afeard

That she had grown light-headed with her woe.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 152.

2. Thoughtless; volatile; frivolous. __________ ,- -

If the man be graue, his speech and stile is graue: if lighthouseman (lit
'

hous-man), w.
; pi.

light-headed, his stile and language also light. housemen (-men). A keeper of a lighthouse.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 124. The manners and ways of coastguardsmen, lighthwse-

These often overturn a thick-witted or a light-headed men, and other amphibious creatures.
man. The Century, XXVI. 369. Athenaeum, No. 3200, p. 267.

Lighthouse Board, a board of commissioners attached

to the Treasury Department of the United States govern-

ment, having supervision of the lighthouse system of the

United States. It consists of nine members: threecivilians

(the Secretary of the Treasury, the Superintendent of the

Coast Survey, and a scientist), three naval officers, and
three officers of the Corps of Engineers of the Army.



lighting

lighting 1 (H'ting), . l< MK. Hilling.; ii-tingr,
< AS. lililiimi, li/lilinig, lighting, h/litini/, /milling,
verbal n. of li/ilnn, li/it<in, lij;lii. .shine, ilhinii-

imto: oo liglttl, r.j 1. The act of making light
or becoming lifc'it. Sec light

1

,
r. t. 2. The act

of igniting or illuminating: as, the lighting of a
lire ; street -//V//I/IHI/.

Rlectrlc li
:
ihiin

;/ and working of railways and tramways
an upon a commercial and useful stage.

Nature. XXXVII. 303.

3. Ill uirt(il-irrking, same us mni' tiling.

lighting- (li't ing), n. [< ME. "lihting, < AS. HI, t-

inii, a. making or becoming light, alleviation,
verbal n. of Imtan, lelitan, make light, leohtiuii,

become light: seolighft, v.] The act of making
or becoming light or loss heavy. See Ugh ft. v. t.

lighting
3

(li'tihg), n. [Verbal n. of lightf, v.]
The act of alighting, as from flight.

Ere long it was noticed that In the process of lighting
[of various birds] there was, very commonly, a conspicu-
ous Itashing-out of white on wings or tail, or on both.

Amer. Naturalist, XXII. 202.

light-iron (Ut'I'6rn), n. An iron stand serving
to hold a candle or a lamp: an early utensil,

kept in use in some localities until lately,

light-keeper (irt'ke'pdr), . The person who has

charge of the light in a lighthouse or lightship.
I reached Dublin on the evening of the 5th, and, with-

out giving the lightkeeper any warning of my visit, went
straight to the lighthouse.

Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 87.

light-legged (IH'leg'ed or -legd), a. Nimble
;

swift of foot.

Lightlegged Fas has got the middle space.
Sir P. Sidney.

lightless (lit'les), a. [< ME. lightless, < AS.
leoktleiis, without light, < ledlit, light, + -Icds,
= E. -less: see Ugh ft, n., and -less.] Without
light ; giving no light ;

dark.

Upon the chaungynge of the moone,
Whan lightlees is the world.

Chmieer, Trollus, 111. 660.

The lightless fire.

Which, in pale embers hid, lurks to aspire.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 4.

These largo Kghtlest waves of the sun ... are frequent-
ly called obscure or invisible heat.

TyndaU, Forms of Water, p. 13.

lightly (lit'li). adv. [< ME. lightly, ligtltche,

HIitllcHe, < AS. kdhtlice (= OPries. lichtelik =
D.

ligtelyk
= MLG. lichtcliken = OHG. lihtlihho,

MHO. Khtcliclie, Q. Icichtlich), in a light man-
ner, < ledhtlic, a., light, < ledht, light, + -He = E.

-fy
1
.] 1. Not heavily; with little weight or

force ; not oppressively or severely : as, to tread

lightly; to punish lightly; his cares sit lightly

upon him.
When at the first he lightly afflicted the land of Zebu-

lun. Isa. ix. 1.

That the King's hands may not be rudely tied by others,
he must consent to tie them lightly himself.

Macaulay, Sir William Temple.

2. With little effort
;
without difficulty ; easily.

And verily yon shall not lightly find in all the city any
thing that is more commodious . . . (than] these gardens.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 2.

They come lightly by the malt, and need not spare it
Scott.

And. pushing his black craft among them all,
He lightly scatter'd theirs.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

3. Without good reason ; upon slight grounds ;

readily.

My wife Is in a wayward mood to-day,
And will not lightly trust the messenger.

Shot., C. ofE., iv. 4. .

4. With little regard; slightingly; imliffer-

cntly.
Then, and long afterwards, colonial property was lightly

esteemed. Bancroft, Hist U. 8., II. 362.

5. Parsimoniously; niggardly.
They are but lightly rewarded.

Shot., L L. L., t. 2. 167.

6. Without deliberation; heedlessly; incon-

siderately.

Matrimony ... is not by any to be entered into unad-
visedly orli'jhtbi.

Book of Common Prayer, Solemnization of Matrimony.

They choose the Tranibores yearly, but lightly they
change them not.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 3.

7. In a light-hearted manner; cheerfully; cheer-

ily; airily; with levity.
I'll lightl/i front each high cmprize
For one kind glance of those bright eyes.

X.-oW, L. of the L., i. 24.

The seventy years borne lightly as the pine
Wears its first down of snow in green disdain.

!.""> U. Bankside, iif.

In the Spring a young mail's fancy lightlii turns to thoughts
of love. Tennyson, Locksley HalL
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Lightly he answered her, ami smile or kiss
Would change their talk t.. Idle words of bliss.

WMinm Morris, Earthly 1'aradlsc, II. 274.

8. With agility; nimbly; quickly.
It booted not to thinko that throw to !>eare,
Hut grownd he gave, and lightly lept areare.

Spenser, V. IJ., II. xi. 36.

Watch what thou secst, and lightly bring me word.

Tennyson, Mortc d'Arthur.

9f. Commonly; usually.
The folk of that Contree ben lyghtly dronken, and ban

but litille appetyt to mete. MandeMle, Travels, p. 167.

Short summers lightly have a forward spring.
Shak., Rich. III., 11L 1. 94.

The great thieves of a state are lightly the officers of the
crown. a. Jomon, Discoveries.

lightly (Ht'li), v. t. : pret. and pp. lightlied, ppr.
lightlying. [< lightly, adv.] To make light of;

slight; disparage. Also lichtly. [Scotch.]
I drew me near to my stairhead,
And I heard my aln lord lichtly me.

Lord Jamie Dmiylai (Child's Ballads, IV. 138).

His House, whose front vpreard so high and eaven,
That lightlied earth, and seemed to threat the heaven.

T. Hudson, tr. of Da Bartas's Judith, L 78.

light-maker (lit'ma'ker), n. That which yields

light, as a heavenly body. Wyclif.
lightmant (lit'man), n. A linkman.

The stars might go to sleep a-nlghta.
And leave their work to these new lights;
The midwife moon might mind her calling,
And noisy lightman leave his bawling.

Tom Brown, Works, IV. 255.

light-minded (lit'min'ded), a. Of light mind;
unsteady; volatile; capricious.
He that is hasty to give credit Is lightminded.

Ecclos. xlz. 4.

light-mindedness (lit'min'ded-nes), n. The
quality of being light-minded; inconsiderate-

ness; capriciousness.
The singular Kght-mindednea with which a king of

France bestows upon a Lombard adventurer a county in
the very heart and centre of his own kingdom.

Fortnightly Rev., N. 8., XLI. 411.

light-moderator (Ut'mod'e-ra-tor), . An at-

tachment for a microscope to secure a white

light on an object when examined by artificial

light. It consists of two disks of colored glass, one blue,
the other red, mounted on a stand for convenience in ad-

justment

light-money (Ut'mun'i), n. Money levied for
the maintenance of lighthouses; light-dues.

Apart from the Sound dues themselves, there were
charges of light-money, pass-money, etc., which caused a

delay at Elsinore. E. Schuyler, Amer. Diplomacy, p. 308.

lightness
1
(lit'nes), n. [< ME. "lightnes, < AS.

lihtness (= OHG. liuhtnissa), lightness, bright-
ness, < Ie6ht, KM, light : see light*, a., and -ness.]
The state or quality of being light or bright.

lightness
2
(lit'nes), . [< ME. lightnesse, li$t-

nesse (= MLG. lichtnisse)j (. light?, a., + -ness.]
1 . The state or quality of being light inweight ;

lack of heaviness or gravity : as, the lightness of
a burden; the lightness of cork or of hydrogen.

Its [cork's] specific lightness, combined with strength and
durability, recommends it above all other substances for

forming life-buoys, belts, and jackets.
Kncyc. Brit., VI. 402.

2. In cookery, spouginess; the state of being
well raised

;
freedom from sogginess.

This matter of lightness Is the distinctive line between
savage and civilized bread.

//. B. Stowe, House and Home Papers, x.

3. Freedom from heaviness or clumsiness in act
or execution; dexterity; nimbleness; agility:

as, lightness of touch in painting or music ; light-
ness of foot in running or dancing.

Somtyme, to shewe his lightnettge and maistrye,
He pleyeth Herodes upon a scaffold hye.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 197.

He [Rab| . . . trotted up stairs with much lightness,
and went straight to that door.

Dr. J. Brown, Rab and his Friends.

4. Inconstancy ; unsteadiness ; fickleness.

Commanded always by the greater gust ;

Such is the lightness of you common men.
Sfto*.,3Hen. VI., Hi. 1.89.

5f. Levity; wantonness; unchastity.
Can it be

That modesty may more betray our sense
Than woman's lightness f

Shak., M. forM., 1L 2. 169.

Ready to sprinkle our unspotted fame
With note of lightness f

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

6f. Light-headedness.
And he, repulsed a short tale to make-
Fell into a sadness, then into a fast.

Thence to a watch, thence into a weakness.
Thence to a lightiu-ia. Shak., Hamlet, il. 2. 149.

= Syn. 3. Briskness, Bprightliness. ease facility, swiftness.

4. rotatility, frirvtity, etc. (see lerity), instability, giddi-
ness, airiness.

lightning-discharger

lightning
1

(lii 'ning), . [Also in the fiint sense
ligl./i ning, lifter tin- present form of the verb,
but according to the orig. type lightning; OIK.
"lightning, lirtiii/iig. illumination, verbal n. of

liglittii'ii, lirliirii. illuminate: see lt</lil<iil. Cf.

liglilimji.] 1. A becoming light or bright; a

flashing of light: in this sense usually lightcn-

"'.'/

Be the lijtnynge of a sterre,
To .Ihfsu alle thru iirotntis the! hrouste.

llymm to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. H.\ p. 46.

The great brand
Made lightnings In the splendour of the moon.

Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

2. A sudden illumination of the heavens caused

by the discharge ofatmospheric electricity from
one cloud to another or from a cloud to the
earth

; a flash of light due to electricity in the

atmosphere. The lightning-flash may have a length of
a mile or even more, and commonly takes an irregular di-

rection (forked lightning), the path of the electrical dis-

charge being that of the least resistance. In sheet-lightning
no definite spark Is seen, but a general illumination over
a broad surface ; It Is commonly due to the reflection by
the clouds of the discharge proper.

This is called mm-
mer lightning or heat-lightning when the storm is atagreat
distance, so that only the broad flashes of light are seen,

usually near the horizon, and unaccompanied by thunder.

Sheet-lightning is also described as occurring when there
is neither storm nor cloud ; if such cases be authentic, ft

is probably due to a weak electrical discharge in the air

at a considerable altitude. In globular lightning or globe-

lightning, which Is a rare phenomenon, the discharge takes
a spherical form (fire-ball), sometimes apparently a foot
or more In diameter, and lasts for a number of seconds, de-

scending slowly to the earth, and often exploding with a
loud report The discharge of ffictional electricity In the

laboratory gives phenomena similar in kind to those of

lightning, and the " brimstone odor" which sometimes ac-

companies the latter (due to the formation of ozone) Is

often observed.

In l

A
n lyknesse of a li.itnynge he lygte on hem alle,
nd made hem konne and knuwe alkyn laningages.

Piers Plowman (B), xix. 197.

And when the cross blue lightning seem'd to open
The breast of heaven, I did present myself
Even in the aim and very flash of It

Shak., J. C., I. 8. 60.

Mr. A. S. Barker photographed outside objects on an ex-

cessively dark night by the light of lightning alone. The
wind was strong, and the Interesting feature was brought
out, when the plates were developed, that the foliage had

perceptibly moved during the exposure. The flash must
therefore have a measurable Interval, probably decidedly
longer than the thousandth or ten thousandth of a second,
as got by Wheatstone. Amer. Meteor. Jour., III. 101.

Jersey lightning, apple-jack or peach-brandy (as made,
or allegedto be made, In New Jersey) ; very crude and bad
whisky. [Slang, U. S.]

lightning"'*, . [Same as lightening^.] A be-

coming light or less heavy ; an exhilaration of
the spirits. [Perhaps really the same as light-

ening^, the senses being easily interchanged.]
How oft when men are at the point of death
Have they been merry ! which their keepers call

A lightning before death. Shak., R. and J., v. 3. 90.

lightning-arrester (llt'ning-a-res'ter), n. An
apparatus used for protecting telegraph or

telephone lines, offices, instruments, and op-
erators from lightning-discharges. It usually con-
sista of two wires or plates placed In clone proximity, one
of them connected to an earth-plate and the other to the
line. The opposed surfaces of the plates are sometimes
covered with sharp corrugations In directions at right
angles to each other, and sometimes filled with sharp

points which face each other and Increase the power of the
instrument

lightning-bug (lit'ning-bug), .. A firefly or

phosphorescent beetle of the family Lampy-
rid(p, related to the European glow-worms. Two
common species are Pyractvtnena angulata and /*. borealit.

The genera Phrngodes,
Zarhipit. Mierophotus, \\_
and Pteotomus have
more or less wingless,
degraded, larviform fe-

males, which are lu-

minous in abdominal
patches. The males of
the same genera are

winged, and resemble
the common lightning-
bugs, giving a more or
less intense flash-light.
Another lightning-bug of
the eastern Cnited States
is Photuris pennsylpam-
ea, about half an inch

long, of a yellowish color
with a few ill defined
lines of black or brown ;

both sexes have wings and long elytra, and the luminous
larva has a brush-like anal leg. A third species, common
in parts of the Mississippi valley, is Photinuspyrnlif, which
has blackish-brown elytra margined with palcycltow, and
a yellow prothorax with a central black spot. The two last-

named belong to the subfamily Lampyrince.

lightning-conductor ( lit
'

ning- kon-duk' tor),
M. Same us Hiihliiing-rixl.

lightning-discharger (lit
'

ning -dis -char'jer),
ii. tfainv as lit/hliiing-arrester.

Lightning-bag, or Firefly (Pktturtt
ftfiHsjflvaiiifa*. a, larva Oineshos
natural sue) : A. leg of larva, magni-
fied ; e, beetle.



lightning-print

lightning-print (lit' ning-print), n. Abranched
or tree-like marking sometimes found on the

skin of men and animals and on clothing
struck by lightning, or in the neighborhood of

the stroke, and popularly supposed to be an im-

pression of the images of surrounding objects.
That this is the case is highly improbable, and the few
well-authenticated instances yet remain to be accounted
lor.

lightning-proof ( lit
'

ning-prof) ,
a . Safe or pro-

tected from lightning.

lightning-protector (lit'ning-pro-tek"tor), n.

Same as lightning-arrester.

lightning-rod (Ht'ning-rod), n. A pointed, in-

sulated metallic rod erected to protect a build-

ing or a vessel from lightning; a lightning-
conductor. Lightning-rods are attached to buildings
and other structures for two purposes : (1) to prevent as

far as possible sudden discharges of electricity from
clouds to earth through or in the neighborhood of the

building; (2) to form a line of least resistance for any
such discharge, should it take place, and thus prevent
damage to the building. In order that a lightning rod

may be efficient for the first purpose, it is provided with
one or more (preferably several) sharp points at its up-

per end, with the view of gradually discharging the elec-

tricity of the surrounding atmosphere to earth. (See

power of points, under point.) With regard to the most
efficient form for a lightning-rod to fulfil the second pur-
pose for which lightning-rods are erected there have been

great differences of opinion. Recent developments of

electrical theory and experiment indicate that the form
of the conductor is the most important element, the par-
ticular kind of metal being of comparatively little account.
The conductor should be in the form of a ribbon or a
thin tube, or consist of a number of separate thin wires
not spun together to form a rope. The object is to obtain
a conductor having small self-induction, which is the main
impediment to a sudden rush of electricity. Care is also

taken that the rod or conductor be well connected to earth,
either through wet soil or through a network of water-
mains.

lightning-tube (lit'ning-tub), n. Same as ful-

gurite.

light-o'-lovet (lit'o-luv"), n. [From the phrase
light of love, i. e. trifling or capricious in love.]
1. A light, capricious woman; a wanton co-

quette.

So, my quean, you and I must part sooner than perhaps
a light-o'-love such as you expected to part with a likely

young fellow. Scott.

2. An old dance-tune.

Clap us into Light-o'-love ; that goes without a burden ;

do you sing it, and I'll dance it.

Shall., Much Ado, iii. 4. 44.

light-organ (lit'6r"gan), n. In entom., one of

the luminous organs of certain insects, situated
in the thorax or abdomen.

light-room (Ht'rom), . 1. A small apartment
next to the magazine in a ship of war, in which

lights for illuminating the magazine are placed
behind thick glass windows, to avoid danger
from carrying fire among the explosives. Also
called light-box, 2. The room at the top of

a lighthouse containing the lighting appara-
tus.

light-ship (lit'ship), . A vessel riding at an-
chor and displaying a light for the guidance of

Light-ship.

mariners, in a position where the bottom or
the depth would render a fixed lighthouse-struc-
ture impracticable. Light-ships have only such masts
and sails as will enable them to reach a port if driven by
storms from their anchorage.

light-shott, . In Anglo-Saxon times, a contri-
bution of wax payable to the church three times

yearly.
lightsome1

(llt'sum), a. [< light*-, a., + -some.']

Emitting or manifesting light ; luminous
;
not

dark. [Now chiefly poetical.]
However dark the habitation of the mole to our eyes,

yet the animal itself finds the apartment sufficiently light-
some. Goldsmith, Vicar, vi.

If thou would'st view fair Melrose aright,
Go visit it by the pale moonlight ;

For the gay beams of lightsome day
Gild but to flout the ruins gray.

Scott, L. of L. M., ii. 1.

lightsome2 (llt'sum), a. [< lighft, a., + -some.']

Having the quality of lightness or buoyancy;
light-hearted; cheerful or cheering; gay; airy;
sportive.

3450

It suiteth so fitly with that lightsome affection of joy
wherein God delighteth when his saints praise him.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

This news should make you lightsome, bring joy to you.
Fletcher, Loyal Subject, ii. 1.

Pope's understanding was no less vigorous . . . than

his fancy was lightsome and sprightly.
Lowell, Study Windows, p. 410.

lightsomely (lit'sum-li), adv. In a lightsome
manner.

lightsomeness
1
(lit'sum-nes), n. The state or

quality of being lightsome or of emitting or

showing light, luminousness. [Bare.]
It Is to our atmosphere that . . . the lightsomeness of

our air and the twilight are owing.
O. Cheyne, Philos. Prin. of Nat. Religion.

lightsomeness2 (lit'sum-nes), n. The quality
of being lightsome or not heavy.
Drayton could write well, and had an agreeable light-

someness of fancy.
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 138.

light-spirited (lit'spir"i-ted), a. Having a light
or cheerful spirit.

light-Struck (Ht'struk), a. In photog., injured

by exposure to actinic light ; fogged, as a sen-

sitized plate which has been insufficiently pro-
tected from light, or has been used in appa-
ratus leaking light.

light-tight (Ht'tit), a. Impervious to light ; ex-

cluding the light perfectly. Compare air-tight.

light-vessel (St'ves'
/
el), w. Same as light-ship.

light-wave (lit'wav), . A wave of the lumi-

niferous ether ; a wave of light.

light-weight (lit'wat), . In sporting, a man or

an animal of a certain weight prescribed by the

rules, between that of the middle-weight on one
hand and that of thefeather-weight on the other;

hence, any person of light weight or ofcompara-
tively little importance.
light-Winged (lit'wingd), a. Having light or

fleet wings.
Light-wiitg'd toy8

Of feather'd Cupid. Shak., Othello, L 8. 269.

light-witted (lit'wit"ed), a. Having a feeble

or weak intellect.

For lyght-uritted ordronken, sure, men will name thee in

talke. Babees Boole (E. E. T. S.\ p. 82.

lightWOOd1
(lit'wud), M. [< lightl, n.,+ wood*.]

Any wood used in lighting a fire; kindlings;

especially, in the southern United States, very
resinous pine wood.

They [Indians] make a hearth in the middle of their ca-

noe, raising it within two inches of the edge ; upon this

they lay their burning lightwood, split into small shivers,
each splinter whereof will blaze and bum, end for end, like

a candle. Beoerley, Virginia, ii.

A negro woman on her knees was hastily lighting a fire

on the broad hearth with fat lightwood, and in another
moment there was a strong aromatic odor, and the brilliant

blaze. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 243.

LightWOOd knot, (a) A pine knot used for kindlings.

(b) The ruddy duck, Erismatura rubida : so called from its

toughness. [New Berne, North Carolina.]

lightWOOd2 (lit/wild), n. [< lights, a., + icoorfl.]

An inappropriate colonial name for the Aus-
tralian tree Acacia Melanoxylon, more properly
called blaclacood.

lightWOOd3 (llt'wud), n. [< Kghtf, a., + wood^.]
Same as coachwood.

lightyt (li'ti), a. [ME. lighty, ligti; < lighft, n.,
+ -y

1
.] Full of light; illuminated; not ob-

scure.

The lanterne of thi bodi Is thine yghe ; if thin yghe be

symple, al thi body schal be lighty, but if it be weyward,
al thi body schal be derkful. Vydif, Luke xi. 34.

Ligia (Hj'i-a), n. [NL., < L. ligea or "Ligia, <

Gr. \iyeia, a water-nymph, fern, of /Uyt>f, clear-

voiced.] 1. A Fabrician (1798) genus of iso-

pod crustaceans, now referred to the family
Oniscidce. It contains certain sea-slaters, as

L. octanica. Also Lygia. 2. The typical ge-
nus of Ligiinw or Ligiidce, having a few Euro-

pean and Asiatic species. Duponchel, 1829.

Ligiidae (li-ji'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ligia + -idw.]
The Ligiince rated as a family. Usually called

Ligidce.

Ligiinae (lij-i-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Ligia + -ince.]
A subfamily of geometrid moths, typified by the

genus Ligia: also named Ligiidte as a family of
Geometrina or Phalmiites, it is widely distributed,
and contains 7 genera of moths, with the body stout, front

prominent, palpi variable, antennse stout, pectinate in the

male, thorax very short, wings entire and unmarked or

very slightly speckled, tarsi spinose, and hind tibise four-

spurred. Usually called Ligince.

lignaget (li'uaj), n. A Middle English form of

lineage.

lignaloes (lig-nal'oz), n. [< ME. ligne aloes,
< OF. lignaloes, lignaloe, ligne aloes, lingaloes,
liiKjualoel, etc.,< L. lignum aloes: lignum, wood;
aloes, gen, of aloe, aloes ; see aloes?] 1. Aloes-

lignitiferous

wood or agallochum : same as aloes, 2. 2f. A
bitter drug: same as aloes, 1.

The woful teres that they leten falle

As bittre weren out of teres kynde,
For peyne, as is liyne aloes [var. lignum aloes] or galle.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1187.

lignatile (lig'na-til), . [< NL. lignatilis, < L.

lignum, wood. "Cf. saxatile.] In lot., growing
on wood; liguicole.

lignet, M. A Middle English form of Kwe2 .

ligneous (lig'ne-us), a. [= Sp. ligneo = Pg. It.

liyneo, < L. ligiteus, wooden, < lignum, wood:
see lignum.] Consisting of or resembling wood ;

wooden; woody; in hot., having a wood-like

texture
; woody, as distinguished from herba-

ceous. Also lignose.
For it may be they [shoots of vines and roots of red

roses], being of a more ligneous nature, will incorporate
with the tree itself. Baton, Nat. Hist., 504.

Ligneous galls, in e>Uom., galls which are hard and in-

elastic, resembling wood in structure. Ligneous mar-
Die, wood coated or prepared so as to resemble marble.

lignescent (lig-nes'ent), a. [< L. lignum, wood,
+ -escent.] Tending to be or become ligneous
or woody ;

somewhat woody.
lignicole (lig'ni-kol), a. [< L. lignum, wood, +
col'ere, dwell.] Same as Hgnicoline.

lignicoline (lig-nik'o-lin), a. [< lignicole +
-inc.] Growing upon wood, as some mosses,
lichens, and fungi.

ligniferous (lig-nif'e-rus), a. [< L. lignifer, <

lignum, wood, + ferre = E. bear!.] Producing
or yielding wood.

ligriification (lig"ni-fi-ka'shon ), H, [= F. lignifi-

cation = Pg. lignificagao; as hgnify + -atiou:

see -fication.] The act of lignifying, or the state

of being lignified; the process of becoming or

of making woody: an alleged conversion of

animal matter into wood, not confirmed by
scientific investigation.

ligniform (lig'ni-fdrm), a. [= F. ligniforme, <

L. lignum, wood, + forma, form.] Like wood;
resembling wood Ligniform asbestos. See as-

bestos, 8.

lignify (lig'ni-fi), v. t. and t.; pret. and pp. lig-

nified, ppr. lignifying. [= F. lignifler = Pg.
(refl.) lignificar, < L. lignum, wood, + facere,
make: see -fy.] To convert into or become
wood; make or grow woody.
As internal cells grow older the protoplasm disappears,

the cellulose lignifies, and a mere framework of woody
cells is left. S. B. Herrick, Wonders of Plant Life, p. 6.

The object is, in brief, what appears to be a lignified ser-

pent formed between the outer bark and the wood in the
cambium layer, In fact of a native tree known asthelpe
misim. C. V. Riley, Sci. Amer. Supp., Feb. 17, 1883.

Lignified cells, in phys. bot, vegetable cells whose walls

have been Indurated and more or less thickened by the de-

position of lignin, thus being converted into woody fiber.

lignin (lig'nin), n. [< L. lignum, wood, + -m 2
.]

An organic substance which forms the charac-

teristic part of wood-cells, bast-cells, and all

woody fibers, making the greater part of the

weight of most dry wood. It is superadded to the
cellulose of primitive cells by deposition on their walls.

It is harder and more elastic than the latter, and absorbs

comparatively little water. Its chemical composition is

not satisfactorily made out ; but it differs from cellulose

in being soluble in Schultze's macerating mixture and in

potassium hydrate, but not in cupro-ammonium. It has
sometimes been called xylogen. See lignified cells, under

ligniperdous (lig-ni-per'dus), a. [< L. lignum,
wood, + perdere, destroy; cf. F. ligniperdes,
insects destructive of wood.] Destructive of

wood; injurious to timber: specifically ap-
plied to various insects, crustaceans, and mol-
lusks.

lignite (lig'nit), n. [< L. lignum, wood, + -j'te2.]

Brown-coal; imperfectly formed coal, or that
in which the original form of the wood is so

distinctly preserved that it can be easily recog-
nized by the unaided eye. Lignite usually contains

considerably more hygroscopic water than does true coal,
and is inferior to the latter as a fuel. It contains de-

cidedly more oxygen than true coal, and in its general
chemical composition stands midway between coal and
wood. It is not limited to any particular geological for-

mation, but is more abundant in the more recent strata.

The fossil fuel of the Tertiary is almost all lignite ; and in

the Tertiary coal, where the vegetable structure may not

perhaps be distinctly recognizable, the presence of 10 or
12 per cent, of water is an indication of imperfect conver-

sion of the material into coal. There are, however, Tertia-

ry coals which are nearly as free from water as those of

Carhonlferous age usually are, as, for instance, some of the

coal of southern Colorado, which is either of very early

Tertiary or late Cretaceous age.

lignitic (lig-nit'ik), a. [< lignite + -ic.] Con-

sisting of or containing lignite Lignitic group.
Same as Laramie group (which see, under group!).

lignitiferous (lig-ni-tif'e-nis), a. [< lignite +
L. ferre = E. bear1 .] In f/eol., lignite-bearing;
containing beds of lignite or brown-coal, as

certain strata.



lignitize

lignitize (lig'ni-ti/i), '. t. ; pret. and pp. /I//HI-

li nl, |ipr. li<iinli':iiiii. [< lii/iiitc + -i;e.} To
convert, into lignite.

A largo log two feet In dl;unctcr. an<l roniplrtfly lirrni-

timt, was also seen. Amer. Jour. Sri., 3d ser., XXXI. 203.

lignivorOUS (lig-niv'o-rus), a. [= V. Hi/nil'"'-! .

C L. liijniim, wood, + vorarr, eat, devour.]
Wood-eating; living in and devouring wood,
either in a growing tree or incut timber, as the
lame of many insects; xylophagous.

lignose (lig'nos), it. and n. [< L. lignosus,

woody: see lignuun.} I. n. Same as ligneous.
II. n. An explosive mixture consisting of

wood pulp saturated with nitroglycerin. It has
fallen into disuse on account of the special dan-

ger attending its use.

lignoust (lig'mis), a. [= F. ligneux = Pg. lig-

IKISO; < L. lignosus, like wood, < lignum, wood:
see lignum.] Ligneous.

Their liynoun fibers with continuous length,
Equivalent, compact, a bony strength.

Brooke, Universal Beauty, iii.

lignum (lig'num), n. [L., wood as used for

fuel (or rarely for making tables, etc.); prob.
'that which is gathered' (sc. for firewood), < le-

gere, gather : see legend."] Wood, as contrasted
with soft tissues or with bark ; that part of ex-

ogenous plants which comprises the alburnum
and the duramen. Lignum cruets, wood of the cross ;

cede/*., a relic asserted tone a piece of the true cross, or a
decorative object containing such a relic.

lignum-aloes (lig'uum-al'oz), . Same as

lignum-vitae (lig'num-vi'te), . [NL-, < L. Hg-
iii/i/t, wood, + t'ito', gen. of vita, life: see vital.']

1. The tree Guaiacum officinale, or its hard and
durable wood

; also, G. sanctum. See Guaiacum.
2. A name of several other trees of which

the wood is more or less similar to that of G.

officinale. That of Quiana ts Ixora trijlorum, also called
hackia ; that of Queensland, Vitei linnum-mta of the IVi-

benacece. Acacia, falcate and Eucalyptus polyantheina of
New South Wales have likewise received the same name ;

and so has Melanorrhea uritata, the black-varnish tree of
Burma and Pegu . Bastard lignum-vitse, Sarcomphal itn

laurinwi of Jamaica, belonging to the Rhamnece. Hick-
ory llgnum-vitn, Acacia falcata of New South Wales.
White Ugnum-vltts, Badiera dioersi/olia, of the Poly-

ffalecK, found in Jamaica.

ligroin (lig'ro-in), n. [Formation not obvious.]
That part of petroleum which has a boiling-

point between 90 and 120 C.

ligTlla (lig'u-lS), .
; pi. ligula! (-IS). [NL., < L.

ligula, a var. of lim/iila, a little tongue, tongue
of a shoe, strap, etc., a spoon, spoonful; dim.
of lingua, tongue : see lingual.~\ 1. In2iot.,same
as ligttte. 2. In entom.: (a) A fleshy, mem-
branaceous, or horny anterior part of the labi-

ura, attached to the inner surface of the men-
turn, by which it is sometimes entirely conceal-

ed; the terminal or distal one of the three com-
ponent parts of the labium. In the Hynunoptera It

la developed into a long tongue-like organ, split into three

parts, of which the outer two are called the paraylo&ce and
the intermediate one the glngsa or liiiyita. (See cut under
//(/'"' ""/'.'<"'-' Sometimes the term ligula is applied

to

the united palpigersor pal pus-bearing lobes of the labium,
which cover and conceal the true ligula. In the Coleoj>
tera the ligula is properly the central division of the lat>i-

urn, between the pnragloiwa? ; but, as the latter are often

wanting, thr term liifula has come to be used synonymous-
ly with labium, where the termlofa'ufn is used as applying
only to the anterior division, excluding mentum and mo-
mentum. See cut under mouth-part*. (/,) ,\ process
on the elytra of certain beetles. See elytral.
3. In anat., a band of white nervous substance

bordering the membranous covering of the pos-
terior part of the fourth ventricle of the brain
on each side, and extending from the clava to
the strise acusticse, where it winds around the
restiform bodies. Also called to'iiia ventriciiti

iliuii-ti, ulii i>itiix, and ponticiilus. 4. [cop.] A
genus of simple cestoid worms, type of the fam-

ny Lii/iiliilu'. having an unsegmented elongated
body with two lateral depressions at the head
end, and numerous sets of sexual organs in

longitudinal series opening on the median line

of the body. These endoparasites inhabit fishes and
amphibians, and acquire their matured character in water-
birds.

6. [</>.] A genus of ruollusks.

ligular (lig'u-lar), a. [< ligul(e) + -r3.] Of or

pertaining to "a ligula; consisting of ligultp;

strap-like.
As occasional appendages . . . must be mentioned stip-

ules, ligular structures, ami u.>d-!iki> outgrowths.
Sachs, Botany (trans.), p. 191.

Ligularia (lig-u-la'ri-a), . pi [NL., < i.ignin
+ -arin.} The LigvUau rated as an order of
the class ('stitulea.

ligulate (lig'u-lat), a. [< litjHla + -ate 1
."] 1.

Itibot.: (a) Strap-shaped: said chiefly of the
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rays of the tubuliflorous and the corollas of the

liguliflorous CoHi/m.-iilii: (';) Furnished with a

ligule: a>, a lii/iilnti- grass; having a ligulate
corolla: as, a /n/iiliitr (lower; having ligulate
flower-: as. ii lii/nlii It: head. 2. In :<>!., strap-
shaped: specifically applied (a) to the cochlea
of vertebrates below mammals, in distinction

from helicine or helicoid; (b), in entomology, to

parts which are long, narrow, flat, and parallel-
sided or nearly so, as the tongue of a butterfly.

ligulated (lig'u-la-ted), a. Same as ligulate.

ligule (lig'ul), n. [< ligula, q. v.] In hot., one
of several strap-shaped organs or parts, (a) The
blade formed by the corolla in some or all the florets of

numerous composite plants. See Li'juliflfirte. (b) The
membranous appendage which projects from the summit
of the leaf-sheath in many grasses, (c) The name Is ex-
tended by Gray to certain outgrowths, analogous to the

last, from the Inner side of some petals (for example, those

forming the crown In Silent), and also ot some filaments (as
in the stamens of dodder), (d) In Stlayinttot and IfoeUt,
a peculiar membranous scale or tongue arising from the

upper surface of the leaf above the sporangium when that
is present. Also litjida.

Ligulidae (li-gu li-de), n. jil. [NL., < Ligula +
-<3<e.] A family of cestoid worms, typified by
the genus Ligula.

Liguliflorse (lig'u-li-flo're), . pi. [NL. (A.
P. de Candolle, 1838), fern. pi. of

NjMtyfentt;
see liguliflorous.} A suborder of Composite.
The florets of the compound flowers are ligulate
and hermaphrodite.
liguliflorous (lig'u-li-flo'rus), a. [< NL. liguli-

florus, < L. ligula, a strap, + flos (flor-), a flower:

see ligula and flower.} In hot., having heads
composed exclusively of strap-shaped florets.

liguliform (Iig'u-li-f6rm),a. [< L. ligula, a strap,
+ forma, form.'} In entom., strap-shaped; flat

and parallel-sided. Liguliform tongue or lingua,
a tongue or lingua which is rather shortTnat, and partly
free from the labium, and not concealed within the mouth,
as in most wasps.

Liguorian (li-gwo'ri-an), a. and n. [< Liguori
(see def.) + -an.} I. a. Of or pertaining to Al-
fonso Maria da Liguori (1696-1787), an Italian

bishop and saint, founder of the order of Ke-

demptorists.
II. n. Same as Redemptorist.

Liguorist (li-gwo'rist), n. [< Liguori (see Li-

guorian) + -ut.} Same as Redemptorist.
ligure (lig'ur), . [< LL. ligurius, lyncurius, lyn-
curion, li/iicurium, < LGr. fayipiav, Gr. fayxav-
ptov (Theophrastus), fayKoipiov, hyyovpiov, Zvy-

yoi'piov, Zayyoiptov, hayovpiov, a sort of gem (Sep-
tuagint, tr. Heb. leshem)} origin obscure

; appar.
(in the form ).vyKovpiov, the other forms being
then corruptions), \ ^t'j-f (Xuyx-), a lynx, + ovpov,

urine, an etym. accompanied by, and perhaps
originating, the statement that the gem was
believed to be lynx's urine petrified. The origin
has also been referred to L. Liguria (Gr. A/jv-

pia, tuyvariKfi) in northern Italy: see Ligurian.}
Some precious stone. The word is used in the author-
ized version of the Old Testament to translate lethrm, the
Hebrew name of one of the twelve precious stones set in
the breastplate of the Jewish high priest i F.x. xxviii. 19,

xxxix. 12). The ligure has been identified hv some with
the jacinth, but by others with the opal or with the tour-
malin.

And the third row a ligure, an agate, and an amethyst.
Ex. xxvlu. 19.

Ligurian (H-gu'ri-an), a. and . [< L. Liguria
(Gr. \tyvpia, \iyovpia), < Ligures (Gr. \tyvcf, A<-

}tyjff), pi. of Ligus (Ligur-) or Ligur, a people
in northern Italy. Cf. Ligusticum and lorage,
from the same ult. source.] I. a. Pertaining
to Liguria, an ancient district on the coast of
northwestern Italy and southeastern France,
including Nice, the south of Piedmont, Genoa,
part of Parma, etc. In the present kingdom of Italy
Liguria is a compartimento or department comprising the

provinces of Genoa and Porto Maurizio. Ligurian bee,
Apia liguitrica, the Italian honey-bee, indigenous to the
south of Europe. Ligurian Sea, the Gulf of Genoa.

II. ii. One of a race inhabiting in ancient
times a great part of northwestern Italy, espe-
cially in the neighborhood of Genoa, and occu-

pying also much of southeastern Gaul. The Li.

gurians seem to have been ethnically distinct from Iberi-

aufl, Gauls, and the main stock of Italian tribes. They were
subjugated by the Romans during the second century be-
fore the Christian era.

ligurinus (lig-u-ri'nus), n. [NL., < L. Liguri-
nns, Ligurian: see Liguria .} 1. An old name
of the green linnet, or siskin, now commonly
called Chrysomitrix spinus. Hence 2. [cap.}

(a) A genus of fringilline birds having the sis-

kin as its type. Srisson, 1760. (6) Another
genus of birds having as type the greenfinch,
/.arm i-Moris of Linnteus. Xocli. 1816. 3.

[cap.} A genus of spiders. KarscH, 1878.

ligurite (lig'u-rit). w. [= F. ligurite, < L. Ligu-
ria, name of a district of Italy (see Ligurian),

like

+ -ite-.} A variety of siihcin- r litaiiite, Oc-

curring in oblique rhombic prisms of an apple-
green color.

ligurrition (lig-u-riHh'on), . [< L. liyuritio(n-),

iii/H,->-iti'i( M-), a fondness for dainties, < ligurire,

lii/'<rrire, be fond of dainties, lick, lit. desire

to lick, di'siderutive of lingers, lick: gee //..
]

The act of licking. [Rare.]
The emptying of wine glasses and the Uaurrition of

il i-l i. .- f. II I :irr,ir, .1 tilNin Home, p. 94.

Ligusticum (li-gus'ti-kum), M. [NL. (Linna-
us), < L. ligusticum, a plant indigenous to Ligu-
ria, lovage, < Liyusticus (Gr. tuyvariK&t ), Ligu-
rian, < 1. i;i in-; 1 1 ii a r, a Ligurian: see Liyurian.
See lorayr, ult. < L. Kguntii-iiin.] A genus of

umbelliferous plants belonging to the tribe Se-
i 1 1 near, subtribe Selineo!. distinguished by an
ovate or oblong fruit with numerous oil-tubes,

and by having seeds with a flat or slightly con-
cave face. There are about 25 species, which are found

throughout the whole northern hemisphere. L. Scoticum,
the Scotch lovagc, Is sometimes used as a pot-herb. It Is

common on northern shores, In America reaching south to

Rhode Island. L. actar\folium, called nmuln ana angtKco,
has a larxc root with the strong aromatic odor and taste

of . I nyelica.

ligustrin, ligustrine (li-gus'trin), n. [< Ligtu-
trum + -in2 .J The bitter principle of the privet,

Liguxtrum rulgare.
Ligustrum (li-gus'trum), n. [NL. (LinnRus),
< L. ligustmm, privet.] A genus of plants
belonging to the order Oleacea and the tribe

Oleinete, distinguished by the induplicate co-

rolla and the terminal panicles of the flowers.
There are about 25 species, natives of temperate and trop-
ical Asia, of Europe, and of Australia. They are shrubs
with opposite entire smooth leaves. L. vulgart, the com-
mon privet, makes neat hedges, bearing clipping well,
hence called prim and primprint. The hard white wood,
though small, serves some purpose in turnery, the twigs
have been used in Belgium In tanning, and the bark yields
the bitter principle ligustrin. The Japan privet{

L. Jo-

pomcum, with broader, evergreen leaves. Is a cultivated

species, which, like the former, will grow In shade, and
may be used for hedges.

Ligyms (lij'i-rus), n. [NL., < Gr. ?./>rpof, pli-

ant, flexible.] A genus of scarabs, of the sub-

family /li/ntixtiiiii: It Is an important group, confined
to North and South America and the West Indies. Four
species inhabit the I'nited states. L. ruyicrp* is the great-
est enemy of the sugar-cane in Louisiana, and also injures
corn. /,.' Irititlierculnttvi Is Injurious to the sugar-cane in
South America, ftunnrirfer, 1847.

likt, n. A Middle English form of like1 .

likable (H'ka-bl), a. [Also likeable; < like*,

r., + -able.] 'Of a nature to attract liking; apt
to be liked : as, a likable disposition.

Harry was liked because he was likablt.

Thacktray, Virginians, xlill.

Ferris, the consul, is meant to be a good fellow In Inten-

tion, and a lilcaMe one in person, f. A. AVr.. c.XX. 213.

We cannot make much out of his military services, but
he [Franklin Pierce] la a KktaliU man, and has as much of

"Young America" as we want.

Marry, in Curtls's Buchanan, II. 38.

likableness (H'ka-bl-nes), n. The quality of

being likable. Also spelled likeableness.

The agreeableness of a thing depends not merely on Its

own lilftaUetiftts, but on the number of people who can be
got to like It JtiuHn.

likamt, n. [E. dial. Irccam ; < ME. likam, licam,

likame, licame, Jykam, lykanie, lycome, lighame.
lii-liniii. lifhame, etc., < AS. lictiama, lichoma (=
OS. likhamo = OFries. likkoma, lirma = D. H-

chaani, ligcliaam =MLG. lieham, /iV7iflf=OHG.
lihhamo, liehtimo, MHG. lichame (also OHG. iili-

hinhamo, lihhinamo, MHG. licliname, G. Irit-li-

nam) = Icel. likamr, Hl;ami = Sw. (obs.) Iflea-

men = Dan. legeme), body, lit. 'body-covering,'
< lie, body, + liiimn. a covering: see like1 and
liming. The compound has a poetical aspect,
and doubtless originated in poetical use, like

the equiv. AS. flaxchoma, 'flesh-covering,' ban-

miii.' bone-chamber,' banjo;!, 'bone-vessel,' han-

IIMX, 'bone-house,' bdnloca, 'bone-chest,' etc.]
The human body.
As ancres and eremites that holden hem In hnre cellys,

Coueytynge nogt in contrees to carien a-boute
For no lykerouse Irflode hure lukamr to plete.

Ken rtcnrman (CX L Si
I'm . thou art to blame,

To this entysed thou me.
Me shames with my lyghamt.

I'M* Play*, p. 25.

like 1
* (Hk), n. [< ME. like, lyke, in southern

use assibilated lirli, lirlir, lyrlie, < AS. lie, the

body (the living body, but also sometimes a
dead body), = OS. lik = OFries. Kk = D. Nik
= MLG. lik, licit, neut., = OHG. /*, n., f.,

MHG. lieh. lichr, f.. G. leiche, f., the body, a
dead body, = Icel. lilc = Sw. lik = Dan. Kg, a
dead body, = Goth, leik, the body, flesh. From
this iioun, besides the assibilated form licit 1

,



like

and the compounds Ukam and likewake, licli-

wake, lichgate, etc., are ult. derived like2
,
a. and

n., (prob.) like3
,
v. and n., with their derivatives,

and the suffixes -ly
1

, -ly
2

,
as well as the termi-

nations of each, ereryl, such (Sc.sJc), thilk, which

(irltilk), etc.] 1. Body; form; the body of a
human being or of any animal.

That in a mannes lyke
The (level to this mayden com.

MS. Coll. Trin. Oxon. 57. (Halliwell.)

Thanne hadde Witte a wyf was hote dame Studye,
That lene was of lere and of Kehe bothe.

Pien Plowman (B), x. 2.

Out of her womanisshe heude
Into a brlddes like I Uncle
She was transformed forth withall.

dower, Conf. Amant,, v.

2. A dead body; a corpse.
Ear on the morn, whan it was day,
Three likes were ta'en frae the castle away ;

Sir Oluf the leal, and his bride sae fair,

And his mither, that died wi' sorrow and care.

Sir Olufand the Elf-King's Daughter (Child's Ballads,
[I. 301).

like2 (Hk), a. and n. [< ME. like, lyke, lijk, lyk,

also assibilated lich, liclie, lyche; not, as stated
in the dictionaries, < AS. "lie, like, there being
no suchAS. adj., but, by apheresis, in later ME.,
from the earlier ME. Hike, ilyke, ilyche, alike,

aJyke, alyche, etc., < AS. gelic, etc., like (gelica,

n., one like), the numerous ME. forms being
merged in E. alike : see alike, where the relation
to like 1

, AS. lie, body, is explained.] I. a. 1.

Of similar form, appearance, or quality; of cor-

responding kind, amount, extent, degree, etc.
;

corresponding; equal or equivalent; analogous;
agreeing in some noticeable respect : as, terri-

tory of like extent
;
two men of like pursuits and

tastes.

Wins was a man subject to like passions as we are.

Jas. T. 17.

If the men be both nought, their praiers be both like.

Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation (1573), fol. 44.

But thou and I are one in kind,
As moulded like in nature's mint.

Tennyson, In Memorlam, Ixxix.

In proportion as the like units of an aggregate are ex-

posed to unlike forces, they tend to form differentiated

parts of the aggregate. //. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 455.

2. Having resemblance ; similar in any respect;
resembling: followed by to or a dative ease

(sometimes by a*'), the word or phrase governed
by to being, however, often omitted : as, they are
as like (to each other) as two peas. {Like is fre-

quently suffixed to nouns to form adjectives denoting re-

semblance or in the manner of, as childlike, niaunul ///><.
|

It was noght no humayn body luke,
But more better semed a thyng angell-ti/A:e.

Sam. oJFPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 937.

He was lothly to looke on ;

He was lyker a devill then a man.
Bevis of Hampton. (Halliwell.)

Who is like unto thee, O Lord, among the gods?
Ex. xv. 11.

But thou art the likest Auld Maitland
That ever I did see.

Auld Maittand (Child's Ballads, VI. 224).

Jtos. O, he hath drawn my picture in his letter !

Prin. Anything like? Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 39.

Come back into memory, like as thou wert in the day-
spring of thy fancies. Lamb, Christ's Hospital.

3. Likely; liable. [Archaic or provincial.]
Or that wayueris in wer what shall worthe of ;

Licker at the last end in langore to bide,
And turne vnto torfer, then any triet ioye.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2254.

He is like to die for hunger in the place where he is.

Jer. xxxviii. 9.

Who was dead,
Who married, who was like to be.

Tennyson, Audley Court.

Had like, with a present or past infinitive, a colloquial ex-

pression for icas likely, came near: as, the wall had like to
fall (or to have fallen) upon me ; he had like to be (or to
have been) defeated.

Forth is at Bury ; but he fell so between two forms as
he had like, between both, to have fallen back to Boxford.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 405.

Yet they adventured to go back ; but it was so dark,
and the flood was so high, that, in their going back, they
had like to have been drowned nine or ten times.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 173.

Something like, used elliptically, something like the
thing desired or aimed at

; what one wants : as, that is

something like. Such like, of that kind : a pleonasm for
either such or like.

Ye hold the tradition of men, as the washing of pots
and cups : and many other such like things ye do.

Mark vii. 8.

They found a large crucifix, copes, rich vestments, beads,
and heaps of such like trumpery. Walpole, Letters, II. 16.

To feel like, to have inclination for ; be disposed to : fol-
lowed by a verbal noun in -ingi : as, he felt like refusing.
[Colloq.]

He did not feel like returning to his solitary room.
K. B. Kimban, Was lie Successful?
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To look like, to show likelihood or probability of; be in

a state for: as, the weather looks like clearing. [Colloq. J

=Syn. Allied, cognate, analogous, parallel.

II. . A person or thing resembling another;
a counterpart ;

a resemblance ; a similar char-

acter, condition, or example.
His living like saw never living eye.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 8.

He was a man, take him for all in all,

I shall not look upon his like again.
Shak., Hamlet, i. 2. 188.

Your ladye has a steed,
The like o' him 's no in the land o' Leed.

Willie's Ladye (Child's Ballads, I. 164).

What more naturall then every like to produce his like,

man to beget man, fire to propagate fire? .

Milton, Church-Government, i. 4.

Like cures like, a popular translation of the homeopathic
maxim similia simiiibus curantur, literally

'

like things are
cured by like things.' The like, whatever is similar or
akin to that which has been named

; something of a simi-

lar or comparable character.

I am a stranger to any ceremonies used by them in Mar-
riage, or at the Birth of a Child, or the like, if they use any.

Dumpier, Voyages, II. i. 50.

He is master of a certain set of words, as Unity, Style,

Fire, Phlegm, Easy, Natural, Turn, Sentiment, and the

like. Addison, Sir Timothy Tittle.

There are one or two fragments of columns and the like

put to new uses. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 63.

like2 (Ilk), adv. [< ME. like, lyke, by apheresis
for alike: see alike, adv., and cf. like2

, a.] 1.

In the same or a similar manner
; equally ;

cor-

respondingly.
The thirde daye that thise childeren rode to-geder lyke

as that ye haue herde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 191.

Like as a father pitieth his children, so the Lord pitieth
them that fear him. Ps. ciii. 13.

How then can they, like wretched, comfort me ?

The which no less need comforted to be.

Lmbj Pembroke (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 261).

2. In the manner of
;
in the same way as.

Be strong, and quit yourselves like men. 1 Sam. iv. 9.

Like one in prayer I stood.

Longfellow, Voices of the Night, Prel.

In the honest bosom of this heroic Dutchman dwelt the
seven noble virtues of knighthood, flourishing among his

hardy qualities like wild flowers among rocks.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 293.

Who the r61e of the priest and the soldier unites,
And, praying like Aaron, like Joshua fights !

Whittier, From Perugia.

[This use of like is so nearly prepositional that the word
as properly receives the name of preposition in it as do, for

example, save, during, except, in their prepositional con-

structions.]

3. Likely; probably.
I like the work well ; ere it be demanded
(As like enough it will), I 'Id have it copied.

Shak., Othello, iii. 4. 190.

4. As it were ; so to speak : used after clauses
or phrases with a signification similar to that of

like suffixed to nouns. See like2
, a., 2. [Colloq.

or provincial.]

They say she was out of her mind like for six weeks or
more. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxxv.

A drop of good beer puts new sap into a man. It oils

his joints like.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, III. 263.

Like blazes. See Wozei. Like fun. See fun Like
mad. See modi.

like2 (Hk), con/. [< like2
,
adv.

; being in part
an abbr. of like as."] As ; as if. This use is com-
monly condemned as incorrect, and is generally unac-
knowledged in dictionaries. It occurs several times in

Shakspere, and not unfrequently in modern writers, and is

common in colloquial and provincial usage : as, he limped
like he had been hurt.

But, like in sickness, did I loathe this food.

SViat.,M. N. D.,iv. 1.178.

Through which they put their heads, like the Gauchos
do through their cloaks. Darwin, Jour, of a Naturalist, x.

Like for as is never used in New England, but is univer-
sal in the South and West. It has on its side the author-
ity of two kings (ego sum rex Romanorum et supra gratn-
maticam), Henry VIII. and Charles I. This were ample,
without throwing into the scale the scholar and poet
Daniel. Lowell, Introd. to Biglow Papers.

Iike2t (Hk), v. t. ; pret. and pp. liked, ppr. liking.

[= D. lijken = MLG. liken = Or. gleichen=Goth.
galcikon, liken, compare; from the adj.: see

like?, a. Cf. liken."] To regard or describe as

resembling; liken; compare. [Rare, liken be-

ing the form in common use.]
And like me to the peasant boys of France.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 6. 48.

= OHG. lichen, lichan, MHG. lichen, be like,

suit, please, = Icel. lika, please, like, = Goth.
leikan, also in comp. galeikan, please) ; prob. <

lie, body, form: see like1 . The exact transi-
tion of sense is not clear; appar. 'be the form'
(for a person governing the dative), i. e. the

likelihood

form or thing desired. It is usually explained
as directly from like2 , a.,

' to be like or suitable'

(for a person); but the adj. does not exist in the
earliest tongues (Goth., AS., and OHG.) except
in the full form (Goth, galeiks, AS. gelic, OHG.
galih), from which the verb without the prefix
(Goth, leikan, AS. lician) could hardly be de-

rived, except by assuming an apheresis impossi-
ble at this earlyperiod.] I. trans. If. To please;
be pleasing to; be agreeable to; suit; satisfy:
used impersonally, and followed by an object,

originally dative, of the person.
I wol you tell a litel thing in prose,
That oughte liken you.

Chaucer, Prol. to Tale of Melibeus, 1. 20.

Late me neuer no werke bigynne,
Lord, but sif it lyke thee.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 252.

The music likes you not. Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 2. 56.

So soon as we are past through the town, I will endeavour
by such discourse as best likes you to pass away the time
till you come to your ill quarters.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 227.

[This impersonal construction with the indirect object of

the person gave way, in early modern English, to a per-
sonal construction, the person being taken as the subject
and the thing as the direct object. See def. 2.]

2. To regard with favor; be well affected to-

ward ;
be pleased with ; take pleasure in.

And tho that lykys with me to lende, and trewly tent to

me will take,
Sail wonne in welth withoutyn ende. York Plays, p. 9.

If I like thee no worse after dinner, I will not part from
thee yet. Shak., Lear, i. 4. 144.

He first deceas'd ; she for a little try'd
To live without him, lik'd it not, and died.

SirH. Wotton, Death of Sir Albert Morton's Wife.
' ' Be reasonable, Louis be patient ! I like you because

you are patient."" Like me no longer, then love me instead."
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxxvi.

I like a monk ; I like a cowl ;

I love a prophet of the soul.

Emerson, The Problem.

3. To agree with, as food or drink. Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng.]=Syn. 2. Like, Love; be fond of, relish,

fancy. Like and love differ greatly in strength or warmth,
and may differ in kind. Like may be feeble and cool, and
it never has the intensity of love. We may like or even love

a person ; we only like the most palatable kind of food.
With an infinitive, like is the common word, love being ap-
propriate only hi the hyperbole of poetical or rhetorical

feeling.

II. in trans. If. To be suitable or agreeable;
give satisfaction.

Come, boys, sing cheerfully ; we shall ne'er sing younger.
We have chosen a loud tune too, because it should like

well. Fletcher (and others'), Bloody Brother, iii. 2.

2. To be pleased or suited ; choose : used abso-

lutely, but formerly sometimes followed by of.

But when the mightiest began to like of the Christian

faith, by their means whole free states and kingdoms be-
came obedient unto Christ. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viiL 6.

You have been somewhat bolder in my house
Than I could well like of.

Middleton, Chaste Maid, T. 2.

He may either go or stay, as he best likes. Locke.

3. To thrive; grow. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
like3 (lik), n. [< like3

, v."] A liking ; a fancy ;

an inclination : used chiefly in the phrase likes

and dislikes.

Sheusedtosay/'Itwas not her likes, but her husband's,
or she'd have had me back."

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 561.

The editor of a magazine should be above personal likes

and dislikes, and judge articles upon their merits.

0. W. Curtis, Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 475.

like4 (Ilk), v. i. [< like2
, a., 3.] To be likely:

chiefly or only in the preterit liked, equivalent
to had like. See like2

,
a. [Bare.]

He probably got his death, as he liked to have done two
years ago, by viewing the troops for the expedition from
the wall of Kensington-Garden.

Walpole, Letters, II. 193. (Davies.)

likeable, likeableness. See likable, likableness.

likehood (lik'hud), n. [= D. gelijkhcid = MHG.
gelicheit, glicheit, G. gleichheit = Dan. lighed =
Sw.likhet; as like2 + -hood."] Likelihood. [Very
rare.]

likeliheadt, n. [ME. liklihede ; < likely + -head.

Cf. likelihood.'] Same as likelihood. Chaucer.

likelihood (lik'li-hud), n. [< likely + -hood.]
1. The state of being likely or probable ; prob-
ability; likeliness; promise.

What likelihood of his amendment?
Shak., Rich. III., i. 3. S3.

By all likelihood these Eidgcs of Mountains do run in a
continued Chain from one end of Peru and Chili to the
other. Dampier, Voyages, I. 95.

We were looking for an anchoring-place where there
was a likelihood of fishing. Froude, Sketches, p. 72.

2. Promising state or appearance; standing;
consideration. [Archaic.]



likelihood

Left me in rt-puti'K-ss banishment,
A fellow of no iiiiirk nor lik,'lilKl.

AVi.it., 1 Hen. IV., III. 2. 45.

3. That which is probable ;
a probability ;

;in

indication.

l.ikflihitden are those [arguments] that often hit (In-

trut'th. ititil yet are not alwai.-H so ; as thus: SocheayounK
inanne talkcth often and that alone with aoch a young
maide. Krgo, lu: is in love with her.

,s> y. Wilton, Rule of Reason.

. Against which testimonies Ukelyhoodt, evidences, and
apparent actions of his own, being so abundant, the bare

ili'jiyall of one man, though with imprecation, cannot In

any reason countervaile. Milt,,,,, Kikonoklastes, xii.

It. liiKrtirss; resemblance; similarity.
There is no likelihood between pure light and black

darkness, or between Hghtcoininesx and reprobation.
Raleigh.

likeliness (lik'H-nes), n. [< ME. Uklinesse,

li/kli

'

Hume; < likely + -ness.'] The condition or

quality of being likely, (a) Probability. (6) Suita-
bleness ; agreeablencss. (ct) Likeness.

That she knew not bis favours likelynesse,
For many scarres and many hoary neares.

Spenter, F. Q., V. vii. 30.

likely (Kk'li), n. [< ME. Ukli; by apheresis
for 'ilikli, < AS. geliclic. likely, apt, < gelic,
like: see like2

, a., and -/#*.] If. Similar; con-

genial; kindred.
Love Is a celestial! harmonie

Of likely harts.

Spenser, In Honour of Beautle, 1. 198.

2. That may be suitable ; preferred for a par-
ticular reason or purpose ;

fit or adapted, or giv-
ing promise of being so : as, a likely subject for
satire.

In that batell Darell was Baner,
And, as the story selth in euery wise,
He was a likely knyjjht for that Office.

Oeneryde(E. E. T. 8.* L 2107.

Venator. Now Piscator, where will you begin to flsli?

Pittcator. We are not yet come to a likely place.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 61.

The swag-shopkeepers can always flnd customers " for

anything likely, with the indispensable proviso that it is

cheap. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, 1. 487.

3. Having likeness to truth
;
that seems or that

may be true; credible; probable: as, a likely

story.
Most in, l,i 'tis for you. Shak., Cor., L 2. 16.

Sore hath been their flght,
As likeliest was when two such foes met arm'd.

Milton, P. L., vl. 688.

It seems likely that he was in hope of being busy and
conspicuous. Johnson, Otway.

Hence 4. Within the limits of probability:
having a tendency ;

so situated or constituted
that he or it will probably be or do something
indicated: followed by an infinitive.

Many things happen, not likely to ensue from any prom-
ises of antecedencies. Sir T. Browne, Christ Mor., it >-.

The election of the speaker ah wed that the duke was
not IHt-lii to have his own way in the assembly.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 348.

It Is proverbial that, if a man does not care for himself,
he is not likely to care much for other people.

Fowler, shaftusbury and Hutcheson, p. 97.

6f. Liable to happen or come about ;
in pros-

pect or expectation.
Have you heard of no likely wars toward, 'twixt the

Dukes of Cornwall and Albany? Shak., Lear, II. 1. 11.

Grant that our hopes, yet likdy of fair birth.
Should be still-born. Khnk., 1 Hen. IV., i 3. 63.

6. Such as may be liked; likable; pleasing;
agreeable; commendable; promising; good.
Thou art as likflii a fellow as any is in the company.

MitliUeton (and others), The Widow, i. 2.

Those argent fields more likely habitants,
Translated saints, or middle spirits, hold.

MM, P. L., til. 460.

From 30 to 00 likely young Horses.
Maia. Mercury, April 29, 1796.

He It waswho had let her know when Haytersbank Farm
had been to let esteeming it a lik-rlit piece of land for his
uncle to settle down upon.

Mrs. Oaikett, Sylvia's Lovers, iv.

Time was that Cack was a ... likely young man, and
his wife a very respectable woman.

a. B, Stotce, Oldtown, p. 11.

= Svn. 4. Apt, Likely, etc. See apt.

likely (lik'li), nrfr. [< likely, a.] Probably;
us may reasonably be supposed.
like-minded (lik'min'ded), a. Having a like

disposition or purpose; animated by the same
spirit or temper; having the same or similar

thoughts and tendencies.
Fulfil ye my joy, that ye be Kkrmiiulei, having the same

love, being o( one accord, of one mind. Phil. ii.

liken (li'kn), i:. t. [X ME. liknen, lyknen, licnen
= MLG. likcnrii = Dan. lii/nc = Sw. likna ; as

Mr-', a., + -ciil (3). Cf. like?, .] If. To make
like

; cause to resemble.
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I will her liken to a laidley worm.
That warps atwut the stone.

The Lautley H'unn affSyindlnton heugh (Child s Ballads,
II. 282).

It is remarkable how exactly the occasional deviations
from Its fundamental principles In a free constitution, and
the temporary introduction of arbitrary power, liken it to
the worst despotisms. Brougham.

2. To represent, declare, or describe as like or

similar; compare.
Llllwhlte was hur liche to lOrne the benrde

| lady i ;

Where Is thtr leugged In lond a Lady so sweete?
Aluaunder of Macedmne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 19&.

Men may well lykne that Bryd (the plum ix
1

;] unto God ;

be cause that there nys no God but on.

MatuteviUc, Travels, p. 48.

And he said, Whereunto shall we Men the kingdom of
God? Mark Ir. 30.

Well may the preacher and the ploughman be likened

together. Latiiner, Sermon of the Plough.

likeness (lik'nes), n. [< ME. liknease, liknes,

lyknes, by apheresis from iliknes, < AS. gelicnes,

rarely licnes (= OS. gelicnansi, gelicnessi, gelic-
nuxni = D. geliikenis = MLG. likenisse = OHG.
galihnisxi, gililinussi, chilthnisxa, MHG. gelirh-

nisse,gelichnu88e,Q.gleichnit), form, semblance,
image, likeness, < gelic, like, alike: see alike,
It/.,-, a., and -ness.] 1. The state of being like,

or alike
;
the relation of two or more objects

which agree in respect to some quality; simili-

tude
; similarity ;

resemblance.
And Ood said, Let as make man In our Image, after our

lit; MB Gen. I. 26.

I see thee what thou art. and know
Thy likenea to the wise below.

Thy kindred with the great of old.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxfv.

While Spalato Is putting on the likenes* of a busy mod-
ern town, Trail has nothing to show but Its ancient mem-
ories. /'.'. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 180.

2. That which resembles something else ;
an

express representation or copy; an effigy; espe-
cially, a portrait of a person , or s representation
of an animal or other object.

What seem'd his head
The likeness of a kingly crown had on.

Milton, P. L, ii. 873.

Here, take my Likenea with you, whilst 'tis so.

Cmdey, The Mistress, My Picture.

likeroust, a. See lickerous.

likewaker (llk'wak), n. [Also lykewake, also
assibilated licliwakc (also by corruption lake-

wake, latewake); < ME. 'likewake, lykewaik.
lichewake; < like1

, Itch, a dead body, + wake,
a watching: see like1 and wake1

, .] A watch
over a dead body.

Ne how Arcyte is brent to asshen colde,
Ne how that liche-wake was yholde
Ai thilke night, ne howe the Grekes pleye
The wake-pleyes, ne kepe I nat to seye.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 2100.

The night it is her low lykeicaice,
The morn her burial day.

Young Benjie (Child's Ballads, II. 303).

likewise (lik'wiz), adv. [Abbr. of t like wise.

Cf. Dan. ligcrviis.] In like manner ; moreover;
also ; too.

The same Thnrsdaye we sayled, styll trauersynge ye see

ayenst ye wynde ;
and so lylce MT/KT we dyde ye nyght fol*

lowynge. Sir R. Ouylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 61.

Then said Jesus unto tilm, Go, and do thou liketrue.

Luke x. 37.

As there were many reformers, so likncite there were
many reformations. Sir T. Browne, Rellglo Medici, L 4.

likin (le'ken'), n. [Chin., < Ii, the thousandth
part of a tael, + kin, money.] A tax, originally
of one cash per tael on the value of all sales, im-

posed by the people of China upon themselves,
in order to make up the deficiency in the land-

tax, during the Taiping rebellion (1850-64).
It was to be set apart for military purposes only, and was
Intended to be merely a temporary measure. It Is still

levied, however, and has been recognized in treaties by
the foreign nations trading with China. The rate varies
at the different barriers all over the country; bnt foreign-
owned goods are exempted from this and other local ex-

actions by transit passes, which are Issued by the customs
authorities on the payment of a commutation of 2} per
cent, ad valorem. Also spelled lekin.

There were imposed special taxes, or likin dues [in

China], on many commodities.
U. S. Cont. Rep., No. 70 (1S86X p. 260.

liking (li'king), n. [< ME. liking, likinge, lyk-

yuge; verbal n. of like$, p.] 1. The state of be-

ing pleased with something; favor; approval;
inclination ; pleasure : as, one's liking for a

friend; he took a likixij to the place.
Youre lykiny Is that I shal telle a tale.

Chaucer, ProL to Pardoner's Tale, 1. 169.

That liked, but had a rougher task in hand
Than to drive liking to the name of love.

SA.it.. Much Ado, L 1. 302.

Friendships begin with liking or gratitude.

Ueonje ElM, Daniel Ueronda, xxjti.

lilac-mildew

2. A favorable or pleasing condition; attractive

appearance; comeliness; in general, appear-
ance. [Obsolete or archaic.]

They not onely glue it no mancr of grace at all, but
rather do disfigure the stutfe and spill the whole Hoik-

maimhip, taking away all bcwtlc and good liking from it.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. I'oesie, p. 115.

Their young ones are In good liking. Job mix. 4.

I shall think the worse of fat men, as long as I have an
eye to make difference of men's liking.

Shot., M. W. of W., IL L 57.

On liking, on trial or probation ; on approval : as, to en-

gage a servant on liking.

Forced with regret to leave her native sphere,
Came hut a while on liking here.

Dryden, Threnodla Augustalls, L 163.

Pray excuse him, madam ; . . . he [the waiter] la* very
young man un likirvj, and we don't like him.

IHckent, Our Mutual Friend, IT. 4.

= 8yn. 1. Predilection, attachment, etc. Sec Jowl,

likingt (li'king), a. [< ME. likinge, lykynge; ppr.
of like3

, v.] Pleasing; comely; good-looking.
I wot no lady so likyny. Rom. of the Rote, L 868.

She, thus in Make, likynge to Trollus,
Over alle tliinge, he stod for to beholde.

Chaucer, Trollus, L 809.

,yt. adv. [< ME. likingly; < liking, a., +
Pleasantly; agreeably.

Myn herte ill doun vnto my too
That was woont sltten ful likingly.

Hymnt to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.), p. 91.

likingnesst, ". [ME. likingnes; < liking, a., +
-ness.] Pleasingness.

This hauk of herte In gouthe y-wys
Pursueth euere this felsaunt hen ;

This felsaunt hen is likingnet.

Hymnt to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.X p. 93.

HI, a. See HIP.

lilac (li'lak), n. and a. [Formerly also lilach,

lelaek; dial, laylock; = F. lilas,<. Sp. lilac = Pg.
I Hit: = Bulg. li'li'k, ljuleka = Bohem. lil<ik = Pol.

lilak= Turk. Irilutf, < Ar. lilak, < Pers. lilaj, lilanj,

lilting, lilac (f), prop, the indigo-plant, with al-

teration of the initial consonant, < iiiiuli (also
nil = Hind. Ar. nil), the indigo-plant (nilak,

bluish), < Skt. iiiln, dark-blue indigo, nili, in-

digo-plant. Cf. anil.] I. n. I. A shrub of the

genus Stfringa. See Syringa. The common lilacs

are S. mlaari* and S. Pertica, with their varieties; they
abound, especially the former, as ornamental plants, cul-
tivated for their beauty and fragrance. S. rufijarit Is the

larger species, having heart-shaped leaves and large thyr-
slform clusters of purple flowers the ordinary purple
lilac or Scotch lilac, or, with white flowers, the common
white lilac. There is also a blue-flowered variety. S.

Pertica, the Persian lilac, is a smaller, slender shrub, with
looser panicles and pale flowers, blooming later, and also

having a white variety. Countess Josika's lilac, S. Jon-
team, discovered by the Countess von Joslka In Transyl-
vania, is a tall shrnb with elliptical-lanceolate wrinkled
leaves and bluish-purple scentless flowers. The Hima-
layan lilac, S. Kmodi, is large, with dense panicles, but is

not preferred to the common lilac. The lilac was for-

merly called pipe-tree or pipe -price!*, and blue-pipe, on ac-

count of the large pith that could easily be bored out of
the straight shoots to make pipe-stems. The common
lilac has febrifugal properties. (See lilacine.) An oil is ex-
tracted from it for use In perfumery. The name lilac has
also been given to various plants having some resem-
blance to the true lilac (see phrases below).

A fountalne of white marble with a lead ccsterne, which
fonnUlue is set round with six trees called lelaek trees.

Survey of Nuntuch Palace-, 16M) (Arehaxilogia,
(V. 4:t4). (Dariet.)

2. The color of the common lilac-blossom ; a

pale-purple color. A color-disk composed of one half
artificial ultramarine, one sixth Chinese vermilion, and
one third white will give a lilac. African lilac, Melia

Aledarachj. Australian lilac, the labiate plants Prol-
tanthera rMacea and P. lariunthot. Charles X. lilac,
the variety grandijtora of S. vulgarut, a form with particu-
larly large and fine panicles. German lilac, an old pro-
vincial name for a valerian, probably the red valerian, Cm-
tranthus ruber. Hungarian 111<m Same as Countettjo-
tika'i lUac. See def. 1. Indian Him*, the crape-myrtle,
Lagentraemia Indica, a beautiful lythraceous shrub from
China, bearing large rose-colored flowers. It Is hardy in

the latitude of Washington, D. ('. Sometimes, also, M'elia

Azedarach. Victorian lilac. See Uardenbergia. Wect
Indian lilac, Mclia Atedarach.

II. a. Of the light-purple color of the flower
of the common lilac.

So Willy and I were wedded : I wore a lilac gown ;

And the ringers rang with a will, and he gave the ringers
a crown. Tennyton, The Grandmother.

lilaceous (li-la'shius), a. [< lilac + -eous (ac-
com. to -aeo).] Of the color of lilac : as, the
liliireota throat of a humming-bird.

lilac-gray (ll'lak-gra), n. A very pale violet

color. A color-disk composed of one third artificial

ultramarine and two thirds white might be called a lilac-

(fray.

lilacine (ir la-sin), . [< lilac + -i<-2.] In

eheni., a bitter principle found in the lilac.

lilac-mildew (iVlak-mil'du), n. A fungus,
Mi< rosphtvra Friesii, infesting the leaves of the
lilac.



lilac-rust

lilac-rust (li'lak-rust), n. Same as lilac-mildew.

lilacthroat (li'lak-throt), n. A humming-bird
of the genus Phteoliema.

lilburnt, n. [Origin obscure; perhaps < lilc,

eontr. of little, + ME. burn, berne, etc., a man:
see 6r 2

.] A heavy, stupid fellow. Halliwell.

Ye are such a calfe, such an asse, such a blocke,
Such a lilbume, such a he-ball, such a lobcocke.

Udall, Koister Bolster, HI. 3.

lile, a. A dialectal contraction of little. Com-
pare HIP.

Liliaceae (lil-i-a'se-e), . pi. [NL. (S. End-
licher), < L. Lilium, q. v., + -amc.] An order
of monocotyledonous plants, characterized by
the regular symmetrical and almost always hex-
androus flowers, with a non-glumaceous peri-
anth which is free from the generally three-
celled ovary. There are, with one exception, six sta-

mens, one before each division of the perianth. The fruit
is a pod or berry containing from few to many seeds hav-

ing a small embryo in copious albumen. It is a large order
dispersed widely round the world, and containing about
2,300 species of herbs, shrubs, and trees. Many genera,
as Lilium, Tulipa, Hyacinthm, furnish beautiful garden-
flowers

; some, as Allium, yield esculent bulbs; a few, as

Aloe, supply important medicines ; and Phormium and a
few others yield a textile fiber.

liliaceous (lil-i-a'shius), a. [< LL. liliaceus, of
or belonging to a lily, < L. lilium, a lily: see

lily.'] Pertaining to or characteristic of lilies,
or plants of the order HUacece; lily-like.

liliet, An obsolete spelling of lily.

lilied (lil'id), a. [< lily + -ecR] 1. Abounding
in or embellished with lilies.

By sandy Ladon's lilied banks.

Milton, Arcades, L 97.

2. Resembling lilies, especially in color.

She was the fairest of all the lilied brood.
J. Wilton, Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life, p. 6.

Shrinking Caryatides
Of just-tinged marble, like Eve's lilied Hesh
Beneath her Maker's finger. Browning, Sordello.

liliform (lil'i-form), a. [< L. lilium, lily, +
forma, form.] Having the general form of a

lily-flower. [Rare.]
liliformed (lil'i-formd), a. [< liliform + -ecP.]
Same as liliform.

Paterae of glazed ware with broad flattened rims of tas-
selled or liliformed patterns found at Canterbury.

Jour. Brit. Archceol. Ass., XII. 73.

Lilium (lil'i-um), n. [NL. (Linnreus), < L. lilium,
a lily: see lily.'] A genus of plants of the order
LiUacece, belonging to the tribe Tulipece, distin-

guished from the related genera by the versa-
tile anthers. The flowers are either erect or nodding,
and have as a rule a funnel-shaped perianth of six seg-
ments, with six stamens and a three-lobed stigma. There
are about 45 species, found in the northern temperate re-

gions of the world. They all have scaly bulbs, some of
which are edible, as those of L. Martagon, eaten by the
Cossacks, and those of L. tigrinum (the tiger-lily) and
others in China and Japan. Their chief value, however,
lies in the beauty of their flowers. For the species, see
lily.

lillH
of loU._

Dreadfull Cerberus
His three deformed heads did lay along, . . .

And litted forth his bloody flaming tong.
Spenser, F. Q., I. v. 34.

lill2 (HI), n. [Origin obscure.] 1. One of the
holes of a wind-instrument. [Scotch.] 2. A
small pin. Draper's Dictionary.

lill3 , 111 (lil), a. A dialectal contraction of little.

Also lile. [Southern U. S.
;
in negro use.]

Lille lace. See lace. .

Lillibullero, Lilliburlero (liFi-bu-le'ro. -ber-

le'ro), n. Originally, it is said, a watchword
of the Irish Roman Catholics in their massacre
of the Protestants in 1641; afterward, the name
of a song burlesquing the former, said to have
been written by Lord Wharton, which was ex-
tremely popular in England during and after
the revolution of 1688, having the refrain ' '

Lero,
lero, lilli burlero," etc.

Lilliputian (lil-i-pu'shan), a. and n. [< Lilliput
(see def. ) + -to.] I. a. I. Pertaining to Lilli-

put, an imaginary kingdom described in Swift's
"Travels of Lemuel Gulliver," or to its people,
feigned to be pygmies about six inches high.
Hence 2. Of minute size.

II. n. 1. An inhabitant of the imaginary
kingdom of Lilliput. 2. A person of diminu-
tive size; a very small dwarf.

lillypilly (lil'i-pil-i), n. [Australian.] A tree
of the myrtle family, Eugenia Smithii (Acmena
floribunda), found in Australia. It is a slender but
sometimes tall tree, with terminal panicles of abundant
white flowers, and a very hard and heavy wood Also
called Australian myrtle.

lilt (lilt), v. [< ME. lillen, lultcn; origin ob-
scure.] I. trans. If. To sound.
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Loude alarom vpon launde lulted was thenne.

Alliteratiee Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1207.

2. To sing or play in snatches, and with easy,

tripping grace, as a song or a tune
;
utter or

pour forth with sprightliness, animation, or

gaiety.
Our Jenny sings saftly the " Cowden Broom knowes,"
And Kosie lilts swiftly the "Milking the ewes."

Ramsay, Gentle Shepherd, ii. 4.

The Muse shall . . .

Such enchantment Kit to thee
That thon shalt hear the life-blood flow
From farthest stars to grass-blades low.

Lou-ell, To the Muse.

II. intrans. 1. To sing or play a tune in
a sprightly, tripping manner; utter musical
sounds flowingly and cheerfully.

Lasses a' lilting before the break of day.
Jane Elliot, Flowers of the Forest.

Mak' haste an turn king David owre,
An' lilt wi' holy clangor.

Burns, The Ordination.

2. To do anything with dexterity or quickness ;

spring; hop. [Rare.]
Whether the bird flit here or there,
O'er table lilt, or perch on chair.

Wordsworth, The Redbreast.

lilt (lilt), . [< lilt, v.~] 1. A snatch of a

cheerful, lively song; a short, smooth-flowing,
tripping air or tune.

The blythest lilts that e'er my lugs heard sung.
Ramsay, Poems, II. 390.

Hence 2. Cadence; rhythmic swing or flow.

This faculty of hitting on the precise lUt of thought and
measure that shall catch the universal ear and sing them-
selves in everybody's memory is a rare gift.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 836.

The lilt and melody of Shelley, joined to precision of

thought and outline. Stedman, Poets of America, p. 166.

lilting (lil'ting), a. [< ME. liltyng; ppr. of

lilt, v.~\ Played or sung in an animated man-
ner; giving lively utterance to a lilt or song.

Many a flowte and liltyng home,
And pipes made of greene come.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1223.

lily (lil'i), . and a. [Formerly also lilly, lillic;
< ME. lilie, < AS. lilie, liligc = OS. lilli= D. lelie

= OHG. lilja, MHG. litje (also gilge), G. lilie =
Icel. lilja = Dan. lilie = 8w. lilja = F. lis =
OSp. lilio, Sp. Pg. lirio (Sp. also lis, < F.) = It.

giglio (> Croatian zhilj) = Pol. liltfa, lelia =
Serv. Ijiljan = Russ. liliya = Hung, liliom, < L.

lim

red flowers and bulblets in the axils of the upper leaves,
a plant of the region of the Alps, long known to garden-
ers ; and the white or Madonna lily, L. canditlwn, also
called annunciation lily, found wild in the northern Medi-
terranean countries. Among the fine Asiatic lilies are the
lance-leafed or spear-leafed lily, L. specioKum (lanci/olium),
from Corea and Japan, with white flowers more or less
suffused or spotted with pink, and \vith the lower part of
the sepals covered with papilla; ;

the giant lily, L. giyan-
teum, the largest of the genus, from the Himalayan re-

gion ; and the tiger-lily, L. tiyrinum, so called from its

spots, a plant introduced from China and known every-
where. There are many other less-known lilies.

Softur then watur or eny licour,
Or dewz that lith on the lilie flour,
Was Cristes bodi in blod colour.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 139.

Lay her in lillies and in violets.

Spenser, Epithalamion, 1. 302.

2. Any one of many plants resembling the lily.
3. The end of a compass which points to the

north: so called from being frequently orna-
mented with a lily or fleur-de-lis.

If we place a needle touched at the foot of tongs or and-
irons, it will obvert or turn aside its lillie or north point,
and conform its cuspis or south extream with the andiron.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 2.

African lily, a plant of the genus Agapanthus. Ata-
masco lily, Zeiihyrantlws Atamasco. See Zephyranthes,
and also Amaryllis. Belladonna lily. See Amaryllis.
Blackberry Illy, Selamcanda (Pardanthus) Chinensis, of
the iris family. Calla Illy. See calla, 3. Day-lily. See
Hemerocattis. Fleur-de-lis of three lilies. Sec fleur-
de-lis. Florentine Illy. See giglio. Jacobeea Illy,
Sprekelia formosissima. Knight's-star lily. See Hip-
peastrum. Lent-lily, the daffodil. Lilies of France,
the fleurs-de-lis which constitute the distinctive armorial
bearing of the ancient royal family of France, and figured
on the French royal standard.

But Magua is pledged not to sully the lilies of France.

Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xvii.

Lily Of the flag, in her., a fleur-de-lis, as borne in the
arms of France. Mexican lily, Amaryllis reyinae, a plant
with beautiful scarlet flowers. Pond-Illy, the spatter-
dock, genus Nuphar (Nymphcea) ; also, the common spe-
cies of Nymphcea (Castalia). Water-lily, most often

ffymphtfa (Castalia). See water-lily. Yellow Illy, the
gold-lily. See def. 1, above.

II. a. Resembling a white lily, especially in

purity; pure; unsullied.

By Cupid's dove,
And so thou shalt ! and by the lily truth
Of my own breast, thou shalt, beloved youth 1

Eeats, Endymion, iv.

Elaine, the lily maid of Astolat,
High in her chamber up a tower to the east
Guarded the sacred shield of Lancelot

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

lilium = Serv. lir, Iyer, < Gr. Aeipiov, a lily.] I. lily-beetle (liri-be'tl), n. A beetle, Crioceris

n.; pi. lilies (-iz). 1. A plant of the genus merdigera.
Lilium, or its flower. In the four native species of lily-encrinite(lil'i-en"kri-nit),. Sameasstowe-
the eastern United States the perianth is colored from

(lil), v. i. and t. [Early mod. E. lylle; a var.

H.] To loll.

lily. See encrinite.

lily-faced (lil'i-fast), a.

modest or sensitive.
Pale-faced; affectedly

Like a squeamish dame,
Shrink and look lily-faced. J. Baillie.

lily-handed (lil'i-han"ded), a. Having white,
delicate hands; hence, effeminate.

No little lily-handed Baronet he,
A great broad-shoulder'd genial Englishman.

Tennyson, Princess, Conclusion.

lily-hyacinth (lil'i-hFa-sinth), . A bulbous
perennial plant with blue flowers, Scilla Lilio-

liyacintlius.

lily-iron (liri-I"ern), n. In whaling, the detach-
able barbed head of a harpoon. There are two
barbs, and between them, a little to one side and at an
angle with the axis of the head, is fixed the harpoon-shank,
which carries the line. The harpoon, owing to this pecu-
liarity of form, penetrates the whale's body in a curved
course, and thus secures a firm hold.

lilyliver (liri-liv"er), . A white-livered per-
son

; a coward.
I always knew that I was a lilyliver.

Thackeray, Roundabout Papers, xii.

lily-livered (lil'i-liv"erd), a. White-livered;
cowardly.

Uo, prick thy face, and over-red thy fear,
Thou Itiy-liver'd boy. Shale., Macbeth, v. 3. 17.

See
Lily (Lilium superbum).

i. Upper part of the plant with flowers, a. Lower part of the plant lily-Of-the-Valley (lil'i-OV-the-Val'i), n.
with bulbs, a, stamen ; *, pistil ; c, fruit.

yellow to scarlet, with purple or brown spots on the in- lily-pad (lil'i-pad), .

side. They are : the wild orange-red lily, L. Philadelphi-
cum, with flowers erect and sepals not recurved, common
in sandy soil ; the Southern red lily, L. Catesba-i with soli-

tary erect flowers and recurved sepals ; L. Canadense,
with several nodding flowers and the sepals recurved,
common in the north ; and the American Turk's-cap or~* *" " '

lily-Star (lil'i-star), n. Sai

grounds at the north. Among the'eight species"of "the lily-white (lil'i-hwit), a. [< ME. liliichite, lilie-

Pacific
Aslope

are the Washington lily, L. Washingtonia- wnyt;<. lily + U'hite.'] White as a lily. [Poeti-

Lord Ronald brought a lily-irhite doe
To give his cousin, Lady Clare.

Tennyson, Lady Clare.

Aii obsolete but historically more cor-

pelliug of limb 1
.

Convallaria.

The broad leaf of a
water-lily, especially as it lies upon the water
in its place of growth. [TT. S.]
A deer had been down to eat the lily-pads at the foot of

the lake the night before.

, .. C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 145.

swamp-lily, L. superinim, with a pyramidal panicle, often lilv-Qtarwith 20 or sometimes even 40 blossoms, found on low fig ??
, .

-

num, often with as many as 20 large and fragrant white cal.]
flowers, becoming purplish, in a thyrsoid raceme ; the pan-
ther-lily, L. pardalinum; and Humboldt's lily, L. Hum.
DOMtii. Among European species are the Martagon lily
L. Martagon, found wild in Europe and In Siberia, and ,.
cultivated from time immemorial, the varieties differing Unit,
in color

; the bulb-bearing lily, L. biillnferum, with orange- rect sp



Lima

Iiima(li'niii'). ii. [ N'L. (Bmguieres, 1791), appar.
called from the shape of their shells, < L.

lima, a file.] 1. A genus of bivalve molluxks,
of the family Liniitlii: The obliquely c,v;il

ell gapes anteriorly and haa a straight toothless hinge,

Lima tyttamosa. cardit/ormts.

and the mantle margin Is clrroae. L. hiant swims easily
like a scallop, with a flapping movement of the valves,
spins a byssus, and sometimes builds a nest or burrow.
The genus was formerly placed with the scallops In Pee-
tinidtr.

2. [I. c.~] A member of this genus.
Lima bark. See bark*.

Limacea (H-ma'se-ft), n. pi. [NL. (Lamarck,
1809), < Limax (Limac-)+ -fa.] A family of gas-
tropods, typified by the genus Limax, including
all the naked terrestrial gastropods. By later
systematists Its constituents have been distributed among
the families Limaeida, Arionidct, \'iMnida, TestaceUMtr,
and

limacel, liniacelle (lim-a-sel'), n. [< F. lima-
i'' lit; dim., < NL. Limax (Limac-), q. v.] The
small internal shell of the genus Limax. It has
a suliquudrangular form, and has no spire, but a
marginal nucleus near the posterior end.
limaceous (li-ma'shius), a. [< L. Umax (limac-),
a snail, slug, + -cou.~] Like a slug ;

of or re-

^$tit%gZ* [NI,, plural of^^^^^^ f ?
ma*.] Same as Limacea. Ferussac, 1819.

*e*-J .* a-

limacian (li-ma'shian), n. [< L. limnx (limac-),
a snail, slug, + -in.J A limacid; a slug, or
some related pulmobranchiate.
limacid (lim'a-sid), . A gastropod of the fam-
ily I.inint'idce; a slug.
Limacidae (li-mas'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Limax

( Limac-) + -ifte.] A family of land-snails or ter-
restrial pulmonate gastropods, typified by the

genus Limax, accepted with various limitations,
sometimes merged in Helicida; the slugs, in a

Limttx ttrntfr&jfi, crawling ami at rest.

strict sense now current, the Limacidte are those land-gas-
tropods which have a naked body, the mantle being small ,

narrow, anterior, and shield-like; the shell reduced to a
rudiment and concealed under the mantle ; the jaw ribless ;

and the teeth of three kinds a central trlcuspid, laterals

of same height as the central and bicuspid or tricuspid,
and marginals differing from the laterals and aculeate,
unicuspid, or bicuspid. Wider limits and vaguer charac-
ters were assigned I the Liinacidee by older authors. The
species are of nearly world wide distribution, but most nu-
merous in temperate parts of the northern hemisphere.
The slugs of gardens and damp places are familiar exam-
ples.

limaciform (Ii-mas'i-f6nn), a. [< L. limajc (li-

mac-), a snail, slug, + forma, form.] Resem-
bling a slug; limaceous. Specifically applied in ento-

mology to certain ovate herbivorous larv&e with short or
obsolete legs, and having the body covered with a kind of

slime, as those of certain Tenthredinida.

Limacina 1
(li-ma-si'na), n. [NL., < L. Umax

(limac-), a snail, 4- -nai.] A
genus of pteropods, typical
of the family Limacinida;
L. liorealix is one of the ani-
mals which form brit or
whale-food. Curiir, 1817.

Limacina- (H-ma-si'na), n.

I>1. [NL., < Limaf (l.iniHC-)

i/, ISlIt. 2. A subfamily of Heliriiln;

restricted to the genus Limai: same ag Linui-
ciai. J. /:. (i i- 1 1 1/, 1840.

Limacinae (li-ma-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Limns
(I.iiinii--) + -inn;] 1. Asubfamilyof laud-snails
referred to the family Helicititr, typified by the

genus Limajc, and variously limited. It is nearly
or quite the s&me&s Limacidte. 2. Afamilyof
pteropods containing the genera Limacina and
Atlanta. I-'ITIIXSK,; ISL'l.

limacine (lim'a-sin), a. and . I. a. Pertaining
to the Limacirur or Limacidte, or having their

characters; limacifonn; limaceous.

3455

II. n. A slug of the subfamily Limacina or

family Limacinte.

Limacinea(li-raa-Hiii'f<-ji). w. pi. [Nlj.] 1. In

Do blainville's (laxHiticatioii (ISi'i). the third

family of his I'uliiuilirancliiata, distinguished
from Auricularca and Limnacca, and contain-

ing the genera fiurcinea, Butimus, Achtitinn,

Clatisilia, /'//, II, Us, Tentacella, Parmacella,
Limacella, Limax, Onchidium, etc. It Is thus an
enormous group, equivalent to the suborder (Jenphila or

Slylinnmatophora, now divided Into many modern families,
and no longer in use.

2. Same as Limacea. Reere, 1841.

limacinian (11-ma-sin'i-an), n. [< limacine +
-mil.] A slug or slug-like animal ; any limacine.
limacinid (li-mas'i-nid), n. A pteropod of the

family Limarinida.
Limacinidae (li-ma-sin'i-del, n.pl. [NL.,< Lima-
cina + -idtr.] A family of thecosomatous ptero-
pods, typified by the genus Limacina, with fins

attached to the sides of the body and united

ventrally by operculigerous lobes, and with a

spiral or subspiral shell coiled toward the left.
It contains many species, living near the surface of the
ocean In different parts of the world. See cat under Lima-
cinai.

Limacodes (li-ma-ko'dez), n. [NL. , < Gr. foiftaf

(> L. Umax), a slug, snail (see Umax), + eltoc,,

form.] A genus of moths sometimes giving
name to a family Limacodidce. In Latrellle's classi-

fication It was put in his third section (Pmidobombycei) of
nocturnal Levutoptera, and characterized by

"
having the

caterpillarsliice wood-lice," whence the name. It is now re-

ferred to Arctiida. L. ttitudn and L. ojefltuare examples.
Limacodidse (li-ma-kod'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Limacodcs + -itte.J A family of moths named
from the genus Limacodes. The antennee are
not pectinated, and the larvee are onisciform.
Also called Cochlcopodidte, or abandoned to
Arctiida:.

< NL. Limax
Pertain-

ing to the l.ininriilii' or Limacoidea, or having
their characters.

H. n. A slug of the family Limacidic.
Limacoidea (li-ma-koi'de-a), . pi. [NL. (Fitz-
inger, 1833), < Limax (Limac-) + Gr. etfof, form.]
Same as Limacea.
limacon (lim'a-son), n. [F., a snail, < L. limns

(limac-), a snail.] If. Any univalve shell.

2. A curve, invented and named by Pascal,
generated from a circle by adding a constant

length to all the radii vectorcs drawn from a
point of its circumference as an origin, taking
proper account of negative radii vectores. It Is

a Cartesian, having cusps on the circular points ; and It

has a single bltangent, which is always
real. It has three varieties, all of which /

are unicursal curves of the fourth order. /
One of these Is the cardioid, which is

a single form lying between the other
two. It Is of the third class. It has
no node, but a cusp at the origin, and
has no inflections. (See cut undercar-
rfiotrf.) All other limacons are of the
fourth class. Those lying outside of
the cardioid have the origin as an ac- Acnodal Uma<;on.
node, and two real inflections ; those

lying within the cardioid have a crunode at the origin,
and two imaginary inflections. For a crunodal limacon,
see Cartesian, n., 2.

Limadas (lim'a-de), n. pi. See Limido'.

limailt (li-mal
v
), n. [ME., also lymail, lymaille.

< OF. limaile, F. limaille (= Sp. limalla = Pg.
HIHII/IKI), filings, < limer, file, < L. limare, file:

see limation.] Filings of any metal.
Therein put was of silver lymaille
An ounce, and stopped was, withoaten fayle.
The hole with wcx, to kepe the It/mail in.

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, L 151.

Limapontia(li-ma-pon'shi-a), w. [NL. (Forbes,
1832), < Limax -f-"Gr. jrovrof, sea.] A genus of

slug-like nudibranchiates, typical of the family
Limapon tiidte.

Limapontiidse (li'ma-pon-ti'i-de), . pi. [NL.,
< Limapontia T -id<r.\ A family of nudibran-
chiate gastropods, typified by the genus Limn-

pontia. The species are slug-like, with a flat head pro-
longed laterally into simple tentacles, dorsal anus, and
no branchiae ; the radulu has a single row of teeth. They
are inhabitants of the coast of the North Atlantic. Also
Limapnntida.

limation (li-ma'shon), . [< LL. limatio(ii-).

ilitninishing (lit. prop, a filing), < L. limare, pp.
HiiKitiiK, tile (see Zime*), < limn, a file : see Limn.]
The act of filing or polishing. [Rare.]
limature (li'ma-tur), . [= OF. limature. li-

iiH'iirc = Sp. Pg. Jimadura = It. limatura, < L.

liiii/itiirn, filiiifis, < limare, file: see limatiou.]
1. The act of filing. 2. Filings; particles re-

moved by a file. [Rare.]
lima-WOOd (le'mil-wud), . See brazil, 2.

Limax (li'umks), . [NL., < L. Umax, a slug,

snail, kindred with L. limux, slime, mud ;
cf. Gr.

limbec

lifivr/, a marsh.] 1. The typicnl (fi-nns (if l.ima-

i-ii/n; foriiwrly of great extent an<l heterogene-
ous composition, now restrii-ied to the slugs
which are without a caudal mucous pore, with a
concealed quadrate non^spiral shell or hinacel,
and a smooth jaw. 2f. (/. c.] In early svstems
of classification, us the Lmnean, the animal or
soft body of any univalve, considered apart from
its shell, which latter was otherwise classified.

limb 1 dim), n. [Early mod. G. inn. ///, lymme;
< ME. Inn, < AH. /nil (pi. limit, leomu) = I eel.

limr = Sw. Dan. lent, a limb, member of the

body.] 1. A part or member of an animal

body distinct from the head and trunk; an ap-
pendicular member; a leg, an arm, or a wing:
often limited in meaning to the leg, at present
general out of affected or prudish unwillingness
to use the word leg.

He was a moche man and a longe,
In every Imn stylf and itronge.

MS. Cantab. H. II. St^ f. 74. (//ofliiwH )

Sfime han here Armes or here Lymet alle to broken,
and some the sides. MandcMle, Travels, p. 175.

Of courage haughty, and of limb
Heroic built );,/'.,., P. L., ii. 484.

I lastly was with Curtis, among the floating batt'rles,
And there I left for witness an arm and a limb.

Burnt, Jolly Keggars, I am a Son of Man.
"A bit of the wing, Boxy, or of the under limbf The

first laugh broke out at this.

O. W. Holme*, Elsie Vernier, vll.

2. Thebranch ofa tree : applied only to abranch
of some size, and not to a small twig. 3. The
part of a bow above or below the grip or handle.

4. A thing or person regarded as a part of

something else; apart; a member: as, a I,,,,!,

of the devil; a limb of the law.

Crye we to Kynde that he come and defende vs,

Foles, fro this fendes Itnntx for Piers loue the Plowman.
Fieri I'loirman (B), xx. 76.

That little limb of the devil has cheated the gallows.
Scvtl.

S. A mischievous or roguish person, especially
a young person; an imp; a scapegrace; a scamp.
[Colloq.J

I had it from my maid Joan Hearsay : and she had It

from a limb o' the school, she says, a little limb of nine

year old. B. Jontm, Staple of News, III. 2.

Eiartlculate limbs. See exarticulate. =Byn. 1. -ee

member.
limb 1

(lim), v. t. [< Kmftl, .] 1. To supply
with limbs.

As they please,
They limb themselves, and colour, shape, or size

Assume, as likes them best, condense or rare.

Milton, V. U, vl. 852.

2. To dismember ; tear or carve off the limbs
of: as, to Iimli a turkey; to limii a tree.

It (a dam) seemed to In- built principally of alder poles
well limbed off, and placed, roughly speaking, side by
side. Harper* .Wagr., LXX VIII. 2S1.

limb2 (lim), n. [< F. limbc = Sp. Pg. It. limbo,
< L. liniliint, a border, edge, fringe, belt, the
zodiac (in NL. esp. the border or outer edge of
the sun or moon). Cf. limbux, Umlui.} I. In
axtron.. the border or outermost edge of the
disk of the sun or moon.
The star once risen, though only one man in the hemi-

sphere has yet seen Its upper (wi6 in the horizon, will
mount and mount, until it becomes visible to other men,
to multitudes, and climbs the zenith of all eyes.

Emrnon, Misc., p. 188.

2. The graduated edge of a circle or other as-

tronomical or surveying instrument, etc. 3.
In zoo!., the lateral area or marginal band of the

cephalic shield of trilobites on either side of the

glabellum, corresponding to a pleuron of the
thoracic region. 4. In oof., the border or up-
per spreading part of a monopetalous corolla,
or of a petal or sepal.
limbat (lim'bat), n. A cooling periodical wind
in the island of Cyprus, blowing from the north-
west from eight o'clock in the morning until
noon or later.

limbate (lim'bat), a. [< LL. limbatus, edged,
< L. limbus, a border, edge : seeKmfta.] 1. In

bot., bordered: said especially of a flower, etc..

in whieh one color is surrounded by an edging
of another. 2. In ;niil. and n,ini.. having a
limb or limbus; bordered; margined: said of

various parts and organs.

limb-bearing (lim'bar'ing), o. Furnished with
or supporting limbs : said of those segments in

arthropods or articulated animals which bear
true jointed appendages or their homologues,
as the thoracic segments which bear the legs
and the cephalic segments which bear the palpi
and antenna?.

limbec, limbeck (lim'bek), n. [Also limbeke;
contr. of 'alimbec, alembic, q. v.] It. A still.



limbec

This blouU, together with the opened veius,were stilled

in a vessell of lead, drawn thorow a Limbeck.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 168.

2. In her., the representation of an alembic or

still used as a bearing.
linibect, limbeckt (lim'bek), v. t. [< limbec,

limbeck, .] To strain or pass through a still.

The greater do nothing but limbeck their brains in the

art ol alchemy. Sandys, State of Religion.

limbed (limd), a. [< limbi + -e&.] Having
limbs: used mostly in composition with ad-

jectives: as, strong-K6erf, \arge-limbed, short -

limbed.

Timerously hasting from the sickly pale face or feeble

limined suter. Ilakluyt's Voyages, p. 8.

Innumerous living creatures, perfect forms,
Limb'd and full grown. Milton, P. L., vii. 456.

limber1
(lim'ber), a. [Also formerly or dial.

limmer; appar. for *Kmper, < limp* + -er, with

freq. (adj.) force.] Easily bent; flexible; pli-

ant; lithe; yielding: as, a Umber rod
;

a, Umber

joint.
You put me off with limber vows. Shak., W. T.

,
i. 2. 47.

I could skip
Out of my skin now, like a subtle snake,
I am so limber. B. Jonson, Volpone, iii. 1.

limber1
(lim'ber), v. t. [< limber*, a.] To

cause to become limber; render limber or pli-
ant. [Bare.]
Her stiff hams, that have not been bent to a civility for

ten years past, are now limbered into courtesies three

deep at every word.
Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, III. 356.

limber2 (lim'ber), n. [Also dial, limmer; prob.
< Icel. limar, limbs, boughs, branches (hence
in E. shafts), pi. of Urn, foliage, < limr, a limb

(branch): see Kmfe1
.] 1. The shaft or thill of

a wagon: usually in the plural. 2. The fore

part of the carriage of a field-gun or cannon,
consisting of two wheels and an axle, with a
framework and a pole for the horses. On the top
of the frame are two ammunition-chests (or sometimes
one), which serve also as seats for two artillerymen. The

limber is connected with the gun-carriage properly so
called by an iron hook called the pintle, fastened into an

eye in the trail or block which supports the cannon in the
rear. When the gun is brought into action, it is unlim-
bered by unfastening the block from the pintle and laying
it on the ground.
3. Naut., a hole cut through the floor-timbers
as a passage for water to the pump-well.
limber2 (lim'ber), v. t. and *. [< limber^, .] To
attach the limber to, as a gun ;

fasten together
the two parts of a gun-carriage, in preparation
for moving away : often with up.
The enemy soon limbered up and fled west.

If. A. Rev., CXXVI. 244.

limber-board (lim'ber-bord), n. Naut., a short

plank placed over a limber-hole to keep out

dirt, etc.

limber-box (lim'ber-boks), . Same as Umber-
chest.

limber-chain (lim'ber-chan), n. 1. la artillery,
a keep-chain which goes round the pintle and
confines the trail to the limber, preventing its

flying off the limber-hook. Farrow, Mil. Encyc.
2. Naut., a chain lying in the limber-holes of

a ship so as to be drawn to and fro to clear the
holes.

limber-Chest (Iim'b6r-chest), n. In artillery,
the box for ammunition placed on the limber
of a field-piece. Sometimes called limber-box.

Some of ... [the Confederates], springing nimbly on
his limber-chests, shot down his horses and then his men.

The Century, XXXVI. 103.

limber-hole (lim'ber-hol), n. Same as liniber^, 3.

limberness (litn'ber-nes), n. The quality of

being limber or easily bent
; flexibleness

; pli-
ancy.
limber-strake (lim'ber-strak), n. The plank
in the floor of a vessel nearest the keelson.

limb-girdle (lim'ger'dl), . In anat., the bony
or gristly apparatus by which a limb is attached
to the trunk; the basis of the appendicular
skeleton

;
the shoulder-girdle or hip-girdle ; the

pectoral or pelvic arch.
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limb-guard (lim'gard), n. Defensive armor for

the legs and arms.

limbi, . Plural of limbus, 2.

limbic (lim'bik), a. Having the character of or

pertaining to a limbus or border; bordering;

marginal Limbic lobe, in anat. See late.

limb-meal! (lim'mel), adv. [< ME. limmele,

limemele, < AS. limmislum, limb by limb, < Km,
limb, + mcelum, dat. pi. of mail, a portion, meal:
see meatf, -meal.'} Limb by limb; limb from
limb piecemeal.

O that I had her here, to tear her limb-meal.

Shak., Cymbeliue, ii. 4. 147.

limbo (lim'bo), . [Orig. in the phrase in limbo,
which is wholly L. (ML.) : L. in, in

; limbo, abl.

of limbus, a border, edge, in ML. a supposed
region on the border of hell : see limbus. The

prep, in being taken as E., the L. abl. noun
came to be used as an E. noun.] 1. A sup-
posed border-land of hell; a region which has
been believed by many to exist on the borders
of hell, and to be the appointed abode of those
who have not received the grace of Christ while

living, and yet have not deserved the punish-
ments of wilful and impenitent sinners. See
the phrases.

What I heris thou nojt this vggely noyse,
Thes lurdans that in lymbo dwelle,
Thei make menyng of many joies,
And musteres grete mirthe thame emell.

York Plays, p. 378.

O, what a sympathy of woe Is this,
As far from help as Limbo is from bliss !

Shak., Tit. And., iii. 1. 149.

The gate of Dante's Limbo is left ajar even for the an-
cient philosophers to slip out.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 113.

2. Any similar region apart from this world.

A limbo large and broad, since call'd

The Paradise of Pools. Milton, P. L.
,

iii. 495.

3. A prison or other place of confinement ; any
place where things of little or doubtful value
are deposited or thrown aside.

He threw it therefore into a limbo of ambiguities.
Bushnell, Nature and the Supernat., v.

Quarantine is a sort of limbo, without the pale of civil-

ized society. jB. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 23.

There is a limbo of curious evidence bearing on the

subject of pre-natal influences.
0. W. Holmes, Elsie Venner, Pref.

Limbo of toif8int,B(limbusiiifantiuni oritifantum), in Rom.
Cath, and scholastic theol,, the appointed place after death
of infants who die without receiving baptism. Limbo Of
the fathers or of the patriarchs (limbus patrum), the

place (the outermost circle of hell) where it has been be-

lieved the spirits of the righteouswho died before the death
of Christ were confined until his descent into hell. It has
been identified with the "

prison
"
of the spirits to whom

Christ preached when "put to death in the Hesh" (1 Pet
ill. 18-20).

limb-root (Urn'rot), n. In anat., the part of the
skeleton which bears a limb. Thus, the pectoral
and pelvic arches, or shoulder- and hip-girdles, are the
limb-roots respectively of the fore and hind limbs: the
actinosts of some fishes are limb-roots.

Limburger cheese. See cheese1 .

limbiirgite (lim'berg-it), n. [< Limburg, a for-

mer duchy, now divided between Belgium and
the Netherlands, + -ite2.] The name given by
Rosenbusch to a rock which is related to peri-

dotite, and consists chiefly of olivin and augite
with some magnetite and apatite in a variable
but largely vitreous magma. It is essentially a
basalt destitute of feldspathic constituents. To speci-
mens of this rock from Bohemia the name of magma-
basalt was given by Boficky.

limbus (lim'bus), n. [L., a border, edge, ML.
esp. as in def . 1 of limbo : see limbo, K62

.] 1.

Same as limbo, 1.

What thanne, is lymbus lorne, alias !

Garre Satan helpe that we were wroken,
This werke is werse thanne euere it was.

York Plays, p. 384.

2. PI. limbi (-bi). In anat., a border Limbus
infantium or infantum. See limbo of infants, under
limbo. Limbus laminae spiralis, the membranous spi-
ral cushion resting on the border of the osseous spiral
lamina of the cochlea. It extends from the attachment of
the membrane of Reissner and terminates externally in a
crest overhanging the spiral groove. Limbus pallialis,
the pallial border; the edge of the mantle or mantle flap
of a mollusk. Limbus patrum. See limbo of thefathers,
under limbo.

lime 1
(lim), n. [< ME. lim, lym, < AS. Km, bitu-

men, cement, glue, = D. lijm = MLG. lim =
OHG. MHG. lim, G. leim, glue, = Icel. lim =
Sw. Dan. Km, lime, glue; akin to AS. lam, E.

loam, to Icel. leir, etc., clay, mud (> E. lairS),
and prob. to L. limns, slime, mud; cf. L. linere,
smear: see liniment, letters.] l. Any viscous
substance

; especially, a viscous substance laid
on twigs for catching birds; bird-lime.

You must lay lime to tangle her desires.

Shale., T. G. of V., iii. 2. 08.

lime

2. An alkaline earth of great economic im-

portance. It is the oxid of the metallic base calcium;
but neither this metal nor its oxid occurs in nature in

the uncombined condition, although existing in enormous

quantity in various combinations. Lime as artificially

made for use in the arts is prepared by calcining lime-

stone or marble, or sometimes sea-shells, in properly con-

structed furnaces, known generally as lime-kilns, or sim-

ply kilns. By this process the carbonic acid is driven olf

from the lime, and the latter remains as an infusible amor-

phous substance, which is white when pure limestone has
been employed. In this condition it is commonly known
as quicklime. When exposed to the air it attracts moist-
ure and falls into powder, with greater or less rapidity

according to the humidity of the atmosphere and the

quality of the lime. This process is called air-staking:.

For use in preparing mortar lime is slaked by the addi-

tion of water, which is absorbed with avidity and with
considerable evolution of heat. Lime may be so slaked
that if packed in tight barrels immediately after the slak-

ing it will keep for months without serious change or in-

jury ;
in most cases, however, the lime is slaked with the

addition of a large quantity of water, and is then immedi-

ately mixed with the amouut of sand deemed suitable for

making the desired quality of mortar. (Seewortor.) There
are few limestones which do not contain a greater or less

quantity of sand and clay or of silicates of various bases
mixed with the calcareous material. The lime as prepared
from various qualities of rocks varies in character with the
nature and amount of this foreign admixture. Limestone

containing less than 5 or C per cent, of impurities yields
a rich or, as it Is often called, a "fat" lime ;

with more
than that amount the lime is poor, and does not augment
in bulk to any considerable extent when slaked with water.
When the amount of silica, alumina, etc., in the limestone
is increased to above 15 per cent., the lime made from it

begins to acquire the property known as "
hydraulicity," or

of hardening, or "setting," as it is technically called, under
water. (See cement, 2.) By far the most extensive use made
of lime is as the chief ingredient in mortar ;

but there are

many other purposes to which it is applied when a strong
and cheap base is desired. It is of importance in tanning,
in various processes of chemical manufacture, as in the

preparation of ammonia and the caustic alkalis and of

bleaching-powdcr, for fertilizing or ameliorating land,
for purifying gas, and for various other purposes.

Sul-

phate of lime, or gypsum, is found in the form of ala-

baster and of selenite. It is ground and roasted at a low
heat to make plaster of Paris, and is used for molding and
statuary, and also as a fertilizer. For notices of the na-
ture and distribution of the most important salts of lime,

see, for the carbonates, calcite, araaonite, limestone, and
marble ; for the sulphates, anhydrite, oypsum, and plaster
of Paris (under plaster) ; for the phosphates, apatite and
phosphorite. For the presence and action of lime in nat-
ural waters, see water, and also stalagmite and stalactite.

Chloric! of lime. Same as calx chlorata (which see, under
calxi). Cream oflime. See creami. Hydraulic lime.
See hydraulic. Lime cartridge. See cartridge. Milk
of lime. See milk. White lime, a solution or prepara-
tion of lime used for whitewashing; a variety of white-
wash. (See also gas-lime.)

lime1
(lim), v. t.; pret. and pp. limed, ppr. lim-

ing. [< ME. lime, < AS. limian (= D. lijmen =
OHG. limjan, MHG. limen, G. leimen = Dan. lime
= Sw. limmu), smear with lime, < Km, lime: see
lime1

, .] 1. To smear with a viscous sub-
stance for the purpose of catching birds.

For who so wol his hondis lyme,
They mosten be the more uncleue.

Qower. (Battiwett.)

York, and impious Beaufort, that false priest,
Have all limed bushes to betray thy wings,
And, fly thou how thou canst, they'll tangle thee.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 4. 54.

Hence 2. To entangle; insnare; encumber.
O limed soul, (hat, struggling to be free,
Art more engaged I Shak., Hamlet, iii. 3. 68.

True we had limed ourselves
With open eyes, and we must take the chance.

Tennyson, Princess, iii.

3. To apply lime to
;
in a special use, to manure

with lime, as soil
;
throw lime into, as a pond

or stream, to kill the fish in it.

Encouragement ... to improve [land] by draining, marl-

ing, and liming. Sir J. Child, On Trade.

4. To sprinkle with slaked lime, as a floor
;
treat

with lime
;
in leather-manuf., to steep (hides) in

a solution of lime in order to remove the hair.

5f. To cement.
I will not ruinate my father's house,
Who gave his blood to lime the stones together.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 1. 84.

lime2
(lim), n. and a. [A corruption of line* for

orig. lind : see lind.'] X n. A tree of the genus
Tilia, natural order Tiliacece; the linden.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the tree so called.
Lime hawk-motll, Smerinthm tilioz, whose larva feeds

on the lime.

lime3 (lim) ,
ii. [< F. lime, < Pers. lim ii, a lemon , a

citron: seefcmem.] 1. A tree, a variety of Citriix

mi'dica. The sour lime (var. acida) has a globose fruit,
smaller than the lemon, with thin rind, and yields an ex-

tremely acid juice. (See lime-juice.) It is cultivated in

southern Europe, India, Florida, etc. The sweet lime ol

India is the variety Limetta.

2. The fruit of the lime-tree.

The ruddier orange and the paler lime.

Cowper, Task, iii. 673.

Indian wild lime. See timonia. Ogeechee lime, the
sour tupelo. NyKua capitata. found in parts of the southern
United States. Its large acid fruit is made into a con-



lime

nerve culled Oiieechet limeg. -Wild lime, ZttiUhiacytum
Iterttta, a small tree with u hard, rloHi'-Kralneti, n-,l,li*h-

brown wood, foam! In tropical America ami cxtentlin^
into III,' MHltlK'Itl I llilr.l >! ,1.

lime't (lim), a- [Also Ifam, "lirm, lyam; < OF.
lii-m, also Urn, F. lii-ii 1'r. Hum = I'g. linnn,

tii/iinn-^ \\.li-iliinn-, li//iiin<-,<. L. /iV/rfmeN, abaud:
MI Urn'- (another form of the same word) and
lii/tniii'iit.] A cord for leading a dog; a leash.
Henrc liinrr, li/iiiiiir'-

1

,
limehound.

My he ni?i,l (hen 111 my lyam, I by the woodman's art
Forecast where I may lodge the goodly hi<xh p:iliii'<l hart.

Drayton, Muse's Elysium, vi.

limeut, . [ME. limr, h/,,,<; < OP. lime (t), limit,
< L. limen, limit: sco limit.} Limit; end.

Kygt as we cleye get the same,
And herratter sliuldc wtthoaxU but

Chron. Vilodun, p. 4. (HaUiweU.)

Iime6t, r. t. [< OF. limer, F. timer= Pr. 8p. Pg.
/iir= It. limitre, < L. limare, file, < lima, a file.]
To file

; polish.
It was like a lymed [var. a thynge of] glas,
Hut that it shoon ful more clere.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1124.

limeball-light (Hm'bal-lit), n. Same as calcium

lii/ht (which see, under calcium).
lime-boil (lim'boil), n. In calico-bleaching, the

passing of the goods through milk of lime. Also
called lime-bonk,

lime-burner (Hm'b6r*ner), . One who burns
limestone to form lime,

lime-bush (lim'bush), n. A bush smeared with
lime.

lie's flown to another lime-bush; there he will flutter as

long more, till he have ne'er a feather left.

B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, ill. 1.

lime-catcher (lim'kach'er), . In asteam-on-
gine, a form of filter to intercept the lime in the

feed-water, and thus prevent the deposit ofscale
in the boiler. It consists of a cage filled with loose char-
coal or other material, inclosed in the dome of a steam-
boiler and In communication with it. The feed-water is

admitted above the filter, through which it trickles down,
leaving its lime and other impurities in the charcoal. Also
called liine-extractor.

lime-cracker (liin'krak'er). n. In cement-
works, a mill inwhich crude piasterand calcined
limestone are coarsely ground, it is made of chilled

Iron, and Its core and teeth are removable in sections, so
that separate parts can bo repaired when affected by wear.

lime-dogt (Um'dog), u. A limehound.

lime-feldspar (lim'feld'spar), n. Seefeldsnar.
lime-floor (lim'Uor), n. A floor made of lime
mortar beaten and smoothed to an even surface.
limehoundt (lim'hound), . [Also leamhound;
so called as being led by a lime or learn ; < lime*
+ hound. Cf. limmer'3 and lyfi.} A dog used
in hunting the wild boar; a limmer.

But Talus, that could like a lime-hound winde her,
And all things secrete wisely could bewray,
At length found out whereas she hidden lay.

Spenter, F. Q., V. 11. 25.

lime-juice (lim'jas), . The juice of the lime,
used for much the same purposes as lemon-
juice. It Is especially in favor as an antiscorbutic, and
forms a part of tile outfit of vessels bound on long voyages,
especially for arctic regions.

lime-juicer (lim'jo'ser), n. A British sailor:

so called because he is obliged by law to use

lime-juice at sea as an antiscorbutic. [Amer.
naut. slang.]
You KiM-juicm have found that Richmond is taken.

International Rev., XI. 5ii.

lime-kiln (llra'kil), . [Formerly also limekill;
< /iwe1 + kiln.} A kiln or furnace in which lime
is made by calcining limestone or shells.

lime-light (lira'lit), n. Same as calcium light

(which see, under calcium),
lime-machine (lim'ma-shen*),M. Ingas-manuf.,
a machine for purifying gas by causing it to

pass through lime.

Limenitis (lim-o-ni'tis), . [NL., < Gr. A.I/IC-

virtc, an epithet of Artemis, lit. of harbors, < X<-

ur/v, a harbor, haven.] A genus of nymphalid
butterflies, having the head narrower than the

thorax, the antennre nearly as long as the body,
and ample wings without ocelli. L. Camilla and
L. siliiillii are brownish-black European species with
white Burkina, notable for their graceful flight. L. urtu-
la and L. arlrmis are found in the middle and eastern

portions of the United States. L. ribiilla is the white
admiral of English collectors. L. duivpu* is a very ,0111

mon North American butterfly, also called Basiiarchia ar-

chippitg (not to be eonfouuded with Danai* archipptts, now
called A norin plrxippus). See cut under tlMypu*.
lime-ointment (Km'oint'rnent), . In jihnr..
an ointment consisting of 4 parts of slaked

lime, 1 part of lard, and 3 parts of olive-oil.

lime-pit (lim'pit), n. A limestone-quarry.
lime-powder (Hm'poo'de*), . The erMkled
liino resulting from
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lime-punch (lim'punch), n. A punch in which
lime-juice is substituted for leinon-jiiiee.

limert, limeret, . Middle English forms of
U in mi /'

:1
.

Limerick hook, lace, etc. See hook, lace, etc.

lime-rod (lim'rod), H. [ME. li/mriMl: < /<//'

+ rod. ] A t wig smeared with bird-lime. Also
liini-tivitj, and formerly limryitrd.

The eglo of bl&k therin,
Caught with the li/i/ir't.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 304.

limes (li'mez), n.
; pi. limiti.i (lim'i-tez). [L., a

cross-path, balk, boundary, limit: see limit, n.}
1. In until., one of two distinct tracts of the
lateral root of the olfactory lobe of the brain,
distinguished as limex alba and limes cinerea.

Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p. 480. 2. In
zool. , aboundary; a lino of division or separation
between two parts or organs Limes facialls, In

ornith., the facial boundary, or facial outline; the DM or
limit of the feathers all around the base of the bill. It
forms in different groups of birds various salient and re-

entrant angles, of tome significance in classification. The
most constant saliences are the frontal points, or ant hi'.

Seeantte.

lime-sink (Hm'singk), n. A rounded hole or

depression in the ground in limestone districts.

lime-sour (lim'sour), . In calico-bleaching,
same as gray xour (which see, under gray).
lime-spreader (lim'spred'er), . In agri., a

perforated box on wheels, or a special form of

cart, for distributing lime over land.

limestone (lim'ston), n. Rock consisting wholly
or in large part of calcareous material or car-

bonate of lime. Where, as Is often the case, there is

some carbonate of magnesia mixed with the lime, the
rock is called dolomitic limestone, and from this there may
be a gradual transition to dolomite. Marble Is the name
given to the more crystalline limestones, and especially
to such as are solid and handsome enough to be used for
ornamental purposes or in costly buildings. Limestones
are classed as siiicious or arytfUtccous, according to the
amount of sand or silica or of clay they contain. They
are of many shades of color, reddish, grayish, and slate-
colored tints being the most common. Many marbles,
however, are either pure white or slightly clouded with
tints of gray, red, or brown ; but some are so dark as to

appear when polished almost black. The limestone of the
fossiliferous stratified groups is generally admitted to have
been the result of organic agencies, just as limestone de-

posits are seen forming at the present time from the debris
of coral growth. The crystalline varieties of limestone
and marble which occur in the azoic or archean rocks are

by some believed to be a chemical precipitate or segrega-
tion, while others consider their existence proof that these

rocks, in which no fossils have yet been found, are meta-
morphosed sedimentary beds, and that this limestone Is

also the result of organic life. Baculite limestone.
See baeulite. Bala limestone, in geol., a bed of lime-
stone which is an Important and very fossiliferous member
of the Lower Silurian series in North Wales. Bastard,
bituminous, burnt limestone. See the adjectives.

Bird's-eye limestone, a part of the Black River lime-

stone, one of the subgroups into which the Lower Silurian
has been divided by the New York geologists: so called
because it has crystalline points scattered through It

which have a fancied resemblance to the eyes of birds.

Carboniferous limestone. Same as mountain time-
itone. Chazy limestone, in genl., the name given by the
New York Geological Survey to a memlwr of the Lower
Silurian series lying next below the Trenton group. The
most abundant and interesting fossil wly*ch it contains is

the Madttrea maffna, which is a conspicuous object in the
black marble quarried at Isle La Motte in Lake C'hamplaln,
and in other localities, and used extensively for floor-tiles

in halls and public buildings. In square slabs or tiles alter-

nating with those of white marble. Cornlferous lime-
stone. See Uelderberg limestone. Dudley limestone,
a highly fossiliferous limestone belonging to the Silurian
Bvstem. occurring near Dudley in England, and equivalent
<o the Wenlock limestone. It abounds in beautiful masses
of coral, shells, and trilobltes. Also called Dudley net.
Fontalnebleau limestone, a variety of calcite from

Fontainehleau, in rhombohedral crystals peculiar in con-

taining a large amount (about 60 per cent.)of sand as Im-
purity. Galena limestone, the dnlomitlc rock, of Lower
Silurian age, in which the lead ore of the t'pper Missis-

sippi lead region chiefly occurs. The formation has a
maximum thickness of about 250 feet, and is in large part
almost a pure dolomite. Granular limestone. See
granular. Helderberg limestone, a name derived from
the Helderberg mountains in New York, applied to rocks

Ctly
of I" riper Silurian and partly of Devonian age. The

rer Helderberg limestones include four groups of lime-

stone-beds, distinguished from one another by their fossil

remains. Among these groups is the economically impor-
tant one affording hydraulic cement the Tentaculite or
water-lime group. The T'pper Helderberg is more gener-
ally called the comtferous limestone. In Canada this rock
is, in part at least, a source of petroleum which is of con-
siderable economic importance. It forms with the Scho-
harie and cauda-galll grits the lowest division of the De-
vonian scries as tabulated by the New York geologists,
Indusial limestone, see imiiuiai. Jura limestone,
the limestone rock of the Jura mountains, which corre-

sponds to the Oolite of British writers. It is composed of
I Milestones of variousqualities, clays, marls, anil sandstones.
- Keokuk limestone, one of the divisions of mountain
limestone, of importance in the Mississippi valley. It lies

between the Burlington and St. Louis limestones. In this

group the geode bed occurs. See geode. Magnestan
limestone, a carbonate of lime containing some carbo-
nate of magnesia. When the two are present in the neces-

sary proportion to form dolomite (S4.:i."t of tin- former to

45.VJ of the latter), the rock Is usually called by that

Limicolae

name. See dob-mile. Mountain limestone, t

of the three groups Into which the i-ntin- ' :n iH.nlferous
series In England is divided. It Is owilahi i> the mill-

stone grit, and over tills are the coal measures proper.
Time general divisions hold good over a large part ,,( In

rope, and to a considerable extent In the eastern and north
eastern Culled .status. Even in China there 1s a limestone
formation corresponding in geological pmltlon and fossil

contents with the mountain limestone ofEngland. W her-
ever It occurs, this formation Is characterized by similar
fossils. Among these the most abundant forms are- rhl-

tonnds. especially the wide-spread genus Fuiutina ; cri-

nolds, in great variety and Ix-auty ; brachlopods, especially
of the genera /Vmfuctiu and Spirifer; corals, among which
the genus LMotbfatton Is conspicuous ; ganoid and sela-
chian fishes; and also the earliest amphibians known.
The trilobltes, very characteristic of groups lower than the

Carboniferous, have in the mountain limestone almost
entirely died out. This formation Is of great Interest in
UN Mississippi valley, on account of the extent of territory
which It covers and Its extraordinary wealth of fossil re-

mains. In various parts of the world, notably In Scotland
and In some parts of the Appalachian coal-field, the moun-
tain limestone contains workable beds of coal. Also called

carboniferous limestone. See earboniffrout. Niagara
limestone, an Important member of the Cpper Silurian

series, largely developed In the vicinity of Niagara Falls,
and further west. The Medina sandstone, the Clinton

group, and the Niagara shale and limestone together form
the Niagara period "of Dana. The Niagara group con-
tains large numbers of corals, crinoids, bruchlopods. and
trilobltes. It Is nearly the equivalent of the Weulotk

ffroupot English geologists. Near Lockport, New York,
this rock contains many geodes lined with crystals of dog-
tooth-spar (culcite), pearl-spar, and other minerals. The
rocks of the Niagara period are overlain by the sallferous

group, and this latter by the Lower llelderberg rocks.

Nummulltic limestone. See Foraminijera. Trenton
limestone, a rock of Lower Silurian age, finely exhibited
at Trenton Kails, New York, and hence so named by the

geologists of the New York Survey. It is also an Important
member of the series further west than New York, and
south through the Appalachian range. It Is generally a

highly fossiliferous rock, rich in crinoids, brachiopods,
triloliites, cephalopoda, and gastropods. The Trenton and
Black River limestones, together with the Utiea slates and
the Hudson River or Cincinnati group, constitute the
" Trenton period

"
of Dana. See marble.

limestone-meter (lim'ston-me'ter), . An in-

strument for determining the proportion of

calcareous matter in soils.

lime-tree (llm'tre). n. Same as Kmc2 Lime-
tree winter moth. See math.

lime-twig (lim'twig), . [< ME. lime-tteit/ ; <

lime1 + twig
1
.} A twig smeared with bird-

lime; hence, that which catches; a snare; a

beguiling trick or device.

I donbt his limetmgi catch not;
If they do, all 's provided.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, IT. 2.

Enter'd the very liinr-tm'js of his spells,
And yet came off. Milton, Comus, 1. 040.

limetwig (lim'twig), r. t.; pret. and pp. limc-

tteigged,T>pT.limetteigaing. [< lime-twig, n.} To
beset with lime-twigs or snares; entangle or
retard.

Not to have their consultations lime-tirigged with quirks
and sophisms .of philosophical persons.

/,. Addison, Western Barbary, Pref.

lime-vial (lim'vi'al), n. A vial of quicklime
intended for incendiary purposes: an object
supposed to be represented by a large bulbous
mass on the end of an arrow in some medieval
pictures.
lime-wash (lira' wosh), . A coating given with
a solution of lime; whitewash.
limewash (lim'wosh), . /. [< lime-wash, n.]
To whitewash.
Even in Cornwall and North Devon, moorstone cottages

look very
"
dejected "unless they are lime-washed;

Contemporary Rev., LI. 237.

lime-water (lim'wa'ter), i. A saturated aque-
ous solution of lime. Ills astringent and alkaline, and
when added to milk It prevents the formation of dense co-

agula. It Is used in diarrhea and vomiting, and as an ex-
ternal application to ulcers, etc. It Is also employed in
the clarification of coarse sugar,

limewortt (Um'wert), n. An old name of the

catch-fly, Silene Armeria, and of one or two
other plants.
limeyardt, . [ME. limgerd; < lime + ynrrfl.]
Same as lime-rod.

1 likne It to a lym-.rerde to drawen men to hell,
And to worchipe of the fend to wraththcn the soules.

IHert Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 564.

Limicola (li-mik'o-lii), n. [NL., < L. ftmtw. mud
(see lintf1 ), + r/'Wj'inhabit.] A genus of small
broad-billed sandpipers of the family Scolopa-
cidtf, having as type Iringa pla tyrhynclia. Koch,
ISlfi.

Limicolae (li-mik'o-le), n. pi. [NL-i pi- of Limi-

cola.} 1. In ornith., an order or a suborder of

birds, a part of the old order GraUtp or Gral-
la tores, including most of those wading birds
the few (usually four) young of which run about
at birth, as distinguished from those of the
heron tribe, which are reared in the nest, or of
the rail tribe, which lay numerous eggs, it is

called the "plover-snipe group," and embraces the fami-
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lies Ckaradriidce and Scolftpacidce, or plovers and snipes,
and their allies, as sandpipers, curlews, godwits, avosets,
stilts, turnstones, oyster-catchers, etc. It is approximate-
ly equivalent to the Lonyirontres and Pressirostres of Cu-
vier. In Sundevall's system it is restricted to the snipes,

tattlers, sandpipers, stilts, and avosets, and is thus little

more extensive than the family Scolopacidai. Also called

Debilirostres.

2. In Femes, a group of chastopod worms con-

taining those Scoleina which are maritime and
characterized by having the looped canals

highly developed and differentiated as seminal
ducts: distinguished from ordinary earthworms
or Terrieolfe.

limicole (lim'i-kol), a. Same as limicoline.

limicoline (H-mik'o-lin), a. and n. [As Limi-
cola + -fne1 .] I. a. Living on or in mud; spe-

cifically, of or pertaining to the Limicolw, in

either sense of that word. It is a common
epithet of the large group of birds known as

shore-birds, bay-snipe, etc.

II. n. In ornith., a member of the Limicolce.

limicolous (li-mik'o-lus), a. [As Limicola +
-oils.] Living in mud; limicoline.

In many Kmicolovs forms, as in earthworms.
Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 678.

Limidse (lim'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lima + -idee."]

A family of monomyarian acephalous bivalves
or lamellibranch mollusks, typified by the ge-
nus Lima, having the mantle-margins fringed
with tentacular filaments, the foot finger-like,
the lips tentaculate, and the shell obliquely
oval, with the umbones eared, the anterior side

gaping, and the posterior rounded. They live in

the sand and generally burrow, but are able to move like

scallops through the water by rapidly opening and clos-

ing the valves. Many of them attach themselves by a bys-
sus and form a sort of nest. The animal is generally of an

orange or bright-red color. The species are numerous, and
occur in most seas. Also Limadce. See cut under Lima.

liminal (lim'i-nal), a. [< L. it-men (limin-),
threshold (of. eliminate), + -ai.] Pertaining
to the threshold or entrance ; hence, relating
to the beginning or first stage ; inceptive ;

in-

choative.

Every stimulus must reach a certain intensity before

any appreciable sensation results. This point is known
as the threshold or liminal intensity.

J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 114.

The liminal difficulties cannot be evaded without the
most disastrous consequences to the body of the exposi-
tion. Mind, IX. 428.

liming (li'ming), n. [Verbal n. of lime1
, .]

1. The operation of treating with lime, or of

sprinkling with slaked lime
;
in leather-mamtf. ,

the steeping of hides in a solution of lime to
remove their hair. 2. In bleaching, a solution
of lime in water. 3. The smearing of twigs
with lime to catch birds

; bird-liming.
limit (lim'it), n. [< ME. limite, lymyte, < OF.
limite, F. limite = Sp. limite = Pg. It. limite, <

L. limes (limit-), a cross-path or balk between
fields, hence a boundary, boundary line or wall,
any path or road, border, limit; cf. iimen, a
threshold. Cf. M*c5

.] 1. A definite terminal
or border line

;
a boundary ;

that which bounds
or circumscribes in a material manner

; as, the
northern limit of a field or town; the limits of a

country.
Whiche .ij. place be the lymytes or endes of the Holy

Lande the longest wave.
Sir It. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 42.

Here, the double-founted stream,
Jordan, true limit eastward. Milton, P. L., xii. 145.

Nor ceas'd her madness and her flight before
She touch'd the limit of the Pharian shore.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., i.

The spectrum extends in both directions beyond its

visible limit*. Tyndatt, Light and Elect., p. W.

2. A terminal line or point in general ; the ex-
tent or reach beyond which continuity ceases

;

a fixed term or bound as to amount, supply,
continuance, inclusion, or the like: used of
both material and immaterial things : as, to
reach the limit of one's resources

;
the limit of

vision or of resistance; to set limits to one's
ambition.

All kinds of knowledge have their certain bounds and
limits. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 14.

Dispatch ; the limit of your lives is out
fr., Rich. III., Hi. 3.8.
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The archdeacon hath divided it

Into three limits very equally.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 1. 73.

limitaneoust (lim-i-ta'ne-us), a. [< L. limita-

neus, situated on the borders, < limes (limit-),
a boundary, limit: see limit, .] Pertaining

The voyageur here also generally holds his place in the
t i!m :

rtl or hounds Jinilfii 1 7^1
ont rank, explores and reports the quality and quantity ,

*
:

a
,

s
j , ^a"c<J' ltji -

limitarian (lim-i-ta ri-an), , and . [< hnn-

tari/ + -an.] I. a. Tending to limit or cir-

cumscribe.
II. n. One who limits; in theol., one who

holds that a part of the human race only are to

be saved: opposed to nnicersalist. Imp. Diet.

limitary (lim'i-ta-ri), a. and n. [= P. limitaire,

preliminary, < L'. limitaris, that is on the bor-

der^ limes (limit-), a boundary, limit: see limit,

n.] I. a. 1. Marking or maintaining a limit

or boundary; limiting; restrictive.

froi . .

of timber in certain limits or lots.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 550.

4f. A logical term. See the quotation.
In this proposition, every man is a sensible body ;

these

two words, man and sensible body, are the terms, limits.

or bounds, whereof as the said proposition is compounded,
so into the same it is to be resolved, as into his uttermost

parts that have any signification.

BlundevUle, Arte of Logicke (1619).

The Limits of my Paper will not give me leave to be par-
ticular in Instances of this kind.

Addison, Spectator, No. 297.

Not without a few falls in the wrestle with Nature do
we learn the limits of our own power, and the pitiless im-
mensity of the power that is not ours.

J. R. Seeley, Nat Religion, p. 27.

3. That which is within or defined by limits;
confine; district; region.

At length into the limits of the north
They came. Milton, P. L., v. 755.

5. In math., the precise boundary between two
continuous regions of magnitude or quantity ;

especially, the point at which a variable upon
which some function depends passes through
infinity. It is frequently said to be the value that a
variable quantity may indefinitely approach but can never
reach a definition which, as tacitly assuming that the
variable depends upon another which increases by succes-

sive finite steps, introduces an inessential element, while

altogether overlooking the essential one of continuity.

6f. A limb, as a limit or extremity of the body.
Hurried

Here to this place, i' the open air, before
I have got strength of limit.

Shale., W. T., Hi. 2. 107.

Thought it very strange that nature should endow so
fair a face with so hard a heart, such comely limits with
such perverse conditions.
TUa.no, and Theseus, bl. lett., cited by Steevens. (Sares.)

Ecliptic limits. See ecliptic. Equation Oflimits. See

equation. Limit of a planet, its greatest heliocentric
latitude. Limit ofdistinct vision, the smallest or great-
est distance from which the image of an object can be
fixed upon the retina. Limit of elasticity. See elasti-

city. Limit of the roots of an equation, a value greater
than the greatest root or smaller than the smallest. Lim-
its of a prison, jail limits, or simply limits. Seejofl.
Limits of integration. See integration. Magnetic
limit. See magnetic. Method or doctrine of limits,
the doctrine that we cannot reason about infinite and in-

finitesimal quantities, that phrases in mathematics con-

taining these and cognate words are not to be understood

literally, but are to be interpreted as meaning that the
functions spoken of behave in certain ways when their

variables are indefinitely increased or diminished, and
that the fundamental formula of the differential calculus
should be based upon the conception of a limit. (See def.

f>, above.) The first of these positions is not now tena-

ble : the hypothesis of infinite and infinitesimal quanti-
ties is consistent, and can be reasoned about mathemati-

cally. But the doctrine of limits should be understood
to rest upon the general principle that every proposition
must be interpreted as referring to a possible experience.
The problems to which this method is applied belong to

three types : the summation of series, the problem of tan-

gents, and the problem of quadratures. (See series and

problem:.) It is essentially the same as Newton's method
of prime and ultimate ratios. Its rival is the method of

infinitesimals, which is almost excluded from the text-

books at present, but is more in harmony with recent ad-
vances in mathematics. Three-mile limit. See mile.
= Syn. 1. Confine, termination, bourn, precinct, boundary,
frontier (see boundary) ; restriction, restraint, check.

limit (lim'it), v. [< ME. limiten, < OF. limiter,
F. limiter = Pr. Sp. Pg. limitar = It. limitare,
< L. limitare, bound, limit, fix, determine, <

limes (limit-), a boundary, limit: see limit, n.

Cf. delimit."] I. trans. 1. To restrict within

limits; bound; set bounds to.

They . . . limited the Holy One of Israel. Ps. Ixxviii. 41.

In all well-instituted commonwealths, care has been
taken to limit men's possessions.

Suiift, Thoughts on Various Subjects.

2. To assign to a limit or confine
;

fix within a

limit; allot.

Limit each leader to his several charge.
Shak., Rich. III., v. 3. 25.

The hopes and fears of man are not limited to this short

life, and to this visible world.

Macaulay, Gladstone on Church and State.

3. To fix as a limit; assign exclusively or spe-
cifically. [Obsolete or archaic.]

Again, be limiteth a certain day. Heb. Iv. 7.

And, as you do answer, I do know the scope
And warrant limited unto my tongue.

Shale., K. John, v. 2. 128.

Their time limeted them being expired, they returned
to ye ship. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 82.

Limiting case of a hypothesis involving continuity, a
cose which is indefinitely near to cases which conform to
the general conditions, and also to cases which violate
these conditions. Thus, a tangent to a circle is a limiting
case of a secant. See limit, n. , 6. Limiting points, with
reference to the system of circles having a given radical

axis, two points which have the same polars with reference
to all the circles.

Il.t intrans. To exercise any function, as

begging, within a limited district: as, a limit-

ing friar.

They go ydelly a limiting abrode, living upon the sweat of
other mens travels. Northbrooke, Dicing (1577). (Nares.)

limitable (lim'i-ta-bl), a. [< limit + -<z&7e.]

Capable of being limited, circumscribed, bound-
ed, or restricted.

Then, when I am thy captive, talk of chains,
Proud limitary cherub. Mttton, P. L., iv. 971.

Statements so palpably limitari/ of the Divine suprem-
acy as I found on the face of Revelation.

H. James, Sub. and Shad., p. 123.

2. Subject to limitation
;
restricted within lim-

its; limited.
What no inferior limitary king
Could in a length of years to ripeness bring,
Sudden his word performs.

Pitt, tr. of First Hymn of Callimachus to Jupiter.

A philosopher should not see with the eyes of the poor
limitary creature calling himself a man of the world.

De Quincey, Opium Eater.

Il.t n. 1. That which constitutes a limit or

boundary, as a stretch of land; a border-land.

In the time of the Romans this country, because a lim-

itary, did abound with fortifications.

Fuller, Worthies, Cumberland.

2. Same as limiter, 2. Seylin, Life of Laud,
p. 210.

limitate (lim'i-tat), a. [< L. limitalus, pp. of limi-

tare, bound, limit: see limit,v.~] In hot., bounded
by a distinct line, as the hypothallus in some
lichens.

limitation (lim-i-ta'shpn), n. [< ME. limita-

cioun (in sense 6), < OF. limitaeion, F. limi-

tation = Sp. limitaeion = Pg. limitac,So = It.

limitazione, < L. limitatio(n-), a bounding, <

limitare, pp. limitatus, bound: see limit, v.} 1.

The act of bounding or circumscribing; the

fixing of a limit or restriction.

Mercy to him that shows it is the rule
And righteous limitation of its act,

By which Heav'n moves in pard'ning guilty man.
Cmeper, Task, vi. 596.

The checks naturally arising to each man's actions when
men become associated are those only which result from
mutual limitation. H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 101.

2. The condition of being limited, bounded, or

circumscribed; restriction.
Am I yourself

But, as it were, in sort or limitation ?

Shak., 3. C., U. 1. 283.

3. An opposing limit or bound; a fixed or pre-
scribed restriction

;
a restraining condition, de-

fining circumstance, or qualifying conception:
as, limitations of thought.
Titus Quintius understood that he was appointed to have

command of the army, without any other limitation than

during the pleasure of the senate.

Raleiyh, Hist. World, V. iv. 14.

We are under physiological and cerebral limitations;
limitations of association, want, condition.

Bushnell, Nature and the Supernat , p. 51.

Every limitation of a power is a prohibition to transcend
it ; for, if it had not that effect, it would not be a limita-

tion. N.A.Rev.,CX.XXlX..lS7.

4f. That to which one is limited; that which
is required as a condition.

You have stood your limitation; and the tribunes
Endue you with the people's voice.

Shak., Cor., ii. 3. 145.

God, then, not only framed Nature one,
But also set it limitation
Of Forme and Time.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

5. In law : (a) The period of time prescribed
by law after which an action cannot be brought.
Since the investigation of controversies becomes more dif-

ficult with the lapse of time, and long delay to sue may
imply either that satisfaction has been received or that
all claim is abandoned, and as it is vexatious to revive
stale claims, the law allows fixed periods, varying with the
nature of the grievance, within which, if at all, a claim-
ant must apply to the courts. The statutes fixing these

periods are called statutes of limitations. From the limita-

tion prescribed for actions to recover real property, it fol-

lows that a practically secure title to land can be acquired
by mere adverse possession for a sufficient time,

(ft) In
the law of conveyancing, the carving out of an
estate less than a fee simple absolute (see fee

2
) ;

the prescribing of an ulterior direction for the
devolution of an estate in case the estate of the

primary grantee shall fail. If a deed or will gives

property to A limiting his estate to his life, and on his

death giving the property to B, the gift to B is a limitation,
or limitation over. If the property is given to A so long as

she remains unmarried, adding that In case she marries
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the property ! ton" '" I'., HIM iddrf
i,,,:,i,iti^,i ... i ttmttolfofi 0wr dependent on :i .-.mdition.

If a coniliti.m iml) is pn-s. rit.f.l without adding a limita-

tion nvMf, tin- i>n.[> T'V will, if HIM ronilition he valid, re-

vert to the donor or lii- heirs,

6f. The particular district in which a limit. T
or leov;iiijr I'riui' was allowed to beg for alms.

Ther walketh now the
lymytoiir hymself, . . .

And si-ylh his mutyns am! liis hooly thyngos
As In 1

p"itli in his ti/in,fli<

Chaiuxr, Wife of Bath a Tale, 1. 21.

A llinitoiir of the (irey Kriura, in the course of his linii-

1ilt,',ii, pl.Mi lii'ii ln;lll> tilm-s, :tl|.l h;l'i lull oni- s.TMl"!. :il

all times. Ijatimer, .Mine. SeL

som.- IpnlpitHl have not hud foure sermons these flf-

teene or sixleenc yeares Bincu Friei-H k-ft tli.-ir limitatifinx.

I':- liiliu,! SMMIIOII l)f. Ellw. VI., 1662.

Collateral limitation < limitation dependent on some
collateral event. Conditional limitation. Meedef. 6.

Four years' limitation law, 11 mime by whit-lithe United
.-tales Tenure of ( ittlcM Art (I'nited states f 'ongrew, March,
1867) is sometimes known. See tenure. Limitation Of
the Crown Act, an Knglish statute of 1701 (12 and 13 Wm.
III., e. 2) which vested the succession to the crown in the
Princess Sophia of Hanover and her heirs, being Protes-
tants. Also called the Act of Ht'ttleintitt, and the Succe&vm
to the Crown Act. Statute of limitations. Bee def. 5.

Words of limitation, words In a deed or will taken as

indicating the nature or kind of estate the donee ia vested

with, by stating who shall or may take after him.

limitative (lim'i-ta-tiv), a. [= F. limitatif =
Sp. Pg. limitative; as limitate + -ive.] Limiting;
fixing limits

;
restrictive.

Limitative notions which have a negative value, in so
far as they keep open a vacant space beyond experience,
but do not enable us to 1111 that space with any positive
realities. Kncye. Brit., XVI. 81.

Limitative judgment, in Iwjic, a name Riven by Kant
loan affirmative Tnnnltatcd proposition, such as "Every
man is a non-duff," in order to make up the triad of forms

affirmative, negative, limitative under the category
of quality.
Much acumen has been expended even In recent times

in vindicating the limitative fonn utjutitjiiifnt*. but I can
see In it only an unmeaning product of pedantic ingenu-
ity. NetUcihip, tr. of Lotze'sLoglc, I. 1L 40.

limited (lim'i-ted), p. a. and n. I. p. a. 1. Con-
fined within limits

;
narrow ; circumscribed.

After this great Aflront to the King, Is Mountford sent
over again into Uascony, though with a more limited Au-
thority. Baker, Chronicles, p. 84.

2f. Allotted or appointed.
Ill make so bold to call.

For 'tis my limited service.

Shak., Macbeth, U. 3. 66.

3. In rnilrinidiiii/, restricted as to number of

cars (weight), or to the carrying of first-class

passengers: said of a train. Limited adjunct, an

adjunct that agrees with the subject in regard to some part,
nature, time, place, or respect.

Mortality is the absolute adjunct of man, whilst immor-
tality is the limited ; because man Is not absolutely im-

mortal, hut only as to the soul.

Burgendicius, tr. by a Oentleman.

Limited company, fee, function. See the nouns.
Limited divorce. See divorce, 1. Limited Jurisdic-

tion, liability, mall, monarchy, partnership, prob-
lem, ticket, train, univocatlon, vote, etc. See the
nouns.

II. n. A limited express-train: as, the Chicago
limited. [Colloq., U. 8.]
Let the great steamship founder, the limited crash

through a trestle. Pop. Set. Mo., XXX. 577.

limitedly (lim'i-ted-li), adi\ In a limited man-
ner or degree ;

with limitation.

The constitution of such nn unity doth Involve the vest-

Ing some person or some number of persons with a sover-

eign authority, ... to be managed in a certain manner,
either absolutely, according to pleasure, or limitedly, ac-

cording to certain rules prescribed to it.

Borrow, Unity of the Church.

limitedness (lim'i-ted-ues), . The state of

being limited. Johnson.

limiter (Hm'i-ter), . [< ME. Umitovr, lymi/-

tnur,<. OF. "limitimr, liniitcur, < ML. liin,l.iii>i: :<

friar licensed to act within certain limits, lit.

one who limits, < L. limitare, limit, bound : see

limit, r.] 1. One who or that which limits or

confines.

They so believing, as we hear they do, and yet abolish-

ing a law so good and moral, the limiter of sin, what are

they else but contrary to themselves '!

Millun. Tetrachordon.

2t. A friar licensed to beg, collect convent-dues,

preach, or perform other duties within certain

limits, or in a certain district.

A Frcre tln-r was, a wantown and a merye,
A lifmytmtr, a ful solt-nipnt- man. . . .

Hi was the be>ti> IIML'IHTC in his hous.

Chaucer, Gen. 1'n.l. to c. T. (ed. Morris), 1. 209.

Twas but getting a Dispensation from the Pope's Lim-
iter, or (Jutherer of the Peter-Pence.

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 101.

limites, . Plural of limes.

limit-gage (lim'it-gaj), n. A gage which is used
for determining whether pieces do not exceed
or fall below a certain specified range of dimen-
sion. Car-Builder's Diet.
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limitless (lim'it-les). a. [< limit + -/<**.] Hav-
ing in) limits; unbounded ; illimitable.

Now to tlljXS',1 of ril\ rnllimollWealth,
Limit!,'** I.OM.IMM, ::iu I .-'.nit- ctwcured.

.s.i / linriet, VYIttcs Pilgrimage, >lg. H, 4b.

=
Syn. Houn.ll.--s, unlimited, Illimitable, inili.it.-.

limitourt, " A Middle English form of liuuii-r.

limit-point (lira 'it-point), . A point on a
line or other spread, such that within every in-

terval within which it is contained there lie an

infinity of points of a given manifold. The
limit-point may or may not belong to this

manifold.
limma (lim'ii), . [LL., < Or. ^el/ifta, a rem-

nant, somewhat less than half a major tone, a
mouosemic pause, < /il-riv, leave.] 1. In the

Pythagorean system of music, the smaller half-

step or semitone, being the remnant of a per-
fect fourth after subtracting from it two wnole
steps or "tones": J -H ()* = |J8- A limma
and an apotome together made a "tone": tjjj

X fMi" = I- Also called Pythagorean scmitom
or hemitone. 2. In pros., a monosemic empty
time or pause ; a time equal to one mora or

semeion, existing in the rhythm, but not ex-

pressed by a syllable in the words. Tin- limma Is

Indicated by a mark like a caret (A, taken from the
initial A or A of AciV^a). The pause at the end of a tro-

chaic dimeter or tetrapody catalectlc (see the lines quoted
under catalectic) is an example, ~ ~ ~ A, the acat-

aleetic line bei ng - ~ - ~ - ~ - ~. Also written leimma.
.See paiae.

limmer 1
(lim'er), a. An obsolete or dialectal

fonn of limber1 .

They have their feet and legs limmer, wherewith they
crawl. UoUand.

limmer- (lim'er), . 1. A dialectal variant of
limber"*. 2f. Naut., a man-rope at the side of
a ladder.

limmer3 (lim'er), . and o. [Formerly also lym-
mer; in def. 1 also learner; < ME. limer, limere,

luntere, < OF. liemier, F. limier, a large dog, lit. a

dog held in a leash, < OF. linn. F. lien, a leash :

see lime*, lien 2 . Of. limehound.'] I. n. If. A
limehound ; in general, a hound ; in a later use,
a mongrel hound.

A gret route
of huntes and eke of foresteres,
With many relayes and lifmertt.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 362.

A dogge engendred hetwene an hounde and a mastyve,
called a li/mmrr or mungrell.

Elliot, in v. Hybris. (UalliweU.)

Hence 2. A low, base, or worthless person;
a scoundrel ;

as applied to a woman, in a milder

sense, a jade. [Isow Scotch and North. Eng.]
To satlsfle in parte the wrong which had bene offred him

by those Is/miners and robbers. Uoliruhed, Hist. Ireland.

The nourlce was a fausc limmer
As e'er hung on a tree.

Lamlciit (Child's Ballads, III. 96).

Thieves, limnierf, and broken men of the Highlands.
Scott.

II.t a. Base; low.
Then the limmer Bcottes . . . burnt my gnddes, and

made deadly feede on me, and my barnes.
Bvllein'i Dialogue (167SX p. 3. (HaUiwtU.)

Hence with 'em, limmer lown,
Thy vermin and thyself.

B. Joiuon, Sad Shepherd, ii. 1.

limmqck (lim'ok), a. [< W/wmer1
, limber^-with

substituted term. -oek. ] Very limber. [Prov.
Eng.]
limn (lim), r. [< ME. limnen, contr. of fami-

ne H, an aphetic form of enluminen, < OF. en~

luminer, < L. illuminare, infaminare, illuminate,
burnish, limn: see illumine, illuminate.] I.

trans. To represent by painting or drawing:
depict ;

delineate
; hence, to describe vividly

or minutely. [Archaic or poetical.]
It were impossible

To limn his passions in such lively colours
As his own proper sufferance could expreas.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iii. 3.

ILt intraiw. To practise drawing or painting,
especially in water-colors.

Yesterday begun my wifetolearntoKmnof one Browne,
. . . and by her begiiiDing, upon some eyes, 1 think she
will do very flue things, and I shall take great delight in it.

Pepyt, Diary, IL434.

Limnacea (lim-na'se-S), n. ;/. [XL. (Bron-
gniart, 1817), for *

Limna><icea,<.Limn<i
:

(i +-<irrn.'\
In De Blainville's classification (1825). the first

of three families of his Pulmnbrancniata, con-

taining pnlmonate gastropods of the genera
l.iiiiii/rii. riiii.in.uwl I'lmiorbig in abroad sense:

the pond-snails, now divided into two families.

Limnirida' and PhijsitU?.

limnacean (lim-nu'se-an), a. and . [< Limnacea
+ -.] I. n. Of of relating to the Limnm-i-ti.

II. n. A gastropod of the group Limnacea;

any pond-snail.

Pond-snail (LtmHfa
Itagnalu).

limner

limnaceous (lim-na'shiuH), n. Karne as limna-
'I 'HI.

Limnadia (liin-na'di-8), n. [NL., < Or. 'i/ivr/, a

pool, lake, marsh.] A genus of phyllopod .

taceanx, with a thin flexible bivalve carapace of
oval form, and from 1

s to -<> segments which
lxar limbs. L, a<ja*i:i is found in pools in New
England.
Limnadiacea (lim-na-di-a'se-a), n.jil. [XL.. <

l.llHiiililllI + -tlfil.] Same us l.iiiiiiinliiilir.

Limnadiidae (lim-na-di'i-de), n. pi. [XL., <
/.iiiiiiinliii + -itlie.] \ family of phyllopod or

branchiopod crustaceans, typified oy the genus
l.imiiinliii. The test li soft and blvalved, there are nu-
merous pain of plelopods or iwlinming-feet, the antennn
are large, the antemmln are tmall, and the large telson hat
a pair of appendages. In the male one or two pairs of feet
are chelatc. The leading genera are Limnadia, Limnetu,
and Ettheria. See EMieriida.

Limnaea (lim-ne'i). n. [XL., < Ur. ///noior, of
or from a marsh, < >i/n->/, a pool, lake, marah.]
A genus of f.imninda; typical
of the subfamily l.imuitiiiir. in
these pond-snails the shell Is a Men-
der dextrad spiral with a large hiKly-
whorl and aperture, of a light, thin,

horny texture. There are many spe-
cies. L. ttaynaUt is a common one.

They live In ponds, and are almoit ex-

clusively vegetarian. The genui in

cosmopolitan, and reaches Its highest
development in North America. Also

erroneously Limiiea, Lywnaa, Lym-
iiea, Limnetu.

Limnaeana (lim-ne-an'a), n. pi.

[NL. (Lamarck, 1812)'; < Lim-
ncea+ -ana.] A familyof trache-

lipod mollusks, typified by the

genus I. inn,a n. containing all

the limnophilous gastropods, now differentiated
into the families Limnieida1 and

I'ltysidtt.
Limnaeidse (lim-ne'i-de), n. pi. [5fL., < Lim-
iia'ii + ->'rf<r.] A family of basommatopborous

pnlmonate gastropods, with di-

versiform tentacles, eyes at

the inner or posterior bases of

the tentacles, simple upper jaw
as well as lateral ones, wide ser-

riform marginal teeth of the

radula, and generally a spiral
shell; the pond-snails. They In-

habit fresh waters, especially of tem-
perate and northerly countries, and are
of cosmopolitan distribution. More
than 600 species are described, most of
which belong to the genera Lymnaa,
Vlannrbin, and An.c>ilun. They are di-

vided by the shape of the shell into i.imnarinat. Planar-
I'iiKt

. and . t nci/lt inf.

Limnaeinas (lim-nf-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Limncea
+ -itue.'] The typical subfamily of l.imiiiiiiln;

includingthose pond-snails whose shell is a long
spiral.
limnaeine (lim'ne-in), a. [< Limnteitue.] Of or

relating to the Limiueinte.

Limnantheae (lim-nan'the-e), . pi. [NL. (R.
Brown, 1833), < Limnanthfn + -fce.~\ A tribe of

plants of the order Geraniarcn; characterized

by regular flowers with valvate sepals, small

glands alternating with the petals, and beak-
less carpels. It embraces the two genera I.iwnanthn
and Fltrnea, with four species, all natives of >'orth Amer-
ica. The group was given ordinal rank by some of the
earlier Iwtanlsts.

Limnanthemum dim-nan' the-mum). n. [NL.
(Gmelin, 1760), < Gr. M/ny, i>ool, lake, marsh,
+ &i*6cfiov.~} A genus of plants of the order
OflrifMMaod tnbe AlenyaxtHia; distinguished

by the indehiscent fruit and conlate leaves.
There are about 2fi specie* (perhaps reducible to 18), dis-
tributed throughout the temperate and tropical regions
of the world. They are aquatic perennials, with ******t
leaveson very long petioles, and yellow flowers. Onebcau-
tiful species, L. nymphaoida. Is a native of Europe and
Asia, and goes by the names ot fringtd oaa-tean or ovet-

bean, /ringed KaterJily, mLter-frinye, and mank-JUnrer.
(See l3-*n.) L.laeuntman of the eastern United Stale*
Is the common floating-heart

Limnanthes (lim-nan'thez), n. [NL. (R.
Brown, 1833), < Gr. ?i/ivii, apool, lake, marsh, +
oj^of, a flower.] A genus of plants of the order

tiirnniarea; type of the tribe Limnanfkeee, and
distinguished from Flarkea. the other genus of
the tribe, by having five petals instead of three.

Limnea, . See l.imna-a.

limner (lim'ner), n. [< ME. limnore.lymenour,
liin/iiiniir. short for enluminottr, < OF*, enfami-

neur, < MI^. illuminator, illuminator, limner: see
illuminator and limn.'] One who limns : an ar-
tist or delineator: more especially, one who
paints portraits or miniatures. [Archaic or

poetical.]

Johannes Uanrastre, lymnotir.
BnotuhOadi(E. E. T. S-). p. 9.

l.imn
seen from below



limner

That family had lately got their pictures drawn by a

Hunter, who travelled the country, and took likenesses for

fifteen shillings a head. Goldsmith, Vicar, xvi.

Limnetis (lim-ne'tis), . [NL., < Gr.
hipvijTif,

fern, of hi/ivqrr/f, living in marshes, < "fafivri, a

pool, lake, marsh.] One of the three leading
genera of LimnadiitUe (or Estheriida;), having

Litnnetfs brackyitra
'

upper left-hand fifjure, male ; upper right-
hand figure, female in both the left side of the carapace cut away;
lower left-hand figure, larval form ; lower right-hand figure, same
further advanced. A1, antennules; A' and A%, antenna;; c, head;
f'.bodyj D, carapace; M, mandibles; a', great plate covering mouth;
0, eye.

a bivalve carapace, numerous body-segments,
and the foliaceous appendages of typical phyl-
lopods. L. brachyura is an example. The males of these
water-fleas may be even more numerous than the females,
contrary to the rule among related forms. See Limnadii-

dae, and cut under Estheriidae.

limning (lim'ning), n. [Verbal n. of limn, v.~\

1. The act of delineating, as by means of pen-
cil or brush. 2. That which is limned

;
a de-

lineation, literally or figuratively. [Rare.]
There is nothing in either of the former two [panels with

the portraits of the king and queen] which could not have
been copied by a Fleming from a limning made in Scotland
years before. Athcnceum, No. 8199, p. 221.

limnite (lim'nit), n. [< IAmn((ca) + -tte2.] 1.

A fossil of the genus Limncua or some simi-
lar shell. Also lynmite. 2. Yellow ocher or
brown iron ore, containing more water than
limonite. It consists of oxid of iron 74.8 and
water 23.2.

Limnobates (lim-nob'a-tez), n. [NL. (Bur-
meister, 1835), < Gr. Ai/ivt!, a pool, lake, marsh,
+ pdrrK, one that treads, < fiaivctv, walk, step.]
The typical genus of Limnobatida-, contain-

ing such species as L. lineata of the United
States.

Limnobatidae (lim-no-bat'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
( Douglas and Scott, 1865), < Limnobates + -idee.']

A family of aquatic Heteroptera, represented by
the genus Limnobates alone, whose species are

commonly found in ponds in Europe and North
America. These water-bugs have the head horizontal,
as long as the thorax, with the antennte inserted at the
end of the widened front, the first joint stoutest and short-

est, the third longest.

Limnochares (lim-nok'a-rez), n. [NL., < Gr.

fafivoxapfi*;, delighting in marshes (epithet of a
frog), < 'Alfivti, a pool, lake, marsh, + xatP LV

!

rejoice, delight (> x^PV, delight).] 1. A ge-
nus of water-mites or aquatic acarids of the

family Hi/drachnidw, or giving name to the
Limnocharida;. Latreille, 1796. 2. A genus
of heteropterous insects : same as Hydrometra.
Limnocharidae (lim-no-kar'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Limnochares + -fcto.J A family of tracheate
Acarina, with the skeleton composed of scle-
rites embedded in a soft skin, palpi raptorial,
stigmata near the rostrum, legs of six or more
joints, fitted for crawling organs, and habits of
life wholly or partly aquatic.

Limnococnlidest(lim-n6-kok'li-dez),B.j?Z. [NL.
(Latreille, 1825), < Gr. Mftvi/, a pool, lake, marsh,+ Koxty (noxl-ii-), a small snail : see Cochlides.]
A family of pulmoniferous gastropods, combin-
ing the Limnacea and Auriculacea.

Limnocyon (lim-nos'i-on), n. [NL., < Gr. Ufivri,
a pool, lake, marsh, + KVUV, a dog.] A genus of
fossil carnivorous mammals from the Eocene of

America, belonging or related to the Hywnodon-
tidai. 0. C. Marsh, 1872.

Limnohyidae (lim-no-hi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Limnohyiis + -idw.]' A family of extinct Eo-
cene hoofed quadrupeds of suilline character,
founded by Marsh for the reception of the ge-
nus Limnohyiis.
Limnohyus (lim-no-hi'us), n. [NL., < G. M/un/,
a pool, lake, marsh, + if, a pig, hog (= L. sus
= E. sow2).] The typical genus of Limnohyidce.
0. C. Marsh, 1872.
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Limnophagse (lim-nof'a-je), n.pl. [NL., fern,

pi. of HflMMMMtMnW: see limnopliagons.'} See

Cyprinotlontifke limnophaga; under Cyprinodon-
tidai.

limnophagOUS (lim-nof'a-gus), a. [< NL. Km-

nophagus, < Gr. M/tvy, a pool, lake, marsh (con-
fused with L. limns, mud), + <j>ayeiv, eat.] Mud-

eating; specifically, of or pertaining to the Cy-

prinodon tidte limnophagai.

Limnophila (lim-nof'i-la), n. pi. [NL. (Hart-
mann, 1821), neut. pi. of limnophilus : see lim-

itophilous.'] A division of pulmoniferous gas-

tropods, containing the fresh-water basomma-
tophorous forms : same as Hygropliila'*.

Limnophilidse (lim-no-fil'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Limnophihm + -idas.]

'

A family of trichopter-
ous neuropterous insects, or caddis-flies, typi-
fied by the genus Limnophilus, having the max-

illary palps of the male three-jointed, scarcely

pubescent, and like those of the female. The
habits of the larva; vary; some live in rapid streams,
others in standing water, and others in moss at the roots
of trees. Their cases are always free. The group is near-

ly confined to the temperate and boreal regions of the
northern hemisphere.

limnophilpus (lim-nof'i-lus), a. [< NL. limnoplii-

lus, < Gr. Aifivq, a pool, lake, marsh, + ^i^oc, lov-

ing.] Fond of ponds or pools, or living in them :

said of various animals, especially mollusks and
insects.

Limnophilus (lim-nof'i-lus), n. [NL.: see lim-

nopltilous.] 1. The typical genus of Limnophi-
lid(E, having the anterior wings mostly narrow,
with straight costa and truncate apical margin.
It is abundantly represented in Europe, North America,
and Asia by species which extend far north and mostly in-

habit still water. Given in this form by Burmeister, 1839,
after Limnephilut of Leach, 1817.

2. A genus of reptiles. Fitzinger, 1843.

Limnoria (lim-no'ri-a), n. [NL. (Leach, 1815),
< Gr. hiftvupeta, in myth, a daughter of Nereus
and Doris, < Ai/ivij, a pool, lake, marsh, sea.]
The typical genus of Limnoriida:. L. lignorum or
terebrans is the common gribble, a minute iso-

pod highly injurious to submerged woodwork.
Limnoriidae (lim-no-ri'i-de)

;
n. pi. [NL., < Lim-

noria + -ida;.] A family of isopods represented
by the genus Limnoria; the gribbles. By means
of their trenchant mandibles they eat their way into sub-

merged wood, and are numerous enough in many waters
to do great damage to wharves and shipping on both coasts
of America and on European coasts.

Liranospiza (lim-no-spi'za), n. [< Gr.
~f.ijt.vri,

a

pool, laKe, marsh, + amt,a, a finch.] A genus
of fringilline birds : same as Embernagra.
Limodoreae (li-mo-do're-e), n. pi. [NL. (Ben-
tham and Hooker, 1833), < Limodorum + -eo;.]
A subtribe of orchidaceous plants of the tribe

Neottiece, with simple erect stems, usually leafy,
and rhizomes without tubers. It embraces 5 gen-
era, Limodorum. being the type, all terrestrial (not epi-
phytic) herbs, growing outside the tropics in both hemi-
spheres.

Limodorum (li-mo-do'rum), . [NL. (Richard,
1818), < L. limodoron, < Gr. 'M/j.6Sopav, Aetft66opov,
a wild plant, not identified.] A genus of orchi-

daceous plants of the tribe Neottiete, type of the
subtribe Limodorece. There is but one species, L. ab-

ortinum, which is found in the Mediterranean region and
in central Europe. It grows to the height of 1 or 2 feet,
and has a purplish stem and rather large purple flowers in
a simple loose spike. It is believed to be partially parasitic
on the roots of shrubs. It is sometimes cultivated.

Limoges enamel. See enamel.

limont, n. An obsolete form of lemon.

Limonia (li-mo'ni-a), n. [NL. (Linnseus), < F.

Union, < Pers. limiin, the lemon, citron : see

lemon."] A genus of spiny shrubs from tropical
Asia, belonging to the order Butacete, tribe Au-
rantiece. They are distinguished by having flowers with a
4- or 5-lobed calyx and from 8 to 10 stamens. The leaves
are compound, with from 3 to 8 leaflets. The Javanese
employ the extremely acid pulp of the fruits of L. acidis-
sima as a substitute for soap, and on the coast of Malabar
they are used medicinally. This species is sometimes
called the musk-deer plant.. L. carnosa yields thekeklam-
fruit of Bengal, and L. monophylla is known as Indian
wild lime.

limonin (lim'o-nin), n. [< NL. Umonum (F. li-

mon), lemon, + -i 2
.] A bitter crystalliza-

bl matter (C22H5 O13 ) found in the seeds of

oranges, lemons, etc.

limonite (li'mo-mt), n. [= F. limonite; as Gr.

teifi&v, a marshy meadow, a meadow, + -ite2.]
An important iron ore which is found earthy,
concretionary, or mammillary and fibrous. Its

brownish-yellow streak distinguishes it from hematite.
It forms the bog-iron of existing marshes. Its color va-
ries from dark brown to ocher-yellow. It consists of ses-

quioxid of iron 85.6 and water 14.4. Also called brown
hematite and brown iron ore.

limonitic (ll-mo-nit'ik), a. [< limonite + -ic.']

Consisting of limonite, or resembling it in ap-
pearance.

Bar-tailed Godwit (Limosa lapponica).

limp

Limosa (H-mo'sij), n. [NL., < L. limoxa, fern.

of limosus, muddy: see Unions.'] A genus of

wading birds of the family Scolopacida;, having
the bill a little rocurved; the godwits. They are

among the largest of the family, and resemble curlews, but
the bill is not de-
curved. L. cegoce-

^Aataisthecomnum
black-tailed godwit;
L. h&mastica is the
Hndsonian fcodwit ;

L. fedoa is the great
marbled godwit.
There are other spe-
cies. See godwit.

limose (li'mos),
a. [< L. limosus,

muddy : see li-

mott&j Same as

limous.

Limosella (H-

mo-sel'a), n.

[NL. (Linneous,

1737), so called
from their place
of growth, < L.

limits, mud.] A
genus of small creeping or floating herbs of

the order ScrophularincfB and tribe Gratiolete,

characterized by having the leaves in clusters,
the calyx 5-toothed, and the 4 stamens with
the anthers confidently 1-celled. There are 5 or
G species, found throughout the warm and temperate re-

gions of the earth. L. aquatica is known as mudwort
or mudweed. The American plant is the variety tenui-

.I'l'lin, found in tidal mud northward on the Atlantic
coast.

Limosina (15-mo-si'na), n. [NL. (Macquart,
1835), < L. limosus, muddy (see limose, limous),
+ -inoi.] A genus of Muscid<e. Also called

Coprina.
Limosinse (li-mo-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Limosa
+ -mo;.] A subfamily of birds of the family
Scolopacida;; the godwits. G. B. Gray.
limosis (11-mo'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. %i[t6(, hunger,
+ -osis.~\ In med., a depraved or morbidly
ravenous appetite caused by disease.

Limosilgae (li-mo-su'je), n. pi. [NL.,< L. limns,

mud, + SM<7cre,'suck.] In Merrem's classifi-

cation of birds, a group of his Busticola;, includ-

ing such birds as curlews, snipes, sandpipers,
and plovers, and thus nearly coextensive with
the Limieolie of authors.

limoust (li'mus), a. [< ME. Unions, < OF. limeux
= Sp. Pg. It. limoso, < L. limosus, muddy, slimy,
< limits, mud, slime: see lime^."\ Muddy; slimy;
thick.

If water ther be lymov* or enfecte

Admyxtion of salt wol it correcte.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 176.

That country . . . became a gained ground by the mud
and Kmotw matter brought down by the river Nilus.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 1.

limp 1
(limp), a. [Not found in ME.; appar.

< AS. *lemp, in comp. lemphealt, lemphalt, earli-

est form laempihalt, glossing ML. lurdus (see
lourd), appar.

'

awkward,' but lit.
'

lame,' < *lemp
+ healt, halt, lame; cf. Icel. lempinn, or lem-

piligr, pliable, gentle. The adj. is prob. con-
nected with the verb limp"

2
, q.v. Cf. limber1 .']

1. Lacking stiffness or firmness ; weak in fiber

or texture
;
flexible

;
limber

;
flaccid : applied to

things or persons.
The chub eats waterish, and the flesh of him is not firm,

limp and tasteless. /. Walton, Complete Angler.

Limp linen betokens a desponding spirit.
T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, iv.

Her verses on the bombardment of Copenhagen were
... as limp and incoherent as Shelley's own of the same
date. E. Dotcden, Shelley, I. 103.

2. Lacking stability or firmness of character;
inefficient; incapable.
A kind Providence furnishes the limpest personality with

a little gum or starch in the form of tradition.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 25.

Limp case. See case?.

Iimp 1
t, r. i. [< limp

1
, .] To be inadequate

or unsatisfactory. Stanihurst.

limp2
(limp), v. i. [Not found in ME. or AS.;

= LG. lumpen = MHG. KmpJien, limp; cf. G.
dial, lampcn, hang down loosely, > lampeckt,
flaccid, limp; of. mod. Icel. limpa, limpness,
weakness ; W. llcipr, flabby, Hibiti, limber, Ilipn,

limp ; perhaps ult. connected (as a nasalized

form) with lap^, Skt.-\/ ?;&, hang down. Prob.
connected with the adj. limpl, q. v.; but the
relations of these and the other forms are not

clear, the records being too scanty to deter-

mine.] To move with a halting or jerky step;
walk lame : often used figuratively: as, a limp-
ing argument; limping verses.



limp

Muck the lined crutch from tli) <iM liin^inii sire.

Shalt., T. of A., Iv. 1. 14.

The commentator will lend n crutch to the weak |>"' -I.

to help him to limp a little further than In: could on Ills

,, I, el fope. To Warlmrton, Sept. -Jii, 17 II.

1 he unfortunate divine, whom we left limpinn with a

sprained ankle Into the breakfast-room of the inn.

1'OKitck, Headlong Hall, Ii.

limp'-' (limp), n. [<liiup~.r.] A halting Mep;
the act of limping.

limp :i
t (limp), r. [MK. liiiipi-ii (pret. town, also

weak limpedi; pp. luiupcn),< AS. MmjXM (pret.

lamp, lump, pp. "lumpen: also in comp. i/iluii-

pan,beUmpan),tumven, befall, pertain, = OHG.

liiiiiiliini,
Inn, ifn n, MHO. limfi'ii, become, suit.]

I. intmim. To happen; befall; chance.

"Al lonll
"
iiimth loseph, "how may this limpet"

Joseph o} Arimathie (E. E. T. 8.), L S.

H. trans. To come upon ;
meet.

The fyfte was .losue, that Joly mane of armes,
That In Jerusalem ofte fulle mychejoye lymppede.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.X 1. 8416.
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limp4 (limp), n. [Prob. < Umn\ o.l A scraper
of board or sheet-iron shaped like half the head

of a small cask, used for scraping the ore off

the sieve in the operation of hand-jigging.

limpardt, [< *P2 + -!.] A cripple.

What could that gouty Kmpard have done with so fine

a dog? Uryuhart, tr. of Rabelais, L 39. (Dames.)

limper (lim'per), . One who limps; a lame

person.
limpet (lim'pet), n. [< ME. lempet, a limpet,

appar. orig. a lamprey, < AS. lempedu, another

form of lumprede, a lamprey : see lamprey. It

can hardly be connected with LL. bpat (lepad-),

< Gr. tenic (te*a&-), a limpet: see Lepan. Cf.

Itmmn.] 1. A marine docoglossate gastropod
with an open conical shell imperforate at the

apex. The species mostly belong to the families Pattl-

KSwand Aemttula; the best-known is I'atella mlmta, the

common limpet of northern Europe. This inhabits rocky

coasts, and selects a site on Intertidal rocks, which It uses

as a resting-place and wears down Into a cavity, makin

short excursions In search of food, which consists chiefly

of algaj Limpets are noted for sticking closely to rocks

by means of their adhesive foot, which acts as a sucker,

bringing considerable atmospheric pressure to bear upon
their shells, which latter, moreover, tit tightly in conse-

quence of the evenly rounded aperture. Large numbers

inv ,-,,ll,vt.',l (,.r llsll kill, Illhl Ill-l arc also ".! a '"'"' 5
the poor. See bonnet-limpet, keyhole-limpet, dipper-hmpet.

He stuck like a limpet to a rock.

ScoU, St. Ronan s Well, xL
And on thy ribs the limpet sticks,

And in thy heart the scrawl shall play.

Tennyton, The Sailor Boy.

2. Some mollusk resembling the foregoing, at

least in shape of the shell Cup-and-saucer llm-

Dt See cup-anrf-MKcer. Duck'fl-blU limpet, a limpet

of the family FumreUUte and genus Parmnphtmin, having

an imperforate shell covered by the mantle. False llm-

net one of the AcmaMan.- Foolscap-limpet, a shell of

the "genus POeoptit (which see). Fresh-water limpet,
a species of Ancylus.

limpid (lim'pid), a. [< F. limpide = Sp. limptdo

= Pg. It. limpido, < L. limpidus, clear, bright ;

of. Gr. Mfiiretv, shine, Aa/rrrp6(, bright : see lamp.

Cf. also lymph.] Characterized by clearness

or transparency; translucent; crystal-clear;

lucid: as, a limpid stream; a limpid style.

Filter this solution through cap-paper, to have it clear

and limpid. >- Worl". * 7m-

And witness be what splendid Princes are

The stars which move about this limpid sphere.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. SOI.

limply (limp'H). adv. In a limp manner,

limpness (limp'nes),
w. The quality of being

limp or flaccid; weak pliancy.

There are several replicas of rough sketches, which were

probably made by Webb, as they show a Kmpnemat method

quite unlike the slashing draughtmanship of Inlgo.

Portfolio, No. 234, p. 118.

The moral laxity and Umpnca which may bo remarked

In the lower classes In Russia.
D. H. Wallace, Russia, p. 646.

limpsy (limp'si), a. [< limp 1 + ~y, equiv. to

-yi.] Limp; flaccid. [Colloq., New Eng.]

Somethin' or other 's ben a usin' on her up, for she ws
all wore out, and looked sort o' limpty, as H there wa n t

no starch left In her. B. B. Sfcuw, Oldtown, p. 684.

Limulidae (li-mu'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < Limulus +
-idie.] The limulus family; a family of gigan-
tostracous or paleocaridan crustaceans of the

order l'cecilopoda,AIeroittomftta, orXiphosura (or

Xiphura), exemplified by the genus Limulus.

limulite (lim'u-Ut), . [< Limulus + -ite*.] A
fossil limulid or some similar organism,
limuloid (lim'u-loid), a. and n. [< Limulus 4

-vid.] I. a. Pertaining to or having the char-

acters of Limulus; related to or resembling a

limulus ; poecilopodous ; inerostomatous ; xiphn-
rous.
In the Coal-measures no fewer than three genera and

eight species of small Umulmd Crustaceans have been

met with. Kneyc. Brit., VI. 684.

H. n. A limuloid crustacean ;
a poecilopod,

merostome, or 3d- n
phure. rf

Limulus (lim'u-lus),
n. [NL.,<L. li'mulus,

somewhat askance,
dim. of limits, as-

kance.] 1. The rep-
resentative genus
of Limulida?. L. poly-

phemut is the common
horseshoe- or king-crab
of the Atlantic coast of

North America; L. mo-
luccanu* is found on the

Pacific coast of Asia.

Limuliu is the only liv-

ing form of the order to

which it belongs.

2. [/. e.] Any crus-

tacean of the genus
Limulus.

limy (li'mi), a. [<
;'1 + -yl.] 1.

Smeared with lime
;

viscous; glutinous.
Striving more, the more in laces strong

Himselfe he tide, and wrapt his wingcs twaine

In lymie snares the subtill loupes among.
Spatter, Muiopotmos, L 429.

2. Containing lime: as, a limy soil. 3. Re-

sembling lime ; having the qualities of lime.

Un.lt (lin)> [Sc. also lecn ; < ME. linnen, < Afe.

liiniiiii (pret. lann, pp. lunnen) (= Icel. linna),

also in comp. belinnan, blinnan (> ME. Minnen,

E. blia, q. v.), cease.] I. intrans. To cease;

stop; rest.

Set a beggar on horseback, hell never Kn till he be

a-gallop. B. Jomon, Staple of News, Iv. 1.

So they shall never Kn,
But where one ends another still begin.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, IL 1.

II. trans. To cease from.

linchet

3. The face of it precipice; a shrubby ravine.

He tixik her In his armls twa,
And threw her o'er the (inn.

young Benjie (t'hlld's Ballads, II. 801V

Duncan ilgh'd liaith out an' In, ...
8pk' o' lowpln' owre a linn.

Burnt, Duncan dray.

[Now rare or local in all uses.]

lint n. A Middle English form of line1 .

Lina (li'nft), n. [NL. (Megerle, 1823), < Gr. fcVov,

ttax: seelinel.] A genus of leaf-beetles or chrv-

soraelids, with short antennse, tibias externally

grooved, and pronotum laterally projected. It is

represented In all parts of the world ; about 80 specta in
known, nf which 8 Inhabit the I nltcd States, as L. Kripta,

the cottonwood leaf-beetle, which often does ret dam-

age by defoliating the grove* of Populia moaOiftm In the

Western States, and also feed* In the Unral state on wU-

, species of

King-crab (ventral view).

ft cephalic shield,covcrinc.interior

division of the body ; *. posterior di-

vision of the body ; r. base of tclson ;

d. suhfnmtal area : e, antennulcs of

antenna; : /, one of the series of ambu-

latory legs; f, operculum; ft, bran-

chifcrous appendages.

A beautiful limpid lake, which is fed by a rivulet flow-

ing down from unseen sources in the rock.

D. O. Mitchell, Bound Together.

Tarn those limpid eyes on mine,

And let me read there, love, thy Inmost soul I

If. Arnold, The Buried Life.

limpidity (lim-pid'i-ti),
ii. [< P. limpidM = It.

limpiditii, < LL. limpidit<i( t-)*. clearness, < L.<-
pidiiK, clear, limpid: see limpid.] Limpidness.

limpidly(Um'pia-H), ado. In a limpid manner;

transparently; clearly; lucidly.

Goethe himself, Kmpidly perfect as arc many of his

shorter pot-ma, often fails in giving artistic coherence to his

longer works. Lotcell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 25.

limpidness (lim'pid-nes), . The state of be-

ing limpid; clearness ; transparency ; lucidity.

limpint, " [Cf. limpet.] A limpet. Nares.

Tcllina. mvtulus. TeXiVo, uvrAos. Atheneeo. A limpin.
Nomendator.

limpingly (lim'ping-li), adv. In a limping or

haltiim iniunicr; lamely.

limpitudet (lim'pi-tud). n. [< L. limpttiidn,

clearness. < limpidus, clear, limpid: see MMfN&J
The quality of being limpid ; limpidness. Sai-

limpkin (limp'kin). . A local (Florida) name

of the crying-bird or courlan, Aramus giganteus.

See courlaii, Aramus.

Their tongues will never Kn wagging, master.

MidiUetmt (and othert\ The Widow, v. 1.

Yea, they and their Seminaries shame not to professe,

to petition, and never Kn pealing our eares.

Milton, Church-Government, IL, Con.

Iin2 Urm (lin), w. [Also lyn, lynn; early mod.

E. linne ; < ME. "lynne; prob. (a) in def. 1 < AS.

(ONorth.) Mynn, a torrent (cf . hlyn , hlunn, sound,

noise, clamor, lilynian, roar; related like hlim-

me, a torrent, hlimman, roar, clang); (6) in def.

2, prob. < Gael, linne = Ir. linn = W. llyn, a pool.

The forms and senses mix; whether they are

ult. from one source is not clear. Cf. also Icel.

lind, a well, spring, brook.] 1. A cataract or

waterfall.
We heard nought but the roaring Knn,

Amang the braes sae scroggie.

Burns, What will I do gin my Hoggie die?

2. A pool; particularly, a pool below a fall of

water.
I saw a river rin

Outoure a steipie rock of stane.

Syne lychtlt hi a Kn.
Cherrir and Sloe, St. 6.

The nearest to her (Tovyl of kin

Is Toothy, tripping down from Verwin's rushy Kn.

Dratiton, Polyolliion, v. 118.

Tlie shallowest water makes malst din,

The deadest pool the deepest Knn.
fair Helen (Child's Ballads, II. 20B).

Linacese (li-na'sf-S), n. pi. [NL. (Lindley,

1835), < Linnm + -acea;.] A synonym of Linea,

still much used.

linaceous (li-na'shius), a. Of or pertaining to

the natural order Linacete.

linage!, An obsolete form of lineage.

linaloa (lin-a-16'a), n. [Also linaloe; a Mex.

name.] A fragrant Mexican wood obtained from

species of Bursera, used to a limited extent in

making furniture, and yielding a substance em-

ployed in perfumery.
linament (lin'a-me.nt )> n. [< L. linamentum,

linen stuff, < linum, flax: see Km?1
.] In gurg.,

lint ; a tent for a wound.
Linaria (li-na'ri-a), . [NL. (A. L. de Jussieu,

1789), < L. linum, flax, + -nrin.] 1. A genus
of herbs, rarely shrubs, of the order Scrophu-
larineoe and tribe Antirrhinctc, characterized

by a spurred corolla with a prominent palato,

and stamens in which the anther-cells are dis-

tinct; toad-flax. There are 130 species, found in the

warm and temperate regions of the northern hemisphere
and of South America. See cancerwort, Kenilicorth van.

2. In ornith.: (it) A genus of linnets, including

L. cannabina, the common linnet of Europe,
and sundry related species, as the twite, the

redpolls, et. Brisson, 1760. Also called Li-

notti, jEgiothus, and by other names. See cut

under linnet. (6) [J. c.] A bird of this genus.

(e) [I. c.] The Linnean specific name of the

mealy redpoll, Fringilla linaria (^giothnncanrs-

cens), of northern Europe: more frequently ap-

plied of late years to the common redpoll of

Europe and America, Linota nifesccns, now usu-

ally called Jfyiothits linaria or Acanthis linaria.

See cut under redpoll. 3. A genus of worms.

linarite (lin'a-rit), >i. [< Linares, a town in

Spain, + -ite*.] A hydrated sulphate of lead

and copper, occurring in deep azure-blue mono-

clinic crystals.

linativet, A corrupt form of lenitive.

lince (Hns), . [Var. of /incfci.] A bank of sod

between terraces formed on a hillside by the an-

cient mode of plowing strips and leaving banks

of sod between them; also, the strip or terrace

of arable soil between two such banks. [Prov.

Eng.]
lincelst, ".pi. [Also lintel*, and lints; origin ob-

scure; prob. OF.] Tares in corn. Halliicell.

Linceus, n. See Lynceux.
linch 1

(linch), n. [< ME. 'lincli, lynch, < AS.

tiliuc, a ridge of land, a balk. Hence the sur-

name Linch, Lynch.] 1. A ridge or balk of

land ; any bank or boundary for the division ofIHIHI, ,111* UttlllV ''l l M r 11 I l< l.i 1 >

land. 2. A ledge; a right-angled projection.
3. A narrow and steep bank or footpath.

4. A small inland cliff, generally one that is

wooded. 5. A hamlet. [Prov. Eng. in all

uses.] (HalliKcll.)

linch2 (linch), v. [Origin obscure ; cf. link*.]

I. intrang. To prance about in a lively manner.

Cheval coquelinenx, a linchiny horse.

UMyband, Dictlonarie (1698). (J7oitt)

II trang. To beat or chastise. rrfV* US.
addition* to Ray. (Halliicell.) [Prov. Eng.l

linchet (lin'chet), n. [Also lunchrt ; < linckl -

-et.] A ridge or terrace seen on the slopes of

the Chalk, Oolitic, and Liassic escarpments in

various narts of England, especially in Bedford-

shire, Hertfordshire. Wiltshire, and Somerset.

The origin of the HncheU has never been made entirely

clear. It is probable that most of them are artificial con-

structions, and that they were made for convenience In

cultivating the hill-slopes on which they occur. Alio call-

ed KneA. Used chiefly In the plural. [Local, Eng. I

Many terraces are still cultivated tmt every farmer I

have met with has assured me that there Is now, and has

been from thm- immemorial, a general di-i-ire to pkaf
down the lynchrt* (as they are locally railed), nnd t

formerly tlu'lr number was much greater than at present.

JfodKnta*, Scenery of England and Wales, p. 88.



linch-hoop

linch-hoop (linch'hop), ii. [< Unrli-(pin) +
hoop1

.] A ring on the spindle of a carriage-

axle, held in place by the linch-pin.

linch-pin (linch'pin), . [Also (simulating link1 )
dial, tinhpin (early mod. E. also Unpin, linpinne,

lynpyn), with loss of the appar. pi. suffix -s;

prop., as formerly, linspin, lit. 'axle-pin,' < linse

(obs.), axle,+ pin*: see linse sad pin 1
.] A pin

inserted in the spindle of the axle of a vehicle
to prevent the wheel from slipping off. Also

axle-pin.
But if the rogue have gone a cup too far,
Left out his linchpin, or forgot his tar,
It [a carriage] suffers interruption.

Cowper, Progress of Error, 1. 441.

Linckia (ling'ki-a), n. [NL., named after the

German naturalist J. H. Linck (1674-1734).]
The typical genus of Linckiidce. Nardo, 1834.

Lincklid3B(ling-ki'i-de),n.^. [NL.,< Linckia+
-id(e.] A family of starfishes, of the order Aste-

roidea, whose skeleton is composed of rounded
or elliptical ossicles, either contiguous orunited

by rods. There are no spines, the body being smooth
or only granular. L. ffuildingi inhabits Florida and the
West Indies; L. wujasaalis ranges from California to
Peru. Also Linclriadce.

Lincoln green. See green1 .

Lincoln's finch. See finch
1

.

Lincolnshire cheese. See cheese1 .

lincture (lingk'tur), n. [< ML. "linotura, < L.

lingere, pp. linctus, lick; cf . Gr. teixew, lick : see
lick1.] A medicine to be taken by licking or

sucking; a substance of the consistence of

honey, used for coughs, etc.

Confections, treacle, mithridate, eclegmes, or linctureg,
etc. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 371.

linctus (lingk'tus), n. [NL. linctus, a licking, <

L. lingere, pp. linctus, lick : see lincture.] Same
as lincture.

lind' (lind; formerly and prob. still dial, also

lind), n. [< ME. lind, linde, lynde, < AS. liiul,

also linde = D. linde = MLG. linde= OHG. linta,
MHG. G. linde = Icel. Sw. Dan. lind, lind, linden

(in AS. also a shield, as made of lind) ; prob.
connected with lindP, lithe. G. dial, lind, bast,
Icel. lindi, girdle (orig. of bast), are derived
from the name of the tree. Cf. linden. Hence
by corruption line4; lime2.] Same as linden, 1.

[Obsolete or local.]
Be ay of chiere as light as leef on lynde.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, L'Envoy, 1. 34.

Was neuer lef vp-on lynde lyghter therafter.
Piers Plowman (C), ii. 152.

Iind2t, . [ME. lynd; a var. (due perhaps to
the cognate Icel. linr or Dan. lind) of lithe, soft,

gentle: see lithe1 .] Soft; gentle.
Be not prowcl, hot meke & lynd,
And with tin better go thou be-hyud.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 21.

lind-coalt, [ME. lyndecole."] Charcoal made
of the wood of the linden-tree: as, "half an
unce of lyndecole," MS. Soc. Antiq. 101, f. 76.

(Halliwell.)
linden (lin'den), a. and n. [Formerly also lyn-
den; < ME. linden, < AS. linden (= G. linden), of
the lind,

'

Hud, lind, + -en : see lind1 and -eifi.

As a noun the word is modern, being, like aspen,
orig. only adj.] I.f a. Of the linden.

II. n. 1. A tree of the genus Tilia; the lime-
tree. The common European linden is T. Europaea. An
oil, used by perfumers, is distilled from its flowers. The
American linden is T. Americana, and is also called bass-

icood, bee-tree, etc.

The linden broke her ranks and rent
The woodbine wreaths that bind her,

And down the middle, buzz ! she went
With all her bees behind her.

Tennyson, Amphion.
2. A shield made of linden-wood

; any shield : a
modern use, translating the Anglo-Saxon lind,
used poetically for a shield. See shield.

The shields placed in the graves were the ordinary lin-

dens, of which no part commonly remains but the metal-
boss handle. Hewitt, Ancient Armor, I. 78.

Silver-leafed linden, Tilia argentea, of Hungary.
linden-tree (lin'den-tre), n. Same as lind1

,
lin-

den.

Lindera (lin'dor-a), H. [NL. (C. P. Thunberg.
1784), named after John Linder, a Swedish bot-
anist of the early part of the 18th century.]A genus of lauraceous trees or shrubs of the
tribe Litseaceie, having dioecious flowers sur-
rounded by involucres, and often nine stamens
having two-celled anthers. There are about 60 spe-
cies, found in North America and in tropical and eastern
Asia as far as Japan. L. Benzoin of North America, called
spice-bush, mid allspice, and benjamin-bush, has a pleasant
aromatic scent and taste, especially its bark and berries.
Imdo (liu'do), n. [NL., < Sp. Pg. It, Undo, fine,

beautiful, pretty.] One of the brilliantly col-

3462

ored thick-billed tanagers of South America;
a bullfinch tanager of the genus Euphoniu.

lind-treet, [ME. linde-tre, lyn-tre; < lind1 +
tree.] Same as lind1

,
linden-tree. Turner, Herbal.

line 1
(lin), . [< ME. line, lin, lyn, < AS. lin,

flax, linen, = OS. OFries. lin = D. Ujn = MLG.
lin = OHG. MHG. lin, G. kin = Icel. lin = Sw.
Dan. lin, flax, = Goth, lein, linen (not recorded
in sense of 'flax '); cf. OF. F. lin = Sp. It. lino =
Pg. linho, < L. linum = Gr. Mvav = OBulg. Unit

= Lith. linai = Ir. lin, lion = W. Uin = Bret.

lin, flax (in L., LGr., etc., also linen, a linen

garment, a thread, line, cord, rope, etc.); not
found in Skt., etc. It is probable but not cer-
tain that the Teut., Slav., etc., forms are derived
from the L. or Gr. Hence (from AS. lin) linen,
lint1

, linseed, linnet1
, etc., and ult. (from L.

linum) E. line*, line^, etc.] 1. Flax. [In the

general sense obsolete or provincial.]
He dronk never cidre ne wyn,
Ne never wered clooth of lyn.

Cursor Mundi. (UaUiwell.)

Specifically, in technical use (a) Flax of the longer and
fine staple, separated from the shorter by the hackle and
prepared for spinning. (6) A hat-makers' pad or brush,
now usually of padded velvet, for smoothing the nap of
hats.

2f. Cloth of flax
;
linen.

Throughout all parts of Fraunce they weaue line and
make sailes thereof. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xlx. 1.

Nor anie weaver, which his worke doth boast,
In dieper, in damaske, or in lyne.

Spenser, Muiopotmos, 1. 364.

Little he was, and ever wore a breastplate made of linne.

Chapman, Iliad, ii. 459.

3f. Linen apparel; apparel generally.
line2 (lin), . [(a) < ME. line, lyne, a cord, a

net, a snare, < AS. line = D. Ujn = OHG. Una,
MHG. line, G. leine = Icel. Una = Dan. line ^
Sw. Una, a cord, rope; mixed with (6) ME.
line, lyne, ligne, < OF. ligne, F. ligne= Pr. ligna
= Sp. linea = Pg. linha = It. linea = D. MHG.
G. Sw. Dan. lime, a line (mark), < L. linea, also

lima, a linen thread, a string, line, feature, out-

line, line of descent, etc., orig. fern, of lineug (=
Gr. /Uveof, Atvovf), of flax, linen, < linum, flax,

linen: see line1 . It is uncertain whether the
words of the first group () are Teut. derivatives
of the Teut. form line1

,
or are borrowed or adapt-

ed from L. linum, flax, linen, a linen thread, cord,

rope, or, less prob., like the words of the second

group (6), from the deriv. linea. The two groups
are entirely confused in E.: see line1,] 1. A
thread, string, cord, or small rope of any kind,
especially one designed for some particular use,
as a fishing-fee, measuring-Kwe, clothes-line, a

bowline, a haulmg-ffne, etc.

Sowe hem
I
Simla

I by a lyne other a threed.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 85.

Who hath laid the measures thereof, if thou knowest?
or who hath stretched the line upon it ? Job xxxviii. 5.

The lines were out upon the poles they were painted
green and were square and on the lines hung half the

family linen. W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 86.

Specifically (a) A cord used as a guide or marker in stone-
work or carpentry ; a chalk-line or marking-line. (6) pi.
A lot or portion marked off by or as by a measuring-line ;

hence, fortune ; condition.

The lines are fallen unto me in pleasant places.
Pa. xvi. 6.

The old seaman paused a moment. "It is hard lines for

me," he said, "to leave your honour in tribulation."

Scott, Redgauntlet, ch. iii.

(f) pi. The reins or thongs by which one guides a horse in

driving. [U. 8.]

2. Anything which resembles a thread or string
in tenuity and extension.

Yon gray lines
That fret the clouds are messengers of day.

Shale., J. C., ii. 1. 103.

Specifically (a) A thread-like mark, as one made with a

pen, pencil, or graving-tool ;
a mark having length with

little appreciable breadth; a stroke; a score. (6) In mu-
sical notation: (1) One of the horizontal strokes or marks
that constitute the staff. The usual staff consists of five

such lines, that for Gregorian music of four, while larger
numbers of lines have also been used. The lines are num-
bered from below upward. The lines and the spaces be-
tween them are collectively called degrees. The pitches
to which the several degrees are assigned depend upon
the clef and the signature placed at the head of the staff.

When it is necessary temporarily to increase the com-

pass of the staff above or below, added or leger lines are

used, which are numbered up or down from the staff

proper. See notation, sta/, and leijerZ. (2) A short dash
or stroke used in figured bass to indicate that a tone of
a previous chord is to be continued without regard to
its harmonic connection into a second chord. See fiijured
bass, under bass3. (3) A wavy horizontal mark, preceded
l>y the letters 8m, added above or below a passage to in-

dicate that it is to be played an octave above or below the
pitch at which it is written. The end of such a transpo-
sition is indicated by the word loco, 'in place,' or simply
by the termination of the line. (4) A wavy vertical mark
to the left of the notes of a chord, to indicate that the
chord is to be played arpeggio, (c) A seam or furrow on

line

the face or hands. Such seams in the hands are the basis

of palmistry. See phrases below.

And do whate'er thou wilt, swift-footed Time, . . .

O, carve not with thy hours my love's fair brow,
Nor draw no lines there with thine antique pen.

Shot., Sonnets, xix.

3. In matli.: (a) The limit of a surface
;
a length

without breadth. These definitions, cited as well
known by Aristotle, may be more precisely expressed
thus : a part or the whole of the intersection of two sur-

faces; a continuum of points extended in only one di-

mension at each point, (ft) Jn higher geom., a right
line, ray, or axis; a curve of the first order.
This use of the word is inaccurate but common, and can

give rise to no inconvenience, since a line in sense (a) is

usually called a curve in higher geometry, except a broken
line, which is not considered.

4. Outline; contour; lineament; configuration:
as, a ship of fine lines.

The lines of my body are as well drawn as his.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 1. 10.

5. A limit; division; boundary.
The Hellenes always drew a sharp line between them-

selves and the barbarians, a term by which they designated
all non-Hellenic people.

W. E. Hearn, Aryan Household, p. 262.

6. A row; a continued series or rank: as, a
line of trees or of buildings.

We past long lines of northern capes.
Tennyson, The Voyage.

(a) A straight row of letters and words between two mar-
gins : as, a page of thirty lines.

And yet I would I had overlooked the letter. . . .

Lo, here in one line is his name twice writ.

Shak., T. G. of V., i. 2.123.

(b) In poetry, a succession of feet (colon or period), con-

sisting of words written or printed in one row ; a verse.
A line or verse is no definite prosodic group of feet, but

may consist of a single colon or of two cola, the ordinary
width of a page or column generally limiting its length.
Short verses or cola are sometimes printed as single lines,
or combined in pairs to constitute one line. The name line
is sometimes extended to verses slightly exceeding the

printed line in length, but marked by indention and want
of initial capital as one verse. In ancient prosody a line

(versus, errixos) was conventionally determined to be a di-

colic meter or period, or a inonocolic period of eighteen or
more morse in magnitude. A shorter period was called a
colon or a comma. Abbreviated I.

Waller was smooth ; but Dryden taught to join
The varying verse, the full resounding line.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 268.

Hence (c) pi. Any piece of writing, as a letter, or an
actor's part in the dialogue of a play ; specifically, a short
or occasional poem, or poetry in general.

Com'st thou with deep premeditated lines,
With written pamphlets studiously devised?

Shalt., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 2.

(d) A short letter one as it were consisting of only a line
of writing ; a note : as, I received a line from my friend.

(e) pi. Same as marriage lines. [Colloq.]

"How should a child like you know that the marriage
was irregular?"

" Because I had no lines !
"
cries Caroline.

. . . "And our maid we had then said to me,
' Miss Carry,

Where's your lines? And it's no good without.' And I

knew it wasn't." Thackeray, Philip, xii.

(/) A row or rank of soldiers drawn up with an extended
front: distinguished from column. (</) A disposition of

ships at regular intervals, either at anchor or under way.
See line of battle. (A) pi. A punishment in English schools,
consisting in requiring the student to commit a certain
number of lines of Latin or Greek verse to memory.
7. A continuous or connected series, as of pro-
geny or kin, descending from a common pro-
genitor : as, a Hne of kings ;

the male line.

He
From John of Gaunt doth bring his pedigree,
Being but fourth of that heroic line.

Shot., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 5. 78.

8. A series of public conveyances, as coaches,
steamers, packets, and the like, passing to and
fro between places with regularity: as, a line of

ships to New Zealand; the Cunard line. 9. A
railroad, or a continuous part of a railroad:

as, a main line, branch line, through line. 10.
A telegraph-wire between stations, forming
with them the circuit. 11. In com.: (a) An
order given to an agent or commercial traveler
for goods. (b) The goods received upon such
order, (c) The stock on hand of any particular
class of goods. 12. In ner., the division or de-
marcation between a bearing and the field, or
between one bearing and another when one is

charged upon the other. The ordinaries and subor-
dinaries are the bearings whose lines are most commonly
varied. See dancettJ, dovetailed, embattled, engrailed, in-

dented, imxcted, nebule, raytdf, and mide or uavy.
13. In fort. : (a) A trench or rampart. (b)pl.
A series of field-works, either continuous or

with intervals. Willielm, Mil. Diet. 14. Mi/it..

in the British army, the regular infantry, as

distinguished from cavalry, artillery, militia,
volunteer corps, etc. (in some cases, however,
includingtheordinaryregiments of cavalry); in

the United States army, the infantry, cavalry,
and artillery of the regular army. The combatant
officers in the'navy are called officers of the line, as distill-



line

guished from the nnn-romlmhtnts, or ojfflcern of thf sta/.
TliUH, the (in-' nitici-i s ;tiv ,'ulniir;ils, rummodnres, captains,
I'Hiiinmmk'rs, lieutenant commanders, lieutenants, liru-

ti'imntMJiinior uradr), riiHiKiirt, and midshipmen. Mates
boatHwahiB, and Kunners are also line officers, bat not in

the line of promotion.

It IB now generally <-<>nr.-<lcd tlmt the law contemplates
that the fifth ting ]x>rtion of tin; army, aa cavalry, artillery,

infantry, and i-n^incris, . . . constitutes the litf of the

army. Wilhelm, Mil. Diet.

15. The course iu which anything proceeds
or which any one takes; direction given or as-

sumed: as, a line of policy or of argument; to

mark out a line of travel or of conduct ; to pur-
sue u certain ti/n of business or of art.

If I chance to make an excursion Into the matters of the
Common wealth, it is not out of curiosity, orbusy-bodinesse
to he inudlinR in other men's ///"-:.

Fuller, Church Hist, U. Ix. 23.

Mr i- uncommonly powerful in his own line, but It ia not
the line of u llrst-rate man. Ct&rridyc.

I am now Bending back to Belle 1'laln all my wagons for
a fresh supply of provisions and ammunition, and propose
to flght it out on this line If it takes all summer.

U. S. (Jrant, To Gen. Ualleck, May 11, 1864.

16. A unit of length, the twelfth of an inch, or
sometimes the tenth of an inch. AS a aubdivlalon
of an English Inch It was never common and is now obso-
letti. The Paris line, a unit formerly much used through-
out Europe, ia the twelfth part of a French Inch, equal to
0.0888 of an English inch, or 2.266 millimeters.

17. The equinoctial line
;
the equator.

Twenty of the dog-days now reign in 's nose ; all that
stand about him are under the line.

Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 4. 44.

Abdominal line. See abdominal. Absorption-lines.
st-c atmorption. Aclinic, adlabatic, agonic, Alcma-
nian, atmospheric, bast-alveolar, basic, etc.

, line. See
the adjectives. Asymptotic line, a curve upon a aur-

face the envelop of normal sections, having infinite radii

of curvature. Not to be confounded with asymptotical
lines. Baslobregmatic line, the line joining the basion
and bregma. Becket-line, a short piece of rope used to
form a becket or bight on a longer or larger line, such,
for example, as Is used in rigging a trawl. Breeding in
the line. See breeding. Broken, bulkhead, cardiac
line. See the qualifying words. Casting-line, a line,

from 7 to 9 feet long, made of several gut-lengths, attached
to the rod-line in angling, and having the drops fastened
to it. Check-line, a line attached to a fishing-line fas-

tened to an outrigger, by which the fishing-line ia drawn
in to the boat without disturbing the outrigger. Circu-
lar, concluding, contingent, etc.. line. See the adjec-
tives. Curved line, aline whose direction continuously
changes along its length. Curved line Of the ilium

,
in-

ferior, middle, and superior, the lines on the dorsum ilii.

marking off the origins of the gluta>i muscles. Also called
linea glvtasa. Curved lines of the occipital bone, the
curved lines on the outer surface of the occipital bone: a

superior, median, and inferior are distinguished. Also
called lincce nucrue. Cutting-down line. Hee cutting,

Cyclifying, dimidiate, etc. .line. See the adjectives.
Datum-line. seedoum. Directed right line, dis-

located line, dotted line. See direct, dislocate, doti.

Dobie's line. See membrane. Double line, in entom.,
a line formed of two generally unequal linea which are
close together and parallel. Equinoctial line, the celes-

tial equator ; also, the terrestrial equator : in the latter

sense commonly called the line. Equipotential, focal,
full line, see the adjectives. Facial line of Camper.
See craniometry. Fiducial line, (a) The straight edge
of the alidade of a plane-table. <M The initial Tine of a

graduated circle or vernier, (c) Any line which is intended
to be taken as a standard straight line. Fraunhofer's
lines. See tpectnt m. Frontalminimum line, the short-
est horizontal line drawn between the temporal crests of
the frontal bone. Generating line. See generate. Geo-
desic, giugival, etc., line. See the adjectives. Geo-
detic line, a curve upon a surface any arc of which be-

tween points not too remote is the shortest path on that
surface between those points. The osculating plane of

a geodetic line at any point is there normal to the sur-

face. -Geometrical linet, an algebraic curve. Gun-
ter's line, (a) A logarithmic line on Gunter's scale, used
in performing the multiplication and division of numbers
mechanically by means of dividers. Also called line of lines

and lin? of numbers. (6) A sliding scale corresponding to

logarithms, for performing these operations by inspec-
tion without dividers. Also called Gunter's sliding rule.

Hard lines. See def. !(&). Helispherical line. same
as loxodromic line. Horizontal line. See horizontal.

Hour-lines, in dialing, the common sections of the

hour circles of the sphere with the plane of the dial.

IliOpectineal line, in anat. See t/iV>/>errtjM*rtJ. Ima-
ginary, isochlmal, etc., line. See the adjectives, In-
dex Of a line. Sec index. Initial line. See polar
coordinates in a plane, under coordinate. Isoclinal,
isodvnamic, isogonic lines. See the adjectives. Iso-

phasal line, a line drawn in the plane of the imaginary
variable through all values which correspond to values
of the function having one value of the argument. Iso-
timal line, a line drawn in the plane of the imaginary
variable through all values which correspond to values
of the function having one modulus. -Lateral line, in

ichth,, a longitudinal line along each side of many fishes,

marked by the structure or color of the skin, or by both.
It consists of a row of tubes or pores, mostly on scales, ex-

tending from the head to or toward the. tail. The pores
are the ducts of nuciferous glands whose product is ex-

creted on the sides of the fish. The modifications of tbe
lateral line are innumerable, and often afford classiflcatory
characters. Thus, the line is more or less nearly parallel
with the outline of the back in most acanthoptrry^ian
fishes, and with the outline of the belly in

cyprinoids
and

many other malacopteryghui fishes. The line is well
shown in the cuts under caplin, haddock, and hake (which
see). Leger line. See (V^cr---. Lesser line.
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Line abreast. See o*rur. Line and levelt, a

plumb-line; hence, rule; method.

This decencie is therfore the line A leuell for al good
makers to do their busfnea by.

fiirt.-nfiitin. Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 218.

We steal by line and level. Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 239.

Line at Infinity, the aggregate of all points in any plane
at an infinite distance from any given origin. It is called

(lie fin-- tit in'itiit'i because represented by a line in a per-

spective projection; for In such a projection every straight
line Is projected into a straight Hue, and no other curve
or locus is so projected, generally speaking. Line co-
ordinates. See fine-coordinate*. lune drawing. See

drawing. -Line geometry, see geometry. Line ofap-
sides. () In aiw. astron., the line through the perigee and
aiK>gee of a planet's orbit (6) In mod. astron., the line
tin- iiigh the perihelion and aphelion ; the major axis of the
orbit. Line of ascent. See ascent. Line of battle, the
line formed by the ships of a fleet or by an army when or
as when in readiness for action. Line of bearing, a line

formed by the ships of a fleet in which each shipbears by
compass in a prescribed direction from the next ahead or
astern or on either side. Line Of beauty, in art, a line

of undulating curvature which, it has been maintained,
must enter aa a potent factor in all graceful comblua*
tlona of line and form. Different artiata have given it

different forma, but it is most commonly considered as a

curve of contrary flexure resembling a very Blender elon-

gated letter S. Line Of center, in mach.: (a) A straight
line joining the centers of two wheels in gear. /-.'. //.

Knight, (o) The dead line ; that line in which a crank and
the connecting-rod stand when their axes form a straight
line. Line of coincidence, colllmatlon, counter-ap-
proach. See coincidence, etc. Line of consanguinity,
a family relationship between two persona : it is either

descending (the relatlonahip of a person to his descen-

dant), attending (the relationship of a person to his an*

cestor), or transversal (the relationship of a person to a
descendantof one of his progenitors). Line Of curva-
ture, a line traced upon any surface auch that the nor-
mals at any two successive points meet one another.

Through each point of every surface there are two lines of
curvature which are perpendicular to each other. Line
of Daubenton. See craniometry. Line of defense.
See defense. Line Of dip. in geol., a line In the plane of
a atraturo, or part of a stratum, perpendicular to its Inter-

section with a horizontal plane; the line of greatest in-

clination of a atratom to the horizon. See dip. Line Of
direction, (a) See direction. (6) A line laid down in

surveying; the bearing. Line of distance. See distance.

Line Of equilibrium, a curve every point on which is

a point of equilibrium. Line of fire, flotation, flow.
See fire, etc. Line of force, (a) A straight line through
the point of application of a force and in the direction of
its action. (&) A curve whose tangent everywhere coin-

cides with the direction at the point of tangency of a force

distributed through apace. Maxwell, following a hint

from Faraday, supposes these lines so drawn that the num-
ber per unit of area normal to them In the neighborhood of

a point shall measure the intensity of the force at that

point Line ofhealth, or line ofthe liver (hepatic line),

in palmistry, a line beginning at the wrist, near the line of

life, and running upward to the base of the fourth finger.

Line Of life, In palmistry, a line starting near the wrist,

skirting the base of the thumb, and terminating between
the thumb and the line of the head. Line of lines, line
of numbers. Same as Ounter's line (a). Line ofmotion,
(a) A curve imagined to be so drawn in a fluid that the di-

rection at any point is that of the motion of the fluid at the

same point ; a line of flow. Lamb. (6) The path of a particle
of a moving fluid. Basset. Line of nodes. See node.

Line Of Saturn, or line Of fate, in palmistry, a line begin-
ning near the wrist, and running up the middle of the hand
toward the base of the second finger. Line of spherical
curvature, a Hne every point ofwhich ia an umbilic on the
surface. Line or curve of swiftest descent. Same as

brachistochrone. Line ofthe head, in palmistry, a Hue be-

ginning between the thumb and forefinger, and extending
across the central part of the palm of the hand, parallel to

the line of the heart Line Of the heart, in palmistry,
a line passing across the hand, skirting the mounts of

Mercury, Apollo, Saturn, and Jupiter. Line of the sun
or line Of fortune, in palmistry, a line running upward
to the base of the third finger. Lines of level. See
Ln*ll T.inftg of operation (mtZilX all lines of com*
in indention by which an army may reach an enemy's base
of operationa. A simple line of operations is one by which
the divisions of an army are kept together, or within sup-

porting distance of each other. The roada forming this

line are nearly parallel, quite close together, and have no
impassable obstructions between them. A double line of

operations is one in which a divided army followa two
sensibly parallel roads so far apart that the two sections
of the army cannot be assembled upon the same day on
the same field of battle. Double lines of operation may
be either convert/ing or diverging, according as they ap-
proach each other or draw wider apart as they advance.
An accidental line of operations is adopted when an army
la compelled to abandon the line of operationa proposed
in the original phut and take up another. A temporary line

of operationa (also called mancmver line) ia one which devi-

ates from the line of movement adopted in the general plan
of the campaign. When the movement Is completed the

general line is resumed. An interior line of operations la

one which lies between the double lines of an enemy, and
enablea the army following it to fall upon and defeat the

parts of the enemy's army in succession. In such a cue
the double lines are said to be exterior lines. Logistic,
loxodromic, magistral, etc., line. See the adjectTvet.

Marriage lines, a marriage certificate. [Colloq., Eng.)
Mason and Dixon's line, the boundary between Pennayl-
vania on the north and Maryland on the south (lat 39* 43*

N.). partly surveyed by Charles Mason and Jeremiah Dixon
between 1763 and 1767, and afterward completed by others:

cek'hrated before the extinction of slavery as a line of de-

marcation between the free and the slave States. Me-
chanical llnet, a transcendental curve. Medial, me-
dian, meridian, etc., line. See the adjectives. Multi-
ple lines. See muiti'ifa.

- Naso-alveolar line, nasoba-
silarline. see craniometry. Natural line of sight. SIT

tight. Nelaton'a line, in tntrg,, a line drawn from the an-

line

terior superior spine of the Ilium to the most prominent
partof thetunerosltyof OK- l*chliiin. In the i-oumeof thia

line lie the center of the a4M-t illinium ;m<l tin- *uumiH of the
trochanter majr>r of tlic femur. Neumann lines. See
mttearitc Nodal, objective, occult,' tc, lines. Seethe

adjectives. Oblique line of tbe lower jaw, an oblique
line beginning In low the mental fonuii'M] ami jiowit.K up-
ward anil twckward to the anterior border of the coronuid

process. Officer of tbe line. See def. U. Organs of
the lateral lines, in t<-MA. Bee muanacanalt, under mu-
eout. Farasternal line, the line drawn on the surface
of the chest perpendicularly downward from the Junction
of the middle and Inner thirds of the clavicle. Polar line,
the intersection of consecutive normal planes to a skew
curve. This U the name given by Munge (drmt polaire\
but Mannheim's axis tif curvature is preferable. Pop-
liteal line, a line passing downward and inward on the

upper part of the posterior surface of the tlhla ; It gives
origin to the soleus muscle. Quadrate line, in mutt., the
linea quadrat! (which see, under linea). Redan line, a

series of redans connected by straight curtains. Mahan,
M 111 t. Engineering Right line. See riyU.- gulp of the
line. See ihip. Shotted line, a llnhinK-llne to which

split shot are attached as sinkers. Shotted casting-lines
are also used In

special
cases for fly-fishing. Spllic line,

a blclrcular quartic having an axis of symmetry. Such a
curve Is a plane section of an anchor-ring, or torus, and
indeed of four different ones, though all may be Imagi-
nary. Stream-line, In hudnrdyjutmict : (a) A line of mo-
tion in a fluid whose motion Is steady. Sluice*, (t) The
actual path of a particle or molecule in a fluid mass.

Bupracondylar lines of the femur, the two linea into

which the linea aspcra divides below. Telegraph-line,
telephone-line. See Meyraphy, Ulephon)/. Temporal
inferior line, the lower of the two curving ridges which
i>a.s back from the external angular process of the frontal

bone over the frontal and parietal bones. Also called

lower temporal ridge. Temporal lines, the two curv-

ing ridges which pass back from the external angular
process of the frontal bone over the frontal and parietal
bones. The upper, the mprrior temporal line or upper tem-

poral ridfjf, is the line of attachment of the temporal fas-

cia, while the lower marks the upper boundary of the at-

tachment of the temporal muscle. The line. Same as

equinoctial line. To draw the line. See draw. To
drop a line. See drop. To give line. Seeyiwi.r.t
To give one line, to allow one apparent freedom or oppor-
tunity of action, with a view to securing an ultimate ad-

vantage: in allusion to the angler's playing of a hooked
fish.

Wherefore should the Ministers aim them so much line

for shifts and delays ? Milton, Reformation In Eng., 1.

It's policy to yive 'em line. Dickent, Hard Times, li. 8.

To keep a line, in archery, to shoot in the vertical plane
of the gold of the target. TO make even lines. See
event. To part a line, to break it, as when a whale runs
so fast as to break the whale-line. Also to part a warp.
To sound a line, to go down when harpooned and

carry the line with It : said of a whale. To sound all
line, to go down so far as to take out all the line from
the boat : said of a whale. To stop a line, to confine
or fasten a rope, usually by means of a smaller one.

Thus, to stop the line to the harpoon-staff is to fasten
the line to the handle by passing one or more turns of rope-
yarn around both line and pole, and confining the ends by
knotting them together. To wet one's line, to put ones
fishing-line to use; to flsli. Trapezoid line, the line of

attachment of the trapezold ligament on the under side
of the outer part of the clavicle. Visual line. Same
as visual axil (which see, under aril'). Vortez-llne, a

curve imagined to be so drawn In a fluid that Its direction
Is everywhere that of the instantaneous axis of molecular
rotation at that point Wallace's line |so named after

Alfred R. Wallace, who defined it), in toageoy., a line as-

sumed to separate the Indomalayan from the Austroma-

layan zoological region or fauna! area. It passes between
Borneo and Celebes, through the strait of Macassar, south-

ward between Hall and Lombok, northeastward between
Mindanao and Gflolo. This line divides the shallow wa-
ters of the Indomalayan region from the much deeper
Anstronmlayan seas; and the character of the fauna Is

quite different on the two sides of It White line, in

printing, a blank line ; a blank space equal In depth to the

spaceoccupied by a line of reading In any given size of type.

I
In geometry run* is often used Instead of line, so that

phrases not found above should be sought under curm.)

line'2 (lin), r.; pret. and pp. lined, ppr. lining.

[< F. ligner = So. linear = It. lineare (cf. D. lij-

nen, linieren = G. liniren = Dan. liniere = Sw.
Unit ni), line, < L. lineare, reduce to a straight
line. ML. draw lines upon, < linea, a line : see

line', n. In defs. 6, 7, the senses touch those
of line3

, ?.] I. trans. 1. To draw lines upon;
mark with lines or thread-like strokes : said of

some decorative processes, and also of the ef-

fects of age, fatigue, etc., on the human counte-
nance.
Some wood engravers are but too apt to pride them-

selves on the delicacy of their lining, without considering
whether it be well adapted to express their subject

Chatto, Wood Engraving, p. 584.

The simple operation of lining the edge of a plate Is

executed by female hands. Art Journal, N. S., IX. 267.

2. To delineate
;
draw ; paint. [Bare.]

All the pictures fairest lined

Are but black to Rosalind.

Shalt., As you Like it, lit 2. 87.

3. To give out, line by line ; read one or two of

the lines or strophes of (a metrical hymn) in

public worship before singing. The custom of lining
out the hymns originated at a time when printed books
were scarce, and when congregational singing could be se-

cured in no other way; It is now nearly unknown. The
reading was done hy the clerk, by a deacon, or by the offici-

ating clergyman himself. In New England It w I
-

times called deaconing. Usually with rat



line

In large coloured churches [in the South) it is still the

practice to line out the hymns, because few of the congre-
gation can read. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 861.

4. To measure, as land, with a line
;

fix the
boundaries of. [Scotch.] 5. To bring into

line or aline
; hence, to arrange ;

marshal ;
em-

ploy in service.

No actor of American birth and training can be liiu'i! to
this class of work. Philadelphia Times, March 21, 188B.

6. To place something in aline along; arrange
something along and within for security or de-

fense: as, to line works with soldiers.

Line and new repair our towns of war
With men of courage. Shak., Hen. V., ii. 4. 7.

Not feeble years, nor childhood stay'd, but all

Alike impatient throng'd to line the wall.

Uoole, tr. of Ariosto's Orlando Furioso, xxxv.

The spears that line

Baronial halls the opprobrious insult feel.

Wordsworth, Eccles. Sonnets, i. 37.

7. See the quotation.
Cunning mules [when hobbled] . . . soon learn to lift

both forefeet at a time and gallop off ; hence they are lined,
that is, the forefoot is tied to the hindfoot on the same
side, so that the step is very much shortened and their

gait reduced to a kind of pace.
De Vere, Americanisms, p. 131.

Lining out Stuff, the operation of drawing lines on
boarding or planking, to guide the cutting of it into thin-
ner pieces. To line bees, to track wild bees to their
nests by following them in the line of their flight. To
line men tin/ lit.}, to dress or arrange a body of men so
that they shall collectively form an even line or lines.

Jl.intrans. To fish with a line. [Bare, U. S.]
The squeteague is taken both by lining and seining.

J. V. C. Smith, Fishes of Massachusetts.

line3 (tin), v. t.; pret. and pp. lined, ppr. lining.

[< ME. linen, cover on the inside, double ; prob.
orig. double with linen, < line1

,
linen : see line 1

,

n.] 1. To cover the inside of (some object, as
a garment, a utensil, etc.) with some materi-
al other than that of which the object lined is

made.
Coach with purple lin'd, and mitres on its side.

Camper, Tirocinium, 1. 369.

Hence, by extension 2. To fill the inside of;

wad; stuff: as, to line a purse or a pocket with

money.
What

If I do line one of their hands?
Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 3. 72.

By this rich purse, and by the twenty ducats
Which line it, I will answer for thy honesty.

Ford, Fancies, iii. 1.

No bridegroom's hand be mine to hold
That is not lined with yellow gold.

Whittier, Maid of Attitash.

3f. To cover; pad.
Their smoothed tongues are lyned all with guyle.

Gaecoigne, Hearbes, Councill to Master Barthol. Withipoll.

Son of sixteen,
Pluck the lined crutch from thy old limping sire.

Shak., T. of A., iv. 1. 14.

4. To impregnate : said of animals.
He would with the utmost Diligence look for a Dog that

upon all Accounts was of a good Breed, to line her, that he
might not have a Litter of Mongrels.

If. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, II. 160.

5f. To aid. [Rare.]
Whether he was combined

With those of Norway, or did line the rebel
With hidden help and vantage.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 3. 112.

To line one's Jacket. See jacket.

Iine4t (lin), n. An obsolete form of lind1
,
lime2 .

linea (lin'e-a), n.; pi. linea; (-e). [L. : see
line2

, n.] In zool. and anat., a line; a linear
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the inner and middle thirds of the clavicle perpendicu-
larly downward. Linea quadrati, the line of insertion

of the quadratus femoris muscle. Linea semilunaris,
the curved tendinous line on the outer border of the rec-

tus muscle, extending from the cartilage of the eighth rib

to the pubis. Also called linea Spiyelii. IAnea, splen-
dens, the shining line, a median lengthwise band along
the anterior surface of the pia mater of the spinal cord.

Linese transverse. () of the abdomen, the tendinous
intersections in the course of the rectus muscle of the ab-
domen. (i>) Of the fourth ventricle, the stria acusticic

(which see, under stria).

Linese (lin'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (A. P. deCandolle,
1813), < l.iiuiiii + -ece.] An order of polypet-
alous exogenous plants, typified by the ge-
nus Linum, belonging to the cohort Geramales.
It is characterized by regular flowers, with imbricate se-

pals, and an entire ovary which is from three- to five-celled,

usually with two ovules in each cell, having a fleshy al-

bumen. The order embraces about 235 species, divided
among 15 genera, which have been grouped under 4 tribes.

They are herbs, rarely trees, usually with alternate leaves,
and are widely dispersed throughout the world. Also
Linaceae.

lineage(lin'e-aj),. [Prop., as orig., linage (mod.
pron. II' uaj )';

the spelling lineage simulates line2
,

lineal, etc., and the pron. has been altered to
suit lineal, etc.; < ME. linage, lynage, lignagc, <

AF. OF. linage, F. lignage (cf. Pg. Knhaqem),
lineage, < ligne, < L. linea, a line : see line2 , n.]
Line of descent from an ancestor; hence, fam-
ily ; race

;
stock.

Of his lynage am I, and his ofspryng,
By verray ligne, as of the stok roial.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 693.

He was of the house and lineage of David. Luke ii. 4.

Believe me, he is well-bred,
And cannot be but of a noble lineage.

Beau, and Fl., Wit without Money, i. 2.

Hither he brought a joyous dame,
Unknown her lineage or her name.

Scott, Eokeby, vi. 12.

= Syn, Genealogy, etc. (see pedigree), birth, extraction, an-

cestry, family, descent.

lineal (lin'e-al), a. [= F. lineal = Sp. Pg. line-

al = It. lineale, pertaining to a line, < L. line-

alls, < linea, a line: see line2
, n.] 1. Of or per-

taining to a line or length; extending in a line;

involving the single dimension of length: as,
lineal measure ; a lineal foot. [In the physical sense
I infill and linear are often used interchangeably, but a dif-

ferentiation is commonly made. Compare linear.]

Lineal walks immediately enveloped the slight scene.

Walpole, Anecdotes, IV. vii.

An inch is th smallest lineal measure to which a name
is given. 0. Gregory, Mathematics, p. 120.

2. Proceeding in a direct or unbroken line;
hereditary ;

unbroken in course : distinguished
from collateral: as, lineal descent; lineal suc-
cession.

The house of York,
From whence you spring by lineal descent.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 166.

3. Pertaining or relating to direct descent;
hereditary in quality or character; having an
ancestral basis or right.

The tint-ill glory of your royal house.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 7. 121.

Millions shall spring from our loins, and trace back with
lineal love their blood to ours.

R. Choate, Addresses, etc., p. 104.

4f. Allied by direct descent.
For only you are lineal to the throne. Dryden.

Lineal measure, warranty, etc. See the nouns,

lineality (lin-e-al'i-ti), . [< lineal + -ity.]
The state of being lineal, or in the form of a
line. Wright. [Rare.]

lineate

The valve is supposed to be set without any lead, or
line-and-litie, as it is called, at full stroke. That is, the
steam edges of the valve correspond with the steam edges
of the part at the beginning of the stroke.

Forney, Locomotive, p. 237.

linear (lin'e-iir), a. [= F. lineaire = Sp. Pg.
linear = It. lineare, < L. linearis, belonging to
a line, < linea, a line: see line'*, n. Cf. lineal.}
1. Of or pertaining to a line or Hues; composed
or consisting of lines: as, linear draw-
ing; linear perspective. 2. Relat-

ing to length only; specifically, in
math, and physios, involving mea-
surement in one dimension only, or a
sum of such measurements

; involv-

ing only straight lines; unidimen-
sional; of the first degree : as, linear
numbers

;
linear measure. A plane is

said to be a linear locus, because of the first

order; expansion, if considered in one di-

mension only, the others being neglected, is

termed linear expansion.

The linear expansion of metals heated be-
tween the freezing and boiling points of wa-
ter varies from one to three parts in 1,000.

W. B. Carpenter, Energy in Nature, p. 49.

3. In bot., 2067., and anat., like a line
or thread

; slender; very narrow and
elongate: as, a linear leaf. 4. In

pros., consisting in or pertaining to a
succession of single verses all of the Linear Leaf
same rhythm and length ;

stichic : or .

as, linear composition; "Paradise JJwSJi.
'*

Lost" is linear in composition.
Linear algebra, a system of algebra in which every ex-

pression equals a linear expression in certain units. Lin-
ear class of functions, a number of functions produced
from one another by addition, by subtraction, and by mul-
tiplication by constants. Linear coefficient of expan-
sion. See coefficient. Linear complex, congruence,
content. See the nouns. Linear demonstrationt, a
proof drawn from the consideration of a geometrical dia-

gram, without the use of algebra or trigonometry. Lin-
ear differential equation, an equation in which the
differential coefficients and dependent variables are not

multiplied into themselves or into one another : thus,

sion Linea alba, the white line, the median longitu-
dinal line of connective tissue running from the pubis to
the sternum. Linea aspera, the rough line, a promi-
nent longitudinal ridge on the back of the femur. It
divides above into three lines running to the great tro-

chanter, lesser trochanter, and spiral line, and below into
two lines running to the inner and outer condyles. Linea
costoarticularis, a line marking the junction of the ribs
with their cartilages, drawn from the sternoclavicular ar-
ticulation to the tip of the eleventh rib. Linea fusca,a median line of darker pigmentation extending upward
from the pubis to the umbilicus or beyond, developed in
pregnant women. Also called pigmented abdominal line.
Linea glutasa, posterior, anterior, and inferior respec-

tively, the superior, middle, and inferior curved lines of

line (which see, under Hiopectinefd}. Linea innomi-
nata, the brim of the true pelvis, formed by the promon-
tory of the sacrum and the rounded angle between the up-
per and anterior surfaces of the lateral divisions of the first
sacral vertebra, the itiopectineal line, and the upper border
of the os pubis. Linea lateralis, in ichth., the lateral
line (which see, under fne2). Unea mylohyoidea, the
mylohyoid ridge on the inner surface of the lower jaw-
bone. Linea nuchae inferior, the line, curved, of oc-
cipital bone, inferior. Linea nuchae mediana, the ex-
ternal occipital protuberance, running in the middle line
from the external occipital crest to the foramen magnum
-Linea nuchae superior or suprema, the line, curved,

of occipital bone, superior. Linea parasternalis a line
drawn on the surface of the chest from the junction of

ed from the
From whose race of old

She heard that she was lineally extract.

Spenser, F. Q., III. tx. 38.

mento, feature, < L. lineamentum, a line, fea-

ture, < lineare, reduce to a straight line, ML.
draw lines upon: see line2.] A feature or de-
tail of a body or figure considered as to its out-
lines or contour; linear formation of a part, as
in the human face

; hence, a particular physi-

tinguishing characteristic or quality in gener-
al: used chiefly in the plural.
The lineaments of the body do disclose the disposition

and inclination of the mind in general.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 184.

Examine every married lineament,
And see how one another lends content.

SAo*.,K. and J., i. 3. 83.

line-and-line (lin'and-lin'), a. With edge ex-

actly to edge : a term characterizing the adjust-
ment of a slide-valve without lead: as, a Ihic-

and-line setting. See lead1
, n., 8.

is a linear partial differential equation. Linear draw-
ing. Seedrawing. Linear dyadic. See dyadic. Lin-
ear ensemble. See ensemble, 3. Linear equation, in

math., an equation of the first degree between two varia-
bles: so called because every such equation may be con-
sidered as representing a right line. Linear function,
a function resulting from the performance of the opera-
tions of addition, subtraction, and multiplication by con-
stants upon the variables. Linear geometry, group,
integral, etc. See the nouns. Linear heraldry, her-
aldry of the more elaborate sort, in which a number of or-
dinaries and their bearings are combined to produce varied
escutcheons. Linear numbers, in math., such numbers
as have relation to length only, as a number which repre-
sents one side of a plane figure. If the plane figure is a
square, the linear side is called a root. Linear per-
spective, that branch of perspective which regards only
the positions, magnitudes, and forms of the objects de-
lineated : distinguished from aerial perspective, which con-
siders also the variations of the light, shade, and color ol

objects, according to their different distances and the
quantity of light which falls on them. Linear problem,
a problem that may be solved geometrically by the inter-
section of two right lines, or algebraically by an equation
of the first degree. Linear space, a unicursal space the
points of which may be uniquely represented by value-
systems of the coordinates, without the exception of any
point-equations or loci-values. Linear transforma-
tion, a transformation from one set of variables to an-
other connected with them by linear equations. Linear
units, units of length.

linear-acute (lin'e-ar-a-kuf), a. [< L. linearis,
linear (see linear)', 4- acutus, sharp : see acute.]
In bot., narrow and very gradually tapering to
a point, as a leaf; acuminate.
linear-ensate (lin'e-ar-en'sat), a. [< L. linea-

ris. linear (see linear), + ensis, a sword.] In
bot., having the form of a long narrow sword.

linearity (lin-e-ar'i-ti), . [< linear + -ity.]
The state or condition of being linear.

The lineariti/ of the differential equation depends upon
this physical fact, etc. Airy, Optics, 12.

linear-lanceolate (lin'f-ar-lan'se-o-lat), .. [<
L. linearis, linear (see linear), + LL'. lanceolatus,
armed with a little lance or point: see lanceo-

late.] In bot., lanceolate and very slender;
narrow and parallel-sided in the middle, and ta-

pering to a slender base and an acute tip.

linearly (liu'e-ar-li), adv. In a linear manner;
with lines.

linear-Oblong (lin'e-ar-ob'16ng), a. Oblong and
very narrow.

linearyt (lin'e-a-ri), a-. [< L. litiearins, belong-
ing to a line, < 'lined, a line: see line2

,
it. Cf.

linear.] Linear. Holland.
lineatet (lin'e-at), v. t. [< L. lineatus, pp. of

lineare, reduce to a straight line, ML. draw lines

upon, < linea. a line: see line2
, v.] To draw;

delineate. Davies.



llneate

Life to the life the <'liem.lxK.ril Uneaten.

'i-r. M< m..ti;.N..f Murtalitle, lit 8.

lineate (lin'e-atj, <i. [< L. Itm-nlim. pp.: sec

the verb.] Marked with lines, especially witli

longitudinal iiinl more or less pantllcl lines: as,
:i lint'ii/i- leaf. In descrllilm; sculpture, a surface U
Miiil t,t ) li/lt'ilfi' \\h' II il IIILH tint' rlrvatcd <ir llcprrs.si-il

liuiKttiiilimil liin-s iii'tn- or N-M parallel and separated l>y

i.'k'iiliu inli-rvaK Also lilted.

lineated (lin'c-a-tod i, n. Same as Ihitti/f.

lineation (lin-e-u'shon), ii. |< L. liiii-tilin(n-),

a drawing of ii liw,"< lineare, pp. liiietitiu, re-

duce to a line: see linvate, t>.J 1. A marking
by lines; disposition or arrangement of lines.

The littftitiiui of the nacreoua surface may perhaps be
Mm- :n r, Mm! nl fur. W. Ii. Carpenter, Micros., | 5415.

2. In cw/., DUO or moru line-like marks on a
surface ; the appearance or form of a lineated
surface: as, the linrnlinn of Hie Iliorax of a fly.

There are In the horny ground two white Hneatimu, with
two of a pale red. Woodward.

3f. Mensuration. Halliwcll (spelled liniation).
line-conch (lin'kongk), n. A large gastropod,
I-'iisrinltiriii rfwta.<f, marked by several black
lines revolving on the whorls of the shell.

[Florida.!
line-coordinate (lin'ko-dr'di-nat), . One of
a set of quantities, commonly three in a plane,
or six in space, denning the position of a line.
The ordinary line-coordinates are u, <

, w, in the equation

ux + vy + wt = 0,

where x, y. z are the trilinear coordinates of a point in a

plane. When these are taken as constant, while, u, v, u>

are variable, the equation restricts aline to passing through
that point, and any set of values of u, r, w define a line.

The a>K>ve equation determines tlie incidence of the point
on the line, whether M, v, w or x, y, z, or both, he variable.
Th" pnvise geometrical significance of the line-coordi-
nates depends upon that of the point-coordinates. The six
lini'-coordinates in space are generally termed ray-coor-
dinates.

lined 1
(Hud), p. a. Same as lineate.

lined2 (lind), p. a. 1. Having a lining. 2. Im-

pregnated. See Kne3
, t\,4. 3. Supplied with

money. [Bare.]
I am given out to be better lined than It can appear to

me report is a true speaker ; I would I were really that I

am delivered to be ! Marry, what I have (be it what It

will) 1 will assure upon my daughter at the day of my
death. Fletcher (and anotlier), Two Noble Kinsmen, ii. 1.

Lined gold. See gold.

line-density (Hn'den'sj-ti), n. The limiting
ratio of the electricity on an element of the
line to the length of that element when the
element is diminished without limit. Clerk

Mii.nrell, Eloct. and Mag.
line-engraving (lin'en-gra'ving), n. 1. The
process of engraving in lines: commonly sy-

nonymous with steel or cojtperplate engraving.
See engraving. 2. An engraved plate or a

print representing its subject chiefly or wholly
by lines.

Drawings, both in crayon and black lead, line engrav-
ing*, and etchings were within the compass of most peo-
ple's purses.

J. AMon, Social Life In Reign of Queen Anne, II. 48.

line-equation (lin'e-kwa'shpn),n. An equation
between the coordinates of lines, these being
usually tangents of a plane curve.

line-fish (liu'fish), n. A fish, such as the cod,

haddock, and halibut, which is taken with the
lino : opposed to Het-fixh.

line-fisherman (lin'ftsh'or-man), n. One who
tislies with hook and line; a hook-aud-line man.

line-fishing (lin'fish'mg), n. The act or art of

lisliing with hook and line; angling: distin-

guished from ct-Hshing.
Lineidae (li-ne'i-de), n.' pi. [NL., < Linen.*- +
-iilii'.} A family of rhynchocoalous turoella-

rians, typified by the genus Linetw; the sea-

longworms, or marine neinerteans. They have an
extremely long slender form, unarmed proboscis, elon-

gated cephalic ganglion, and long slita on each side of
the head.

lineifonn (lin'e-i-form), n. [< L. linen, line, +
forum, form.] Linear in form ; linear.

line-integral (Bn'tn'tf-grgl), n. In ninth. , the

integral along any curve of. a vector quantity
distributed through space resolved along that
curve. Thus, if the vector is a force, the lin<--

iiiti'iinil is the work gained in passing over the
curve.

linelet (Un'let). . [< line? + -let.~\ A minute
or very short line.

Tin' peculiar arrangement of the leading lines (usually
two) and train of lintlets ... is fully shown In tin- ili:i

gram. Nature. XXXIX. 370

lineman (lin'man), .: \i[.
linemen (-men). 1.

A person who carries the lino in surveying, etc.

2. One employed in duties relating to tin

line of a railroad, telegraph, or telephone ;
one

3465

who attends to keeping the parts of tho line,

as the rails, posts, wires, etc., in proper con-
dition. 3. A line-fisherman.

linen (lin'en), n. und n. [Early mod. E. also
Inn, in: < M K. limn, ll/iit'tl, also lillUCII, < AS.
linen (=()S. linin = OFries. linnen = D. limn
s= ML<!. linen = one, MIIU. /('. (i. Ii UK ii.

I in urn = Dan. linnetl = Hw. /tiinr), of flax, linen,
< tin, (lax, + -i n : see lim ' and -< '-'. Tlio noun
is now generally regarded as tho orig. form, its

connection with the obs. lincl being no longer
generally recognized. Cf. woolen, woollen, a.

and n., \ wool.] I. a. 1. Made of the fibers of
flax: as, lim n thread; lim n cloth.

And David was girded with a fi/wn ephod. 2 Sam. vL 14.

2. Resembling linen cloth ; white
; pale.

Those linen cheek* of thine
Are counsellors to fear. tihat., Macbeth, v. 3. 16.

Fair linen Cloth, in the Amjlican Ck., the cloth used at
the celebration of the eucharist to cover the consecrated
elements after communion ; the post-communion veil.

Fair white linen Cloth, in the Anglican Ch., the outer
altar-cloth, spread over the other altar-cloths at the time
of celebration. It usually covers little more than the top
of the altar, and hangs down about two feet at each end.

Linen damask. Seedamad-, l(d). Linen diaper, linen
cluth woven in the same way as damask, but having a small
set pattern of diagonal squares or the like : used for tow-
els, children's clothing, etc. Linen embroidery, a kind
of fancy work made by drawing the threads from a piece
of linen, except from the space comprised within the lines
of a pattern, so that the pattern remains in solid surface
relieved upon the openwork ground from which threads
have been withdrawn. Linen pattern. Same as Knen-

linesman

.

II. n. 1. A fabric of linen yarn or thread;
cloth woven from the fibers of flax; in the

plural, linen cloth in general ;
manufactures of

flax-fiber: M, Irish MM*. The principal fabrics In-

cluded in the term linens are lawn, cambric, batiste, dam-
ask, diaper, and glass-cloth, besides the heavy qualities
known as toweling, shirting, sheeting, etc.

2. Collectively, articles of linen fabric, or by
extension (in modern use) of linen and cotton,
or of cotton alone for household use, as table-

cloths, napkins, etc. (tniile-lim n), sheets and pil-

low-cases (bed-linen), towels, etc., or for under-
wear (body-linen), etc.

In any case, let Tlilshy have clean linen.

A'Aa*.,M. N. D., iv. 2.40.

Let's go to that house, for the linen looks white and
smells of lavender, and I long to lie in a pair of sheets
that smell so. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 77.

3. Linen thread. 4. Cloth made of hemp.
[Bare.] 5f. pi. Sails. [Rare.]

Down with the main mast, lay her at hull,
Farle up her linneng, and let her ride it out.

Fletcher, Sea Voyage, L 1.

Carbonized linen, see carbonize. Cream-twilled
linen, a wide linen cloth used as a foundation for em-
broidery. Danubian linen, a name given to ornamental
damask for table use, having borders, etc., in red. These
linens are of Austrian manufacture, and were introduced
about 1878. Diamond linen. See diamond. Fossil
linen, a variety of hornblende with soft and flexible par-
allel fibers.

linen-draper (Iin'en-dra'p6r), n. A person who
deals in linen goods and related articles.

I am a Knendraper bold,
As all the world doth know.

Cotcper, John Ollpin.

linenert (lin'en-er), n. [< /ie + -!.] Same
as lincn-itrii/M-r.

Have council of tailors, linentn, lace-women, embroi-
derers. B. jmunn, Eplccene, U. 3.

linenmant (lin'en -man), n. Same as lincii-

drafter,
linen-muslin (lin'en-muz'lin), n. Same as lenn.

linen-panel (lin'en-pan'el), n. A panel deco-
rated with a linen pattern.
linen-prover (lin'en-prO'ver), n.

croscope used in commerce for

counting the threads in linen

fabrics, and thus determining
their fineness.

linen-scroll (lin'en-skrol), n. In

arch., a form of curved orna-
ment employed to fill panels : so
called from its resemblance to

the convolutions of a folded nap-
kin. It belongs peculiarly to the latter

part of the fifteenth and the beginning
of the sixteenth century. The figure
shows the scroll from a panel In Layer
Marney Hall, in the county of Essex,
England.

lineograph (liu'e-o-graf), n. [<
L. linen, a lino, + Or. -ypfyew, write.] An in-

strument for drawing lines of defined charac-
ter.

lineola (li-ne'o-lii), w. ; pi. lineohr (-le). [LL..
a little line, dim. of L. limn, a line: see lint'-."}

In until, and .-oof., a small or fine line or linea:

a lineolet.

A small mi-

lineolate(lm'v-"-lt),". [< Nh./i>/fiM,< LL.
luitnln, a little line: sec limuln.} Ill ;tii>l. and
lint., marked with fine or obscure lines; dimin-

utively linoate.

lineolated (lin'e-o-la-ted), a. Same as linrnlait.

lineolet (Ini'i; .i lit ), n. [< lineola + -ft.] In
intum., a short or minute line.

lineolinear (lin*<Wi-lin'e-jir>. n. [< L. linea, a
line, + lini'itrix, of a line:' see Inu-nr.

\
In ninth.,

linear witli respect to each of two different va-

riables or sets of variables.

lineopolar (lin'9-o-po'liir), a. [< L. linea, a

line, + Nlj.pofctrw, polar: see polar."] In math.,

produced by taking tho (n l)th polar of a lo-

cus with respect to a function of the nth order:
so called because such a polar of a point is a line.

Thus, the lineopolar envelop of a line with respect to a co-

ble Is a conic which Is the envelop of the line* that are the
second polars of the point* of the first line.

line-pin (lin'pin), . In bricklayiny, a pin of

wire pointed at one end, and usually having an

eye or loop on the other end. used as a support
for the line or cord by which the bricklayer
alines his work.
liner1

(H'nfer), n. [< line2 + -erl.] 1. A person
employed in drawing or painting lines, as in

decorative art. 2. A ship of the line; a man-
of-war.

Fancy the sensations of a man fighting his frigate des-

perately against overwhelming odds, when he sees the
outside of a huge HII.T. with English colours at the main,
looming dimly through the smoke!

Lawrence, Sword and Gown, xrll.

3. A vessel regularly plying to and from cer-

tain ports; especially, a vessel belonging to

one of the regular steamship lines: as, a Liver-

pool and New York liner. 4. In b<itic-ball, a
ball knocked or thrown with much force nearly
parallel to the ground : as, ho struck a liner to

second base. 6. A ball, marble, or the like

that strikes or remains on some certain line of

demarcation used in a game.
liner2 (li'ner), n. [< line?, v., + -.] 1. One
who or that which lines. Specifically 2. A
vessel of smooth material fit for holding liquids,

etc., fitting within an ornamental exterior and
made movable for facility of emptying, cleans-

ing, etc. Thus, In ornamental table-ware, a basket of
metalwork or a jardiniere of fine porcelain has a liner to
contain fruit or earth for the plants.

3. In much., a thin plate of metal, paper, lea-

theroid, etc., placed undersomemovable and ad-
justable part a gib for example to set up the

part toward its bearing after it has been worn
away as much as the thickness of the plate.
The Ecole Industriclle des Vosges exhibits a pattern of

an 8-foot flywheel that Is well made, and a connecting rod

end, the double set of keys and gibs dispensing with the
use of linen, while enabling the wear to be taken up with-
out altering the length of the rod.

S*. Amer., N. 8., LXI. 83.

The barrels are bored up within three Inches of the
muzzle with a fine-boring bit, using a spill and linen as

already described. W. W. Greener, The (inn, p. 237.

4. In umrlili -irnrl-iiiii, a long slab of marble to

which the backs of small marble tiles, etc., are
secured by plaster while being polished.
Linerges (li-ner'jez), n. [NL.. < Or. Xiw/jyfa,

wrought of flax, < /.ivov, flax, + *fp)ttv, work:
see line1 and

trprfr.]
A

genus of discoid jelly-

fishes, typical of the fam-

ily Linerqiila:, or the
t I'liinl.lciishcs. The bell

has the shape of a thim-
ble.

Linergidae (li-ner'ji-de),
n. pi. [NL., < lAnergex
+ -fete.] A family of
THscomedusa; with sim-

ple quadrangular manubrium without mouth-
arms, simple quadrate mouth, 8 marginal bod-

ies, 8 tentacles, 1G marginal flaps, broad radial

pouches, branched sack-shaped flap-canals, and
without ring-oanal. See Linenjen.

line-riding (lin'ri'ding), n. The act of making
on horseback the circuit of the boundary of a

cattle-drift, in order to keep the cattle within

bounds, and recover those that may have
"drifted "or strayed. [Western U. S.]

Line-riding is very cold work, and dangerous, too, when
the men have to be out In a blinding snowstorm.

T. BoataxU, The Century, XXXV. 688.

line-rocket (lin'rok'et), . In pyrotechnics,
a

rocket, usually of small size, with a running
connection by which it can be movably attached
to a line or wire, along which when fired it is

caused to run.

linesman (linz'man), n. ; pi. linesmen (-men).

,
a private in the line

;
an infantryman.

ThimMcfish il.intrra



linesman

If not perhaps as tall as our ordinary lineanen, he [the
Persian soldier] is as heavy and as strongly built.

Westminster Rev., CXXVIII. 458.

line-squall (Im'skwal), . In meteor., a squall

occurring along the axis of a V-shaped baro-

metric depression, generally secondary to a

large cyclonic area, consisting of a violent

straight blow of cold air, usually from the north-

west, accompanied by rain or snow and a sud-

den rise of the barometer: so called by Aber-

cromby. The Iowa squall or derecho is a line-

squall.
line-storm (lin'storm), . A storm popularly
supposed to occur at the time the sun crosses

the equator; hence, any heavy storm that oc-

curs within a week or ten days of the equinoxes ;

an equinoctial storm. [Local, New Eng.]
Along their foam-white curves of shore

They heard the line-storm rave and roar.

Whtttier, The Palatine.

Lineus (lin'e-us), n. [NL., < L. linea, line: see

line2
."}

The' typical genus of Lineidce. L. mart-
ma or L. longissimus is one of the narrowest of organisms
for its length, growing to be 12 or 15 feet long and only
half an inch or so broad.

line-Wire (lin'wir), n. In teleg., the wire which
extends between and connects the stations of

a telegraph-line, and transmits the electric cur-

rent or impulse from station to station.

ling1
(ling), n. [< ME. lenge, leenge, < AS. *lenge

(not recorded) = MD. lenghe, Hughe, D. leng =
G. lange, leng (also lang, langfisch) = Icel. langa
= Norw. langa, longa = Dan. lange Sw. l&nga,
a ling: so named from its length, < AS. lang,

etc., long: see long
1

. Cf. linger, from the same
source.] 1. A European gadoid fish, Molva
molva orM. vulgaris (called by Cuvier Lota mol-

va). It has an elongate form, a short anterior and long
posterior dorsal tin, long anal nn, separate convex caudal

fln, normal ventral fins, and several large teeth in the lower

jaws and vomer, besides a band of small teeth in the jaws
and vomer. The ling inhabits the seas of northern Europe,
and attains a length of 4 feet. Great numbers of them are

caught for food, and either used fresh or salted and dried
for future consumption.
2. An American gadoid fish, Lota maculosa, bet-
ter known as the burbot, and also called lawyer
and lake-lawyer. 3. A chiroid fish, OpModon
elongatus, betterknown as cultus-cod. 4. Same
as bay-cod. 5. Same as conger-eel, 3.

ling2 (ling), . [< ME. lung, < Icel. lyng = Dan.
lyng = Sw. ljung, heath.] Common heather,
Calluna vulgaris.

ling3 (Hng)> n- [Chin.] The water-chestnut
of China, Trapa bicornis, largely used in China
for food.

-ling
1
. [< ME. -ling, -lyng, < AS. -ling (= OS.

OFries. -ling = OHG. -ling, MHG. -line, G. -ling
= Icel. -lingr = Goth, -liggs), a suffix (orig. a

compound suffix, < -I + -ings) denoting origin,
or having a dim. force, as in dedrling, darling,

eorthling, earthling, hyrling, a hireling, geong-
ling, a youth, gcedeling, a companion, etc.] A
termination having usually a diminutive or de-

preciative force, occurring in designations of

persons, as darling, earthling, gadlingl, gadling?,
groundling, hireling, lortlling, stripling, under-

ling, worldling, etc., or of young animals, etc.,

&sduckling,gosling,kidling,kitling,starling,first-
ling, nestling, yearling, etc.

-ling
2

. [< ME. -ling (also -linges), < AS. -ling, -lin-

ga, -lunga, an adverbial termination as in bac-

ling, backling, grundlinga, grundlunga, from the
bottom, equiv. to -unga, -inga, as in callunga, en-

tirely, fteringa, suddenly, etc., orig. a case of

-ung,-ing, suffix of verbal nouns: see-in^l. Cf.

-long.] An adverbial suffix, forming adverbs
from nouns, as in backling, darkling, groveling,
faadling, sideling, halfling, etc. It also appears with
an added adverbial genitive sullix. -lings, as in backlings.
In dialectal use it is often -tin, -lim. In some words it ap-
pears in the variant form -long, as in headlong sidelong.
It is not now used in the formation of new words.

linga (ling'gii), n. Same as lingam.
lingam (ling'gam), n. [Skt. (stem Unga, neut.
nom. lingam), a mark, a token; especially, the
male generative organ.] In Hind, myth., the
male organ of generation, worshiped as being
representative of the god Siva or of the gener-
ative power of nature; a phallus. Also Unga.
ling-beiry (ling'ber'i), n. 1. The crowberry,
Empetrum nigrum. 2. The cowberry, Vacci-
niiim Vitis-Idwa.S. The fruit of the ling.
[Prov. Eng. in all senses.]
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ling-bird (ling'berd), n. The meadow-pipit of

Europe,Anthus pratensis : so called as frequent-

ing the moors where the ling or heather grows,
linge (linj), v. i. [< ME. lengen, linger: see

linger. Gi.lingy2.] To work hard. [Prov.Eng.]
lingel

1
(ling'gl), n. [Also lingle, dial, liniel, for-

merly also liniel, Untie, < ME. lingel, lyitgel, lyn-

zellc, irreg. lyniolf (by error inniolf Prompt.
Parv.), < OF. *ligneol, ligneul, P. ligneul, a shoe-

latchet,^ L.Hneotojdim.of linea, line: seeh'we'2.]
1. A shoe-latchet. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]
2f. A shoemaker's thread of hemp rubbed with
rosin. Percy.
The Shoemaker maketh Slippers ... of leather (which

is cut with a Cutting-knife) by means of an Awl and Lin-

gd. Comenius, Visible World, p. 97.

Where sitting, I espy'd a lovely dame,
Whose master wrought with lingel, and with aul,
And under ground he vamped many a boot.

Beau, and Ft., Knight of Burning Pestle, v. 3.

3. Anything of considerable length; a consid-
erable length of anything. [Scotch.]

lingel
2

,
w. See tingle*.

lingencet (lin'jens), n. [< L. lingen(t-)s, ppr.
of lingere, lick: see lincture.] A liquid medi-
cated confection taken by licking; a lincture.

A stick hereof [licorice] Is commonly the spoon pre-
scribed to patients, to use in any lingencei or loaches.

Fuller, Worthies, Nottinghamshire.

linger (ling'ger), v. [< ME. "lengeren, tarry (=
G. ver-ldtigern, prolong), freq. of lengen, tarry,
< AS. lengan, prolong, put off (= OHG. lengjan,

lengan, lengen, MHG. lengen = D. lengen = MLG.
lengen = Icel. lengja = Svr.for-langa = Dan./or-
Itenge, lengthen), < lang, long: see leng, long

1
.]

1. trans. If. To make long; prolong; protract;
delay; put off; defer.

It shall cause things to have good success, and that mat-
ters shall not be lingered forth from day to day.

Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1560.

He goes into Mauritania, . . . unless his abode be Zt'npered
here by some accident. Shak., Othello, iv. 2. 231.

We linger time ; the King sent for Philaster and the
headsman an hour ago. Beau, and Fl., Philaster, v. 1.

2. To spend in an inactive or tedious manner;
drag: with out, and sometimes away.

Now live secure, and linger out your days.
Dryden, Death of Purcell.

Better to rush at once to shades below,
Than linger life away, and nourish woe.

Pope, Odyssey.

II. intrans. To remain in a place or a state
for an unusual, undue, or unexpected length of

time; defer action, movement, decision, etc.,
either from inclination or necessity ;

hold back
;

tarry; delay; loiter.

I would not have thee linger in thy pain.
Shak., Othello, v. 2. 88.

He, be sure,
Will not connive or linger, thus provoked.

Milton, S. A., 1. 46.
This palace . . . really deserves no small place in the

history of Romanesque art. It shows how late the genu-
ine tradition lingered on. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 251.

lingerer (ling'ger-er), n. One who lingers.

lingerie (F. pron. lan-zhe-re'), n. [F., a linen-

warehouse, linen goods, linen underwear, < lin-

ger, a dealer in linen goods, < linge, linen, flax,
< L. linum, flax, linen: see fine1 .] Linen goods;
linen underwear, especially as used by women ;

also, collectively, all the linen, cotton, and lace
articles of a woman's wardrobe.

lingering (ling'ger-ing), p. a. Drawing out in

time; remaining long ; protracted; dilatory in
action: as, a lingering illness; lingering poisons.

My griefs not only pain me
As a lingering disease,
But, finding no redress, ferment and rage.

Milton, 8. A., L 618.

lingeringly (ling'ger-ing-li), adv. In a linger-
ing manner; with delay; slowly; tediously.

lingerly(ling'ger-li),o*>. Lingeringly; slowly.
[Rare.]
Sometimes, preoccupied with her work, she sang the re-

frain very low, very lingerly ; "A long time ago" cameout
like the saddest cadence of a funeral hymn.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, ill.

linget (ling'get), n. See lingot.

lingism (ling'izm), . [< Ling (Peter Henrik
Ling (1776-1839), a Swedish poet,who proposed
the method) + -ism."} In therap,, the Swedish
movement-cure

; kinesitherapy.
lingle

1
,
n. See lingel

1
.

lingle
2

, lingel
2
(ling'gl), n. [< L. lingula, dim.

of lingua, tongue: see lingual. Cf. ligule.] A
little tongue or thong of leather, as a lace used
in uniting leather bands.

lingo
1
(ling'go), n. [Prob. a vulgar or cant cor-

ruption of L. lingua, tongue, speech: see lin-

lingual

gual, a.] Language ; speech; especially, a pe-
culiar kind of speech, more or less unintelli-

gible ;
a dialect.

Well, well, I shall understand your Lingo one of these

Days, Cousin
;
in the mean while I must answer in plain

English. Congreve, Way of the World, iv. 4.

He's a gentleman of words ; he understands your for-

eign lingo. Sheridan, St. Patrick's Day, i. 1.

Norman French, for example, or Scotch down to the
time of James VI., could hardly be called patois, while I

should be half inclined to name the Yankee a lingo rather
than a dialect. Lotcett, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., Int.

lingo- (ling'go), n. [Also lingoa; a native name.]
A large leguminous tree, Pterocarpus Indicus,
or its wood. See kiabooca-wood.

lingott (ling'got), n. [< OF. lingot (ML. liu-

gotus), an ingot : see ingot.] A small mass of

metal showing the form of the mold in which
it is cast, often tongue-shaped; an ingot. Also

linget.

Among the Lacedemonians iron linaots quenched with

vinegar that they may serue for no other vse (hath been
vsed for moneie). Camden, Remains.

ling-pink (ling'pingk),n. Same as fine?. [North.
Eng.]
Brakes of ling-pink, faintly scented, a feast for every

sense. Mrs. Humphrey Ward, Robert Elsmere, xi.

-lings. See -ling
2

.

lingthorn (ling'thorn), . A British starfish,
Luidia fragilitufima, of the family Asteriidte.

lingua (ling'gwa), .; pi. lingua; (-gwe). [L.:
see lingual, tongue.'] 1. The tongue; a tongue.
Specifically, in entam. : (o) The central lobe of the ligu-
la when this has two lateral lobes or paraglossee, as in //.'/-

menoptera and many Coleoptera. Kfrby applied the term
to the whole ligula. Also called gloesa. (6) The tubular

proboscis of Lepidoptera, formed of the united and elon-

gated maxillae. This tongue-like organ is sometimes sev-

eral inches long, and in repose is coiled spirally beneath
the head. Also called anuia. (c) The hypopharynx, or a

tongue-like prolongation of its apex. Huxley. [Rare.]

2. A language Frenum linguae. See frenum.
lehthyosis linguse, psoriasis linguae, tylosla linguae.
Same as leucoplacia. Llgullform lingua. See lignli-

/orm. Lingua Franca. INL., It., etc., lit. the Frank
language.] (a) A mixed language or jargon used by French-

men, Spaniards, Italians, etc., in intercourse with Arabs,
Moors, Turks, and Greeks. It is Italian mixed with Arabic,
Turkish, Greek, etc. Hence (6) Any hybrid tongue used

similarly in other parts of the world
;

an international

dialect.

What concern have we with the shades of dialect in Ho-
mer or Theocritus, provided they speak the spiritual lingua
franca that abolishes all alienage of race, and makes what-
ever shore of time we land on hospitable and homelike?

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 177.

Lingua geral [Pg., lit. general language], in Brazil, the

language of the Guarani Indians : so called because used
by Indians throughout Brazil in intercourse with other

tribes, and also in dealingswith the whites. Linguarus-
tlca [L., lit. rustic language], the form of ancient Latin as

spoken by the common people : so called in contradistinc-
tion to classic Latin. It retained numerous archaisms
throughout the classical period, and it, rather than the

literary form of Latin, has been regarded by many as the
source of the vernacular part of the modern Romanic lan-

guages. OB linguae. See linguale.

linguacioust (Ting-gwa'shus), a. [< LL. linguax
(linguae-), loquacious, < L. lingua, tongue : see

lingual.a.] Talkative; loquacious. Bailey, 1727.

linguadontal (ling-gwa-den'tal), a. and n.

[Prop, "linguidental ; (. L. lingua, tongue (see

lingual, a.), + dens (dent-), a tooth: see dental.]
Same as dentilingual.

lingual (ling'gwal), a. and n. [= F. Sp. Pg.
lingual = It. linguale, < NL. lingualis, of the

tongue, < L. lingua, OL. dingua = E. tongue:
see tongue.] I. a. 1. Inanat. androoi.: () Of
or pertaining to the tongue ; glossal. (6) Of or

pertaining to a lingua or any tongue-like part.
See phrases. 2. Pronounced by or chiefly by
the tongue : variously applied to sounds made
with the tip or forward part of the tongue, as t,

d, etc. (also called dental), or especially to the

peculiar Sanskrit {, d, etc. (also called cacumi-

nal, cerebral), forming a distinct class from the
Sanskrit dentals, and pronounced with the tip
of the tongue drawn back. 3. Relating or per-
taining to utterance, or of the use of the tongue
in speaking: as, lingual corruptions of words
or language.
Here indeed becomes notable one great difference be-

tween our two kinds of civil war : between the modern
lingual or Parliamentary-logical kind, and the ancient or
manual kind in the steel battlefield.

Carlyle, French Rev., II. i. 2. (Davies.)

Lingual appendages, the paraglossa;, or membranous
outer lobes of the ligula. Lingual artery, a branch of

the external carotid, supplying the tongue and associate

parts. It is in man the usual second branch of the ca-

rotid, arising between the superior thyroid and the facial ;

its termination is the ranine artery. Lingual ganglion,
lobule, etc. See the nouns. Lingual nerve, the gus-
tatory nerve, a portion of the third or inferior maxillary
division of the trigeminus or fifth cranial nerve, supplying
the tongue. Lingual ribbon, in gastropodoue mollusks,
an expansive surface which bears the teeth ;

the radula or



lingual

ilonto|ihoiv. Lingual teeth, the rasping points or pro-
cesses of the radulii or Inr.'nul ribbon of i iiiolliiak.

Lingual vein, the vein corresponding to the lingual

artery.

II. n. A letter pronounced in the manner
deserihed in 1., -.

linguale (liiiK-Kwu'16), .
; pi. lingualia (-li-a).

[NL. (sc. s, bone), unit, of liiii/iinli.i : see m-
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origin and history of words ; the general and
comparative study of human languages and of

their elements. Also called comparative i>ln-

The bone of the tongue, more fully
called n.i /i ;/ or ox lini/unlr; the hyoid bone,
or os hyoides. !Seo hi/niil, n.

lingualis (ling-gwft'lU), . : pi. lini/uttles (-lez).

[NL. (sc. iiiiini-nlii.-i, muscle): see lint/itnl.] The
proper muscle of the tongue ; the muscular sub-
stance of the tongue which is not definitively
attached to surrounding bony parts.
lingually (ling'gwal-i), aitr. In a lingual man-
ner; an relates to language.

Linguatula (ling-gwat'u-ltl), n. [NL.,dim.,
< L. lin</iuitiis, tongued, < tuiqua, tongue: see

!ini/ii<tl. j
A genus of worm-like entoparasitic

Arachnida, remarkable among air-breathing ar-

thropods in haying the appendages reduced to

two pairs of minute hooks. The genus, containing
Home 20 species, is otherwise known as I'entantoma or Pen-
taxtumuin, and with some writers constitutes an order, Pen-
taatoinidfa or Pentastomida, of the class Arachnida. L. tte-

nitrideg is 3 or 4 Inches long.

LinguatulidaeOing-gwa-tu'li-de), n. pi. [NL.,<
Linijuulitht + -iite.j The only family of tongue-
lets or fivemouths, typified by the genus Lin-

guatiila, and constituting the order Linyualii-
lina of the class Arachnida.

Linguatulina (Iing-gwat>u-li'n8), n.pl. [NL., <

l.iiKjuiiliiln + -ina.~\ A group, ordinal or other,
of entoparasitic vermiform arachnidans, repre-
sented by the family Linguatulido!, related to

the mites or acarids, bear-animalcules or Arc-

d'xm, and I'ycnogonida ; the tonguelets, tongue-
worms, or fivemouths. In their mode of parasitism
they singularly resemble cestoid worms, being found in the
sexless or larval state in the lungs and liver of herbivo-
rous animals, whence they are imported by carnivores, In-

cluding man, in whose digestive and other passages they
develop. The tonguelets are worm-shaped, ringed, and
flattened

;
in the young state, when they resemble acarids,

they have four legs, but when matured they have no exter-
nal organs excepting two pairs of small hooks on the head,
ami a mouth. These hooks can be retracted Into sheaths,
the four openings of which, with the mouth, make five

holes in the head, whence the alternative name of the
creatures, ftwinuuthe or Pentantmnum. Another name is

Acanthvtheca, from the sheathing of the hooks. See cut
under Pentantotnida.

lingue (ling'gwa), n. [Chilian.] A Chilian tree,
Persea Lingue, attaining a height of 90 feet. Its

wood is valuable for use in furniture-making,
and its bark for tanning.

linguedt, . [< L. lingua, tongue, + E. -erf2 .]

Tongued.
lloney-linmted Polyhymnia.

Middleton, World Tost at Tennis.

linguet (ling'gwet), n. Same as languet (b).

linguiform (ling'gwi-fdrm), n. [< L. lingua,

tongue (see lingual, a.), + forma, form.]
Shaped like a tongue; liugulate: specifically,
in entomology, said of processes or parts that
are flat, somewhat linear, and rounded at the

tip.

linguist (ling'gwist), . [= F. linguists = Sp.
liiii/itista = Pg. It. liiiiiiiixtn, < L. lingun, the

tongue: see lingual, a.] 1. A person skilled

in the use of languages ; one who can speak
several languages.

Sec. Out. Have you the tongues?
Vol. My youthful travel therein made me happy. . . .

First (hit. By your own report
A I i, i

:
,,,;.t. Shot., T. G. of V., Iv. 1. 57.

2. A student of language; a philologist. St.
A master of language or talk ; a ready con verser
or talker.

Artamockes, the linguitt, a bird that imitateth and
useth the .sounds and tones of almost all the birds in the
countrie. Harriott, Virginia (1688).

Ill dispute with him;
He's a rare linguut. Webster.

linguister (ling'gwis-ter), n. [< linguist + -/>)!.]

A dabbler in linguistics; a student of philology ;

a linguist. [Rare.]

Though he [Chaucer] did not and could not create our
language (for he who writes to be read does not write for

ftn</Tiiffter8), yet it Is true that he first made It easy, and to
that extent modern. Ltaeett, Study Windows, p. 2(16.

In linffuutici . . . language iUelf, a* one of the great
characteristics of humanity, is the end, and the means are
the study of general and comparative grammar.

li. P. Manh, LecU. on Eng. Lang., II.

linguistry (ling'gwis-tri), n. [< linguist + -ry.]

Linguistics. [Kare.]
lingula (ling'gu-lil), n.

; pi. lingula; (-le). [NL.
use of L. linyiila, lii/itla, dim. of Hinjua, tongue:
see lingual. Cf. ligule, lingle^.] 1. A little

tongue or tongue-like part or process; aligula.
Specifically (a) In embryal., a cartilaginous strap or

bridge on each side of the end of the notochord, connect-

ing the trabecuue cranit with the parachordal cartilage
or basllar plate of the skull of the early embryo, (i) In
anal., the posterior division of the anterior medullary ve-

lum or valve of Vieussens, marked by three or four trans-
Terse gray lamlnie, often regarded as the first lobe of the
vermis superior of the cerebellum.

2. In :<iiil. : () [cap.] The typical genus of

I.inffulidtr. The species are numerous ; they are mostly
fossil, and go back to the Cambrian group, but seven-.i

are still living. They are found In the sand of the sea-
shores of most parU of the world, living buried in the
sand about low-water mark. One Is common on the coast
of North Carolina. Its shell la bivalve, about an inch
long, flattened, each valve shaped like the bottom of a
smoothing-iron, and the two valves working loosely upon
each other sidewise, not opening and shutting like those
of bivalve mollusks. From the pointed end protrudes a
stalk or peduncle from an inch to several inches long, of
stiff gristly consistency, and this organ may be Incased in

a tube formed of sand, like the case of a tune-worm. The
broad end of the shell Is fringed with little processes.
The shell is thin and of a horny texture. The appearance
of a lingula is thus somewhat like that of a stalked barna-
cle or acorn-shell (Lcpax), though the animal has no spe-
cial affinity with a cirrfped. The living American llngmas
are now placed in a restricted genus Glottidia,theoae above
described, beat known as L. puramidatti, being now called
Q.audebarti. See cut under Lingulidae. (!>} PI. lingu-
las (-laz). Any species of the genus Lingula or

family Linguli<i<e; a lingulid or tongue-shell.
Frenula lingulSB. See fmudai. Lingula sphenol-

dalls, a small tongue-like process of the sphenoid bone
on the outer side of the groove for the carotid artery.

lingular (ling'gu-lar), a. [< lingula + -or3.] Of
or pertaining to a liugula, especially that of the
cerebellum.

In the child at birth the liartutar folia are rounded and
distinct. Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciencet, VIII. 126.

Ungulate (ling'gu-lat), a. [< L. lingulatus,

tongue-shaped, < lingula, dim. of lingua, tongue :

see lingula, lingual.] Formed like a tongue;
strap-shaped ; ligulate.

Lingulidas (ling-gu'li-de), n.pl. [NL., < Lingula
+ -idee. ] A famfly oflyopomatous brachiopods,
with an elongate peduncle passing out between
the valves or through a narrow channel in the

hinge-margin, the brachial appendages fleshy

linguistic (ling-gwis'tik), n. [= Sp. li

< linguist + -ic.] Of or pertaining to language,
or to the study of languages: as, lini/tiistic know-
ledge.
linguistically (liufj-gwin'ti-kal-i), rtrfr. In a

linguistic manner or relation; as regards lan-

guage or linguistics.

linguistics (lin";-ir\vis'tiks),M. [PI. of liiiguintn-:

see -ies.] The science of languages, or of the

l.,rIa mnttinti.

A, ventrai vatve, with mantle-fringe ; B. ventral valve, with mantle
turned back ; C, dorsal valve, with part of mantle cut away, a m.
anterior, and 'a, posterior adductor muscles; t>, brachial vessels; t,

capsule of pedicle : i, intestine : /, liver : wt, mantle-margin ; *, vis-

ceral sheath; e, esophagus; /, posterior,/', central adjusters; r,
anterior retractors or occlusors: f, posterior adjusters; i (central)
stomach ; s', marginal sct.r ; f, vent.

and forming separate coils directed upward,
the valves oblong or subcircular, and the shell

horny. About 15 genera are referred to the fam-

ily, all but two of which (Lingula and Glottidia)
are extinct. See Lingula, 2 (a).

linguliferoas (ling'gu-lif'e-rus), a. [< NL. K-
(;///<( + L. ferre = E. bearl.~\ Containing or

abounding in remains of liugulas.

linguloid (ling'gu-loid), a. [< Lingula + -oirf.]

Hesembling or belonging to the genus Lingula :

as, liiK/it/uiil shells.

lingwortt (ling'wert), n. The white hellebore,
I ( fit noil album.

lingy
1

(ling'i), a. [< ling + -jfl.] Abounding
iuliug; heathy.
His cell was upon a HH

:
III moor.

T. Ward, England's Reformation, p. 396. (Dane*.)

lingy
2

(lin'ji), a. [With altered vowel as in

lingir, < liinij
1 + -yf. In second sense cf. leng,

lini/r: in third sense cf. linger.] 1. Tall; lim-

ber; flexible. 2. Active; strong; able to bear

link

fatigue. 3. Idle; loitering. [Prov. Eng. in all

uses.] (UnlliiceU.)
linhay (lin'ha), n. [Also linny; appar. < /<//>

+ hay'
2

; equiv. to Jean-Co, dial, /inter'.] An open
slied attached to a farm-yard. [Kng.]

I went to the upper linhay, and took our new light pony
lied. K. D. Biadnnure, Lorna Doone, ill*.

liniationt, n. See natation.

linigerous (li-nij'e-rus), a. [< L. Hniger, linen-

wearing (< tin a in, flax, linen: see line*), + j/f-

rere, bear.] Bearing flax; producing linen.

liniment (lin'i-ment), n. [< F. liniment = 8p.
linimi-iilo, liiiimifnto = Pg. It. linimento, < LL.
linimriitum, a soft ointment, < lini-ri', rarely li-

nire, smear. Cf. letter*, perhaps from the same
source.] In med., a liquid preparation for ex-
ternal application, especially one of an oily

consistency.
ThU Fuller'-carth, Clmolia, li of a cooling nature, and,

being used In the forme of a Uniinrnt, It staleth immoderate
sweats. IliJlnwI. tr. of Pliny, xxxv. 17.

linimentum (lin-i-meu'tum), n.; pi. linimenta

(-ta). [LL.: see liniment.] Inphar., a liniment:
the officinal name.
linin (li'nin), n. [< L. linum, flax (see linf 1

, .),

+ -'n2.] The crystallizable bitter principle
of Linum catharticum, or purging-flax.

lining1
(li'ning), n. [Verbal n. of line?, t>.]

The act of measuring, as land, with a line: a

fixing of boundaries; specifically, permission
granted by a dean of gild to erect or alter a

building according to specified conditions.

[Scotch.]
lining

2
(fi'ning). n. [Verbal n. of line3

, r.] 1.

The covering of the inner surface of anything,
as of a garment, a box, a wall, or the like. The
word Is applicable especially when the Inner face Is formed
of different material from that forming the body or eite-

rlor.

Was I deceived, or did a sable cloud
Turn forth her silver lining on the night?

Miltim, Comus, 1. 222.

Specifically (a) In inilit. engin., a wooden sheeting to sup-
port the top and sides of the galleries and the sides of the
shafts of a mine. (6) In carp., the Inside boarding, or the
felt fabric, paper, or other material, put on the inside of

walls, floors, partitions, etc. (e) In tnrttil iri>rkin?i. the
nre-brick or other refractory material placed within a
blast-furnace or converter to resist high temperatures.
I'll The puddling or tenacious clay put on the Dack of a
dam or the embankment of a canal to prevent the infil-

tration of water, (e) A piece of canvas aewed on anyj
of a sail to preserve it against injury by chafing.
Book o/Sportl, p. 282.

2. In a figurative use, contents.

The lining of his coffers shall make coats
To deck our soldiers Shot., Rich. II., I. 4. 61.

My money is spent ;

Can I be content
With pockets depriv'd of their lining f

The Lady't Decoy ; or, ilan-Midu\fe'i Defence ( 1738X p. 4

(N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 2O5X

3. The jacket of a steam-boiler or -cylinder: an
inverted use. 4. In marble-working, the pro-
cess of cementing back to back with plaster of
Paris two pieces of marble, so that they can be

ground on two or on all four faces, as if they
were one piece Basic Hning See batie.

lining-brush (li'mng-brusli), " A brush for

marking lines ; specifically, in theaters, a brush
for painting wrinkles on the face.

lining-felt (U'ning-felt), . See/el.
lining-nail (li'ning-nal), . A small nail with
a hemispherical head, used in upholstery-work.
lining-paper (li'ning-pa'per), n. Any paper
used as a lining. Specifically (a) In bookbinding,
the plain or ornamented paper pasted on the inside of the

cover, which aids In connecting the book proper with lt>

binding. ('<) In bvUdin<i, paper (generally made water-

proof) fast I'M. -d to the studding of frame buildings before

nailing on the weather-boarding. It is more commonly
called sheathing. Such paper is also used under slates and
shingles in roofing.

lining-strip (li'ning-strip),
n. One of a series

of wooden or metal strips fixed on the inside
of freight- or baggage-cars to protect the car
from injury by the freight. Car-Builder's Diet.

liniscus (li-nis'kus), n.
j,
pi. linisci (-i). [NL.,

< Or. SUMMMCi dim. of /.ivov, a line, cord: see

tiin'1.'] In ornith., one of the little lines or
traces which form reticulations on the tarsal

envelop. [Bare.]
link 1

(Ungk), n. [< ME. lenke, < AS. hlence =
Icel. hltkkr = Sw. lank = Norw. Itenk, a link. =
Dan. Itenke, a chain ; cf. IfBQ.gelant, gelenke. a

bending, esp. the main bend or joint of the body,
G. gelenk, a joint (knuckle, wrist, or other joint
of the body), also a link, ring ;

from a noun not
found in AS., but represented by E. lank3 =
OHG. hlanca, lanca. lancka. MHG. lanke, the hip,

loins, the bend of the body (> MHG. G. lenken.

bend, turn): see? 2
.] 1 . One of the rings or



link

separate pieces of which a chain is composed.
In ornamental chain-making, any member of the chain,
of whatever form, as a plaque, a bead, etc., is called a link.

Nor airless dungeon, nor strong links of iron,
Can be retentive to the strength of spirit.

SlMk., J. C., i. 3. 94.

Untwining his gold chain from his neck, Balafre . . .

said, . . .

' Then look that none of the links find their

way to the wine-house." Scott, Quentin Durward, v.

2. Anything doubled and closed together like a

ring or division of a chain.

Now, sir, a new link to the bucket must needs be had.

Shale., 2 Hen. IV., v. 1. 23.

Then down cam Queen Marie
Wi 1

gold links in her hair.

Mary Hamilton (Child's Ballads, III. 329).

3. Anything which serves to connect one thing
or one part of a thing with another; any con-
stituent part of a connected series.

As nature has framed the several species of beings as it

were In a chain, so man seems to be placed as the mid-
dle link between angels and brutes. Spectator, No. 408.

4. A division, forming the hundredth part, of

the chain used in surveying and for other mea-
surement. In Gnnter's chain of 66 feet the link Is 7.92
inches. The chain of 100 feet, with link of a foot, is used
in the United States exclusively in engineering work, and
often in surveying.
5. One of the divisions of a sausage made in a
continuous chain. [Colloq.]
Then followed seven camels loaded with links and chit-

terlings, hog's puddings and sausages.
Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, ii. 2. (Domes.)

6. Any rigid movable piece connected with
other pieces, generally themselves movable, by
means of interlinked open ends or pivots about
which it can turn. 7. In a steam-engine, the
link-motion Link cent. See cent. Missing tinir

(a) Something lacking for the completion of a series or se-

quence of any kind ; a desiderated connecting-link. The
term has been used especially with reference to animal
forms notfound in the supposed succession of development
from primordial germs by natural variation and "the sur-
vival of the fittest." (&) In zool., specifically, an unknown
hypothetical form of animal life in any evolutionary chain
or series, assumed to have existed at some time and thus to
have been the connecting-link between some known forms ;

especially, an anthropomorphic animal supposed to have
been derived from some simian and to have been the im-
mediate ancestral stock of the human race ; hence, hu-
morously, an ape or monkey taken as itself the connecting-
link for which Darwinians seek. See Alalus.

The lowest races of men will soon become extinct, like
the Tasmanians, and the highest Apes cannot long survive.
Hence the intermediate forms of the past, if any there
were, become of still greater importance. For such mim-
ing Kola, we must look to the caves and later Tertiary of
Africa. 0. C. Marsh, Proc. of Amer. Ass. for Adv. of Sci.,

[1877, p. 266.

link1
(lingk), >. [< Zfefcl, .] I. trans. To unite

or connect by or as if by a link or links
;
unite

by something intervening ;
unite in any way ;

couple; join.
They're so link'd in friendship

That young Prince Edward marries Warwick's daughter.
Shale., 3 Hen. VI

,
iv. 1. 116.

In notes with many a winding bout
Of linked sweetness long drawn out.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 135.

Link towns to towns with avenues of oak.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. ii. 260.

Linked ring. See ring.

II. intrans. To be or become connected
;
be

joined inmarriage; ally one's self; form aunion.

Now, Warwick, tell me, even upon thy conscience,
Is Edward your true king? for I were loath
To link with him that were not lawful chosen.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 3. 115.

The nickering fairy-circle wheel'd and broke
Flying, and link'd again. Tennyson, Guinevere.

link2 (lingk), n. [A dial, and more orig. form
of linen 1

, q. v.] 1. A crook or winding of a

river; the ground lying along such a winding:
as, the links of the Forth. [Scotch.] 2. pi. A
stretch of flat or slightly undulating ground on
the sea-shore, often in part sandy and covered
with bent-grass, furze, etc.

,
and sometimes with

a good sward, on part of it at least. [Scotch.]- Links goose. See goose.

link3 (lingk), n. [A corruption of lint?, orig.
lunt, a torch: see lunt.] A torch made of tow
or hards, etc., and pitch, carried for lighting
the streets, formerly common in Great Britain,
and still used in London in fogs.

There was no lint to colour Peter's hat.

Shak., T. of the S., Iv. 1. 137.

Those that, seeking to light a Lynke, quenched a Lamp.
Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 240.

This place is so haunted with batts that their perpetual
fluttering endanger'd the putting out our Knkes.

Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 7, 1645.

link8 (lingk), I), t. [< ,
w .] To burn or

give light. [Prov. Eng.]
link4 (lingk), . i. [Origin obscure

; cf. Kffc2.]
To go smartly; trip alone;; do anything smart-
ly and quickly. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]

Kemp's Linkage for trisecting E

angle.

flat static
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They reel'd, they set, they cross'd, they cleekit,
Till ilka carline swat and reekit,
And coost her duddies to the wark,
And linket at it in her sark. Burns, Tarn o' Shanter.

linkage (ling'kaj), .

system of connected

links; acombination
of pieces pivoted to-

gether so as to turn
about one another
in parallel planes of

rotation. Sometimes
the meaning is extended
to embrace cases where
the motions are not in

parallel planes ; and such
a linkage is termed a

solid, as opposed to a

plane, linkage.

In Chapter xi. we ar-

rive at the study "beam linkages" that is,

structures containing beam links."
The Engineer, LXVIII. 207.

2. The state of being linked together.
Briihl showed that in case of "double-linkage" each

such carbon-atom has a refraction equivalent to about 6.1.

Jour. Franklin Jnst., CXXIII. 74.

Complete linkage, a linkage whose parts are so jointed
that they can move only in one way relatively to one an-
other. Primary, secondary, etc., linkage, a linkage
which has one, two, etc., degrees of freedom more than a
complete linkage.

link-block (lingk'blok), n. In steam-engines,
the block attached to a valve-stem, and actu-
ated by the link-motion.

linkboy (lingk'boi), n. A boy or man who car-
ries a link or torch to light passengers in the
streets of a city. Improved streeHighting has made
the employment of linkboys generally unnecessary; but
they are still required in London during the dense fogs
frequently occurring there.

Then shalt thou walk, unharm'd, the dangerous night,
Nor need th' officious link-boy's smoky light.

Gay, Trivia, iii. 114.

He had . . . brought a four-wheeled cab, accompanied
by two linkboys with blazing torches, up to the stage-door.

W. Nock, Prince Fortunatus, xix.

linkistert, . A corrupt form of linguister.
There was one Redman suspected to have betrayed their

pinnace, for he, being Knkiater (because he could speak
the language), and being put out of that employment for
his evil carriage, did bear ill will to the master.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 290.

link-lever (Imgk'lev'er), n. In a steam-engine,
a lever by which the link of a link-motion valve-
gear is controlled by the attending engineer;
in particular, the reversing-lever of a locomo-
tive engine.
linkman (lingk'man), n.; pi. liiikmen (-men).
A man employed to carry a link or torch to

light passengers. See linkboy.
link-motion (lingk'mo"shon), . 1. A system
of pieces pivoted together, and turning about

pivots attached to a fixed

base, all the rotations be-

ing in the same plane or

parallel planes, so that
all the points describe
definite curves; a com-
plete linkwork. Link-
motions have been deeply

*-""" 1""'"" 1 - studied by mathematicians,
especially since 184, the date

of the discovery of the Peaucellier cell. The problems in-
volved are exceedingly difficult, as well as practically of
no little importance. Any algebraic curve whatever may
be drawn by a suitable link-motion. See Peaucellier cell,
under cell.

Specifically 2. In steam-engines, a system of

gearing for controlling the valves for the pur-
pose of starting or reversing the engine, and
for controlling the cut-off. See valve-r/cnr. The
link-motion combines in itself a variable cut-off by which
the expansion of the"steam can be diminished or increased
as the resistance to the engine increases or diminishes, and
reversing mechanism whereby the engine may be caused
to reverse the motion of its crank-shaft as desired in loco-

motives, marine engines, and some kinds of stationary en-

gines.

Starting ahead or astern is effected by link-motion.

Luce, Seamanship, p. 225.

linkpin (lingk'pin), n. A dialectal variant of

linch-jnn.

link-rooming (ling^ro'ining), n. Naut., the
operation of filling up the spiral depressions
of a rope by means of chains wound into these

depressions. The chains thus inserted make the sur-
face of the rope more uniform, and protect the softer
parts from abrasion.

linkwork (lingk'werk), n. A linkage pivoted
to a fixed base. Complete linkwork, a linkwork
whose parts can move but in one way relative to the base ;

a link-motion.

linn, . See Kw 2
.

Linnaa (li-ne'a), . [NL. (Grouovius, 1742),
named after Linneens, a celebrated naturalist :

Linociera

see Linnean.'] A genus of caprifoliaceous plants
of the tribe Lonicerece. It is characterized by lan-

ceolate calyx-lobes, drooping three-celled many-seeded
fruit, and long two-flowered peduncle. The only species
is L. bwealis. See twin-fiower.

linnaeite (li-ne'It), n. [< Limucus (see Linnean)
+ -ite'2.] A native sulphid of cobalt, of a tin-

white color, crystallizing in octahedral crystals,
also occurring massive. Siegenite is a nickel-
iferous variety.

Linnean, Linhaean (li-ne'an), a. [< Linim'iis

(see def.) + -an.] Pertaining to Carolus Lin-
naeus or Carl Linns' (called Carl von Linn6 when
ennobled in 1761), a celebrated Swedish natu-
ralist (1707-78) Linnean system, in but., the sys-
tem of classification introduced by Linnreus. This was
the artificial, as contrasted with the later-developed natu-
ral system of Jussieu. Its fundamental division is into 24

classes, the last of which consists of plants without sta-

mens and pistils, the Cryptogamia, the other 23 being the

Phanerogamia. The latter classes are based on the sta-

mens, their number, insertion, connection with each other,
etc. The orders are founded mostly on the number of

styles or stigmas, some of them on characters relating to
the fruits, others again on the number of stamens in classes
which are not defined by the stamens, and some on other
considerations. The Cryptogamia were divided into Fili-

cc(ferns), Musci (mosses), Algce(including, besides the sea-

weeds, the Uepaticd, Lichenes, etc.Xand Fungi (the mush-
rooms, etc.). This gave a definite and convenient scheme,
of no scientific value in classification, but exceedingly
useful in its day as a key to the nomenclature of botany.
Compare Ju&tieuan.

linnent, o. and n. An obsolete spelling of

linen.

linnet (lin'et), n. [< ME. linet, It/net, < AS.
Kiietc, a linnet; mixed in ME. with OF. linot,
F. linot, m., linotte, {., a linnet; so called from
their feeding on flaxseed, < L. liniim, flax: see

linel, n. Cf. the related lintwhitcl. Cf. G. liiinf-

ling, a linnet, < hanf, hemp.] 1. A small song-
bird, Linaria or Linota cannabina, of the fam-

ily Fringillidce, inhabiting parts of Europe, Asia,
and Africa. It is about 5J inches long, and 9^ in extent
of wings. The plumage is streaked with various gray,

Linnet (Z inota cannabina).

brown, and flaxen shades; the male in summer has the
poll and breast rosy or red. The linnet is called gray,
brown, and red or rose, according to sex and season ; it has
also many local or dialectal names. The yellow-billed
linnet, mountain-linnet, or twite is another species of the
same genus, L. Jtavirostris or L. montium. There are yet
other species, and sundry related birds also are called

linnets, as the redpolls of the genus Jigiothus. The bird
called pine-linnet or pine-finch in the United States is a
siskin, Chrysomitris pinus.
2. An ore which contains phosphate intermixed
with carbonate of lead in variable proportions :

so called on account of the linnet-like color due
to the presence of the phosphate. [Prov. Eng.
(Derbyshire).] Chevy, French, red, red-headed,
and rose linnet, the redpoll. Seven-colored linnet,
the goldfinch, Carduelis elegans.

linnet-finch, (lin'et-finch), n. Same as linnet, 1.

linnet-hole (lin'et-hol), n. [< 'linnet, a cor-

ruption of F. lunette, + 7(ofcl.] One of the cir-

cular or semicircular holes in the upper part of
the sides of a glass-melting furnace, through
which flame and smoke pass into the arch.

linot, [< F. linon, lawn; see limni."] A silk

gossamer stuff. Davies.

He absolutely insisted upon presenting me with a com-
plete suit of gauze linn.

Mme. D'Arblay, Diary (1780), i. 310. (Dams.)

Linociera (H-no-si'e-ra), n. [NL. (O. Swartz,
1797), named after G. Linocier, a French physi-
cian.] A genus of oleaceous trees or shrubs
of the tribe Oleinert. It is characterized by long lin-

ear petals, free or sometimes united in pairs, a hard dru-

paceous fruit, and flowers usuallygrowing in lateral cymes.
The leaves arc opposite and entire. There are about 40

species, found throughout all the tropical regions (if the

globe. L. incratsata of Jamaica, a large tree with pnui-
cles of white flowers, is called snowdrop-tree. L. liftits-

trina, of the same and other West Indian Islands, is called
Jamaica rosewood.



linoleic

linoleic (li-no'le-ik), a. [< I-. Union, flax, +
oli HIII, ml. ('(.linoleum.] Related to, existing

in, or containing Ilio oil of linseed. Tjnoleic
acid, an iiciil fnund in linHceil oil and other drylng-oiitt,

forming witli ul>rrml the glycerfd liiml- in.

linolein (li-no'le-in), . [< HiHilc(ir) + -/'-.)
Tin' glyrerid of linoleic acid; the constituent
of linseed-oil anil other drying-oils on which
their drying property depends.
linoleum (li-no'lo-nin), . [A trade-name, in-

tended to mean 'linseed-oil cloth'; < L, linum,
flax, + nlimil, oil: see line 1 and oil.] A. kind
of floor-cloth made of linseed-oilwhich has been
oxidized to a dense rubber-like consistency.
This In accomplished in various ways, usually by allow-

ing the oil to flow very slowly over a large concrete floor

across which warm air is blown. This material Is ground
up with cork-cuttings, passed through iron rollers, and
attached to a coarse canvas. The back of the canvas re-

ceives a coat of paint.

linon (lin'ou), n. [F., lawn, fine linen, < {in, <

U liiiinn, flax, linen: see line!.] Lawn. [Trade
use.]
Linota (li-no'ta), n. [NL., < P. Knot, a linnet:
see lintiet.] Same as Linaria, 2 (l>).

linous (li'nus), a. [< line'* + -oux.] Relating
to or in a line. Sir J. Herschel. [Kare.]

lin-pin (lin'pin), . Same as lincli-pin. [Prov.
Bog.]

linquet (ling'kwet), n. 1. A tongue; alanquet.
2. The piece of a sword-hilt which turns

down over the mouthpiece of a scabbard.

linsang (lin'sang), n. [E. Ind.] 1. A kind of

civet-cat found m Java, etc., banded with black
and white, and having 38 teeth, I'rionodon (Lin-

;/) i/riii-ilix. A related African species, Pri-
onodon (I'oiana) richardsoni, is known as the
(liiiiica Hwang. 2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of

Viverridie, now commonly called Prionodon.

Unset, . [ME., < AS. lynis (pi. lynisds), gloss-
ing L. (ML.) axedo, corruptly axredo, an axle,

I .
i a a*, lens = MLG. lunse, lusse, LG. lunse =

OHG. lunisa, MHG. Inns, lunse, G. lunse, OHG.
also luii, lima, MHG. Inn, tune, OHG. also tu-

ning, MHG. luninc, MHG. also luner, linch-pin
(root uncertain; some uncertainty exists as to
the forms).] An axle. It'illiam de Shoreham,
Poems (ed. Wright), p. 109.

linseed (lin'sed), n. [Formerly also
linjseed;

<

ME. linseede, linsede, lynesede, < AS. Unsaid, flax-

seed, < lin, flax, + said, seed : see line1 and seed.]
The seed of lint or flax

; flaxseed.

Nowe sum In soile ydoungcd lyruteede sowe,
X bnsshels serveth for an acre lande.
Kful subtil tlaxe and smal therof wol growe.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 80.

linseed-cake (lin'sed-kak'), n. The solid mass
or cake which remains when oil is expressed
from flaxseed. It is much used as food for cat-

tle and sheep. Also called oil-cake.

linseed-meat (liu'sed-meV), n. The meal of
linseed or fiaxseed, used for poultices and as
a cattle-food.

linseed-mill (lin'sed-mil), TO. A form of mill

for grinding flaxseed.

linseed-oil (Un'iM-ott'). . A drying-oil pro-
duced by pressure from linseed,varying in color
from light amber to dark yellow. Cold-drawn or

cold-pressed linseed-oil Is obtained from the crushed seeds
without heat. Raw or ordinary linseed-oil is produced by
steaming the crushed seeds before expressing the oil. The
yield ia from 20 to 25 per cent, of oil. Boiled linseed-oil

is obtained by boiling the raw oil with litharge, sugar of

lead, or some similar substance, the result being a dark
oil drying more rapidly than the raw oil. Linseed-oil is

used as a vehicle for colors by painters, for printing-inks,
varnishes, linoleum, etc.

linselt, . [< OF. Unset, lined, linsui, m., linen
cloth

;
cf. linccle, lyncele, t., also lincaol, Unyoel,

lini;ol, tiii.tuel, etc., a linen cloth or sheet, F.

linri'til, a winding-sheet, < L. linteoluin, dim. of
Hit team, linen (see lingerie), < L. linum, flax,
linen: see linel. Cf. linsey-woolsey.] A cloth
of wool and linen mixed together ;

a garment of
such cloth. Richardson.

Casting a tliyn course liintel ore his shoulders,
That torne In pieces trayld upon the ground.

Cornelia (1594).

linsey (lin'si), n. [A corruption of linsel. In

part an abbr.of MMMMMotofl] 1. Cloth made
of linen and wool

; linsey-woolsey.
U baud awa thae linen sheets,
And bring to me the Hnitey clouts

I hae been best used in.

Karl Richard (Child's Ballads, III. 400).

In 1704 was advertised "Three Suites of Hanging : one
of Forrest

Tapistry,
one of clouded Camlet, and one of

blue I'rinted I.itutey."
J. Athlon, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, I. 64.

'2. In codl-iiiiiiini/ : (a) A peculiar kind of

clayey rock; bind. (MA streaky sandstone.

[Eng.]
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linsey-woolsey (lin'si-wuTsi), . and a. [Early
moil. K. li/ii.ifii-iriil.ify, linnieiroolxir, li/iisni'ii/si,

lunxye-icoolxyi- ; < late ME. /(/.;/ imlxi/r; < linnel

+ irool; the term. -// hcing a reduction ot-sel
in the first element, repeated in the second, and

perhaps due in part to imitation of jersey and

kersey.] I. . 1. A coarse and stout material
of which the warp is linen and the woof woolen.

To weave all in one loom,
A webb of lifiiite \lnln? In Dyce's ed.) wvlte.

SlteUon, Why Come you not to Court 'I 1. 128.

These are the arts we think most fit to go together : . . .

Lyusey weavers ; Tike weavers ; .Silk weavers ; Lyntey tool-

tey weavers. Utter to Sec'y Cecil (1587).

His wares consist of hose Unify woltcy, for making
petticoats, . . . and all sorts of small wares.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 420.

2. A similar material into which cotton enters
either with or without linen. The attempt has
been made to reserve the word liiuey for a mixture of linen

and wool and wovltey for a mixture of cotton and wool.
The compound term would then signify a stuff made of all

three materials In certain proportions.
3. Inferior fabrics of doubtful or uncertain
materials: a term of depreciation. 4. Any-
thing unsuitably mixed ;

a farrago of nonsense ;

jargon; gibberish.
What liiuty-icooliey hast thou to speak to us again ?

Shalt., All's Well, IV. 1. 13.

U. a. 1. Made of linen and wool mixed. 2.
Of different and unsuitable parts ; neither one
thing nor another; ill-assorted.

And Balaams wages doe moue many still to make such
liiuey-wooliey marriages. PurchM, Pilgrimage, p. 38.

A lawless Kntey-wonltey brother,
Half of one order, half another.

S. lluiler, Hudlbras, I. UL 1227.

No flimsy lintey-woolney scenes I wrote,
With patches here and there like Joseph's coat.

Churchill, The Apology.

linstock, lintstock (lin'-, lint'stok), n. [Early
mod. E. also linestock, linestoke; for luntstock, <

D. lontstok, < lout, a match for firing cannon, +
xiiii-l;. stick : see lunt and stock.] A pointed staff

with a crotch or fork at one end to hold a lighted
match, used in firing cannon.
A linestoke fell into a barrel! of powder, and set it on tire

together with the vessel). Stowe, Queen Elizabeth, an. 1663.

And the nimble gunner
With liiutatk now the devilish cannon touches,
And down goes all before them.

Shalt., Hen. V., iii. (cho.).

lint1 (lint), . [Also dial, linnet; appar. < ME.
lin, flax (see /<<', n.). Cf. Dan. linned, linen

cloth.] 1. Flax. [Obsolete or local.]

I haue sene flax or lynt growyng wllde In Sommerset
sbyre. Turner, Herbal.

The frugal wine, garrulous, will tell

How 't [cheese) was a towraond auld, sin' Hal was i the
I- II Burnt, Cottar's Saturday Night.

2. A flocculent material procured by raveling
or scraping linen, and used for dressing wounds
and sores; charpie. 3. Raw cotton that has
been ginned and is ready for baling. 4. Fluff;
flue.

He's brushing a hat almost a quarter of an hour, and as

long a driving the lint from his black cloaths with his wet
thumb. Sir K. Howard, The Committee, ii.

5. A net. 6. The netting of a pound or seine.
E. H. Knight. 7. A kerchief or net for the
head.

There's never It'll/ gang on my head,
Nor kame gang in my hair.

Lord Livingston (Child's Ballads, IIL 348).

Iint2t, n. An obsolete variant of lunt.

lint-doctor (lint'dok*tor),n. Incalico-printing,
a knife-edged scraper arranged on the deliver-

ing side of a calico-printing machine, in such
relation with the printed web that it scrapes
off and retains loose lint, fluff, or fragments of

threads which might otherwise adhere to and
disfigure the fabric.

lintel1
(lin'tel), n. [< ME. lintel, lyntell, < OF.

lintel, F. Nnteau = Sp. lintel, dintel, < ML. lintel-

liis, head-piece of a door or window, for */mi-

tellus, dim. of L. limes (limit-), a boundary, bor-

der (cf. limen, a threshold): see limit. Cf. /in-

tern.] In arch., a horizontal piece of timber or
stone resting on the jambs of a door or window,
or spanning any other open space in a wall or in

a columnar construction, and serving to sup-
port superincumbent weight.
Whan he com to the halle dore he wrote letteres on the

liinlM of the dore in Orewe. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), lit 436.

At the bottom of the steps is a ronndheaded doorway,
not, it is true, surmounted by a true arch, but by a curved
lint'i of one stone.

J. Frrguuon, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 282.

The immense batten doors with gratings over the lin-

tels. O. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 247.

lintel-t, M. See li

Liodon

linter 1 (lin'trr), M. [< Hr + -<r'.] A machine
for stripping off the short-staple cotton-fiber
which adheres to cotton-seed after ginning, pr'-

paratory to extraction of oil from the seed. The
cotton thus removed is used In the inanm .< inn- <>f cotton
batting and for other purposes. Also linler-nm

linter- (Hn'ter), n. A corrupt dialectal form of
(l Itll-tO.

linternt, . [A var. of lintel, appar. by confu-
sion with OF. linter, lintier, a threshold, as if

< ML. "limitarium, < L. limet (limit-), bound,
limit, but with sense of L. Inm n (limin-), thresh-
old : gee lintel.] Same as lintel.

And with the blood thereof [a lamb) coloured the pott
and (intern of the doors, lialeigh. Hist. World, II. Ill 4.

I read these two verses written in golden letters upon
the Liiiteriif of the doore, at the entering Into the Inne.

Curyat, Crudities, L is.

lintie (lin'ti), n. [Dim. of linnet 1
, or a reduction

of the equiv. lintwhite.] The linnet. [Scotch.]
But I dlnna see the broom
Wf its tasBels on the lea,

Nor hear the liiitie't sang
U' my ain countrie. R. Oilfillan.

lintseedt, - An obsolete form of linseed.

lintstock, . See linstock.

lintwhite (lint'hwit), . [< ME. (8c.) lyntquhite,
corrupted from AS. linettcige. linctuigle, a 1 in net .

so called from frequenting flax-fields, < lin, flax

(see line1
,
and cf . linnrl), + -tuige, -tuigle (seen

also in thisteltuige, a linnet), of uncertain ori-

gin.] 1. A linnet. AlsoHntyirAite. [Prov. Eng.
and Scotch.]

Of Larkes, of lynlnchyttei, that lufflyche songene.
Mart* Arthur* (E. E. T. S.), L 2674.

In vain to me, in glen or shaw,
The mavis an' the lintwhite sing.

Burns, Again Rejoicing Nature See*.

Her song the lintwhite swelleth.

Tennyton, Claribel.

2. A skylark or wood-warbler. [Prov. Eng.]
lintr-white (lint'hwit), a. [< Knl + white.] As
white as lint or flax

; flaxen.

Lassie wi' the lintwhite locks, . . .

Wilt thou be my dearie, O?
Burnt, Lassie wl' the Lintwhite Lock*.

linty-white, . Same as linttcliite.

Linum (li'num), n. [NL. (Tournefort, 1700), <

L. linum = Gr. Mvav = W. llin, flax: see line*.]
A genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants,
of the natural order I.inr, tribe Eulineee. They
are herbs, often slightly woody, characterized by regular
five-parted flowers, with often showy but fugacious petjUs.

usually yellow or blue in color, and by entire sepals and
leaves. There are about 100 species, growing in both hemi-

spheres. many of which are ornamental. L. uritatittsi-

mum Is the flax of commerce, and the seeds of the same
are thesourceof linseed-oil. L. perenne, called perennial
flax, is a very handsome blue-flowered species, abundant
in the northern parts of the United .States, and having a
wide distribution through Europe and Asia.

liny (li'ni), a. [< line* + -yi.] Full of lines;

resembling a line
;
marked with lines.

Then there rose to view a fane
Of liney marble. Knit*. Sleep and Poetry.

shaping their eyes long and linn, partly because of the

light. T. Hardy, Far from the Madding Crowd, viii.

Linyphia (li-nif'i-a), . [NL., < MGr. Kv
).tvov$of, favovf/K, weaving linen/ Gr. )Jvov, flax,

linen, 4- fyaiveiv, weave: see wcare.] 1. A
Latreillean genus of spiders of the family '/'//<-

rittiidfi'. L. marmarata is noted for its large domed web,
under which it lies in wait for its prey to be entangled
In a maze of threads that reach two or three feet upward in

the bush. L. cwnmunu constructs a double web, with one
sheet over the other, and hides between the two.

2. [I. c.] A spider of this genus.
Liocephalus (U-o-sef'a-lus),n. [NL. (J. E. Gray,
1827, as Leiocepli(ilus),(. Gr. teiof, smooth (= L.

levis), + *tQa>Ji, head.] A genus of American
iguanoid lizards, having no anal or femoral

pores, and the back and tail crested. There are

many species,
natives of tropical America and the West

Indies, known as rogufo,as L.can'ua/u*, the keeled roquet.

Liodera (li-od'e-ra), n. [NL. (Fitzinger, 1843),
also Liodeira ; "< Gr. feiof , smooth, + itpof (for

Atpua), skin.] A genus of South American
iguanoid lizards, containing such as /.. chilen-

sis, L. gravenhorsti, and L. yracilis. Also spelled
Leiodera.

liodere (li'o-der), n. A lizard of the genus Lio-

dera. Also spelled leiodere.

Liodermatidae (li'o-der-mat'i-de), n. pi. [XL.
(Owen, 1841), < Liodermatus, the typical genus
(< Gr. Aeiof, smooth, 4- itpiui (ocpfiar-),

the skin ),

+ -idor.] A family of holothunans, commonly
called Urol/tadiidif. Also Liodermati.

Liodon (U 6-don), . [NL.. < Gr. ?.of, smooth,
+ orfoif (OOWT-) = E. tooth.] A genus of Creta-
ceous mosasaurian or pythonomorphic reptiles,
with smooth compressed teeth fitted for cut-

ting, and lenticular in sectional outline. The
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original species was described by Owen in 1841, from the

Chalk of Norfolk. Large forms abounded in America dur-

ing the same period. L. proriger of the Kansas beds was
75 feet long. L. dyspelor was still larger. Also spelled
Leiodon.

Lioglossa (li-o-glos'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. foi-

7/k<rof, smooth-tongued, < A0f, smooth, +
yiijaoa, the tongue.] A primary division of

octopod cephalopoda, characterized by the non-

development of a radula. The only known
forms belong to the family Cirroteuthiace. Also

spelled Leioglossa.

lioglossate (IJ-o-glos'at), a. [As Lioglossa +
-ate1

.] Smooth-tongued; having no radula, as

a member of the group Lioglossa. Also spelled

leioglossate.

Lioiepis(ll-ol'e-pis),. [NL.,<Gr.^iof,smooth,
+ /Ujrif, a scale, rind, husk : see lepis.] A genus
of acrodont agamoid lizards, having the skin of

the sides expansible into wing-like organs sup-

ported on long spurious ribs, the scales small
and ecarinate, the tympanum naked, and fem-
oral pores present. L. sulcatus is a flying-

dragon of the Malay peninsula and China,
about 20 inches long. Also spelled Leiolepis.

liomyoma (li"o-mi-6'ma), n.; pi. liomyomata
(-ma-tii). [Nil, < Gr. fai'of, smooth, + NL. my-
oma.] A myoma composed of smooth (that is,

non-striated) muscle-fiber. Also spelled leio-

myoma.
lion (H'on), n. [Early mod. E. also lyon; < ME.
lion, lioun, lyoun, Hun, also lean, leoun, leun, <

AF. linn, OF. lion, leon, F. lion = Pr. leo = Sp.
lean = Pg. leao = It. leone, Hone = AS. led

(gen. dat. ledn, dat. also ledne, Ie6nan) = OS.
leo = OFries. lawa, NFries. lieuwe = D. leeuw
= MLG. lauwe, LG. louwe, lauwe = OHG. lewe,

louwo, MHG. lewe, louwe, louwe, G. lowe = Icel.

leo, leon, Ijon= 8w. lejon = Dan. love (cf . OBulg.
Hvii = Bulg. l&v = Serv. lav = Bohem. lev =
Pol. lew = Euss. levu = Lith. levas, lavas =
Lett, lamias, all < OHG.) = Croatian lijun =
Albanian luan, < L. leo (leon-), < Gr. Uuv (Aeovr-),
a lion

; prob. of Semitic or Egyptian origin ;
cf .

Heb. labP, OEgypt. labu, Coptic labvj, a lion.]
1. A quadruped of the genus Felis, F. leo, the

largest of all carnivorous animals,distinguished
by its tawny or yellow color, a full flowingmane
in the male, a tufted tail, and the disappearance

Head of Lion (Ftltis letf), from photograph by Dixon, London.

of the feline markings in both sexes before they
arrive at maturity. The largest are from 8 to 9 feet in
length. The lion is a native of Africa and thewarm regions
of Asia. He preys chiefly on live animals, avoiding carrion
unless impelled by extreme hunger. He approaches his
prey with stealthy movements, crouching for the spring,
which is accompanied with a terrific roar. The whole
frame is most powerful and impressive, giving with the
large head and ample mane that majestic appearance to
the animal from which he derives his title of "king of
beasts." Of the African lion there are several varieties, as
the Barbary, Gambian, Senegal, and Cape lions. The
Asiatic varieties are generally distinguished as the Ben-
gal, the Persian or Arabian, and the maneless lion of
Gujerat.
The lion did tear in pieces enough for his whelps, and

strangled for his lionesses, and filled his holes with prey
and his dens with ravin. Nahum ii. 12.

2. Figuratively, a lion-like person; a man
possessing the courage, fierceness, etc., of a
lion.

There were about two hundred men on horseback, arm-
ed with firelocks ; all of them liana, if you believed their
word or appearance. Bruce, Source of the Nile, 1. 170
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3. leap.] In astron., a constellation and sign
of the zodiac. See Leo, 1.

Now next at this opposicioun,
Which in the signe shal be of the Leoun.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 330.

4. In lier., a representation of a lion used as a

bearing. There are various attitudes in which it is rep-

resented, forming as many different bearings, viz.: pas-

sant, passant gardant or leoparde, passant regardant, ram-

pant, rampant gardant, rampant regardant, salient, com-
batant (when two lions are rampant and face to face, also

called counter-rampant), statant, statant gardant, sejant,

couchant, and coward. (See these words.) Furthermodi-
fications of these bearings may exist, but are rare. An-

ciently the blazon was "a lion" only when the creature
was rampant ; when passant gardant, as on the shield of

England, it was called lion leopard^, and also leopard. The
lion is always langued and armed gules unless the field is

gules, when it is langued and armed azure.

No Mon hedde scheld of schrifte ;

The deuel stod lyk a^onraumpaunt.
Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 145.

git to knaw neidful is xv maneris of lionyg in armys.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 98.

5. (a) A gold coin current in Scotland from the
time of Eobert III. to the reign of James VI.: so
called from the lion on the obverse of the coin.

Under Mary it was worth 44 shillings Scotch ; under James
VI. (when it was called the lion noble), 74 shillings Scotch.
Half-lions were also coined,

(ft) A copper coin:

same as hardhead, 2. 6. An object of interest

and curiosity ; especially, a celebrated or con-

spicuous person who is much sought by society
or by the public in general : as, to visit the lions

of the place; such a one is the lion of the day.
The use is an extension of lion in its literal sense, with
reference to the lions formerly kept at the Tower in Lon-
don. See the first quotation.

The lions of the Tower are the origin of that application
of the term lion to any conspicuous spectacle or personage
which has long since become universal.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., iv.

Such society was far more enjoyable than that of Edin-

burgh, for here was not a lion, but a man. J. Wilson.

After dinner the palanquins went forward with my ser-

vant, and the captain and I took a ride to see the lions of
the neighborhood. Macaulay, in Trevelyan, I. 324.

A lion In the way. (a) A danger or obstacle to be faced
and overcome.

Lancelot shouted,
"
Stay me not !

I have been the sluggard, and I ride apace,
For now there is a lion in the way."

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

(6) An imaginary danger, trumped up by cowardice or
sloth.

The slothful man saith, There is a lion in the way ; a lion
is in the streets. Prov. xxvi, 13.

They fear'd not the bug-bear danger nor the Lyon in the

way that the sluggish and timorous Politician thinks he
sees. Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

American lion, mountain lion. Same as cougar.
Blanch lion. See blanchi. British lion, the lion as
the national emblem of Great Britain.

The British Lion . . . cannot always have a worthy
enemy to combat, or a battle royal to deliver.

Thackeray, Virginians, Ixiv.

Lion dollar. See dollar. Lion of Cotswold or Cots-
wold lion, a sheep. [Prov. Eng.]

Lo then the mystery from whence the name
Of Cotsold lyons first to England came.

Harrington, Epigr., B. iii. Ep. 18. (Naret.)

Lion Of St. Mark, a symbolical lion represented aswinged,
and holding an open book, on which is written pax tibi,
Marce, Evangelista meus, or a part of this. It is the char-
acteristic device of Venice. The full heraldic description
requires a sword with the point uppermost above the book
on the dexter side and a glory surrounding the whole. The
lion also is sejant : but in artistic representations this is

continually departed from. Lion's provider, (a) A
popular name for the jackal. (i>) Any humble friend or
follower who acts as a sycophant or foil to another.
Lion's Share, the largest share ; an unduly large share ;

usually, any excessive appropriation made by one of two
or more persons from something in which all have an equal
right or interest, but sometimes without any invidious
sense: as, the lion's share of attention. The phrase alludes
to jEsop's fable of the lion, who, hunting in partnership
with the fox and wolf, claimed one third of the prey as his
agreed portion, one third by right of sovereignty, and the
other third on general principles. Lion tricorporate, in

her., a bearing representing three rampant bodies of lions
springing or proceeding from the three corners of the
escutcheon and having a common head affrente. Order
Of the Lion, the name of several orders in Germany, etc

especially, an order founded in 1816 by William I., first

king of the Netherlands, and continued by the later
kings. It is an order for civil merit. The badge is a star

lionize

of eight points, having in the central medallion a rampant
lion and crown, and a golden W between each two arms.

To put one's head into the lion's mouth, to put
one's self in a position of great danger, as in the power
of an enemy.

lion-ant (li'on-ant), . Same as ant-lion.

Lionardesqiie (le"o-niir-desk'), a. and n. Same
as Leonardesque.

lionced, leonced (li'-, le'onst), . [< OF. lioncel

+ E. -ed2.] In her., adorned with lions' heads,
as a cross the ends of which terminate in lions'

heads.

lioncel, lioncelle (li'on-sel), . [< OF. lioncel,

leoncel, F. lioneeau (= Sp. leoncello = It. leon-

cello, Uoncello), dim. of lion, leon, a lion: see

Hon.] In her., a small or young lion used as a

bearing. When a number of lions are represented on
the same field or ordinary, they are assumed to be lioncels

and are blazoned as such. Also lionel.

lion-dog (li'on-dog), n. A variety of dog with
a flowing mane.

lion-dragon (li'on-drag'
/
on), n. In her., an ima-

ginary beast having the fore part of a lion end-

ing in the hind part of a wyvern.
lionel (U'on-el), B. [< OF. lionel, lionnel, lio-

neau, etc., dim. of lion, a lion: see Hon.] 1. A
lion's whelp; a young lion. 2. In her., same
as lioncel.

lioness (li'on-es), n. [< ME. lionesse, leonesse,

leonys, lyoneys, < OF. (also F.) Honnesse (= It.

leonessa, lionessa), fem. of lion, lion : see lion.]

1. The female of the lion.

A lioness hath whelped in the streets.

Shak., J. C., ii. 2. 17.

The gaunt lionness, with hunger bold,

Springs from the mountains tow'rd the guarded fold.

Pope, Iliad, x. 214.

2. A woman who is an object of public inter-

est and curiosity ; rarely, a boldly conspicuous
woman. See lion, 6.

For the last three months Miss Newcome has been the

greatest lioness in London.
Thackeray, Newcomes, xli. (Davies.)

"
Now, boys, keep your eyes open, there must be plenty

of lionesses about :" and thus warned, the whole load, in-

cluding the cornopean player, were on the look-out for

lady visitors, profanely called lionesses.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, xxv. (Davies.)

The reaction against the over-sentimentalism of 1830
which found expression in the Lionesses of 1840 de-
voted to masculine sport who, in their turn, were swept
away by the storm of 48. Westminster Rev., CXXVIII. 951.

lionet (li'on-et), n. [< lion + dim. -et.] A
young or small lion.

He himself thrust just into the press, and, making force
and fury wait upon discretion and government, he might
seem a brave lion who taught his young lionets how, in

taking of a prey, to join courage with cunning.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

lion-heart (U'on-hart), n. One who has great
courage.
lion-hearted (H'on-har"ted), a. Having a lion's

heart or courage; brave and magnanimous:
as, Richard the Lion-liearteA (Richard Coeur de
Lion King Richard I. of England).
Arabian mothers long awed their infants to silence with

the name of the lion-hearted Plantagenet.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

lion-hunter (H'on-hun
//

ter), n. 1. One who
pursues the lion as a beast of the chase. 2.
A person given to the pursuit or lionizing of

notabilities. See lion, 6.

One of the greatest dangers to all genius is that of

being robbed of its vital strength by velvety-pawed lion-

hunters. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 417.

lionise, v. See lionize.

lionism (li'on-izm), n. [< lion + -ism.] The
practice of lionizing; the treating of persons
or things as lions in the figurative sense

;
the

pursuit or adulation of celebrities. See lion, 6.

An anecdote or two maybe added to bear out the occa-
sional references to the honours and humours of lionism
which they contain.

Charley, Mem. of Mrs. Hemans, ii. 25. (Daisies.)

All common Lionism, which ruins many men, was no-
thing to this. Carlyle.

lionize (li'pn-iz),^.; pret. and pp. lionised, ppr.
lionizing. [< lion + -ize.] I. trans. 1. To treat
as a lion, or as an object of curiosity and in-
terest. See lion, n., 6.

Can he do nothing for his Burns but lionise him?
Carlyle, Past and Present, iv. 6.

Tennyson hates being lionized.

Caroline Fox, Journal, p. 272.

Besides this, however, . . . [Liszt] allowed himself, with
his usual good nature, to be lionised, and dragged from con-
cert to concert. Fortnightly Ren., XL. 357.

2. To exhibit objects of curiosity to. [Rare.]
He had Konixd the distinguished visitors during the

last few days over the University.
Disraeli, Lothair, xxiv. (Daniel.)

3. To visit or explore as a sight-seer: as, to
lionise Niagara. [Rare.]
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For eight (lays I liml hern lionizing Belgium under the

disadvantages of c<intinunl ruin.

C. A. Bruted, English 1'niversity, p. 129.

II. i illruns. To visit the lions or objects of

interest or curiosity iu a place.
Also s]n>ll<'(l linnitii'.

lion-leopard (li'on-lep'iird), H. In her., same
;is HUH

leoparaf. See leopard, 2.

lion-like (li'on-lik),. Upseinblingalion; hav-

ing the strength or courage of a lion.

Our first acquaintance was at sea. in light

Against a Turkish man of war, a stout one,
\\hiiriilion-liJre I saw him shew his valour.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, v. 3.

lion-lizard (li'gn-liz'llrd), . A species of basi-

lisk, litixilisciuiamericanus: so called from the

crest (or mane) on its back and tail.

lionlyt (U'on-li), a. [< lion + -fyi.] Like a

lion; fierce.

The Church coveting to ride upon the lionly form of

jurisdiction makes a transformation of her self into an
Asse. Jftfttm, Church-Government, ii. 3.

lion-monkey (li'on-mung*'ki), . Same as mu-
rikina.

lionne (F. pron. le-o-na'), a. [F., < lion, lion:

see lion.'] In her., rampant gardant: said of a

leopard. See under leopard, 2.

lion-poisson (F. pron. le-6n'pwos-&n'), n. [P.,
< lion, lion, + poisson, fish.] In Iwr., same as
Ken-lion.

lion's-ear (li'onz-er), n. 1. A plant of the ge-
nus Leonotis. 2. One of various composite
plants of the genera Culcitium and Espeletia;

lion's-foot(li'onz-fut), n. One of various plants,
(a) Leontapodium alp/nmn, from the appearance of its

clustered neads. (6) The lady's-mantle, Alehemilla ml-
'i> >.-, from the shape of the leaf. Also called lion'g-paw.

(c) The white lettuce, Prenanthes alba, and also P. serpen-
taria.

lion's-heart (li'onz-hart), n. An American
plant, the false dragon's-head, Physostegia Vir-

tliniea.

lion's-leaf (H'onz-lef). n. Any plant of the ge-
nus Leontice, especially L. Leontopetalum, from
a fancied resemblance of the leaf to the print
of a lion's foot.

lion's-mouth (15'onz-mouth), n. A popular
name of the snapdragon, Antirrhinum majus,
and of several other plants with two-lipped
flowers. [Prov. Eng.]

lion's-tail (H'onz-tal), . The plant Leonotis
Leonurus. See Leonotis.

lion's-tooth (Ii'onz-t8th), n. A plant of the

genus Leontodon; also, the common dandelion.

lion's-turnip (li'onz-ter'nip), n. The plant
Leontice Leontopetalum.

lion-tailed (H'on-tald), a. Havingthe tail tuft-

ed like a lion's : applied by Pennant to species
of the genus Macacus Lion-tailed baboon, the
wanderoo.

lion-toothed (H'on-totht), a. Having teeth like

those of a lion.

Liotheidse (li-o-the'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lio-

theum + -wire.] A family of mallophagous in-

sects or so-called bird-lice, differing from the

true lice, and typified by the genus Liotheum.
They have stout four-Jointed antenna?, a generally trilo-

bate head, conspicuous maxillary palps, and two-jointed
or one-jointed tarsi. They infest the plumage of birds,
but they are also found in the fur of quadrupeds. Also

spelled Iieiotheidce.

Liotheum (li-oth'e-um), . [NL., < Gr. Xtioj-,

smooth, + (f ) Ocetv, Oeiv, run.] The typical ge-
nus of Liotheidv. Also Leiotheum.

Liothrix (li'o-thriks), n. [NL. (H. E. Strick-

land, 1841); brig. Leiothrix (Swainson,1831); <

Gr. feioc. smooth, + fyw'f (rptx-), hair.] A genus
ofturdiform passerine birds. The genus was based

upon Parus.furcatmot Temminck. now known as Liothrix
lutea. one of the Indian hill-tits. Also called Callipyga.

Liotia (li-6'ti-a), n. [NL., <Gr. Aet&rr/f, smooth-
ness, < teZof, smooth.] The typical genus of
l.iotiidic. These shells have the horny operculum spi-

rally dotted with shelly substance, and the mouth ends in

a round vurix. Also spelled Lfiotia.

Liotiidae (li-o-ti'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Liotia +
-td<B.] A family of rliipidoglossate gastropods,
typified by the genus Liotia, associated by most
authors with the Trochid(eorDclphinulid(e. Also

spelled Leiotiida.

Liotrichi (li-ot'ri-ki), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. teior,

smooth, + Opig (rpix-), hair.] A name applied
by Huxley (in the form Leiotrichi) to one of the
two primary groups into which the races of
men are considered to be divisible, the other

being Ulotrichi. The Liotrichi are those with smooth
hair, and are divisible into four secondary groups: tin-

Anstrnlioid, the Mongoloid, the Xanthochroic, and the Me-
lanochroic. See these words.

Liotrichidse (li-o-trik'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lio-
thrix + -irf'.] A family of birds of uncertain
character, (a) Approximately the same as Liatrichitur,
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Including some 60 or 80 hill-tits of Asia, having a varied
and often brightly colored plumage, feeding on berries

and inserts. Liothrix, firachifpteryr, Pterythriiu, etc.
,
are

leading genera. (&) Extended to include many other birds,
as the American wrens and mocklng-thrushes, etc. Ca-

bantu, IH47. Also spelled Leiotrichidtx.

Liotrichinae (li'o-tri-ki'no), n. pi. [NL.,<<-
otltrix + -iiite.'] A subfamily of birds, typified
by the genus Liothrix; the hill-tits : originally
made by Swainson in 1831 a subfamily of Am-
/H'/idte in the form Leiotrichante. Also spelled
LeiotriMnte.
liotrichous (li-ot'ri-kus), a. [< Gr. foioc, smooth,
+ Opi (Tptx-), hair.] Having smooth hair; of

or pertaining to the Liotrichi. Also spelled
leiotrichous.

liourt, liouret, . [< ME. liour. lyoicre, lyere,
< OF. liure, licure, loiure, a binding, band; in

cookery, a thickening ; < L. Iigatura, abinding:
see ligature.'] 1. Binding or edging, as of cur-
tains and hangings.

Beddys . . . that henget shall. be with hole sylonr,
With crotchettia and loupys sett on lyovr.

Babeei Book (E. E. T. H.), p. SIS.

2. In cookery, a thickening, or a thick prepa-
ration.

And make a tiii/r>- of brede and blode, and lye hit ther-
withe. Liber Cure Cocorum, p. 32.

lip (lip), n. [< ME. lip, lyp, lippe, lyppe, < AS.
hppa, lippe = OFries. lippa, Fries, lijrne = MD.
lippe, D. lip = MLG. LG. lippe ( > G. Dan. lippe,

lip, = OF. lipe, type, lippe, a lip, esp., as F.

''/'/"' and ML. Upturn, a thick under lip; cf.

Sw. lapp = Dan. ln-ln
, lip, appar. < LG., but

modified by L. In In inn)', with orig. formative

-ja (and akin to OHG. te/k leps, MHG. left, leps,

lefse, G. lefze, with var. OHG. teppr=OS. lepur,

lip, with orig. formative -as), = L. labium (>

Sp. Pg. labio), lip, with var. labrum (= OHG.
lefs, leppur, above T) (> It. labbro = Sp. Pg.
labro = F. Uvre), lip; cf. Gael, liob (perhaps <

E.), Lith. lupa, Hind, lub, Pers. lab, lip. Con-
nection with top

1
(L. lambere, etc.) is improb-

able
;
the phonetic conditions do not agree,

and it is not the lips, but the tongue, that
'

laps.']
1. One of the two edges or borders of the
mouth

;
one of the two fleshy or muscular parts

composing the opening of the mouth in man and
many other animals, and covering the teeth.

All they that see me laugh me to scorn ; they shoot out
the lip, they shake the head. Pa. xxii. 7.

He that loves a rosy cheek,
Or a coral lip admires.

Carev, Disdain Returned.

2. pi. Figuratively, the organs of speech as

represented by the lips; speech or utterance
as passing between the lips and aided by them.
A wicked doer giveth heed to false lipt. Prov. xvii. 4.

His lips are very mild and meek.
Tennyton, Two Voices.

So gently blending courtesy and art

That wisdom's lipt seemed borrowing friendship's heart.
O. II'. Holme*, A Portrait.

3. Impudent or abusive talk. [Slang.]
I told him that I didn't want none of his lip.

F. R. Stockton, Rudder Orange, p. 99.

4. Anything resembling a lip in position or re-

lation ; the edge or border ofanything ;
a mar-

gin : as, the lip of a vessel ; the lips of a wound.
Now wet the lip of the phial.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xx.

Between the town of Brill, upon the southern lip of this

estuary, and Maaslandsluis, . . . the squadron suddenly
appeared. Money, Dutch Republic, n. 852.

The cannon's brazen lips are cold. Whittirr, To I 'ins IX.

5. In bot. : (a) Either of the divisions of a bila-

biate corolla. The two are distinguished as upper (the
superior or posterior, next the axis) and lower (the liife-

rior or anterior, away from the axis), (ft) In orchids,
one of the petals differing from the other two
in shape. It is really the upper, but by a half-

twist of the ovary has become as if anterior or
lower. 6. In zool., any lip-like part or organ.
See labium and labrum for technical usages.
7. In a lip-auger, the blade at the end which
cuts the chip after it has been circumscribed by
the spur. 8. In a turbine water-wheel, a rim
which closes the joint between the barrel and
the curb. E. H. Knight. 9. In a vehicle, a pro-
jecting part of the bolster; a cuttoo-plate. E. H.
Knight. 10. In organ-building, one of the flat

vertical surfaces above or below the mouth of a

flue-pipe, called respectively the upper lip and
the lower lip. The upper lip is always sharp-edged, and
the current of air in the pipe is so directed against it as to
be thrown into vibration. See /'('; and organ.
11. In music, the power or facility of adjusting
one's lips to the mouthpiece of a metal wind-
instrument so as to produce tones ; embouchure.
Since the pitch and quality of tones produced upon such

Liparieae

Instruments depend upon the strength, endurance, and
fit-xEMlity of the player's lips, the term IH used in a general
sense to indicate bis metluM ;in<l si \ I r. Columellar lip.
See eolmurllar. Curl of the lip. See citrl. - Lip drill.
See rfritfi. -Lip-glue. See mouflCflhu. under glue. The
calves of the lips,

see mlf\. To bite the lip. *>>

bite. To hang the lip, to be sullen or sulky.

Par. How chance my brother Trollus went not?
Helen. He hany* the. lip at something.

Shalt., T. and (!., 11L 1. 162.

To keep a stiff upper lip, to keep up one's courage, as
under adversity or trying circumstances; struggle against

despondency. |Colloq.| TO make a lip, to pout tin- in

der lip in sullenness or contempt. [ Archaic, j

A letter for me! It gives me an estate of seven years'
health; In which time I will make a lip at the physician.

Shot., Cor., 1L 1. m.

J I. trans. 1. To touch with the lip
or lips, as in kissing ;

reach with the lip or bor-

der. [Chiefly poetical.]
A hand that kings

Have lipp'd, and trembled kissing.
Shak., A. and C., IL 5. 30.

When
A stone is thrown into some sleeping tarn.
The circle widens till it //// the marge.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

No good sheep-dog ever so much as ftp* a sheep to turn it.

K. D. Blactmore, Loma Doone, xllL

2. To utter with the lips; speak. [KareJ
I heard my name

Most fondly lipp'd. Ktati, Endymlon, I.

3. To notch, as the edge of a sword or knife.

[Now only Scotch.]
In these dales the maner is lightly to barbe and pluck

off with a sarding hook the beards or strings of the root,
that being thus nipped and lipped (as it were) they might
nourish the body of the plant. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xlx. 6.

II. intrans. In music, to apply one's lips to the

mouthpiece of a metal wind-instrument so as to

produce tones; also, to use one's lips in some
particular manner: as, to lip well or badly,
llpaemia (U-pe'mi-a), n. PNL., < Gr. hiirttv,

/j.viiv, leave, oe lacking, + at/ia, blood.] In pa-
thol., the presence of an excessive quantity of

fat in the blood.

Lipangus, n. See Lipaugus.
Lipari (lip'a-ri), n. Wine produced in the Lipa-
ri Islands, north of Sicily, both red and white,
and of many grades of excellence. It is in de-

mand in Naples at prices high for Italian wine,
but is rarely exported.

What can make our fingers so fine?

Drink, drink wine. iippori-wine.
The Slighted Maid, p. 8S. (Nam.)

Liparia (H-pa'ri-S), . [NL. (Linnaeus. 1771),
so called from the shining leaves ; < Gr. MirapAs,

oily, shining, sleek, < A/Vof, fat, lard.] A ge-
nus of South African leguminous plants of the
tribe Genistea1

,
and type of the subtribe Lipa-

rieae. They are shrubs with simple, entire, coriaceous,
shining leaves, without stipules, and having bright-yellow
flowers in terminal heads, surrounded by large bracU form-
ing an Involucre. One of the lower lobes of the calyx is

large and petaloid, and the stamens are diadelphous.

Liparidae (li-par'i-de), n. pi. Same as Lipari-
dtdte.

Liparididae (lip-a-rid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lipa-
ris (-id-) + -i(io;. J 1. A family of acanthoptery-
gian fishes, represented by the genus Liparis,
embracing cottoids with oblong or elongated
antrorsiform body, the head unarmed and en-

veloped by the skin, a long dorsal fin with
anterior spines scarcely differentiated, a long
anal fin, and ventrals united to form a circular
sucker. The numerous species, of several genera besides

Liparis, inhabit cold and temperate seas, chiefly of the
northern hemisphere, and attain a moderate or only small
size. They are popularly known. In common with many
other flshes, as meters, and are also called mail-jitha and
tea-mails.

2. A family of bombycid moths, typified by the

genus Liparis (named in the form Lipariace by
Boisduval in 1834), having the proboscis short
or obsolete, and the female rarely wingless.
The larva; are free, usually live In trees, have hairs aris-

ing in bundles from tubercles, and are mostly dark-col-

ored; they pupate in a loose cocoon usually interspersed
with hairs. The family is wide-spread. There are about
60 genera, species of which are variously known as gip-

tries, vaporen, etc.

Lipaiidina (lip'a-ri-di'na), n.pl. [NL., < Lipa-
ris (-id-) + -inn.] In Giinther's ichtbyological
system, the second group of his family Disco-

boli : same as Liparidinte and Liparidid<e, 1.

Liparidinae (lip'a-ri-di'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Lipa-
ris (-id-) + -iiueT] A subfamily of Cyclopteri-

da;, equivalent to the family Liparidida. Also

Liparina:
Liparieae (lip-a-ri'e-e), . pi. [NL. (Bentham,
1845), < Liparia +' -r.] A subtribe of plants
of the tribe Genistea: and order Leguminos<r.
It includes South African genera characterized by the



Liparieas

absence of stipules and by the free vexillary stamen which
is rarely joined to the others above the opening of the

4,anfttvetherKenera
the type i*-

LiparinEe (lip-a-ri'ne),' n. pi. Same as Lipari-
,li,ue.

Liparis (lip'a-ris), . [NL., < Gr. fcjra/xif, oily,

shiniiig, sleek: see Liparia.] 1. In iclith., a

genus of fishes, so called by Artedi in 1738

from the soft smooth skin, typical of the family
Liparididte, having the ventral disk well de-

veloped. The type of the genus is Cyclopterus

liparis of Linnaeus. 2. In entom., a genus of

arctiid moths, founded by Ochsenheimer in

1810. It is a comprehensive group, much broken up of

late years, all the British species having been placed In

other genera. The gipsy-moth is L. (Ocneria) dispar. L.

'cSS*
1S ne W '8 lnjurlou8 * trees> esPeclally

3. A genus of orchidaceous herbs, some ter-

ri and some epiphytes belonging to the
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lip-good (lip'gud), a. Good in profession only,
merely but Kv-mod^ "

B. .7onm, Sejanus, i. 2.

liphaemia (li-fe'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Mvetv,
*melv, leave, be lacking, + ai/ia, blood.] De-

ficiency or poverty of blood. Also spelled lei-

plicemia.

lip-head (lip'hed), n. Ahead of a bolt or analo-

gous metal object which projects toward one
side only: used in angles and other situations

where there is not room for a head symmetrical
all around.

lip-homage (lip'hpm'
l

'aj), . Homage rendered

by the lips only ;
insincere professions of devo-

tion.

It [devotion to science] is not a mere lip-homage, but a

homage expressed in actions.
B. Spencer, Mi ,, p. 91.

Lipoptera

lipogastrotic (li"po-gas-trot'ik), . [< lipogas-
trosis (-ot-) + -ie.] Having BO stomach

; specifi-

cally, in sponges, having no paragaster; char-

acterized by or exhibiting lipogastrosis.

llpogenesis (li-pp-jen'e-sis), n. [< Gr. Awi-of, fat,

lard, + ycveatf, origin: see 0eess.] The forma-
tion of fat.

The effective agent in Kpogmesia . . .also favors the

formation of uric acid. Qumn, Med. Diet, p. 1053.

lipogenous (H-poj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. Wjrof, fat,

+ -yevJK, producing: see -genous.'] Pertaining
to the formation of fat

; forming or tending to

form fat
; developed in fat.

Lipoglossa (H-po-glos'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. Xei-

new, AITTEIV, leave, be lacking, + yAama, tongue.]
A grade or series of Mollusca, represented by a
class (Scolecomorpha) containing the genus Neo-

ia (or golcnopus), as alone distinguished

a column which is rather long and sometimes winged
above. There are about 120 species, found in all warm and

3" L' La*em iB Englaml i880metime8

liparite(lip'a-rlt),. [So called from the Lipari
filands in the" Mediterranean.] A name applied
byKothtotherockcalledrAyoKtebyVonKicht-
hofen. See rkyolite.

oil

linoma,

Lipaueinse (lip-a-ii'ue) re pi [NL < Ltoau-

^SfT^T 1 suWamily of^Cotingi^n-
cluding a number of South American cotingine
birds of plain coloration, like the species of Li-

pcmqus. P. L. Sclater, 1862.

LlDaueusai-Da'eusI n PNL fBoie misDrintedijipaugu, .a pa gusj,,
. LWJU. (t 3ie, misprintea

Mpangtis ana so used by some ornithologists) :

so called as being a very plain-colored genus
among a number of brilliant relatives, < Gr
fenwrtr. having lost

its, light or splendor, <

AeiTmv, AOTEW, leave, + creyi?, brilliance, splen-
dor.] The typical genus of Lipaugirue, based
upon Muscicapa simplex of Lichteustem, a eo-

tmgme bird of Brazil.

lip-bit (lip bit), n. A brace-bit with a cutting
lip which projects beyond the end of the barrel!

lip-born (lip'born),i Coming from the lips
only; not arising from the heart; not cordial
or genuine.

Why had he brought his cheap regard and his lip-born
words to her who had nothing paltry to give in exchange?

Hve bait s aminnow cosing th moutht
leaving the gills free tor respiration: used on

spinning-tackles, etc. 2. A kind of grapnel
used by whalers for towing a dead whale to

,.
the

,
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wlth the lips; labor that consists in promises
aild professions.
When these actions fail of their several ends, . . . alms

tiiigi9anss^^
(lip'la-bo"ri-us), a. Abounding
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re verbal professions ; hypocritical.
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h'ypocritSJriUSfiS?' tt0m ! the
Hist Barnes (irao) p ^(ia^T)

/liT'lT,^m^s^ - T^n>
(lip lang"gwaj), n. In the in-

Structl0n of the deaf and dumb, oral or articu-
late ianKuaKe to be understood by watching
the motfon ^f

'

the u in contradistinction to
the ianguage of sign̂ or of the fingej

.g .

u let (ifp'let), . [< % + dim. -te*.] A little

j*!

Lipobrachia (li-po-bra'ki-ii), n. pi [NL., <

Q.-J_ faixeiv, AOTEJV, leave be lacking + L bra-

chium, arm.] In Haeckel's system' of classifi-

a nrimai-v pronn of Vrlrinniirrnnitn cnn
P

and the

armiess echinoderms in distinction from the

ringed-arms or Colobrachia.
lirmhrarhiat.p ClT-nn-brn'ld-at't n T< Jinnlwn"

-
"'

'

L o8S* (li-po-glos'e), . pi. [NL., fern.

p]. : see Lipof/lossa.'] In Nitzsch's classifica-

tion (1829) a manor group of birds, tvpined bv
the kingfishers (AlcedimL), and including the
I10 131118 (Bueerotidee) and hoopoes ( Umtpidte),
in all of which the tongue is very small.

lipoglossate (li-po-glos'at), a. [As Lipoglossa
+ -afc2.] Having a small tongue, or none

;

specifically, of or pertaining to the Linoglossae.

leave, be lacking, + ypau.ua. a letter, < ypaAeiv.
rft Ct.lipogrammatic^ Awriting from wnich

allwords containing a particular letter are omit-

ted> as the S6Veral b ks f the Od
y.
8sey of Trv-

ptiodorus, in the first of which, it is said, there
wasno A, in the second no B, etc. Similarly, poems
have been written in English avoiding the use of , which
is the most frequent of 111 English letters, while, on the
other hand, pieces also have been written containing only
"e wel .

.

llpogrammatic (li"po-gra-mat'ik), a. [< Gr
/^WW"f. teinofpawaroi^

with a letter left

out,< hemetv, Aiff(v,leave,be lacking,+ ypdu/ja, a
letter ' Cf- ^pogrom.'] Pertaining to the writing
f lipograms; also, of the nature of alipogram.
T

.

h
J
Gree

,
ks composed lipogrammatic works, works in

which one letter of the alphabet is omitted.
7" IXwu<!K> CurloB- of Lit" L 385'

lipogrammatism (n-po-gram'a-tizm), ,, [<

l'P<>grammat(-ic) + -ism.] The art or practice
of writing lipograms.
Lipogrammatism does not affect the rhythm or metre of

Ver8e- O. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xxv.

hp-cell (Up sel), . In 60*., one of a group of
having no brachia. grammat(ic)

cells m the sporangia of some ferns between
Lipobranchia (li-po-brang'ki-a), n. pi. [NL., grams.

which the dehisceiice begins. Theyhave l.gm- < gj_^ XOT >, leave, be lacking, + jiply^a, The
ned walls, and number from two to four. -

[ g -

t
-isl.} One who writes lipo-

or letter-droppers of antiquity . . .

without any reason, against

pi.

Promises m.a, and Aca-

Lip-comfort cannot cure me. Pray you, leave me
To mine own private thoughts.

Massinger, Maid of Honour, iii. 1.

lip-comforter (lip'kum"fer-ter), re. One who
consoles or comforts with mere empty talk.

Reverend lip-comforters, that once a week
Proclaim how blessed are the poor.

Southey, Soldier's Funeral.

lip-devotion (Iip'de-v6"shon), re. The utter-
ance of prayer by the lipsj especially without
genuine desire.

We saw those large marble stayres, 28 in number, which
are never ascended but on the knees, some lip-devotion be-
ing us'd on every step. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 20, 1644.

lap-devotion will not serve the turn ; it undervalues the
very thing it prays for. South, Sermons, VI. 386.

lipe (lip), re. [< ME. *lipe, lippe, < OF. lipee,

lippec (ML. lippa), a large piece, a good bit or

morsel, a mouthful.] A piece, bit, or fragment;
a portion. [Prov. Eng.]
Ac me were leuere, by oure lorde, a lippe of godes grace
Thau al the kynde witt that je can bothe and connynge of

soure bokes. Piers Plouman (C), xii. 226.

lipett, re. [ME., dim. of lipe.] A portion.
Of every disshe a lipet out to take.

Lydyate, Minor Poems, p. 52. (H/Miwett.)

lip-fern (lip'fern), . A fern of the genus CJiei-
lanthes: in allusion to the lip-like indusium.

lip-fish (lip'fish), n. A labroid fish.

Many wrasses are readily recognized by their thick lips,
the inside of which is sometimes curiously folded : a pe-
culiarity which has given to them the German name of
lip-fishes. Eneye. Brit., XIX V. 686.

Upobranchiate (li-po-brang'ki-at), a. [< ii-

pobrancUa + -afcl.]' Of or pertaining to the

Lipobranchia
Lipocephala (li-po-sef'a-lii), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of lipocephalus : see tipocephalous.] Lan-
kester's name of the lamellibranchs or bivalve

mollusks, contrasted with the Glossophora, re-

garded as a branch of Mollusca, and divided
into Isomy^ Heteromya, and Monomya.
lipocephalous (H-po-sef'a-lus), a. [< NL. lipo-
cephalus. < Gr. teimtv. ^ai>, leave, be lacking,+ K^^ head.] Headless, as a bivalve mol-
lusk

; acephalous ; of or pertaining to the Lino-
cenhala

lipofi Droma (li'po-fl-bro'ma) n nl linotibro'
'

fat 4-

is a considerable amount of connective tissue.
Also called adipofibroma.
lipogastria (li-po-gas'tri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ;tc/-

nttv, )uireiv, leave, be lacking, + yaa-ijp (yaarp-),
stomach.] Atrophy of the primary enteric cav-
ity.

lipogastrosis (Il"po-gas-tr6'sis), n. [NL., <
Gr. 'Ke'mttv, 'Amclv, 1'eave, be lacking, + yacrqp
(yao-rp-), stomach, + -osis.] Absence of a stom-
ach; specifically, in sponges, absence of the
paragaster, with the development of diverti-

cula, which form a system of canals replacing
the original enteric cavity.

Lipogastrosis . . . may be produced by the growing to-
gether of the roots of the choanosomal folds, thus redu-
cing the paragastric cavity to a labyrinth of canals.

Sollas, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 41C.

lipomatosis (li-po-ma-to'sis), n. [< lipoma(t-)+ -osis.'] The excessive growth of fatty tissue
in the body or any of its parts.
lipomatOUS (li-pom'a-tus), a. [< lipoma(t-) +
-oils.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a li-

poma.
lipomyxoma(lip"o-mik-sd'ma),n.; yl.lipomyxo-
niata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. /IOTOC , fat, +//{ifa, mu-
cus, T -oma.~] In patJiol., a tumor composed
p_artly

of fatty and partly of mucous tissue.

Liponema (H-po-ne'ma), re. [NL., < Gr. fomeiv,
foireiv, leave, be lacking, + vijua, a thread.] The
typical genus of Lipatiemidee.

Liponemidae (ll-po-nem'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Liponema + -Ma;.'} A family of Hexactimte,
with numerous perfect septa and with margi-
nal tentacles transformed by retrogression into
short tubes or into stomidia. Of the three genera
united as Liponemidce, Liponema comes near the Discoso-

midce, as its stomidia may be divided into principal and
accessory stomidia; Polystomiditim has an endodermal
muscle and marginal spherules ; and Polysiphonia, with
its mesodermal circular muscle, resembles the Paractidce.

lipopod (li'po-pod), a. and n. I. a. Of or per-
taining to the Lipopoda.

II. n. One of the Lipopoda.
Lipopoda (H-pop'o-da), re. pi. [NL., < Gr.

M'meiv, ^nrtlv, leave,' be'laeking, + m>i>f (mx!-) =
E. foot.] A prime division of Botifera, called a
class and contrasted with Parapoiliata, and di-
vided into the orders Ploima, Sdelligrada, and

Lipoptera (li-pop'te-ra), n. [NL., < Gr. feimiv,
'f.melv, leave, be lacking, + KTep6v, a wing. = E.

feather.] A genus of pupiparous parasitic dip-



Llpoptera
tli.. fumilv"

they neck quadrupeds and lose tli.'ir wings, whence the

name. Also LipupteiM.
"

The

3473 liquefaction

had far rather Tib Mumps kenned which way I
lip-service (lip'ser'viii), n. Service with the^^-^ 'TS " "Mr'T '>=

of good will or drvol ic,n.

lip-ornament (lip'or*na-m<mt), M. An object
inserted in the hp as an ornament, as is cus-

toiiiiiry among many savage races: a labret.

Lipostoma (li-pos'to-ma), n. pi. L^L-i < Or. &<-
r

*. \. _____ i* i _ *"i l __...,. ,.,. + l, 1

lippening (lip'ning). a. [Appr. ppr. of /<//"',

peculiarly used (f).] Occasional; accidental.
The Reply here ami there just purport* to otter a

rt>w that In heart It withdraws.
Gladstone, Gleanings, I. 1

iv, faxciv, leave, bo lacking, + oro/m, mouth.]
B*me as /.ipoftliiiiiatit.

Lipostomata (li-po-sto'ma-ta), n. pL ..

Gr. .uirrcivj/uirelv, leave, be'lacking, + OTO/WI, pi.

arAfMTa, mouth.] The raouthless corticate Pro-

tozoa; the sporozoans or gregarines: opposed
totitiiii.iitophora. Originally Lipostoma. E. R.

lipostomatous (li-po-stom'a-tus), a. [As Lipo-
KiniiKita + -oun.] Mouthless; astomatous; spe-

cilicully, of or pertaining to the Linosti

lipostomia (li-po-sto'mi-a), w. [NL.]

[Scotch.]
I aye tolled the gudemaniye meant weel to him ; but he lipsey (lip'si), .

tak the tout at every bit lippenina word.
lisp.

Scott, Bride of Lammernioor, xlL
Up.Spine (lip'spin), w.

Upper 1 (lip'er), . Same as leaper. the Tip of a shell.

[NL., < jgS. \\fcto), . [Appar. < lip + -erL] 1.
"

A thin piece of blubber cut in oblong shape,
with slits in it, used to wipe up gurry or slum-

gullion from the deck of a whaler.

A Upper is a piece of thin blubber of an oblong shape,

with incisions in one end for the men to grasp.
Fuheriei oSU. S., V.

.

lip-tooth (lip'toth)
hp of a shell.

A dialectal variant of lipse,

In conch., a spine on

n. In conch., a tooth on the

Same

hp of

Many Individuals of Triodopsis trldentata from eastern

North Carolina occur without the lip-teeth characteristic of

the genus Triodopsis.
. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 178.

lipwingle (lip'winfr/gl), . A dialectal variant

of Inpirinij.

lip-Wisdom (lip'wiz'dum), n. Wisdom in talk

without corresponding practice.

2. A large metal ladle used for scooping up the

oil from the deck of a whaler. Fisheries of U. S.,

y jj 287.

asTijiiistoiHii. Upper2 (lip'er), .. [< Upper*, n.] To wipe I find that all is but lip-mtdom, which wants experience,

lipostomosis (li'po-sto-mo'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ^h a iipper: followed by off: as, to Upper off

Xi7rfi>,/j7rfip,leave,belacking,-T-<rro/z,mouth.] the deck. lip-wise (lip'wiz), a. Garrulous. Halliwell.

Absence of a mouth, stoma, or oral orifice ; spe- iipper :;

(lip'er), a. and n. [Origin obscure.] [Prov. Eng.]
ciSeally, in sponges, lack of an oscule; the state a . \Vet; rainy. [Prov. Eng.] lip-work (lip'werk), n. 1. Lip-labor. Milton.

of being lipostomotic. 'iJ . The spray from small waves, in either 2. The act of kissing. B. Jonaon.

lipostomotic (li"po-sto-mot'ik), a. [< liposto- fresh or salt water. Halliwell. [North. Eng.] lip-working (lip' wer' king), p. a. Professing
mosis (-ot-) + -ic.] Having no stoma, mouth, Lippia(lip'Ml).. [NL. (Linnseus), named after with the lips without corresponding practice ;

or oral orifice ; specifically, in sponges, having Augustus Lippi, a French physician and trav- lip-laborious.
no oscule ;

characterized by or exhibiting li- eier jn Abyssinia.] A genus of plants of the xhe |r office is to pray for others, and not to be the lip-

postomosis. tribe Verbenece, characterized by a small mem- working deacons of other mens appointed words.

lipostomous (li-pos'to-mus), a. [As lipostoma- branaceous two- to four-toothed calyx, a four- Mutan- AP '1** '"

lobed corolla, and a dry indehiseent fruit. They liquable (lik'wa-bl), a. [= Sp. licuable = It.

are shrubs, or rarely herbs, bearing small flowers in spikes Hquabile, < LL. liquabilit, that may be melted
or heads. There are about 90 species, found In all warm

dissolved, < L. liquare, melt: see liquate.]
regions, but especially abundant in America, l.ntnndara. .. ,

is the lemon-scented verbena. See verbena.

funs.] Having no mouth
; lipostomatous,

lipostomy (li-pos'to-mi), n. [< NL. lipostomia,
< Gr. Miiretv, X/jrriv/leave, be lacking, + OTO/JO,

mouth.] Atrophy of the mouth; an astomatous

Upothymi'a (li-po-thim'i-a), *. [NL., also writ-

lipothymic (li-pO-thini'ik), ." Sameas/y)o%-
inititn.

lipothymous (li-poth'i-mus), a. [Also written

Ivipothijmotts ; < Gr. Imftivntx;, fainting, in a

swoon,< teiiretv, faireiv, leave, + 0i^<(c, life, soul.]

cular cartilage appears to have been sqn
out by pressure, so as to produce a "lip" or ridge ai

The articn
essi

in. This Kp

L. ntriodora
Capable'of being liquefied' or melted.

liquament (li-kwa'meh), n. [L., a liquid mix-

1 ] The forma- ture >
a sauce, < liquare, make liquid, dissolve :

see liquate.] A liquid sauce.

And make liquamen castimoniall
squeezed

round
the m has a superficial resemblance to

latoid arthritis.

Lancet, No. 3428, p. 9S3.

Pertaining to or given to swooning; fainting, lippitude (lip'i-tud), n. [= F. lippitude = It.

lipothymy (li-potn'i-mi), n. [Also written lei-
fippitudine, <. L. lippitudo, inflammation of the

< NL. Upothymia, < Gr. .uirottvuia, eyes, <?ippws,blear-eyed.] Soreness of the eyes;

Of peres thus.

I'aitadivi, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 90.
ill L'ln. This lippWltJ line a Duj/v*iifc-" * WT*,..... uv -

the condition seen to early rheumatoid arthritis^ _ ^ liquate (li'kwat), V.; pret. and pp. liquated,

< Gr.

a, fainting, a swoon, < /UTroSiMof, faint- biearedness ; lippitudo.
ing, in a swoon : see lipothymons.] Inpathol., lippitudo (lip-i-tu'do), n

fainting; syncope.
In lipothi/mies or swoundings he used the fricatiou of

this finger '[the ring-nnger| with saffron and gold.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 4.

[< L. liqtiatus, pp. of liquare

(> It. liquare = Sp. licuar), make liquid, melt,

dissolve, < liquere, be fluid: see liquid.] I.

[L. : see lippitude.']

inpathol.,'tTae presence of a gummy or crusting
accumulation along the edges of the eyelids.

The hypostome of tri-

lipotype (li'po-tip), n.

leave, be
In zoogeog
distinguish'
therefrom.

Lipotyphla (li-po-tif'la), n. pi

[< Gr. faiiruv,

lip-plate (lip'plat),
lobites.

tv, lip-protector (lip'pro-tek'tor),
M

,

trans. To melt; liquefy; specifically, in metal.,

to separate, as one metal from another less

fusible, by applying just sufficient heat to melt

the more easily liquefiable, so that it can be run

off from the other. Also eliquate.

II. intrans. To become liquefied or dissolved;

melt.
A shield to liquation (li-kwa'shon), . [= F. Uqwttio*

saucy,r*~~ ^ r f - t j- [Slang.]

'^'/.nreiv, leave, be'lacking, + ri^Aof, blind Iippy2 lippie (Hp'i), n. [A dim. of "lip, var. of

An old Scotch dry measure, the fourth

[NL., <

rtrt?^j

(withr'ef.totheblindgut,NL.BCMi).] Insome

systems of classification, a division of the mam-
part of a peck : same as forpet. The llppy was

malian order Insectivora, including those forms the sixteenth part of the flrlot, which was the fourth part

which have no cascum, as distinguished from "'the boll for the different sUes of those measures, see

the Menotyphla, which have a cascum. Gill. *"*

npotypic (fi-poVik) ,
.

r
[< JH,^ + -ic.] "jgs^^jsssysrjsiiMSB

Having the character of a lipotype. ^ o' them.^ Scott, Monastery, xiv.

lipoxenous (li-pok' se-nus), a. [<_Gr. ."

Tcelv, leave, T _t

ing its host.
wlliell, after a ceriaiu punwu, ICUYC in' ii iuov ,111,1 ^um-

_

plete their development independently, living entirely instruction of the deaf and dumb,

upon a reserve of food earlier appropriated from the host lip-rewardt (lip're-ward*), . An empty prom-
plant. De Bary, Fungi (trans.), pp. 388, 466.

jge _ Davies.
lipoxeny (li-pok'se-ni), . [AaUpoj;en-<.us+ -y.] e 8he ,ue8 h Kp.nmr^
In hot., the desertion of its host by a parasitic LaU i 8h of oathes, as falsehood of her faith.

fungus. See lipoxenous. De Bary. o. Markham, Sir R. Grinuile (Arber Rep.), p. 66.

lipped (lipt), a. [< lip + -c(fl.] 1 Having ^.righteousness (lip'ri'chus-nes), n. Mere
hps ; also, having a raised or rounded edge re-

p̂ rof ssiou OJE righteousness. Davies.

sembling a lip ; having lips of a kind specified : P^ tnou thi]lk

often used in composition. To trlck them of their secret? for the dupes
Of humankind keep this lip-rightemuntm.

Southey, Thalaba, v.

1. In phar., a cosmetic

Come on. you thick-Ji>j/<( slave.

Ska*., Tit. And., Iv. 2. ITS.

A virgin purest lipp'd, yet in the lore

Of love deep learned to the red heart's core.

Knit*. Lamia, i.

lip-salve (lip'sav), .

ointment for the lips.

Rose and white Kp-mlces were used as now.
J. Athlon, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, I. 128.

2f. Figuratively, soft and flattering speech.

being melted: as, a substance congealed be-

yond liquation. 3. The separation of metals

differing considerably in fusibility by subject-

ing them, when contained in an alloy or mix-

ture, to a degree of heat sufficient to melt the

most fusible only, which then flows away, or

liquates, from the unmelted mass. This process
is of great antiquity, and was up to 1836 extensively used

at Mansfeld in Prussia, In the treatment of argentiferous

copper and lead ores. Lead containing antimony and some

other metals is also partially freed from these and prepared
for further treatment by a process of liquation. Also rft-

tfuation.

liquation-furnace (li-kwa'shon-fer'nas), n.

In metal., a furnace specially adapted to liqua-

tion.

liquation-hearth (li-kwa'shon-hiirtn), n. In

solve, < liquere, be fluid or liquid, + facere,

make. Cf. liquefy.] That which, liquefies or

serves to liquefy; in med., an agent, as mer-

cury or iodine, used to produce liquefaction of

solid depositions.
ion (Hk-we-fak'shon), .[=. /ti/-

litrtioit = Sp. liquefaction = Pg. liquefacaSo =
It. liquefazione, < LL. liquefactio(n-), a melting,
< L. liqvefacerc, pp. liquefactus, melt : see lique-

facient.] 1. The act or process
of liquefying,

or of rendering or becoming liquid; reduction

to a liquid state. The liquefaction of solids Is effected

by the application of heat or by solution (see talution),

that of gases by cold or pressure, or by both combined (tee

gas).

[<ME. ;//.<. trust: origin lipsanotheca (lip'sa-no-the'kji), n [NL., < ^^*Sj^^g^^S*lrjaSM5:
... To intrust. [Prov. Eng. jfor.

?., ,ym*>y,, <dr. W*K, a rehc, a thing ^S^S^SS&f^^SSl^^S^
fluid (caloric), permeating bodies and forced out of them

by friction, could not possibly be true.

Mind, XII. 560. note.

2. The state of being liquefied or melted.

Spencer, that was as cunning as a serpent, finds here a

female wit that . . . taught him not to trust a woman's

lip-mire, when that he knew her breast was flll'd with

rancour E. Fannant, Hist Edw. II., p. 91.

2. In bot., same as labiate. 3. In ichth., spe-

cifically, thick-lipped; labroid: applied to the

wrasse or rocklish family. Lipped and harled,
built, as a wall, of stones without mortar, but with the

joints afterward filled with mortar, and the whole surface

plastered over with what is called rough-cast or barling.

lippe'n (lip'n), r.

obscure.] I. Iran*. . . . .

and Scotch.] left(< fo'nrtiv, leave),+ >/KI/,& shnne.] Ashnne
II. iiitninn. To trust; rely or depend: with for relics; a reliquary.

to or on: as, do not lippcn to him ; I was /<;- lipset, '' A Middle English variant of lisp.

iinj on you. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.] tbitucer.



liquefactive

liquefactiye (lik
- we -fak

'

tiv), a. [< liquefac-

t(ion) + -ioe.] Pertaining to or producing li-

quefaction .

The more longitudinal and diffuse gummous infiltrations

undergo liquffactive ulceration much more slowly.
Med. News, LIII. 507.

liquefiable (lik'we-fl-a-bl), a. [< F. liquefiable;
as liquefy + -able.'} Capable of being lique-

fied, melted, or changed to a liquid state.

liquefier (lik'we-fl-er), n. One who or that
which liquefies.

liquefy (lik'we-fi), .
; pret. and pp. liquefied,

ppr. liquefying. [< OF. liquefier, F. liquefier,< L.

liquefieri, become liquid, pass off, liquefacere (>
It. liquefare), make liquid, melt, < liquere, be
fluid or liquid, +facere (pass, fieri), make : see

liquid and -fy. Cf. liquefacient.] I. trans. To
make liquid; melt, as a solid, or compress, as a

gas, into a liquid state.
Their stony ribs

And min'ral bowels, liquified by fire,

O'erwhelm the fields, by Nature left unbless'd.

Glover, Athenaid, i.

II. intrans. To become liquid.
The disposition not to liquefie proceedeth from the easie

emission of the spirits, whereby the grosser parts contract.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 840.

The blood of St. Januarius liquefied at the approach of
the saint's head. Addison, Travels in Italy.

liquescence, liquescency (li-kwes'ens, -en-si),
n. [= Sp. licuesceneia ; as tiqiiescen(t) '4- -ce,

-ey."] The condition of being liquescent; apt-
ness to melt

;
the state of becoming liquid.

liquescent (li-kwes'ent), a. [= Sp. licuescente,
< L. liquseen(t-)s, ppr. of liquescere (> Pg. li-

queseer), become fluid, < liquere, be fluid: see

liquid.] Having a tendency to liquefy; melt-

ing; becoming liquid: as, a substance natu-
rally liquescent.

At the end of our path a liquescent
And nebulous lustre was born. Poe, Ulalume.

liqueur (li-ker'), . [P.: see liquor, .] 1.
An alcoholic drink, usually sweet and of high
flavor and perfume ;

a cordial.

Bitters form a class of liqueurs by themselves, claiming
to possess certain tonic properties and a medicinal value.

Encyc. Brit., XIV. 686.

Especially (a) A strong and sweet wine like those grown
In some southern places, such as Lunel, Alicant, and Cy-
prus, which are also called liqueur wines. (f>) A spirituous
compound based upon brandy or pure alcohol, and wholly
artificial in its composition. These liqueurs are in a cer-
tain sense the successors of those of the middle ages, which
were supposed to be universal remedies. Their modern
use is almost exclusively the gratification of the palate.
See curacao, Benedictine, chartreuse, maraschino, eau-de-
vie de Dantzig (under eau-de-vie), anisette, and cordial.

liiqueurs may be distinguished as of three qualities :

first, the ratafias, or simple liqueurs, in which the sugar,
the alcohol, and the aromatic substances are in small
quantities; such are anise-water, noyau, the apricot
cherry, <Sc., ratafias. The second are the oils or fine li-

queurs, with more saccharine and spirituous matter, as the
anisette, curacoa, &c. The third are the creams or super-
fine liqueurs, as rosoglio, maraschino, Danzig water, &c.

Pop. Encyc.

(c) A mixture prepared for the purpose of dosing champagne,
the effervescence and sweetness of the wine dependingmuch upon its composition. It consists either of wine or
of fine brandy, or of a mixture of the two, with pure rock-
candy dissolved in it.

2. Same as liqueur-glass.

liqueur-cup (li-ker'kup), n. A very small gob-
let, usually of silver or of silver gilt, used for
the same purpose as a cordial-glass.
liqueur-glass (li-ker'glas), n. A very small
drinking-glass intended for liqueurs or cor-

dials; a cordial-glass.
liqueuring (li-ker'ing), n. [< liqueur + -ing.'}
The process of qualifying wine by means of

liqueur, as in the making of champagne.
The liqueuring is regulated by a machine, by which the

quantity is measured to a nicety.

Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 606.

liquiblet, [ME., appar.
ble.'] A fusible metal.

Luiu, ^j.. wji.i. -y it ur /*, now, run. j

Composed of particles that move freely
among each other on the slightest pressure ; of
a fluid consistence

; flowing, or capable of flow-
ing; not fixed or solid.

Wash me in steep-down gulfs of liquid flre !

Shak., Othello, v. 2. 280.

The fields of liquid air, enclosing all
Surround the compass of this earthly ball

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's iletamorph., i. 60.
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Hence 2. Clear or transparent, like a liquid :

as. lit/uid eyes; liquid depths. 3. Tearful.

She . . . turned her face, and cast

A (//"/'/ look on Ida, full of prayer.
Tennyson, Princess, iv.

4. Sounding smoothly or agreeably to the ear
;

devoid of harshness : as, liquid melody.
Lull with Amelia's liquid name the Nine.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 81.

Make liquid treble of that bassoon, my throat.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

5. Pronounced with a smoothly sonorous and
freely continuable sound: as, a liquid letter.

See II., 2 Liquid ammonia. See ammonia,' 1. Li-
quid confections. See confection. Liquid debt, (o)
In Scots law, a debt the amount of which is ascertained
and constituted against the debtor, either by a written

obligation or by the decree of a court. (6) See debt
Liquid glue, measure, etc. See the nouns. Liquid
verb, in Or. gram., a verb the stem of which ends in a
liquid (A, n, v, p\

II. n. 1. A substance of which the molecules,
while not tending to separate from one another
like those of a gas, readily change their relative

position, and which therefore retains no definite

form, except that determined by the containing
receptacle ;

an inelastic fluid. The differentiation
of a liquid as an incompressible fluid is not strictly correct,
experiment having shown that liquids are compressible
to a very limited extent See fluid.

2. In gram., a smoothly flowing sound or letter.
The name liquids (vypa, sc. o-u^wca or a-Toixeia, vypd be-

ing neuter plural of vypdt, liquid, pliant, easy) was given by
Greek grammarians, as early as the second century B. o.,
to I, m, n, r (A, /*, >, p) that is, to consonants not mutes or
sibilants on account of their smooth and flowing sound
and the pliancy with which they coalesce in pronunciation
with a preceding mute. It was adopted by Roman gram-
marians (liguidas, sc. consonantes or literae), and has since
remained in common use. The classification is not now
approved as scientific, and is obsolescent. Amnlotic li-

quid. See amniotic. Burnett's liquid, a solution of zinc
chlorid, used by Sir William Burnett, for preserving tim-
ber, canvas, and cordage from dry-rot, mildew, etc. It
is also employed as an antiseptic to preserve dead bodies,
and for disinfecting hospitals, ships, etc. Diffusion of
liquids. See diffusion. Dutch liquid. See Dutch.

liquidable (Hk'wi-da-bl), a. [= F. liquidable= Sp. liquidable; as liquid(ate) + -able.'] Ca-
pable of being liquidated.
Liquidambar (lik'wid-am'bar), n. [NL. ( Lin-
nseus), < L. liquidus, liquid, +'ML. ambar, ambra,
amber: see liquid aivl amber2

.'] 1. A genus of

dicotyledonous trees of the natural order Ha-
mamelide<e, distinguished by monoecious flow-
ers without petals, growing in heads and sur-
rounded by an involucre of four bracts. The
carpels of the fruit are tipped by long, persistent styles,
and the leaves are palmately lobed and deciduous. There
are two species one, L. orientale of Asia Minor, furnish-
ing the balsam called liquid storax; the other, L. Styraci-
flua of the warmer parts of North America, extending as far

: seeliqua-

ge schal vndirstonde that wiyn not aloonly holdith in it
the propirtees of gold, but myche more the propirtees of
alle liquiMes. Boole of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivali), p. 7.

liquid (lik'wid), a. and n. [< ME. liquide, < OF.

liquor

liquidamber (lik'wid-am"ber), n. Same as

liqiiidanibar, 2.

liquidate (lik'wi-dat), v. t.; pret. and pp. li-

quidated, ppr. liquidating. [< ML. liquidalus,

pp. of Kquidare (> It. liquidare = Pg. Sp. li-

quidar = F. liquider), make liquid, make clear,

clarify, < L. liquidus, liquid: see liquid, a.~\ 1.

To make clear or plain ; clarify ;
free from ob-

scurity. [Obsolete or rare.]

A senseless jumble, soon liquidated by a more egregious
act of folly, the King with his own hand crowning the

young Duke of Warwick King of the Isle of Wight.
Walptile, Anecdotes of Painting, I. ii.

All new laws . . . are considered as more or less ob-
scure and equivocal until their meaning be liquidated and
ascertained by a series of particular discussions and ad-

judications. Madison, The Federalist, No. xxxvii.

2. To clear up ; reduce to order or precision ;

settle the particulars of; adjust: as, to liqui-
date the affairs of a bankrupt firm. See liqui-
dation. 3. To clear off; settle; pay: as, to

liquidate a debt or a mortgage. 4. To make
less harsh and offensive: as, to liquidate the
harshness of sound. Imp. Diet Liquidated
damages. See damage.

liquidation (lik-wi-da'shon), n. [= F. liquida-
tion = Sp. liquidacion = Pg. liquidag&o = It.

liquidazione, < ML. as if *liquidatio(n-), < liqui-

dare, pp. liquidatus, liquidate : see liquidate."]
The act of liquidating; the act of adjusting
debts, or ascertaining their amount or the bal-
ance of them due. In a more general sense, the act
or operation of winding up the affairs of a firm or com-
pany by getting in the assets, settling with its debtors and
creditors, and apportioning the amount of each partner's
or shareholder's profit or loss, etc. Signing in liquida-
tion, the act of the partner who is intrusted with the
business of liquidation, in signing for the firm when neces-
sary for that purpose. It is indicated by his writing the
name of the firm and adding the words in liquidation.
To go into liquidation, to refrain from new business,
and continue business only for the purpose of getting in
the assets, paying obligations, and dividing the surplus,
if any.

liquidator (lik'wi-da-tor), n. [= F. liquidates= Sp. liquidador; as liquidate + -or."] One who
or that which liquidates or settles

; specifically,
in Great Britain, in com., an officer appointed
to conduct the winding up of the affairs of a
firm or company, to bring and defend actions
and suits in its name, and to do all necessary
acts on behalf of the firm or company : called a
receiver in the United States.

liquidise, v. t. Sec liquidize.

liquidity (li-kwid'i-ti), n. [= F. liquidity =
It. liquiditcl, < LL. liquidita(t-)s, liquidity, < L.

KquiduSj liquid: see liquid, .] 1. The state
or quality of being liquid; fluid consistence;
capacity of flowing freely.
The spirits, for their liquidity, are more uncapable then

the fluid medium, which is the conveyer of sounds, to per-
severe in the continued repetition of vocal airs.

Qlanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, iv.

2. The quality of being smooth, flowing, and
agreeable : said of sound, music, etc.

Branch of LiquMambar Styracfffua.

north as Connecticut, Ohio, etc., abundant and at its best
on bottom-lands in the South. The latter is a large tree
with handsome, shining, star-shaped leaves. In hot regions
it exudes agum, sometimes called copofrn(anamealso given
to the tree) or copal-balsam, used in the preparation of chew-
ing-gum, and to some extent in medicine as a substitute
forstorax. The tree is variously named sweet-gum, star-
leafed yum, liquid-amber (liquidamber) or amber red-gummid busted, as well as copalm. From the corky ridges of its

branches, it has been called alliyatar-tree. Fossil remains
of the genus are found in the Tertiary deposits of Europe
Greenland, Alaska, California, and Colorado, and also in
Japan, and one species occurs in the Cretaceous of Kansas
and Nebraska. Sixteen fossil species have been described.
2. [I. c.] A tree of this genus.

[Bare.]
liquidly (lik'wid-li), adv. In a liquid or flow-

ing manner ; smoothly ; flowingly.
liquidness (lik'wid-nes), n. The state or qual-
ity of being liquid ; fluency.

liquidpgenic (lik"wi-do-jen'ik), a. [< L. liqui-
OMS, liquid, + / gen, produce, + -if.] Giving
rise to liquids or forming fluid substances.
[Rare.]

It is suggested, as a working hypothesis, that fluids are
formed of molecular groups which may be called liquido-
genic molecules. Nature, XXXVIII. 91.

liquid-refrigerator (lik'wid-re-frij"e-ra-tor), n.
In brewing, an apparatus for 'cooling wort; a
wort-refrigerator. It consists of a shallow tank, or a
series of such tanks, through which is laid a pipe for cold
water, the circulation of which cools the wort.

liquor (lik'or; L. pron. li'kwor), n. [Early mod.
E. also liquoure; the spelling with qu is a mod.
accom. to the

prig. L., without change of the
reg.E. pronunciation ; < ME. licottr,lycour,licure,
Hour, < AF. licur, OF. licor, licour, liqueur, UJceitr,
F. liqueur = Sp. Pg. licor = It. liquore, < L. li-

quor, fluidity, liquidness, a fluid, a liquid, <

liquere, be fluid or liquid: see liquid.] 1. A
liquid or fluid substance, as water, milk, blood,
sap, etc.

This flooring wol be blak and wynter warme,And lycrmre shedde.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. IS.

From silver spouts the grateful liquors glide,
While China's earth receives the smoking tide.

Pope, R. of the L., iii. 109.



liquor

2. A strong or active liquid of any Bort.
Spe-

cifically
-

(a) An alcoholic or spirituous liquid, either

(iiatilli'ii "i I'-i mi-iiU'il
;
mi into\ir:itiriK beverage; espe-

cially, a spirituous or ilixlilk'il drink, as distinguished
from nroMntad leverages, as wine ami heer.

Ketch me a stoup of liquor. Shot., Hamlet, v. 1. 68.

(6) A strong solution of u particular substance, used in

the industrial aria. The liquor of any substance is that

substance held in olutioii, and the word used absolutely
has miMiii HIT-, dltfering according U> the industry in which
It is uaed. (ct) An elixir.

I, and my six servants, arc not able to make of this pre-

cious litiuur so fast as it U fetched away from my lodging

by gentlemen of your city. B. Jomon, Volpone, ii. 1.
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franc, or about 19 United States cents. 2. A
gold coin of Turkey, otherwise called a Turkish

Lisbon

Master Janotus, . . . lirijiipitiiuUed with a graduate's

hond, . . transported himself to the ImlKiiiK of (iargan-
tua. I'rijiiluirl. tr. of Kabelaii, I. 18. (Daciw.)

liripipiumt (lir-i-pip'i-um), n.;
y\.

liriin[>ia (-ii).

prob. a corruption of LL. cleri rphippinm, ra-

I
iarison of a cleric: cleri, gen. of cfcnw, a clergy-

man, a cleric ; ejihip/num. < Gr. iQimrtof, a sad-

dle-cloth: *<*( /ilii/i/iiHin.~\ Ahoodof a particu-
lar form formerly worn by graduates ; in later

times, a scarf or an appendage to the hood,

consisting of long tails or tippets, which passed
round the neck and hung down to the feet, and
was often jagged. See tippet.

With their Aristotle's breech on their heads, and his Uri.

pipiwn about their necks.

Beehive, I. 7 (cited by Capell). (Naret.)
lama, etc. I Ammomacal liquor. has been loosely applied to many instrument* of the

the latter. -Oas-liquor. See<jo. -In liquor. () Drunk. .

ruatica, or tadesca, a hurdy-gurdy.
(6) Measured (in selling) with their natural juice, as oys- iCJJu rSiiSS tnrm of leerl
ters: opposed u. Krftd. |U. .]-Llquor arjmil, the aiu- llreH H. An obsolete loi ot leer .

niotic liquid. See omntotte. Liquor ccellarum, liquor lire- (lir), . [< Mfc. lire, lyre, <. A. rtra,

ventriculorum cerebri, the serous fluid in the ventricles flesh, brawn.] Flesh; brawn. [Prov. Eng.
of the brain. See caelia. Liquor Cotunnll, the Huld of an(j Scotch ]
Cotunnlus;theperilymplioftheear. Liquor Morgagni ,.3. mrio-in nhupnrp 1 A cloth manufac-
[so called from (!. IS. Morim/ai, 18S2 -17711, a small quanti- Ured*i

n
.~ ^LUngin ObSCl

ty of liquid which frequently collects after death between tured in England in the fifteenth century, and
the back of the lens and the capsule. Also called hmnur apparently a valuable and rich fabric.

uTaquaMorijayni.- Liquor of flints. Sue jlint. Liquor Ijrella (li-rel'a), 71. [NL., dim. of L. lira, afur-

Scarna's fluid; the endolymph of the ear. Liquor sill- of some lichens, as in the genus Grapliis.

hood: see liripipium.'] 1. Same as Tirijripium.

2. A degree of learning or knowledge worthy
the wearer of a liripoop ;

acuteness ; smartness :

a smart trick. [Slang.]
Thou maist bee skilled in thy logick, but not in thy lay-

poope. Lyly, Sapho and Phao, i. 3.

I will teach thee thy lyrripupt after another fashion than
to be thus malpertlie cocking and billing with me that

am thy gouernour. Stanihurst, Descrip. of Ireland, vi.

3. A silly person: as, "a young
Beau, and Fl. [Slang

"

'

lyrken; cf. lirt, lirp.]

cured by "distillation. Tie grand "liquort.'the great thecia of some lichens,

elixir, or aurum potabile, of the alchemists. Karei. lirellifonn (li-rel'i-fdrm), a. [< NL. lirella, a

Where should they little furrow, + L./orma, form.] In hot., lirel-

Find this yrand liquor that hath gilded 'em ? fafo . narrow and furrowed.
SHa*., Tempest, v. 1. -280.

SUmi^A'^),- C< NL. lirella + -ine*.~} In
Vinous liquor, liquor made from grapes; wine. &o< lirellate ; having the character of a lirella.

liquor (lik'or), v. [< liquor, .] I. traits. If.
lirjcon-fancyt, liricumfancyt (lir'i-kon-fau'si,

To moisten; drench.
lir'i-kum-fan'si), . [Also liricump'hancy ; a

loose compound, appar. ult. based on Gr. A'-

piov, lily, 4- </Mvraaia, fancy.] The lily-of-the-

a fold.

The stranger reply'd,
"

I'll liquor thy hide,
If thou offer'st to touch the string."

Robin Hond and Little John (Child's Ballads, V. 217X

2f. To rub with oil or grease ;
anoint

;
lubri-

cate.

Cart-wheels squeak not when they are liquored.
Bacon, Nat. Hist, 5117.

If it should come to the ear of the court ... they would

valley, Convallaria mnjalis.

I lyrke hyme up with my hond,
And pray hyme that he wolle stond.

MS. Parkington, 10. (HaUiweU.)

2. To crease
; rumple ;

cause to hang in loose

folds. Halliwell. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]

Uric, r.] A crease
;
a rumple ;

Halliwell. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]

The hills were high on ilka side,
An' the bought i' the lirk o' the hill.

The Broom of Cowdenknom (Child's Ballads, IV. 45).

lirocpnlte (li-rok'o-mt), n. [Said to be < Gr.

?./po, pale, -f- Kc*via, KOVK;, powder, -f- -tte^.] A
hydrated arseniate of copper, occurring in sky-
blue or verdigris-blue crystals in several mines
in Cornwall.

The honey-suckle, rosemary,
Lirumnphaney, rose-parsley.

Poor Robin (1746). (.Kara.)
lirpf (Iferp), t>. i. [Cf. lirt, Hi*.] 1. To snap the

melVmTout^fnVyfat drop by drop, and Myuor fishermen's liriodendrin (lir*i-o-den'drin), n. [(Lirioden- fingers. 2. To walk lame. Somerset. (Halli-
bootswithme. SAa*.,M. W.of W.,iv.6. loo. dron + -in%.] A stimulant tonic with diapho- well.)

3. To treat with a liquor; apply liquor or a retic properties, prepared from the bark of Liri- lirpt (lerp), n. [< Krp, r.] A snap, as of the

ire.

. Liquoring sugar,
on the top of the molds a solution of pure sugar, which,

percolating through, removes all remaining coloring mat-
ter.

By this alternate steaming and liquoring, the goods are

. . . thoroUKhly cleansed.
II. Crnokes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 47.

4. To give liquor to ; supply with liquor for

drinking. [Obsolete or colloq.]

O, the musicians, Master Edward, call 'em in, and liquor
'em a little. Middleton (1), Puritan, v. 1.

U. in trans. To drink
; especially, to drink

spirits : often with up. [Slang.]

If he had said "Come, boys, liquor up!" they would
have thought his manner perfect ; out he bowed blandly
to Jake Hogan, and said, "Have something to drink,
won't you?" E. Egyleston, The Graysons, xix.

liquor-gage (lik'or-gaj), n. A gagers' mea-
suring-rod for ascertaining the depth, of liquid
in a cask or tank.

liquorice, n. See licorice.

liquorish 1
!, liquorishlyt, etc. Obsolete spell-

ings of lickrrisii, etc.

liquorish'
2
t, An obsolete form of licorice.

liquorist (lik'or-ist), n. [< liquor + -ut.~\ A
maker of liquor or cordials. [Rare.]

The manufacture of these liqueurs constitutes the trade
of the "

compounder" or liqitfrrist.

Spans' Encyc. Manuf., I. 225.

liquoroust. liquorouslyt, etc. Variant spell-
ings of licKfroux, etc.

liquor-pump (lik'or-pump), n. A portable
pump used to drawliquor from a cask, a barrel,
or the like.

liquor-thief (lik'pr-thef), n. A tube used to

A lira orclackwithones fingers ends, as barbers doe give.
fiorio.

Urt (lert), I', t.

Eng.]
[Cf. lirk.] To toss. [Prov.

< '/.eiptav, lily : see lily.'] A genus of stromateid

fishes, of compressed-ovate form, with convex

solution to, as in various manufacturing opera- odendron Tulipifera. fiuge
tions. Liquoring sugar, in refineries, consists in pouring Liriodendron. (lir

l

'i-o-den'dron), n. [NL. (Lin- AJti

nseus), < Gr. teiptov, a lily (see lily), + Aivipav, a

tree.] 1. A genus of North American trees,

consisting of a single species, belonging to the

order Maynoliacete, tribe Magnoliece, character- LiruVOi'rus), [NL., < Gr. }etp6f, pale, deli-

ized by ertrorse anthers and a sessile gyno- cate, var. of Jfipwif, hiptoeis, delicate, lily-like,

phore ;
the tulip-trees. The carpels have two ovules,

and the fruits are like samaras. The tree often attains
a height of over

lOOfeet.hasaclosc
bark, large four-

lobed leaves, and
solitary terminal

greenish - yellow
flowers, shaped
somewhat like a

tulip and consist-

ing of three sepals
and six petals.
The wood is light-

yellow or brown
with white sap-

wood, light and
soft, not strong,
and close- and
straight- grained.
The tulip-tree
reaches its great-
est development
in the lower Wa-
bash valley and
along the western

Flowering Branch of LMb~Jrc Tulifi- flXL ""nA!"
/era. the lulip-tree. a. a stamen ; *, fniit ;

leghanies SOUth-

c. a carpel. ward. It is the

representative of a nearly extinct type which was formerly lis2 (les), .; pi. lisses (les'ez). [F., a lily: see

abundant, not less than 17 fossil species being known, the
lily, jlfur-de-lis.] In her., same as fleur-ae-lts.

greater part occurring in the Cretaceous formation In New
Jersey, Kansas, Nebraska. Wyoming, Greenland, and Bo-

hemia, with a few In the Tertiary, chiefly of Europe.
2. [I.e."] A tree of this genus.

lift a small quantity of liquor from a cask liripipet, . [Also liri/iippe, lerripippe = MD.
through the bung-hole ; a sampling-tube. lii-r/'iiijpc; < ML. liripipium: see Krtpy'w.] Lisbon (liz'bon), n. [< Lisbon (Pg. Lisbon),

lira 1
(le'ra), .; pi. lire (-re). [It. (= F. Here). Same'as liripipiiim. the capital of Portugal.] 1. A white or light-

< L. libra', a balance, a pound: sec liliru. livrr.] liripipionatedt (lir-i-pip'i-o-na-ted), a. [< OF. colored wine produced in the province of

1. A modern silver coin of the kingdom of liriiiipion. liripipium (see liripipium), + -ate1 + tremadura in Portugal: so called from being

Italy, divided into 100 centesimi, and worth a -ed*.] Hooded; wearing the liripipium. shipped at Lisbon. 2t. A soft sugar.

Log-fish, Black Rudder-fish (Lirutf

profile, and six or eight short strong spines in

front of the dorsal fin. L. perc\farmii is the rudder-

fish, log-fish, or barrel-fish, of a blackish-green color, found

from Maine to Cape Hatteras. Also written Leirvt. Love,
1838.

is1 (lis), n. \ pi. lites (li'tez). [L.] A contro-

versy ; a litigation. Lis mota, a controversy started ;

the commencement of a controversy, without reference to

the bringing of an action thereon. Lis pendens. (o) A

pending litigation. (6) A formal notice, recorded so as to

affect title to land, that litigation concerning it is pend-

ing.

A cross fieury with lions and li in the angles.
Atherurmn, No. 8188, p. 742.

Now of the lima, as we shall elect to call them.

H. Jenninyt, Roslcrucians (1879), p. 45.



Lisbon cut

Lisbon CUt. See tlixiblc-hritliunt, under Itril-

Ii/i itt.

Lisbon diet-drink. See diet-drink.

lish (list), a. [Also Icesh, Sc. leish; perhaps
connected with lush 1

.'] Stout; active. Halli-

well. [Prov. Eng.]
Lisiantheae (lis-i-an'the-e), n.pl. [NL. (Grise-

bach, 1845), < Lisianthiis + -etc.] A subtribe

of gentianaeeous plants of the tribe Chironiece,
characterized by the twice-lamellate stigma,
usually exserted, versatile anthers, and per-
sistent style. It embraces genera, of which Lwanthits
is the type, shrubs or tall her

chiefly within the tropics.

gen
is the type, shrubs or tall herbs, all natives of America,
chiefly within the tropics.

Lisianthus (lis-i-au'thus), . [NL. (Aublet,
1775), irreg. for *Li/sianthus, intended to mean
'cathartic flower,' erroneously formed < Gr.
Jdxcv ('Avai-), loosen, dissolve, + avSof, flower.] A
genus of herbs or shrubs belonging to the natu-
ral order GeHtianeat and the tribe Chironieas, and
type of the subtribe Lisiantheae, characterized

by large and usually handsome flowers, with a

campanulate calyx having appressed and often
obtuse segments, and a funnel-shaped corolla
with an exserted tube. There are about 60 species,
almost entirely confined to tropical America. Many are
cultivated for ornament.

lisk (lisk), M. Same as lesk.

liskeardite (lis'kard-it), n. [< Liskeard (see
def.) + -te2.] A hydrous arseniate of alumin-
ium and iron, occurring in thin incrustations
of a white or bluish-white color at Liskeard in

Cornwall, England.
Lisle glove. Same as Lisle-thread glove. See
thread.

Lisle stocking. Same as Lisle-thread stocking.
See thread.

Lisle thread. See thread.

lisnet, . Same as lissen.

lisp (lisp), v. [Also dial, lipsey ; < ME. lipse,

lispen, lipsen, < AS. *wlispia,n (not recorded)
(= D. lispen = MLG. wKspen = OHG. MHG.
lispen, G. dim. or freq. lispeln = Sw. laspa =
Dan. Icespe), lisp, < wlisp, wlips (= OHG. lisp),

lisping, stammering; prob. orig. imitative.] I.
intrans. 1. To pronounce the sibilant letters s
and z imperfectly, as by giving the sound of th

(as in thin) or TH (as in this, either).

Somewhat he lipsede, for his wantownesse,
To make his Englissch swete upon his tunge.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T. (ed. Morris), 1. 264.

2. To speak imperfectly, as in childhood
;
make

feeble, imperfect, or tentative efforts at speak-
ing; hence, to speak in a hesitating, modest
way.

I lisp'd in numbers, for the numbers came.
Pope, Prol. to Satires, L 128.

II. trans. To pronounce with a lisp or im-
perfectly.
This they suck in with their milke, and in their first

learning to speake liepe out this deuotion.

Purchai, Pilgrimage, p. 296.

Another gift of the high God,
Which, maybe, shall have learn'd to lisp you thanks.

Tennyson, Geraint.

lisp (lisp), M. [< lisp, v.] The habit or act of

lisping, as in uttering th for s, and TH for s; an
indistinct utterance, as of a child.

Love those that love good fashions,
Good clothes and rich they invite men to admire 'em'
That speak the lisp of court oh, 'tis great learning !

Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, ii. 3.

She has naturally a very agreeable voice and utterance,
which she has changed for the prettiest lisp imaginable

Steele, Taller, No. 27.
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gentleness, mildness, ease : see liss, .] To
ease; lighten; relieve; abate.

I praye God youre sorwe lysse.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 210.

Lissa (lis'a), n. [NL., < Gr. Karats, smooth.] 1.

A genus of brachyurous decapod crustaceans,
or crabs. Leach, 1815. 2. A genus of dipter-
ous insects, of the family Micropezidai, founded

by Meigen in 1826. They are slender shining black

flies, most of which are rare, and whose metamorphoses
are unknown. L. loxocerina is the only European form.
The three North American species described by Walker
were incorrectly assigned to this genus.

Lissajous curves. See curve.

Lissamphibia (lis-am-fib'i-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. ?.7o-of, smooth, + NL. '^Amphibia: see am-

phibia.] A division of the Amphibia, embra-

cing the naked or smooth as distinguished from
the mailed batrachians: opposed to Phractam-

phibia.
lisse (les), n. [F., also lice, < L. licium, thrum,
leash, thread of a web : see lisfi. ] In tapestry,
the threads of the warp taken together. The
manner in which they are disposed determines the kind
of tapestry, whether hauie-lisse or basse-lisse.

lissen (lis'n), . [Formerly also lisne; origin
obscure.] A cleft in a rock. [Prov. Eng.]

In the lisne of a rock at Kingscote in Gloucestershire,
I found a bushel of petrified cockles.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

Lissencephala (lis-en-sef'a-la), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of lissencephalus: see lissencephalous."]
Those mammals which have smooth brains

;
in

Owen's system of classification, one of four

prime divisions of Mammalia. The corpus callo-
sum is present and well developed (as it is not in Lyen-
cephala), but the cerebral hemispheres are small, leaving
much of the olfactory lobes and of the cerebellum uncov-
ered, and their surfaces are smooth, having slight, few, or
no convolutions (as is not the case in Oyrencephala and
Archencephala). The Lissencephala comprise the Bruta or

edentates, Chiroptera or bats, Insectivora, and Kodentia.
The group thus corresponds to the Ineducatilia of Bona-
parte and Microsthena of Dana, or the lower series of pla-
cental or monodelphous mammals, as Gyrencephala does
to the higher series Educabilia. Owen's Lyencephala were
the marsupials and mouotremes, or didelphian and orni-

thodelphian mammals ; his Archencephala included man
alone. The lissencephalous brain is illustrated under
gyrus (tig. 1).

lissencephalous (lis-en-sef a-lus), a. [< NL.
lissencephalus, < Gr. /UamSf, smooth, + ty/c^^aAof,
brain : see encephalon."] Having a smooth cere-

brum; pertaining to the Lissencephala, or hav-
ing their characters ,

lissens (lis'nz), n.pl. [Cf. lissen, a cleft.] In

rope-making, the ultimate strands of a rope. E.
H. Knight.
Lissoflagellata (lis-o-flaj-e-la'ta), n.pl. [NL.,
neut. pi. of lissoflagellatus: see"lissoflagellate. j
Flagellate infusorians proper, which have sim-
ply a flagellum or flagella, but no collar

;
a sub-

class of Flagellata, contrasted with Choanofla-
gellata, and divided into Monadidea, Euglenoi-
(lea, Heteromastigoda, and Isomastigoda.

lissoflagellate (lis-o-flaj'e-lat), a. [< NL. lis-

soflagellatus, < Gr. faaaof, smooth, + NL. flagel-

lisper(lis'per),. ,., .

One who lisps ; one who speaks with a natural
or affected lisp or imperfectly.

I remember a race of lispers, fine persons, who took an
aversion to particular letters in our language.

Steele, Tatler, No. 77.

lispingly (lis'ping-li), adv. In a lisping man-
ner; with a lisp.

lisst, n. [ME. Us, lisse, lysse, < AS. liss, and
orig. liths, gentleness, mildness, ease, lenity,
mercy, forgiveness, grace, favor (= Dan. Use
= Sw. lisa, solace, relief), < lithe, gentle, mild,
soft : see lithe1 . So lissome for lithesome. Cf.
bliss, similarly related to blithe.] 1. Belief;
ease; abatement; cessation.

His woful herte of penaunce hadde a lisse.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 510.

2. Comfort; happiness.
Thus William & his worth! quen winteres fele
Liueden in liking and lisse as our lord wolde.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5508.

lisst (lis), v. t. [ME. lissen, lyssen, < AS. lissan

(= Sw. lisa), soften, weaken, subdue, < liss,

.

latus: see flagellate
1
.'] Simply flagellate, as an

infusorian
; having a flagellum, but no collar or

choana; of or pertaining to the Lissoflagellata.
lissome (lis'um), . [A reduction of lithesome,
q. v. Cf. liss.] Limber; supple; flexible;
lithe; lithesome; light; nimble; active. Some-
times written lissom.

A daughter of our meadows, yet not coarse,
Straight, but as lissome as a hazel wand.

Tennyson, The Brook.

lissomeness (lis'um-nes), . The state of be-
ing lissome; flexibility; agility; lightness;
lithesomeness.
lissotrichous (li-sot'ri-kus), a. [< NL. lissotri-

chus, < Gr. ?.TCT(if, smooth, + Bpi (rpix-), hair.]
Smooth-haired; liotrichous: said of animals
having hair that is cylindrical, or circular in
section, and hence straight and smooth.
Lissotriton (lis-o-tri'tqn), n. [NL. (Bell, 1849),
< Gr. /.caadf, smooth, NL. Triton.] A genus
of smooth-skinned Salamandridaj. L. punctatus
is the common or smooth newt or eft of Great Britain
thus generically separated from the crested or warty
newt. See Triton.

list1
(list), v. [Early mod. E. also lyst, lest; <

ME. listen, lesten, Ivsten, earlier htesten, < AS.
hlystan (= Icel. hhista), list, listen, < hlyst, hear-
ing (cf. gehlyst, hearing) (= Icel. Must, the ear

;

cf. W. dust, Ir. cluas, the ear); with noun-for-
mative -t, < Teut. V hlvs, hear, which also ap-
pears (a) with formative -n in AS. hlosniau (=MHG. hisenen, lusenen = Sw. lyssna), listen (a
form represented later by (ft) ME. hixtnen, Icst-

tien, listnen, E. listen, in which the t is due to

list

association with ME. listen, E. list); (c) with

formative -sk in MD. luischcn = MLG. litxrhrn

= MHG. luschen, G. lauschen = Dan. luske (> ME.
liisken ?), listen; (d) with formative -r in D.

liiisteren = OHG. lustren, MHG. liistren, G. dial.

laustcrn = Dan. lystre = Sw. lystra, harken;
and (e) with formative -ja, absorbed, in OHG.
hloscn, MHG. losen, listen ;

the Teut. V hlus

(= Aryan V &'> as in OBulg. slyshati, hear,

slukhu, hearing, Lith. klausyti, hear, paklusti,

harken, klausa, obedience, Skt. grusliti, hear-

ing, obedience) being an extension of V *'"

(= Aryan -\/ WM, in L. clitere, hear, inclutus,

heard of, famous, Gr. i&vtiv, hear, Khvr6$, heard

of, famous, etc.), whence AS. hlud, E. loud, etc. :

see loud, client, etc.] I. intrans. To attend;

give heed ;
harken

;
listen. [Poetical.]

Lest, my sone, and thou schalt here
So as it hath bifalle er this. dower.

List, list ; I hear
Some far off halloo break the silent air.

Milton, Comus, 1. 480.

Go forth under the open sky, and list

To Nature's teachings. Bryant, Thanatopsis.

II. trans. To listen or harken to. [Poetical.]
Then weigh what loss your honour may sustain,
If with too credent ear you list his songs.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 3. 30.

Hollowing one hand against his ear,
To list a foot-fall, ere he saw
The wood-nymph. Tennyson, Palace of Art.

list1 ! (list), n. [ME. "list, lust, < AS. hlyst, hear-

ing, gehlyst, hearing, = Icel. hlust, the ear: see
list1

, ti.] 1. The sense of hearing. 2. An at-

titude of attention.

In honorance of lesu Cryst
Sitteth stille & haueth lyst,
And gif ge wille to me here
Off cure ladi ge mai lere.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.X p. 75.

list2 (list), v. [< ME. listen, lysten, lesten, lus-

ten (u pron. as y), desire, also impers., please,
< AS. lystan, impers., please (= OS. lustian =
D. lusten = MLG. lusten = OHG. lustjan, lusten,
MHG. liistcn, G. lusten, ge-lnsten = Icel. lysta =
Dan. lystc = Sw. lysta = Goth. Ittston, desire) ;

< lust, desire, pleasure: see lust, n. Cf. lust, v.,
a doublet of list2

,
now depending directly on

the mod. noun lust.'] I. trans. If. To please ;

be agreeable to; gratify; suit: originally im-

personal, with indirect object of the person.
Whan hem lyst, thei remewen to other Cytees.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 38.

And somme seyu that we loven best
For to be free, and do right as us lest.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 80.

2. Naut., to cause to incline or lean to one side
;

cause to careen or heel over, as a ship by force
of a side wind or by unequal stowage of cargo,
etc.

II. intrans. 1. To be disposed or inclined;
wish

;
choose

;
like

; please : with a personal
subject : absolute, or followed by an infinitive
with to.

And there oure host bigan his horse areste,
And seyde : "Lordynges, herkneth if yow leste."

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 828.

They oppress the weak, and take from them what they
list by force. Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

Imagining no so true property of sovereignty as to do
what he listed, and to list whatsoever pleased his fancy, he
quickly made his kingdom a tennis-court, where his sub-
jects should be the balls. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

To them that list the worlds gay showes I leave.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. ix. 22.

The wind bloweth where it listeth. John iii. 8.

But still he lets the people, whom he scorns,
Gape and cry wizard at him, if they list.

M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

2. Xaut., to incline to one side or careen: as,
the ship listed to starboard.
Soon she tinted to port and filled rapidly.

The Century, XXIX. 742.

list2 (list), n. [< ME. list, lest, lyst, var. (after
the derived verb list?) of lust, < AS. lust, plea-
sure, desire: see lust, n., and lis&,v.~] If. De-
sire; wish; choice; inclination.

To dyne I have no lest,

Tyll I have some bolde barbn,
Or some unketh gest.

Lytell Geste of Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 45X
If you would consider your state, you would have little

list to sing, i-wis.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, i. 4.

He saw false Reynard where he lay full low ;

I need not swear he had no list to crow.
Dryaen, Cock and Fox, 1. 682.

2f. Pleasure; lust.

Honestie my olde Graundfather called that, when menne
lyued by law, not lyst.

Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 201.
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3. Xttiit., n careening or leaning to one Ride: list4 (list), r. t. [< MK. lixt<-n, li/xttii ; < lift*, .]
as, the ship lias a lixt to port.

In consequence of her lint and her drop aft, the forecas-
tle was hulf-ciiipty of water.

W. C. ttussell, Sailor's Sweet heal I, \vi.

nivliiK :i xn-iil lift, she |u l>oal| rocked forward and aft
several times, and went to tin- bottom in eight fathoms of
water. Sci. Amsr., N. .S., LVII. 15.

Ii8t :!
t (list), n. [< MK. ti*t<; < AS. list, wisdom,

cunning, = OS. lixl = OFries. lil. li:tt = D. tint

ML<J. L<!. lixl = (UK!. MIKi.
/w/f, wisdom,

If. To border: edge. See lint*, n., 1.

Crownes of goolde and aiiure hendes entrauerse lysted&t
grenc as a mede, and the >tn inci s down to the handes nf

Antony hU stlwarde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.X ii. 183.

Mnt of tin in, I mean among your Latin Epistolizers
go freighted with mere Bartholomew Ware, with trit and
trivial Phrase

boy Verses.
only, listed with pedantic .shreds of School-

lloweU, Letters, I. i. 1.

A Danish Curtux, listed with gold or silver, hung ou his
left shoulder. Hilton, Hist. Kng., vi.

prudence, cunning, artifice, G. list,'oimui, f

T T r
^SSS'Sl!!!?'*!?

f
,

l
' 1Oth

'

!
art itice, = Icel. Sw? Dan. K, wisdom skill,

.
"* m

? (̂,

a Vanegated dl8Play of color
>
or to

ning, = Goth, lists, cunning, craft, will; orig.
cunning' in the orig. sense of that word, 'know-

ing'; with formative -t, < Tout. / Us in AS. tewr-

ult. root.]

ing'; with formative -(, < Tout. -\/ I,

niiin (orig. 'lixiiitui), learn, lieran, teach. See
1

, lore 1
,
and al.lasfl, from the same

('tinning; craft; skill.

Hiuore me to kerue
And of the cupe settle.

Tim tech him of alle the liste.

King Horn (K. E. T. S.X I. 236.

n. and a. [< ME. list, liste, lyste, <

The showery ,

With listed colours gay, or, azure, gules,
Delights and puzzles the beholder's eye.

J. Philips, Cider, II.

3. To cover with list, or with lists or strips of
cloth : as, to list a door

; hence, to mark as if

with list; streak.

He lifted the doors against approaching winter breezes.
R. T. Cooke, Somebody's Neighbors, p. 64.

4. Incarp., to take off the edge of, as a board;
shape by chopping preparatory to finishing, as
a block or stave. /,'. H. Knight. 5. To ridgea border, margin, = OHGf. lista, MHG. liste, G.

Some uses (e.g., def . 5) of list* are C0ru.
'

Sei. "Amer., N. &., vita,m
x-#-tt

a

&FssA't wspsSMBzaKiaaaU.] I. . 1. The outer edge of anything; a nating beds with alleys. [Southern U. S.]
There is much difference of opinion upon the subject of

burning or listing |in preparing the land for a cotton crop].
Keu> Amer. Farm Book, p. Ml.

list5 (list), n. [= D. lijst = G. Dan. liste = Sw.
lista, < OF. liste, F. liste = Sp. Pg. It. lista, orig.
a border, baud, strip, in present use a roll or list

of names, catalogue, < MHG. liste, G. leiste (=
AS. list, E. list*), a border, band, edge, strip:
see list*.'] 1 . A roll or catalogue ; an enumera-
tion of persons or things by their names : as, a
list of officers or members of a society ; a. list of
books or of clothing.

Yes : 'tis the list

Of those that claim their offices this day
By custom of the coronation.

Shot., Hen. VIII., iv. 1. 15.

I would not enter on my list of friends . . .

the man
Who needlessly sets foot upon a worm.

Cowper, Task, vL 560.

What student came but that you planed her path
To Lady Psyche? . . .

Still her lifts were swell'd and mine were lean.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

2. A book, card, or slip of paper containing a
series of names of persons or things, or pre-
pared for the noting of such names : as, a visit-

mg-list; a washing-/i(._ Active list, burgess list,
descriptive list. See the qualifying words. Civil list,
the list or the aggregate of the sums appropriated for the
payment of the civil officers of a government ; hence, the
body of such officers In a country. {For the use of the
phrase in Great Britain, see net/.) Free list, a list or
category of particular persons who or things which are
exempt from some general requirement Specifically
(a) A list of the articles exempt from duty under existing
revenue laws. (6) A list of persons allowed free admit-
tance to any public entertainment =Syn. List, Roll, Regis-
ter, Catalogue, Inventory, Schedule. Roll applies only to
persons, inventory and schedule only to things; the rest

border, limit, or boundary. [Obsolete or poeti-
cal.]

And |if| any brother or sister yat duellcn wyt-out-cn ye
lyttys of thre myle from ye cite deye.

English Oilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 44.

The . . . situation ... Is in the very farthest part &
lift of Europe, bordering vpon Asia.

HaHuyt's Voyages, I. 479.

I am bound to your niece, sir; I mean, she is the Iht of

my voyage. Shale., T. N., ill. 1. 88.

Made her right I
hand a comb of pearl to part

The lists of such a beard as youth gone out
Had left in ashes. Tennymn, Merlin and Vivien.

2. The border or edge of cloth, forming the

selvage, and usually different from the rest of
the fabric; also, such borders collectively. This.
which is torn or cut otf when the cloth is made upf is used
for many purposes requiring a cheap material.

Pint Oent. Well, there went but a pair of shears be-
tween us.

l.iK'in. I grant : as there may between the lifts and the
velvet. Shale., M. for M., I. 2. SI.

Hence 3. Any strip of cloth; a fillet; a stripe
of any kind.

Gartered with a red and blue list.

Shale., T. of the 8., Hi. 2. 69.

They make blacke littt In their flesh, razing the sklnne.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 429.

There is a very beautiful sort of wild Ass in this Country
[the Cape of Good Hope], whose body is curiously striped
with equal Ijists of white and black.

Dumpier, Voyages (1699), I. 533.

4f. The lobe of the ear; also, the ear itself.

By God, he smoot me ones on the lyst,
Vor that I rente out of his book a leef,
That of the strook myn ere wax al deef.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 634.

Le mol de Toreille, the lug or list of th' eare. Cotgrave.

They haue gliien it me soundly, I feele it vnder the lints

of both eares. Dekker, Match me in London.

5. In nrrh., a square molding; a fillet. Also
called

In the beginning It |the Doric] was a very simple order,
as it appears even now in some places ; the capital con-
sisting only of a large list or square stone and a large
quarter round under that, and the entablature of a deep
architrave of one face, a broad frieze, and a very simple
cornish. Pamela, Description of the East, II. il. 166.

6. Iii f/iri>.: (ti) A narrow strip from the edge
of a plank. (6) The upper rail of a railing. K.
H. Knight. 7. A woolen flap used by ro

apply to both. 'List is much the most general. A list

may be merely of names, without description or order,
as a list of shops, a list of persons proscribed. Roll differs
from list only in limitation to persons and in faint sug-
gestion of its original meaning of a rolled-up paper or
parchment Register suggests an official act of some
formality and fullness of detail, perhaps according to
a legal or customary form: as, a register of voters, of
marriages, or of deaths. Catalogue supposes orderly ar-

rangement and some fullness of description : as, a cata-
logue of the paintings in a gallery, of the specimens in a
museum, of the books in a library, or of the students in a
college. An inventory is a list of"property, generally with
prices or values, made for legal or business purposes, as

n. ani.9nc.-y. A woolen nap used t>v rope- I^',

a lli890 ' 11"011 of partnership A schedule Ui a
.list

of

^ f^_i, - T "I- things, made for any purpose, and showing what they aremakers as a guard for the hand. 8. In tinning both in a general view and in some detail as, a schedule
iron plates, a thin coat of tin applied prepara- of studies, or of assets.

tory to a thicker coat. E. H. Knight. 9. A list5 (list), . [< lisffi, .] I. tram. 1. To put
dose dense streak in heavy bread. Hatttwell. into a list or catalogue; register; enroll.

[Prov. Eng.] 10. A ridge of earth thrown up
by a double-moldboard plow, as in cultivating
Indian corn. [Western U. S.] -Lateral lists, in
diptoroun insects, the sides of the front, as distinguished

They may be listed among the upper serving men of
some great household. Milton,

from the central part or frontal stripe.

II. a. Made of lists or strips of woolen sel-

vage; made of list: as, list carpet.
I watched her glide along the gallery, her quiet tread

muffled In a list slipper.
Charlotte Brant--, Jane Eyre, xvii.

That noble creature |the butler] came into the dining-
room lu a flannel gown and list shoes.

Diclcrns. Little Dorrit, II. 25.

As we have seen who were called faithful by th<

them in the catalogue of heretics.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X II. 810.

Though all th' inhabitants of sea and air
Be listed in the glutton's bill of fare.

Cotcley, On a Garden.

Specifically 2. To register the name of as a
soldier: muster into the public service as a sol-
dier

; enlist : in this sense partly by apheresis
from enlist.

lister

Libertinism hath erected Its standard, hath declared
war against religion, and op.-nl\ li-i, ,1 nn-ii "f its hi. I. : m,l

party. Dp. AUerbury, Sermons, I. xill.

A sergeant made use of me to Inveigle country fellows,
and lut them in the service of the parliament.

Addison, Adventures of a Shilling.

3. To enter for taxation, as property of any
kind, upon the assessment-roll or a tax-book.

[Local, U. 8.]
II. in trans. To enter the public service by

enrolling one's name
;
enlist: in this use partly

by apheresis from rnti*/.

At the age of fifteen, I went and listed for a soldier.

Uiildstnith, Strolling Flayer.

list6 (list), n. [Usually in pi. lists; < ME. li*t<;

li/xlr, < AF. liste, with unorig. t (perhaps by con-
fusion with OF. liste, ME. liste, E. list*, edge),
prop, lisse, OF. lisse, lice, F. lice= Pr. lissa =8p.
l:-ii = I'g. //<;

= It. liccia, fern, < ML. licia (pi.

liciir), barrier (licia; duclli, barriers of a tourna-
ment, the lists), appar. (with ref. to the ropes
used as barriers) orig. pi. of L. liciiim, thrum,
thread, a small girdle. Cf. MHO. G. like, cord,
lace, file, bobbin; F. lisse, lace (see lisse).'] One
of the barriers inclosing the field of combat at
a tournament; usually, in the plural (rarely in
the singular), the space or field thus inclosed :

now mostly used figuratively : as, to enter the
lists in behalf of one's principles.

No man therfore, np peyne of los of lyf ,

No maner shot, polax, ne shorte knyf
Into the lyxtes sende ne thider brynge.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1687.

To the lixtx they came, and single-sword and gauntlet
was their fight Beau, and Fl., King and No King, it 1.

A prince whose eye is chooser to his heart
Is seldom steady in the lists of love.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, Iv. 1.

The list must be sixty paces long and forty paces broad,
set up in good order, ana the ground within hard, stable,
and level, without any great stones or other Impediments.

Duke o/ Gloucester, quoted in Strutt's Sports and
[Pastimes, p. 212.

list6 (list), v. t. [< lisft, .] To inclose for a
tournament, or for any contest : used especial-
ly in the past participle.

Then dare the boldest of the hostile train
To mortal combat on the listed plain.

Pope, Iliad, vli. 5(i.

Ourselves beheld the lixtrd field,
A sight both sad and fair.

Scott, Marmion, 1 12.

list7 (list), . [A var. of list, lesk: see fawfc.]
The flank. [Prov. Eng.]
A list of pork, a bony piece cut from the gammon.

Kennctt,MS. (UalliuxU.)

listel (lis'tel), n. [< F. listel, listeau, dim. of

liste, a list, fillet, roll: see list*.] In arch., a
narrow list or fillet: a reglet.
listen (lis'n), r. [< ME. listnen, Ivxtncn, lestc-

nen, listen ; with formative -, < listen, Insten,
E. list: see Usft, r.] I. intran*. To attend

closely with the design of hearing; give ear;
harken; hence, to give heed; yield compliant-
ly: as, to listen to reason.

Parys listinet lyuely, let for no shame.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3114.

I Kstned for the Clock to chime
Dayes latest hower.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. i.

My Lord, let me Intreat yon to stand behind this Skreen
and li*ti-n. Conyreve, Double-Dealer, v. 16.

Where street met quay a fiddle's sound beguiled
A knot of listening folk.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 281.

To listen after', to be eager to hear or get information
regarding ; Inquire after.

Here comes my servant Travers, whom I sent
On Tuesday last to listen after news.

Shot., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1. 29.

H.t trims. To hear; attend to; give heed to.

As it is fre to a fole foly to carpe,
So is it wit a wiseman his wordls to listyn.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. .\ 1. 6082.

Lady, vouchsafe to listen what I say.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. S. 103.

At which I ceased, and listen'd them a while.

Milton, i '. .inn.. L 561.
To listen outt, to find out

Jenkin, come hither : go to Bradford,
And listen out your fellow Wily.

Greene, George-a-Greene.

istener (lis'ner), n. [< ME. listnere (T) ; as listen
+ -er1 .] One who listens ; a harkener.

Not to die a listener, I arose.
And with me Philip, talking still.

Tennyson, The Brook.

ister1
(lis'ter), . [< list*, r., 5, + -er1

.] In

agri., an implement, of the nature of a plow,
by which open furrows at proper distances from
each other are formed, in the bottoms of which
maize or other grain is planted by a drill. The
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lister and drill have been combined in one implement, and

listing and drill-planting are simultaneously performed
by this device. Lister-cultivator, a cultivator specially

designed for operation between the rows of listed corn.

lister'-3
(lis'ter), H. [< UstS, v., + -ct-l.] One who

makes a list or roll
; specifically, in some parts

of the United States, an appraiser for the pur-
pose of taxation

;
an officer whose duty it is to

make lists of taxable property.
Iister3t (lis'ter), . [ME. lister, listre, listyr, <

OF. listre, for litre, < L. lector, a reader, < le-

t>ere(> f. lire), read: see lector.'} 1. A reader.

2. A preaching friar; a lector.

lister4 ,
. See leister.

Listera (lis'te-ra), n. [NL. (R. Brown, 1813),
named after Martin Lister, an English physician
and naturalist.] A genus of small terrestrial

orchidaceous plants of the tribe Neottiea, char-

acterized by distinct spreading sepals and pet-
als, an entire or two-lobed lip longer than the

sepals, and a very short column. The stem is sim-

ple and erect, and bears two sub-opposite leaves. There
are about 10 species, growing in Europe, temperate Asia,
and North America. See twayblade.

Listerian (lis-te'ri-an), a. [< Lister (see Lister-

ism) + -jaw.] Of or pertaining to Sir Joseph
Lister; specifically, pertaining to a method of

antiseptic surgery introduced by him. See Lis-

terism.

Our Listerian Dressings were the first in the market,
and were prepared under the guidance of Professor Sir

Joseph Lister. Lancet, No. 3410, p. 15 of adv'ts.

Listerise, v. t. See Listerize,

Listerism (lis'ter-izm), n. [< Lister (see def.)
+ -ism.'] An antiseptic method of operating in-

troduced by Sir Joseph Lister, an English sur-

geon (born 1827). It was designed to effect the total

exclusion of living germs from surgical wounds. A spray
of carbolic solution was brought to play over the part
under operation, that the germicidal effect might result
not only on the surface of the tissues, but also in the sur-

rounding air. After the operation the part was closely

enveloped in dressings impregnated with carbolic acid
or other germicide, which were disturbed as little as pos-
sible during recovery. Some of the features of the early
forms of Lister's method have fallen into disuse, but the

recognition of the importance of the exclusion of living
germs from surgical wounds, of the danger of the introduc-
tion of germs from ah-, instruments, appliances of all kinds,
and the hands of those operating, and of the value in this

regard not only of cleanliness but of germicidal drugs, seems
to be a permanent acquisition of the surgical art.

Listerize (lis'ter-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. Lister-

i:ed, ppr. Listening . [< Lister (see Listerism)
+ -ize.] To treat by Sir Joseph Lister's an-

tiseptic method. See Listerism. Also spelled
Listerise.

Patients are Listerised, to use a hospital term, just as
beer and wine are nowadays "Pasteurised," to use atrade
term which means that, by their respective methods,
they are sealed against the entrance of the germs of dis-
ease. Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 846.

Lister's gauze. See gauze.
listfnl (list'ful), a. [< Ksft, n., + -ful] At-
tentive.

Who all the while, with greedie Kstfull eares,
Did stand astonisht at his curious skill.

Spenser, Colin Clout, 1. 7.

listing
1
(lis'ting), n. [Verbal n. of list*, v.] 1.

The act of attaching a list or border, or of

binding with list.

Here I must breath awhile, to satisfy some that perhaps
might otherwise wonder at such an accumulation of bene-
fits, like a kind of embroidering or listing of one favour
upon another. Sir II. Walton, Reliquise, p. 211.

2. A list or border of cloth, etc.

Shoes bound round with listing band. Mary Howitt.

3. The act of cutting away the sapwood from
the edge of a board. 4. The strip thus cut

away. 5. In ayri.. the throwing up of the
soil into ridges. [U. S.]
The drawback to this listing is due to the fact that close

to the edges of the furrow on each side a row of weeds
springs up. Sci. Amer., N. S., LVI. 6.

listing
2

(lis'ting), n. [Verbal n. of lists, .]

1. The act of making a list or catalogue. 2.
In land laws of the United States, an allotment
or assignment of land by the government.
An attempt was made to attack the validity of the list-

ing of the land by the general government over to the
state, which is equivalent to a patent in passing to it the
fee simple. California Law Report.

listing-plow (lis'ting-plpu), . A plow with a
double moldboard, specially designed for list-

ing, or throwing the soil up into ridges. [U. S.]
Listing's theorem. See theorem.
listless (list'les), a. [< list?,n., + -kss. Cf. lust-

less.} 1. Indifferent to or taking no interest
in what happens about one; languid and un-

heeding: as, a listless hearer or spectator.
I,, listless, yet restless,
Find every prospect vain.

Burns, Despondency.
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2. Marked by languid inactivity ; manifesting
relaxed attention ;

inanimate : as, a listless atti-

tude.

His listless length at noontide would he stretch.

Gray, Elegy.

With a half smile she let fall the gold
And glistening gems her listless hand did hold.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 220.

= Syn. 1. Listless, Careless, Supine, Indolent. The listless

and the careless do not care or desire ; the supine and the

indolent do not care enough to conquer their shrinking
from activity or work. The words may all indicate a tem-

porary state or a permanent element of character ;
indo-

lent generally indicates the latter. (See idle.) Careless is

not caring ; supine is literally lying flat on one's back, not

rousing one's self at all, ignobly indifferent; listless, in-

different and languid. Listless does not necessarily imply
blame.

listlessly (list'les-li), adv. In a listless man-
ner ; without attention

; heedlessly.
listlessness (list'les-nes), . The state of be-

ing listless; indifference to what is passing;
languid inattention.

listly
1

(list'li), a. [< lisfl, n., + -fyl.] Quick
of hearing. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

listly
1

(list
'

li), adv. [(= D. listlijk = Dan.

(obs.) listelig) < listly, a.] Easily; distinctly.
Hfilliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

Iistly
2
t (list'li), adv. [ME. listely, < AS. lattice

(= OHG. listHh, MHG. listelich), cunningly, <

list, cunnine, + -lice: see list3 and -ly
2
.] Cun-

ningly; slyTy.
He ful listti hem ledes to that loueli schippe,
& tau$t bi-hende tunnes hem to hude there.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.X 1. 2742.

list-mill (list'mil), n. In gem-cutting, a wheel
covered with list or selvage of woolen mate-
rial, used for polishing stones cut en cabochon.

[Obsolescent.] Also list-wheel.

listnesst, n. [Irreg. < list* + -ness.] The state
of listening ;

attention.
Then take me this errand,

And what I shal prophecy with tentiue listenes harcken.

Stanihurst, MneiA, iii. 264. (Davies.)

listen (lis'tqn), . [< OF. listen, < liste, a list:

see lisfi.] In her., a scroll or ribbon upon which
a motto is inscribed.

list-pan (list'pan), n. A perforated skimmer
used in tin-plate manufacture. E. H. Knight.
list-pot (list'pot), . In tin-plate manuf., the
last of the series of five pots used in coating the
iron plates.
The list-pot, which contains a layer of melted tin about

one-quarter of an inch deep.
Wahl, Galvanoplastic Manipulations, p. 518.

listred (lis'tred), n. [< W. llestraid, a corn-

measure, lit. a vesselful, < llestr, a vessel.] A
Welsh corn-measure, equal to 3f imperial bush-
els, or 4 United States (Winchester) bushels.
This is the statement of the parliamentary returns of 1879,
where it is reported as still in use. According to Dr.

Young, it was 20, 21, 22, or 24 gallons in different localities.

list-wheel (list'hwel), . Same as list-mill.

list-work (list'werk), n. A sort of appliqu6
work in which list is sewed upon a garment cut
out of fabric of any kind, edge to edge or over-

listy (lis'ti), a. [A dial. var. of lusty.] Strong ;

powerful. [North. Eng.]
Listy mene and able. Lincoln MS., f. 3. (Halliwett.)

lit1! (lit), a. and n. [ME. lit, lyt, lut (also lite,

lyte, lute, partly as abbr. of litel, lytel, little), <
AS. lyt = OS. lut, little : see little, and cf. litel.]
Little.

Felaw, he seld, herkyn a ligt,
And on myne errand go thou tyte.

MS. Cantab. Ff. v. 48, f. 52. (Halliwett.)

lit2 (lit), n. [< ME. lit, little, < Icel. litr, color,
dye, earlier complexion, face, countenance, =
AS. wlite, beauty, splendor, form, hue, face.]
Color; dye; stain. [Prov. Eng.]

Iit2t (lit), v. t. [< ME. litten, liten, < Icel. lita,

dye, color, < litr, dye, color: see lit2
, n.] To

color; dye.
We use na clathes that are littede of dyverse coloures ;

oure wiffes ne are noste gayly arayed for to plese us
MS. Lincoln, A. L 17, f. 33. (HaUiwett.)

lit3 (lit). Preterit and past participle of Ugh ft.

lit4 (lit). Preterit and past participle of lights.
lit. An abbreviation of literal and literally ; also
of literature.

litse, n. Plural of lite*.

litany (lit'a-ni), n.; pi. litanies (-niz). [Early
mod. E. litanie, < ME. letanie, < OF. letanie, F.
litanie = Pr. letania = Sp. letania = Pg. ladai-
nha= It. litania, letania, letana (in F., etc., usu-
ally in pi.), < LL. litania, < Gr. "kiravda, an en-
treating, a litany, < /Urau>tw, rare form of /l<ro-

veiieiv, pray, < 'Aircadat, 'AiaasaBai, beg, pray; cf.

farf/, prayer: see lite^.] I. Primarily, a solemn

lite

prayer of supplication ;
a public or general sup-

plication to God, especially in processions.
The! putten his name in here Letanyes, as a Seynt.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 177.

The morning hymns and psalmody and prayers then
came all under the general term of litany, and the Allans
were forbidden in this sense to make any litanies within
the city, by this law of Arcadius.

Bins/ham, Antiq., I. xiii. 1.

2. Specifically, in liturgies, an appointed form of

responsive prayer, used as part of a service or

separately. The most important varieties have been the

following : (a) Liturgical or missal litanies, found in the old-

est liturgies or eucharistic offices, especially in the intro-

ductory division. Such are the synapte and ectene of the Ori-

ental forms, consisting of a series of brief clauses, mostly
beginning

" In behalf of," then naming the person or thing
prayed for, and concluding "let us beseech the Lord," with
the response Kyrie ele'ison. There were originally five

such litanies in the liturgy : the initial diaconica or ire-

nica (the Western Kyrie, pacifica% and collect), the ectene
after the Gospel, the litany after the offertory, that follow-

ing the great intercession by the priest after consecration,
and a closing litany after communion. In the West such
litanies were in use for many centuries, but they have not
been retained in the Roman Church, which has, however,
versicles before the introit and the Kyrie after it. (b) In
the day hours and other offices similar litanies often form
part of the service in both East and West, (c) As sepa-
rateoflices in the Western Church, litanies have been used
since the fifth century, especially in processions of clergy
and people. The earliest form of these was the repetition
of Kyrie ele'ison a great number of times without variation,
the petitions of the missal litanies being omitted. Some-
what later the. existing Western" form was developed, be-

ginning with the Kyrie and invocation of the Trinity, fol-

lowed by invocations of saints, deprecations, obsecrations,
supplications or intercessions, with other suffrages and
prayers. The Anglican Litany in the Book of Common
Prayer follows very closely the model Just described, but
omits all invocations of saints, recites generally several pe-
titions in succession before inserting a response, and makes
a few additions. (See deprecation, 2.) It is, properly speak-
ing, a separate service, but is regularly said after the third
collect at morning prayer on Sundays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays. On Sundays and holy days it immediately pre-
cedes the communion service, or else is said separately. In
the Koman Catholic Church three litanies are recognized
for use in public worship : (1) the Litany of the Saints ; (2)
the Litany of the Blessed Virgin, or Litany of Loreto ; and
(3) the Litany of the Most Holy Name of Jesus. See lite?.

And songe the letanye
And other gode orysons.

Rob. of Gloucester, p. 406.

Hence 3. Any earnest supplication or prayer.
[Poetical.]

We passed, and joined a crowd in snch like guise,
Who through the town sang woful litanies.

William Karris, Earthly Paradise, I. 16.

Deacon'8 litany. See diaconica, ectene, irenicon, synapte.
-Lesser litany, (a) The petitions Kyrie cleison, Christe

eleison, Kyrie eletson, each said thrice, as at the beginning
of the eucharistic office or mass, or the same translated,
"Lord (or Christ), have mercy upon us." (6) The same
petitions with the following versicles or prayers and
responses in the litany in the English Book of Common
Prayer, allowed to be omitted at discretion in the Ameri-
can Book, (c) The same petitions with the following ver-
sicles and responses in the Orders for Morning and Even-
ing Prayer.

litany-desk (lit'a-ni-desk), . In the Anglican
Ch., a movable desk at which a minister or
reader kneels facing the altar, while he recites
the litany, it is placed in the body of the church, in
front of the door of the rood-screen or chancel. This posi-
tion outside the choir or sanctuary is intended to accord
with the penitential character of the litany. Also called
litany-stool and (less correctly) faldstool. See cut under
faldstool.

litany-Stool (lit'a-ni-stol), n. Same as litany-
desk.

litargeM, n. An obsolete variant of litharge.
litargiet, Iitarge

2
t, . Middle English variants

of lethargy^. Chaucer.
litationt (li-ta'shon), n. [< L. litatio(n-), a for-
tunate or successful sacrifice, < litare, make a
favorable sacrifice or offering, obtain favorable
omens.] A sacrificing. Bailey, 1731.

Litchi (lich'i), n. [NL. (P. Sonnerat, 1776), <
Chin, lichi: see lichi.] A genus of sapindaceous
trees included by Bentham and Hooker in the
genus Jfephclimn. There is but one species, which is
confined to China, the eastern part of India, and the Philip-
pine Islands, producing an edible fruit, the lichi. See lichi.

litch-owl, n. See lich-owl.

Lit. D., Lltt. D. An abbreviation of the Latin
Literarum (Litterarum) Doctor that is, Doctor
of Letters.

lit de justice (le de zhiis-tes'). [F. : lit, bed
(< L. lectus, bed : see litter, n.) dc, of

; justice,
justice.] Bed of justice. See bed*.

liteH, a. and n. [< ME. lite, lyte, lute, partly
abbr. of litel, lytel, Intel, little (cf. much, ME.
muche, moche, abbr. of muchel, mochel), partly
from lit, lyt, little: see lift and little.] I. a. 1.
Little.

It semed that he carried lyt array.
Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 14.

From this exploit he sav'd not great nor lite,
The aged men, and boys of tender age.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, xi. 26. (Latham.)



lite

2. Of low rank.

He nc lafte for ivynr nc (bonder
In .-ikn. .-! nur in nn- - hi. t to vlsite

The ferreste In his piirissche, mochu and lite.

Chaucer, Den. Prut to C. T., 1. 494.

II. n. Alittlo; a siniill amount; a short time.

Cold water shal not grove us but n liii>'.

i lain,; r, \l:in ot Law's Tnlo, 1. 254.

Ac for to fare thus with i hi frondo foly it were,
For he that loueth the Icily lyte of thyne coiielteth.

Itert I'loannan (11), xiil. 149.

He sede me a lute hluorc is deth that he wan ate dede.

Holy Jiood (E. E. T. S.), p. 8&

lite 1
!, <tdr. In a small quantity or degree Lite

and lite, little by little ; gradually or slowly.

Every Bonn
Nia but of eir reverbenicionn,
And evere it wasteth lite and lite jv.tr. liti'l] away.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, L 627.

lite2 (ll'te). .: pi. litai (-te). [Gr. lj.pi, prayer:
see litany.} In the Gr. Ch., a religious pro-
cession accompanied with prayer; prayer for
a special object made during such a procession.

-lite. [< F. -lithe = Sp. -lito = Pg. -litho = It.

-Uto, <L. -lithus, < Or. AiOof, a stone. The form
-lith is directly from the L. and Gr. ;

the form
-lite is partly from the F. -lithe (pron. let), and
is partly due to conformation to the unrelated
sutlix -i/e2 as used in mineralogy.] An ele-
ment (a quasi-suffix) in names of minerals, sig-

nifying 'stone': same as -lith.

litelt, a., n., adv., and v. A Middle English
form of little.

Iiter 1
t, n. A Middle English form of litter.

liter'-', litre 1
(le'ter), . [< F. litre, < Gr. Airoa,

a pound, > LL. litra, a pound, ML. a measure
of liquids (> F. litron, an old measure of capa-
city): see litra.'] The unit of capacity in the
metric system, equal to 0.88036 imperial quart,
or 1.056 United States quarts; the volume of
one kilogram of water at its maximum density.
It was Intended to be as nearly equal as possible to one
cubic decimeter, and in fact Its departure from this is ex-

tremely small, and has never been satisfactorily deter-
mined. The liter is a volume ascertained by weighing.
It is not a vessel; and the temperature of the vessel that
holds it is only defined for the purpose of testing standards.

literacy (lit'e-ra-si), n. [< litera(tv) + -cy.]
The state of being literate

; knowledge of let-

ters
; ability to read and write ; possession of

education; also, condition with reference to
education : opposed to illiteracy.

Massachusetts is the first state in the Union In literacy
in its native population.

New Eng. Jour, of Education, XVII. 54.

literal (lit'e-ral), . and . [< OF. literal, F.
tittmil = Sp. literal = Pg. litteral = It. litterale,

letterale, < LL. littcralis, literalis, of or belong-
ing to letters or to writing, < L. littera, litera,
a letter, littera;, litera;, letters: see letter3

, n.]
1. n. 1. Consisting of, expressed by, or repre-
senting letters

; alphabetic.
So haue I don, after myne entent
With litterall carectcs for your sake ;

Tham couueying in sable lines blake.
Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.X 1. 6606.

The literal notation of numbers was known to Europeans
before the ciphers. Johnson.

2. According to the letter of verbal expression,
(a) According to inherent or fundamental purport; free
from figure or variation of meaning ; exact ; precise ; pri-
mary : as, the literal meaning of words used metaphori-
cally ; to use the most literal expressions, (b) In accor-
dance with the natural or established use of language ;

conformable to the most obvious intent ; real ; authentic :

as, the literal meaning of an author ; literal interpretation.

Though some differences have been ill raised, yet We
take comfort in this, that all Clergymen within Our Realm
have always most willingly subscribed to the Articles es-
tablished : which is an argument to Us that they all agree
in the true, usual, literal meaning of the said Articles.

Royal Declaration prefixed to the Thirty-nine Articles.

That is properly the literal sense which is the first mean-
ing of the command in the whole complexion.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 121.

Literal interpretation in Scripture as in other books re-
sults from the ordinary use and force of the words. It
gives the sense which the words proximately signify ac-

cording to the writer's intention. This may be either the
proper or the metaphorical meaning.

J. H. Blunt, Diet. Doct. and Hist Theol., p. 417.

3. Following the letter or exact words.
The common way which we have taken is not a literal

translation, but a kind of paraphrase, or somewhat which
is yet more loose, betwixt a paraphrase and imitation.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal, Ded.

4. Exact; especially, mechanically precise : as,
the too literal execution of an order. 5. Char-
acterized by a tendency to regard everything
in a matter-of-fact, unimaginative way: as, a
very literal person Literal arithmetic, algebra.
Literal contract, equation, etc. See the nouns. =Syn.
2. Sec. verbal.
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II. t n. Literal meaning.
How dangerous It Is In sensible things to use metaphor-

ical expressions unto the people, and what absurd conci-its

they will swallow In their literals!

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 10.

literalisation, literalise, etc. See Ht<-mli:n-

tioii, etc.

literalism (lit'e-ral-izm), . [=F. HttfraH.-nm ;

< liti-ral + -ism.] 1. Literal interpretation or

understanding; adherence to the exact letter

or precise significance, as in interpreting or

translating. 2. In art, exact rendering or rep-
resentation

; unimaginative exactness.
He shunned the litrralitm of both form and color that

Jarred the Ideal vision. TheStudiii, III. 147.

literalist (lit'e-ral-ist). n. [= F. litteraliste =
Sp. (rare) literaltsta ; (literal + -ist.~] 1. One
wno adheres to the letter or exact word

;
an

interpreter according to the letter. 2. In art,
an exact copyist ;

one who draws or paints with

unimaginative exactness.

literality (lit-e-ral'i-ti), n. [= F. MteraU'.e; as
III: nil T -ity."} Tne quality of being literal;
literalness

;
verbal or literal meaning.

Those who are still bent to hold this obstinate literality.

Milton, Divorce, 1. 14.

literalization (life-ral-i-za'shon), . [< liter-

alizc + -ation.'] Tne 'act of literalizing or ren-

dering literal ; the act of reducing to a literal

meaning. Also spelled literalisation.

literalize (lit'e-ral-iz), r. t.; pret. and pp. titeral-

ized, ppr. literalizing. [< literal + -ize.J To ren-
der literal; conform or adhere to the letter; in-

terpret or put in practice according to the strict

meaning of the words. Also spelled literalise.

literalizer (lit'e-ral-I-zer), n. One who literal-

izes; one who interprets or understands liter-

ally. Also written literaliser.

literally (lit'e-ral-i), adv. In a literal manner
or sense ; according to the strict import of the
word or words; exactly: as, the city was liter-

ally destroyed; the narrative is literally true.

literalness (lit'e-ral-nes), n. The state of be-

ing literal, (o) 'Literal interpretation or import, (b)
The tendency to give to everything a literal or matter-of-
fact interpretation; want of imaginativeness or ideality.

The literalness and the logic which they {the Puritans]
applied to everything they applied particularly to the doc-
trines of providence and of prayer.

M. C. Tyler, Hist. Amer. Lit., I. 101.

literarian (lit-e-ra'ri-an), n. [< literary +
-an.] One who is engaged in literary pursuits.
[Recent.]

Mr. J. A. Fronde, the historian, is the latest literarian
to lay aside, temporarily, weightier work and indulge in
the writing of fiction. The American, XVII. 301.

literary (lit'e-ra-ri), a. [= F. litterairc = Sp.
literano = Pg. litterario = It. letterario, < L. lit-

tcrarius, literariuK, belonging to letters or learn-

ing, < L. littera, litera, letter, pi. letters, learn-

ing: see letter3 , .] 1. Pertaining or relating
to letters or literature; proper to or consist-

ing of literature : as, literary property; literary
fame or history ; literary conversation.
He has long outlived his century, the term commonly

fixed as the test of literary merit.

Johnson, Prof, to Shakespeare. (Latham.)
Chaucer had that fine literary sense which Is as rare as

genius, and, united with it, as it was in him, assures an
immortality of fame. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 260.

The language of the Bible is fluid, passing, and literary,
not rigid, fixed, and scientific.

M. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, Pref.

2. Versed in letters ; occupied with literature
;

especially, engaged in writing books.

He liked those literary cooks
Who skim the cream of others' books.

Mn. H. More.

Literary and Scientific Institutions Act See imti-
tution.

literate (life-rat), a. and n. [== F. lettre = Sp.
literato = Pg. litterato = It. litterato, letterato,
< L. litteralus, literatus, lettered, learned, < lit-

tirn, litera, letter, pi. letters, learning: see let-

ter3,!!.] I. n. 1. Having a knowledge of letters;

possessing education; instructed: opposed to
illiterate.

The .Kfttean sea, that doth divide

Europe from Asia, the sweet literate world
From the barbarian.

Chapman, Cfesar and Pompey, r. 1.

2. Of or pertaining to letters; learned; literary.
This is the proper function of literate elegancy,

W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. xix. $ 3.

He was the Friar Bacon of the less literate portion of
the Temple. Lamb, Old Benchers.

It is only from its roots in the living generations of
men that a language can be n-iiifniv. .1 with fresh vigor
for its needs : what may be called a literate dialect grows
ever more and more pedantic and foreign, till it becomes

literature

at last u unfitting a vehicle for living thought as monk
Uh Latin Lou-ell, Higlw Papers, 2d ser., Int.

3. Marked with short, angulated lines resem-

bling letters: applied to the surfaces of shells
and insects.

II. a. 1. A man of letters; a learned or lit-

erary man.
On his monument . . . he [sir W. Jones] sits surround-

ed by his company of native literates.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 3.

2. An educated man who has not taken a uni-

versity degree ; especially, a candidate for holy
orders who has not been educated at a uni-

versity. [Eng.]
We have no literates, none of that class who in this

country prepare themselves by private study, at a trifling
cost, for the profession of the Church.

Ill*, "f Limerick, quoted In Quarterly Rev., XXXI. 614.

literatedt, . [< literate + -ecP.~\ Same as lit-

erate.
Host littrated Judges, please your lordships
So to connive your Judgments to the view
Of this debauch d and dlverslvolent woman.

Webster, White Devil, III. i

literati, . Plural of literatim.

literatim (Kt-e-ra'tim), adv. [ML., < L. littera,

litera, letter : "see letter3
, .] Letter for letter

;

without the change of a letter : usually in the

phrase rerbatim et literatim.

literation (lit-e-ra'shon), n. [As literate +
-OH.] Representation by letters: as, the liter-

ation of Oriental words in English. Compare
transliteration.

literatist (lit'e-ra-tist), M. [< literate + -int.'}

A literary person; one engaged in literary pur-
suits. [Rare.]

Indeed, they are never the most elegant literati*!* who
study longest at college. Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Foote.

literato (lit-e-ra'to), n. [< Sp. literato = It. lit-

terato, letterato, learned: see literate, a., litera-

<.i.] Same as literatim. [Rare.]
literator (lit'e-ra-tor), n. [= F. litterateur= It.

litleratorc, a literary man, < L. litterator, litera-

tor, a teacher of reading, an instructor, also a

grammarian, critic, philologist, < littera, litera,

letter, pi. littera!, litera;, letters, learning: see
letter3.) 1. A petty schoolmaster; a dabbler
in learning.

They systematically corrupt avery corruptible race, . . .

a set of pert, petulant literator*, to whom, Instead of their

proper, but severe, unostentatious duties, they assign the
brilliant part of men of wit and pleasure, of gay young
military sparks, and danglers at toilets.

Burlce, To a Member of the Nat. Assembly.

2. A man of literary culture
;
a man of letters ;

a literary man.
Eobanus was the Poet of the Reformation, and, with

Melanchthon and Camerarius, its chief Literator.

Sir W. Hamilton.

lAterator, modified from litterateur, Is much nearer be-

ing Anglicized. This word, but not In the sense attached
to it by Burke, we have long desiderated ; and the coun-
tenance it has received from Soiithey, Landor, Lockhart,
Mr. De Quincey, and Mr. Carlyle has already availed to
take olf something of its strangeness of aspect

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 184.

literature (lit'e-ra-tur), n. [Early mod. E. also
Htteralure (in Mfi. 'letterure, lettrvre, < OF. let-

trure: see Ictterure), < OF. literature, F. littera-

ture = Sp. literatura = Pg. litteratura = It. lit-

teratura, letteratwra = D. litteratitur = G. Dan.
literatur = Sw. littcratur, < L. litteratura, litera-

tura, a writing (as formed of letters), the alpha-
bet, the science of language, philology, erudi-

tion, learning, < littera, litera, a letter, pi. let-

ters, learning: see letter3
, n.] If. Learning;

instruction in letters.

Worshypfull maysters, ye shall understand,
Is to you that have no liiirralun.

The Pardoner and the Frere (1533). (Halliinll.)

Would I had been at the charge of thy better literature.
B. Joram, New Inn, To the Reader.

A person who by his style and literature seems to have
been the corrector of a hedge-press in Little Britain pro-
ceeded gradually to an author. Swift.

2. The use of letters for the promulgation of

thought or knowledge ;
the communication of

facts, ideas, or emotions by means of books or
other modes of publication; literary work or

production: as, the profession of literature.

Literature is a very bad crutch, bat a very good walking-
stick. Lamh.

3. Recorded thought or knowledge ; the aggre-
gate of books and other publications, in either
an unlimited or a limited sense; the collec-

tive body of literary productions in general, or
within a particular spnere, period, country, lan-

guage, etc.: as, the literature of a science, art,
or profession; Greek, Roman, or Elizabethan
literature.



literature

f.itrratvrr is the greatest of all sonrc-es of refined plea-

sure, /htxlvn, L;ty Sermons, p. 5'2.

We become so wonted to . . . I Browning's diction] that

It seems like a new dialect that we have mastered for the

sake of its literature. st.-.hnun, Viet. Poets, p. 296.

4. In a restricted sense, the class of writings in

which expression and form, in connection with

ideas of permanent and universal interest, are

characteristic or essential features, as poetry,

romance, history, biography, and essays, in con-

tradistinction to scientific works, or those writ-

ten expressly to impart knowledge.
Literature consists of a whole body of classics in the

true sense of the word. . . . Literature consists of all the

hooks and they are not so many where moral truth

and human passion are touched with a certain largeness,

sanity, and attraction of form.
J. Hurley, Address, Feb. M, 1887.

-mil as can be under-

3480 lithic

II n A medicine formerly supposed to ex- lithemic (li-the'mik), n. Pertaining to or af-

pel small calculi from the kidneys or bladder, fected with lithemia.

lithanode (lith'a-nod), v. [< Gr. MBof, stone, + llthent, r. t. [Mh. litlimen; with
formative

-n,

K aiHHle (!)] A hard, compact form of peroxid < litlte, sott, mild: see lithe*, <i. and p.] To

of lead, used in storage-batteries. [A trade- ease.

llame i litheness UMFH'- or hth'nes), it. The condition

lithanthrax (li-than'thraks), n. [< Gr. /it>of, or quality of being lithe; flexibility; limber-

u stone, + av6i>a$, coal: see anthrax.] Stone- ness.

coal; mineral coal: in distinction from jrylaii- litherlf (liTH'er), n. [< ME. lither, lyther. In-

thrnjc., or wood-coal. See eon I, '2. ther, litherc, Udder bad, wicked, false, treach-

litharge (lith'arj), n. [Formerly also lithiirgie, erous, < AS. lytltre, bad, wicked; cf. D.
ladder,^

i/i/io, < L. Utliargyi-Ms, < Gr. '/Mpyvpof, spume of

silver, < /.iflof, stone, + up}-lyjor, silver: see urgent.]
The yellow or reddish protoxid of lead (PbO)

Light literature, books or writings such as can be under- .

,jirtially fused. On cooling it passes into n mass con-
stood and enjoyed without much mental exertion ; writ-

gjj,,- o(
'

small gjx.side,) piates of a reddish-yellow color,

ings intended primarily for entertainment, relaxation, or
d J^b^^nt It is much used in assaying as a

amusement: applied most frequently to fiction. Polite

literature, belles-lettres. |
This phrase has almost passed

out of use.)=8yn. Literature, Learning, Scholantttip, Eru-

dition. Lore. Literature, the more polished or artistic class

of written compositions, or the critical knowledge or ap-

preciation of them ; learning, large knowledge acquired

liy study, especially in the literature, history, or the like,

of the past ; nchrfarship. learning viewed as the possession
of a professional or amateur scholar or student; erudi-

tiiin, scholastic or the more recondite sort of knowledge
obtained by profound research ; lure, a rather poetic word
for erudition, often in a special department : as, versed in

the (": of magic.
literatured (lit'e-ra-turd), a. [< literature +
-f<P.] Learned';' having literary knowledge.
cower is ... literatured in the wars.

Shale., Hen. V., iv. 7. Ifl".

literatus(lit-e-ra'tus), .; pi. /iternW(-ti). [L.

litteratitu, lite'ratits, lettered, learned: see liter-

ate.] A man of letters or erudition; in the

plural, literary men in general; the literary

class; learned people. [Rare in the singular.]
Among foreigners in China the term literati is applied to

the scholars and learned men of the country generally,

especially to those who have taken one or more degrees,
hut are not in office and not engaged in trade.

Manifold are the tastes and dispositions of the enlight-
ened literati, who turn over the pages of history.

Irviny, Knickerbocker, p. 184.

Now we are to consider that our blight ideal of a litera-

tun may chance to be maimed. De Qmiicey.

literose (lit'e-ros), <i. [< L. litteroxtix, Kteromm.

learned, lettered, < littera, litera, letter: see let-

tei-9, n.] Distinctively literary; exercising or

manifesting special care for literary form or

style. [Rare.]

Amongst the French masters Dundet is always internet.

Harper's Mag. (Editor's Study), LXXVI. 479.

literosity (lit-e-ros'i-ti), . [< literose + -ity.]

Literary character. [Rare.]
The sentiment is German, while the literoaty in the

poorer passages of the work is second-rate English.
Harper'* May. (Editor's Study), LXXVIII. 322.

lites, . Plural of Us*.

litestert. . See Ulster.

lith 1
(lith), . [< ME. litli, lytli, < AS. litli (pi.

lithu, leotlitt) = OS. OFries. lith = D. //= OHG.
lid, MHG. lit = Icel. IMIir = Dan. Sw. led =
Goth, titling (also with generalizing prefix ge-,
D. gelid = OHG. gilid, MHG. gelit, Gr. glied),

limb, joint, member ;
not connected, as usually

supposed, with AS. lltlititi, go (see lead*, litlie&),

for the word does not mean 'that on which
one goes,' but prob. formed, with formative -th

(Goth, -thu), from the-/ /( of AS. Urn, limb: see

limb*.] A limb
; any member of the body ; also,

n joint ;
a segment or symmetrical part or di-

vision : as, sound in litli and limb; a lith of an

orange. [Obsolete or provincial.]

Trewely she hath the herte in hold
Of Chauntecleer loken in every lith.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 65.

O Willie's large o' limb and lith,

And come o' high degree.
Birth of Robin Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 170).

Iith2t, n- [ME., also lytli, property; cf. Icel.

lydhr, the common people, AS. lead, people : see
ledes

, 11.] Property.
Iith3t, a. A Middle English variant of light.
Chaucer.

lith*t
t
" An obsolete variant of lirtli. third per-

son singular indicative present of lie*. Chaucer.

-lith. [= F. -lithe (> E. -lite) = Sp. -lito = Pg.
-litlto = It. -liti>, < L. -litliits, Gr. >/ft>f, a stone.]
An element in some compounds of Greek forma-
tion, meaning 'stone,' as in aerolitli, monolith.
etc. In many names of minerals it occurs in
the form -lite (which see).

lithagogue (lith'a-gog), a. and n. [< Gr. /(%,
:i stone, + j <>;"< drawing forth, < d;m>, lead,

carry away.] I. it. In med., having the power
of expelling stone from the bladder or kidneys.

For he [Level may do al that he can devyse.
And in lithere folke dystroye vise.

The Cuckoo and the. Nightingale, 1. 14.

Her-of, good god graunte me forjeuenesse,
Of al my lather lyuyng in al my lyf-tyme.

Piers Plmnnan (('), vii. 437.

(liTH'er), a. [Appar. an extension of

,
in simulation of lither*, which in the

sense of 'idle' (in deriv. litlierly) approaches
the sense of 'pliant, supple": seelithfr*.] Soft;

supple; limber; pliant. [Obsolete or prov.

Eng.]
Two Talbots, winged through the lither sky,

In thy despite shall 'scape mortality.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 7. 21.

litherlurdent (liTH'er-ler'
/
den), 11. [< lithrr* +

lunlan.] Laziness. [Old slang.]
I am alwayes troubled with the litlierlurden,

I love so to linger ;

I am so lasy, the mosse groweth an
Inch thick on the top of my finger !

Marriage of Witt and Wisdome (1579). (HaUiweU.)

tenacious, tough, viscous, slow,"easy, etc. : see litherly (liTH'er-li), a. [< ME. litlierly (?) =
in G. D. liederlljk = MLG. liderlik = MHG. liederlich,

mix, and In the composition of flint-glass, enters largely

into the composition of the glaze of common earthen-

ware, and is used in the manufacture of varnishes and

drying-oils.

I'le onely now emboss my book with brass,

Ilye 't with vermilion, deck 't with coperass,
With gold and silver, lead and mercury,
Tin, iron, orpine, stibium, lethargy.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas'a Weeks, i. 3.

Litharge plaster, in ined.
, lead-plaster or diachylon,

lithate (llth'at), . [< litlt(ie) + -ate*.] A salt

of lithic acid. See mate. Also lithiate.

lithe 1
(liTH or lith), a. [< ME. litlie, lythe (also

liutl, hind: see Una*). < AS. lithe, gentle, soft,

= OS. lithi = MLG. Hnde = OHG. liudi, MHG.
liiide, G. linil (and gelinde) = Dan. lind, gentle,

soft, mild, tender (cf. L. leiitus, pliant, flexible,

dial. (Bav.) ten, soft, = Icel. linr, soft,= L. Zen Js.
light, trifling, frivolous, G. liederlirli = Dan.

..^ ._:u / i^:t.. 7_,,,-,,,,* * i a ,,A ; ti,o gw _ jffjerj/g t lewd, careless, slovenly, wanton,
vicious, dial, also light, quick; as lither* +
-lif*.] 1. Mischievous; wicked. [Obsolete or

prov. Eng.]
He [the goblin] was waspish, arch, and litherlir

But well Lord Cranstoun served he.

Seatt, I-. of L. M., ii. 32.

2f. Idle; la/.y.

litherlyt (liTH'er-li), <idr. [< ME. Utterly, luth-

erliche; < lither* +
-/.y

2
.] Badly; wickedly;

mischievously.
Thei hadde luthrrli here lond brcnd and destrued.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2646.

A clerk hadde litherly biset his whyle
Hut If he koude a carpenter bigyle.

soft, mild (see lenity, lenient, etc.), and in the

verb, AS. liniiiin, etc., cease: seelin*.] If. Soft;

tender; mild; calm; agreeable.
To make lythe that erst was hard.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 119.

Atte places warme, in dales lithe and drie,
Ys nowe the hilly landes uppe to eree.

Palladim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.\ p. 61.

2. Easily bent; pliant; flexible; limber.

Thou givest moisture to the thirsty roots

Of the lithe willow. Bryant. The Kiver by Mght.

Young maiden, with a lithe figure, and a pleasant voice,

acting in those love-dramas. O. H'. I/tAinex, Autocrat, ii.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 113.

Saise to syr Lucius, to unlordly he wyrkez,
Thus Iftheriff agaynes law to lede my pople.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1268.

3t. Pleasant; flue.

We are comene fro the kyng of this lathe ryche [kingdoml,
That knawene es for conquerour corownde in erthe.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1B53.

=Syn. 2. Pliable, supple, willowy.

litheH (liTH). r. [< ME. lithen, lethen, < AS.
ntliimi, become or make soft or mild, < lithe. llthemessH (liTH'er-nes), . [ME. litherneSKe ;

soft: see liihri, .] I. intrans. To become < Htherl + -ness.] 1. Wickedness.
Thei als wrecchis, wittirly,

Has ledde ther lilfe in lithirnesse.

Ynrlt Plays, p. 498.

Idleness. [Prov. Eng.]
Idlenesse, moste delectable to the fleshe, which deliteth

above measure in sloth, Kthernesse, ceasing from occupa-
tion. Xorthbrook's Treatise (1B77). (HalKweU.)

calm

2.

litherness'2t (liTH'^r-nes), n. [< litlier^ + -ness.]
The condition or quality of being lither or lim-

ber.

II. trims. 1. To make soft or mild; soften;

alleviate; mitigate; lessen.

After the deth she cried a thousand sythe,

Hyn he that wont hire wo was for to lithe

She moot forgon. Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 754.

2. To relax
;
make less stiff.

Lome inclines limes weore lythet that tyme,
And bi-come knaues to kepe Pers beestes.

Pier Plmnnan (A), vii. 183. ....

The Grecians were noted for light, the Parthians for MhWOUBt (JlM'to-ns),
a. [Also.hdderous, hd-

fearful, the Sodomites for gluttons, like as England (God drotis; <. Ittheri I- -ows.J Wicked; base.

But my learning is of an other degree,
To taunt theim like liddrous lewde as thei bee.

Skelton, Against Venomous Tongues, 1. 29.

'lilyiiha (= Dan. lytfe), listen, < h'ljotlh, hearing, lithesome (liTH'- or lith'sum), a. [< lithe* +
what is heard, a sound; cf. AS. hleothor, hear- -some. Also contr. lissome.] Pliant; limber;

ing, a sound, akin to hlfid, loud, nlyst, hearing: nimble; lissome,

see list1
, lond.] I. intr/ins. To give ear; at- lithesomeness(HTH'- or lith'sum-nes), ti. The

save the sample !) hath now suppled, lithed, and stretched
their throats. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 368. (Davits.)

lithe'2t (lifH), r. [< ME. lithen, lytha, < Icel.

tend; listen.

Litlte and listen, gentlemen,
All that now be here. Old ballad.

II. tranx. To listen to.

And vnder a lynde vppon a lauude lened I a stounde,
To Iftthe the layes the louely follies made.

Piers Plmnnan (B), viii. 66.

lithet, r. i. [ME., < AS. litlian, go : see lead *
.]

Togo.
He ne dnrste noht . . . lithen.

Ormulum, 1. &(74.

state of being lithe or lithesome.

lithia (lith'i-a), n. [NL., < lithium, q. v.] An
oxid (LigO) of the metal lithium, it is of a
white color, and is slowly soluble in water, forming a

hydrate, acrid and caustic, which acts on colors like other
alkalis. Lithia emerald. See emerald. Lithia mica.
See lepidolite.

lithiasis (li-thi'a-sis). n. [NL., < Gr. fidiaaif.
the stone (a disease), < //floe, a stone.] Inpathol.:
(a) A condition of the body in which uric acid
is deposited in the form of stone or gravel in

Ormalum, l. 84. (Encyc. Diet.) the urinary passages, or in gouty concretions in

lithectasy (li-thek'ta-si), H. [< Gr. /i/0of, stone, the tissues. (l>) In a general sense, the forma-
f, extension: see cysteetasy.]

same as cysteetaxy, 2.
Insurg..

lithely (liTH'- or lith'li), adv.

ner; flexibly; pliantly.

tion of stony deposits of any kind in any part of
the body.

In a lithe man- lithiate (lith'i-at), n. Same as Uihatr.

f , r (
- lithiate (lith'i-at), c.<. [< lithium + -atr*.] To

lithemia. lithsemia (li-the'mi-a). n. [NL., < impregnate with a salt of lithium.
Gr. //Her, a stone, + al/ia, blood'.] In /mtliol., lithic1 (Hth'ik),n. [< Gr.?.<ft/if, of or for stones,
an excess of uric acid in the Wood. Also called < //flof, a stone (a substance), stone (a disease),

etc.; no cognate forms appear in other Ian-



lithic

guages. Hence -KM, -lite, in E. words.] 1.

Pertaining to or consisting of stone.

As a general rule it may bo asserted that the best lithic

ornamtmts :ii-e those which |>|n.>:ich IHMICHI to the grace
niul pliancy of plants. ./. /-Vrv/ujwrw, Hint. Arch., I. :(">.

2. Pertaining lo stone in the bladder: uric.

Llthlc add. .Same tut uric acini (which we, under uric).

lithic- (lith'ik), it. [< litliiiini + -/<.] ConsiM-

iiy; of or related to the element lithium.

I. lilac Iodide gave the red llnu of this metal (W. L.

o7<t.',) extending all :irit>^ tin- rtjMvtriiin
./. .V. Lockyer, Sped. Anal., p. 180.

Lithic paint, a mantle of petalite (a mineral containing
litliinm), Hand, and litharge, used :is a coating for wallH.

K. H. Knii/M.

Lithichnozoa (li-thik-no-zo'S), n. ill. [NL., <

( I r. '/ ill*a; a, stone, + t^vof, a track, + Cifov, an

animal.] A name given by Prof. E. Hitchcock
to tlie undetermined fossil animals which left

their footprints ill the Connecticut sandstones.

Borne, at first supposed to have been gigantic
birds, are now believed to have been dinosau-
rian reptiles.
lithiflcation (lith'i-fi-ka'shon), . [< Gr. / << .

a stone, + L. -ticiilio(H-), <. fuccrc, make: ne
-ticatioii, -fy.] A hardening into stone; tin-

process of becoming stone. Earcly used, and only
when it U desired to speak of the conversion of uncon-
solidated sediments into solid rock, without any refer-

ence to the fossils which they may contain. See pttrifac-
Hon.

Liihijicatinnot sediments will probably take place timlcr

heavy pressure even at ordinary temperature, but is no
doubt hastened by high temperature.

./. Le Conlf, in Amer. .lour. Sci., Sd ser., IV. 408.

lithing (liTH'inj,'), H. [Verbal n. of lithe*, r.]
The thickening of soup or broth. [Scotch.]

lithiophllite (lith-i-ot i-lit), w. [So called as

containing lithium; < NL. litliinm + Gr. <t>i/J>,

loving, + -/te2.] A variety of triphylite contain-

ing a large amount of manganese. It occurs at

Branchville in Connecticut.
lithistid (lith'is-tid), it, and . I. n. Pertain-

ing to the l.itliixliilii, or having their charac-
ters ; lithistidan.

II. >i. A sponge of the group lAtliixtida.

Lithistida (li-this'ti-da), H. pi. [NL., < Gr. as
if *'AititaTo, assumed verbal n. of 7jS'ti,uv, look
like a stone (< M'of, a stone), + -idn.] A large
group of silicious sponges in which the spicules
are more or less clearly tetraxial aud are inter-

woven into a dense skeleton, the stony body
presenting a central gastric cavity or many ver-

tical tubes ; the stone-sponges. It contain the re-

cent families Rhiv>morinid<B, Anomficladinidce, and Tetra-
<-l<itlinnlif, and the fossil MeyanivrimdcK. In Hollas's classi-

fication the Lithixticta are one of two orders of tetractincl-

lidan sponges, the other IH-JIILT Chorixtida, and are denned
as TetritctiiKJtiila with branching scleres or desmas, which
mayor may not be modified tetrad spicnlrs. articulated to-

gether to form a rigid skeleton. Also L\UiMM<r and IA-

IhiJuuv, variously rated.

lithistidan (H-this'ti-dan), n. and a. [< Litlii<<-

tida + -an.] I. n. Of or pertaining to the group
l.ithi.ttiiln ; stony, as a sponge.

II. . A stone-sponge of the group Lithistida.

lithium (lith'i-um), . [NL.,< Gr.X/'<tof, a stone.]
Chemical symbol, Li or L; atomic weight, 7.

A metallic element having a silver-white lus-

ter, quickly tarnishing in the air. It may be cut
with a knife' but is less soft than potassium or sodium ;

it fuses at 180 i
'., and takes fire at a somewhat higher

temperature. Lithium is the lightest of all known solid

bodies, its specific gravity being 0.5930. It forms salts

analogous to those of potassium and sodium. It occurs

only iu combination, most abundantly in the minerals spod-
umrnc.|>rtHlite, amhlygonlte, triphylite (and lithlophilite).
and lepidolite (lithia mica).

lithlyf. An irregular Middle English spelling
of li<i/ltll/. ('Itaitci r.

litho (litli'6). A common technical abbrevia-
tion of litlioi/ni/ili.

lithobibliont (Hth-o-bib'li-on), . [NL.,<Gr.
/'/r, stone, + jiijiMov, a book : seeftf'We.] Same
as liililinlili .

Lithobiidse (lith-o-bi'i-de), w. ]>t. [NL., < Li-

Ilinhinx + -iilir.] A family of centipeds of the
order ( 'lii/n/niiln, having the body unequally seg-
mented, with 9 larger and 6 smaller divisions,
15 pairs of legs, and long many-jointed anten-
na'. The species are of moderate and small size, and
their bite is not severe. They are common under stones,
and are sometimes called earwigs in the t'nited .States.

Also l.itholriiiue, as a subfamily of Swbpeiidrida.
Lithobius (li-tho'bi-us), H. fNL., < Gr. //hw.

stone, + {Hot, life.] The typical genus of Li-

thohiitln; characterized by a flattened fonn,
2-jointed tarsi, and 40-jointed antenna?. /.. nun -

rii-atms is a common United States species. L.

forliratus is the corresponding European form.

llthocarp (lith'o-kiirp). . [< Gr. /iili*; stone.
+ Mi,)iri>r, fruit.

1

] A fossil fruit
; a carpolite.
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lithochromatic (lith o-kro-mat'ik), n. [< Gr.

//>. stone, + \IHMII. color: see rlirniiiiitn-.\

Pertaining to lithodiromatics; relating to or

produced by the application of oil-colors to

stone: as, liilincliriiiHiitii- painting.
lithochromatics (lith o-kro-mat'iks), . [PI.
of lithochromatic : see i.x.] Theart of painting
in oil-colors upon stone, and of taking impres-
sions from the stone on canvas.

lithographic

so called from their branched form and

petrilieil st;ilc. Kihrtn-il* unit llnim; 1856.

Lithodendnim (lith-o-den'drum), H. [Xlj.J
S.-IIIM- il> l.llln,:!' ,1'll'OH.

Lithodes (Ii-th6'dv/.). . [XL., < Gr. //*: w ,

like stone, stony: see litlinitl.] The
typical ge-

nus of l.itliiiiliilii; containing such s|n-c-i,^ :,> /.

.

lithochromic (lith-o-kro'mik), a. [< Gr. /'",

stone, + xi"J!"l
t
color: see clirininitii:] Same

as litltrichrtHiitttic.

lithochromics (lith-o-kro'miks), . [PI. of litho-

i-lii'iniiic: see -iot."] Same as lithochromatif*.

lithoclast (lith'o-klast), . [< Or. //Soc, stone,
+ *(fXa(rr//f, < /,/ur, break in pieces.] 1. One
who breaks stones.

A party of horsemen . . . were ready at the gate* of the

mosque to assist the lithncUut as soon as he should have
rxr. uted his task.

Uureldninli. Travels in Arabia, L 807. (Dame*.)

2. An instrument used for crushing stones in

the bladder, particularly for crushing stones too

large for extraction in the course of a lithot-

omy, the instrument being introduced through
the wound.
lithoclastic (lith-o-klas'tik), a. [As Hthoclant

+ -if.] Of or pertaining to the breaking of

stones in the bladder.

Lithocolletid8e(lith
y
o-ko-let'i-de), n. pi. [NL.

(Staudinger, 1861), < 'Litluwnlletis + -Wo-.] A
family of tineid moths containing such impor-
tant genera as Lithncolletix (the type), Ti#clicrin,

and Bedrllitt. They have no ocelli, short and thin palpi,

long-fringed fore wings with the middle cell closed and 7,

8, or 10 veins, and small lanceolate hind wings with very
long fringes. The larvie are usually leaf-miners, but those

of (Ejwpktia live in fungi.

Lithocolletis (lith'o-kp-le'tis),
w, [NL. (Hiib-

ner, 1816). < Gr. >i6oK6Mtiro, set with precious
stones, < /Mot, stone, < KO/./U/TOC, verbal adj. of

KoMav, glue, fasten, < !/?, glue.] A large

l.tfkM-dlffit i-raftfffffa. (Cross shows natural si/e.)

genus of tineids, typical of the family Lithoeol-

letida;, with over 100 European and nearly as

many North American species, whose larva? are
leaf-miners. L. cratiegella mines the leaves of

the apple in the United States.

Lithocorallia (lith'o-ko-ral'i-S), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. '/idnc, stone, + Knpa/.f.iav, coral : see eoral.]
The stone-corals,

lithocoralline (lith-6-kor'a-lin), a. [As Litho-

corallia + -in*1. Cff. coralline.] Having the

characters of a stone-coral ;
of or pertaining to

the Lithocorallia.

lithocyst (lith'o-sist), . [< Gr. ?,/0or, stone, +
xiirrir., bladder:' see

cyst.]
In :o<il., one of the

sense-organs or marginal bodies
of the Luctrnarida or steganoph-
thalmate medtisans.

As regards the existence of a nervous

system in the Hydrozoa, very diverse

opinions have been entertained. . . .

There can be little doubt that the lith

..r,/.Yx, or sacs containing mineral par-
ticles, which are so frequently found in

the Meduaee, are of the nature of audi-

tory organs ; while the masses of pig-
ment, with imbedded refracting bodies,
which often occur associated with the

lithocysti, are doubtless rudimentary
eyes. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 115.

Lithodendron (lith - 6 - den '
-

ilron),. [NL.,<Gr.;jeoo>vo>or,,.
a 'tree-shaped coral, < Ufof, a

stone, + Atvf(Mi>, a tree.] The
typical genus of Lithntlendromnir. Schireigger,
1S-JO. Also \vritten Lithodendnim. J. D. Dana,
1846.

Lithodendroninae (lithH>-den-dr6-ni'ne). /''

[XL., < l.ithinli'iidrnn + -ina:] A subfamily of

fossil carboniferous stone-corals, of the family
('iltitlii>)iliylliitii; ty pitied by the genus LitliixIcH-

Miz s Dt.-C|>-M:a S(>i,lcr-

of northern seas, and L. agasirizi. These
criil)s resemble maioids in general form and ap-

pearance, but belong to a different group. La-
in ill,; I SOU.

Lithodidae (li-thod'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Litho-

iles + -itlii:] A family of anomurous decapod
crustaceans, typified by the genus Lithodr*, hav-

ing the carapace triangular or somewhat cor-

date, with elongated rostrum, no abdominal

appendages, and the fifth pair of legs much re-

duced.
lithodome (lith'o-dom), . [< NL. lithndonnm.

< Gr. //ftwiduor, a mason, < /iflof, stone, + MUFIV,
build (> 66[iof, a house): see rfowifl.] A shell-

fish which lives in a hole made by it in a rock,
as a date-shell or a piddock. See Lithoilomtix

and I'hnlim.

lithodomi, . Plural of Hthmlomwn, 2.

lithodomous (li-thod'o-mus), n. [As lithoilonif

+ -OHM.] 1. Dwelling in rocks; having the
characters of a lithodome : as, lithodomoux mol-
lusks. 2. Done by a lithodome-; pertaining in

any way to a lithodome: as, lithoiloninun per-
forations. .S'lY ('. I.yell.

Lithodomns (li-thod'o-mns), . [NL. : see litho-

dome.] 1. A genus of mussels of the family
Mytilidii; of small size and subcylindric form,
which burrow in rocks, and are known as date-

xhell8. L. lithophai/UK is an example. Also
called I.itltotoniHS and /.itliophagits. See cut
under date-shell. 2. [I.e.; pi. lithfidonii(-ml).]
A member of this genus.
lithofracteur (lith-6-frak'ter), n. [F., < Gr.

?./0of, a stone, + LL. fraetor, a breaker, < L.

frangere, pp. fractux, break: see/rr/io.] An
explosive mixture, containing 55 per cent, of

nitroglycerin, mixed with silicious earth, coal,
barium nitrate, sulphur, and sodium bicarbon-
ate, used principally in blasting.

lithogenesy (lith-o-jen'e-si), . [< Gr. /iflor.

stone, -t- }tvrair, origin: see genexix.] The doc-
trine or science of the origin of the minerals

composing the globe, and of the causes which
have produced their form and disposition.

lithogenous (li-thoj'e-nus), n. [< Gr. /.iffof,

stone, + -; evf/c., -producing : see -genwts.]

Stone-producing; of or pertaining to animals
which form coral.

lithoglyph (lith'p-glif).
n. [< Gr. //flo;X.'oc.

carving stone, < /'Mac, stone, + j/iff/v, carve.]
An incision, engraving, or sculpture in stone,

especially iu a precious stone; also, an en-

graved or incised stone.

lithoglyphert (li-thog'li-fer), . One who cuts
or engraves precious stones, gems, etc.

lithoglyphic (lith-o-glif'ik), . [As lithoali/jili

+ -io.] Relating to the art of cutting and en-

graving on precious stones, gems, etc.

lithoglyphite (li-thog'li-fit), . [As lithoglypk
+ -itc-.j A fossil that presents the appearance
of being engraved or shaped by art.

lithoglyptics (lith-o-glip'tiks),'. [< Gr. HOar,
stone, + E. i/lyptic*, q. v.] The art of cutting
and engraving precious stones or gems, as in-

taglios, cameos, etc.

lithograph (lith'o-graf), " [< Gr. ?/ft>c, stone,
+

; /xiofiv, write. Ct. lithography.] A print exe-
cuted by lithography.
lithograph (litn'o-graf), r. [< lithograph, n.]
I. trans. To reproduce bymeansof lithography:
as, to Htliiti/m/ili a picture.

II. intriins. To practise lithography.
lithographer (li-thog'ra-fer), . One whoprac-
tises lithography.
lithographic (lith-o-graf'ik), a. [As lithogra-

ph*/ + -ic.] Of or pertaining to lithography;
engraved upon or printed from stone; produced
by or employed in lithography : as, lithographic



lithographic

prints: a lithographic press. Lithographic cray-
on. Same as crai/on, 2. Lithographic ink. Seei*i.

Lithographic paper, paper used, or specially prepared,
for taking impressions from lithographic stones. For or-

dinary use common book- and map-papers are employed,
but are specially selected from those in which the bleach-

ing-agents and substances employed in the size are in kind

or quantity such as do not, by chemical reaction upon ink

or stone, injuriously affect the quality of the work. Litho-

graphic pen, a small, very fine steel pen used in litho-

graphic work. Lithographic press, a printing-press

adapted for striking off impressions from lithographic
stones. There are lithographic hand-presses, usually work-

ing by means of a traveling carriage which is run under a

horizontal scraper-bar, and lithographic power-presses, in

which the pressure is applied by means of a cylinder, and

which generally have automatic devices fordampening and

inking the stone and for feeding and removing the paper.

Lithographic roller, a wooden or metallic hiking-roller
used in lithographic printing. It is wrapped in woolen

cloth, and covered with leather of uniform thickness and

fine quality. Hand-rollers have handles at each end, cov-

ered with loose leather sleeves, by the compression of

which the printer can produce varied effects. Machine-

rollers, similar in construction to hand-rollers, have stocks

of metal, and are sometimes as much as 50 inches long.

They are driven by friction-disks running with the bed of

the press. Lithographic Slate. Same as lithographic
stone. Lithographic stone, a compact slaty limestone,
of a yellowish color and fine grain, used in lithography.
The best comes from the flaggy oolites of Solnhofen in

Bavaria ; but others are got in the oolites of England,
France, and Greece, and from older rocks in Canada.

Lithographic-stone dresser, a machine for facing litho-

graphic stones, or polishing their faces. Lithographic
varnish, a medium employed in making and also for

thinning lithographic printing-ink. It is prepared from

linseed-oil, heated and then burned, and retains enough of

the greasy character to give the ink the qualities necessary
for lithographic printing, but not enough to grease the
stone or paper.

lithographical (lith-o-graf'i-kal), a. [< litho-
l

graphic + -al.~\ Same as lithographic. [Rare.]

lithographically (lith-o-graf'i-kal-i), adv. By
means of, or as regards, lithography.
lithographize (li-thog'ra-fiz), v. t. ; pret. and

pp. lithographized, ppr. lithographizing. [< litho-

graph + -ize.] To lithograph. [Rare.]
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litholabe (lith'o-liib), . [< LGr. /.i6o~Aafios, an

instrument for extracting a stone, < G-r. >.i'6of,

stone,+ '/.a/t/ldveiv, /Mfieiv, take, seize.] In surg. ,

an instrument formerly employed for keeping
a stone in the bladder fixed so that it could be

acted upon by lithotritic instruments.

litholapaxy (lith"o-la-pak'si), n. [< Gr. Was,
stone, + Ad-a^if, an evacuation, < '/Miraaaetv,

empty.] In surg., a form of lithotrity; a meth-
od of crushing stone in the bladder and evacu-

ating it.

litholatrous (li-thol'a-trus), a. [< litholatr^y
+ -ous.] Practising or pertaining to lithola-

try : as, litholatrous persons or rites. Imp. Diet.

lithplatry (li-thol'a-tri), n. [< Gr. UBof, stone,
+ 'Aarpeia, worship : see latria.'] The worship
of stones of particular shapes. Imp. Diet.

litholeine (li-tho'le-in), n. [< Gr. "Altto*;, stone, +
L. oleum (< Gr. I'Aaiov), oil, + -me2.] A yellow
oily liquid distilled from petroleum, used in ee-

zema and parasitic skin-diseases.

lithologic (lith-o-loj'ik), a. [< litholog-y + -ie.']

Of or pertaining to lithology or the science of

rocks; relating to stones; concerning the na-

ture or composition of stone
; petrographic.

lithological (lith-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< lithologic
+ -al. ] Same as lithologw.

lithologically (lith-o-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In a lith-

ological manner ;
from a lithological point of

view
;
as regards lithologic character or struc-

ture: as, strata lithologically distinct.

lithologist (li-thol
'
o -

jist), n. [< litholog-y +,
.

is/.] One who is versed in lithology.
thololithology (li-thol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. A/flof, stone, +
-Aoyj'o, < Myciv, speak : see -ology.'] 1. A branch
of mineralogy concerned with the minute study
of rocks, with the object of finding out what
minerals make up the different varieties. This

This picture has been lithograph-tied.

Archaeologia, XXIL 452.

lithography (li-thog'ra-fi), . [< Gr. /

stone, + -ypaijtla, < ypdQsiv, write.] The art of

making a picture, design, or writing upon stone

in such a manner that ink-impressions can be
taken from the work, and of producing such

impressions by a process analogous to ordinary
printing. Lithography was invented by Aloys Senefelder
of Munich, about 179B. A special kind of stone is used,
called lithographic stone. (See lithographic. ) The design
may be put upon the stone by direct drawing, by transfer
from paper or from another stone, by engraving, or by
transfer from a photograph. In the first process the stone
is prepared by grinding to give it a grained or slightly
roughened surface, on which the design is drawn with a

lithographic crayon precisely as it is to appeal- in print,
but reversed; or the sin-face is smoothed, and the design is

made with pen or brush in lithographic ink. When the

drawing is finished, the stone is etched with dilute nitric

acid, and then flooded with a solution of gum arable in

water, or it is flooded with nitric-acid and gum-arabic
solutions combined. The acid decomposes the soap of
the crayon or ink, and leaves the marked surface of the
stone in a chemical condition that fits it to absorb fatty
inks. The gum-water, on the other hand, covers with
an adherent film all those parts of the surface of the
stone which have been left untouched by the crayqp or
ink. The stone is then passed on to the printer, who
" washes out "

the picture with turpentine, after which
the image appears faintly defined in white. To print
from it, an inking-roller is now passed over the stone.
The wet gummed surface resists the ink and remains
clean, while the design takes up the ink and readily gives
it back to paper under pressure in the press. The second
or autographic process is by transfer. The design, pic-
ture, map, or writing is made on prepared paper with the

proper ink, dampened, laid face downward on a heated
stone and pulled through the press, when the ink leaves
the paper and adheres to the stone. The after-treatment
is the same as in the first process. Transfers are also made
from stone to stone in like manner, to save from wear the
original drawing on the first stone. The third process
is allied to copperplate engraving. A smooth stone is

prepared with gum-water, its face is colored with lamp-
black or other pigment, and the picture is scratched
through the gum with a steel needle. When it is finished
the stone is oiled, and the oil ia absorbed wherever the
surface of the stone has been laid bare by the needle. The
incised design is thus made fit to take up fatty inks, which
are resisted by the gummed surface so long as it is kept
damp. The fourth process is that of transferring a photo-
graph to the stone, and is called photolithography (which
see). These four processes are modified and combined in
a great variety of ways, yet in all, with the exception of

photolithography, the method is essentially that invented
by Senefelder.

lithoid (lith'oid), a. [< Gr. WouSrK, also contr.

>/*,')<%-, like stone, stony, </U0of, stone, 4- eMof,
form.] Resembling a stone

; of a stony struc-
ture: opposed to vitreous. See devitrification.
By the progressive development of crystallites or crys-

tals during the cooling and consolidation of a molten rock
a glass loses its vitreous character and becomes lithoid
in other words, undergoes devitrification.

Oeikie, Text-Book of Geol. (2d ed.), p. 108.

lithoidal(li-thoi'dal),. [<lithoid + -al.] Same

is done chiefly by the microscopic study of the rocks, cut
for this purpose into thin sections and properly mount-
ed for examination. See petrography and petrology.

2. That department of medical science which
is concerned with the study and treatment of

calculi found in the human body,
lithomancy (lith'o-man-si), n. [< Gr. A/fof,

stone, + /LO.VTUO., divination, < fiavrif, a diviner.]
Divination or prediction by means of stones.

As strange must be the lithomancy, or divination from
this stone, whereby Helenus the prophet foretold the de-
struction of Troy. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 8.

lithomarge (lith'o-marj), . [< Gr. /Uftjf, stone,
-I- L. mdrga, marl.] One of several imperfectly
determined minerals, or mixtures of minerals,
all of which are hydrous silicates of alumina,
and closely related to or identical with kaolin
andkaolinite. Some varietiesare compact, others more
or less pulverulent. The word is little used in English ex-

cept as the translation of the German steimnark, literally
'rock-marrow.'

lithopaedium (lith-o-pe'di-um), n. fNL., < Gr.

?.i6of, a stone, + naioiov, dim. of iratf (iraiS-), a

child.] A dead fetus, retained, and impreg-
nated with salts of lime.

Lithophaga (li-thof'a-ga), n. pi. [NL., neut.

fl.otlithophagus: see lithophagous.] A family
of bivalve mollusks containing several genera
whose members burrow in rocks and other hard
substances, as Saxicava, Petricola, Venerupis,
etc. The term is no longer in use ; the family being het-

erogeneous, its representatives are by modern systema-
tlsts dissociated in different families, namely Saxicamda
(or Glycimeridce), Petricolidce, and Veneridce. Also called

JMhophagce, Lithophagi, Lithophaffidte. Lamarck, 1812-18.

lithophagi (li-thof'a-ji), n. pi. [NL.: see litho-

phagous.} 1. Eaters of stone: applied collec-

tively or indiscriminately to animals that per-
forate or penetrate stones or stony objects to
make a nest or burrow for themselves therein.
Such are the lithodomous mollusks, as date-shells (Litho-
domvs) and piddocks (Pholadidte), various zoophytes, an-
nelids, etc. See cuts under date-shell and piddock.
2. [cap.] Same as Lithophaga.
Lithophagidae (lith-o-faj'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Lithophagus + -idee.] Same as Lithophaga.
lithophagOUS (li-thof'a-gus), a. [< NL. litho-

I'lmiiiis, < Gr. /U0oc, a stone, 4- <fmyciv, eat.] 1.

Eating stones; swallowing gravel, as a bird.
2. Perforating or penetrating stones, as the
Lithophaga; lithodomous.

Lithophagus (li-thof'a-gus), w. [NL. : see K-

thophagous.] 1. A genus of mussels of the
family Mytilidte (not pertaining to the Litho-

/ilini/a): same as Lithodomus,!.
lithophane (lith'o-fan), re. [< Gr. Ai'0of, stone,

-f- -tjxivfa, appearing, < (jtaiveGdat, appear.] A
style of ornamentation adapted for lamps, dec-
orative windows, and other transparencies,
produced by impressing sheets of porcelain-
glass, when in a soft state, with figures, which
become visible by transmitted light.

Lithospermum

lithophosphor (lith'o-fos-for), . [< Gr. 2/flof,

stone, + <t>(M<ti6pof, giving light: see phosphor,

phosphorus.'] A stone that becomes phospho-
rescent when heated.

lithophosphoric (lith"o-fos-for'ik), a. [< litho-

phosphor + -ic. ] Pertaining to lithophosphor,
or having its nature

; becoming phosphorescent

by heat.

lifhophotography (litb/o-fo-tog'ra-fi), . [<

Gr. /./So?, stone, + E. photography, q. v.] Same
as photolithography. Imp. Diet.

lithophyl, lithophyll (lith'o-fil), . [NL.,< Gr.

M6oc, stone, + <j>i'/./.ov, a leal.] A fossil leaf or

impression of a leaf, or a stone containing such

a leaf or impression.
lithophysa (lith-o-fi'sa), .; pi. litliophysw (-se).

[NL., ^_Gr. Wot, stone, + Qvoa, bellows.] A
spherulite having a concentrically chambered
structure: so called by Richthofen . See sphe-
rulite.

lithophyse (lith'o-fis), n. Same as lithophysa.

lithophyte (lith'o-fit), . [< Gr. Wof, stone, +
<j>vr6v, a plant.] Any one of the polyps whose
substance is stony or hard, as corals and sea-

fans. The older naturalists classed them with

plants, whence the name.

lithophytic (Hth-o-fit'ik), a. [< lithophyte +
-if.] Same as lithophytovs.

lithophytont, . [NL.: see lithophyte.'] A litho-

phyte.
Coral ... is a Kthophyton, or stone plant, and groweth

at the bottom of the sea. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 5.

lithophytOUS (lith'o-fi-tus), a. [< lithophyte
+ -ot<s.] Pertaining to or consisting of litho-

phytes.
Lithornis (Ii-th6r'nis), . [NL., < Gr. a/for,

stone, + bpvtf, a bird.] The generic name pro-

posed by Professor Owen for certain bird-re-

mains from the Eocene clay at Sheppey in Eng-
land, supposed to have been accipitrine. The

species is named Lithornis rulturinus.

Lithosia (li-tho'si-a), . [NL. (Fabricius, 1798),
< Gr. AlBof, a stone.] The typical genus of

Lithosiidce. The palpi are short, squamous, and two-

jointed ; the antennee are simple, and setose in the male ;

Lithosia ceplialica. (Cross shows natural size.)

This moth is a pure silvery-white. The fringe on the under pair of

wings is long and soft.

and the tibiae are short and slender. There are nearly 100

species, and the genus is wide-spread. L. bicolor is com-
mon in North America. The common footman of Great
Britain is /,. complanuta, of a dull color, expanding about
I

',
inches.

lithosiid (li-tho'si-id), a. and . I. a. Pertain-

ing to the Lithosiida;, or having their characters.
II. n. Any member of the Lithosiidce; a foot-

man.
Lithosiidae (lith-o-si'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Litho-
sia + -idee."] A family of bombycid moths, typi-
fied by the genus Lithosia; the footmen. They
have a slender body, filiform antenna1

, moderate three-

jointed labial palps, ample wings, subelliptical fore wings,
and unfolded hind wings with a conspicuous frenulum.
The larvse feed upon plants and lichens, and are often
clothed with hairs arising from piligerous tubercles. There
are about 100 genera, and the family is wide-spread. Also
written Lithosiadte, Liihosidce.

Lithospermeae (lith-o-sper'me-e), n. pi. [NL.
(A. P. de Candolle, 1845), < 'Lithospermum +
-ece.~\ A subtribe of plants of the tribe Bora-
gete, typified by the {*enus Lithospermum. and
characterized by having the four erect or in-
curved nutlets sessile and attached by the im-
mediate base to a plane gynobase. It embraces
17 genera of herbs or low shrubs, including among them
Merttmia (the lungworts), Oiumnodimn (the false grom-
well), Myosotis (the forget-me-not), and many other well-
known plants.

lithospermous (lith-o-sper'mus), o. [< Gr.
/Ufof, stone, + mrtpfia, seed: see sperm."] In
bot., having hard and stone-like fruit.

Lithospermum (lith-o-sper'mum), . [NL.
(Tournefort, 1700) (so 'called in allusion to the
nuts or seeds, which are very hard and have
a polished surface), < L. lithospermon, < Gr.

immsppuv, gromwell, < )idof, stone, + avtp/ia,
seed: see sperm.] A genus of plants of the



Lithospermum
tribe Bonii/iir, typo of the subtribo Lithonper-
mca', characterized by a corolla with a cylindri-
cal tube, a usually iiaked throat, and a spread-
ing limb. The stamens are Included, and the nutlets

smooth, with a small flat surface at the base. There are
about 40 species, growing throughout the warm and tem-

perate parts of the northern hrmi-phei e, in eastern Africa,
and tile western part of South America. They are rough
hairy herbs, rarely undershrtibs, bearing purple, blue,
white, or yellow flowers, either solitary in the axils or (the

upper) In leafy hracted spikes or racemes. See yrinitin-U,

allcaiKt, :
;, ana puccoon.

lithosphere (lith'o-sfer), n. [< Or. 2.idof , stone,
+ afyaipa, sphere : see sphere.] The crust of tho
earth: a designation corresponding with atmo-

Hphere and hydrosphere. [Little used.]
lithostrotion (Iith-o-str6'ti-on), n. [NL., < L.

lithoytrotuy, mosaic, < Or. /(ftfoiyjuroc, pavedwith
stouesX <Uftf, stone, + arparAf, covered, < arpuv-
vivai, spread: see strew, straw.] If. A kind
of fossil coral found in mountain limestone.

Lhwyd (Lloyd), 1699. 2. [cap.] A genus of
fossil rugose stone-corals of the family Cyatlto-

pln/llidie. Also LithostrotiuiH.

lithothryptic (lith-o-thrip'tik), a. [< Gr. >Mof,
stone, T 0pvirTiK6f, able to break, < Opi'irreiv,

break to pieces.] Same as lithotritic. Some-
times, erroneously, lithontliri/ptie.

lithothryptist (lith-o-thrip'tist), . [< litho-

thri/pt-ic + -int.] Same as lithotritist.

lithothryptor (lith'o-thrip-tqr), n. [< litho-

tliri/pt-ic + -or.] Same as litllotritor.

littiothrypty (lith'o-thnp-ti), [< Gf. Xifof,

stone, 4- Vpvxreiv, break to pieces.] The opera-
tion of crushing stone in the bladder

; lithotrity.
lithotint (lith'6-tiut), H. [< Gr. Xi'0or, stone, +
E. tint.] 1. T"he art or process of producing
pictures in colors from lithographic stones.

2. A picture so produced.
lithotome (lith'o-tom), . [< Gr. ).i6or6/wf,

cutting stones, < /U0of, stone, + Tt/wety, Ta/ieiv,

cut: see tome.] 1. A mineral which in its rough
state has the appearance of a cut gem. 2. In

surg., an improper name for a
eystotome.

lithotomic (lith-o-tom'ik), . [< lithotom-y +
-tc.] Of, pertaining to, or performed by lithot-

omy.
lithotomical (lith-o-tom'i-kal), a. [< lithotomic
+ -<tl.] Same as tithotomic.

lithotomist (li-thot'o-mist), n. [< lithotom-y +
-int.] One who practises cutting for stone in

the bladder.
lithotomize (li-thot'o-mlz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
lit/iotomized, ppr. lithotomizing. [\Hthotom-y +
-fee.] To perform lithotomy on.

He Kthotomizcd a man, but was unable to extract a stone.

5. D. Graft, Autobiog., p. 46.

Lithotomus (li-thot'o-mus), n. [NL. : see lith-

otome.] Same as Lithophagus or Lithodomus :

a term coined to replace Lithophagus, in order
to avoid the implication that the members of
this genus eat the rock they excavate. Xitzsche,

1825; Voigt, 1834.

lithotomy (li-thot'o-mi), n. [< LL. lithotomia,
< Gr. Ximrojuia, a cutting of stones, a cutting
for stone, < faBarti/tof, cutting stones, cutting for

stone: see lithotome.] The operation, art, or

practice of cutting for stone in the bladder.

lithotripsy (lith'o-trip-si), n. [< Gr. Xi'(tof, stone,
-f- Tplipif, rubbing^ < rpifaiv, rub.] Same as litho-

trity.

lithbtriptic (lith-o-trip'tik), a. [< lithotripsy

(-tript-) + -ic.] i3ame as lithotritic.

lithotriptist (lith-6-trip'tist), n. [< lithotripsy

(-tript-) + -ist.] Same as lithotritist.

lithotriptor (lith'6-trip-tor), . [< lithotripsy

(-tript-) + -or.] Same as lithotritor.

lithotrite (lith'o-trit), . [< Gr. /Uftof, stone, +
L. tritus, pp. of terere, rub: see trite.] An
instrument for crushing a stone in the blad-

der, so as to reduce it to small particles which
will pass through the urethra. Also lithotritor.

lithotritic (lith-o-trit'ik), . [As lithotrite +
-ic; partly confused, with lithothryptic.] Of or

pertaining to lithotrity; having the property
of destroying stone in the bladder.

lithotritist (lith'o-tri-tist), n. [< lithotrite +
-ixt.] One who practises lithotrity. Also litho-

thryptist.
lithotritor (lith'o-tri-tor), n. [NL., < Gr. JJflof,

stone, + L. tritor, a rubber, < terere, pp. tritux,

rub, grind.] Same as lithotrite.

lithotrity (lith'o-tri-ti), n. [< Gr. /.(0oc, stone. +
L. tritiis, pp. of tfrere, rub, grind.] The oper-
ation of crushing a stone in the bladder by
means of an instrument called a lithotrite.

lithotype (lith'o-tip), . [< Gr. /i'0or, stone, +
Tvirof, impression: see type.] 1. A kind of ste-

reotype plate produced by lithotypy. 2. A
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method of printing from lithographic stone in

the same manner as from type, the design on
the stone being etched deeply enough to admit
of the use of the type-press. . H. Knight.
lithotype (lith'o-tip), c. t.

; pret. and pp. litho-

'.'//'"'. 1'pr. lithittypiiig. [< Itthotijpe, M.J To
prepare for printing by lithotypy.
llthotypic (lith-o-tip'ik), a. [< lithotype + -ic.]

Relating to lithotypy ; printed by the lithotype
process.

lithotypy (lith'o-tl-pi), n. [As lithotype + -ij.]

A peculiar process of stereotyping by pressing
the types into a soft mold or matrix. On the re-

moval of the types the hollows left by them are tilled with
a mixture of gum shellac, tine sand, tar, and linseed-oil
in a heated state. Tills mixture when thrown Into cold
water becomes hard, and forms a plate ready to be print,
ed from. From the sand present in it, It baa a stony tex-

ture.

lit-house (lit'hous), n. A dye-house. [Prov.
Eng.]

lithpxyle (li-thok'sil), n. [< Gr. ?.<0of, stone,
+ fiy.ov, wood.] A variety of wood-opal, which
retains distinctly the form and texture of the

original wood.

lithoxylite (li-thok'si-lit), n. [< lithoxyle +
-itc'^.] Same as lithoxyle.
Lithuanian (lith-u-a'ni-an), a. and . [< Lithu-
ania (see def.) +'-.] I. a. Of or pertaining
to Lithuania, or to its people or language.

II. n. 1. A member of a race inhabiting Lith-

uania, formerly an independent country south-
east of the Baltic sea, afterward subject to

Poland, now included in West Russia. 2. The
language of Lithuania. It is one of a branch of Indo-

European or Aryan tongues, usually called Lettic or LeltM.
and most nearly allied to Slavic. These languages are

spoken in parts of western Russia and eastern Prussia.

Lithuania (lith-u-an'ik), a. and . [< Lithua-
nia 4- -ic.] I. a. Same as Lithuanian.

H. n. Same as Lithuanian, 2; in a wider

sense, same as Lettic.

lithuria (li-thu'ri-a), . [NL.,< Gr. ).iOof, stone,
+ oiipov, urine.] The presence of an abnormal
amount of uric acid in the urine.

lithwake (lith'wak), a. [Also dial, leathwake;
< ME. lithicayke, lythewayke, < leotheicok, < AS.

lithotcde, lithewdc, leothuwac, with pliant joints,

flexible, < lith (pi. leothn), a joint,+ wdc, yield-

ing, weak: see lith 1 and weak.] Limber; flexi-

ble; pliable.

lithy (li'THior-thi), a. [Also dial. lethy; < lithe*.

+ -y
1
.] 1. Lithe; easily bent; pliable.

Their litkie bodies bound with limits of a shell.

A Herrings Tayle (1598). (Xare.)

2. Heavy; warm: applied to the weather. Hal-
liwell. [Prov. Eng.J
lithy-tree (U'THi-tre), H. [So called from its

pliable limbs; < lithy + tree.] The w^ayfaring-
tree, Viburnum Lautana; also, Khus caustica.

litigable (lit'i-ga-bl), . [< ML. litigabilis, <

L. litigare, litigate: see litigate.] Capable of

being litigated, or made the subject of a suit

at law.

litigant (lit'i-gant), a. and . [= F. litigant =
Sp. Pg. It. liti'gante, < L. litigan(t-)s, ppr. of

litigare, litigate : see
litigate.] I. a. Disposed

io litigate ; contending in law
; engaged in a

lawsuit.

II. n. One who is a partyto a suit at law.

In all the Teutonic bodies of custom except the English
and the Lombardic, even when the greatest latitude of
seizure is allowed to litiyanto out of Court, some judicial

person or body must be applied to before they proceed to
extremities. Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 284.

litigate (lit'i-gat), r. ; pret. and pp. litigated,

ppr. litigating. [< L. litigatas, pp. of litigare,

dispute, quarrel, carry on a suit, < lis (lit-),

strife, dispute, suit, + agere, drive, carry on:
see /w1 and agent.] I. iiitrans. To carry on a
suit by judicial process.
The appellant, after the interposition of an appeal, still

liti'iiiti'x in the same cause. Aylifff, Parergon.

H. trans. To make the subject of a suit at

law ; bring before a court of law for decision
;

prosecute or defend at law, as a right or claim.

It Is taken absolutely for granted that there is some-
where a rale of known law which will cover the facts of

the dispute now litigated. Maine, Ancient Law, p. 31.

litigation (lit-i-ga'shon), H. [< LL. litiiju-

tio(n-), a dispute, < L. litigatiis, pp. of litigare

(> It. litigare = Pg. Sp. litigar'), quarrel, carry
on a suit: see litigate.] 1. The act or process
of litigating or carrying on a suit in a court of

law or equity; a judicial contest.

It was a curious coincidence that the great breach be-

tween England and Rome should be the result of a litiga-
tion in :i luMiiimiMiml suit. Sttibbs, Const. Hist., 403.

Nothing quells a Spirit of litvttiti'in lik* iK'spair of suc-

cess. Paley, Moral I'hilos., vl. 8.

litmus

2. Any dispute or discussion dependent upon
i viili nee for decision. [Hare.]
Whether the "muscular sense" directly yields u<

knowledge of space Is still a matter of litvjatvm among
I.sydmloglsta, W. Jama, Mind, XII. 1.

litigator (lit'i-ga-tor), n. [< L. litigator, < liti-

gare, litigate: < MMOfe.] One who litigates.

litigiosity (li-tij-i-os'i-ti), . [< L. as if *liti-

gionita(t-)s, < litigiostui, contentious: see /i<i-

t/ioim.] 1. The character or quality of bt-in^

litigious; litigiousness. 2. In Hcoti law, a tacit

legal prohibition of alienation, to the prejudice
of a begun action or diligence the object of
which is to attain the possession or to acquire
the property of a particular subject, or to at-

tach it in security of debt. Imp. Diet.

litigious (li-tij'us), a. [< F. litigieux = Sp. Pg.
It. litiyioso, < L. litigioxus. disputatious, conten-

tious, < litigium, strife, dispute, < litigare, dis-

pute: see litigate.] 1. Inclined to litigate or

go to law; given to the practice of bringing
lawsuits; fond of litigation ;

contentious.

A rich l/ii-iiiHi* lord I love to follow,
A lord that builds his happiness on brawllngs.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iii. 4.

2. Subject to or dependent upon legal contest ;

hence, disputable ; controvertible ; subject to

contention : as, litigious right.
No fences, parted fields, nor marks nor bounds,
Distinguish d acres of litigiou* grounds.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Oeorgics, L 194.

The Governor . . . encouraged me to buy It, saying
"that such kind of lands only were lawful here to be

bought and sold, and that this was not in the least lift-

yitna." It. Knox (Arber's Eug. Garner, I. 386).

3. Of or pertaining to litigation; relating tool-

connected with legal contention.

They vlew'd the ground of Rome's litiyinus hall ;

Once oxen low'd where now the lawyers bawl.

Dryden, -neld, vlii.

I never visit these scenes . . . without a very vehement
desire to be disengaged . . . from litigious terms.

K. Choale, Addresses, etc., p. 134.

The litigious sophism, a logical puzzle which runs
thus : Alaw-student agreed to pay his teacher a certain
sum If he won his first case. As he never had a case, his
teacher sued him for the amount, thinking that If the
matter was not decided in his favor In the first Instance,
he should necessarily win a second process for the same
money, because the law-student would then have won his

first case. The student, on the other hand, maintained
that if the case was decided in his favor, he ought not to

be compelled to pay; and if it were decided against him,
then by the terms of the contract he should not pay.

litigiously (li-tij'us-li), rfr. In a litigious or

contentious manner.

litigiousness (li-tij'us-nes), n. The character

ofbeing litigious; a disposition to engage in

or carry on lawsuits; inclination to judicial
contests.

Litiopa (li-ti'o-pS), . [NL., so called as hav-

ing a simple aperture, without a spout; irreg.
< Gr. ><rof, smooth, plain, simple, + mf/, hole,

aperture.] The typical genus of Litiopida'.
Toe species are very small. They are oceanic, and attach
themselves to gulfweed by glutinous threads.

Litiopidae (lit-i-op'i-de),
n. pi. [NL., < Litiopa

+ -iaa:] A family of tamioglossate gastropods
typified by the genus Liliopa ; the gulfweed-
snails. They are related to the Rtuoidrt and Cerithiitltr,

but have filaments developed from the epipodlum and
operculigerous lobe. The shell is conic, with an entire ap-
erture (whence the name)nnd a truncated columella. The
species are of small size, and live in votious seas, chiefly
on sargassum.

litiscontestationUi-tis-kon-tes-ta'sho.n), H. [<
OF. litiscontcgtation, < LL. litis contestatio(n-),
the formal entering of a suit by calling wit-

nesses: L. litix, gen. of lit, strife, lawsuit; con-

teslatio(n-), an attesting by witnesses: see con-

testation.] In Scot* law, the appearance of

parties
in court to contest their rights.

litispendencet (li-tis- pen 'dens), n. [< OF.

litinpendenee, < ML. litis pendeiitia, pendency of
a suit : L. litis, gen. of Its, a suit, + ML. pen-
tli'iitia, pendency: see pendency.] In laic: (a)
The time during which a lawsuit is going on.

(b) A plea that another action is pending.
litmus (lit'mus), H. [A corruption of lacmtis,

simulating dial, lit, dye: see lucinus.] A pe-
culiar coloring matter procured from Boccella

tinctoria and some other lichens, it is prepared
chiefly In Holland by macerating the lichens with * mix-
ture of urine, lime, and potash or soda. As a result of the

fermrntatiun, the mass finally becomes blue, when it is re-

mm >-.!, is mixed with calcareous matter to give it consis-

tence, and is then allowed to harden in molds. Paper
tinged blue by litmus, called Ktmm-paper, is reddened by
an acid, for the presence of which it is used as a test; its

blue color is restored by an alkali. See archil. Litmus
on rags, or tavrnmi rn tlrapcaux, a name given to a pig-
ment prepared by steeping coarse linen rags in the juice
of Crnton tinctorwm, and afterward subjecting them to

the action <>f minnonia from urine <>r stable-manure. The
tovrtietol fn ilrvjxattx is used especially to color the ciu.it



litmus

of certain kinds of Holland cheeses, in order to render them
less liable to decay or to attacks of cheese-mites. The
color of the cloths is blue, but turns red after application
to the cheese. Litmus-paper. See above.

Litonotid.se (lit-o-not/i-de), n. J>1. [NL., < Lito-

notus + -idic.] A family of hypotrichous ciliate

infusoriaus, represented by the genus Litonotu,
free-swimming, soft and flexible, and of lance-
olate or elongate figure. They have a narrow and
often highly elastic neck-like anterior prolongation ;

the
entire ventral surface flat and finely ciliated throughout;
the dorsal surface smooth and fibrous, and mostly convex ;

the oral aperture ventral ; a series of larger preoral cilia

mostly developed in advance of the oral aperture ; the

pharynx unarmed; and the trichocysts usually abundant.

Litonotus (lit-o-no'tus), . [NL. (Wrzesni-
owski, 1870), <Gr. /UTOC, smooth, + vurof, back.]
The typical genus of Litoitotidui. L.fascMa in-

habits ponds,
literal. ii. See littoral.

Litoralia (llt-o-ra'li-a), ii. pi. [NL., netit. pi. of
L. litoralis, of or belonging to the sea-shore.] In

Fieber's classification, a subsection of aquatic
hemipterous insects, including those which are

subaquatic.
litotes (lit'o-tez), n. [NL., < Gr. MAryf, plain-
ness, simpl'icity, < H.ir6f, smooth, plain, < Aif,
smooth. ] In rhet., a figure in which an affirma-
tive is expressed by the negative of the contrary.
Thus, "a citizen of no mean city" means one
"of an illustrious city."

litra (le'tra), n. [NL., < Gr. A/rpa, a pound, a
silver coin, prob. a dial. var. of L. libra, a pound:
see K6ro.] A silver coin of Sicily. Compare
decalitron.

litrameter (li-tram'e-ter), it. [NL., < Gr. 't-irpa,

a pound (see liter), + [teT/m>, a measure (see
meter).~\ An instrument for ascertaining the

specific gravity of liquids.
litre1 ,

. See liter.

litre2 (le'ter), n. [< F. litre, OF. litre, littre,

prob. orig. *listre (= Pr. listra = It. dial, listra), a
baud used in draping a church for a funeral ser-
vice

; prob. orig. a var. of Uste, a border, band :

see list*, lisfi.] In her., a black baud, supposed
to represent the knightly belt, charged with the
arms of the defunct, and painted on the wall of
a church or chapel at the time of the funeral.
This variety of the funeral achievement was formerly con-
sidered a mark of very high dignity. It is now nearly aban-
doned.

litre3 (lit're), n. [Chilian.] A small tree of

Chili, Rhiis caustica, with very hard wood, used
for axletrees, cogs, and furniture.
Litsea (lit'se-a), n. [NL. (Lamarck, 1789), from
the Jap. name of the tree.] A genus of laura-
ceous trees, rarely shrubs, of the tribe Litseaceee,
characterized by dioecious flowers with usually
a four- to six-parted invohicre. There are nine,
twelve, or an indefinite number of stamens in the three-
parted Bowers, and six in the two-parted, all having four-
celled anthers. The leaves are usually alternate and cori-
aceous, with a pinnate venation or triple-nerved, and the
staminate flowers are generally sessile, while the pistillate
are often umbelled. There are about 125 species, natives
of tropical and eastern Asia and Australia. L. dealbata
of Australia, sometimes cultivated in greenhouses, is call-
ed brusklaiid mist tree.

Litseaceae (lit-se-a'se-e), n.pl. [NL. (Beichen-
bach, 1840), < Litsea 4- -ace.'] A tribe of plants
of the order Laurinefe, based on the genus Lit-

sea, distinguishable from the tribe Perseaceceby
having introrse anthers, and a short dense in-

florescence, either subsessile or on a short pe-
duncle. It embraces 9 genera, among which are included
some of the most important of the order, such as Laurus
(the laurel). Lindera (the wild allspice), and Sassafras.
lltster (lit'ster), H. [< ME. Ulster, littester, lyt-
ster, lyster, a dyer; < lit? + -ster.~\ A dyer. [Old
and prov. Eng.]

No madyr welde, or wod no litestere
Ne knew. Chaucer, Former Age, 1. 17.

Litt. D. See Lit. D.
litten (lit'en), n. [Also liten; a dial. var. of
leighton.] 1. A garden. Say. 2. A church-
yard. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng. in both senses ]

litter (lifer), . [Early mod. E. also littour;
< ME. liter, litere, lyter, lytere, lytier, < OF. liti-

ere, F. Ktiere = Pr. leittiera, littiera = Sp. litera
= Pg. liteira = It. letUera as if "lecticaria (ML.
also litera, literia, lectoria, after OF.), a litter

(cf. lecticarius, a litter-bearer), < lectica, a litter,
sedan, < lectus (> F. lit), a bed; < / legh =E.
Utfl-i see lectual, lectica, lectern, etc., and lie*-. All
the various senses are derived from the primi-
tive sense, a ' bed ' or '

couch,' whence 'a porta-
ble bed,' 'a bed for animals' (usually of loose
straw), etc. It is an error to refer '

litter,' a
brood, to Icel. lair, lattr, a place where animals
produce their young. The E. word from this
source is the dial, lafter, latter, lighter, lauchter.~\
1. A vehicle consisting of a bed or couch sus-

3484

pended between shafts, and borne by men or

horses. It was formerly esteemed as an easy and fashion-

able method of carriage. Among the Romans the litter

Ancient Roman Litter, preserved in the Capitoline Museum,
Rome.

(lectica) was borne by slaves set apart for that special ser-

vice ; it was in common use by patricians in the time of Ti-

berius. In Europe horse-litters were much used before
the introduction of coaches.

Make somowne all thyn oste an thy peple ; and whan
the! be alle come, do the to be bore In a lytier, and so go
fight with thyn enmyes ; and, wite it verily, thow shalt
hem venquise. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 92.

2. A form of hurdle-bed on which a sick or
wounded person is conveyed from one point to

another, as to a hospital in a city, or to a field-

hospital on a battle-field. For this purpose the
stretcher or hand-litter is in use, consisting of canvas,
about 6J feet long by 3 feet wide, securely fastened at the
sides to two hard-wood poles about 8 feet long, and con-
venient for rolling up. Horse- and mule-litters of various
forms are used in some armies and in American frontier
service.

3. A birth or bringing forth of more than one

young animal at a time, as of pigs, kittens, rab-

bits, puppies, etc.

The thirty pigs at one large litter farrowed.
Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, vi. 256.

My mother had ij. whelps at one litter,

Both borne in Lent.

Marriage of Witt and Wisdome (1579).

4. A number of young animals brought forth
at a birth: used with reference to mammals
which regularly give birth to more than one
young at once, as the sow, bitch, cat, rabbit,
etc., and only slightingly of human beings.
5. Loose straw, hay, or the like, spread on a
floor or the ground as bedding for horses, cows,
or other animals.

Gromes palettis shyn fyle and make litere,
ix fote on lengthe with-out diswere.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 313.

6. Waste matter, as shreds, fragments, or the
like, scattered about, as on a floor; scattered
rubbish; things strewn about in a careless or

slovenly manner; clutter.

Strephon, who found the room was void,
Stole in, and took a strict survey
Of all the litter as it lay. Swift.

7. A condition of disorder or confusion : as, the
room is in a litter.- Indian litter, an extemporized
litter made by attaching three cross-piecestotwo stout sap-
lings, by means of notches and cords. The sick or wouna-
ed man is laid in his blanket, which is then knotted to the
framework. In storms the man is protected by a top made
with a blanket stretched over bent twigs. To be in lit-

ter, to be in the state of bringing forth young, or of lying
in with young, as a sow or a bitch.

He called me Turmots and arsked what were the price
o' pigs. I arsked him, were any of his fambly in litter.

J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 116.

litter (lifer), r. [< litter, .] I. trans. If. To
carry in a litter.

These Pagan ladies were litter d to Campus Martius, ours
are coached to Hyde-Park. Gentleman Instructed, p. 112.

2. To scatter straw, hay, or other similar sub-
stance on or over for bedding.

At last he found a stall where oxen stood, .

But, for his ease, well littered was the floor.

Dryden, Cock and Fox, 1. 226.

3. To spread a bed for; supply with litter: usu-
ally with down.

I'll see the horse well littered.
The Suffolk Miracle (Child's Ballads, I. 221).

4. To make litter of; use for litter.

Then to their roots
The light soil gently move, and strew around
Old leaves or litter'd straw, to screen from heat
The tender infants. Dodsley, Agriculture, ii.

5. To bring forth; give birth to: said of mam-
mals which usually produce a number at a birth,
as the sow, cat, rabbit, bitch, etc., or slightingly
of human beings.
My father named me Autolycus; who being, as I am lit-

tered under Mercury, was likewise* snapper up of uncon-
sidered trifles. SAai., W. T

, iv 3 25

little

6. To scatter things over or about in a care-

less or slovenly manner.
They found

The room with volumes litter'd round.

Swift, Cadenus and Vanessa.

II. intrany. 1. To be supplied with a bed or

litter for bedding; sleep in litter : as, to litter iu

the straw.
The inn

Where he and his horse littered.

Uatington, Castara, ii.

2. To bring forth a litter of young animals.

These [dogs] have in this City no particular owners ; . . .

[the Turks] thinking it neverthelesse a deed of piety to

feed, and provide them kennels to litter in.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 45.

A horrible desert, . . . where the she-wolf still littered.

Macaulay.

litterateur (lit-e-ra-ter'), . [F., < L. litterator:

see Nterator.] A literary man; one who is en-

gaged in literary work; one who adopts litera-

ture as a profession.
littery (lit'r-i), a. [< litter, ., + -i/l.] Con-

sisting of litter; encumbered or covered with
litter.

little (lit'l), a. and n.; compar. leas, superl. least

(rarely, and only in modern obs. or dial, use,

littler, littlest). [< ME. litel, Mil, lyM, title, Intel,

< AS. lijtel, litel = OS. luttil = D. luttel =MLG.
tuttel = OHG. luzil, luzzil, MHG. G. dial, liitsel

= (with a diff. base lit-, instead of lut- as in the

preceding forms) Icel. litill = Dan. lille = Sw.
lille, lilla = Goth. Ifitils, little; also without the
suffix -el, ME. lit, lyt, < AS. lyt = OS. lut = D.

(dim.) lutje = LG. liit, dim. liitje = Icel. lift

(adv.) = Sw. liteii.Utet = Dan. Helen, Met, lidt

(adv.), little (cf. E. dial, lite, < ME. lite, lyte,
abbr. of litel, lytel, little, etc.); root unknown.
The word is connected by Skeat with AS. lytig,
deceitful (< lot, deceit; cf. Goth. Kate, deceitful,

Ivton, betray), as if the sense 'little' in size
were derived from the sense of '

little ' in spirit,
'

mean,' 'base'; but this is improbable in itself,
and no such transition or connection of sense

appeal's in AS. use.] I. a. Not large or much,
(a) Of small size, bulk, or compass ; diminutive, abso-

lutely or relatively : as, a little grain of sand ; a little child
or man ; the little finger.

Thanne was the place to litill for them all,
Wherefore the Sowdon anon dede ordeyne
A larger place owt vppon the playn.

Genrrydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1392.

Presumptuous man ! the reason wonldst thou know,
Why form'd so weak, m little, and so blind'.'

Pope, Essay on Man, i. 36.

(ft) Not large in number ; having few constituent members
or parts : as, a little army or fleet ; a little city.

If the household be too little for the lamb. Ex. xil. 4.

(c) Not much ; of small amount, quantity, or degree ; re-
stricted ; limited : as, a little food or drink

; little joy or

happiness ; little influence.

thou of little faith, wherefore didst thou doubt?
Mat. xlv. 31.

There was too much talk . . . and too little real work
done. 0. W. Holmes, Emerson, v.

(d) Not of great extent or duration ; not long ; short in

space or time
; brief : as, a little way or distance ; a little

while.

Our little life

Is rounded with a sleep.

Shale., Tempest, iv. 1. 157.

(e) Not great; small in consideration, dignity, consequence,
etc. ; petty ; Inconsiderable

; insignificant : as, a little of-
fice

; little affairs ; a little accident.

I wol yow telle a littl thing in prose,
That oughte lyken you, as I suppose.

Chaucer, Prol. to Tale of Melibeus, 1. 21.

When thou wast little in thine own sight, wast thou not
made the head of the tribes of Israel? 1 Sam. xv. 17.

These considerations have given me a kind of contempt
for those who have risen by unworthy ways. I am not
ashamed to be little, when I see them so infamously great

Dryden, Bed. of the Third Misc.

Hence (/) Petty in character ; mean; narrow; wanting
breadth or largeness : as, a little soul or mind.
There are poets little enough to envy even a poet-laureat.

Gray, Letters, I. 346.

Little assimilations. See assimilation. LittlecaBinO
See casmo.- Little ease. See little-fane, below. -Little
fever, go, habit, office, etc. See the nouns. little
hours. SeeAotir. Little pott, a pint pot; also, the con-
tents of a pint

,
pot.- The Little Entrance. See en-

> 1
. The little masters. See m(ri.=Syn. (6)-Minute tiny (c) and (rf) Scanty, slender, moderate, (e)

Insignificant, contemptible, weak. See littleness.

11. n. A small quantity, amount, space, or
WIG like.

do
S Ch

elle
ther 'ymes when we haue lytle or nothynge a

Quoted in William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), Pref., p. xxiil.

A little that a righteous man hath is better than the
riches of many wicked. ps . xxxvi. 16.

Walk you that way,W mist I in zealous meditation stravA little this way.
Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, it 4.



little

Man wants lint little In lc below.
Nor wants that !>'// long.

liiililniuth, The Ill-unit.

A little, H"ineii lial ; to or in a tmiall degree; to a limiti .1

extent ; for a short 1 inn-.

I.CIIKL- lytirl iiilli iliy lede, I Injly biseche.
Aililemlir,- ;,, (,-,l. Moni.s), U. ttU.

Here i* lu-r picllli-e : let me see; I think,
If 1 hail Midi a tire, thU face of nun.
Were full unlovely us in this of hu-
Allll yet (III' gi mill i Haltered In I n little.

Mint.. T. G. of V., iv. 4. ntt.

Pray stay a litUe, my lonl. Sliut., 1 Hen. IV., IL 4. OS.

By little and little, by Mow degrees; gradually. in
little, on il soial! seale ; within a small compass : in minia-
ture : us, the history of one'it life in Hub:

Tli.ise liial iiuiilil make mows at him while my father
lived give twenty, forty, fifty, an hundred ducata a-picce
lor lila picture in little. ft/int., liamlet, ii. i .-(.vj.

Into little*, very near; almost.

For which we hall ao sorwed, he and I,
That into li'i'l l>oth it hadde us alawe.

Chaucer, Troilus, Iv. 8X4.

Not a little, considerably. To make little of. See
MMM,

little (lit'l), title. [< MK. HH, lilil, lytel, etc-.,
< AS. li/ti'l, adv., prop, iieut. ace. of the adj.:
see little, a. and .] In a small quantity or

degree; not much; slightly.
Master, l well war of the ocrelfe of Notynggam,
For he ys leifttll howr frende,
KMu llwul and the /'after (Child's llallads, V. 22).

How very little the world misses anybody !

Macaulai/, In Trevelyau, I. 286.

littlet (lit'l), c. [< ME. Utclcn, ly/elcn, liiMn,.

Ititlen, < AS. lytlian, become or make little, <

lyti'l, little : nee little, a.^ I. iutranx. To become
little or less.

His Codhcdc Intliilde not thclj he lowe lihte.

Jimrph uf .\ritllHllnt (E. E. T. S.X p. 5.

II. trail*. To make less. Compare belittle.

littlebeak (lit'1-bek), . A brachippod of the

genus Khytichtmella; a rhynehonellid.
little-ease (lit'l-ez), , A state of discomfort
or misery ; hence, anything that causes uneasi-

ness; 8pecifically,au old name for a punishment
causing boilily discomfort or pain, as the stocks
or the pillory, or some especially uncomfortable
part of a prison, as a very small cell.

Welcome, sweet friend, to liherty of air, . . .

How dost thou brook thy tittlebat* thy trunk?
aid,IMi,n, Family of Love, III. 1.

Was not this fellow's preaching a cause of all the trouble
In larae) ? was he not worthy to be cast In bocardo or little-

'"-''' Laiitnfr, Sermons, fol. 10ft, b. (Xares.)

little-endian (lit-1-en'di-an), . [In Swift's
"Gulliver's Travels," a member of the Lillipu-
tian party which contended that boiled eggs
should be cracked at the little end: opposed
to tig-ciidian.'] One of a set of disputers about
trifles. Also used adjectively. See big-eintiiiu.

little-go (lit'l-go'), n. See little t/i>, under 1/0, 11.

little-gude(lit'l-gUd), . The devil. [Scotch.]
little-neck (lit'1-nek). n. [So named from a lo-

cality on the north coast of Long Island (l.ittlr

NecK), whence these originally came into fa-

vor.] A local epithet, noting young, round,
hard clams of a size preferred for eating raw.
They are simply ungrown quahaugs (IVniw mercetwrin nr
Mercfiiaria vitHttcea). The epithet la wrongly but very
generally supimsed to refer to the absence of the long
siphon or '-neck" which la conaplcuona in the common
clam, I.'"" amutria. These young quahaugs are some-
times called pea-riant*. (In the Pacific coast of the ("nited
States the name little-n?ck la applied to various edible
clams, as Tapts xtrniniiiftt and T. laciniata, Chione me-
ciitcta and r. ntniUiuHt. See cut under dimvttrian.

littleness (lit'1-nes), . [< ME. 'litel'nexse, < AS.
lutcliii/x, < lytt-1, little : see little and -nens.] The
state or quality of being little, in any sense of
that word.=8yn. hittlrnriw, Mrnnntss (see mtaautw);
SmfUliu-im, Little item. /Wfin.ciw, and nouns formed from ad-

jectives alien in the list under little. SmaUneti&nAlitUt-
ness are genera) terms, but the latter is stronger, and gen-
erally imgilii-s more or less disparagement, but sometimes
endearment. Pettiite-mt is used in strong disparagement, as
of that which is beneath consideration : itchanu-ten/es a
mind that busies itself witli i n.-ii; 1 1 ilirani or trilling things,

littleshipt, ii. [ME."//fcsr/n>, lotlwliiiif; < lit-

l/t + -.vni'/i.] Littleness; smallness.
1 1. Hi thi fairnisse is bl spit ;

Uou tin swetnisse is i-betin and ipit;
llou thi UtMMM to scharp dels is of set

Pnliliaa fuemit, etc. (ed. FurnivallX p. 240.

littlest (lit'1-est), a. The regularly formed su-
perlative of lillli-: least.

littleworth (lit'l-werlh). . and w. [< little +
irortli, it.] I. a. Of little or no value ; worth-
less; of a bad character; destitute of moral
principle. [Rare or archaic.]
He returned for answer that he would not come to a

stranger. He defended himself by saying
" He liiul once

come to a stranger who sent for him ;
and lie found him a

littletrorth person." /;.../,-//.

II. a, A worthless fellow; a blackguard.
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littoral (lit'6-ral). il. anil 11. [Also sometimes
lilnriil; = !'.' lii'tni-iil = Pg. Bp.Ntorol = It. lili>-

i-uli; < L. Hlnrtilis, bi-longiiig to the M-a-sIiore, <
lilux (I, tin'-), sea-slioi-i-, coast, shore of a lake,
bank of a river.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining in

a shore, n> uf the sea or agreat lake; frequent
hitf or living near the shore: as, liltiirtil trade;
lillnriil lishes or vegetation. 2. Situated or

bordering on a shore: as. the l.illornl I'l-m in.-r>

(Litoralo or Ktistenland), a division of Austria
on the east coast of the Adriatic.- Littoral cor-
don. See ctmliin. littoral rocks, rocks which have
lieen laid duwii in the littoral zone, or within the range of
inllneiice of tidm and breakers. Deposits thus fonned
. .insist chiefly of coarse materials, while those form. .1 in

deep water, or thalaaie rnda, are line grained and often

largely calcareous in character. Littoral zone, the in-

terval on a sea-coast between high- and low-water mark.

II. u. A littoral tract or region ;
the part of

a country lying along the coast.

In the towns of the Albanian l!it,,r,il Italian la the lan-

guage of civilized Intercommunication.
.(. /. Evaii*, Illyrlan Letters, p. 13A.

Littorella (lit-o-rel'ii), . [XL. (Linnaeus, 1 767),
so called in ref. to the place of growth. < L.
litus (litor-), the sea-shore: see littnrfil.] A
genus of plants of the natural order f'l<int<ii/i-

nrtF, distinguished from I'lantago by the one-
eelled ovary. See xlitireweed.

Littorina ('lit-o-ri'nii), H. [NL., < L. litim

(///;-), sea-sliore: see littoral.'] The typical
genus of LitlnriiiitltF. L. litnrea Is the common peri-
winkle of Europe, which has recently become abundant
on the Atlantic coast of the ITnited States. It Is used for
food in some countries. In England several hundred tons
arc used annually. L. rtirfw Is another species common to
both continents. /.. paUiata of the New England coast is

common on rocky shores, where it creeps over rockweed
and eel-grass. It is very variable in color, either plain or
marked with white, green, or brown. Further south a

larger and sharper-pointed species, L. irrorata, Is abun-
dant. The generic name has been much more comprehen-
sive than it Is now, various species formerly included be-

ing now referred to other genera. Also written Lilnriiut.

Littorinidae (lit-o-rin'i-de), u. pi. [NL., < Lit-
tirriiia + -itla:'] 'A family of holostomatous tre-

uioglossate gastropods ;
the periwinkles or sea-

snails. AS gen-
erally understood,
they have a wide,
short snout, long
tentacles, eyes at
the external bases
of the tentacles,
and a radula with
nearly uniform lat-

eral and marginal
teeth. The shell is

conic or subglo-
bose, with a round-
ish aperture and a

spiral corneous operculum. They are mostly of maritime
habitat, and generally live between or near tide-levels, at-
tached to rocks or stones. The family 1s now much restrict-
ed by the exclusion of several genera formerly Included.

Littre's glands. See glnnd.
littress (lit'res), w. [Origin unknown.] A
smooth kind of cartridge-paper used in the
manufacture of cards. E. H. Knit/lit.

Lituaceat (lit-u-a'se-a). . ]>l. [NL. (De Blain-

ville, 1818), < titans + -<icea.~\ A family referred
to the cepbalopods, and composed of .Spirilla as
well as of certain foraminifers supposed to be
related to that genus.
lituaryt, An obsolete form of ftrctmtry.
lituate (lit'u-at), a. [< NL. lituatux, < L. litii-

-, an augur's staff, a trumpet : see lituim. ] In

bot., forked, with the points turned outward.

litui, n. Plural of litinis.

lituiforra (lit'n-i-form), a. [< L. litinit, an
augur's staff, a trumpet (see litmix), + fttrmti,

shape.] Curved like a lituus.

lituite (lit'u-it). w. [< NL. Litiiite*, q. v.] A
fossil cephalopod of the genus Lituitex.

Lituites (lit-u-i'tex), . [NL., < L. litma, an
augur's staff: see litiiiut.] The typical genus of
l.itiiitidn: There are several species of Silurian

age.
Lituitidse (lit-u-it'i-de), M. ///. [NL., < Litui/,..

+ -iiltF.] A family of fossil cephalopods, tyjii-
fied by the genus l.ituitrx, containing the litu-

ites, now generally associated with Xautilidir.

Lituola (li-tfi'o-la), H. [NL., dim. of L. litinm.

an augur's staff, a tnimpet: see lituux.'] The
typieal genus of l.itimlidie. Ltniitirck, 1804.

Lituplidae (lit-u-ol'i-de), n. i>l. [NL., < Litiiuld

+ -Mo.] A family of irnperforate Foriiiiiiiiifirn,
with the test arenaceous and usually regular
in contour, the septation of the polytnalainous
forms often imperfect, and the chambers t'n-

qucntly labyrinthie. It comprises sandy Isomoriihs
of the siinpli- iMireeliancous and hyajine types, together
with some relati'il speeies. l.ituacea. Littii'tir. l.itn,.laera,
and l.itm.l, i,f the old authors are inexact syTionyms, em-

liturgist

not onlj ihe f.iranijniliioiis LilmMir, but WOK
ri-gihalogmils, as Xj/irula.

Lituolidea Uii n-o-lid'e-ih, . />/. |.\l,.: Ma
l.iliitilitltt:'] The family l.i/iin/iilii; advam-i-d to

the rank of an order of imperforate foramiui-
fers.

lituolldean (lit ii-ii-liil'r-an). u. nnd 11. (M,.,
< l.itutllitlftl + -Illi.J I. il."Litllolille, in ii III, i.nl

sense; spccitieally, of or pertaining to the l.i-

I noli<l<, i.

II. ii. One of the l.itunliiln .

l.ittorina titarttt, n.itnr.il size.

Lituolina (lit u-o-li'nii), ./(/. [NI..,< l.t

+ -inn-.] A group of i./lii'iliil, u represented by
the genus Litimlu and its immediate congeners,
having the test composed of coarse sand-grains,
rough outside and often labyrinlhic.

Lituolinae (lit n-o-li'ne), /;. //'. [NL., < Liinalu
+ -i/irt'.] A subfamily of l.itiwUilii', with test

composed of coarse sand-grains.
litUOline (lit'u-o-lin), n. [< /.itnola + -iiicl.]

Having the characters of the getius Lituola;
being or resembling one of the Litiitilidn:

lituolite (lit'u-o-Hl), . [< L. as if "lituolim,
dim. of litiiiix, a trumpet, + -i'fci2.] A fossil
lit noli ne foraminifer: so named from the shape.
Lituolites are of microscopic size, and abound
in the Cretaceous.
litura (li-tu'rS), H.; pi. litiirtr (-re). [NL., < L.

lilnrti, a smearing, erasure, blot, blur, < liiiere,

pp. /i7x, smear, nib: see li>iiie>it.~] In oitoni.,
an ill-defined and somewhat obscure spot, grow-
ing paler or fading into the ground-color at one
end, as if daubed or blotted.

liturate (lit'u-rat), n. [< LL. liturtitim, pp. of

lititrnrt, rub out, erase, < L. liturn, a smearing,
erasure: see liturn.] 1. In b"t., having spots
formed by the abrasion of the surface : said of
a plant. 2. In etitttni., marked with litune or
indeterminate spots growing paler at one end.

liturge (li-terj'), . [< LL.
~

litiirgim, < (!r. >ei-

Tovp)Af,& public servant, a minister, a Jewish or
Chnstian priest: see liiurt/i/.] 1. Alitnrgist:
a Jewish priest as offering sacrifice, or a Chris-
tian priest as celebrating the eucharist or lit-

urgy. 2. A leader in public worship j
an offici-

ating clergyman, especially one leading in the
use of a fixed or prescribed liturgy.

liturgic (li-ter'jik), n. [< l.fir. /i/roiyjjMof, min-

istering (in the Septnagint, pertaining to the

temple service). < Or. /f/roiyij/n, liturgy: see/i'f-

KIY/I/.] Same as liturgical.

liturgical (H-t6r'ji-kal), n. [< liturgic + -al.]
1. Of or pertaining to a liturgy, in the ancient
Greek sense of that word. See liturgy, 1. 2.
Of or pertaining to sacrificial or eucharistic

worship; in a wider sense, used in, prepared
for, or pertaining to worship or religious cere-
monies in general. All services of public wor-

ship have sometimes been called liturgical.
3. Specifically, pertaining to or employing a
fixed or prescribed liturgy, or pertaining to

public worship conducted in accordance with
such a liturgy. 4. Noting a part of a public
religious exercise that is explicitly directed to
the deity rather than to the wo'rshiper: op-
posed to didactic or Aii/?/i>._Llturgical colors.
See ciilar. Liturgical fan. See faMlmn.

liturgically (li-ter'ji-kal-i), atlr. In a liturgi-
cal manner; as a form of public worship.

It Is ... proper that a portion of [the Hlble) should be
dally used

lUiiryimlly in the public schools.
f. HOI, True Order of Studies, p. U.I.

liturgies (li-ter'jiks), H. [PI. of liturgic: see

-iV.J 1. The science or art of conducting
public worship. Liturjrics, as a branch of pastoral
theology, is coordinate with poimenics. catechetlcs. and
homiletlcs, though in strictness it may be made to include
the last.

2. Specifically, the science of liturgies that
is, of orders of public worship; liturgiology.
It comprise- the history of the origin of liturgical formuhe
and of their combination with one another into liturgies,
and the art of using such formula- In conformity with cus-
tom or ecclesiastical rule.

liturgiologist (li-ter-ji-ol'o-jist), H. f< liturtji-

uliifiy + -ixt.~] One versed in liturgiology : a

specialist in the study of liturgies.
Minute peculiarities, which would be of interest to pro-

fessed littir
:rinloffit(s. Encyc. liril., XIV. 708.

liturgiology (li-ter-ji-ol'o-ji), . [< Gr. ?t/r<np-
, ', liturgy, + -'/n-jia. <

/rftn; say: see -oltii/i/.]
The science or systematic study of apjioiuted
forms of public worship, especially of the an-
cient forms for the celebration of the eucharist.
See Hturtfi/.

liturgist (lit'er-jist), w. [< litiirg-y + -ixt.~] 1.
A leader in public worship ; a liturge. 2. An
authority on liturgies; a liturgiologist. 3.
One who uses or favors the use of a liturgy.



liturgy
and the Feast of the Annunciation. In the Roman Catho-

lood Friday.

letus, Iwtus ; AS.
a p-

-..-.. a ---,.-
f

^ ,

t(ui
' see UKI.\ AU utn tumult law, a member ot

'a, also tJHTwpTfia, public service, a pub- fte third or(Jer in the nati n, the first being

liturgy (lit'er-ji ) ,; pi. Mir,,*, (-jiz . [Former- tfgg^&fiSSSS*
ly liUmjic; < OF. liturytc, l,,t,<n,<<; V. limj,c:= ^^w^S) . [ML., also

Sp. Hturgla = Pg. It. Htov, ( < ML. Kter?(a,fe
U S

^ee gjjj In
L
oW ^axo

/.dTovpyia, also /j,tTwp, public service, a pub- fte third order in the natio ulio ^ e
lie office or duty (see def. 1), any service, esp. .^ ,lo6ifo allli the second the iitgenuus, cor-
eccles. the service or ministry of priests, pub- di

'

to the eorl, the ceorl, and the te<
lie worship ;

in a restricted sense, the euchanst,
j, ^g e tish laws

if,
a public servant, a minister, eccles.

a priest, < Arirof, /tfi'rof ,
also ^?)<rof, /.^rof ,

and

/tdirof, Xairof (rare), public (< >.aof, ?.c(if, people),
+ *pytw,do,work, )spyov =E. ttwfc; see worA'.] people, he i:

The litus appears to be distinctly recognized as a mem-
ber of the nation. . . . Instead of being a mere dependent
ith no political rights, the remnant of a conquered alien

eople he is free in relation to every one but his lord,,,, . ,
every one

1. In ancient Greece, particularly at Athens, and simply unfree as cultivating land of which he is not

a form of personal service to the state which the *- Ilst"
f

citizens possessing property to a certain am- lltUUS (lit'u-us), .; pUtte (-1). [L. ,
an augur s

ount were bound, when called upon, to perform staff, a trumpet: supposed to be of Etruscan

at their own cost. These liturgies were ordinary, in- origin, meaning 'crooked. ] 1. In,/to. antiq.-.

eluding the presentation of dramatic performances, musi- (n) A staff with a recurved or crooked top, used
cal and poetic contests, etc., the celebration of some festi- by the augurs in quartering the heavens; an
vals,and other public functions entailing expense upon the aueurai Wand. (6) An instrument of martial
l

to!^ert
eXtra0rdi'U"ry'

a8thefltti"goutofa&lreme
music; a kind of trumpet curved at the outer

2. A form or method of conducting public wor- extremity, and having a shrill tone. 2. A spi-

ship ; an appointed form for the words and acts ral of which

used in the rites and ceremonies of the Chris- the character-

tian church. The word denotes especially an appointed
istie property

form for the holy communion, the hours or daily prayer, is that the

litanies, baptism, confirmation, marriage, burial, penance, squares of any wo ra vec -

visitation and unction of the sick or dying, ordinations, and ly proportional to the angles which they respec-
other offices such as are contained in the Missal, Breviary, Jfjr,

F_ n i,Q ,o^t^,, !{<> which ia OTVPH
Ritual, Pontifical, Euchologion, Horologion, etc., of theRo- tively make with a certain line which is given
man Catholic and the Greek Church, or united in one vol- in position and which is an asymptote to the
ume in the Anglican Book of Common Prayer. Liturgies spiral. This name was given by Cotes (died
seem to have originated partly in the inheritance or adop- i7ifl\ Q r/vm 1 Tn fnn/ (n\ A framis of
tion of Jewish forms of worship and their adaptation to

171
Y/-i ',

LC<y' -J n
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'
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Christian purposes. The Book of Psalms, especially as con- cephalopoda : same as Sptrula. Breyn, 1732.

taining inspired prayers, praises, thanksgivings, etc., fur- (ft) A genus of gastropods : same as Cyclostoma.
nished a large amount of liturgical material. On the other Martiin. 1784.
hand, the forms given by Christ, such as the Lord's Prayer, |.,_. ,, A \ii,!,]|,. F.ncrlih fnrm of 7inn
the words of institution in the eucharist, the baptismal

Un
{'1

"'
,~ , 9 nhil < 7i,,<,l 4-

formula, etc., became centers of development for the new livable (liv'a-bl), a. [Also liveable; < hve\ +
and distinctively Christian parts of the offices. -able.] 1. Capable of being lived, or of being
3. Specifically, in Utiirgiology, and as the name spent or passed in more or less content. [Bare.]

most frequently used in the Greek Church, the Life at the moment was livable without it [human in-

form of service used in the celebration of the tercoursel for there was no bar between her and her lover,

eunharist, or that service itself. In this last sense
Qeo- **"*>**. what s Mine s Mine p. 338.

Latin and Roman Catholic writers generally prefer the 2. Capable of being lived in; fit for residence,
word moss. An account of primitive Christian liturgical [Rare.]
worship is given by Justin Martyr (in the middle of the Thev w
second century A. n.\ and this agrees with the Clementine

Liturgy, a form referable to about A. B. 250, and so called

because incorporated in the Apostolical Constitutions, a

compilation attributed to St. Clement of Rome. Five

great groups or families of liturgies are recognized, each

ere quite liveable quarters.
M. Collins, The Ivory Gate, i. 194.

I doubt if there was ever anywhere a livable house . . .

that was not the creation of a reflned woman.
Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 875.

of which can be referred to a single original liturgy repre- live l (Uv), J>. : pret. and pp. lived, ppr. lil'iiui.
sented by one or two direct derivatives still existing. They r/ MF liven Jivifu lumen iihbfn < AS IHltin
are: (1) The Liturgy of St. James (or of Jerusalem), also L\MJi:

M
J!
en

' '"'*"' luuen,
ItpDen,

<. AS. UJian,

called the Hierosolymitan Liturgy, the Greek form of which lyfian, leofian, hbban (pret. hfoae)= Ob. liblnan

has been somewhat modified by that of St. Chrysostom ;
it = OFries. leva, liva, libba = D. MLG. LG. leven

exists also in a Syriac Jacobite form, with numerous deriva- OHG leben MHG G leben = Icel Ufa =
lives. From its Greek form came the Greek Liturgy of St.

'

,
'

o' 7 /

' '

ri_+i, ;;),,. >> K
Sai(of Cappadocia), and from this the Liturgy of St. Chry- D% MM = ?w lefVa = Goth. h6, (pret Z-

sostom on the one hand and the Armenian Liturgy on the baida), live, in Icel. also remain, be left (cf .

other. TheliturgiesofStBasilandSt.Chrysostom, together Goth. af-Ufnan, be left); a secondary verb, from
with the Liturgy of the Presanctifted (see below), are known tlin at<>Tn rif AS "Iffrni Cin pomn bflifnn OS
as Liturgies of Constantinople, and are almost exclusively V.VT' H .,-

(
Tixin

used at the present day bythe whole Greek Church. (2)
blhbhan = OFries. billva = V. bltjven = OHtr.

The Liturgy of St. Mark (or of Alexandria), the original biliban, MHG. beliben, bliben = Dan. bUre= Sw.
Catholic or Greek form of which has been influenced by blifra), remain, be left, whence also ult. AS.
that of Constantinople. It is used also to the present day ,-/ lif

'

i;ffnn i pavp Mr" what is Ipft see life
in a Coptic (Egyptian Monophysite) form named after St. "/> n

,
te

;

(<E/a . leave, laj, wnai IS Ije,

Cyril. The Copts, however, use as their principal liturgy leave*, lave*.] l.mtrans.l. 1 continue in be-
one named after St. Basil, different from that of the same ing ;

remain or be kept alive
;
not to die, perish,

namein thenrstgroup. The Ethiopian (that is, Abyssinian) or be destroyed : said of both animate and in-
--**-

things, corporeal or incorporeal.

Apostles. It is a very ancient orthodox liturgy, and is the

original of the East Syrian group. It is often called Nee-

torian, because used by Nestorians, and because the an-
cient Malabar and other Nestorian liturgies are derived
from it. (4) The Liturgy of St. Peter (or of Home), the earli-

est extant forms of which are the Gelasian and Gregorian
Sacramentaries. It is the principal liturgy of the Roman
or Petrine group, and has almost entirely supplanted all

the liturgies in the Latin language that is, those in this
and the next group. Allied but independent forms are the
Ainbrosian Liturgy, which is that of the archdiocese of

Milan, still sometimes used, and the liturgies or uses of
the Anglo-Saxon and medieval English Church, of which
the most important was the Ute ofSarum. These medi-

The trespass still doth live, albee the person dye.
Spenser, F. Q., II. viii. 28.

Methinks the truth should live from age to age.
Shale., Rich. III., ill. 1. 76.

The Skiff was much overloaden, and would scarce haue
liued in that extreame tempest had she beene empty.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 217.

If I live till May come twelvemonth, you are sure of me
again. Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 273.

In the upper church also, the columns of the elder

building have . . . lived through all repairs.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 62.

^ 2. To have life; possess organic vitality; be
in the successive revisions of the Anglican Prayer-book, capable of performing vital functions : said of
The NonjUrorS' Office Of 1718 and the Scottish Office Of nnimnla nnd nlonta
1764 were, however, largely conformed to the Liturgy of

a

St James, and from these the American office derives its In that See of Libye is no Fissche: for the! mowe not

prayer of consecration. (5) The Liturgy of St. Paul (or * ne dure, for the gret hete of the Sonne.

of St. John), also called the Liturgy of Ephesus, is the in-
ferred original of the so-called Ephesine Liturgies, these
names being not historical or traditional, but the gener-
ally accepted result of scientific combination. These lit-

urgies are also called Gailica/t or Hispano-Gallfean, and
are the forms. Latin in language, anciently used in Brit-

ain, Gaul, and Spain, and traced through the church at

Lyons to Ephesus. The varieties used in Gaul have been
supplanted since the time of Charlemagne by the Roman
form, which has al!

'

Mandeville, Travels, p. 144.

What man is he that liveth, and shall not see death ?

Ps. Ixxxix. 48.

Take not away the life you cannot give ;

For all things have an equal right to lice.

Dryden, Pythag. Philos., 1. 706.

The bones of some vast bulk that lined and roar'd
Before man was. Tennyson, Princess, Hi.

To use or pass life; direct the course of one's,irforhe c e course o ones
Mozarabic. This last, however, as revived at the begin-

llte ' regulate one's manner of existing: &s,t,ohve
ning of the sixteenth century by Cardinal Ximenes, is still well or ill, in either a physical or a moral sense.
used in three or four chapels or churches, but with some
assimilation to the Roman rite. Liturgy or Mass of the
Presanctifled, an office with a communion (the elements
having been consecrated at a previous celebration), but no
consecration, and therefore not a liturgy or ^nass in the
strict sense of these words. Such a service' (containing
parts of the Liturgy of St. Chrysostom) is said in the Greek
Church throughout Lent, except on Saturdays, Sundays,

Ensaumple suthly forto gif
To tham that in his law wald lif.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 129.

To be a Christian was not to fight for the Faith, but to
live by it. StUKngfleet, Sermons, II. iii.

Unblemished let me live, or die unknown.
Pope, Temple of Fame, 1. 523.

live

True men who love me still, for whom I live.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

Hence, used absolutely 4. To make full use

of life or its opportunities; get the greatest

advantage or enjoyment from existence.

He who, secure within, can say,

To-morrow, do thy worst, for I have lived to-day.

Dryden, Imit. of Horace's Odes, III. xxix. 65.

Lice while you live, the epicure would say,

And seize the pleasures of the present day ;

Line while you live, the sacred preacher cries,

And give to God each moment as it flies.

Doddridye, Epigram on his Family Anns.

Of him [Charles XII. of Sweden] we may say that he

led a life more remote from death, and in fact lined more,
than any other man. Emerson, Courage.

5. To abide: have or make an abiding-place;
dwell or reside; have place: as, to live in a

town; to lire with one's parents.
There was one Anna, a prophetess : . . . she was of a

great age, and had lived with an husband seven years from

her virginity.
Luke ii. 36.

The tears live in an onion that should water this sorrow.

Shalt., A. and C., L 2. 176.

It is certainly a very happy temper to be able to live

with all kinds of dispositions. Steele, Spectator, No. 386.

A horror lived about the tarn, and clave

Like its own mists to all the mountain side.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

6. To have means of subsistence ;
receive or

procure a maintenance ; get a livelihood: as, to

. live on one's income.

They which preach the gospel should live of the gospel.
1 Cor. ix. 14.

Via. Dost thou live by thy tabor?
Clo. No, sir, I live by the church.

Shale., T. N., iii. 1. 2.

No ill men,
That live by violence and strong oppression,
Come thither. Fletcher, Bonduca, iv. 2.

7. To feed; subsist; be nourished: with by
before the means or method, and on or upon
(sometimes with) before the material : as, cattle

live on grass and grain ;
to live on the fat of the

land.
It behovethe M en to here Vitaile with hem that schalle

duren hem in the Desertes, and other necessaries for to

lyve by. Mandeville, Travels, p. 68.

I had rather live

With cheese and garlic in a windmill, far,

Than feed on cates and have him talk to me
In any summer-house in Christendom.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 1. 181.

Sell their presented partridges and fruits,
And humbly live on rabbits and on roots.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. ii. 52.

I speak the truth as I live by bread !

Tennyson, Lady Clare.

8. In Scrip., to have spiritual life, either here
or hereafter; exist or be sustained spiritually.
The just shall live by faith. GaL iii. 11.

Forgive my grief for one removed ; . . .

I trust he lives in thee, and there
I find him worthier to be loved.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ink

Living at heck and manger. SeeA*i. To live and
lookt, to live : a pleonastic phrase.

Ac yf ich may lyue and lake ich shal go lerne bettere.
Piers Plowman (C), xi. 57.

To live but and ben. see 6ei, . To live by one's
fingers' ends. See finger. To live by one's hands.
See hand. To live fast. See fast*. To live In a glass
house. Seej/tes. To live In clover. See clover. To
live like flghtlng-COCks. See fighting-cock. To live
on the cross. See crossi. To live out, to be away from
home in domestic service. [Colloq. and local, U. S.]

She came to this city, and lived out as a cook.
New York Tribune, quoted in Bartlett

She has never lived out before.
Mrs. Terhune, The Hidden Path, p. 78.

To live under, to be tenant to. To live under canvas.
See canvas. To live up to, to order one's life in accor-
dance with ; not live below the standard of : as, to live up
to one's theories.

Editors of mortals alone live up to the apostolic injunc-
tion, and, forgetting the things that are behind, ever press
forward to those which are before.

Contemporary Rev., \ 1,1 \. 656

=Syn. 5. Sojourn, Continue, etc. See abided.

II. trans. 1. To continue in constantly or ha-

bitually ; pass; spend: as, to live a life of ease.

Fame is the spur that the clear spirit doth raise . . .

To scorn delights, and live laborious days.
MMon, Lycidas, L 72.

But let me live my life. Tennyum, Audley Court.

2. To act habitually in conformity to.

It is not enough to say prayers, unless they live them too.

Parker.

To live down, to live so as to disprove ;
efface or remove

by one's subsequent conduct the effects of (a calumny,
grief, or mistake).

Leaving her husband to ponder how she and he had each
lived their sorrow down. Jea/reson, Live it Down, ii.

Write down that rubbish you can't live it down you
may. Bulwer, My Novel, i. 7.



liver

[Formerly also lifen; < life

live- (liv), a. [By aplirrosis from uliri; orig.

OH fe/e (ME. o4 /ire): see /ir. As now used
'

retained in the orig. predicate use, while

live 3487

To live Out, to continue alive through or to the end of: as, livelihood 1
! (liv'li-hucl), H. [Also lirelilieatl, < liven (li'vn), r. /. t

to livtout a wiir or a term of office; he lived out the century. j|j.; l,/i;-Hli<-i-d (= Sw. lijliijlict
= Dan. /ir/iV/- +-rl. Cf. /itlii'i'it.} To put life into; enliven;

Aerf); < lively + -hood.] Liveliness; cliccrl'illness.

The tyranny of her sorrows takes all livelihood from her

, cheek. 5A*., All 8 Well, 1. 1. 58.

exclusively employed in the attributive
Iivelihood2 (Hy'li-hud), . [A corruption of

.V ??";,
g

"-Jli
e
A,.,

1

'l!,',',

f

f
;
U"lmate; U0t

, simulating lively + -hood : teJifelodeJ
Way of life; living; means of maintainingdead: as, a lire animal or plant.

The juice of it, on sleeping eye-lids laid,
Vt ill make n man or woman madly dote

Upon the next lice creature that it sees.

Shak., M. N. l>.. ii. i. 172.

2. Lively; animated; alert; energetic; not

listless or inert : as, a live preacher ;
a live book.

[U. S.]
We aim first of all to make a KM newspaper to give

everything in this region that people want, briefly, Intel-

ligently, succinctly stated. S. Howies, In Merriam, I. 97.

3. Manifesting life or energy; acting as if with liveliness (liv'li-nes), n. [< lively + ness.] The

living force; effective; operative; ready for quality or state of being lively or animated;
immediate use or work; under pressure, as sprightliness; vivacity; animation; spirit;
of steam: as, a live machine; live steam, etc. briskness; activity; effervescence. =syn. Life,

Vivacity, etc. See animation.

felodet. n. A variant of

ay
life; support of life"; maintenance ;

the occu-

pation which furnishes means of support.
Of human necessity the very primal shape is that which

regards our livelihood. De Quincey, Plato.

= Syn. Support, Subsistence, etc. See lining.

livelily (liv'li-li), adv. [< lively + -ty
2
.] In

a lively manner; briskly; vigorously. [Rare.]

Livelily expressing the hollowness of a day's pleasuring.

Lamb, Ella, p. 823.

See phrases below.

make more brisk; rouse: generally with /<: as,
to lircii up a fire, or a despondent person. [Col-

loq. or rare.]
live-oak (liv'ok'), n. An American oak, Quer-
cux vireiis. It is abundant, within short distances of the

coast, from southern Virginia to Texas, extending into.

.Mexico, and is also found In Costa Idea. It is a slow-grow-
ing evergreen, 50 or 00 feet high. The leaves are common-

ly entire, with the Ulster side smooth and shining. Its

wood is extremely heavy, hard, strong, tine-grained, and

durable, and of great economic value, being especially

prized for ship-building. The name is also applied to sev-

eral other evergreen species of the Pacific slope : Q.chryto-

lefrin, also called maul-oak and Valparaiso oat; the less im-

iwrtaut <J. Wislizeni; and the coast live oak, Q. ayrijtilia,

also called nuxno, a large treeof southern California. Live-
Oak State, the State of Florida.

liver 1 (liv'er). . [< live* + -ri.] 1. One who
lives or has life

;
one who continues to live.

And try if life be worth the liver
1
! care.

Prior, Solomon, lit

2. One who resides ;
a resident; a dweller: as,

a liver in Glasgow. 3. One who lives in a cer-liTTolrtHn* n A vapiftT ** l*tc/ in \jii*ojuw.^ u. wuc T*AU i. , - m .. *,>,

In that dreary solitude, so far from this live and warm llVeiOdet, A va^
r/\?2rVu , ,s ,n tvmnner hfiimr pxnrpssed bv an

world, he took up hit winter quartos. livelong
1 (hv'ldng), a. [< ME. *hvel<mg, We- tain manner, th

S o .. , ^. of Hfci<mg< < ufe u + iony
i

t
a . The adjective: as, a good or evil Iwer, a fast Inei,

word is now generally regarded as <live\ v., + loose liver (that is, a person of

longi.adv., and so pronounced.] If. Being as fast, or loose habits); a good toer,

ln life havin a lon life that lives or en- (one addicted to good living or hi

W. Barrows, Oregon, p. 33.

4. Glowing; vivid: as, a toe coal.

Then flew one of the seraphlms unto me, having a live

coal in his hand, which he had taken with the tongs from
off the altar. Isa. vi. 6.

Now from the virgin's cheek a fresher bloom
Shoots, less and less, the live carnation round.

Thomson, Spring, 1. 963.

There is such u Hoe sparkle on the water.
T. W. Higyinton, Oldport, p. 11)8.

6. Fresh; not stale or impure.
But his essences turned the lin- air sick.

Tennyson, Mand, \ ii i.

6. Of present use or interest; not effete, obso-

lete, or out of date
; subject to present or pros-

pective need: as, the live topics of the day;
live matter (in a printing-office ) Live anatomy t,

vivisection. Live axle, adriving-axle. live bait, a liv- ij.i--..'^ niv'lAnirl n livel v + tono1 adv ~\

ing worm, minnow, etc., used by anglers for flsh-bait,- UVeipng- yi long;, n. ^ me
, r.,_T

I A) ,
uu

Live blood. Same as life-Mood, 3. Live feathers, f(

long as life ; having a long life
;
that lives or en-

dures long; lasting; durable.

Thou, in our wonder and astonishment,
Hast built thyself a live-long monument.

Milton, Epitaph on Shakspeare.

2. Continuing or seeming to continue long;

passing slowly ; tedious.

She seid, Thomas, thou likes thi play.
What byrde in boure may dwel with the?

Thou marris uie here this lefelong day,
I pray the, Thomas, let me be !

True Thomai, MS. Cantab. (Halliwell.)

The obscure bird

Clamour'd the livelong night.
Shak., Macbeth, IL 8. 65.

thers taken from the living fowl. They are stronger and
more elastic than those from dead birds. Live Circuit,
a circuit through which an electric current Is flowing.
Also called live wire. Live gang. Same as live saw.

Live hair, hair from a living animal.

A narrow Lane, where Money for old Books was writ

upon some part or other of every Shop, as surely as Money
for Live Hair upon a Barber's Window.
Quoted in Athtvn'i Social Life In Reign of Queen Anne,

[I. 143.

Live lever, thatone of a pair of brake-levers to which the

brake-power is first applied, the other being called the
ilr/nl ti'ii'i: Car-Buililer's Diet. Live matter. See mat-
ter. Live ring, a gang of wheels traveling on a circu-

lar track, used under a swing-bridge, a railway tarn-table,
an observatory-dome, or the like. Live saw, a gang-saw
adapted for cutting entirely through logs without previous
slabbing. Live Shell, in <ptn., a shell which has been
loaded and fused ready for firing, or one which, after being
fired, has not yet exploded.
A sepoy who, with several others, was hiding In a room

from which they were only driven by live shells.

W. H. Jtussell, Diary in India, I. 812.

Live Steam, steam fresh from the boiler and at full pres-

sure, as distinguished from dead steam or exhaust-steam.

Live Stock, domestic animals collectively; particularly,
the stock of animals kept for use or profit, as horses, cattle,

sheep, or swine. Live Wire. Same as live circuit.

live^t, a- A Middle English oblique form of life,

still existing in alive and livelong
1

.

liveable, ". Another spelling of livable.

live-box (liv'boks), . 1. A box in which fish

are kept alive. 2. A cell in which living ob-

jects are confined formicroscopical observation.

live-center (liv'sen'ter), n. See center^, 5.

lived (livd), a. [< life + -ed?.] Having a life
;

existing: used in composition: as, long-lived;
short-lived.

Who, sending their sonnes to atteine knowledge, find

them little better learned, but a great deal worse liued,
then when they went. Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 141.

And burn the long-lived phoenix in her blood.

.7m/,-., Sonnets, xlx.

live-for-ever (Hv'fQr-ev'er), . A plant, the

orpine, Sedum Telci>liiunt. [IT. S.]

plant, Scdum Telephium; live-for-ever Jer-

sey livelong, the Jersey cudweed, Gnaphalium luteo-

liye'iy (liv'li), a. [< ME. lyvely, lifly, lyfly, < AS.

liflic, living, vital (= Sw. liflig = Dan. livlig), <

lif, life, -r- -lie: see life and -lyi. Cf. lifelike.']

1. Living; endowed with or manifesting life ;

hence, from a living source
; life-given. [Rare

or obsolete.]
Ye also, as lively stones, are built up a spiritual house,

an holy priesthood. 1 Pet. 11. 5.

Why should he live, now Nature bankrupt is,

Beggar'd of blood to blush through lively veins ?

Shak.. Sonnets, Ixvli.

2. Lifelike ; representing or resembling life or

reality; real; vivid; forcible: as, a lively imi-

tation of nature.
His little son Into his bosom creeps,
The lii;-lu picture of his father's face.

P. Fletcher, quoted in Walton's Complete Angler, p. 177.

With such perplexity of mind
As dreams too lively leave behind.

Coleridge, Christabel, ii.

3. Full of life or energy ;
active ; vigorous ; vi-

vacious; brisk; alert: applied to persons or

things: as, a lively child
; lively faith.

But mine enemies are lively, and they are strong.
Ps. xixviii. 19.

To regain an old friend was well ; to be rid of a new
friend who had grown insupportable was a matter of yet
livelier rejoicing. E. Dowden, Shelley, I. 311.

4. Animated; spirited; sprightly; gay: as, a

lively dance; lively conversation.

Formed by thy converse, happily to ster
From grave to gay, from lively to severe.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 380.

6. Fresh; vivid; bright: said of colors and
tints.

Beside him rode Hlppplita the queen,
And Emily attir'd in lively green.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., ii. 228.

6. Riding the sea buoyantly : said of a ship or

boat.

good or evil,

,
a hearty liver

(one addicted to good living or high feeding).

A wicked liver may be reclaimed, and prove an honest

man. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 388.

Were any bounteous, merciful,

Truth-speaking, brave, good livers, them we enrolled

Among us. Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

liver2 (liv'er), n. [< ME. liver, < AS. lifer =
D. lever = MLG. lever = OHG. libara, lebara,

lebera, lepera, MHG. lebere, G. leber = Icel.

lifr = Dan. lever = Sw. lefver, liver. Cf. Russ.

liveru, the pluck of animals. Attempts have
been made to identify liver, through the as-

sumed earlier stems "lik, "lyek, with L. jecur
= Gr. irirap (f/irar-) = Skt. yakrit, liver, the

medial Teut. labial (v), in this view, having
been developed from an orig. guttural (h). A
similar change appears in the history of four,

five, and prob. eleven and twelve, as well as in

wolf.'] 1. In anat., a large gland, secreting bile

and performing other important metabolic

functions, situated in the upper part of the ab-

dominal cavity on the right side. The human
liver lies beneatn the diaphragm, and weighs 60 or 60

ounces. It presents a large right- and a smaller left hand

lobe, and on the under surface are distinguished a quad-
rate lobe, a caudate lobe, and a lobus Spigelil. The gall-

bladder lies in a fissure on its under side. The liver is sup

live-head (liv'hed), . In a lathe, the moving lively (liv'li), adv.
[<

ME. lyvely, lifly, < AS.

head-stock which contains the live-spindle,

livelesst, " An obsolete form of lifeless.

liveliheadM (liv'li-hed), n. [Var. of

Liveliness; animation; living force.

Whom when as Turpin saw so loosely layd,
He weened well that he in deed was dead, . . .

But, when he nijrh sipproeht, he mote oread
Plaine signes in him of life and livelihead.

Spenser, V. Q., VT. vll. 20.

iv'li-hed), . [Var. of liirlilioixl-.

for orig. Hfi'lode.] Way of life; living.

Full little weenest thou wlwt sorrowes are

Left thee for porcion of thy livelyhed.

Spenser, . Q., II. ii. >.

littiir, vitally, < liflic, living, vital: see lively, a.]

1. In a lifelike manner; with the appearance
of reality ; semblably.

Wel couthe he peynte lufly that it wroughte,
With many a florin he the hewes bought.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1229.

2. With life or animation ; energetically : vig-

orously; briskly: as, to act /I'IT/I/.

Lokys now lyuely! what list you to do?
To niello In this mater, or to meue ferre?

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3184.

They brought their men to the slough, who, discharging

lively almost close to the face of the enemy, did much
amaze them. Sir J. Uayward.

6 P M"
Liver of Man, under side.

A, left lobe : B, right lobe ; F, lobus quadratus : c, lobus Spigelii ;

I call-bladder ; J, cystic duct ; K, hepatic duct ; L. ductus conimunis
choledochus ; M, vena porta; ; N, O, felt and right hepatic veins ; P,

vena cava inferior ; K, round ligament ; S, hepatic artery.

plied with blood by the portal vein and the hepatic artery,
and discharges It by the hepatic veins. The bile is con-

veyed away by the bile-ducts, which unite to form the

hepatic duct. There are five fissures: the longitudinal,
which separates the right and left lobes, and contains the
round ligament; the venous, the continuation of the former

backward, containing the remains of the ductus venosns :

the fa "i, for the Inferior vena cava or postcaval vein ; the

portal or transverse, connecting the others, also called the

porta or gateway of the liver, where lie the portal vein,

hepatic artery, and hepatic duct ; with a depression for the

r/all-kladder, called, for convenience In enumerating, the

fifth fissure. There are likewise five ligaments : right and

left lateral, coronary, and falciform, consisting of folds of

peritoneum, and the round ligament, which is the obliter-

ated umbilical vein of the fetus. A liver like that of man
in all essentials exists in nearly all vertebrates. Glandular
structures or tissues recognizable as hepatic occur in very

many Invertebrates, and are commonly called lirer. Thus,
the mass of dark-greenish substance In the thickest part of

an oyster is the liver of that creature, and a glandular organ
in worms, connected with the mid-gut, receives the same
name. The livers of food-animals constitute a common ar-

ticle of diet. The liver was formerly supposed to be the

seat of love.

Are you not yet
Relenting? ha' yon blood and spirit In those veins?
You are no image, though yoube as hard
As marble : sure, you have no liver ; if you had,
"Twould send a lively and desiring heat
To every member. Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, ill 1.



liver

Hence 2. The bay or glossy ibis,

igiieuf,which when adult has the plumage chief-

ly liver-colored or hepatic.
The ibis is adopted as part of the arms of the town of

Liverpool. . . This is termed the liner.

Montagu, Wet. Brit. Birds (ed. Newman).

The glossy ibis or liver. A. E. Brehm.

Bronze liver, a liver colored dark reddish-brown, olive-

brown, or black from severe malarial poisoning. De-

graded liver, in human path<H.,a.n abnormal condition

m which the liver is divided into a number of lobes as in

the gorilla Floating liver, a displaced and movable
liver Granular liver. See granular. Hobnailed
liver. See hitlmaUed. Line Of the liver. See line 0}

health, under line?. Liver Of antimony*, a combination
of trisulphid of antimony with a basic sulphid of another

metal. Liver of sulphur, a mixture of polysulphids of

potassium, or potassium trisulphite. It is made by heat-

ing sulphur with potassium carbonate in a closed vessel.

The composition of the fused liver-colored mass is vari-

able. Longitudinal ligament of the liver, the broad

ligament.

liver3 (liv'er), i'. t. [< ME. Kvereu, le-vereii, <

OF. livrer, F. licrer = Sp. Pg. librar = It. libe-

rarc, liverare, Iwrare = D. leveren = G. liefeni

= Dan. levere = Sw. levera, deliver, give up, <

L. liberare, set free, liberate, deliver, ML. also

(with other forms librare, lierare, after Rom.)
give up: see liberate and deliver. Hence lii'-

ery
2
.] To deliver. [Old and prov. Eng.]
And to his men he liverd hym hole and feere.

MS. Laiadowae, 208, fol. 2. (Ualliuxll.)

liver4 !, a. [Appar. < <!, or live2
,
+ -er; but per-

haps, by apheresis, from deliver, a.] Lively.
Those that saw Robin Hood run

Said he was a liver old man.
RMn Hood and the Old Man (Child's Ballads, V. 259).

liver5 (liv'er), H. A fabulous bird borne upon
the arms of Liverpool, England, traditionally

supposed to have given a part of the name of

that city. It lias been variously identified. See

lii-erf, 2.

liverance (liv'er-ans), . [< ME. liveraunec, <

OF. liverance, livrance, delivery,< livrer, deliver:

see lifer3. Cf. deliverance.] A delivery or de-

liverance. Halliwell. [North. Eng.]
liver-color (liv'er-kul'qr), . A color resem-

bling or suggesting that of raw calf's liver

freshly cut, somewhat smeared with blood,
and seen at a little distance; a red of very
low luminosity, and of moderately full chroma.
A color-disk composed of .,' scarlet iodide of mercury and

J8 intense velvet-black might be called a line liver-color

tending toward maroon. The liver itself is decidedly
yellower, grayer, and brighter. Kidgway defines liver-

color by a wash of Schoufeld's Indian red, which is

matched by the following color-disk formula : scarlet, 14 ;

bright chrome-yellow, 2; white, 4; velvet-black, 80. This
inclines toward teira-cotta.

liver-colored (liv'er-kul"prd), a. Of the color
of liver ; hepatic ;

of the color called liver-color
;

said especially of ceramic ware, as a certain

variety of old Chinese porcelain and its imita-
tions.

liver-complaint (liv'er-kom-plant"), it. Dis-
ease of the liver.

livered (liv'erd), a. [< Hro-2 + -72.] l. Hav-
ing a liver (of the kind specified): used in com-
position: as, a fOOT-lirered or fs,t-livered cod-
fish. 2. Of some character attributed to a
state of the liver : as, white-Mwrai, lily-livered,
milk-lirered (all meaning 'cowardly').

But I am pigeon -lioer'd, and lack gall
To make oppression bitter.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 60S.

3. Heavy or underbaked. Halliwell. [South.
Eng.]

liverert (liv'er-er), . [< lirer-y* + -r2.] A ser-

vant in livery. Davies.

Their sumptuous suits of Kverent.
Patten (Arber's Eng. Garner, III. 74).

liveresont, . [ME. lyveresone, < OF. livreisoti,

livreson, Jimiison, etc., F. Uvraison, delivery,
livery: see livery^, Uvraison, liberation."] Livery.

Prompt. Pan., p. 309.

liver-fluke (liv'er-flo'k), . A trematoid worm,
Diytoma Jiepatica. See Distoma andfluke^.
liver-grownt (liv'er-gron), 11. Suffering from
enlargement of the liver.

I suffer'd him to be open'd, when they found that he
was what is vulgarly call d liivr-grotrne.

Evelyn Diary, Jan. 27, 1BS8.

liveried (liv'er-id),. [< livery + -ecV.'] Wear-
ing a livery, or uniform dress. See livery.

A thousand liveried angels lacky her.

Milton, Comus, 1. 455.

liveringt (liv'er-ing), . [< ME. lereryiuj : <

lirer% +
-i'n</2.] A kind of pudding or sausage

made of liver or pork.
Two blodynges, I trow, a lnveryng betwene.

Tomieley Mysteries, p. 89. (Halliwell.)

Liverinys, white-skinned as ladies. Chapman,
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liverlea'f (liv'i-r-lef), . [So called from a fan

cied resemblance of the three-lobed leaves to

the liver.] A spring flower of the genus Ane-

mone, in two species, sometimes regarded as

forming a genus Hepatica. The leaves are all from

the root heart-shaped and three-lobed. The delicate flow-

ers are single on hairy scapes, colored blue, pink, or white.

The routul-lobed or kidney litrrleaf is A. Hepatica (Hepii-

tica trilnha). (See cut under Uepatica.) The eliaru-lobed

or heart lioerleaf is A. acutiloba. [Local, U. S.)

liver-ore (liv'er-6r), H. An impure liver-brown

variety of cinnabar ; hepatic cinnabar.

liver-pyrites (liv'er-pi-il'tfa), A massive
form of iron pyrites (marcasite, and sometimes
also pyrite and pyrrhotite), having a dull liver-

brown color.

liversickt (liv'er-sik), a. Having a diseased

liver that is, in love: from the old notion that

the liver is the seat of love.

Demon, my friend, once liverttick of love.

Bp. Sail, Satires, II. vli. 47.

liver-spots (liv'er-spots), H. pi. A disease, pity-
riasis versicolor. See pityrinsis.

liverstone (liv'er-ston), . [= G. leberxtein (tr.

NL. lai>ix liepaticus, so called by Cronstedt with

ref . to the color, or perhaps to the similarity to

liver-pyrites (G. leberkies), which gives off sul-

phur fumes when heated).] A variety of the

mineral barite which gives off a fetid odor

when rubbed or heated to redness.

liver-wing (liv'er-wiug), . In cookery, the

right wing of a bird having the liver tucked

into it in cooking, preferred by epicures.

Mr. Pumblechook helped me to the liner wing and to

the best slice of tongue. Dickem, (ireat Expectations, xix.

liverwort (liv'er- wert), w. [< ME. livertcort ;

< lirer* + worfl.] 1. Any plant of the crypto-

gamic family Hepnticw. In general appearance thi-y

differ from mosses in having the steins bilateral, and the

leaves usually two-ranked, though often there are rudi-

iin-riis of a third rank, never with a midvein.

2. One of several other plants that suggest the

liver by their form, or are supposed to be useful

in diseases of the liver. Among them are the com-
mon agrimony. Ayriwonia Eupatoria, and the liverleaf,
Anemone Hepatica. -Horned liverwort, a name some-
times given to any of the plants of the order Attthocera-

tacetK of the family Hejmticae. They are small, terrestrial,
annual plants, with flaccid thallose vegetation, and bi-

valved, mostly erect, pod-like capsules. Also called horn-

wort. - Noble liverwort, Aiieinotie Hepatica. (See also

irrtntiul-liveruiort,ntoiie-liveriffart,water-liverwort,wood-livcr-

imrt.)

livery1
(liv'er-i), a. [< lirer2 + -.1/1.] Resem-

bling the liver: as, a livery color, texture, etc.

livery
2
(liv'er-i), a.; pi. Urerien (-iz). [< ME.

lirercy, lyverpy, lirf-ray, liveree, lyrery, lyvcre, ler-

erie, lecere (= Sp. librea = It. lirrea = ML. refl.

livered, lirreia), livery, < AF. liveric, lirerec, OF.

liveree, livree, F. livree, delivery, livery, < ML. li-

lierata, delivery, livery, lit. a thing delivered,
fern. (sc. res, a thing) of UberatUS, pp. of liberure,

give up, deliver : see liver3
.'] If. Delivery; al-

lowance; grant; permission.
Saie, what are je that makis here maistrie,
To loose thes bestis with-oute leverie?

York Plays, p. 203.

2. In lair: (a) The act of giving possession; de-

livery. Chiefly used in the phrase livery of seizin that

is, the act of putting a person in corporal possession of a
freehold by giving him the ring, latch, or key of the door ;

or, if land, by delivering him a turf or twig, accompanied
by a form of words or (as always in later times) a written
document expressing the transfer of possession ; or, in

either case, doing any act before witnesses which clearly
places the party in possession. It formerly accompanied all

conveyances of k>nd, but is now confined in England to

that conveyance called a feoffment. It is unknown in

American law.

Alienation of feudal holdings, when it came to be al-

lowed, was subject to the condition of being notorious.
This was assured by requiring an actual delivery of pos
session before witnesses and on the land itself : a proceed-
ing accompanied with different forms in different coun-
tries and districts, and known by the general name of in-

vestiture. In England it was called livery of seisin.

F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 72.

(b) The charter or deed of possession accom-
panying the delivery. 3f. Release from con-
straint or control ; deliverance.

Death fewer liveries gives
Than life. Chapman.

It concerned them first to sue out their livery from the
unjust wardship of his encroaching prerogative. Hilton.

4t. Delivery (of blows).
W illiam as a wod man was euer here A there,

A leide on swiche liiiere leue me forsothe
That his dales were don that of him hent a dent.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3822.

5. (a) An allowance of food or other provisions
statedly given out; a ration, as to a family, to

servants, to horses, etc.

Kdward IV.'s Esquiers for the Body, 1111, had "for
wynter lyuerey from All Ualluwentide (Sov. 1) tyll Kstyr,

liveryman
one percher wax, one candell wax, ij candells Paris, one

tallwood and dimidium, and wages in the countyng-

house." Quoted in Batees Book(E. E. T. S.), p. all.

(b) Keeping on a certain or regular allowance at

a certain rate; regular keeping and attendance:

now used only of horses : as, to keep a horse at

liri-fi/.

What Lioerye is, we by common use in EnglandJmw
well enough, namelye that it is allowaiince of horse-meate,

as they commonly use the woord in stabling: as, to keepe
horses at lirery ; the which woord, I geess, is derived of

livering or delivering foorth tbeyr nightly* foode.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

6. (a) A regular distribution of uniform gar-

ments, badges, etc ., to any body of men ; hence,

a uniform style prescribed for the dress of a

body of servants, followers, or associates.

Commaunde 36 that jourc gentilmen yomen and other

dayly here and were there robis in joure presence, and

namely at the mete, for 30111-6 worshyppe, and not oolde

roliis and not cordyng to the lyiifrey, Bother were they
i.lde Bchoon ne fylyd. Babees lionk (E. E. T. 8.), p. 329.

The term linery was . . . gradually restricted to the

gift of clothing, the gift of food and provisions being known
as allowances or corrodies ; the clothing took the charac-

ter of uniform or badge of service. As it was a proof of

power to have a large attendance of servants and depen-

dents, the lords literally granted their lively to all who
wished to wear it, and the wearing of the livery became a

sign of clientship or general dependence.
Stubbs, Const. Hist, 470.

(h) A badge, cognizance, garment, or entire

costume of uniform fashion formerly marking
the retainers of a feudal lord, the followers of

a military superior, or the members of a com-

pany, as a gild or corporation ;
at the present

time, the dress worn by servants, especially
men servants, when of peculiar fashion and in-

dicating whom it is that they serve. Such liveries

usually take their colors from the heraldic tinctures used

in the armorial bearings, or with modifications. Thus, if

the master's arms include a field or, the color of the liv-

ery-coat, instead of yellow, may be drab ; so in England
red, being the color of the royal livery, is avoided by all

subjects, and maroon or chocolate is substituted for it

when gules is prominent in the anus of the employer.

(c) Figuratively, any characteristic dress, or a

dress assumed for or worn upon a particular oc-

casion ; hence, characteristic covering or out-

ward appearance : as, the livery of May or of

autumn.
The spring, the summer.

The childing autumn, angry winter, change
Their wonted Uvmat. Shat., M. N. D., it 1. 113.

Now came still evening on, and twilight gray
Had in her sober livery all things clad.

Miltnn, P. L, iv. 599.

7. A livery-stable. [U. S.] 8. Same as lit-

ery company: as, the London lirerics. Livery
companies.

'

See company. Livery of seizin, the de-

livery of property into possession. See def. 2(a). Stat-
ute of Liveries, see statute. To sue one's livery,
In old Eng. law, to issue the writ which lay for the heir

to obtain the seizin of his lands from the king.

He came but to be Duke of Lancaster,
To nte his livery and beg his peace.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 3. B2.

livery2 (liv'er-i), r. *.
; pret. and pp. lireried,

ppr. lii'eryiiiff. [< livery^, .] To clothe in or

as if in livery.
His rudeness so with his authorized youth
Did livery falseness in a pride of truth.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 105.

He had 116 servants in liverys. eveiy one liveried in

greene sattin doublets. Emlyn. Diary, Nov. 3, 1833.

livery-coat (liv'er-i-kot), . A coat forming
part of a livery-dress especially, in modern
times, of that of a man servant.

livery-collar (liv'er-i-kol'ar), H. A collar of

an order or of honorary distinction, as the col-

lar of SS, the collar of the Bath, etc.

livery-colors (liv'er-i-kul"orz), w. pi. Colors

adopted by a person or family of rank and im-

portance for the livery of the household, and
also for decorative purposes. Thus, the colors of
the Tudor princes of England were white and green
(BouteU), those of the Stuarts scarlet and gold, etc.

livery-cupboard (liv'er-i-kub"erd), . A stand
with two or three shelves formerly used in the

dining-room, on which the liveries (food, drink,
etc.) intended for distribution were placed.
livery-fish (liv'er-i-fish), H. A North of Ire-
land name of the striped wrasse.

livery-gown (liv'er-i-goun), w. The gown
forming part of a livery-dress, especially that
worn by a London liveryman.
liveryman (liv'er-i-man), H.; pi. lirerymen
(-men). 1. One who wears a livery; specifi-
cally, a freeman of the City of London, who,
"laving paid certain fees, is entitled to wear the
characteristic dress or livery of the company
to which he belongs, and also to enjoy certain
other privileges, as the right to vote in the elec-
tion of the lord mayor, sheriffs, chamberlain,
etc. 2. One who keeps a livery-stable.



livery-office

livery-office (liv'er-i-of is), n. An ninei- aii-

pointed for the delivery of lands. lt'lirti>n.

Iiv6ry-s6rvant(liv'cr-i-ser"vant), . A servant

who wears H livery ; lience, a servant not of I lie

highest grade, as that of steward or the like.

Compare xfi-riint imt of tin ry. tindiT m-ri'inil.

livery-stable (liv'er-i-sta' M), . A stable

where horses arc kept for hiiv ami vehicles an 1

tot.

livery-tablet(liv'er-i-t!i'bl), . Aside table or

cuiiboard. Fuller, 1'isgah Sight, V. i. 1H.

lives, /'. 1. Plural of /(/'. 2f. An obsolete

genitive of ///>-.

live-spindle (Hv'spin Ml), . In a lathe, the

rotating spindle in the bead-Stock by whieh

power is imparted, as distinguished from the

<li-tnl-!</>iii<llr in the tail-stock.

livetidet, [< '"''' :!
. for '</<'.

+ '"''
1

1
''

< "' 1 '""'
;

living. Holland, tr. of Oaniden, p.-4.">. (Itm-irx.)

live-well (liv'wel), " The well of a fishing-
smaek in which fish are kept alive.

livid (liv'id), <i. [< F. liride= Sp. liritlo = Pg.
It. livitto, < L. lii-iilus, blaek and blue, < Hem,
lie livid.] 1. Black and blue, like a contusion.
The term la applied, with the strong exaggeration usually
characterizing the use uf color-iiiimeB, to the color of a

person "hlack ill the face" from strangulation, or having
a cold, death-like complexion from rage, fear, or suffering ;

or to a light which imparts a death-like it^pect to the face.

Thus, a face illuminated by the yellow monochromatic

light produced by the burning of an alcoholic solution of

common salt is said to present a livid appearance.
At this the blood the virgin's cheek forsook ;

A Unit paleness spreads o'er all her look.

Pope, R. of the L., 111. OO.

A thousand flambeaux . . . turned all at once that deep
gloom into a lirid and preternatural day.

foe, Tales, I. 871.

on limit brows of agony
The broad red lightning shone.

Whittier, The Slave Ship.

2. Iii zoot., pale purplish-brown, more or less

translucent, resembling the color of a bruised

surface of flesh.

lividity (li-vid'i-ti), n. [< F. Hriilitr, < ML.
liri<lil<i(t-)K, lividness, < L. liriilim, livid: see

liriil.] The state of being livid; the peculiar
darkness of color exhibited l>y bruised flesh.

The signs of a tendency to such a state
I
the atrabllarian |

are darkness or Kvidityot the countenance |and| drynuss
of the skin. Artmthmt, Aliments, vl. f 2s.

lividness (liv'id-ues), . Same as liriilitii.

living (liv'iug), . [< ME. tiring, lirynij, lihMni/;

verbal n. of Wrel, f.] 1. The act or the condi-

tion of existing; the state of having life; pow-
er of continuing life.

There is no living without trusting somebody or other

In some eases. Sir R. L'K*tmm.ir.

And do you think this is Liriiv.t. to lie involved III so

many Miseries, and to wallow in so great Iniquities
1

?

A". Batten, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. aitv.

2f. Period of life ;
term of existence.

To spend her la uun'sl living in eternal love.

Shale., Lover's I 'omplaint, 1. ls.

3. Manner or course of life: as, holy liring.

The younger son . . . wasted his substance with riotous

liriny. I.uke xv. IS.

l >i . Parker, In his sermon before them, touched them so

near for their living, that they went near to touch him for

his life. StrJ.Haitirarii.

4. Means of subsistence ; estate
;
livelihood.

For to drawen up all thing
That nede was to her Wibriiui.

Arthour aiul Merlin, p. .18.

And ther lynyny ys mynystired vuto them twyes a Day
from the seyd Mownte Syou.

Torlcington, Dial ie of Eng. Travell, p. 89.

she of her want did cast in all that she had, even all

\terlimny. Mark xil. 44.

My duty toward my neighbour la ... to learn and la-

bour truly to get mine own living.
Book of Common Praiter, Catechism.

Specifically (a) An ecclesiastical office by virtue of which
the clerk 'or incumbent has the right to enjoy certain

church revenues on condition of discharging certain ser-

vices prescribed by the canons, or by usage, or by the
conditions under which the office has been founded. (See
;,t'lit<-li'ni.-l.) In the reign of Henry VIII. a system of "plu-
ralities" was established, whereby the same clerk might
hold two or more livings: but in the reign of Vietmi.i

this privilege, which was attended with great abuses, ha*
hci'ii repeatedly abridged: and no clerk may now 1ml. 1

two livings unless the churches so attached are within
three miles of each other, and the annual value of one of
them does not exceed one hundred pounds.

\\ - see some parents, that have the donations or ;i.i\.>

cations of Church livings In their hands, must needs have
some of their children . . . thrust into the ministry.

Up. Saititi'mn. Works. HI. 125.

Me <-lil:iiiii-<! licence from the King that the University
might purchase udvouzanees of spiritual liriii<t<.

Puller, Mist. Cambridge. H. 38.

Your peculiar institution "f church lieingx
- which (as I

understand it) makes it possible that a priest of the ora-
cles of God may be a mere functionary.

J. W. Painter, After his Kiiut, p. i>;,,
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(6) The Income from s benefice ; ecclesiastical revenue.

They |
the clergy I

have great labors, and thei. f..i . th.-\

atfht to bine good liriiiu*. thai they may oommodloail)
feed their flock. Latiiner, Sennon of the ricmiih.

(c) The seat of the otnce ; a parish.

I shall pass part of next summer at my tiring, and in all

probability come over to Edinburgh.
Sydney Smith, To Francis Jeffrey.

5. A farm. [Prov. Kng.)
My lands and livings are not small,

My house and lynage faire.

The Chad iJEUe (Child's Ballads, III. 281).

High living. See Aw/i. =Syn. 4. Uviny, Livelihood, Svk-

rixienrr. HwHenance, Support, Maintenance. These words
iliiti-r essentially, as their derivations suggest. To make
a living or a livelihood is to earn enough to keep alive on
with economy, not barely enough to maintain life, nor

sufficient to live In luxury. Livelihood Is a rather finer

and less material word than living. Sulinttence and *ux-

tenance refer entirely to food: titbn*t*nce is that which

keeps one In existence or animal life : irttxtentnice is that

which holds one up. Support and maintenance, like (inn//

and livelihood, cover necessary expenses. To guarantee a

man his mpunrt is to promise money to cover all expenses

proper to economical living, or such living as may be

agreed upon. Maintenance may be applied to cxpen-h
living. An honest livelihood ; a bare bring; bare mtlmin-

tence; scanty mxteiiaucr; ample support; an honorable
iiuiiiitenance at the university.

living (liv'ing), p. n. [Altered from MK.
liri'inl, Iifand, < AS. l(fii-inlr, ppr. of Ufim, live:

see lire*, p.] 1. Being alive; having life or

vitality; not dead: as, a living animal or plant.

The Lord God . . . breathed Into hla nostrils the breath

of life
;
and man became a living soul. Gen. ii. 7.

2. Ill actual existence ; having present vigor
or vitality: now in action or use; not lifeless,

stagnant, inert, or disused: applied to things:

as,7irn<7languages; a liriiig spring ; living faith.

To live a life half dead, a living death.

Hilton, S. A., 1. 100.

Then nash'd the lii-ing lightning from her eyes.

Pope, S. of the L., til. 155.

It Is the liriiuj question of the hour, and not the dead

story of the past, which forces Itself Into all minds.
0. W. Uulmei, Old Vol. of Life, p. 78.

3. Furious; fierce: applied by seamen to a

gale: as, a liriiig ga\e of wind. 4. Existing in

t he original state and place ; being as primarily
formed and situated: only in the phrases liviii;/

ruck, liring xtone.

I now found myself on a rude and narrow stairway, the

steps of which were cut out of the living roclt. Moore.

The forms they hewed from living stone

Survive the waste of years, alone.

Bryant, The Greek Boy.

Living force. See ri viva. Living language. See

language. The living, one who is or those who are alive :

usually with a plural signification : as, in the land of the

(inn//.

The liring will lay it to his heart EccL viL 2.

living-chamber (liv'ing-eham'ber), . The
chamber or cavity of a shell in which an animal

lives, as distinguished from that part from which
the body of the animal has receded during the

growth of the shell: said especially of fossil

cephalopoda.
livingly (liv'ing-li), mlr. [< liring + -It/-.] In

a living state or manner; by the course or way
of life.

Of course no sane man can help cherishing the liveliest

desire to grow in the knowledge of the Divine perfection,
and Kviniily to illustrate it in the tenor of his own per-
sonal history. H. Javten, Subs, and Shad., p. 208.

livingness (liv'iug-nes), . [< tiring + -nrxx.]

The state of being alive ; possession of energy
or vigor; animation; liveliness: as. the liriiig-

n i xx of one's faith.

living-room (liv'ing-roin), ii. A room for gen-
eral family use ; a sitting-room. Also called in

New England l'i'i'/>ni<i-ni/nii. [Local, U. S.]

The cabin was furnished with two entrance ditors. I

rapped at one, and In a moment it opened, and Joe ush-

ered me into the living-room.
OUmore, My Southern Friends, p. 14. (Bartlett.)

Accordingly each family sets up one or other of these

deities In Its tiring-room. Art Jour., March, 18S8, p. 72.

livingstonite (liv'ing-ston-it), . [Named in

honor of David /.iriiii/xtniie, a Scottish mission-

ary and explorer of Africa (1813-73).] A sul-

phid of mercury and antimony occurring in pris-
matic or columnar forms of a lead-gray color

and metallic luster: found in Mexico.

livisht (li'vish). i'. [< MK. Hrixli, l(1ili : < life
+ -ixli 1

.] Somewhat live or alive; lively.

If there were true and livish faith, then would it work
love in their hearts.

Devon's Worts, 1S48, p. S7.

lizard

valvate in the bud, and by the distinct ..rslight-

Iv coherent globose ,-arpels. The (lowers an her-

n'mphrodlte, anu consist of three sepals and a three lobed

eon.lla, six -tamcim antl three carpels, of which geueially
Imt one matures and forms the fruit. The leaves are fan-

shaped and generally split on the edges, and are borne . u

spiny petioles. There are aliout 14 species, found in -a.-t-

.111 im.l tropical Asia, the Malay archipelago. New l.mn,,t,

l eastern Australia. /,. iiiutrali*. the Australian or \ ic-

lorian caliluu.- lice, is native as far south as Victoria.

Livonian (li-vo ni-an), a. and u. [< /."'"

(see def.) + -.] I. .

Livistona (liv-is-to'na), n. [XL. (R. Brown,
1827), named for Patrick Murray of IAristtn;
near Edinburgh.] A genus of fan-palms of the

tribe Cory/iAcir. distinguished by the terminal

styles and stigmas, the petals and sepals being

'din

Of or pertaining to

Livonia; Lettish.

II. a. 1. A native or mi inhabitant of LiMi-

nia, one of the Baltic provinces of Russia; spe-

cifically, a member of the primitive race of Li-

vonia. 2. The language formerly spoken by
the Livouians.
livor (li'vor), n. [< L. lii-or, lividuess, envy, <

linn; be of a bluish color, be envious: see

liriil.] If. Envy; malignity.
Out of this root of envy spring those feral branches of

faction, hatred, limr, emulation.
Burton, AnaU of Mel., p. 107.

2. ill. The parts of skin in a corpse discolored

by the hypostatic accumulation of blood,

livraison (le-vra-zdtV), . [F., < ML. libera-

ting-), a giving, L. a setting free, liberation:

see liberation and Meet*. Cf. lirereson, an obs.

E. form of the same word.] One of several

parts of a printed work issued at intervals in

advance of the completion of the whole ; a num-
ber of a book published in parts, or of a periodi-

cal; a fascicle: used only or chiefly of French

publications.
I shall send you several livraumu of the Encyclopedle.

Jeffenon, ( 'orrespondence, II. 8.

livre (le'ver), H. [F., = Sp. Pg. libra = It. lib-

bra, lira, < L. libra, the Roman pound ;
ef. Or.

)irpa, a pound: see libra.] An old French
coin and money of account, now superseded by
the franc. The value of the livre timrnoit, or livre of

Tours, by comparison of the gold coinage of 1728-1786
with the present Tutted States gold coinage, was lj cents,
and by comparison of silver coin of the same periods It was
Is cents. The livre jfarins, or livre of Paris, In use until

1607 conjointly with the livre tuurnuw, was worth one quar-
ter more than the latter.

lixivial (lik-si v'i-al), n. [= F. lifiriel = Sp. leji-

rinl = It. lisxiriale'.< L. lifiriiix, liriritim, lye: se-

lijiriHin.] 1. Obtained by lixiviation; impreg-
nated with alkalinematterextracted from wood-
ashes. 2. Containing or consisting of salts so

extracted. 3. Of the color of lye ; resembling

lye. 4. Having the qualities of alkaline salts

extracted from wood-ashes Lixivial salts, in

.A,,//., salts obtained by passing water through wood-

ashes, or by pouring water on wood-ashes.

lixiviate (lik-si v'i-at), v. t. ; pret. and pp. lijriri-

atcil, ppr. lifiriating. [< ML. 'lixiriatux, pp. of

'Nririfire, form into a lye, < L. lixivium, lye : see

litirium.] To subject to the process of lixivia-

tion; form into lye; impregnate with salts from
wood-ashes: as, lifiriateii water.

I Iodine] is obtained by pouring an excess of concentrated

sulphuric acid on the water obtained by hunting different

fuel, liririniinii the ashes, and concentrating the liquor.

Dunylimn, Diet Med. Science.

lixiviate (lik-si v'i-at), n. [<ML.*/u-iiVjfu, pp.:
see the verb.] 1. Pertaining to lye or lixivium ;

of the nature of alkaline salts.

The fixed nitre Is of an alcalbate nature.and participate*
the qualities belonging generally to lixiviate salts.

Boyfe, Works, I. 370.

2. Impregnated with salts from wood-ashes.

lixiviation (lik-siv-i-a'shqn), . [= F. liririit-

tina = Pg. HxiriacSo = It. liitxiviazione, < ML.
*/i.rtYVjii(H-), < 'luiiiare, make into lye: see

lisiriatc.] The operation or process of extract-

ing alkaline salts from ashes by percolation of

water; the process of leaching. For the application
of leaching or lixiviation to the treatment of metallifer-

ous ores, aee Auawtin'n procettx. Patera procexs, JtiunfU t

jrrocexx, ZiernyeTg procefn, all under process.

lixivious (lik-siv'i-ns), n. [< L. lixiriux, also

lifinix. made into lye: see lij-irium.] Lixivial.

lixivium (lik-siv'i-iim), . [< L. liririnm, also

Iifir in, lye, neut. and fern, respectively of lixiriux,

made into lye, < lit, ashes, lye.] Water impreg-
nated with alkaline salts extracted from wood-

ashes; lye: sometimes applied to other extracts.

I have found wonderfnil benefit In bathing my head with
a decoction of some hot and aromaticall herbs, in a (ut'ri-

Min made of the ashes of Tine-branches.

Evelyn, To Doctor Beale.

lixtt. An obsolete form of liext, second person
singular indicative present of lie1 . i'Jiaufer.

liza (H'zft), H. The white or blue-backed mul-
let, Miiiiil i-iin-nui.

lizard (li/.'ilrd), n. [< MK. li-xiinlt; laxarde, <
OF. le^ardj'lesard, Heard, F. lezard = Sp. Pg.



lizard

(> E. aligarto, now alligator) = It. lacer-

ta, lucerta, < L. lacertim, Itin-rtu, a lizard. Cf.

tn<rrt.~\ 1 . A scaly four-legged reptile without

a shell; a squamate quadruped saurian; a sau-

rian orlacertilian. In popular language a lizard is al-

most any reptile except a frog, toad, snake, or turtle
;
and

ordinary book usage is equally indefinite. Thus, skiuks,

stellios, geckos, chameleons, basilisks, monitors, agamas,
iguanas, alligators, crocodiles, etc., are all lizards; pterodac-
tyls are flying-lizards ; dinosaurs, plesiosaurs, and moaa-
saurs are huge extinct lizards. But the word is most fre-

quently used as the name of the small lacertilians, as those
of the family Lacertidee and some others, which have no

special names of their own. .See Lacerta, Lacertidte.

Our Author saw one Lizard, as big as a man, with scales

on her backe like Oysters. J'urchas, Pilgrimage, p. 888.

Lizards, the green lightnings of the wall, . . .

With such prodigious eyes in such small heads !

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, vii.

2. Any member of the old order Sauria or mod-
ern order Lacertilia. Such are the reptiles known as

daw-worms, glass-snakes, homed toads, etc. Many of these

have no limbs, or no obvious ones, and are therefore not
lizards in sense 1.

3. Naut., a piece of rope with a thimble or bull's-

eye spliced into one or both ends, used in a
vessel as a leader for ropes. 4. [cap.] Acer-
tain small constellation. See Lacerta, 2. 5. A
crotch of timber or a forked limb used in place
of a sled for hauling stone: a form of stone-

boat. 6. In her., a beast like a wildcat, usu-

ally represented as spotted : a rare bearing.
Anguine lizard. See anguine. Broad-backed liz-

ards, the varanians or monitors. Croaking lizard, a

gecko common in Jamaica, Thecadactylus Items: so called
from the noise it makes. It is nocturnal. Also croaking
pecto. Frilled lizard. SeeJriU-luard.- Scaly lizard,
a pangolin or scaly ant-eater. See Hants.

lizard-bait (liz'ard-bat), n. The lesser sand-
lance. [Prov. Eng.]

lizard-fish (liz'ard-fish), n. 1. A ganoid fish

of the group of sauroids. 2. A fish of the ge-
nus Synodus, of which there are several species,
as the sandpike, S. fastens, found from Cape
Cod southward. S. lucioceps occurs on the Cali-

fornian and Mexican coasts.

lizard-seeker (liz'ard-se"ker), n. An American
ground-cuckoo, Saurothera vetula, or some other
member of the subfamily Saurotherince.

lizard-Stone (liz'ard-ston), n. A name for the

serpentine marble obtained in Cornwall, Eng-
land, in the vicinity of Lizard Point. It is

made into chimneypieces, ornaments, etc.

lizard's-tongue (liz'ardz-tung), n. A name of

several orchids included in the genus Spiran-

thes, formerly regarded as forming a genus
Sauroglossum.

lizardtail, lizard's-tail (liz'ard-, liz'ardz-tal),
n. 1. An herbaceous plant, Saururus cernuus,

growing in marshes in North America. The
name was suggested by its nodding spikes of
white flowers. Also called breastweed (which
see). 2. A plant, Piper peltatum, of the West
Indies.

lizard-tailed (liz'ard-tald), . Having long
fragile arms or rays, likened to the tail of a
lizard : specifically applied to the ophiurans.
lizari (li-za'ri), n. Same as alizari.

Lizzia (liz'i-a), n, [NL.] A genus of gymno-
blastic acale'phs or jellyfishes, with 32 marginal
tentacles arranged by fives and threes, and the

young produced by direct budding from the

polypite. L. octopunctata is an example.
llama (la 'ma or lya'ma), n. [Also lama and
alamo, as the L. generic or specific name; <

Peruv. llama.] 1. An even-toed ruminant un-

gulate quadruped, Auchenia glama or llama, or
Lama periiviana, of South America, of the order

Ungulata, suborder Artiodacti/la, superfamily

Tylopoda, family Camelidte, closely related to
the camel of the Old World,but smaller, without
a hump, and woolly-haired. Like the camel, it is

known only in the atate of domestication
;
it is supposed to
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be descended from the guanaco. The llama is also called

the American camel, and has been known to Europeans
since 1544. It was the only beast of burden in America
before the arrival of the Spaniards, and is still used as

such in the Andes, the formation of its feet enabling it to

walk on slopes too rough or steep for any other animal.

It is about 3 feet high at the shoulder, and so closely al-

lied to the alpaca that the latter is sometimes regarded
as a finer-wooled variety of it.

2. The wool of the llama. It is used m making
stuffs for women's wear, lace, tassels, etc.

Her [the Lady Mayoress's] petticoat was of llama and

gold. First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 09.

llan. [W. llan, an inclosure, a church.] A
church: a veryfrequent element in place-names
in Wales, and occurring also in England and

Scotland, as in Llandaff, L/angollen, Llanidloes,
Lanark.
Llandeilo group (lan-d!'16 grop). [See del]
A division of the Lower Silurian, first described

by Murchison as occurring at Llandeilo in Car-

marthenshire, Wales, and also found in Pem-
brokeshire and Radnorshire. The group consists

of dark-colored flags, sandstones, and shales, and is be-

tween 2,000 and 3,000 feet thick. It contains many of the
characteristic fossils of the lowest division of the Silurian,

especially trilobltes of genera included in Barrande's "pri-
mordial fauna," such as Asaphus, Calymene, and Ogygm.

Llandovery group (lan'do-ve-ri grop). [See
del] A series of rocks, so named by Murchi-
son because well developed near Llandovery
in Carmarthenshire, Wales. The group consists of

sandstones, grits, and conglomerates, having a maximum
thickness of 2,500 feet. It is divided into two subdivi-

sions, the Lower Llandovery beds, and the Upper Llan-

dovery beds or the May Hill sandstone. By some geolo-

gists the Upper and the Lower Llandovery and the Taran-
non shales are grouped together as the May Hill series,

and are considered as forming the lowest division of the

Silurian, the fossiliferous strata below this being called

Cambrian. At one time the division between the Lower
and Upper Silurian was taken between the Upper and
Lower Llandovery. See Silurian.

llanero (lya-na'ro), n. [Sp., C llano, a plain:
see llano.'] An inhabitant of the llanos of

South America. The llaneros are principally con-
verted Indians or descendants of Indians and whites, and
are distinguished for activity, ferocity, ignorance, and
semi-barbarous habits. They are for the most part shep-
herds or herdsmen.

llano (la'no or lyii'no), n. [Sp., a plain, < L.

planus, level: see plain and plane.] In some
of the Spanish or originally Spanish parts of

America, a treeless level steppe or plain. The
llanos in the northern part of South America surround the
lower and middle course of the Orinoco, and are separated
by the great forest-belt of the Amazon from the region of

the pampas further south. Many parts of these llanos
bear little or no vegetation, except on the banks of rivers

and during the seasons of inundation, when they are trans-

formed into seas. In the intermediate season they are
luxuriant pastures for great herds of cattle. The Llano
Estacado or Staked Plain of the United States is a vast
arid plateau in the former Spanish possessions of Texas
and New Mexico.

Like the greater portion of the desert of Sahara, the
northernmost of the South American plains the Llanos

are in the torrid zone ; during one-half of the year they
are desolate, like the Lybian sandy waste ; during the
other they appear as a grassy plain, resembling many of
the steppes of Central Asia.

Humboldt, Aspects of Nature (trans.), p. 30.

LL. B. An abbreviation of the Latin (Middle
or New Latin) Legiim Baccalaureus, Bachelor
of Laws.
LL. D. An abbreviation of the Latin (Middle
or New Latin) Legum Doctor, Doctor of Laws.
llean (len), . The pilchard. [Cornwall.]
llestraid, . [W. : see listred. ] Same as listred.

Lloyd's (loidz), i. [Seedef.] The name (which
has become in some degree generic) of an as-
sociation in London, consisting of members
and subscribers, for the transaction of marine
insurance for all parts of the world through
individual underwriters, and the promotion of

shipping interests in general. The association has
occupied Lloyd's Rooms in the Royal Exchange since 1774.
These rooms were originally called the New Lloyd's Co/ee-
Hoitse, from a house established by Edward Lloyd in Tower
street, in the latter part of the seventeenth century, where
merchants and underwriters met to transact business.
About 1692 the establishment was removed to Lombard
street for the convenience of merchants of the highest class

doing business in the old city. About 1770 the place came
into the possession of the society of marine underwriters,
together with "Lloyd's List" (formerly "Lloyd's News"),
a newspaper devoted to shipping intelligence, that was
founded about 1726, probably by Lloyd, and has been pub-
lished daily since 1800. The society retained the official
title Lloyd's Coffee-Home until 1871, when it was for the
first time incorporated by act of Parliament, under its pres-
ent shortened name. Its operations are so extensive and
important that the name has been adopted by several con-
tinental associations for maritime and mercantile enter-
prises, the principal of which are the Austrian Lloyd at
Trieste and the North German Lloyd at Bremen.

Lloyd'* was then [in Anne's reignl in Lombard Street,
and indeed to this day, on Lloyd's policies, is stated that
this policy shall have the same effect as if issued in Lom-
bard Street.

J. Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, I. 224.

load

Lloyd's agent, one of a class of agents, in nearly all parts
of the world, acting for the committee of underwriters at

Lloyd's, who transmit maritime information of all kinds,

report disasters, etc. They are generally local merchants,

shippers, or others concerned with maritime business.

Lloyd's bond. See bond i
. Lloyd's Register of Brit-

ish and Foreign Snipping, an annual work, published

by an association of members of Lloyd's, containing the

names of vessels alphabetically arranged, and ranked in

different classes (as Al, etc.) according to their qualifica-

tions, their title to be in any class being determined by
the report of surveyors, and by certain rules as to their

construction, their state of repair, age, etc.

lo1 (16), interj. [< ME. lo, loo, < AS. Id, a com-
mon interj. of surprise, calling, or mere greet-

ing. Confusion of la, ME. lo, with loe, ME.
lok, impv., look, is supposed to have given lo its

now usual implication of ' behold '

;
but the dif-

ference of form is too great to make any such
confusion probable.] Look! see! behold! ob-

serve! used to invoke or direct the particular
attention of a person to some object or subject
of interest.

Lo, ge lordes, what leute did by an emperoure of Rome,
That was an vncrystene creature as clerkes fyndeth in

bokes. Piers Plowman (B), xi. 149.

Lo, Adam, in the felde of Damascene,
With Goddes owen finger wrought was he.

Cltaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 17.

Why, lo you now, I have spoke to the purpose twice.

Shak.,W. T., i.2. 106.

Lo'2 (16), n. [From the well-known lines of

Pope, "Lo! the poor Indian, whose untutored

mind," etc. ("Essay on Man," i. 99), the word
Lo being humorously taken as the name of ' ' the

poor Indian."] A North American Indian. [Hu-
morous, U. S.]
loa (16'a), n. A larval nematode worm infest-

ing the eye; the larval stage of the eye-thread-
worm, Filaria oculi.

loach (loch), n. [Also loche; < F. loche = Sp.

loclxi, loja, loach : origin unknown.] 1. A small

European fish, Cobitis (Nemachilus) barbatula,

Common Loach (Nemachilus brtrbatulus).

of the family Coliitida;; hence, any fish of that

family. The common loach inhabits small clear streams,
and is esteemed a delicacy. It is also called beardy. The
spinous loach or groundling is a smaller species, Cobitis

tcenii.

The miller's thombe, the hiding loach,
The perch, the ever-nibling roach.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, t 1.

Scarcely a stone I left unturned, being thoroughly
skilled in the tricks of the loach. . . . For being gray-
spotted, and clear to see through, ... he will stay quite
still where a streak of weed is in the rapid water, hoping
to be overlooked. R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, vii.

2. A European fresh-water gadoid fish, the bur-
bot or eel-pout, Lota maculosa. See cut under
burbot. 3. A simpleton. Nares.

And George redeemed his cloake, rode merrily to Oxford,
having coine in his pocket, where this l^in-h spares not for

any expence. Jests of George Peele.

load1
(lod), n. See lode1 .

load2 (lod), n. [< ME. lode, loode, a burden
carried in a vehicle, lit. a carrying, a particu-
lar use of lode, a way, course, carrying: see
lode1 . In the orig. sense the word is more com-
monly spelled lode, while in the later senses the
exclusive spelling is load, and the word is now
associated with ladei."] 1. That which is car-

ried; a burden laid on or placed in anything,
or taken up, for conveyance; specifically, a
suitable or customary burden

;
the amount or

quantity that can be or usually is carried : as, a

ship's load; a cart-toad; wood and hay are often
sold by the loa'l.

Of stree [straw] first ther was leyd ful many a loode.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale (ed. Morris), 1. 2060.

Come, now towards Chertsey with your holy load.

Shak., Rich. III., i. -2. 29.

Later in the fall, certain of the Count's vassals came to
the riva in one of the great boats of the Po, with a load of
brush and corncobs for fuel. Howetts, Venetian Life, vii.

2. That which is upborne or sustained ; a bur-

den; a weight resting on or in anything: as, a
load of fruit on a tree

;
a load of learning in

the mind.
What think you of a dnchess? have you limbs
To bear that load of title?

Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 8. 88.

From their foundations loosening to and fro,

They pluck'd ihe seated hills, with all their load.

Milton, P. L., vi. 644.

Earth, on whose wide-spreading Base
The wretched Load is laid of Human Race.

Contrrcve, Tears of Amaryllis.



load

And all that freedom's hinhr-t alms can reach
IB but to lay prnportinn il tiMtlx on each.

HUH, Traveller,!. :I74.

Especially 3. That which is hard to be sus-

tained or endured; an oppressive or grievous
burden: as, a load of debt : :i lofdotgaOt,

Who hast of sorrow thy full load besides.

Mitlun, S. A., 1. 214.

Sin doth not lie like a heavy weight upon their bucks,
o that they feel the load of it.

,
Si-itnoiu, II. ill.

Men who prefer any load of infamy, however great, to

any pressure of taxation, however light.

Sydney Smith, American Debts. (RarUett.)

4. The charge of a firearm : as, a land of buck-
shot. 5. A quantity of strong drink imbibed,
or sometimes of food taken, that oppresses, or
is more than can be borne comfortably or with

propriety : as, he went home late with a load on.

[Slang.]
There are those that can never sleep without their load,

nor enjoy one easy thought till they have laid all their

cares to rest with a bottle. Sir Jt. L'Kttrange.

6. A unit of measure or weight. By the statute

of Edward I., de ponderibus et menmru, a load (carrus) of

lead is 1,500 pounds, and sometimes 168 stone, and in the

Peak, 30 fotmals or 2,100 pounds, and of wheat the same.

By statutes of Ueorge I., a load of wood is SO cubic feet,

and a load of hay 2,010 pounds. By a statute of 27 George
III., a load of bulrushes ia 83 bundles, other loads are

merely customary. Dr. Young says a load of wheat is 40

bushels ; of earth or gravel ,
1 cubic yard ; of lime, 32 bushels ;

of oak-bark, 5,040 pounds ; of sand, 38 bushels. A load of

lead ore in Derbyshire is 9 dishes of from 14 to 10 pints
each.

7. In mcclt., the pressure upon any part or the

whole of a structure. It consists of the internal

load, or permanent load, the weight of the part itself and
Its fixed attachments, and the external load, arising from

pressures of other bodies upon its surface. [The word
is not properly used to signify a quantity of work. ]

A structure has to support both its own weight and also

any load that may be placed upon it Thus a railway
bridge must at all times sustain what is called the perma-
nent load, and frequently, of course, the weight of one or
more trains. It. S. Ball, Exper. Mechanics, p. 172.

To lay on loadt. See Joj/i.=8yn. 1 and 2. Freight,
cargo, lading. 3. Pressure, dead-weight, incubus, clog.

load- (lod), v. [< load2
,
n. ; in part a var. of

the original verb (tide1
,
in imitation of the noun

toarf2 : see lade 1
.'} I. trans. 1. To lay a bur-

den on
; charge with a load ; furnish with lad-

ing or cargo; lade: as, to load a camel or a

horse; to Toad a cart or wagon. [The past
participle loaden is obsolete.]

Your carriages were heavy loaden ; they are a burden to

the weary beast. Isa. xlvi. 1.

By turns they ease the lixtden swarms, or drive
The drone, a lazy insect, from their hive.

Addim, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv.

2. To lay as a burden
; place upon or in some-

thing for conveyance : as, to load cotton on a

lighter; to load cargo.
There was no talke, no hope, no worke, but dig gold,

wash gold, refine gold, loade gold.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, 1. 169.

3. To weigh down; impose something upon,
either good or bad; pile; heap; encumber or

oppress: with irith: as, to load the stomach
irith sweets; to load the memory with details.

Those honours deep and broad, wherewn'Oi
Your majesty loads our house.

Shot., Macbeth, L 6. 17.

Essex loaded Bacon irith benefits, and never thought
that he had done enough. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

4. To make heavy by something added or ap-

pended ; charge, as with something extraneous :

as, to load a whip ;
to load dice.

He has a conscience,
A cruel stinging one, I warrant him,
A loaden one. Fletcher, Loyal Subject, v. 1.

At the ripe age of fourteen years I bought a certain cud-

gel, got a friend to load it.

R. L. Stevenson, A Penny Plain, 2<f Coloured.

5. To make heavy, as a liquid ; especially,
to

falsify, as wine, by mixing with it distilled

liquor of some sort, usually accompanied with

sugar and other ingredients, for the purpose of

making a thin wine appear heavy and full-

bodied; also, to increase the weight of, as pa-
per, or textile fabrics, by the addition of clay,
starch, or other extrinsic matter.

It i- an intolerable nuisance to have to dress, and go out
seven or eight miles to cold entrees, and loaded claret,

and sweet port. Thackeray, Level the Widower, iii.

If the paper is to be loaded that is, adulterated with

clay or cheap fibres these are acUK'tl in the beater as the
fibre swirls round and round. Harper's May., LXXV. 120.

6. To place a charge in
; charge, as a gun with

powder and shot.

Many a Whig that day loaded his musket with a dollar

cut into slugs. Scott, Old Mortality, xvi.
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The sportsman should be careful ... to ascertain the

i :h;u K'
1 best suited to his weapon, and to have his cartridges

no loaded. Kncyc. Brit., XXI. 835.

7. In paiiitiii;/: (a) To mix with white: said of

a pigment which in this way is made more solid

and opaque. (/>) To paint heavily ; apply(color)
in soud opaque masses.

Masses of white enamel are loaded upon the surface, with
:i view to further treatment. Art Jour., N. 8., XI. 10.

Deck-loading Act, a British statute of 1842 (5 Viet, KM.
2, c. 17) forhiddiiiK the loading of cargoes of timber on
tin- iln-ks f < i Tin in classes of ships. Loaded dice. >''

die*. To load One's self, on the stock-exchange, to buy
heavily of stock. See unload.

II. intrant/. 1. To put or take on a load or

charge: often with : as, the travelers loaded
and started early; the ship loaded up with a
miscellaneous cargo. 2. To charge a gun or

guns : as, the troops loaded and fired rapidly.

Steady they load, steady they fire, moving right onward
still. T. 0. Damn, Kontenoy.

3. To become loaded or burdened; clog up: as,

oysters are apt to load with sand.

loaded 1
*, a. An obsolete variant of loded.

loaded2 (16'ded), p. a. 1. Coated with external

growths, as shells; clogged up: said of oysters.

[Rhode Island.] 2. Full of liquor; drunk.

[Slang.]
loader (16'der), n. 1. One who or that which
loads: as, a truck-/orfer. Specifically (a) A little

machine for loading shells or cartridges for a breech-load-

ing shot-gun ; a loading-machine. (6) In agri., etc., any
device for laying a load upon a wagon, sled, or cart : as, a

hay-loader, a log-foufer, etc.

2. A red-finued herring. [Prov. Eng.] 3f. A
term in dicing, of uncertain meaning.
Every vice is a loader; but that [lust] is a ten.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, yi., Arg.

loading (16'ding), . [Verbal n. of load?, r.]

1. The act of putting on a load. 2. A cargo;
a burden; lading: also, anything that makes

part of a load. 3. Anything that is added to

a substance or material in order to give it

weight or body: as, the China clay or pearl-white
used for loading note-paper. 4. In art, a heavy
charge of opaque color. See Jod2,

v. t., 7.

Loading is the use of opaque colour In heavy masses
which actually protrude from the canvas and themselves
catch the light, as the mountains do on the moon.

P. Q. Uamerton, Oraphic Arts, p. 304.

6. In insurance, that part of the charge or pre-
mium on a policy which constitutes its share
of the expenses of management.
The terms loading and "

margin
" have come to bear a

somewhat extended meaning. They are now used to des-

ignate the difference between the premiums payable by
the assured and the net premiums deduced from any ta-

ble that may be employed for the time.

Eneyc. Brit., XIII. 173.

loading (16'ding), p. a. Made so as to be loaded

(in the way specified) : as, a breech-tonrfiwj/ or

a muzzle-/arfH<7 gun.
loading-bar (16'ding-bar), n. In gun., a bar of

iron about two feet long, made with a ring at

one end and a screw at the other, for carrying
and loading shells. Also called carrying-bar.

loading-funnel (16'ding-fun'el), n. See funnel.

loading-machine (lo'ding-ma-shen'), n. A ma-
chine for loading cartridge-shells. It has a re-

volving wheel on which the shells are fed in : the requisite
amount of powder is admitted to each shell from the pow-
der-can by means of a funnel above, and the bullet or

charge of shot is forced into the neck of each shell as the
wheel advances in its revolution.

loading-plug (16'ding-plug), t>. A rammer for

loading shells and extracting caps from spent
capsules.
loading-tongs (16'ding-tdngz), n. sing, and pi.
In gun., a pair of tongs used to set the shell

home in a siege-howitzer.
loading-tray (lo'ding-tra), . In milit. emjin.,
a stout iron support upon which a heavy shot
or shell is placed, and by suitable mechanism
brought into the opening in the breech of a

large breech-loading gun, as an assistance in

fhiirging the gun.
load-fine (lod'lin), . [Appar. < fo<P + Kne2

;

luit perhaps < loadl = lode1 + fine2.] y<iut.,

a line drawn on the side of a vessel to show the

depth to which a suitable or allowable load will

cause her to sink in the water. Among English
seamen known as PlimsolFs mark. See marl:.

There shall be a load-line or conspicuous mark on each

vessel, showing the depth of loading and of surplus buoy-
ancy. /;. /. Ilintan, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 207.

N'or did it occur to the "practical" politicians who pro-
vided a compulsory load-line for merchant vessels, that
llii- pressure of ship-owners' interests would habitually
cause the putting of the luad-line at the very highest limit,
and th:it fnmi precedent to precedent, tending ever in the
same direetion, the load-line would gradually rise in the
better class of ships. II. Spencer, Man vs. state, p. 25.

loafer

loadman't, See imliman.
loadman-t (lod'man), A carter. Iliilhinll.

loadmanaget, . See /</< manai/i .

load-penny (lod'pen'i), w. A market toll or tax

anciently levied on loads in the towns of Eng-
land for public revenue.
The gift of Its [Worcester's! market-dues, wain-shilling

and load-penny, was the costliest anioliK the many boons
which ,-Kthi lri-il ;m<l .thclnwd showered on Bishop Wer-
frith. ./. K. Oreen, Conq. of Eng., Is.

loadsmant, n. See lodesman.

loadstar, ;<. See lodestar.

loadstone, n. See lodestone.

loadumt (16'dum), . [Appar. for load 'cm: see

quot. from Florio.] An old game at cards.

Carica 1'aslno lit, load the ass], a play at cardes which
we call lodam. Florio.

For to convene with Scandal is to play Losing Loadtim .-

you must lose a good Name to him, before you can win it

for yourself. Conyreve, Love for Love, L 11.

Now some at cards and dice do play
Their money and their time away ;

At loadum, cribbedge, and all-fours.

Poor Robin (1735). (Hares. )

loaf'OoO.w.; pi. foares(lovz). [<ME. lnf,loof(pl.

loves), < AS. hldf, bread, a loaf of bread, = OHG.
hlaiba, laiba, leib, leip,

MHO. teip, G. laib = Icel.

bread: the common Teut. term for 'bread,'
older than the word bread. The Lith. hlepas,
Lett, klaipas, bread, are prob. < OBulg. 'khltbu
= Buss, khlebu, bread, and these Slav, forms
with Finn, leipa, Esthonian leip, bread, are prob.
from the OTeut. The word loaf appears dis-

guised in the orig. compounds Lammaxand prob.
lord and lady.] A portion of bread baked in

one lump or mass; a regularly shaped or mold-
ed mass of bread; hence, any shaped or molded
mass of cake, sugar, or the like.

The enemy of Helle . . . seyde Die ut lapides isti panes
flant : that is to seye, Sey that theise Stones be made
Loves. Mandeuille, Travels, p. 98.

There shall be In England seven halfpenny loaoet sold

for a penny. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 72.

A hot smoking loaf of rye-and-Indian bread.
H. B. Stom, Oldtown, p. 199.

Holy loaf, (a) In the Or. Ch., same as hola lamb. See
lamb. (6) In the medieval eh. in England, the blessed
bread ; a eulogla.

The Parishioners of every Parish shall offer every Sun-

day, at the time of the Offertory, the just value and price
of the Mi; loaf ... to the use of their Pastors and Curates,
and that in such order and course as they were wont to

find and pay the said holy loaf.
Book of Common Prayer (1549) (rubric).

Loafed lettuce), headed lettuce.

Lairtue crespue [F. ], loafed or headed lettice.

Komendator (1585). (tfaret.)

Loaves and fishes, figuratively, temporal benefits, as

money or office : in allusion to the miraculous loaves and
fishes distributed by Christ to the multitude who followed

him, and his words (John vi. 26),
" Ye seek me, not because

ye saw the miracles, but because ye did eat of the loaves,
and were filled."

The consequence must be, that although every one of

these four orders [of the Florentine government] must
be divided at once into factions for the loaves and fishes,

yet the nobility, by their superior influence in elections,
would have the whole power. J. Adams, Works, V. 18.

loaf2 (16f), t'. [Appar. first in the noun loafer

(< G. Idufer = E. leaper, loper) ; < G. laufen, dial.

lofen (= D. loopen = E. leap), run, wander or

lounge about: see leap
1
, lope

1
.'] I. intrans. To

idle away one's time; lounge; dawdle; play the

vagabond ; stroll idly and without purpose.
To Imif: this, I think, Is unquestionably German. Lavfen

Is pronounced lofen in some parts of Germany, and I once
heard one German student say to another " Ich lauf [lofe]
hier bis du wiederkehrest," and he began to saunter up
and down In short, to loaf.

Lowell, Blglow Papers, 2d ser., Int.

Shoeblacks are compelled to a great deal of unavoida-
ble loafing; but certainly this one loafed rather energeti-

cally, for he was hot and frantic In his play.
//. Kingsley, Ravenshoe, xli. (Danes.)

I loafe and invite my Soul ;

I lean and loafe at my ease, observing a spear of summer
grass. Walt Whitman, Leaves of Grass, p. 28.

How can you go down to the beach by yourself amongst
all those loafing vagabonds, who would pick your pocket
or throw stones at you? W. Black, Princess of Thnle, xlv.

II. trans. To pass or spend in idleness, as

time; spend lazily; dawdle: with away: as, to

loaf away whole days.
The Senate has loafed away the week In very gentle-

manly style. New York Commercial Advertiser, Dec., 1846.

loafer (16'fer), n. [See /oa/2.] An idle man,

lounger, or aimless stroller, of whatever social

condition
; specifically, one who is too lazy to

work or pursue regular business, and lounges
about, depending upon chance or disreputable
means for subsistence.



loafer
" The thought is not new to me ; I have read Washing-

ton Irving."
" Prince of intellectual loafers," said Gray-

hurst J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 69.

loaferish (16'fer-ish), . [< loafer + -ish 1 .] Of
or pertaining to a loafer ;

like or characteristic

of a loafer.

Four pleasant ruffians in the Inaferuh postures which

they have learned as facchini waiting for jobs.
Hou-ells, Venetian Life, xix.

loaf-SOgar (lof'shug'ar), H. Sugar refined ami
molded into a conical mass.

loam (16m), u. [Early mod. E. also lome; also

dial, lame, luim ; < ME. 'lorn, lam, < AS. lam

= OS. lento, leimo = D. leem = MLG. LG.
Itm = OHG. leimo, MHG. leime, Mm, G. Mm,
but usually lehni (after LG.), loam, clay; akin

to AS. lim, etc., lime, and to L. limvs, mud:
see tote1.] 1. A soil consisting of a natural

mixture of clay and sand, the latter being pres-
ent in sufficient quantity to overcome the ten-

dency of the clay to form a coherent mass.
That which is ordinarily called loam is fine-grained, ho-

mogeneous, and "light
"

that is, not densely compacted
together. Carbonate of lime is usually present in small

quantity, and also organic matter. See marli, toil, and
loess.

At the higher and farther sides of those upper ovens are

trenches of Imne. Sandy*, Travailes, p. 98.

The soil was a dark brown loam, and very rich.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 91.

2. In founding, a mixture of sand, clay, saw-

dust, straw, etc., used in making the molds for

castings. The compound must be plastic when wet, and

hard, air-tight, and able to resist high temperatures when
dry. Specifically called ca&iny-loam.

3f. A vessel of clay ;
an earthen vessel.

And so into the lomes of meth and tubs of brine and
other liquor he bestowed the parts of the dead carcasses of

his brother's seruants. Holiiuthed, Hist. Eng., viii. 7.

Loam-and-sand core. See corei.

loam (16m), v. t. [< loam, *.] To cover or coat
with loam

; clay.
With the ashes of bones tempered with oile. Camels

haire, and a clay they have, they lome them so well that

no weather will pierce them.

Capt. John Stnith, True Travels, I. 32.

The joist ends and girders, which be in the walls, must
be /iuiiiifil;M over to preserve them from the corroding of

the mortar. F. Mvxon, Mechanical Exercises.

loam-beater (16m'be''ter), n. Infoundry-work,
an instrument for compacting loam in loam-

molding ; a molders' rammer.
loam-board (lom'bord), . A founders' tool ami
templet used' in making cores of loam, it is a
board cut to the shape of the core, and is used both to

hold a supply of loam for the operation, and as an aid in

turning the dried core down to the exact shape. Also called

xtricMe.

loam-cake (lom'kak), . In foundry-work, a

cake, plate, or disk of compacted loam used to

cover in a loam-mold. It is provided with holes or

gates through which the molten metal enters the mold,
and with other holes or vents for free exit of air from the
mold.

loam-mold (lom'mold), . A mold made from

casting-loam. Such mokls are used for castings
of iron and brass.

loam-molding (16m'm61"ding), n. In foundry-
work, the making of loam-molds in general.
The term is used especially of the act of striking up the
surfaces of molds by means of templets controlled by
parallel guides, or, in case the surfaces are cylindrical, by
a central pivot and radial arms, to which the templets are
attached. Sometimes cores are formed on a barrel or cen-
tral cylinder, and then turned on the barrel by means of
a tool resting on the loam-board.

loam-plate (lom'plat), n. In foundry-work, a
flat ring or plate of cast-iron, used in construct-

ing a loam-mold, one or more of which are used
to support and clamp together the brickwork
which supports the softer parts of the mold.
loam-work (lom'werk), n. In foundries, the

processes of making loam-molds, and casting
iron, brass, etc., in them. Very fine castings
are obtained by these processes.
loamy (16'mi), a. [< loam + -yl.] 1. Consist-

ing of loam
;
of the nature of or resembling

loam: as, loamy soil.

And if it want binding, [mix] a little loamy earth.

Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense, May.

2. Damp. Halliivell. [Prov. Eng.]
loan 1

(Ion), n. [< ME. lone, lane, Ian, < AS.
laii (in comp. lanland, for usual lainland), usually
Ian, a loan, grant, gift, fief, = OFi-ies. len = D.
leen, a grant, fief, = MLG. LG. len OHG. le-

han, MHG. lehen, G. leJien, lelm, a fief, = Icel.

liin, a loan, ten, a fief, = Dan. latoi = Sw. l&u,
a loan (prob. = Skt. reknax, estate, wealth),
akin to AS. "Wiaii, lean = OHG. liban, MHG. li-

hen, G. leiheit = Icel. Ijd = Goth, leihiran, lend,
orig. 'leave,' = Ir. leicim, leave, = Lith. likti,
leave behind (cf. OBulg. <>tu-l<-ku. remainder),= L. linqitere (perf. lii/iii, pp. *lictim), leave.
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also in comp. relinquere, leave behind, = Gr.

~/.ti-tn<, Imelv, leave, = Skt. / rich, leave, let go,

give up. Hence ult. lend1
. From the L. verb

(liiiquere) are ult. E. delinquent, relinquish, relic,

relief, reliquary, derelict, etc., and from the same
root license, licit, illicit, leisure, etc. From the

Gr. verb (faiiretv) are ult. E. eclipse, ellipse,vrords

in HJKI-, etc.] If. A grant; gift; reward.

They may now, God be thanked of his Iwne !

Maken hir jubilee, and walke allone.

Chaucer, C. T. (Summoner's Tale), 1. 11,903 (ed. Gilnian).

2. That which is lent ; anything furnished on
condition of the future return of it, or of the

delivery of an equivalent in kind ; especially, a

sum of money lent at interest.

I lowe hym that this lane has lente,
For he may stynte oure stryve,
And fende vs fro alle ille. York Plays, p. 53.

Advantaging their loan with interest

Of ten times double gain of happiness.
Shalt., Rich. III., iv. 4. 323.

What e'er is given the Strange and Seedy one,
Is not a gift (indeed), but 'tis a Loan,
A Loan to God, who payes with interest.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, H., The Vocation.

The person whom you favoured with a loan, if he be a

good man, will think himself in your debt after he has

paid you. Steele, Spectator, No. 346.

3. The act of lending or the condition of being
lent; a lending: as, to arrange a loan.

I do not doubt
To find, at some place I shall come at, arms
On loan, or else for pledge. Tennyson, Oeraint.

(In civil law, when the loan was made of things which
could be returned only by their material equivalent, it was
called mutuum ; when made of things which could be re-

turned in the identical form, it was called commodatuin.}
4. Permission to use ; grant of the use : as, a

loan of credit. Gratuitous loan, in law, same as
commodate. Loan and trust company. See bank'-, 4.

Public loan, money borrowed by, or the lending of

money to, the state at a fixed rate of interest.

loan1
(Ion), v. [< loan 1

,
. The older verb,

from the same noun in its older form, is lend1 ,

q. v.] I. trans. To lend. [An objectionable
use, rare in Great Britain.]
Loan for lend, with which we have hitherto been black-

ened, I must retort upon the mother island, for it appears
so long ago as in "Albion's England."

Lomtt, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., Int.

The practice of loaning money. Westminster Kev.

II. intrans. To lend money or other property;
make a loan. [U. S.]
loan- (Ion), H. [ME. lone, a var. of lane, > E.
lane: see lane1

."] 1. A lane. [Scotch and prov.
Eng.]

The Captain of Bewcastle, and Jephtha's John,
Coming down by the foul steps of Catlowdie's loan.

Fray of Suport (Child's Ballads, VI. 120).

And darker gloaming brought the night : . . .

The kye stood rowtin' i' the loan.

Burns, The Twa Dogs.

2. An open space between fields of corn, left

untilled as a passage for cattle
; hence, a place

near a village for milking cows. Also loanini/.

[Scotch and New Eng.]
loanable (lo'na-bl), a. [< loan 1 + -able.'] Ca-

pable of being loaned
; specifically, capable of

being, or intended to be, loaned out at interest.

Free capital, loanable for a certain interval, is equally
available for all classes of industry.

Jevons, PoL Econ. (2d ed.), Pref., p. 5.

This ... is distinctly visible among powerful classes
la the North-Eastern States, which are the great posses-
sors of loanable capital. S. A. Rev., CXLIII. 214.

loaning (16'ning), n. [< lottil't + -ing.'] Same
as loan*, 2.

Ye might hae heard him a mile down the wind- he
routed like a cow in a fremd (strange] loaning.

Scott, Old Mortality, xiv.

loan-office (lon'of'is), u. 1. A public office at
which loans are made or arranged. 2. A pawn-
shop, or pawnbroker's establishment.
loan-word (lon'werd), n. [< loan 1 + word; an
imperfect adaptation of G. lehnwort, a'lend-

word,' < leltnen, lend (see lend1 and loan1
), +

wor?, word.] A borrowed word; a word taken
into one language from another. [Rare.]
In the 16th century it [z] crept in from the French, and

its use is even now pretty nearly restricted to foreign l<mn
words, as Zebulon, Zedekiah. zigzag, zest, etc.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 142.

Loasa (16'a-sa), H. [NL., of S. Amer. origin.]
A genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous herbs,
of the natural order Loaseat, characterized by
either opposite or alternate leaves and a capsule
three- or five-valved atthe apex, rarely twisted.
The flowers are pentamerous, with cucullate petals, two to
five scales, and ten filiform abortive stamens, besides nu-
merous perfect ones. There are about 50 species, growing
throughout tropical America, with the exception of north-
ern Brazil and Guiana.

loathe

Loasaceae (16-a-sa'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Loasa
+ -acea!.] A synonym of Loasece, still in com-
mon use.

loasaceous (16-a-sa'shius), a. Pertaining to or

having the characters of the order Loaseai.

loasad (16'a-sad). H. A plant of the order Loa-

sea:; in the plural, the order. Lindley.
Loaseae (lo-a'se-e), u. pi. [NL. (A. L. de Jus-

sieu, 1804j,< Luasa + -eiK.~] An order of dicoty-
ledonous plants composed of 10 genera and
about 100 species, confined, with one excep-
tion, to warm and tropical America. They are

herbaceous plants, often climbing, and usually covered
with bristly hairs, secreting an acrid juice. The flowers

are perfect and regular with an adherent calyx, a four- or

five-parted corolla, an indefinite number of stamens, and
usually a one-celled ovary with a single filiform style.
From their stinging properties, many are known as Chili

nettles.

loath, loth (loth), a. and H. [< ME. loth, looth,

latli,<.AS. lath, causing evil, evil, hateful, odious,

grievous, also bearing hate, hostile, = OS. leth,

led = OFries. leth, led = D. leed = MLG. let,

leit = OHG. leid, hateful, painful, hostile,
MHG. hit, G. kid, hateful, painful, = Icel.

hitlhr = Sw. Dan. led, hateful, odious (cf. It.

hiido = OSp. OPg. laido = Pr. lait = F. laid,

hateful, odious, < G.); as a noun (neut. of the

adj.), AS. lath, evil, wrong, = D. leed, evil,

wrong, = MLG. let, lcit=ORG. MHG. G. leid,

evil, pain, = Dan. lede= Sw. leda, disgust, loath-

ing, tedium ; prob. from the verb represented
by OHG. lidan, MHG. Men, G. leiden, suffer,

supposed to be connected with OHG. lidan =
AS. lithan = Goth, leithan, go, travel: see lode1 ,

lead1 . The spelling loth is rather more common
than loath in the adj. ; but loath is common and
is more in accordance with analogy (cf. oath),
while derivatives of the verb, loathe, etc., are

always spelled with oa. The forms are there-

fore more conveniently put together.] L a,. If.

Hateful
; disliked; detested.

Alias ! my lyil me is full Intli,

I lylfe ouere lange this lare to lere.

York Plays, p. 50.

Men seyn right thus,
"
Alwey the nye slye

Maketh the ferre leeve to be looth."

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 207.

2. Feeling extreme unwillingness or aversion
;

very unwilling ; reluctant
;
averse.

"My righte lady," quod this woful man," Whom I moost drede, and love as I best kan,
And lothest were of al this world displese."

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 585.

Jjoth he was to falsen his promyse of couenaunt.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 435.

They would be loath to set earthly things, wealth or hon-
our, before the wisdom of salvation. Milton, True Religion.

Thus aged men, full loth and slow,
The vanities of life forego. Scott, Rokeby, v. 1.

Lief or loath t. See lief.

H.t n. Evil; harm; injury.
Mete and drynke I saf hem bothe,
And bad hem kepe hem ay fro lathe.

Cursor llundi, MS. Coll. Trin. Cantab, f. 31. (HalKweU.)

loathe (16TH), r. ; pret. and pp. loathed, ppr.
loathing. [< ME. lothen, < AS. lathian (= OS.
lethon = OHG. leidon), be evil, hateful, la>than,
hate (= OS. a-lethian, disgust, = OHG. leidan.

hate, = Icel. leidha, disgust), disgust, < lath,

hateful, loath: see loath, .] I. intrans. If.
To be hateful or loathed; excite nausea, dis-

gust, or abhorrence.
Where medicines loathe, it irks men to be healed.

Chapman, Byron's Tragedy, iv. 1.

2. To feel nausea, disgust, or abhorrence.
"This is more vile," he made reply,
"To breathe and loathe, to live and sigh."

Tennyson, Two Voices.

II. trans. 1. To dislike greatly ; hate; abhor.

Hereby satan saved his credit, who loves to tell lies,
but loathes to be taken in them.

Fuller, Church Hist, VI. iv. 2.

In my soul I loathe
All affectation. 'Tis my perfect scorn ;

Object of my implacable disgust.

Cowper, Task, ii. 416.

2f. To cause to dislike or avoid; disgust.
IThey] loathe men from reading by their covert, slander-

ous reproaches of the Scriptures. Abp. Parker.

How heatily he serves me ! his face loathes one.
But look upon his care, who would not love him ?

Middletmi, Changeling, v. 1.

3. To feel disgust at-; especially, to have an
extreme aversion to, as food or drink.

C.ladli seue thi tithis * thin offrynge bothe.
The poorc & the beedered, loke thou not lothe.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 37.

Each countrey hath obaerned their owne peculiar ens-
tome in this foode. some loathinn that which others es-
teeme dainty. Punhat, Pilgrimage, p. 39.



loathe

he honey'd cakes, I long for bread.
fmrlril.

= Byn. 1. Hate, Abhnr, Detest, etc. See hate'.

leather (!<~>'Tner),. Onewho loathe* or bhor.
loathful (loTll'ful), a. [Formerly also lolhful;

< ME. lolhl'iil (?), lalliful ; < //(/( + -//.] 1.

FuD of loathing ; abhorring; hating.

\Vhii:h when lie diil with lixtthjtdl eyes beholde.
He would no more endure.

8pen*rr, Mother Huh. Tale, I. 1818.

2. Exciting loathing or disgust; loathsome;
hateful. [Now rare.]

And Mhe/tM idlenes he (loth detest,

The eanker wormc of everie gentle hrcst.

X/fiwr, Mother Hal). Talc, 1. 784.

The surface of the upper portion of the body |of a gi-

gantic earthworm
|
shows n bright green color, of variable

Intensity, hut otherwise it in a loathful animal.

Science, IV. 420.

loathing (lo'Tiiing), . [< ME. lotliiiii/ : verbal

tin . r.] Extreme disgust : abhorrence.

A surfeit of the sweetest things

lobe

forming or dividing into lobes: the state of

being lobed.

Lobatiiiii is usually associated with semlpalmation, u
i- cll seen iii the grebes. Iii the snipe-like plmlaropes,
/oliatiiiii is present u a modllleation of a foot otherwise

quite cursorial. The most emphatic eases of lultation tn
those in which each joint of the toes has its own flap.

Couei, Key to X. A. Birds, p. 1M.

lobb (lob), n. See lob 1
.

lobber (lob'er), v. i. SameM fcqyMrV, [Local,
n. s.i

ii. [Verbal n. of tofcl, r.]

fellow. Cf. AS. loblii; n spider (see loffl); Icel.

liibbi, a shaggy long-haired dog. Cf. also loobi/.

lull/in:] I. A dull, sluggish person; a lout.

[Obsolete or archaic.]

farewell, thou lab of spirits [I'uckl ; I'll be gone.
.S'/io*.. M. X. U.,ti. 1. Hi.

But us the ill-one the honey hive doth rob,

With woorthy Iwoks so deals this Idle t,,b.

<i'l-"i'.lll'-. \ Kt-mrllllil.-mr .

This is the wonted way for quacks and cheats to gull

country ini*. /.'/-. Mate, Anti-Baal-Berith (11X p. 12.

2. The last person in a race. [Prov. Eng.]
3. Something thick and lumpish ;

a lump. 4.

A thick, soft mixture. S,.,. the quotation, and
with \$De"n7f

eompjirc loblollu. Marriage, of Witt anil Wisdoms (1579X (HattimU.)

aSSrwU^JSSafmS^^^mr^toiMtta^im lobbisht, a. [< toftl + -tofc1 .] Clownish; lub-

place until fermentation commences, when the mixture, lierish.

n. of

The deepest loathimj to the stomach brings.
Shale., M. N. 1)., 11. 2. 188.

loathingly (16 'Tiring -li), m/c. [< loathini/ +
-I!/-.} With loathing or extreme disgust or ab-

horrenei-.

loathliness (16Tn'li-ues), . [Formerly also

lotliliitfKK ; < loittltl// + -uess.] The quality of

beiug loathly; loathsomeness.

The beautie of vertue, and the deformytie an
of vice. Sir T. Elynt, The Oovernonr, iii. 24.

The more 111 savour and loathlituia we ean find in our
bosom sins, the nearer we come to the purity of that Holy
One of Israel, our Blessed Redeemer.

Up. Hall, Remains, p. 188. (Latham.)

loathly (loTH'li), a. [Formerly also lotWij;

dial, also lai/lili/, luutty; < ME. lothli, loothly,

lothlii-li, lofJtelirli, l,irlli, lodlich, etc., < AS. luthlic,

hateful. < lath, hateful, + -lie, E. -tyl.] Loath-

some; disgusting. [Archaic.]
Thou art so ImiMy and so oold also.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 248.

Her face most fowle and filthy was to see,

With squinted eyes contrarie wayes intended,
And loalttlv mouth, unmeete a mouth to be.

Speiaer, F. Q., IV. i. 27.

The lixiihlii toad out of his hole doth crawl.

I>rayton, Potyolbion, iL 185.

loathly (loTH'li), adv. [Formerly also lotlily;

< ME. "lothly, lotlly, < AS. lathlice, hatefully, <

Idttilic, hateful : see loathly, a. In def. 2, mod-

ern, < loath + -fy
2
.] 1. In a loathsome man-

ner; disgustingly.
He shal him travaile day and nl^t,
And Imlly his lx>dy dijt

Curtor Mundi, MS. Coll. Trin. Cantab, f. 4. (Hattiwett.)

So loathlu wretched a street as this same Cowgate.
The AOatttic, III. 3S8.

2. Unwillingly; reluctantly.
Private tongues, of kinsmen and allies,

Inspired with comforts, Midi/ are endured.
B. Jonmn, Sejanus, Ui. 1.

This shows that you from nature loatMy stray.
Donne.

loathness (loth'ues), u. [< ME. "lotlint'X, luitli-

ties; < loath + -ness.] The state of being loath ;

unwillingness ; reluctance.

Thof It be laifull to ladys and other les wemen,
get It ledls vnto laithnfs and vnlefe werkes.

Destruction n/ Troy (K. E. T. S.), 1. 2MB.

And the fair soul herself

Welgh'd between loathwss and obedience, at

Which end o' the beam should bow.

Shak., Tempest, ii. 1. ISO.

After they had snt about the fire, there grew a general
silence and'/.,'///i.- to speak. Bacon, Nat Hist.

loathsome (loM'sum), . [< ME. lolhmm; <

lofttJi + -gome.] Such as to cause loathing or

excite disgust; disgusting; odious; detestable.

Tho gun he her perswade to leave that lewd
And Inathmii life. Spenser, F. Q., III. x. 51.

But this mole-eyed, dragon-tailed abomination [a croco-

dile] . . . was utterly Ittathxnne.

O. W. Curtis, Nile Notes of a Howadji, xv.

-
SyH. Nauseous, nauseating, revolting, sickening, abom-

inable. hateful.

loathsomely (Umi'sum-li), adr. {< loaAson*
+ -Iii-.'] In a loathsome manner ; disgustingly.

loathsomeness (loTH'sum-nes), . [< lontli-

yiniii + -iirxx.] The quality of being loathsome.
or of exciting strong dislike or disgust.

Heede must be taken that such rules or sentences be

e.hoisl.v made, and not often vsed, least excesse breed loth-

nmMM, I'litirnhain, Arte of F.ng. Poesie, p. 197.

loathy(lo'THi), n. [<.
loath + ^y

l
. C,t.ltMitldit,a.]

Loathsome. [Obsolete or archaic.]
The loath*/ floor of liquid mud lay bare beneath the

mangrove forest. Kinyetet/, Westward Ho. p. 331.

loaves, a. Plural of toafi.
lob 1

(lob), . [Also Inbb; < ME. lobbr (in cpnip.
): perhaps < W. IM>, a dull, unwieldy

termed 1<M, may be added to the gyle in the tun.

SIMM' Encuc. Manitf., I. 402.

5. A lobworm. 6t. The pollack.
The lob alluded to in the statute of Herrings (81 Edward

III., A. I). 15S7) evidently meant this fish.

Dan, Ml..'- of Oreat Britain, I. 2M7.

7. The coalfish. 8. [< tofi 1
, r.] In cricket, a

low slow ball. 9. In latrii-teiniif!, a play by
which one of the contestants knocks the ball

over the head of his opponent into the back

part of the court Lob lle-by-the-flre. seethequo-
tation.

Lob Lie-by-the-fre the Lubfier-flend, as Milton calls him
is a rough kind of Brownie or House Elf, supposed to

haunt some north-country homesteads, where he does the

work of the farm-laliourers, for no grander wages than
"to earn his cream-bowl duly set,"

... It was said that a Lub Jjie-by-tlie-Jire once haunted
the little old Hall at Lingborongh.

lln. J. H. Ewiny, lab Lie-by-the-Fire, Int.

lob 1
(lob), i'.; pret. and pp. lobbed, ppr. lobbini/.

[< /oftl, .] I. tram. 1. To throw (a lump or

ball, etc.); toss gently or with a slow move-

ment; specifically, in lawn-tennis, to strike (the

ball) over the head of one's opponent into the

back part of the court.

Suppose . . . that firing with reduced charges is re-

quired, that shell are being lobbed from behind a para]iet

at high angles into a work.

2. To kick. HaUiwell.

Their lobbinh guard, who all night had kept themselves
awake with prating how valiant deeds they had done when

they ran away, ... awaked them.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, Iv.

lobby (lob'i), .; pi. lobbien(-iz). [< OP. 'lobii.

< ML. lobia, lobinni, laiibia, a portico, covered

way, gallery, < OHG. loiiba, lonpd, MHG. loube.

G. laube, an arbor, < OHG. lonb, MHG. lott/i, G.

laiib = E. fca/,q. v. Cf. Itxltje and lourer,from the

same source.] 1. An inclosed space surround-

ing or communicating with one or more apart-
ments, (a) A small hall or waiting-room serving as the

entrance into a principal apartment, where there is a con-

siderable space between such apartment and a portico or

vestibule ; especially, such a hall or anteroom In a theater

or adjacent to a legislative or audience chamber.

If you find him not within this month, you shall nose

him as you go up the stairs Into the IMn/.
Shak., Hamlet, Iv. 8. :.

lio, busk about, and run thyself Into the next great
man's bMy. Wycherley, Plain Dealer, Hi. 1.

(6) ymtt., an apartment immediately before the captain's

cabin.

2. Persons who occupy or resort to the lobby
or the approaches to a legislative chamber for

the purpose of transacting business with the

members, and especially of influencing their

. . official action or votes. [U. 8.]
Enqtc. Brit., XI. si .

I bby (lob'i), r.
; pret. and pp. lobbied, ppr. lob-

[Proy. Eng.] bying. [< lobby, .] I. intrant. To frequent
II. intranx. To be tossed with a slow move- fjie lobby of a legislature or other deliberative

body for the purpose of influencing the official

action of members; solicit votes from mem-
bers, whether in the lobby or elsewhere. [U. S.]

Lobbying should be made the object of incessant war
and corrective enactment, until it is driven from legisla-

tive halls. IT. A. Ret., CXL. 311.

II. tranx. To promote or carry by solicita-

tion of legislative favor or votes: as. to lobby a

measure through Congress. [U. .S.J

ment, as a cricket-ball or a shot.

Great escapes and some wounds from IcMriny round-shot

already. W. H. Rwaell, Diary in India, I. 2B.

lob'2 (lob), P.; pret. and pp. Milted, ppr. lolibin//.

[Var. of to/A] I. in trans. To hangdidown; drop
or droop.

II. traiix. To hang wearily or languidly ;
al-

low to drop or droop.
And their poor jades

Loft down their heads. Shak., Hen. V.,lv.2.47. lobbyist (lob'i-ist), n. [< lobby + -int.] One
lobar (16'bar), a. [< lobe + -ar%.] Of or per- who frequents the lobby or the precincts of a

taining to a lobe, as of the brain or lungs : as, legislature or other deliberative assembly, with

lobar emphysema.
In the cases of lobar and of iobular pneumonia that I

have examined, none of the urines have turned red.

Lancet, No. 3427, p. SSO.

the view of influencing the votes of members.

[U.S.]
But the arrangement* of the committee system have

produced and sustain the class of professional lobbi/intf,

UV.HU UJK,..!!..,..!... - * men, and women too, who make it their business to "see
'

Lobata (16-ba'ta), n. ul. [NL., ueut. pi. of lob<i- members and procure, by persuasion Importunity, or the

/ rS.1,1 .?&& 1 A Hiviai ordinal or "<> <* inducements, the passing of bills, public as well an

tux, lobed. seetlobtite.] A division, ordinal
|)rlvRte which illvolve gai,, to their promoters,

subordinal, of the class or order
those

Lobar pneumonia. See pneumonia.

Cteno/iliora, including
comb-bearing hydroids or cte-

nophorans which have a pair
of oral lobes: distinguished
from Twitiata&uA Saccate. The
l.obata are composed of such
forms as Kiirlnni>)>lni'a, Jioliim,

Milt-mill, I'liliimina, and Ocyroe.
lobate (16'bat), a. [< NL. loba-

tus, lobed, < lolxm, a lobe: see

lobe.] 1. Having a lobe or

lobes; lobated; lobose; lobed;
lobulate: as, a lobate leaf; a lo-

bdtc fin or foot; a lobate rhizo-

pod or ctenophorau. 2. Hav-
vcxiltfftra}.

mg the form of a lobe : as, a lobate part or pro-
"^

-W- " S '

.

J. Bryce, American Commonwealth, 1. 158,

lobby-member (lob'i-mem''ber), M. A lobby-

ist; one who makes a business of influencing
the action or votes of a legislature. [TJ. S.]

lob-coatt, Same as lob&irk.

Cares not a groate
For such a lab-coate.

The Wit tf a Woman (1604). (Sam. )

lobcockt (lob'kok), . [< /W&1 + eockl, used as

a diminutive.] A stupid, sluggish, inactive

person ; a lob.

Such a calfe, such an asse, such a blocke, . . . suc-li a

Inbcacltc. ffdatt, Roister bolster, III. .

lob-dotterelt (lob'dot'er-el), n. A loutish fool.

(iroothead gnat-snappers. Inb-dotterelt, gaping change-
UrquJiart, tr. of Rabelais, 1. 25.

S

7^TTT < obe,&^^ of the liver,' the po< of a leguminous plant;

elongated disk formed by the skeleton of the tin ; and the prob. also /eirif, a scale, husk, peel, Stireiv. peel
'

Integunient is continued to the basis of the fln-rays,

which thus seem tx> fringe a lobe of the integument.
Hence the tin is said to beJo&n/'1

.

Huxley, Anat.Vert,, p. 128.

Lobate foot, in ornith.
,
a bird's foot of which the toes are

separately lobed, as in the coot, phalarope, or grebe.

lobated ( 16'ba-ted), a. Same as lobate.

lobately (16'bat-li), adr. [< lobat,- + -lip.] In

liot., in such a manner as to form lobes Lobate-
ly crenate, in but., having crenatures or indentations so

deep as to form a series of small Ini ><?..

lobation (lo-bfi'shon), . [< lobate + -/'(.
|

Tlie formation of lobes; the act or process of

see lepts.J A ronnded and more or less globular

projection or part, (a) In anat., a large natural divi-

sion of an organ, as of the liver, lungs, brain, etc. ; also, the

lower soft part of the ear ; the lobule. Especially- (1) One
of several definite and considerable parts of each half of

the cerebrum, or each hemisphere of the brain, separated

superficially by certain well-marked fissures or sulci. In

ordinary language these lobes or major divisions are the

frontal, parietal, and occipital, or the fore, middle, and hind

divisions. But by carefully considering the course c,f the

three great fissures of each hemisphere, namely the Sylvian,
the Rolandic, and the parieto-occipital, we find these to de-

marcate four cerebral lobes, named frontal, parietal, tem-

parotphmoMal, and occipital; and by considering the two



lobe

main forks of the Sylvian fissure, ;i fifth loho is recogniz-

able, called the central lobe, inmla, or island of lieil. Again,
the frontal lube is sometimes regarded as two; then six

lobes are recognized by name, called pre.t'rmitril,pat(fr<mtal,

parietal, temporal, occipital, and central (the last being the

insula). These lobes only concern the topography of the

surface of the cerebrum, and are in no way related to the

fundamental segments or primitive divisions of the brain

as a whole, being all of them parts of the prosencephalon
alone. Lesser divisions of the lobes are called convolutions,

ijirres, or gyri. (2) In the cerebellum, a group or cluster of

folia demarcated by unusually deep riniuto or fissures.

C'ertain of the interfoliar crevices are so deep or so dis-

tinct as to warrant the recognition of the intervening

groups of folia or lobes.

Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, p. 125.

(o) In bot., arounded projection or division of a leaf, fruit,

or other organ of a plant, (c) In zoiil., a projection or part
which is imperfectly separated from another part : as, the

lobes of the maxilhe in insects, (d) In mach., the larger
or more prominent part of a cam-wheel. Anterior lobe
of the cerebellum, the anterosnperior lobe. Anterior

superior lobe of the cerebellum, the anterosuperior
lobe. Anterosuperior lobe of the cerebellum, the an-

terior portion of the upper surface of one or the other cere-

bellar Hemisphere, divided into the anterior and posterior
crescentic lobes. Also called quadrate or square lobe and
lobus or lobulus guadranaularis. Biventral lobe. Same
as digastric lobe of the cerebellum. Caudate lobe Of the
liver, wee caudate. Central lobe of the cerebellum,
the anterior division of the superior vermis, behind the lin-

gula and in front of the monticulus. Also called lobulus

centralis. Central lobe of the cerebrum. Same as in-

sula. -Crescentic anterior and posterior lobe, the
two divisions of the centerosuperior lobe of the cerebel-

lum. Also called lobus or lobulus lunatus anterior and lobus

or lobulus lunatus posterior. Cuneate lobe, the cuneate

gyrus, the triangular tract on the median surface of the

occipital lobe of the cerebrum bounded by the parieto.

occipital and calcarine fissures. Digastric lobe Of the
cerebellum. See cerebellum. Epigastric lobes. See

epigastric. Falciform lobe, the limbic lobe togetherwith
the lamina septilucidi ;

dentate convolution and fornix.

Frontal lobe of the carapace. See frontal. Frontal
lobe Of the cerebrum, the anterior lobe of the cerebrum

separated from the parietal by the fissure of Rolando, or

central fissure. Gastric, genital, hepatic, hypogas-
tric, intermaxillary lobe. See the adjectives. Infe-

rior posterior lobe of the cerebellum, (a) The lo-

bus semilunaris inferior, (b) The lobus semilunaris in-

ferior together with the slender lobe. Lateral lobes.
See lateral. Limbic lobe, the gyrus fornicatus and gyrus
hippocampi taken together. Marginal lobe, lobule, or

gyrus. the convolution on the median surface of the cere-

brum bounded below by the callosomarginal fissure. It

is the median portion of the superior frontal convolution
with the paracentral lobule. Occipital lobe, the pos-
terior portion of the cerebrum marked off from the parie-
tal lobe by the parieto-occipital fissure. Olfactory lobe,
that process of the cerebral hemispheres which consists of

the olfactory tract, and the olfactory bulb in which it ends.

Orbital, procephalic, etc., lobe. See the adjectives.
Parietal lobe of the cerebrum, the middle lobe of

the vault of the cerebrum, separated from the frontal by
the central fissure and marked off from the occipital by the

parieto-occipital fissure. It is divided by the intraparietal
fissure into a superior and an inferior parietal lobe. Pos-
terior superior lobe ofthe cerebellum, the posterosu-

perior lobe. Posterosuperior lobe ofthe cerebellum,
the posterior lobe of the upper surface of the cerebellum.
Also called semilunar lobe or lobus semilunaris superior.

Quadrate lobe, the anterosuperior lobe of the cerebel-

lum. Quadrate lobe of the cerebrum, that part of the
median surface of the cerebrum which lies between the

parieto-occipital fissure and the posterior part of the callo-

somarginal fissure. Also called quadrate lobule and prce-
cuneus. Semilunar lobe, the posterosuperior lobe of the

cerebellum. Slender lobe, the lobe of the under surface

of the cerebellar hemisphere which lies between the bi-

ventral lobe in frontand the inferior semilunar lobe behind.
Also called lobus or lobulus trracUis. Square lobe, the an-

terosuperior lobe of the cerebellum. Subpeduncular
lobe. Sameas/TocctrfMs, 2. Temporosphenoidal lobe,
the lobe of the cerebrum which occupies the middle cere-
bral fossa of the skull : it is separated from the frontal and
parietal lobes by the fissure of Sylvius. Also called tem-

poral lobe. Uncinate lobe, the uncinate gyrus, the an-
terior hooked extremity of the hippocampal gyrus.

lobe-berry (16b'ber"i), n. The fruit of the sea-

side grape, Coecoloba urAfera, of the West In-

dies.

lobed (lobd), a. [< lobe + -ed2.] Having a lobe
or lobes; lobate; lobose; specifically, in bot.,

said of a leaf when the division extends not
more than half-way to the middle, and either
the sinuses or lobes are rounded; in entom.,
having a single lobe or lobe-like projection.
Sometimes used, like lobate, to indicate a divi-

sion into two or more lobes Lobed Joint of an
antenna, a joint expanded laterally at the apex into a
lobe. Lobed prosternuni, a prosternum having an an-
terior rounded projection over the mouth. Lobed pro-
thorax, a prothorax having a posterior projection of the
upper surface, between the elytra, often concealing the
scutellum.

lobefoot (lob'fut), n.; pi. lobefoots or lobefeet
(-futs or -fet). A lobe-footed bird or lobiped:
as, the northern lobefoot, Lobipes hyperboreus.
See Lobipes.

lobe-footed (16b'fut"ed), a. Having lobate feet;
lobiped, as a coot, grebe, or phalarope.
lobelet (lob'let), n. [< lobe + -let.'] In anat.,

zoiil., and bot., a little lobe
; a lobule.

Lobelia (lo-be'lia), n. [NL., named after Mat-
thias de Label, a Fleming, botanist and physi-
cian to James I. of England.] 1. A genus of

3494 Lobotidae

gamopetalous plants, the type of the natural or- 2. Xaut.: (a) Water-gruel or spoon-meat,

der Lobeliacea:, distinguished by having the CO- Whole grits boyled in water till they burst andand then
VH'l /.l/i/f f tin r it

, Mir.i<jiiti,iAAu*i~% "j ~ r - e " v"- e" v" "-*- ,i,_ 1.1 u
rolla-tube split down almost to the base, without mixt with butter and so eaten with spoons, which . . .

...:i.u ! !,;!, ;= t_-,,ol^Q/1 seamen call simply by the name ottoUoUy.
a spur, and with a capsule which is two-valved

at the summit. The plants are herbs, rarely shrubby,
with alternate leaves, and irregular five-parted flowers

either axillary or in racemes. There are about 200 species,
found in all warm and temperate regions, with the excep-
tion of central and eastern Europe and western Asia. Nu-

merous species are cultivated for the beauty of their flow-

Cardtnal-flower (Lobelia cardinalis).

i. Inflorescence, a. Lower part of stem, a, flower
f

b, stamen-
tube inclosing the pistil ; c , pistil ; d, upper part of the pistil and sta-

men-tube ; e, transverse section of the fruit.

ers,which are usually blue, scarlet, or purple. L. cardinalis

is the cardinal-flower, and L. syphilitica is sometimes called

the blue cardinal-Jlower. (See cardinal-flower.) L. Dort-

seamen call simply by the
JIarkham. (Ilallmell.)

(b) Medicines collectively. Also written, erro-

neously, loplolly.

The roughness of the language used on board a man of

war where he [Dr. Johnson] passed a week on a visit to

Captain Knight, disgusted him terribly. He asked an of-

ficer what some place was called, and received for answer

that it was where the loplolly man kept his loplolly: a re-

ply he considered as disrespectful, gross and ignorant.

Mrs. Fiona, Anec., p. 285 (Boswell's Johnson, ed. Hill,

[L 378)i

loblolly-bay (lob'lol-i-ba),H. Thepopularname
of the Gordonia Lasianthus, of the natural order

Ternstrcemiacete, an elegant ornamental tree of

the southern United States. Also called tan-bay.

loblolly-boy (lob'lol-i-boi), n. Naut.. a ship-

surgeon's attendant, who compounds the medi-

cines and assists the surgeon in his duties. In

the United States navy called layman or nurse.

I ... suffered from the rude insults of the sailors and

petty officers, among whom I was known by the name of

Loblolly Boy. Smollett, Roderick Random, xxvii.

loblolly-pine (lob'lol-i-pln), n. A tree, Finns

Tceda, growing in sterile soil in the southern

Atlantic and Gulf States of North America.
It yields fuel and inferior lumber, and to a small extent

turpentine. It is also called old-field pine, and a better

variety rosemary-pine.

loblolly-sweetwood (lob'lol-i-swet"wud), .

A tree, Ktiadophyllum Jacquinii. [West Indies.]

loblolly-tree (lob'lol-i-tre), . A tree of the ge-
nus Cupania, of the natural order Sapindacea,
especially C. glabra; also a tree, Pisonia subcor-

data, of the order Nyctaginece.
lobo (16'bo), n. [Sp., a wolf, < L. lupus, a wolf:

see wolf.] A large gray wolf of the southwest-
ern United States, Canis lupus occidentals.

loboite (16'bo-it), . [Named by Berzelius after

the Chevalier Lobo da Silveira.] In mineral.,
a magnesiaii variety of vesuvianite or idocrase

occurring in Norway.
grows in the water of shallow lakes in northern Eu- Lobophora (16-bof 'd-ra). n. pi. Same as Mar-
id America, and is called water-lobelia. L. corona-

*
"^ ,;,!

manna
rope and America, aim is cant-u wor/--*ooitt. u. cvrviw

t

piMia is called buck's-horn on account of its forked leaves. *P*'
L. Krinus of the Cape of Good Hope is the common little Lobosa (to-bo'sa), n. pi. [NL,., neut. pi. of lobo-

sus, lobose : see lobose."] An order of the class

Rliizopoda, characterized by their shapeless-
ness and the constant protrusion of lobose pro-
cesses called pseudopodia; the normal amo3-
boids or lobose protozoans: contrasted with
Filosa. The order distinguishes the amoebiform
protozoans from the Radiolaria, Heliozoa, Fora-

minifera, etc.

genus iofiefta/embracing 28 genera, of which lobose (lo'bos), a. [< NL. lobosus, < lobus, a

24 belong to the tribe Lobeliea; and 4 to the lobe: see lobe.] Having many or large lobes;
tribe Cyphieie. The order includes about 540 species, specifically , of or pertaining to the Lobosa : as,

growing in nearly all but the frigid regions of the globe, the lobose protozoans.
We have lefta certain small number of independent lo-

- Gymnomyxa which it is most convenient to associate

syngenesious flowers, which ally them to the Composite.
' a separate group. Encyc. Bnt., XIX. 842.

lobeliaceous (lo-be-li-a'shius), a. Pertaining to Lobostomatinae, Lobostominae (lo-bo-sto-ma-
or resembling the Lobeliacea;. ti'ne, 16"bo-stp-mi'ne),

n.
pl.^ [NL.,<Gr. /.<>/%,

'

spreading lobelia of conservatories and gardens. L. fvlgens
and L. splendens from Mexico are conspicuous cultivated

species. The officinal lobelia formerly employed as an
emetic is L. iiiflata. It contains an acrid narcotic poison.
It is a wide-spread American species.

2. [I. c.] A plant of this genus.
Lobeliaceae (lo-be-li-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (A.
L. de Jussieu, 1811), < Lobelia + -acece.] An
order of gamopetalous plants, typified by the

'

lobeliad (lo-be'li-ad), n. [< Lobelia + -ad.]
A plant of the order Lobeliacece; used in the

plural, the order itself. Lindley.
Lobeliese (16-be-li'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Presl, 1836),
< Lobelia + -eon.] 'A tribe of plants of the nat-

ural order Lobeliacea!, characterized by an ir-

regular corolla, and having the anthers joined
in a tube about the style. They are principally
herbs with alternate leaves and the flowers axillary or Lobotes (16-bd'tez). n
growing in racemes. The group includes 24 genera, --i-j -^ ^- ^i--

found principally in tropical or subtropical climates.
The principal genus, and type of the tribe, is Lobelia.

lobeline (lo'be-lin), n. [< Lobelia + -iite?.] An
acrid poisonous principle procured from Lobelia

inflata, said to resemble nicotine,

lobe-plate (lob'plat), n. Same as sole-plate.

lobi, n. Plural of lobus.

lobiole (lo'bi-61), n. [< NL. lobiolus, dim. of

lobus, lobe : see lobe.] In bot., one of the small
lobes into which the thallus of some lichens is

divided,

lobiped (16'bi-ped), a. and n. [< NL. lobipes

(-ped-), < lobus, a lobe (see lobe), + L. pes (ped-)

lobe,+ aTopa (CTO/IUT-), mouth, + -i<8.J A sub-

family of bats of the family Phyllostomatidce,

having simple nostrils without nose-leaf, but
the chin with leaf-like appendages, and having
2 incisors in each upper and lower half-jaw,
and 2 premolars above and 3 below on each
side. There are two genera, Chilomycteris and

Mormops.
[NL. (Cuvier, 1829), so

anal, and caudal fins, likened to one 3-lobed fin
;

< Gr. Xo/3oc, a lobe : see lobe. ] The typical genus
of Lpbotina;, having bands of villiform teeth on
the jaws, and an anterior series of larger conical
teeth. L. surinatnensis is the flasher or tripletail, a large

= Gr. 7roi'c(i'o<5-) = E./oof.] I. a. Lobe-footed,
as a bird; having lobate feet.

II. . A lobe-footed bird.

Lobipes (16'bi-pez), w. [NL.: see lobiped.] l.A
genus of phalaropes of the family Scolopacidce,
whose type is the northern phalarope, Lobipets

hyperboreus; the lobefoots. Cuvier. 2. A ge-
nus of reptiles. Fiteinger, 1843.

Lobotes surinatHfnsis.

fish, 2 or 3 feet long, found in all warm seas, and north on
the Atlantic coast of the United States to Cape Cod.

Lobotidae (lo-bot'i-de), w. pi. [NL., < Lobotesnus oi reptiles, enzinger, 1843.

loblolly (lob'lol-i), . [< (oft 1 + lollyl.] If. A + -idee.] A family of sparoid fishes, typified
loutish or foolish person. by the genus Lobotes, having the vomer, pala-

tines, and tongue toothless, the profile con-

cave, the caudal fin convex, and the dorsal fin
This lob-lollie with slauering lips would be making loue.

Breton, Orimello's Fortunes, p. 9. (Davits.)



Lobotidae

continuous. Also Lnbntina;, as a subfamily of

tiiMiritltr.

lobret, " A Middle English form of lulilx r.

lobsCOUBO (lolj'skuus), //. [Also lobxnntr.ii; lii/if!-

coiiryf (the form lobtCOtlftt) simulating lob's

rniirse, 'a lubber's dish'); proli. < Inh 1
, .,4, +

si-Hum; a general uaiuo on shipboard fora stew.

Cf. loblolly, 2.] A dish made of pilot-biscuit,
stewed in water with pieces of salt meat.

This genial banquet was entirely composed of sea-

dishes; . . . the sides being furnished with a mess of that

savoury conii^itiuii known by the name of lob's course,
and a plate of salmagundy. Smollett, Peregrine i'ickle, is.

lobsided (lob'si'ded), a. Same as lopsided.

lobspound, lob's pound (lobz' pound), n. A
pound for lobs or louts; a prison. "The term is

atill in use, and Is often applied to the juvenile prison
made for a child between the feet of a grown-up person."
llalliwell.

He was the party
Found in Lob's pound.

Massinger, Duke of Milan, ill. 2.

Crowdero, whom, in irons bound,
Thou basely threw'st into Lob'* pound.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. ill. 910.

lobster (lob'ster), n. [Early mod. E. also lob-

star, lopster; < ME. lopstere, loppester, loppi-

ster, a lobster, a stoat, < AS. loppcstrc, lopustre,

lopyxtrc, a lobster; cf. lopu.it, a locust, for "lo-

cust, < L. locusta, a shell-fish, lobster, also a
locust: see locust1

.'] 1. A marine, stalk-eyed,

long-tailed, ten-footed crustacean of the sub-
class Podophthalmu or Thoracostraca, order

Decapoda, suborder Macrura, family Hmnarida',
and genus Homarus, such as H. vulgaris of Eu-

rope or If. americanus of the Atlantic coast of
North America. The lobster has two pairs of feelers,
one pair short, the other remarkably long. The mouth-
parts are modified legs, as in all crustaceans and other ar-

thropods. The first pair of ambulatory legs are enor-

mously and unsynunetrically enlarged and chelate, being
the great so-called "claws." The other four pairs of legs
aru smaller and more strictly ambulatorlal, ending in

American Lobster ( ttomartts amfric,

simple pincers or single hooks. The cephalothorax is a

large soldered carapace. The abdomen or tail is long,
jointed, and flexible, consisting of hard rings or segments
on top and at the sides, and of a soft but tough membrane
underneath, which bears the pletopods, swimmerets, or

swimming-feet ; it ends in a set of shelly plates, the tel-

son, spreading like a fan, used in swimming. The hairy
flaps or processes attached to the roots of the walking-
legs are the gills or breathing-organs. The female carries
masses of eggs (the coral or berry) under the abdomen.
The most fleshy parts arc the muscles of the great claws
and of the tail. The eyes are mounted on short movable
stalks, the ophthalmites. Lobsters are carnivorous and
predatory. They live chiefly on rocky sea-coasts. They
molt or cast their shell periodically. The natural color is

variously greenish, bluish, livid, etc. ; the familiar bright-
red color is duo to boiling. The flesh is savory, and the

lobster-industry is one of high economic importance.

Finallie of the legged kinde we have not manie, neither
haue I seene anie more of this sort than the Polypus called
in English the lobstar, craflsh or crenis, and the crab.

Harrison, quoted in Babee Book (E. E. T. S.), ii. 97.

2. One of several other crustaceans resembling
the above. The Norway lobster is ffephrops nonegicus,
of the family Homarida. Various crawfishes of the fam-
ily Astafida are sometimes called fresh-ujater lobstert. A
related marine crustacean of the family Palinuridce, Pali-
ntirus vttlparix, the sea-crawfish, is known as the spring
lobster, rock lobster, and spiny lobster.

3. The common sole, Solea vult/aris. [Prov,
Eng.] 4. A stoat. [Prov. Eng.] 5. A Brit-
ish soldier: probably so called originally in al-
lusion to his cuirass, but the name is now gen-
erally supposed to refer to his red coat.

The women . . . exclaim against lobsters and tatterde-
malions, and d.-fy 'em to prove 'twas ever known in any
age or country in the world that a red-coat died for religion.

Tom Brown, Works, I. 73. (Davits.)

Bermuda lobster, a kind of shrimp, Palinurut atncri-
caims. It is used for bait. Berry lobster, a female lobster

carrying spawn. Such lobsters are notlegallymarketable.
and should be returned to the water when taken. -Black
lobster, a lobster whose shell Is black, or at least darker
than usual. This animal is always in good condition, with
a very hanl shell, and is preferred to those lighter-colored
ones which have more recently shed their shells. Chick-
en or grasshopper lobster, an undersized lobster, too

UN
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small to be legally marketable. The laws of some States

prohibit the sale of lobsters under 10 inches long. Nor-
way lobster, the Sfiihropt norngieu*. Sec A'vAropt
Spanish lobster, Scyllarus ayfuinoctiali*, used as bait in

the Bermudas. -Spiny lobster. Scedef. 2. Stone-lob-
Bter, the short armed hermit-crab, Kupagv.ru! poUiearii:
so called by fishermen.

lobster-car (lob'ster-kiir), n. A box or frame
in which lobsters are kept alive under water

awaiting sale or transport.
lobster-chum (lob'ster-chum), n. Refuse of

lobsters, used for manure.
lobster-claws (lob'ster-klaz),H. Acommon ma-
rine alga, Polijxiphonia elongata: so called from
the long, cartilaginous, nearly iiaked branches,
which bear tufts of filaments at the apex some-
what resembling the claws of the lobster.

lobster-crawl (lob'ster-kral), . A place where
lobsters crawl and may be caught; a fishing-

ground for lobsters.

lobstering (lob'ster-ing), n. [< lobster + -ing.~\

The taking of lobsters.

In many regions the men engage in lobstering only when
other fisheries, which are more profitable to them, cannot
be carried on. Fisheries ofU. S..V.IL eS.

lobsterizet, v. i. [< lobster + -ire.] To move
backward, as a lobster is popularly supposed
to do

;
crawfish.

Thou [Joshua] makest Riuers the most deafly deep
To lobstarize (back to their source to creep) ;

Walls giue thee way.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Captainee.

lobster-louse (lob'ster-lous), n. A parasite of
the lobster, Nieothoe antaci, a siphonostomous
crustacean of the family Ergasilidae. See JVi-

cothoe.

lobsterman (lob'ster-man), .
; pi. lobstermen

(-men). One who catches lobsters.

Some of the lobstermen, who are also boat fishermen,
save the heads of the fish in cleaning their catch to use as
bait Fisheries of U. S., V. U. 675.

lobster-moth (Iob'ster-m6th), n. A common
European moth, Stauropus fagi : so called from
the grotesque shape of the caterpillar. See

Stauropus.
lobster-pot (lob'ster-pot), n. A pot or trap for
lobsters. There are many patterns. The common house-

pot is made of laths. The hand-pot Is a circular iron hoop,
as large as a hogshead-hoop, having under it a net and
over it wooden bows, with bait hung in the middle. It has
often taken six or eight lobsters at once.

lobster-tail (lob'ster-tal), n. Any piece of ar-

mor made d queue d'ecrevisse. See crevissc.

The long lobster-tails which replaced the waist-piece and
the tassettes.

Demmin, Arms and Armor (tr. by C. C. Black), p. 219.

lobster-tailed (lob'ster-tald), a. Resembling
the shell of the lobster's tail:

applied especially
to armor composed of overlapping and sliding

plates.
lobtail (lob'tal), . i. [Also loptail;

< /oftl +
tail.} To sport or play, as a whale, by raising
the flukes out of water and bringing them down
again flat. [Sailors' slang.]
lobular (lobViar). [< ' 6 ' + -''2-] 1-

Having the form of a lobule or small lobe.

2. Of or pertaining to lobules: as, a lobular

vein Lobular bronchial tube, a bronchial tube
which has been reduced to about one millimeter in di-

ameter, and whose walls have begun to be set here and
there with air-cells, but are not yet completely covered.
It passes on into the alveolar passage. Also called respira-

tory bronchial tube. Lobular pneumonia. Same as

bronchopneumonia.

Lobularia (lob-u-la'ri-a), . [NL., < lobulut, a
lobule: see lobule.] Same as Alcyonium. La-
marck, 1816.

lobulate(lob'u-lat),rt. [< lobule + -tel.] Con-

sisting of lobules or small lobes; having small
lobed divisions.

lobulated (lob'u-la-ted), a. [< lobulate + -edV.~\

Same as lobulate.

lobulation (lob-u-la'shon), n. [< lobule +
-ation.} The formation of lobules; division into

lobules : as, lobulation of the kidneys.
lobule (lob'ul), n. [= F. lobule = Sp. lobitlo =
Pg. It. lobulo, < NL. Ibbulus, dim. of lobus, a lobe:

see lobe.} A little lobe; especially, one of the
lesser divisions of the surface of the brain ; a

gvrus or convolution of the cerebrum, or a
cluster of such gyri, of which there are several
in each lobe, separated from one another by
those lesser sulci or fissures which are called

intralobular Cuneate lobule, the cuneus. Fusi-
form lobule of the cerebrum, the subcollateral gyre.

Lingual lobule of the cerebrum, the suhcalcarine gyre.
Lobule of the corpus striatum, lobule of the Syl-

vlan fissure. Same as imnila. Lobule of the ear. the
soft fleshy flap or lobe depending from the lower part 01 the
external ear, highly characteristic of the human species.
Faracentral lobule, the posterior part of the marginal
gyrus about the upper extremity of the central fissure. It

local

U more or less distinctly marked oR from the parts In front

bjr
a Blight nature. Pneumogastrtc lobule, same u

'

.>.inli (-li). [NL.,dim.
of lobus, a lobe: see lobe. Ct. lobule. ] 1. luanut.,
any small lobe or lobe-like structure

;
a lobule.

2. In cntom., one of the rounded and <jiiit'

distinct segments of the base of the wing in tho

dipterous family Muscular and in some liynn-
nopterous insects. Lobulus caudatua, the tailed
lobe of the liver, connecting the rinht lobe with the Spi-
gelian lobe. Lobulus centralls, tin- Mini lobule or
lobe. See central. Lobulus cuneatua, the wedge-shaped
lobule of the brain, a mans of convolutions between the cal-

carlne Assure and the paricto-occipital Unsure. Lobulus
cuneiformls, the digastric lobe. Lobulus graeills, the
slender lobe. Lobulus lunatua, the iTencentlc lobe.

LobulUB paracentralis. See paracentral lobule, under
lobule. Lobulus prsecuneus. Same as liihnlti* quadra-
tut (a). Lobulus quadrangularis. See anttrorvperior
lobe, under lobe. Lobulus quadratus. (a) Of the brain, a
mass of cerebral convolutions, approaching a square form,
between the callosomarglnal and the parieto-occipltal fis-

sure. (ft) See anterosuperior lube of the cerebellum, under
lube, (c) Of the liver, the square lobe of the liver on the
under surface, between the fissure for the gall-bladder
and the umbilical fissure. Lobulus semilunaris in-
ferior. See lobus HemUtinaris inferior, under lobus. Lo-
bulus semilunaria superior. See ptmterosuperior lobe,
under lube, Lobulus Spigelii, the gpigelian lobe of the

liver, at the back part of the under surface of the right
lobe, between the fissure for the vena cava and that for
the ductus venosus. Lobulus triangularls, the cuneus.
Lobulus vaglf tne flocculus.

lobus (lo'bus), w. ; pi. lobi (-bi). [NL.,< Gr. fopof,
a lobe: gee lobe.] In anat. and zool., a lobe.
Lobus biventer, lobus cuneiformls. Same as digattric
lobe of the cerebellum (which see, under cerebellum). Lo-
bus contrails, (a) 1 he insula. (6) See central lobe a/ the

<*reieUwm,underM. Lobus falcifonnls. See/nfciform
lobe, under lobe. Lobus gracills. Sec slender lobe, under
lobe. Lobus llmblcus. See limbic lobe, under lobe.

Lobus lunatus anterior. See crescerttic anterior and
posterior lobe, under lobe. Lobug lunatus posterior.
See crescentic anterior and posterior lobe, under lobe. Lo-
bUS olfactorius. See olfactory lobe, under lobe. Lobus
paracentralis. See paracentral lobule, under lobule.

Lobus parietalia superior and inferior. See parietal
lobe, under lobe. Lobus quadrangularis. See antero-

superior lobe, under lobe. Lobus quadratus. See quad-
rate lobe, under lobe. Lobus semilunaris inferior, the

posterior lobe on the under surface of the cerebellar hemi-
spheres, lying behind the slender lobe. Lobus semilu-
naris superior. See posterosuperior lobe, under lobe.

lobworm (lob'werm), . [< ME. */6iryrie(see
quot.); < lob1 + worm.'} The lugworm. Also
lob.

Loburyone [read lobwyrme], Wake or wyghte snayle, 11-

max. Prompt. Pan., p. 310.

lobyt, . and a. A Middle English form of

local (16'kal), a. and n. [< F. local = Sp. Pg.
local = It. locale, < LL. localis, belonging to a
place, < L. locus, a place : see locus.] I. a. 1.

Relating to place or position in space; of or

pertaining to situation or locality in general.
2. Of or pertaining to a particular place ; re-

lating to a particular place or to particular
places, generally implying more than mere po-
sition or situation : as, local considerations; lo-

cal knowledge ;
a local newspaper; a local item

in a newspaper; also, limited to a certain spot
or region; circumscribed: as, local laws, cus-

toms, or prejudices ;
a local disease or remedy.

The poet's eye, In a fine frenzy rolling,
Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven,
And as imagination bodies forth
The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen
Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothing
A local habitation and a name. Shot., M. K. !>., v. 1. 17.

The spiritual force of Protestantism was a mere local

militia, which might be useful in case of an invasion, but
could not be sent abroad.

Macaulay, Von Ranke's Hist of Popes.

Plants with sweet-scented flowers are, for the most part,
more intensely local, More fastidious and Idiosyncratic,
than those without perfume.

J. Burroughs, Note* of a Walker.

3. In gram., relating to place or situation: as,
a local adverb (as here, there, etc.). 4. In

math., relating to or concerning a locus. Chose
local. See cA<w2 Local action, (a) In elect., the elec-

trical action which is set up between different parts of
a non-homogeneous plate of conducting material when it

is immersed in an electrolyte, (b) In law, an action which
must be brought in the particular countrywhere the cause
of action arose, such as an action to recover lands.

Local affection, in med., a disease or ailment confined
to a particular part or organ, and not directly affecting
the system. Local allegiance. See allegiance, 1.

Local anemia. See anemia. Local asphyxia. Same
as Raynaud's disease (which see, under disease). Local
attraction, (a) In magnetism, attraction causing a com-

pass-needle to deviate from its proper direction, exerted

by objects in its immediate neighborhood, especially on

shipboard. (6) In attron., attraction due to irregulari-
ties in the density or form of the earth's crust, which
causes gravity at a station to deviate from its normal
direction. Local authority, in the English law of mu-
nicipal corporations, a class of boards of trustees, com-
missioners, etc., having the supervision of some distinct

department of municipal regulation, such as burial, sanita-
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tion, police, etc. Local board, a board of officers whose

powers are local ;
more specifically, in Kwj. law, a hoard of

otlicere elected by the rate-payers of adistrict to administer

some part of the local all'airs therein. Local chancre.
same as chancraul. Local Circuit, hi teleg., a circuit

in a telegraph-station containing the recording or other

receiving instrument and a battery, and also a delicate re-

lay operated by the line-current, by means of which the

signals are repeated in the local circuit, the recorder or

sounder being operated by the battery in that circuit.

Local-circuit battery, a battery used in a local circuit.

Local color. See color. Local court, a court whose

jurisdiction is territorially limitedto a comparatively small

district, such as a single county, city, or town. Local
currents, currents due to local action ; also, in teleg.,

currents in a local circuit. Local degree, equation.
See the nouns. Local government, the regulation and
administration of the local affairs of a city or district by
the people of it, as distinguished from such regulation and
administration by authority of the state or nation at large.

Local Government Act. (a) An English statute of 18SS

(21 and 22 Viet., c. 98), relating to the public health and

sanitary control, whose provisions take effect in particular

places only when the act is adopted by the local authori-

ties. It has been frequently amended. (6) An English statute

of 1888 (51 and 52 Viet ,
c. 41X initiating a system for the local

self-government of the various counties of England and
Wales (or in some cases divisions of a countyX and of alargc
number of boroughs (and in the case of London of a district

consisting of parts of three counties), and organizing in

each a government under the control of its people, for

municipal purposes. Its chief feature is the transfer

from departments of the imperial government, to a county
council in each, of the regulation of local affairs, such as

highways, health, education, etc. Local Government
Board, a department of the English government under
the act of Parliament of August, 1871 (34 and 35 Viet., c.

70X having supervision of the laws relating to the pub-
lic health, the relief of the poor, registration of births,

etc., and other matters of local government, including

(under 35 and 36 Viet., c. 79) highways and turnpikes.
Local immunity. See immunity, 3. Local improve-
ments, improvements by public works, such as bridges,

parks, etc., which benefit chiefly a particular locality
rather than the state at large. Local law. See statute.

Local legislation, local statute, such legislation or
statute as is in terms applicable not to the state at large,
but only to some district or locality and to the people
therein. See legislation Local motion, motion in the

ordinary sense of change of place ; locomotion, as opposed
to augmentation, diminution, and deformation. Local
option, the determination by vote of the people of a town
or other minor political community as to whether or not

any licenses to sell intoxicating liquors shall be granted :

a principle of law established in some of the United States

and advocated in others. The principle has also obtained

recognition in England. Local preacher, (a) In the
Meth. Epis. Cft., one who is licensed to preach within a cer-

tain district, generally as an assistant to the pastor and as

a candidate for ordination. (/<} In England, a dissenting
clergyman who preaches at different places. Halliwell.

Local probability, a branch of mathematics which con-
siders the mean values of geometrical magnitudes con-

forming to certain conditions, and the like. For example,
it is a proposition in local probability that if three points
are taken at random within a triangle, the mean of the
small triangle will be one twelfth that of the large one.

Local problem, a problem in which the thing sought is a

geometrical locus. Local proposition, in loyic, a propo-
sition consisting of two clauses united by a local adverb:

as, "Where there is smoke there is flre." Local sign, in

psychol., something which is supposed to distinguish the

impressions made upon one nerve-termination from those
made upon another, and which serves especially to ren-
der possible, or to facilitate, the perception of objects aa
extended in space. The theory of local signs was pro-
pounded by H. Lotze. See the quotation.

Every impression of color for example, red produces
on all places of the retina which it reaches the same sen-
sation of redness. In addition to this, however, it pro-
duces on each of these different places, A, B. C, a certain

accessory impression, a, b, c, which is independent of the
nature of the color seen, and dependent merely on the
nature of the place excited. This second local impression
would therefore be associated with every impression of
color r, in such manner that ra signifies a red that acts
on the point A, rb signifies the same red in case it acts
on the point B. These associated accessory impressions
would, accordingly, render for the soul the clue by follow-

ing which it transposes the same red, now to one, now to
another spot, or simultaneously to different spots in the
space intuited by it. ... The foregoing is the theory of
local signs. Lotze, Short Psychology (trans.).

Local space, an extended volume : opposed to a space
of time. Local time, time reckoned from the instant of
transit of the mean sun (or, in the case of sidereal time, of
the first point of Aries) over the local meridian. Local
value, the value pertaining to the place of a digit in the
ordinary system of arithmetic.

H. . 1. A local item in a newspaper. [U.S.]
2. In teleg.: (a) A local-circuit battery. (b)

The circuit itself, including everything belong-
ing to the current in an office or station except
the line-wire and the instruments included in
the line-circuit.

locale (16-kal'), n. [< F. local, a locality: see
local. The spelling is false, appa?. in simula-
tion of morale.'] A place, spot, or locality ; spe-
cifically, a site or scene, considered with refer-
ence to circumstances connected with it.

But no matter lay
The locale where you may ;

And where it is no one exactly can say.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 227.

localisation, localise. See localisation, localize.

localism (16'kal-izm), . [< local + -ism.'] 1.
The state or condition of being local or local-
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ized; limitation to a place or to a locality; also,

the influence exerted by a locality.

Some occult law of localism by which associated forms
often become impressed with mutual resemblances.

Nature, XXX. 228.

2. Attachment to a locality, or a peculiar lim-

ited phase of thought or feeling growing out of

such attachment; provincialism; in general, any
product of local influences: as, the localism of

one's views or affections.

Congress is simply an aggregate seething and struggling
of a great number of localisms rarely or never losing
themselves in the stream of national or patriotic feeling.

S. Bowles, in Merriam, II. 428.

3. A mode of speaking or acting peculiar to a

place; a local idiom, phrase, or custom.

localistic (16-ka-lis'tik), a. [< local + -istic.~]

1. Relating or" pertaining to localization ;
of

localized character or quality.

The confirmation of the localistic theory of cholera . . .

can no longer be put in question. Pop. Sci. Mo., XX. 336.

2. Having the character of localism or a local-

ism.

locality (lo-kal'i-ti), n.
; pi. localities (-tiz). [=

F. localite = Sp!'localidad = Pg. localidade = It.

localita, < LL. localita(t-)s, locality (as a quality
of bodies), < localis, belonging to a place : see

local.] 1. The condition of being in a place;

position or situation in general ;
the immediate

relation of an object to a place.
Fond Fancy's eye,

That inly gives locality and form
To what she prizes best.

W. Mason, English Garden, iii.

2. Any part of space; a situation; position;

particularly, a geographical place or situation:

as, a healthy locality ; the locality of a mineral,
plant, or animal. Compare habitat, 2.

My first rambles, moreover, had a peculiar charm, which
knowledge of locality has since taken away.

Howetti, Venetian Life, ii.

3. Legal restriction as to place or location.

4. In phren., the faculty to which is ascribed
the power of remembering the details of places
and the location of objects. Absolute locality,
that which belongs to a body irrespective of the locality
of any other body. Decree of locality. See decree.

Locality Of a widow, in Scots law, the lands life-rented

by a widow under her contract of marriage. Relative
or respective locality, the spatial relations of a body to
other bodies.

localizable (16'kal-I-za-bl), a. [< localize +
-flftfe.] Capable of being localized, located, or
fixed in or referred to a place.
The feelings classed as emotions, which are not, localiza-

ble in the bodily framework.
H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, p. 78.

localization (lo'kal-i-za'shon), n. [< localize

+ -ation.~] 1 . The"act of localizing, or the state
of being localized.

The contrast as to the centralization or localization of
administrative power . . . between England and other
civilized countries. Sir E. Creasy, Eng. Const., p. 332.

Specifically 2. The reference, in perception,
of a sensation to some part of the body (as the

place where it originates), or to some point in

space outside of the body (as a quality of a

perceived object).

Perception as a psychological term has received various,
though related, meanings for different writers. It -is

sometimes used for the recognition of a sensation or
movement as distinct from its mere presentation, and
thus is said to imply the more or less definite revival of
certain residua or re-presentations of past experience
which resembled the present. More frequently it is used
as the equivalent of what has been otherwise called the
"
localization and projection

"
of sensations that is to

say, a sensation presented either as an affection of some
part of our own body regarded as extended or as a state of
some foreign body beyond it.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 52.

Also spelled localisation.
Localization of cerebral functions, the existence of

peculiarly close relations between the functions of the
various peripheral nerves and certain limited areas of the
cerebral cortex, so that the removal of one of these areas
will involve the abolition of the voluntary control of the
efferent nerves of a certain part, or, if sensory nerves are
concerned, will preclude sensation from following their
stimulation. On the other hand, stimulation of these
same areas will give rise to a sensation as if in the part,
or to definite muscular actions in the part,

localize (16'kal-Iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. local-

ized, ppr. localizing. [< local + -fee.] 1. To
make local; fix in, or assign to or restrict to,
a particular place; determine the locality or
limit the extent of.

Thus everywhere to truth Tradition clings,
Or Fancy localizes Powers we love.

Wordsworth, Fancy and Tradition.

Specifically 2. To refer (a sensation) in per-
ception to some point of the body or to some

locator

point in space outside of the body. See local-

ization, 2.

If we turn away our eyes, we cease to see the flame at

which we have been looking, but the after-image remains

and is projected upon the wall, and continues still local-

ized in the dark field of sight even if we close our eyes

altogether. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 59.

Also spelled localise.

localizer (16'kal-I-z6r), n. [< localize + -er.~] A
small coil of definite resistance placed at each

station of an electric fire-alarm system, which
is brought into the circuit when the alarm is

given, thus enabling the observer at the receiv-

ing-station to know the locality from which the

alarm is sent.

locally (16'kal-i), adv. With respect to place ;

in place: as" to be locally separated or distant.

locate (16'kat), v.\ pret. and pp. located, ppr. lo-

cating. [< L. locatus, pp. of locare, place, put.

set, let, etc., < locus, a place : see local. Cf.

allocate, allow1
, collocation, etc.] I. trans. 1.

To fix in a place; establish in a particular

spot or position; place; settle: as, to locate

one's self in a certain town or street.

She was already "of a certain age," and. despairing of a

lover, accepted the good old country squire, and was lo-

cated for the rest of her life as mistress of Lonstead Ab-

bey. Farrar, Julian Home, p. 55.

2. To fix the place of; determine the situation

or limits of: as, to locate the. site of a building;
to locate a tract of public land by surveying it

and denning its boundaries; to locate a land-

claim
;
to locate (lay out) the line of a railroad.

[Chiefly U. S.]
That your Majesty would grant to his petitioners, . . .

by the name of the Mississippi Company, 2,500,000 acres
of land ... to be located between the thirty-eighth and

forty-second degree of north latitude.
Arthur Lee, Petition to King in Council (1768). (Bartlett.)

II. intrans. To reside
; place one's self or be

placed ; adopt or form a fixed residence.

Beneath whatever roof they locate, they disturb the

peace of mind and happiness of some confiding female.

Dickens, Pickwick, rviii.

location (lo-ka'shon), n. [= F. location = Sp.
locacion = Pg. Ipc'aqao

= It. locaeione, < L. lo-

catio(n-), a placing, < locare, pp. locatus, place :

see located] 1. The act of placing or settling:

as, the location of settlers in a new country.
2. Situation with respect to place ; place.
To say that the world is somewhere means no more than

that it does exist ; this, though a phrase borrowed from

place, signifying only its existence, not location. Locke.

3. The act of fixing by survey, or otherwise de-

termining, the site or bounds of a piece or tract

of land (as under a claim for a specified quan-
tity of public land), laying out the line of a
railroad or canal, or the like. [Chiefly U. 'S.]

4. That which is located; a tract of land with
boundaries designated or marked out. [U. S.]

A location is held to be that quantity of mining ground
which one person may legally acquire by location, in one
body. Shinn, Land Laws of Mining Districts, p. 51.

An odd corner of a great township such as they measure
off in these wilds, where they take in, with some eligible
locations of Intervale land, miles also of pathless forest.

Mrs. Whitney, Leslie Goldthwaite, vi.

5. In civil law, a leasing on rent Contract of
location, a contract of hiring either of the use of a chattel
or of services in respect to a chattel, the possession of the
chattel being in either case transferred for the purpose.
Where the possession and use of the thing is hired, the
contract is called locatio rei or locatio- conductio rei. Where
the possession is transferred to one whose service in respect
to trie thing is hired, as where goods are delivered to a

carrier, the contract is called locatio operorum or locatio

operis mercium vehendarttm; or, if the service involves a re-

sulting change in the thing, as where cloth is delivered to
a tailor to make a garment, locatio operis faciendi. De-
finitive location. See definitive.

locative (lok'a-tiv), a. and u. [= OF. locatif,
< ML. locativus, < L. locare, place: see locate.]
I. a. 1. Ingram., indicating place, or the place
where or wherein : as, a locative adjective; a
locative case. 2. In anat. and zool., serving to
locate or to indicate location or relative situa-
tion in a series. Thus, the name metencephalon
or midbrain is locative of the part between ex-
tremes of a series.

The advantages of locative names.
Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, VIII. 517.

II. n. In gram., a case-form indicating loca-

tion, as existing in the original Indo-European
or Aryan language, and preserved in some of
its descendants, especially the Sanskrit, in Latin
and Greek it is not ordinarily recognized as a separate
case, but is found in a number of isolated examples, and
'n the former language in the established use of certain
case-forms (generally called genitives and ablatives) of
names of placeF . Locative absolute. See absolute,
a., 11.

locator (16'ka-tor), n. [< L. locator, one who
lets, an undertaker, < locare, pp. locatus, place,



locator

let: see locate.] 1. One who locates land, or

who settles upon land by cluim of right or legal

possession. [U. 8.]

Ilere no locator encronclwa upon hin iK'inhtmr'B claim.
Tlie Crnlury, XXV. 586.

2. In In a-, the lihvr in a contract of location.

loc. cit. An abbreviation of the Latin /<<. at-

tato, 'in the place (already) cited.' Sometimes
further abbreviated t. c.

locellate (lo-sel'at), a. [<. <Vv7/x + -ate1 .]
Divided into locelli.

locellus (lo-sel'ns), U.
; pi. locrlli (-1). [L., a

little place, a compartment, dim. of locitlits, a
little place: see loculuM.] In hot., & secondary
cell, forming a subdivision of a loculus, whe-
ther in an anther or a seed-vessel.

loch1
(loch), U. [< Gael, loch, a lake: see lake1

.']

In Scotland, a lake in the general sense, or a
lake-like body of water, as one of the narrow
or partially landlocked arras of the sea, espe-
cially on the west coast, resembling the Nor-

wegian fiords. In Ireland usually lough.
One burnish d sheet of living gold,
Loch Katrine lay beneath him roll'd.

Scott, L. of the L., L 14.

Kingsbnrgh conducted us in his boat across one of the

Inchs, as they call them, or arms of the sea, which flow in

upon all the coasts of .Sky. Born-ell, Journal, p. 244.

loch2 (lok), . [Also lohoch ; = F. lok, looch,
look = Sp. loog = Pg. looch = It. loc, locco, <

Ar. lo'oq, an electuary, a lincture, < la'aq, lick.]
A lincture.

Lochaber ax. A battle-ax having a long han-
dle or staff, used by the Scottish Highlanders.
In the typical form the blade is narrow, but of great length
in tile direction of the shaft, and projects beyond the end
of the shaft either in a long point or with a hook.

lochan (loch'an), n. [< Gael, lochan, dim. of

loch, a lake: see loch 1
.] A small loch; a pond.

[Scotch.]
A pond or lochan, rather than a lake. //. Miller.

loche, n. An obsolete or archaic spelling of

loach.

Lochia1
(lo'ki-a or lo-kl'S), n. [< Gr. A.oxla, also

\oxeia, an epitnetof Artemis, fern. of /W;t>f,also
Xo,Yrioc, belonging to childbirth, from Wfof, a

lying-in, childbirth (also an ambush, etc.: see

Lochites), < teyeiv, lay, mid. lie: see lie1
.'] 1.

In Gr. myth., a surname of the goddess Artemis
(Diana), as the protectress of women in child-

birth. 2. [NL.] A genua of noctuid motha
of the subfamily Cotmtinte, based upon the
Australian L. apicalis. Walker, 1865.

lochia- (lo'ki-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. Mxta, evac-
uations following childbirth, neut. pi. of U^iof ,

belonging to childbirth: see Lochia1
.'] Inmed.,

the evacuations from the womb and vagina
which follow childbirth.

locblal (16'ki-al), a. [< locMift + -al.] Of or

pertaining to the lochia.

Lochites (lo-ki'tez), . [NL. (Foerster, 1856),
< Gr. '/axiTii;, a fellow-soldier, a comrade, one
of the same company, <. lAxf, a company, band
of troops, prop, a party in ambush, lit. a lying
in wait, an ambush : see Lochia 1

.] 1. A genus
of parasitic Hymenoptera, of the chalcid sub-

family Tnryni in<e. The species are parasitic upon gall-

making Cynipidte. Only European species have been de-

scribed, although the genus is also represented in North
America.

2. A genus of South American thainnophiline
birds. Cabanis and Heine, 1857. Also called
Nisius. 3. A genus of robber-flies of the fam-
ily .[siliiln: Nchiner, 1866.

loch-moulinet (lok'mo-li-na'), H. A form of
electric log in which a telephone is substituted
for the indicator, and a species of mill-wheel
for the screw. See electric loq, under log%.

loci, . Plural of locus.

lock 1
(lok), . [< ME. lok (pi. lokkes), < AS. loc,

a bolt, bar, fastening, inclosure, fold, close, end-
ing. = OFries. /ofc= MLG. lok=OHG. loh, MHG.
Infh, an inclosure, prison, dungeon, concealed
place, hole, aperture, G. loch, a dungeon, a hole,
aperture, = Icel. lok, a cover, lid, a locker, an
end, conclusion, = Sw. loci' = Dan. Inag. a lid,

= Goth. "Ink, in comp. iwliik, an opening; cf.

ME. lake, < AS. loan, m., a bolt, bar, inclosure,= OD. loke = Icel. lokii, a lock, latch, fasten-

ing; from the orig. strong verb, AS. irn-nn

(pp. locen), etc., close, lock: see lock1
, t:] 1.

Anything that fastens something else; spe-
cifically, an appliance for securing in position
a door, gate, window, drawer, lid, etc., when
closed, by means of a key, or of some secret
contrivance requiring manipulation by one to
whom it is known

; hence, any device that pre-
vents movement. The essential parts of an ordinary
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lock are a bolt, wards, tumbler, and a spring. The bolt
is a bar which slides or ditches in an opening made to

receive it. The spring serves to
maintain the bolt in one of two
)x>sitions that is, either extend
ed or retracted corresponding
t'i locking and unlocking. The
wards are strips of metal placed
within the lock and designed to
obstruct the passage of all keys
except the one fitted to tin in

The tumbler is a pivoted bar, or
other device, used to hold Un-
bolt In one position,and int<ill
to render it difficult to operate
the lock except by the right key.
Locks are made in a great variety
of stylesand shapes,and for many

Tumbler-lock.
I tic lwlt has two square

notches, a, >i. in it-. HJIIKT
cdtfc ; f>, tumbler, pivoteu at
one end, and havmif a

pro-
jc. titij,'stiinn),r,atthcotner,

h falls into one of the
. . . ....tches, according to the

din"emit posit ions and uses. The position of the bolt,

security of locks In general de-

pends on the number of impediments or wards that are

interposed between the key and the bolt which secures
the door.

A cap-case for your llnnen and your plate,
With a strange lock, that opens with Amen.

Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, v.

2. A forelock; a cotter or key. E. H. Kni</lit.

3. In firearms, a piece of mechanism which

explodes the charge. This is effected either by strik-

ing a sharp blow which explodes a fulminating powder or
strikes sparks from a flint, etc., or by communicating fire

directly to the priming, as in the old match-lock.

4. A form of brake or drag for the wheels of a

vehicle, used to prevent them from turning in

descending steep hills; a lock-chain or skid-
chain. 5. The swerving to the right or left of

the fore-carriage, deviating from the line of di-

rection of the hind wheels and the trend of the

carriages proper. It is called the tiaic or gee
lock respectively, according as it is to the left

or right of the driver. E. H. Knight. 6. In

plastering, the projection of the plaster, cement,
etc., behind the laths, which serves to prevent
it from scaling off. 7. A place shut in or lock-
ed up ;

an inclosure ; a lockup.
Shuts up th' unwieldy centaur in the lock. Dryden.

8. A barrier to confine the water of a stream or

canal; an inclosure in a canal, with gates at
each end, used in raising or lowering boats as

they pass from one level to another, when a ves-
sel is descending, water Is let into the chamber of the lock
till it Is on a level with the higher water, and thus permits
the vessel to enter ; the uppergates are then closed, and, the
lower gates being gradually opened, the water in the lock
falls to the level of the low water, and the vessel passes out.
In ascending, the operation is reversed. See cut under
canal-lock.

9. A fastening together; a closing of one thing
upon another

;
a state of being fixed or immov-

able
; also, a grapple in wrestling; a hug.

All Alhemarle Street closed by a lock of carriages.
De Quincey.

They must be practised in all the locks and gripes of

wrestling, as neea may often be in fight to tug or grapple,
and to close. Hilton, Education.

Bramah lock [named from its Inventor, Joseph Bramah
of London (1749-1814)], a form of bank -lock. Its chief char-
acteristic is a series of sliding tumblers, notched at dif-

ferent parts of their length, the raising of which by a key
having a bit shaped In correspondence with the notches
releases the lock-Dolt and leaves it free to move in locking
or unlocking. Burglar-alarm lock. See burglar-alarm.

Chain-lock, a form of seal-lock. Chain Of locks. See
chain. Combination-lock, a bank- or safe-lock, the
principal features of which are the following : Two or more
disks, each with a similar notch in its periphery.are mount-
ed upon a spindle, which, in locking or unlocking the safe,
is turned by a knob. One <li*k and an exterior dial-

plate are fastened to the spindle; the other disks turn
on the spindle. The disks are separated by Intervening
washers or collars, and each has a pin projecting from its

fiat face laterally toward the adjacent disk. The pins are
arranged in relation with the dial and the peripheral
notches in such manner that in turning the spindle, accord-

ing to a given system or combination, first in one direction
and then in the other, to make certain letters or numbers
on the dial successively coincide with a mark on a ring
which circumscribes the dial, the peripheral notches in the
disks are, by the successive engagement with each other
of the laterally projecting pins, brought into line with each
other. When this is done, the obstructing mechanism
which has previously held the bolt falls into the alined
notches, and the bolt is left free to move as may be de-
sired. The positions of the disks, and consequently of
the pins, may be changed at will to correspond with the
different figures or letters on the dial : this is called chang-
i/itt lh>' r<:itnnati0n. The number of such changes is only
limited by the law of permutation as applied to the num-
ber of disks and the number of letters or figures on the
dial. Such a lock may have two systemsof dials, spindles,
and disks, each controlling the one bolt of the lock, and
each of which may be set on a different combination. In
this way, as a measure of greater security, it may be
arranged that the presence of two persons (each knowing
only one combination) may be needed to operate the lock.
Also called permutation-lock. Dead lock, (a) A lock
the bolt of which can be turned in either direction by a

key. as distinguished from one in which the spring throws
the bolt in one direction only, as in a spring-lock, (ft)

See dead -lock. Dormant lock, a lock the twit of which
does not close automatically. Double lock. In a canal.
two Dingle locks of equal capacity arranged side by side,
and connected, one with the other, by a sluice with a

gate. Water flowing from either, when full, may be made

lock

by the sluice to enter the other till the same level Is reached
in but h. The sluice being then closed, and the lower lock-

gates opened in tin' lock it la desired to empty, the remain-
der < >f the water flows out into the lower pound of the canal.

Thus, while one lock is emptying, one half its water may be
used to half All the other. Therefore only one half the wa-
ter taken from the upper pound of the canal, required In

locking a given number of boats through a single lock, is

needed when a double lock is used. Draw-bolt lock, a
lock the bolt of which can be drawn by means of a knob,
except when it is locked with a key. Lock of water,
the measure equal to the contents of the chamber of the
locks by which the consumption of water on a canal U
estimated. - Lock, stock, and barrel, the whole gun;
hence, the whole of anything.
Take It all In all, It Is rotten ; lock, Oack.and barrel, there

Is not an Inch of It sound.
T. Benton, Speech on the National Bank.

Permutation-lock, a lock In which the moving parts are

capable of transposition, so that, being arranged In any con -

certed order, it becomes necessary before the bolt can be
shot to bring the tumblers Into that order. /:. // Knight.
Pin-tumbler lock, a lock in which the tumblers hive

the form of pins or short rods, which slide In one direction

in holes or ways by their own gravity or by the action of

springs, and in the opposite direction by the action of the

key when the latter is pushed Into the lock. The " Yale
"

lock is of this variety. Puzzle-lock, a more or less sim-

ple form of lock constructed on the combination principle
and used as a puzzle, the solution consisting In finding the
combination which locks or unlocks it. The greater the

complexity of the lock, the more difficult Is the solution of

the puzzle. See combination-lock. Rebounding lock,
a gun-lock provided with a device whereby the hammer
of the lock, after striking the nipple, is immediatelythrown
back Into the half-cock position. Reversible lock, a
lock of which the latch-bolt may be turned over, so as to

cause the beveled side to face in either direction, thus al-

lowing the application of the lock Indifferently to either
side of a door. Roman lock, a lock having a simple holt
with a binder-spring to hold the bolt in any position In

which It Is placed, until a force is applied strong enough
to overcome the spring. Rural lock, a cheap kind of

lock with a wooden case. E. H. Knight. Scandinavian
lock, aform of lock for fastening hasps upon staples. Both
arms of the bow are withdrawn from the lock when It Is

opened. Seal-lock, a lock which, when locked, cannot
be opened without breaking a seal, thus indicating whether
it has or has not been tampered with : used for freight-cars,
mall-hags, express companies' Inclosures, custom-house
purposes, etc. One of the most effective seal-locks has
means for attaching a small square of variegated glass over
the keyhole In such a manner that the square cannot be
removed except by breaking. A photograph of the glass
seal previously taken IB a complete check on any attempt
to substitute another for it, as the pattern of streak and
color in each seal is entirely fortuitous, and different

from any other. Time-lock, a lock in which, when
locked, the bolt is held by a stop-plate or other detaining
device so that it cannot be unlocked before the expiration
of a given time. The stop is controlled by clockwork In

such manner that it disengages the holt only at the time
for which it has been previously adjusted by mechanism
analogous to that of an alarm-clock. --To be at lock, to

be In a difficulty. JlaUiii-ett. [Prov. Eng.] Yale lock.
a safety-lock in which is used, in place of wards, a special
form of pin tumbler admitting of a great variety of com-
binations, so that the chance of opening the lock except
with the right key is rendered very small. The key is flat

or corrugated in longitudinal lines, and the key-opening
in the lock is very small, to guard against the use of false

keys or the blowing In of powder for exploding the lock.

(See also cane-lock, check-lode.)

lock 1
(lok), . [< ME. locken, lokken (= Icel. loka,

also lykja = 8w. lycka = Dan. lukke), lock; a

secondary form, after the noun lock, taking the

place, in mod. E., of the orig. strong verb re-

maining in the E. dial, louk, < ME. louken, low-
ken (pret. lee, pi. luken, pp. loken), < AS. lucan

(pret. ledc, pi. Ineon, pp. locen), shut, close,
fasten (also in comp. a-tucan, separate, btlucan,

ge-lucan, shut, fasten, onlucan, unlucan, unlock,
to-lucnn, unlock), = OS. Kkan (in comp. bi-Iu-

kan, lock, ant-litknn, unlock) = OFries. luka,
luika, loka = D. luikeu = OHG. lukhan, MHG.
luchen = Icel. teka, shut, close, = Goth, 'lukan,
in comp. ga-lfikan, close, shut up, us-lukan, un-
lock. Hence lock1

, ., locket, etc.] I. trans.

1. To close; shut; now, specifically, to close
and fasten by means of a lock and key : as, to

lock a door or a trunk.

They wanne with moche woo the walles wlthlnne,
Mene lepen to anone and lokkeden the gates.

MS. Cott Califf. A. ii., f. 115. (llnllhr.ll.)

And went unto the dore
To enter in, but found it locked fast.

Spenxr, F. (J., HI. ill. 27.

2. To fasten so as to impede motion: as, to
lock a wheel.
Loktn In every llth. Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 55.

3. To shut (up) or confine with or as if with a

lock, or in an inclosed place; close or fasten

(in) : with up or in.

Do you lock your self up from me, to make my Search
more curious? Cangreve, Way of the World, IT. 5.

Then seek to know those things which make us blest,
And having found them, lock them in thy breast.

Sir f, Dcnhani, Prudence.

A still salt pool, lock'd in with bars of sand.

Tennymn, Palace of Art

4. To close or make fast; press closely to-

gether, as separate portions; fix steadfastly or

immovably : as, the streams are locked by ice.
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The lende lystened full wel, that leg in his bedde,

Thaj he loirka his liddez, ful lyttel he slepes.

Sir Gairnyne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2007.

She lock'd her lips: she left me where I stood.

3498 lock-plate

5. To join or unite firmly, as by ir

interlinking, or infolding: as, to lock arms.

Lock hand in hand; yourself in order set.

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 5. 81.

6. To embrace closely ;
infold.

Lock'd in each other's arms we stood.

M. Arnold, Poems, II. 87.

7. To furnish with a lock.

His locked, letter'd, braw brass collar

Show'd him the gentleman and scholar.

Burns, The T~ ""

8. In
fencing

to seize, as the sword-arm 01 an ~cl=;; ^.~^ j-j^fc- aUo called loki

antagonist, by turning the left arm round it, Orig n obscure ;
cf. OP. lochc, a dew-snail&JS&?&rgy^&Si (Cotgrave

8
).] A woodUouse. HameU. [Prov.

Eng.]
Locchester. wyrm, idem quod lokedore infra [var. loccei-

der to disarm him. 9. To shut out; prevent
from gaining access (to).

Is there who, lock'd from ink and paper,
scrawls

With desperate charcoal round his darken'd walls?

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 19. lock-Cramp (lok' kramp), n.

10. To enable to pass through a lock, as in a

canal. See lock*, n., 8..

Vessels are locked down from the sea into the [North lock-down (lok'doun), n. A contrivance used

Holland] c^nal JSncyc Brit., IV. 788. by lumbermen for fastening logs together m
Locked law. Same as lockjaw. To lock out, to close rafting. [American.]

s or doors against; specifically, in labor-disputes, Locke level. S66UMV-.
An obsolete strong past partlclple of

of a latch, or made by Lockian (lok'i-an), a. and n [< Locke (see def.)

other lock ng device to +-.] I. . Of or pertaining to John Locke,

>f a lock. one of the greatest of English metaphysicians

( 1632 -1704 ). His chief work, the starting-point of mod-

ern philosophy, is "An Essay concerning Humane [Hu-

man! Understanding" (1690). He there takes the position

a novel one in his time, in the elaborate form in which

he held it that the theory of cognition must be the basis

of philosophy ; and he accordingly devotes this treatise to

an inquiry
" into the original, certainty, and extent of hu-

mane knowledge, together with the grounds and degrees

of belief opinion, and assent." In the first book he ar-

gues against the existence of innate ideas, and maintains

that all knowledge is derived from experience, namely
from sensation, the external, or reflection, the internal

mode of experience. In the second book he undertakes

a survey of all our elementary ideas, analyzing and criti-

cizing each. He also treats of the origin of true and false

ideas ; and has an important chapter on the association of

ideas, a phrase due to him. The third book analyzes the

functions of language. The fourth treats of knowledge
and probability. Every question of philosophy is touched

upon in the course of the work. Leibnitz in 1704 wrote an

extended running commentary of a hostile character on

Locke's work, entitled "Nouveaux essais sur 1'entende-

ter or lokcester]. Prompt. Pan., p. 310.
me
jj ^

m
A'follower of John Locke. Also Lockist.

.^. A tool used to Lockianism (lok'i-an-izm), n. [< Lockian.+
hold back the spring in putting together the

.ism ,'] The philosophical doctrines of John

parts of a gun-lock.

forming the function
means of a spring or

perform the function of a

lock-bond, n. See lock-ba

lock-chain (lok'chSn), n. 1. A chain used to

lock the wheels of a vehicle by securing the

rim to some part which does not rotate ; also,

a chain which secures to the vehicle a skid-

plate on which the wheel rides during a de-

scent. 2. A chain used to fasten a padlock to

a door or gate.
lock-chamber (lok'cham"ber), H. In canals,

the area of a lock inclosed by the side-walls

and gates.
lockchest (lok'chest), n. Same as lockchester.

th;;word:arm"of^ lockchesteraok'ches-ter),^ [<ME.

Locke.
Th Treatise ,, a reductio ad absurdum of the principles

of LocManiml. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 383.

lockin gowan. See qowan.
aok'ing-pal"et), II. In chro-

(a) To close or fasten by or as if by locking: as, to lock up ."9*1, /i nt /A,\ r/ MI? Inl-ere irrpc
an empty or unoccupied house; to lock up a form of type locker1 (lok er), w. |_< MJfc Mheie, irreg

(that is, to fasten it securely in a chase by driving up or
(= D. loker), a close receptacle ; < lock 1-

-

tightening the quoins). (b) To confine ; restrain or secure

by locking or fastening in : as, to lock up a prisoner; to

locure

_ (7 ^ locki~+ -er1 .]

One who or that which locks up. 2. A
close receptacle, as a chest, a drawer, a com-

nottTbeVvailabieforuse'rasVhis'moneywasJ^ed^in partment, or a cupboard, that may be closed

unprofitable enterprises.

II. in trans. 1. To become fast; admit of be-

ing fastened or locked: as, the door will not

lock. 2. To unite closely by mutual insertion

of parts.
Either they lock into each other, or slip one upon an-

other's surface. Boyle.

lock2 (lok), u. [< ME. lok (pi. lockes, lokkes), <

AS. locc (pi. loccas), a lock of hair, = OS. loeka

= OFries. lok = D. lok = OHG. loc (pi. locchd),

MHG. loc (pi. locke), G. locke, a curl or ringlet,
= Icel. lokkr = Sw. lock = Dan. lok (not re-

corded in Goth.), a lock of hair; orig. perhaps
'a curl': cf. Icel. lykkr, a loop, bend, crook;
Gr. "Avyof, a pliant twig, Jwyafbv, Avyi&iv. bend, where shot are deposited,

twist, hvyqpof, flexible.] 1. A tuft of hair or locker2 (lok'er), .

wool
; anything resembling such a tuft ; a tress

; curl; prob. < Zo<*2.] _.

used absolutely in the plural, hair collectively. II. trans. To entangle; mat together.

With him ther was his sone, a yong Squyer, . . . liwdl. [North. Eng.]
With MMres crulle as they wereleyd in presse. lockeramt, n. See lockram.

company of men, as on board a ship or In a regimental

armory.

Also there ys ij locures of iij quarterys
of a yard long

ffull of bonys of Innocentis whyche kyng Herrodys slew.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 9.

3. A recess or niche near an altar in some
Roman Catholic churches, intended as a de-

pository for water, oil, etc Boatswain's locker
fnoutA a chest in which are kept tools and small stuff for siroKE

rigging. Chain locker, (a) See chain-locker. (6) A bar- liOCKlSt (lok 1st), .

roomorgroggery. Macy. [Naut. slang.] Davy Jones's ian) + -is/.] Sami

escapement, a tooth, usually a jewel, of the

detent which engages successively the teeth

of the scape-wheel, the detent being caused
to disengage by the action of the balance, and
to reengage the next tooth by the action of a

spring.
locking-plate (lok'ing-plat), n. 1 . In a vehicle,
the wear-iron or guard placed on the perch to

prevent injury from the forward wheels in turn-

ing short; a rub-plate. In a gun-carriage it is a thin

flat piece of iron nailed on the sides to prevent the wood
from wearing away, and serving as a point of attachment
for the locking chain.

2. A nut-lock. 3. In a clock, the count-wheel
or notched disk which controls the number of

strokes of the striking mechanism.
[< Locke (see def. of Lock-

Same as Lockian.
In pathol., tetanus; tris-locker. see Davy Jones. Not a shot In the locker lockiaw (lok'ia), .

(naut.), not a penny in the pocket Shot-locker (naut.), \~~~^ q^ tft,int,<t
a strong frame of plank near the pump-well in the hold mus._ee tetan us.

lock-keeper (lok ke"per), n. 1 . One who tends

[< ME. lokkeren, lokren, a lock on a canal or stream. 2. The box on a

I. intrans. If. To curl. door-jamb into which the bolt of a lock pro-
Hal- trades when shot. Car-Builder's Diet.

lock-lanyard (lok'lan'yard), n. See lanyard,

1(6).
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. si.

Jocter-up (lok'er-up'), n. One who locks up ; lockman (lok'man), n.
; pi. lockmen (-men). It.

Chloe, those locks of raven hair
Some people say you dye them black ;

But that's a libel, I can swear,
For I know where you buy them black.

Greek Anthology, tr. by Lord Neaves.

Such long locks had she that with knee to chin
She might have wrapped and warmed her feet therein.

Swinburne, Two Dreams.

2. A tuft or small quantity, as of hay or some
similar substance; a small quantity of any-
thing; a handful; specifically, in Scots law, the

perquisite of the servant in a mill, consisting
of a quantity of meal, regulated by the custom
of the mill.

For so good clothes ne're lay in stable

Upon a lock of hay.
Bp. Corbet, Journey into France.

I take it on me as a thing of mine office [of miller] to

maintain my right of multure, lock, and goupen.
Scott, Monastery, xiii.

What mean the gladness of the plain,
The mirth that shakes the beard of grain,
This joy of eve and morn,
And yellow locks of corn?

Whittier, The Battle Autumn of 1862.

3. A love-lock.

And one Deformed is one of them: I know him; a'

wears a lork. Shak., Much Ado, ill. :t. 183.

Cen. He has an exceeding good eye, madam.
Mat!. And a very good lock. B. Jonson, Epicojne, iy. 2.

French, lock. Same as love-lock.

lockage (lok'ilj), n. [< lock1 + -age.'] 1. Ma-
terials for locks in a canal or stream; works
which form a lock. 2. Toll paid for passing
a lock in a stream, as the Thames in England.

3. Elevation or amount of elevation and de-
scent made by the locks of a canal.

lock-band, lock-bond (lok' band, -bond), H . In

masonry, a course of bond-stones.

specifically, a jailer or turnkey.
locket (lok'et), n. [< F. loquet (= It. hicchetto),

a fastening, dim. of loque, loc, a lock, of LG. ori-

gin: see lock1 , .] If. A small lock; a catch

or spring to fasten a necklace or other orna-

ment. 2. A little hinged case worn as <in or-

nament, often pendent to a necklace or watch-

guard, designed to contain a miniature por-

trait, a lock of hair, or other keepsake. 3.

That part of a sword-scabbard where the hook
is fastened, usually a mounting of metal, se-

cured to or inclosing the scabbard at a point
much nearer to the mouth than to the chape.
lockfast (lok'fast), a.

tened by some locking
press, nut, etc. [Chiefly Scotch.]
lock-faucet (lok'fa/set), re. Any form of faucet

requiring a key to open it.

lock-gate (lok'gat), re. A gate for opening or

closing a lock in a canal, or sometimes in a

river. The gates at the ends of the lock-chamber are

called respectively the head- and the tail-gate, or the up-
per and the lower gate.

lock-hatch (lok'hach), n. The sluice-board or

sliding gate in a sluiceway. E. H. Knight.
If. A keyhole.

f- ^

A public executioner: so called because one of

his dues was a lock or ladleful of meal from

every caskful exposed for sale in the market.

Imp. Diet. 2. An officer in the Isle of Man
who executes the orders of the governor, much
like an under-sheriff.

The Constable, Coroners, oiLockman [Guilley-gliash, an
officer answering to a constable in England, whose busi-

ness it is to serve summonses, etc.] of such other Parish is

for the first Time to warne and require such Beggars back
to their own Parish.

Statute of 1664, quoted in Burton-Turner's Vagrants and
[Vagrancy, p. 446.

lock-nail (lok'nal), . Same as hammer-nail.
Secured or firmly fas-

locfc.nut (lok 'nut), re. A supplementary nut
'"I, as a door, chest, screwed down upon another to prevent it from

shaking loose
;
a jam-nut, check-nut, or pinch-

nut. E. H. Knight. Compare nut-lock.

lockout (lok'out), n. The act of excluding a

person or persons from a place by locking it up ;

the condition of such exclusion . Specifically (a)
The exclusion of a teacher by his pupils, in sport or rebel-

lion, or of pupils by their teacher, by way of discipline.

(&) A refusal on the part of an employer to furnish work
to his employees in a body, intended as a means of coer-

cion. See strike.

When capitalists refuse to grant so large a proportion
of the product for labor as the laborers have heretofore

received, and will not continue to supply capital on any
terms which laborers will accept, the result is a lockout.

N. A. Kev., CXLI1I. 319.
Lockmaben Harper (Child's Ballads, VI. 9).

,
the recess into which the

/i i.j,-v\ A ^i ,r
m
*
Cached to Ck H so that U lock-piece (lok'pes)8P8 '

lock-paddle (lok'pad"!), n. A small sluice that

(

serves to fill or empty a lock.

ed

1. In mining, a piece
of timber used "in supporting the workings.
2. In gun., a lug for the attachment of a gun-
lock, formed on the rear part of the barrel,
uear the vent, in guns of the older varieties.

sails, and for bending balloon-sails to stays in yachts.

Lock hospital. See hospital.

lock-bay (lok'ba), . The space of water in- lock-house (Ipk'hous), . A house in which a lock-plate (lok'pliit), H. The metal plate on the
closed between the gates of a lock. lock-keeper lives. side of a small-arm which supports the mecha-
lock-bolt (lok'bolt), M. A bolt set in action by A red ;<*./,, covered with creepers.

nism of the lock and protects it from dust and
a knob on one or both sides of a door, thus per- The Century, XXXVIII. 492. injury.



lock-pulley

lock-pulley (lok'pul"i). . A pair of pulleys
so made tliat thry can rotate separately or to-

gether, as desired, by means of a pin in one of

them which locks into a hole in the face of the
other.

lock-rail (lok'riil), n. 1. The middle trans-

verse rail of a door, at about the level of the

hand, on or in which the lock is generally set.

2. In some door-frameg, a crosspiece divid-

ing the doorway from an open space above it

in \vhii-h a glazed sash is usually placed; a
transom.
lockram (lok'ram), . and a. [Also lockrum,

formerly also lockeram, early mod. E. lokcram ;

< F. locrenuu, a kind of unbleached linen, so
called from the place where it was made, Loc-

renan, in Brittany, < Bret. Lok-ltona, lit. cell of

(St.) Ronan, < lok, cell, + Konan, Ronan. For
the sense 'nonsense,' cf. similar uses of buck-

i-iuii, bombast, fustian.'] I. n. I. A kind of

liuen, usually of a coarse and cheap sort.

Lokeram for slides and smockes and shirtcs.

Sir T. Klyot, The Oovernour, Appendix A.

Edge me the sleeves with Coventry blue, and let the

linings be of ten-penny Inckeram. Qreene, James IV.

Why should I bend to her? is it because her kirtle is

of silk, and mine of blue lockeram f Scott, Abbot, ii.

2. Nonsense
; gibberish. [Prov. Eng. and U. 8.]

II. a. 1. Of lockram.

Thou thoughts!, because I ilid weare Lockram shirts
Ide no wit. Qlapthorne, Wit In a Constable, Iv. 1.

2. Talking gibberish.
After he'd made a little Pause,
An <in he stretch'd his Lockrum Jaws.
h'llmird Ward, Hudibras Kedivivus (1707X I. Ix.

lockrand (lok
'

rand), n. In masonry, a lock-
band or lock-bond.
lock-saw (lok'sa), n. A compass-saw with a

tapering flexible blade, used for cutting in

doors the seats for locks.

lock-sill (lok'sil), n. In hydraul. engin., same

locksman (loks'man), n.
; pi. lockitnten (-men).

A person who has the care of locks and keys ;

a turnkey.
Who would have said the young sprightly George Doug-

las would have been contented to play the locksman here
In Lochleven, with no gayer amusement than that of turn-

ing the key on two or three helpless women?
Scott, Abbot, xxiii.

locksmith (lok'smith), n. [< ME. luksmythe; <

/ocAi + nmitlt.] An artificer whose occupation
is to make locks.

locksmithery (lok'smith-Sr-i), . The art or
trade of lock-making.
lock-spit (lok 'spit), n. A small cut with a

spade, or a trench opened with a spade or a
plow, to mark out a line of work, as in fencing,
railway-engineering, or the like. [Eng.]
lock-spitting (lok

'

spit
*
ing), . The act of

making a lock-spit. [Eng. ]

Sets out the circuit with a plough, which we call lock-

ipitting. Oyitby'i VurgU (1668X p. SIS. (2fare.)

lock-Step (lok'step), n. A marching-step, exe-
cuted by several men arranged in as close file

as possible, in which each person follows ex-

actly the step of the person before him. When
prisoners march in this manner the hands of every man
after the first are placed on the shoulders of the one In
front of him.

lock-stitch (lok'stich), n. and a. I. n. A stitch,
made by some sewing-machines, in which two
threads are so locked at each stitch that the
work will not ravel.

II. a. 1. Produced by means of this stitch,
as a seam. 2. Producing this stitch, as a sew-
ing-machine.
lock-String (lok'string), H. A cord so attached
to the hammer of the lock of a cannon that by
pulling it the hammer is made to strike on a
percussion primer and so fire the gun.
lock-tool (lok'tol), n. A cramp used in putting
together the parts of a gun-lock.
lock-tortoise (lok'tdr'tis), . Same as boi-
tortoise.

lockup (lok' up), . 1. The act of locking up,
or the state of being locked up. See to lock 11/1.

under lock1
, v. t.

To be Indifferent in the presence of a Inck-vp of eight
per cent, of the money in circulation within a year is sim-
ply a confession of ignorance of the principles of mone-
tary science. New Princeton Rec., V. 86.

2. A room or place in which persons under ar-
rest are temporarily confined.

Who oft, when we uur house lock up, carouse
With tippling tipstaves in a lock-up house.

U. and J. Smith. Rejected Addresses, xvii.

lock-weir (lok' war), H. See weir.
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lockwork (lok
'

werk), . The machinery or

parts of a look. [Rare.]
M. Francottc, of Liege, has recently manufactured the

Martini breech-action in such a manner that the lockwork

may be easily removed for cleaning without the use of any
tools. II '. 1C. Greener, The Oun, p. 144.

locky (lok'i), a. [< lock? + -yl.] Having locks
or tufts. Sherwood. [Rare.]
lockyert (lok'yer), n. [< ME. lokyer; < lock* +
-yer, -ier 1

. The name remains in the surname

bMHW.] A locksmith.
loco (16'ko), . [Short for loco-wn-il.] 1. Same
as loco-weed. 2. A disease of animals resulting
from eating loco-weeds. The brain of the animal Is

affected ; it commonly loses both flesh and strength, and
death ensues, though not necessarily soon. See loco-weed.

loco (16'ko), v. t. [< loco, H.] To poison with
the loco-weed or crazy-weed. [Western U. 8.]
We referred to g curious affection which exlsU among

horses in north-western Texas, known as "
grass-staggers,"

which Is caused by eating the "loco-weed," which gives
rise to the saying that the horses are locoed.

Science, XIII. 176.

lococession (16-ko-sesh'pn), . [< L. locus, a

place,+ censio(n-), a yielding : see locus and ces-

XHIII.] The act of giving place. [Rare.]
loco citato (16'ko si-ta'to). [L.: loco, abl. of

locus, place ; citato, abl. of citatus, pp. of citare,
cite: see locus and cite.'] In the place (previ-
ously) cited. Generally abbreviated loc. cit. or
1. c.

locodescriptive (Io''k6-de-skrip'tiv), a. [< L.

locus, a place, + E. descriptive."] Describing a

particular place or places. Maunder. [Rare.]
loco-disease (16'ko-di-zez'), . A disease of
horses resulting from eating the loco-weed or

crazy-weed. Also called grass-staggers. See
loco, f. t. [Western U. 8.]
locofoco (16-ko-f6'k6), n. [A manufactured
term, ignorantly made in 1834 on the model of

locomotive, a word just then becoming familiar,
and supposed by the inventor of the word loco-

foco to mean '

self-moving,' whence locofoco, in-

tended to mean '

self-lighting,' < L. locus, place,
+ focus, a hearth (ML. a fire) : see locus and
focus.] If. A kind of self-lighting cigar: so
called in New York in 1834. 2f. A friction-

match. 3. [cap.] In U. S. hist., one of the

equal-rights or radical section of the Demo-
cratic party about 1835

; by extension, in dis-

paragement, any member of that party. The
name was given in allusion to an incident which occurred
at a tumultuous meeting of the Democratic party in Tam-
many Hall, New York, in 1835, when the radical faction,
after their opponents had turned off the gas, relighted the
room with candles by the aid of locofoco matches. The Loco-
foco faction soon disappeared, but the name was long used
for the Democratic party in general by its opponents. Often
in the abbreviated form Lucu (pi. Locos).

Here's full particulars of the patriotic loco-foco move-
ment yesterday, in which the whigs was so chawed up.

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xvi.

On the next day the " Courier and Enquirer
" dubbed the

equal right* party the IOCO-/OCOB, and the name clung to
them. W. O. Sumner, Andrew Jackson, p. 871.

locomotion (lo-ko-mo'shon), n. [= F. locomo-
tion = Sp. locoiitocion = Pg. locomo^ao = It.

locomozione, < L. locus, a place, + motio(n-), a

moving: see locus and motion.] Movement
from place to place ; progressive motion, as of
a living being or a vehicle; the act of moving
from point to point; also, the capability of

moving in this manner.
A clock, a mill, a lathe moves ; but, as no change of the

place of the machine Is produced, such motion is not lo-

comotion. Brand and Cox.

Every act of locomotion implies the expenditure of cer-

tain internal mechanical forces, adapted in amounts and
directions to balance or out-balance certain external ones.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., f 28.

The subjection of the whole civilized world to a single
rule removed the chief obstacles to locomotion.

Lecky, European Morals, I. 247.

locomotive (16-ko-mo'tiv), a. and . [= D.

lokomotief= G. locomotir = Dan. Sw. lokomo-
tiv = F. locomotif = Sp. Pg. It. locomotivo, a.,

locomotiva, n., < L. locus, a place, + ML. mo-
tirns, moving: see motive.'] I. a. 1. Moving
from place to place; changing place, or able
to effect change of (its own) place: as, a loco-

iiiniiri animal.

The Spanish troops, . . . surrounded by their women
and constantly increasing swarms of children, constituted
a l<u-;ni'4ir,- city of considerable population.

Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 543.

In one of the locomotive forms, as a medusa, the course
taken, otherwise at random, can be described only as one
which carries it towards the light, where degrees of light
and darkness are present.

//. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 26.

2. Having the power to produce motion, or to

move (something else) from place to place: as,

locomotive

a locomotire organ of the body; a locomotive

engine. 3. Of or pertaining to locomotion;
locomotoi v.

I shall consider their motion, or locomotive faculty,
whereby they convey themselves from place to place.

Derham, Physico-Theology, Iv. N.

Locomotive engine, see u. Locomotive person, in

zool., the nectocalyx of a hydroid polyp. Gegeiit'"
Locomotive power, any kind of moving power, but espe
dally strain, applied to the transport of loads on land. See
railway. Locomotive pupa. See pupa.

II. H. A steam-engine which travels on
wheels turned by its own power; specifically,
an engine designed and adapted to travel on a
railway; a railroad-engine. Locomotives designed
to travel upon the ground or ordinary highways and to
draw loads are more commonly called traction-engine! ;

and those used upon common roads and designed to carry
passengers are called steam-wayonn or tteam-carriagt*.
(See traction-enyint and gleam-carriage.) American loco-
motives are distinguished from those constructed in

other countries by the exterior position of the cylinders,
the absence of heavy framing, the use of bogies, a system
ot suspension by means of bars or levers, and certain
minor features, such as the cow-catcher and single head-

light. The essential parts of a locomotive are the boiler

(usually long, horizontal, and of the " locomotive type
(see locomotive-boiler), with many tubes), the running-gear
or wheel-system, ana the engine proper, this being a dou-

ble-cylinder, reversing, high-pressure motor, of which the
exhaust-steam is thrown Into the smoke-stack to urge the
draft of the fire. The various wheel-systems employed
have given rise to special types of locomotives. See

passenger-locomotive, twitching-locomotive, tank-locomotive,
etc., below. See also cut under paNtfnger-cngine. Back-
truck locomotive, a locomotive having a truck with a

pair of wheels under its rear end, as well as a truck in
front of the driving-wheels. 8uch locomotives are used
for sharp curves and steep grades. Belgian-tank lo-

comotive, a locomotive having a tank on each side of the
boiler. Compound locomotive, aform of locomotive In
which is embodied the principle of the compound steam-
engine. Compressed-air locomotive, a locomotive
which is driven by compressed air carried in strong tanks
filled by compressors at stations. In some compressed-air
locomotives the air is heated on its way to the cylinders,
either by the direct application of heat or by the Injection
of steam. Such locomotives have not come into practical
use. Consolidation locomotive. See consolidation.

Double-ender locomotive, a locomotive which has
the rear of the tender provided with a pilot, or cow-catcher,
so that It may be run with either end in front. It has a
two-wheel truck in front of the driving-wheels, the latter

being usually two in number. Double-piston locomo-
tive, a locomotive each cylinder of which has two pistons
with rods projecting from each end, and working on crank-

pins set at 180 degrees from each other. Steam is admit-
ted alternately to and exhausted from the space between
the pistons and the spaces between the pistons and the
cylinder-heads. The transmission of power from the pis-
ton-rods to the crank-pins is through cross-heads and con-

necting-rods, and, as the crank-pins are always moving and
receiving their increments of power in opposite directions,
a balancing of strains results. An attempt has been made
to remove In this way some of the Internal disturbing
forces of the locomotive. The practical difficulties of the
system have, however, been fatal to its extensive adoption.
Also called double-cylinder locomotive. Double-truck
tank-locomotive, a locomot lie which has two trucks, and
carries boiler and tender on a single frame. The cylinders
are attached to the truck that carries the boiler, the wheels
of this truck being the driving-wheels. The other truck
supports the tender. A common form has six coupled driv-

ing-wheels on the forward truck, and a six-wheeled truck
at the rear under the tank. Called in the United States
Mason's locomotive. Flreless locomotive, a locomotive
driven by steam generated from highly heated water car-
ried in strongly constructed tanks. From such water,
on a reduction of pressure upon it, saturated steam will
be generated under the law of related pressure and tem-

perature of saturated steam. The supply of heated water
is provided and pumped into the tanks at stations, and the
tanks are protected from rapid loss of heat by heat Insu-
lating material. Four-cylinder locomotive, a locomo-
tive with four cylinders ana two systems of driving-wheels.
The

four-cylinder locomotive known as Fairlie's has two
boilers with a double fire-box between them, the two parts
of the fire-box being separated by a water-leg, and the
whole being carried on two center-pin trucks. Meyer's
four-cylinder locomotive has a single boiler and fire-box,
and the cylinders are located near the middle of the holler.

Freight-locomotive, a locomotive for drawing freight-
trains. Great tractive power at the sacrifice of speed is

attained in freight-locomotives, through their adhesive
weight, large cylinders, and driving-wheels small as com-
pared with the driving-wheels of passenger-locomotives.
Geared locomotive, a locomotive In which the mo-

tion of the engine is conveyed by gearing to the traveling-
wheels, as in many traction-engines and road-rollers. (B.
H. Knight.) Geared locomotives having toothed driving-
wheels, the teeth of which engage a rack, are used for steep
grades in mountain railways. Mine-locomotive, a loco-
motive for use in mines, and peculiarly constructed to

adapt it to run successfully on slippery tracks. With great
adhesive weight, it has also all its wheels coupled. Mo-
gul locomotive, a type of freight engine with three
coupled driving-wheels on each side, and a swinging
two-wheeled truck in front. The front pair of drivers
are made without a flange, to facilitate the passing of
curves of short radius. Passenger-locomotive, a loco-
motive for drawing passenger-cars. Speed is sought at the
sacrifice of power in passenger-locomotives, the peculiar
characteristics of which are large driving-wheels and en-

gines having short strokes In comparison with the diame-
ters of tin ir pistmis Saddle-tank locomotive, a loco-
motive which has its tank placed upon and externling
downward over the sides of the boiler, after the manner
nf a saddle. Street-locomotive, a locomotive adapted
to use in public streets. It has a short wheel-base, power-
ful brakes, and mechanism for muffling the exhaust so as
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to render the latter noiseless. It is frequently combined In bot. goal., and anat., having one or more lo-
with a passenger-car in one and the same vehicle. _,,i:

'

,,-ii B . ilqpf] nhipflv in cnmnminfl as
Switching-locomotive, a freight-locomotive having the '"2 , If-,' ,

'

peculiarities of its class carried to an extreme point, to UMloeular, OlMCUtat
,
etc.

adapt it to the heavy work of starting and slowly moving loculate (lok'u-lat), a. [< loculus + -ate 1
.]

heavy trains in switching at stations. Called in England Havin<* loculi or cells.
shmttinij-enfiius. Tank-locomotive, a locomotive per- inciilatpd Hnk'n la tedl a {< Inmlntf + ed? ~\

manently connected with its tender. Ten-Wheeled 10-
lOCUiaTCQ (1CK u-ld-iea;, a. [*.

comotlve, a locomotive with six coupled driving-wheels bame as loculate.

and a four-wheeled truck in front of the driving-wheels, locule (lok'ul), it. [< L. loculus, a cell : see locu-

locomotive-balance (16-ko-m6'tiv-bal"ans), n. IKS.] A loculus or cell.

The spring used in place of a weight to control loculi, n. Plural of loculus.
the safety-valve of a locomotive. loculicidal (lok'u-li-si"dal), a. [< L. loculus, a
locomotive-boiler (16-k6-m6'tiv-boi''ler), n. A
form of boiler in which the fire-box is connected

by a number of flues with the smoke-box under
the chimney : so called because commonly used
in locomotive engines.
locomotive-car (16-ko-m6'tiv-kar), n. A loco-
motive and a railway-carriage combined in one.

Iocomotiveness(16-ko-m6'tiv-nes), n. Same as

locomotloity.

locomotive-pump (16-ko-mo'tiv-pump), n. The
feed-pump which supplies water to the boiler
of a locomotive.
locomotivity (16"ko-mo-tiv'i-ti), n. [= F. loco-

motivite; as locomotive + -i'iy.~\
The power of

4 \inLJj lit \_\ -LJ. ll/lstlftHOj a
cell (see loculus), + cadere, cut.] In bot., de-

hiscing through the back of the
loculus or cell of a seed-vessel
that is, by the dorsal suture of the

carpel. Compare scpticidal.

locuiicidally (lok'u-li-si'dal-i),
adv. In a loculicidal manner.

Encyc. Brit., IV. 149.

loculose, loculous (lok'u-los,-lus),
a. [< L. loculosus, full of little

cells, < loculus, a cell : see loculus.']
In bot., eool., and anat., divided

by internal partitions into loculi the
>

opening
wlnB

or cells.

Loculicidal De-
hiscence of the
Fruit of frit ver-

locomotion
; ability to change place. [Rare.] loculus (lok'u-lus), n.; pi. loculi (-li). [L., a lit-

tie place, a compartment, box, cell, dim. of

locus, a place: see locus.] 1. A little place or

space; a cell; achamberlet; generally, in hot.,

anat., and zool., one of a number of small com-
partments or cells, separated from one another

by septa, as in the tests of foraminifers
; specifi-

cally, in corals, one of the spaces between the

septa of the calcified cup or theca. Specifically,
in oot. : (a) An anther-cell

;
the sac or theca containing the

pollen. (6) The cell, or one of the cells, in a fruit, in which
the seed is lodged. Compare locellus.

2. In ancient catacombs and tombs of some
types, a small separate chamber or recess, for
the reception of a body or of an urn, etc. when
the body had been placed in the loculus the opening was

The most superb edifice that ever was conceived or con-
structed would not equal the smallest insect, blest with
sight, feeling, and locomotimty. Bryan. (Latham.)

locomotor (16-ko-mo'tor), n. and a. [< NL. loco-

motor, < L. locus, place, + motor, a mover: see
locus and motor. Cf. locomotion, locomotive.] I.
n. One who or that which moves from place to

place; anything that has or gives the power of
locomotion. [Rare.]
If the hue-and-cry were once up, they [kangaroos) would

show as fair a pair of hind shifters as the expertest loco-

motors in the colony. Lamb, Elia, p. 182.

The theory of compensation between electric locomotors
working upon the same circuit was advanced several years
ago by Werner Siemens. Elect. Rev. (Eng.), XXIV. 270.

tion; having the function of locomotion: as, a dean loculus, a puzzie"consisting
:

ol'an ivory square~cut
locomotor organ; a locomotor function Loco- into fourteen pieces, to be put together after having been
motor ataxia. See ataxia. taken apart.

locomotorial (16"ko-mo-t6'ri-al), a. [< loco- locum-tenency(16"kum-te'nen-si), . The office

motory, locoi>iotorium,-\- -al.] 'Of or pertaining or employment of a locum-tenens; the holding
to the loeomotorium, or to locomotion; loco- of a place by temporary substitution. [Rare.]
motor. [Rare.] Wanted, by an M. B. and C. M., Edinburgh, an indoor
lOCOmOtonum (10"ko-mo-to ri-um), n.; pi. loco- assistancy or Locum Tenency.
motoria (-a). [NL., neut. of locomotorius, loco- Lancet, No. 3410, p. 84 of Adv'ts.

motory : see locomotor.] In biol., the motive locum-tenens (16'kum-te'nenz), n. [ML., < L.
apparatus or motor mechanism of the body, locum, ace. of locus, place, + tenens, ppr. of
consisting of the muscles as the active agents tenere, hold: see locus and tenant. Hence,
of locomotion, and of the bones as the passive through P., lieutenant.] One who holds the
fulcrums and levers by which muscular power place of another; a deputy or temporary sub-
is applied. stitute.

locqmotory (16-k9-m6'to-ri), a. [< NL. locomo- locupletelyt (lok'u-plet-li), adv. [< *1oeuplete
torius, < locomotor, locomotor: see locomotor.] (= OP. locuplet, <' L. locuples (-plet-), rich in
Pertaining to or concerned in locomotion

; pos- lands, rich, opulent, < locus, a place, + 'plere,,

fill, plenus, full: see complete, etc.) + -

Richly.
sessing the power of moving or of causing mo-
tion; locomotive.

loco-plant (16'ko-plant), n. Same as loco-weed.
locorestive (16-ko-res'tiv), a. [< L. locus, a , .

place, + E. restive, q. v.] Staying in one place : locus (16'kus), n.; pi. loci (-si). [< L. locus, OL
-

Bedocumentized most locupleatly.

Naxhe, Lenten Stuffe.

correlative of locomotn-e.
rare - J

[Humorous and

i., Correspondence (ed. 1870), p. la (Em-ycAict)

. -. .
,

stlocus, a place. Prom L. locus are ult. E. lo-

cal, locality, etc., lieu, lieutenant, etc., locate, allo-

X'e^rVf Tl
e

' *>**>*>>^
}'
A

Place
j spot; locality. 2. In anat., some place,

the genus, and Oxylropis Lamberti. The poisonous element
or to two equations in analytical geometry; a

has not been satisfactorily determined. Also called crazy- curve considered as generated by its moving
LTcrian (16'kri-an),^, and * [< L. Locri, < Gr. SffijtfJ^SS or

Locust (Pachytylus M,
natura

toriits), atx>ut half

mode Sefr
CrlmMagnaGr!8Cla -

'

Loorlan
t of pencils

er of converging or diverging rays; an optical

II.' n. An inhabitant of Locris in Greece; !T;~l
5 ' A plaee

,

or
,.P

assa
.g
e in a writing;

pecifically, one of those who occupied the
the plural a collection of passages, espe-

J^-Sci
,!

ptur
f
S ^ Oth

f
r ancien

j
t

. methodically selected and arranged

specifically, one of those who occupied ,,
three detached divisions of ancient Locris on
the Malian and Eubcean gulfs and on the gulf
of Corinth, called respectively the Kpicnemid-
ian and Opuntian Locrians and the Ozolian Lo-
crians.

loculament (lok'u-la-ment), n. [< L. locula-

mentum, a case, box',' cell, < loculus, a cell : see
loculus.] In bot., same as loculus.

same as loculus.

locular (lok'u-lar), a. [< LL. locularis, kept in
boxes, < L. loculus, a box, cell: see loculus.]

upon some special topic or topics
. ,

a catena
;
a book or work consisting

of such a selection. -congregation of loci. See
congreyatton.- Cuspidal locus. See cuspidal. Genius
loci See yenius. - Geometric locus, a locus in sense
3, above. Linear locus. See Knear.-lMCUS eseru-
leus, a darkish tract extending upward from the fovea
anterior on the floor of the fourth ventricle of the brain
It is caused by the substantia ferruginea. Locus classi-
cus (pi. loci daxrici), a standard passage, especially in an
anoent author

; a passage which exemplifies the meaning
of a word or affords information with special clearness or
fullness, or which is the principal or only original author-
ity on a subject, and is accordingly regularly cited in books

locust

on that subject. Locus delicti, in law, the place where
an offense was committed. LOCUS In quo, the place In

which: a short phrase used in law, in actions of trespass,
to designate the area of land upon which the trespass is

alleged to have been committed : as, the locus in quo was

part of an abandoned highway. LOCUS nlger, the sub-

stantia nigra (which see, under substantial Locus per-
foratus anticus, the anterior perforated space at the oase
of the brain, near the entrance of the Sylvian fissure. Lo-
cus perforatus posticus, the postperforatus, or postcri-

brum, the posterior perforated space, or pons Tarini.

Locus pcenitentiae, a point or space of time for repen-
tance; in law, a point in a person's course at which it is not

yet too late to change his legal position; the possibility
of withdrawing from a contemplated obligation or wrong
before being committed to it. LOCUS slgllll, the place
of the seal: a phrase (usually abbreviated to i.S.)usedin
making a copy of a sealed instrument, to indicate where
a seal was affixed to the original, and in some of the United
States allowed to be used as and instead of a common law-
seal. Locus stand! (literally, place of standing), recog-
nized place or position ; specifically, in law, right of place
in court ; the right of a party to appear and be heard on
a question before a tribunal. Nodal locus, the locus of
the nodes of a system of curves.

locust1
(16'kust), n. [< ME. locuste = F. locuste

= Pg. It. locusta = AS. lopust, < L. locusta, a lo-

cust, a shell-fish. Cf. lobster, nit. from the same
source.] 1. One of the orthopterous saltato-
rial insects of the family Aeridiidce, popularly
known as grasshoppers, and more correctly
called short-horned grasshoppers. Thus, Stocky
Mountain locust is a common, popular, and book name of

Caloptenus or Melanoplus spretus, also popularly known
by its other name of the western or hateful grasshopper.
Locusts, in this sense, are allied to the long-horned grass-
hoppers and the crickets, but differ from them in having
shorter antennae and bodies and limbs more robust. Their
hind legs are large and strong, which gives them great
power in leap-
ing. Their man-
dibles and max-
illae are strong,
sharp, and jag-
ged, and their
food consists of
the leaves and
green stalks of

plants. They have colored elytra and large wings, disposed
when at rest in straight folds. They fly well, but are of-
ten conveyed by winds to distances which they could not
have attained by their own power. Their ravages are well
known. Locusts are eaten in many countries, roasted or
fried. They are often preserved in lime or dried in the sun.
The most celebrated species is the migratory locust of the
East, Pachytylus migratorius. It is about 2J inches long,
greenish, with brown wing-covers marked with black. Mi-
gratory locusts are most commonly found in Asia and Afri-

ca, where they frequently swarm in countless numbers,
darkening the air in their excursions, and devouring every
blade of the vegetation of the land they alight on.

2. An orthopterous saltatprial insect of the ge-
nus Locusta, family Locustida?. 3. A homopter-
ous insect of the genus Cicada, family Cicadida;,
such as the harvest-fly, Cicada tilricen, and the

seventeen-year locust.orperiodicalcicada.Cica-
daseptendeeim. See cut under Cicadidce. [U.S.]

4. A cockchafer; a beetle. [North. Eng.]
Bald locust, a locust of an undetermined species.

And the bald locust after his kind. Lev. xi. 22.

Clumsy locust, Brachystola magna, a large flightless
grasshopper, 2J inches long, found in Kansas, Colorado,
Wyoming, and other western parts of the United States.
See Brachystola. Green-striped locust, Tragocephala
(or Chim<erocephala) wridifaimata, a grasshopper of large
size and showy coloration, occurring all through the United
States and Canada. Lobe-crested locust, an acridiid of
the genus Tropidacris, which comprises some of the largest
insects known, certain of the Central and South American
forms having a wing-expanse of 8 or 9 inches. The only
United States representative is T. dux, which occurs in
Texas. Red-thlghed locust, Caloptenusfemur-rubrum,
one of the commonest of all grasshoppers In the United
States, a near relative of the Eocky Mountain locust, but
non-migratory, and slightly smaller and shorter-winged.
Rocky Mountain locust, Caloptenus (or Melanoplus)
spretus, otherwise called hateful grasshopper, inhabiting
permanently portions of Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho,
and the adjoining British possessions, and migrating in
immense swarms through several of the Western States
and territories, doing incalculable damage. It is a little
over an inch long, and of a grayish-green color, with wings
which when closed reach some distance beyond the end of
the abdomen. See cuts under Caloptenus. Seventeen-
year locust, the periodical cicada.

locust 1
(16'kust), v. i. [< locustl,n.] To devour

and lay waste like locusts
; ravage. [Rare.]

This Philip and the black-faced swarms of Spain . .

Come locusKng upon us. eat us up.
Tennyson, Queen Mary, ii. 1.

locust2 (16'kust), n. 1. A well-known tree of
the United States, Robinia pseudacacia, with
thorny branches, delicate pinnate leaves, and
dense clusters of white heavily scented flowers.
The wood is heavy, hard, strong, and very durable, and use-
ful for treenails, posts, turnery, etc. The tree is exten-
sively planted for ornament, and also as a timber-tree It
suffers from attacks of the locust-borer. Also called Uack
or yellow locust, and false or bastard acacia. The related
it. Neomexicana is also called loctist. The locust-tree of
Guiana and the West Indies is llymemra Courbaril. In
theWet Indies, Birrsonima cariacea. and B. cinerea of the
Malinyhiacea> are also called locust.

2. The carob-tree. Ceratonia Siligita. See Ce-
ratonia and carob. 3. The wood of the locust-
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tree. 4. A club or billy used by policemen: locust-shrimp (lo'kust-shrimp), H. Same an

so called because commonly made of locuM- iii/iiiii.i-xhiiin/i. See Xi/m/lnln . Stomatopoda.
wood. [Local, U. S.] Bastard locust of the West locust-tree (16'kusMre), n. [< locust^ + tm.\

'ih ni tinifoKa. Bristly locust, or moss-lo- See lornxt-.

CUSt, A"<'" Mfl*lo,lteubwlthpiiiktlowerscultiyated, l ocution ( lo-klVshon), n. f= F. locution = Pr.
from the All, -glumi's.- Clammy locust, llubinta vuc/uta,

"~"
'_ \, i.

.......,-,.. _ I, /,.

a small true with clammy branohleS and taf stalks, and loqucto = Bp. locucton = rg. I0t(,ao _ n. 10

cH.-toiif, < L. locntio(n-), n speaking, < lor.utux,

pp. of togwi, speak. Cf. allocution, elocution.]

1. The act of speaking.

lodge

Loadstone to hearts, and loadstar to all eyes.
SirJ. Itanr*, Immortal, of Soul, Ded.

What lode-start friendly ray,
When thine Is hid, shall guide the vessel's way?

Bryant, The Ascension.

lnrcr flowers than thu lirisl ly IIH-IIH!, from tile same region.

(Sri- also linm it /" / :Hlil Ktcltilljt-luCltgt.)

Locusta (lo-kus'ta), n. [L.: see locusfl.] 1.

A genus o'f orthdpterous insects founded by
LinntBiis (1748), made type of the Locustariceol

Latreillo ( 1807). (a) The Locusta of Latrellle Is characivyLuuiy. \u) iiio uv^it G. i_'ir*t:tJlilBt
,
ivjliu

terized by a slender form with long tegmina not ocellated 8POloffV a tmrase
in Hi*, null,, tl... fllulnmnil nf thti mull- cndillir ill two lonflr

'*W6J > f

Dentition and locution are for the most part contempo-
raries. Smith, Portraiture of Old Age.

2. Discourse: form or mode of speaking; phra-

in the male, the abdomen of thu male ending in two long
incurved processes, ample wings, and acuminate front.

Locusta in this sense is strictly an old World genus, (b) The
Locusta of Leach (1817)corresponds to Latreille's (Edipoda,

has led

ological nomenclature prevents the adopt

I hate these figures in locution,

These about phrases forc'd by ceremonie.

Marstan, Sophonisba, 1. 2.

clones totnefam'ilyXCTi&iida-aclreunistancewhIch Incutorv (lok'u-td-ri), n.: pi. locutories (-riz).

^ 1

l

n,s^^r,;:rv^s
t

?L
1

^op
f

ti

po^^^s i=*A- . $&&,< M *<*..,. ,.

use of the generic name Ijociutta, with the result that the
true locusts are not Locustidte, but Acridiidce.

2. [1. c.; pi. locusta; (-te).] In bot., the spikelet
of grasses.
Locust 36 (lo-kus'te), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L. to-

custa,tt marine shell-fish, a lobster: see locusft,]
A division of macrurous decapod crustaceans,
such as the Paliuuridte, or spiny lobsters.

Locustariae (16-kus-ta'ri-e), n.pl. In Latreille's

classification, a group of orthopterous insects; lodamt, See loadum.
the locustarians, corresponding to the modern lodanuint, See ladanum, laudanum.

family Locustidte (b). lode1
(lod), n. [Also less commonly toad; <

locustarian (16-kus-ta'ri-an), n. [< Locusta + ME. tode, tod, a way, path, course, also^a carry-

-ariaii.] A locust-like insect; one of the Locus- ing, burden (whence E. toad2), < AS. to:d, a

for conversation in a monastery, < LL. locator,

a speaker, < L. loqui, pp. locutus, speak: see

locution.] A room for conversation ; especial-

ly, a place in a monastery where the monks
were allowed to converse with those who were
not connected with the monastery, when si-

lence was enjoined elsewhere.

So came she to the grate that they cal

(I trowe) loeutorye. Sir T. More, Works, p. 1170.

carob-tree. See Ceratonia.

locust-berry (16'kust-ber'i), n. The fruit of

the West Indian locust, Byrsonima coriacea;

also, the tree itself.

(pret. lath) (=OS. lithan = OHG. lidan = Icel.

lidha = Goth, leithan), go, travel: see lead1
.

Lode, in a deflected sense and var. spelling, ap-
pears as load, a burden (see toad*); also in

locust-bird (16'kust-berd), n. The rose-colored comp. lifelode, now livelihood*, and in dial, form

starling, Pastor roseus: so called from its de-

vouring locusts. H. B. Tristram.

locust-borer (16'kust-bor'er), n. A longicorn
beetle, Cyllene robinue or C. picta, which bores
the locust-tree. See cut under Cyllene.

locust-eater (16'kust-e'ter), n. A book-name
of birds of Swainson's genus Gryllivora, as G.

gryllirora, the long-tailed locust-eater; a da-

yal. See Copsichus, Lalage.
liocustella (16-kus-tel'a), n. [NL. (Kaup, 1829),

< F. locuKtelle: see locustelle.] A genus of small

sylviine birds, the locustelles.

locustelle (16-kus-tel'), n. [< F. locustelle, so

called with ref. to its note, which resembles that

of the grasshopper, dim. of locuste, < L. locusta,

grasshopper,locust: seelocusft.] A grasshopper-
warbler; one of ,

several small / i

sylviine birds
| j; ,

of Europe
which make a

chirring, sibi-

lant, or stridu-
lous noise like

that made by
a grasshopper.
The term is indefi-

nite, but specially
applies to the lit-

tle birds of a mod-
em genus Locus-

tella. Including
Potamodus, Sioi-

latrix, Lusciniop-
gis, etc. An early
If not the original
locustelle was the
bird figured by
Daubenton In "Handles enluminees" (1778X called to lo-

Grasshopper-warbler (

certhiola).

lf. Away; path. 2. A reach of water:

an open ditch for carrying off water from a fen.

It was by a law of sewers decreed that a new drayn or

lode should be made and maintained from the end of

chauncelors lode unto Tylney Smethe.

Dugdale's Imbanking, p. 275. (HalliweU.)

Down that dark long lode ... he and his brother

skated home in triumph. Kingsley.

3. A metalliferous deposit having more or less

of a vein-like character that is, having a cer-

tain degree of regularity, and being confined

within walls. Lode as used by miners is nearly synony-
mous with the term vein as employed by geologists, etc.

The word would not be used for a flat or stratified mass.

See win and ore-deposit. Champion lode, the most pro-
ductive lode in a mining district. The term is Cornish
In origin, and is little used in the United States. See
mother-lode. Also called master-lade. Scovan lode, a

lode having no gossan on its back or outcrop. See vein.

lode-t, ". A Middle English form of toad2 .

loded. loaded 1
! (lo'ded), a. [< lode(stone) +

-ed2 .] Magnetized by being brought into con-

tact with lodestone.

Great Kings to Wars are pointed forth,
Like loaded Needles to the North.

Prior, Alma, ii.

lodemant, loadman1
! (lod'man), . [< ME.

lodeman, < AS. Iddman, a leader, a guide, < lad,

a way, course, + man, man: see tod* 1 and man.]
Same as lodesman.

lodemanage, loadmanaget (16d'man-aj), . [<

ME. lodeinenage, < OF. lodmanage, usually to-

manage, tamenage, pilotage, < toman, a pilot,

from a LG. form cognate with ME. lodeman :

see lodeman and -age.] Pilotage. Courts of lode-

manage are held at Dover in England for the appointment
of the Cinque Port pilots.

His herbergh and his mone, his lodemenage.
Chaucer, Qen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 403.

A small fishing-vessel.

netic oxid of iron, which possesses polarity and
has the power of attracting fragments of iron.

See magnet.
Renowned Load-stone, which on Iron acts,

And by the touch the same aloofe attracts.

Sylvester, tr. of l)u Bartas's Weeks, I. 3.

They had also another tricke, by a Load-stone placed In

the Koofe, to draw vp the yron Image of the Sunne, as If

It did then bid Serapls farewell.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 684.

2. A leading-stone for drains. Hallitcell. [Prov.

Eng.]
lodestuff (lod'stuf), n. In mining, vein-stuff;

all the material which composes the mass of a

lode or vein, including both gangue (or vein-

stone) and the ore which is associated with it.

See rein.

lodge (loj), n. [< ME. logge, loge, luge,< OF. loge,

F7w</e, a lodge, hut, cottage, = It. loggia, a gal-

lery, < ML. tofcia,
lmil, Hi. a gallery, covered way :

see lobby, from the same ML. source.] 1. A
hut

;
a cottage ; a house affording merely the

simplest accommodations; a temporary Habi-

tation ;
with reference to the North American

Indians, a hut constructed of poles and branch-

es, skins, or rough boards.

Thar loges & thare tentis vp the! gan blgge.
flub, of Brunne, p. 07.

And he saw thamc ga naked, and duello in luges and in

caves, and thaire wyfesand thaire childre away fra thame.
MS. Lincoln A. L 17, f. SO. (Hallivcll.)

The daughter of Zion is left as a cottage in a vineyard,
as a lnil

:
f in a garden of cucumbers. Isa. L 8.

O for a lodge in some vast wilderness.

Cowpcr, Task, it 1.

There have been strange moccasins about my camp.
They have been tracked into my lodges.

J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, ixvilL

custelle by Montbeillard (1778), the Motacilla ncevia of Bod- lode-shit)t Hod'ship), .

daert (1783X or Sylvia Inriuitella of Latham (1790% now Lo- cSJTlTlT
,** Mrii or L. locustetta. It inhabits temperate En- j^,^,^ loadsmant (lodz'man), n. [< ME.

lodesman, lodesmon, lodysman; (lode's, poss. of

tode1 ,
+ man.] A pilot.

Askyiift hem anon
If they were broken or aught woo-begon,
Or hadde nede of lodesmen [var. lodman] or vltayle.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1488.

being a pilot for harbour

Encyc. Brit., XIX. 96.

[< ME. loile-

xti-rrf (a'lso lodsterne, ladesterne = Icel. l<-itl-

harstjarna); < tode1 + star. Cf. MD. leidesterre

= MHG. leitsterne, G. leitstern = Dan. MMtfRTM
= Sw. ledatjerna, lodestar; as toad1 + star.] A
star that leads or serves to guide; especially,
the pole-star: often used figuratively.

Schipe-mene . . .

Lukkes to the ladesterne whene the lyghte faillez.

Hortf Artkure (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 751.

A lodesman [in Cowell]
and river duty.

nperat
rope and northern Africa. Another locustelle is L. lusci-

nioidei, or Savi's warbler. Both of these are British. L
ctrttdola, here figured, is Asiatic.

Locustidae (lo-kus'ti-do), n. pi. [NL.,< Locusta
+ -idw.] A family of Or<fto/>iero. (o) First used
by Stephens in 1829, and applied to the family now called
AcriAiuio! (which see), (b) Now Identified with the Lo-
custarice of Latreille. In this sense it contains many
winged and wingless genera, the former living on tri'i's,

bushes, and grass, the latter among stones and In dark
places. The inj;i-il forms are known as green grasshnp- lodestar, loadstar (16d star), n.

pers and katydids, and the wingless ones as gtone-rrietet*.

Tne anti<nn:i' :uv very long and thread-like ; the tarsi are

usually four-jointed. The female has a strong, exserted

ovipositor, usually more or It-ss curved and saber-shaped.
The elytra of the male have a stridulating apparatus at
the base. The species are found all over the world, at-

taining great size in the tropics. The European species
usually oviposit in the ground, but in America many lay
their ejrcs upon leaves and twigs, and sometimes pene-
trate the crevices of the soft parts and stems of plants for
this purpose.

2. A small house in a park, forest, or demesne ;

a gate-house ; also, a small house or cottage con-

nected with a larger house : as, a porter's lodge.

Knight, you have beaten my men, killed my deer, and
broke open my lodge. Shot., M. W. of W., L 1. 115,

3. Any covered place of shelter, as a den or

cave in which wild beasts lurk
;
in hunting, the

shelter of the buck or doe. 4t. The place in

which a body of workmen were employed; a

working-place or workshop, especially one of

masons or builders.

For the lord that he ys bonde to,

May facile the prentes whersever he go.

jef yn the logge he were ytake,
Muche desese hyt mygth ther make.

Quoted in English Gilds (E. E. T. S.\ Int., p. cxxxlx., note.

The lodge [the German word is "Hiitte." It meant as

well the workshop as the place of meeting, which In those

days were identical) itself of the architect was very similar

to our factories ; it consisted of one or more workshops In

which the workmen worked together.

English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), Int, p. cillv.

5. A place of meeting for members of a secret

society, as that of the Freemasons or the Odd
Fellows ; hence, a body of members of such a

society meeting in one place, in either an indi-

vidual or a representative capacity, in the latter

case constituting a district or a grand lodge ;

also, among the Freemasons, a meeting, ses-

sion, or convention of such a body. 6t. A col-

lection of similar objects situated close to one
another.

The Maldives, a famous lodge of Islands. Defoe.

7. In mining, the bottom of a shaft or of any
other cavity where the water of the mine has
an opportunity to collect, so that it may be

pumped out. The word sump is much more

commonly used in the United States Grand
lodge, the principal lodge or governing body of Freema-
sons. It is presided over by the grand master, and has the

power of granting charters of affiliation, enforcing unifor-

mity of ceremonial, and settling all disputes that may
arise between lodges under Its charge. The officers of

the grand lodge are chiefly delegates from the respective

lodges. A similar institution exists among the Good Tem-

plars.

lodge (loj), v.; pret. and pp. lodged, ppr. lodg-

ing. [< ME. loggen, logen, lugen, < OF. loger,

F. loger, lodge, house, < loge, a lodge, hut, cot-

tage: see lodge, n.] I. trims. 1. To furnish

with a lodge or habitation, especially
a tempo-

rary one ; provide
with a transient or temporary

place of abode ; harbor.

Ye may sey to alle hem that yow aske who was loged.

with yow, that it was the kynge I.ooth and his fonre sonea.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.\ ill. 519.



lodge

Alexander and his oste had lugede thame appone the

water of Strume. MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 9. (Ualhwell.)

.My lord was lodged in the Duke's Castle.

Howell, Letters, I. vi. 2.

3502

3. Place of rest. [Kare.]

Their feathers serve to stuff our beds and pillows, yield-

ing us soft and warm lodging. Kay, Works of Creation.

log

ge schal lenge in your lofte, & lyje in your ese.

SirGawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1098.

3. A floor or room above another or others
;
an

/ worKB 01 vjrtmuon. ^ *** .- -- - -- -
'

On a railroad, a "PP^ffi ^rf!M LS!fJ?ffi
of rest, or for preservation or future action : as,

dwelling-place for employees. [U. S. J
to /od</e money in a bank; to lodge a complaint J dging-house (loj'ing-hous), n. A house in

which lodgings are let ; generally, a place other

than an inn or hotel where travelers lodge.And that one talent which is death to hide

Lodged with me useless.

I lay all night in the c

visions.

3. To find an abode for
; assign a residence to;

put in possession.
Selden lodges the Civil Power of England in the King

and the Parliament. Selden, Table-Talk, Int., p. 11.

4. To plant or implant; infix; fix or settle;

place : as, to lodge an arrow in one's breast.

So can I give no reason, nor I will not,

More than a lodged hate, and a certain loathing.

Shak., II. of V., iv. 1. 60.

5. To bring to a lodgment; beat down; lay settling: as, the lodgment of mud in a tank.
flat : said especially of vegetation.

Though bladed corn be lodged, and trees blown down;
Though castles topple on their warders' heads.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1. 55.

6f. To entrap, as in a place of lodgment.

Pet. Not yet, sir, for I think they mean to lodge him ;

Take him I know they dare not, 'twill be dangerous.
Fletcher, Bonduca, iv. 1.

The deer is lodged, I've track'd her to covert ;

And hym she roggeth and awaketh softe,

And at the wyndow lep he fro the lofte.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2709.

Eutychus . . . fell down from the third loft and was
taken up dead. Acts xx. 9.

4. A gallery or an elevated apartment within

a larger apartment, as in a church, hall, barn,
etc. : as, an organ-Zo/i ; a hay-Zo/<.

I also to the ball, and with much ado got up to the loft,

where with much trouble I could see very well.

Pepyi, Diary, Nov. 15, 1666.

Cock of the loft See cock of the walk, under cocfcl . On
loftt, on high ; aloft. See aloft.

If thou be in place where good ale is on lofte, . . .

Mesurabli thou take ther-of.

Bailees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 39.

2. A deposits ^of
an accumulated mass; a

I ft (16ft), v. t [<Zo/*,re.] To furnishwith a loft.

I have a mill which was lofted with Scotch fir.

Sci. Amer., LVI. 17.

Lofted house.a house of more than one story. [Scotch.]

A high rude-looking square tower, with the addition of

a lofted house that is, a building of two stories.

Scott, Waverley, xix.

1. In a lofty manner or

.

of being lodged: as, the lodgment of money in

a bank; the lodgment of grass or grain by a

storm.

There is a great lodgment of civilized men on this con-

tinent. Everett, Orations, I. 218.

It would have been a worthy exploit indeed, if the arms

of Venice, by that time a great Italian power, had driven

out the Turk from his first lodgement on Italian soil.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 319.

3|. A place where persons or things are lodged ;

a lodging.
Certain publick Lodgments founded in Charity for the

use of Travellers. Haundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 2.

or foothold gained from

enemy, as by an invading loftily (16f'ti-li), adv

Rush in at once.

or a besieging army: as, to effect a lodgment position; in an elevated place; on high. 2. In

on the enemy's coast, or within the enemy's a lofty spirit ;
with elevated feeling or purpose;

lines. eminently; arrogantly; haughtily.
Addison, Cato, iv. 2.

I dh-bark (lod'bark), n. The bark of an East loftiness (lof'ti-nes), n. 1. The state or quality

II. intrans. 1. To have a lodge or an abode, Indian shrub or tree, Symploeos racemosa, used

especially a temporary one
;
be furnished with in dyeing.

shelter and accommodation. lodicle (lod'i-kl), n. Same as lodicule.

Than the! leyed and pight teyntes and pavilouns, and lodicula (lo-dik'u-la), n. Same as lodicule.

lodicule (lod'i-kul), n. [< L. lodicula, dim. of todix

(lodic-), a coverlet.] In bot., one of the scales

which occur in the flowers of some grasses, in-

serted on the receptacle just outside the sta-

mens. Also called squamula and paleola.
Lodoicea (lod-o-is'e-a), n. [NL. (J. J. La Bil-

AUU wuyc m.ii ..,, ........................ .. j~. lardiere, 1807), corruptly for Laodicea, named af-

8. To be deposited or fixed ; settle: as, a seed ter Laodice,& daughter of Priam,king of Troy.]

lodged in a crevice of a rock.

Nor let thy soul contrive

Against thy mother aught : leave her to heaven,

hem rested, and lete the hoste be wacched.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 166.

He lodgeth with one Simon a tanner. Acts x. 6.

2. To have an abiding-place; dwell; have a

fixed position.
And dwells such rage in softest bosoms then?
And lodge such daring souls in little men? Pope.

of being lofty or high ;
remarkable height or

elevation. 2. Elevation of character, senti-

ment, or feeling ;
the state of being elevated, as

by high thought, or puffed up, as by pride or

vanity; grandeur; sublimity; haughtiness; ar-

rogance.
We have heard the pride of Moab, ... his loftiness,

and his arrogancy. Jer. xlviii. 29.

Three poets in three distant ages born : . . .

The first in loftiness of thought surpass'd ;

The next in majesty; in both the last.

Dryden, Lines under Milton's Picture in P. L. (fol. 1688).

There may be a Loftiness in Sentiments where there is

no Passion. Addison, Spectator, No. 339.

And to those thorns that in her bosom lodge.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 5. 87.

4. To be beaten down or laid flat, as grain.
Its straw makes it not subject to lodge, or to be mil-

dewed. Mortimer, Husbandry.

A genus of palms of the tribe Borassece. It is dis-

tinguished by numerous stamens and many flowers in each

cavity of the spadix or fleshy spike. There is but one spe-
=
Syn. 2. Pnde, Presumption, etc. See arrogance

cies, L. Sechellarum, a native of the Seychelles Islands, a loftmgt (lof ting), n. [< loft + -wg1
.] Upp

magnificent palm, growing to a height of nearly 100 feet,

and bearing at the summit a crown of fan-shaped leaves

some of which are 20 feet long and 12 feet broad. At the

age of 30 years the palm bears its first fruit, which reaches

maturity 10 years later. See AmMe cocoanut, under cocoa

nut.

part; ceiling.
As he is awakening him, the timber passage and lofting

of the chamber hastily takes fire.

Quoted in Child's Ballads, VI. 175.

lofty (lof 'ti), a. [< loft + -y
1

. Cf. G. liiftig,
lodgeable (lojVbl), a. [Sometimes also lodg- lodomyt. - [A corruption of lodanum, lauda- aerTal.] 1. Raised in space or dimensions ;lift-
able; < lodge + -able, i Capable of affording a ,,,] Laudanum. ' n "-*

temporary abode. [Rare.] A pox upo' their iodomy
At the furthest end of the Towne East-ward the Ambas- On me had sic a sway;

sadour's House was appointed, but not yet (by default of Four o' their men, the bravest four,
some of the King's Officers) Lodgable. They bore my blade away.

Sir J. Finett, Finetti Philoxenis (1656), p. 164. Lang Johnny Moir (Child's Ballads, IV. 277).

lodged (lojd), p. a. In her., represented as ly- loellingite (lel'ing-it), n. [< Lolling (in Ca-

ing at rest upon the ground, as a buck, hart, rinthia) + -JJe2.] A native arsenide of iron,

hind, etc. Also harbored and couchant. FeAs2; a mineral closely related to arsenopy-
lodge-gate (loj'gat), n. A gate where there is rite or mispickel.
a lodge or house for the porter or gate-keeper, loemography (le-mog'ra-fi), n. See loimography.

lodgement, n. See lodgment. loess (les or 16'es),. <! G. loss, loess.'] Ingeol.,

lodger (loj er), n. One who lodges; especially, originally, a certain loamy deposit in the val-

one who lives in a hired room or rooms in the ley of the Rhine
; now, by extension, any de-

house of another.
Call'st thou me host?

Now, by this hand, I swear, I scorn the term;
Nor shall my Nell keep lodgers.

Shak., Hen. V., it 1. 33.

Lodger franchise, in Eng. law, a right to vote conferred

by statute in 1867 upon persons occupying lodgings in

boroughs of an annual rental value of at least 10 : ex-

tended to counties and assimilated to the household fran-

chise in 1881.

lodging (loj'ing), n. [< ME. loggyng, logyng,
lugyng ; verbal n. of lodge, v.'] 1. A place of

temporary residence; especially, a room or
rooms hired for residence in the house of an-
other: often used in this sense in the plural
with a singular meaning. In Great Britain persons
"in lodgings" are charged for rooms and attendance, and
sometimes purchase their own provisions, but far more
frequently are served by the landlady in their own rooms
with provisions purchased and cooked on their order.

And fourth withall to ther loggyng they went,
The best that they cowde fynde to ther entent.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 637.

trital accumulation more or less resembling the

original loess occurring in other parts of the
world. The loess is a very fine loam, very homogeneous
in character, showing hardly any indication of stratifica-

tion, and containing in numerous localities large quan-
tities of land and fresh-water shells, as well as bones of
land-animals. In northern China it covers a vast area
and is developed to a great thickness, and, being deeply
eroded by the rivers, has given rise to a very remarkable
topography. In the regions where the loess occurs it is

the most recent of the formations. The theories of its

origin are numerous, and the subject is one of great com-
plexity, so that " some skilful geologists, peculiarly well

acquainted with the physical geography of Europe, have
styled the loess the most difficult geological problem."
(Lyell.) Much that is called loess by some geologists is

certainly river-mud deposited in the ordinary manner.
Lyell connects the loess of the Rhine valley with glacial
action; and Richthofen considers it as beyond dispute that
the loess of China is a subaerial deposit, borne by the wind
to its present resting-place.

loffet, <' i- An obsolete form of laugh.
loft (16ft), . [< ME. loft, the air (esp. in the

phr. a loft, on loft), an upper room, < Icel. loft,
I pray, as we walk, tell me freely, how do you like your now spelled lopt, the air, sky, an upper room,

= Sw. Dan. loft, ceiling, loft,' garret, = AS. lyft,
the air: see lift

1
. Cf. aloft:] If. The air; the

sky : same as lift
1

. See on loft (below), aloft.

, , ,

lodging, and my host and the company?
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 61.

Life in lodgings, at the best of times, is not a peculiarly
exhilarating state of existence.

Mrs. J. H. Riddell, City and Suburb, xrii.

2. Place of abode
; harbor; cover.

Fayre bosome! fraught with vertues richest tresure,
The neast of love, the lodying of delight,

Spenser, Sonnets, Ixxvi,

Lyuond in the lofte with lordships in heuyn.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3719.

2. A room or space between a ceiling or floor-

ing and the roof immediately above it; the

space below and between the rafters
;
a garret.

ed high up; elevated; very high.

Cities of men with lofty gates and towers.

Milton, P. L., xi. 640.

See lofty Lebanon his head advance.

Pope, Messiah, 1. 25.

2. Elevated in condition, character, or quality ;

raised above the common level
;
characterized

by eminence, dignity, sublimity, etc.; exalted;

impressive.
Thus saith the high and lofty One that inhabiteth eter-

nity. Isa. Ivii. IB.

He knew
Himself to sing, and build the lofty rhyme.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 11.

A stern and lofty duty.
WhiMer, Lines on the Death of S. 0. Torrey.

3. Elevated in conceit
; manifesting pride or

arrogance ; haughty ;
ostentatious.

The lofty looks of man shall be humbled. Isa. ii. 11.

Lofty and sour to them that loved him not.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 2. 53.

= Syn. 1. High,ete. Seetall. 2. Sublime, exalted. state-

ly, majestic. See grand. 3. Arrogant, magisterial.

log
1
(log), n. and . [< ME. *log (not found), <

Icel. lag, a felled tree, a log (= Sw. dial, l&ga, a
felled tree, a tree blown down), lit. a tree that
'

lies
'

prostrate, < liggja = Sw. ligga, lie : see
lie1 . Cf . D. log, heavy,unwieldy (see loggy, logy) ;

E. log
2
(< Sw. logg), a ship's log, and law1 (AS.

lagu, Icel. log), from the same ult. source.] I. n.

1. A bulky piece or stick of unhewn timber; a

length of wood as cut from the trunk or a large
limb of a tree; specifically, an unsplit stick of

timber with butted ends ready for sawing.
So was he brought forth into the grene beside the chap-

pell wtin the tower, & his head laid down vpon along log
of timbre, and there stricken of.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 64.

2. Figuratively, a dull, heavy, stolid, or stupid
person.

What a log is this,
To sleep such music out !

Beau, and Fl., Captain, 11 2.

Christmas log. See Christmas.



log

II. a. Constructed of I. ,.,'s; consisting of logs: log
4

(log), n. [Heb. %/<.] A Hebrew liquid

as, a /(/ cabin ;
a ><l l'"i't or bridge Log cabin, measure, the seventy-second part of a bath, or

, ,

a cabin or hut built of lot's, unhewn or hewn, notched near

the ends and laid one upon another, and having the inter

Btlces filled wild
mud or plaster.

lag cabins are of-

ten used as dwell-

ings in poor
thinly set

or
ettled re

gions where tiin-

her abounds.

g-cabin cam-
. in V. S.

. the electoral

canvass for the

presidency in 1S4U,
in which represen-
tations of log ca-

bins anil barrels nf

hard cider were
carried in the pro-
cessions of the par-
tizans of William Henry Harrison. One of his opponents.
wrongly attributing to him a humble origin, had spoken of

him as one who had lived in a log cabin and drunk hard
cider, and the expression was caught up by his adherents
and made a party cry. Log-cabin quilt, a patchwork
quilt of a particular design. [U.S.]

Reluctantly she slipped her hook under the log-cabin

quilt, and said "Come in." Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 36.

Log canoe, a canoe hollowed out of a single log. Log
house, a house built of logs fitted together, and smoothed
on the inside, or on both sides. Log houses in new or

about a pint. It seems to have been of i',;il.y-

loniau origin, being one sixtieth of a maxis.

He shall take . . . three tenth deals of Hue flour for a

meat offering, mingled with oil, and one log of oil.

Lev. xiv. 10.

log. Tho abbreviation of logarithm. Thug,
I<HJ. 'A = 0.4771213 is an equation giving the
Mil in of the logarithm of 3.

logan, n. See liiggan.

Loganiaceae (16-ga-ni-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (End-
licher, 1836), ^ Logania, the typical genus, -f

-aceo;.] An order of gamopetalous exogens,
characterized by opposite,usually entire leaves,
with stipules which adhere to the leaf-stalks

or are combined in the form of interpetiolary
sheaths. The flowers usually grow In terminal or axil-

lary cymes, and are four- or live-parted, with an Inferior

calyx, the stamens inserted on the corolla-tube, and a fruit

which is capsular, drupaceous, or a
berry.

The order in-

cludesSOgenera and about 350 species, either herbs, shrulm,
or trees., which are dispersed throughout tropical and sub-

tropical regions. The plants are Mtter and highly poi-

sonous ; the poison-nut, Strychnos nttx-wmica, belongs to

this order, and several other species are used in medicine.

Besides Logania, an Australian genus and type of the or-

der, it includes Gelnemium, the yellow jessamine of the

southern United States, and Spiyelia, the pinkroot or

worm-grass.

thickly wooded regions of North America are often of logaoedic (log-a-e'dik). a. and . [< LL. loga-
considerable size and well finished. oedicus, < LGr. fayaoiotnot;, logaccdic, < Gr. /<5-

log
1

(log), v. ; pret. and pp. logged, ppr. log-
j,ofi speech, prose (see Logoa), + dotor/, song:

ging. [< log'-, .] I.t trann. To cut into gee ode.] I. a. Literally, prose-poetic ; in one.

logs. )>ros., noting a variety of trochaic or iambic
When a Tree Is so thick that after it is loy'd it remains verse in which dactyls are combined with tro-

stlll too great a Burthen for one Man, we blow It up with chees or anapests with iambi : so called be-

1 .";: and Keel.

Gunpowder. Dumpier, Voyages, II. ii. 80.

II. intrant. To cut down trees and get out

logs from the forest for sawing into boards,
etc. : as, to engage in logging.

log'
2
(log), [= D- G- '

</> *- Sw. logg = Dan.
lull, a ship's log, a piece of wood that 'lies' in

the water; diff. from Icel. lag, a felled tree (>
E. log

1
), but from the same ult. source, namely

Icel. liggja = Sw. ligga = Dan. ligge, etc., lie:

see Mel.] j. Naut., an apparatus for measuring
the rapidity of a ship's motion.
The most common form consists of a

log-chip, or thin quadrant of wood, of
about five inches radius, fastened to

a line wound on a reel. When the log-

chip is thrown overboard, its motion
Udeadened on striking the water, and
its distance from the ship, measured
after a certain time on the line (which
Is allowed to run out), gives approx-
imately the speed of the ship. The
chip is loaded with lead on the arc

side to make it float upright. At 12

or 15 fathoms from the chip a white

rag marks off the stray-line, a quan-
tity sufficient to let the log-chip get
clear of the vessel before time is

marked. The rest of the line, which is from 160 to 200
fathoms long, Is divided into equal parts by bits of

string stuck through the strands and distinguished by the
number of knots made in each, or in some similar way, as

by colored rags ;
hence these divisions are called knots.

The length of a knot must bear the same proportion to the

length of a nautical mile (see mite) that the time during
which the line is allowed to run out bears to one hour.

Thus, using a twenty-eight second glass, 28 : 3600 : : 47.3

feet (the usual length of a knot) : 6080 feet (the usually
received length of a sea-mile). Many other devices have
been Invented to perform the functions of the log, which

generally include a brass fly or rotator connected with
mechanism acting as an index. In some cases the whole
machine is towed astern of the ship, and must be hauled
in to be examined ; with the taffrau-log, the register is fas-

tened to the tatfrall and the fly Is towed astern.

Hence 2. The record of a ship's progress,
or a tabulated summary of the performance of

tho engines and boilers, etc. ; a log-book.
Electric log, an apparatus devised for measuring the

speed of water-currents, or the speed and distance trav-

eled by ships at sea, with the aid of electricity. With the
second kind mentioned under electric, the distance run is

indicated by a pointer on a dial, which shows the number
of turns made by a screw towed behind the vessel. Elec-
trical conductors are incased in the tow-line, and the cir-

cuit is closed at intervals of a stated number of turns,
thus operating an indicator on deck. Electric logs have
not come into practical use. Ground-log, a form of log
adapted for showing the direction and speed of passage of

a vessel over the ground in shoal water. It consists of an
ordinary log-line, with a hand lead of 7 or 9 pounds substi-

tuted for the log-chip. When used, the lead remains fixed

at the bottom, and the line shows the path and speed of

the ship and the effect of any current which may exist.

Rough log, in the rmted States navy, the original manu-
script of a snip's log. To heave the log. See heave.

log" (log), r. t.; pret. and pp. logged, ppr. log-

giiig. R log". "] 1. To record or enter in

the log-book. 2. To exhibit by the indication
of the log, as a rate of speed by the hour: as,

the ship loijx ten knots.

log
s
t (log), r. /. [The apptir. orijr. of the freq.

form loggi'i-X, q. v. ('f. also li>ggn>i.] To move
to and fro; rock. SIT /<></</hi</-rock.

N'iltural

numbers.

0.1

1
10
100
1000

10000
100000

Napier's
logarithms.

OMB
100000000
76974149
1101018
301)22447

Successive
differences.

23025851
23025861

-16129K6

HOS6851
nmea
U01B8H

It will thus be seen that if four numbers. A, B, C, D, are in

proportion, so that A :8 = C : D, then theirfonrlogarithms
satisfy the equation, log A log B = log C log D ; so

that, to work the rule of three with logarithms, we sim-

ply substitute for each number its logarithm and pro-
ceed as usual, only that in every case we perform addi-

tion instead of multiplication and subtraction instead of

division ; and the result is the logarithm of the answer.

(6) As now understood, a system of loga-
rithms, besides the two essential characters
set forth above, has a third, namely that the

logarithm of 1 is (I. ibis being admitted, a simpler
definition can be given of the logarithm, viz. : a logarithm
is the exponent of the power to which a number constant
for each system, and called the bate of the system, must

chees or anapests with iambi: so called be-

cause this apparent irregularity seems to ap-

proach the non-observance of metrical laws
characteristic of prose. These dactyls and anapests
are not, however, full dactyls or anapests of four times or

morse, but cyclic dactyls or anapests of only three times,

equivalent therefore In measure to trochees or iambi. A
single long syllable is also used in some places in several

forms of logaoadic verse to represent a complete foot.

This long is equal not to two but to three shorts, and is

therefore equivalent to a trochee. Irrational longs that

Is, longs reduced to the value of a short also occur in

the theses. A basis sometimes precedes the series. Re-
cent metricians use the epithet logaoedic of mixed meters

(see mixed) in general. Ancient writers classed many
logaoedic meters as Ionic, epionic, cboriambic, epicho-
riambic, or antispastlc. Among the more familiar loga-
oedic meters are the Olyconic, Pherecratic, Asclepiadic,

Sapphic, and Alcaic. See basis, 9, and cyclic, 3.

II. n. A verse of the character denned above,

logarithm (log'a-rithm or -riTHm), n. [Cf. F.

logarithme = Sp". logaritmo = Pg. logarithmo =
It. logaritmo = D. G. logarithme = Dan. loga-
ritme = Sw. logaritm (< E.); < NL. logarithmtitt

(NGr. ).oyaptO/tof), < Gr. Aojof, proportion, ratio

(see Logos), + apiff/i6c., a number: see arithme-

tic.] (a) An artificial number, or number used
in computation, belonging to a series (or sys-
tem of logarithms) having the following prop-
erties : First, every natural or ordinary number, integral
or fractional, has a logarithm in each system of loga-
rithms ; and conversely, every logarithm belongs to a nat-

ural number, called its antil<njarithm. Second, in each

system of logarithms, the logarithms corresponding to

any geometrical progression of natural numbers are in

arithmetical progression : that is, if each natural num
her of the series is obtained from the preceding one by
multiplying a constant factor into this preceding one,
then each logarithm may be obtained from the preced-
ing one by adding a constant increment or subtracting
a constant decrement. This is shown, for the system of

Napier's logarithms, in the following table. It must be
said that logarithms are, in general, irrational numbers,
and their values can only be expressed approximately,
being carried to some finite number of decimal places.

Owing to the neglected places, it will often happen that

the difference between two logarithms, obtained by sub-

tracting the approximate value of one from that of the

other, is in error by 1 in the last decimal place.

logarithm
be raised in order to produce the natural number, or an-

tilogarithm. Thu (base)i<* = *. At the time loga-
rithms were Invented fractional exponents had not been
tl ubt of, ami even decimals, as we conceive them, were
little us. 'I, the decimal point not having yet appear. <l;

consequently, the last definition of tlic localithm, wlii.-b

is now the usual one, was not at first possible. With log-
aiitlnns in the modern sense, the rule for solving pro-
portions still holds, but Is secondary to the following fun-

damental rule : The sum of the logarithms of several

numbers is the logarithm of the continued product of

those numbers. For example, let it be required to deter-

mine the circumference of the earth In Inches, knowing
that Its radius is 3H5h miles. We take out from a table of

logarithms the logarithms of all the numbers which have
to be multiplied together, as follows :

Names of quantities. r!u*!br. logarithms.

Radius of the earth in miles 3958 3.5974858

Ratio of diameter to radius 2 0.3010800

Ratio of circumference to diameter 3. 1415927 (1.4971499

One mile In feet 5280 3.7226389

One foot in Inches 12 1.0791312

The sum of these logarithms Is 9.1974808, which we find

by the table to be the logarithm of a number comprised
between 1575690000 and 1575S91000. To obtain a closer

approximation, we should have to carry the logarithms to

more places of decimals ; but this would be useless, since

the radius of the earth Is only given to the nearest mile.

From this fundamental rule several subsidiary rules fol-

low as corollaries. Thus, to divide one number by an-

other, subtract the logailthm of the divisor from that of

the dividend, and the antilogarithm of the remainder Is

the quotient ; to take the reciprocal of a number, change
the sign of the logarithm, and the antilogarithm of the

result is the reciprocal ; to raise a number to any power,

multiply the logarithm of the base by the exponent of the

power, and the antilogarithm of the product Is the power
sought ; to extract any root of a number, divide the loga-
rithm of that number by the index of the root, and the

antilogarithm of the quotient is the root sought For

example, what is the amount of $1 at interest at 6 per
cent, compounding yearly for 1,000 years? We must
here raise UK; to the thousandth power. The common
logarithm of 1.08 is 0.0253068653; 1,000 times this is

25.3058653, which is the logarithm of 2022384 followed by
19 ciphers, or say 20 quadrillions 223S40 trillions, In the

English numeration. To give an idea of the advantage of

logarithms in trigonometrical calculations, it may be men-
tioned that to find the altitude of the sun from its hour-

angle and declination with logarithms requires seven num-
bers to be taken out of the tables and two additions to be

performed, while the solution of the eame problem with
a table of natural sines requires, as before, the taking out

of seven numbers from the tables, and besides eight ad-

ditions and two halvings. There are two systems of loga-
rithms in common use, the hyperbolic, natiirat,oiNapierian
or Nfpierian (not Napier's own) logarithms in analysis,

and common, decimal, or Brigysian logarithms In ordinary

computations. The base of the system of hyperbolic loga-
rithms is 2.71S281828459. This kind of logarithm derives

its name from its measuring the area between the equi-
lateral hyperbola, an ordinate, and the axes of coordinates
when these arc the asymptotes; but the chief character-

istic of the system is that, x being any number less than

unity,

log (1 + x) = x - J z2 + J x3 } z4 4 etc.

Thus, the hyperbolic logarithm of 1.1 Is calculated as fol-

X 0.100000000 1x2 0.005000000
lx'-l 0.000333333 f*4 0.000025000
!z5 0.000002000 Jz6 0.000000167
: i~ 0.000000014 lx 0.000000001

0.100335347 0.005025168
0.005026168

log 1.1 0.096310179

By the skilful application of this principle, with some
others of subsidiary importance, the whole table of natu-

ral logarithms has been calculated. The logarithms of

any other system, in the modem sense, are simply the pro-
ducts of the hyperbolic logarithms into a factor constant
for that system, called the modulus of the system of loga-
rithms ; and each system In the old sense Is derivable from
a system In the modern sense by adding a constant to every
logarithm. The base of the common system of logarithms
Is 10, and its modulus Is 0.4342944819. A common loga
rlthm consists of an integer part and a decimal : the for-

mer is called the index or characteristic, the latter the

mantissa. The characteristic depends only upon the po-
sition of the decimal point, and not at all upon the suc-

cession of significant figures ; the mantissa depends en-

tirely upon the succession of figures, and not at all upon
the position of the decimal point. Thus,

log 12345

log 1234.5

log 123.45

4.09141)11

3.0914911
2.IHM 11)1]

The characteristic of a logarithm is equal to the number
of places between the decimal point and the first signifi-

cant figure. Logarithms of numbers less than unity are

negative; but, negative numbers not being convenient in

computation, such logarithms are usually written in one
or other of two ways, as follows : The first and perhaps
the best way is to make the mantissa positive and take
the characteristic only as negative, increasing, for this

purpose, its absolute value by 1, and writing the minus
sign over it. Thus, in place of writing_ 0.3010300. which
is the logarithm of j, we may write 1.69S9700. The sec-

ond and most usual way is to augment the logarithm

by 10 or by 100, thus forming a logarithm in the ori-

ginal sense of the word. Thus, 0. SO10300 would be
written !).69h9700, the characteristic in this case being
9 less the number of places between the decimal point
and the first significant figure. I.oRarithms were In-

vented and a table published in 1614 by John Napier of

Scotland ; but tbe kind now chiefly In use were proposed
by his contemporary Henry Briggs. professor of geometry
In Rresham College in London. The first extended table
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of common logarithms, by Adrian Vlacq, 1628, has been
the basis of every one since published. Abbreviated I.

or log. Arithmetical complement of a logarithm.
See arithmetical. Blnaxy logarithms. See biliary.

Briggslan, common, or decimal logarithm. See above.

Circular logarithm, an imaginary logarithm. Di-
vision by logarithms, see </iV<Vm. Gaussian loga-
rithms. See Gaussian. Logistic logarithm, the loga-
rithm of a number of seconds subtracted from the loga-
rithm of 3tiOO, the number of seconds in an hour. Natu-
ral, hyperbolic, Neperian, or Napierian logarithm.
See above. Negative index of a logarithm, one that

Is affected with the negative sign. Such are the indices
of the logarithms of all numbers less than unity. Para-
bolic logarithm, a real logarithm. Quadratic loga-
rithm, the exponent of a power of 2 which power of

2 is itself the exponent of a power of the decimal anti-

logarithm of 210, the power being the number of which
the first exponent is the quadratic logarithm. That is,

if a, = 102 -to and o2' = H, then a; is the quadratic loga-
rithm of N, written LjN.

logarithmetic (log"a-rith-met'ik), a. [< log-
arithm + -et-ie, a,ttei'arithmetic.] Same as log-
arithmic. [Bare.]
logarithmetical (log"a-rith-met'i-kal), a. [<

logarithmetie + -al.] Same as logarithmic.

logarithmic (log-a-rith'mik), a. [< logarithm +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to logarithms; consisting
of logarithms. Logarithmic curvature, the ratio

of the distances from the points of contact of two infi-

nitely neighboring tangents to their point of intersection.

This ratio is unity at an ordinary point, and on an al-

gebraic curve is always rational. Logarithmic curve.
See logistic curoe, under logistic. Logarithmic ellipse,
hyperbola, etc. See the nouns. Logarithmic plus
and tnimitt, two algebraic signs, J_ and T, such that a =
J.T and a = STy signify that fog tan (ja + 450) = log

tan (js + 450) i log tan (fa + 450), the upper sign for J..
and the lower for T. Logarithmic spiral, a curve-
line somewhat analogous to the common logarithmic
curve. It intersects all its radiants
at the same angle, and the tangent
of this angle is the modulus of the

system of logarithms which the

particular spiral represents. Its
involute and evolute are also loga-
rithmic spirals. Also called logistic

spiral.

logarithmical (log-a-rith'-
mi-kal), a. [< logarithmic +
-al.] Same as logarithmic.

logarithmically (log-a-rith'-

mi-kal-i), adv. By the use
or aid of logarithms.

Logarithmic Spiral.

logarithmotechny (log-a-rith'mo-tek-ni), .

[< E. logarithm (NGr. Aoyopifyiof) '+ Gr. TE^VJ?,

art.] The art of calculating logarithms.
logatt, n. See logget.

log-beam (log'bem), . In a sawmill, the trav-

eling frame which supports the log and feeds
it to the saws.

log-board (log'bord), . [< log
1* + board.]

A pair of boards shutting together like a book,
formerly used instead of a log-slate.

log-book (log'buk), n. [= Sw. logbok = Dan.
logbog; as log* + book.] 1. The official record
ofproceedings on board ship: so called from the

register which it includes of the indications of
the log. It is a journal of all important items happen-
ing on shipboard, contains the data from which the navi-
gator determines his position by dead-reckoning (which
seeX and is, when properly kept, a complete meteorologi-
cal journal On board merchant ships the log is kept by
the first officer ; on board men-of-war, by the navigator.
2. In the board schools of Great Britain, a
book for memoranda kept by the principal of
the school, in accordance with the requirements
of the Education Act.

log-butter (log bot'to), . A heavy drag-saw
used in squaring or butting the ends of logs.
log-cabin (log'kab'in), n. See log cabin, under
log

1
,
a.

log-chip (log'chip), n. The board, in the form
of a quadrant, attached to a log-line. See log?.
Also, erroneously, log-ship.
log-Cock (log'kpk), n. The pileated woodpecker
of North America, Hylotomws or Ceophkeus pile-
atus, more fully called black log-cock.

loget, and v. A Middle English form of lodge.
log-fish (log 'fish), . The barrel-fish, Urus
perciformui. Also called rudder-fish.
log-frame (log'fram), . A sawmill machine
for cutting timber into planks ;

a deal-frame.

loggan (log'an), n. [Also lor/an; < log^.] A
logging-rock' or rocking-stone.
loggatf, n. See logget.

logget, . and i'. A Middle English form of lodge.
logger1

(log'er), n. [< log* + -er1 .] A man
employed in getting out logs or timber from
the forest, and sometimes in getting them down
rivers to market. [U. S. and Canada.]
There were a couple of loggers on board, in red flannel

shirts, and with rifles. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 110.

Iogger
2
t (log'er), a. [< log

1 + -er, here used
adjectively. Cf. loggij, logy.] Heavy ; stupid.
Compare loggerhead.

3504

My head too heavy was and logger
Even to make a Pettifogger.

Cotton, Burlesque upon Burlesque.

logger3 (log'er), V. i. [Freq. of log
3

. Cf. Dan.

logre, wag the tail.] To move irregularly, as

a wheel that is loose on its axle. [Prov. Eng.]

loggerhead (log'er-hed), . [< logger* + head.]
1. A blockhead; a dunce; a dolt; athickskull.

Now wae be to you, loggerheads,
That dwell near Castlecarry,

To let awa' sic a bonny lass,

A Highlandman to marry.
Lime Baillie (Child's Ballads, IV. 75).

You in the mean time, you silly Logerhead, deserve to

have your Bones well-thrash 'd with a Fool's staff, for think-

ing to stir up Kings and Princes to War by such Childish

Arguments. Milton, Ans. to Salmasius, Pref., p. 17.

2. A spherical mass of iron with a long handle,
used after being heated for various purposes,
as to liquefy tar, to ignite the priming of a can-

non, etc. Also called loggerheat.
Here dozed a fire of beechen logs, that bred

Strange fancies in its embers golden-red,
And nursed the loggerhead whose hissing dip,
Timed by nice instinct, creamed the mug of flip.

Lowell, Fitz Adam's Story.

3. A post in the stern of a whale-boat, with
a bell-shaped head, around which the har-

poon-line passes; a snubbing-post. 4. The
hawk-billed turtle, a marine species of the

genus Thalassochelys, as the American logger-

head, T. caouana or caretta, or the Indian, T.

olivacea ; also, the alligator-turtle of the south-
ern United States, Macrochelys lacertina. 5.

The small gray or Carolinian shrike, Lanius lu-

dovicianus, a bird of the family Laniidai, resi-

dent and abundant in the southern parts of the

United States, and sometimes as far north as

New England. It is about 8J inches long (the wing
and tail each 4 inches), slate-colored above and white

below, with the wings and tail black and white, the scapu-
lars and upper tail-coverts bleached a little, and each side
of the head marked by a black bar, the two bars meeting
on the forehead. The bird is a geographical race of the
common white-rumped shrike, L. excubitorides, and its

habits are the same as those of other butcher-birds.

6. A flycatcher. [West Indies.] 7. The chub.

[Local, Eng.] 8. A kind of sponge found in

Florida. 9. pi. The knapweed, Centaurea ni-

gra; also, the blue-bottle, C. Cyanus At logger-
heads, engaged in bickerings or disputes; contending
about differences of opinion or the like.

At last the divine and the poet, traditionally at logger-
heads, have a common bond of suffering.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 13.

To fall or go to loggerheads, to come to blows,

loggerheaded (log'er-hed'
/
ed), a. [< loggerhead

+ -erf2.] Dull; stupid; doltish.

You logger-headed and unpolish'd grooms !

What, no attendance? Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1. 128.

loggerheat (log'er-het), n. Same as logger-

head, 2.

loggett, [Also loggat, logat; dim. of log
1
.] 1.

A small log or piece of wood.
Now are they tossing of his legs and arms,
Like loggete at a pear-tree.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, iv. 5.

2. pi. An old English game, played by fixing a
stake in the ground and pitching small pieces
of wood at it, the nearest thrower winning;
ekittle-pins. It was at one time prohibited by
statute, under Henry VIII.

Did these bones cost no more the breeding, hut to play
at loggate with them? Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 100.

[I have seen it [loggats] played in different counties, at
their sheep-shearing feasts, where the winner was entitled
to a black fleece, which he afterwards presented to the
maid to spin, for the purpose of making a petticoat, and
on condition that she knelt down on the fleece to be kissed
by all the rustics present.

Steevens, note on the above passage. ]

loggia (loj'a), n.; pi. loggie (-e). [It., = E.

lodge, q. v.] In Italian arch.: (a) A gallery or
arcade in a building, properly at the height of
one or more stories, running along the front or

part of the front of the building, and open on at
least one side to the air, on which side is a
series of pillars or slender piers. Such galleries af-
ford an airy and sheltered resting-place or outlook, and are
very characteristic of Italian palaces. Amongfamous loggie
are those of the Vatican, decorated by Raphael and his
scholars. Compare belvedere. See cut in next column.
(A) A large ornamental window in the middle
of the chief story of a building, often projecting
from the wall, as seen in old Venetian palaces.
logging1 (log'ing), n. [Verbal n. of log1, .]
The business of cutting and getting out logs or
timber from a forest. [U. S. and Canada.]
logging2!,

A Middle English form of lodging.

Ipgging-ax (log'ing-aks), n. A heavy ax used
in cutting off logs.

logging-bee (log'ing-be), . Same as log-roll-
ing, 1.

logic

Loggia, Ospedale Maggiore, Milan.

A logying-bee followed the burning of the fallow, as a

matter of course. In the bush [Canada] where hands are

few . . . these gatherings are considered indispensable
[1832]. Susanna Moodie, Roughing it in the Bush, II. 58.

logging-camp (log'ing-kamp), n. An encamp-
ment of loggers or persons engaged in logging
during winter. [U. S. and Canada.]
logging-head (log'ing-hed), n. In a steam-

engine, the working-beam. E. H. Knight.
logging-rock (log'ing-rok), n. A rock so bal-

anced on its base that it logs or rocks to and
fro very easily, as by the force of the wind.

log-glass (log'glas), n. A fourteen- or twenty-
eight-second sand-glass, used with the log-line
to ascertain the speed of a ship. See log*.

loght, n. An obsolete form of loch1 or lough1
,

and of low3 .

loghead (log'hed), re. A thick-headed or stupid

person; a loggerhead. [Bare.]
Not being born purely a Loghead (Dummkopf), thou

hadst no other outlook. Carlisle, Sartor Resartus, p. 113.

log-headed (log'hed"ed), a. Stupid. Dames.
For well I knewe it was some mad-heded chyldo
That invented this name, that the log-headed knave might

be begilde. R. Edwards, Damon and Pythias.

log-house (log'hous'), n. See log house, under

log
1

,
a.

logic (loj'ik), re. and a. [Formerly logick, logique,
< ME. logike, < OF. (and F.) logique = Sp. Ugica
= Pg. It. logica, < L. logica, logice, < Gr. l.ayiidi

(occurring first in Cicero), logic ; properly fern,

of '/j>ytK.6$ (>L. logiciis), of or pertaining to speech
or reason or reasoning, rational, reasonable, <

Myof, speech, reason : see Logos.] I. n. 1. The
science of the distinction of true from false

reasoning, with whatever is naturally treated in

connection therewith. See the phrases below.
The definition of logic has been much disputed, and many
definitions of the word have been given. There was much
discussion in ancient and medieval times of the questions
whether logic was a mode of knowing, or an instrument
of science, or an art, or a practical science, or a specula-
tive science. There was also a great diversity of opinion
as to the subject-matter of logic, some holding that it had
to do with words, others that It treated of the ens rationis,
or that which has its existence in thought, and still others
that it related to argumentations or some instrument of

knowing. In modern times, especially since Kant, the
real divergence of conception has been very much greater,
one party holding that the main business of logic consists
in developing the true theory of the process of cognition,
and a second that its chief work is to separate inferences
into classes distinguished by their form, while a third
maintains that the form and the matter of thought have
to be evolved together.

Logike hath eke in his degree
Betwene the trouth and the falshede
The pleyne wordes for to shede.

Sower, Conf. Amant., vli.

He that knoweth reason to be in man, and the same
geven by the greate might of God, must nedes confesse
the Logique also is in man, and that onely by God. For
there is none other difference betwixt the one and thother
but that Logique is a Greke worde and Reason is an Eng-
lishe woorde. . . . Logique is an arte to reason probably
on bothe partes of al matiers that be putte ioorth, so ferre
as the nature of every thing can beare.

Sir T. Wilson, Rule of Reason (1562).

[Dialectic and organon are generally synonyms of logic,

though they have been variously distinguished at different
times.]

2. Beasoning, or power of reasoning; ratiocina-

tion; argumentation; used absolutely, reason;
sound sense.

Ignorance in stilts,
His cap well lined with logic not his own,
With parrot tongue perform'd the scholar's part.

Coicper, Task, ii. 737.

Abstract logic, the general theory of logic (also called

logica docens, general and theoretical logic) : opposed to
concrete logic, or logic as an element of active thought in
the prosecution of science (also called logica ittens, spe-
cial and practical logic). The terais luyica iitrus :ind docenii
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are derived from Ittfficun if/''//.-, lie \\ ho ilraw.s conclusions,
and Iti'JU-tlX (/"fl'/tx, he who Harm's (lrlllnTI>tf.lliinl.-.. I'.lll

the corresponding distinction of ihe l-i tn-Mit sri.-nee is

not very clear, anil tin- terms are often used vaguely anil

incorrectly. Acquired logic, <>r loglca docens, tin- o >r

rect knowledge or strictly seientille part of the rules of

n-asnninu, a.* Mji]n,sr<l I- or flic natural fac-

ulty of reasoning. Applied logic, rules for tlic ilinv-

tion of the understanding under the psychological con-

ditions to which it is subjected ; Hint part of logic which
shows how to avoid prejudice, how to escape various erro-

neous tendencies, etc. Aristotelian logic, fee Aris-

totelian. Artlflclal logic. () i'he loqolred habit of

distinguishing truth from falsehood; the science, art, or

organon of logic: also called acquired logic: opposed to

natural Imjic (a). (6) The science of the necessary rules
of thought : also called Hcietttijic tojic : opposed to natural

loyic (c). Calculus of logic. See calculus. Concrete
logic. See abulract logic. Deductive logic, that branch
of logic which takes no account of probability or other

quantitative considerations. Formal logic. See for-
inal. Habitual logic. .See habitual. Inductive logic,
the logic of scientific reasoning. Material logic, the

logic which takes into account either the laws of the pro-
cess of human cognition or the matter to which the thought
is directed. Natural logic, (a) The natural faculty of

distinguishing truth from falsity: also culled native loyic.

(6) The logical doctrine applicable to natural things: op-
posed to the logic of faith, which is applicable to super-
natural things (a distinction used In discussions on the

Trinity), (c) All anthropological science which treats of
the rules of the natural use of the understanding. Ob-
jective logic. () The body of doctrines of which logic
is built

up:
also called xi/xteinalic logic : opposed to habitual

loyic, which is any individual's knowledge of those doc-
trines. (6) The logic of objective thought, or thought as
it exists in the external world, (c) The science which ex-

pounds the laws by which our scientific procedure should
be governed, so far as these lie in the contents, materials,
or objects about which our knowledge is conversant. Also
called material logic. Particular logic. Hee universal

logic. Pure logic, tile general laws of thought : opposed
to applied or modified litgic, the laws of logic applicable
to this or that kind of mind as shown in empirical anthro-

pology, such as the doctrine of Bacon concerning idola.

Scientific logic. Same asar(inaano</t<:(&). Subjective
logic, the opposite of objective logic in any sense. Subjec-
tivist logic, or subjectlvistlcally formal logic, a sys-
tem of logic whose only aim is to give thought a subjective
agreement with itself, such, for example, as the system of

Manscll : opposed to obkctieixtic loyic, which aims at rules
for making or aiding thought to agree with the reality.
To chop logic. See chops. Universal logic, the gen-
eral logical doctrine applicable to all matter: opposed to

particular loyic, the doctrine of the application of the for-

mulas of logic to particular cases for example, to neces-

sary contingent, probable, and impossible matter.

II. a. Pertaining to God the Son as the Logos
or Word of God. [Rare.]
The Fathers, rejecting all savour of a bloody sacrifice,

have no scruple of speaking about the Eucharist as a
sacrifice in the other sense : they call it a "logic sacrifice

"

(duiria Ao-ycKq), for the Logos is the Word of God, Jesus
Christ. Baring-Gould, Our Inheritance, p. 382.

logical (loj'i-kal), a. and . [< logic + -al.~] I.

a. 1 . Of or pertaining to logic ; used or taught
in logic : as, logical subtleties.

They are put off by the names of vertues, and natures,
and actions, and passions, and such other logicall words.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 98.

2. According to the principles of logic; so
stated or conceived, as an argument, that the
form guarantees its validity; unobjectionable
from the point of view of logic ; consistent: as,

logical reasoning; a logical division of a sub-

ject; a logical definition. 3. Skilled in logic ;

furnished with logic ; given to considering the

processes of reason as to their forms or genera,
and critically as to their validity and cogency :

applied especially to an analytical mind or a
methodical habit. Logical abecedarium. See
abecedarium. Logical abstraction. See abstraction.

Logical actuality, the satisfying of the principle of

sufficient reason. Logical addition. See addition. 1.

Logical algebra. See algebra. Logical conviction,
intellectual conviction; the settlement of individual be-
lief by reason. - Logical distinctness, the accurate logi-

cal analysis of a concept ion. Logical division, (a) See </i-

rwioH. (b) The division of a genus into species. Logical
Induction, see iiuiaction, :>. Logical machine. See
machine. Logical medicine, dogmatic or methodic medi-
cine : opposed to empiric medicine. Logical moments
of judgments, the different modes of uniting representa-
tions Into one consciousness. Logical necessity. See

necessity. Logical partt, a species considered relatively
to its genus. Logical perfection, the perspicuity, har-

mony, and completeness of a science : opposed tn mtif>'i-<'"!

perfeclinn. Logical possibility, the possibility of that
which does not involve contradiction. Logical pre-
sumption, ampllative inference; a scientific induction
or hypothesis. -Logical privation, the absence of a
form that ought to oe in a subject: opposed to pltii^ic'i!

privation, or the absence of a form that is sometimes in a

subject. Logical reflection, the comparison of con-

cepts. Logical truth, (a) Tlie truth of a proposition;
the agreement cf a judgment with the reality. (&> Self-

consistency. - Logical whole, a genus considered as hav-
ing its species as parts. =Syn. 1. Dialectic. 2. Coherent,
consistent. 3. Analytical, methodical.

II. n. Used only in the phrase little (xmnll)

loffieah. These are the logical doctrines of supposition,
ampliation, restriction, distribution, tlic cxponibles, con-

sequences, obligations, insoluhlcs, etc.

They (the I'topiansl have not devised one of all those
rules of resti ictii-iis. amplifications, very wittily invented
in the small hfftouu which here our children in every
place do learn. .s'iY '/'. .V-KV I topia(tr.by Kobinson), ii. 7.
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logicality (loj-i-kal'i-ti), . [< logical + -ill/.]

Jut qualiu of lii-injj Logtaal: correctness or

I'ou.sislrney nf reasoning; logicalness.

logicalization (loj'i-kal-i-za'shpn), . [< '".'/<-

rnti:.<- + -ii/ion.] The act of logicaliziug or

making logical. [Rare.]
The mere act of writing tends in a great measure to the

Ivificalizatum ut thought. /'<
, Marginalia, xvi.

logicalize (loj'i-kal-iz), r. t. ; pret. and pp. logi-
mli. fit, ppr. loyicali:ing. [< logical + -izi:]

To make logical. [Rare.]
Thought is Imjicaliud by the effort at ... expression.

/'". Marginalia, xvl.

logically (loj'i-kal-i), adv. According to logi-
cal principles, or by formally valid inference:

as, to argue logically.

logicalness (loj'i-kal-nes), n. The quality of

being logical.

logic-chopping (loj'ik-chop'ing), n. Quibbling
or sophistical reasoning. See to chop logic, un-
der cno/)

2
,
v. t.

logic-fistedt, n. Close-fisted. [Rare.]
One with an open-handed freedom spends all he lays

his fingers on ; another with a logic-flirted gripphigneas
catches at and grasps all he can come within the reach
of. Kennel, tr. of Erasmus's Praise of Folly, p. 87.

logician (16-jish'an), . [< logic + -ian,~\ 1. One
who is skilled in logic or in argument; a teach-
er or professor of logic.

First, like a right cunning and sturdy logician, he denies

my argument, not mattering whether in the major or mi-
nor. Milton, t'olasterion.

Aristotle, who was the best Critick, was also one of the
best Logicians that ever appeared in the World.

Addison, Spectator, No. 291.

2. In medieval universities, a student of arts

in the second class or lection
;
one who was

preparing for the baccalaureate, being above
the summulists and below the physicians.
logicianert (lo-jish'an-er), n. [< logician +
-</!.] Same as logician, 1.

There is no good loyiciojicr but would think, I think,
that a syllogism thus formed of such a thieving major, a

runaway minor, and a tralteroiis. consequent must needs

prove at the weakest to such a hanging argument.
Patten (Arber's Eug. Garner, III. 1S7).

logicize (loj'i-siz), v. *'.; pret. and pp. logMzed,
ppr. logicizing. [< logic + -Aw.] To exercise

one's logical powers; argue. Also spelled logi-
cise. [Rare.]

Intellect is not speaking and logicising; it Is seeing and
ascertaining. Cariyle.

logicst (loj'iks), n. [PI. of logic: see -to.] The
science or principles of logic.

logie (16'gi), w. [Origin obscure. Cf. logy.} A
bit of hollowed-out pewter polished in various
concavities and used as theatrical jewelry.
[Theatrical slang.]

logistt (16'jist), w. [< LL. logista, < Gr. ZoyurrfK,
a reckoner, an accountant, < toyi&uBtu, reckon,
< Xrfj-of, an account : see Logos.] An expert ac-
countant. Bailey, 1731.

logistic (lo-jis'tik), a. and . [= P. logistique,
< Gr. Tayiorutf, skilled in calculating (fern.

/U>j'mic#, the art of calculation), < XoyKnv/f, a

calculator, < s.oyi&atiat, compute, < ~A,6yo$, cal-

culation, proportion: see logic, Logos.] I. a.

It. Logical. Berkeley. 2. Skilled in or per-
taining to computation and calculation.

Plato's dislike of the Sophists extended to the subjects
which they taught, and he is on many occasions careful
to distinguish the vulgar logistic from the philosophical
arithmetic. J. Oow, Hist. Ureek Mathematics.

3. Proportional; pertaining to proportions.
Logistic arithmetic.

See n. Logistic line or

curve, a curve whose ordi-

nates increase arithmetically
while its abscissas Increase

geometrically. Also called loy-
arithmic curve. See the fig-

ure. Logistic logarithm.
See logarithm. Logistic spi-
ral. Same as logarithmic spi- I-ogistk Cutve.

ral. See logarithmic.

II. n. (a) The art of calculation,with the fin-

gers, with an abacus, with characters, or other-

wise; practical or vulgar arithmetic. (6) Sex-
a i,"'*imal arithmetic Specious logistic, the art of

calculating by means of geometrical constructions.

logistical (lo-jis'ti-kal), a. [< logistic + -al.]

Same as logiatic.

logistics (16-jis'tiks), n. [PI. of logistic: see

-<.] 1. Same as logistic, especially in sense

(6). 2. That branch of military science which
relates to the movement and supplying of ar-

mies, and all arrangements necessary for and
matters connected with the carrying on of cam-

paigns, including the study of present or pos-
sible fields of war in their topographical and
iilhcr relations; according to some, the science
of strategy and arms in general.

logographical

log-line (log'lin), . 1= Sw. loglimi = Dan. log-

liiti'; as In;/- + //-.] \aiil., a line or cord,
from 150 to li(X) fathoms in length, fastened to
the log-chip by means of three legs of cord, and
wound on a reel, called the lng-rei-1. See log

2
.

logman (log'mau), n.; pi. logmen (-men). 1. A
man who carries logs.

The very Instant that I saw you, did

My heart fly to your service : . . . for your sake
Ami this patient log-man. Shot., Tempest, ill. 1. 07.

2. One employed in cutting and conveying logs
to a mill. [Local, U. 8.]

log-measurer (log'uH'/lf ur-or), . An instru-

ment for gaging logs and reducing the measure
in the rough to board-measure, in running feet,
after making due allowance for losses in squar-
ing, etc.

logocracy (log-ok'ra-si), . [< Gr. >6}of, word
(see Logos),+ Kpareiv, govern,viyxiTof, strength.]
Government by the power of words. [Rare.]

In this country every man adopts some particular slang-
whanger as the standard of his judgment, and reads every-
thing he writes, if he reads nothing else : which Is doubt-
less the reason why the people of this logocracy are so mar-

vellously enlightened. Irving, Salmagundi, \i\ .

logocyclic (log-o-sik'lik), a. [< Gr. Ao>of, ratio,

proportion, + xt'it/of, circle.] An epithet oc-

curring only in the

phrase logocyclic ctm-e} a
crunodal circular cubic.
It may be constructed by In-

creasing and diminishing the
radius vector of a variable Logocyclic Curve.

point on a straight line by
the distance of that point from the point of the line near-
est to the origin. The equation of the curve la

(12 + y-i) C2a-x) = 02*.

It resembles the folium of Descartes, but has a rounder

loop.

logodaedaly (log-o-ded'al-i), . [< LL. logo-

tlifdalia, < LGr. ?.o}oAaii!a).ia, < Gr. ?.ojo6
t

a5a/of,
skilled in tricking out a speech, < >.<ijof, word,
+ dajoWof, cunningly wrought: see dedal.]
Verbal legerdemain ;

a playing with words, as

by passing from one meaning of them to an-
other. [Rare.]
For one instance of mere logomachy, I could bring ten

instances of logodaedaly or verbal legerdemain. Coleridge.

logogram (log'o-gram), n. [< Gr. /ujoc, word,
+ ypaufia, a letter: see grammar.] 1. A word-

sign; a single written character, or a combi-
nation of characters regarded as a unit, rep-

resenting a whole word. A logogram may be pic-
torial that Is, it may be an ideogram, such as the astro-

nomical signs - for the sun and c for the moon ; or it may
be phonetic in its immediate origin that is, it may be a

single letter or set of letters standing as an abbreviation
for the complete word, as c. for cent, s. for ishuling; or,

lastly, it may be such a letter or set of letters transferred
from one language to another, losing its phonetic value,
but still representing the same idea, as or Ib. for the
Latin libra, signifying and pronounced pound.
2. A versified puzzle containing synonyms of

a number of words derived from a single word
by recombining its letters, the solution de-

pending upon the guessing of the derived
words from the synonyms, and the discovery
from the former of the original word. Thus,
from curtain may be derived cur, curt, nut, etc., for which
may be used in the puzzle dog, short, shell-fruit, etc.

logbgraph (log'o-graf), . [< Gr. ?.o>oc, word,
+ ypafetv, write.] 1. A written word; a char-
acter or series of characters representing a
word. See logographic, 1, and logography, 1.

2. A word-writer; an instrument for record-

ing spoken sounds.

Barlow has constructed an apparatus for recording the
sounds of the human voice, which he calls a logograph.

Smithsonian Report, 11-80, p. 251.

logographer (16-gog'ra-fer), n. [< logograjiny+ -cr1 .] 1. In anc. Gr. lit., a prose-writer;
especially, a historian. Under the name of logog-
raphers are commonly classed the early Greek historians
before Herodotus. This school of writers began with Cad-
mus of Miletus, about 550 n. c., and continued for over a

century. They wrote in the Ionic dialect, and most of

them were lonians by birth.

2. One who is skilled in logography.
logographic (log-o-graf'ik), a. [< Gr. >o>o-

)pa<jnn6f, concerning the writing of speeches,
< foyoypdipof, a writer of speeches: see logog-

raphy.] 1. Pertaining to written words ; con-

sisting of characters or signs each of which

singly represents a complete word.

English is, like Chinese, not alphabetic in its dress, but

logographic: and there Is no man living, in England or

America, who has learned or can learn to read It : that is,

to pronounce anything and everything written in it.

T. Hill, True Order of Studies, p. 106.

2. Pertaining to logography.
logographical (log-o-graf'i-kal), a. [< logo-

+ -a I.] Same as logograiiliic.



logographically

logographically (log-o-graf i-kal-i). ttdr. In a

logographic manner
; by means of logography.

The Times is usually dated from the 1st of January
1788, but was really commenced on the 18th January
1785, under the title of The London Daily Universal Reg-

ister, printed logayraphicattij. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 417.

logography (lo-gog'ra-fi), . [=F. logographie,
< Gr. Myaypafia. a writing of speeches, prose
or historical writing, < fayoypApoc, a writer of

speeches, a historian or prose-writer, later a

secretary or accountant, < /.oyof, a speech, +
ypa^etv, write.] 1. A method of printing in

which short words of frequent occurrence,

roots, prefixes, suffixes, etc., are cast on sin-

gle types, called logotypes. It was this system (then

patented) that was originally used (from 1785) in print-

ing: the newspaper which afterward became the London
"Times." Logography was soon abandoned, but there

have been attempts to revive it.

2. A method of reporting speeches word for

word without the use of stenography, tried in

the French National Assembly for two years,
1790-92. It required the employment of twelve or four-

teen reporters, each in succession taking down a few words
on paper so marked as to show the proper sequence. It

was abandoned as cumbrous and liable to great error.

logogriph (log'o-grif), . [Also logogriphe, and

erroneously log'ogryph; =F. logogriphe = Sp. It.

logogrifo = Pg. logogripho, < Gr. Uyos, word, +
yptyof, a fishing-basket, a riddle.] A riddle;

specifically, a riddle formed by the arbitrary or

confused mingling of parts or elements, which
have to be recombined in proper order for the
answer.
The charade is of recent birth, and I cannot discover the

origin of this species of logogriphes.
I. D 'Israeli, Curios, of Lit., I. 389.

logomachist (lo-gom'a-kist), . [< logomach-y
+ -ist.] One who contends about words, or
who uses words merely as weapons or instru-

ments of contention.
Nor . . . was Protagoras a shallow logomachist, asserting

the difficulties of human knowledge without a profound
investigation. J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, I. 157.

logomachy (lo-gom'a-ki), . [= F. logomaekie
= Sp. logomaquia = It. logomachia, < LGr. Aoyo-

fiaxia, war about words, (. Aoyo/iajof, a fighter
about words, < Gr. Aoyof, word (see Logos), +
ftdxeatiai, fight, fiaxi, a fight.] 1. Contention in

words merely, or a contention about words ;
a

war of words.
What terrible battles yclep'd logomachies have they oc-

casioned and perpetuated with so much gall and ink-shed.

Stern*, Tristram Shandy, ii. 2.

2. A game played with cards each bearing one

letter, with which words are formed.

logomania (log-o-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. /to-

yof, word (see Logos), -4- fiavia, madness: see

mania.'] Aphasia in its most general sense.

logqmeter
1
(lo-gom'e-ter), n. [NL., < Gr. /Wyof,

ratio, proportion (see Logos), +
ftc-rpov,

mea-
sure: see meter2.] 1. A logarithmic scale. The
natural numbers, generallyfrom onepower of 10 to another,
are laid down at distances along the scale from a fixed point
proportional to their logarithms. In Palmer's computing
scale, made about 1845, there was a circle turning in its

plane in a fixed circle, and the limbs of both were di-

vided logarithmically, the numbers from 100 to 1000 occu-
pying the circumference. It was a very useful instrument.
Nystrom's calculator had curves engraved upon a metallic
disk, and an arm with graduations on its edge turned about
the center of the disk. The "

magic square" sold in New
York about 1883 was a square divided into square com-
partments, and was equivalent to a long scale cut up into
many equal pieces placed side by side

;
and the measure-

ment was made by the two edges of a square card or bit of

paper. It was cheap and useful.

2. A scale for measuring chemical equivalents.
logometer2 (log-om'e-ter), n. [Irreg. < log* +
Gr. lierpov, measure: see meter2.] A patent log
for ships.

logometric (log-6-met'rik), a. [As logometer^
+ -ic; cf. metric. J Of or pertaining to a logom-
eter used in ascertaining or measuring chemical
equivalents : as, a logometric scale.

logometrical (log-o-met'ri-kal), a. [< logomet-
ric + -al.] Same as logometric.
Logos (log'os), n. [< L. logos, < Gr. JWyof, that
which is said or spoken, a word, saying, speech,
also the power of the mind manifested in speech,
reason, account, reference, analogy, proportion,
ratio, condition, etc., in N. T. 6 Aoyof, the Rea-
son or Word (as a person) (see def.), < Myeiv,
speak, say, tell, = L. legere, read: aeelegend, lec-

ture. Hence Zo<7ic,etc.] 1. In theol., the Divine
Word; the transcendent Divine Reason as ex-
pressed in a distinct personality ; the Second
Person in the Trinity, both before and after the
incarnation: so called as expressing God both to
God himself and to his creatures, as language ex-
presses reason and as reason is expressed bylan-

guage. The word Logos (Aoyos) is used by Plato of rea-
son as a manifestation of or emanation from the Supreme
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Being. Philo Judanis, using ideas and language partly Pla-

tonic and partly scriptural, derived especially from the Sa-

piential books, developed these in a form that suggests the

Christian doctrine of the Logos. St. John, especially in the

first chapter of his Gospel, first distinctly gives the Chris-

tian doctrine, assigning distinct personality to the Logos.
Some early Christian writers distinguish between the Lo-

gos as immanent (Abyos v6ia0e-ros), or the Divine Reason
still remaining in the bosom of the Father, and the Logos
as uttered (Abyof Trpo^opiKo-;), or the Word sent forth to the

world.

2. In the philosophy of Heraclitus and the Sto-

ics, the rational principle that governs and de-

velops the universe.

Taken broadly, the doctrine of the Logos may be said to

have run in two parallel courses the one philosophical,
the other theological ;

the one the development of the Lo-

gos as reason, the other the development of the Logos as

word ; the one Hellenic, the other Hebrew.
Eneyc. Brit., XIV. 803.

Spermatic logos, in the Stoic philos., a principle of gen-
eration resident in matter.

logothete (log'o-thet), n. [< MGr. Xojoflfrw,
one who audits accounts, < Gr. /oyof, account

(see Logos), + ftrdf, verbal adj. of TiBtvai, put :

see thesis.'] 1. Properly.an accountant; hence,
an officer of the Byzantine empire, who might
be (a) the public treasurer, (ft) the head of any
administrative department, or (c) the chancel-
lor of the empire. 2. In the Gr. Ch., the chan-
cellor or keeper of the patriarchal seal of the

Patriarch of Constantinople.
logotype (log'o-tip), . [< Gr. Myoc,, word (see

Logos), + TMrof, an impression: see type."] A
type on which are cast the letters of a word or

syllable ;
a single type used in place of several

types. See logography, 1.

log-perch (log'perch), n. A percoid fish, Per-

cina caprodes, the largest of the fresh-water
fishes known in the United States as darters

(Etheostomince). It attains a length of from 6 to 8

Inches, and is common in the Great Lakes and southwest-
ern streams. Also called hogfish, hag-molly, and rocltfiih.

log-reel (log'rel), . Naut., a reel on which the

log-line is wound. See log
2

.

logroll (log'rol), v. i. [< log-roller, log-roll-ing .]

To engage in log-rolling in the political sense.

In the Greek epic, the gods are partisans, they hold

caucuses, they lobby and log-roll for their candidates.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser.
, p. 98.

log-roller (Iog'r6"16r), n. 1. In a sawmill, a

steam-power machine for loading logs upon the

saw-carriage. 2. One of a number of poli-
ticians in a legislative body, united by an agree-
ment, implied or expressed, to further each the
other's schemes in consideration of a return in

kind
;
a person habitually addicted to political

log-rolling. [U. S.]

log-rolling (log
' ro "

ling), n. 1. A joining of
forces for the purpose of handling logs : (a) For
rolling the logs into heaps for burning after the trees have
been felled to clear the land. Sometimes many neighbors
were invited to assist, and a merrymaking followed. (6) In
lumbering, for rolling logs into a stream, where they are
bound together and floated down to the mills, (c) For col-

lecting logs for building purposes. [U. S. and Canada.]

Other rude pleasures were more truly characteristic of
their [Kentuckians'] local environments the log-rolling
and the quilting, the social frolic of the harvesting, the

merry parties of flax-pullers, and the corn-husking at night-
fall. Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 554.

Hence 2. Mutual aid given by persons to one
another in carrying out their several schemes
or gaining their individual ends: used espe-
cially of politicians and legislators. [U. S.]
As will be seen subsequently, I do not think that cor-

ruption, in its grosser forms, is rife at Washington. When
it appears, it appears chiefly in the milder form of recip-
rocal jobbing or (as it is called) log-rotting.

J. Bryce, American Commonwealth, I. 156,

Another general delusion is the belief in log-rotting. The
topic is well worn and needs few remarks. If by log-rolling
is meant that reviewers praise people in hopes of being
praised in turn, then the taunt is empty. Few people are

quite so very mean or so ignorant of human nature as to

log-roll in that sense. The American, XVII. 350.

log-scale (log'skal), n. A table showing the

quantity of lumber one inch thick, board-mea-
sure, obtainable from a round log, the length
and the diameter beneath the bark being given.
E. H. Knight.

log-Slate (log'slat), n. Naut., a double slate,
marked and ruled on its inner side, like a log-
book, on which the log is first recorded. The
entries are daily copied froni the slate Into the log-book
In the United States navy the slate has been replaced by
a paper book, so as to preserve the original record.

log-turner (log'ter"ner), n. In a sawmill, a
machine for moving a log sidewise upon the

saw-carriage. It consists of a steam-cylinder with a
long piston-rod, the end of which engages and turns the
logs.

logwood (log 'wud), n. [< log'i + wooffl-: so
call eil because imported in logs. Cf . barwood. ]
1. A tree, Hcematoxylon Campechiatmm, found

loin-cloth

in many parts of the West Indies, where it has

been introduced from the adjoining continent,

especially from Honduras, on which account it

has been called Campeachy wood. It belongs to the

natural order Leguminosce, suborder C&salpinieoi. This

Branch with Fruits of Logwood (Hetmatoxylon Campcchianum}.
a, inflorescence ; *. flower.

tree has a crooked, deformed stem, growing to the height
of from 20 to 40 feet, with crooked, irregular branches
armed with strong thorns.

2. The wood of this tree. It is of a firm texture and
a red color, whence the name blood-wood, and so heavy as

to sink in water. It is much used in dyeing, and its color-

ing matter is derived from a principle called hewatoxylin.
Logwood contains, besides resin, oil, acetic acid, salts of

potash, a little sulphate of lime, alumina, peroxid of iron,
and manganese. It is employed in calico-printing to give
a black or brown color, and also in the preparation of some
lakes. An extract of logwood is used in medicine as an

astringent.

3. The bluewood, Conflalia obovata. [Texas.]
Bastard logwood, Acacia Berteriana, & tree ofJamaica.

Campeachy logwood. See def. i. Logwood-black.
See Mack. Logwood-blue, a color produced by logwood-
extract on wool mordanted with alum and cream of tar-

tar. It is similar in tone to indigo-blue. The same color
is produced on cotton mordanted with acetate of copper,
but isnow seldom used, on account of its fugitive character.

logy (16'gi), a. [Prob. < D. log, heavy, unwieldy,
slow, stupid, akin to E. log

1
. Cf. equiv. log

Heavy; slow; stupid. Bartlett. [Local, T

lohoch (16'hok), n. Same as loch2 .

loignet, . [OF., var. of ligne, line : see line'2.]
A line, cord, or tether; specifically, in falconry,
a strip of leather attached to the foot of a bird

-of prey when not secure in its perch.
The loigne it is so longe

Of Bialacoil hertes to lure.

Mam. of the Hose, 1. 3885.

loimic (loi'mik), a. [Prop. "Icemic, < Gr. ).OI/JIKOC,

pestilential, < /to</i?, plague.] Pertaining to the

plague or to pestilential diseases. Thomas.

loimography (loi-mog'ra-fi), n. [Prop. Icemog-

rapliy, < Gr. %oi[i6c., plague, 4- -ypaijiia, < ypdtpeiv,

write.] A description or history of the plague
or of pestilential diseases. Dunglison; Thomas.

loimology (loi-mol'o-ji), n. [Prop. Icemology, <

Gr. Ao(//<if, plague, -f -l.oyia, < /Wyra>, speak : see

-ology.] The sum of human knowledge con-

cerning the pjague or concerning plagues or

pestilential diseases. Dimglison; Thomas.
loin (loin), . [Early mod. E. also loyne, Sc.

lungie, lunyie; < ME. loine, < OF. logne, longe,

loin, F. longe, a loin, as of veal, < LL. *lumbea,
fern, (or neut. pi. ?) of "Inmbevs, adj., < L. lum-
bits (> It. lombo = Sp. lomo = Pg. lombo = F.

lombes, pi.), loin; perhaps = AS. lenden, etc.,
loin : see Zewde1.] The part of an animal which
lies between the lowest of the false ribs on each
side and the upper part of the ilium or haunch-
bone; one of the lateral parts of the lumbar
region: commonly used in the plural (often
figuratively, with reference to this part of the

body being the seat of the generative faculty
and a symbol of strength), except as the name
of a piece of meat from the lumbar region of
an animal, as a loin of veal.

My little finger shall be thicker than my father's loins.
... My father chastised you with whips, but I will chas-
tise you with scorpions. 1 Ki. xii. 10, 11.

Brave son, derived from honourable loins.'

Shak., J. C., ii. 1. 322.

loin-cloth (loin'kloth), . A piece of stuff,

skin, or other material worn as clothing about
the loins, or more exactly about the hips.



Loiseleuria

Loiseleuria (loi-He-lu'ri-ii), . [NL. (Desvaux,
1813), named after Loiteteur DeilongellMBM, a

French botanist. J AgemiHof ericureous plants
of the tribe lihoilnn-n; elumicteri/cd by a cam-

panulato corolla, on which the five tttainens are

inserted, and by having the leaves opposite.
There Is but one species, L. prttcumbens, a small, depressed,

evergreen, shrubby plant, much branched and turted, bear-

in? a amall cluster of white or rose-colored (lowers from ;i

terminal c:ily lunl. The, plant is found on the alpine sum-
mits of Europe ami North America, and li> the arctic re-

gions. It is called alpine or trailiiuj azalea. See azalea, 3.

loiter (loi'ter), r. [< MH- luitnii, < Ul>. I).

leuteren, linger, loiter, trifle; cf. OD. lotcren, de-

lay; LG. ludi-rcit = G. dial, lottderit, lotto-m, !"

sluggish ;
AS. luddcre, a beggar, = MLG. loddi r

= Icel. lodtlnri, a worthless fellow; AS. lodrun;/,

trifling, nonsense, = OHO. lotur, empty, idle,

M 1 1< i. Inter, (j. latter, in comp., loose, worthless,
liittrr-bitbe, a worthless fellow; perhaps ult. con-

nected with lout1
.] I. intrans. To linger; be un-

duly slow in moving; delay; be dilatory; spend
time idly.

Where have you been these two days loitering f

Shot., T. Q. of V., hr. 4. 48.

= 8yn. To lag, tarry, saunter, dilly-dally.

ft. /runs. To consume or waste, as time,

idly or carelessly : used with away : as, he loi-

ti-ri'd aicny most of his leisure.

loiterer (loi'ter-er), . One who loiters; an
idler.

Ye lords, I say, that live like loiterers, look well to your
ofHce. l.titii/h r, Sermon of the Plough.

loitering (loi'ter-iug), j>. a. 1. Delaying; idle.

2f. Causing delay; inducing idleness.

Let It [a set form of prayer] be granted to some people
while they are babes In Christian guifta, were it not bet-

ter to take It away soone after, as we do loitering hooks
and interlineary translations from children?

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

loiteringly (loi'ter-ing-li), adv. In a loitering
manner ; as a loiterer,

loitersackt, A lazy loitering fellow.

If the luittrsacte be gone springing into a taverne, lie

fetch him reeling out.
hi// ii. Mother Bombie. (II nil in; II.,

lokt, . A Middle English form of lock1 .

lokchestert, . An obsolete form of lockchester.

lokdoret, [ME.: see lockchenter and lugdore.]
A certain worm.
loke1

(16k), n. [< ME. "lake, < AS. loca, a bar,

bolt, an inclosure: see lock1 , n.] 1. A wicket;
hatch. 2. A close narrow lane ; a cul-de-sac.

3. A private road or path. [Prov. Eng. in

all uses.]

loke't, lokent. Middle English forms of the

past participle of lock1 .

loke2 ,
n. An obsolete or dialectal form of tocA'2 .

Ioke3t, <'. A Middle English form of look1
.

Ioke4 t, [ME., also lok, lake, lak, lac, < AS. lac,

sport, play, contest, also a gift, sacrifice : see

tote2
, n.] 1. Play; sport: same as lake2

,
1.

2. A gift ;
an offering.

lokeway (lok'wa), n. Same as lake1
,
2.

My house is bounded on the north by a lokeway leading
from to . X. and Q., 7th ser., VI. Itfl.

Loligidae (lo-lij'i-de), w. pi. [NL., < LoKgo +
-idw.] Same as Loliginidas. P. P. Carpenter.

Loliginei (lol-i-jin'e-5), n. pi. [NL.] Same as

Loliginidte.

Loliginidas (lol-i-jin'i-de), n. pi. [< Loligo (Loli-

giu-) + -idie.] A family of deca-
cerous cephalopoda, typified by
the genus Loliijo, with eyes cov-

ered by a transparent extension
of the cephalic integument and
lidless, arms of the fourth pair

hectocotylized, and an internal

corneous gladius. In these squids
or calamaries the body is conical, taper-
ing behind: the 11ns are large, sometimes
extending the whole length of the body ;

the tentacular arms have four rows of

suckers toward the end, the others two ;

and the cuttle is slim and flattened. The
living genera are Lolifjo, Loliolux, Lolf-

iinii-iilii. and Sepioteuthis. See calamary
and squid.

Loliginoidea (lo-lij-i-uoi'de-a),
. pi. [NL., < Loligo (Loli<iin-)
+ -oidea.] A superfamily of de-
cacerotis cephalopods, with lid-

less eyes covered by a transpa-
rent extension of the skin of the head, an in-

ternal corneous gladius, and arms of the fourth

pair hectocotylized.
Loligo (16-li'go), . [NL., < L. lolifio, a cuttle-

fish.] The typical genus of the family Loligin-
i<i(e. L. vulgaris is the common European squid.
L. pealei, L. galei, and L. brevis are American
species.
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loligopsid (lol-i-gop'sid), 11.

family /.//"/' ""'"

Loligopsidae (lol-i-gop'si-de), . /</. [NL., <
' + -wte.J A family of decacerous

lollypop

A squid of the They were also called BMr >ntn, from their reverence for

the bible. They differed on Koine iHiints Ixjtli amotiK tlu-ui

selves and fn mi Wydif, Init in Hie nuiiii O<M<| nnn-il tlu<

use of Images In churches, pilgrimages to the tombs of

saints, the teinjHtral lonlnliip or the clergy, the hierarchi-

cal organization, papal authority, religion*
slastlcal decorations, the ceremony of the maun, the doc-
trine of tranaubstantiation, waging of wan, and capital

punishment. Sune of them engaged fn seditious proceed-
Ings, and they were severely persecuted for more than a

, lialopods of slender form, with small head,

large fins, non-retractile tentacles, suckers two-

rowed, and siphon without valves. The lead-

ing genera are Loliyojiiiis, Leachia, Pyrgopnis,

I'liniiius, and Crancliia. Also called TooOUdft
and Crani'liiidti:

Loligopsinae (lol'i-gop-si'ne), w. pi. [NL., <

/.iilii/ujifiix + -inoi.] The Loligopnida as a sub-

family of Triilhidii:

Loligopsis (lol-i-gop'sis), ii. [NL-i < Loligo +
Or. o<lf, look, appearance.] The typical ge-
nus of Loliyopaida.'.

loliont (lo'li-on), . [< L. lolium, darnel: see

Lolium.] A plant of the genus Lolium; darnel; Lollardism(lol'ar-dizm), u. [< Lollard* + -win.]

tareg Same as Lollardy.'

They had no pleasure to hear the Scribe, and the Phar- Lollardist (lol'ftr-dist) a.

isees ; they stank in their nose ; their doctrine was unsa- Pertaining to or characteristic Of the Lollanis,
Tory; it was of lolions, of decimations of aniseed, and or of their principles and doctrines,
cummin, and such gear.

hundred years, especially after the adoption of a special
statute (" De tueretico comburendo ") against them In 1401.

Lollards were very numerous at the close of the fourteenth

century, and perhaps formed later part of the Lancastrian

party in the Wars of the Roses.

lollard2 (lol'ard), ii. [< Ml + -ard, after Lol-

lard1 and loller.] One who lolls; an idler.

A lollard indeed over his elbow-cushion in almost the
seventh part of forty or fifty years teaches them scarce

the Principles of Religion. Hilton, Touching Hirelings.

Lord Salisbury, Sir Thomas Latimc, of Kraybrooke, and
several others had chaplains who were Lollardiet preach-
ers. Kncyc. Brit., XIV. 811.

Latimer, Works, I. 200.

Lolium (16'li-um), . [NL. (LinmBus, 1737),
< L. lolium, darnel, cockle, tares.] A genus of

grasses of the tribe Hordeea- and subtribe Triti- Lollardryt (lol'ard-ri), . [< ME. lollardrte; <

ce<p. It Is characterized by the many-flowered splkelets,
Lollard1 + -ru.] Same as Lollardy.

which are In two ranks, alternate sessile, and with their i ghall do my entier payne and diligence to put awey,
edges facing the axis of the spike. More than 20 species cesse, and destruye, all maner heresies and errours, clepid
have been enumerated, but they may be reduced to 6 ; they openly lollardries, within my bailly.
are native In Europe, the northern part of Africa, and tern- English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 417.

perate Asia, but they have been introduced In many other T --,.,,,,.. r/\tv T ^iin~M<, . / T !

places. L perenne, the ray- or rye-grass, is a good pasture- Lollardy (lol ar-dl), . [<ME. Lollardte , < Lol-

or meadow-grass. The best variety Is called Italian rye- lard1 + -i/
3
.] The principles or doctrines of

L. temulentum, the darnel, or bearded darnel, has (Jjg Lollards.
Causeth for to bringe

This new secte of lollardie.

Gower, Conf. Amant., Prol.

Lollardy was smouldering in secret ; the heavy burdens
of the nation were wearily borne.

Stubbs, Const. Hist, 5 335.

loller (lol'er),. [< ME. loller. lollere ; < loll +
-er1 .] 1. One who lolls; an idler; a vagabond;
a loafer.

For alle that ban here hele and here eyen syghte,
And lymes to laborye with, and lolleres lyf vsen,

Lyuen a-jens godes lawe. Piers Plowman (C), x. 103.

One of the fashionable lollen by profession.
Sliss Edgevorth, Griselda, xl. (Danes.)

2t. A Lollard. See Lollard 1
, etymology and

definition.

"I smelle a toller In the wynd," quod he.

Chaucer, Prol. to Shipman s Tale, 1. 12.

Hanging down; leaning
or lying at ease.

It is their common vse to shaue or els to sheare
Their heads, for none in all the land long lolling locks

doth weare. Ualcluyt's Voyages, I. 887.

lollingite, . See loellingite.

lollingly (lol'ing-li), adv. In a lolling manner.
She IDoorga] has four arms, with one of which she car-

ries the skull of a giant; her tongue protrudes, and hangs
lollingly from the mouth. Bucile, Civilization, I. ii

been supposed to have noxious properties,
to which the

name lemulentum, drunken, alludes. See darnel.

loll (lol), v. [< ME. lollen, lounge, limp about,

rest, also flap, wag, < MD. lollen, sit over the

tire. Akin to lull: see Ml.] I. intrant. 1. To
lie or lean at ease ; recline or lean idly, or in a

careless or languid attitude.

He that lolletk Is lame other his leg out of loynte.
Piers Plowman (C), x. 215.

Folding our hands within our arms, we both lullnl upon
the counter. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. :.'

Fortune is ... seen ... as often trundling a wheel-

barrow as lotting in a coach and six.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixx.

Rupert gave her a glance most liewitchingly tender,
Loud back in his chair, put his toes on the fender.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 38.

2. To hang loose and extended, as the tongue
protruded from the mouth of a dog or a cow.

lollin|, n oi'iu(r )

His chyn with a chol [Jowl] lottede.

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 224.

The triple porter of the Stygian seat

With lotting tongue lay fawning at thy feet.

Dryden.
The dreary black sea-weed loll* and wags.

Loirell, Appledore.

II. tram. 1. To hang up or out; allow to

hang out, as the tongue.
Hit hath ytake fro Tyborne twenty stronge theeues;
Ther lewede theeues ben Mliil

sanede '.

aid vp loke how the! been lollipop, w. See lollypop.
Piers Plovrman (C), xv. 131. lollock (lol'ok), n. [Cf. lolly

1
.] Alumporlarge

Fierce tigers couched around, and lotted their fawning piece. [Prov. Eng.]
tongues. Dryden. loUop (lol'op), t'. *. [< Ml, with term.

ii m_ f Jl - - J il_ TXT LI. T^ 1 .
r \ .. "* " w~ M 4 M .

2. To fondle; dandle. [North. Eng.]
He laird her in his arms.
He lull d her on his breast.

Xi'i-ih Country Ballads. (Uattiuxtt.)

3. To box (one's ears). [Prov. Eng.] 4f. To
utter unctuously.

The sun-shine of the Word, this he extoll'd ;

The sun-shine of the Word, still this he li>l<i.

Cotgrave, Wits Interpreter (1671), p. 288. (Kant.)

_ appar.
as in dallo'p, icallop.'] To loll or lounge idly;
move heavily or be tossed about. [Colloq.,

Eng.]
Next In lottop'd Sandwich, with negligent grace,
For the sake of a lounge, not for love of a place.

Sir C. B. WUliamt, Placebook for the Year 1745.

For four long hours, therefore, we lolloped about in the
trough of a heavy sea, the sails flapping as the vessel

rolled. Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. 1.

Given tolollt (lol), n. [<loll, v.] If. One who lounges lollopy (lol'op-i), a. [< lollop + -yi.]
and lolls about; a loafer. lounging or tolling. [Colloq., Eng.]

loll-poop (lol'pop), n. A lazy lounging fellow.loop (lol'pop), n.

[Prov. Eng.]
ollpoopt (lol'pop), t>. i. [< loll-poop, n.] To loll

or lounge ;
act lazily.

And now to view the loggerhead,
Cudgell'd and lolpooping in bed.

Homer1

! Iliat Burfuqu'd (17*2). (Nartt. )

Then let a knaue be known to be a knaue, . . .

A lobbe a loute, a heavy lott a logge.
Breton, Pasquil's Madcappe, p. 10. (Danes.)

2. A pet; a spoiled child
;
a child that is much

fondled. [Prov. Eng.]
Lollard1

(lol'Srd), . [< ME. Lollard (ML.
Lollardus), < MD. Lollaerd, one who mumbles
prayers and hymns, whence a name applied to lolly

1
(lol'i), n. [A dial, word of various trivial

a semi-monastic sect in Brabant (see def. ), this applications, esp. in comp. , as in lollybanger,
name being subsequently transferred in Eng- lollypop, loblolly, etc.] 1. A lump or lumpish
lish to the followers of Wyclif ; with suffix -aerd mixture : a sense indicated by the compounds
(E. -ard), < lollen, sing softly, hum : see lull. In lollybanger, lollypop, loblolly, and the variant

form and sense it seems to have been confused lollock. 2. Soft ice ground up by the rubbing
in ME. with loller, an idler, a vagabond: see of *oes together.

liillri:] 1. One of a semi-monastic society for lolly
2

(lol i), w. ; pi. lollies (-iz). [Cf. lulli/^.]

the care of the sick and the burial of the dead. A titmouse: as, the black-capped lolly, Panix
which originated at Antwerp about 1300. Also major. [Local, Eng.]
called Cellite. 2. One of the English followers lollybanger (lol'i-bang-er),

n. Very thick

of\Vyclif,adherentsofawide-spreadmovement, gingerbread enriched with raisins. HalHii-il/.

partly political and socialistic, and in some re- [Prov. Eng.]
spects anticipating Protestantism andPuritan- lollypop, lollipop (lol'i-pop), . [< lolly

1 +
p.] 1. A coarse sweetmeat, made ofism, in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. ;>o;>.



lollypop

and treacle, usually with the addition of butter

and flour; taffy. [Eng.]

The pallid countenance . . . indicated too surely the

irreclaimable and hopeless votary of lollypop-- the opium-
eater of school-boys. Disraeli, Coningsby, ix.

I would . . . never give those children lollypop, nor

pegtop, . . . nor the theatre characters, nor the paint-box
to illuminate the same. Thackeray, Level the Widower, i.

2. pi. Sweets; bonbons; candies. [Eng ]

"Hard-bake," "almond toffy," "halfpenny lollipops,"

"black balls," the cheaper "bulls' eyes," and "squibs"
are all made of treacle.

Slayheiv, London Labour and London Poor, I. 215.

Perambulating venders of lollt/pops and drinks jostled

against each other, while gypsies were wending their way
in and out telling fortunes.

T. C. Crawford, English Life, p. 163.

loma (16'ma), .
; pi. lomata (-ma-ta). [NL., <

LGr. >-w//a, hem, fringe.] In omiili., a lobe, flap,

margin, or fringe bordering the toe of a bird.

This membranous bordering may be continuous, consti-

tuting the loma continuum, or lobed or scalloped, the loma
lobatum. A toe furnished with lomata is called digit lo-

matinus.

Lomandra (lo-mau'dra), n. [NL. (Labillar-

diere, 1804), so called "in allusion to the mar-

gins of the circular anthers
;
< LGr. Aufia. hem,

fringe, + Gr. avr/p (avdp-), a male (mod. bot.

a stamen).] A genus of monocotyledonous
plants of the natural order Liliacea; the type of

the tribe Lomandrcce. It is characterized by a very
short or creeping rootstock, leafy stems, often branched,
and dioecious flowers in paniculate heads or dense spikes,
the pistillate with a three-celled ovary containing three
ovules. There are 29 species, growing in Australia, one
of which has been reported from New Caledonia ; all are

rush-like herbs, with rigid linear leaves and small flowers.

The genus has long been known by the name Xerotts

given to it by Robert Brown in 1810, which has to give
way under the rule of priority.

Lomandreas (lo-man'dre-e), . pi. [NL. (Labil-

lardiere, 1804), < Lomandra + -ece.] A tribe

of monocotyledonous plants of the order Lilin-

ceaz. It is characterized by having the segments of the

perianth glume-like or membranous, or the inner set small
and petaloid, and versatile anthers attached at the back.
The tribe includes 4 genera, of which Lomandra is the type,
and 43 species, all but one confined to Australia. This

group has been generally placed in the natural order Jun-
caceae, as allied to the rushes, but the latest revisions in-

dicate a closer affinity with the lily family.

Lomaria (16-ma'ri-a), n. [NL. (Willdenow,
1809), < LGV. /.iiija, liem, fringe, + -nria.] A
genus of polypodiaceous ferns, having the sori

linear in a continuous band next the midrib of

the pinnse in the fertile frond, the indusium
formed of the revolute margin of the frond, and
the fronds dimorphous. About 45 species are known,
mostly natives of the south temperate zone. L. Spicans,
the hard-fern, is the only North American species. See
hard-fern.

lomarioid (lo-ma'ri-oid), a. [< Lomaria + -aid.]

Pertaining to or resembling the genus Lomaria.
lomastome (16'ma-stom), n. and a. K LGr.

Aijfta, hem, fringe, + aro/ja, mouth.] I. n. In

conch., a member of any one of several differ-

ent groups of Helicidw, as Helix carascatensis,
H. metaformis, etc., having the peristome re-

flected.

II. a. Having a reflected lip or border of the

peristome, as a snail.

lomata, . Plural of loma.
lomatine (lo'ma-tin), a. [< LGr. /lu/ja, hem,
fringe: see Ionia.'] Margined, fringed, or lo-

bate, as the toes of a bird. See loma. Coues.

Lombard 1
(lom'bard, formerly lum'bard),n. and

a. [Early mod. E. also Lumbard; < ME. Lom-
bard, Lumbard, < OF. Lombard, Lumbar t, F. Lom-
bard = Sp. Pg. It. Lombardo (ML. Lombardus,
after Bom.), a Lombard (in OF. and ME. usually
a Lombard or any Italian trading in France or

England), < L. Longobardus, Langobardus, usu-

ally in pi. Longobardi, Langobardi, Gr. Aayyii/Jap-

6m, AayyifiapSoi, \oyylf)ap&oi, a people of north-
ern Germany west of the Elbe, who are men-
tioned by Tacitus, and who in later times estab-
lished themselves in the northern part of Italy,
called thence Lombard//; appar. 'Long-beards'
(AS. Langbeardas, Icel. Langbardhar), < OTeut.
(OHG.) lang, = E. long, + bfirt = E. beard.
Some take the second element tobe MHG. barte,
an ax (the same as the second element of hal-

berd, q. v.). See also quot. from Smith's Class.
Diet. Hence Lombard^."] I. . A native or
an inhabitant of Lombardy in Italyj more
specifically, a member of the Germanic tribe

(Lpngobards) who about A. D. 568, under Al-

boin, conquered the part of northern Italy still

called Lombardy, and founded the kingdom of
that name, which was afterward extended over
a much larger territory, and was finally over-
thrown by Charlemagne in 774.
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Paulus Diaconus, who was a Lombard by birth, derives

their name of Longobardi from their long beards ; but mod-
ern critics reject this etymology, and suppose the name to

have reference to their dwelling on the banks of the Elbe,

inasmuch as Burde signifies in Low German a fertile plain
on the bank of a river, and there is still a district in Mag-
deburg called the lanye Horde. Smith's Class. Diet.

II. a. Of or pertaining to Lombardy or the

Lombards.
And stern and sad (so rare the smiles

Of sunlight) look'd the Lombard piles.

Tennyxon, The Daisy.

Lombard as applied to any art is an absolute misnomer,
if supposed to be derived from the barbarous tribes who
crossed the Alps under Albonius, . . . since they, like the

Goths, were ignorant and unlettered. It was not because

the new style of architecture, which sprang up in Italy

during their dominion, originated with them, that the

name of Lombard was applied to the manner of building
then prevalent, but because the greater part of the south-

ern as well as the northern Italian provinces were compre-
hended under the name of Lombardy.

C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, Int., p. x.

Lombard architecture, the local form which the Ro-

manesque style of architecture assumed in the north of

Italy, characteristic of the buildings erected from the end
of the sixth to the beginning of the thirteenth century,
and constituting a connecting-link between the Roman
architecture of Italy and the medieval styles of more north-

ern countries. The style was molded particularly by Byz-
antine influences, but was not unmodified by the north-

ern intellectual element brought in by the Lombardic

conquerors. A feature of the early Lombard architecture

is the artistic development of the vault, that constructive
member which was destined to become the formative

principle of medieval styles in general. In Lombard
monuments, pillars consisting of several shafts arranged
round a central mass, and buttresses of small projection,

appear to have been employed very early. The use of the

dome to surmount the junction of the choir, nave, and

transepts is frequent.

Lombard'^ (lom'bard, formerly lum'bard), ti.

[Early mod. E. also Lumbard (> lumber*, q. v.);

< ME", lumbard = OD. lombaerd, a broker, lom-

baerde, a broker's shop,< OF. lombard, a broker,

lombarde, a broker's shop: so called from the

numerous Lombards or Italians in England who
were engaged in money-lending : see Lombard1

.

Cf. lumber*. ] If. A banker or money-broker or

-lender. The Lombards were the original occupants of

Lombard Street, now the financial center of London, the

name of which is used to signify in general the London
money-market. The bankers of London who were Lom-
bards or Italians by race continued to be recruited by
immigration till the time of Queen Elizabeth, when most
of them returned to Italy.

This marchant, which that was ful war and wys,
Creanced hath and payd eek in Parys
To certein I/itmbardes redy in hir hond
The somme of gold, and hadde of hem his bond.

Chaucer, Shipman's Tale, 1. 367.

At an early period the leadership of the Lombards was
for a while assumed by the Corsini, a noble family of

Florence. F. Martin, Hist, of Lloyd's, p. 21.

2+. [I. c.] A bank for loans; a broker's shop;
a pawnbroker's shop. See lumber3 .

A Lombard unto this day signifying a bank for usury
or pawns. Fuller, Ch. Hist., III. v. 10. (Dames.)

The royal treasure he exhausts in pride and riot; the

jewels of the Crown are in the Lumbard.
E. Fannant, Hist. Edw. II., p. 27.

This suit was made up for a noble lord on th^ last birth-

day, and conveyed thither (to a lombard) the very next

morning after it had appeared at court.
The Connoisseur, No. 117.

Hence 3. [J. c.] A public institution for

lending money to the poor at a moderate inter-

est on articles deposited and pledged ;
a mont-

de-pi6t<5 Lombard Street to a China orange, very
long odds, as in a wager.

"It is Lombard-Street to a China Orange," quoth Uncle
Jack. " Are the odds in favour of fame against failure

really so great?" . . . answered my father.

Bulwer, Caxtons, iv. 3.

Iombard3t,
" [ML. lumbardus, prob. so called

with reference to Lombardy (see Lombard1
).

It could be a "
corruption

" of bombard only by
misprint.] Milit., a cannon of heavy caliber in

the later middle ages and in the sixteenth cen-

tury : probably derived from northern Italy.
Lombardeert (lom-bar-der'), n. [< Lombard? +
-eer.] A Lombard or broker.

They are tolerated for advantage of Commerce, wherein
the Jews are wonderful dexterous, tho' most of them be

only Brokers and Lombardeers. Uowell, Letters, I. i. 38.

lombard-houset (lom'bard-hous), . Same as
lombard2

,
3.

Lombardic (lom-bar'dik), a. and n. [= F.

Lombardiguc = Sp. Lombdrdico = Pg. It. Lom-
bardico, < ML. Lombardicus, < Lombardus, Lom-
bard: see Lonibardl.~\ I. a. Pertaining to or
characteristic of Lombardy or of the Lombards:
in art, of or pertaining to the school of Lom-
bardy.

Correggio, uniting the sensual element of the Greek
schools with their gloom, and their light with their beau-
ty, and all these with the Lombardic colour, became . . .

the captain of the painter's art as such.

Ruslrin, Lectures on Art.

Lomvia

Lombardic architecture. See Lombard architecture,

under Lombard*, n. Lombardic school, in painting,
the school including the kindred styles of the cities of

Lombardy, and chiefly of Milan, during the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries. The manner of the Lombard paint-
ers was in general, somewhat cold ;

but they displayed

great facility and much fertility and grace. The greatest

names of the school are those of Andrea Mantegna (1431-

1506), early established at Mantua, and Leonardo da Vinci

(1452-1519), the universal genius; while Bernardino Luini

(about 1465-1540), the delightful artist and follower of Leo-

nardo, must not be forgotten. The famous Correggio(1494-
1 634) of Parma had not so wide a reputation during his life-

time, and may be regarded in some respects as an isolated

genius. Lombardic script. See II.

II. n. A particular type of writing derived

from the Roman cursive, and retaining many
of the features of the oldermajuscule and uncial.
It is characteristic of the greater number of Italian manu-

scripts dating from the seventh to the thirteenth century.

Lombardy poplar. See poplar.
lome 1^ a- An obsolete form of loom 1

. Palsgrave.
Iome2

t (lom), adv. [ME., < AS. gelome = OHG.
(/Homo, often. Cf. loom 1

.} Frequently.
For in here liknesse oure lorde lome hath be knowe ;

Witnesse in the Paske-woke when he zeode to Emaus.
Piers Plowman (C), xiii. 121.

loment (16'ment), . [ME. lament, < L. lomen-

tum, a mixture of bean-meal and rice used as a

cosmetic, also a blue color (NL. a loment), < la-

vare, pp. lautus, lotus, wash: see lave*.] If. A
mash or mixture.

The wynes browne eschaungeth into white
Yf that me putte in it lomenie of bene.

Palladia, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 200.

2. In bot., a legume which at maturity breaks

up by trans-

verse articula-

tions into one-
^ seeded indehis-

Loment.-The Fruits of DtsmoMum cent iointS. See
canfscens. ..

legume, 2.

lomenta. . Plural of lomentum.

Lomentaceae (16-men-ta'se-e), . pi. [NL. (Lin-

nreus, 1792), fern. pi. of
'

lomentaceug : see lo-

mentaceous.'] A former suborder of Crncifera;,
the siliqua of which resembles a lomentum in

having each seed divided from its neighbor by
a transverse dissepiment. The radish (Raphanus)
and the sea-rocket (CaiWe) belong to this suborder, and now
typify the two tribes, Raphaneae and Cakttintae, respective-

ly, which modern authors adopt in its place.

lomentaceous (16-men-ta'shius), a. [< NL.
lomentaceus, resembling a loment, < lomentum,
a loment: see lament."] Resembling or being
a loment; bearing loments; belonging to the
Lomentacete.

Lomentaria (16-men-ta'ri-a), n. [NL. (Lyng-
bye, 1819),< lomentum, a legume (with constrict-

ed joints), + -aria.'] A small genus of red sea-

weeds, typical of the tribe Lomentariea', having
filamentous, branching, hollow fronds with con-
stricted joints formed of one or more layers of

roundish-angular cells, with a few longitudinal
filaments in the center, tripartite tetraspores,
and external sessile cystocarps.
Lomentariaceae (16-men-ta-ri-a'sf-e), n. pi.

[NL. (Payer, 1850), < Lomentaria + -dcecB.'] The
same, or nearly the same, as Lomcntariete.

LomentariesB (ld"men-ta-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Agardh, 1851), < Lomentaria + -eo?.] A tribe

of red seaweeds, placed by Farlow in the sub-
order Bltodymeniea', and typified by the genus
Lomentaria. The boundaries of this tribe, as in nearly
all the Rhodinnenfc(f, are ill-defined, and further study is

necessary. The fronds are tubular, and the cystocarps are

provided with a basal placenta.

lomentum (lo-men'tum), n.; pi. lomenta (-ta).

[NL.: see lament."] Same as loment, 2.

lomeret, ' '. Same as himber^.

lomi-lomi (lo'mi-16-mi), n. [Hawaiian lomi-lomi,

v., redupl. of lomi, rub with the hand.] The
massage or shampooing process of the Sand-
wich Islanders.

lomonite (16'mon-it), n. See laumontite.

lompt, n. An obsolete form of lump 1
.

lomper (lom'per),*). i. [Cf. lump1
,
lumber1 .'] 1.

To idle. [Prov. Eng.] 2. To walk heavily.
[Prov. Eng.] Balliifell.

lompisht, n. An obsolete form of lumpish.
Lomvia (lom'vi-a), n. [NL., also Lomma, from
a Faroese form of loomS."] 1 . A genus of three-
toed web-footed swimming and diving birds of
the auk family, Altida;; the murres or foolish

guillemots. There are several species : the best-known
is L. troile, of which the spectacled guillemot, L. rhimjma,
is a variety. The are or arrie is jithick-billedguillemotof
the North Pi.clflc, L. arra. The corresponding form of the
North Atlantic is Briinnich's guillemot, L. bruennichi. See
Una.
2. [/. c.] A species of the genus Lomria; a

murre or guillemot.



Ion.

Ion. An abbreviation of li

Lonchaea (long-ke'il), . [NL. (Ballon, 1820),
< Gr. t-uyxn, a. spear-hciid. sprnr, lancr:

!.] The. he typical genus of l.<in<-lnriilti: They
arc suiitll, thick, nifLillic Hie*, with a strongly protruding
o\ ipn.sitor ill the female. Thclarvte fei'd under tin- hark of

the M,-in , itnil Mini uf in ill plants. .More limn .:
p

i Ijtro.

nt-an and (1 North Aniri ; tn km-wii, //. polita

being une of the latter.

Lonchaeicloo (long-kfi'i-dfi), u. pi. [NL. (Osten-
Siirkon, 1878), < l.nnclum + -Mte.] A family
of J)i/>tri-it, allied to OrtalitkK, chiefly character-
ized by thi) wing-venation, and containing the

genera Ltnicluni and I'tillo/iti-i-ii.

Loncheres (long-ke'rez), . [NL., < Gr. ^yXh-
l>r/f, armed with a spear, < U}x>i, a spear (see
/ecl),+ 1/ ap, fit: see arm 1

.']
ASouthAmer-

iciin ;;i'uus i)f hystricomorphic rodents of the

family Urttxloiitida! and subfamily Echinomyimi',
having the fur usually mixed with flattened

Hpines. The spiny rats. L. crwtata and L. pieta, are two
prettily marked species, the former with a snowy crest
anil tail-tip.

Lonchitideae (long-ki-tid'e-e), n. j>l. [NL., <

Loiifhili.i (Loiir/iitid-) + -e<e.] A section of

ferns proposed by Presl in 1836, typified by the

genus Loitt'hiti/i. It is now abandoned, and the

genus is placed in the tribe I'ti ridea.

Lonchitis (long-kl'tis), . [NL., < L. loitrliitix.

a spear, < Gr. 'Ao'/xiTu; the tongue-shaped or

lance-shaped stand,T-grass, < '-fyxii * spear,
lance: see lance1

.] A small genus of poly-
podiaceous ferns, typifying the section LOH-
rliitideie of Presl, and closely allied to the ge-
nus .tiliidilinii. The fronds are strong, erect, deltoid,
nnd tripinnatitld, ami the sori are marginal and covered

by an indiisium as in Adinntinii.

Lonchocarpeae (long-ko-kiir'pe-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Lonekoearpiu + -eas."] A subtribe of legu-
minous plants, typified by the genus Loncho-

carpus, belonging to the tribe Dalbergiece, and
distinguished by the generally opposite leaves
and the transversely or laterally affixed, not

pendulous, seeds. It embraces 9 genera of

tropical trees and shrubs.

Lonchocarpus(long-k6-kar'pus),. [NL.(Hum-
boldt, Bonpland, and Kunth, 1823), < Gr. Uyxi,
a spear, lance, + /ta/rof, fruit.] A genus of

leguminous plants of the tribe Dalbergicce, the

type of the subtribe Lonckoearpta. it is distin-

guished by having thewings adhering to the keel of the flow-

ers, and by the flat niembranaceous or coriaceous pod witii

the superior suture transversely nerved but not winged at

the back. The species are about 55 in number, including
trees and shrubs. Most of them are found in tropical
America, a few in tropical Africa, and one in Australia. /. .

lat\foKw< of the West Indies, etc., is called bitchirood. L.

Klackii, a tall woody climber of Queensland and New South
Wales, is called lancepod. Home species are ornamental.

Loncnoptera (long-kop'te-ril), . [NL. (Mei-
gen, 1803), < Gr. Myxt, a spear, lance, + Trrep6v,
a wing, = E. feather."] The typical genus of

LonCHOpterida: They are small delicate flies of yellow-
brown or gray color, characterized by the lanceolation
and venation of the wings, abounding on stones along
shady watercourses. About 20 European species are

known, two of which are also founil in North America.

Lonchopteridae (long-kop-tei-'i-de), n.pl. [NL.
(Maequart, ls:t.">), < LoHchoptcra + -id.] A
family of dichietous dipterous insects, typified

by the only genus, Lonchoptera, having the

wings acutely pointed and without a median
cross-vein.

Loncbopteris (long-kop'te-ris), . [NL.
(Brongniart, 1828), < Gr. fAyx'i, a spear, lance,
+ irrepic, a fern.] A genus of fossil ferns found
in the coal-measures of England and France.

Lonchopteris rnfosa.

It is related to Diftyopteris and AletJiopterix, the pinnules
having a very distinct median nerve and a reticulated lat-

eral venation. It embraces about 30 species, found abun-
dantly in the co-.il-measures of Europe, and occurring in
those of Sydney, Tape Breton, and of China, but ranging
upu'.ml to the Upper Cretaceous, and common in the Weal-
den of Kngland and Uclgium and in the Cretaceous of

Westphalia. The oldetMesozoic (Rhetic) beds of Virginia
and V'lth .r;ui>lin:i also contain it.

londt, >i- A Middle English form of land1
.

Londenoyst, [ME.,< OF. (AF.) Londenois; as
Loinlon + -r.sr, the form Luiidoni^r being also
in recent use.] A Londoner; one born in Lon-
don. Chiincer.

London board. See buttnt.

London clay. A geological formation of im-

portance in southeastern England, and espe-
cially at and near London, whence the name.
It belongs to the lower division of the Kocene Tertiary,
being separated from the Cretaceous by the WtKilwieh,
Iti-ading, and ThaneL beds. The London clay has a inaxi-

iNiiin thickness of alxjtlt .">*KI feet, and seems to have been
i.iiil iliiun near the mouth of a large estuary of the sea,
into which relics of the vegetation and fauna of the adja-
cent land were swept. The thickness of the clay under
the city of London varies with the amount of erosion which
has taken place in the scooping out of the valley of the
Thames. The full thickness of the formation is preserved
under the outliers of the Bagshot sand which occurs in

various places near the city, especially at Hampstead and
Highgate.
Londoner (lun'dun-er), . [< ME. Londoucrr

(f), < London, < AS. Luiidcn, also Liindenburh

(luirli, > E. borough), Lundenceaster (coaster, > E.

Chester), Lundentcic (wic, > E. wlch), < L. Lnnili-

iiium, of Celtic origin.] A native or citizen of

London in England.
The King by Proclamation calls the Londoners to West-

minster, and there causeth the Bishops of Worcester and
( 'hichester to declare his Intentions.

Baker, Chronicle*, p. 88.

Londonese (luu-duu-es' or -ez'), a. and n. [<
London + -ese. Cf. Londenoys. The AS. form
was Litiidcuixr.'] I. . Pertaining to London
in England, or to its peculiarities of speech;
cockney.

II. n. English as spoken in London
; espe-

cially, cockney speecn.
Londonism(lun'dun-izm), ji. [< Lotulim + -ism.]
A mode of speaking, acting, or behaving pecu-
liar to London.
Londonize (Inn'dun-Iz), v. ; pret. and pp. Lon-

ilin<i:i.'d, ppr. Londonizing. [< London + -ize.']

1. trans. To invest with some attribute charac-
teristic of London or the people of London.

II. intrans. To adopt or imitate the manners
or the fashions of Londoners.
London paste. See paste.

London-pride (lun'dun-prid), . 1. A British

plant, Saxifraga umbrosa, common in cottage-
gardens. Also called none-so-pretty and St.

Patrick's cabbage. 2. The sweet-william, LH-
anthus barbatus. Also called London-tuft. [Old
or local.]
London purple. See purple.
London-rocket (lun'dun-rok"ef), . A plant,
fiiifymbrium Irio, which grows in waste places
throughout Europe, and was formerly common
in the neighborhood of London, first appearing
just after the great fire of 1666.

London smoke, sprat, white, etc. See smoke,
etc.

London-toft (lun'dun-tuft), . Same as Lon-

don-pride, 2.

lone* (Ion), a. [By apheresis from alone, as
/ire2 from alive; lone1 and live2 being used at-

tributively, while the full form, orig. a prep,
phr., is used in the predicate.] 1. Being unac-
companied; apart from any other; solitary;

lonely; isolated: as, a lone traveler; a lone

house.

Enid, the pilot star of my lone life. Tennyarm, Qeraint.

2. Single in state : living alone
;
unmated or

unmarried.
mark is along one for a poor lone woman to

Shot., 2 Hen. IV., U. 1. 35.

3. Lonely; secluded; unfrequented. [Rare or

poetical.]
In some lone isle, or distant Northern land.

Pope, B. of the L., IT. 154.

Lone band, in the game of euchre, one person playing
against all the others, or against his opponents without aid
from his own side. Lone star. See star.

lone'2 (Ion), n. [< ME. lone, a var. of Jane: see

/'(<!.] A lane. Also loan. [Prov. Eng.]
Ione3t, A Middle English form of loan1

.

loneliness (lon'li-nes), n. 1. The condition of

being lonely; solitariness; want of society or
human interest : as, the loneliness of a hermit's
cave.

There's nothing left to fancy's guess,
You see that all is loneliness.

Scott, Marmion, ii., Int.

2. The sense of being alone or lonely; dejec-
tion from want of companionship or sympathy ;

forlornness.

Uphold me, Father, in my loneliness.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

A feeling of oppressive lonelinest conies over the spirit
as the eye ranges across that voiceless wilderness.

O'Donovan, Merv, xx.

3f. Love of retirement; preference for solitude.

Now I see
The mystery of your loneliness.

Shot., All's Well, 1. 3. 177.

= Syn. Lmiesonwness, Retirement, etc. See solitude.

A hundred
bear.

long

lonely (lon'li), a. [< lour 1 -f -fi/l ; strictly, by
apheresis from alonely.] 1. Unfrequented by
men ; solitary ;

desolate : as, a lonely situation.

So lonely 'twas, that God himself
.Scarce seemed there to be.

CoUridye, Ancient .Mariner, Til.

2. Lacking association or companionship; sol-

itary; standing apart physically or mentally.
Or let my lamp, at midnight hour,
Be seen in some high lonely tower.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 86.

3. Sad or dejected from want of companion-
ship or sympathy ; forsaken; forlorn.

I never saw a more unforgetable face pale, serious,
lonely. Dr. J. aroirn, Kab and his Friends.

Why should I feel lonely f . . . What sort of space is

that which separates a man from his fellows ?

'/'In,mi n. Walden, p. 144.

Right thro' his manful breast darted the pang
That makes a man, In the sweet face of her
\\ horn he loves most, lonely and miserable.

Tennyton, Oeralnt.

= Syn. 1. Lone, unfrequented, secluded, dreary. 3. Lone-
some, companlonless.
loneness (lon'ues), n. The state of being sin-

gle or alone
;
seclusion

;
solitariness.

Fresh beauty, let me not be thought uncivil.
Thus to be partner of your lonenets.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, L 2.

lonesome (lon'sum), . [< lone1 + -some.'] 1.

Drearily solitary; secluded from society; de-

jected from want of company.
I have never felt lonesome, or in the least oppressed by

a sense of solitude. Thoreau, Walden, p. 143.

2. Expressing loneliness or dejection. [Bare.]
Neither shall we content ourselves In Innemne tunes,

and private soliloquies, to whisper out the divine praises.

Barrow, Works, I. vlil.

3. Secluded; unfrequented; lonely.
Like one that on a lonesome road
Doth walk in fear and dread.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, vi.

In November days,When vapors rolling down the valleys made
A lonely scene more lonesome.

Wordsworth, Influence of Natural Objects.

lonesomely (16n'sum-li), rfc. In a lonesome
manner.
lonesomeness ( lon'sum-nes), n . The state of be-

ing lonesome, in any sense of that word. =8yn.
Liinflinftt*, Seclusion, etc. See solitude.

long 1
(long), a. and n. [Sc. long; < ME. long,

long, < AS. lang, long = OS. long, long = OFries.

tang, long= tSD. D. toj/= MLG. LG. OHG. lang,
MHG. lane, G. lang = Icel. lanyr = Dan. long
= Sw. l&ng = Goth, laggs, long, = L. longtis
(> It. lungo = Pg. longo = Pr. long, lone, loitig
= F. long), long; perhaps = OPers. drangti,
long, the d being in this case lost, and the r

changed to /, in L., etc. The L. word is not
the source of the Tent., but merely cognate.
From the AS. word are ult. E. lony%, along 1

,

along2 , belong, ling
1

, linger, length, etc.; from
the L. are ult. E. elongate, longitude, longerity,

oblong, prolong, cloin, eloign, purloin, lunge, etc.]
1. . 1. Having great linear extent

; not short;

having notable or unusual extent; relatively
much extended or drawn out: as, a long dis-

tance; towf/hair; a long arm.
The walkes . . . are many, whereof some are very long.

and of a convenient breadth. Cnryat, Crudities, L 87.

Ills other parts besides,
Prone on the flood, extended /<.'/ and large,
Lay floating many a rood. Miltnn. f. 1 ,

, I. 195.

But she has wrote a long letter,
And sealed it with her hand.

Catherine Johnstone (Child's Ballads, IV. 86).

2. Having linearor continuous extent in space ;

measured from end to end
;
viewed in the direc-

tion of the greatest distance (that is, the dis-

tance exceeding that of the width, or a line
drawn at right angles to the width).
The measure thereof is longer than the earth, and

broader than the sea. Job \i. 9.

TheCurucucn [a venomous snake], flfteene spannes long,
which lieth on a tree to hunt his prey.

Pnrchas, Pilgrimage, p. 842.

3. Tall: as, long Tom Coffin. [Now only col-

loq. or humorous.]
Off Duke Nestor to deme, doughty in werre,
He was Imt't A large, with lemys full grete.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 8806.

4. Having duration or extent in time ; lasting
in continuance: following a term of measure-
ment or reckoning, or used relatively: as, a
discourse an hour long ; the longest day of the

year.
It cannot be l"ii<i before we lie down in darkness, and

have our light in ashes. Sir T. Brotrne, Vrn-borial, v.

5. Drawn out in duration ; having unusual
continuance

; lasting ; prolonged, as time, sue-



long

cession, etc.: as, long hours of labor; long ill-

ness; a lony Hue of descendants ;
a long note.

When they make a long blast with the ram's horn, . . .

all the people shall shout. Josh. vi. 5.

My Lord Chancellor Bacon is lately dead of a long lan-

guishing weakness. Unwell, Letters, I. iv. 8.

Long health, Ittwj youth, loiiff pleasure and a friend.

Pope, To Mrs. Martha Bloiint.

Specifically (a) In pros., greater in duration (technically
called quantity) than the unit of time, or so regarded. A long
vowel, or sometimes a vowel in a long syllable, is marked
as such by a straight line above it, thus, a. In ancient or-

thoepy and prosody a long vowel is regarded as consist-

ing regularly of the sum of two similar short vowels, thus,
a = a r a, and a diphthong is also necessarily long as

the sum of two dissimilar short vowels, thus, au = a -f- n.

In either case, if either element is already long, the ex-

cess is not counted. See the phrases long by nature and
long by position, below, and II. (6) In Eng. orthoepy, noting
one of the two or more principal pronunciations of each of
the five true vowels, a, e, i, o, u, exemplified in the words
fate, mete, site, note, mute, usually marked for pronuncia-
tion, as in this work, a, e, i, 6, u : opposed to the short sounds
of the same letters in fat, met, sit, not, nut, frequently
marked as a, e, I, 6, Q, but left unmarked in this work.
The two sounds of the same letter now called long and
short do not, for the most part, phonetically correspond to

each other ; but short is used specifically to note the more
frequently employed of the shorter sounds of a certain let-

ter, and long, by a similar limitation, for the more usual

among the longer sounds of the same letter in our estab-
lished orthography.
6. Far-reaching; far-seeing: as, a long look
ahead.

Thus proving in his bud maturely sage,
And long in Wisdom, e'er in years of age.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 82.

The perennial existence of bodies corporate and their
fortunes are things particularly suited to a man who has

long views. Burke.

7. Happening or occurring after a protracted
interval

;
much delayed or postponed.

Death will not be long in coming. Ecclus. xiv. 12.

He stopped me, as I made for the staircase, to extort a
promise that I would not be long: nor was I long: in five

minutes I rejoined him. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxv.

8. Seeming prolonged; tedious; wearisome:
as, long hours of waiting.

The weary night was longer yet
Than was the day, and harder to forget
The thoughts that come therewith.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 151.

A long bit, a long chalk. See the nouns. A long day ,

a far-off time ; extended postponement ; long suspense or

respite. A long dozen, one more than a dozen
;
thirteen.

See bakers' dozen, under baker. A long face, a face wear-
ing an expression of sadness or solemnity : so called from
the drawing down of the facial lines. Along figure, a

high price; a large sum. [Colloq. or slang.] A long head,
a mind characterized by sagacity, foresight, and shrewd-
ness with caution. A long row to hoe. See Aoei. A
long tongue, a tongue given to tedious or mischievous
loquacity.

Get you gone, sirrah ;

And what you have seen be secret in
; you are paid else ;

No more of your long tongue.
Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, v. 4.

As broad as long. See broad. At the long last, in
the end, however far off ; finally.

Human nature, which, at the long last, is always to
blame. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 131.

Before long, before a long time has elapsed; shortly;
soon: as, I shall see him before long. Common long
meter. See common. Cut and long tailt. See cut,
p. a. Ere long. Same aa before long, but commonly used
of a shorter interval : as, ere long the storm became furious.
For long, for or during a long time, absolutely or com-

paratively.

For long agone I have forgot to court
;

Besides, the fashion of the time is changed
Shak., T. O. of V., iii. 1. 85.

love, I have not seen you for so long.
Tennyson, Lover's Tale, iv.

In the long run. See TOM Long appogglatura See
appoggiatura.'LouK bob, a kind of peruke worn about
the middle of the eighteenth century. Long bone, in
anat., one of the elongated and cylmdric bones of the
limbs, as a humerus or femur. In a former classifica-
tion bones were distinguished as long, short flat and
irregular. Long by nature, in anc. pros., noting a syl-
lable long or prolonged in utterance by virtue of its con-
taining a long vowel, or the equivalent of this in time, a
diphthong, whether followed by two or more consonants
or not. See nature. Long by position, in anc. pros. ,

not-
ing a syllable containing a short vowel immediately fol-
lowed by two or more consonants or by a double consonant.
The vowel remains short in pronunciation, but the time
of the syllable is prolonged by the delay occasioned by
the enunciation of the consonants. See position. Long
chop. See chopi, 2. Long clam, (a) The common
clam, Mya arenaria, and related species: so called in dis-
tinction from round clams, as species of Venus, Mactra,
eta. (6) The razorshell, Ensis americana. Long clav
cloth, clothes, division. See the nouns. Long dress
in female apparel, a skirt descending to the feet : as, a girl
not yet in long dresses. Long drum, an old name of the
bassdrum. Seedremi. Lougfeeler. Seefeelcr. Long
flax. See flax. Long float. See float, 9. Long haul!
short haul, phrases in railroad use to express the relative
length of transportation, in connection with the amount of
charges for the respective services. The long- and short-
haul clause of the Interstate Commerce Act of the United
States provides that "it shall be unlawful for any common
carrier subject to the provisions of this act to charge or re-
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ceive any greater compensation in the aggregate for the

transportation of passengers or of like kind of property,
under substantially similar circumstances and conditions,
for a shorter than for a longer distance over the same
line, in the same direction, the shorter being included in

the longer distance ; but this shall not be construed as

authorizing any common carrier within the terms of this

act to charge and receive as great compensation for a
shorter as for a longer distance." The Interstate Com-
merce Commission have power to grant relief from this

restriction under circumstances which would make it un-

just to the carrier. Long home, hundred, isinglass.
See the nouns. Long lay, a small proportion in the pro-
fits of a whaling-voyage accruing to certain members of the

crew, such as the foremast-hands, etc. : opposed to short lay.
See layi, 6. Long measure, meter, mordent, odds.
See the nouns. Long of stock or 01 stocks, well sup-
plied with a stock or stocks, as a broker or stock-specula-
tor; holding a stock, or contracts for the purchase of a

stock, for a rise, as a bull in the stock-market. Long par-
ticular meter. See meters. Long pig, the literal ren-

dering by English sailors of the term applied to a corpse
by the Fiji cannibals.

The expression long pig is not a Joke, nor a.phrase in-

vented by Europeans, but one frequently used by the

Fijians, who looked upon a corpse as ordinary butcher

meat, and called a human body puaka balava, long pig, in

contradistinction to puaka dina, or real pig.
St. Johnston, Camping among Cannibals.

Long rest. See long-rest. Long robe, roll, etc. Seethe
nouns. Long stralghtt, stretched out; at length.

He rist hym up and long streight he hire leide.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1163.

Long torn, vacation,wheel, etc. See the nouns. Long
ton, a ton of 2,240 pounds, reckoned as 20 hundredweight
of 112pounds each. Long verse, a name sometimes given
to the dactylic hexameter. To drawthe long bow. See
to draw the longbow, under longbow. To make a long
arm. See make'1-.

II. . 1. Something that has length; also, the
full extent : used in some elliptical expressions,
as in English universities for the long vacation,
and in the phrase the long and the short of it.

Six weeks were to elapse before the Long commenced.
F. W. Farrar, Julian Home, p. 184.

In the vacations, particularly the Long, there is every
facility for reading.

C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 105.

2. In pros., a long time or syllable. In ancient
prosody a long is a time greater than a short, or a syllable
requiring a perceptibly greater time to pronounce than
is required by a short. A short, comparable to an eighth-
note in modern music, being assumed as the mora or unit
of time, the regular or normal long is equivalent to two
shorts, and is comparable to a quarter-note in music, con-
suming twice the time in pronunciation required by the
regular or normal short, and resolvable under certain
conditions into two shorts, just as two shorts may be con-
tracted into one long. Thus, an iambus, or short followed
by a long, may appear as a tribrach or three shorts ; and a
dactyl, or long followed by two shorts, is generally inter-

changeable with a spondee that is, a long followed by an-
other long. Besides the normal (dichronous or disemic)
long, ancient writers also recognize longs equivalent to
three, four, and five shorts, called trichronous (trisemic\
tetrachronous (tetrasemic), and pentachronous (pentase-
mic) longs respectively, as well as others, called irrational,
which can only be expressed fractionally : for instance, 1j
shorts. Such a long (one of 1J morse) could be used to rep-
resent a short. In ancient pronunciation the syllabic ac-
cent was a matter more of pitch or tone than of stress, and
the metrical accent (ictus or beat) was independent of it,
and regularly fell on a syllable long in time. In modern
languages a difference between shorts and longs in actual
time of utterance exists to a greater or less degree, but is

partially or wholly subordinated to syllabic accent, which
is principally or altogether a matter of stress. The ictus
in modern poetry regularly coincides with this syllabic
stress, and in this accordingly a long is a syllable taking
the stress, or ictus, without regard to the time occupied
in pronunciation.
"I have seen some longs and shorts [i. e. some verses] of

Hittall's," said I, "about the Calydonian Boar, which were
not bad." M. Arnold, Friendship's Garland, vi.

The average long would occupy rather less than twice
the time of the average short. J. Uadley, Essays, p. 264.

3. In medievalmusical notation, anote equivalent
in time-value either to three or to two breves,
according as the rhythm was "per-

~
. =

~

feet" or ' '

imperfec t.
"

Its form was -r*-^-E
Per long, in her., longer than usual : said

generally of a part of a bearing : as, a label with lambeaux
per long; i cross fltche per long, in which the sharpened
point is prolonged. The long and the short, or the
snort and the long, the sum of a matter in a few words
the length and the breadth ; the whole : with of.

For I am small,
My wife, is tall,

And that's the short and long of It I

Hood, Paired, not Matched.

long1 (l&ng), adv. [< ME. longe, < AS. lange
(= G. lang), for a long time, far, < lung, long:
see longl, n.] 1. To a great extent in space;
with much length : as, a line long drawn out.
The pillars' foJ7-extended rows. Prior, Solomon, ii. 28.

2f. Far; to or at a distance, or an indicated
distance.
He come to the Castelle, and cam in to the Cave

; and
wente so longe, til that he fond a Chambre.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 24.

The Saisnes . . . thus distroied the contrey and made
soche martire of the mene peple that men myght se the
smolder of the fire x myle longe, so trouble ther-of was
'he aire. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 248.

longanimity

3. To a great extent in time
;
for an extended

period ;
with prolonged duration : as, he has

been long dead; it happened long ago, long

before, or long afterward; a fow/-eontinued

drought; a toH</-forgotten matter.

When the trumpet soundeth long, they shall come up to

the mount. Ex. xix. 13.

And now the long protracted wars are o'er.

Addison, tr. of Horace, iii. 3.

We have long discovered our errors with regard to you.
Goldsmith, Vicar, xxx.

And the psalms of David, forgotten long,
Took the place of the scoffer's song.

Whitticr, The Preacher.

4. For a length of time
;
for the period of : used

with terms of limitation : as, how long shall you
remain ? as long as I can

;
all day long.

And she gan wepen ever lenger the more.
Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 734.

The Emperoure hym owne selfe ordant onon,
fforto bilde vp tenttes, tariet no lengur.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6021.

The woman ... is bound by the law to her husband
so long as he liveth. Horn. vii. 2.

As Pascal said of his eighteenth letter, I would have
made it shorter if I could have kept it longer.

Macaulay, in Trevelyan, I. 225.

Long ago, far away in past time ; in the far past.

Yesterday shall seem full long ago,
When with to-morrow's dew the grass is wet.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 237.

long1
(l&ng), v. [< ME. longen, longien, langien,

< AS. langian = OS. langon = D. langen =
OHG. langen, MHG. langen, in comp. belang-
en, rarely verlangen, G. only rerlangen, long,
crave : usually derived from lang, E. long

1
, a.,

and explained by identifying the verb with AS.
langian, become long, as ' to stretch the mind
after.' But the verb maybe of different origin,
perhaps a secondary form connected withOHG.
gilingen (pret. gilang), MHG. G. gelingen, strive

after, attain.] I. intrants. To have a yearning
or wistful desire

;
feel a strong wish or crav-

ing; hanker: followed by for or after before
the object of desire, or by an infinitive.

I have longed after thy precepts. Ps. cxix. 40.

Come, honest Venator, let us be gone, let us make haste ;

I long to be doing; no reasonable hedge or ditch shall hold
me. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 58.

Oft, when the wine in his glass was red,
He longed for the wayside well instead.

Whittier, Maud Muller.

Their silent pain
Who have long'd deeply once, and long'd in vain.

M. Arnold, A Summer Night.

Il.t trans. To long for
; desire.

To seen hire sustre that hire longeth soo.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2286.

long2 (long), conj. [By apheresis from along"*.]
Same as along: in the phrase long of, sometimes
written 'long of. [Archaic or local.]

Mit. How comes it that Fungoso appeared not with his
sister's intelligence to Brisk ?

Cor. Marry, long of the evil angels that she gave him.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iv. 4.

Dark Musgrave, it was lony of thee.

Scott, L. of L. M., v. 29.

Iong3t (long), c. i. [< ME. longen, langen, equiv.
to belongen, belong: see belong.] To belong.
Thow has

clenly
the cure that to my coroune langez,

Of alle my werdez wele, and my weyffe eke.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 673.

And that me semes longs not for him to do.
Paston Letters, I. 97.

long. Aii abbreviation of longitude.
-long. See -ling%.

longan (long'gan), n. [NL. longaiimn; < Chin.
lung-yen, drago'h's-eye.] 1. An evergreen tree,
Nephelium Longanum, closely related to the
lichi, and yielding a similar but smaller and
less palatable fruit. It is cultivated in China
and the East Indies. 2. The fruit itself, which
is exported in a dried state. 'Also called drag-
ou's-eye.

longanimity (long-ga-nim'i-ti), n. [= P. longa-
nimite = Sp. Ionganimidad= Pg. longanimidade= It. longftnimM, < LL. longanimita(t-)s, for-

bearance, < longanimis, forbearing, patient, <
L. longus, long, + animits, mind.]" Long-suf-
fering; patience; endurance.

patcheu ai, once, or witnm a snort return ot time others
to that which begins afar off, and is to be won with length
of pursuit, ... so that there may be fitly said to be a
longanimity. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

The longanimity and lasting sufferance of God.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 3.

If a clergyman, he is expected to ask a blessing, ... a
function which he performs with centenarian longanimity,
as if he reckoned . . . that a grace must be long to reach
so far away as heaven. Lowell, Fireside Travels p 63



longanimous

longanimous (long-gan'i-rnus), a. [< LL. '/-

</<iitimi.<, piiti-nt, forbearing, < L. longun, long, +
ititiiiin.1, uiiiul: see iniiiitnx. Cf. iiiiii/nniiiiiioiix. \

Long-suffering; patient; enduring. [Bare.]
We have the present Yankee, . . . armed at all points

against the old enemy Hunger, lonyaniaunu, good at patch-

ing. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 1st ser., Int.

long-arc (Idng'ilrk), (i. In elect., having u long
arc: applied to an arc-lamp which burn* with

the ends of the carbon roils at an abnormally
great distance apart.

longbeak (l&ng'bek)', n. A gnipo of the genus
M'i<-rt>rlMHii>hitx ; a dowitcher: as, the greater
Itmtjbrak, M. /tci>ti>ftri MX.

longbeard (Idng'berd), . 1. A man with a

long board. 2. A bellarmiue. 3. Same as

/')</-/..

longbill (Idng'bil), n. A snipe or a woodcock.

long-boat (l&ng'bot), . The largest and strong-
est boat belonging to a sailing ship. It corre-

sponds to the launch of a modern man-of-war.

When he [the Duke of Suffolk] was shipped in Suffolk,
with Intent to have passed over into France, he was met
by an English Man of War, taken, and carried to Dover

Sands, anil there had his Head ehopp'd off on the side of

the Low-boat. llaker, Chronicles, p. 190.

longbow (Idng'bo), . The name commonly
given to the bow drawn by hand and discharg-
ing a long feathered arrow, as distinguished
from crossbows of all kinds, especially to bows
having a length of five feet or over, as the bow
of war and of the chase of the middle ages in

Europe, those of some savage tribes, those of

Japan, etc. The English especially excelled in the use
of the longbow, as the principal weapon of the common
soldier and of hunters, from the fourteenth century till

the introduction of fin-arms, by which it was only gradual-
ly superseded. To draw or pull the longbow, to exag-
gerate ; tell improbable stories : in allusion to the wonder-
ful stories formerly told of feats with the longbow. [In
the phrase, often written a long bow. ]

King of Corpus . . . was on the point of pulling some
dreadful long-bow, and pointing out a half dozen of people
in the room as ... the most celebrated wits of that day.

Thackeray, Newcomes, L

long-bowlingt (l&ng'boTing), n. The game of

skittles. Halliwell.

long-breathed (Idng'bretht), a. Having the

power of retaining the breath for a long time;
having good breath ; long-winded,
long-bulletst (l&ng'bul'ets), n. A game played
by casting stones. [North. Eng.]

When you saw Tady at long-bullett play.
Swift, Dermot and Sheelah.

long-coats (Idng'kots), . pi. Long clothes:
said of an infant's wear. [Eng.]
Master Thomas Billings . . . was in his long-coats fear-

fully passionate, screaming and roaring perpetually.
Thackeray, Catherine, iii.

long-descended (Idng'de-sensed), a. Able to
trace one's descent through a long line of an-
cestors ;

of ancient lineage.
long-drawn (long'dran), a. Drawn out or con-
tinued to great length ; protracted ; prolonged :

as, a long-drawn sigh or groan; a long-drnicn
narrative.

longest. '* and v. An obsolete form of lungel.

longe2 (lonj), . [Also lunge; deriv. uncertain.]
The great lake-trout or Mackinaw trout, Cris-

tivomer or Halvelinus namaycush. Also called

toguc. [Local, U. S.]

long-eared (16ng'erd), a. 1. Having long ears.

2. Having long plumicorns: as, the long-
eared owls. 3. Having long opercular flaps:

as, the long-fared sunfish, Lepomis auritus or
L. mcgalotis. Lone-eared bat, one of several bats
whose ears are notablylong or large ; especially. Plecotux

auritus, a common European species. See J'lecotus, Syno-
tu&. Long-eared deer, the mule-deer, Cariacus macro-
tit. Long-eared fox, the African Megalotii Inland!, a
kind of fennec. See fennec, Mcgalotis. Long-eared
hedgehog, Erinacewi auritut of Russia. Long-eared
owl, any member of the genus Agio or Otug, as the Euro-

pean A. otiM or the American A. mlsonianui.

long-ears (Idng'erz), n. 1. A humorous name
for a donkey. 2. The long-eared owl, Agio otus.

[Berkshire, Eng.]
longer1

(16ng'er), . One who longs or desires.

longer2 (long'ger), n. [Appar. < longl + -er1
;

or else < lon<fi, alongl, as being stored along
the keelson (?).] Nant., a water-cask of pecu-
liar shape, formerly used for stowing next to

the keelson
; also, a row of such casks.

longeval (lou-je'val), a. [< L. longasviis, aged
(see longevous), 4- -?.] Long-lived.
We envy the secular leisures of Methuselah, and are

thankful that his biography at least (if written in the
same lunyeval proportion) is irrecoverably lost to us.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 253.

longevity (lon-jev'i-ti), . [=F. loii(ii'rite = 8f.

longwidad = Pg. iongevidade = It. longevita, <
001
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lAi.longirritti(t-)s,<. L. ?on<7<m<.i, aged: nee longe-

vous.] 1. Long life; unusually prolonged life

or existence.

We shall single out the deer : upon concession a long-
lived animal, and in Iniujctrity by many conceived to at-

tain unto hundreds. Sir T. Krowne, Vulg. Err., Ui. 9.

Such men . . . predict longevity to Pollok'B " Course of

Time." Ifhippie, Ess. and Rev., I. 30.

2. Length or duration of life; term of exis-

tence: as, statistics of longcrity; the average
longevity of the race.

longevous (lon-je'vus), a. [= 8p. Pg. It. ton-

iji'i-o, < L. long/ecus, of great age, aged, < L. lon-

gus, long, + axum, age.] Living a long time;
of great age. [Obsolete or rare.]

[Cedar wood] Is lonyeixna and an evergreen.
y. Oreu, CosraologU Sacra, iv. 8.

long-exserted (Idng'ek-ser'ted), a. In ornith.,

projected far beyond some other part: said of

a pair of tail-feathers when they protrude far

beyond the rest, as the middle pair of a skua-

gull or sawbill. Coues, 1872.

long-faced (Idng'fast), . Having a long face,

literally or figuratively; rueful-looking; doleful
in appearance ;

solemn.

long-field (Idng'feld), . In cricket, a fielder

stationed in one of the extreme corners of the
bowler's end of the field, distinctively called

long-field-off or long-off when on the bowler|s
right, and long-field-on or long-on when on his

left.

long-firmed (16ng-find), a. Having long fins,
as a fish, or flippers, as the finner whale. Long-
tinned file-fish. Same i fool-fish, 2.

longful (Idug'ful), a. [< longi + -ful.] Long;
tedious. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.j
long-glass (Idng'glas), n. Same as ale-yard.

longhand (16ng'hand), . Writing of the or-

dinary form, as contradistinguished from short-

hand or stenography.
long-headed (16ng'hed'ed), a. 1 . Having a long
head; in etlmol., dolichocephalic. 2. Shrewd;
far-seeing; discerning: as, a long-headed man.

[Colloq.]
long-headedness (16ng

' bed ' ed -
nes), . The

quality of being long-headed ;
shrewdness

;
far-

sightedness; discernment.

Ulysses was the type of long-headedneM.
Lowell, Study Windows, p. 126.

longhorn (Idng'hdrn), n. 1. A tineid moth of

the family Adelidte, as Adela viridetta, having
very long antenna}. 2. A dipterous insect of

the suborder Nemocera, such as tipularians or
crane-flies. 3. A beetle of the group Longi-
cornia; a longicorn.
long-homed (long'hdmd), . 1. Having long
horns : specifically applied to some breeds of

domestic cattle. 2. Having long antennae;
longicorn : as, long-horned grasshoppers.
longi, . Plural of longus.

longicaudate (lon-ji-kft'dat), a. [< L. longus,

long, + caiula, tail.] Long-tailed ;
macrurous.

longicone (lon'ji-kon), a. [< L. longus, long, +
conus, cone : see cone.] Having a long cone, as
a cephalopod: as, the longicone straight shells.

A. Hyatt.
longicorn (Ion'ji-k6rn), a. and . [< NL. longi-

cornis, long-horned, < L. longus, = E. long, +
cornu = E. horn.] I. a. Having long anten-
nae

; specifically, of or pertaining to the Longi-
cornes or Longicornia.

II. n. A longicorn beetle ; a member of the

Longicornia.
Longicomes (Ion-ji-k6r'nez), . pi. [NL., pL
of longicornis, long-horned: see longicorn."} In
Latreille's system of classification, the fourth

family of the Coleoptera tetramera, approxi-
mately the same as the modern group Longi-
cornia, and divided primarily into Prionii and
Cerambycini. Latreille included Tmenttermu in the

latter, and also appended a third tribe, Lamiarve (Lamia,
Sapffrda, etc.X and a fourth, Lepturetoe (Leptura, eto.X

Longicornia (lon-ji-kor'ni-a), n.pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of longicornis, long-horned: see longicorn."]
A group of tetramerous Coleoptera, having long
filiform antennee,sometimes several times long-
er than the body ; the longicorns or longicoru
beetles. In a few forms the antenna? are pectinate, ser-

rate, or flabelliform. More than 8,000 species are described,
among them many large and beautiful beetles. They in-

habit woods, where the females deposit their eggs beneath
the bark of trees by means of a long, tubular, horny ovi-

positor, with which the abdomen ends. The larvae are

very destructive to wood, boring it deeply, and often mak-
ing their burrows in every direction. Some of them attack
the roots of plants. The longicorn beetles are very gen-
erally dispersed, but the greatest number of species and
the largest forms are found In South America and western
Africa. The leading families are the Lamiidce, Cfratnby-
cidce, Lepturidce, and Prionidie.

longiperoneus

longie, lungie (Ion'-, lun'ji), n. [Cf.

loom'J, loon?.] The common guillemot, Lomvia
troiii-. [Shetland Isles.]

longifrons (lon'ji-fronz), a. [< NL. longifrons,
< L. longiix, long, + frons (fron (-), forehead : see

front.] In zool., long-faced.
The black cattle of North Wales apparently belong . . .

to the small lonmfrong type.

Dartrin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. :>.

longilateral (lon-ji-lat'e-ral), a. [< L. longus,

long, + Uitus (later-), side : see lateral.] Long-
sided

; having the form of a long parallelogram.
[Bare.]
Nineveh . . . was of a longilateral figure, ninety-fire

furlongs broad and an hundred and nf i y long.
Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus, ii.

longilingual (lon-ji-ling'gwal), a. [< L. longus,

long, + lingiiti, tongue!] In zoiil., having a long
tongue; vermilingual.
Longilingues (lon-ji-ling'gwez), n. nl. [NL. f

< L. longux, long, T lingua, tongue.] In Sun-
devall's classification of birds, a synonym of

MclHsugo!.
longimanous (lon-jim'a-nus), a.

[<
LL. lon-

gimanus (tr. Or. /aucpd^fip, as an epithet of Ar-

taxerxes), long-handed, < L. longus, long, + ma-

nus, hand.] In zool., having long hands ; long-
handed, as an ape.

longimetric (lon-ji-met'rik), a. [< longimetr-y
+ -ic.] Pertaining to measurement along a
line. Longimetric function, the function to which a

gouiometric function reduces when one of the angles of
the triangle becomes zero or 180.

longimetry (lon-jim'e-tri), n. [= F. longimf-
trie = Sp. longimetria = Pg. It. longimetria, <

L. longus, long, + Or. fitrpav, measure.] The art

or practice of measuring distances or lengths,
whether accessible or inaccessible.

longing (Idng'ing), n. [Verbal n. of longl, p.]

1 . An eager desire ;
an earnest wish or crav-

ing.
Put on my crown ; I have

Immortal lonyiny* in me.
Shak., A. and C., v. 2. 284.

I shall review Sicilla, for whose sight
I have a woman's lonyintj.

Shak., W. T.,iv. 4. 681.

2. Specifically, in pathol., one of the peculiar
and often whimsical desires experienced by
pregnant women. =Syn. 1. Hankering, yeanling, aspi-
ration.

longingly (16ng'ing-li), adv. With eager desire
or craving.

longinqnity (lon-jing'kwi-ti), n. [= It. longin-

quita, < L. lotiginquita( t-)s, length, < longinquus,
remote, long, usually distant, < lotigus, long:
see longi.] Greatness of distance. [Rare.]

Pope Leo himself saw that lonainqvity of region doth
cause the examination of truth to become over dilatory.

Barraic, The Pope's Supremacy.
Inordinate unvaried length, sheer longinquity, staggers

the heart, ages the very heart of us at a view.
Q. Meredith, The Egoist, Prel.

longipalp (lon'ji-palp), a. and n. [< NL. longi-

palj(i,\Ij. longus, long, + NL. palpus, a feeler:

see palp.] I. a. Having long maxillary palps ;

specifically, of or pertaining to the Longipalpi.
II. . A member of the Longipalpi, as some

of the rove-beetles.

Longipalpi (lon-ji-pal'pi), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

longipalpus: see longipalp.] In Latreille's sys-
tem of classification, a section of the Linnean
genus Staphylinus, having long maxillary palps,
as in the genera Peederus, Procirrus, Stenus, and
others. Also Longipalpati.
Longipennatae (lon'ji-pe-na'te), n. pi. Same as

Loni/ipennes, 1.

longipennate (lon-ji-pen'at), a. [< NL. longi-

peimatus, long-winged, < L. longus, long,+ pen-
natus, winged: see pennate.] Long-winged, as
a bird; having long pennae, remiges, or flight-
feathers.

Longipennes (lon-ji-pen'ez), w. pi. [NL., < L.

longus, long, + penna, wing.] 1. A major
group of birds, the long-winged natatorial

birds, such as gulls, terns, and petrels: the
Gavice and Tubinares together considered as
an order. In Nitzsch's classification (1829) the term was
applied only to the former, the Tubinarei being separated
under the name of Xamttf.

2. In Sundevall's system, a synonym of Cheli-

donomorpha:
longipennine (lon-ji-pen'in), a. [As Longipen-
nes + -iiiel.] Longipennate; having the wings
long enough to reach, when folded, beyond the
end of the tail

; specifically, of or pertaining to
the Longipennes.
longiperoneus (lon-ji-per-o-ne'us), n.; pi. lon-

giperonei (-i). [NL., < L. longus, long, + NL.



longiperoneus

peroneus.] The long peroneal or fibular mus-
cle, commonly called peroneus longus. Coues
and Shttte, 1887.

longiroster (lon-ji-ros'ter), . [< NL. longi-

rostris, long-beaked, < L. longus, long, + ros-

trum, beak: see rostrum.] One of the Longi-
rostres.

longirostral (lon-ji-ros'tral), a. [As longiros-
ter + -al.] Having a long bill or beak: spe-
cifically applied to the Longirostres.

longirostrate (lon-ji-ros'trat), a. [As longiros-
ter + -ate1

.] Same as longirostral.

Longirostres (lon-ji-ros'trez), n. pi. [NL., pi.
of longirostris : see longiroster.] In Cuvier's

system of classification, a family of Grallie or

wading birds, including the snipes and their

allies, together with the ibises, ranged here on
account of their superficial resemblance to cur-

lews. With this exception, the group corresponds to the
natural division of birds now called the snipe family,
Scolopacidce.

longisect (lon'ji-sekt), v. t. [< L. longiis,loug,
+ secare, pp. gectus, cut : see section.] To Wsect
lengthwise and horizontally ; perform longisec-
tion. [Rare.]
longisection (lon-ji-sek'shon), n. [< L. longus,

long, + sectio(n-), a cutting : see section.] Di-
vision of the body in a plane parallel with the

axis, and thus longitudinal, but from side to

side, and thus at right angles to the meson and to

hemisection-planes: correlated with transection
and hemisection. N. T. Med. Jour., XL. 114.

longissimus (lon-jis'i-mus), n.
; pi. longissimi

(-ml). [NL. (so. musculus), superl. of L. longus,
long: see long

1
, a.] A muscle of the back, more

fully called longissimus dorsi, notable in man
for its great length, forming with the sacrolum-
balis the erector spinee, the muscle which as-
sists in keeping the back straight or erect. It
occurs under divers modifications in mammals,
birds, etc.

longitude (lon'ji-tud), n. [< F. longitude = Sp.
longitud = Pg. longitude = It. longitudine, < L.

longitudo (longitudin-), length, < longus, long:
see long1 , a.] If. Length; measure along the

longest line.

The ancients did determine the longitude of all rooms
which were longer than broad by the double of their lati-
tude. Sir H. Wotton, Elem. of Architecture.

2. In geog., the angle at the pole contained
between two meridians, one of which, called
the first or prime meridian, passes through
some conventional point from which the angle
is measured. Strictly speaking, the meridian here
spoken of is a plane through the plumb-line at the station

parallel to the earth's axis, but not necessarily passing
through that axis, since it may be that the earth's axis and
the plumb-line at the station do not lie in one plane. But
this distinction is wholly without importance, except in
higher geodesy. The longitude of the conventional point
is 0', and longitudes are reckoned east and west from it
to 180 in arc, and to 12 hours in time, 15 degrees being
equal to one hour. In Great Britain universally and in
the United States generally geographers reckon from the
meridian of the transit-circle at the Royal Observatory of
Greenwich in England ; the meridian of Washington is also
used in the United States. Germans reckon generally from
Ferro in the Canaries, as the dividing line between the
eastern and western hemispheres, though modern German
scientists employ the meridian of Greenwich. In other
countries geographers often reckon from the meridian of
their capital orother point within their limits, as the French
from Paris(and formerlyfrom Ferro), and the Russians from
the observatory of Pulkowa. Mariners generally employ
the meridian of Greenwich. There are various ways of
finding longitude, the problem being that of comparing the
time at the place in question with that of the prime merid-
ian. On shore the most accurate method is to compare the
time of the two places by means of the electric telegraph
while at sea, the local time being determined by observa-
tion of some celestial object, it is compared with Green-
wich time, as shown by a chronometer carefully set and
regulated before sailing. Abbreviated Ion., long.
The ancients supposed the torrid and the frigid zones

to be uninhabitable and even impenetrable by man' but
while the earth, as known to them, was bounded west-
wardly by the Atlantic Ocean, it extended indefinitely
towards the east. The dimensions of the habitable world
then (and ancient geography embraced only the home of
man, >i oinoujiei/,)), were much greater measured from west
to east than from south to north. Accordingly, early
geographers called the greater dimension, or the east and
west line, the length, longUtuio,ot the earth; the shorter di-
mension, or the north and south line, they denominated its
breadth, latitudo. G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., ix.

3. In astron., the are of the ecliptic measured
eastward from the vernal equinoctial point to
the foot of the circle of latitude drawn through
the object, as a star or other point on the sphere
whose position is in question. See circle of lati-

tudes, under circle.- Celestial longitude. See def.
3.- Geocentric, heliocentric, heliographlc longi-
tude. See the adjectives. Libration. In longitudeSee libratwn of the moon, under libration.

longitudinal (lon-ji-tu'di-nal), a. [= F. Sp.
longitudinal = It. longitudinale, < NL. *longitu-
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dinalis, < L. longitudo (longitudin-), length, longi-
tude: see longitude.] 1. Of or pertaining to

longitude or length ; relating to or consisting in

length: as, longitudinal distance. 2. In the
direction of the length; running lengthwise, as

distinguished from transverse or across : as, the

longitudinal diameter of a body. 3. In bot.,

in the direction of growth. 4. In sool., ex-
tended in the long axis of the body, as any ar-

ticulate animal; articulated. [Rare.]
Von Baer . . . adopted Cuvier's divisions, speaking of

them as the peripheric, the longitudinal, the massive, and
the vertebrate types of structure.

Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 807.

Longitudinal elasticity, the ratio of stress to strain in

the case of linear extension or compression. Longitudi-
nal sinus, Inanat. See sinus. Longitudinal strain,
in gun. ,

the strain on a small-arm or cannon which tends
to rupture it circumferentiaUy. Longitudinal veins, in

entom., veins of an insect's wing running lengthwise to
the apical margin: specifically, in the Diptera, applied to
several such veins which, counting from the costal or an-
terior side, are distinguished as first, second, etc., longitu-
dinal.

longitudinally (lon-ji-tu'di-nal-i), adv. In a

longitudinal manner ;
in the direction of length.

longitudinated (lon-ji-tu'di-na-ted), a. [< L.

longitudo (longitudin-), length, + -ate1 + -erf2.]

Extended in length. Goldsmith. [Rare.]
long-leg (long'leg), n. In cricket, same as leg, 6.

long-legged (Idng'legd or -leg'ed), a. Having
long legs or hind limbs Long-legged chatterers,
Swafnson's name of his Leiotrichance. See Liotrichince.

Long-legged hawk, a hawk of the subfamily Accipitrince,
having the tarsi proportionally long, as the goshawk, the
European sparrow-hawk, or the American sharp-shinned
hawk. Long-legged plover, a stilt. See Himantopus.
Long-legged thrust, Swainson's name for a bird of his

family Crateropodinoe. See Crateropodidce, and cut under
Crateropus.

long-legs (Krag'legz), n. An insect having long
legs, such as the Tipula oleracea or common
crane-fly and its congeners. See daddy-long-
legs.

long-lived (16ng'llvd), a. [< long
1 + life + -etft. ]

Having a long life or existence; living or last-

ing long.
A long-lived soap-bubble displays every color which can

be produced by polarization.
0. N. Hood, Modern Chromatics, p. 60.

longlivedness (long'Uvd-nes), n. Longevity;
unusual length of life. [Rare.]

If then . . . there can be discovered a reciprocating re-
lation between want of gall in animals and longliaedness,
... we have the basis for an inductive proof.

fi. Adamson, Encyc. Brit., XIV. 789.

longly (16ng'li), adv. [< ME. "longly, langly, <
AS. langlice, for a long time (= Icel. langliga,
for a longtime past), < lang, long: see long

1 and
-ly

2
.] 1. For a long time. [Rare.]

The horse strekede oute his nekke als ferre als he
myghte, and likked Alexander hand

; and he knelid doune
on his kneesse, and bihelde Alexander in the vesage
langly. MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, t. 1. (Hattiwett.)

[In the following passage from Shakspere the word is com-
monly understood to imply also 'longingly.'

Master, you look'd so longly on the maid,
Perhaps you mark'd not what's the pith of all.

Shalt., T. of the S., 1. 1. 170.)
2. Lengthily in space.

Asci clavate, obtuse, longly pedicellate.
M. C. Cooke, Brit. Fungi, p. 761.

long-minded (long'mln'ded), a. Patient; lon-

ganimous. [Rare.]
[A judge must be] long-minded to endure the rusticity

and homeliness of common people in giving evidence, after
their plain fashion and faculty.

S. Ward, Sermons, p. 120. (Davie.)

long-moss (long'mos), . An epiphytic plant,
Tillandsia mneoides, with gray filiform stems
and leaves,formingdense pendulous tufts which
drape the forests of the southern United States.
See Tillandsia. Also called longbeard, and more
rarely and less appropriately black^noss, Span-
ish moss, and barba Hispanica.
Longmynd group. [Named by Sedgwick from
the LongmyndHms in Shropshire.] Ingeol, an
assemblage of strata which form a part of the
lowest division of the Silurian series, or the
Lower Cambrian of some of the latest authori-
ties. The series is of great thickness as developed in

Jes, and contains the usual fossils characteristic of the
lowest division of the Lower Silurian of ilurchison Bar-
rande, and Hall. See Silurian.

longneck (l&ng'nek), n. The pintail duck, Da-
fila acuta. G. Trumbull, 1888. See cut under
Dafila. [New Jersey.]
longness (Idng'nes), n. Length. [Rare.]
longnose (long'noz), n. The garfish: so called
from the elongated snout or jaws.
Longobardian (long-go-bar'di-an), . [< L.
Longobardi, Lnngobardi, a people of northern
Germany, subsequently established in northern

long-spun

Italy: see Lombard 1
.] Pertaining or relating

to the Longobards ;
Lombard or Lombardic.

long-off (long'fif), . Same as long-field-off. See

long-field.

long-on (long'on), n. Same&sloi/g-field-on. See

long-field.

long-primer (long'prim'er), n. A size of type,
measuring about ninety lines to the foot, next

larger than bourgeois and smaller than small-

pica. [Generally written by printers as two
words, long primer.]

long-purples (16ng'per"plz), n. 1. The man-
orchis. Orchis mascula. Britten and Holland,
Eng. Plant Names.

Long purple*,
That liberal shepherds give a grosser name,
But our cold maids do dead-men's-flngers call them.

Shale., Hamlet, iv. 7. 170.

2. The purple loosestrife, Lythrum Salicaria.
Britten and Holland, Eng. Plant Names.

Gay long-purples with its tufty spike :

She'd wade o er shoes to reach it in the dyke.
Clare, Village Minstrel, ii. 90.

long-range (long'ranj), a. Haying a long range ;

capable of hitting at a long distance.

It would not be very difficult or very costly to strength-
en Gibraltar by placing modern long-range guns high up
on the rock, with mountings which would allow of an all-

round fire. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 2.

long-rest (long'rest), 11. In medieval musical
notation, a rest or sign for silence equal in
time-value to a long. It was either

"perfect" (equal to three breves: see

o)or "imperfect "(equal to two breves: -

see b).
"

long-ruffer (long'ruf'er), n. A coarse heckle.

long-run (long'run), n. See in the long run,
under run.

long-settle (l&ng'set'l), . See settle.

longshanks (ISng'shanks), n. 1 . A long-legged
person. 2. A bird of the genus Himantoptts;
a stilt.

long-shawl (Mmg'shal), n. A shawl much long-
er than it is wide, the length being usually
about twice the width.

longshore (loug'shor), a. and n. [By aphere-
sis from alongshore.] I. a. Existing or em-
ployed along the shore or coast : as, the long-
shore fisheries

;
a longshore boatman.

II. n. A longshoreman.
longshoreman (16ng'shor-man), n.; pi. long-
shoremen (-men). 1. A workman, as a steve-
dore or jobber, who is employed in loading and
discharging the cargoes of vessels. 2. One
who makes a living along shores by fishing for

clams, oysters, etc.

long-short (long'short), n. A skirt somewhat
shorter than a petticoat, worn by women
when doing household work. Bartlett. [Local,

Her dress was a blue-striped linen short-gown, wrapper,
or long-short, a coarse yellow petticoat, and checked apron.

5. Judd, Margaret, 1. 3.

long-sighted (ISng'sFted), a. 1. Able to see

objects at a great distance
; hence, having fore-

sight; of acute intellect; sagacious; far-see-

ing. 2. Able to see objects distinctly at a
distance, but not close at hand; presbyopic or

hypermetropic ; far-sighted.
longsightedness (16ng'sl*ted-nes), n. 1. The
faculty of seeing objects at a great distance

;

hence, sagacity as regards the future
;

far-

sighted discernment. 2. In pathol., a defect
of sight owing to which objects near at hand
are seen indistinctly, while those at remoter dis-
tances appear distinctly ; hypermetropia; pres-
byopia.
long-slide (l&ng'slld), n. In steam-eugin., a
slide-valve of sufficient length to govern the
parts of both ends of the cylinder, and having
a hollow back which forms an eduction-pas-
sage. Valves of this description are used in
the Cornish type of engine. E. H. Knight.

long-slip (long'slip), n. Ivl'cricket, a'fielder
whose position is some distance behind and on
the right of the batter.

longsome (16ng'sum), a. [< long1 + -some.]
Long and tedious: applied to persons and
things. [Now rare.]

A lampe . . . made
With oyle and weecke to last the longsome night.

Gascoigne, Dan Bartholomew of Bath.
When chill'd by adverse Snows, and beating RainWe tread with weary Steps the longtcme Plain.

Prior, Henry and Emma.

longsomeness (long'sum-nes), n. The state of
being longsome ; tediousness. [Rare.]
long-spun (long'spun), a. Spun or extended
to a great length ; long-drawn ; tedious.



longspur

longspur (long'sper), n. In ornith., a bird of

MIC K (
' nlls f'i'Htmi>liiiiicx (or I'dlnirius): same

as Inrk-liiiiitiiiti, 1. Bay-winged longspur. See

bay-winged,

long-staple (Idng 'ft* 'pi), n. Having a long
fiber: a commercial term applied to cotton of

n superior grade, also called sea-island cotton.

See cotton-jititiit.

long-stitch (long'stich), n. Satin-stitch worked
plain, without filling or raising,

long-stop (lAng'stop), n. In cricket, a fielder

who stands behind the wicket-keeper and stops
balls that escape the latter.

longstop (long'stop), )'. .
; pret. and pp. long-

ItOgptd) ]>pr. liiHt/nti>/>iiing. [< long-stop, n.]
To act as long-stop at cricket.

long-SUfferancetOSng'sufer-ans), n. Same as

long-tuffering.
God of his goodness, patience, and Inng-iufferanee, gave

them a time to repent.
Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

long-suffering
1
(16ng'suf"er-ing), n. Long en-

durance of injury or provocation ; patience un-
der offense.

Despisest thou the riches of his goodness and forbear-
ance and longm/ering f Rom. it 4.

tong-SUffering- (l&ng'suf'er-ing), a. Bearing
injuries or provocation with patience ; not easi-

ly moved to retaliation.

The Lord God, merciful and gracious, lour/suffering, and
abundant in goodness. Ex. xxxlv. ii.

long-tail (Idng'tal), n. and a. I. n. 1. An ani-

mal, particularly a dog, having an uncut tail.

Formerly, in England, a long-tail was a gentleman's dog, or
a dog qualified to hunt, It being required that the tails of

other dogs should be cut. Hence the phrase come cut and
long-tail. See cut, p. a.

2. The long-tailed duck. 3f. An old nickname
for a native of Kent. Halliwell.

II. a. Having the tail uncut, as a dog.
long-tailed (Idng'tald), a. 1. Having a long
tail; hence, long-drawn; attenuated.

Monsieur Perrault . . . has endeavoured to turn Into

Ridicule several of Homer's Similitudes, which he calls
"
Comparisons a longuequeue," Long-tatt'd Comparisons.

Addition, Spectator, No. 803.

2. In entom
., having a long-exserted ovipositor,

as many ichneumons ; having a long terebra or
borer. Westwood. Japanese long-tailed fowls.
See Japanese. Long-tailed duck, finch, mouse, pan-
golin, tiger-cat, titmouse, trogon, etc. See the nouns.

long-take (long'tak), . A certain number
(132) of herrings. [Yarmouth, Eng.]

long-tongue (Idng'tung), n. 1. A kind of

woodpecker; the wryneck. Also called tongue-
bird. 2. Atale-bearer; agossip. [Prov.Eng.]
long-tongued (16ng'tungd), . 1. Having a

long or large tongue ; macroglossate. See Ma-
croglossi. 2. Prating; babbling; loquacious.

A long-tongued knave, one that uttereth all he knowes.
Florio, p. 17. (Hallimll.)

The foul fa* ye ... for a lana-tongued clavering wife !

. . . Conldna ye let the leddy alane wl' your whiggery'f
Scott, Old Mortality, vll.

longulite(long'gu-lit), . [< L. longulus, rather

long (dim. of (ogtt>i, long), + -tte2.] In petrog.,
a name proposed by Vogelsang for linear groups
of the most elementary products of devitrifica-

tion, called by him globulites. See margarite.
longus (long'gus), n,; pi. longi (lon'ji). [NL.
(sc. musculun), < L. longus, long: see long*-."] A
long, deep-seated muscle of the neck, more fully
called longtiH colli, lying upon the front of sev-
eral cervical and dorsal vertebras, and serving
to bend the neck forward or downward. It is

less developed in man than in some other animals, as birds,

particularly those which have a long algmoid neck and
capture their prey with a thrust of the beak.

long-visaged (16ng'viz"ajd), . Having a long
face ; hence, having a sober, sad, or rueful face
or visage.
long-waisted (Idug'was'ted), a. 1. Having a

long waist, as a person or a ship. See waist.

2. Long from the armpits to the waist or
narrowest part, as a dress or coat.

long-wall (loug'wal), a. In coal-mining, an epi-
thet noting a method of working a coal-mine
in which tho whole seam is worked away ex-

cept the pillars at the shafts and sometimes
the main-road pillars. In this system no attempt
is made to support the roof of the working-places by pil-
lars of coal, which is worked in a long face (hence the
name lony-itaU), the roof being allowed to settle down and
nil the cavity left liy the rcmnvjil of the coal. Where the
roof exhibits a tendency to break oB close to the work-
ing-fact, it in temporarily supported by cribs of timber or
chocks, or by a double or triple line of props. Two kinds
of lung-wall working are in use: long-wall retreating or

trithdrairiny and long-watt advancing. In the latter the
roads or gangways are kept open, and the roof is supported
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by pack-walls built of the gob. In long-wall withdrawing
the gangways are in the solid coal, and pack-walls are not
needed. The long-wall system of working Is not applica-
ble to beds of co;tl hiiving a high flip, nor to very thick
seams ; and it has not been Introduced Into the anthracite

region of Pennsylvania. Where it can be advantageously
used, it is admitted that a considerably larger percentage
of the coal can be won by it than by any other system.
Also long- work.

longways (16ng'waz), adv. [< long + -ways
for -wise.] Longwise; lengthwise. [Obsolete
or prov. Eng.]
A vast mole which lies longways, almost In a parallel

line to Naples. Additon, Travels iu Italy.

long-winded (long' win 'ded), a. 1. Long-
breathed; using much breath by prolonged
speech.
The long-winded old saltswho come here to report their

wrecks. The Century, XXVIII. 689.

2. Tedious from length: of a wearisome or
burdensome length: said of speech or writ-

ing.

Long-winded exercises, singings, and catechising*.
B. Jongon, Epiccene, ii. 1.

And there he told a long long-u-inded tale.

Tennytm, The Brook.

long-windedness (Idng'win'ded-nes), w. The
character of being long-winded.
Richardson, the only author who ever made Inng-imnd-

ednett seem a benefaction.

Lowell, New Princeton Rev., I. 160.

longwise (Idng'wiz), adv. [< lotigi + -wise.]
In the direction of length; lengthwise. [Rare.]
longworm (Idng'werm), n. A marine rhyn-
chocoelous turbellarian or nemertean worm of

extreme length for its thickness. See Lineida;,
Lineus.

Lonicera (lon-i-se'r&), n. [NL. (Plumier, 1703),
named after Adam Lonieer, a German botanist

(died 1586).] A genus of caprifoliaceous plants,
the honeysuckles, type of the tribe Lonicerece,
characterized by an irregular tubular corolla

(sometimes two-lipped), exstipulate leaves, and
a two- or three-celled berry, almost always few-
seeded. About 100 species are known, natives of the
temperate and tropical regions of the northern hemi-
sphere, ornamental shrubs, often climbing, with (often) fra-

grant, variously colored flowers, growing In cymes, in

pedunculate heads, or sometimes In pairs. See honey-
suckle.

Lonicereae (lon-i-se're-e), w. pi. [NL. (R.
Brown, 1818), < Lonicera + -eceT] A tribe of

dicotyledonous gamopetalpus plants, based on
the genus Lonicera, belonging to the natural or-

der Caprifoliacea;, distinguished by having a tu-

bular or campauulate corolla (often with an ir-

regular limb), an elongated style with usually a

capitate stigma, and the cells of the ovary with
from one to an indefinite number of ovules. It

includes 11 genera, which are almost entirely
confined to the northern hemisphere.
lonk1

(longk), w. Same as tewfc2 . Halliwell.

lonk2 (longk), n. [Origin obscure.] A hollow
;

a small dingle. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
1001

(18), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form of tow1
.

1002 (W)i [Also lu; abbr. of lanterloo.] 1.

A game of cards. It is played by any number of per-
sons up to seventeen with a full pack, the cards ranking
as in whist. Each player deposits a certain number of

chips (generally three), called a loo, in the pool, and after

looking at his hand of three cards can either withdraw or
declare that is, play the hand through. The players who
win the tricks divide the pool according to the number of
tricks taken by each ; any player declaring and falling to
take a trick is looed, and must deposit three chips In the

pool. Often called division loo.

2. The deposit, generally of three chips, which
the players make in the pool in the game of
loo.

1002 (lo), v. t. [Also lu; < too2
, .] To beat in

the game of loo, as a player that has declared.

1003 (18), inter}. [Cf. halloo.] Same as *Hoo.
'Loo, Parts, 'Inn ! The bull has the game.

Shak., T. and C., v. 7. 10.

lopbilyt (18'bi-li), a. [< loobu + -fy
1
.] Looby-

like ; lubberly ; awkward ; clumsy.
A Innbily country fellow. SirR. L'Estrange.

loobilyt (lo'bi-li), adv. [< loobily, a.] Like a

looby ;
in an awkward, clumsy manner.

loobs (lobz), n. [Corn. too6, slime, sludge.] In

>n ining, tin-slime or sludge of the after-leavings.

Pryce. [Cornwall, Eng.]
looby (18'bi), n. and a. [< ME. loby, lobie ; an
extension or dim. form of lob : see toftl. Cf . lub-

ber.] I. . 1. An awkward, clumsy fellow; a
lubber. [Rare or obsolete.]

This lorell that ladde this loby awey.
Richard the fadeless, Ii. 170.

I must leave you I own I am somewhat flurried and
that confounded looby has perceived it.

Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 1.

look

2. The ruddy duck, Erismntura rubida. [Lo-
cal, New Eng.]

II. a. Lubberly; gawky. [Rare.]
This great, big, overgrown metropolis, . . . llkeaiooiy

son who has outgrown his stamina.
Jim Bee, Eisay on .Samuel Kootr.

looch, n. See loch'2 .

Loochooan (18-chS'an), a. and n. [< Loochoo

(also written Loo C'hoo, Lew Chew, Lew Kew, Liu

Kiu, Riu Kiu, etc.) (see def .) + -an.] I. a. Per-

taining to Loochoo, formerly a kingdom trib-

utary to China and sometimes partly also to

Japan, now a ken or prefecture of the Japanese
empire, consisting of the chain of small islands
between Japan and Formosa, and named from
the largest group, specifically called the Loo-
choo Islands.

II. n. A native of Loochoo.
looer (18'er), n. [Also lure, lewer, appar. a trade
abbr. of equiv. velour, < F. relours, velvet: see

relour, velours, velvet.] A hatters' brushing-pad.
E. H. Knight.
loof 1

(lot), n. [Also (dial. ) lufe, leuf; < ME. loft,

lufe, the palm of the hand (see also too/2), < AS.

to/ (not certain; supposed to be contained in

lof, > E. glove, q . v. ) = Icel. to/?, the palm of the

and, = 8w. lofve, the wrist, = Dan. dial, luffe

(in luffevante, a woolen glove) = Goth, to/a, the

palm of the hand. Hence perhaps ult. too/
2

,

g
h

. .
,

q. v.] The palm of the hand; also, the hand
itself. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]

I may towch with my lufe the ground evvn here.

Towneley Mysttritt, p. 32.

Auld baudrons [a cat] by the Ingle sits,

An* wl' her loof her face a washin'.

Burnt, Willie Wastle.
To creesh one's loof. See creeth.

loof'2 (I8f or luf), ii. [Also (in some uses) luff;
< ME. to/(> OF. loffe), a contrivance for alter-

inga ship'scourse (called in ML. dracena), prob.
a paddle or an oar to assist the helm (see quot.
under def. 1) ;

cf. G. luf, luv, luff= Dan. luv =
Sw. luf, the weather-gage, = OF. lof, loef, louf,

loo, the weather-gage, the lower corner of a sail

next the wind; < D. loef, the weather-gage,
loof, luff, OD. loef, appar. a paddle or oar used
in steering, also, like loeve, loefnagel, a thole ;

cf. loefhaS, loefhout, etc.; cf. also ME. lof, a

beam or bar; appar. orig. a particular use of the
word which appears in E. loof

1
,
the palm of the

hand
;
cf . OHO. laffa, MHG. "laffe, G. dial, laffen,

laff, the blade of an oar, or of a rudder; cf. L.

ptilma, the palm of the hand, also the blade of

an oar. Hence aloof, q. v. See luff
2
.] It. A

contrivance (apparently a paddle or an oar) for

altering the course of a ship. See etymology.
Heo rihten heore loues
And up drogen seiles,
Lithen ouer stestrem. Layamon.

2. That part of a ship's bow where the sides

begin to curve in toward the stem. See luff.

-Aff-loot See a/.

loof 2t, r. The earlier spelling of luff
2

.

loof3t, n. A Middle English form of loafi.

loofwardt (lof- or luf'ward), adv. [= D. loef-

waartg; as too/
2 + -ward.] Windward.

look1
(luk), v. [< ME. token, lokien, < AS. lotion

= OS. to/tow = MD. token= OHG. luogen, luagen,
luaken, MHG. luogen, G. lugen, dial, liigen, look;
further connections unknown. The Skt. y lok,

see, cannot be connected.] I. intrans. 1. To
exercise the sense or faculty of vision

;
use the

eyes in seeing ;
fix the sight upon some object,

orupon some point or portion of space. Used
(a) Absolutely.
And Jacob lifted up his eyes, and looked, and, behold,

Esau came. Gen. xxxiii. 1.

I'll look no more,
Lest my brain turn. Shall., Lear, IT. 6. 22.

(6) Before a word or phrase signifying direction, manner,
or purpose : as, look here ; look there ; he looked back ;

to
look for something lost.

For evere upon the ground I sv t lite stare ;

Approach neer, and looke up murily.
Chaucer, Prol. to Sir Thopas, 1. 8.

And he looked this way and that way. i:\.ii.l'.

(c) Before a preposition governing the thing seen or an In-

tervening object or medium : as, to look at a house ; to look
over a wall or through a window ; to look Into a mirror or
a book ; to look upon the wine.

The damsel was very fair to look upon. Oen. xziv. 1(1.

She, looking thro' and thro' me,
. . . never speaks.

Tennyson. Lilian.

He walked about the library with his hands in his pock-
ets, looking at all the books.

Mn. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xxiv.

2. To afford a view or outlook ; have a direc-

tion; face or be turned: usually with on, upon,
to, or toward : as, the windows look totrard the
ocean ; the house looks upon a narrow street.



look

The door of the inner gate that looketh toward the north.
Ezek. viii. 3.

They turned to a window looking to the close.

Fire ofFrcndmugM (Child's Ballads, VI. 175).

There is yet another presumption, looking the other way.
E. Tuckerman, Genera Lichenum, p. 198.

3. To keep watch; be careful; take heed; see

to it: as, he looks after my luggage: used in-

tensively in the ejaculatory phrases look out!

look sharp .'

Look well to thy herds. Prov. xxvii. 23.

Look that you bind them last Shot., Tit. And., v. 2. 166.

4. To seem to the view
;
have the appearance

of being; appear: as, he looks like his brother;
it looks as if it would rain ;

the patient looks

better.

I meet everywhere in this country with these little

brooks : and they look as if they were full of fish.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, it 224.

Narcissus, praised with all a parson's power,
Look'd a white lily sunk beneath a shower.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 104.

IThe use with to be is inelegant and chiefly colloquial.

Well, says he, you look to be A man in distress.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 270.]

5. To strive to seem; put on the appearance of

being; assume to be.

Nay, look not big, nor stamp, nor stare, nor fret.

Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2. 230.

He would always affect to swagger and look big as he

passed by me. Swift, Gulliver's Travels, ii. 3.

6. To exercise mental vision or observation (in

a certain way) ;
direct the mind or understand-

ing; take notice: often with a t.

He that made us with such large discourse,

Looking before and after. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 4. 37.

Look, how much we thus expell of sin, so much we expell
of vertue. Milton, Arcopagitica, p. 26.

We are not only to look at the bare action, but at the rea-

son of it. StUKngJIeet.

7. To have a prospect or anticipation ;
direct

the mind expectantly ;
be in expectation of or

with regard to something.
I lokide men schulde vn-to me lowte,
Where-so that y wente bi the wey.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.), p. 36.

Who would have looked it should have been that rascal

Surly? He had dyed his beard and all.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 4.

He must look to fight another battle before he could
reach Oxford. Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

The way in which we looked forward for letters from our
bride and bridegroom was quite a curiosity.

Thackeray, Adventures of Philip, xxxii.

To look about one, to be on the watch ;
be vigilant ; be

circumspect or guarded. To look after, (a) To attend
to ; take care of ; have an eye to or upon : as, to look after
one's interests ; to look after a friend who is in danger.

My subject does not oblige me to look after the water,
or point forth the place whereunto it has now retreated.

Woodward.

Lady T. But, Sir Peter, you know you promised to come
to Lady Sneerwell's too.

Sir Peter. Well, well, 111 call in just to look after my
own character. Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 1.

I was told to look after you once, and I mean to do it.

H. Kinysley, Geoffry Hamlyn, p. 236.

(it) To expect ;
look forward to.

Men's hearts failing them for fear, and for looking after
those things which are coming on the earth. Luke xxi. 26.

(c) To consider; be concerned about. To look alive, to
be on the alert ; bestir one's self. [Colloq.] To look be-
aldet. See beside. To look down on or upon, to re-

gard as beneath one; view with contempt; despise.

Lewis the Fourteenth looked doirn on his brother King
with an air not unlike that with which the Count in Mo-
Here's play regards Monsieur Jourdain, just fresh from the

mummery of being made a gentleman.
Macaulay, Frederic the Great,

Greek-speaking Roman Emperors looked down on those
of their subjects and neighbours who kept on the acquired
tongue of Old Rome, just as they lookeddown on those of
their subjects and neighbours who kept on the primitive
speech of Illyria. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 438.

To look for. (a) To seek for ; search for : as, to look for
a passage in a book, (b) To expect ; count upon : as, to

ZooAr/orgood news.

Nevertheless, we ... lookfor new heavens and a new
earth. 2 Pet. iii. 13.

O, I did look for him
With the sun's rising : marvel he could sleep.

B. Joneon, Alchemist, i. 1.

Look now/orno enchanting voice. Milton, S. A .
,
1. 1085.

Our Saviour and his Apostles did not only foresee, but
foretell and forewarne us to lookefor schisme.

Milton, Church-Government, i. 6.

To look for a needle in a bottle of bay or in a bay-
stack. See bottle^ and haystack. to look in, to take a
look or glance into a place ; hence, to make a brief visit
or call (as if merely for observation).

It would be unkind to pass, as it were, the door of his
relatives without just looking in for a few hours.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 20.
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To look Into, to inspect closely ;
observe narrowly; ex-

amine : as, to look into the conduct of another; tolookmto

one's affairs.

He has thoroughly looked into and examined hu-

man nature. Bacon, Physical Fables, x., Expl.

To look like. See like^. To look on. [On, adv.] To

be a mere spectator.

The King now seldom or never Plays, but contents him-

self sometimes with looking on.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 222.

To look on or upon. [On or upon, prep.] (a) To esteem;

hold in estimation : formerly used absolutely in a good
sense.

That fellow there? will he respect and honour him?
He has been look'd upon [with favor], they say; will he own

him? Fletcher, Pilgrim, v. 6.

Her friends would look on her the worse. Prior, Alma, ii.

(6) To consider; regard; view: with as after the object:

as, to look upon a remark as an affront.

It may rather be looked upon as an Excrescence, than as

an essential Part of the Poem. Addison, Spectator, No. 315.

TO look out, to be on the watch : with for before an ob-

ject: as, to look out for squalls or breakers.

The Fish is presently sent to the Market in one of their

Boats, the rest looking out again for more.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 127.

I had scarcely time to order every man to look out, when
the battle-tempest of arrows broke upon us from the woods.

Stanley, Dark Continent, I. 236.

To look over, to examine cursorily : as, to look over a cata-

logue ; to look over accounts.

John looks over the books in the case.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 139.

To look Sharp, (a) To exercise great vigilance; be ex-

tremely carefuf [Colloq.]

The captain himself, according to a frequent though
invidious behaviour of military men, ordered his man to

look sharp that none but one of the ladies should have
the place he had taken fronting the coach-box.

Steele, Spectator, No. 132.

(6) To be quick ; make haste. [Colloq.]

Kit told this gentleman to look sharp, and he not only
said he would look sharp, but he actually did, and present-

ly came running back. Dickens, Old Curiosity Shop, xxxix.

To look through, (o) To take a view of the contents
of : as, to look through a book of engravings, (b) To see

through ; see or understand perfectly. [Archaic.]

He is a great observer, and he looks

Quite through the deeds of men.
Shak., J. C., i. 2. 202.

When you haue seene his outside, you haue lookt through
him, and need imploy your discouery no farther.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Meere Formal! Man.

To look to or unto, (a) To give heed to ; take care of.

For ere that unto armes I me betooke,
Unto my fathers sheepe I usde to looke.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 292.

Look to the woman. [Celia swoons.]
B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 2.

They looked well to their steps, and made a shift to get
staggeringly over. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 240.

(&) To resort to or depend upon for something with confi-

dence or expectation : as, he looks to me for payment.

Look unto me, and be ye saved, all the ends of the earth.
Isa. xlv. 22.

The authors steadfastly looked to the surviving heir for

pay or patronage in return for their miserable dole of con-
solation. Gifford, Int. to Ford's Plays, p. xvii.

They looked to Caesar and his legions to protect the Em-
pire, and themselves as part of it.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 126.

To look toward, to drink the health of. [Low.]

The ladies drank to his 'ealth, and Mr. Moss, in the most
polite manner, looked towards him.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Hii.

=Syn. 4. Appear, etc. See seem.

II. trans. If. To see to ; take care of.

But leches full lyulely lokid his wound ;

With oile and with ointment abill therfore,
Bond it full bigly on hor best wise.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 7625.

2t. To look or search for; seek; expect.
But other cures of Cristen thei coveten noujt to hane,
But there as wynnynge lijth he loketh none other.

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 470.

I come
To look a young man I call brother.

Fletcher, Wit without Money, iv. 5.

3f. To search ; inspect. [Rare.]
Look all these ladies' eyes,

And see if there he not concealed lies.

B. Jonson, Hue and Cry.

4. To affect in some way by the manner of look-

ing or appearing: as, to look one out of counte-
nance.

A spirit fit to start into an empire,
And look the world to law. Dryden, Cleomenes.

And like a Basilisk almost look'd the Assembly dead.

Cowley, Pindaric Odes, xiv. 3.

Most of them recommended that he should go in such
force as to look down opposition, and crush the rebellion
in its birth. Prescott.

5. To express or manifest by looks, or by the

general aspect.
Soft eyes looked love to eyes which spake again.

Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 21.

looking-glass

Dr. Woods looked his creed more decidedly, perhaps,
than any of the ITofessors.

0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 250.

To look a gift-horse In the mouth. See gift-horse.

To look babies in one's eyes. See baby, 3. To look

daggers See daegarl.fQ look in the face, to face or

meet with boldness; stand front to front, as for battle.

Then Amaziah sent messengers to Jehoash, the son of

Jehoahaz son of Jehu, king of Israel, saying, Come, let us

look one another in the face. 2 Ki. xiv. 8.

To look out, to search for and discover ; pick out ; select :

as, to look out associates of good reputation.

Let me look out my things to make this fly.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 246.

To look up. (a) To search for till found: as, I will look

up the passage. (&) To pay a visit to; call upon: as, I

must look you up some day. [Colloq.]

He used to go back for a week, just to look up his old

friends. Dickens, Pickwick, xlix.

look1 (luk), n. [< ME. lake; < look*, v.~\ 1. Vis-

ual or facial expression; cast of countenance;

personal aspect : often used in the plural with
a singular sense: as, a benevolent look; his

looks are against him.

A sweet attractive kinde of grace,
A full assurance given by lookes,

Continuall comfort in a face.

M. Koydon, Astrophel.

How much more elder art thou than thy looks I

Shak., M. of V., iv. 1. 251.

When you come to the eyes, Mr. Carmine, let me know,
that I may call up a look. Foote, Taste, i. 1.

2. Appearance or seeming in general; the qual-

ity of anything as judged by the eye or the un-

derstanding : as, I do not like the look of the sky ;

the look of the thing (an action, a proposition,
or the like) is bad. [Chiefly colloq.]

No tears

Dim the sweet look that Nature wears.

Longfellow, Sunrise.

3. The act of looking or seeing; glance: as,

loving looks.

A doleful lake than lokede he
That percyd myn hert bothe blode <fe bon.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. I'urnivall), p. 206.

His was the subtle look and sly,

That, spying all, seems naught to spy.
Scott, Rokeby, v. 16.

= Syn. 1. Appearance, complexion, mien, manner, air.

3. Sight, glance, gaze.

look'2 ,
v. t. See louW.

lookdown (luk'doun), n. A carangoid fish, the
moonfish or horsehead, Selene vomer. See cut
under horseltead.

looker1 (luk'er), . 1. One who looks or

watches; one who seeks or explores. 2. Spe-
cifically () A shepherd or herdsman. (6) An
inspector. [Prov. Bug.]
There is no election [in Morpeth] of fish and flesh lookers.

Municip. Corp. Report, 1835.

looker2 (luk'er), n. See louker.

looker-on (luk'er-on'), n. One who looks on ; a

spectator.
Lookers-on many times see more than gamesters.

Bacon, Followers and Friends (ed. 1887).

My business in this state

Made me a looker on here in Vienna.
Shak., M. for M., v. 1. 319.

I speake not this as my owne sense, but what was the
discourse and thoughts of others who were lookers on.

Evelyn, Diary, March 12, 1672.

looking (luk'ing), n. [< ME. loTcyng; verbal n.

of /oofc1
, t>.] If. Appearance; aspect; counte-

nance.
And with his chere and lokynge al to-torn.
For sorwe of this, and with his armes folden,
He stod this woful Troylus bifom.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 358.

2t. Glance of the eye ; regard.
Swich subtil lokyng and dissimulinges
For drede of jalouse mennes aperceyvinges.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 277.

3. Search or searching: as, a careful looking
for names and dates.

looking-for (luk'ing-for), n. Expectation ; an-

ticipation ; foreboding.
A certain fearful lookingfor of judgment. Heb. x. 27.

looking-glass (luk'ing-glas), M. A plate of glass
silvered (coated with quicksilver) on the back,
so as to show images by reflection

; a plane
mirror of glass. The metallic coating is generally an
amalgam of tin. A sheet of tin-foil is laid first upon a
table and the mercury poured upon it ; the glass is then
applied horizontally upon the amalgam, to which it readily
adheres.

All this is very excellently contrived in a faire looking
glasse that hangeth at the side of his bedde.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 187.

There is none so homely but loves a looking-glass.
South, Sermons.

Looking-glass plant or tree, an evergreen tree of the
genus Hentiera.



lookout

lookout (luk'out), . 1. A watching for the

appearance or occurrence of anything, espe-
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method of weaving at once advanced the art of figure-weav-

ing beyond the limit of mere geometrical patterns Into the

realm of fine-art industry, as even the finest tapestries

cially from without
; vigilant observation or may | )e successfully imitated by it. Looms are for the

serutinv watch: as, to keep a good lookout at most part distinguished by th.- names, if the mat,! they
[in\, twu. i . ,

^ .^ weav e, as ribbon-loom, figure-loom (flgured-fabrlc I.K.IIH,

, :u|i, t 1 i, etc., and also by the names of the inventors,sea; to be on the lookout for an opportunity.

I think, if anything wast. > be foreseen, I have as sharp a

look-out tin another. Ouldtmitk, Good-natured -Man, ii.

termilobservatioii : a.-, the lookout on a ship's

must. 3. A person or party engaged in keep-

ing watch, especially for things outside.

Even \\wlookuutt wen- unaware "f tin: pmxiniity "f the

iceberg until it was actually upon them. Science, V. 4BO.

4. The subject of observation or vigilanre;

something to bo watchedfor prguarded against :

as, every man's interest is his own lookout. 5.

A prospect or view
;
an outlook. [Rare.]

On this magnificent quay, with its glorious lookout over

the lagoons. Uowells, Venetian Life, xvii.

loom 1 (16m), . [< MK. Ionic. < AS. i/rliiiiiii, also

(iii/l-i/dlomd, antllomti, tool, instrument, imple-

ment; perhaps lit. 'a thing of frequent use':

cf. tjvldme, frequently, gelomlie, frequent.] If.

A utensil ;
a tool ;

a weapon ; an article in gen- ^ wh)cn & ^ giQe> m^ IUUI1U111IU1I .

eral: now used only m composition, as m neir-
Tn(. p ,lelna .. be produced from either the warp or the weft.

loom, work/oom, etc. See heirloom.

Ho lyftes lystly hi lame, <S let hit doun fayre,

With the barbe of the bitte hi the bare nek.

Sir Qawayne and the Ureen Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2309.

The lames that ich laboure with and lynode deserue

Ys pater-nostre and my prymer.
fiers Plowman (C), vi. 45.

loon

The multitude of lommi frequenting it [Nova Zembla],
a bird t<J which they gave the whilin.ir;il name. ..f :n. ti.

parrots. Motley, United .Netherlands, III. D63.

oo-mask (16'mank), H. [< "loo, a corruption of

loui>, + w./.W.'i.
]
A mask used to conceal the

face or part of it.

arthVjacViu'ard'laom. They differ chiefly In the harness- loom-card (16m'kard), M. A pierced pattern-
system, or the manner in which the w

Jil^tli
reads are

cunl usej in tu(J Jacquanl loom. E. H. Knight.
L

- loom-comb (lom'kom), n. The reed of a loom.
2 A place where a wateli is kept ; a post of ex- w| ja | )r j,. alu| jn the method of impelling the shut- lOOUl-uuiiiu V'""* .m;, " *"o ,tu -,* .. ...

' ' "-'
tie.' Tlu-ivniuy I..' several shuttles In a loom, in order to loomery (16"mer-i), .; pi. loonierieH (-!/.) I

Introduce a variety of weft-threads, and thus produce /,:! + -cry.] A breeding-place of looms or
more complicated patterns than can be formed by a single

weft. Hand looms are now almost wholly devoted to fine

silks and carpets, nearly all other fabrics being woven on

|i,)
i r-looms, either wilh or without the Jacquard attach-

Unbred to spinning, In the Imnn unsklll'd,

She chose the nobler Pallas of the field
loom-flgUTOd (lom'ng'urd), a. Having a pat-^^ *"' '

tern woven in : said of a textile material.

guillemots. [Bare.]
I sent Lieutenant Lockwood with a boat s crew to the

turnery "n Arveprins Island for binls. They. . . brought
back but sixty-flve Bruennlch s guillemots.

A. W. Oreely, Arctic Service, p. 48.

.

3. The part of an oar between the blade and the
loom.ga lef (ISm'gal), . A gentle gale of wind.

handle: the shaft. 4. A chimney. Hallitcell.
lOOm-harness (lom'hiir'nes), . That part of

[Prov. Eng.] chain-tappet loom, a loom for fancy a ioom which moves the warp-threads to make
weaving, In which the harnesses are operatedl_J'y tappets

upon a" pattern-chain. E. 11. Knight.' Circular loom.
See circular. Double-cloth loom, a loom in which two
sets of webs are woven simultaneously, or in which two
webs are knitted with their edges joined in such a way as to

form a tube. E. H. A-mVM.-Double-plled-fabric loom,
loom which forms a pile on both sides of the foundation.

th(J Cro8gi ,,g or decussation forming the shed
in which the shuttle travels and leaves the

weft-thread. The harness has heddles with loops for

the warps, some of which are continually raised above
the others and then depressed, either in regular alterna-

tion (for plain weaving) or In a different order, as the pat-
tern requires.

Ji. a. Knii/ht. Electric loom, a Jacquard loom in which looming (16'ming), . [Verbal n. of loom%,v.~\
the perforated cards were replaced by a '> "

*[JJ* 1. Acoming vaguely into view. 2. A form of

electromagnet? "era. atTaiigej'in'"^^ w'ay'thatj o'n"the mirage in which distant objects, usually across

movement of the band under them, they were brought water, appear abnormally elevated above their

into action on passing the uninsulated parts and left at 4^3 positions, this displacement being accom-

2. A machine for weaving any fabric from yarn
or thread. The essential parts of a loom are: the/ram,
which supports the working parts ; the yarn-beam, at the

back part of the frame, upon which the warp-threads are

wound ; the cloth-beam, at the front part of the frame,

upon whicli the cloth is wound as the weaving proceeds;
the heddles and their mounting; the reed; and the batten

(otherwise called lay and lathe), which carries the reed.

The warp-threads extend in parallel relation from the yarn-
beam to the cloth-beam, being also passed serially through
the loops or eyes of the hedclles, or harness, and through
the interspaces of the reed. The operations of winding
the warp-threads upon the yarn-beam, and passing them
in due order through the loops or eyes of the heddles, and
the interspaces of the reed, are collectively

called
"
set-

ting up the piece.
" The function of the heddles is to form

the shed for the passage of the shuttle. The warp-threads
are separated systematically by the heddles into two or

more series, each controlled and alternately drawn upward,

and downward by the vertical motion of the heddles, thus

whlch the warp-threads are controlled. It does not ap-

pear to have been a commercial success. High-warp
loom, in tapestry-weaving, a loom in which the warp is

carried vertically, In distinction from a low-warp loom, in

which thewarp Is carried horizontally. Jacquard loom,
a loom in which is comprised the Jacquard attachment for

weaving figured fabrics. Seeabove, 2. Metallic-tissue

loom, a loom for weaving with metallic threads alone,

as in making gold and silver tissues such as lace or

braid, or for weaving fabrics with a silk or thread warp
and a weft of wire, or of silk thread covered with a

flattened wire of sllver-gllt. Narrow-fabric loom, a

operations of winding loom designed especially for weaving tapes, ribbons, loom-picture (lom'plk"tur), n. A piece OI tex-

blndlngs, etc. It may be a shuttle-loom, but has gener- tjje fabric so woven as to constitute a picture,
ally an eye-pointed needle or thread-carrier which tra- .j^ name nas neen Kiven especially to monochromatic
verses the shed forward and back after each movement jeg |Kn8 produced in silk, such as copies of engraved por-
of the harness. Also called narrow-ware loom and needle-

traj^

J^lffiftE^&Rffi'SSESiSS loom-Sheeting (lom'she'ting), . A variety of

raceway on which the shuttle is drawn through the shed linen sheeting of good quality.
at a uniform velocity by a kind of roller-carriage, instead loon 1

(Ion), n. [Also toun, lown, lowne ; < Mfc.

ticatiou.

Its (Monticello'sl elevation affords an opportunity of

seeing a phenomenon which Is rare at land though fre-

quent at sea. The seamen call it looming. I'hilosophy is

as yet in the rear of the seaman, for, so far from having
accounted for it^ she has not given it a name.

Jefferson, Notes on Virginia (1787), p. 1SS.

The inverted images which are often presented in loam-

imj are not beneath the object, as in the case of mirage
on dry land, but above it, as if formed by reflection in the

sky. Nature, XI. 49.

n.] To weave.

ies.

anderer, L

in the power-loom. (See heddle and picker.) The reed Is
,

carried by the batten, which swings radially on its bear- if^ml . /ij,-, , f/
ings through an arc small in proportion to the radius. " m '

A"* h ^
The reed is composed of a series of thin slaU or wires ar- |_Kare.J

ranged in parallel relation between two parallel bars r ^th farmed wool the native robe

placed at such distance asunder that the threads of the

warp passing through the Interspaces between the slats

or wires may be serially opened or separated by the bed- loom- (lorn), V. t.

dies, in forming the shed, without Impinging upon these

bars. The function of the reed is to force the thread of weft,

woof, or filling, as passed between the warp-threads by the

shuttle, as near as desirable to that partof the weft-thread >v. '
, Sim

which has just previously been embraced by the warp- shine: see learn*, t'.] 1. To shine. Specifically
threads. For this purpose the batten is swung so that 2. To appear indistinctly; come dimly into
the slats or wires of the reed drive the weft thread against ^ fr b j tne horizon or through a*l"Wf^*%^S^ mist'; rise up before the vision so as to

givfthe

suppli
Savage, The Wa

,
. . [Early mod. E. lame; < ME.

lumen, shine, prob. < OF. turner, shine, < L. lu-

minare, shine : see Ittmine, etc. Less prob.< Icel.

, shine, gleam, dawn,=AS. leomian, lyman,

(See reed and batten.)
bobbin or quill which turns upon a wire in the shuttle,

and permits the thread to unwind when the shuttle passes
to and fro through the sheds as the latter are successively
formed by the action of the heddles. The shuttle is made
of a piece of hard wood pointed at each end, and having a

recess in the body for the reception of the bobbin or quill.

Frequently the pointed ends are finished with metal. (See

shuttle.) Narrow-fabric looms generally use a thread-

carrier oreye-pointed needle as a substitute for the shuttle.

(See positive-motion loom, below.) The Jacquard attach-

ment Is a device for forming sheds or openings for the

passage of the shuttle between the warp-threads, invented

by Joseph Marie Jacquard of r.yons, used as a substitute

impression ofindistinctbulk orlargeness; stand

out prominently in the prospect: often used

figuratively.

They stand far off in time ; tfirough perspective
Of clear wits yet they loom both great ana near.

Fanshaw, tr. of Camoens's Lusiad, viii. 2.

Heer smokes a Castle, there a Citie fumes,
And heer a Ship vpon th' Ocean loomt.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 1. 7.

The fact* which loomed so large in the fogs of yesterday
. . . have strangely changed their proportions.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 282.

1. Acomingin-

nyshc), connected with lome, dull, slow, = OHG.
luomi, luami, lomi, MHG. liieme, faint, weary,

drooping, mild (MHG. luomen, lomen, droop),
G. lumen, loose, lax, > D. lummel = G. lummel
= Dan. lommel = Sw. lymmel, a loon, lubber

(cf. E. lummox). These words are prob. from
the same ult. source as lame.'] A stupid fel-

low
;
a clown : with various shades of intensity

as an opprobrious epithet, like fool, dolt, etc.

And take It backe with manlike cheere,
not like a rusticke Lmrne.

Babeet Book (E. E. T. S.\ p. 291.

The devil damn thee black, thou cream-faced loon !

Where got st thou that goose look?
Shot., Macbeth, v. 3. 11.

Hold off; unhand me. gray-haired loon!

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, L

Klnless loons. See kinlets.

loon'2 (U>n), n. [A corruption of toon>3.] A
four-toed diving bird of the genus Colymbus or

I'rinator. See ColymbicUf. There are several spe-

cies, all inhabiting the northern hemisphere. The great
northern diver, ring-necked loon, or ember-goose, C. tor-

quatus or C. glacialis or Urinator imber, is from 30 to 36

inches long, and 4J feet In stretch of wings; when adult

for the heddle or heald mechanism previously employed
in the loom, and, by its introduction, marking an epoch .

2 /lKm \ IV t:,,,ni2 r 1
in the manufacture of figured woven fabrics. It con- lOOm/ (lorn), n. [< loom', V.)

sists essentially of a series of perforated paper or metal distinctly or vaguely into view ; also, the m-
eards which, one after another, are laid flat upon the faces distinct or unnaturally enlarged appearance of
of an intermittently revolving and perforated prism, in anything, as laud, seen at a distance or through
such manner that the perforations In the cards succes- / |'
sively and exactly superimpose corresponding perforations
in the prism. Wires, each separately controlling the en-

gagement with a lifting-bar or grlffe of a hooked wire

connected with an Individual warp-thread or set of warp-
threads, are made by suitable mechanism to enter the

holes of the cards when by the rotation of the prism each

a fog. See looming.
Our situation now became a very critical one, with the

loom of a third berg on the other side of us.

R. M'Cormick, Arc. and Antarc. Voyages, I. 277.

2. The track of a fish. Halliu-ell. [Prov. Eng.]
Is successively brought to" a special position, the wires so loom3 (16m), n. [Also dial, lotn, lomm, lomme,
entering causing all the individual threads with which , Jumme , etc. (NL. Lomvia, q. V.); = G. lohme,
they are connected to be lifted above the common level ! . "
of the warp-threads, thus forming a shed for the passage
of the shuttle. Each card thus represents a different

shed, :md as there may be an indefinite number of cards

Joined together by flexible connections, which, like an
endless chain, are carried upon the perforated revolving

prism, and as there may be also a number of shuttles car-

rying woof-threads of different tints, there is no limit to

variety of form and color in the figures that may be woven.
The prism carrying the system of cards moves at each

partial rotation through an arc the chord of which Is equal
to the width of one of the faces. The introduction of this

lomme; < Icel. lomr = Dan. Sw. lorn, a loom (a

bird so called); perhaps ult. connected with

toon 1
. The word in E. is now corrupted to loon :

see toon2.] If- A loon. See toon*.

A loom is as big as a goose. A". Grew, Museum.

2. A guillemot.
On the face of these sea-ledges of Arveprins Island

Bruennich's guillemots, or looms, gather in the breeding
season. A. W. Greely, Arctic Service, p. 48.

'

-*tV

Great Northern Diver I Colymtn,! tor?*arui or Uri*ator imttr).



loon

it is glossy-black with greenish and purplish metallic re-

flections on the head and neck, which, with the back, are

marked regularly with white spots. The under parts are

white, and the bill is black. C. adamai, the yellow-billed

loon, is somewhat larger. The black-throated loon or

diver, C. arcticm, resembles the foregoing, but is smaller,
with much of the head clear bluish-gray. The red-throated

loon, C. septentrionalw, is much like C. arcticus, but is

smaller still, and has a chestnut patch on the throat. Both
the two smaller loons, the red- and the black-throated, are

also called speckled loons, and a variety of the former,
from the western coast of North America, is recognized
as C. pacifcus. (See diver, 1 (b).) The wild actions of the

loon in escaping danger and its dismal cry (see loaning)

suggest the idea of insanity ;
whence the common (Ameri-

can) simile "as crazy as a loon."

loonghee, loonghie (long'ge),. [E.ln&.lmigi.]
A long scarf of silk or cotton stuff, usually of

rich colors, used in the East Indies to wrap
round the body as a waist- or loin-cloth. It is

about 4 yards long and 2 feet wide.

looning (lo'ning), n. [< loont + -Miff
1
.] The

cry of a loon. It is a sort of wild moan some-
what resembling the howl of a wolf.

This was his [a loon's] loaning perhaps the wildest

sound that is ever heard here. Thoreau, Walden, p. 254.

loony (lo'ni), a. and n. See luny.

loop" (lop), re. [< ME. lope, loupe, lowpe; prpb.
< Ir. Gael, lub, bend.] 1 . A folding or doubling
of a string, lace, cord, chain, etc., or a short

piece doubled and secured to something at each
end. By a loop is most commonly understood a part or

piece of some material bent and secured in such a way as

to form an eye or opening through which something can
be passed ; but it may be merely an unfastened returning
curve in the material, the shape giving the name.

Buttons of orient pearle, . . .

Which loupes of azur'd silk did circulize.

Dames, An Extasie.

I sold my sheep, and lambkins too,
For silver loops and garment blue.

Gay, Shepherd's Week, Prol.

The female figure reclining on the lid [of a sarcophagus]
wears a Greek chiton of a thin white material, with short

sleeves fastened on the outside of the arm by means of

buttons and loops. Encyc. Brit., VI. 455.

2. Something resembling a loop, as the bend of

a river
;
a link

;
a crook.

At another lope of the wall, on a ladder, ther was the lorde
of Sereell, and fought hands to hande with his enemyes.

Berners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. cccxxi.

Specifically (a) In crochet, knitting, and similar kinds
of fancy work, same as stitch. (&) A hinge of a door. [Prov.

Eng. ] (c) In railroad and telegraph systems, a branch line

leaving the main line at any point and joining it again at
some other point; a looping line, as a branch wire carried
over to a side station and back, (d) In the theory of Rie-
mann's surfaces, a line running from any point to a branch-

point, then around that branch-point in an inilnitesimal

circle, and back to the original point by the same path, (e)
A part of a curve limited by a crunode. (/) The ear of a

vessel, as a stoneware jar, when approximately of the form
of a half-ring projecting from the side or lip.

It has on its central band four projecting handles or loops.

Jewitt, Ceramic Art (1878), 1. 15.

(g) In gun., a small iron ring in the barrel of a gun. (h)
The small ring at the tip of a fishing-rod through which
the line passes, (i) In anat., a looped vessel or fiber

; es-

pecially, a nerve-loop, (j) In brachiopods, the folding of
the brachial appendages.
3. In acoustics, the part of a vibrating musical

string (see sonometer), or, as in an organ-pipe, of
a column of air, where the amplitude of vibra-
tion is at its maximum. Seenocte. 4. In mech.,
a slotted bar or ring at the side of any piece
of machinery, designed to limit or control the
movement of another part. 5. A knot or bur,
often of great size, occurring on walnut, maple,
oak, and some other trees. The wood of these knots
is curled and waved in grain, and is used to make veneers
for ornamental furniture.

6. A small magnifying-glass. Crochet and
loopt, an old term for hook and eye. See hook.

[Beds] that henget shalle be with hole sylour,
With crochettis and loupys sett on lyour.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 313.

Pressed loop, in harness, a leather strap or piece of which
the outer surface is ornamented by impression with a
stamp. Prick at the loop. Same as/ost and loose (a).
See/aei.

loop1
(lop), i!. [< foopi, re.] I. trans. 1. To

form into a loop or loops: as, to loop a cord.
2. To fasten or secure with a loop or loops: as,
to loop up a curtain. 3. To furnish with a loop
or loops : as, to loop a cloak.

II. intrans. 1. To form a loop.
The pathways wind and loop here and there among the

ravines and around the mountain shoulders.
The Century, XXXVII. 422.

2. To move, as the larvre of certain moths, by
forming loops.

They [leeches] move partly by looping with the help of
their suckers, and partly by swimming.

C. Clans, Zoology (trans.), p. 399.

loop2 (lop), n. [Early mod. E. also lope; < ME.
loupe, < OF. loup (dial, loup), a narrow window ;

appar. < D. Imp, a peeping-place, ambush, <

3516

luipen, peep, lurk. Hence loophole.] 1. A nar-

row window ; any small, narrow aperture ; spe-

cifically, in medieval fort., a small aperture for

observing the enemy, for the discharge of ar-

rows or ordnance, or to admit light ;
a loophole.

That no light leope yn at louer ne at loupe.
Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 288.

They found the gates fast barred long ere night,

And every Imm last lockt, as fearing foes despight.
,
F. Q., II. ix. 10.

Some at the loops durst scarce outpeep.
Fairfax, tr. of Tasso.

The same [wall] was very narrow in the top, not divided

with lopes, . . . but inclosed with one whole and continual

battilment round about.
J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, ix.

2. A gap in the paling of a park, made for the

convenience of the deer. Halliwell. [Prov.

Eng.] 3. A removable fence-panel made of

parallel wooden bars, generally united by trans-

verse braces or crosspieces, used as a substitute

for an ordinary fence-gate. Instead of being hinged,
it is generally supported by notched brackets, or other sup-

ports adapted to receive the ends of the bars.

loop3,
n. See loupe.

loop-bolt (lop'bolt), n. In a vehicle, a bolt with
an ornamental head used to fasten the body-
loop to the running-gear.
looper (lo'per), n. [< too/)

1 + -er1 .] 1. In en-

torn., a measuring-worm; a geometrid larva:

same as geometer, 3. Hence 2. pi. The adult

geometrid moths, Geometrida or Geometrina.
Also called measure-moths and land-measurers.

3. An implement used in uniting the ends
of strips cut from rags for the woof or filling
of rag carpets. It is a blade with a point and an eye,

through which the end of a strip is passed. With the

point of the blade the end of another strip is perforated ;

the end of the first strip, held by the eye, is then put through
the perforation in the second, and the strips are looped
together.

loop-head (lop'hed), . In a vehicle, the swell
and eye on the end of a body-loop. E. H. Knight.
loop-holder (lop'hoFder), n. A carriage-iron
by which the loop of a strap is attached to the

running-gear or the bed. E. H. Knight.

loophole (lop'hol), n. [< loopZ + fcofe1 .] 1.

A small aperture, narrow toward the outside
and splayed within, in the walls of a fortifica-

tion or of any similar structure, through which
small-arms may be fired at an enemy, or obser-
vations may be taken.

No stirring out, no peeping through a loop-hole,
But straight saluted with an armld dart.

Fletcher (and another), False One, iv. 2.

2. An opening into or out of anything; a hole
or aperture that gives a passage or the means
of escape: often used figuratively, and espe-
cially of an underhand or unfair method of es-

cape or evasion.
Tends his pasturing herds

At loopholes cut through thickest shade.

Milton, P. L., ix. 1110.

He was only indignant that a few narrow and almost
impossible loop-holes had been left, through which those
who had offended might effect their escape.

Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 97.

loopholed (lop'hold), a. Furnished with loop-
holes; having holes or openings for outlook,
discharge of firearms, escape, etc.

But if those fail,
Yet this uneasy loop-holed gaol,
In which ye're hampered by the fetlock,
Cannot but put y' in mind of wedlock.

S. Butter, Hudibras, II. i. 608.

ioopie, a. See loopy.

looping-snail (16'ping-snal), n. A snail of the
genus Truncatella which walks by contracting
and expanding the space between the lips and
the foot, like a looping caterpillar.

looping-worm (16'ping-werm), n. Same as loop-
worm.

looplight (16'p'lit), . A small, narrow window
in a wall, turret, or the like

; a loophole, espe-
cially for the admission of light.

loop-Shell guard (16'p'shel gard). A sword-
guard of such form that a loop or ring attached
to the cross-guard, through which the finger
may be passed, is protected in its turn by a
shell forming an additional or outer guard.
Compare cup-guard.
loop-test (16'p'test), n. A method of testing
for the position of a fault or defect in the in-
sulation of a telegraph-line or -cable, it con-
sists in making the two parts of the faulty line two sides
of the Wheatstone's bridge (see resistance), the fault,
through the earth, being made one of the junctions of the
bridge.

loopwork (lop'werk), n. Work consisting of

loops or looped stitches.

By leaving portions of the silk loopwork uncut a less
raised pile is produced. Art Journal, XLVIII. 379.

loose

loopworm (lop'werm), n. A looper : same as

geometer, 3. Also looping-worm.

loopy (lo'pi), . [Also Ioopie; origin uncertain:

cf. loop
2
.] Deceitful; crafty.

loop-yoke (lop'yok), . In a vehicle, the loop
for the strap by which the swaying of the body
is limited. E. H. Knight.

loordt, . See lourd1 .

loost, n. See lose3 .

loose (16s), a. and . [< ME. loos, los, louse, lowse,

lause, a var. (due to the verb, or to the influence

of D. loos, etc.) of lees, les, < AS. leas, loose,

false, = OS. Ids = OFries. las = MD. loos,

loose, false, D. los, loose, loos, false, = MLG.
los, los = OHG. MHG. Ids, loose, false, G. los,

loose, = Icel. lavs = Dan. Sw. Ids, loose, =
Goth, laus, empty, vain

;
from the root *lus of

AS. ledsan, lose: see loose, v., leese1
,
lose1 ,

and
lease3. The AS. adj. leas is also the source of

the E. suffix -less, q. v.] I. a. I. Not fast or

confined; not fastened; unattached; free from
restraint or obligation ;

not bound to another or

together; without bonds, ties, or attachments;
at liberty: as, loose sheets o^ a book; loose

tresses of hair; loose change in one's pocket;
to break loose; to be set loose; to cut loose from
bad habits.

Whan I had al this folke beholde
And founde me loos and noght yholde.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1286.

Than pit4 of my person prikked his hert,
He deliuert me lowse, & my lefe felow,

Alphenor the freike.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13190.

Lo. I see founnen loose, walking in the midst of the fire.

Dan. iii. 26.

Pretending Religion and the Law of Ood is to set all

things loose. Selden. Table-Talk, p. 104.

War wearied hath perform'd what war can do,
And to disorder'd rage let loose the reins.

lUUtou, f. L., vi. 696.

Rills that, . . . chiming as they fall

Upon loose pebbles, lose themselves at length.
Cowper, Task, i. 194.

Horses breaking loose in the compound outside.
W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 73.

2. Not tight or close
;
without close union or

adjustment; slightly or slackly joined: as, a
loose knot; loose garments; a loose league or

confederation.
Now does he feel his title

Hang loose about him, like a giant's robe

Upon a dwarfish thief. Shak., Macbeth, v. 2. 21.

The light and lustrous curls . . . were parch'd with dust,
Or clotted into points and hanging loose.

Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

3. Not dense or compact; having interstices or
intervals

; open or expanded : as, cloth of loose

texture
;
a loose order of battle.

With horse and chariots rank'd in loose array.
Milton, P. L., ii. 887.

4. Not concise or condensed; wanting precision
or connection of parts ; diffuse; rambling: as,
a loose style of writing; loose reasoning; a loose

array of facts.

Both, hote, lustie, and plaine speakers, but colde, lowse,
and rough writers. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 116.

He dodged me with a long and loose account.

Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

5. Not exact in meaning; indefinite; vague;
uncertain.

It is scarcely possible that language so loose, in a matter
requiring mathematical precision, should have been un-
intentional. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 11.

The words in which the jurisdiction of these officers was
described were loose, and might be stretched to almost any
extent. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

6. Lax
; relaxed ;

slack
; wanting retentiveness

or power of restraint: as, loose bowels; loose

ties; a loose bond of union.

There are a kind of men so loose of soul
That in their sleeps will mutter their affairs.

Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 416.

7. Lax in character or quality ; not strict or

exact; careless; slovenly: as, a loose construc-
tion of the constitution ; a loose mode of con-

ducting business
;
loose morality.

It is an argument of a loose and ungoverned mind to be
affected with the promiscuous approbation of the general-
ity of mankind. Steele, Spectator, No. 188.

So loose was the practice in assessment for these taxes
that a perusal of the various writs for the assessment and
collection is like reading the programme for the course of
a procession that went another way.

S. DoweU, Taxes in England, III. 76.

8. Lax in principle or conduct
;
free from moral

restraint; wanton; dissolute; unchaste: as, a
loose woman

; loose behavior.
I would prevent

The loose encounters of lascivious men.
Shak., T. G. of V., ii. 7. 41.



loose

I have shewn In a former Paper with how much Care

I have avoided all such Thoughts as are loose, obscene, or

Immoral. AitUton, spectator, No. 262.

Their subjects run . . . from the most solemn mysteries
of religion to the loosest frolics of common life.

Ticknor, Span. Lit., II. -M\.

9f. Disengaged; free; independent: with from
or /'.

Now I stand
Loose of my vow

;
but who knows Cato's thoughts?

Addmon, <'ato.

Their prevailing principle Is to sit as loose from plea-

sures, and be as moderate In the use of them, as they can.

Atierbury.

10f. Seemingly communicative ; frank; open;
candid.

Your thoughts close and your countenance loose will go
safely over the world. Leiyh (Arbor's Eng. Garner, I. OtS).

A loose fish. See/8/ii,n. At loose ends. See end.

Fast and loose. See /ourfi . Loose color, a color that is

not permanent; a fugitive color; specifically, In dyeiny,
a. ul. >r which will not resist the various destructive agents,
as light, air, soap, dilute acids and alkalis, to which it may
be naturally subjected. Loose herding. See herding.
Loose In the naftt. See A/(i. Loose pulley, sen-

tence, etc. See the nouns. To break loose, cut loose,
let loose, etc. See the verbs. To shake a loose leg.
See ley.

II. . It. Freedom from restraint
;
license.

[Still used in a common phrase. See to give a

loose, below.]
He [Pegasus] runs with an unbounded loose.

Prior, Carmen Seculare for 1700, xvl.

2. The act of letting go or letting fly; dis-

charge; shot.

In throwing a dart or javelin we force back our arms,
to make our loose the stronger. B. Jonson.

Surely the poet gives a twang to the loose of his arrow,

making him [Robin Hood] shoot one a cloth-yard long at

full forty-score mark.
Fuller, Worthies, II. 569 (Proverbs).

Merely to straighten the fingers and let the string go
free will give a clumsy, sluggish loose.

if. and W. Thompson, Archery, p. 20.

3f. A solution of a problem or explanation of

a difficulty.
You shall see them flnd out pretty looses In the conclu-

sion, but are no ways able to examine or debate matters.

Bacon, Cunning (ed. 1887).

4. The privilege of turning out cattle on com-
mons. [North. Eng.] To give a loose, or to give
loose, to give free vent : give a loose reiii.

Several of the French, Italian, and English Poets have

given a loose to their Imaginations In the Description of

Angels. . Addison, Spectator, No. 327.

Our Manners were formed from our different Fortunes,
not our different Age. Wealths/area Loose to your Youth,
and Poverty put a Restraint upon mine.

Steele, Conscious Lovers, i. 1.

loose (16s), r.; pret. and pp. loosed, ppr. loosing.

[Early mod. E. also
lousej lotcse, lease; < ME.

lousen (a var., after the adj., of losen, lose, < AS.

losian), mixed with the different but relatedverb

lesen, < AS. lesan, lysan = OS. losjan, loson =
D. lossen = MLG. losen = OHG. losjan, losan,

loson, MHG. losen, G. losen = Icel. leysa = Sw.
liisa = Dan. lose= Goth, lausjan, loose; from the

adj.. AS. leds, etc., loose: see loose, a., and cf.

/osc1 .] I. trans. 1. To make loose or free
;
re-

lease from that which restrains, confines, or

hampers; set at liberty; disengage; discharge
from constraint, obligation, or penalty.

Have pity on me, as I had upon thee,
Whan I lows'd ye out o' prison strang.
The Provost's Dochter (Child's Ballads, IV. 293).

Whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in

heaven. Mat. xvi. 19.

Woman, thou art loosed from thine Infirmity.
Luke xiii. 12.

As many arrows, loosed several ways,
Come to one mark. Shale., Hen. V., L 2. 207.

I heard the famous singer Cifaccio. . . . His holding
out and delicateness in extending and looseiny a note with

incomparable softnesse and sweetnesse was admirable.

Evelyn, Diary, April 19, 1687.

2. To disengage the hold of; undo; unfasten;
untie.

Who is worthy to open the book, and to loose the seals

thereof? Rev. v. 2.

Whoever bound him, I will loose his bonds.

SAo*., C. of E., v. 1. 389.

We differ farder, and the knot harder to louse, for nether

sydc wantes sum reason.
A. Hume, Orthographie (E. E. T. S.), p. 9.

3. To relax ; loosen
;
make or let loose, par-

tially or wholly: as, to loose sail ; to loose one's
hold or grasp.
The joints of his loins were loosed, and his knees smote

one against another. ! 'an. v. 0.

4f. To solve; explain.
He had red her Riddle, which no wight

Could ever loose but suffred deadly doole.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. 25.
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To loose sail, to unfurl sail by casting off the gaskets.
- Syn. To unfasten, let go, detach, disconnect, absolve,
aeiinit.

II. intrnii.t. To perform the act of loosening ;

m;iko or set loose something; let go a hold, un-

moor a ship, shoot an arrow, or the like.

I spyed hym behynde a tree redy to lotne at me with a

crosbowe. I'alsyraee.

Now, when Paul and his company looted from I'aphos,

they came to Perga, in I'amphylia. Acts xiii. 13.

Nor must he look at what or whom to strike.

But loose at all ; each mark must be alike.

H. JuiuHin, Sejanus, UL 3.

loose-bodied (los'bod'id), . If. Of loose hab-
ils.

Be wise, and take heed of him ; he's giddy-headed, and
loose bodied. Shirley, Love Tricks, 1L 1.

2. Not fitted to the figure ; flowing.

Imprimis, a loose-bodied gown.
Shale., T. of the 8., iv. S. 185.

loose-box (I6s'boks), n. A stable, or more com-

monly an inclosed part of a stable, without

stalls, for the accommodation of unhaltered
horses.
The pony in the loose-box in the corner.

Dickens, Bleak House, vii.

loose-house (los'hous), . Same as loose-box.

loose-kirtle (loVker'tl), n. A woman of loose

character ; a wanton. Kingsley. [Rare.]

loosely (los'li), adv. [= D. losselijk = MLG.
tosliken = MHG. loslichc, lonliche = Icel. laus-

liga = Sw. losligen, lo'sligt = Dan. loselig; as

loose, a., + -fy
2
.] 1. In a loose manner; not

firmly or tightly: as, loosely corded or strapped.
Her golden locks for haste were loosely shed
About her ears. Spenser, F. Q.

Hence 2. Freely; negligently; carelessly;
without precision: as, to speak loosely; a loosely
conducted enterprise.

Part loosely wing the region. Milton, P. L, vii. 425.

A prince should not be so loosely studied as to remember
so weak a composition. Shalt., 2 Hen. IV., it 2. 9.

I imagine our Bible Is the most loosely read, least under-
stood of any book in the English tongue.

Alcolt, Tablets, p. 142.

The importance of time, even In a war as loosely con-

ducted ... as that of the Rebellion, has no better Illus-

tration than In the case of the Monitor.
,i. R. Soley, Blockade and Cruisers, p. 236.

So, to speak loosely and generally, the Lancastrian rule
was a direct continuity, and the Yorkist rule was a break
in the continuity, of constitutional development.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., i 373.

3. Immorally, wantonly; dissolutely.

A bishop, living loosely, was charged that his conversa-
tion was not according to the apostles' lives. Camden.

loosen (16'sn), v. [= Dan. losne; as loose, a.,

+ -en 1
. Cf. loose, e.] I. trans. 1. To make

loose
;
free from tightness, tension, firmness, or

fixedness: as, to loosen a knot; to loosen a joint;
to loosen a rock in the earth. 2. To render less

dense or compact: as, to loosen the soil about
the roots of a plant.
The cause of this was nothing but the loosening of the

earth, which comforteth any tree.

Bacon, Nat Hist., t 435.

3. To let loose ; free from restraint or confine-

ment.
While you, with loosen'd sails and vows, prepare
To seek a land that flies the searcher's care.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid s Epistles, vilL

Breathe into the many-folded shell,

Loosening Its mighty music.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, lii. 3.

From his girth
The dread scroll loosened fell to earth.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 203.

To loosen a COUgh, to relieve the affected parts from a
sense of constriction ; promote expectoration. To loosen
the bowels, to relieve them from costlveness.

II. intrans. To become loose; become less

tight, firm, or compact.
loosener (los'ner), n. 1. One who loosens.

2. That which loosens ; a laxative.

It wrought neither as an astringent or as a loosener; nor
like opium, or bark, or mercury.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, IX. nrv. (19).

looseness (los'nes), . 1. The state of being
loose or relaxed; laxness of attachment, ad-

justment, connection, or coherence: as, the
looseness of a cord or a vein; looseness of the

skin, of earth, or of the texture of cloth
;
loose-

ness of expression or of reasoning.
To the conversational education of the Athenians I am

inclined to attribute the great looseness of reasoning which
is remarkable In most of their scientific writings.

Macaulay, Athenian Orators.

2. Irregularity; instability; habitual devia-

tion from rules; as applied to conduct, laxity;

immorality; disorder.

lop

When the people slacken, and fall to lootrnes. and riot,

then doe they as much as If they laid downe their necks
for some wily Tyrant to get up and i-ide

Milton, Kefipiination In Eng., II.

3. Flux from the bowels; diarrhea,

loosening-bar (Uis'ning-bar), . See bar1 .

loosestrife (ISs'strif), n. [< loose, v., + obj.

xlnfi ; translating the Gr. name ^.vai/Mria, /iiwi-*
",.%*-

i,
loose-

strife: see Ly-
si/inif/iiii.} In

hot., the Eng-
lish popular
name of sev-
eral species of

plants, chiefly
of the genera
Lysimachiaaitd
Lythrum.
Along the Wall-

kill the spiked
loosestrife, a tall,

downy weed, with

large, purple flow-

ers, has long been
common.

J. Burroughs,
[The Century,

[XX. 99.

Common loose-
strife, Lytitna-
chia wlyaris or

Lythrum Salica-

ria. (Great Britain.] False loosestrife, a plant of the

genus Ludirigia. Qolden or yellow loosestrife, Lyri-
machia mtlyaris. Purple or spiked loosestrife, /-/-

thrum Salicaria. Swamp-loosestrife, Xesaa verticil-

fata. Tufted loosestrife, Lysimaehia thyrsiftora.

West Indian loosestrife, Jussicea suffruticosa.

loose-work (los'werk), n. An old style of em-

broidery in which parts were left free to move,
as the leaves of a tree represented in the work,
and attached by one side or one point only.

loot (lot), . [< Hind. fa(cerebral t), < Skt. lotra,

loptra, plunder, booty, spoil, < / lup, break: see

rupture, and cf. rob, reave, from the same ult.

root.] Booty; plunder, especially such as is

taken in war. [Originally Anglo-Indian, but
now in common English and American use.]

If his adherence was prompted by the pure love of loot,

as he called plunder, . . . we were sure of his staunchness
so long as our crop of loot throve better than our enemy's.

J. W. Palmer, Up and Down the Irrawaddl, p. 136.

Loosestrife (Ijitmacttia qttadrifolia).

j, upper part of the stem with the flowers ;

a. lower part, showing the rhizome: a, flow-

er ; f>, fruit.

[< loot, n.] I. trans. To plunder,
as a house or a city which I

loot (lot), t ..
as a house or a city which has been taken by
storm; pillage; sack; ransack in search of plun-
der; also, to seize and carry off as plunder.
A place of temporary security for the plunder looted by

laundresses. Dickens, Uncommercial Traveller, xiv.

A body of soldiers . . . looted everything they could
flnd. B. Sartorius, In the .Soudan, p. 54.

II. intrans. To engage in pillage ;
take booty.

It was. of course, rather difficult to prevent oar men
from looting, and generally going on as natives, and, for

the matter of that, white men too, are In the habit of doing
after a victory. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 361.

loo-table (16'ta"bl), n. An ornamental round
table for use in playing at loo.

"Augustus, my love," said Miss Pecksniff, "ask the price
of the eight rosewood chairs and the loo-table."

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xlvi.

looter (16'ter), w. One who loots; a plunderer.
Those insatiable looters, men. women, and children, all

are at it. W. U. Russell, Diary in India, II. 340.

looty (lo'ti), B.; pi. looties (-tiz). [< Hind, luti,

a plunderer, < lut, plunder: see loot, n.] In the

Eastlndies,aplunderer; alooter. Seepindaree.
The looties Indeed of Ispahan are proverbial as the most

" rowdy
"
set of vagabonds in Persia.

JSneye. Brit., XIIL 395.

loovet, r. ' See love%.

loovert, looveredt. See louver, lowered.

loowarm, a. See lew-warm.

lop 1
(lop), .; pret. and

j
[A var. of top

2
, q. v. C

word in another sense. For the variation of

vowel, cf. flap and flop, strap and strop, knap
and fcnop.] I. in trans. 1 . To hang down loosely ;

droop: said especially of the pendulous ears of

some animals, as dogs and rabbits. 2. To
bend indolently sidewise or downward; loll;

lounge. [Colloq.]
The senora . . . could only lop about in her saddle.

The Century, XXIII. 652.

II. trans. To let droop ;
allow to hang down :

as, a horse lops his ears.

lop
1

(Ion), n. [< lop
1

, r.] A hanging down;
a drooping, as of the ears of rabbits.

lop
2
(lop), r. *.; pret. and pp. lopped, ppr. lopping.

[< ME. *loppen(not recorded,but prob.the source
of ML. loppare, lop); prob. another use ( 'cut the

Ill'l III

1 pp. lopped, ppr. lopping.
Cf. lop'', prob. the same



lop

lap or loose edges of) of lop
1

,
var. of lap%. Cf.

F. lopin, a fragment, morsel, from the same nit.

source, namelyAS. Itrppa, etc .
, edge, margin, etc.

In this view, the word is not related to MD. lup-

pcn, D. lubben, main), castrate: see lib 1 .] 1. To
cut off, as the top or extreme part of anything;
shorten or reduce by cutting off the extremi-

ties
;
cut off, as superfluous parts ;

trim by cut-

ting : as, to Jap a tree or its branches.
Have I with this one rapier

Pass'd through a fleld of pikes, whose heads I topt

As easily as the bloody-minded youth
Lopt off the poppy-heads? Ford, Lady's Trial, iv. 2.

Expunge the whole, or lop the excrescent parts.

Pope, Essay on Man, ii. 49.

There is another power, lone used, but now lopped off.

D. Webster, Speech, Oct. 12, 1832.

2. To cut partly off andbend down: as, to fop the

saplings of a hedge. =Syn. 1. To dock, crop, prune.

lop'
2

(lop), . [< top
2

, .] That which is cut

from trees : fagot-wood.
We take

From every tree loo, bark, and part o' the timber.

Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 2. 96.

It is usual to take the lop, or smaller branches [for dis-

tillation). Spans' Encyc. Manuf., I. 8.

Lop and top. (a) The smaller branches and the tops of

trees that are lopped off ; fagot-wood.

A very large fall of timber, . . . one fifth of which . . .

belongs to the grantee, Lord StaweL He lays claim also

to the lop and top: but the poor . . . have taken it all

away. Gilbert White, Nat. Hist, of Selborne, ix.

(i>) Every part ; the whole.

Now thyself hast lost both lopp and topp.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., February.

lopSf (lop), n. [< ME. loppe (= Sw. loppa =
Dan. loppe), a flea; prob. < AS. hledpan, leap:
see leap

1
,
and cf . lope

1
. The AS. loppe, a spider,

is by some taken to mean ' a flea '

;
but its other

sense,
' a silkworm,' and its appar. var. lobbe, a

spider (see lob 1 ), exclude this interpretation.]
1. A flea.'

After this bore shal come a lambe that shal haue feet of

lede, and hede of bras, an hert of a loppe, a swynes skyn,
and an harde. Caxton, Chron. of Eng., p. 60.

Grete loppis ouere all this lande the! flye,

That with bytyng makis mekill blure.

York Playi, p. 86.

2. A spider.
Thi riet shapen in manere of a net or of a webbe of a

loppe. Chaucer, Astrolabe, i. 3.

Iop4t. An obsolete preterit of leap
1

.

Loparia (lo-pa'ri-a), n. pi. [NL.] A division

of neteropterousbugs of the familyPhytocorida;,
comprising the largest and most superbly col-

ored members of the family.
lope1

(lop), v.
', pret. and pp. loped, ppr. loping.

[< ME. lopen, a var. of lepen (AS. hledpan), per-

haps due in part to LG. lopen, D. loopen, leap:
see leap

1
.] 1. intrans. If. To leap.

This whinyard has gard many better men to lope than
thou. Greene, James IV., Ind.

2. To move or run with a long step, as a dog ;

canter leisurely with a rather long, easy stride,
as a horse.
The most confirmed gait he could establish was a Can-

terbury gallop with the hind legs, which those more for-

ward assisted for doubtful moments, though generally
content with a loping trot.

J. F. Cooper, Last of the Mohicans, ii.

II. trans. To cause to lope in going or run-

ning. [Rare.]
For seven or eight miles we loped our jaded horses along

at a brisk pace. T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 281.

lope1
(lop), n. [< ME. lope; < lope

1
,
v. Cf. leap

1
,

n.] If. A leap.
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twisting proceeds from it toward the whirl, the untwisted

parts of the yarns being kept separate by the top, which, as

the twisting progresses, is forced along toward the whirl.

lope-Stafft (lop'staf), n. A leaping-pole.
A lope-gta/e wherewith men leape ditches. Cotgrave.

The doubtful fords and passages to try,

With stilts and lope-staves that do aptliest wade.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, i.

Lopez gambit. See gambit.

Lopezia (lf>-pe'zi-a), n. [NL. (Cavanilles, 1791),

named after J. Lopez, a Spanish botanist.] A
genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants, of

the natural order Onagrariece, the evening-prim-
rose family. It is characterized by irregular flowers,

with four petals (each furnished with a claw), one stamen
which is anther-bearing and one which is petaloid, and an

indefinite number of ovules. They are erect branching
herbs with small red or purple flowers on slender pedicels
in racemes or subcorymbs at the ends of the branches.

Fifteen species have been described, all from Mexico and
Guatemala. Spach, Endlicher, and other authors make
this genus the type of a tribe Lopeziece.

Lopezieae (16-pe-zi'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Spach),
< Lopezia + -ea,:] A. tribe of plants of the or-

der Onagrariew, typified by the genus Lopezia,
and characterized by irregular flowers with one
or two stamens and a loculicidal capsule. It

embraces 4 genera of Mexican shrubs or herbs.

lopez-root (lo'pez-rot), n. The yellowish woody
root of a prickly climber, Toddalia aculeata, na-
tive in the East Indies. It was formerly a noted

remedy for diarrhea, but is now disused except in India,
where it is valued as a stimulating tonic.

Lophiidae (lo-fi'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Lophius +
idte.] A family of pediculate fishes, typified

by the genus Lophius. (a) In old systems, a family
of alleged acanthopterygians, including all the Pedicu-

lati together with the Balrachidce. (b) In more recent

systems, a family conterminous with the order Pedimdati,
and embracing the Lophiidce proper, Antennariidce, Cera-

tiidce, and Maltheidce. (c) In Gill's ichthyological system,
a family of pediculate fishes with branchial apertures in

or behind the inferior axilUe of the pectoral flns, anterior

dorsal ray superior, mouth opening more or less upward,
lower jaw generally projecting beyond or closing in front

of the upper, pseudohrachia with two actinosts, pectoral
members little geniculated, and ventral flns separated by
a wide interval. In this restricted sense the family includes

Lower Jaw-bone of Lophiodon.

I cannot do the author justice
large lope over the next reign.

Roger North, Examen, p. 618.

2. A striding movement ;
a run made with long

steps ; especially, a leisurely canter with a ra-
ther long, easy stride, as of a horse.

The guards set Ashby through the hedge, and in a lope
he turned up the tow-path. The Century, XXX. 286.

Iope
2
t. A Middle English preterit and past par-

ticiple of leap
1

.

tap-eared (lop'erd), a. [< lop
1 + eared.] Hav-

ing ears which lop or hang downward
; having

pendulous ears. Also lap-eared.

lopemant (lop'man), . A leaping man.
The high and mighty ! God, what a style is this !

Mi-thinks it goes like a Dutchy lope-man;
A ladder of a hundred rounds will fail
To reach the top on 't.

Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, ill. 4.

loper (16'per), n. 1. One who or that which
lopes. 2. In rape-making (in the now nearly
obsolete process of laying up strands in a rope-
walk by the use of a whirl), a swivel placed at
one end of the rope-walk, the whirl being at the
other end. The yarns are attached to the loper, and the

.

only the fishes known as anglers or fishing-frogs. Also

Lophiadtx, Lophidos.

Lophiodon (lo-fi'o-don), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1822),
< Gr. Utom or ZoQuov, dim. of ?.<fyof, a crest, +
o(5oi>f (bSovr-) = E. tooth.] 1. A typical genus
of the family
Lophiodon tidce,

from the Mid-
dle or Upper
Eocene, differ-

ing from most
of the family in

having only 40
teeth. The dental
formula is : 3 incisors, 1 canine, 3 premolars, and 3 molars
in each upper and lower half-jaw. The animal was a tapi-
roid. See Lophiodontidce.

2. [I. c.] A member of this genus.
lopliiodont (16'fi-o-dont), a. and n. [< Lopliio-

don(t-).] I. a. Pertaining to the Lophiodon-
tida;, or having their characters.

II. n. Atapiroidofthefamilyiopfetodo(Wd.
Lophiodontid* (16"fi-o-don'ti-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Lophiodon(t-) + -idee.] A family of extinct

perissodactyl ungulate quadrupeds of the tapi-
roid series, having both the upper and the lower
molars bilophodont, four toes on the fore feet,
and three on the hind feet. It includes a number of
Eocene genera representing the earliest and most gen-
eralized types of Perissodactyla, and ranging in size from
that of a hare to that of an ox. The more primitive forms
had 44 teeth, others 40. Cori/phodontidce is a synonym.

without taking a lophiodontine (16"fi-o-don'tin), a. [< lophio-
dont + -ine1 .] Same as lophiodont. E. D. Cope,
Amer. Nat., XXI. 994.

lophiodontoid (16"fi-6-don'toid), a. Resem-
bling a lophiodon ; having the characters of the

Lophiodontoidea.
Lophiodontoidea (16"fi-o-don-toi'df-S,), n. pi.
[NL., < Lophiodon(t-) + '-oidea.] A superfam-
ily of tapiroid mammals, having the upper as
well as the lower true molars without a continu-
ous outer wall, but some or all of these teeth
with two complete transverse crests. The group
comprises the living Tapiridce and the extinct

Lophiodontida.
lophioid (16'fi-oid), a. and . [< NL. LopliiitsT Gr. eldof, form.] I, a. Pertaining to the
Lophiidce, or having their characters. .

II. n. One of the LopMidce, as an angler.
Agassiz; J. Richardson.

Lophipmyidse (16"fi-o-mi'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Lophiomys + -idee.] 'A family of
simplicident

myomorphic rodents, constituted by the genus
Lophiomys. The skull is unique In some respects, the
temporal fossie being roofed over by bony plates proceed-
ing from the temporal ridge and malar bone; the molars

lophophore

are rooted and tuberculate ;
there are no premolars ; the

clavicles are imperfect ;
the csecum is small ;

and the thumb
is opposable.

Lophiomys (lo-fl'o-inis), i. [NL., < Gr. M^tov
or /M<j>tiov, dim. of Ao^of, a crest, + pvf = E.

mouse.] The typical and only genus of the

family Lophiomyidce. L. imhausi of Africa is

the only species. A. Milne-Edwards, 1867.

Lophiostoma (16-fi-os'to-ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

/6<t>iav or '/.ofeiov,
dim. of ?.o(4oV, a crest, + ar6fta.

mouth.] A genus of spheeriaceous fungi, typi-
cal of the family Lophiostomacece, having the

perithecia carbonaceous,and the osteolumlarge
and compressed. The spores, which are oblong or fu-

siform, are plurilocular, brown or olivaceous, and fre-

quently appendiculate. The species grow mostly on dead

wood, decorticated twigs, etc.

Lophiostomaceae (16-fi-os-to-ma'se-e), n. pi.

[NL., < Lophiostoma + -acece.] A family of

sphseriaceous fungi proposed by Saccardo, typi-
fied by the genus Lophiostoma.
lophiostomate (lp-fi-os'to-mat),

a. [< Gr.

/>.6<t>iov or '/joQei0v, dim. of %6<t>of, a crest, + ar6fia,

mouth.] In bot., having the apertures or open-

ings crested. Cooke's Manual. [Bare.]

lopniostomous (16-fi-os'to-mus), . Same as In-

phioxtomate.

Lophius (16'fi-us), . [NL., < Gr. /.<tyof, a crest.]

The typical genus of Lophiida;, originally in-

cluding all the pediculate fishes, now restrict-

ed to the angler, L. piscatorius, and closely re-

lated species. See cut under angler.

lophobranch (16'fo-brangk), a. and n. [< Gr.

/2<j>o(, a crest, + fipa^ia, gills.] I. a. Having
tufted gills ; specifically, rjertaining to the Lo-

phobranchii, or having their characters.

II. n. A fish of the order Lophobranchii.
lophobranchlate (16-fo-brang'ki-at), a. and n.

[< Gr. Utyof, a crest, +' /3pd}'^(a, gills, + -ate1 .]

Same as lophobranch.

LophobrancMi (16-fo-brang'ki-i), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. ?.6<f>o, a crest, + flpayxia., gills.] An order
of teleost fishes having the branchial skeleton

imperfect, the superior and basal branchihyals
and pharyngeals wanting, and the gills not

lamellar, but developed as loop-like or tuft-like

lobes, whence the name. In Cuvier's system it was
the fifth order of fishes, defined as having the jaws free

and complete, and the gills divided into small round tufts

disposed in pairs along the branchial arches. The genus
Pegasu*, as well as the typical lophobranchs, was referred

to this order by Cuvier. Pegasus, having normal lamelli-

form gills and being the type of a distinct family Pega-
sidce, has been removed from the Lophobranchii and re-

ferred to the Acanthopterygii, or to a special suborder Hy-
postomides of Teleocephali. The order consequently now
includes only the families Syngnathidoz and Hippocampi-
doe, or pipe-fishes and sea-horses, constituting the subor-
der Syngnathi, and the Solenostomidce, alone representing
the Solenostomi. (See cut at Hippocampidce.) All the Lo-

phobranchii have a dermal skeleton composed of angular
plates having a radiate or stellate ossification. Most
of the species are marine. Also Lophobxmchia, Lopho-
branchiati.

lophodont (16'fo-dont), a. [< Gr. Aityof, a crest,
T btiovf (bSovr-) = E. tooth.] In odon tog., hav-

ing the crowns of the molar teeth thrown into

ridges or crests, longitudinal or transverse : op-
posed to bunodont.

Lophodytes (lo-fod'i-tez), . [NL., < Gr. JUtyof,
a crest, + SVTIK ,

a diver.] A genus of Anatidce,
of the subfamily Mergina;,having an erect semi-
circular compressed crest

;
the hooded mergan-

sers. L. cucullatus is a common bird of the
northern hemisphere.
Lopholatilus (16-fo-lat'i-lus), . [NL., < Gr.

Ao^of, a crest, + NL. Latilus, q. v.] A genus of

tilefishes of the family Latiliate, having a large
nuchal adipose appendage, whence the name.
See tilefish.

Lophomonadidse (lo
//

fo-mo-nad'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Lophomonas (-ad-) + -idee.] A family
of flagellate infusorians. These animalcules are

naked, solitary, and free-swimming, bearing a tuft of fla-

gella at the anterior extremity, and having no distinct
oral aperture.

Lophomonas (lo-fom'o-nas), n. [NL., < Gr. U-
<t>of, a crest, + fiovaf, a unit: see monad.] The
typical genus of Lophomoiiadidte, founded by
Stein in 1860. L. blattarmn inhabits the intes-
tine of the cockroach.

lophophoral (lof'o-fo-ral), a. [< Jophophore +
-al.] Of or pertaining to the lophophore or disk
of a polyzoan.
lophophore (lof'o-for), n. [< Gr. /odof, a crest,+ -^opof, bearing, < tfitpeiv = E. bear1 .] In Po-
lyzoa, the oral disk at the free end of the

polypide, on which is situated the mouth: so
called from the circlet of ciliated tentacles
which it bears. See PtumateUa. This organ is

circular in most polyzoans, as the cyclostomous. chilos-

toinous, and ctenostomous forms, or the Gymnolmnata,
buthippocrepiform In the Phylactolaimatavr Lophopoda.
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The horseshoe-shaped lophujjlurre, such as we see it in bon-shapod, with the vent near the end of it, a
l-horonis and in I.. '|.li"i' MS. improbably the ancestral form s | 1(ir , .,,,[ nn I,,.),!,,,! the vent, and the dorsal
and has given rise to the two other extreme forms of . . , . ,

loppV'-'t
t,,,.!,,,,,,^

. um.iv, the ',,1.1 ,,. ,.., iiss,,,.ia,eii A^^-l'L11

." ';',;. I""/!: , . r. < , "".iiM-

Loranthacese

A smeared and loppy hirt-oillai'.

Shirley llrouki, Aspen Court, xxvii.

with 'ut .irvri,;,m,r,,i i .

cular," associated with a complete suppression of the

I'pjstunie. i'.iu-iic. Jlrit., XIX. 431).

Lophophorinae (lo-t'ot'-o-ri'ne), . pi. [NL., <

/.i>l>lt<>l>li(-H.i
+ -//in'.

|
A siiM'ninily of 1'liuxi-

iniiilii'. name. I I'niiii thr
Delias Lophopkonu, and

containing also I 'i-rinrni.t and J'm-nixiii. These

magnificent hints arc known as /// (///*, /</-

, tr<iii<>i>(iiix, /i/ic/vix, etc

,

ii.i the "
clr- LophotragUSt (lo-fot'ra-gus), . [NL., < <.r.

(lop'i), . [MK. loppy; < lop
3 + -y

1
.]

Same as Ela- lopseed (lop'sed), w. A North American herb,
I'lii'i/inii Ifptiintncliijd, with s]>ikes of small pur-

ple flowers, which in fruit are bent back close

against the axis, whence the name.

type of the subfamily lopkophorilUB; the im-

peyans. See ///// i/un pheasant, aud iiiminul. ('.

J.Temmiuck, 1S1.V. 2. A genus of copcpods.
Bradi/, ISTs.

Lophophyteae (16-fo-fi' te-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Schott, 1832), < Lophiipliyliuit + -e<F.] A tribe

of fleshy herbs of the natural order Balanopho-
rete, based on the genus Lophopkytin*. it is dis-

tinguished from the other tribes of the order by the ab-

sence of a perianth in the staminate flowers, the two sta-

mens with two-celled anthers, and the pistillate flowers

with an adherent ovary. The tribe includes 3 genera and
7 species, all South American.

Lophophytum (lo-fof'i-tum), n. [NL. (Schott
and Eudhcher, 1832), < Gr. a<tyof, a crest, + <jnrr6v,

a plant.] A genus of dicotyledonous apetalous
plants, of the natural order Balanophorca; and

type of the tribe Lo/iliu/ilii/tKL'. It is character-

ized by having no sheath at the base of the peduncle, and

by its moncecious flowers, both staminate and pistillate

being inserted on a mammillated spadix provided with
scales. They are smooth fleshy herbs, rising from a thick

rootstock. There are 4 species, confined to the southern

part of tropical America.

Lophopoda(lo-fop'o-dji), n.pl. [NL.,<Gr. /ctyof,

a crest, + Trait (TO!!-) = E. foot."] A name of

the typical Bryozoa, or fresh-water polyzoaus,
as opposed to the Stelmatopoda or Infundibu-
lata, or sea-mats. These moss-animals have the lopho*

phore horseshoe-shaped or hippocrepiform, whence they
are also termed Uippocrepia, or, more frequently now,
Phylactolannata.. The name is derived from one of the

genera, Lnphopus, of the family Plumatellidce, which, with
the Cristatelliilce, are included in the group. Also incor-

rectly written Lttphopea, Lophophea.

Lophopsittacus (16-fop-sit'a-kus), n. [NL.
(A. Newton, 1875), < Gr. Ao0of, a crest, + ipiTra-

K<ic, a parrot.] A genus of psittacine birds, rep-
resented by the extinct crested parrot of Mau-
ritius, L. mauritianus.

Lophornis (lo-for'nis), n. [NL. (Lesson, 1829),

crest, + r/wiyof,' a goat.]

phtHlltS.

Lophyropoda (lof-i-rop'o-da), n. pi. [NL.,

ong. Liipliuropii, prop.
"

I.o/ilntropodit, < Gr. /<-

</>ovpof, with a bushy tail (see Lophyrus), +
irorr (iroii-) = E. foot.] In Latreille's system,
the first section of his Brtnicliinpndit; an inde-

finable group, containing certain larval forms

(zoteie), the genera Xebalia and Cumit, and sun-

dry copepod, ostracode, and cladocerous crus-

taceans. As subsequently modified, it became a more

homogeneous group of entomostracous crustaceans, com-

posed of the orders Cirptpoda and Ortracoda, which have

leaf-like branchial attached to the feet, as Implied In the lopstert, n.

name. loptail (lop'tal), f. i. Same as lobtail.

Lophyrus (lo-fi'rus), n. [NL.,prop. *Lophurux, LopUS (hypus), n. [NL. (Hahn, 1831), _<
Gr.

< Gr. '/.fyovpor,, with a tufted tail, < /io^oy, a crest, Xoirfif, or Xoirof , peel, shell, husk, bark, < Aineiv,

peel, bark.] The typical genus of I^ojtida;, hav-
. *i. _ _! j .. 11 ii. -raxfoliaceous in front.

variegated colors, found on

lopsided (lop'sl'ded). a. [Also lapnidcd, lob-

xiili-il; < /'//! + side -r -cd2.] Inclining to one

side; heavier or more developed on one side

than on the other, physically or mentally.
I had rather the college should turnout .me of Aristotle's

four-square men, capable of holding his own In whatever
field he may be cast, than a score of lupnded ones developed
abnormally in one direction.

LnuM, Oration at Harvard I'niv., Nov. 8, 1886.

An obsolete form of lobster,

v. i.

tuft, + olpd, tail.] 1. A genus of mollusks of

the family ChitonMa, or chitons. Pali, 1791. ingthesidesof the prothoraxfoliaceous in front.

2. A genus of saw-flies of the hymenopcerous Thej are_mostly smal^bugs
of

the foliage of trees and shrubs. The 30 species are mainly
European, but some are South American and others Aus-

D u trallan.

male^antennae | pectinate^
the female serrate, I p-webt (lop'web), w. [ME., < lop

3
, lob*, a spi-

der, + weft.] A spider's web.

family 'Jbntliredinida; and subfamily Lydince,

having one marginal cell on the fore wings, the

and the lanceolate cell with a cross-vein, it is

a large and wide-spread group, of economic interest. /
.

jiini injures conifers in Europe, and L. aoboUi does similar

damage in the United States. Fifteen European and about
as many North American forms are described. Ichneu-
mon-flies of the genera Tryphon, I'anucun, and Campuplex
are parasites of the larvee. Latreilie, 1802.

3. A genus of plant-bugs of the heteropterous I p-wood (lop
'

wud), n.

family Capsida;. Kolenati, 1845. 4. A genus [Eng.]
of iguanoid lizards. Oppel, 1811. 5. A genus
of terrestrial columbine birds of the subfamily
Gourince: a synonym of Goura. L..P. Vieillot,

1816.

Lopidae (lop'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Douglas and

Scott, 1865), < Lopus + -idee.'] A family of

plant-bugs formerly referred to the Capsida;,

represented by the genus Lopus. in these bugs
the body Is elongate, its sides being almost parallel ;

the
antenna; are as long as the body, with the second joint
twice as long as the first, and the third and fourth jointe
filiform ; the rostrum reaches to the end of the metaster-
num ; the scutellum is triangular and equilateral; aud the

elytra are longer than the abdomen,

loplollyt, See loblolly.

loppardt (lop'Srd), . [< top2 + -ard. Cf. poJ-
A tree'with the top lopped or cut off; a

In maner of a net or of a lop-webbc.
Chaucer, Astrolabe, L 21.

As a lopwebbe flleth fome and gnattis,
Taken and sutfren gret files go.

Ocdtrx, MS. Soc. Alltiq. 134, ?. 267. (HullhcM.)

See the quotation.

loppeH, . Obsolete form of lop*.

The curious customs of lop-wood or privileges of cutting
fuel from pollards at certain seasons of the year.

The Academy, Feb. 4, 1883, p. 71.

loquacious (lo-kwa'shus), a. [= P. loquace =
Sp. locuaz = Pg. loquaz = It. loquace, < L. to-

quax (loquac-), talkative, < L. loqui, speak, =
Skt. ^ lap, speak. From L. loqui come also ult.

E. eloquent, grandiloquent, magniloquent, etc.,

colloquy, obloquy, soliloquy, etc., locution, allo-

cution, elocution, circumlocution, etc.] Talka-
tive ; given to continual talking ; chattering.

The swallow skims the river's watery face,
The frogs renew the croaks of their loquacunu race.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Ueorgics, L

Blind British bards, with volent touch,
Traverse Inquaciowi strings. J. Philipt, Cider, ii.

= 8yn. Gamdout, etc. See talkative.

loquaciously (lo-kwa'shus-li), ode. In a loqua-
cious or talkaf

'

ative manner.. (. Obsolete form of lo/fl.
< Gr. AO^OC, a crest, + opwf, a bird.] A genus ioppe3

t . f . [A simple form, from the earlier loquaciousness (16-kwa'shus-nes), n. Thequal-
of crested humming-birds, such as L. ornatu* g* gBW. q. v.] To curdle or coagulate, itv of being loquacious; loquacity.
They are known as coquettes. Also called Bet- r^ Manip. Vocab., 169, 16.
bring.

Lophortyx (Io-f6r'tiks),
/

[NL., < Gr.

irtrt/i/tff, .H.I 111
['. rwmvft aw?, AW.

lopper1
(lop'6r), . [< top

2 + -i-r1 .] One who
loquacity (lo-kwas'i-ti), n. [< P. loquacitf =
Sp. locuacidad = Pg. loquacidade = It. loqua-

cita, < L. loquacita(t-)s, talkativeness, < loquax
'

~"f w
. >-j.v "IT X * A lUUOt I.'M*. \ AJ. tvy I*l*l/*y *IVf I <i i nil i i i 1 1 .^.^, ^ w u<*/

a crest, + oprvf the quail.] A genus of Amen-
lOpper2t (lop'er), a. [< ME. toper, curdled, co- (loquac-), talkative: see loquacious.] Talka-

can partridges having an elegant plume ot re- a%5iate(]. cf. rj. lobberin. gelatinous, Dan. dial.
i: iV - 1-- 1- !i "- -* *-"-:

Aii-Mirml fnet t- \\f\\K3 J-ITI i 1 111 /tvrkwti ^no liitl tiii >1 . ". . *\ *:curved
(itiails.

feathers on the crown; the helmet-
There are two distinct species in the United

lubber, anything coagulated; prob. ult. < AS.
= Ice'

.

Arizonaquail, L. yamMi.
med for their flesh.

Both are fine game-birds, much
esteemed for their flesh. See cut under helrrut-quail.

lophosteon (lo-fos'te-on), .; pi. lopliostea (-a).

[< Gr. /o^of, a crest, 4- ixrreov, bone.] The me-
dian and single one of the five separate bones
or ossific elements of which the sternum of a
carinate bird usually consists ; the piece or part
of the breast-bone which includes the crest or

keel : correlated with coracosteon, pleurosteon,
and metosteon. W. K. Parker.

The extent of ossification of the lophottcon aud metostea,
and the mode of then* cobssiftcation.

Cnues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 143.

Lophotes (lo-fo'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. as if *?o-

6<jT//f, cf. Aoi^jrdf, crested, < /oiof, a crest.] 1.

The typical genus of the family LopJwtida;, re-

markable for the prominence of the forehead

tiveness; the habit or practice of talking con-

tinually or excessively.
. . Too great loquacity and too great taciturnity by flU.

curdle: see leap
1 and topper

2
,

<' and cf. top
3

,
ArbtMnot.

lone1
, loop

3
, loupe, from the same ult. source; =Syn. Loquaciousness, garrulity, volubility, chatter.

BI. also runnet. rennet, < run, curdle: see run, loquat (16'kwat), . [< Chin. (Cantonese dial. )

lukwat, < luh, a rush, + kiuh, an orange.] 1. An
evergreen shrub or tree, Photinia (Eryobotrya)
Japonica, native in China and Japan, and com-
monly introduced in warm temperate climates.
It Is an ornamental plant, with leaves nearly a foot long,
and yields a fruit of a yellow color, resembling a small

apple.
2. The fruit of this tree. Also called biwa, luk-

tcati,pipa, and Japanese medlar.

and the procurrence of the dorsal fin, which
forms a kind of frontal crest, whence the naine.
The only known species is L. ctpedianus, a rarely found

deep-sea fish of wide distribution, attaining a length of 5

feet

2. A <'iiiis of raptorial birds of the family Fal- lopping-ax (lop'ing-aks), .

ciiniila;. Also called B<iza. B. P. Lesson, 1831. used for trimming trees.

Lophotidae(ln-fot'i-de), n.pl. [NL.. < Lophotts lopping-shears (lop'iug-sherz), . )>l

+ -iihr.] A family of acanthopterygian fishes shears used for trimming shrubs, hedges, etc.

represented by the genus Lojihotes, of the loppy1
(lop'i), a. [< lop

1 + -y
1

."] Hanging
group of Aeaniliopttrygii, having the body rib- down: limp and pendulous. [Rare.]

etc.] Curdled; clotted; coagulated: as, topper
milk.

Dwellyd in a dark dungeon,
Aud in a foul slede of cprupcion,
When he had na other fode
But wlatsom glet and loprr [var. lopyrde] blode.

Uampole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 469.

lopper2 (lop'er), . t. and f. [In another form
lobber; Sc. also lapper; < ME. loperen (in verbal
n. loperyng and p. a. lopered, etc.); cf. G. dial, loquela (lo-kwe'la), n. [< L. loquela, speech,
lubbern, G. liefern, geliefern, curdle ; a freq. form < to<jfi, speak : see loquacious.'] In lav, an im-

(whence the later simple form loppe) connected parlance ;
a declaration.

with lopper
2

, a., and ult. with leap'
1

, run: see loquence (16'kwens), n. [< L. loquentia, a talk-

topper
2

, a.] To curdle or coagulate, as milk ing, discourse, <f loqui, speak: see loquacious.']
which has become sour; clot. [Prov. Eng. and The act of speaking ; speech.
U. S., where sometimes lobber.'} -n,y tongue is loose, thy body close ; both 111 ;

Of his mouth a petuus thing to se With silence this, with loquence that doth kill

The lopprit blude in ded threw voydis be. Owen, Epigrams (167i). (Naret.)

Gavin Douglas, JSneid, x. 828.
\OT&l

t
. Plural of torttwi.

lopping (lop'ing), . [Verbal n. of top
2

, .] 1. lora2 (16'rii), .; pi. loree (-re). [NL., a false

The cutting off of all the branches of a tree, ex- form of L.torj,q.v.] In en torn., same as tore*,

cept the crop or leading shoot, for the sake of 4. Kirby.
thepronttobederivedfromthem,ascontrasted loral (16'ral), a. and . [< lore* + -al.] I. a.

withpi
4

H/Hi/,bywhich8omeofthebranehesare In zool., of or pertaining to the lore: as, the
loral space ; a loral stripe.
U. n. In herpet., a loral plate. Also loreal.

loranth (16'ranth), n. [< NL. Loranthus.'] A
plant of the order Lorantttacete. Lindley.

cut off for the sake of the tree. 2. That which
is cut off; severed branches: commonly in the

plural.
A small, light ax

Loranthaceae (16-ran-tha'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
Heavy (Lindley, 1835), < Loranthus + -acerr.] An or-

der of dicotyledonous apetalous plants, the

mistletoe family, of which the greater number
are shrubs, or undershrubs, parasitic on trees.



Loranthacese

They have an inferior ovary, and an ovule which becomes

erect after the flower opens. The order comprises 13

genera and about 600 species, which are found throughout

all warm and tropical regions.

loranthaceous (16-rau-tha'shius), a. [< Nlj -

Loranthacece + -OMS.] Belonging to the Loran-

thacece, or having their characters.

Loranthus (lo-ran'thus), n. [NL. (Linnams),
< LGr. /.apov,'/.C>po;, a thong (< L. lormn, thong),

+ Gr. avlhf, flower.] A genus of dicotyledo-

3520
" My lord the monk," quod he, "be myrie of chere

"

Chaucer, Prol. to Monk s Tale, 1. 36.

Art thou that my lord Elijah ? 1 Ki. xviii. 7.

I oft in bitterness of soul deplored

My absent daughter, and my dearer lord.

Fenton, in Pope's Odyssey, iv. 362.

4 The proprietor of a manor; the grantor un-

der whom feudal tenants held, for whorn he
^^^""of'fhe""^'^; SundayY-LordVdomairi;

was to some extent responsible, and over whom tnat part ?t a manor occupied Jjy^the lord, orjiehl
by

lordless

Men " and were also equipped in appropriate dresses ;

their' coats, hoods, and hose were generally green.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 456.

Lord naramount. See paramount. Lord President,

the Me of the presiding judge of the first
diyision_of

the inner house of the Scottis

just,jce eral.
.

sh Court of Session ;
the Lord

ent.- Lord Privy Seal. See

he had authority. The word, with its meaning
'- ., .*._*--- ,...,j

iv/iv/Ait* \*. ^-. /? -- . ^ -- _-- Y<
-*

,
'

if so, perhaps a corruption of Pg. lancha, a pin-

nace, or of lanchara, a small coasting-vessel
used in the Malay archipelago. See lanchara.]

nous apetalous plants, the type of the natural modified, is retained in the modern term land-

order Lorantkacetr. and tribe Euloranthew^ Itjs ior<l. 5. A nobleman ;
a title of honor in Great

Britain given to those who are noble by birth

or creation : applied to peers of the realm, of

Scotland, and of Ireland, including dukes, mar-

quises, earls, viscounts, and barons. Archbishops

and bishops also are addressed by this title. A nobleman
iou vi ,..,.. v~v. / -,. ._ is customarily addressed as My lord, and the holder of a

been described, occurring in the Tertiary deposits of fcu-
noble tit]e wj,ether by right or by courtesy, is frequently

rope, and also of Australia, New Zealand, and Borneo. ,
& baron orcimlu.jly) designated Lord : thus, the Marquis of

lorate (16'rat), a. [< L. loratus, bound with Sajsbury is spoken of as Lord Salisbury, his eldest sonVis-

i lorum, a thong, whip, lash, strap: see count Cranborne (courtesy title) as
.^^^torne^etc.

.. _ ._,
In lot., shaped like a thong or strap; ^^^g

^|g|||d
f

tot{||J.'cnrtetSi
U
mraie8:

r

as, Lo?d Ran-

ligulate; linear; much elongated. dolph Churchill (son of the seventh Duke of Marlborough).

lorcha (16r'cha), n. [Said to be of Pg.^O"gm; AU marql,i8es Eldest sonnes are named no Earles, but

lord of a place or barrony, without any Adission of his

Christen name; and all his other brethren iordes.with

the Addition of there Christened name.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i 27.

The title of lord belongs to all bishops in all
churches^

and not merely to those who possess a seat in the English

house of lords, nor has it anything to do with a royal pre-

rogative of conferring titles, not being a recognised grade
of peerage. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 428, note.

6. An honorary title bestowed in Great Brit-

ain on certain official personages, generally as

part of a designation. The mayors of London, York,
and Dublin, and the provosts of Edinburgh, Glasgow,

Aberdeen, Perth, and Dundee have this title ; also, all

judges while presiding in court, and the members of the

College of Justice in Scotland.

7. One who goes foremost through the harvest

with the scythe or the sickle. [Prov. Eng.

(Suffolk).]

My Lord begg'd round, and held his hat.

Says Farmer Gruff, says he,
There's many a lord, Sam, I know that,

Has becg'd as well as thee.

Bloomfleld, The Horkey.

House Of Lords, the upper of the two branches of the

Parliament of Great Britain and Ireland, consisting of the

tenures which can be shown to have been servile in

their origin.-Lord'S forebodet. See/orfcods.-Lords

marchers See marcher. Lords of Council and Ses-

sion See coioiCT/.-Lords of justiciary, the judges of

the Court of Justiciary or supreme criminal court of Scot-

land. See iimtuiarii. Lords Of regality. Xeeregahty.

-Lords of Session, the judges of the Scottish Court o

Session.-Lords of the Articles, a committeeof the Scot-

tlsh Parliament, by whom the measures to be propos

in Parliament were prepared. Lords of the bedcham-
ber See bedchamber. Lords of the Congregation.
See congreijation. Lords ordinary, the five judges who

form the outer house of the Scottish Court of Session.

Lord's Prayer, a prayer or model of prayer given by

Jesus to his disciples. It exists in the New Testament

in two forms (Mat. vi. 9-13; Luke xi. 2-4), and it ap-

pears in the Book of Common Prayer in a translation

of the first of these slightly different from that in the

King James Bible. It is used in some part of almost

all liturgical services. In ancient eucharistic offices it

regularly follows at the end of the canon ; in the Anglican

communion office, however, after the communion of the

people In liturgical use it is said sometimes with and

sometimes without the final doxologyof Mat. vi. 13 (omit-

ted in the revised version), "For thine is the kingdom,

A light Chinese sailing vessel, built somewhat
after a European model, but rigged like a junk.

lord (lord), n. [= So. laird; < ME. lord, loverd,

servance by his followers, and consisting in the blessing

or consecration of bread and wine with the words of in-

stitution (see institution') and the subsequent eating and

drinking of the consecrated elements. See commumon
and eucharist. (b) The love-feast or agape, especially in

the primitive church, whether accompanying the sacra-

mentor apart from it. Lord's table. See table. Lords

temporal, those lay peers who have seats in the House

of Lords. Mesne lord.one who, being himself a tenant,

is lord of other tenants. The Lords, the House of Lords,

the upper house of the British Parliament. The Lords'

Act. See act. The Lord's anointed. See anointed.

To be good lordt, to receiveinto favor ;
take under pro-

tection.

And after this she may hym ones preye
To ben nood lord in short, and take hire leve.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1668.

To he good lord and good devilt.to be equally civil c

complimentary to all, whether good or bad.
Oru Uordl, n. I = oc. lU'tru, \ OLEJ* tvrt** wi ', parliament 01 ureat uni-am aim irciuuu, uui ^ ^a*S?^7i^* 7*i~~ -i" T j t m
lowcrd laverd laferd, < AS. hlaford, the mas- lords spiritual and temporal assembled in one house lord (lord), ;. [<lord, H.] I. trans. 1. lo raise

.1. * P,W.-. ^ in isxu ye. miriti,i and 634 temnoral to the rank of a lor(j
.

hence, to treat, address,
or acknowledge as lord or master.

,

t V.
V 1 J 1 J . V> ta>tioilof

"hlafweard, lit. 'loaf-ward,' i. e. 'keeper (and

dispenser) of bread,' < Maf, bread, loaf,+ weanl,
a keeper: see loaf

1 and ward, n. For the con-

traction of -weard to -ord, cf. -aid, -old, as in

the name Harold and its G. cognate lierold (see

herald), contracted from -wald, -weald (-icalda,

-wealda). The name Mdford is peculiar to AS.weiuiiu). i ""'*
,''."', J;,, TtnafHpt

(the Icel. lavardhr being borrowed) . I his tact

and the fanciful nature of its literal meaning
indicate that it was prob. orig. a poetical desig-

(See Parliament.) In 1888, 26 spiritual and 634 temporal

peers were qualified to sit in the House of Lords. Of the

temporal peers, 5 were princes of the blood royal, 28 were
Irish representative peers elected for life ; 16 were Scot-

tish representative peers chosen for the existing Parlia-

ment ; and the others were British peers. Abbreviated H.

L. House Of the Lord. See house of God, under housel.

Lay lord. See Ian*. Liege lord. See liege. Lord
advocate. Seeadcocote. Lord almoner. Seealmonerl.

Lord and vassal, grantor and grantee in the feudal

system. Lord chamberlain,lord great chamberlain.
See chamberlain, 1 (b). Lord Chief Justice. Seejustice.
Lord high admiral. See admiral Lord high chan-

cellor. See chancellor, 3. Lord high commissioner.
See commissioner. Lord High Constable. *eeconstable,

'

1 irrespective of amanpr.as the king

adopted in prose, with consequent contraction

and loss of meaning. Hence prob. lady, q. v.]

1 . A master or ruler
;
a man possessing supreme

authority or power of control ;
a monarch, gov-

ernor, chief, proprietor, or paramount disposer.

They speke all Greke, except* the Venycyans, that be

lordes and gouernours there.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 14.

Our Saviour, who had all gifts in him, was Lord to

express his indoctrinating power in what sort him best

seem'd. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.
Who hath not learned, in hours of faith,

The truth to flesh and sense unknown,
That Life is ever lord of Death?

Whittier, Snow-Bound.

2. [cap.] In Scrip., and in general Christian

use, the Supreme Being; Jehovah: with the

definite article except in address ;
also applied

to Christ, who is called the Lord Jesus Christ,
the Lord, or our Lord, The word Lord also appears
to be used of the Holy Ghost in 2 Cor. Hi. 17 (referring to

Ex. xxxiv.). In the English version of the Old Testament,
LORD, when so printed, is a translation of, or rather sub-
stitute for, the Hebrew Jahveh, or Jehovah. In the English
version of the New Testament it is a translation of the
Greek Kiipto? (Latin Dominus), variously translated God,
Lord, Master, Owner, Sir.

He seide,
" Ye knowe wele that now cometh the feste

that oure lorde was Inne I-bore, and he is lorde of alle

lordes." Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 96.

The LORD said unto my Lord, Sit thou at my righthand,
until I make thine enemies thy footstool. Ps. ex. 1.

Now the Lord is that Spirit : and where the Spirit of the

Lord is, there is liberty. 2 Cor. iii. 17.

3. A title of respect formerly given to persons
of superior rank or consideration, especially in

the phrase of address ' my lord,' as to kings and

princes, monks or other ecclesiastics, a hus-

band, etc. : still used humorously of a husband
with reference to his wife.

tice General, lords justices. Seejustice. Lord Keep-
er. See Keeper of the Great Seal, under keeper. Lord
lieutenant, (a) The title of the viceroy or royal governor
of Ireland. He is a member of the British ministry, and
retires from office with the cabinet to which he owes his

appointment. (6) In Great Britain and Ireland, the prin-

cipal official of a county, who has under him deputy lieu-

tenants, and controls the appointment of justices of the

peace and the issue of commissions in the local military

He being thus lorded,
Not only with what my revenue yielded,
But what my power might else exact.

Shak., Tempest, L 2. 97.

Not tho' all the gold
That veins the world were pack'd to make your crown,
And every spoken tongue should lord you.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

2. To rule or preside over as lord.

All the revels he had lorded there. Keats.

II. intrans. To play the lord ; domineer; rule

with arbitrary or despotic sway: sometimes fol-

lowed by over, and sometimes by the indefinite

it, with or without over.

They preached and lorded not ; and now they lord and

preach not. Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

How dull and how insensible a beast

Is man, who yet would lord it o'er the rest !

Dryden, Essay on Satire, 1. 2.

organizations. The office was originally created for the lor(Jrlom (lord'dum), n. (X ME. *lorddom, id-
defense of the counties in times of disturbance.-Lord Of

,,crdaom^ferdd0m,\ AS. hldforddom, < Maford,
lord, + dom, jurisdiction: see lord and -dom.j
The rule or dominion of a lord. Imp. Diet.

.

a manor, one who possesses a manor having copyhold
tenants. Lord of appeal in ordinary, one of those

members of the BritisliHouse of Lords appointed special-

ly, with exceptionally limited privileges and powers, to

The judicial functions of the House of Lords have been

virtually transferred to an appeal committee, consisting
of the Lcrd Chancellor and other peers who have held

high judicial office, and certain lordsof appeal in ordinary
created by the Act. . . . The lords of appeal in ordinary
are an entirely new creation. They hold office on the

same conditions as other judges ; they take rank as barons
for life ; but they are entitled to a writ of summons to

attend and vote in the House only so long as they hold

office, and their dignity does not descend to their heirs.

Encyc. Brit., XIII. 766.

Lord of hosts. See host*. Lord of lords, in Scrip., a
title of Christ.

The Lamb shall overcome them : for he is Lord of lords,

and King of kings. Rev. xvii. 14.

3, loverding,

"laverdlng; < lord + -itiejs. In the orig. use (def.

1) not dim., but complimentary.] If. A lord;

master; in address, in the plural, sirs
;
masters ;

gentlemen.
"Lordings," quod he, "in chirches whan I preche,
I peyne me to nan an hautein speche."

Chaucer, Prol. to Pardoner's Tale, 1. 43.

Listen, lordings, if ye list. Spenser, F. Q., III. ix. 3.

2. A young or little lord; a lordling; also, a

little lord in a derogatory sense.

I'll question you
Of my lord's tricks and yours when you were boys :

You were pretty lordings then. Shak., W. T., i. 2. 62.

Christmas sports and revels. His rule began on All-hal-

low eve and continued till Candlemas day. Also called

Lord of misrule, a^person formerly chosen to direct^he lordkin (16rd'kin), n. [< lord + -fciw.] Alittlo

or young lord
;
a lordling.

Princekin or lordkin from his earliest days has nurses,

dependents, governesses, little friends, schoolfellows, . . .

flattering him and doing him honour.

Thackeray, Newcomes, liii.

king of misrule. Lord of the ascendant. See ascen-

dant, 1. Lord of the May. See the quotation.

It was customary to personify this famous outlaw [Robin
Hood], with several of his most noted associates, and add
them to the pageantry of the May-games. He presided lordleSS (lord'les), a. [< ME. *lordles, loverdles,
as Lord of the'.May; and a. female, or rather, perhaps, a < As klufordleds, havingno lord, < hldford, lord,
man habited like a female, called the Maid Marian, his , JVUVTji ,

'

wit>rnnt 1,WI nr finrlnl nrn
faithful mistress, was the Lady of the May. His compan-

+
-J*"i -lest,.] Without a lord or teucial pro

ions were distinguished by the title of " Robin Hood's tector ; not dependent upon a lord or superior.
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The lordtess man was liable to be slain as an outlaw by For that he wes lordtwyk, furst he wes todrawe

any one who met him. Execution of Sir Simon Frater (Child s Ballads, VI. 280).

mrM. Creasy, Eng. Constitution, p. 48.
iorfiwood (lord'wud), . [Trans, of Cypriote

lord-lieutenancy (lord-lu-ten'an-si), n. The name, Xylon Effendi: Gr. fi^ov, wood; Turk,
oflice of lord lieutenant. See lord. efendi : see effendi.] The tree Liquidambar ori-

Curteret, turned out of the lord-lieuteiumcy about the entalis, of Asia Minor. It yields the liquid
timu, was now in nprn oppoHitiun.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, II. 103.
j

j
(lor) )(

lordlike (lord'lik), . [< lord + like*, a. Cf.

lordly.] 1. Befitting or liko a lord; lordly. 2.

Haughty; proud; insolent.

lordliness (16rd'li-nes), n. 1. The state of

lordly dignity ; high station. 2. Lordly pride;
haughtiness.

lordling (lord'liiig), n. [< ME.*tor<tttn<7, loverd-

li/ii/r^lord + -ling
1

.']
A little or diminutive

lord: used commonly in a derogatory or con-

temptuous sense.

lordly (lord'li), a. [< ME. lordlich, loverdlich;
< lord + -ly

1
.] 1. Of the character or quality

of a lord; having high or noble rank; noble;
aristocratic.

In sight of England and her lordly peers.
Shall., 2 Hen. VI., i. 1. 11.

2. Pertaining to or befitting a lord
;
character-

istic of lordship; large or grand in scale, size,

or extent.

She brought forth butter in a lordly dish. Judges v. 26.

Lordly sins require lordly estates to support them.
South, Sermons.

3. Proud; haughty; imperious; insolent.

Lords are lordliest in their wine. Hilton, S. A., 1. 1418.

= Syn. 3. Domineering, overbearing, lofty.

lordly (lord'li), adv. [< lord + -fy
2
.] In the

manner of a lord; hence, proudly; imperiously;

despotically.
A famished lion, Issuing from the wood,
Boars lordly fierce. Dryden.

lordolatry flor-dol'a-tri), . [< lord + Gr. ^a-

rpEi'a, worship ; after idolatry, etc.] Lord-wor-

ship ;
excessive respect for the nobility. [Hu-

morous.]
But how should it be otherwise in a country where Lor-

dolatry is part of our creed, and where our children are

brought up to respect the Peerage as the Englishman's
second Bible? Thackeray, Book of Snobs, ill.

lordosis (lor-do'sis), . [NL., < Gr. Mpduats, a

bending (back in the manner described), < top-

6ovv, bend back, < /lopcMf, bent back so as to ad-

vance the lower part of the body.] In pathol. :

(a) Abnormal curvature of the spinal column,
with the convexity toward the front, in dis-

tinction from kyphosis, in which the convexity
is toward the back, and from scoliosis, or lateral

curvature. (6) Any abnormal curvature of the

bones.

lords-and-ladies(16rdz'and-la'diz), n. 1. The

loricate

pair of eye-glasses, shutting into a frame which
when in use serves as a handle, intended for

examining objects at a little distance: also

sometimes used as synonymous with opera-yUum
or lorgnette.

She raises to her eyes of blue
Her lorynon, as she looks at you.

The Atlantic, LXIII. 049.
storax.

ore 1
(lor), w. [Also dial, or var. lear,

leari, n.); < ME. lore, tore, < AS. Idr (= OS. lori (16'ri), n. Same as tori*, 1.

lira = OFries. tare, NFries. leere = D. leer = loria, Plural of lorion.

MLG. tire, tore = OHG. lera, MHG. lere, G. lorlc (lor'ik), .
r' T ''

lehre; 8w. liira = Dan. lore, after G. ), teaching,

doctrine, learning; connected with the facti-

tive verb lieran, teach, from the verb seen in

Goth, leisan, pret. pres. law, find out; whence
also ult. E. learn: see ieori, v., and learn.] 1.

That which is taught; instruction; counsel:

admonition; teaching; lesson.

Thy wille vn-to them taughte haue I,

That wolde vu-to my lore enclyne.

[< L. loriea, a corselet: see

loriea.] Same as loriea, 1. [Bare.]
Lorie and low-browed Gorgon on the breast.

Urowning, Protus.

ja(lo-ri'ka),n.; pl.torc!(-8e). [L.,acorse-

(orig. of leather thongs), cuirass, any de-

Let this proverb a lore unto yow be.

Chaucer, Troilus. 11. 397.

But these conditions doe to him propound :

That, if I vanquishe him, he shall obay
My law, and ever to my lore be bound.

Spenter, F. Q., V. iv. 49.

2. That which is learned; any store of know-

ledge; learning; erudition.

Lo ! Rome herself, proud mistress now no more
Of arts, but thund'ring against heathen lore.

Pope, Dunclad, 111. 102.

The gentle deities

Showed me the lore of colors and of sounds.

Emerson, Mnsketaquld.

= Syn. 2. Learning, Erudition, etc. (see literature), attain-

nirnt !-, acquirements.
lore2*. Preterit and past participle of leese1 .

lore3!, n. [ME., usually lure, lyre, < AS. lyre,

loss, < leosan, pp. loren, lose : see Jeesel, lose1 .]

Loss.
Of loos, of lore, and of wynnynges.

let

fense, Fence, hedge, plaster, etc., <' lorum, a

thong, strap: see lore*.] 1. In Ront. antiq., a
cuirass or corselet. 2. In the middle ages, a

military garment consisting of a loose jacket
of leather upon which rings or small plates of

iron were sewed; also, a coat of fence of any
kind. 3. In eool., a case or covering likened

to a coat of mail, (a) The carapace of a crustacean.

(J) The organically distinct protective sheath or domicile

excreted and inhabited by many Infusorians, such as Va-

ginicola, Tintinnw, and Salping&ca, and aura by some roti-

fers.

Loricaria (lor-i-ka'ri-a), n. [NL., fern, of L.

loricarius, of or pertainingto a corselet, < loriea,

a corselet: see forica.] The typical genus of

Loricariidte, loricated with plate-like scales,
whence the name.

Chaucer, Honse'bf Fame, 1. 1965. loricarian (lor-i-ka'ri-an), a. and . [< Lori-

lore4 (lor), . [< F. lore, < L. lorum, a thong, caria + -an.] Same as loricarioid.

lash, whip, strap: see lorate.] 1. Anything LoricariidaB(lori-ka-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,<io-

suggesting a thong.
About the which two Serpents weren wound,
Entrayled mutually in lovely lore,

And by the tailes together flnnely bound.

Speneer, F. Q., IV. 111. 42.

2. In ornith., the side of the head between the

riearia + -4<Ue.] A family of loricated nema-

tognathous fishes, of which the type is the genus
Loricaria. They have an elongate body covered with

angular plates, a depressed head mailed above, an Inferior

mouth with reverted lower lip. the dorsal fin In relation

1th the abdominal region, and; the ventral fins advanced
*,. iu . .,,

-"'
to near the pectorals. The scapular arch is widened and

eye and the base of the upper^manaiple.^ This flattened below, and the pectorals and ventrals expand hori-

space is definitely marked in some birds, as herons and

grebes, by being naked ;
and in others by some special

kind of feathering, as the bristly plumules of a hawk.

torn.
,
a corneous angular process in the mouth

_ ___ ___ ,.
- of some insects, by means of which the trophi

plant cuckoo-pint or wake-robin, Arum macula- are put forth or retracted. Also lora. Kirby.
turn: in allusion to its bght- and dark-colored

ioreai (16're-al), n. Same as loral.

spadices, which suggest the two sexes See
The am(dl^ on the alde of the gnoutj the 80 .called

Arum, Aracew, and bulls-and-coirs. 2. Ihenar-
\meai, Ounther, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 196.

< lorei

lordship (Idrd'ship), n. [ .

*locerdlichipe, layerdschipe,
< AS. hldfordscipe, ^^

lordship, dominion, <hlaford, lord, + -*<%, E.
iorelnert . 8ee torimer.

-ship: see lord and -ship.] 1. The authority or
j (t

> ^ obsolete variant of torn,

power of a lord or ruler; dominion; sovereignty.
Jorer^ . See laurer.

They which are accounted to rule over the Gentiles ex- l oresmant (lorz'man), . [ME. ; < lore's, poss.
erclse lordship over them. Mark x. 42. ^f^?^. \Wa.] "An instructor!
2. The territory over which a lord holds juris- As W8 loref.man Iereg hym blleueth and troweth.
diction

;
a seigniory, domain, or manor. pien Plowman (B), xll. 183.

zontally. Nearly 150 species live in the fresh waters of trop-
ical America. Ooniodontes, Qoniadontida;, and Uypostomi-

=. . . dee are synonyms.
3. In herpet., a region on the side of the head

loricarioid (lor-i-ka'ri-oid), a. and n. I. a.

between the eye and the nostril, where certain
Pertaining to the Loricariidte, or having their

plates called lorals may be present. 4. In en- characters.

U. n. A fish of the family Loricariida;; a lori-

cated South American catfish.

Also loricarian.

Loricata (lor-i-ka'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

L. loricatus, pp. of tor/care, clothe in mail, <

loriea, a corselet, coat of mail : see loriea.] In

zool., a name having various applications, (a)
In mammal., the armadillos; the American mailed or

loricate edentates, as one of five suborders of Jlmta or

Edentata. They fall Into three families, Tatunida, Daty-
1s.) Ori-

Loricati.

order of rep-

tiles, the loricated saurlans, containing the crocodiles,

alligators, and gavials, and corresponding to the modern
order Crocodilia. (c) An order of choanoflagellate infusori-

ans, containing those which are loricate. E. It. Lanketter.

Edentata. Theylau into tnree lamines, lammaae, JJQ

podidae, and Chlamydophoridce. (See these words.) (

ginally named by Vlcq-d'Azyr (1792), in the form Loria

(6) In Merrem's system of classification, an order of r

(d) In iehth. : m A suborder of ganoid fishes.

(2) Th
. See Chan-

e Cottoidea; gurnards or mail-cheekeddrostei. ,_,

acanthopterygian fishes. Also Loricati. Jenyns. (c) In
conch., the coat-of-mail shells ; the polyplacophorous inol-

And the Kyng of Hungarye is a gret Lord and a rayghty, Jojette (16-ref) n [F. (see def.): said to be SO lusks or chitons : so named from the overlapping plates

and^holdethe
grete Lardschippes^Jf^^^^ <-llpd from their livinff at one time chieflvin the ol.M>e shell, which resemble a corselet (/)ln carcinot.,

What lands and lordships for their owner know
My quondam barber.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, x. 856.

3. The state or dignity of a lord or nobleman:

chiefly {cap.], with his or your, as a title used in

addressing or mentioning a nobleman, except
a duke or an archbishop, who has the title of

Grace (his or your). 4. In commerce, a royalty.
The plan proposed of a fixed lordship or percentage on

sales seems the only proposal which meets all the difficul-

ties of the case. Nineteenth Century, XXII. 612.

lordshipt, '. ' [ME. lordschipcn ; < lordship, n.]
To exercise domination over.

a division of macrurous decapod crustaceans, composed of

:
some of

^ ie base of

being dedicated to the the antennae, and passing through a peculiar larval stage

Virgin Mary, who has this title from the site ^^BS^^SffST^lSS^K^of a building at Loreto in Italy, called the ^'amArf inIU8orians and rotifers.

Santa Casa (
r
holy house'), and alleged to be

loricate (lor'i-kat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. loricated,
, v;,,ri,,>a H wniii^cr n f Na^rpth miraciilrmslv

ppr i^c^ng, [< L. foricatus, pp. of loricare,
clothe in mail, < loriea, a corselet, coat of mail :

lord's-roomt (lordz'rom), n.

a theater.

The stage-box in

He pours them out as familiarly as if he had . . . ta'en

tobacco with them over the stage in the lordtroom.

the Virgin's dwelling at Nazareth miraculously
transported to Italy.] In French usage, a mem- ,,, ^ mail) N w, ,tU) VU10C1CL ,

ui , .

ber of the demi-monde. A lorette differs from a gee tonca.] To cover with any material that
gritette only in living in a more showy style, and doing no

work, being entirely supported by her admirers.

Lorettine (16-re-ten' ), n. [< Loreto in Italy, with
ref . to the Virgin Mary and her sanctuary at

that place.] One of an order of nuns founded in

Kentucky in 181 2. They are occupied with the edu-

cation and care of destitute orphans. They labor chiefly
in the Western States. Also called Sisten of Loreto, and
Frietuls of Mary at the Foot of the Cross.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 1. lorgnette (16r-nyet'),. [F.,'

lordswiket, . [ME., earlier loverdmcikt. larrrd- perhaps < G. dial. toreH,look

serves as a protection or defense. See loriea.

Therefore hath Nature loricated or plalstred over the
Sides of the forementioned Hole (the Inner ear] with Ear-

wax, to stop and entangle any Insects that should attempt
to creep In. Ray, Works of Creation, U. 264.

In the Mammalia the development of a dermal exoskel-

eton Is exceptional, and occurs only In the loricated Eden-

tata. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 42.

FT, < tori/Her, spy, peep, loricate (lor'i-kat), a. and . [< L,. loricatus,

at.] 1. Anopera- pp.: see the verb.] I. a. 1. Covered with de-

. . ..e, < AS'. Mdfordswica, & betrayer of his lord, glass. 2. A lorgnon. fensive armor orwith any defensive covering.

a traitor, < hldford, lord, + swiai, betrayer, < lorgnon (16r'nyon; F. pron. 16r-ny6n'), . [F., 2. Consisting of overlapping plates ; having a

moieau, betray.] One who is disloyal ;
a traitor. < lorgner, spy : see lorgnette.] An eye-glass, or a pattern as of overlapping plates ;

imbricated :



loricate

an epithet arising from the mistaken idea that

the lorioa was essentially an imbricated coat.

3. Having a lorica
; loricated; inclosed in a

shell, case, or some hard covering resembling a

corselet or coat of mail Loricate femora, in m-
tom., femora so sculptured exteriorly that they appear to

be covered with a double series of oblique scales, as the

posterior femora of a grasshopper.

II. . A loricated animal; a member of the

Lorica to in any sense.

lorication (lor-i-ka'shon), n. [< L. loricatio(n-),

a clothing in mail, ? loricare, pp. loricatus,

clothe in mail: see loricate, .] 1. The act

of loricating, or the state of being loricated.

2. A loricate covering.
These cones [of the cedar] have . . . the entire lorica-

(ton smoother couched than those of the Fir kind.

Evelyn, Sylva, II. i.

loricoid (lor'i-koid), a. [< L. lorica, a corselet

(see lorica), + Gr. eMof, form.] Resembling a

lorica; also, loricate: sometimes applied to

fossil footprints left by supposed shielded ani-

mals.
Loriculus (lo-rik'u-lus ),

n. [NL. ,
dim. of Lorius,

a lory: see 'Lorius."] A genus of small lories of

the subfamily Loriinie (or Trichoglossinw); the

hanging parrakeets, or bat-parrots. They are

notable for their habit of hanging by the feet head down-
ward when asleep, and sometimes while feeding, and also

for lack of the brushy tongue which the lorikeets possess.

lories, . Plural of lory.

Loriinae (16-ri-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Lorius +
-iiue,'] A subfamily of Psittacidce, including
the genera Lorius and its subdivisions (as Eos),
Loriculus, and Coriphilus ; the lories. The defi-

nition of the group is not fixed ; it is often merged in

Tnchoglogsinoe. The birds usually placed in it are for the
most part of small size and very beautiful colors, chiefly

inhabiting the Eastern Archipelago and Oceania. Also
written Loriance, Loriiuz.

lorikeet (lor-i-kef), [< lory + (parra)keet.']
A. small parrot of the genus Trichoglossus, or,

in a broader use, of the subfamily Trichoglos-

sinte; a kind of lory. Most of them have a brushy
or penciled tongue, by means of which they feed upon
the sweets of flowers and on soft fruits. See Tricho-

glossus.

lorimert, lorinert (lor
'
i - mer, -ner), n. [Also

loremer; < OF. lorimier, larmier, a saddler, < to-

raw, lorein, a bridle, < L. lorum, a thong: see

lore*. For the term -im-er instead of -in-er, cf.

latimer for latiner.~\ A maker of bits, spurs,
and metal mountings for bridles and saddles

;

hence, a saddler.

Brummagem is a town maintained chiefly by smiths,
nailers, cutlers, edge-tool forgers, loriiners or bit-makers.

Holinshed, Descrip. of Britaine, xxv.

Lorinse (16-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Loris + -ince.]

Same as Lonince. G. E. Gray, 1840.

loringt (lor'ing), n. [Verbal n. of lore1
, v., =

Zearl.j Instructive discourse
;

instruction.

[Bare.]
They, as a Goddesse her adoring.

Her wisedome did admire, and hearkned to her taring.

Spenser, F. Q., V. vii. 42.

lorion (lo'ri-on), .; pi. loria (-a). [< MGr.
topiov, dim. of LGr. Aupov, Aapo(, < L. lorum,
thong, strap: see tore4 .] One of the stripes or
bands on the stoicharion or alb of a bishop of
the Greek Church.

Bishops . . . put on the stoicharion, which . . . dif-

fers from that of a Priest by being waved in white and
red bands, called loria. These signify rivers of grace, and
set forth the doctrine which should flow from a Pontiff.

J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 810.

loriot (lor'i-ot), n. [< F. loriot (OF. also lorion),
i. e. I'oriot, < le, the, + OF. oriot, var. of oriol,
a witwall, an oriole : see oriole.'] The golden
oriole of Europe, Oriolus galbula.

The swallow and the loriot

Are not so swift of wing.
S. B. Stoddard, Chinese Songs.

loris (16'ris), . [NL. torn (F. torn, sing, and
pi.); commonly said to be a native (E. Ind.)
name,but according to Baird < D. loeris, a clown,
booby, formerly adj., loerisch, loersch, clownish,
< loer, loerd, a clown, fool, < OF. lourd, a stupid
fellow: see lourd}.] 1. The slender lemur of

Ceylon, Arachnoeebus or Loris gracilis, a pro-
simianmammal of the familyLenmridce, and sub-
family Nycticebinai : more fully called slender
loris. Also ton; pi. tons. 2. [cap.'] The typi-
cal genus of Lorisina;, based by Geoffrey on the
slender lori or loris of Ceylon, and the same as
Arachnoeebus of Lesson; extended to include
the slow lemur, which is more frequently re-
ferred to a genus Sycticebus, Stenops, or Brady-
lemur. The species are arboreal and nocturnal inhabi-
tants of the East Indies. L. gracUis is remarkable for its
slender form, disproportionately long limbs, the absence of
a tail, short muzzle, and large eyes.
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Slender Loris {Lori* gracilis).

Lorisinae (lor-i-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Loris +
-incs.] A subfamily of Lemuridce, named from
the genus Loris, in a restricted sense including

only this genus and Nycticebus, in a wider sense

including these genera with Arctocebus and
Perodicticus : in the latter use it is the same
as Nycticebince. The animals referred to this group
are the slender loris, Loris gracilis; the slow lemur, Nyc-
ticebus tardigradus ; the potto, Perodicticus potto; and the

angwantibo, Arctocebus calabarensis. Also Loridina.

Lorius (16'ri-us), n. [NL., < E. lory, q. v.] A
large genus of small trichoglossine parrots, type
of the subfamily Loriince; the lories. The term
has been used with much latitude, but is now restricted

to the broad-tailed lories, of which more than 20 spe-
cies are known, all of the Austromalayan region, as L.

domicella of the Moluccas. The characteristic coloration
is red varied with blue ; hut some species are green, others
brown or black. Several subdivisions of Lorius are rec-

ognized, especially Eos. The name Domicella is now much
used instead of Lorius. See cut under Domicella.

lorn (16rn), a. [< ME. lorn, loren, lore, < AS.

loren, pp. of leosan, lose : see leesei, lose*.] I.

Lost; undone.
Wit-outin loue thou art lorn.

Wose [whoso] hat nout loue were bettre on-born.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. FurnivaU), p. 2S5.

If thou readest, thou art lorn !

Better hadst thou ne'er been born.

Scott, L. of L. M.,L 23.

2. Forlorn; bereft; lonely: as, a lorn, -widow.

But, as tenderly before him the lorn Ximena knelt.

Whittier, The Angels of Buena Vista.

"Yes, yes, . . ." cried Mrs. Gummidge, . , . "I know
that I'm a lone lorn creetur."

Dickens, David Copperfleld, iii.

Lorrainer (lo-ra'ner), . [< Lorraine (see def.)
+ -er1 .] A native or an inhabitant of Lorraine.

Lorrainese (lor-a-nes' or -uez'), a. [< Lorraine
+ -ese.J Pertaining to the ancient duchy or to
the later province of Lorraine, or to the inhabi-
tants of Lorraine. Since 1871 it has been di-

vided between France and Germany.
Lorraine shales. See shale.

lorrelt, Same as losel.

lorry (lor'i), .; pi. lorries (-iz). [Also tome,
larry; cf. E. dial, lurry, pull or drag.] 1. In

mining, a running bridge over a sinking-pit
top, upon which the bowk is placed after it is

brought up for emptying. Gresley. [Yorkshire.]
2. A long wagon, consisting of a nearly flat

platform (with a verylow rim) seton fourwheels,
which are either entirely under the platform or
do not rise above it. [Great Britain.]
lorum (16'rum), n.

; pi. torn (-rii). [NL., < L.
lorum: see tore*.] In zoo'l., the lore, as of a bird
or reptile.

lory (16'ri), n. ; pi. lories (-riz). [Also Inry. luri ;

< Malay luri, also nun, a lory.] One of a large
number of parrots constituting the subfamily
Loriina!, or forming a separate family Tricho-

glossidce ; any brush-tongued parrakeet, or lori-
keet. They are mostly of small size and brilliant col-

oration, inhabiting parts of Asia, the Malay archipelago,
and Oceania. Lorius domicella is a characteristic example.
All the lories properly so called are trichoglossine or brush-
tongued, excepting those of the genus Loriculus (or Caryl-
lis); but the name extends to some similar parrakeets of a
different group as those of the genus Eclectus. See Lorius,
Loriculus, Loriiiwe, and Trichoglossinai. See also cut under
Domicella.

Gentle lories, more beautiful in color than any, who sat
on the Banksias like a crop of crimson and purple flowers.

H. Eingsley, Hillyars and Burtons.

lost, See toseS.

losable (lo'za-bl), a. [Also loseable; < tosl +
-able.'] Capable of being lost

;
liable to be lost.

I heard him make enquiry whether the frigoriflck fac-

ulty of these corpuscles be loosoMe or not.

Boyle, Works, III. 763.

lose

Pencils and rubbers are about equally loseable.

Tlte Nation, III. 139.

losanget, An obsolete form of lozenge.

losardt, [A var. of losel, with substituted

suffix -ard.~] A coward.

lose1
(16z), v.

; pret. and pp. lost, ppr. losing.

[Formerly also toose (more or less confused with

loose, untie, relax) ; partly < ME. losien, < AS.

losian, become loose, escape, also lose, < to*, a

loss (see loss); but chiefly a var. of lescn (> E.

leese) (pret. les, pi. lore, pp. loren, lorn), lose:

see leesel, < AS. leosan (pret. leas, pi. luron, pp.

loren), in comp. forleosan. For the change of

AS. ed to E. o (o'o), pronounced o, cf. choose, <

AS. ceosan.'] I. trans. 1. To miss from pres-
ent possession or knowledge ; part with or be

parted from by misadventure ; fail to keep, as

something that one owns, or is in charge of or

concerned for, or would keep.

Rejoice with me ;
for I have found the piece which I had

lost. Luke xv. 9.

Thus they spent the next after-noone, and halfe that

night, when the Spanyards either lost them or left them.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 53.

But, said Christian, are there no turnings nor windings,

by which a stranger may lose his way?
Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 101.

2. To be dispossessed, deprived, or bereaved

of; be prevented or debarred from keeping,
holding, or retaining; be parted from without
wish or consent : as, to lose money by specula-
tion; to lose blood by a wound; to lose one's

hair by sickness
;
to lose a friend by death.

Hus sones for hus synnes sorwe they hadden ;

And alle lewede that leyde hond thereon loren lyf after.

Piers Plowman (C), xv. 63.

Even so by love the young and tender wit
Is turn'd to folly, blasting in the bud,
Losing his verdure even in the prime.

Shak., T. G. of V., i. 1. 19.

Her [the Roman Catholic Church's] acquisitions in the
New World have more than compensated for what she has
lost in the Old. Macaulay, Von Rauke's Hist. Popes.

3. To cease to have ; part with through change
of condition or relations; be rid of or disen-

gaged from.
The offence is holy that she hath committed,
And this deceit loses the name of craft.

Shale., M. W. of W., v. 5. 239.

Nor is it a thing extraordinary for rivers to lose their

channels, either choaked by themselves, or by the adverse
Seas. Sandys, Travailes, p. 73.

The mountains, lessening as they rise,
Lute the low vales, and steal into the skies.

Pope, Autumn, 1. 60.

4. To fail to preserve or maintain: as, to lose

one's reputation or reason
;
to lose credit.

Chuffey boggled over his plate so long that Mr. Jonas,
losing patience, took it from him.

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xi.

I lose my colour, I lose my breath,
I drink the cup of a costly death.

Tennyson, Eleanore.

5. To fail to gain or win
;

fail to grasp or se-

cure; miss; let slip: as, to lose an opportuni-
ty; to tose a prize, a game, or a battle.

He shall in no wise lose his reward. Mat. x. 42.

What have you lost by losing of this day?
Shak., K. John, iii. 4. 116.

Such delay might have lost the opportunity of relieving
him. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 185.

The motion that the sum to be granted should not ex-
ceed four hundred thousand pounds was lost by twelve
votes. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

See if you can't find out if the villain means to break
jail. I would not lose having him hung for a thousand
pounds. S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 8.

6. To let slip or escape from observation, per-
ception, etc.: as, I lost what he was saying,
from inattention

;
we lost the ship in the fog.

7. To fail to profit by; miss the use, advan-
tage, or enjoyment of; waste.

I am of the Opinion, That if any of our Nations would
seek a Trade with them, they would not lose their labour.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 308.

He has merit, good nature, and integrity, that are too
often lost upon great men. Pope, Letters.

All these signs, however, were lost upon him.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

8. To cause to miss or be deprived of
; sub-

ject to the loss of: as, his slowness lost him the
chance.

I pray that this action lose not Philaster the hearts of
the people. Beau, and Fl., Philaster, iv. 4.

Sir, if that to serve you
Could lose me any thing, as indeed it cannot,
I still would follow you.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv. 4.

9. To displace, dislodge, or expel. [Rare.]
A still soliciting eye, and such a tongueAs I am glad I have not, though not to have it
Hath lost me in your liking. Shak., Lew, i. 1. 286.



lose

10. To pive over to ruin, disgrace, or shame:

chiefly in tlie past participle.
In spite of all the virtue wo can boast,
Tin- woman that deliberate* is tuft.

Addison, Cato, iv. 1.

There's no love lost between, see /one'. To lose

caste, ground, <'tc. s- the nouns. -To lose letters.
See letter*. -To lose one's bearings, one's grip, one's

head, etc. See bearing, yrip, etc. To lose one's self.

(a) To lose one's road or way.
Hall and the two others, who went to Connecticut No-

vember :), came now home, having lout the/twelve* and en-

dured much misery. Wiiitkrop, Hist. New England, 1. 146.

(6) To be bewildered
;
have the thoughts or reason hope-

lessly perplexed or confused. (<) To become abstracted
or fall into a reverie; become absorbed in thought; lose

consciousness, as in slumber.

I love to lone myself in a mystery.
SVr T, Browne, Religlo Medici, 1. 9.

As I pace the darkened chamber and lose myself in mel-

ancholy musings. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 148.

To lose the bell, see belli. To lose the number of
one's mess (naut.), to die. To lose way, to have the

headway or progress checked : said of a ship under sail.

II. iatrans. 1. To suffer loss or deprivation.
When a man loteth in his commodity for want of skill,

etc., he must look at it as his own fault or cross, and there-

fore must not lay it upon another.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 381.

He (Temple] never put himself prominently before the

public eye, except at conjunctures when he was almost
certain to gain and could not possibly lose.

Macaulay, Sir William Temple.
" When the righteous die," says the Talmud,

"
it is the

earth which totes." J. F. Clarke, Sell-Culture, p. 21U.

2. To incur forfeit in a contest; fail to win.

Well talk with them too,
Who lotted and who wins

; who's in, who's out.

Shak., Lear, v. 3. 15.

3. To succumb
;
fail

; suffer by comparison.
Wisdom in discourse with her

Lotet, discountenanced, and like folly shows.

Milton, t. L., Till. 668.

lose 1
! (loz), n. [< losel, v. Cf. loss.] The act

of losing ; loss.

And thanne we had a grett lose, ffor he was a good hon-
est person, on whose Soule Jhu have mercy.

Torkinyton, Diarie of Eng. Travel], p. 80.

Without zeal the widow's mites are no better than the
rest ; it is the cheerful lne that doubleth the gift.

5. Ward, Sermons, p. 78. (Davies.)

Iose2t, a- A Middle English form of loose.

lose :i
t, [ME., also los, loos, < AF. too*, OF.

los = Pr. laus, < L. lavs (pi. laudes), praise: see

laud.] 1. Praise; fame; reputation; credit.

Jason, ful of renomee,
And Ercules, that hadde the grete lot.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1514.

These yonge lusty bachelors that to conquere loos and
pris and honour haue lefte theire londes and her con-

treyes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 884.

2. Keport; news; gossip.
There was suche tidyng over al, and suche lot,
That in an He that called was Colcos, . . .

That therin was a ram that men myghte see
That had a flees of golde.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1424.

Sche fallith not vnder for vilonye,
For Ion, for sijknes. ne for schame.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.), p. 116.

Iose3t, '. t- [ME. losen, < lose$, n.] To praise.
In heuen to ben losed with God hath none ende.

Testament of Love, i.

loseable, See losablc.

losel (16 zel), w. and a. [Also lozel, and former-

ly lore!, lorrcl; < ME. losel, also lorel, < "losen,

loren, pp. of Icscn, lose: see leese^ and lose1 .']

I. n. A good-for-nothing, worthless fellow; a

scamp.
I se that every Inrel shaplth hyra to fynde owt newe

fraudes for to accuse goode folk.

Chaucer, Boethiiis, I. prose 4.

Bydes God me? fals loselle, thou lyse !

What tokyn told he? take thou tent
York Plays, p. 81.

And, lozel, thou art worthy to be bang'd.
That wilt not stay her tongue.

.sv,a*., W. T., li. 3. 100.

II. ft, Worthless; wasteful.

Why should you plain that lozel swains refuse you?
P. Fletcher, Piscatory Eclogues, ii.

Where didst thou learne to be so agueish, so pusillani-
mous, thou lozel Bnchelour of Art?

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.
The office of constable fell into such decay that there

was not one of those Intel scouts known in the province
for many years. Irnng, Knickerbocker, p. 153.

loselism (lo'zel-izm), n. [< IOKCI + -fern.] The
quality or state of a losel; also, losels collec-
tive ly. [Rare.]

It seems likely that all the Luselism of London will be
about the church next Sunday. Carlyle, in Froude.

loselryt, . [< loaeJ + -i'y.] Knavery; vile-

ness; roguery.
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I dought least by sorsery
Or such other lotelry.

Skelton, Why Come ye not to Court?

losenget, n. An obsolete form of lozenge.

losengert (loz'en-jer), n. [ME., also losengour,
Ins/ HJ'iiir, < OF. loHcngcor, loftengeour, losangeour,
also losengier, losani/ii r. l/wiigrr (= Sp. //.w-

jrrn = Pp. lixiiiiji-iro = It. lusinghicrti, after F.),
a flatterer, < losenge, losangr, Itwtige, flattery :

see lozenge.'] A flatterer; a deceiver.

Alias ! ye lordes, many a fals flatonr

Is in youre courtes, and many a losengour.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 506.

losengeryet, [ME., < OF. losengcrie, flattery,
< lowtujr, flattery: see lozenge.] Flattery.

Flattererea been the dcveles norices that norlssen hire

children with milk of losengerie. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

loser (18'zer), n. [Formerly also looser; < lose1

+ -frl.] One who loses, or is subjected to loss ;

one who fails to win, gain, or keep.
Such losers may have leave to speak.

Shot., 2 Hen. VI., ill. 1. 186.

losh1
(losh), inter/. [A distortion of Lord.] An

interjection implying surprise, astonishment,
or deprecation. [Scotch.]

Losh, man ! hae mercy wi* your natch,
Your bodkin's bauld. Burns, To a Tailor.

losh2 (losh), n. [Also lush; said to be a cor-

ruption of F. loche: see loach.] The burbot.
Lota maculosa: so called in parts of British

America and in Alaska.
losh-hide (losh'hid), n. [< *loslt, appar. a var.

of teA 1 (ortosA2 T),+ hide*.] In leather-manuf.,
an oiled, undressed hide. E. H. Knight.
You should prouide for the next ships flue hundred Losh

hides. BaUuyfs Voyages, I. 306.

Iosing
1
(lo"zing),p.a. [Ppr. of lose1

, v.] Caus-

ing or resulting in loss: as, a losing game, bat-

tle, or business.
Yet the nrst bringer of unwelcome news
Hath but a losing office.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., 1. 1. 101.

He was a man of an incorrigible and losing honesty.
Lamb, Old Benchers.

Losing hazard. See hazard, 6.

losing^ (lo'zing),^>.
a. [Ppr. of lose^, v.] Given

to flattery; fawning; cozening; deceitful.

Among the many simoniacal prelates that swarmed In

the land, Herbert, Bishop of Tnetford, must not be for-

gotten; nicknamed Losing that is, the Flatterer. Fuller.

losinget, n. An obsolete variant of lozenge.

losingly (lo'zing-li), adv. In a losing manner;
in a manner to incur or to result in loss. Imp.
Diet.

loss (16s), n. [< ME. los, < AS. los, a loss, dam-
age, < leosan (pp. loren), lose: see lose1 .] 1.

Failure to hold, keep, or preserve what one has
had in his possession ; disappearance from pos-
session, use. or knowledge ; deprivation of that
which one has had: as, the loss of money by
gaming; Ions of health or reputation; loss of
children : opposed to gain.
A fellow that hath had losses. Shak. , Much Ado, iv. 2. 87.

Standing by y* Queene at bassett, I observ'd that she
was exceedingly concern 'd for y loese of 80.

Evelyn, Diary, July 13, 1686.

So down he came ; for loss of time,
Although it griev'd him sore,

Yet loss of pence, full well he knew,
Would trouble him much more.

, Cowper, John Gilpln.
2. Specifically, death.
There be many sad Hearts for the loss of my Lord Rob-

ert Digby. Howett, Letters, I. vi. 45.

3. Failure to gain or win : as, the loss of a prize
or battle.

Your lordship is the most patient man in last, the most
coldest that ever turned up ace. Shak.

, Cymbeline, ii. 3. 2.

4. That which is lost or forfeited ;
that which

has been scattered or wasted: as, the loss by
leakage amounted to 20 gallons ;

an insurance

company's /ossby a fire.

The wager thou hast won ; and I will add
Unto their lone* twenty thousand crowns.

Shak., T. of the S., V. 2. 113.

5. Defeat; overthrow; ruin. [Rare.]
Our hap is loss, our hope but sad despair.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 3. 9.

Blessing
Against this cruelty flght on thy side,
Poor thing, condemn'd to loss!

Shak., W. T.,11.3. 192.

6. Lack; want.
But for loss of Nestor's golden words,

It seem'd they would debate with angry swords.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1420.

7. The state of being at fault; the state of hav-

ing lost the trail and scent of game.
He cried upon it at the merest loss,

And twice to-day pick'd out the dullest scent
Shak., T. of the S., Ind., I. 23.

lot

At a loS. (a) In uncertainty, perplexity, or confusion ;

puzzled ; undecided.

Our Pilot* being at a lots on these less frequented
Coasts, we supply'd that defect out of thu Spanish Pilot-

books. Itontpier, Voyages, 1. 163.

Living in conversation from his infancy makes him no
where at a loss. Stetle, Tatler, No. SO.

(ft) At such a price as to lose or Incur loss.

He is forced to sell stock at a great tow, Is he? Well,
that's very kind of him.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, UL 1.

Consequential losses. See consequential.
- Construc-

tive total loss. See constructive. - LOBS of head, de-

crease of power from waste of energy in the descent of a
stream supplying water-power. Kankine, Steam Engine.
w. To bear a loss, (a) To make good the value of

something lost (6) To sustain a loss with spirit or forti-

tude. = Syn. Lots, Detriment, Damage, Waste, Forfeiture,
etc. Loss is the class word under which detriment, damage,
mute, forfeiture, etc., are species. Lots, detriment, and
damage apply to persons or things ; waste and forfeiture
only to things. As to detriment and damage, see injury.
Watte is generally voluntary. although not always realized;
sometimes It is only by neglect. Forfeiture is a loss through
the law, as a penalty or as the result of neglect

loss (ls), . See loess.

lossful (16s 'ful), a. [< loss + -ful.] Detri-

mental
; damaging. [Archaic and rare.]

The world s an ark, wherein things pure and gross
Present their lossful gain, and gainful loss,
Where every dram of gold contains a pound of dross.

Quarlc*, Emblems, II. 7.

lossless (Ids'les), a. [< loss + -less.] Free from
loss. [Archaic and rare.]

Rebellion rages in our Irish Province, but with miracu-
lous and losselense victories of few against many is daily
discomfited and broken.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnnus.

lossom (los'um), a. An obsolete or dialectal
form of loresome.

lost (16st), p. a. [Pp. of lose*, v .] 1 . Parted with

unwillingly orbymisadventure ; not tobe found
;

no longer held or possessed; no longer kept in

knowledge or remembrance : as, a lost book ;
a

lost limb
;
a lost fortune.

I have gone astray like a lout sheep. Ps. cxix. 176.

Lore long dead,
Lost to the hurrying world.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 9.

2. Not won or gained; missed: as, a lost prize;
a /"- ' chance.
In the lost battle, borne down by the flying.
Where mingles war's rattle with groans of the dying!

Scott, Marmion, vi. 32.

3. Not employed or enjoyed; not effectually or

profitably used ; misspent ;
wasted : as, a lost

day ; a lost opportunity.
Do you go back dismay'd? 'tis a lost fear;
Man but a rush against Othello's breast
And he retires. Shak., Othello, v. 2. 269.

4. Ruined; destroyed; consumed or wasted
away, whether physically or morally: as, lost

health
;
lost honor.

Bring some good oil, pitch, and tar, and a good piece of
an old cable to make oakum ; for that which was sent Is

much lost. Winthrop, Hist New England, I. 454.

She might be more disposed to feel a woman's Interest
in the lost girt. Dickens, David Copperfleld, xlvt

The shame
Of a lost country and dishonoured name.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 265.

5. Spiritually ruined; abandoned morally; in

theof., finally shut out from salvation or eter-

nal life ; damned : as, a lost soul.

And now without redemption all mankind
Must have been lout, adjudged to death and hell

By doom severe, had not the Son of God . . .

His dearest mediation thus renew'd.

Milton, P. L., ill. 223.

6. Bewildered; absent-minded; absorbed: as,
he looked about in a lost way.

And there among the solitary downs,
Full often lo.it In fancy, lost his way.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

Lost Cause, the cause of the overthrown Southern Con-

federacy. [U. S.J Lost motion. See motion. Lost
Sunday. See Sunday. Lost to, insensible to; incapa-
ble of feeling : as, lost to shame.

The most vice-hardened men, although they are lost to all

other feeling, are often found to cherish a regard for the

feelings of a mother. BMiotheca Sacra, XLV. 7.

= Syn. 1. Missing. 4 and 5. Shattered; overthrown;
downfallen ; depraved, abandoned, reprobate, profligate,

incorrigible, shameless.

lostet. An obsolete past participle of loose.

losynget, An obsolete variant of lozenge.
lot (lot), n. [< ME. lot, < AS. Mot (also in deriv.
forms Met, Mitt, Mijt, hlyte) = OS. Mot = OFries.
Mot = D. lot = MliG. lot, lot = OHG. hloz, loz,
MHG. loz, G. los, loos, lot, share, = Icel. hlautr,
hlntr, share, offering, = Dan. lod = Sw. lott, lot.

share, = Goth, hlauin, lot, share, portion (cf. It.

lotto (> Sp. Pg. lote) = F. lot, < ML. lottvm, lot,
< Teut. ) ;

from a strong verb, AS. Median (pret.



lot

it pi hluton, pp. hloten) = OS. hliotan =
OHG. liosan, MHG. Uezen = Icel. Mjota =Goth.

Mi/ta (not recorded), obtain by lot. Hence,

through F., lottery and allot.'] I. A means of

It contains the

ferences cannot be perceived) used to

choice, advantage, dispute, etc. See to cast tote,

to draw lots, below.

Bach markt his lot, and cast it in to Agamemnon's caske.

Chapman, Iliad, vn.

2 That which is determined or assigned by lot
;

that which one gets by the drawing or casting

of lots, or by some other fortuitous method ;
a

chance allotment, share, or portion, as of land,

money, service, etc.

And all that fell in Robyn's late
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Lett*.* A* who shall begin fin and perfect ventral fins.

SAaAr., A. and C., ii. 6. 63. burbots and lings. .

Vacant lot a plot of ground on which there is no build- lotine (16'tin), a. and . [< Lota* + -IM L
. J I.

in* particularly, a small unoccupied lot among others
ff Having the characters of a burbot or ling,

that are built upon, in a town or city. =Syn. 3. Hap, de .

Qf or pertajning to the LotincE.

ttted nor lottina II. " A fish of the subfamily Lotinas.

'SUX3& i^/lgjKtf &J<TiSal
larntio(n-), a washing, < taware, lavatus, lautns,

lotus, wash: see taw2
, 0.] 1. A washing; par-

ticularly, a washing of the skin. 2. A fluid

preparation, wash, or cosmetic applied to the
. ., ,_.

of t]ae fac6; for the

Your brother Lorel's prize ! for so my largess

Hath lotted her to be.

B. Jmwon, Sad Shepherd, ii. 1.

II. intrans. To cast lots.

cxr
3. In ptiar., a liquid holding in solution va-

rious medicinal substances, applied externally

to stimulate action, to relieve pain, etc.

' r'

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 216.

To lot upon, to count upon ; look forward to with plea-

sure: as, I lotted upon going to town. [New Eng.] loto 1
,

. See lotto.

A,,a au urn- u ... .,.. . ~~ Lota* (16'ta), n. [NL < OF. lote, a pout: see
loto<2 (16

,

t6)( _ Another form
He smote them wonder sare. lotcS.1 A genus of gadoid fishes of an elongate L t phagi (16-tof'a-ji), n. pi. [L., < Gr. Auro-

Lytell Geate of Kobyn Bode (Child's Ballads, v. 1M).
ghape ^^ vimforra teeth on the jaws and vo- ifa lotus-eaters,"< fasrk, lotus, + Qayuv, eat.]

.ludah said unto Simeon his brother, Come up with me
merj typical of the subfamily Lotinte. The bur- The lotus-eaters; in Gr. legend, especially as

,nto niy lot; ... and I likewise will go up with thee i

fe
. L macu iosa jg an example. See cut under

; j the Odyssey, the name of a people who>-'"' Jna esi. a. > ~
^ n. _;. _ U. j. _u^ +!, *,,<, _

lota2 , lotah (lo't'a), n. [Also tofe>; E
;
Ind.] A

thyfo: Judges!

His lot was to burn incense when he went into the tem-

ple of the Lord. Luke > 9-

3. Share or portion in life allotted in any casual

way; station or condition determined by the

chances of life; fortune; destiny: as, the lot of

the poor.
Such is the lot of all that deal in public affairs, whether

of church or commonwealth. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iv. 14.

The lots of glorious men are wrapt in mysteries,
And so deliver'd.

ate the fruit of a plant called the lotus, con-

jecturally identified with various plants which

globular or melon-shaped pot, usually of pol- nave borne that name. Those of the followers of
r_i-- j i A ; +i,ft T?ocf Tnrlioa fnr firs/wine''

Odysseus or Ulysses who ate of it are described as being

rendered forgetful of theirfriends and unwilling to return
ished brass, used in the East Indies for drawing

water, drinking, and ablutions.

The dismayed sirdar found the head of a fourth [kitten]

jammed in the neck of his sacred lotah, wherewith he per-

forms his pious ablutions every morning at the ghaut.
J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 311.

rendered forgi -

to their own land. In historical times a people known
under the name of Lotophagi lived on the northern coast

of Africa in Tripoli, and on the island of Meninx (Loto-

phagitis, modern Jerba) in Tunis. See lotus, 1, and lotus-

loteM (lot), v. i. [ME. loten, lotien, < AS. lutian, lotor (16'tor), n. [NL., < L. lavare, pp. lotus,

lurk (= OHG. luzen, MHG. luzen, lie hidden, wash: see lave2, lotion.] The washer:
_ .

* . . * _ _ T j-i i m,. i . . ..i- .
- - ~, ,. v T_ u * 10 lUTK (= Uxlljr. luzctt. IYLXIUT. vwivn. no UIWJA,**, wasu; set? nt ;&-* n/cn/^.j j.i*v,

Fletcher (and another), Prophetess,!. 3.

lurk)
V

<^^ stoop, lout : see tol.] To lurk; nation, both specific and generic, of the Ameri-

lie hidden.
He fond this holy olde Urban anon

Among the seintes buriels lotinge.

Chaucer, Second Nun's Tale, 1. 186.

For outlawes in the wode and vnder banke lotyeth.

Piers Plowman (B), xvii. 102.

[< F. lote = Sp. Pg. It. toto, < L.

lotus,\ Gr. /umif, lotus: see lotus."] Lotus.

can racoon, Procyon lotor, from its habit of

dipping its food in water before eating it.

lotos (lo'tos), n. Same as lotus.

lotted (lot'ed), p. a. Having a (specified) lot

or fortune. [Rare.]
Some sense, and more estate, kind heaven
To this well lotted peer has given.

Prior, The Ladle, Moral.

A witch ;
a fortune-

This report . . . assigns a lot for the maintenance of

public schools in every township ;
another lot for the pur-

poses of religion. Bancroft, Hist. Const, II. 111.

6. (a) Proportion or share of taxes, (if) Trib-

ute; toll.
In Englond he arered a lote

OfficF
" '

4. Any distinct part orparcel; a portion or part

separated from others of the same kind: as, a

lot of goods; a lot of furniture. Specifically

5. A portion or parcel of land; any piece of

land divided off or set apart for a particular use

or purpose: as, a building-to<; a pasture-to*; all

that lot, piece, or parcel of ground (a formula in I te2 (lot), n.

legal instruments). In the phrase "lot, piece, or par- lotus, (. Gr. A

bu
1

t whe
n
n
d
use

<

cl atoncTt common" denotel'a small tact" As regards personal considerations, we were to abstain lot-teller+ (lot'tel'er), n,

division of land. Thus.'a quarter quarter-section (40 acres),
R- f- Surton> El-Medin , p. 8 .

witches, in foretime named lot-tellers, now commonly
being a legal subdivision and as such marked as a lot of

lote3 (lot), n. [< OF. lote, F. lotte = Sp. tote called sorcerers.

ground, is held a "lot" within the meaning of a home-
fML total a DOut 1 A gadoid fish, the burbot. A. MaunseU, Catalogue of English Printed Books>(1596).

stead exemption law exempting
" the lot of ground and the y r jTi [(inej/e. Diet.)

,n, occupied as a residence and owned by

jgjjjg^ , ^ [NL . (A , p. de f^AM*, lottery ( lot'e-ri), n.
; pi. lotteries (-riz). [= D.

1825), < Lotus + -ete.~] A tribe of leguminous totery = G. lottene = I>an. bw. lotten . bp. lo

plants, typified by the genus Lotus, distinguish-
ed by their pinnate five- to many-foliate leaves

with entire leaflets, and capitate, umbellate, or

rarely solitary flowers. The tribe embraces 8

genera of herbs or suffrutescent plants,
lote-busb. (lot'bush), n. The small tree Zieyphus
Lotus. Same as lotus-tree, 1. Also lote-tree.

n. [Also lutby, Indby; < ME. loteby (pi.

< lote*. + by1
.] A concubine.

And with me folwith my loteby

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 6339.

lote-fruit (lot'frot), . Lotus-fruit; especial-

ly, the product of Zizyphus Lotus. See lotus-

That's a big lot of money. Tennyson, Queen Mary, ii. 3. lote-tree (lot'tre), n. [< lote"*, .,+ tree.] Same
8t. pi. A game formerly played with roundels as lotus-tree, 1.

on which short verses were written: used as a Oh ! what are the brightest [flowers] that e'er have blown

singular. 9. The shoot of a tree. [Prov.Eng.] To the lote-tree, springing by Alla's throne,

-Across lots, cross lots. See across, crossl, prep.-City Whose flowere have a soul in every leaf?

10t,inthel
T

nitedStates,arectangularplotofground25feet Haore, Lalla Rookh, Paradise and the Peri.

wideandlOOfeetlong.thesebeingthemostcommondimen- loth.1 a and n See loath.
sionsof the separate parcels of ground in American cities, ^,.^.^.2'^nt^ Cft Innd a wpwlit F, lentil ~\

It is commonly taken in such towns as a unit of land- lOin/
5

(lot), n. l. lead, a weignt, _ Xi.tei

measures. Job lot See joW (&). Lot of ground. See A German unit of weight, varying in different
def. 6. Lot system, in the law of registration of land- localities from 225 to 270 grains troy,
titles, the system which records all known lots within the

Lotharingian (16-tha-rin'ji-an), a. and n. [<

Lotharingia (G. Lotkfingen, F. Lorraine) + -an.]

c) In mining, dues to the lord of the manor for

ingress and egress [Prov.Eng.]-?. Alargeor
considerable number or amount

;
a great deal :

as, a lot of people : often used in the plural (and
the plural even as an adverb, meaning

' a great

deal'): as, he has tote of money. [Colloq.]

A great lot of evil spirits.
C. Mather, Mag. Chris.

teria = Pg. loteria, < F. loterie, lottery, a lot-

tery, < lot, lot, share: see lot, n.] 1. Distri-

bution of anything by lot
;
allotment

; also, the

drawing of lots; determination by chance or

fate ;
random choice ;

matter of chance : as,

the lottery of life.

Ajax. Who shall answer him ?

Achil. I know not : it is put to lottery.

Shak., T. and C., ii. 1. 140.

Knowledge and improvements are to be got by sailing and

posting for that purpose ; but whether useful knowledge
and real improvements, is all a lottery.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 14.

2. A scheme for raising money by selling
chances to share in a distribution of prizes;
more specifically, a scheme for the distribution

of prizes by chance among persons purchasing
tickets, the correspondingly numbered slips,
or lots, representing prizes or blanks, being
drawn from a wheel on a day previously an-
nounced in connection with the scheme of in-

tended prizes. In law the term lottery embraces all

schemes for the distribution of prizes by chance, such as

policy-playing, gift^exhibitions, prize-concerts, raffles at

fairs, etc., and includes various forms of gambling. Most

an inspection of the record shows each lot separately, I. a. Of or pertaining to Lotharingia or Lor-
together with all instruments affecting it : distinguished raine, an ancient duchy and later a province of

France. It is now divided between France and

Germany.
II. n. A native of Lotharingia or Lorraine.

See Lorrainer.

Lothario (lo-tha'ri-6), n. [In allusion to Loflia-

rio (called in one place "the gay Lothario"),
a character in Rowe's play,

" The Fair Peni-
tent." The name Lothario is an Italianized
form of OHG. Hlodhari, Lwlheri, G. Luther (>
OF. Ludhers), AS. Hlothhere.] A jaunty liber-

tine; a gay deceiver
;
a rake.

...j. ofBrunne, p. 124.
lothet, An obsolete form of loathe.

And they crucified him, and parted his garments, casting lothflllt, lotb.lin.eS8t, etc. Obsolete forms of
lots. Mat. xxvii. 36.

loathful, etc.
To draw lots, to draw or take from an urn or some other LotinSB (lo-ti'ne), w. pi. [NL.,< Lota* + -in/I'.]

mfsl
6
maA^^r

m
of

n
different le?

a

?ns' for'lhT' u^os^of
A subfamily of gadoid fishes, typified by the

determining, by the accident of drawing, some
P
choi'c<' or genus Lota, with two dorsal fins (a short antf-

question. rior and a long posterior one), a single long anal

from the block system, or the record together of all instru-

ments affecting any of the lots in a block that is, any area,
exclusive of highway, which is bounded by highways, leav-

ing the searcher to form his own opinion as to whether a

particular lot is affected or not. Scot and lot. See scot.

To cast in one's lot with or among, to share the for-

tunes of (another or others).

Cast in thy lot aiiioivj us ; let us all have one purse.
Prov. 1. 14.

To cast lots, to throw some object, as a die, for the

purpose of determining by the manner of its fall some
choice, a question in dispute, etc.

Lotes did the! kast, for whom thei had that wo.

, .,

of the governments of the continent of Europe have at
different periods raised money for public purposes by
means of lotteries ; and a small sum was raised in Amer-
ica during the Revolution by a lottery authorized by the
Continental Congress. Both state and private lotteries

have been forbidden by law in Great Britain and in nearly
all of the United States, Louisiana and Kentucky being
the two notable exceptions.

He [man] comes not into the world, nor he comes not to
the Sacrament, as to a lottery, where perchance he may
draw salvation. Donne, Sermons, iv.

Lotteries, at this period common in all New England,
had become a favorite resort for raising money to support
government, carry on wars, build churches, construct

roads, or endow colleges. S. Jttdd, Margaret, i. 6.

3f. The lot or portion falling to one's share ;
a

chance allotment or prize.
Octavia is

A blessed lottery to him.
Shale., A. and C., ii. 2. 248.

4. A children's picture or print. [Prov. Eng.]
lotto, loto1

(lot'6, 16'to), n. [It. lotto, lot, lot-

tery: see lot, .] 1. A game played with disks
and cards. Each disk has one number on it, and each
card several numbers in lines. The disks are drawn from
a bag, the number on each is called, and the correspond-



lotto

mg number on one of the cards covered. That player
who first covers all the numbers of one line wins the game.
2. Same as kom.

lot-tree (lot'tre), . A European tree, 1'i/mx

(Norlnin) Aria. Also called white bean-tree.

lotus (16'tus), n. [< L. lotus, lotos, < Or. ?.<jrof,

the name of several plants (see def. ). Cf. lote'*.]

1. One of a number of different plants famous
in mythology and tradition, or in modern times
associated witli traditions. Aside from the Homeric
lotus (see Lotophairi anil Inlux-trer), the name was also given
to several species of water-lily, as the blue water-lily, Cos-
taiia semtifoKa (Nymphaa ccerulaa), the Egyptian wut.T

lily, C. mygtica(fiifmph(fa Lotus), and the nelumbo(AWw?n-
nium QMciMumX the Pythagorean or sacred bean, which
grow in stagnantor slowlyrunning waters. Ciixtaliasecuti-

folia and C. iititxtifir :tro often found figured on Egyptian
imildiiiKs. columns, etc., and the noluinbo, or Hindu and
Chinese lotus, bears a prominent part in mythology. In
the decorative art of India the lotus-flower is used espe-
cially as a support to the figure of a divinity or of a sage or
deified personage. It is so represented both in relief or
solid, as in bronze, and in paintings. Similar representa-
tions in Chinese and Japanese ail seem to be derived di-

rectly from India.

2.
[pa^).] [NL. (Tournefort, 1700).] A genus of

leguminous plants, type of the tribe Lotto;, dis-

tinguished by a two-valved pod and the pointed
keel of the corolla. About lOO species have been de-

scribed, which may be reduced to 50. They are found in

the temperate and mountainous regions of Europe and
Asia, also in Africa, America, and Australia. The

plants
are shrubby herbs, with peculiar quadri- toquinquefollato
leaves, of which three leaflets are near the apex of the leaf
and the other two are near the base, so as to have the ap-
pearance of stipules. The flowers are red, pink, or white,
and disposed in axillary umbels. The pod is oblong or
often linear, and straight or curved. Many of the species
are cultivated. A general name for plants of the genus
is bird'tjmil trefoil. L. cortuculatus is the common bird's-

foot trefoil or clover of Great Britain, etc., also called cat-

in-clover. fai'ters-and-toes, and by other fanciful names. Its

herbage is highly nutritious, and it is a valuable pasture -

and meadow-plant, with taller fodder-plants, or in inferior
soils. Some other species are also valuable. L. Jacobcea
is sometimes called St. James's flmtxr, otjacobi.

3. In arch., an ornament in the form of the

Egyptian water-lily, Castalia mystica, frequent-
ly figured in the art of ancient nations, notably
on certain types of the capitals of Egyptian
columns Blue lotus of the Nile, Castalia. secuMfolia.
East Indian lotus, Castalia sacra (Xymphceapubescent).
Egyptian lotus, Cattalia mystica. Seedef. 1. Hunga-

rian lotus, a European water-lily, Castalia (Symphaxi)
thermalis. See water-lily.

lotus-berry (16'tus-ber"i), . A small West In-

dian tree, Byrxonima coriacca of the Malpighi-
acc(r, bearing edible yellow drupes.
lotus-eater (16'tus-e'ter), n. One of the Lo-

tpphagi; hence, one who finds pleasure in a
listless, dreamy life; a devotee of indolent

pleasures; a languid voluptuary.
And round about the keel with faces pale,
Dark faces pale against that rosy flame,
The mild-eyed melancholy Lotos-eaters came.

Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters.

lotus-tree (16'tus-tre), . 1. A prickly shrub,
Zizynhtis Lotus, native in northern Africa and
southern Europe, yielding one of the jujube-
fruits, a sweet and pleasant-flavored drupe of
the size of an olive. The fruit Is not equal to that of
the common jujube, '/.. satim, but is much used for food
where ft Is native, and furnishes a kind of wine. It is

held by many to have been the food of the classical Lotc-

phagt, as it agrees with the locality and description given
by Polybius. Sec Lotophagi.
2. The nettle-tree, Celtis australis, bearing a
small sweet berry, which has sometimes been
identified with the ancient lotus-food. Also
called tree-lotus. See Celtis and ncttk-tree. 3.
The date-plum, Diospyros Lotos, an Asiatic tree,
cultivated in southern Europe. Its sweet, barely
edible fruit can hardly be the classical lotus. [Among
trees that have been supposed to be the classical lotus

may be mentioned also li/iamnus Lotus, a North African
shrub with a pleasant fruit, and Xitraria tridentata, a

thorny, desert-loving shrub, whose succulent fruit has a

stimulating quality.]

loud (loud), a. [< ME. loud, hid. < AS. MM =
OS. OFries. MM = D. laid = MLG. lude, LG.
li,<l = OHG. lilut, MHG. Hit, Gt. iant (not in

Scand. or Goth., the Dan. adv. lytlt, loudly, be-

ing prob. of LG. origin), loud, = L. *clutus in

induing, renowned, famous, = Gr. tf.vToc., re-

nowned, = Skt. yruta, heard, = Ir. cloth, noble,
brave ; orig. pp., with suffix -rf-', as also in cold,
altl, dead, etc. (see -d2

, -etft), of the verb reprer
sented by L. clucre = Gr. n'/i-eiv, hear, which
also appears in AS. Mystan, E. li.*t l

, lint<-n, etc.,
also in Ur. K'/J'OC, renown, glory, L. gloria, glory,
IttiiK (la ud-), praise, W. clod, praise, fame: see
linft, listen, client, glory

1
, land, toscS, etc.] 1.

Strong or powerful in sound; high-sounding:
noisy: as, a loud cry; loud thunder.
Curses not loud, but deep. Shale., Macbeth, v. 3. 27.

The mill-bell . . . clanged out presently with irregular
but loud and alnrmiiiK clln. Charlotte Rrinitr, Shirley, ii.
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2. Uttering or emitting a great noise
; giving

out a strong sound : as, loud instruments.

Praise him upon the loud cymbals. Ps. cL

3. Speaking with energy or enthusiasm; ve-

hement; clamorous; noisy.
No Blood so loud as that of Civil War.

Coidey, Ills Majesty's Return but of .Scotland, it. 0.

llust. To me she appears sensible and silent.

Tony. Ay, before company. But when she's with her

playmate, she's as loud as a hog in a gate.
Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, II.

4f. High : boisterous ; stormy ;
turbulent.

For if the French be lords of this loud day.
Shale., K. John.v. 4. 14.

5. Urgent or pressing; crying: as, a loud c&ll

for reform.

For, I do know, the state . . .

Cannot with safety cast him, for he's embark'd
With such luiul reason to the Cyprus wars.

Shot., Othello, L 1. 151.

6. Ostentatious; pompous; pretentious; boast-

ful.

Many men . . . labour only for a pompous epitaph, and
a loud title upon their marble. Jer. Taylor.

7. Flashy; showy; overloaded with ornament
or colors, as a garment or a work of art; con-

spicuous in manner or appearance; vulgar;
overdone. [Colloq.]
This Edward had picked up ... a much more

loqua-
cious, ostentatious, much louder style [of character] than
is freely patronised on this side of the Channel.

Carlyle, Sterling, 1. 2. (Dacies.)

Stained glass, indeed ! loud, garish, thin, painty.
The Century, XXVII. 106.

8. Strong in smell ;
of evil odor. [Colloq.]

The natives keep their seal meat almost any length of

time, in winter, for use ; and, like our old duck ana bird

hunters, they say they prefer to have the meat tainted
rather than fresh, declaring that it is most tender and
toothsome when decidedly loud.

Fisheries of U.S., V. ii. 473.

Loud pedal Same as damper-pedal. =Syn. 1 and 2. Re-

sounding, vociferous.

loud (loud), adv. [< ME. loude = OS. hltido =
D. luid= OHG. hluto, MHG. lute, Gr. laut= Dan.

lydt (prob. < LG.); < loud, a.~\ Loudly; noisily.

And suppe not lotode of thy Pottage, no tyme in all thy
lyfe. Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 76.

Who knocks so loud at door?

Shale., 2 Hen. IV., ii 4. 881.

Loud and (nr or) still' ,
under all circumstances ; at all

times.
Karli ne late, lowde tie stUle,
Bacbitc no man, blood ne boon.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 109.

loudet, . [ME., also lude, < AS. hlyde (= MHG.
tut, Gt. laut), sound, < Jiliid, loud: see loud, a.]
Sound. Layamon. 1. 259.

loudfult (loud'ful), a. [< loud + -/?.] Loud.
The cornets and organs playing loudfull musicke.

Marston, Sophonisba, 1. 2.

loud-lunged (loud'lungd), n. Vociferous; bel-

lowing. [Bare.]
Our Boanerges with his threats of doom,
And Ioud4ung'd Antibabylonianisms, . . .

Went both to make your dream.

Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

loudly (loud'li), adv. 1. With great sound or

noise; noisily; clamorously; with vehemence
or importunity: as, he loudly complained of
intolerance. 2. Ostentatiously; conspicuous-
ly; showily; glaringly: as, he was very loudly
(Tressed. fColloq.]
loud-mouthed (loud'moutht), . Having or

talking with a loud voice
; talking vociferously

or clamorously.
As lnuil-ninuthfd and repulsive a set of political vaga-

bonds as ever canted about principles or hungered after
loaves and fishes. JT. A. Rev., CXX1II. 426.

loudness (lond'nes), w. 1. The state or quality
of being loud; great sound or noise; clamor;
uproar : as, the loudness of a voice or an instru-
ment. 2. Conspicuousness ; flashiness; showi-
ness: as, loudness of dress. [Colloq.]

lough 1
(loch), n. [< Ir. loch, a lake, lough, arm

of the sea (cf. log, a pit, dike, small lough), =
Gael, loch = W. lliceli, a lake: see totei.] 1.
A lake : same as locJi^-, especially with refer-
ence to lakes in Ireland.

He [the piper] began to play on his Pipes, and all the
Rats and the Mice followed him to a great Lough hard by,
where they all perished. Uouvll, Letters, I. vi. 49.

2. A cavity in a rock. [Prov. Eng.]
Iough2t. An obsolete preterit of laugh.
louis (lii'i), H. [F., a coin, so named from /,.// ~

XIII.] A fjold coin of France Louis d'or (louia
of gold), a gold coin of France, first struck in 1640, in
the reign of Louis XIII., and coined continuously there-
after until 17fT>. It ranRed in value from about $4 to $4.60,

look

having, at the time of the Revolution, the Intrinsic value
of 28.60 franc*. I mlt-r the Restoration the republican and

Imperial 20-franc piece wag styled touu, and U (till somc-
times BO

styled (Instead of nai*4run: tee napoleon) by per-
eons of legitfmtst principles.

louisette (lo-i-zef), . [P.: so called from a
Dr. Louis: see guillotine.] A former name (in
French) of the guillotine.
Louisianian (lij-e-zi-an'i-an), a. and n. [< Loui-
siana (see def.) + -tan.']" I. a. Pertaining to

Louisiana, one of the southern United States.

IB not this the very poetry of landscape, of I.miuianian

landscape? Qayarre, Hist. Louisiana, I. 13.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Louisiana.
louisine (16-i-zen'), . [< Louis or Louise, a

person's name, + -twe1 .] A thin and soft silk

material used for summer wear.

Louis-Quatorze (16'i-ka-tdrz'), a. [F.] An
epithet designating a style of architecture and
decoration prevalent in France in the reign of
Louis XIV. (1643-1715), and copied in other
countries. It Is especially characteristic of palaces and
large mansions of that period. Externally the forms are in
a freely treated classical style, and rustication Is much em-
ployed ; the windows are larger and the rooms more lofty
and spacious than in buildings of the time immediately pre-
ceding, and there is a constant effort to attain majesty and
suraptuousness. The palace of Versailles and the eastern
colonnade of the Louvre are prominent examples of Lonis-

Quatorze. The style is characteristically illustrated in in-

ternal decoration, the favorite medium of which was gilt
stucco-work combined in figures uniting lavishness with
studied symmetry and balance of parts. The scroll and
shell appear as familiar details, and panels either rec-

tangular or nearly rectangular in form, sometimes se-

verely plain, sometimes ornamented are commonly pres-
ent as a main feature of the design. The classical orna-
ments and all the elements of the earlier Renaissance
styles are admitted, but are treated with the modifica-
tions imposed by the spirit of the age. In decorative art
the Louis-Quatorze style embraces several new methods
of decoration, such as incrusted work and the free use of
veneers of precious woods, as well as the mounting and
ornamentation of furniture in elaborate designs of gilded
bronze, applied as lock-plates, hinges, handles, etc. The
forms of panels, of pieces of furniture, and the like be-
come more varied than in the earlier Renaissance, and the
ornamentation has but little reference to natural forms.
The richly inlaid furniture of Boule (see buhl) surpassed
all previous work of this kind.

Louis-Quinze (16'i-kanz'), a. [P.] An epithet
designating the style of French architecture
and decoration which succeeded the Lonis-Qua-
torze style,

and characterized the reign of Louis
XV. (1715-74). In it the peculiarities of the pre-
ceding style are carried to extremes ; the severe sense of

proportion and measure which always characterized the
magnificence of the seventeenth century is replaced by a
complete disregard of symmetry and of the interdepen-
dence of masses, by an elongated treatment of the foliations
of the scroll, and by a profusion of shell-work of crimped
and fantastic but meaningless conventionality. In its

most debased and tawdry form, ornament of this style is

termed rococo.

Louis-Seize (16'i-saz'). . [F.) An epithet des-

ignating the style of architecture and orna-
mental design which prevailed in France in the

reign of Louis XVI. (1774-92), distinguished by
a return to greater simplicity than under Louis
XV., and not seldom by the aim to reproduce
classical architectural forms, as in parts of fur-

niture, etc. The members of tables, chairs, etc., are

very commonly slender, the moldings delicate and refined,
the general forms right-angled ana severe : but the sur-
face decoration is very richly diversified. The arts of en-

graving, porcelain-decoration, tapestry, etc., were very

Srosperous
and characteristic during the prevalence of

Ills style.

Louis-Treize (16'i-traz'), a. [F.] An epithet
designating the styles of French architecture
and decoration characteristic of the reign of
Louis Xm. (1610-43), or in general of the first

half of the seventeenth century. The architecture
of this time is less light and elegant than that of the ear-
lier Renaissance ; it makes extensive use of orders based
on the classical, and seeks to make them massive and big,
carrying the columns from the base of the edifice to the
cornice. High-pitched roofs continue in favor, as well as

polychrome effects from the combination of stone and
brick ; and rustic work or bosaage is accentuated. In cabi-
net-work and decoration kindred elements of design ob-

tain; pseudo-classical columns and engaged columns,often
bossed, are usual, and are combined with entablatures,
etc., following more or less closely the Vitruvian dicta.

Carving in relief is abundant, and often good, but in gen-
eral less delicate than that of the earlier Renaissance.

louk 1

,
i'. A dialectal variant of lock1 .
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louk2 lowk1 (louk),r. t. [Also look; < ME. lou- loup3 (lop). . [F., a mask, a particular use of

ken, loicken, < AS. lucan (= Dan. luge), pull up loup, wolf, < L. liipus, wolf: see lupus.] A light

(weeds): see lug
1

.'}
To pull up (weeds) ;

weed, silk mask or

Iouk3t,

"

ace

louker (lou'ker), n. [Also looker; < ME. longer,

loicker; < louk2 + -or1 .']
One who weeds.

loun1
,
a. See lawn?.

loun2,
n. See loon1 .

loun8 ,
. t. [Cf. launder.] To beat; thrash

[North. Eng.]
lounder (loun'der), n. [Origin obscure.]

severe, stunning blow. [bCOtcn.J
Thegoodman,

Wha lent him on his neck a lounder,

someVnot believing that those beasts will, or can mingle)

imagine it rather to be the spotted Linx or Ounce ;
or a

kind thereof."

loupe (lop), n. [Also Zoo/)/ < F
;
loupe, a knob.

To

with" slag as taken from the Catalan forge when

ready to be shingled. Also called masse in French,
and in the American bloomeries most generally a bloom,

but also frequently a lump, and sometimes called loupe.

loup-garou (lo'ga-ro'), [F-, a were-wolf :

see were-wolf.'] A were-wolf; a lycanthrope.

louping-ill (lou'ping-il), n. Leaping-evil : a

disease of sheep which causes them to spring

up and down in going forward. [Scotch.]

loup-the-dike (loup'the-dik), a. Giddy ; way-
lounder (loun'der), v. t. [Cf. lounder, .]

beat with heavy strokes. [Scotch.]

lounderer(loun'der-er),. An idler; a loafer.
~^rd""runaway7 [Scotch.]

Lousengers and lounderers are wrongfully made, and Now I havemy finger and my thumb on this Zowp-tfc
named hermits, and have leave ... to live ... in sloth,

j Scott Redgauntlet, ch.

Bp. Bale, Select Works, p. ] 30.

lounderin
lounder

let, ch. xxiii.

,. ^^ ? ^ gee lomrl ^

srmg (loun'der-mg), n. [Verbal not lour^it a . ana m . [Also loord; < ME. lourd, <

>,r, .] A drubbing ;
a beating. [Scotch.] QF. (and F.) lourd, dull, stupid, = Sp. Pg. lerdo,

stupid, foolish, = It. lordo, lurido, dirty, < L.

luridiis, pale, yellow, wan, ML. lurdus, dirty: see
~

lout

thors range with the foregoing in the order Hemiptera,

but most place in the Pseudoneuroptera. They are known

as the order or superfamily MalloplMga. They have man-

dibulate or biting mouth-parts, are wingless, and of very

variable forms. They are by no means confined to birds,

but infest mammals as well ;
almost every kind of bird

and beast is infested by these creatures, sometimes several

species to one host, and in such multitudes as to cause

disease and death. Of these, such as infest domestic

quadrupeds and birds belong to the genera Tnchodectes,

Vocmhorus Nirmus, Goniocotes, Goniodes, Lipeurus, 2rt-

m.tuin Colpopocephalum, Menopon, and Oyropus. (c) Ihe
beaver harbors a remarkable louse, Platypgyllm castons,

a degraded clavicorn beetle, so peculiar as to have been

made type of an order, Achreioptera. (d) Insects have

their own lice. Such are the bee-lice, or pupiparous dip-

terous insects of the family Braulidce, order IXptera; and
some of the lice of bats are similar dipterous insects,

though wingless, of the family Ifycteribiidce. Bees, wasps,

etc., are also infested by certain small parasitic heterome-

rous beetles in the form of lice, such as the wingless larva

of Meloidce, a species of which has been named Pediculus

melittas, and the whole family Stylopidce. Insects affected

by the latter are said to be stylopized. None of the fore-

going lice are aquatic, (e) Fishes, marine mammals.

crustaceans, etc., are infested by a great variety of small

degraded crustaceans, collectively known as Jish-Kce or

Ichthyophthira. Most of these belong to a class or order

Mpizoa or Siphonostoma, or Lernamdea ; & few are cirri-

peds, as Mhizocephala, Whale-lice are Cyamidce. Carp-
lice are Argulidte. (/) Wood-lice are the terrestrial isopods
of the family Oniscidcc, also called slaters, sow-bugs, etc.

These are not parasites, but some of the aquatic iso-

pods are fish-lice, as CymoOundae. (a) Plants are infested

by multitudes of small plant-sucking hemipters, known
as plant-lice, and formerly collectively termed Phytoph-
Ihiria as the aphids, Aphididw, some of which are also

called gall-lice,' the psyllids, Psyllidce, called flea-lice and

jumping plant-lice; and the scale-insects or Coccida,

some of which are also known as bark-lice, (h) Book-hce areuriis,pa,y, ,
.

, ^om
-

of which we also known as bark-im. w mon-mx are

lurid. Hence also (from F.)lurdan,q.V.~] I. a. pseudoneuropterous insects of thefamily Psori&n, various

He had gi'en her a laundering wi' his cane.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xviii.

lounge1
(lounj), v. i.; pret. and pp. lounged, ppr.

lounging. [Not found before 1671 (in Skinner);

perhaps < the noun lounger, in plural loungers,
which is probably a mistaken form, with accom. ^ ^^ u^u-uure - .^..->.=-,
termination, of *loungis, < lungis, longis, an idle, Iourd2t,

*

[Appar. a dial, contr. of Zimr MfZ gee thecom'pounded words, and also the technical names,

drowsy, dreaming fellow: see lungis.\ 1. To or u^er would (cf. leeze, contr. of lief is), ex- louse1
(louz), v. t.; pret. and pp. loused, ppr.

act, move, or rest in a lazy or listless manner; tended to constructions where it must be taken lousing. [< ME. lousen; < louse1 , .] To clean
"

as a simple verb, ftad or wowW being again pre-
'

Dull; stupid. Gower.

II. n. A dull, stupid fellow
; alow, degraded,

worthless person ;
a drone.

,

species of which, as those of the genera Atnpos and Clo-

thitta injure books, (i) Certain mites or acarids are some-

times called lice, as the harvest-ticks, known as red-lice,

the itch-mite or itch-louse, etc. For further information,

move about or do anything with negligence or

indifference.

Shun such as lounge through afternoons and eves.

0. W. Holmes, A Rhymed Lesson.

"
Light !

"
is the responsive yell from the patriarch of the

household, who, lounging to the fence, leans his arm upon
it. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 195.

2. To recline in a lazy attitude; loll: as, to

lounge on a sofa.

The instant some stirring old hymn was given out, sleepy
eyes brightened, lounging figures sat erect.

L. M. Alcott, Hospital Sketches, p. 82.

fixed.] See etymology.
I rather lourd it had been my sel

Than eather him or thee.

Oil Morriee (Child's Ballads, II. 38).

Ere he had ta'en the lamb he did,
I had lourd he had ta'en them a'.

The Broom of Cowdenknows (Child's Ballads, IV. 48).

I wad lourd have had a winding-sheet,

from flee. [Obsolete or rare.]

Howe handsome [convenient] it is to lye and sleepe, or

to lowze themselves in the sunshine.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

To York House, where the Russia Embassador do lie ;

and there I saw his people go up and down louseing them-

selves. Pepys, Diary, II. 5.

Iouse2t, a- and v. A Middle English variant of

loose.

VI. 114). louseberry (lous'ber"i), n. The common spin-
dle-tree of Europe, Euonymus vulgaris. Its pow-
dered berries were reputed to destroy the lice

at ease or lolling.

In the reign of the queen [Anne],

_it, lourdent, n. See lurdan.

,^^ v. a* ------- T

[F .;o; gin uncertain.] 1. A form aerea oemes were

lounge1
(lounj), n. [< lounge

1,.] 1. The act ^f^asomefo:rm erlv used in Normandv 2 parasitic on man.
of sauntering'or strolling; the act of reclining J Bio^dZeeTerformTd to^^the Susie of the louse-bur (lous'ber), n. The common cockle-

bagpipe. 3. Music for such a dance or in its "ur
>

rhythm, which is triple, rather slow, and with

heavy primary accents.

Its, use, lys), < AS. lus (pi. lys) = D. Ims = UMtr
MHG. lus, G. laus = Icel. lus = Dan. Sw. lus.

louse; perhaps lit. 'destroyer' or 'damager,'
from the root *lus of loose, lose1

, loss, etc. Cf . Gr.

Una or Pediculidce. These are the little wingless bugs
most frequently called lice, infesting man and other ani-

mals as external parasites, in the hair or fur. They are

haustellate, or furnished with a sucking-proboscis, which
can be protruded and fixed in the skin of the host, the
attachment being secured by little hooks ; there are six

me into use as an
_ ises, and the tea-

tables of the ladies became places for fashionable lounge. ^ r
S. Dowell, Taxes in England, IV. 112. loUTgulary, n. See lurgulary.

2. A place frequented by idlers. loury/louM), a. Seelowery.

She went with Lady Stock to a bookseller's, whose shop
served as a fashionable lounge.

Miss Edgeworth, Almeria, p. 278.

3. A kind of sofa for reclining, having one arm

only and a low back, or no back, so as to be
used from either side. 4. A treat; a comfort.

[Eton College.] C. A. Sristed, English Uni-

versity, p. 40.

lounge2
!,

An obsolete spelling of lunge1 .

lounger (loun'jjer),}!. [See lounge, v.~\ Onewho
lounges; one who loiters awayhis time; anidler.

I will roar aloud and spare not, to the terror of, at

present, a very flourishing society of people, called loun-

gers. Guardian, No. 124.

The boulevard loungers or the gens du monde.
Nineteenth Century, XXI. 344.

lounging (loun'jing),^>. a. [Ppr. of lounge1 , .]

Of, pertaining to, or in the manner of a lounger ;

sauntering; lolling: as, a lounging gait,

lounging-room (loun'jing-rom), n. A room for

the accommodation of idle visitors, or persons
who are waiting, as in a club-house.

In the spacious office and general lounging.room, sea-

coal fires glowed in the wide grates.
C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 2.

loup1
(loup), v.; pret. lap, pp. loupen. [A dial,

form of leap
1
.] I. intrans. 1. To leap; spring.

He has loupen on the bonny black,
He stirr'd him wi' the spur right salrly.

Annan Water (Child's Ballads, II. 188).

Every one loups o'er the dike where it is laighest.

Kelly, Scotch Proverbs, p. 97. (Jamieson.)

2. To melt
; give way : applied to frost when it

melts suddenly. [North. Eng. or Scotch in
both uses.]

II. trans. To leap over; leap from.

O Baby, haste, the window loup;
I'll kep you in my arm.

Bonny Baby Livingston (Child's Ballads, IV. 43).

Ioup2
t,

". An obsolete variant of loojft. Spenser.

= OHG.

Strumarium : so named from its

clinging pod or bur.

louse-fly (lous'fli), n. Any pupiparous dipter-
ous insect, as a bee-louse or sheep-tick.
louse-herb (lous'erb), n. Same as lousewort, 2.

ME. lous (pi.
lousewort (lous'wert), . 1. A scrophularia-

- ceous plant of the genus Pedicularis. The com-
mon lousewort in the United States is P. Canadensis, other-

wise called wood-betony or head-Many. The common louse-

wort of England is P. syhatica.
ui/iio i-uuii K*O "j. HH/OD, n/oo-, woo, civ,, ^i.^i. 2. The stavesacre, Delphinium Staphisagria, the

<t>Veip,
a louse, < (jideipeiv, destroy.] An insect or powdered seeds of which have been used from

other small arthropod (as a crustacean) that ancient times to destroy lice. Also louse-hero.

infests other animals or plants, or an animal [Bare.]
resembling such parasites: a name for a great lousily (lou'zi-li), adv. In a lousy manner; in

variety of small creatures. Specifically (a) One of a mean or degraded manner ; scurvily.
a class of small degraded parasitic hemipterous insects of lousiness (lou'zi-nes), n. The state of being
the order Hemiptera and suborder Parasita; the Pedicu-

lougy OJ. infested witt lice .

Hunger and Lousiness are the two Distempers that Af-

flict him ; and Idleness and Scratching the two Medicines
that Palliate his Miseries.

Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,
[11.200.

legswith hooks for crawling and grappling; the general i nil _v /lm /:\ r< Jntiir1 + tA 1 1 Infested
form is elliptical, mostof the body consisting of the large

lOUSy UOU zi;, a. ^ 10

jointed abdomen; the skin is so tough that when the Witt LC6.

louse is crushed it can be heard to crack. Such lice are

oviparous p.nd extremely prolific; their eggs, which mature
very rapidly, ai'e glued to hairs, and are known as nits. At
least three kinds infest man. The headJouse, Pediculus

capitis, living chiefly in the hair of the head, is the slender-
est one of the three. The body-louse, Pediculus vestimenti,

living in the hair of the body at large, and in the seams of
the clothing, is less transparent than the former, with a

grayish tint, and hence called grayback; myriads of these
creatures are generated where people are crowded in un-
clean or unwholesome conditions, as in camps, jails, etc.

The last kind, the crab-louse, Phthirim pubis or inguinalis,

That all liuing things which haue soules go thither [to

the heavens], euen Fleas and Lice. And these lousie hea-
uens are allotted to all secular persons which enter not into

their rule and habit of Religion.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 460.

Hence 2. Degraded; mean; contemptible.
A lousy knave to have his gibes and his mockeries !

Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 3. 259.

A tiick, a lousy trick ; so ho, a trick, boys !

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, it 1.

chiefly affects the hair of the pubis and perineeum, but may lousybill (lou'zi-bil) n
range all over the body; its shape is peculiar, as shown in

]pw TvtlmKni,,a innnirrt^
The long-billed eur-

theHgureundereraWM^. Most mammals, if not all, have
Numenius longirotstris. G. Trumoull. See

lice peculiar to themselves. Hamatopinui is an extensive cut under curlew. [.Local, JNew Jersey.]
genus of such lice : H. vituli is found on cattle. Aspecies lout1 (lout), V. [< ME. lotltcn, < AS. Ifltan (

=
of Hamatomyzux affects elephants. Bats have a peculiar Icel. luta = Dan. lude = Sw. Into), stoop, bow,
set of lice, constituting the family Polyctemdce.

- - -'

A lous is a worme with many fete, & it commeth out of
the fllthi and onclene skynne. ... To withdryue them.
The best is for to wasshe the oftentimes, and to channge
oftentymes dene lynen.

Quoted in Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 19.

(6) Bird-lice are parasitic insects, of several hundred spe-
cies, various genera, and several families, which some au-

akinto lutian, >ME. lutien, loten, lurk(see lote1 ),

aiidperhapstofyte?, little: seelittle."] 1. intrans.

1 . To bend, stoop, or crouch
;
bow

; courtesy ;

make humble obeisance.

Doun I loutede for to see
The clere water in the stoon.

Itmn. of the Rose, 1. 1554.



lout

The flfte route
That to this lady gunne Imtte

And doiin on knes anon t" fallr.

Chaucer, House of Fame, I. 1704.

AR oft as they named the Redeemer,

Lowly
Imited the Iwys, and lowly the maidens all courtc-

. ii,,n: tr. ..f Tegner's Children of the Lord's Supper.

The noble lords and ladles . . . throw largesse to the

knaves, who lout humbly.
J. E. Cookc, Virginia Comedians, II. xxxiii.

2t. To lie quiet; lurk. See

Conquiesco, Anglice, to l'm'i<.
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Coolers should always be placed so that the air has free

access, and to this end it Is usual to make the wal Is of the

rooms containing them of louvre*, whleh can be opened
as

may be required. Spow' Kncyc. Mamtf., 1. 400.

4f. The aperture in a dove-cote at which the

bird enters
; also, the dove-cote itself.

Like to a Cast of Falcons that pursue
A flight of Pldgeons through the welkin blew,

Stooping at this and that, that to their Louver

(To sane their Hues) they hardly can recover.

fiylventer, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, II., The Vocation.

louver-board (15'ver-bord), n. See louver, 3,

and loiin

3. To loiter, tarry, or stay, ffearnc. (Halli-

n-i-ll.)

II. t trail*. To how down
;
abase.

For few there were that were so much redoubted,
\\ limn double fortune lifted up and louted.

Mir. for Mags., p. 308.

constructed in the form of a louver: as, a '-
veretl window. Also lomred.

If
" Miner" will cut louvred openings ... In the sides

of the tapering neck that connect his 10 square feet fan

month with the 20 square feet tube, engineer, LXVI. 217.

Louvered battens. See battens., , , , , * * T i liOUVeru DtLLliCllB. ooc Muse**.

lout2 (lout), H. [Not found in ME.; prob. < Icel.
louver.holet (18'ver-hol), n. The hole or vent

lutr, stooping, bent,<Zfcta, stoop, lout: see lout*.] ftt tho t o{ a chimney by which the smoke
An awkward, ungainly fellow

;
a clown.

escapes.escapes.
Provide new locks and keys, and bars and bolts,

And cap the chimney, lest my lady fly

Out of the lover-hole.

A stupid (oil* seemingly a farmer's boy,
in a grey jerkin Shirley, Honoria and Mammon (1659). (Xaret.)

with his head hare. Scctt, kenilworth, xxlv.
louver.wlndow (16" ver-win'do), n. A long

Iout2t (lout), r. t. < to<2, .] To tr s a
open ing jn a belfry-tower, partially closed by
outward-sloping slats or boards called louver-

boards (corrupted into luffer- or lever-boards),

which are so placed to exclude rain, while al-

And that His [Adam's] Son, and his Son's Son,
Were all but Ploughmen, Clowns, and Lotitt.

Prior, The Old Gentry.

lout; flout.

Lowted and forsaken of theym by whom in tyme he
- - '

SLmvght have bene ayded and relieve

Hall, Henry IV., f. 6.

Looted and laughed to skorne.

'

jpwtag thVspund
"of the bell to pass through.

Udall, Roister Bolster, ill. 3. See abat-vent.

I am louted by a traitor villain. 10UVT6 1
,

See louver.

Shale., l Hen. VI., Iv. s. 13. louvre2 (lo'ver), n. [< F. Louvre, the name (of

lout:t
(lout), t). i. [Cf. fowl.] To low or bel-

low. Halliioell. [Prov. Eng.]
lout4 (lout), v. t. [Origin obscure.] To milk, as

a cow. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

loutert, [Early mod. E. lowter; freq. of lottfl;

of. loiter, another form of the same word.] To
loiter or lounge about.

Ijowtrtjng and wandryng.
IlyeWay to the Spyttell Bom, p. 11. (Halliwell.)

louteringlyt, adv. In a loitering or idle manner.

loutish (lou'tish), a. [<

ish; awkward; boorish.

Loutith, but not ilHooklng. The Century, XXVII. 1SS.

= 8yn. Churlish, Clomiiih, etc. See boorish.

loutishly (lou'tish-h), adv. In a loutish or

awkward manner.
loutishness (lou'tish-nes), n. The state or qual-

ity of being loutish or awkward ;
clowniahness.

loutre (lii'ter), n. [F., an otter, < L. lutra, an

otter.] In her., the otter, used as a bearing.

loutrin (16'trin), n. [< loutre + -ml.] An otter;

any animal of the subfamily Lutrina:

[Also louvre, and formerly

unknown origin) of a building in Paris, an-

ciently a royal castle or palace, now a national

museum.] A fashionable dance derived from

a favorite song of Louis XTV.
Ai soon as the minuet was closed, the princess

said

softly to Harry in French,
" The Louvre, sir, if you please.

"

This was a dance of the newest fashion.

Brooke, Fool of Quality, II. 99. (Davies.)

She proposed herself for a Louvre ; all the men vowed
they had never heard of such a dance.

Walpole, Letters, II. 194.

lovable: see

possession
amiability.

Also loreability. Carlylc.
lovable 1 (luv'a-bl), a. [ME. lovable, lufabyt; <

lovel + -rtfife.]" Worthy of love; inviting love ;

winning; amiable. Also loveabte.

And which been hool and sooth and chast and rightwys,
and lovable to yhe. Wydif, Laodisensis, p. 100.

"There is something so soothing, so gentle, so indulgent
about Mrs. Percy, so loveable."

" She is ... very loeeablr

that is the exact word." "I fear it is not English," said

Miss Hauton. "II merite Wen 1'etre." said Godfrey.
Mits Edgeworth, Patronage, v. (Darnel.)

Elaine the fair, Elaine the loveable,

Elaine, the Illy maid of Astolat

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

+ -able.}

louver (lo'ver), .
.. ,

loover, lover, prop, only lover; < ME. torn-, tow, Iovable2 . [ME. lovabil; < love?
< OF. toner, fcwr, Iwfcr, ***> <?

rfg- PP- Praiseworthy. Halliwett.
an upper gallery, < ML. as if 'lobiarium, < lobta,

also lodia and lodium (used to gloss OF. lovier),

a gallery, lobby: see lobby. The explanation

suggested by Minsheu and adopted by Skeat,
that the E. word is derived < OF. louvert, for

Fouvert, the open (space), opening (see te and

urcrt), ignores the real OF. form loner, lovier,

tern or
other apartment
at first open at the sides. Its original function was
to supply an outlet for smoke from fires. After this use

was superseded by the introduction of chimneys, the lou-

ver was inclosed with glass.

v
. The

quality
of

attracting'affection ;
lovable character. Also

loreableness.

Man for man, he [Wordsworth] was infinitely inferior to

Coleridge for personal charm and to Southey for general
ImvaNenets. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 526.

[Also (dial.) loveagc, love-

It hath two rowes of Pillars each ouer other, those upper
nlch

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 298.

ones supporting the hemisphere, loouer, or steeple, w
is wrought alll with Musaike worke.

tttt'Cftt' ^= lOfJt Itf/WOl-W/W J. vJ/"u

levistico, libistico (ML. lubesticum, NMfttMM, le-

visticum (> AS. lufestice, appar. simulating lufu,

love) = MLG. lubbestock = OHG. liibesteceo, lu-

bistechal, MHG. lubstickel, lubisteche, liibestectie

(simulating OHG. luppi, MHG. Kim>= AS. lybb,

poison), liebstuchel, G. liebstockel (simulating

Hebe, love) = Pol. tubszczyk, Ivbczyk, lubistek =
Bohem. libechek, libchele = Russ. tubistoku =
Lith. lipshtukas, lubistos = Lett, lupstaga =
Hung, lestvan, levistikom) (= Turk, logostekon, <

Gr. A()T)oT<(iv), < L. ligusticum, lovage, prop.

There is a steppe declivy way
Which to th' infernall kingdo

A loover, or tunnell in the roofe or top of a great hall to

avoid smoke. Baret, Alvearie, 1580. (Halliwell. )

For all the issue, both of vent and light,
Came from a loover at the tower's toppe.

DeathofB. E. <^ Hunt., sig. L 3. (ffares.) .. ,_f /7 . _. _ = , ^ A

2. A chimney-flue. [Obsolete or Prov. Eng.] neut. of Ligmticus, belonging to Liguria, < Li-

:livy way lookes downe, 9ria, Liguria: see Ligusticum, Ligurian.~\ 1.

The umbelliferous plant Levffmwm officmale, a

native of the mountains of central Europe, cul-

tivated in old gardens. This is the lovage of

the older books. It is sometimes distinguished
as Italian or garden lovage. 2. Another plant
of the same family, Ligusticum Scotictim, often

called Scotch lovage. The name extends also

to other species of the genus.
love 1

(luv), t!.
; pret. and pp. loved, ppr. Iwiii;/.

dome Orpheus guides,
Whose louver vapors breathes.

Heymtod, Trola Britannica(1609). (Nares.)

Don't stop cowerin' in th' ingle. . . . Some day we'st

find as thou's got drawn up th' lover wi' the draught.
Jegsie Fotheryill, From Moor Isles, i.

3. In arch., a long window-like opening closed

with broad slats sloping downward and out-

ward. See abat-rrnt.

Ne lightned was with window, nor with lover,

But with contlniiiill candle-light.

>V'/wwr, F. Q.,VI. x. 42.
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[Also dial. (Sc.) li,r<; lo; < ME. lorni. lurcn.

loi-ioi, lin-ien, < AS. lufian, leofian (with short

love

vowel, depending on the noun lufu, love), orig.

/. ,;n,i,, = ( )Kri-s. linnii, lurid, i> r in = D. Uevm
= ML< ;. Ifren, L. levea = OHG. Unban, Hupon,
MIKi. <;. lirbfn, love; akin ti. AS. \<-<if = Goth.

Hubs, etc., dear, lief, < Teut. V '<> **> pleasing,
= L. libet, lubet, it pleases, = OBolff. HK8M,
love (/iufcu.dear), = Bohem. lubiti, liliiti = HUBS.

liubitt, love, = Lith. lubjn, long, = Skt. V '&*.
desire: see tot-el, ., tore*, lief, believe, leave'*,

lilii-fiil, HlH-rty,v\.K.] I. tram. 1. To regard with
a strong feeling of affection; hold dear; have

a strong regard for.

Thou shalt love the Lord thy Hod with all thy heart, and

with all thy soul, and with all thy mind. Mat xxiL 37.

Thou shall love thy neighbour as thyself. Mat. xiiL 89.

A maid whom there were none to praise,

And very few to lave. Wnrdncorth, Lucy.

2. Specifically, to regard (one of the opposite

sex) with the admiration and devotion charac-

teristic of the sexual relation; be in love with.

The lady made grcte loye of the kynge, for she wende

verily it hadde ben the Duke hlr lorde, that she loved moche
with a trewe herte. Merlin (E. K T. H.\ L 77.

To see her In to love her,
An* love but her for ever.

llunu, Bonnie Lesley.

3. To have a strong liking, craving, or appetite
for; like; take pleasure in; delight in: followed

by a noun or an infinitive.

Lordfs ! if je jour Astate and honour

Loven, flemyth this vicious errour !

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. 8., extra ser.X L 107.

I love a fat goose as I love allegiance.

Fletcher, Ueggars' Bush, tv. S.

What a man actually lovet, this he proposes to himself,

and strives to attain.

Smdenborg, Christian Psychol. (tr. by Gorman), p. 9.

There Is no place in the town which I so much love to fre-

quent as the Royal Exchange.
Additon, The Royal Exchange.

4. To caress; show affection by caresses: a

childish use of the word.

He climbed often Into her lap, and, putting his arms
round her neck, loved her with his cheek against hers, and
with all his little heart Barper't Mag., LXXIX. 271.

To love one's love with an A, B, etc., a formula ued in

redeeming forfeits.

For these you play at purposes,
And love your loves tritJi An and Bit;

For these, at Beast and Ombre woo.
And play for love and money too.

S. Butler, Hudlbras, III. L 1007.

I'll give yon a clue to my trade, in a game of forfeits. I

lore my lore with a B because she's Beautiful ; I hate my
love with a B because she's Brazen ; I took her to the sign
of the Blue Boar, and I treated her with Bonnet* ; her

name's Bouncer, and she lives in Bedlam.
LHckeiu, Our Mutual Friend, ii. 1.

n. intrans. To have strong affection; espe-

cially, to be passionately attached to one of the

opposite sex.

But since thou lovest, love still and thrive therein,
Even as I would when I to lime begin.

Shot., T. O. of V., i 1. 9.

Tis better to have loved and lost

Than never to have loved at all.

Tennymn, In Memoriam, xxvll.

love 1
(luv), n. [Also dial. (Sc.) lave; < ME. love,

lure, < AS. lufu, lufe (= MLG. leve= OHG. livbi,

liuni, liuna, MHG. G. liebe; cf. OFries. liafte,

NFries. tjeafde = D. liefde), love, < lufian, love:

see lovel, v.] 1 . The principle of sympathetic or

pleasurable attraction in sentient and thinking

beings ;
that feeling of predilection or solicitude

for, or delight in, certain individuals or classes,

principles, qualities, or things, which excites a

strong desire or craving for the welfare, com-

panionship, possession, enjoyment, or promo-
tion of its object or objects ; the yearning de-

sire (whether right or perverted) for what is

thought to be best in any relation or from any
point of view. In It* purest and most universal form,
love Is regarded in the highest conception of God as the

essence of divinity.

Nature worketh In us all a love to our own counsels.

Booker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., II.

Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down
his life for his friends. John xv. 13.

The love of money is the root of all evU. 1 Tim. vt 10.

We render you our lovet, sir,

The best wealth we bring home.
Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, I. a

Any one reflecting upon the thought he has of the de-

light which any present or absent thing is apt to produce
In him has the idea we call love. For when a man de-

clares in autumn, when he Is eating them, or in sprins,

when there are none, that he loves grapes, it is no more
but that the taste of grapes delights him : let an altera-

tion of health or constitution destroy the delight of their

taste, and he can then be said to love grapes no longer.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xx. 4.

2. Intimate personal affection between indi-

viduals of opposite sex capable of intermar-



love

riagc ;
the emotional incentive to and normal

basis of conjugal union: as, to be in love; to

marry for love.

And Jacob served seven years for Rachel; and they

seemed unto him but a few days, for the love he had to her.

Gen. xxix. 20.

But had I wist, before I kiss'd,

That love had been sae ill to win.

I'd lock'd my heart in a case of gold,

And pin'd it with a silver pin.

Walt/, Waly, but Love be Bonny (Child's Ballads, IV. 134).

It's good to be off with the old love,

Before you are on with the new. Old son'j.

Hail, wedded love, mysterious law, true source

Of human offspring, sole propriety
In Paradise of all things common else!

Milton, P. L., iv. 750.

Fond love, the gentle vow, the gay desire,

The kind deceit, the still-reviving fire,

Persuasive speech, and more persuasive sighs,

Silence that spoke, and eloquence of eyes.

Pope, Iliad, xiv. 249.

3. A beloved person; an object of affectionate

interest, as a sweetheart or a husband or wife:

often also used in address as a term of endear-

ment.
She hears no tidings of her love.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 867.

They [the Virginia Indians] would haue beards, but that

they pluck away the haires ; they haue one wife, many
loues. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 768.

What they could my words expressed,
O my love, my all, my one !

Singing helped the verses best.

Browning, Serenade at the Villa.

4. [cap.] A personification of the passion of

love; sexual attraction imagined as an inde-

pendent power external to its subject : applied

especially to Cupid (more properly Amor) or

3528

To love one's love with an A, B, etc.

To make love to, to profess affection for (one of the op-

posite sex); strive to win the affection of.-To play for

love-letter

see Zowi ,_..- love-feast (luv'fest), w. 1. Among the primitive

, kindness, tenderness, de-

Christians, a meal eaten in token of brotherly

love and charity, originally in connection with

the holy communion, and having in common
with it the name of the Lord's Supper. See

agape2 ,
1. 2. An analogous service held at in-

tervals by some religious denominations, as the

Moravians, the Methodists, and some German

Baptists. The provision is usually very simple, consist-

ing of bread and water, sometimes with tea and coffee.

Singing and the interchange of religious experience ac-

company the repast.

love-featt (luv'fet), n. A deed or act of love:

a wooing.
Every one his love-feat will advance

Unto his several mistress.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 123.

the weakest. Predilection goes a little further, but is only

a preparatory liking or readiness to love. Attachment has

much of the notion implied in its derivation ;
it is a love

that binds one to another, an unwillingness to be separated.

Affection is generally a regulated and conscious love or at-

tachment ;
it goes deeper than attachment. Attachment

and especially affection are often the refined and mellowed

fruit of the passion of love. Fondness, originally a fool-

ish tenderness, is not yet altogether redeemed from that

idea it may be an unreasoning and doting attachment,

and is never very high in quality. Devotion is a sort of

consecration or dedication to the object of one s feeling, love-flower (luv flou"er), n. A plant ot the ge-
an intense loyalty, as to a superior a constant service. nug ^gapanthus. Also called African lily.

love'2t * [< ME. loven, lovien, < AS. lofian, love-grass (

1nIwS^ (^^St^ cato^
St^fctv^Slat eti^'T^rV ^&*%Z* -d^ love-ln-a-n*,,' one of the

lub,Toe pleasing: see love*, lief, leave
2

, furlough.]
1. To praise; commend.

Al loued thai god, with ioyful mode,
And saynt elyn scho bare the rode.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 95.

2. To praise as of value ; prize; set a price on.

The sullere [seller] loveth his thing dere.

Old Eng. Homilies (ed. Morris), ii. 21S.

love-in-a-puzzie (luv
'
in->H)UZ

'
1 )> " Same as

love-in-a-mist.

love-in-idleness (luv'in-I'dl-nes), n. The plant
the heart's-ease.

Yet mark'd I where the bolt of Cupid fell;

It fell upon a little western flower,

Before milk-white, now purple with love's wound,
And maidens call it love-in-idleness.

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 1. 168.

In the quotation, the

all thynges to dere.

Eros, tie'classical god of love, and more rarely loveability, loveable, etc. See lovability, etc.

to Venus or Aphrodite, the goddess of love. love-affair (luv'a-far"), A special experi-
ence of love

;
the sum of the incidents having

to do with being in love with any person.

I love, as a chapman loveth his ware that he wyll sell.

Jefais. Come, of hewe moche love you it at : BUS combien Inve-iuicet (luv'ios)
le faictez vous?, .1

love you it nat so dere as
it^oste

me; ^ of ^ flower

Palsgrave, cation of which to sleeping eyes was supposed
I wolde be ?,adde to bye someware^1^ ^^^S&^S^S^

for the first living object seen

Love made those hollows, if himself were slain,
He might be buried in a tomb so simple.

Shale., Venus and Adonis, 1. 243.

All thoughts, all passions, all delights,
Whatever stirs this mortal frame,

A
And^eedSi1fcredflame.

e'

Coleridge, Love, love-apple (luv'ap"l), n. An old name of the

Confer at large
Of all that may concern thy love-affairs.

Shak., T. G. of V., iii. 1. 254.

But hast thou yet lateh'd the Athenian's eyes
With the love-juice, as I did bid thee do?

Shak., M. N. D., iii. 2. 37.

love-knot (luv'not), n. [< ME. loveknotte; <

common tomato, Lycopersicum esculentum.

+ knot1 .] 1. A knot tied as a symbol of

loyalty in love
;
a true-lovers' knot.

Another divinatoiymethod employed by love-sick maid-

5. Anembodiment arepresentation of Cupid;
commo, nato

,

J^ycoper
*m e*C

en7Vs to sleep in a county in which they do not usually

one of a class of beings poetically imagined as love-bagt, . A charm to procure love Aom. resid d t knit the left garter round the right i

Another ask't me, who was somewhat bolder,
Whether I wore a love-bagge on my shoulder?

Mwsarum Deliace (1656).

one of a class of beings poetically imagi
devoted to the interests of lovers, and depicted
as winged boys.

I mote perceive how, in her glauncing sight,

Legions of loves with little wings did fly.

Spenser, Sonnets, xvi.

6. Gratification of a sexual passion or desire,
as in an illicit relation.

Come, let us take our fill of love, until the morning.
Prov. vii. 18.

7f. Akindness; somethingdoneintokenof love.

What good love may I perform for you?
Shak., K. John, iv. 1. 49.

8f. A thin silk stuff . One variety ,
soft and trans-

lucent, was used for veils. See love-ribbon. 9.

In some games, nothing : a term indicating that

no points have been scored : as, the game was
two, love (that is, two points on one side and
nothing on the other); love all (all the players
have failed to score). 10. An old game in

which one holds up one or more fingers, and
another, without looking, guesses at the num-

,

the sa"ie sroup as the last Also I _

ber Davies love-broker (luv'bro"ker), .. One who acts as

Thecountrymen'splayof holding up our fingers (dimica- *S* between lovers. Shak., T. N., iii. 2. 39.

Hone digitorum, i. ef the play of love). loVO-CaUSet (luv'kaz), n. A love-affair. ShaK.,
N. Battey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 159. As you Like it, iv. 1. 97.

11. The plant Clematis Vilalba, the virgin's- love-charm (luv'charm), n. A charm by which
bower or traveler's-joy Cupboard love See cup-

love was supposed to be excited
;
a philter.

board. T
"

lovest,
thel<

love-bird (luv'berd), n.

rakeet, remarkable for the affection it shows for

its mate. Many species of different genera have this

trait. They are all of diminutive size. The American
love-birds belong to the genus Psittacula, and some of

them have also been called Agapornis. They are such as

P. passerina, with several related species or varieties, and
P. purirurata. The true love-birds belong to the restrict-

ed genus Agapornis, all of which are African. They are

such as A. cana, A. rndlaria, and A. swinderniana. (See
cut under Agapornis.) The most familiar of these is A.

pullaria, scarcely 7 inches long, bright-green with a rose-

red face and throat, coralline bill, gray feet, and shortround-
ed tail, which when spread shows a red field bordered
with a subterminal bar of black. It thrives on canary-seed,
and makes a charming pet. Another group of love-birds
inhabits the East Indian archipelago, New Guinea, and
Australia, and represents divisions of the genus Psittacula

stocking leaving the other garter and stocking untouched.

. . . And if spells fail not, he [the future husband] will

appear in a dream with the insignia of his profession.

Gay gives a classical example of tying the love-knot, for the
A little parrot or par- purpose Of confirming a lover in his passion.

Hampson, Medii Mvi Kalendarium, I. 151.

2. A knot or bow of ribbon given or worn as a

sign of loyalty or affection, or as a decoration.

"What is holychurche, frend?" quoth ich. "Charite," he

'

Lyf, "and Loue, and Leaute in o by-Ieyue and lawe,
A loue-knotte of leaute and of leel by-leyue."

Pirns Plowman (C), xviii. 127.

Leg and arm with love-knots gay,
About me leap'd and laugh'd
The modish Cupid of the day.

Tennyson, Talking Oak.

My light glove on his casque of steel,

My love-knot on his spear !

Whittier, The Hero.

[< ME. lovel, < OP. lovel,

ML. lupellus, a young wolf,
dim. of L. lupus (> F. loup), a wolf: see lupus.
The word lovel remains as the surname Lovel.]
Wolf : a common name formerly for a dog.

According to Stowe, p. 847, William Collingborne was
executed in 1484 for writing the following couplet on the

king's ministers :

" The Ratte, the Catte, and Lovell our dogge
Rule all England under the hogge." UaUiwell.

A

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 2. 153.

And said, Sir, for all loves,
Let me thy prisoneres seen.
Sir Ferumbras. (UaUiwell, under all-loves.)

For love, out of affectionate consideration
; hence, for

nothing; without compensation or payment, For love
or money, by any means ; in any way. Free love. See

technically called spiculum amoris.

quotation.

free.-ln love, imbued with affection, especially sexual
love-dayt (luv'da), . [< ME. love day; < love*

anection ; enamored. . -. *. . ^ i_j j _ j.i_
' ;__T_I_affection ; enamored.

If he be not in love with some woman, there is no be-

lieving old signs : a' brushes his hat o' mornings.
Shak., Much Ado, iii. 2. 40.

Labor Of love, any work done or task performed with
eager willingness, either from fondness for the work itself

or from regard entertained toward the person for whom it

is done. Love of benevolence or friendship. See be-

nevolence.ljove of complacency. See love o/fceneuo-
tence. Natural love, a natural appetite or inclination
which is common to animals and plants. Sensitive love, love-dnnkt (luv drmgk), n.
a love common to man and the lower animals. There's love ; a philter or love-potion.

e^chothe*
08* tetween them> they have no liking lor love-favor (luv'fa'vpr), . Something given

There was not a great deal of love lost betmeen Will and
his half-sister. Thackeray, Virginians, xvii.

for prowes of armes,
le my hert.

Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2438.

Lovelace2 (luv'las), . [So called after Love-
A curious organ is a pynform muscular sac, containing

,

.
f THnVmrrlsnTi's tinvpl "flnrisoa

one or two slender conical styles, which can be thrust out lace
<
tne

I"
5

. J
-Kicnardson 8 novel

through the aperture of the sac ; they are found in certain Harlowe."] A fine-mannered libertine
;
a rak-

snails, and with them they pierce each other's skin. They ish but agreeable man of the world,
are known as love-darts. Pascoe, Zool. Class., p. 166.

love_lasst (luv'las), n. A sweetheart.

So soone as Tython's Inve-lasse gan display
Her opall colours in her eastern throne.

.Mir. for Magi., p. 776.

loveless (luv'les), a. [< love1 + -less.] 1. Void
of love

; unloving; wanting tenderness or kind-

ness.

Eight years of loveless and uncongenial union.
The American, VI. 283.

2f. Not loved; not attracting love; unlovable.

These are ill-favoured to see to ; and yet, as loveless as

they be, they are not without some medicinable virtues.

Holland.

to be worn in token of love. love-letter (luv'let'er), n. A letter professing
Deck'd with love-favors. Bp. Hall, Satires, i. 2. love

;
a letter of courtship ;

a billet-doux.

+ day.] A day appointed for the amicable

adjustment of disputes between neighbors by
arbitration

;
a day for reconciliation.

Mo love-dayes and acordes
Then on instrumentes ben cordes.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. C95.

This day shall be a love-day, Tamora.
Shak., Tit. And., i. 1. 491.

A drink to excite



love-lies-bleeding

love-lies-bleeding (luv'liz-iile'ding), . A
iiniiir of tin 1 reil iiniiininths, .tiniiritiiliix rtiniltt-

titx mill .1. I'niii/' lifii.-i, \\itli crimson spikes nnil

(sometimes) foliage, and small annual roots.

( hving to the weak root, they often fall and lie

prostrate in the garden.
lOVelily(luv'li-li), w/c. [< MK. Inn-lt/ly ; < /)///
+ -ty

a
.] In a lovely manner; amiably; in a

manner to exrite love. [Uaro.]
Hot yr Arthure onoiio nycivs HUM iiftyre

Kwyni! to the: Knipcruiir, with bonoonbla kyngis;

Unghte hym u|n- fiille ImvltilH with lordllone knyghttei,
Mid leilde IWIIK to the l;i>nv, thaiv tliu kynit lygges.

Morte Arthure (K. K. T. s.), 1. 2293.

loveliness (luv'Ii-nes), n. The character of be-

ing lovely; mental or physical attractiveness;

capability of exciting love or strong admiration:

as, female Inn lints* ; the lonliiicss of the rose,

ller gentle limbs did she undress,
Ami lay down in her loveliness.

Coleridge, Christabel, i.

In loveliness of perfect deeds.

Teiinyeon, In Memorlam, xxxvi.

= 8yn. See lovelyl and beautiful.

leveling (luv'ling), n. [< lure 1 + -lint/i.] A
little love; a beloved or lovable being.

These frolike lowling* freighted nests doe make.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, it, The Magnificence.

love-lock (luv'lok), w. 1. Formerly, a long and
flowing lock on a man's head dressed separately
from the rest of the hair, curled or tied with
a ribbon, sometimes with several bows, and
allowed to hang down over the neck and in

front of the shoulder. It was usual to wear but one,
and this was the mark of a man of careful and elegant
dress during the tlrst hulf of the seventeenth century.
In some instances two were worn, one on each side. Also
called French lock.

How, sir, will you be trimmed? Will you have . . .

your love-locks wreathed with a silken twist, or shaggy to

fall on your shoulders? /,/<///, Midas, iii. 2.

2. Now, a separate lock hanging conspicuously
on the head of either a man or a woman.
Her hair . . . escaped in one vagrant lovelock, perfectly

curled, that dropped over her left shoulder.
H'illne CoUint, Armadale, n. 234.

love-lorn (l'lv '16rn), n . Forsaken by one's love ;

forlorn, pining, or suffering from love.

The lure-lorn nightingale
Nightly to thee her sad song mourneth well.

MOtan, (-Minus, 1. 234.

love-lornness (luv'16rn*nes), . The state of

being love-lorn. [Bare.]
It was the story of that fair Oostanza who in her lovelorn-

ness desired to live no longer. George Eliot, Rotnola, Ixi.

lovely 1
(luv'li), a. [< ME. lovely, luvelich, lufli,

< AS. luflic, lovely, < lufu, love: see love1
, n.,

and -ly
1

. The AS. tedflic, dear, pleasant (= OS.
lioflik, lioUik = OFrie's. liaflik, NFries. Ijcnflyck
= D. liefelijk = OHG. liublih, liunlih, MHG. liep-

Keh, G. lieblich, lovely, = Dan. Sw. liflig, pleas-
ant, = Goth, liubaleiks, lovely), is a diff. word, <

leaf, E. lief, dear, + -lie, E. -fy
1
-] 1. Fitted to

excite love or emotion ; possessing or charac-

terized by engaging qualities; lovable; attrac-

tive; charming: as, a lovely woman; a lovely
view

;
a lovely dress.

lately or able to be lovyd, amabilis, diligibilis.

Prompt. Parv.

A lusty ladde. a stately man to see, . . .

Beganne to woo my sister, not for wealth,
But for hir face was lovely to beholde.

Oaseoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 51.

Mir. Can you love a man ?

Lit. Yes, if the man be lovely,
That is. be honest, modest.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, i. 3.

Nothing lovelier can be found
In woman than to study household good.

Milton, P. I*, in. 232.

2. Attractive to appetite or desire; enticing;

inviting. [Colloq.j

Come, let's to supper. Come, my friend Coridon, this

Trout looks lovely. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 85.

3f. Loving; tender.

Many a lovely look nn hem he caste.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 166.

Haul and Jonathan were f^r.-lu and pleasant in their lives.

2 Sam. i. 23.

Seal the title with a loivly kiss!

Shak., T. of the 8., ill. 2. 125.

= Syn. 1. Amiable. Lowly (see quotation from Archbishop
Trench under rrwwrMr): Htrnilttonif, Pretty, etc. (see beau-

tif'il)'. pleasing, charming, fair.

lovely 1
(luv'li), ddr. [< ME. lorcly, liinlicli,. Inf.

li/fli, < AS. littllce, lovely, < luflic, a., lovely: see

Ivrcly
1

, .] 1. So as to induce or excite love;

very beautifully or pleasantly.
thcu weed,

Who art so Itrveltt fair, and smell'st so sweet.

Shot., Othello, iv. 2. 68.

2f. Lovingly; kindly.

Mat lufltjch adoun, * lengc, I the praye,
& qnat so thy wylle U, we schal wyt after.

a nil lite Oreen Knight (K. K. T. S.), 1. 2.14.

lovely'-'t, . [< MK. /iT///, praiseworthy; < 1m;-

+ -ly
1
.} Worthy to be praised. HnlliictU.

love-making (luv'ma"kiug), . Courtship,

loyeman (luv'man), n. [< ln-i, r., + obj.maw.]
The common goosegrass or cleavers, (lalitun

.1/iiirini .

love-match (luv'mach), n. A marriage founded

ii]ni love; a marriage into which convenience.

money considerations, etc., do not enter,

lovemongert (luv'mung'ger), n. [< love1 -

monger.'} One who deals in affairs of love; a

go-between in courtship. [Rare.]
Thou ait an old love-monger, and spcakest skilfully.

Shale., L. L. L., U. 1. 263.

Loven's larva. See lan-a.

love-parrakeet (luv'par'a-ket), n. A love-bird.

love-parrot (luv'par'ot), n. A love-bird.

love-plant (luv'plant'j, n. 1. A name of the

showy South African portulacaceous plants of

the genus Anacampseros, common in cultiva-

tion. 2. The Victorian blue creeper, Come-

upcrma roluMe, an evergreen twining plant of

Australia.

love-potion (luv'po'shpn), n. A potion or

draught designed to excite love
;
a philter.

We waste our best years in distilling the sweetest flow-

ere of life into love-potions. Longfellow, Hyperion, iii. 9.

lover 1
(hiv'er), n. [Also dial, or obs. lovycr; <

ME. lover, lori/erc. Infer, < loven, lovien, love : see

lin'i- 1 and -erf, -ier1 , -yer.] 1. One who loves;
one who has a feeling of love or earnest liking
for any person or thing ;

a zealous admirer: as,

a lorer of good men or of Christianity; a loner

of books or of science ; a lover of wine.

Thus ihesus crist harewide helle,
And ledde hisc lowers to pantdljs.

Uymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.), p. r>3.

He of Winchester
Is held no great good lover of the archbishop's.

Shalt., Hen. VIII., iv. 1. 104.

2. Specifically, one who is enamored ;
a person

in love: now used in the singular almost ex-

clusively of the man, though formerly also of

the woman, while the plural is still commonly
used of both: as, a lorer and his sweetheart ;

a

pair of lovers.

If I freely may discover
What would please me in a lover,

I would have her fair and witty.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, ii. 1.

Where is Mark Antony?
The man, my lover, with whom I rode sublime
On Fortune's neck. Tennyson, Fair Women.

Iover2t, An obsolete form of louver.

lover'H, a. An obsolete comparative of lief.

loyered (luv'erd), a. [< lover1 + -e<ft.} Pro-
vided with or having a lover.

Who, young and simple, would not be so lover'At
Shot., Lover's Complaint, L 320.

love-ribbon (luy'rib'on),
w. A narrow gauze

ribbon with satin stripes,

loverly (luv'er-li), o. [< lover + -ly
1
.] Like a

lover; suitable for a lover; lover-like. [Rare.]

Said the chief abruptly. "I want only herself." ... A
very loverly way of speaking.

George MacDonald, What's Mine's Mine, p. 800.

loveryt (lo'ver-i), n. Same as louver.

For now he makes no count of perjuries,
Hath drawn false lights from pitch-black Imeries,
Olased his braided ware, cogs, sweares, and lies.

Marstan, Scourge of Villanie, U. !,.

love-scene (luv'sen), . A marked exhibition

of mutual love ; an interview between lovers :

a pictured, written, or acted representation of

such an interview.

"Mind your own work, my dear," said her husband,
gently. Circe resumed a love-scene between Adele and the
tender forcat. Hannay, Singleton Fontenoy, 1. 9.

love-shaft (luv'shaft). . A shaft or dart of

love
; specifically, Cupid's arrow.

A certain aim he took
At a fair vestal throned by the west.
And loosed his love-thafl smartly from his bow.

ShaJc., M. N. D., ii. 1. 169.

love-Sick (luv'sik), a. 1. Sick or languishing
with love or amorous desire: as, a love-sick

swain.
To the dear mistress of my lore-sick mind.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, Iii. 103.

2. Expressive of languishing love.

Where nightingales their love-sick ditty sing. Dryden.

love-sickness (luv'sik'nes), . Amorous lan-

guor : sickness or longing caused by love.

lovesome (luv'sum). . [Also dial. Inosnmf, 1ns-

som ; < MK. liifxiiin, lufxiim, < AS. lufsum, lova-

low

ble, < lufu. love: see tore', n., and -*onw.] 1.

lively: winsome.
O lufnmi lady liryghtr,

How have ye faren syn that ye were heere?
Chaucer, Troilus, v. 465.

One praised her ancles, one her eyes,
One her dark hair and Invrminr mien.

Tennyson, The Beggar Maid.

2. Loving; manifesting love or affection.

The thousand bright-leaved shrubs that twined their

arms together In lovesome tangles. Kinglake, Eothen, vll.

lovesomely (luv'sum-li), adr. Lovingly.
Sae Rosmer took her sister-son,

Het him upon his knee;
He clappit him sae lurijsomely.
He turned baith blue and blae.

/tanner Ha/mand (Child's Ballads, I. 256).

love-song (luv'sdng), ti. A song expressive of

love; an amatory poem.
love-spell (luv'spel), n. A spell to induce love,

love-suit (luv'sut), n. Courtship; solicitation

of union in marriage.
Cloten, whose love mil hath been to me

As fearful as a siege. Shale., Cymbeline, ill. 4. 136.

love-tap (luv'tap), n. A slight blow given as a

caress.

love-tickt (luv'tik), n. A love-tap.

Lord, If the peevish infant nghts and fliea

With unpar (1 weapons at his mothers eyes,
Her frowns (half mix'd with smiles) may chance to show
An angry love-tick on his arm, or so.

Ovaries, Emblems, ill. 6.

love-token (luv'to'kn), n. A gift in memory
of or as a sign of love.

love-tootht (Tuv'toth), w. An inclination to love.

Beleeve me, Philautus, I am now old, yet have I in my
bead a love-tooth. Lyly, Euphues and his England.

love-tree (luv'tre), n. The Judas-tree, Cercix

Siliqiiastrum.
love-trout (luv'trout), n. The pilchard.

'

It haa been termed a love trout when impressed on a
token struck at Love in the reign of Charles II. Day.

love-worth (luv'werth), n. Worthiness of love.

Homer for himself should be belov'd,
Who ev'ry sort of love-worth did contain.

Chapman, Iliad, To the Reader, 1. 73.

love-worthy (luv'wer'THi), a. Lovable ;
fitted

to inspire love.

loving1
(luv'ing), p. a. 1. Feeling love or ten-

der regard ;
affectionate : as, a loving friend.

2. Expressing or manifesting love or kindness:

as, loving words ;
a loving caress.

Ioving2t, . [ME. loryngc, < AS. lofung, prais-

ing, appraising, verbal u. of lofan, praise: see

loveV, t>.] Praise ;
honor.

For to wynne me lovcyng
Bothe of emperowre ami of kynge.

MS. Cantab, ft. ii. 38, f. 152. (UaUiwxU.)

loving-cup (luv'ing-kup), n. A wine-cup in-

tended for several persons to drink from and
to pass from hand to hand. It is commonly
made with several handles. See parting^up.
loving-kindness (luv'ing-kind'nes), n. Kind-
ness which springs from and manifests personal
love : used in Scripture to describe God's favor
to his people.
My lovinq -kindness will I not utterly take from him.

Ps. Unix. 38.

lovingly (luv'ing-li), adv. With love or affec-

tion; affectionately.

lovingness (luv'ing-nes) ,
n. A loving manner ;

affectionate bearing or conduct.

The only two bands of good-will, loveliness and loving-
ness. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, II.

lovyer (luv'yer), n. An obsolete or dialectal

form of lover1 . Chavcer.

low1
(16), r. t. [< ME. lowen, < AS. hlovan =

D. loeijen = MLG. loien, lugen = OHG. hloian,

lowan, MHG. luogen, Iveicen, luejen, liien = Icel.

liloa, bellow, low; prob. of imitative origin.]
To utter the soft bellow peculiar to animals of

the cow kind ; moo.
I'd rather hear that cow to low,

Than ha'e a' the kine in Fy vie.

Andrew; Lammie (Child's Ballads, n. 196).

The sober herd that loir'd to meet their young.
Goldsmith, Des. ViL, L 118.

low1
(16), n. [< lotcl, t).] The bellow of cattle ;

a moo.
Bull Jove, sir, had an amiable low.

Shot., Much Ado, v. 4. 48.

low2 (16), (i. and n. [< ME. loice, lough, toiili,

loh. Inge, lawe, laqh, lah (not in AS., and prob.
< Scand.); = OFries. lege, lech = D. laag =
MLG. lech, Iege= 'MI>. lorgh, leegh=I&. leg, 1- '/' .

In i'li Icel. Idgr = Sw. l&g = Dan. lav, low;
lit.

'

lying' (low), from the verb, AS. licgan (pret.

l<vit) (= Icel. lififijn, pret. pi. W</, etc.), lie: see

lii'i . Cf. law1 and log*-,from the same nit. source.



low

Hence lower?, below, etc.] I. n. 1. Lying or

being below the general or natural level or

plane ; depressed in place or position ;
at some

depth or distance downward; deep: as, low

ground ;
a low valley ;

the lower regions.

I . shall set thee in the l<m< parts of the earth.

Ezek. xxvi. 20.

The lowest bottom shook
Of Erebus. MUton, P. L., U. 883.

2. Below the usual standard of height; falling

below the customary level or position : as, a

low bow; a low tide (that is, an ebb-tide unusu-

ally depressed) ;
low tide or low water (used

absolutely, without an article, for the state of

the tide or the water at its greatest normal de-

pression of level).

Giving place to flexure and low bending.
Shalt., Hen. V., iv. 1.

In considering any tide we find, especially in estuaries,

that the interval from high to low water is longer than

that from low to high water. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 353.

3. Not high in position; not far above a nat-

ural or generally recognized plane or level : as,

the sun is low (that is, not far above the hori-

zon); a bird of low flight; a low shelf.

The weakness of our ship, the badnes of our saylers, and
our ignorance of the coast, caused vs carry but a low sayle.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 105.

A glimmering land,
Lit with a l<nv large moon.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

4. Not high in upward extent; having little

vertical extension; of no great height; mod-
erate or deficient in altitude or stature; not

lofty: opposed to high, lofty, and tall: as, low

hills, plants, or trees
;
a low house or wall

;
a

man of low stature
;
a low forehead.

Lenges all at laysere, and lokes one the wallys
Whare' they ware laweste the ledes to assaille.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2430.

He was rather low than tall.

C. Mather, Mag. Chris., lit 1.

A low, lean, swarthy man is he.

WhiUier, Mogg Megone, i.

Low knolls

That dimpling died into each other.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

5. Not high in a scale of reckoning; below the

usual rate, reckoning, or value; moderate;
meager; cheap: as, low wages, rates, prices; a
low estimate ; wheat was low.

The salaries were too low to afford even those indul-

gences which are necessary to the health and comfort of

Europeans in a tropical climate. Macaulay, Lord Olive.

6. Not high in number ; indicating or indicated

by a small number
; expressed By numerals in-

dicating few: as, a low number; low latitudes

(those expressed in low numbers, and there-
fore near the equator). 7. Not high in grade,
position, station, state, or account ;

of inferior

grade; humble in rank; lowly: as, people of

low estate; the lower classes; the lower walks
of life.

Thou hast made him a little lower than the angels.
Ps. viii. 5.

Both low and high, rich and poor, together. Ps. xlix. 2.

Why then was this forbid ? why, but to awe?
Why, but to keep ye low and ignorant?

Milton, P. L., ix. 704.

8. Not high in character or condition, (a) Not
full or strong ; lacking in fullness, strength, or force ;

weak ; feeble ; depressed : as, low fortune
;
low hopes ; a

low pulse or state of health
;
low spirits ; his affairs are at

a low ebb.
This exceeding posting day and night
Must wear your spirits low.

Skat., All's Well, v. 1. 2.

Their sinking state and low affairs

Can move your pity, and provoke your cares.

Addison, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv.

(b) Not haughty or proud ; meek ; lowly.

for loue of her [their] lowe hertis cure lorde hath them
graunted

Here penaunce and her pnrgatorie here on this erthe.
Piers Plowman (B), vii. 104.

My Lord Falmouth, ... his generosity, good-nature,
desire of public good, and low thoughts of his own wisdom.

Pepys, Diary, Aug. 30, 1668.

(c) Lacking in dignity, refinement, or principle ; vulgar ;

groveling; abject; mean; base: as, low associates; low
tastes ; a low companion ; low life

;
a low trick.

If they are obliged to stop by day, the boatmen fre-

quently pass away the time in acting some low farces.

Pococke, Description of the East, 1. 16.

As if nine tenths of the calamities which have befallen
the human race had any other origin than the union of
high intelligence with low desires.

Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

9. Not high in quality or degree, (a) Not exces-
sive or intense ; not violent

; moderate : as, low heat ; Imv
temperature ; a low fever.

That acceptance of the inevitable which is the lowent
form of content. Mrs. Oliphant. Poor Gentleman, xiv.

3530

(b) In optics, of slight refrangibility (that is. having a

relatively great wave-length), (c) In logic, having little

logical extension ;
narrow ; predicable of few objects, (d)

Not rich or highly seasoned ; plain; simple: as, low diet.

(e) Holding Low-church views. See Low-churchman.

That variety of evangelical clergyman to which the late

Mr Conybeare gave the name of " low and slow
"

a vari-

ety which, we believe, flourishes chiefly in the midland

counties. Quarterly Rev., Oct., 1860, p. 49.

(/) In biol., of lowly, simple, or generalized structure ;

not high in the scale of organization ; not highly diifer-

entiated or specialized: as, low protozoan animals; low

cryptogamic plants.

10. Of sounds: (a) Not loud; gentle; soft.

Her voice was ever soft,

Gentle, and toe an excellent thing in woman.
Shale., Lear, v. 3. 273.

The low moan of an unknown sea,

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

(6) Relatively grave in pitch ; produced by rel-

atively slow vibrations; depressed; flat: op-

posed to high.

You would sound me from my lowest note to the top of

my compass. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 383.

High and low. See high. In or for high and lowt.
See high. Low area, in meteor., a region where the at-

mospheric pressure is lower than over the surrounding

region. LOW bass, soprano, tenor, either a voice or

a voice-part of one of these varieties that extends to an un-

usually low pitch, or the lower of two basses, sopranos,

tenors, etc., in a given piece. Low blast, in smelting and
other metallurgic operations, a blast delivered to the fur-

nace at low pressure, as compared with the pressure of the

blast required when the temperature of the furnace-charge
approaches the melting-point. Low boat, in sporting, the

boatwhose occupants kill the least game or the fewest fish.

LOW carte. See cartel. Low caste. See casteZ, 1.

Low celebration, in the usage of many Anglican church-

es, a celebration of the eucharist without music or other

adjuncts: opposed to high celebration. See high. Low
Church. See Low-church, and Episcopal Church, under

episcopal. Low color. See color. Low comedian,
an actor of farcical comic parts. Low Countries, the

Netherlands. Low dawn. See dawn. Low Dutch. See

Dutch, 5. Low embroidery, embroidery which is not in

high relief or padded, and is without flies or applications.
Lower case. See case-', 6. Lower Chalk, in geol., the

name given to a member of the Chalk formation, dis-

tinguished by the absence of flints and by the superior
hardness of the chalk, which is sometimes used for build-

ing-stone. Lower criticism, culmination, house, etc.

See the nouns. Lower Empire, a name sometimes given
to the Byzantine empire. Lower greensand, in Eng.
geol., a division of the Lower Cretaceous. It lies between
the Gault and the Wealden. In the south of England it

consists of clays, sandstones, and limestones, and is in

part fluviatile and in part marine. In the northern coun-
ties it is exclusively marine. It is generally considered
as being the equivalent of the Upper Neocomian (which
see) of continental geologists. Lower masts, the princi-

pal masts. Lower rigging, the rigging belonging to the
lower masts and yards. Lower Silurian. See Silurian.

Lower table. Same as culet, 2. Lower yards, the
lowermostyards of a vessel. Lowfever,German, Latin.
See the nouns. Low grounds. See ground^. Low lat-
itude latitude near the equator. Low mass, milling,
etc. See the nouns. Low-potential system, low-re-
sistance system. See multiple arc (under multiple), po-
tential, aim resistance. Low relief. Same as bas-relief.

Low steam, steam having a low pressure or expansive
force. Low Sunday, the Sunday next after Easter: so
called because, while included within the limits of the

highest of all festivals, that of Easter, it is by compari-
son lower or less exalted than Easter day itself. It has
been the custom since very early times to repeat most of
the Easter Sunday service on this day. Officially called in
the Roman Catholic Church Domintea, in Alois that is,

the Sunday in white garment*, from the white robes worn
in early times by those who had been baptized just before
Easter. Also called Alb Sunday, Quasimodo, and in the
Greek Church Antipaseha, the Touching of St. Thomas or
the Sunday of St. Thomas (the gospel being John xx. 19-

31), and sometimes New Sunday, fj Sevrtpoirpwr^ KvpiaKj,
literally the second-first Sunday, an expression similar to
the ' second-first Saobath

'

(translated 'second Sabbath af-

ter the first ') of Luke vi. 1. Low to paper, in printing,
below the standard height: said of type. Low water.
See water. Low Wine. See wine. To lie low. See

Kei.=Syn. 8(). Mean, Groveling, etc. (see abject), base,
ignoble, vile, vulgar, common, dishonorable, cheap, ple-
beian, shabby. See list under mean%.

II. n. 1. In card-playing, a certain card, often,
but not always, the lowest trump, the holding
or taking of which confers certain advantages.
See all-fours. 2. In meteor., same as low area.

3. pi. Low level land. Halliwell. [Prov.Eng.]
low2 (16), adv. [< ME. lotce, louwe, loge, lahe(=
D. laag = Dan. lav t), adv.; < low2

, a.] 1. Near
the ground ;

not aloft ;
not high : as, to fly low ;

to aim low.

Art thou the last of all mankind to know
That party fights are won by aiming low?

0. W. Holmes, The Disappointed Statesman.

2. In a mean condition: in composition: as, a
low-born fellow or lass. 3. Late, or in time

approaching the present.
In that part of the world which was first inhabited, even

as low down as Abraham's time, they wandered with their
flocks and herds. Locke.

4. With a depressed voice ; not loudly: as, speak
Jow. 5. In music: (a) Not loudly; quietly;
softly. (61 At a low or grave pitch.

Low-churchman

Iow2
t (16), r. [< ME. loiren, lateen, lof/hcn (=

Icel. liEijja
= D. laayeii), make low, humble; <

tow2
,
a. Cf. Iower2.\ I. trans. 1. To lower.

The value of guineas was lowed from one-and-twenty

shillings and sixpence to one-and-twenty shillings. Swift.

2. To bring low; humble.

Lawand thame-selfe to the Sacramentes of haly kyrke.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. 8.), p. 42.

Ho so ...
For the loue of oure lorde Imnlh hym to be poure,
He shal haue an hundredfolde of heuene-ryche blisse.

Piers Plowman (C), xiii. 157.

II. intrans. To go low; descend; fall.

Fortune hath euer be muable,
And male no while stonde stable ;

For nowe it hieth, nowe it loweth,
Now slant vpright, now ouerthroweth.

Gower, Coat. Amant., viii.

low3
(16), n. [Also dial, Imtyh, law; < ME. low,

lowe, lawe, < AS. Maw, hliew, a hill, mound, =
OS. hleo = OHG. hleo, leo, MHG. le = Goth.

Maiw, a mound (grave) ; perhaps = L. clwus, a

hill, slope: see clivous, acclivity, declivity.] A
hill; a small eminence; a mound, either nat-

ural or artificial. The word is now only in provincial
use. It is found as an element of several place-names in

-low or -law, as in Ludlow, Lammerlaw, etc.

Nogt saued watz bot Segor that sat on a lawe,
The thre ledez ther-in, Loth and his dejter.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 992.

I've been to the top of tire Caldon Low,
The midsummer-night to see.

Mary Howitt, Fairies of the Caldon Low.

low3
(16), v. t. [< lou>3, .] To heap or pile up.

Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
low4 (lou), n. [< ME. lowe, loghe, lotfie, < Icel.

logi = Sw. l&ga = Dan. lue, a fire, = OHG.
*loho, MHG. G. lohe = MLG. lo, lowe = OFries.

loga, a flame
;
akin to AS. leg, Kg, > ME. leye,

leie, etc., a fire (see lay8 ) ;
from the root, *luh,

of light
1

, etc.: see Ugh ft.'] Flame; fire; blaze.

[Obsolete or prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
His ene flamtnet as the fire, or a fuerse low.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5582.

There sat a bottle in a bole

Beyont the ingle lowe.

Burns, The Weary Fund o' Tow.

low4 (lou), v. i. [< ME. lowen, flame
;
< low*, .]

To flame; blaze. [Obsolete or prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]

A vast, unbottom'd, boundless pit,
Fill'd fou o' lowin' brunstane.

Burns, Holy Fair.

Iow6
t. An obsolete preterit of laugh.

low6 (lou), v. A dialectal form of allow'1 .

lowbell (lou'bel), . [< low*: + jczzi.] i. A
bell used in a certain kind of fowling by night,
the birds being made to lie close by the sound
of the bell and blinded by a light, so as to be

easily taken by a net which is thrown over
them.

The fowler's lowbell robs the lark of sleep.
W. Ring, Art of Love, i. 47.

2. A bell hung on the necks of sheep or other
animals.

Maria. And I am worse, a woman that can fear
Neither Petruchio Furius, nor his fame. . . .

Petru. If you can carry 't so, 'tis very well.

Bianca. No, you shall carry it, sir.

Petru. Peace, gentle low-bell.

Fletcher, Tamer Tamed, i. 3.

Now commonly he who desires to be a Minister, looks
not at the Work, but at the Wages ; and by that Lure or

Loubel, may be toald from Parish to Pai ish all the Town
over. Milton, Considerations.

lowbell (lou'bel), v. t. [< lowbell, n.] To scare
with a lowbell, as birds in fowling.
lowbelling (lou'bel"ing), n. [Verbal n. of loin-

bell, v.] Fowling with a lowbell.

This sport [fowling with nets] . . . some call . . . low-

&e#m<7; and the use of it istogowithagreatlight, . . . with
a bell in your other hand, . . . and you must ring it always
after one order.

Quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 98.

low-boy (16'boi), n. If.AWhig and Low-church-
man. Davies.

No fire and faggot ! no wooden shoes ! no trade-sellers !

a low-boy, a low-boy ! Mrs. Centlivre, Gotham Election.

2. A chest of drawers supported on short legs.
See high-boy, 2. [New Eng.]
Low-church (16'cherch), a. Laying little stress
on church authority and usage; evangelical:
used specifically of those in the Anglican
Church who are known as Low-churchmen, and
of their principles.
Low-churchism (16 'eherch

//

izm), n. [< Love-
church + -ism.'] Low-church principles.
Low-churchman (lo'cherch'man), . One of
those members of the Anglican"Church who do
not consider possession of the apostolic suc-
cessio7i essential to constitute a valid ministry.



Low-churchman

regard the sacraments iinil sacramental rites

rather :is si^'iis or symbols of grace tlian as hav-

iug grace necessarily contained in them, and

oppose suren!otah-iu ami ornate ritual. Low-
churchmen s.\ mpathi/.t: with min.fplscopal denominations
rather than with thu Roman Catholic and Greek chinches,

opposed to Iliyh churchman. Also culled Evangelical.

low-day (16'da), it. [< W- + ilay
1

. Cf. liiijh-

<///.] A day that is not a church-festival,

snrh days as wear the badge of holy rt-il

Are for Devotion marked and Sage Delights,
Tile vulgar !.<:" ilnyx undistinguished
Are left for Lalxmr, Games, and Sportful Sights.

i':',,ij,i<m (Arbcr's Kng. Garner, III. 286).

low-dilutionist (16'di-lu'sbon-ist), it. See <ii-

llltittllixt.

low-down (16'doun), a. Far down iu the social

-i-ale; degraded; mean. [Colloq.]
HIT archaic speech was perhaps a shade better than the

low-down language of llroinl Run.
K. Eyyleston, The Graysons, xviii.

low-down (16'doun), n. A ravine, or gully,
such as is frequented by the sea-elephant of

California. C. M. Scamiuon.
low-downer (lo'dou'ner), n. [< loic-doicn +
-er1 .] A person who is low down in the scale
of existence

;
a very rude or mean person. [Lo-

cal, U. 8.]

They are at least known by a generic byword aa Poor
Whites, or Low-downers.

B. L. Stevenson, Silverado Squatters, p. 151.

Lowell battery-gun. See machine-gun.
lower 1

, lour (lou~er, lour), v. i. [< MB. lowren,
IOHITII, liircn (= Ml), loeren), frown; appar. <

lure, the face (E. leer 1 ), and thus ult. a var. of

leer*-, t\, q. v.] 1. To frown; scowl; look sul-

len ; watch in sullen silence.

If his knaue knele that sh:il his cuppe brynge,
lie Imireth on hym and axeth hyin who taujte hym cur-

telsye? Piers Plowman (B), x. 811.

This son of anger lowered at the whole assembly.
Steele, Spectator, No. 43U.

2. To appear dark or gloomy; be clouded;
threaten a storm.

Now is the winter of our discontent
Made glorious summer by this sun of York ;

And all the clouds that lour'd upon our house
In the deep bosom of the ocean buried.

Shale., Rich. III., L 1. 8.

The dawn is overcast, the morning lowers,
And heavily iu clouds brings on the day.

Additon, Cato, 1. 1.

3f. To look bad; appear in bad condition.

Vf this tree Inure [tr. L. tristis sit], an horscombe wol him
chero. Palladiits, Husbondrle (. . T. *.), p. 144.

4f. To lurk
; crouch

;
skulk.

We lurkede undyr lee as lowrande wreches !

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.\ L 1446.

6. To strike, as a clock, with a low prolonged
sound ; toll the curfew. Halliwcll. [Prov. Eng.]
lowerH, lourt (lou'er, lour), n. [< tower*, t\] 1.

A frown; scowl; frowning; sulleuness.
Philoclea was jealous for Zelmane, not without so mighty

a lower as that face could yield. Sir P. Sidney.

What women know It not . . .

llnw blisse or bale lyes In their laugh or lawn,
Whilst they injoy their happy blooming flowre?

Daniel, Complaint of Rosamond, 1. 137.

2. Cloudiness; gloominess.
lowera (16'er). r. [< lower, compar. of tow2

,
a.

Cf. higher, v.) I. trans. 1. To cause to de-

scend; let down; take or bring down: as, to
loirer the sail of a ship; to lower cargo into the
hold. 2. To reduce or bring down, as in height,
amount, value, estimation, condition, degree,
etc.; make low or lower: as, to lower a wall (by
removing a part of the top) ;

to lower the water
in a canal (by allowing some to run off) ; to
Imrrr the temperature of a room or the quality
of goods; to lower the point of a spear or the
muzzle of a gun ;

to loicer prices or the rate of
interest. 3. To bring down in spirit ; humble;
humiliate : as, to loicer one's pride ;

to lower one
in the estimation of others. 4. In relief-en-
i/fiii'iiii/, (<i) to scrape or cut away, as the sur-
face of a block, in such manner as to leave it

highest iu the middle; or (b) to depress, as any
part of the surface which it is desired shall

print lightly from being exposed to a dimin-
ished pressure. The lowering of the block from the
middle to the sides causes the pressure on its whole sur-
face in the press to be practically equal, aud thus admits
of printing from it without overlays.
5. In Htuxii; to change from a high to a low
l>itc;h; specifically, in inimical notation, to do-

press; flat: said of changing the significance of
a staff-degree or of a note on such a degree by
attaching a flat to it either in the signature or
as an accidental To lower the flag. See/a#2.

II. intrant. To fall; sink; growlew; become
lower in any way.

:<531

Thou shalt /--I/'./- to his level day by day.
TfniKjmtn, Lockslcy Hall.

lower't, a. l-MK... < ()K. Ion,, . let, hire, < L.

Injure, place, let: see locate.] Hire; reward.

A knyght axed his body when he was deed vpon the
selde crosse, and it was graunted hym of 1'ilatc in lower
of his servyse. Merlin (E. . T. S.), i. 68.

lower-case (lo'er-kas), </. and n.

used attributively.] I. n. In /iriiilini/. pertain-
ing to or belonging in the lower case (see i-iix,

'-',

.,(>): as, the Iniri-r-casi- lio.vs; linn r-ciixc type
or letters. Usually abbreviated /. c.

II. n. In iiriiiting, tlio kind of type that is

placed in the boxes of the lower case (see
cae2

, C) ; small letters collectively, as opposed
to capitals: as, roman or italic lower-cane; the
title-words of this dictionary are set in con-
densed antique lower-caxe (with capital initials

when these are ordinarily used).

lowering (lou'er-ing),p.a. Threatening a storm
;

cloudy overcast : as, a lowering sky.
It will be foul weather to day; for the sky is red and

lowring. Mat. xrl. 3.

loweringly (lou'er-ing-li), adr. In a lowering
manner

;
with cloudiness or threatening gloom.

lowermost (16'er -most), a. siwerl. [< linnr.

compar. of toic2
,
+ -most.] Lower than any

other; being at the bottom; occupying the low-
est place, as one of a number or series of things :

opposed to uppermost: as, the lowermost stones
in a foundation

;
the lowermost stratum of a geo-

logical formation.

lowery, loury (lou'er-i, lou'ri), a. [< lowerl +
-y

1
.] Cloudy; threatening: said of weather.

[Colloq.]
Low-German (16'jer'man), a. Or or pertaining
to the language known as Low German (see
German); also, in philol., applied to that class
of tongues of which Low German is a member,
and which includes in addition Dutch, Flemish,
Friesic, Old Saxon, Anglo-Saxon, and English.
lowing (16'ing), n. [< ME. lowynge; verbal n.

of low1
, t-.] The ordinary bellowing cry of

cattle.

Nor Is Osiris seen
In Memphian grove or green,
Trampling the unshower'd grass with lowing* loud.

Milton, Nativity, st. 24.

lowk1
,
v. t. See toufc2.

lowk'-t, See louks.

lowland (16'land), n. and a. I. n. [Sc. also lair-

tiiiiil, lallan; = Sw. l&gland = Dan. lavland (cf.

Laaland, the name of a Danish island); as IOH--

+ land1
.] Land which is low with respect to the

neighboring country; a low or level tract of
land: most commonly used in the plural__ The
Lowlands, a name applied specifically to the southern
and eastern part of Scotland; also sometimes to other
smaller regions, generally as a common noun.

U. a. Of or pertaining to the Lowlands, or
to a low or level country: as, Lowland Scotch;
a lowland race; lowlund plants or animals.

A Highland lad my lore was horn,
The Lowland laws he held In scorn.

Burns, Jolly Beggars, song Iv.

Lowlander (16
'
Ian -der), M. An inhabitant of

the Lowlands, especially of Scotland : opposed
to Highlander.
lowlihead (16'li-hed), n. [< ME. lowlyhede; <

lately -f- -head.] Same as Jmrlihood. [Archaic.]
The stately flower of female fortitude,
Of perfect wlfehood, and pure Imrlihead.

Tennyson, Isabel.

lowlihoodt (16'li-hud), n. [< lowly + -hood.]
The state of being lowly; meekness; humility.
lowlily (16'li-li), adv. In a lowly manner; hum-
bly. Johnson.
low-line (16'lin), . The fisherman who catches
the fewest fishes on a trip. Also low-liner.

lowliness (lo'li-nes), n. 1. The state of being
lowly in mind or disposition; freedom from
pride; humility.
In lowliness of mind let each esteem other better than

themselves. Phil. II. 3.

And she hath turned from the pride of sin to the lowliness
of truth. WhiOirr, The Vaiidois Teacher.

2. Low state or condition ; abjectness ; mean-
ness. [Rare.]
The Imiiiimx of my fortune has not brought me to flat-

ter vice. Drydrn.

low-lived (16'livd), . 1. Leading a low or
mean life; vulgar.
She shall choose better company than such low-lined fel-

lows as he. Goldsmith, Vicar, xili.

2. Pertaining to or characteristic of low or vul-

gar life : mean ; shabby : as. lotc-Ucrd manners :

u loie-liffd trick. [Colloq.]

loxarthrnu

low-livingt, 'i. [MK. loirf-tyri/Hi/i.] Lowly.
I n l"U-t lyuynye men the larke Is resembled,
Ami to leelle and to lyf-holy that louen alle treuthe.

Piers Plowman (C), xv. 188.

lowly (16'li), a. [< ME. lovely; < toic'-i + -lyl.]
1. .N ot high or elevated

; depressed in altitude,

situation, or position ; lying or being low.

As liHik-i the mother on her loirltj babe,
When death doth close his tender loving eyes.

Shot., 1 Hen. VI., ill. .:. 47.

Where I fens glides along the lowly lands.

Dryden, Jineid, vll. 1072.

The flower of sweetest smell Is shy and lowly.
Wordsworth, Sonnets, ii. 9.

2. Not of a high order or degree; of humble rank
or kind; hence, unpretending; rude; mean: as,
a lowly swain ; a lowly cottage.

These rural poems and their lowly strains.

bnjden, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, vl. 11.

That Imperator, Cfesar, and Augustus, once titles low-
lier than that of King, had now become, as they have since

remained, titles far loftier. K. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 188.

3. Humble in manner or spirit ;
free from pride;

modest; meek.
Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me ; for I am meek

and lowly in heart. Hat. xi. 29.

= Syn. 3. Modest, resigned, submissive, mild,

lowly (16'li), nrfr. [< ME. lonely; < lately, a.]
1. In a humble manner or condition

; humbly ;

meekly; modestly.
Christ full luwly and meekely washed his disciples feet.

Frith, Works, p. 98.

Heaven is for thee too high
To know what passes there ; be lowly wise.

Milton, P. L., Till. 173.

2. Without distinction or dignity; meanly.
I will show myself highly fed and Irnrlu taught.

Shot., All's Well, IL 2. 0.

lowlyhedet, n. See lowlihead.

low-ment (16'men), . pi. False dice so loaded
'

as always to turn up low numbers. See fullam
and li/iih-nini.

low-minded (16'min'ded), a. Having a mind
or spirit animated by no lofty or noble aspira-
tions or thoughts ; groveling ; unaspiring ;

cow-

ardly; mean.
lowmostt, a. stiperl. Lowermost

;
lowest.

lown 1
,

. A variant of loonl.

lown2
(loun), a. [Also loan, and lownd, found;

< Icel. logn, a calm.] Calm; low and shelter-

ed; still; serene; tranquil: as, a lown place.
[Scotch.]

The night is wondrous lown.
Sir Roland (Child^s Ballads, I. 224).

low-necked (16'nekt), <?. Cut low in the neck,
as a garment; decollete: applied particularly
to a woman's dress cut low on the shoulders:

opposed to high-needed.
lowness (16'nes), n. [< ME. lownesse; < /<>'*

+ -ness.] The state or quality of being low, in

any sense of the word.

lowpeH, '' An obsolete variant of lotiiA, lopt
1

.

lowpe-t, n. An obsolete form of loopl.

low-pressure (lo'presh'ur), a. Working with a
low degree of steam-pressure : as, a low-pressun-
engine. See low pressure, under pressure.

lowreH,
' An obsolete form of towerl.

Iowre2t, [Origin obscure.] Money. [Old
cant.]
U hat are they hut drunken Reggers? all that they beg

being either Lowre or Bowse (money or drinke).
DeUrer, English Villanies (16S2X sig. M.

lowry't, n. [Cf. lorey, laurel.] Spurge-laurel.
Cotgrave.

lowry2 (lou'ri), n.; pi. /oimes(-riz). [Cf. lorry.]
An open railroad box-car. E. H. Knight.
lowse't, n. An obsolete spelling of louse1 .

Iowse2t, f. An obsolete form of loose.

low-spirited (16'spir'i-ted), a. Having low

spirits; without animation and courage; de-

jected; depressed; not livelyor sprightly. =syn.
Dispirited, disheartened, discouraged, desponding, cast

down, downhearted.

low-spiritedness (16'spir'i-ted-nes),n. A state
of depression ; dejection of mind,
low-studded (16'stud'ed), a. Having low or
short studs; built low: said of a house or room .

lowtt, r. t. See lout-.

lowth (16th), M. [< toir2 + -th. Cf. height.]

It. Lowness. Becvn, Works, p. 272. 2. pi.
Lowlands, ffulliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
low-warp (16'warp). a. Same as basse-lifsf.

low-worm (16'werm), . [< line* (t) + worm.]
In farriery, a disease of horses resembling
shingles.
Loxa bark. See fcrtri-2.

loxarthrus (lok-siir'thrus), . [NL.,< Gr. /ofof,

slanting, oblique (see hjria), + 6.f>0/iui>, a joint.]



loxarthrus 3532 lozenge-tool

In pathol., an obliquity of a joint without dislo- loxolophodont (lok-so-lof'o-dont), a. [< Gr.

/ofof, slanting, oblique, + /.opof, a crest, +
6rfoi>f (bSovr-) = E. tooth.] In odontog., oblique-
ly lophodont: applied to a form of dentition,
a"s in Lnxolophodon' or Uintatherium, in which
the upper molars have the anterior internal
tubercle connected by oblique crests with two
external tubercles, the posterior internal one

being rudimentary or wanting.

cation or sprain, as in clubfoot.

loxia (lok'si-a), M. [NL., < Gr. /oftif, slanting,
crosswise, oblique, indirect, ambiguous (> L.

luxtis, dislocated); prob. akin to "Ampujiis, cross-

wise, and to L. obliquus, slanting: see lux1 and
oblique.] 1 . In pathol., a distortion of the head
toward one side; wryneck; torticollis. 2.

leap.] A genus of fringilline birds, (at) A group
containing a great number of Fringittidce whose bills LoxOpS(lok'sops), . [NL..< Gr. /.ofOf, slanting,
are stout, crooked, or otherwise notable, (b) In a re- nnlionp + Ar" eve fapfi 1 1 A eenus of birds
stricted sense, the crossbills, or those FriwriUiiai whose

( )11(lue > T "V, eye, lace.J 1. A gen OI Dl]

peculiar to the Sandwich Islands, belonging to

the family Dica'idce, having the bill like that of

a linnet. L. coccinea is called the scarlet creeper. It is

a small bird, it inches long, of an orange atid rufous colora-
tion. L. rosea and L. aurea are other species. The bird

bills are metagnathoiis. In this sense Curoirostra is a

synonym. The common red crossbill is Loxia curoiros-

tra; the white-winged crossbill is L. leucoptera; the parrot-
crossbill of Europe is L. pityopgittaca. There are several

others, mostly boreal or alpine birds, of North America,
Asia, and Europe. See cut under crossbill.

Loxiadae, Loxiidas (lok-si'a-de, -i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Loxia + -adte, -idee.] Same as Loxi-
inee.

loxian (lok'si-an), a. and n. [< Loxia + -ait.]

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Loxiitue. Also loxi-

ine.

II. n. A crossbill or some other member of
the Loxiince.

Loxiinse, Loxianse (lok-si-i'ne, -a'ne), n. pi.

[NL.., < Loxia + -ince, -ante.] A subfamily of

Fringtllidce, named from the genus Loxia, con-

Upon your loyalty to the state and me,
I do command you, sir, not depart Candy.

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, ii. 1.

The conformity of our actions to our engagements, whe-
ther express or implied, is fidelity. . . . Thus a subject is

faithful to the engagement which binds him to the sov-

ereign of the state. If, in such a case, love is added to

fidelity, it becomes lot/ally.

Whewett, Elements of Morality, p. 85.

=Syn. Allegiance, Loyalty, Fealty. See allegiance.

Loyolist (16-yo'list), n. [< Loyola + -int.] A
follower of the Spaniard Ignatius of Loyola
(1491-1556), founder of the order of Jesuits;
a Jesuit. [Bare.]
Of late years that super-politick and irrefragable socie-

ty of the Loyalists have propt up the ivy.
Ho

"
owell Dodona's Grove p. 60.-.1 ^ 077

of Bow Island, formerly named Loxops inornata, is now 10Z81, ana a. bee lonel.

known as Pinarotoxias inornatus. J. Cabatus, 1847. lozenge (loz enj), n. and a. [Early mod. E. lo-

senge; < ME. losange, losenge, losytige; < OF. lo-

senge, losange, lozenge, a lozenge, a quadrilater-
al, a window-pane, also a little square cake of

preserved herbs, flowers, etc., F. losange (> ML.
losengia, lozengia, > It. loeangm = Sp. losanje, a

rhombus), < OF. losange, losenge, lozenge, flat-

tery, guile, deceit (whence, from the notion of

'flattery,' 'praise,' its use for 'an epitaph, a

gravestone, square slab,' and finally 'a win-

dow-pane, flat square cake,' etc.), < los, praise.]
taming a number of grosbeaks, crossbills, and Loxosoinatidas (lok"so-so-mat'i-de), n. pi. I. n. 1. A plane figure with four equal sides,

2. A genus of plant-bugs of the family Capsida',

having the head undilated and the beak extend-

ing to the hind border of the metapectus. They
are all European. Ficber, 1858.

Loxosonia (lok-so-so'ma), . [NL., < Gr. Aofof,

slanting, oblique,+ aufi'a, body.] A remarkable
genus ofentoproctous Polyzoa, species ofwhich,
as L. neapolitamtnt, are parasitic upon other

polyzoans and upon sertularians, being fixed

by the narrow end of the stalked body.

[NL.,< Loxosoma (Loxosomat-) + -idee.] A fam-
ily of parasitic entoproctous Polyzoa, of solitary
habit and long-stalked form, having numerous
tentacles, a cement-gland in the stalk, and no
partition between the stalk and the cell. Re-
production is by gemmation, the buds sepa-
rating from the parent and no colonies being
formed.

other finches agreeing in no definable particu-
lars. Also LoxiadiK, Loxiidie. See Coccothraiis-
tince.

loxiine (lok'si-in), a. Same as loxian.

loxoclase (lok'so-klaz), n. [< Gr. '/o6c, slant-

ing, + Maif, fracture.] A variety of ortho-
clase occurring in grayish-white or yellowish
crystals at Hammond, St. Lawrence county,
New York. Named on the supposition that it loy1

(loi), . [Origin obscure.] In agri., a long
was peculiar in having orthodiagonal cleav- narrow spade used in stony lands. Farmer's
age. Encyc. [Prov. Eng.]
loxocosm (lok'so-kozm), n. [< Gr. Aofof, slant- Ioy2t, n. [By apheresis from alloy.] Same as

to illus- alloy.

Carato [It.], the touching or refining or loye of gold; a
weight or degree called a caract. Florio.

loyal (loi'al), a. [< F. loyal, OF. loial (also leial,

leal, > E. Ze0 = Sp. Pg. leal = It. lealc, faithful,
loyal (Sp. Pg. legal= It. legale, legal), < L. lega-
lis, pertaining to law: see legal, of which loyal
(with leal) is a doublet. Cf. royal, real?, regal,
similarly related.] 1. True or faithful in alle-

giance; keeping faith or troth; constant in ser-

vice, devotion, or regard ;
not false or treacher-

ous: used especially of allegiance to the sov-

ereign, government, or law, "but applied to all
other relations of trust or confidence : as, a loyal
subject; a%oZfriend; to be loyalto one's cause.
The citizens on their part shewed themselves stout and

loyall subiects. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 180.

There Laodamia with Evadne moves,
Unhappy both ! but loyal in their loves.

ing, + Koa/io;, world.] An instrument to illus-

trate the effect of the obliquity of the earth's
axis in different seasons upon the length of the
day.
Loxodon (lok'so-don), n. [NL. : see loxodont.]
1. A genus of sharks. Miiller and Henle, 1841.

2. A genus of living and fossil proboscidian
mammals, of which the African elephant, Ele-

phas or Loxodon africanus, is the type, distin-

guished from the Asiatic elephant, Elephas or
Euelephas indicus, by the shallow and open in-
tervals between the ridges of the teeth, the
cement forming merely a thin coat. See Eu-
elephas, elephant. Falconer, 1857. Also Loxo-
donta.

loxodont (lok'so-dont), a. and n. [< Gr. Aofof,
slanting, + iootf (bSovr-) = E. tooth.] I. a.

Having teeth like those of elephants of the ge-
nus Loxodon.

II. . An elephant with loxodont dentition,
as the living African species or any fossil one.
Loxodonta (lok-so-don'tii), . [NL.: see Loxo-
don.] Same as Loxodon, 2. F. Cuvier.

Ipxodrome (lok'so-drom), . [< Gr. Zoj6f, slant-
ing, oblique, + dp6uof, a running, course, < rfpa-
ftelv, run.] A loxodromic line.

loxodromic (lok-so-drom'ik), a. [As loxodrome
+ -ic.] Pertaining to oblique sailing, or --''

ing by the rhumb: as, loxodromic tables

having two acute and two obtuse angles, also
called a diamond; a rhomb; also, formerly, any
oblique parallelogram.
The rhombus or lozenge figure so visible in this order

was also a remarkable form of battle in the Grecian caval-

ry. Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus, i.

2. Something resembling such a figure in form.
(a) In her. : (1) A common bearing of this form ; it is always
set with the acute angles above and below. (2) The escutch -

eon appropriated to women, usually of more or less regu-
lar lozenge shape. On a hatchment the bearings of a widow
are so displayed.

With corounes wroght ful of logynges.
Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1317.

(b) A small cake of sugar, or confection, often medicated,
originally in the form of a rhomb, but now variously
shaped.
For to make l<sin<j[e]s to comfort the stomack.

Pathway to Health, hi. 1. (Narei.)

(c) A pane of glass for window-glazing, either lozenge-
shaped or square, but intended to be set diagonally ; a
quarrel, (d) An envelop-blank cut out by a punching-
machine. (e) In the cutting of brilliants, one of the four
quoins of the upper surface or crown. See quoin. </t) A
spangle. Prompt. Pan. , p. 313. Lozenges in cross, in
her.

,
a cross usually of four lozenges. When, more rarely,

five or a larger number of lozenges are used, one lozenge
forms the center of the cross.

II. a. In decorative art, divided by diagonal
lines into diamonds or lozenges: a common dis-
tribution of decorative design in the fourteenth

century: as, a losenge pattern. Tapestries of this

epoch are often so divided, each lozenge being filled with
some heraldic bearing, and the background of miniatures
in manuscripts often has the same pattern.

on it corresponds to a spiral on the sphere which inter-
sects the meridian at the same constant angle. Common-
ly called Mercator projection. Loxodromio curve linpnr ori^*l *!*.* ,..,*!. ~f ~l.!_ i

'

,7' . .

Oryden, ineid, vi. lozenge-coach, (loz'enj-kpch),
/(. A dowager's

2. Pertaining to or marked by allegiance or carriage, as bearing a widow's arms on a loz-

good faith; .manifesting fidelity or devotion: enge-
as, loyal professions ; loyal adherence to a, prin- * am retired hither like an old summer dowager : only

that I have no toad-eater to take the air with me in the
back part of my lozenge-coach, and be scolded.

Walpole, To Mann (1746), II. 52.

lozenged (loz'enjd), a. [< lozenge + -ed2.] 1.
Formed in the shape of a lozenge.
The lozenged panes of a very small latticed window.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxviii.

2. In zofil.: (a) Rhombpidal or rhombic, (b)
Divided by raised lines into rhomboidal or loz-

enge-shaped spaces.

ciple.
Write loyal cantons of contemned love.

Shak.,T. N.,i. 5. 289.

The loyal warmth of Florian is not cold.

Tennyson. Princess, ii.

=Syn. See allegiance.

lism; as

. .

Loxo- loyalism (loi'al-izm), n. [= F. loyali
ti0n tO

cause
; e of loyalists.

The sharpness of the collision with the mother countryand with domestic 7 J~" " ' ** -~- _-

ch is approximately lozenge-shaped.

loxodromlsm (lok-sod
;
r<T-mizm), n. [As loxo-

drome + -ism.] The tracing of a loxodromip
curveorline; the act of moving as if in a loxo-
dromic curve.

loxodromy (lok'so-dro-mi), n. [As loxodrome+
-;/.] Loxodromics.

IiOXOlophodon (lok-so-lof 'o-don), w. [NL
see loxolophodont.] A genus of huge extinct
mammals with loxolophodont dentition, of the
order Amblypoda (Cope) or IMnocerata (Marsh).
See Uintatheriidai.

or confections into thin sheets which

Loyalty. [Rare.]
are cut bv means of stamps into

,, v ...-L.V, . L< ME. *loialte,< OF. lozenge-shaped cakes or pieces.
e, loyaute (also lealte, leaute, > E. lealty), lozenge-molding (los'eaj-mSl'ding),

ii/jroity, F. loyaute =. Pr. leyaltat, leiautat, lealtat
" Same as lozenge-J'ret (which see,= Sp. lealtad = Pg. lealdade = It. lealta, < ML under fretf).

legatita(t-)s, loyalty, also legality; < legnlis lozenge-shaped (loz'enj-shapt), a.

loyal, legal: see loyal. Cf. lealty, legality.] Having the form of a lozenge or
The state or quality of being loyal; devotion rhomb

; by extension, square but set
to a sovereign or a superior; fidelity in duty, diagonally. Compare '

service, love, etc.
;
firm allegiance ; constancy, lozenge-spur (loz'enj-i

Master, go on, and I will follow thee ,
as '"-''''.'/''-.'/<"/.

enj-sper), . Same
, , , -.-..

To the last gasp, with truth and loyalty. lozenge-tool (loz'enj-tol), n. Same as
Shak., As you Like it, ii. s. 70. lozenge-graver.

Lozenye-
mokling.



lozengewise

lozengewise (loz't-nj-wi/.), ntlv. In her., ar-

rfcnged iii tin- form of a lozenge.

lozengy, lozengee (loz'en-ji, -go), . [< OK. i-

XI-HI/I'; < liwuiir, lozenge : soo lozenge.'} IN /'.,

having lln whole surfacecovereil with lozenges
or formed into lo/.cn^i'-sliaiicd divisions. This
is very often depicted with exact squares MI
corucrwise Lozengy barry, in her., having the whole
surface occupied with loMDffn which are divided agtiin

barwist- or horizontally, tinK !<>] . <li\ ided into triangles of

which thine of one tincture point up and the others down.

L. S. Ail abbreviation of Latin locus aii/il/i.

'place of the seal': usually inserted within

brackets in copies of documents to indicate the

position of the seal in the originals.
L. 3. D., 1. 8. d. An abbreviation of Latin

(Middle or New Latin) libra; solidi, denarii

that is, pounds, shillings, pence; hence, col-

loquially, money; cash; funds. Also 8. d.

[Eng.]
Lt. A contraction of Lieutenant or of its ab-
breviation Lieut.

lu (16), . and v. Same as Zoo2 .

lubbard (lub'&rd), n. and a. [Formerly also

litbberd; a var., with substituted suffix -ard, of

lubber.} I. . Same as lubber.

Thou slovenly lubberd, and toyish fellow, what idle toyes
'

goest thou fantasticating !

Itemxitula, Passengers' Dialogues (1612).

It was now the part of the huge porter to step forward ;

but the lubbard was . . . overwhelmed with confusion of

spirit. Scott, Kent! worth, xxx.

II. a. Lubberly.
Conscious how much the hand
Of lubbard Labour needs his watchful eye.

Confer, Task, lit 400.

lubber (lub'er), . [Formerly also lubbar
t
lub-

berd, and lubbard; < ME. lobre, lobur, akin to

lobt/, E. looby, < W. Hob, a dolt, lubber: see

loi*.] A heavy, clumsy fellow
;
a sturdy, awk-

ward dolt: applied especially by sailors to any
one of the crew who is deficient in seamanship.

Crete lobres anil longe that loth weore to swynke
Clothedeu hem in copes to beo knowen for bretheren.

Piers Plmeman (A), Prol., 1. 52.

They went to the Grammer schole little children; they
came from thence great lubbers.

Aicham, The Scholemaster, p. 88.

"It will be long," said the master then,
" Ere this great lubber do thrive on the sea."

The Noble Fisherman (Child's Ballads, V. SSI).

Lubber's hole (naut.), the vacant space between the head
of a lower mast and the edge of the top, through which

Rigging of Ship's Top.
//, top; f, lubber's holes ; A A, futtock-shroads.

sailors may mount without going over the rim by the
futtock-shrouds. Formerly, when tops were differently

constructed, it was regarded by seamen as lit to be used

only by lubbers and greenhorns. Lubber's point (naut.).
Same as lubber-line.

lubber (lub'er), v. i. [< lubber, n.} To sail in

a lubberly or clumsy manner. [Rare.]
We set our primitive sail; and . . . soon found our-

selves lubberin*/ over the beautiful lake at a speed of from
two to two and a half miles an hour.

The Century. XXX. 742.

lubber-cock (lub'er-kok), n. A turkey-cock.
[Prov. Eng.]

lubber-grasshopper (lub'er -gras'hop-er), n.

1. The clumsy locust, Rracliystola magna, a
verv large lubberly insect common on the great
plains of the western United States. See cut
under Kracliystola. 2. The large short-winded
insect Komn'len miernptern, which abounds in the
Gulf States and feeds on all succulent plants.
It is notable as having no known natural enemies. It is

from 2.75 to:i.!5 inches long, very thick-bodied, and clumsy
in its movements.
lubberhead (lub'er-hed), n. A stupid fellow.

[Prov. Eng.]
lubber-hole (luVer-hol), n. Same as lubber's

hole (which see, under lubber).
Lubberland (lub'er-laud), . The land of Cock-
aigne.
Good mother, how shall we find a pig if we do not look

about for it? will it run off o' the spit into our mouths,
think you. as in Lttbbtrland, and cry we, we?

B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, iii. 2, Peter's Prophecy.
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lubber-line (lub'er-lin), w. Xavt., a black ver-

tical line drawn on the inside of the compass-
box, which represents the vessel's head in steer-

ing. Also called litlibi r's /ioint.

lubberliness (lub'er-li-nes), n. The state or

condition of being lubberly; sturdy clumsiness.

You, like a lazy hulk, whose stupendous magnitude is

full big enough to load an elephant with (i(Wr(i';i.'.

Torn Brown, Works, ii. 179.

lubberly (lub'er-li), a. [< lubber + -ti/1.} Like
a lubber; clumsy; awkward.

By my Soul, the Girl is spoll'd already d'ye think shell

ever endure a great lubberly Tarpawlin ?

Congrm, Love for lave, ii. 10. (Dames.)

lubberly (lub'er-li), adv. [< lubberly, a.} Clum-

sily; awkwardly.
lubberwort (lub'6r-wrt), n. Any food or drink
which makes one idle and stupid. [Prov. Eng.]
lubric (lu'brik), a. [< OF. lubrique, slippery,

lascivious, F. lubrique, lascivious, = Sp. lubrieo

= Pg. It. lubrieo, slippery, lascivious, < L. lu-

bricus, slippery, uncertain, deceitful.] 1. Hav-

ing a smooth surface; slippery; hence, volu-

ble; glib.
Then starts she suddenly into a throng
Of short thick sobs, whose thuml ring volleys float,

And roul themselves over her lubric throat,
In panting murmurs. Crashaw, Mustek's Duel.

2. Unsteady; wavering.
Through the deep and lubric waves of state and court

Sir B. Wottm, Reliquiae, p. 208.

3. Lascivious; wanton; lewd.

Why were we hurried down
This lulm'c and adulterate age
(Nay, added fat pollutions of our own),
To encrease the steaming ordures of the stage ?

Dryden, Ode to the Memory of Mrs. Anne Killlgrew, 1. 63.

[Obsolete or rare in all uses. ]

lubrical (lu'bri-kal), o. [(lubric + -al.} Same
as lubric.

What, shall thy lubrical and glibbery muse
Live ! B. Jonton, Poetaster, v. 1.

lubricant (lu'bri-kan), . Same as leprechaun.

By the mandrake's dreadful groans,
By the Lubrican's sad moans,
By the noise of dead men's bones

In charnel-houses rattling.

Drayton, Nymphidia, 1. 418.

lubricant (lu'bri-kant), a. and n. [< L. lubri-

can(t-)s, ppr. of lubricare, make smooth : see lu-

bricate.} I. a. Lubricating.
II. . Any natural or artificial material that

may be used to lubricate the rubbing surfaces
of machinery, in order to lessen their friction

upon each other. Natural non-volatile oils and greases
are the typical lubricants ; but the variety of materials and
compounds used is very great, including some metallic

alloys.

lubricant-tester (lu'bri-kant-tesn^r), n. A
form of testing-machine for determining the lu-

bricating values of oils. This tester acts by re-

cording the friction developed under a given
power.
lubricate (lu'bri-kat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. lubri-

cated, ppr. lubricating. [< L. lubricatus, pp. of

lubricare (> It. lubricare = Sp. Pg. lubricar),
make slippery, < lubricus, slippery: see lubric.~}

1. Tomako smooth orslippery; supplyorsmear
with some substance, especially one of an oily
or greasy nature, for the purpose of diminishing
friction: as, to lubricate the bearings of a ma-
chine.

There seemed a pool of honey about his heart, which lu-

bricated all his speech and action with fine jets of mead.
Emerson, English Traits, p. 291.

2. In phofog., to coat or smear (a print) with
some glazing agent, as Castile soap dissolved in

alcohol, or a compound of beeswax and Venice
turpentine, as a preliminary to burnishing.
lubricate (lu'bri-kat), a. [< L. lubricatus, pp.
of lubricare, make slippery: see lubricate, v."]

Slippery. [Rare.]
lubricating-Oil (lu'bri-ka-ting-oil), . Any oil

that is used or is suitable for lubrication
; spe-

cifically, a thick oil produced in the process of

refining paraffin-oil and petroleum, which, when
submitted to cold, deposits in abundance crys-
tals of paraffin.
lubrication (lu-bri-ka'shon), n. [< L. as if *lu-

bricatio(n-), < lubrii'tin: make slippery: see lu-

bricate.} The act of lubricating, or the state of

being lubricated.

There Is a sort of previous lubrication, such as the boa-
constrictor applies to any subject of digestion, which is

requisite to familiarize the mind with a startling or a com-
plex novelty. De Quincey, Style, I.

lubricative (ItVbri-ka-tiv). <i. [< lubricate -f

-ire.} Capable of lubricating; supplying lubri-

cation. [Rare.]

Lucanus

What he desires Is that the prig should In- uood In

some oily an<l lubricative way, so as not to jar the n

i\ In i all Irsfl good.
5. Lanitr, The English Novel, p. 267.

lubricator (lii'bri-ka-tor), ii. [< lubricate + -or.}
< Mie who or that which lubricates. Specifically
(a) A device or contrivance for keeping tin- rubbing parts

f machines, bearings, shafting, ftr., >ii|i|iti><l with some
lubricant to diminish friction. These appliances an urn I.

in a great variety of forms, and may be divMrtl int., t)n< .

classes those for lubricating the cylinders of motors,
IfiH.sr for lubricating the axles of cars anil loail-vhicles,
and those for shafting and machinery in general. In all

the aim is the same, to furnish a limif. >l imt constant sap-
ply of the lubricant to the moving parts. See imperme-
attrr. (b) A machine for waxing bullets, so that when nred
tln'v will clean the gun; also, a wad containing a lubricant
and followed by a felt washer, attached to tin- pmjn til>

in a rifled gun that the operation of firing may clean the

piece, (e) In photog. , a glazing agent as a solution of Cas-

tile soap in spirit, or a compound of beeswax and turpen-
tine, with which prints are smeared before burnishing to

Improve the gloss. Lubricator alarm-signal, in mack.,
a device for giving an alarm when, from failure of lubrica-

tion, a journal becomes heated.

lubricity (lu-bris'i-ti), n. [< F. lubricitt = 8p.
lubricidad == Pg. liibricidadc = It. lubricilA, slip-

periness, lasciviousness, < ML. lubricita(t-)n,

slipperiuess, < L. lubricus, slippery: see lubric.}

1. The state or quality of being lubric or slip-

pery; slipperiness of surface, literal or figura-
tive

; hence, instability; transitoriness; evanes-

cence; evasiveness.

There cannot be two more pregnant Instances of the Lu-

bricity and instableness of Mankind than the Decay of

these two antient Nations [the Greeks and the Jews].
Howell. Letters, II. 67.

I take this evanescence and lubricity of all things . . .

to be the most unhandsome part of our condition.

Emerson, Experience.

That learned jurisconsult, with characteristic lubricity,

had evaded the dangerous honor.

Motley. Dutch Republic, IL 13s.

2. Capacity for lubrication.

The mucilage adds to the lubricity of the oyl, and the

oyl preserves the mucilage from inspissation, and con-

tracting the consistency of a jelly.

Hay, Works of Creation, It.

3. Lasciviousness; lewdness; salacity.

Wantonness and lubricity. Dryden.

Of these [symbols of Priapus] the goat is one that most
frequently occurs, ... as this animal has always been

distinguished for its lubricity.

Knight, Anc. Art and Myth. (1876), p. 21.

When one looks at the popular literature of the French
at this moment, . . . and at the life of which this literature

of theirs is the index, one is tempted to make a goddess
out of a word of their own, and then, like the town clerk

of Ephesus, to ask :
" What man Is there that knoweth not

that the city of the French is a worshipper of the great
goddess Lubricity > "

M. Arnold, Nineteenth Century, XV. 678.

lubricous (lu'bri-kus), a. [< L. lubricus, slip-

pery : see lubric."} If. Same as lubric.

Much lesse shall I positively determine anything in

matters so lubricous and uncertain.

Ulamittc, lYe-existence of Souls, xii.

2. Having a smooth, slippery surface, appear-
ing as if oiled or varnished, as certain nlgn.' and
the elytra of certain Coleojttcra.
lubrifaction (lu-bri-fak'shon), n. [Irreg. < L.

lubricus, slippery, +factio(n-), a making, <fac-
tus, pp. of facere, make : see -fy.} The act or

operation of lubricating, or of making slip-

pery.
The sixth cause is 1-ubri.factim and relaxation ; as we see

In medicines emollient, such as are milk, honey, mallow?*,
etc. Bacon, Nat. Hist, t 41.

lubrification (lu*bri-fi-ka'shon), . [= F. ln-

brification; as lubrify + -alion: see -fy, -Jica-

tio'n."] Same as lubrifaction.

lubriiyt, '. t. [< OF. lubrifier, make slippery,
contr. \ L. lubricus, slippery, + -fcare, make:
see -fy.} To make slippery. Cotgrare.
Lucanidae (Ifi-kan'i-de), . i>l. [NL., < Luca-
nus + -ida;.} A family of lamellicorn coleop-
terous insects, the lamellae of whose antenna!
club are incapable of close apposition, and
whose mandibles are large and powerful in the
male ; the stag-beetles. The form of the luoanlds
Is generally elongate, nd the elytra cover the pygidlum ;

in some there are stridnlating organs. They are usually
of plain dark colors, but some, such as species of Lam-
vnma in Australia and of Chiatognathus in chiloe, are

brilliant. I'pward of 500 species are
v
described. They

most abound in warm wooded countries, and live during
the day In trunks of trees, logs, etc., taking flight at dusk.
The larva? of the European species live in willow and oak,
where they remain untransformed for years. See Luea.-

nut. The same or a corresponding group is called Luca-

nida, Lucanides, Lttcanilet, Lucanoidet, etc.

Lucanus (lu-ka'nus), w. [NL.. so called in al-

lusion to the glistening elytral surface, < ML.
lucanus, sunrise, < L. lucere, shine: see lucent.}
The typical genus of Lucanidte: stag-1"

proper, with emarginate eyes, geniculate an-
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lamp),< L. lucerna, a lamp: see lucentl.] A dor-
mer- or roof-window

; also, a light or small win-
dow in a spire.
lucasite (lu'kas-it), . [Named after Dr. H. S.

Lucas.] A variety of vermieulite occurring
with corundum in Macon county, Georgia.
lucaynet (lu-kan'), n. [Also dial, lewcome; an
orig. error for lucarne (T).] In arch., same as
lucarne.

tennse, mentum entire, covering the ligula and band along the side of this fish. 3. [cap.] A
maxilla, and fore tibifp pectinate. The branching genus of pulmonate gastropods, of the family
antler-like mandibles of the North American L. elaphus J/elici<la; having the aperture toothed and more
are sometimes three fourths of an inch long. L. cenus is rr I B<, twisted Humail rr 11* 1707
the corresponding European species. L. dama is a large ,

or e
r, ,

'/>'.>. LIJt -

stag-beetle of the United States, from 9 to IS lines long, with lucernal (lu-ser nal), a. [< lucern 1- + -at.) Of
smaller pincer-like mandibles with a single snag. See Lu- or pertaining to a lamp or other artificial light.
canidce and stag-beetle. Lucernal microscope. See microscope.
lucarne (lu-kiim'), n. [< F. lucarne, OF. lu- Lucernaria (lu-sor-na'ri-a), . [NL.,,< L. lucer-

fiirne, a roof-window (= Goth, lukarn.a, light, , a lamp: see lucern^-.'] The typical genus
of Liiecriiiii-iidte. These animals are small, gelatinous,
semi-transparent, and variously colored or phosphorescent
marine oiganisms (jellyflshes), either swimming freely by
rhythmical contraction and expansion cf the umbrella, or
fixed to some submerged object by means of a stalk or pe-
duncle which grows out of the back (aboral surface) of the
disk and constitutes a hydrorhiza or rootstalk. In this
latter state the animal is trumpet- or bell-shaped, resem-
bling a little hand-bell standing on the end of its handle,
with the other end expanded into an eight-rayed limb or
disk, each ray ending in a little bundle or tuft of tentacles,

Lucchese (lu-kes' or -kez'), . and . [< It. Luc- ana tne center of the disk being occupied by a single poly-

chese, < Lucca (see def.).] I. a. Of or pertain- g
ite

"|
th a '!>ll>e<l mouth leading into the body-cavity,

ing to the city of Lucca in Italy, or to its in-

habitants.

The most precious of the Lucchese relics, a cedar-wood
crucifix, carved, according to the legend, by Nicodemus,
and miraculously conveyed to Lucca in 782.

Encyc. Brit., XV. 38.

II. n. sing, and pi. An inhabitant or inhabi-
tants of the city or province (formerly a repub-
lic, afterward a duchy) of Lucca, on the north-
west coast of Italy.
luce 1

(lus), n. [Formerly also hide, lucy; < ME.

Lucernariadae (lu"ser-na-ri'a-de), n. pi, [NL.,
< Lucernaria + -add!.] 'An order of the sub-
class Lucernarida, class Hydrozoa, including
those discophorans or jellyfishes whose poly-
pite is single and may be fixed by a proximal
aboral hydrorhiza. The umbrellar margin has short
tentacular processes, and the reproductive elements are
developed in the primitive hydrosome without the inter-
vention of free zooids. The genus Lucernaria may be re-

garded as the type, and the group itself is by some con-
sidered a synthetic or generalized type of structure, like

Lucifer

< lucere, shine : see lucent,] 1. Emitting light ;

shining ; bright ; resplendent : as, the lucid orbs
of heaven. [Poetical, except in some technical
uses. See second quotation, and def. 5.]

A court-

Compact of lucui marbles.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

Lucid stars are those which are visible without a tele-

scope. Xewcomb and Uolden, Astronomy, p. 4f>.

2. Transmitting or reflecting light; clear:

transparent; pellucid: as, a lucid stream.

Before each lucid panel fuming stood
A censer fed with myrrh and spiced wood.

Keats, Lamia, ii.

So wide the loueness, so lucid the air.

Lowell, Appledore.

3. Marked by intellectual clearness or bright-
ness; free from obscurity or confusion of

thought, or, specifically, from delirium
;
clear-

headed; sane: as, a lucid mind; lucid percep-
tions

;
lucid intervals in insanity.

After some gentle Slumbers, and unusual Dreams, about
the dawniugs of the Day, I had a lucid Interval.

Ilowell, Letters, ii. 29.

4. Presenting a clear view; easily understood ;

distinct : as, a lucid order or arrangement ;
a

lucid style of writing.
A singularly lucid and interesting abstract of the de-

bate. Macaulay.

5. In entom.: (a) Smooth and very shining;

full-grown
In heraldry the luce or pike occurs in the arms of the

Lucy or Lucie family so far back as the reign of Henry
II- Day.

Slend. They [the Shallows] may give the dozen white
luces in their coat. . . .

Shal. The luce is the fresh fish.

Lucernariidai ; calycozoan.
II. . A member of the genus Lucernaria or

of the family Lucernariidee; a calycozoan. See

of insane behavior: an intermission resembling restora-
tion of health, as distinguished from a mere diminution
of the disease.

. lucidce (-de). [NL. (sc.

e, as opposed

Xhemighty^orpikeistT^eL^^tS ^=^^nSe|f& a^n^S^h^g^^S^salmon is the king of the fresh waters. into an umbrella in the walls of which are the , donhln or miiitiT..* afar
7. Walton, Complete Angler, i. 8. reproductive organs. It is a prime division of hydro- Inrfdltv Mil \ r V 1, ^'ttA pike, first a Hurling pick, then a Pickerel, then a Pike, zoans, equivalent to Discophora in a common acceptation jHJSX /? ' *?' .;i.t=*-

luei te = it-

then a Luce or Lucie. Holme, p. 345. I that term, and has been divided like the latter into 'UCKttta, < L. as it *luetdtta(t-)g, < lucidus, light,

luce2 (lus), n. [Origin obscure.] A rut. [Prov.
Eng.]

lucencet, . [ME. Imensc, <OF. "lucence = Sp.
lucencia, < L. lucent t-)s, shining: see lucent.] ??.

ten8
j
ve with the order, and is also called Calycoaoa.

TI,,. ...,,.,.,,...,,,, i :, ti : i.._ t. n-i-i Discophora.

lucernaridan (lu"ser-nar'i-dan), a. and n.
n. Of or pertaining to the Lucernarida.

II. n. A member of the Lucernarida; a dis-

The state or quality of being lucent
; light.

O lux vera, graunt us jowr lucemt,
That with the spryte of errour I nat seduot be

Diffby Mysteries, p. 9C. (Halliwell.)

lucency (lu'sen-si), n. [Se
or quality of 'being lucent
splendor. [Karei]
A name of some note and lucency, but lucency of the

Nether-fire sort. Carlyle, French Rev., III. 1. 6.

See

I.

intellectual transparency.
He [Voltaire] looked on things straight ; and he had a

marvelous logic and lucidity.
M. Arnold, Mixed Essays, p. 169.

Thought-transference is out of the question, and M.
Richet has recourse to the theory of a sort of clairvoyance

generic name of lucidity, a vision in

ptical impediments no longer act as

Science, XII. 47.

It contains discophorans with the um- =Syn. Clearness, Plainness, etc. See penvicuitu

w&SSftift
In a lucid manner:

referred He argued the matter during two hours, and no doubt
Depastrum, and Carduella. lucidly and forcibly. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxiv.

*elurencf-\ The state cophoran; an acraspedote medusan or jellyfish.
i
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Lucernariida (lu

:4r-na-n'i-de), n.pt [^L., %S8%%&?%< Lucernaria + -ida;.] The typical family of such.

Lucernariadce.
brellar
arms

shining; lustrous; resplendent.
I meant the day-starre should not brighter rise,Nor lend like influence from his lucent seat.

B. Jonson, Epigrams, Ixxv.
Lucent syrops tinct with cinnamon.

Keats, Eve of St. Agnes.
lucern1

(lu'sern), . [< ME. lucern, < OF. lu-

cerne, luserne, luiserne, lucarne, a lamp, also
glow-worm, also, like F. lucarne, a roof-window
(see lucarne), = Sp. lucerna, < L. lucerna, a
lamp, < lucere, shine : see lucent.] A lamp.
A multitude of wreaths, tablets, masks, festoons lu-

cernes, [and] genii holding lyres.
C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 375.

lucern2 (lu'sern), . [Also lusern, luserne, lu-

zern, luzerne, luzarne, lyserne; appar. < OF. lii-

cervere, locervere, lovecerviere, fern, of loup-cer-
vier, a lynx (see loup-cervier), confused with OF
luberne, luperne, loniberne, a female leopard or
panther, and its hide.] If. A lynx; also, the
fur of the lynx, formerly in great esteem.
The Lyserne, the Beauer, the Sable, the Martron, the

black and dunne fox. HaMuyt's Voyayei, I. 479.

2f. A sort of
1

hunting-dog.
Let me have

My Lucerns too, or dogs inur'd to hunt
Beasts of most rapine.

Chapman, Bussy D'Ambois, iii. 1.

lucernS, n. See lucerne.
lucerna (lu-ser'na), . [L. : see lucernl.] 1.An ancient lamp. See lucernl. 2. A quasi-

Nicholson, Zool., 1878,
p. 133.

lucerne, lucern3 (lu-

sern'), n, [< F. luzerne,

formerly luserne, lu-

cerne.] A leguminous
plant. Medicago sativa,
a highly valuable pas-
ture- and forage-plant,
cultivated from an-
cient times, now wide-
ly spread in temperate
climates. In the United
States it has been cultivated
with especial success in
southern California. It is

greatly relished by animals,
and under favorable con-
ditions yields several crops
in a year. It is also an im-
prover of soil. In the western United States it is best
known under the Spanish name alfalfa, having been Intro
duced into California from South America. Also called
Spanish trefoil, French, Brazilian, or Chilian clover, and in
British usage medic or purple medic.

Lucerne hammer. See hammeri.
Lucianist (lu'shian-ist), n. [< Lucian (see def.)+ -is*.] 1. One of the followers of Lucian or
Lucan, a Marcionite leader in the second cen-

Flowenng Branch o( Lucerne
\Medtcagosatrva}. a, flower: *.
fruit.

Lucifer (lu'si-fer), n. [= F. Lucifer= Sp. Luci-
fero = Pg. Lucifer = It. Lucifero, < L. lucifer,
light-bringing, applied to the moon (Diana),and to the morning star (Venus), and poet, to
day, < lux (luc-), light, + ferre = E. Sear1

:

see lucent, Ughfl, and Jeer1 . The equiv. Gr.
word is </>umti6pof. see plwsphorus.] 1. The
morning star; the planet Venus when she ap-
pears in the morning before sunrise : when she
follows the sun, or appears in the evening, she
is called Hesperus, or the evening star. Ap-
plied by Isaiah figuratively to a king of Babv-
lon.

How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the
morning ! how art thou cut down to the ground, which
didst weaken the nations ! I B. xjv. m.
2. The prince of darkness

; Satan. [This use
arises from an early opinion that in the above
passage from Isaiah reference was made to
Satan.]

And when he falls, he falls like Lucifer
Never to hope again.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ill.

Panda>monium, city and proud seat
Of Lucifer; so by allusion call'd
Of that bright star to Satan paragon'd.

MUton, P. L.,

rection, but some representative of .- 2.

ry Pg. .lucidm, light, bright, clear,

It Is usually made of a small plin oMvood tipped

8 P<s'm nitrate. Also called



Lucifer

Every traveller should provide himself with agood Immly
steel, proper Hint, utitl unfailing tinder, ln-cause lueiferx
are llaMe ii> acci.lents. J. T. Fields, I'nderbruih, p. ISO.

4. The typical genus of l.i-if<-n<ln: 5. () A
genus of onmming-birds. A species f northern
Mexico and adjoining parts of (lie I'nlted States is Troclii-

hut or Calothitrax luctfer, having the gorgelet prolonKeit
IntoaruH. (4) [I.e.] Any humming-bird of the

genus Calothnraj: or l.iirifi r, of which there are
several speeies.
Luciferian 1

(lii-si-fe'ri-an), a. [< Lucifer (see
del'.) + -inn.

1
of or pertaining to Lucifer or

Satau; devilish.

That nil thut lui-ifrrian exorcism he blotted out.
Jer. Taylor, DiB.iuasive from 1'opery, il. 1 19.

Luciferian2 (lu-si-fe'ri-an), a. and . [< Lucifer
i see del'. ) + -iiiii.] I. n. Of or pertaining to Lu-
i it'er, Bishop of Cagliari in the island of Sardinia

during the fourth century, or to his followers.

II. n. One of the followers of Lucifer, Bishop
of Cagliari. The I.uciferlans were vehement upholders
of the Nicene faith, and separated themselves fruin their

fellow-Catholics solely on the ground that thelattersh.iucil
undue leniency to those who had heeu received back into
the church after forsaking Arianism. Also Luctferiie.

Luciferidae (lu-si-fer'i-de), . /</. [NL., < LH-

cifi'f, 4, + -idn:] A family of thoraeostracous
or podophthalmic crustaceans, typified by the

Lutina pettHiylvanica.

Devil Shrimp, a species of Lucifer.

genus Lucifer, and characterized by the absence
of the last pair of thoracic legs. They are con-

sequently excluded from Decapoda, and are either placed
with the opossum-shrimps and mantis-shrimps in Sttma-
tupoda, or made a separate tribe, Aplopoda, as by Dana.

Luciferite (lu'si-fer-it), . [< Lucifer (see Lu-

cifrrian) + -(e2.] Same as Lueiferian*.
luciferous (lu-sif'e-rus), a. [< L. lucifer, light-

bringing (see Lucij'cr), + -ous.] 1 . Giving light;

affording light or means of discovery. Boyle,
Works, IV. 394. [Bare.] 2. In entom., hav-

ing phosphorescent organs : applied to insects
which emit light, as the glow-worm. 3. [cap.]
Of or pertaining to Lucifer or Satan; Luciferi-

an; Satanic. [Rare.]
This Lucifemus and gluttonous heart.

J. Bradford, Letters (I'arker Soc., 1853), II. 32.

luciferously (lu-sif e-rus-li), adv. 1. In a lucif-

erous manner
;
so as to enlighten or illuminate.

Sir T. Itrtni'iii; Christ. Mor., III. 8. [Rare.]
2. [cap.] Satanically; diabolically.

Euery vulgarly-esteemed upstart dares breake the dread-
full dignity of antient and autenticall Poesie, and presume
Luctferously to proclame in place thereof repugnant pre-
cepts of their owne spaune.

Chapman, Masque of Middle Temple.

lucific (lu-sif'ik), n. [< LL. liiciflcus, light-mak-
ing, < L. lux (luc-), light, + facere, make.] Pro-

ducing light. N. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra, II.

ii. $ 14. [Rare.]
luciform (lu'si-form), u. [< L. lux (luc-), light,
+ forma, form. ] Having the form or nature of

light; resembling light. [Rare.]
Plato speaketh of the mind, or soul, as a driver that

guides and governs a chariot, which is, not unfitly, styled
aii-yoctScc, a lucifartn, tcthereal vehicle.

Bp. Berkeley, Siris, J 171.

Lucifriaut, . An improper form of Liiciferian
1

.

Miirston.

lucifugOUS (lu-sif 'u-gus), a. [< L. lucifiigus,

shunning 'lie light, ^ lux (luc-), light, + fugere,
flee.] Shunning light; avoiding daylight : ap-
plied to various animals, as bats, cockroaches,
etc.

lucigen (lu'si-jen). . and a. [< L. lux (luc-),

light, + -\/gen, produce: see -gen.] I. n. A mod-
ern lamp of great illuminating power, in which
oil is burned under conditions which produce
and maintain for probably the longest possible
time in an illuminating flame a white heat in the
carbon particles. The principle upon which the lamp
operates is the atomization of the oil by the action of escap-
ing compressed air heated during its passage to the atomiz-
ing jet. The oil and air are thus intimately mingled, at a
high temperature at the Instant of ignition, in such pro-
portions as to gain the maximum illuminating effect.

II. u. A term applied to a system of light-
ing by lucigens.
The new system of lighting known as hiciifen permit s of

obtaining an intense light of great brilliancy under very
remarkable conditions. Sci. Amtr., X. S., LIX. 147.

Luciidae (lu-si'i-de), . /</. [XL., < /.//.< +
-/</.] The pikes, as a family of fishes: same
as Enwitln: C. L. Jltiuiiparte.

MM
lucimeter (lu-sim'e-ter), . [< L. <./ (?<-).

light, + (it. i/i-/Hir, measure.] 1. A photonn--
ter. 2. A sunshine-recorder designed to mea-
sure the combined effect of the duration and
intensity of sunshine in promoting evapora-
tion.

Lucina (lu-si'iift), . [L., the goddess of child-

liirth, prop. fem. of lucinux, < lux (1'ir-), light :

see IHI-I ni.] 1. in iti, in. mi/Hi., the goddess who
presided over childbirth, considered as a daugh-
ter of Jupiter and Juno, but frequently con-
fused with Juno or with
Diana. She correspond-
ed more or less closely
to the Greek goddess
Kileithyia. 2. [NL.] In
:uiil. : (a) The typical ge-
nus of Lueinitlw, having
both lateral and cardinal
teeth. /,. itenlata is a species
whose white shell shows con-
centric lines of growth overlaid
with oblique radiate striatioti

Bruyuitre, 1791. (6) A genus of flies of the fam-
ily Sciomyzida:, containing two large gray Euro-
pean species resembling members of the genus
Scatophatja. Meigen, 1830. (c) A genus of or-

thopterous insects. Walker, 1870.

Lucinacea (lu-si-na'se-a), . pi. [NL., < Lucina,
2, + -acea.] A superfamily of integropalliate
dimyarian mollusks, represented by the Lud-
iiiiln' and related families.

lucinacean (lu-si-na'se-an), a. and n. I. a. Of
or pertaining to the Lucinacea.

II. n. A member of the Lucinacea.
Lucinidae (lu-sin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lucina, 2,
+ -idtK.] A family of integropalliate siphoii-
ate bivalve mollusks. The aual and branchial orifices
are well defined but scarcely siphonate ; the uiouth ui very
small, and the labial palpi are rudimentary ; the branchiee
are large and double, and the foot is vermiform. The shell
is subclrcular and equivalve, the hinge typically with two
cardinal and two lateral teeth in each valve, but variableand
sometimes edentulous; the ligament is marginal and sub-
internal, and the anterior muscular impression elongated.
The genera and species are numerous ; the living ones are
found In temperate and tropical seas ; fossil forms go back
to the Silurian. See Lucina.

lucioid (lu'si-oid), n. and a. [< LL. lucius, a

pike (see Lucius), + Gr. eWof, form.] I. H. A
fish of the family Esocidee; a pike. SirJ.Sich-
ard.ion.

II. a. Like a pike ; esociue.
Luciola (lu-si'o-la), n. [NL. (Laporte, 1833), <
It. luccioki, a firefly, formerly also a glow-worm,
< luce, < L. lux (luc-), light: see light

1
.] A ge-

nus of fireflies of the family Lampyridte, having
a short transverse prothorax, carinate, and nar-

rowlymargined. It is widely distributed, with over so
species, usually dark-brown and yellow. L. luntanica is

a highly luminous species, which may emit Hashes every
two or three seconds.

Lucioperca (lusi-o-per'ka), n. [NL.,<LL.
lucius, a pike, + L. nerca, perch.] A Cuvierian

genus of percoid fishes, synonymous -with Stizo-
stedium ; the pike-perches. L. tandra is the giant
pike-perch of Europe, 3 or 4 feet long, of voracious habits
and valuable as a food-fish.

Lucius (lu'si-us), w. [NL., < LL. lucius, a fish,

supposed to be the pike ;
cf . Gr. /Wxcof, a kind

of fish, lit. 'wolf, = L. lupus, wolf: see Lupus.
Hence ult. (< LL. lucius) E. luce1

.] A genus
of fishes, the pikes : same fts Esox.
luck 1

(luk), n. [< ME. /*-, lid-ke (not found in
AS. ) = OFries. Ink= D. luk, gcluk =MLG. lucke,
LG. luk (= Icel. lulcka = Sw. lycka = Dan. lykkc,
< a.) = OHG. "gilucchi (not recorded), MHG.
geliicke, gliicke, G.

gliick, good fortune, luck,

happiness; prob. orig. only HG., the LG. forms
being prob., like the Scand., from the HG.
Connection with D. lokken = OHG. locclivn.

MHG. G. locken = Icel. lokka = Sw. locka =
Dan. lokke, allure, entice, seems improbable,
on account of the difference of meaning.] 1.

Fortune; hap; that which happens to a person
by chance, conceived as having a real tendency
to be favorable or unfavorable, or as if there
were an inward connection between a succes-
sion of fortuitous occurrences having the same
characters favorable or unfavorable. Thus,
gamesters say that one ought to continue to play while
the luck is in one's favor and leave off when the luck turns
against one.

To tell of good or evil luck,
Of plagues, of dearths, or seasons' quality.

SHak., Sonnets, \iv.

Here's a Trout has taken my fly : I had rather have lost
a crown. What luck 's this I he was a lovely fish, and
turned up a side like a salmon

("Hun, in Walton's Angler, ii. iftl.

Oay Ivck to our hunters '. how nobly they ride '

H'Mltier. Hunters of Men.

lucky

2. Good fortune; favorable hap; a supposed
something, pertaining to a person, at least for
a time, givini; to fortuitous events a favorable
character; also, in a weakened sense, a fortui-

ombination of favorable occurrence

His tests best become him because they eome from him
ruilely and vnatTccted: and hee has the/wrAv coiiummly
to hane them famous.

/'/'. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Blunt Man.

They lyoung men who gamble! think they are "
try-

Ing their luck,
'

as the phrase is ; but if they could be con-
vinced that it is not their luck which they are trying, but
only a fraction of it, their opponent having the restIn his

pocket, they would show themselves . . . averse to risks
In which it is more than an even chance against them.

/'. Moryatt, Probabilities, I.

Luck may, and often does, have some share in epheme-
ral successes, as in a gambler's winnings spent at soon u
got, but not in any lasting triumph over timr.

LmvtU, Study Windows, p. 117.

3. An object with which goodfortune is thought
to be connected; especially, a vessel for holding
liqxiid, as a drinking-cup. There are several such ves-
sels surviving In England, as the Luck of Edenhall, ]m
served in a manor-house In the county of Cumberland.

The drlnklng-glass of crystal tall ;

They call It the Luck of Edenhall.

Ltinufelltnc, The Luck of Edenhall.

Fisherman's luck. See fteherman. Qrenay luck. Pee

yreamj, 9. To be down oh one's luck, to be in bad luck.

IC'olloq.]

They say that when Mrs. C. was particularly dmen on
her luck, she gave concerts and lessons in music here and
there. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Ixiv.

=8yn. Bee happy.
lucki (luk), v. [< ME. lukken (= MLG. lucken);
from the noun.] I. intrans. To be lucky. Hal-
liin II. [Prov. Eng.]

II. trans. To make lucky. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
luck2 (luk), . [Avar, of lock*,] A lock of wool
twisted on the finger of a spinner.

She straight slipp'd off the Wall and Band,
And laid aside her Lucia and Twitches.

Bloomfield, Richard and Kate, 1. SO.

Miss Gisborne's flannel is promised the last of the week
there is a bunch of hick* down cellar ; bring them up.

5. Judd, Margaret, i. 2.

Luckenbooth brooch. A brooch of a fashion

formerly sold in the Luckenbooths in Edin-

burgh, usually heart-shaped and of silver, some-
times of more elaborate pattern, as of two
hearts conjoined, and often bearing inscrip-
tions. These brooches were used as gifts of
love and betrothal.

luckie, n. See lucky
2

.

luckily (luk'i-li), adv. In a lucky manner; for-

tunately; by good fortune; with a favorable
issue : as, luckily we escaped injury.
luckiness (luk'i-nes), . The state or quality
of being lucky or fortunate; good fortune; fa-

vorable issue or event.

luckite (luk'it), n. TLuclc(y Boy) (see def.) +
-tte2 .] A variety of the mineral melanterite, or

hydrous ferrous sulphate, containing a small
amount of manganese. It is found at the
"
Lucky Boy" silver-mine in Utah.

luckless (luk'les), a. [< luck1 + -less.] I.

Having no luck
; suffering mischance ; un-

lucky; unsuccessful: as, a luckltus gamester.
Ah, luckless poet ! stretch thy 1 ungs and roar.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. L 324.

2. Unattended by luck
; bringing or marked by

ill luck or misfortune; unfortunate; unfavor-
able : as, a luckless adventure.

The night-crow cried, aboding luckless time.

Shot., S Hen. VL, v. 8. 45.

= Syn, Unlucky, Ill-starred, ill-fated.

lucklessly (luk'les-li), adc. In a luckless man-
ner; unfortunately; unsuccessfully.
lucklessness (luk'les-nes), . The state of be-

ing luckless or unfortunate. Imp. Diet.

luck-penny (luk'pen'i), n. 1. A small sum
given back "for luck" to the purchaser or

payer by the person who receives money in a

bargain or other transaction. [Scotch and
Irish.] 2. A copper tossed overboard "for
luck."

lucky 1
(luk'i), a. and . [< luck1 + -y

1
.] I. .

1. Favored by luck; fortunate; meeting with

good success : as, a lucky adventurer.

This is fairy gold, boy. . . . We are lucky.
Skat., W. T., lit 8. 129.

2. Producing good by chance or unexpectedly ;

favorable; auspicious: as, a lucky adventure;
a lucky time

;
a lucky cast.

So may some gentle Muse
With lucky words favour my destined urn ;

And, as he passes, turn,
And bid fair peace be to my sable shroud.

Miltun, Lycidaa, 1. 20.



lucky
3536

Well met, gentlemen; this is lucky that we meet so just lucllferOUSt (lu-krif'e-rus), a.

gain, + ferre = E. bear*.]

able.

lucrum,

ludicrous

tube ofwhich the included stamens are inserted.

together at this very door.

I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 173

.profit There are twoTpecie;, one found in the Himalaya and the
l, piont- other In tne Kh.fsja mountains. The best-known species is

L. yratmima, a small tree with opposite ovate-lanceolate

leaves, and very fragrant cymes
opposite ovate-lanceolate
of showy pink flowers. It

j-plant.

(Vc7V is the dearness"ofsal armoniaak. Lucuma" (lu-ku'ma), n. [NL. (Jussieu, 1789),
Boyle, Works, III. 148.

from the peruv _ name .] A genus of dicotyle-

lucriferousnesst (lu-krif'e-rus-nes), n. Profita- donous gamopetalous plants of the natural order

Mr. Chivery. who was a man of few words had, on ran- Tn nd thl||g that ls like to keep this experiment ,._, .._ . _. ----- .

dry Sunday mornings given his boy what he termed " a
f ,

*.
Keneraiiy useful as perhaps it will prove i8 a highly ornamental hothouse-plant.

lucky touch" on the shoulder, signifying that he consider- --
,

ed such commendation of him to Good Fortune, prepare-

Boyle, Works, II. 30.

a. [< L. lucrificus, gam-
facere, make.] Producing

tiapotacece, the soapberry family. It is character-

ized by four- or five-parted flowers, coriaceous exstipulate

leaves the staminodia or abortive stamens alternate with

the fertile ones (although sometimes few or wanting), and

seeds without albumen. It embraces about 50 species, chief-
"

master and I have not forgot it yet. lucrioUSt, An obsolete variant of lucrous.
]y gouth American, but extending from Chili to Mexico and

Mrs. Centlim-e, Love's Contrivance, i. i,,prmla (lu'krus), a. [Early mod. E. also orro- the West Indies ;
a very few, however, occur in Australia

1UI/1UUB V*w "/> \- J
, ,~ , i xrnl^l Tlioir arp trppRnv shrnhfi with milkv

Lueky money, coins worn or carried by way of a charm
sometimes ancient or foreign money. = Syn. 1 and 2. Fur-

innate, etc. See happy.

II. n. See the phrase.-To cut one's lucky,
make one's lucky, to get away ; escape. [Low. ]

Charley and I made our lucky up the wash'us chimney.
Dvsketa, Oliver Twist.

luckyl (luk'i), adv. [< lucky, a.] More than

enough; too: as, lucky severe; lucky long.

[Scotch.]
lucky2 ,

'

ueously lucrious; = Sp. Pg. It. lucroso, < L. lu~

crosus, gainful, < lucrum, gain: see lucre.] Of

or pertaining to lucre or gain. [Rare.]

Free from the muck-worm miser's lucrous rage,

In calm contentment's cottag'd vale of life.

Cooper, Tomb of Shakespeare.

UCtation (luk-ta'shon), . [< L. luctatio(n-), a

wrestling, < luctari, pp. luctatus, wrestle, strive.

Cf. eluctate, reluct, reluctant.] Effort to over-

come in a contest; struggle; contest. [Rare.]

L. luctus, sorrow,

****** *

fixed to a person's name
[Scotch.]

lucky-bag (luk'i-bag), .

as
, Lucky M'Laren.

A receptacle on_a

luctual.] Sorrowful; full of sorrow. Bailey,

1731.

lucubrate (lu'ku-brat), v.
; pret. and pp. lucu-

brated, ppr. lucubration. [< L. lucubratus, pp. of

lucubrare (>ItJCM&rore= Pg. Sp.lucubrar== F.

man-of-war for all clothes and other articles of .--
Si'cVnV'Hi nsl /i

- Sn Pu luctuose

privatepropertycarelesslyleftbytheirowners. *f*?f*J &S ^JS, sfrro^: see
Have the master-at-arms with you in this inspection, to

gather up all articles of private property and put them in

the lucky bag. Luce, Seamanship, p. 310.

lucky-dad, lucky-daddie (luk'i-dad, -dad'i),

n. A grandfather. [Scotch.]

lucky-hands (luk'i-handz), n. A widely dis-

tributed fern, Aspidium Filix-mas: so named
from the resemblance of the young unexpanded
frond to a hand. The fronds, as well as the roots, were
used by ignorant and superstitious people as preservatives

against witchcraft and enchantment.

lucky-minnie (luk'i-min"i), n. A grandmother.
[Scotch.]

lucky-proach (luk'i-proch), n. A fish, the fa-

ther-lasher. [Scotch.]

, ,

and New Caledonia. They are trees or shrubs with milky

juice and clusters of small or middle-sized flowers in the

axils of the leaves or on the older joints. L. mammosa
and L. mulUflara of the West Indies are called bully-trees,

the former of which is the mammee-sapota or marmalade-
tree. The fruit contains a pleasant-flavored pulp, resem-

bling quince marmalade in appearance and taste. L. Cai-

mito of Peru has a smaller fruit, which is said to be supe-
rior In flavor to the last-named. L. obmata, also of Peru,

is cultivated in Chili under the name of lucuma de Co-

quimbo. In a recent revision of the Sapotacea: by Radl-

kofer this genus has been reduced to two Chilian species,

the West Indian plants being referred to VitMa.no., but

they are best known by the name Lucuma.

Lucumo (lu'ku-mo), . [L., also lucomo, lucmo,

an inspired person, an Etruscan prince or

priest; a word of Etruscan origin.] Among
the ancient Etruscans, the head of a patrician
or noble family uniting in himself the charac-

ters of priest "and prince; in general, one of

the Etruscan nobility. To this class the kings
also seem to have belonged.

And plainly and more plainly
How might the burghers know,
By port and vest, by horse and crest,
Each warlike Lucumo.

Macaulay, Horatius, St. 23.

light; think closely or seriously; meditate.

I like to speak and lucubrate my till.

Byron, Beppo, st. 47.

II. trans. To elaborate, as by laborious night

lucky-stone (luk'i-ston), n. An ear-stone or lucubration (lu-ku-bra'shon), n. [= F. lucubra-

otonth of a fish, superstitiously regarded as tion = Sp. lucubradon = Pg. lucubraf&o = It. lu-
i__.i_ i. ii

cubrazione, < L. lucubratio(n-), working by can-

dle-light, < lucubrare, pp. lucubratus, work by
"

\ v YV 31 T ilj. / t-r -i \7 T, Macawaii, iiortmus, si. Z6.

lucubrer), work by candle-light, < (Llt.)lucubrum

(ML lucubriim, a faint light), < L. lux (luc-), lucus a non lucendo (lu'kus a non lu-sen do),

light : see lucent. Cf . elucubrate.] I. intrans. [L.: lucus, a wood or grove, esp. one sacred to a

To study earnestly or laboriously, as by candle- deity; a, from; non, not; lucendo, &bi. gerundUOltY Uy JLlVi-Uj ItUH'j ll\JVj mwrwWVj VUfJi-t fe 1-* "

of lucere, shine (see lea1
,
a-10 , non, lucent) ;

that

is, a grove is called lucus (which is in form like

Incus (lucu-), a light, lucere, be light, shine, lu-

cidus, light) because it is not light : in allusion

to the attempt of an ancient grammarian men-
tioned by Quintilian to derive lucus, a grove,
from lucere, shine. The two words are in fact

connected, lucus (like grove) being orig. an open
light space in a wood.] An absurd etymology
or derivation; hence, anything inconsequent
or illogical. Sometimes shortened to lucus a

bringing luck to the owner or wearer.

lucrative (lu'kra-tiv), a. [< F. lucratif= Sp.

Pg. It. lucrativo, < L. lucrativtis, profitable, <

lucrari, pp. lucratus, gain: see lucre, r.] 1.

Yielding lucre or gain ; gainful ; highly profit-
able: as, a lucrative transaction; a lucrative

business or office. 2f. Greedy of gain; self-

seeking.
Let not thy prayer be lucrative, nor vindictive, pray not

for temporal superfluities. Donne, Sermons, xi.

Lucrative Office, an office to which compensation is at-

tached, or perquisites. Lucrative succession, in Scott

law, a passive title whereby an heir apparent who accepts lucubrator (lu'ku-bra-tor), n.
a gratuitous grant from his ancestor of any part of the es- _0;

. n One who lucubrates. me t>ra

to^h^pIymentofalltheTeMsoTthe'L^estoi'contract^d lucubratory (lu'ku-bra-to-ri), a. [<~L.luctibra- Luddite (lud'it), n. and a. I. . A member
prior to the grant. =Syn.l. Paying, remunerative. torius, working by candle-light, < lucubrare, of a conspiracy of workmen in England (1811-

pp. lucubratiis, work by candle-light: see lucu-
'

brate, light
1
.] Composed by candle-light ; per-

taining to nocturnal study or serious thought.
You must have a dish of coffee and a solitary candle at

your side, to write an epistle lucubratory to your friend.

Pope, to Mr. Cromwell, Dec. 21, 1711.

[ML. : see lucu-

candle-light : see lucubrate, v.] 1. The act of

lucubrating; close study or thought; careful

consideration; meditation. 2. A product of '"'

thought or study; a written composition; an ludH, a. A Middle English form of loud.

essav or treatise lud-t, n. A Middle English form of lede*.

Your monthly lucubratio,* are widely diffused over all L^ (lud), . A minced form of Lord, in petty

the dominions of Great Britain. oaths
;
also vulgarly m address : as, my lud.

Goldsmith, Essay, National Concord. i^d ; gir peter, I hope you haven't been quarrelling with

The most trifling lucubration was denominated ' a work.' Maria? Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 1.

ludbyt, " Same as loteby.

Luddism (lud izm), . [< Ludd(ite) + -ism.]

The practices or opinions of the Luddites.

,

[< lucubrate +

lucratively (lu'kra-tiv-li), ado. In a lucrative

manner
; profitably.

lucre (lu'ker), n. [Early mod. E. also luker;
< ME. *lukre (erroneously lurke, luk, Prompt.
Parv.), < OF. (and F.) lucre = Sp. Pg. It. lucro,
< L. lucrum, gain, with formative -crum, from
a V lu, which appears also in Ir. luach, price, lucubrum (lu'kii-brum), n.

wages, Gr. /leio, tji'iii, booty (see Lestes), OBulg. brate.] Same as cresset, }. .

Icmu, booty (Russ. loviti, take as booty); AS. lean lucule (lu'kul), n. [= F. lucule, < NL. as if *lu-

= OS. OFries. Ion = D. loon = MLG. Ion = OHG. cula, dim. of L. lux (luc-), light: see luculent,
MHG. Ion, G. lonn = Icel. laun = Sw. Dan. Ion = light

1
.] In astron., a luminous spot on the sun.

Goth, laun, reward.] Gain in money or goods ; luculent (lu'ku-lent), a. [ME. luculent = It.

profit: often, in a restricted sense, base or un- luculento, < L. luculentus, full of light, bright, .

worthy gain; money or wealth as the object of splendid, < lux (luc-), light: see lucent, light
1
.] luddockt, . [ Uk. luddock, luddok.} Loin. JA-

1816) banded together for the destruction of im-

proved machines, under the delusion that these

diminished employment: said to have called

themselves Luddites from an imbecile named
Ned Lud, who broke two stocking-frames from

anger. The disturbances created by them were
called Luddite riots, and required stern mea-
sures for their repression.
Who makes the quartern loaf and Luddites rise ?

J. and U. Smith, Rejected Addresses, No. 1.

II. o. Of or pertaining to the Luddites: as,

Luddite riots.

sordid greed; hence, greed.
Not greedy of filthy lucre. 1 Tim. ill. 3.

Love to my child, and lucre of the portion,
Provoked me. B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, v. 6.

Until I gave one of them a small knife to cut betel nuts,
he would not go with us ; but for the lucre of that he con-
ducted us to a town.

Jlob. Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 424).

lucret, c. '. [Early mod. E. also luker; < OF.

1. Bright; luminous; transparent.
Trie oute the grape unhurt, neither to ripe,
Neither to soure, as gemmes luculent.

Fattadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 186.

It emitted a luculent flame as bright and large as a small
wax candle. Evelyn, Diary, May 6, 1645.

2. Clear; evident; unmistakable.
The most luculent testimonies that the Christian reli-

gion hath. Hooker, Eccles, Polity, v. 40.

ber Cure Cocorum, p. 43.

luden+j n. Same as leden.

ludibnoust (lu-dib'ri-us), a. [= Pg. ludibrioso,
< LL. ludibriosus, scornful, < L. ludibritim, a

mockery, < litdere, play, sport: see ludicrous.]
Ridiculous

; sportive; wanton. [Rare.]
Needlesse it shall be to refute this phansie,which falleth

to the ground of itselfe as a ludibrious follie of the man.

Tooker, Fabric of the Church (1604), p. 119.

lucrer, < L. lucrari, gain, < lucrum, gain: see luculently (lu'ku-lent-li), adv. In a luculent ludibundnesst (lu'di-bund-nes), . [< 'ludi-

lund (not recorded) (< L. ludibundus, sportive,
< ludere, play) + -ness.] Sportiveness ; play-
fulness.

lucre, n.] To gain. Levins, Manip. Vocab., manner; lucidly; clearly; luminously,
col. 182, 1. 35. Nowhere has the transition . . . been so luculently
Lucretian (lu-kre shian), . [< Lucretius (see shown as here.

def.) + -an.] Of or pertaining to any member Uax Mutter, Science of Lang., N. S., p. 542.

of the ancient Roman gens of the Lucretii
;
es- Luculia (lu-ku'li-a), n. [NL. (Robert Sweet,

pecially, relating to or characteristic of the Ro- 1820), from the ffepalese name, Luculi swa,
man poetand philosopher Titus LucretiusCams of one of the species, L. gratissima.'] A genus ludicrous (lu'di-krus), a. [= OF. litdicre = Pg.
(about 98-55 B. c.), eminent as a poet, and as of plants of the natural order Rubiacece and of It. ludicro, < L. ludicrus, sportive, < Indus, play,
the most important exponent of the Epicurean the tribe Cinchoneie, distinguished by the im- < ludere, play, sport. Cf. allude, collude, delude,

philosophy. bricated lobes of the corolla, on the throat or elude, illude, prelude.] Serving for or exciting

That ludibundness of nature in her gamaieus, and such
like sportful and ludicrous productions.

Dr. H. More, Mystery of Iniquity, I. xv. 14.



ludicrous

sport; laughable from singularity or gi'c>trsi|iic
-

ness; adapted to cause sportive laughter or

ridicule; absurd.

He bus, therefore, In his whole volume, nothing bur

lesqlle, and seldom anythiiiK Imiicrum nr familiar.

JuhluiiJii, Waller.

The Duke [of Newcastle] was in a state ol ludicrous dis-

3537
sulc. They are herbs with opposite or alternat. ].a>. -,

ususlly lanceolate In shape, and with the tluu an
always solitary in the axils of the leaves, sometimes In

terminal heads. About 20 species are known, nativr* <if

Kiminc, Asia, Africa, and North America. L. alter,

of the eastern I uitt-d Mates, on account of its cubical pod,
is called seedbox, and It is also (all.. I h.irui/ui'i-fuut. L.

paluxtrix, tile water-purslane, is a common weed in ditches

and shallow ponds both in Europe and in North Anieriand shallow ponds both in Europe and in North America.
tress. He ran alxmt chattering and frying, asking advice . .

i/...; rv ...

and listening to none. Uacaulay, William Pitt. ludWlglte (lud
_
Wig -it), II. [Darned after t.

Luilicig, a chemist of v lenna. J A borate of iron

and magnesium, occurring in dark-green to

lihu-k musses with a tine fibrous structure.
l<n/i<i.

term.
U6 (lu), c. t.

; pret. and
[Origin obscure.] To 8

[Prov. Eng.]
I had new models made of the sieves for lueing, the box

and trough, the huddle, wreck, and tool.

Hiss Kdgeicorth, Lame Jervas, ii. (Dames.)

See tin ill-fill.

= 8yn. Funny, Comical, Droll, Ludicrous, Itidiculous,

Laughable. i;iih, r tin direct action of laughter or a cor-

responding sentiment is included in the signification of all

these terms. (Crabb, .Synonymeii, p. 57s.) In this respect

fa#AflWeisthegenericword,butit is also one of the strong-
est, t'unni/ Istheweakestof the list, ranging from themean-

ing of 'amusing' or 'odd
' down to its colloquial use in the

sense of '

strange.' Ciniu'i-al still retains a faint suggestion
of its origin in connection with the drama, being primari-
ly used in connection with something done or seen, and

.mething viewed by the mind: a cinnical pr-
dirammt is just such as would be lit for exhibition in a Lucrotn S theorem.
(..inrdj. Itrull especially implies the odd or unfamiliar: lues (lu'o/.), . [L., a plague, pestilence.] A
as, a droll story, idea, fellow.

Ludicrous
is an advance in

plllffue or pestilence : used with adjectives to
st rt'iiLri Ii HIM iii t'unitcdl us cointccu is nn lulviiiicf UIHJII *,

~
. ,, .

funny. HMieulma is the only word In the list that throws designate various specific or contagious affec-

contempt or even discredit upon the person concerned : it tions. Lues venerea, venereal disease; syphilis.
'

L. lucx, plague, +
Diseased

; piague-
affected with syphilis ;

it is certainly on that account. That is laughaUe which syphilitic.
simply provokes a hearty laugh. lujft . An obsolete form of liive1 .

ludicrously (lu'di-krus-li), adv. In aludicrous lufe'it _ and . An obsolete form of love1 .

manner; sportively; grotesquely. lufe'^, . An obsolete or dialectal form of too/1.
You wrong me in thinking I quoted a text from my saint Iufe3t " An obsolete form of loof

2
, luj)'~.

ludicrously. Walpole, To Lady Ilervey, Nov. 21, 1786.
lufert) . An obsolete form of lover1 .

ludicrousness(lu'di-krus-nes), n. The state or luff 1
(luf), n. 1. A variant of too/

1
. 2. The

character of being ludicrous. wooden case in which the light is carried in the

ludificationt(lu'di-n-ka'shqn), n. [=It. ludifi- sport of lowbelling. Halliwell.

<'<i.:iniie,<.Li.ludijicatio(n-),<i$Tision,<ludificare, luff'2 (luf), n. [A later form of too/
2

, q. v.]

pp. li/(/i<-iitiix, make sport of, < Indus, play (< Xaut. : (a) The fullest and broadest part of a

vessel's bow ;
the loof.

Schipe-mene scharply schotene thaire portez,
Launchez ledo [cast the lead] apone tu.fr, lacchene ther

depez,
Lukkes to the lade-sterile whene the lyghte faillez.

MorteArOmre (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 750.

(6) The weather-gage, or part of a ship toward
the wind, (c) The sailing of a ship close to the

wind, (d) The weather part of a fore-and-aft

sail, or the side next the mast or stay to which

-i; play), + facere, make.] The act of mak-
ing sport of anything; ridicule; mockery.
The Lords . . . swear by the holy Altar to be revenged

for this Ludijication and injurious Dealing.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 72.

Home [Puritans] are of a linsey-woolsey disposition. . . .

all like Ethiopians, white in the teeth only; full of ludiji-
cation, and injurious dealing, and cruelty.

Josselyn (Tyler's Hist Aincr. Lit., I. 181).

it is attached, (e) A luff-tackle. Luff upon luff,
one luff-tackle applied to the fall of another to afford an

ludificatoryt (lu-dif'i-ka-to-ri), a. [< LL. ludi-

ficatorius, mocking, (. L. ludificator, a mocker,
< litdificare, pp. ludificatus, make sport of: see

luditirtitioii.] Making sport; tending to excite

derision.
wlndTsaiaofaship.

In the sacraments of the Church there is nothing empty luff2 (luf), V. [A later form of too/
2

,
fonnerly

or vain, nothing M^MMy, but all thoroughly true
Barrou Works, ill. xixlx.

ludlamite (lud lam-it), . [After Mr. Ludlam,

also louf (= rjan. < D. loevcn, loof, luff;

foo/2, n.

'

Cf. lavcer,
toUdlamite (lud lam-it), n. [After Mr. Ludlam, from the g^g 8OUrce.] I. trans. Naut., to

anEnglish mineralogist.] Ahydrous phosphate briug tue uead of (a vessel) nearer to the wind,
of iron, occurring in bright-green monoclinic

crystals. It is found near Truro in Cornwall,
and is associated with vivianite in cavities in

pyrite.
Ludlow group. In geot., in England, a series

of rocks, consisting chiefly of shales, with oc-

casionally an intercalated belt of limestone,

belonging to the Upper Silurian and lying above
the Wenlock group, into which it graduates
downward, and with whose fauna it has a large
number of species in common. The group is typi-

cally developed between Ludlow in Shropshire and Ayme-
strey in Hereford, and the name was given by Murchison
because the town of Ludlow stands on beds of this age.

LSdolphia'nfLdolnan'au-dol'fi-an), . [<
luff3 duf), -. [Abte. of

^tenant
for leftcna^

lMdJ,,h (see def.) + -,.]' Pertaining to the nowsPelledefcHt] Lieutenant: as, he is

mathematician Ludolf van Ceulen (died 1610), _Ur5j
;

,f'.,..\ ,-5"? ,-n^ / .

who calculated the ratio of the circumference Lnffa (Tuf'*), . [NL. (Tournefort, 1 ,06) < Ar

of a circle to the diameter to manv places of '/, the
, ".ame .

of
,
one of ^6 species.] A

genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants
of the natural order Cucurbitacea;, the gourd
family, and of the tribe Cucumerinea', charac-
terized by the staminate flowers growing in

racemes, the petioles without glands, and the

large fruits dry, fibrous, and opening by a lid

at the apex. They are climbing herbs, with mono}-
clous flowers, which are large and white, and five- or seven -

lobed leaves. Seven species are known, natives of the trop-

She once being loofd,
The noble ruin of her magic, Antony,
Claps on his sea-wing.

Shak., A. and C., ill. 10. 18.

II. in trans. To steer or come nearer to the

wind.
For hauing mountaines of fleeting yce on euery side, we

went roomer for one, and loafed for another ; some scraped
vs, and some happily escaped vs.

Hakluyt's Voyages, III. 65.

The other tacked after him, and came close up to his

nether quarter, gave his broad side, and so linifed up to
windward. Caj,t. John Smith, True Travels, I. 52.

Luff round, or luff alee, the extreme of this movement,
intended to throw the ship's head into the wind.

ics. The fruit is dry and oblong or cylindrical in shape, the
numerous seeds being located in a network of coarse and
strong fibers, which in some species are capable of being
detached entire, cleansed of all other matters, and used
like a coarse, tough fabric. L. cylindrica is the washing-
or towel-gourd, so called because its dried fruit is cut up
and used as a flesh-brush. The fibrous interior of these

gourds is known in commerce under the various names
Imtff, loof, loofa, lief, and liff. See strati

decimals, and caused the value to be engraved
upon his tombstone.
ludus Helmontii (lu'dus hel-mon'ti-5). [NL.,
'Helmont's amusement,' so called from Jan
Baptista van Helmont, a Belgian chemist and

physician of the 17th century (died 1644), who
believed iu the efficacy of such stones (and who
gave gas the name it bears : see gas); L. luil/i*.

play, sport, amusement.] 1. A calcareous

stone, the precise nature of which is not known,
used by the ancients as a remedy in calculous
affections. 2. A calculous concretion occur-

ring in an animal body. 3f. A variety of sep-
taria in which the sparry veins are frequent and
anastomosing. and seeg(
Ludwigia(lud-wij'i-a), . [NL. (LmwEus), lufl

V
er-board (luf'er-bord), . A corruption of

namefafter C. G. Ludw,g, professor of botany iml rcr.boitr(t See louver-window.
at Leipsic, and contemporary with Lmmeus.] Iuffer_b ardillg (luf'er-bor'ding). n. See board-A genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants /".
of the natural order 0,,,,,,,-arieu-,- the false or

luff;uook (luf'huk), . Ao*., one of the hooks
bastard loosestrife. It is characterized by having of a i utj fu-kle

x'si

1

;;;,;";,'-';;;!;; ;; nmu:'^ ^tackle pew), . *.*., & purchasewmnting; from thrwtoifUij
celled ovary, which becomes, In fruit, a septicidal cap- composed of a double and a single block, the

lug

ling end of the rope being fasti ncd to the

single block, and the fall coming from the dou-
ble: variously used as occasion may require.

lufsomt, An obsolete variant of /rc.i/<-.

luftt, . A Middle English form of I<J!
]

.

lug 1
(lug), r.; pret. and pp. ''<</'/''''. ppr. Ivifi/iui/.

[<ltE. /</'/' I "'it in AS., the :i licked AS. '<// In,/

i/iini beiugan invention of Somner's),<Sw./w</.v"
= Norw.luoj/n, pull (by the hair), a secondary
form (depending on Sw. lutjg,

the forelock, =
Norw. lui/i/, the nair of the head: see /u</

2
) of

*/<, pull, pull up,= Dan. lugf, pull up (weeds),
= AS. lueiiii (not *lyccan,a.s cited by Skeat), pull

up (weeds), ") E. dial, tout, loick, look, pull up
(weeds): see toi/t2

,
toiefr2

,
tofc2 . Cf. ?.'/

2
.] I.

trans. 1. To pull with force or effort, as some-

thing that is heavy or resists; haul; drag.

[Now chiefly colloq.J
With myche wepyng & wo, weghls of his aune
Lugyit hym out to the laund, lefte hym for ded ;

And fore agayne to the fyght thaire fcrls to help.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), I. 0868.

Why, this

Will In'/ your priests and servants from your sides.

Shak., T. of A., iv. 8. 31.

To tread on his corns, or lug him thrice by both ears, or

pinch his arm black and blue.

Swift, Gulliver's Travels, Lapata, vi.

2. To carry, as something heavy or burden-

some; bear laboriously.
He lugged her along like a pedlar's pack.

Farmer's Old Wife (Child's Ballads, VIH. 258).

To lug the ponderous volume off In state.

Pope, Dunciad, Iv. 118.

Ragged urchins were Kigging home sticks of cordwood.
G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 16.

Especially 3f. To drag or pull about by the

ears or head, as a bear or a bull, to excite it to

action; bait; worry.
Like a common Oarden-bull,

I do but take breath to be lugg'd again.
iliddleton, Changeling, ii. 1.

4f. To geld.
8' blood, I am as melancholy as a gib-cat or a lugged

bear. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., L 2. SI.

His ears hang laving like a new luuu'd swine.

Bp. Halt, Satires, IV. I. 72.

To lug In, to introduce by main force, or without appo-
siteness. [Colloq.J

He could not tell that story (of Crompton's), which I

begged him to do, and which would not have been lugged
in neck and shoulders, because everybody was telling just
such stories. GreviUe, Jlemoirs, Feb. -27, 1SSO.

To lug out t, to draw (a sword). [Colloq.]

Their cause they to an easier Issne put,

They will be heard, or they lug out and cut
Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, rvL 78.

II. intrans. 1. To pull with effort : followed

by at.

This huge and monstrous galliasse, wherein were con-

tained three hundred slaues to /'/./ at the oares.

ifalduyt'a Vogagn, I. 601.

He would let Caroline lug at his hair till his dim wan-

dering grey eyes winked and watered again with pain.
W. Collins, Family Secret, p. 223.

2. To move heavily, or with resistance; drag.

My flagging soul flies under her own piteh,
Like fowl in air too damp, and lugs along,
As If she were a body in a body.

Dryden, Don Sebastian, Iv. 1.

When rollers are tacky or stick together they are said to

lug. C. T. Jacabi, Printers' Vocab.

lug1
(lug), n. [< lug

1
, i'.] 1. Anything that

moves slowly or with difficulty ; something of

a heavy, lumpish, or sluggish nature. Specifi-

cally (a) A slug ; a sluggard. (6) A worm used for bait ;

a lugworm. (c) The bib (a fish). [Prov. Eng.) (tit) A
heavy or slow-acting bow.

The same reason I find true in two bows that I have,
whereof the one is quick of cast, . . . the other is a

Im.i, slow of cast, following the string, more sure for to

last than pleasant for to use.

Aicham, Toxophilns (ed. Giles), p. 14.

2. Same as lug-sail.

They have not got to dip their sail as we have, every
time we tack ; . . . now you go to the helm, and I and the

boy will dip the lug. C. Reade, Love me Little, xvii.

3. pi. Affected manners; ''airs": as, to put
on lugs. [Slang.] Ails of lug, that position of the

instantaneous axis of rotation of abody fuming about a

iixed point in which thedirection of pressure coincideswith
that of the axis.

lug- (lug), n. [Partly < Sw. luga, the forelock,
= Norw. luijg, the hair of the head ; partly <

lug
1

, v., the orig. verb.] If. The lobe of the

ear. 2. The ear. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

A fine round head when those two lufis are off,

To trundle through a pillory !

B. Jonson, Staple of News, v. 1.

I wad like ill to wait till Mr. Harrison and Mr. Gudyill
cam to I'M

'

us out by the tug and the horn.

Scott. Old Mortality, vii.



lug

3. A projecting part of some object resembling
more or less in form or position the human ear.

(a) A projecting piece or ear on a Teasel or other object to

serve as a handle, or on a tile or the like to afford it a hold

when used in roofing.

The first [tile] is moulded with a lug, which secures

itself in position by catching above the lath of the roof ;

the second shows a tile moulded with two lugs, by which
it engages the tiles of the courses above and below.

C. T. Dams, Bricks and Tiles, p. 330.

Projecting lugs, to which the copper bars are attached.
S. P. Thompson, Dynamo-Elect. Mach., p. 143.

(6)In jiutch., a projecting piece ; specifically, a short flange

by or to which something is fastened.

The ring is fastened to the plug, and held to the breech

by the luge and boss.

Michatlis, tr. of ilonthaye's Krupp and De Bange, p. 36.

(c) A projecting piece upon a founders' flask or mold, (rf)

In single harness, one of the two loops of leather depen-
dent from the saddle, one on each side, through which the
shafts are passed for support, (e) The arm of a bee-frame.

4. A jamb or side wall of a recess, as a fireplace.

And for him who sat by the chimney lug,

Dozing and grumbling o'er pipe and mug.
WhMier, Maud Muller.

5. A grade of tobacco.
In this condition the leaves [of tobacco] are stripped from

the stems, sorted into qualities, such as lugs, or lower

leaves, "firsts,"and "seconds." Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 424.

To blaw in one's lug. See blaw.

lug
2
(lug), v. t. [< lug%, .] To form with a lug

or projection: as, to tug a door-sill (that is, to

hollow out or chamfer off the upper and outer

angle of the stone to within a short distance of

each end, the parts not cut away forming the

lugs).

lug3 (lug), . [Perhaps <, lug
1

, v., pull (pluck) ;

but
cf.To^r

1
.] 1. A rod or pole. 2. A pliable

rod or twig such as is used in thatching. 3f. A
measure of length, properly 15 feet 1 inch, but
sometimes 164, 18, or 20 feet (a lutj of coppice-
wood in Herefordshire was 49 square yards);
a pole or perch. [Prov. Eng. in all senses.]

And eke that ample Pitt, yet far renownd
For the large leape which Debon did compell
Coulin to make, being eight lugs of growud,
Into the which retourning backe he fell.

Spenser, F. Q.,11. x. 11.

lug-a-leaf (lug'a-lef), )i. The brill. Willughby.
[Cornwall, Eng'.]

lugbait (lug'bat), n. Same as lugworm.
lug-bolt (lug' bolt), re. A cylindrical bolt to
which is welded a flat iron bar. The head is usu-

ally a hook which is received by a lug, or it passes through
the lug and is held by a nut. Sometimes the flat bar has
holes by which it is fastened to a timber by separate bolts
or screws. Also called strap-bolt.

lugdoret, Same as lokdore.

luget, n. and '. A Middle English form of lodge.

lug-foresail (Iug'f6r"sal or -si), . In a schooner,
a foresail set without any boom.
luggage (lug'aj), n. [< lug**- + -age.'] I. Any-
thing to be carried that is cumbersome and
heavy.

What do you mean,
To dote thus on such luggage >

Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 231.

My misfortune made me think before

My life a tedious and painful trouble,
My very soul a luggage, and too heavy
For me to carry. Shirley, The Wedding, v. 2.

2. Baggage; especially, a traveler's baggage.
[In this special sense chiefly in Great Britain.]
The luggage is too great that followes your camp.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Kemonst.
I am gathering up my luggage and preparing for my

journey. Swift.
I left my servant at the railway looking after the lug-

gage very heavy train and vast quantity of it in the van.

Dickens, Hard Times, ii. 1.

luggage-saddle (lug'aj-sad"l), . A pad on
which goods or personal effects are carried on
a led horse.

luggage-van (lug'aj-van), n. A railway-car for

luggage ; a baggage-car. [British.]
luggatee(lug-a-te'),>i. Theturbot. [Prov. Eng.]
lugged (lug'ed,
lugd), . [< luyU
+ -ecft.~\ Having
ears, or appen-
dages resem-

bling ears.

The long fool's

coat, the huge slop,
the lugy'd boot
Marston, Scourge of

(Villainy, L 10.

O rare ! to see thee
fizz and freath

I' th' lugget canp !

Burns, Scotch Drink.

lugger1
(lug'er),

. [A var. of log-

!in-(i)(D. logger)
or < %1, n., 'lug- Lui;gcr.
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sail, + -frl (?). Hence F. lougre, Sp. Pg. lugre.~\

A vessel carrying either two or three masts,
often with a running bowsprit and always with

lug-sails. On the bowsprit are set two or three

jibs, and the lug-sails hang obliquely to the

masts.
It appears that the Fair Rosamond had captured a lug-

ger with one hundred and sixty Africans, and shortly after

saw the Black Joke in chase of two other luggers.

Everett, Orations and Speeches, I. 333.

lullingly

luke2
,

i'. A Middle English or dialectal form of

In order, on the clean hearthstane,
The luggies three are ranged. Burns, Halloween.

luggun (lug'un), n. Same as la<j<j<m.

luggur falcon. Same a.sjugger.

lug-mark (lug'mark), re. An ear-mark for iden-

tification, as on a sheep or a dog.

lug-perch (lug'perch), . A long measure: same
as lug*, 3.

lug-sail (lug'sal), H. [< luff
1 + sail; or perhaps

< lug'
2
(with ref. to the upper corner or ' ear' of

I. Dipping Lug-sail ; a. Standing Lug-sail ; 3. Split Lug-sail.

the sail?) + sail.'] A quadrilateral sail bent

upon a yard that hangs obliquely to the mast at

about one third of its length : a common rig for

boats of men-of-war. Also lug. Lug-sail boat,
a boat rigged with a lug -sail ; a lugger.

lugubriqsity (lu-gu-bri-os'i-ti), . [As lugubri-
ous + -ity.\ Lugubriousness. Imp. Diet.

lugubrious (lu-gu'bri-us), a. [Eprmerly also

lugubrous; with suffix -ous (cf. F. Sp. Pg. It.

lugubre), < L. lugtibris, mournful, mourning, <

lugere, mourn; cf. Gr. Auypof, sad, /W}<<if, de-

struction.] 1. Characterized by or expressing
mourning or sorrow

;
mournful

;
doleful

;
fune-

real; dejected: as, lugubrious wailing; alugubri-
ous look or voice.

Act no passionate, lugubrious, tragical part, whatever
secular provocation cross us on the stage.

Hammond, Works, IV. 546.

2. Exciting mournful feelings; pitiful; dismal;
depressing: as, a lugubrious spectacle or event.

Beppo dived deep down into the lugubrious and obscure
regions of Rascaldom. Carlyle.

=Syn. Sorrowful, melancholy, doleful.

lugubriously (lu-gu'bri-us-li), adv. In a lugu-
brious manner

; mournfully ; sadly.
lugubriousness (lu-gu'bri-us-nes), n. The state
or quality of being lugubrious ; sorrowfulness

;

sadness.

lugworm (lug'werm), n. [< lugl + worm. Cf.

lobworm.] An annelid of thefamily Arenicolidce,

inhabiting the sea-shore. Acommon species isAreni
cola piscatorum, a large worm, 8 or 10 inches long, much
used for bait. It belongs to a different order from the earth-
worm proper, though its habits are similar. It crawls
through sandy and muddy soil, eating its way as it goes, and
leaving in its wake coiled casts of the soil thus passed
through its body. The head is large, eyeless and jawless,
with a proboscis ; the gills are thirteen pairs of gaily col-
ored tufts, and the rings of the body are furnished with
bristles like those of other chsetopod worms. Also called
lobworm and lugbait.

l-0.it (luf), n. A Scotch spelling of too/l.
luinig, n. [Gael.] A short plaintive song or
lament sung in western Scotland and the Heb-
rides.

luke 1
(luk), a. [< ME. luke, leuke, letcke (= D.

teuk- in leuicwarm = E. lukewarm), appar. an
unexplained var. or extension of lew, warm (see
lew*) ; perhaps due to confusion with AS. wtec,
tepid. The history and connections have not
been cleared up.] Slightly warm ; lukewarm;
tepid.

If it be coole in heete and luke in colde,
The better may thowe with that water holde.

Palladim. Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 3.

Let me have nine penn'orth o' brandy and water luke.

Dickens, Pickwick, xxxiii.

lukenesst (luk'nes), n. Lukewarmness.

lukert, A former spelling of lucre.

lukewarm (luk'warm), . [< ME. 'lukewarm

(= D. Iciikirarm = LG. lukwarm (equiv. to sink-

warm); < li<kcl + irarm. Cf. fewwam.] 1. Only
moderately warm ; tepid; neither cold nor hot.

There is difference

Between lukewarm and boiling, madam.
B. Junson, Catiline, ii. 1.

Their lukewarm dinner, served up between two pewter
plates from a cook's shop.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xxxii.

2. Not ardent ;
not zealous

;
cool

;
indifferent :

as, lukewarm obedience.
Because thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I

will spue thee out of my mouth. Rev. ill. 16.

lukewarmly (luk'warm-li), adv. In a lukewarm

degree or manner, (a) With moderate warmth, (b)

With indifference ; coolly.

lukewarnmess (luk'warm-nes), ii. The state

or character of being lukewarm, literally or fig-

uratively; tepidness; indifference.

lukewafmth (luk
'

warmth), n. [< luke1 +
warmth.'] Lukewarmness. [Rare.]

Passionately offended at the falsehood and perfidious-
ness of certain faithless men, and at the lukewarmth and
indifference of others. Addison, Ladies' Association.

lull (lul), v. [< ME. Mien, lollen, lull, = MB.
lollen, hum, sing, D. ?o/teH,sing badly, caterwaul,
lullen, chatter, prate, also deceive, cheat, = LG.
G. Mien, lull, = Icel. Sw. Mia = Dan. Mle, lull,

sing to sleep (cf. loll); prob., like L. lallare, sing
to sleep, imitative, a redupl. of the syllable la or

lu used in singing a child to sleep. Cf . loll, lulla-

by.] I. trans. 1. To quiet; compose; assuage;
caress; cause to rest or subside by gentle, sooth-

ingmeans: as,tpiHachild or a feverish patient;
to lull grief, pain, or suspicion.

In her barme the litel childe she leide
With fill sadde face, and gan the childe to blesse,
And lulled it, and atter gan to kisse.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, L 497.

Feet and fayre hondes
That non ben croised I custe hem ofte,
I lulled hem, I leid hem softe.

Legend of the Holy Rood, p. 183.

Antonio, your mistress will never wake while you sing
so dolefully ; love, like a cradled infant, is lulled by a sad

melody. Sheridan, The Duenna, i. 1.

The Roman was not without excuses that could lull his
moral feelings to repose. Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 301.

2f. To deceive.
Whou sone this sori men [seweden] his soule,
And oueral Mlede him with heretykes werkes I

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 632.

= Syn. 1. To calm, hush, tranquilize.

II. intrans. To subside; cease; become calm:
as, the wind lulls.

lull (lul), n. [< lull, .] 1. That which lulls;
a quieting or soothing influence. [Poetical.]

Yonder lull

Of falling waters tempted me to rest.

Young, The Revenge, v. 2.

2. Temporary quiet and rest; suspension of

activity or turmoil, as in a storm or any kind
of excessive action.
With returning silence, with the lull of the chime, . . .

she still resumed the dream.
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xiii.

lulla, lully (lul'S, -i), interj. [ME. lulty, Ml,,,
lullay, etc.: see lull, lullaby.'] A common bur-
den in nursery songs.

Lully lulla thow litell tine child ;

By, by, lully. lullay, thow Httell tyne child.

Coventry Mysteries (ed. Halliwell), p. 414.

lullaby (lul'a-bi), n.
; pi. lullabies (-\>lz). [<lull,

lulla, + -by, a meaningless addition. Cf. rock-

(iby.~] 1 . A song sung to lull children to sleep ;

a cradle-song.
Philomel, with melody
Sing in our sweet lullaby;

Lulla, lulla, lullaby.

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 2. 14.

Drinking is the lullaby used by nurses to still crying
children. Locke, Education.

2. A cradle-song, or an instrumental piece in
the style of a cradle-song; a berceuse.

lullaby (lul'a-bi), v. t.; pret. and pp. Mlabied,
ppr. htttalnjing. [< lullaby, .] To lull to sleep;
hush with a lullaby.

Silence fell upon them, the gliding water lapping the
bruised face and lullabying the perturbed spirit, the soft
hand of the girl weaving a spell for the wounded warrior.

The Century, XXXVI. 901.

luller (lul'er), . One who lulls or fondles.

lullingly (lul'ing-li), adv. In a lulling manner ;

so as to quiet or soothe.
The gentle sway of his measure . . . floats you lullingly

along from picture to picture.
l.au'M, Among my Books, id ser., p. 17$.



Lullist

Lullist (lul'ist), n. A follower of Kaymond
Lully, a scholastic, who died in i:il.~>.

lully, in/i i]/.
See In/Ill.

Lulwortb. skipper. Sec */./>/ /.

lum 1 (lui)> " TC'f. AS. /%//.] 1. A wooded
valley. 2. A deep pool.
luma (him), n. [< \V. Iliniioii, a chimney, < Hi,

I hiit shoots up or projects (?).] 1. A chimney.
[Prov. Eng. ami Scotch.]

lie set his foot In the block cruik-shell. . . .

And out at tlie lum flew he.

HIK.III, ijmvn's Wake, The Witch of Fife.

2. In i-iMil-iniiiiHi/, a chimney |>larrcl on the top
of the upcast-shaft to increase the draft and
carry off the, smoke. [North. Eng.]
lumachella (lu-ma-kerii), . [It.: see luiiin-

rlirlli'.
]

Same as iiniiiu'lii'lli'.

lumachelle, lumachel (lu'ma-kel), . [< It. /-
iiini-lii'llii, lumachello (named from the shells it

contains), < tumarhrlla, a little snail, dim. of lu-

iinn-a, a snail, < L. limtij- (lininc-), a snail: see
Umax. ] A variety of compact limestone or mar-
ble containing fragments of shells, encrinites,
and other fossils, which are sometimes irides-

cent, displaying a variety of brilliant colors.
s< nae of the most beautiful and rarest varieties of antique
ornamental marbles belong to the lumachelles. The colors
of the limestone base vary greatly in the dltferent varieties.

Also called jire-marble.

lumbaginous (lum-baj'i-nus), a. [< LL. lum-

bago (lumbaain-), lumbago: see litmbni/o.] Of,

pertaining to, or afflicted with lumbago.
lumbago (lum-ba'go), 11. [NL.,< LL. luiiilxii/".

disease or weakness of the loins, < L. lumbiix.

loin: see loin.] In patho!., myalgia in the lum-
bar region.

lumbal(luin'bal), . [< L. lunibit*, loin, + -al.]
Sanio as lumbar.
lumbar1 (lum'bar), a. and n. [= F. lombaire =
Sp. lumbar = Pg. lombar = It. lombare, < LL.
"tumburin (neut. lumbare, used as a noun, an
apron), < L. lumbus, loin : see loin.] I. a. Of or

pertaining to the loins in general: specifically

applied iu anatomy to many structures. See

phrases. Lumbar abscess, an abscess In the lumbar
region ;

a chronic collection of pus which forms in the cel-

lular substance of the loins behind the peritoneum, and
descends in the course of the psoas muscle. Lumbar
arteries, live pairs of branches of the aorta corresponding
to the lumbar vertebra). Lumbar fascia. See fascia.
Lumbar flexure, the curve of the backbone in the lum-

bar region, the convexity of which is forward, and distin-

guishes man from moat other animals. Lumbar gan-
glia. See yangliim. Lumbar hernia. See henna.
Lumbar nerves, ttve pairs of spinal nervescorresponding
to the lumbar vertebrae. Lumbar plexus, the plexus of
the anterior divisions of the lumbar nerves. This plexus
is formed of the four upper lumbar nerves. These are
all connected with one another by intercommunicating
branches, and the last one sends a similar branch to the
sacral plexus. The lumbar plexus lies embedded in the
psoas maxima muscle. Its leading branches are named
tlwltitpoyastric, ttio-iiundiittl, external cutaneous, anterior

crural, genitocrural, and obturator. They supply parts of
the abdominal walls, the external genitals, and the front
and inner side of the thigh. Lumbar region, a region
of the abdomen lying on each side of the umbilical region,
below the hypochondriac and above the iliac. See cut
under abdomen. Lumbar vertebra;, those bones of the
spinal column which come
between the thoracic or
dorsal and the sacral ver-

tebrte, generally bearing
no ribs, or otherwise dis-

tinguished as a set or se-

ries. In man there are
live such vertebras, rib-

less. with large reniform
<>r kidney-shaped bodies,
stout transverse process-
es, large squarish spinous
processes, and prominent
oblique articular process-
es, the anterior of which,
on each lione, have accessory processes called mamillary,
developed from independent ossinc centers.

II. H. A lumbur vertebra.
Lumbar2

t, A corrupted form of Lomlxinf-.
Minxhcu.

Lumbardt, A former spelling of Lombard*,

Human Lumbar Vertebra.

t, centrum ; s, neural spine ; *,

prezygapophysis ; *', postzygapo-
physis ; m, metapophysis ; a. ana-

pophysis ; /, transverse process.

lumbard-piet (lum'bjird-pi), . [Also liimbcr-

!>'; < l.nnibiiril. EoMOMtP. Italian (a term ap-
plied to several ancient dishes), + pie

1
.] A

highly seasoned meat-pie. Hallimll.

And it is further ordered therefore that the provision be
as followeth : . . . lumberpie, capon, custurd, and codling
tart, and 14 nuas of each.
Accounts of Carpenters' Contpany, Election Dinner, 1083.

((Naret.)

lumber 1
(lum'ber), r. '. [Early mod. E. linnbren,

\villi excrescent 6 as in number, Itiimbh-i, Inim-

/</<-, etc.; < ME. lonicri it,<. Sw. (MM, (Wound,
a freq. verb, < Sw. dial. Ijiimni, a great noise,= Icel. hljomr, a sound, a tune, akin to Goth.
liliiitini. hearing, < Teut. \/ hlit, hear: see l.nnl

and lisfl, listen. Like other words denoting
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sounds, the word has been appar. regarded as

imitative, and has also been confused more or

less with unrelated words, as with lumbi i--./iiin/>,

etc.] 1. Tomakeaheavy rumbling noise; rum-
ble: chiefly in the present participle.

A boisterous gush of wind Imnbering amongst it.

Chapman.
When a lumbering noise from behind made him start.

Barharn-f Ingoldsby Legends, I. 66.

2. To move heavily or cumbrously : chiefly in

the present participle.
The post-boy's horse right glad to mist
The lumberint/ of the wheels.

Cmcper, John Ollpln.

You pause, as you tnidge before the lumbering coach.
//. James, Jr.

,
Trans. Sketches, p. 249.

Alison listened in amazement, and with a little fear, to

this lumbering lad, whose small, twinkling, shrewd eyes
seemed to suggest that he was not quite such a fool as he
looked. W. Blade, Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 392.

3. To stumble. Also lumper. [Prov. Eug.]
jet comen lodly to that lede, as lazares ful monye,
Suminc lepre, summe lome [lame], & lotnerande blynde,
1'oysened & parlatyk & pyned In fyres.

Alliterative Poemi (ed. MorrlsX it 1094.

lumber2 (lum'ber), n. [Usually explained as

orig. the contents of the {water-room, this being
explained as "

orig. the Lombard-room, or room
where the Lombard banker and broker stowed

away his pledges" (Trench, following Blount,
and followed by Skeat), and asserted to have
been transferred to any unused chamber where
furniture was stored; but of Lombard-room
there is no evidence, and if existent it would
rather have meant 'a room where Lombards or
brokers were kej>t.' More prob. lumber^ is <

lumber1
, v., as being orig. heavy, 'lumbering'

articles. Some confusion with lump1 is prob.
involved ; cf. G. lumnen-kammer, lumber-room,
Sw. lunijior, rags, old clothes: see lump1

.] 1.

Things, more or less bulky and cumbersome,
thrown aside (or which may be thrown aside) as
of no present use or value. Lumber usually Includes
old or uroken boards, barrels, boxes, and other articles of

possible future use, as distinguished from mere useless
rubbish or refuse. Often used figuratively.
So that with Provision, Chests, Hencoops, and Parrot-

Cages, our Ships were full of Lumber, with which we In-

tended to sail. Dumpier, Voyages, II. II. 129.

It was his glory to free the world from the lumber of a
thousand vulgar errours.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ill., Author's Pref.

The bookful blockhead, ignorantly read.
With loads of learned lumber in his head.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, L 613.

2. Timber sawed or split for use, as beams,
joists, boards, planks, staves, hoops, and the
like. [U. S.j 3. Useless and cumbersome
weight, bulk, etc.

A fine slashing dog, of good size, possessing plenty of
bone without lumber, and excellent legs and feet.

Dogt qf Great Britain and America, p. 104.

4. Foolish or ribald talk. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.] 5. Harm; mischief. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
lumber- (lum'ber), v. [< lumber2

, .] I. trans.

1. To heap together in disorder.

How in matters they be rawe,
They lumber forth the lawe.

SlreUan, Colin Clout, 1. 95.

Deep in the darkness of dull authors bred,
With all their refuse Imnber'd in his head.

M,i//. I. Verbal Criticism.

2. To fill with lumber; encumber with anything
useless: as, to lumber a room: often with up.

I could not, in any honesty, lumber my pages with de-

scriptions or speculations which would be idle to most
readers. Howtttt, Venetian Life, xi.

II. hili-Hiis. To cut timber in the forest and
prepare it for market. [U. 8.]
In Maine so much harm was done to the general Interests

of the State by reckless lumberiny.
The American, VII. 229.

lumber3!, [A corruption of earlier lumbard,
Lombard: see lombard*.] 1. A pawnbroker's
shop.
They put all the little plate they had in the lumber,

which Is pawning it, till the ships came.

Lady Murray, quoted by Trench.

2. A pledge ;
a pawn.

The lumber for their proper goods recover.

Duller, Upon Critics. (Encyc. Diet.)

lumber-car (lum'lier-kar), n. A railroad-car of
extra length,usually 34 feet, particularly intend-
ed for carrying lumber. Car-Builder's Diet.

lumberdar (lum'ber-dar), n. [Hind.] The
registered representative of a village commu-
nity for the payment of the government dues.

[Anglo-Indian. ]

lumber-drier (lum'btr-dri'er), M. See lumber-
kiln.

lumbric

lumberer (lnm'bcr-er), . [< lumber?, >'.,
+

-<;'.] A person employed nr concerned in cut-

ting timber and getting it from the forest.

Also liinilit fiiiini. [U. S.J

The lumberer finds It Indispensable, In the operations
of his woodrraft, to learn to chop timber right and left
liiincli-ii. ficiencf, l.\

lumber-kiln (lum'ber-kil), . An inclosed

chamber, artificially warmed, in which sawn
lumber may be rapidly heated, to free it from
moisture and prevent warping, such rooms are

usually warmed by coils of steam pipes, and are often ar-

ranged with tracks for cars on which the green lumber
is piled and run into the building, U> be drawn out again
when dried. In various forms of driers, the moisture
fniin the wood l condensed and drawn out of the chamber
without disturbing the inclosed air ; or the air charged
with moisture is drawn out and replaced by dry air ; or a
condenser formed of cold-water pipes is hung In the room,
and the moisture which condenses on the pipes drips on
and Is conducted out of the room.

lumberly (lum'ber-li), a. [(lumber1 + -'.v
1

.]

Lumbering; heavy-stepping; unwieldy.
But England Is stirring In a Blow, lumberly, and timor-

ous fashion.

J. A. U. Murray, 9th An. Add. to Phflol. Hoc.

lumberman (lum'ber-man), .; pi. lumbermen
(-men). 1. Same as lumberer. 2. One who
deals in lumber. [U. S.]
lumber-measure (hun'ber-mezh'ur), . A de-
vice for ascertaining the number of superficial
feet in boards of different lengths, it consists of
a case containing a disk placed vertically, which as It

passes over the surface of the boards shows on a dial their

superficial contents. The apparatus is adjustable for
boards of different lengths. |U. s.

|

lumber-port (lum'ber-pdrt), n. A port-hole cut

Bow of Vessel Unloading Lumber through Lumber-port.

in the bow or stern of vessels for the passage
of long pieces of timber. [U. S.]
lumber-room (Ium'ber-r6m), n. [< lumber'* +
room. Said to be orig. Lombard-room, but this
form is not found in use: see lumber?, lumber3.]
A room or place for the reception of useless or
unused things ;

a room occupied by lumber.
The world lies no longer a dull miscellany and lumber-

room, but has form and order.

Emerson, The American Scholar.

Lumbertt, . An obsolete form of Lombard 1
,

Lombard.
lumber-wagon (lum'ber-wag'on), n. Any
large box-wagon, used especially by farmers
for the transportation of miscellaneous heavy
articles; also, a heavy wagon used in hauling
lumber. [U.S.]
lumber-yard (lurn'ber-yard), . A yard or in-
closure where wood and timber are stored for
sale. [U. S.]

lumbi, H. Plural of lumbtM.

lumbiplex (lum'bi-pleks), . [< L. liimbus,
loin,+ LL. plexus, a plaiting: see plexus.] The
lumbar plexus (which see. under lumbar^).
lumbiplexal (lum-bi-plek'sal), a. [< lumbi-

plex + -al.] Of or pertaining to the lumbiplex,
or lumbar plexus of nerves, ('ones.

Iumbocolotomy(lumb6-ko-lot'o-mi),. [< L.

Iambus, loin, + Gr. KO).OV, colon,' 4- TO/JJ/, a cut-

ting.] In sura., incision into the colon in the
lumbar region.

lumbodynia (lum-bo-din'i-a), H. [NL.,<L. luui-

bun, loin, + Gr. bfivri, pain.] Inpathol., myalgia
in the lumbar region ; lumbago.
lumbo-inguinal (lum'bo-ing'gwi-nal), a. [< L.

Iambus, loin, + innueii, groin.] Pertaining to
the loin and the groin: as, a lumbo-ixguinal
nerve.

lumbosacral (lum'bo-sa'kral), a. [< L. lumbiif.

loin, H- NL. sacrum.] Pertaining to the lumbar
and the sacral region of the spine Lumbo-
sacral cord, the nerve formed by the union of the fifth

lumbar nerve and the branch from the fourth. LumtO-
sacral ligament, a ligament passing from the transverse

processor the last lumbar vertebra to become attached to
the lateral surface of the base of the sacrum.

lumbric (lum'brik), n. [< ME. lumbrike = F.
lombric = Sp. lontbri; = Pg. lombriga = It. lorn-



lumbric

brico, < L. luinbiiciix. an intestinal worm, an
earthworm.] A worm. Clarke. [Rare.]
lumbrical (lum'bri-kal). n. and n. [= F. Pg.
lumbricnl = Sp. lombrizul = It. lombricale, <

NL. luinbrirnlit, < L. Ittmbriciix, an intestinal

worm, an earthworm : see liimbric.] I. a. Per-

taining to or resembling a worm
; lumbriciform;

vermiform : specifically applied in anatomy to
the lumbricales.

II. n. A lumbrical muscle. See lumbricalis.

lumbricalis (lum-bri-ka'lis), n.; pi. lumbricales

(-lez). [NL.: see lumbrical.'] In (mat., a lum-
brical muscle : so called from its resemblance
in size and shape to a worm. There are four of these
small muscles in the palm of the hand and four in the sole
of the foot, sometimes distinguished us lumbricales mama
and lumbricalex pedis; the former are also called fidici-

nales, or fiddler's muscles, because they contribute to the
quick movements of the musician's fingers. They are

ancillary to the deep flexor muscles. Each lumbricalis
arises from one of the teudons of a deep flexor muscle,
whether of hand or foot, and is inserted into the side of
the base of that finger or toe which such tendon supplies.
Neither the thumb nor the great toe has a lumbricalis.
Similar muscles occur in some mammals besides man.
Lumbricidse (lum-bris'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Lumbricus + -idee.'] A. family of terricolous
annelids of the order Oligochceta, typified by the
genus Lumbricus; earthworms. The body is long,
cylindric, or nearly so, with numerous rings or segments,
bearing bristly parapodia which assist in progression, some
of the segments being modified into a cingulum or clitel-
lus. There are no eyes, ears, or oral armature. See earth-
worm'.

lumbricide (lura'bri-sld), n. [Contr. of *lumbri-

cicide, < L. lumbricus, an intestinal worm, +
-cida, a killer, < ctedere, kill.] A vermifuge or
anthelmintic which destroys the roundworm,
Ascaris lumbricoides.

lumbriciform (lum-bris'i-form), a. [< L. lum-
bricus, an intestinal worm, an earthworm (see
lumbric), + forma, form.] Like an earthworm
in form; lumbricine

; luinbricoid; vermiform.
Lumbricina (lum-bri-si'na), n. pi. [NL.,< Lum-
bricus + -Mi<z2.] A tribe of annelids, the terrico-
lous oligochtetous worms, such as earthworms.
lumbricine (lum'bri-sin), a. [< NL. Ivmbriei-

mts, < L. lumbricns, an intestinal worm: see
lumbric.'] Lumbriciform; specifically, of or
pertaining to the Lumbricina.
luinbricoid (lum'bri-koid), o. and n. [< L. lum-
bricus, an intestinal worm, an earthworm (see
lumbric), + Gr. Mac, form.] I. a. Resembling
an earthworm : specifically applied to the inter-
nal parasite Ascaris lumbricoides, a nematoid,
one of the commonest of the worms which in-
fest man. See Ascaris.

II. . The worm Ascaris lumbricoides.

Lumbricomorpha (Ium-bri-ko-m6r'fa), n. pi.
[NL., < L. lumbricus, an intestinal worm, an
earthworm (see lumbric), + Gr. uopfytj, form.]
The earthworms and their allies, regarded as
one of four orders of oligoehsetous annelids
Lumbriculidae (lum-bri-ku'li-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Lumbricidus + -idee.'] A family of oligochse-
tous annelids, taking name from the genus Lum-
briculus.

Lumbriculus (lum-brik'u-lus), n. [NL., dim.
of L. lumbricus, an intestinal worm, an earth-
worm: see lumbric.'] A genus of aquatic or
limicoline oligocbsetous annelids, the type of
the family Lumbriculidic. It is remarkable for the
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The . . . blue reek that came out of the lum-head.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxvii.

lumiere (F. pron. lit-miar'), n. [F., < LL. IH-

utiiHirc, < L. lumen, light : see lumen.'] In armor.
the opening in the vizor, whether of the large
helm of the thirteenth century, of the bassinet,
or of the armet of the fifteenth century.
lumina, . Plural of lumen.

luminant (lu'mi-uant), a. and n. [< LL. lumi-

nan(t-)s. ppr. of luminare, brighten: see lumi-

nate.] I. a. Emitting light; shining; luminous.
II. n. An illuminating agent. [Rare.]
Public institutions and factories are very much in favour

of the new luminant. Elect. Ken. (Eng.), XXIV. 334.

luminarist (lu'mi-na-rist), )/. [< luiinai-(y) +
-ist.] In painting, a master of light and shade

;

one skilful in rendering gradations and effects
of light or of shadow.
The finest works of that great and subtle luminarist

Adrian van Ostade. The Academy, Jan. 21, 1880, p. 48.

luminary (lu'mi-na-ri), .; pi. luminaries (-riz).

[< OF. lumiiiarie, p\ litminaire, a light, = Pg. Sp.
luminar, luminaria = It. luminare, luminara, lu-

minaria, < LL. luminare, a lamp, a light, L. lumi-

nare, awindow, < lumen (lumin-), light : see lumi-

nous.'] 1. Alight-giver; a body that illuminates
or gives out light: applied especially to the sun
and moon.

Where the great luminary . . .

Dispenses light from far. Mtttm, P. L., iii. 576.

Hence 2. One who is a source of intellectual

light; a person who illustrates any subject, or

enlightens mankind: as, the great luminaries of
an age ; a luminary of literature or science.

It will not be necessary to bring under review the minor
luminaries of this period. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 1.

3f. An illumination.

There were Luminaries of Joy lately here for the Victory
that Don Gonxalez de Cordova got over Count Mansfelt in
the Netherlands. Unwell, Letters, I. iii. 14.

lump
The luminoitily of ordinary flames depends on the pres-

sure of the supporting medium.
E. Franlcland, Exper. in Chem., p. 904.

2. Specifically, the intensity of light in a color,
measured photometrically. That is to say, a stan-
dard light has its intensity, or vis viva, altered until it pro-
duces the impression of being equally bright with the color
whose luminosity is to be determined ; and the measure
of the vis viva of the altered light relatively to its stan-
dard intensity is then taken as the luminosity of the color
in question.

It is evident, then, that brightness or luminosity is one
of the properties by which we can define colour ; it is our
second colour constant. This word luminosity is also of-

reflects much light to the eye.
0. JV. Rood, Modem Chromatics.

3. In bot., phosphorescence,
luminous (lu'mi-nus), a. [< F. lumineux = Sp.

reflecting light ; giving out light, whether as an
original or as a secondary source ; illuminating ;

shining; radiant; bright. 2. Producing or

adapted to produce light; having the power of

yielding light.

The admission of luminous waves gives a perfectly sat-

isfactory explanation ... of the great majority of the
phenomena of light. Lommel, Light (trans.), p. 213.

3. Lighted up; illuminated; bright; clear;
resplendent; rendering an effect of lightness
or brightness, as a work of art or a color.

The church of St. Justina, designed by Palladio, is the
most handsome, luminous, disencumbered building in the
inside that I have ever seen.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), I. 384.

Making the dusk and silence of the woods
Glad with the laughter of the chasing floods,
And luminous with blown spray and silver gleams.

Wkittier, Franconia from the Pemigewasset.

luminatet (lu'mi-nat), v. t. [< LL. luminatus,
pp. of luminare, illumine, < L. lumen (lumin-),
light: see luminous. Cf. illuminate, illumine, il-

lume, limn, etc.] To illuminate.
lumination (lu-mi-na'shon), n. [< LL. as if

*luminatio(n-), < luminare',' shine: see luminate.~]
If. Illumination. Johnson. 2. A lighting up;
a flashing out, as of light or energy; an illumi-

nating outburst. [Rare.]
The liberty of the Netherlands, notwithstanding several

brilliant but brief luminations, occurring at irregular in-

tervals, seemed to remain in almost perpetual eclipse.

Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 43.

lumlnet (lu'min), v. *. [< ME. luminen, < LL.
luminare, shine: see luminate and loom2 . Cf. il-

lumine.'] To illumine; enlighten. See illumine.
Thus the outwarde parte of the place lumt/ned the eyes

of the beholders, by reason of y sumptuous worke
Hall, Hist. Hen. VIII., an. 12.

lumine (lu'min), n. [< L. lumen (lumin-), light :

see lumen, luminous.'] The principle or the
medium of light ;

the luminiferous ether. Lon-
don Jour. Arts, Sci., and Manuf., 1848.

luminert, . An obsolete form of limner.

lumineret, n. A Middle English form of limner.
luminescence (lu-mi-nes'ens), n. [< lumines-
cen(t) + -cc.~\ See the quotation. [Rare.]

-------
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power of reproduction by transverse fission which its mem-
bers possess. The worm breaks in two, and proceeds to
develop a new head for one of its pieces and a new tail for
the other.

Lumbricus (lum-bri'kus), n. [NL., < L. lum-
bricus, an intestinal worm, an earthworm : see
lumbric.] The typical genus of Lumbricidw. and
together with Perichaita composing that family ;

the earthworms proper, as L. terrestris.
lumbus (lum'bus), n.

; pi. lumbi (lum'bi). [L.
loin : see loin.'] In anat., the loin; the lumbar
region of the body QUadratus lumborum, the
square muscle of the loins, a stout thick muscle of quadri-
lateral shape extending from the twelfth rib to the crest ofthe ilium on each side of the spinal column.
lumet, t>. i. An obsolete form of loom?.
lumen (lu'men), n.; pi. lumina (-mi-na). [NL

. L. lumen, light, a light, a window:' see lumi-
nous.] 1. An opening or passageway, as, in
anat of a hollow tubular organ: as, the lumen
of the intestine or of a blood-vessel
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lum-head (lum'hed), n. A chimney-top.
[Scotch.]

In a former paper I have ventured to employ the term
luminescence for all those phenomena of light which are
more intense than corresponds to the actual tempera-

E. Weidemann, Philosophical Mag., 6th ser., XXVIII. 151.

luminescent (lu-mi-nes'ent), a. [< L. luminare,
shine, + -escent.~] Characterized by lumines-
cence. [Rare.]
Luminescent light is in a high degree dependent in colour

ancl intensity upon the mode of production
E. Weidemann, Philosophical Mag., 5th ser., XXVIII. 155.

luminiferous (lu-mi-nif'e-rus), a. [< L. lumen
(lumin-), light, + ferre"= E. 6e-l.] 1. In

physics, producing or bearing light; yielding
light: as, the luminiferous ether. See efher\ 2.
The luminiferous motions are only components of the

whole motion. Sir W. Thomson, Reprint of Papers, p. 419.

2. Serving as a medium for conveying light.
luminologist (lu-mi-nol'o-jist), n. One who is
versed in the study of illuminations (of manu-
scripts).
He incorporates manuscript notes placed at his disposal

by our veteran Gosse, and by tumhuHagUtt such as Giglioli
Dubois, and others. Nature, XXXVII 411!

luminosity (lu-mi-nos'i-ti), n. [= F. luminosite
-. It. luminosita, < ML. luminosita(t-)x, splen-

dor, < L. luminosus, luminous: see luminous.]
1. The quality of being luminous or bright;
lummousness; the radiation or reflection of
light.

4. Figuratively, brilliant; bright or resplen-
dent to the mind. [Rare.]
He fBunsen] is really luminous, and his conversation

equally amusing and instructive.

Oretille, Memoirs, April 9, 1830.

5. Clear or evident to the mind, as if emitting
light or as if illuminated ; of such a nature as
to be readily apprehended by the understand-
ing.
None of his critics has refused him [Boscovich] the praise

of the most luminous perspicuity.
D. Stewart, Philos. Essays, i. 2.

6. Characterized by perspicuity of thought:
as, a luminous intellect Luminous anim^ia Or
plants, those animals or plants which emit light from
the whole or some part of the body. Luminous cur-
rents, a term sometimes applied to electric currents
through rarefied gases (see Geissler's tubes, under tube).
Luminous paint. See paint,

luminously (lu'mi-nus-li), adv. In a luminous
manner; with brightness or clearness. Smart.

luminpusness (lu'mi-nus-nes), n. The quality
of being luminous, in any sense

; brightness ;

clearness.

lummakin(lum'a-kin),o. [Ct.lummox.'] Heavy;
awkward. [Prov. Eng.]
lunime (lum), . A variant of looms.
lummox (lum'oks), n. [Cf. lummakin ; prob. ult.
connected with ZttDtpl.J An unwieldy, clumsy,
stupid fellow. [Prov. Eng. and U. S.]
lummy (lum'i), . [Origin obscure.] Know-
ing; cute. [Thieves' slang.]
To think of Jack Dawkins Jummy Jack the Dodger

the Artful Dodger, going abroad for a common twopenny-
half-penny sneeze-box ! Dictcens, Oliver Twist, xlii.

lump 1
(lump), n. [< ME. lompe, lumps, < Sw.

dial, and Norw. lump, a stump, a piece cut off
from a log; cf. OD. lompe, D. lomp, a rag, tat-
ter, = late MHGr. lumpe, G. lumpen, a rag, tat-
ter, lump, a ragamuffin, curmudgeon; prob.
ult. akin (as a nasalized form) to lapv. Cf.
lunch, flumpl."] 1. A small mass; a relatively
small aggregation or conglomeration of solid
matter without regular form: as, a lump of ore,
clay, or dough ; to melt a number of coins into
one lump.

A loof other half a loof, other a lompe of cheese.
Piers Plan-man (C), x. 150.

A little leaven leaveneth the whole lump. Gal. v. 9.

"Deborah, my dear," cried I to my wife, "give those
boys a lump of sugar each." Goldsmith, Vicar, vi.

2. A protuberant part; a knob, bunch, or swell-
ing : as, a lump raised on the head by a blow.
3f. A blow.
Hittes hym on the hede, that the helme bristis ;

Hurtles his hene-pane an haunde-hrede large !

Thus he layes one the himppr. and lordlye theme served
\\ ondide worthily wirchipfulle knyghttez !

Morte Arlhure (E. E. T. S.) , 1. 2230.



lump

4. A dull, stolid person.
Did yon mark tin- lentleoua.
How boldly and how saucily In- talk'd.

And how unlike (In- lum/i I look him for,

The picci; of ignorant dough.'
l-'l,-i,-lirr. Rule a Wife, HL 1.

8. Infirrtirmx: (a) The nipple-seat on the bar-

rel. ('') In a break-joint breech-loader, an iron

block on the barrel which descends into a re-

cess in the action. 6. A bloom or loupe of

mallenlilr iri.n. In the lump, as a whole; in the

entirety; in gross.

II dclls altogether in K>'i>crals. He praises or dls-

praises in Hi:- lump. Addison, Sir Timothy Tl

Lump sum, n sum of money paid at one time, so as to

cover several charges or items. Lump work, work un-

dertaken to be done iii the lUKnte, so as to Include

all the parts of It, for a stipulated payment, as by con-

lump 1 (lump), r. [< /fimpl, ] I. trans. 1. To
make into a mass; combine in a body or gross
sum without distinction of particulars.

Therefore is Space, and therefore Time, that men may
know that nil things are not huddled and lumped, but sun-

dered and individual. Emerson, Discipline.

2. To take in the lump, or collectively in the

gross ;
consider or dispose of in the gross. .
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lumpish (Inm'pish), a. [Formerly also l'i<pixli :

< Ml). lni,iiiis<-li; < lump* + -UP.] 1. Like a

lump; unl'iirnieil; gross; dense.

Vnd, lifting up his Itnnpiih head, with blame

Unite angrie asked him, for what he came.

Spenser, V. Q., I. I. 48.

He (Chaucer] found our language lumpish, stiff, unwill-

ing. Lmcell, Study Windows, p. 285.

2. Clumsy; dull; stolid; stupid.

A lumpish blockhead churl, . . . which hath no more

'

"Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by RoblnsonX IL 6.

When the enormous growth of personality has quit*

rolled away tin- old lumpith terror that stood before the

cave of the physical and darkened it.

S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 95.

lumpishly (lum'pish-li), adr. [< ME.

Iii; < lumpish + -/;/
a
.] In lumps; in a r __

or awkward manner; heavily; with dullness or

stupidity.
Who-so speke to thee In ony maner place,

LumjiiscUi caste not thin heed a-doun.

Babees Book(E. E. T. S.), p. 27.

Men came of all sorts : the Intelligent well-paid urtisan,

. huge carters and draymen, the boy attached to each

by the laws of the profession often straggling Imnpuhlii

behind Ms master. Mrs. H. Ward, Robert Elsmere, xlix.

3. To beat severely. [Prov. Eng.]
II. intnin.t. To act as a lumper; be employed

in loading or unloading ships, as a stevedore.

lump- (lump). H. [Appar. a particular use of

//;>!; the 1). lump, G. lump (liimpjisch, also

kliiiniijincli), F. IIIIII/H; It. luuipo, lompo, the fish

so called, are appar. from E.] The lump-fish.

Lumps are of two sorts, the one as round almost as a

bowle. the other resembling the fillets of a calfe; either of

ty r

iftt/f! quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), II. 44.

Iump3
t (lump), v. i. [Prob. < lump1

,
with some

addition of sense from glum and glump, which
mean the same.] To look sullen or glum;
sulk.

It did so gaule her at the harte, that now she begaune to

froune, luinitf, and lowre at her housebande.

Itiche, His Farewell (1681). (Fares.)

lump4 (lump), v. t. [A vague slang use, an in-

definite antithesis to K/Ve,bnt prob.orig. identical

with lump
1

,
v. t.,2, 'take in the lump', i. e. swal-

low whole. There is no necessary connection

with lump3.'] To take without choice; take

"anyhow": a word in itself of no definite sig-

nification, used in the expression "if you don t

like it, you may lump it. [Slang.]

And I told him, if he didn't like it he might lump it,

and he travelled otf on his left ear, you bet !

Bret Ilarte, Five o'clock in the Morning.

lumpent. Past participle of Wm/A
lumper (lum'per), H. 1. In some places, a la-

borer employed to load and unload vessels in

port ;
a dock-hand ; a longshoreman ;

a steve-

dore. 2. A militiaman. [Prov. Eng.]
He hath a cursed spite to us, because we shot his father.

He was going to bring the lumpers upon us, only he was

afeared, last winter.

3. Iii 2007., one who lumps several described

species, genera, etc., in one: opposed to split-

ter. [Cant.]
The second paper contains, first, a discussion of some

principles of zoological classification, being an answer to

Dr. Seebohm's reproach of having . . . aimed at
"
hitting

the happy medium between lumpers and splitters."
Nature, XXXIX. 156.

lump-fish (lump'fish), n. [= G. lumpfisch (also

Munipjixcli); < tSuHjf9-rJUlK] An acanthoptery-

gian fish, ('yeloptt-rus lumpus, of the family Cy-

cloptcridii: It is of uncouth form, with a high ridged
back and a hump in which is concealed the small splnous
dorsal fln, a flattih abdomen, a thick loose skin with a

median dorsal and three lateral rows of spinous plates and

small intervening tubercles, and a thoracic circular suc-

torial disk constituted by the united ventral tins, by means
of which it adheres with great force to any substance to

which it applies itself. Before the spawning season it is

of a brilliant crimson color, mingled with orange, purple,
and blue, but afterward changes to a dull-blue or lead-

color. It sometimes weighs seven pounds, and its flesh is

very fine at some seasons, though insipid at others. It

frequents the northern seas, and is often brought to the

Kdinburirh and I/union markets. A Scotch name for it is

::::!. i::n,U:\ Also called lit tup-nicker, from its poWW Of ad-

hesion, and wa-nirl, from its uncouth appearance. See

being lumpish ;
heaviness ;

dullness ; stolidity.

Methlnks I dwell In a kind of disconsolate darkness, and

a sad lumpishneste of unbeliefe, wanting that lightsome
assurance which others profess to find in themselves.

Bp. Uall, The Comforter.

lump-sucker (lump'suk'er), n. Same as

lump-sugar (lump'shug*ar), n. Loaf-sugar bro-

ken into lumps, or cut into small cubes.

lumpus (lum'pus), . [NL. (Aldrovandi, 1646),

< E. /umy/-
8
.] The lump-fish: now its technical

specific name.

lumpy (lum'pi), a. [< lumpl + -y
1
.] 1. Abound-

ing in lumps or small aggregated masses; con-

sisting of or formed into lumps. Specifically ap-

plied by boatmen to rough water in which the waves do

not break, but run In small, Irregular, roundish swells.

One of the best spades to dig hard lumpy clays, but too

small for light garden mould. Mortimer, Husbandry.

The bow end is Immersed with a view of doing away with

the "spanking
"
of the Hat floor when the boats are driven

In lumpy water. Quallrough, Boat Sailer's Manual, p. 85.

2. Heavy; clumsy; dense; dull,

lumpy-jaw (lum'pi-ja), n. In pathol., actino-

mycosis affecting the jaw.
luna (lu'na), . [L., the moon, orig. "lucna, <

lucere, shine: see lucent.] 1. The moon: per-

sonified as a Roman goddess, Luna, answering
to the Greek goddess Selene. 2t. An occa-

sional form of crescent-headed arrow with the

concave side outermost and sharpened. Arrows

of this form, like the rarer ones with a chisel-shaped head,

were intended to cut the hamstring of horses and of ani-

mals of the chase.

3. In alchemy, silver. 4. The luna-moth.
Luna cornea, horn-silver : an alchemistlc name for fused

silver chlorid.

lunacy (lu'na-si), n.; pi. lunacies (-siz). [Irreg.
' ' / '-'-'> + -cy.] 1. The kind of intermittent

lunarist

the lunar changes; lunar observations. 2. Sit-

uated or moving like tlie moon; acting an a

union. 3. Measured by the revolutions of the

-, n: ;i>, liiniif in. ml lis or years. 4. Kcsem-

liling the moon: round: as, a lunar shield. Spe-
i -ilk-ally, in anal, and W.: (a) Resembling a half-moon;
M miliinar; crescentic; lunate: as, dinar markings; a lu-

nar bone. (6) In entom., marked with crescentic or lunl-

form spots; lunated.

5. Suppdseii to be affected by or due to the in-

fluence of the moon : as, lunar madness.

They have denominated some herbs solar and tome lu-

nar, and such like toys put Into great words.
Bacon, Nat. Hist.

6. In anat., of or pertaining to the lunare, or

semilunar bone of the carpus. 7. Pertaining
to silver: from the moon being the alchemical

symbol of that metal: as,/icaustic (nit rate of

si hrr). Lunar bone, a certain bone of the wrist or car-

pus. SeeJunare. Lunar caustic. See caustic. Lunar
cycle. Same as Metallic ci/cle (which see, under evefcl).

Lunar distance, In naut. attron., thedistanee of the moon
from the sun, or from a fixed star or planet lying nearly in

the line of its path, by means of which the longitude of a

ship at sea may bo calculated. Lunar equation. See

equation. Lunar hornet-moth, Sesia Ixmbectformis, a

hornet-moth having a crescentic yellow spot on the tho-

rax, and a black crescent on each fore wing: an English

collectors' name. Lunar macula. See macula. Lunar
mansion, one of 28(or 27) parts into which the ecliptic was

or is divided by various Oriental peoples, as the Hindus.

Chinese, and Arabians, their mean length being the path
of the moon In one day among the stars. Each mansion

is determined by certain stars occupying It.- Lunar
method, in naut. astron., the method of determining

longitude from observation of lunar distances. Lunar
month. See month. Lunar nodes. See node. Lunar
observation, nn observation of the moon's distance from

a star for the purpose of finding the longitude. Lunar
stars, certain stare and other celestial objects whose geo-

: . .1; ......... (,:.,,. tti.. iii.uin fa -.i\..ii in 1h, Nntltical
centric distance from the moon is given in the Nautical

Almanac for certain hours, so that by measuring the ap-

parent distance of the moon from one or more of them the

longitude can be found.

He knew every lunar star In both hemispheres.
R. U. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 228.

Lunar tables. () In astron., tables of the moon's mo-

tions for computing the moon's true place at any time,

past or future. (6) In navigation, tables for correcting the

apparent distance of the moon from the sun, or from a

fixed star, on account of refraction and parallax, and for

deducing the longitude of the observer from the lunar

data given in the almanac. Lunar theory, the deduction

of the moon's motion from the law of gravitation.
- Lunar

underwing, Anchocelis lunosa, a small noctuid moth of

ocher-brown color, whose underwings are marked with a

crescentic darker spot: an English collectors' name.

Lunar year. See year.

II. n. In navigation, lunar distance, or an
observation for lunar distance: as, to take a

lunar.

These trials were partly made at Greenwich by Maske-

lyne, who, as we shall see, was a great advocate of lunars.

and was not ready to admit more than a subsidiary value

to the watch. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 269.

lunare (lu-nii're), .; pi. lunaria (-ri-a). [NL.,
neut. (sc. os) of L. lunaris, lunar: see hour.]
A bone of the carpus, more fully named os lu-

nare, and also called semilunare, or the semilu-

nar bone : supposed to represent the bone of

the typical carpus called intermedium by Ge-

genbaur. It is sometimes fused with the scaphoid, form-

Ing a single scapholunar bone, as in carnivores. When dis-

tinct, as In man, It Is the middle bone of the proximal row,

eral
; any unsoundness of mind. See insanity.

The terms of our estate may not endure
Hazard so near us as doth hourly grow
Out of his lunacies. Shak., Hamlet, ill. .".. 7.

2. In law, unsoundness of mind sufficient to

incapacitate
for civil transactions. The usual

test is incapacity to manage one's own property

lumpiness (Inm'pi-nes), H. The quality or con-

dition of being lumpv or full of lumps.
\+ -/,/-. 1

and affairs Commissioner In lunacy, a commis-
sioner appointed pursuant to law to visit and

inspect asy-

lums and grant licenses to persons who undertake to re-

ceive and provide for patients. Commission of luna-

cy. See eowimwaionl. Master in lunacy, a Judicial or

quasi-judicial officer chosen to investigate the mental con-

dition of persons supposed to be Insane, or to supervise
the administration of asylums, or both. = 8yn. Derange-
ment, Craziness, etc. See insanity.

luna-moth (lu'nii-moth), n. A large bombycid
moth. .-Mias luna, the most beautiful of North
American insects, of alight-green colorrelieved

by luniform eye-spots and by a broad purplish-
brown or liliaceous anterior border. The body is

whitish, with a brown bar across the thorax. The full-

grown moth expands about 5 inches, and the hinder wings
are tailed to the length of an inch or more. The larva is

greenish, and feeds on walnut, hickory, sweet-gum, beech,

birch, willow, and plum. The eggs are laid in small

batches on the twigs. The cocoon is formed within a

leaf, and in autumn drops to the ground, where it remains

through the winter. The caterpillar is known as the luna-

He gives what is called the lumping ha'p'orth that is,

seven or eight pieces.

Mayheir, London Labour and London Poor, I. 170.

moon, lunar, < limn, the moon : see luna.] I. a.

I. Of, pertaining, or relating to the moon: as,

< L. inMaria, of the moon: see lunar.] 1. A ge-
nus of cruciferous herbs of the tribe Alyssinea?,

characterized by entire cordate leaves and a

very broad silicle on a long stipe, the seeds be-

ing attached by long stalks. There are two species,

found in Europe and western Asia. L. annua (Including
L. bienni*) Is the common honesty, also called satin-flower.

and bolbonac, cultivated for its racemes of large purple
flowers and the silvery partitions of the fruit. L. redirira,

the perennial honesty, Is also cultivated, but less com-

monly.
2. [/. e.] Plural of lunare and liinnriiim.

lunarian (lu-na'ri-an), 71. [< L. lunaris, of the

moon (see lunar), -T- -ifln.] 1. One of the (sup-

posed) inhabitants of the moon. 2. One versed

in knowledge of the moon ;
a student of lunar

phenomena. Also lunar/at. 3. An advocate

of the lunar method of finding longitude at sea:

a term which has lost its significance since the

chronometer has reached its present state of

perfection.
There were powerful competitors who hoped to gain it

|a reward offered for the best method of flnding longitude

at sea] by lunars. and a bill was passed through the House

in 176S which left an open chance for a hoMfim during

four years. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 250.

lunarist (lu'njtr-ist), it. [< lunar + -*.] Same
as lunarian, '2.

In such grand disturbances as these [storms], the Lu-

narist should endeavour to trace influences of moon, and

the Astro-meteorologist even those of planets.
Fitz Roy, Weather Book, p. 213.



lunarium

lunarium (lu-ua'ri-um), .; pi. Innariums, liiim-

rin (-umz, -a). [XL., < L. lunaris, of the moon :

see lunar.'] A mechanical representation of the
moon and its phases.
What is become of the Lunarium for the King?

Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 393.

lunary1
! (lu'na-ri), a. [< L. lunaris, of the

moon : see lunar.'] Same as lunar.

The Greeks observed the lunary year that is, twelve
revolutions of the moon, 354 dayea.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 12.

lunary2 (lu'na-ri), 7!.
; pi. lu>iaries(-Tiz). [X ME.

linxirif = OF. luniiire, < ML. lunaria, moonwort
(in NL. the specific name of the plant), < L. lu-

naris, of the moon : see lunar.'] 1 . The garden-
flower Lunaria annua. See honesty, 5, and Lu-
naria. 2. The moonwort, Botrychium Lunaria.
This herb was formerly supposed to have the power of

opening locks and drawing the shoes from the feet of

horses. (See quotation under lunatic, a., 3.) The name
was formerly applied to various other real or imaginary
plants having superstitious associations.

luna-Silkworm (lu'na-silk'
i

'werm), n. The
caterpillar of the luna-moth, Actias luna.

Luna-silkworm (Actias lutta], natural size.

lunata, n. Plural of lu>uitu.m.

lunate (lu'nat), a. [< L. lunatiis, crescent-

shaped, pp. of liinare, bend like a crescent, <

lima, the moon : see luna.'] 1 . Crescent-shaped,
or like the moon in its first quarter ; having a
figure formed by a part of a circle cut off by
the segment of a larger circle. 2. In zool.,
same as lunated, 2. Lunate palpi, in entam., palpi
having the last joint crescent-shaped.
lunated (lu'na-ted), a. 1. Formed like a cres-
cent.

A sort of cross, which our heralds do not dream of ;

which is a cross lunated after this manner.
E. Browne, Travels (1686), p. 64.

2. In zool., having crescentiform markings: as,
the lunated broadbill, Serilophus lunatus Lu-
nated falcon. See/ofcon.

lunatellus (lu-na-tel'us), j.
; pi. lunatelli (-1).

[< L. luna, the moon, + tellus, earth. Cf. tellu-

rian.'] An orrery showing the astronomical
relations of the earth and the moon. E. H.
Knight.
Innately (lu'nat-li), adv. In the form of a
crescent.

More or less Innately curved.
B. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Algffi, p. 109.

Lunatia (lu-na'ti-a), n. Same as Natica.
lunatic (lu'na-tik), a. and n. [< ME. lunatilc,
< OF. htnatique (vernacularly lunage), F. luna-

tique = Sp. lundtico = Pg. It. lunatico, < LL.
lunaticus, mad, moonstruck, insane, < L. luna,
the moon: see luna.] I. a. 1. Moonstruck;
affected by lunacy; periodically insane, with
lucid intervals

; crazy.
Persuade him that he hath been lunatic.

Shah, T. of the S., Ind., i. 83.

Itpleased God to restore him againeto life.butsodrunke
und affrighted that he seemed Lunaticke.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 226.

2. Indicating lunacy; in the nature of lunacy.
Sometime with lunatic bans, sometime with prayers

Shak., Lear, ii. 3. Ii).

Of a most lunatic conscience and spleen, and affects the
violence of singularity in all he does.

B. Joneon, Bartholomew Fair, i. 1.

3f. Of or like the moon. [An erroneous use.]
That ferrum equinum [lunary] . . . hath a vertue at-
:tlve of Iron, a power to break lockes, and draw off the

snooes of a horse that passeth over it. ... Which stranee
and magicall conceit seemes unto me to have no deeper
root in reason then the figure of its seed, for therein in-
deed it somewhat resembles an horseshooe, which notwith-

3542

standing Baptista Porta hath too low a situation, and
raised the same unto a Lunatic representation.

Sir T. Broime, Pseud. Epid., ii. (1646, p. 100).

II. H. 1. A person affected with lunacy ; spe-

cifically, an insane person who has lucid inter-

vals, or one whose unsoundness of mind is

acquired, not congenital, as distinguished from
an idiot.

I must convince yon, not only that the unhappy prisoner
was a lunatic, within my own definition of lunacy, but
that the act in question was the immediate, unqualified

offspring of the disease.

Erskine, Speech for James Hadneld.

A lunatic is one who has had understanding, but by dis-

ease, grief, or other accident has lost the use of his reason,
which yet the law presumes that he may recover.

Minor, Inst. (2d ed.), L 86.

2. More generally (and in law), any person of

unsound mind. See further under lunacy and

insanity.
The lunatic, the lover, and the poet
Are of imagination all compact ;

One sees more devils than vast hell can hold
That is, the madman. Shak., M. N. D., v. 1. 8.

Tis time to take the monarch's power in hand :

Authority and force to join the skill,
And save the lunatics against their will.

Tote (?), in Dryden's Abs. and Achit., xii. 780.

Adjudicated lunatic, one whose incompetency to man-
age his own property and affairs, by reason of mental un-

soundness, has been judicially established by a commis-
sion or inquest, and who is thereby interdicted from mak-
ing contracts and dispositions of property. Criminal
lunatic, a convict, or one in custody under accusation
of crime, who has been found to be unfit for trial or for

punishment by reason of unsoundness of mind : some-
times used to include also persons not amenable to crimi-
nal punishment by reason of having been of unsound
mind at the time of committing the crime. Lunatic
asylum, a house or hospital established for the reception
and treatment of lunatics. =Syn. See insanity.

lunatical (lu-nat'i-kal), a. [< lunatic + -al.]
Affected by or manifesting madness or lunacy ;

lunatic. [Rare.]
At any rate, he was of a most lunatical deportment.

Hawetts, Venetian Life, vii.

lunation (lu-na'shqn), 7i. [< ME. lunacioun =
F. lunaison = Sp. lunacion = Pg. lunacSo = It.

lunazione, < ML. lunatio(n-), the revolution of
the moon

;
in form as if < L. lunare, pp. lunatus,

bend like a crescent (see lunate), but in sense

directly < fawn, the moon: see luna.] The pe-
riod of a synodic revolution of the moon, or the
time from one new moon to the next.

And there is not the Mone seyn in alle the Lunacinun,
saf only the seconde quarteroun.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 301.

When it is stated that during four lunations twelve
series of observations only were secured, some idea of the
amount of cloudy weather can be formed.

C. F. Hall, Polar Expedition, p. 323.

lunatum (lu-na'tum), n.
; pi. lunata (-ta). [L.,

i\eut. of lunatus, crescent-shaped: see lunate.]Abone of the proximal rowof the carpus of some
animals, as batrachians, on the radial side of the
wrist, probably homologous with the radiale.
lunch (lunch), . [A var. of lump, as bunch of

bump and hunch of hump. In def. 2 lunch is

commonly regarded as an abbr. of luncheon,
which is therefore by some preferred as the
more correct or "elegant" form; but lunch, 2,
is derivable as well from lunch, \, directly; cf.

piece in the sense of ' a slight repast.' See lun-

cheon.] 1. A large lump or piece, as of bread.
[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

An' cheese and bread, frae women's laps.
Was dealt about in lunches. Burns, Holy Fair.

2. A slight repast or meal between breakfast
and dinner, or, as formerly, between dinner
and supper, or between dinner or supper and
bedtime; luncheon.
As for the lunches, the one is pure Sicilian, of the fruits

of the orchard and the vine ; the other, pure Briton,
smacking of the cook and the larder.

Stedman, Viet Poets, p. 231.

lunch (lunch), v. i. [< lunch, n.] To take a
lunch or luncheon.

I have breakfasted with Bolivar I have lunched with
Napoleon I have dined with Wellington and now.
blessed be the stars above, here am I drinking tea with
North and Tickler. Nodes Amarosianat, Sept 1, 183-2.

We lunched fairily upon little dishes of rose leaves deli-
cately preserved. UoweUa, Venetian Life, xiii.

lunch-counter (lunch'koun"ter), n. A counter
or long elevated table in an eating-house or
other house of entertainment, at which per-
sons sit on high stools or stand while taking a
lunch: also, colloquially, a standee. [U.S.]
luncheon (lun'chon), . [Formerly also lun-

chion, lunshin; a dial. word. prob. for "lunchin,
'"lunching, < lunch + -ingl. The termination,
like that of the unrelated nuncheon, simulates

lunette

a F. origin.] 1. A large lump or piece, as of

bread: same as lunch, 1. Cotgrare.
I sliced the luncheon from the barley-loaf.

Gay, Shepherd's Week, Tuesday, 1. 70.

I instantly borrowed the old man's knife, and, taking up
the loaf, cut myself a hearty luncheon.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 115.

2. A slight repast: same as lunch, 2. The form
luncheon is now regarded as more "elegant" than lunch.

He was introduced to the early dinner, where all the
children sat in their high chairs, and where the food was
more wholesome than delicate a meal which was too

plainly dinner to be disguised under the name of luncheon.
Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xiv.

luncheon (lun'chon), r. i. [< luncheon, n.] To
take lunch or luncheon. [Bare.]
While ladies are luncheoning on Perigord pie, or cours-

ing in whirling britskas, performing all the singular cere-

monies of a London morning in the heart of the season.
Disraeli.

luncheon-bar (lun'chon-bar), n. In Great Brit-

ain, a part of an inn or public house where lun-
cheon can be had. Compare lunch-counter.

lunda (lun'da), . [A native name.] 1. The
common puffin, Fratercula arctica. Montagu.
2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of Alcida;, having
the bill much as in Fratercula, but the head
adorned with a long curly crest on each side

;

the tufted puffins. L. cirrata is a common species of
the North Pacific ocean from California to Kamchatka.
See Fratercula and puffin.

lundresst (lun'dres), n. [< F. Londres, London.]
A sterling silver penny formerly coined in Lon-
don. Encyc. Diet.

lune 1
(lun), n. [< F. lune = Sp. Pg. It. luna, <

L. luna, the moon: see luna.] 1. Anything in
the shape of a crescent or half-moon. [Rare.]

Some faithful janizaries strew'd the field,
Fall'n in just ranks or wedges, lunes or squares,
Firm as they stood.

Watts, Lyric Poems, ii. (Enzyc. Diet.)

2. In geotn., a figure formed on a sphere or on
a plane by two arcs of circles which inclose a
space. Hippocrates, probably a contemporary of the
celebrated physician of that name, squared those plane
lunes (MTJPIC-KOI) which are contained by two arcs standing
on the same chord, the central angles of the arcs being to
one another as 1 : 2 or 1 : 3 or 2 :3.

The lune of Hippocrates is famous as being the first cur-
vilinear space whose area was exactly determined.

Davies.

3f. A fit of lunacy or madness
;
a mad freak or

tantrum.
Yea, watch

His pettish lunes, his ebbs, his flows, as if

The passage and whole carriage of this action
Bode on his tide. Shak., T. and C., it 3. 139.

Iune2t (lun), n. [Prob. another form of line".]
A leash : as, the lune of a hawk.
The lunes, or small thongs of leather, might be fastened

to them with two tyrrits, or rings ; and the hmei were
loosely wound round the little finger.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 91.

lune3 (lun), 7). Another spelling of loon2 .

Lunel(lu-ner),7i. [F.] A sweet and rich white
muscat wine, similar to Frontignan, produced
in the south of France, in the department of
H^rault.

lunett (lu'net), n. [< F. lunette, OF. lunete, dim.
of lune, the moon: see lunel. Cf. lunette.] A
little moon; a satellite.

Our predecessors could never have believed that there
were such lunets about some of the planets as our late per-
spectives have descryed. Bp. Hall, Peace-Maker, 10.

lunette (lu-nef), [< F. lunette, dim. of lune,
the moon: see hrnet.] 1. In fort., a detached
work with flanks, presenting a sa-
lient angle to the enemy, intended
for the protection of avenues,
bridges, and the curtains of field-

works. 2. In farriery, a half-

horseshoe, having only the front. Lunette.dei. i.

3. A blinder for the eye of a horse. 4. In
arch. : (a) The aperture formed by the inter-
section of any vault by a vault of smaller di-
mensions

; particularly, such an aperture in a
vaulted ceiling for the admission of light. Of
this class are the upper lights of the naves of
St. Peter's at Rome and St. Paul's in London.
The effigy is placed under a Gothic arch whose lunette

once contained a fresco by the Sienese painter Pietro Lo-
renzetti. C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 69.

(6) A small aperture or window, especially if

curved or circular, in a roof. 5. In a glass-fur-
nace, the flue connecting the fire-chamber and
the pot-chamber. E. H. Knight. 6. A watch-
crystal flattened in the center

; also, a kind of
concavo-convex lens for spectacles. 7. In
nrcha-ol., a crescent ornament made of thin
gold and intended as a diadem or gorget, found
in ancient tombs of various epochs. 8. A work



lunette

of art of such a shape us to (ill a lunette, espe-
cially a painting or panel of such shape: as,
tln> Inni-lli'x of Co
Afwiwtteforanaltarof tin rlmivhof Saint AKustfiin.

The fortfulin, March, 1888, p. <J-i

9. One of the two open loops of steel which con-
stitute the guard of the ordinary fleuret or foil

used iii fencing. 10. In nrlillrry, an iron ring
at the end of the trail-plate of a gun-oiirriage,
to bo placed over tho pintle-hook of the limber
in limbering up. 11. In tho Horn. Cath. Ch., a

crescent-shaped or circular case of crystal fitted

into the monstrance for tho purpose of receiv-

ing the consecrated liost for solemn exposition,
lung (lung), H. [< MK. liiniji: lunge (pi. lunges'),
< AS. liutgeit (not "lunge), pi. lungeiia (not *lun-

gan) = OFries. liuigrn, lungene = MD. tonge, D.
longmOB.Q. lni/gunna,lutit/i/ni(i, /uitghitt, lungd,
Mill!, limi/rni; (Linage = Icel. Inngti, pi. Itiiigu= Sw. lungn = Dan. lunge, lung; akin to AS. lun-

<!< (= OHG. litngitr, MUG. lunger), quick (orig.
light), luiujre, quickly (orig. lightly), and to AS.
ledht, lilit (orig. "linht), light: see lighft, a., and
cf . Ugh ft, n., in pi., lungs (of an animal); cf . also

Pg. levc, lung, < levc, light. < L. levis, light, akin
to E. light

2
, a., and thus ult. to lung.] 1. One of

the two spongy or saceular organs, occupying
the thorax or upper part of the body-cavity,
which communicate with the pharynx through
the trachea, and are the organs of respiration in

air-breathing vertebrates. The corresponding or-

gans of those animals that breathe under water are the
gills or branching; in ordinary fishes the homologue of a
lung is the air-bladder or sound, whose varying conditions
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iHvidi'd into an upper, a middle, and a lower lobe ; the left

MiHid-vrhM'N enter, forming the root of the lung; and ex-

cept for this attachment the lung lies free in it- plenral
cavity, which it completely Nils. The lung Is elastic and
always on the stretch. The lilood, in passing through the

lungs, gives off carbon dioxid to the air in the alveoli,
and receives oxygen. This absorption and elimination
seems to be a simple mechanical process, and Independent
of any secreting or other activity of the epithelial cells.
In the lower vertebrate* there may be but one lung, or
one may be much larger than the other. A lung may Ha
in the general cavity of the body and be of great extent,
as In serpents. The lungs are flxed and molded to the ribs
In birds, and In this class the air-passages through the lungs
expand into great serous sacs which occupy most parts of
the body and extend into the hollow bones.

With hys swyrde the bore he stonge
Thornw the lyvyr and the lunge.

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 88, f. 100. (HaUiwett.)

And the kynge Ban smote Acolas, that the shulder dls-

seuered from the body so depe that the lonyts apered.
Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), U. 367.

2. In entom., one of the respiratory organs pe-
culiar to those Arachnida whose tracheal sys-
tem is modified into a number of lamellae su-

perimposed upon one another like the leaves
of a book. They are also called pulmonary
lamella; and respiratory leaflets. 3. In pulmo-
nate mollusks, a modification of the integu-
ment subserving aerial respiration : more fully
ce,l\edexternal lung. Huxley. 4f. pi. A bellows-
blower ; a chemist's servant.

That Is his fire-drake,
His Lungt, his Zephyrus, he that puffs his coals.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

At the top of one's lungs, with the utmost strength of
one's voice. Brown induration of the lungs. See in-
duration. Collier's lung, In patliol., anthracosis. To
try one's lungs, to raise one's voice to Its utmost pitch.

Structure of Lungs.
-*, larynx ; B, trachea ; C. C. bronchi, right and left ; />, D. D, D,

ramifications of bronchial tubes or air-passages in iungs ; E, E, uncut
smooth surface.

and such hill-shaking merry-heartedness I may never lis-

ten to again In the Lochs. J. T. Fieldi, Underbrush, p. 196.

lunge1
(lunj), . [Formerly longe, lounge; by

apheresis from alonge, allonge (appar. taken as
a longe): see allonge.'] 1. In fencing, a thrust.

In a desperate lounge, which Leicester successfully put
aside, Tressilian exposed himself at disadvantage.

Scott, Kenllworth, xxxlx.

2. Any sudden forward movement of a person
or thing resembling the lunge of a fencer; a

plunge; a lurch: as, the lunge of a coach. [Col-
loq.]
He ... made so sudden a lunge forward that he threat-

ened to upset tho boat. Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 111.

are important In classification. (See phyioelistou,, pkysos-
IS*^5^! *"'

S
P
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tommu, and sound.) Except in their least-developed con- *"#
.
C< "#?> *] * "'trans. 1. To thrust, as in

dltlon, the lungs are formed by the repeated subdivision
of the branches of their bronchi which finally end In
saceular dilatations called infundibula. The infundibnla
and the air-passages immediately leading to them are beset
with air-cells. These air-cells or alveoli are from jfo, to
A of an inch in diameter. They are furnished with a close
capillary network in which the branches from the pul-
monary artery terminate, and the blood Is separated from
the air only by the capillary wall and the thin alveolar
epithelium of the air-cells. This assemblage of minute
saceular organs and air-bearing tubes is bound up by con-
nective tissue into the comparatively compact lung. The
bronchial arteries and veins provide for the nutrition of
the pulmonary structures. Lymphatics abound, and there
are numerous lymphatic glands. The vagus and sympa-
thetic supply nerves. In man each lung is pyramidal in
form, its base resting on the diaphragm and its apex rising
about an inch above the collar-bone. The right lung is

fencing, with the sword or foil
; make a thrust

forward; plunge.
When the grenadiers were lunging,
And like hail fell the plunging

Cannon shot.
0. H. McMaster, The Old Continentals.

Be ... raught up the snuffers, and hcforeapplylngthem
to the cabbage-headed candle, lunyed at the sleeper.

Diclcem, Little Dorrit, Iv.

2. To hide
;
skulk. [Prov. Eng.]

II. trans. To cause to move in a plunging or

lunitidal

limgiSt, H. [Also limi/ii-*; < OK. tftOlf, an idle,

stupid, dreaming fellow, appar. adopted ami
associated with '(/. long, from l.nni/is, a proper
name, < L. I.IIHI/HIH "i /./</</'"">. the name in

the old mystery plays, and in the apocryphal
gospel of Nicodemus, of the centurion who
thrust his spear into the body of Christ, the
name being appar. suggested by Or. 'f.Afxn, a
lance, in John xix. 34 : see /once1

. Hence per-

haps lounge
1
.] A long, awkward fellow

;
a dull,

drowsy man.
If he be cleanelye, then terme they him proude ;

If meane
lu apparell, a slouen; if tulle, a lungii.

Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 11.',.

Bow dost I In HI
, Ralph ? Art thon not shrewdly hurt? the

foul great lungici laid unmercifully on thee.
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, ii. 6.

lungless (lung'les), . [< lung + -tow.] Hav-

ing no lungs ; not pulmouate, as certain inferior
animals.

lung-lichen (lung'li'ken), . Same as lung-
wort, 3.

lung-moss (lung'mds), n. Same as lungwort, 3.

lungoor (luug'gor), n. [E. Ind.] A monkey of
northern India, Semnopitliecus schistaceus, re-

sembling and related to the entellus monkey
or hanuman ; the white-bearded ape. Also lan-

goor, langhur.

liing-strongle (lung'strong'gl), . The strongle
which infests the human lungs, fitrongylus bron-
chialig.

lung-Struck (lung'struk), a. Suffering from
disease of the lungs. [Colloq.]
AU-les-Bains and Mattock, where the lung-struck world

passes July and August.
Pall Mall Gazette, Oct. 13, 1882. (Encyc. Diet.)

lung-tester (luug'tes'ter), . An instrument
for testing the capacity of the chest

;
a spirom-

eter. E. H. Knight.
lung-Woet, . [ME. longe-won; < lung + tear.]

Consumption; phthisis.
The longe-uvo cometh ofte of yvel elre,
The stomake eke of elre is overtake.

Palladium, Busbondrie(E. E. T. 8.), p. IS.

lung-worm (lung'werm), n. A worm parasitic,
in the lungs.
lungwort (lung'wert), . 1. A European bo-

ragmaceous plant, Pulmonaria officinalis. it Is

named from a supposed resemblance of its spotted leaves
to the appearance of the human lungs, on account of which
it was formerly used in pulmonary diseases.

2. An American plant, Mertensia Virginica, of
the same family, at first referred to Pulmo-
naria. Af. maritima is the sea-lungwort. 3.
A lichen, Sticta pulmonaria, somewhat resem-
bling in shape a human lung, and formerly re-

garded as a lung-remedy: same ashnzcl-frottlrg.
Bullock's or cow's lungwort, the mullen, Verbascum

Thapsus, formerly used as a remedy for lung-disease in

cattle, because its leaf resembles a dewlap. Clown's
lungwort, (a) Simeia bullock's lungwort. (0) The tooth-
wort, Lathroea sguamaria, a reputed remedy for diseases
of the lungs. French or golden lungwort, the wall-

hawkweed, llieraciuin murorum. Sea-lungwort. See
def. 2. Smooth lungwort, a plant of the genus Merten-
sia, as distinguished from Pulmonaria, which is rough.
Tree-lungwort, Mertensia I"

''
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The coachman was lunginy Oeorgy round the lawn on
the gray pony. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xlvi.

The place [a watercourse] should be widened gradually,

over

Human Lungs, Heart, and Great Vessels, front view (great vessels
except of lungs cut off).

i left carotid artery; SC and 5^ir^t od'^H^BrUa'a.iSr
lv.-m; /Taml//'. right and left pulmonary vein; ^/-'and/J/'
lit'tnd left jtiijular vein; t'S, vena cava superior (its two fork* not

-

.in,l left jugu -
ri-.l. .IK- nt;!it .in. I Ii-ii in

origin of rig]

L>:23

inferior;

lunge2 (lunj), H. Same as

lunged (lungd), a. [< lung + -ed?.~\ 1. Having
lungs; technically, in zool., pulmonate: com-
mon in compounds, as strong- or weak-/wn</ef?.

2. Drawing in and expelling air like the

lungs. [Poetical.]
The smith prepares his hammer for the stroke,
While the fung'd bellows hissing flre provoke.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, x.

lunger (lun'jer), n. One who lunges or thrusts.
To do him justice ... a swifter lunger never crossed a

sword. Bulwer, Zanonl, it 1.

lung-fever (lung'fe'ver), n. Pneumonia,
lung-fish (lung'fish), . Adipnoan; any fish of
the order Dipnoi.
How difficult a matter it is to decide whether the lung,

fish of Brazil and Senegambia belongs to the amphibia or
to the fishes. Pop. Set. Mo., XXX. 878.

lung-flower (lung'flou'er), n. The marsh-gen-
tian, Gentiana Pneumonanthc : a translation of
its specific name.
lung-grown (lung'gron), o. In med., having
lungs that adhere to the pleura.

especially, crescentic ; lunate or lunulate: said
of parts the longitudinal section of which is

between crescentiform and semiglobose.
lunisolar (lu-ni-so'lSr), a. [< L. luna, the

moon, + sol, the snn:"see solar.'] Depending
jointly on the motions or actions of the moon
and the sun: as, the lunisolar cycle Lunisolar
period, any one of the periods in the reckoning of time
which depend on the relative motions of the sun and moon.

Lunisolar precession, in astron., that part of the an-
nual precession of the equinoxes which depends on the
joint action of the sun and moon. Lunisolar year, a

period of 532 years, found by multiplying the cycle of the
sun (28 years) by the cycle of the moon (19 years), and char-
acterized by the recurrence of eclipses in the same order
as In the previous lunisolar period. Also called Diony-
sian period.

lunistice (lu'nis-tis), n. [< NL. lunixtitiiim, < L.
luna, the moon, + status, a standing, < stare,
pp. status, stand: see state. Cf. solstice, armis-

tice.'] In astron., the moment of the moon's
greatest northing and southing in her monthly
revolution.

lunistitial (lu-ni-stish'al), a. [< lunistice (NL.
Itinifttitiiini) + -nl.] Pertaining to a lunistice.

Lunistitial points, the points of the moon's orbit
furthest from the equinoctial.

lunitidal (lu-ni-ti'dal), a. [< L. luna, the

moon, + E. tide + -al: see tidal."] Relating to
that part of the tidal movement which is de-

pendent on the moon Lunitidal Interval, the In-

terval between the moon's passage over the meridian and



lunitidal

ment" of any port, uncorrected for the half-monthly in-

equality due to the sun's action. The lunitidal interval
thus corrected is the mean or corrected "establishment"
of the port.

lunkhead (lungk'hed), H. A heavy, stupid fel-

low. Bartlett. [Colloq., U. S.]
lunnite (lun'it), n. [Named after Rev. F. L>ni.
who analyzed it.] A name sometimes used col-

lectively to include the related copper phos-
phates dihydrite, ehlite, pseudomalachite, etc.

lunstockt, n. An obsolete form of linstock.

lunt (lunt), n. [< D. lont, a match, = G. lunte,

a match, formerly a lamp-wick, = Sw. hmta =
Dan. luntc, a match. Cf. link3.'] If. A match,
torch, or port-fire ancientlyused for discharging
cannon. 2f. The lock and appurtenances of

a match-lock gun. See quotation under snap-
work. 3. A lively combustion ;

fire and smoke
in general. [Scotch and North. Eng.]
She fuff 't her pipe wf sic a lunt. Burns, Halloween.

lunt (lunt), v. i. [< lunt, n. Cf. link, .] To
emit smoke; flame; be on fire. [Scotch.]

The luntin pipe an
1

sneeshin mill

Are handed round wf right guid will.

Burns, The Twa Dogs.

lunula (lu'nu-la), >(.; pi. lunula; (-le). [L., dim.
of luna, the moon : see luna. Cf. lunule.] Some-
thing which is shaped like a little moon or nar-
row crescent; a lunule or lunulet.
The patrician order wore shoes of black leather (calceus

patricius), ornamented with an ivory crescent, and hence
called lunula. Encye. Brit., VI. 457.

Specifically (a) The free crescentic edge and adjoining
thin part of a semilunar valve of the heart. (6) The small
white semilunar mark at the base of the human finger-
nails, (c) A crescentic impression on some bivalve shells ;

a Innule. (d) A small semicircular or crescentic spot of

color; a lunulet. (e) [cap.] A generic name given by
Hitchcock to ichnolites of uncertain character. (/) In
ninth., a lune.

lunular (lu'nu-lar), a. [< L. lunula + -ar3.]

Having a form Tike that of the new moon;
shaped like a small crescent; lunulate.
Lunularia (lu-nu-la'ri-a), n. [NL. (Micheli,
1729), so called in allusion to the lunate form
of the gemmte-bearing receptacles, < L. lunula,
a little moon : see lunule.'] A genus of Hepaticce
or liverworts, typical of the tribe Lunulariece.
The thallus is oblong, with rounded lobes, distinctly arec-
late and porose. The carpocephalum is cruciately divided
into one to six, usually four, horizontal segments, which are
tubular and one-fruited; the capsule is exserted on a long
pedicel, and is four- to eight-valved. The only species, L.

cruciala, is introduced into greenhouses.
Lunularieae (lu"nu-la-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Lu-
nularia + -ece.~] A former tribe of Hepatica; or

liverworts, established by Nees von Esenbeck,
1833-8, and typified by the genus Lunularia.
lunulate (lu'nu-lat), a. [< NL. lunulatus, < L.

lunula, a little moon, new moon: see lunule.'}
1. Shaped like a new moon

; narrowly crescent-
ed. 2. In gool., having one or several small
crescentie markings. P. L. Sclater.

lunulated (lu'nu-la-ted), a. Same as lunulate.

lunule (lu'nul), n. [< L. lunula, a little moon,
dim. of luna, the moon: see luna, lane1

.'] Some-
thing in the shape of a little moon or crescent,
(a) In conch., the lunula, a crescentic impression on each
valve of many bivalve shells, in front of the umbo, form-
ing with its fellow an oval or somewhat cordate figure ;

it is conspicuous in the Veneridce and many related forms,
(d) In entam., a lunulate mark or line on the center of the
lower wing, found in many moths, (c) In georn., a lune.
See lunel, 2. <d) A crescent-shaped mark at the root of a
nail. Frontal lunule, in entom., a curved space imme-
diately above the antenna, characteristic of the flies of
the suborder Cydarhapha, wanting in the Orthorhapha. It
is related to the bladdery inflation of the front by means
of which these flies force open the larval envelop.
lunulet (lu'nu-let), n. [< lunule + -et.] In
entom., a small crescent-shaped spot or mark
on a surface.

lunulite (lu'nu-lit), . [< NL. Lunulites, q. v.]A fossil polyzoan of the genus Lunulites.
Lunulites (lu-nu-ll'tez), . [NL., < L. lunula,
a little moon: see lunule.] A genus of fossil

Polyzoa. Several species range from the Upper
Cretaceous to the coralline crag.
luny (lu'ni), a. [Abbr. from lunatic, and often
spelled loony, with ref . to loon1 . Cf. lune1

, 3. ]
Lunatic; crazy; silly and erratic : usually ap-
plied to partial or temporary aberration, and to

persons afflicted with partial lunacy. Used also
as a noun. [Colloq.]
His fits [epileptic] were nocturnal, and he had frequent

"luny spells," as he called them.
E. C. Mann, Psychol. Med., p. 424.

Lupa (lu'pa), . [NL. (Leach, 1814), < L. lupa,
a she-wolf, fern, of lupus, a wolf: see Lupus1

.']A genus of crabs of the family Portumda:. The
common edible crab of the United States has been called
L. dtacantha; it is now known as Callinectes hastatus.

Lupercal (lu'per-kal), a. and n. [< L. Luper-
calis, pertaining to Lupercus (neut. pi. Luper-
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calia, the feast of Lupercus ;
neut. sing, as noun

Lupercal, a grotto on the Palatine hill sacred to

Lupercus) or Inuus, regarded, under the name

Lupercus, as a protecting deity of shepherds, as
' he who wards off the wolves,' < lupus, a wolf,
+ arcere, ward off, keep off.] I. a. Pertaining
to Lupercus or to the Lupercalia.

Il.t n. Same as Lupercalia. [An erroneous

use.]
You all did see that on the Lupercal
I thrice presented him a kingly crown,
Which he did thrice refuse.

Shak., J. C., iii. 2. 100.

Lupercalia (lu-per-ka'li-a), n.pl. [L.: see Lu-

percal.] One of the most ancient ofRoman fes-

tivals, celebrated every year in the middle of

February. The origin of the festival is older than the

legend of Romulus and the wolf, with which, as with the
Greek cult of Pan, it was sought later to connect it. It

was originally a local purification ceremony of the Pala-
tine city, in which human victims were sacrificed in the

Lupercal cave near the Porta Romana, after having been
conducted around the walls. In historic times the vic-

tims were goats and a dog, and the celebrants ran around
the old line of the Palatine walls, striking all whom they
met with thongs cut from the skins of the slaughtered
animals. These blows were reputed to preserve women
from sterility. The divinity of the Lupercalia was the old
Etrurian god Inuus, akin to Mars.

Lupercalian (lu-per-ka'li-an), a. [< Lupercalia
+ -are.] Of or pertaining to the ancient Roman
festival of the Lupercalia.

Lupinae(lu-pi'ne),w.j>Z. [NIj.,<. Lupus1 + -in&.]
A subfamily of Canidw, distinguished from Vul-

pince or foxes
;
wolves. It corresponds to Ca-

nirue in a narrow sense.

lupinaster (lu-pin-as'ter), n. The bastard lu-

pine, Trifolium Lupinaster, a Siberian plant with

purple or white flowers, very large for the genus,
and lupine-like leaves. The species has some-
times been regarded asforming a separate genus
(Lupinaster).
lupine1

(lu'pin or -pin), a. [= F. lupin = Sp.
Pg. It. lupino, < L. lupinus, belonging to a wolf,
<. lupus, a wolf: see Lupus1

. Cf. lupine^, n.] 1.
Like a wolf; wolfish; ravenous. 2. In zool.,

pertaining to the series or group of canine ani-
mals which contains the wolves, jackals, and
dogs, as distinguished from the foxes ; thooid.
In lupine animals the skull has frontal sinuses which affect
the profile of the head and the contour of the cranial cavity,
and the pupil of the eye is usually round. See vulpine,
alopecoid, and thooid.

lupine2 (lu'pin), n. [= D. lupijn = G. lupine,
< F. lupin = Sp. It. lupino = Russ. lupinu, < L.

lupinus, lupinum, a lupine, orig. masc. and neut.

respectively of lupinus, belonging to a wolf : see

lupine
1

, a. The reason of the name is unknown.]
A plant of the genus Lupinus. The white lupine,
L. albus, of southern Europe and the Orient, has been cul-
tivated from antiquity. Its seeds serve as a pulse, and its

herbage is valuable for fodder and green manure. In Por-
tugal it is used, under the name of tramoso, to choke out
obstinate weeds. The scented yellow lupine. L. luteus, of
the Mediterranean region, is used in central Europe to im-
prove sandy soils.

Various other spe-
cies have similar

uses, among them
the Egyptian L.
Termis, resembling
L. albus, and L. va-

rius, with flowers

chiefly blue. The
tree-lupine, L. ar-

boreiis, of Pacific
North America, has
been used with suc-
cess to bind shift-

ing sand. It is a
shrub growing 10
feet high, and send-

ing its roots more
than 20 feet deep.
The ornamental lu-

pines are extreme-
ly numerous. L.
albus, L. luteus, and
L. varius, men-
tioned above, were
formerly common
in gardens, but
have been some-
what superseded
by species from
western America.
Among these are
the tree-lupine and the many-leafed lupine (L. polyphyllus)
of North America and L. versteolor of Peru. The wild
lupine of the eastern United States is L. perennw, a plant
with a long showy raceme of purple flowers, common in
sandy soil. Bastard lupine. See lupinasler.

lupmin (lu'pi-nin), . [< Lupinus + -M2 .] A
bitter glucoside extracted from the leaves of

Lupinus albus.

lupinite (lu'pi-nlt), n.

Same as lupin hi.

Lupinus (lu-pi'nus), n. [NL. (Tournefort, 1700),
< lupus, a wolf, in allusion to its destroying or
exhausting land.] A large genus of legumi-

Flowering Plant of Lupine (Lufinus
perenHis). a, flower; *, fruit, showing the
dehiscence.

[< Lupinus + -jfe2.]

lural

nous plants of the suborder Papilinnaceee and
the tribe Genistew. It is characterized by having the

leaves simple or digitately many-foliate ; the divisions of

the calyx longer than the tube ; the wings of the corolla

often united at the apex, the keel beaked ;
and a com-

pressed coriaceous or fleshy legume. More than 95 spe-

cies have been described, but they may be somewhat
reduced ; they occur in North and South America, the
Mediterranean region, and tropical Africa, being especially
abundant on the western coast of America. They are herbs
or undershrubs with terminal or axillary racemes of showy
blue or purple flowers, rarely yellow or white, and often

fragrant. Numerous species are cultivated for their beauty
and for use. See lupine'*.

lupous (lu'pus), a. [< L. lupus, a wolf (see Lu-

pus1
), + -CMS.] Wolfish ;

like a wolf. [Rare.]

luppa (lup'a), n. [E. Ind.] A cloth made in In-

dia of silk, or silk and cotton, with gold and sil-

ver thread used so abundantly that the surface
seems to be wholly of metal. Compare kincou.

luppen (lup'n). A dialectal (Scotch) perfect
participle of leap

1 .

lupulin, lupuline (lu'pu-lm), n. [< lupulus +
-in2

,
-ine2.] 1. The peculiar bitter aromatic-

principle of the hop. Also called lupulite. 2.

An alkaloid found in hops. 3. The fine yellow
powder of hops, which contains the bitter prin-
ciple. It consists of the little round glands found upon
the stipules and fruit, and is obtained by drying, heating,
and then sifting the hops. It is used in medicine.

Also hmnulin, humuline.

lupuline (lu'pu-lin), a. [< NL. lupulus, hop, +
-inc1.] In *., resembling a head of the hop.
lupulinic (lu-pu-lin'ik), a. [< lupulin + -ic.]
Of or pertaining to lupulin: consisting of or

containing lupulin.
It is almost impossible to free them [scales of the hop]

entirely from the lupulinic grains. Ure, Diet., I. SOS.

lupulinous (lu-pu-ll'nus), a. [< lupuline + -ous.~]
Same as lupuline.

lupulite (lu'pu-llt), n. [< NL. lupulus, hop (see

lupulin), + -ite2.] Same as lupulin, 1.

lupulus (lu'pu-lus), n. [NL. (Tournefort), a

fish, a hook, lit. the hop-plant, etc., also a skin-

disease; dim. of L. lupus, the hop-plant, a par-
ticular use of lupus, a wolf (so called perhaps be-
cause it 'strangles' the shrubbery upon which
it may climb).] The hop-plant, Humulus Lupu-
lus: still occasionally used.

Lupus1
(lu'pus), n. [NL., < L. lupus, a wolf, =

Gr. AiiKOf= Goth, ivulfs, etc . . = E. wolf: see wolf.]
1. (a) A genus of Ca-

nidw, comprising the

wolves, but having no
characters by which
it can be distinguish-
ed from Canis. In
thisnomenclature the
common gray wolf of

North America is call-

ed Lupus occidentalis.

(b) [7. c.] The specif-
ic designation of the
common wolf, Canis

lupus. 2. An ancient
southern constella-

tion, the Wolf, repre-
senting a beast held

by the hand of the
Centaur. It has two
stars of the third mag-
nitude. 3. [I.e.'] In

pathol.: (a)Lupusvul-
garis, a tuberculosis
of the skin, presenting clinically reddish-brown
patches made up of papules, tubercles, and flat

infiltrations. These patches proceed to ulceration and
subsequent cicatrization. They occur mostly on the face,
but may occur on mucous surfaces as well as on the skin
of the extremities, or even (rarely)of the trunk. Anatomi-
cally there is tubercular tissue containing tubercle-bacfllL

(b) Lupus erythematosus, a chronic dermatitis,
beginning in one or more papules which grow so
as to co ^er a large patch. The color is pinkish to vio-
laceous, and the surface is scaly. It does not ulcerate, but
heals with central cicatrization and atrophy. It occurs
most frequently on the face, but also elsewhere. It is
more frequent in women than in men. Lupus metal-
lorum, the alchemical name of stibnite, or snlphid of an-
timony.

lupus2 (lu'pus), n. [Var. of *glupus, < Russ. glu-
puishu, a petrel.] The Pacific fulmar petrel,
Fulmarm glacialis rodgersi. H. W. Elliott.
lura (lu'ra), n.; pi. lurce (-re). [NL., < L. lura,
the mouth of a bag or bottle.] In anat., the
contracted foramen of the infundibulum of the
brain. [Recent.]
The removal of the hypophysis leaves the orifice which

I have called lura.
Wilde.

, N. Y. Med. Jour., March 21, 1885, p 328.

lural (lu'ral), a. [< lura + -al.~\ Pertaining to
the lura.

The Constellation Lupus.



lurch

lurch 1
(U'rch), r. i. [An annihilated form of

lurk, as church of kirk, birch of birk, etc.: see

//<-.] 1. To lie in concealment; lurk; move
stealthily.

The wolf I've teen, a fiercer game, . . .

With lurching step arounil me prowl,
And atop, against thu moon to howl.

Scott, Marnilon, IL, Int.

I- "ml of prowl ing and lurching out at night after their

own sinful ].Ir;isuivs. Kingslrt/.

2f. To snlk
; pout.

Kor when he IB merry, she lurchelh and she loures,
When he is Had she singes, or hmghcs it out liy houres.

1'ittlenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 176.

3. To shift; dodge; play tricks.

I myself sometimes, leaving the fear of Ood on the left

hand and hiding mine honour In my necessity, am fain to

shuttle, to hedge, and to lurch.

Shalt., SI. W. of W., a 2. 26.

4. To roll or sway suddenly to one side, or from
side to side, as a ship in a heavy sea or a car-

riage on a rough road.

The left side of the wagon lurched downwards, the horse

having, in the darkness, taken them over the side of the
road. J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 211.

5. To walk with an uneven or shifting gait;

stagger : as, he went lurching down the street.

lurch 1 (lerch), n. [< lurch 1
, t;.] 1. A sudden

lateral movement or swaying to one side, as of

a ship, a carriage, or a staggering person.
A slight Ivrchot the steamer caused her to looseher hold

of the garment. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 166.

AB the carriage swayed from side to side, I expected, at

every lurch, that the whole party would be upset.
J. (front. Adventures of an Aide-de-Camp, 1st sen, IT.

Hence 2. Any sudden or unexpected shift or

change of position.
Would it be desirable to have the policy of the nation set-

tled in this sense for four years by a lurch of the Irish vote

in i In- last two weeks of the campaign?
The Nation, Nov. 8, 1888.

3. An inclination; disposition; leaning. [U.S.]
She has a natural lurch for It, and It conies easy to her.

Hits Cummim, Lamplighter. (Encyc. Diet.)

Lee lurch, ft sudden Jerky roll of a ship to the leeward, as

when a heavy sea strikes her on the weather side. To lie

upon the lurch or at lurcht, to lie in ambush; lurk; be
on the watch.

He chiefly laboured to be thought a sayer of good things ;

and by frequent attempts was now and then successful, for

he ever lay upon the lurch. Qoldtmith, Kichard Nash.

lurch2! (lerch), v. t. [< OF. 'lurcher, < L.

lurcare, litrcari, ML. also litrchari, eat vora-

ciously, devour (> lurco, lurclio, a glutton, gor-

mand).] To swallow or devour; eat up; con-

sume.
Too far off from great cities, which may hinder business ;

or too near them, which lurcheth all provisions, and makcth

everything dear. Bacon, Building (ed. 1887).

lurch3 (lerch), n. [Formerly also lurche; = G.

lurtsch, lurz= It. lurcio, < OF. lourche, a game so

called, also written Fourche, as if < te, def. art.,

+ ourche, given by Cotgrave in the same sense,
and entered as ourclie by Godefroy, who there

gives the same example (Rabelais, iii. 12: see

first quot. under def. 1) with the word written

I'ourche, that he gives under lourche with the

word written lourche. The proper form is doubt-
less lourche; it is prob. connected with OF.

lourche, insnared, deceived, duped.] If. An old

game, the nature of which is unknown.

My mind was only running upon the lurch and tric-trac.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, iii. 12.

Whose inn Is a bowling-alley, whose books are bowls, and
whose law-cases are lurches and rubbers.

Dekker, Belman of London (Works, ed. Grosart, iii. 1S2).

2. In cnbbage, the position of a player when his

opponent has won every point (61 holes) before

he himself has made 30 holes; also, the state

of the game under these circumstances; a dou-
ble game.
By two ofmy table-men in the corner-point I hare gained

the lurch. UrquAart, tr. of Rabelais, ii. 12.

Lady has cried her eyes out on losing a lurch, and
almost her wig. Waljmle, Letters, IV. 371.

3f. [< lurch 3 , r.] A cheat; a swindle.

All such lurches, gripes, and squeezes as may be wrung
oat by the list of extortion. Middleton, Black Book.

To leave In the lurch, (at) Originally, to leave (a per-

son) playing at crililrage in the position called the lurch.

See def. 2.

11 demeura lourche [F.], he was left in the lurch.

Cotgrave.

(6) To leave suddenly or unexpectedly in an embarrassing
predicament.

Robin made them haste away.
And left the tinker in the lurch,
For the great shot to pay.

Robin Hoott anil the Tinker (Child's Ballads, V. >;).

Weary will lie the latter half of my pilgrimage, if you
leave me in the lurch .' Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, xcv.

lurch3 (lerch), i'. t. [< liirrli*. . In dcfs. 2, 3, 4,

perhaps in part of other origin; cf. OF. lourcbr,

insnared, deceived, duped. Some confusion
also with lurch 1

, v., has prob. affected the uses
of this verb.] 1. To win a double game in

cribbage, piquet, etc. 2t. To leave in the

lurch; disappoint.
This Is a sure rule, that will never deceive or lurch the

sincere communicant. South, .Sermons.

Each wordc (me thought) did wound me so,

Each lonke did lurche my herte.

Turberville, Tragical Tales (1587). (Kara.)

3. To forestall; rob; swindle; cheat. [Ar-
chaic.]
You have lurched your friends of the better half of the

garland by concealing this part of the plot.
/;. Jonson, Epicome, v. 1.

Like villainous cheating bowlers, they lurched me of two
of my best limbs, viz. my right arm and right leg.

Middleton, Father Hubhard's Tales.

And 'tis right of his office poor laymen to lurch,
Who Infringe the domains of our good mother Church.

Scott, L. of the I.., vi 6.

4f. To capture criminally or dishonestly; ap-

propriate ; steal.

The fond conceit of something like a Dnke of Venice,

put lately Into many men's heads by some one or other

subtilely driving on under that notion his own ambitions
ends to lurch a crown. Milton, Free Commonwealth.

lurcher1
(ler'cher), . [< lurch 1 + er1.'} 1.

One who lies in wait or lurks ;
one who watches,

as to entrap or steal ; a poacher.
Swift from his prey the scudding lurcher files.

Unii. Trivia, ill. 64.

Some, however, with outward bravade, but inward trem-

blings, went searching along the walls and behind the

posts for some lurcher. Brooke, Fool of Quality, I. 101.

2. A sort of hunting-dog, said to be a cross

between the shepherd's dog and the greyhound,
much used by poachers, because it hunts both

by sight and by scent.

Shaggy, and lean, and shrewd, with pointed ears

And tall cropp'd short, half lurcher and half cur,
His dog attends him. Ctneper, Task, T. 46.

On the drawbridge the warders stout
Saw a terrier and lurcher passing out.

Scott, L. of L. M., Iii. 12.

Iurcher2t (ler'cher), n. [Cf. equiv. ME. lurcare,

lurcard (Prompt. Parv.) ; < lurclft + -er1 .']
A

glutton ;
a gormandizer. Palsgrave,

lurch-line (lerch'lin), n. In a bird-net, the line

by which the net is drawn over the bird.

But when he heard with whom I had to deale,
Well done (quoth he), let him go beate the bush ;

I and ray men to the lurch-line will steal e,

And pluck the net even at the present push.
Mir. for Mags., p. 248.

lurdan, lurden (ler'dan, -den), a. and n. [Also
limiting, lurdain, lourdaine, lourdane, lourden;
< ME. lurden, lurdeyn, lordain, lourdeine, < OF.
lourdein, lourdin, dull, blockish, < loxrd, heavy,
dull: see lourd1.} I. a. Blockish; heavy; stu-

pid; useless. [Archaic.]
In one [chamber),

Red after revel, droned her lurdane knights
Slumbering. Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

n. n. A blockhead
;
a stupid or useless per-

son. [Archaic.]
As yet, for lacke of good cinillty

and wholesome doc-

trines, there was greater store of lewde Itrurdainet then
of wise and learned Lords.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. 1'oesie, p. 24.

This lubberly lurden,
III shap'd and ill fac'd.

Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

I found the careless Inrdane feeding her with unwashed
flesh, and she an eyas. Scott, Abbot, iv.

lurdanryt (l^r'dan-ri),
n. [< lurdan + -ry.~]

Bobbery; crime.

Leyis, lurdanry, and lust ar oure laid Sterne.

Gavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 238.

lure 1
(lur), n. [< ME. lure (= MD. leure, loer,

loeyer), < OF. loerre, leurre, earlier loirre, loitre,

F. leurre = Pr. loire = It. logoro, a falconer's

lure, < MHG. luoder, G. luder (>D. luder f), bait,

decoy, lure.] 1. In falconry, a decoy used to re-

call the hawk to its perch on the fist. An artificial

lure is composed of wings or feathers so arranged as to

resemble a bird, secured to a long thong. Some kind of

food is sometimes attached to the lure, and the hawk is

strongly attracted by It when It Is tossed or swung in the
air by the falconer with a peculiar whistle or call.

My falcon now is sharp and passing empty ;

Ami till she stoop she must not be full-gorged,
For then she never looks upon her lure.

Shalt., T. of the S., iv. 1. 195.

The falconer casts out the lure, which may be either a
dead pigeon or an artificial lure garnished with beefsteak
tied to a string. Encyc. Brit., IX. 8.

2. In her., the representation of a lure with a
line or leash at the end of which is a hawk's
bell. 3. In niifilintf, an artificial as distin-

guished from a natural bait
; something to at-

lurid

tract a fish which the fish cannot oat. Thus, an
artificial fly or minnow, a spoon, red rag, etc., are lurtt,

while a fly, worm, frog, etc., are bait*.

[The barber
j
whose bow-wlndowcd shop is full of lurm

for ttsh. Mark Lemon, Christmas Hamper, p. 88.

4. Any means of enticement; anything that

attracts by the prospect of pleasure or profit.

Lace and ribbons, silver and gold galloons, with the like

glittering gew gaws, are so many luret to women of weak
minds or low educations. Spectator, No. 15.

6. An enticing action or display ; allurement;
enticement; temptation.

How many have with a smile made small account
Of beauty ami her lures. Hilton, P. R., IL 1M.

There is an unexpected, an unexplained lure and attrac-

tion in the landscape. The Century, XXVII. 103.

Conjoined In lure. Sec conjoined.

lure1
(lur), v.

; pret. and pp. lured, ppr. luring.

[< ME. lurgn (= MD. leureii, loren), < OF. leurrer,
loirrer (= Pr. loirar), lure, < leurre, a lure: see

lure1
, n.] I. intrans. To call; utter a peculiar

call or cry, as in attracting an animal.

Standing near one that lured loud and shrill. Bacon.

The falconer when feeding them lyoung hawks] should
use his voice as In faring/. Encyc. Brit. . IX . s.

II. trans. 1. To attract as by a falconer's

lure and call; decoy; entice by the display of

something.
For ich haue and haue had somedel [somewhat] haukcs

manares,
Ich am nat lured with loue bote onht [unless something]

lygge vnder thombe. Pirrt Plowman (C\ vllL 45.

O, for a falconer's voice,
To lure this tassel-gentle hack again !

Shak., R. and J., II. 2. 160.

As when a flock

Of ravenous fowl . . . come flying, lured
With scent of living carcases design 'd

For death. Milton, P. L., x. 273.

2. To allure
;
entice

;
invite by anything that

promises pleasure or profit.

And various science lures the learned eye.

day, Trivia, IL 552.

That fatal bait hath lured thee back.
In deathful hour o'er dangerous track.

Scott, L. of the L., Iv. 17.

The proffered toleration was merely a bait Intended to

lure the Puritan party to destruction.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vli.

=Syn. 2. Entice, Decoy, etc. See allure^.

lure'2 (lur), n. [In Shetland looder(-horn); <

Icel. lutlhr = Norw. Dan. lur, a trumpet.] An
ancient form of trumpet still in use in Scandi-

navia, having a curved tube several feet long,
used for calling cattle, and by traveling parties
as a signal.
She made up her bundle of clothes, took in her hand her

lure, with which to call home the cattle in the evenings,
bade her mistress farewell privately, and stole away.

//. Martineau, Feats on the Fiord, ix.

Iure3t, n. Same as lore9 .

lure4
!, n. A Middle English form of leer1

.

lure5 (lur), n. In hat-manuf., same as looer.

lurer (lur'er), H. One who or that which lures,

entices, or decoys.
lurg (lerg), H. [Origin obscure.] An errant
marine worm, Xephthys ca-ca, found on the
coasts of Great Britain: also called white-rat/
worm. It is about 8 inches long, of a pearly-
whitish color, and lives in the sand.

lurgulary, lourgulary (lur'-, 16r'gu-la-ri), .

In early Eng. law, the offense of defiling or poi-

soning waters. Cowel.

luri (lu'ri), n. Same as lory.

lurid (lu'rid), a. [= Sp. lurido = Pg. It. lurido,

< L. luridus, pale-yellow, wan, ghastly; con-

nected with luror, a yellowish color; cf. Gr.

x'f.up6c,, green: see chlorine. Hence ult. (< L.

luridtis)K. lourd1
, q. v.] 1. Pale; wan; ghast-

ly; of the color or appearance of dull smoky
flames; having the character of a light which
does not show the colors of objects.

The fire-bolts leap to the world below,
And flood the skies with a lurid glow.

Bryant, The Hurricane.

The sun went lurid down
Into the smoke-wrapt sea, and night came on.

M. Arnold, Balder Dead.

2. Lighted up with a ghastly glare; combining
light and gloom.

Slow settling o'er the lurid grove,
Unusual darkness broods.

Thornton, Summer, 1. 827.

The narrative of what I knew about that lurid episode
of the battle of Sedan that occurred in the village of Ba-

zeilles. Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continent*, p. 45.

3. In hot. and zoot., having a dirty-brown color
;

slightly clouded.

Insatiate thistles, tyrants of the plains,
And lurid hemlock ting'd with pois'nous stains.

W. Uarte, Parable of the Sower.



luridly

luridly (lu'rid-li), adv. In a lurid or gloomy
manner.
lurk (lerk), v. i. [< ME. litrkett, lorken, prob. <

3546 lust

light songster,' <

canere, sing.] It.

2. A genus of b:' t- Edward III.
K (lei'K), V. I. l\ aa.fl, mmvn, tvrnmt, i" ~. "&.--; , . .," 41

Sw: Lrka lirka (= Dan. Z/rf-c), lurk, < Zm = ingale, giving name to a subfamily or family
i i. . . n^TTn _ rvu T*T^l/l rtc-nina P/rec/>v*v TVioi-o uv> Kvn RTIP-

Dan. Zwre, lurk, = Icel. ZSra, slumber, = MHG.
ZSrat, G. Zae>- = MLG. Zwren = D. loeren, lis-

ten, lurk. In this view lurk has a formative -k,

as in /*)*. talk, smirk, as related to hear, tale, _, _

smite, etc., and is not, as some suppose, an several other generic names as Sylma.etc.

altered form, with change of s tor, of Sw. Luscmildffi (lus-i^i-d.e),^.^;^
[NL.,

dial. lusJca = Dan. luske, lurk, sneak, = MD. cima + -Mte.J

of Old World oscine Passeres. There are two spe-

cies or varieties in Europe, L. luscinia (or L. vera) and L.

Philomela; a third, L. golzi, is the Persian nightingale

The genus is also named Daulias. Aedon, Philomela, and

,
and the birds belonging^

it have been called by

/ Lm lushington (lush'ing-ton)

Nightingaleslind similar birds "PP1^ [Eng. slang.]

God wool, no Jjussheburghes payen ye !

Chaucer, Prol. to Monk's Tale, 1. 74.

As in Lvssheborives is a lytheralay, and jet loketh helyke
a aterlynge,

The merke of that mono is good, ac the metal is fleble.

PUTS Plowman (B), XV. 842.

[See Zs/<3.] A

out of sight, as for ambush or escape ;
skulk.

Rather than marry Paris, . . . bid me lurk

Where serpents are. Shak., R. and J., iv. 1. 79.

He is a fish that lurks close all winter.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 121.

In these solitudes rogues frequently lurke & do mis-

cheife (& for whom we were all well appoynted w 1 '1 our

carbines). Evelyn, Diary, March 1, 1644.

2. To be latent or undisclosed ; be withdrawn
from open manifestation; exist unperceived or

unsuspected.
Under these tales ye may in a manner see the trneth

lurke. Spenser, State of Ireland.

I could not suppress my lurking passion for applause.
Goldsmith, Vicar, xx.

A cunning politician often lurks under the clerical robe.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 300.

lurk (lerk), n. [< lurk, V,] A trick of impos-
ture; a swindling artifice; a cunning dodge.

[Eng. slang.]

ing a more distinctive L. form and spelling.

But the formation is uncertain. The conjec-
tured derivation from delicious and that from
luxurious are both improbable. Cf. lush1 , a.,

3.] 1. Very sweet, succulent, or savory; deli-

cious; very pleasant to taste ; hence, extremely

orpeopie o Lusitania, a province^ (fispania), including almost

Portugal and part of modern

enticingly delightful.

These Moors are changeable in their wills : . . . the food

that to him now is as luscious as locusts shall be to him

shortly as bitter as coloquintida. Shak., Othello, i. 3. 354.

He will bait him in with the luscious proposal of some

gainful purchase. South, Sermons.

Her rich voice, with her luscious, indolent, Southern pro-
nunciation. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 445.

2. Sweet or rich so as to cloy or nauseate;
sweet to excess

; hence, unctuous
;
fulsome.

He had a tedious, luscious way of talking, that was apt
to tire the patience of his hearers. Jeffrey.

A confection of luscious and cloying epithets was pre-
sented again and again. Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 395.

Chelsea George could "go upon any lurk," could be in

the last stage of consumption actually in his dying hour lusciously (lush'us-li), adv. In a luscious man-
but now and then convalescent for years and years to- ner .

gether. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 69.
lusciousness (lush'us-nes), n.

In compliance with your request, I will now endeavour Qualitv of being luscious,
to describe to you some forms of lurk, in which I myself - *

leaving me with a young and helpless family to support.
Quoted in Ribtan-Turner's Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 642.

keeps out of sight.

It troubled me that there should have been a lurker on
the stairs on that night of all nights of the year.

Dickens, Great Expectations, xl.

gion or province, in zoogeog., a terrestrial area embra-

cing the countries bordering the Mediterranean, with Swit-

zerland, Austria, the Crimea, and Caucasus.

II. n. An inhabitant of ancient Lusitania or

of modern Portugal ;
a Portuguese.

(lusk), a. and n. [Prob. < Icel. Wskr,

c, idle: see Z*7(2 (and Ziwii1). Cf. Ir. lus-

gaim, I lurk.] I. a. Lazy ;
slothful.

He had visited here his holy congregacions, in diuers

corners and luskes lanes.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 344. (Richardson.)

II. n. An idle, lazy fellow
;
a lubber.

Here is a great knave; i. e. a great lyther luske; or a

stout ydell lubbar.

Palsgrave, Acolastus (1540). (Hattiwell. )

The luske in health is worser far

Than he that keeps his bed.

Kendal, Poems (1577). (Nares.)
See tucern2 .

usn- (lusu;, a. and n. [< ME. htselt, lax, slack; luskt (lusk), v. i. [< lusJc, n.] To be idle, indo-

cf . laslft
;
cf . also dial, lishey, flexible, limber, lent, or unemployed ;

lie or loll about lazily.

Not that I mean to fain an idle God,
That lusks in Heav'n and never looks abroad.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

Themis selfe, . . .

If that she were incarnate in our time,
She might luske scorned in disdained slime.

Marston, Scourge of Villanie, Sat. v.

The state or

tation.

How lush and lusty the grass looks ! how green !

Shak., Tempest, 1L-1. 52.

Then greene and void of strength, and Imh and foggy is lUSKingt (MS King;,
the blade, for Mags.

And cheers the husbandmen with hope.

The great red grapes, the muscadine, the verjuice grape,
and the luskard. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 25.

Same as luskisli. Mir.

Golding, tr. of Ovid, xv. (Narei.)

The year
Grows lush in juicy stalks. Keats, Endymion, i.

And at the root thro' lush green grasses burn'd
The red anemone. Tennyson, Fair Women.

luskisht (lus'kish), a. [< htsk + -is/i.] In-

clined to lusk or be lazy; lazy; slothful.

They loue no idle bench whistlers, nor luskish faitors:

for young and old are whcllie addicted to thriuing, the
men commonlie to trafflke, the women to spinning and

carding. Holinshed, Descrip. of Ireland, Hi.

Rouse thee, thou sluggish bird, this mirthful May,
For shame, come forth, and leave thy luskish nest.

Drayton, The Owl. (Nares.)

. man-

In def. 3, perhaps < lushious, the older spell-

lurker (ler'ker), n. 1. One who lurks, hides, or ing of luscious, analyzed as if < Ziis/t1 + -ious.']

I. a. It. Lax; slack; limp; flexible. Prompt.
Pan., p. 317; Topsell, Beasts (1607), p. 343.

(Halliwell.) 2. Mellow; easily turned., as

ground. [Prov. Eng.] 3. Fresh, luxuriant,

2. An impostor; a cheap quack. [Eng. slang.] and juicy; succulent, as grass or other vege- luskar(jt) ,,.. [Origin obseure.f A sort of grape.
In every large town sham official documents, with crests,

seals, and signatures, can be got for half-a-crown. Armed
with these, the patterer becomes a lurker that is, an im-

postor; his papers certify any and every
"

ill that flesh is

heir to." Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, 1. 233.

3. One who turns his hand to any work ;
a jack

of all trades. [Slang.]

lurking (ler'king), re. [Verbal n. of lurk, v.~\

Tricky practice; imposture; especially, the

practice of a begging impostor. [Eng. slang.]

After a career of incessant lurking and deceit, Chelsea

George left England, and remained abroad, writes my in-

formant, four or five years.

Quoted in Kibton-Turner's Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 648.

lurking-place (ler'king-plas), n. A place in

which one lurks or lies concealed; a secret

place ; a hiding-place ;
a den.

He sitteth in the lurking places of the villages. Ps. x. 8.

lurry1
(lur'i), .; pi. lurries (-iz). [Formerly

also lurrey; perhaps < W. llwry, precipitant,
forward, < llwr, direction, tendency.] If. A
confused throng ;

a crowd
;
a heap.

A lurry and rabble of poor farthing friars, who have
neither rent nor revenue.

World of Wonders (1608), p. 187. (Latham.)

2. A confusion; confused inarticulate sound or

utterance; disturbance; tumult. [Now only
colloq.]
No doubt but ostentation and formalitie may taint the

best duties : we are not therfore to leave duties for no du-
ties, and to turne prayer into a kind of Lurrey.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xvi.

lurry1 (lur'i), v. t.; pret. and pp. lurried, ppr.
lurrying. [< lurryl, .] 1. To hurry care-

lessly. 2. To lug; pull. 3. To daub; dirty.

[Prov. Eng. in all uses.]

II. n. A twig for thatching. [Prov. Eng.]
lush2 (lush), v. i. [< ME. *lushen, luschen, lussen,

luyschen, rush violently.] If. To rush violently.
; luskishlyt (lus'kish-li), adv. In a luskish

He laughte owtte a lange swerde, and luyschede one ffaste, ;,

,
"
"i

And syr Lyonelle in the launde lordely hym strykes.
neT '. ^ziiy.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2226. lusklshnCSSt (lus'kish-nes), n. The quality of

2. To splash in water. [Prov. Eng.]
being luskish; disposition to indolence; lazi-

lush(lush),M. [Origin uncertain; said to be so ness._ Spenser, t . O,., VI. i. tt.

called from one Lushington, a once well-known lusoriOUSt (lu-so ri-us), a, [< L. lusonus, of or

London brewer: see lushington. Cf. OF. vin J
e

.

lo
.

ngln? *_* F^IflL8?6 '*">]
lousche, thick or unsettled wine (Cotgrave);
lousche, dull-sighted, purblind, < L. litseus, one-

eyed, purblind: see Luscinia.'] Beer; intoxi-

cating drink. [Slang.] . , ,

T lusory (lu'so-n), a. [= Pg. lusono, < L. luso-
I niver cared much about the lush myself ,

and ven I
f<w>

*
<d or belonging to a player, sportive, < lu-

sor, a player, < ludere, pp. lusus, play: see ludi-

crous.^ Used in play or in sports or games ;

playful: as, lusory methods of instructing chil-

dren. [Archaic.]
How bitter have some been against all lusory lots, or

taining to play; sportive.

Many too nicely take exceptions at cards, tables, and
dice, and such mixed lusoriom lots.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 315.

,

got avay from the old uns, I didn't mind it no how.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 97.

lush3 (lush), V. [< lusW, .]

drink; tipple on. [Slang.]

I. trans. To

any play with chance !

Jer. Taylor (?), Artif. Handsomeness, p. 120. (Latham.)

lurry2 (lur'i), re. ; pi. lurries (-iz). [Cf. lurryl-.]
In coal-mimna, a tram or car fitted with a device lush4 (lush), n. The burbot: same as loslfi.

for taking up the slack of the rope used in haul- lushburgt, lushborowt, . [< ME. lusshe-

ing the cars. burghe, lusseburglie, lussheburwe, litslibwrne, luscli-

lury, re. See lory. burue, lussheborue, lusshebourue, etc., so called
Luschka's gland. See gland. as issued at Luxemburg, F. Luxembourg (ME.
Luscinia (lu-sin'i-a), re. [NL., <L. luscinia, the Lussheburghe, etc.).] A coin of base metal
nightingale, perhaps for 'liiscicinia (?),' the twi- made (chiefly at Luxemburg) in imitation of

To wind up all, some of the richest sort you ever lushed.

Dickens, Oliver Twist, xxxix.

II. intmns. To drink intoxicating liquor.

[Slang.] Arabesques of Poetry, those lusory effusions on cliimeri-

I was out of work two or three weeks, and I certainly
cal obJect8' L D'l^aeK, Amen, of Lit., II. 252.

lushed too much, and can't say as I tried very hard to get luSSnet V. ?' An obsolete form of luslfi.
work. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, 1. 187. lugsheburffhet n. See lushbiirfi.

' ' ~
lust1

(lust), it.

'

['< ME. lust, < AS. lust, desire,

pleasure, = OS. OFries. MD. D. MLG. LG.
OHG. MHG. G. lust = Icel. lust = Dan. Sw.

lyst = Goth. Itistus, desire; an abstract noun
with formative -t, orig. -tits (as in Goth, hiatus,
a proof, < kiiisan, prove, choose : see cosfl), from
an appar. y' lus, which can hardly be identical



lust

with the V ''"' ' '""*', ''w' 1
, '">-. <'ti'.. but is

pel-hups nil. iikin In <ir. /I'fiinr.llai, Ski. tj lush,

desire. Hence /.-./>, r., Hal-, r. iind ., /".s^i/.

eii-.: see these words.] If. Desire, inclination,
in' wish in general.

Your riinimniiiidcment to kepc, as my kyncl brother,
Ami my I'ncl, that is lell, my lutt. nlinl In 1

ay '.

Ih'tlruclioH of Troy (I). K. T. S.), 1. 6140.

I here ho commonly prepared certain sauces, which shall

Hive men a great Itift and appetite to their meats.

lMiiM-r, Misc. Select.

We act our mimic tricks with that free licence,
'I hiit /', that pleasure, that security,

An if we practised in :i |i:iMe-lj,,;n d ca .

/;. ./<, Cynthia's Revels, i. 1.

2. Intense longing desiro
; eagerness for pos-

session or enjoyment : as, the lust of gain.
The enemy said, I will pursue, I will overtake, I will

diviilc the -p<>il : my liut shall be satisfied upon them.
Ex. xv. 9.

Ill men have a lout t* hear others' sins.

B. Jonnn, Apol. to Poetaster.

Yet still insatiate, still with rage on flame ;

Such Is the lul of never-dying fame 1

Pope, Iliad, xx. 590.

Specifically 3. Evil propensity ; depraved af-

fection or desire.

"Thanne artow inparflt," quod he, "and one of Prydes
knyjtes;

For such a luste and lykynge Lucifer fel fram heuene."
Piers Plminnan (B), xv. 51.

They [my Sponsors] did promise and vow . . . that I

should renounce the devil and all his works, the pomps
ami vanity of this wicked world, and all the sinful lusts ot

the flesh. Book of Common Prayer, Catechism.

The ambitious conqueror had trodden whole nations

nnder his feet, to satisfy the hut of power.
Story, Cambridge, Aug. 81, 1826.

4. In absolute use, carnal desire
;
sexual appe-

tite; unlawful desiro of sexual pleasure; con-

cupiscence.
80 lust, though lo a radiant angel link il,

Will sate itself In a celestial bed,
And prey on garbage. Shak., Hamlet, I. 6. 55.

In lii*f the permanent end is the mastering of the sen-

suous objects which excite appetite.
F. II. Bradley, Ethical Studies, p. 253, note.

lust1
(lust), v. i. [< ME. lustcn; <lusfl, n. The

older form of the verb is lisft, q. v.] 1. To
desire eagerly ; long: with after or for.
Thou mayest kill and eat flesh in all thy gates, whatso-

ever thy soul lusteth after. Deut. xil. 15.

2f. To take pleasure ; delight; like.

Noght ferfull, ne furse, faueret full wele,
Louet he no lede that lustide in wrange.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 3869.

We taulked of their to moch libertle, to Hue as they lust.

Ascham, The Scholemastcr, p. 20.

They rate the goods without reason as they lust them-
selues. HaHuyt's Voyages, II. 271.

Specifically 3. To have evil desire.

The spirit that dwelleth in us lusteth to envy. Jas. iv. 6.

4. To have carnal desire : with after.

Whosoever Icokcth on a woman to lust after her hath
committed adultery with her already in his heart.

Mat v. 28.

lust-t (lust), r. A Middle English form of Usfl.

lust-breathed (lust'bretht), a. Animated by
lust. Sclimiill.

Borne by the trustless wings of false desire,
Lust-breathed Tarquin leaves the Roman host.

Shale., Lucrece, 1. 3.

lust-dieted (lust'dl'e-ted), a. Faring voluptu-
ously. SfliHiitlt.

Let the superfluous and lust-dieted man
That slaves your ordinance, that will not see

because he does not feel, feel your power quickly.
Shale., Lear, iv. 1. 70.
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red-Kold is a resplendent rtfirt. The hlue lake with its

green banks wmld nut be agreeable, but I'm tin- /

the Mali ij expanse. A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 2-'i.

2. In mineral., a variation in the nature of the

reflecting surface of minerals. In this sense the

win I designates, tlrxl, the kind or quality of the light re-

tleeleil; second, the decree uf intensity. The principal
kinds of luster are: metallic, asiln pyrites and galena ; ailn-

mantine, as In the diamond ; vitreous, as In glass; resinous,'"
); pearly, as in gyp-

But he by good use and experyencc, hat he in his eye the

rvgbte murke and very trewe lustre of the dyamonte.
Sir T. More, Works, p. 73.

3. The state or quality of being illustrious or

famous; brilliant distinction ; brilliancy, as of

a person, a deed, an event, or the like.

Pompey did so conquer, as he alway arose agalne with

great lustre and with greater terror.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 322.

His ancestors continued about four hundred years, ra-

ther without obscurity than with any great lustre.

Sir It. Wotton.

It will appear that this quality [courage] has a peculiar

lustre, which it derives wholly from Itself, and from that

noble elevation Inseparable from it. Hume, Of Morals, i 7.

No doubt the suppers of wits and philosophers acquire
much lustre by tune and renown. Emerson, Clubs.

4. A branched candelabrum or chandelier or-

namented with prisms or pendants of glass.
Double rows of lustres lighted up the nave. Eustace.

We were . . . in the dining-room ; the lustre, which had
been lit for dinner, filled the room with a festal breadth of

light. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xiv.

5. The quality of glossiness or brilliancy in a

The superior value of these (long wools] lies in what is

known in the wool trade as lustre: that Is, a peculiar sil

i of hair which it does not loi

Ure,

lustrate

lusterless, lustreless (I"*' ti'T-les), n. L'

i,-i- + -/. A-.*,
j

\Vitlniul luster.

luster-ware (lus'ter -war), n. Stoneware or

enirkery having surface ornamentations in me-
tallic colors: a trade-name. Such ware is said to

be decorated with luster, gold luster, platinum luster,

copper luster, etc. It Is to be distinguished from lustered

pottery of the decorative sort.

luster-wash (lus'ter-wosh), . In ceram.. a

thin wash of the metallic pigment used to pro-
duce any luster.

lustful (lust'ful), a. [< ME. lustful, < AS. lust-

full, desirous, < lust, desire, + full, full: see

lust! and -ful.] 1 . Having prurient lust; incon-

tinent; libidinous.

Encompass'd with thy lustful paramours.
Shak..\ Hen. VI., UL 2. 58.

2. Marked by or pertaining to lust; exciting
or manifesting lust.

And Cupid still emongest them kindled lustfull fyres.

Spenser, F. Q.,111. L 89.

Thence his lustful orgies he enlarged.
Milton, Y. L, 1.415.

3f. Vigorous; robust; stout; lusty.
The want of lustful health

Could not be half so grietful to your grace
As these most wretched tidings that I bring.

SackvUle, Uorboduc, iii. 1.

= Syn. See list under lascivious.

lustfully (lust'fiil-i), adv. In a lustful manner.
lustfulness (lust'ful-nes), n. [< ME. lustful-

nesse, < AS. lustfulness, < lustfull, desirous: see

lustful.] The state of being lustful ; libidinous-
T10RR-

Lusty ;

Browne.

it(lus'tik) ..

vigorous , jovial.
As lustick and frolick as lords In their bowers.

6. A thin and light kind of poplin Cantharid
leoe and heviness

luster 1
(lus'ter), n. [< /M*-/1 4- -er1 .] One who

lusts
;
one inflamed with lust.

Hear, and fear, all lusters after strange women !

Dr. Clerke, Sermons (1637), p. 499. (Latham.)

luster2 , lustre 1
(lus'ter), n. [< F. lustre = Sp.

Pg. lustre (after F. ?) = It. litstro, splendor,

brilliancy, luster, < ML. "lustrum (f), splendor;
cf. liitttrunt, a window, < L. *Iuxtru, shining (in

lii.tlnire, shine, illnstrarc, shine upon, illusfris,

lighted up, etc.), for orig. *li-*trii.*, < 1/im-i;

shine: see lucent.] 1. The quality of shining;
brilliancy or refulgence, from inherent con-
stitution or artificial polish; splendor; glow;
sheen ; glob.s : as, the luster of the stars, or of

gold.
Ho have I seen the brightest Stars deny'ii
To shew their Lustre in some gloomy Night.

Una-ell, Letters, I. v. 2i

A mien majestic, with dark brows, that show
The tr;ini[iiil Inxtre of a lofty mind.

Co>rp?r, Sonnet to Diodati.

We have formerly remarked on the great charm of Lua-
tre. It seems to have a power to redeem ti;ul rotnbinations
of colours. Red-yellow is unharmonious as colour, but

luster having a reflection showing like that of mother-of-

pearl. Mohair luster, see mohair. Platinum lus-

ter, a variety of metallic luster produced by means of a

platinum glaze, and somewhat resembling burnished sil-

ver. Hence its more common name, silver luster. =Syn. 1.

Refulgence. 3. Glory, celebrity. 1 and 3. Efulgence,
Brilliance, etc. See radiance.

luster 12
, lustre 1

(lus'ter), v. t.; pret. and pp.
lustered, lustred, ppr. lustcring, lustring. [< HH-
ter2 ,

lustre1
,
n. Cf. lustrate.] To impart luster

or gloss to.

Plush goods can be wholly lustered or delicately cm-
bossed {with a lustering-raachine].

U. S. Cons. Rep., No. Ixvl. (1886), p. 816.

luster3 , lustre'-3
(lus'ter), . [< OF. (and F.)

lustre = Sp. Pg. It. lustra, < L. lustrum, a puri-

ficatory sacrifice, an expiatory offering, such as

was made by the censors for the whole people
every five years; hence, a period of five years,

any definite period; < lucre, wash, cleanse, akin
to lavare, wash: see lave2.] Same as lustrum.

When flue lustres of his age expir'd,

Feeling his stomach and his strength asplr'd
To worthier wars.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Babylon.

The next ten years . . . [Longfellow's] sixth and sev-

enth lustres are the period of his best work.
Princeton Rev., II. 299.

Iuster4t, f< L. lustrum, a slough, bog, den of

wild beasts, an evil haunt; a diff. word from

lustrum, a purification, but of like formation ;

< lucre, wash, = Gr. /.orav.wash: see lave2 .] The
den or abode of a wild beast.

But turning to his luster, calves and dam
He shows abhorred death. Chapman.

lustered, lustred (lus'terd), p. a. Having a

luster; especially, in ceram., (a) having a thin

glaze as in ancient Greek pottery (see lustrous

ylaze, under glaze) ; ( b ) having a metallic luster,
like majolica, etc. ; painted in luster-colors.

Lustred pieces are very rare in Portugal, and are mostly
rough in glaze, and clumsy in design.

The Academy. No. 877, p. 139.

The plate (Majolica) with a profile of Cajsar en grisaille,

on a gold ground, with a border of grotesques lustred with

ruby on deep blue, . . . the plate lustred in gold and ruby.
Art Journal, VIII. 108.

lustering, lustring1 (lus'ter-ing, -tring), n.

[Verbal n. of luster?, r.] 1. The process of

making lustrous or glossy. 2. In metal-icork-

iiiii, same as brightening, 1. 3. A process for

giving to woolen cloth a permanent gloss and
smooth surface which will not roughen with
wear. This is accomplished by stretching the cloth

tightly on a perforated copper cylinder, which is then

placed in a steam-rhest and the >t< am turned on.

4. A treatment of furs to render them smooth.
5. A polishing material, as the black polish

used for stoves.

lustihood (lus'ti-hud), . [= D. lustiglieid =
MLG. lusticheit = MHtt. lusticheit (cf. G. lustig-

keit) = Sw. lustighet = Dan. lystighed; as lusty
+ -hood. Cf. lustihead.] The quality of being
lusty; vigor of body. [Archaic.]

He is so full of lustihood, he will ride

Joust for it, and win.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

lustily (lus'ti-li), adv. In a lusty manner; vig-

orously; strongly.
I determine to fight lustily for him.

Kltaic., Hen. V., Iv. 1. 201.

. [< ME.
le state of

vigor ; robustness.

Cappadocian slaves were famous for their lustiness.

Dryden, tr. of Persius's Satires, vi., note.

2f. Pleasure; delight; enjoyment.
For sothly al the mount of Citheroun,
Ther Venus hath hire principal dwellyng.
Was schewed on the wal In portreying,
With al the gardyn and the lustijnense.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 1081.

lustlesBt(lust'les),. [<lusfl,n., + -less. Ct.lM-

less.] Listless; languid; lifeless; indifferent.

Indeed, in sleepe
The slouthfull body that doth love to steepe
His luMesse Unities, and drowne his baser mind,

bee oft. Spenser, F. Q., III. iv. 56.

lustra, n. Latin plural of lustrum.

lustral (lus'tral), a. [= F. Sp. Pg. lustral= It.

lustrale, < L. lustralis, < lustrum, purificatory sac-

rifice: see lustrum.'] 1. Used in purification.
His better parts by lustral waves refined.
More pure, and nearer to aithereal mind. Garth.

Aztec life ended as it had begun, with ceremonial lus-

tration : It was one of the funeral ceremonies to sprinkle
the head of the corpse with the lustral water of this life.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 396.

2. Pertaining to purification: as, lustral days.
Bloodshed demanded the lustral ceremony.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 398.

3. Of or pertaining to or occurring in a lustrum.

As this general tax upon industry was collected every
fourth year, it was styled the lustral contribution.

Gibbon, Decline and Fall, xvii.

lustrate 1
(lus'trat), r. t.; pret. and pp. lustrated,

ppr. luntrating. K L. lustratus, pp. of lustrare

(> It. lustrare = Pg. Sp. lustrar = F. lustrer),

purify by means of a propitiatory offering, <

lustrum, a purificatory sacrifice: see lustrum.]
To make clear or pure ; purify by or as if by the

ceremony of lustration. See lustrum.

When we have found this execrable thing, which hath

brought all our plagues on us. then must we purge and
cleanse and lustrate the whole city for its sake.

Hammond, Works, IV. 689.
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Mediaeval Tatar tribes, some of whom had conscientious

scruples against bathing, have found passing through flre

or between two fires a sufficient purification, and the

household stuff of the dead was Imtrated in this latter

way. E. B, Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 893.

Iustrate2t (lus'trat), v, i. [< L. lustratus, pp.
of lustrare, review, survey, go around, wander,
deflected use of lustrare, purify by means of a

propitiatory offering: see lustrate\ luster*.] To

go about
;
wander.

Thrice through Aventines mount he doth lustrate.

Vicars, tr. of Virgil (1632). (Nares.)

Iustrate3
t (lus'trat), v. t. [< ML. lustratus, pp.

of lustrare, illustrate, adorn, < "lustrum, splen-
dor: see faster2

,
Zosire1 . CLittustrate.'] To luster.

Making, dressing, and lustrating of plain black ala-

modes, renforcez, and lustrings.
Act of Parliament (1698X quoted in Drapers' Diet., p. 210.

lustration (lus-tra'shon), . [= P. lustration

= Sp. lustration Pg. lustrapSo
= It. lustra-

stone, < L. lustratio(n-), an expiation, < lustrare,

pp. lustratus, purify: see litstrate1 .'] Ceremonial

purification ; especially, a religious act of pur-

gation or cleansing by the use of water or cer-

tain sacrifices or ceremonies, or both, perform-
ed among the ancients upon persons, armies,

cities, localities, animals, etc. The ceremony was

practised by the Greeks chiefly to free its subjects from
the pollution of crime, but by the Romans as a general
means of securing a divine blessing, and in some cases at

regular fixed intervals, as of the whole people every five

years.

This was the sense of the old world in their lustrations,
and of the Jews in their preparatory baptisms.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X I. 633.

Let his baptismal drops for us atone ;

Lustrations for offences not his own.

Dryden, Britannia Rediviva, 1. 189.

lustre1
, lustred, etc. See luster2

,
etc.

lustre2 ,
n. See luster^.

lustrical (lus'tri-kal), a. [< L. lustricus, of or

belonging to purification, < lustrum, a purifica-

tory sacrifice : see lustrum.'] Pertaining to

purification by lustration : said of the day on
which a Roman infant was purified and named.
This name was properly personal, equivalent to that of

baptism with us, and imposed with ceremonies somewhat
analogous to it on the ninth day, called the lustrical, or

day of purification. Middleton, Cicero, I. 1.

lustrine (lus'trin), n. [< F. lustrine, < It. lus-

trino, a shining silk tinsel, < lustra, luster : see

luster^,"] Same as lustring^.

lustring1 ,
. See lustering.

lustring
2
(lus'tring), n. [A corruption (still fur-

ther corrupted in lutestring^), simulating string,
of lustrine: see lustrine.] A species of glossy
silk fabric: a term more used in the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries than now, and
denoting generally plain solid silk, neither fig-
ured nor corded, nor having a satin surface.

The fraudulent importation of foreign alamodes and lus-

trings.
Act of Parliament (1698), quoted in Drapers' Diet., p. 209.

lustrous (lus'trus), a. [< OF. lustreux = Sp.
Pg. It. lustroso, lustrous, < ML. "lustrum, luster:

see faster2.] 1. Giving out or shedding light,
as the sun or a fire; bright; brilliant; lumi-
nous : chiefly used figuratively.
The more lustrousthe imagination is, it filleth and flxeth

the better. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 956.

Some sparks of a lustrous spirit will shine through the

disguisements. Lamb, Decay of Beggars.

2. Reflecting light ; having a brilliant surface.

My sword and yours are kin. Good sparks and lustrous.

Shale., All's Well, ii. 1. 41.

A lustrous surface reflects the light of the surrounding
objects, and gives rise to the play of a thin radiance, as
of a slight film or gauze, softening without obscuring the
colour beneath. A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 227.

Lustrous glaze. See glaze. =Syn. Radiant, brilliant

lustrously (lus'trus-li), adv. In a lustrous

manner; brilliantly; luminously.
lustrum (lus'trum), n.

; pi. lustrums or lustra

(-trumz, -tra). [= P. lustre = Sp. Pg. It. lustra,
< L. lustrum, a purificatory sacrifice, a period
of five years: see luster^.] 1. A lustration or

purification ; particularly, the ceremonial puri-
fication of the whole Roman people, performed
at the end of every five years. Hence 2. A
space of five years.
lustwort (lust'wert), n. The sundew, a plant
of the genus Drosera, especially the common D.
rotundifolia.

lusty (lus'ti), a. [< ME. lusty (= D. G. Sw.
lustig = Dan. tystig), pleasant, merry; < lust +
-i/

1
.] 1. Exciting desire

; pleasant; agreeable;
attractive; handsome.
That was or might be lusty to his herte. Lydaate.

So lovedst thou the lusty Hyacinct ;

So lovedst thou the faire Coronis deare.

Spenser, F. Q., III. xi. 37.
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2. Full of or characterized by life, spirit, vigor,

or health; stout; vigorous; robust; healthy;

strong; lively.
Who satisfieth thy mouth with good things, making

thee young and lusty as an eagle.
Book of Common Prayer, Psalter, Ps. cm. 5.

Give me a bowl of lusty wine. B. Jonson, Volpone, v. L

Our two boys are histy travellers.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 417.

3f. Impudent; saucy.
Cassius's soldiers did shew themselves verie stubborne

andJusKeinthecamp. North, tr. of Plutarch. (Latham.)

4. Bulky ; large ;
of great size.

A thriving gamester, that doth chance to win

A lusty sum, while the good hand doth ply him.

Ford, Fancies, Prol.

5. Full-bodied or stout from pregnancy. [Col-

loq.] gf. Lustful; hot-blooded.

Before the flood thou with thy lusty crew,
False titled sons of God, roaming the earth,

Cast wanton eyes on the daughters of men.
Hilton, P. R., ii. 178.

Lutetia

permanently satisfactory. Great care was often expended,

however, upon the wood and the decoration of lutes, so that

many of them were very beautiful in appearance. Music

for the lute was written in a peculiar system of letters or

numerals called tablature. Historically the lute is con-

and the banjo.

lute1 (lut), v.
; pret. and pp. luted, ppr. luting.

[< ME. luten; < fate1 , n.~\ I. trans. To play on

or as on a lute.
Knaves are men

That lute and flute fantastic tenderness.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

II. intrans. 1. To play the lute.

Treuthe trompede tho, and song "Te deum laudamus";
And then lutede Loue in a lowd note.

Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 470.

2. To sound sweetly, like a lute. [Poetical.]

And in the air, her new voice luting soft,

Cried,
"
Lycius ! gentle Lycius !

"
Keats, Lamia, i.

lute2 (lut), n. [< OF. lut, clay, mold, loam,

dirt, F. lut, lute (in chem. sense), = It. luto,
=Syn. 2. Strong, Sturdy, etc. Seerobwt. ~""i " "' -~~~ v -

j fiy
lusty-gallant?, . The name of an old dance clay, mud, mire, lute, < L. lutum, mud lit.

and probably of a popular ballad in the six- 'that which is washed down,' < luere, wash, =
Gr. Ttohetv, wash. Cf. faster*.] 1. A composi-
tion of clay or other tenacious substance used
for stopping the joints of vessels, as in chemi-
cal operations or in founding, so closely as to

prevent the escape or entrance of air. 2. An
external coating of clay, sand', or other substance

t rf _ %__ _ applied to a glass retort, to enable it to support

naturce, gen. ot*natwa, nature : 'see nature.'] 'A a high temperature without fusing or cracking,
freak of nature; anything of a monstrous or 3. A brickmakers' straight-edge, a tool used

unnatural kind: specifically, in nat. hist, and to strike off surplus clay from a brick-mold,

phys. geog., an isolated and curious growth or and to level the molding-floor. 4. A rubber

form, including, in natural history, mere un- packing-ring compressed between the lip and
usual variations as well as pronounced mon- the lid of a jar to exclude the air Copper-
strosities smiths' lute, bullocks' blood thickened with finely pow-

rAlorv J,,tftiiat Jiitiniaf- dered quicklime. Spans' JSncyc. Manvf., p. 629.

rer
C

the^futeVfatoa, lute2Jlut), . t.
; pret. and pp. luted, ppr. lutin~

and probably of a popul
teenth century. Nares.

After all they danst lusKe gallant, and a drunken Dan-

ish lavalto or two, and so departed.
Nash, Terrors of the Night (1594). (Nares.)

lustyhedet, n. See lustihead.

lusus naturae (lu'sus na-tu're). [L.: lusus, a

play, < ludere, pp. lusus, play (see ludicrous) ;
'

alute: seefate1 .] person who playson a lute

even after he sees plainly and comprehends fully all that

the cunning lutenist doth.
Sir E. Digby, Nature of Man's Soul, xi.

As music follows the finger
Of the dreaming lutanist.

Lowell, Telepathy.

lutarious (lu-ta'ri-us), a. [< L. lutarius, of or

belonging to mud, < lutum, mud: see fate2
, n.]

Pertaining to, living in, or of the color of mud.
A scaly tortoise-shell, of the lutarious kind [Emys luta-

ria] N. Grew, Museum. Iute4t, A Middle English form of lout'-.

lutation (lu-ta'shon), n. [< F. lutation = Sp. lute-backedt (lut'bakt), a. Having a curved

lutacion, <'L. lutatio(n-), < lutare, pp. fatates, spine. Holland.

daub with mud, < lutum, mud: see fate2
, .]

lutenist (lu'te-nist), .See lutamst.

The act or method of luting vessels. luteoleine, luteolme
(lu-te-o'le-in,

or lu te-o-

lute1 (lut), n. [< ME. fate (= D. luit= MLG. fate hn ). . C<
F - luteoleme, luteohne, < L. luteolus,

substance for the purpose of closing cracks or

joints. A glass retort is said to be luted when it is

smeared over with clay to enable it to resist more perfectly
the effects of heat, and thus guard it against fusion.

Lute me up in a glass with my own seals.

B. Jonson, Mercury Vindicated.

Small boats, made of the barkes of trees, Bowed with
barke and well luted with gumme.

Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 135.

t, a., n., and adv. A Middle English form

yellowish, dim. of luteus, golden-yellow : see
The yellow coloring matter of weld

like that of a mandolin. The front of the body, or belly, had
one or more sound-holes. The strings were usually of cat-

= MHG. fate, G. laute = Sw. fata = Dan. luth), <

OF.lut,Uut,F.luth = lt.liuto,leuto,Uudo(>^Gr. ----.,
kaovrov ; ML. lutana), < Sp. laud, orig. *alaud = or dyer>s-weed (C2qH14O8). When sublimed it

Pg. alaude, a lute, < Ar. al'ud, a lute, < al, the, crystallizes in needles.

+ 'ud, a lute, harp, lit. wood, timber, whence luteolous (lu-te o-lus), a. [< L. luteolus, dun. of

also the senses 'stick,'
'

staff,' etc.] A medi- fatews, golden-yellow: see luteous.] Yellowish;

eval musical instrument, the type of the class faintly luteous.

whichhas strings stretched over a resonant body The microgonidia indefinite in number, much the small-

o,.^ a ln( fnottoil nonlr and TjtfliinVi ia nla vorl Tvir er
, P^6 OT dirty green Or luteoloUS.ana a long irettea necK, ana wmcn is piayea oy a c Wood Fresh .Watel.

Alga) p. 99.

twanging or snapping the strings with the fin- , . r , T

flat as ir the Meous1
(lu'te-us), a. [< L. fates, golden-yel-

low, flame-colored, rose-colored, < lutum, a weed
used in dyeing yellow, weld.] Of a golden-yel-
low color ; also, more generally, yellow with a

tinge of red, somewhat approaching the color of

saffron or the yolk of an egg.
luteous2 (lu'te-us), a. [< L. luteus, muddy, <

lutum, mud : see fate2
, .] Like mud or clay.

Inter (lu'ter),. Alutist. Levins; Baret. [Rare.]
lutescent (lu-tes'ent),a. [< lut^eous)^ + -escent.

The form was appar. suggested by L. lutes-

cen(t-)s, ppr. of lutescere, turn to mud, < lutum,
mud: see fate2 , .] Yellow-tinged; tending to
be or become luteous.

lutestring
1

(lut'string), . [< fatel + string.]
1. A string such as was used on a lute. 2.
One of certain noctuid moths: so called from
the lines on the fore wings, likened to lute-

strings: as, the poplar-fates<n'M</, Cymatophora
or; the lesser lutestring, C. diluta.

lutestring2 (lut'string), . [A^corruption of

lustring, q. v.] 1. A plain glossy kind of silk

formerly used for women's dresses. 2. A rib-

bon of such silk TO speak in lutestrlngt, to speak
in an affected manner.

I was led to trouble you with these observations by a
passage which, tn speak in lutestring, I met with this morn-
ing in the course of my reading. Junius, Letters.

[NL., < L. Lutetia, a

city of Gaul (also called Lutetia Parisionim),

^ ^ ^
3 Of \

stopped upon the frets, "while the other lay beside the fin-

ger-board, so as to be played un-

stopped for the bass. The number
of strings varied considerably, as
did the tuning or accordatura; a
common tuning for the six upper
pairs of strings was

p ! f ft-t

and for the bass strings

Lute.

The frets were arranged so as to yield
semitones. The tone was sweet, but
light and incapable of much variation.
The construction of the instrument was
not strong enough to make the tuning
sure or stable. In the effort to obtain
varied and striking effects, many modifications were at-

tempted, such as the archlute, the chitarrone, the harp-
lute, and the theorbo, in which the number of strings was
increased, the bass strings attached to a second neck
above the first one, or metal strings introduced. A group
or family of lutes of different sizes was also elaborated for T .

concerted music; but the mechanical and acoustical JjUtCtia (lu-te sni-a), n.

feebleness of the type prevented the results from being



Lutetia

now Paris.] 1. Tho twi'ii! v-first )>l:uicti<l, ills-

covered by Goldschmidt at I'aris in lis.VJ. 2.

In zoiil.
t
a genus of molluskg. lii-slitujiN.

Lutetian (lu-NVshan), u. [< L. LtiMfa (also
called Lull-tin rui'iHiiiniiH, I'aris) + -inn.\ KV-

latiug or pertaining to iiiiririit. Lutcthi in (taut.

or poetically to Paris in I'mm-r, its modern
representative ; Parisian.

luth (luth), it. A name of the soft turtle, ])<>-

matochclys (Sj>li(iri/in) mriami. See cut under
leatlti-rlxirl;.

luthert, . A Middle English form of lithcr1 .

Lutheran (lu'ther-an), a. and n. [= Sp. It. Lu-
terano = Pg. Littlirrinm (cf. F. Liilln-rii;i, (jr. Lu-

theranisch.eta.), < NL. l.iitln-rnnus, of LutlnT. <

Lutherus, G. Lutltcr, Lut her.] I. a. Of orpertain-
iugto Martin Luther, thereformer(1483-1546),
or to the Evangelical Protestant Church of Ger-

many which bears his name, or to the doctrines

taught by Luther or held by the Evangelical
Lutheran Church. Lutheran Bible. See Bible, i.

Lutheran Church, the Protestant church of (iermany, es-

tablished by Martin Luther and other reformers in the six-

teenth century. It was named the Eoanytlical Church by
Luther, to designate it as the ancient Christian church re-

formed and reorganized according to the Gospel. Protes-
tants were at first called Lutherans in reproach by the

opponents of the Reformation, and the name was general-
ly accepted, notwithstanding the protestations of Luther
against it. The church is historically known as the l-.'nm-

gelical Lutheran Church, in distinction from the Roman
Catholic Church and from the Reformed or Calvlnistlc
Church and other Protestant churches. The dogmatic sym-
bols of the Lutheran Church are nine in number. Three
of them are those of the early Christian church, namely
the Apostle's Creed, the Nieene Creed, and the Athanasian
Creed. The six others are the products of the Reforma-
tion. These are the Augsburg Confession (1530), the Apol-
ogy of the Augsburg Confession (1530), theSchmalkaldAr-
ticles (1537), the two Catechisms of Luther (1529), and the
Formula of Concord (1677). These Confessions, together
with the ecumenical creeds above mentioned, form the
Book of Concord of 1580, and constitute the symbolical
books of the Lutheran Church. The Augsburg Confession,
however, is the only symbol which has been universally
adopted by all branches of the Lutheran Church, some of
which accept no other as binding. The creed of the church
includes the doctrines of justification by faith alone, uni-
versal depravity, the vicarious atonement, regeneration,
progressive sanctiflcation, a true sacramental but not a
material presence of Christ in the Lord's Supper, and the
use of both the Bible and the sacraments as means of

grace. In its manner of worship the Lutheran church is

liturgical, but it recognizes no organized hierarchy, with
different ranks of ministry, jure dirino. In the established
churches of Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, which are Lu-
theran in doctrine, there are bishops or superintendents
(see episcopacy), and in Sweden there is an archbishop;
but their authority is derived from the bodies which ap-

point them, and their powers are very limited. Where
Lutheranism is the established religion the sovereign is

recognized as the head of the church, which is governed by
consistories appointed by the government and composed of
both clergymen and laymen. Throughout inostofGermany
(in Prussia and in many other countries) the Protestant
state establishment is the United Evangelical Church, a
union of former Lutheran and Reformed (Calvinist) church-
es, and dissenting Lutherans are commonly called Old Lu-
therans. In the United States the Lutheran Church at pres-
ent consists of four general independent organizations.
Each of these is governed by a general representative
body, named respectively the General Synod, the General
Council, the United Synod of the South, and the Synodic*!
Conference (Missouri Lutherans). These general bodies
consist of both clerical and lay delegates, elected by the
district synods of which they are composed. There are
also fourteen independent- Lutheran synods in the United
States.

II. n. A disciple or follower of Luther; one
who adheres to the doctrines of Luther; a mem-
ber of the Lutheran Church.

I know her [Anne Bullenl for
A spleeny Lutlteran. Shak., Hen. VIII., ill. 2. 99.

Lutheranism (lu'ther-an-izm), n. [== F. Lu-
theranisme = Sp. It. Littcraiiismo = Pg. Lutlie-

ranismo, < NL. Lutheranismus, < Lntheranus,
Lutheran: see Lutheran and -ism.'] The prin-
ciples of the Reformation as represented by
Luther

; the doctrines and ecclesiastical system
of the Lutheran Church.
Lutherism (lu'ther-izm), n. [< Luther (see Lu-
theran) + -ism.] 1. That which is character-
istic of or peculiar to Luther; also, an imita-
tion of Luther. 2. Lutheranism.
Lutherist (lii'ther-ist), . [< Luther (see Lu-
tlii-riin) + -i.ft.] A student of Luther; one
versed in or devoted to the study of Luther's
life and works.

The first of living Lutheritsts. The American, VII. 121.

lutherlyt, . and mlr. A Middle English form
of litlierl//

1
.

luting (lu'ting), n. [Verbal n. of lute*, t.]
Same as ////<-.

lutist (lu'tist), B. [< Intel + .fcrf.] A lute-

player.
lutose (lu'tos), a. [= It. lutoso, < L. JittoxHx.

muddy, < Intitm, mud: see lute-, n.] Miry:
covered with clay; specifically, in entnm., co'v-

OtterVsheH (Lutraria oblonga),
right valve.
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crcd with a powdery substance resembling
mud, which Busily rubs off.

Lutra (lu'trii), . [XL., < L. lutrn, lytra, an

otter, perhaps < (were, wash : see hi/*2 .] 1. The
leading genus of Lutrinte, formerly including
the sea-otters as well as the land-otters, now con-
lined to land-otters in which the claws are well

formed and the tail is terete. Compare 1'tcro-

ii n rn. The dental formula Is: 8 incisors and 1 canine
above and below on each side, 4 premolars In each upper
and 3 in each lower half-jaw, and 1 molar above and 2

below on each side In all, 36 teeth, of which the upper
molar in largo and quadrate. The skull is nut, and greatly
nintracted between the orbiU, with a short blunt ros-

trum and turgid occipital portion, the palate produced
fur back of the molars, the ante-orbital foramen large, and
the pterygoids hamulate. The body is elongate, cylin-

dric, with long, stout, terete, tapering tail, short limbs,
broad webbed feet, obtuse muzzle, and very small ears

;

the pelage is whole-colored. The common European
otter is L. rul'iarix; that of North America, L. canadensu;
that of South America, L. braxilUiusi* ; and there arc
others. See oUer.

2. [/. c.] In her. See loutre.

Lutraria (lu-tra'ri-tt), n. [NL., so called with
some reference to otters, < L. hitra, an otter:

see Lutra.] A
genus of siphon-
ate bivalve mol-
lusks of the fam-

ilyMactrida;; the
otter's - shells.
The oblong gaping
shell resembles that
of a common cob or
clam (Minn, but is

more porcellaneous, and has a prominent spoon-shaped
cartilage plate on each valve, in front of whicn are one or
two teeth.

Lutremyina Uu'tre-ini-i'na), n.pl. [NL.,< Lu-

tremys + -ia2
.] A subfamily of Cistudinidte,

typified by the genus Lutremys, having a well-
defined zygomatic arch over the temporal mus-
cle. It includes a number of Old World species,
of 5 genera. J. E. Gray.
Lutremys (lu'tre-mis),n. [NL.,<L./ufra, otter,
+ Gr. eu'vf, a tortoise.] A genus of box-tor-

toises, by many called Emys, giving name to
the Lutremyina.
LutridsB (lu'tri-de), . pi. [NL., < Lutra +
-idtE.] Same as Lutrinw (a).

Lutrinas (lu-tri'ne), w. pi. [NL.. < Lutra +
-inte.] Asubfamily of Mustelidce; the otters, (a)
The sea-otters as well as the land-otters, both having 36
teeth, and the same number of teeth in both jaws, though
the formulas are different. (6) Land-otters, as distin-

guished from Kiihinlriiiii' or sea-otters, having the dental
formula as in Lutra, the teeth of ordinary or normal car-
nivorous type, and the hind feet not peculiarly modified.
There are several genera, of most parts of the world, as

Lutra, Leptonyx or Karaivjia, Aonyx, Hydrogale, and Pte-
rmuira. See Enhydrinat.

lutrlne (lu'triu), a. [< L. lutra, otter, + -we1
.]

Otter-like; of or pertaining to the Lutrina;.

lutulentt (lu'tu-lent), a. [= It. lutulento, < L.

lutulentus, muddy, < lutum, mud : see lutez
, n.]

Muddy; turbid; thick.

These then are the waters, . . . the lutulent, spumy,
maculatory waters of sin.

Jiec. T. Adams, Works, I. 106. (Danes.)

Luvaridae (lu-var'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Luvarus
-I- -<te.] A family of acanthopterygian fishes,

typified by the genus Luvarus. It embraces scorn-
broids with a compressed-oblong body covered with mi-
nute scales, small mouth, thoracic vent, a single dorsal
and anal fin, and ve&trals reduced and closing over the
anus. Only one genus and species is known. Dianida
is a synonym.
Luvarus (lu-va'rus), . [NL.] The only genus
of Luvaridte. Only a single rare species is known, L. im-
perialis, of the Mediterranean and adjoining parts of the

luxuriant

oblique,< Gr. /ofof, oblique, slanting: see loxia.]

Toputout of joint ; luxate. /';</-, Odyssey, .\i.

lui- (luks), H. [< F. luxe = 8p. lajit = Pg. luio
= It. luxsti, < L. lujcun, extravagance, excess,

splendor, pomp, magnificence, luxury.] If.

Luxury.
'Hi. i',,v.'r ..i \\ ciilth I try'd,

And all the various Luxe of costly Pride-.

Prior, Solomon, 11.

2. Richness; superfine quality ; elegance: said
of material objects. Also luxe, as mere French.

The lux and magnificence of the two.

Hovxll, Letters (1660).

Paper and type are the very acme of refinement and luxe,
;uul the work is embellished by five full

of considerable beauty. Wcrtminster
'.

;e illustrations

o., CXXV. 691.

^

I.ttvarui imptrialis t immature form).

Atlantic, attaining a length of 3 feet or more, and remark-
able for the atrophy to which the dorsal and anal fins are
subjected by age.

luwack (lu' wak), w. [Native name : said to be
Javanese.] The common paradoxure or palm-
cat, PoroaoawMt t>/pus.

luxH (,l"ks). r. t. [< F. liurer = Sp. lujar = Pg.
/.n/r= It. lunft/tri; < L. liij-nri. put out of joint,
dislocate, lusti.-.-, out of joint, dislocated, lit.

lux3 (luks). w. [L., light: tseeliglifl.'] Light: a
Latin word occurring in some phrases used more
or less in English corona lucis. see corona.

luxate (luk'sat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. luxated, ppr.

luxating. [
< L. luxatug, pp. of liucare, dislocate :

see JMJ!.] To displace or remove from its proper
place, as a joint ; put out of joint; dislocate.

luxation (luk-sa'shon), n. [= F. luxation =
Sp. lujacion = Pg. luxaqao = It. lusnaztone, <

LL. luxatio(n-), a dislocation, < L. luxare, pp.
luxatug, dislocate: see lux1 and luxate.] 1. The
act of luxating (a bone), or forcing it from its

proper place or articulation.

There needs some little luxation to strain this latter

reading to a good sense.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1S35), II. 326.

2. The state of being luxated; a dislocation,
as of a joint.

When therefore two bones, which being naturally united
make up a joint, are separated from each other, we call it

a luxation. Wiseman, Surgery, vii. 2.

luxe (F. pron. luks), n. [F. : see lux?.] Same
as lux%, 2. Edition de luxe. See edition.

Luxemburgia (luk-Bem-ber'ji-a), . [NL. (A.
St. Hilaire, 1818), named after the Duke of Lux-

emburg, under whose patronage St. Hilaire be-

gan his botanical researches in Brazil.] A
genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants of
the natural order Ochnacete and tribe Luxem-
burgiece. There are 7 species, found only in Brazil, char-
acterized by having flve equal, spreading sepals, naked
within, eight stamens, and no staminodia. They are hand-
some trees or shrubs, with alternate, sharply serrate leaves,
and terminal racemes of showy yellow flowers. They are

apparently scarce in collections.

Luxemburgieae (luk'sem-ber-ji'e-e),7i. nl. [NL.
(Bentham and Hooker, 1862), < Lnxemburgia +
-ete.] A tribe of dicotyledonous polypetalous
plants of the natural order Ochnaceie, charac-
terized bv an eccentric ovary, which is from
2- to 5-celled, or 1-celled with incomplete pla-
centas, and an indefinite number of ovules. The
capsule is many-seeded, and the seeds are albuminous.
The tribe includes 6 genera, all South American, of which
Luxemburtria is the type.

luxullianite ftuk-sul'i-gn-It), n. [< Luxullian

(see def.) + -ite%.] A rock consisting of a fine-

grained mixture of schorl, feldspar, and quartz,
through which are distributed large crystals of
red orthoclase, found at Luxulliau or Luxulian
in Cornwall, England. From this rock was made
the sarcophagus of the Duke of Wellington, in
St. Paul's Cathedral, London.

luxurt, . [Irreg. < luxury.] A lecher. [Rare.]
The torment to a luxur due.

Middleton, father Hubbard's Tales.

luxnret, [ME., < OF. luxure, < L. Inxuria,

luxury: see luxury.] Luxury.
He the forfete of luxure

Shall tempre. (Tower, Conf. Amant., vii.

luxuriance (lug-zu'ri-ans), . [< F. luxuriance;
as luxurian(t) + -ce.] The state of being luxu-
riant ; abundant or excessive growth or quan-
tity; strong, vigorous growth ; exuberance.

The whole leafy forest stands display'd
In full luxuriance to the sighing gales.

Thornton, Spring, 1. 93.

= Syn. Profusion, superabundance. See luxurious.

luxuriancy (lug-zu'ri-an-si), w. [As luxuri-
ance : see -fy.] Same as luxuriance.

luxuriant (lug-zu'ri-ant), a. [= F. luxuriant
= Sp. lujuriante = Pg. luxuriante = It. lussuri-

iinti-, < L. Iniurian(t-)s, ppr. of luxunare, be
rank or luxuriant : see luxuriate.] 1. Exuber-
ant in growth; abundant: as, luxuriant foliage.

See vines luxuriant verdur'd leaves display,
Supporting tendrils curling all the way.

1'arnfll, Gift of Poetry.

2. Exuberant in quantity ; superfluous in abun-
dance.

Prune the luxuriant, the uncouth refine,
But show no mercy to an empty line.

Pope, Imit. of Horace. II. ii. 174.



luxuriant

English poetry ... is nothing at present but a com-
bination of luxuriant images. Goldsmith, Vicar, viii.

3. Supplied iii great abundance; replete.
To the north-east spreads St. Leonard's Forest, luxuriant

with beech and birch and pine, sinking and rising to woody
dingles and slopes. E. Dowden, Shelley, I. 0.

4. In hot., having the floral envelop so multi-

plied as to destroy the essential parts: said of

a flower : opposed to mutilated. =Syn. 1 and 2. Lux-
urious, Luxuriant. See luxurious.

luxuriantly (lug-zu'ri-ant-li), adv. In a luxu-

riant manner or degree ; exuberantly.
luxuriate (lug-zu'ri-at), v. i. ; pret. and pp.
luxuriated, ppr. luxuriating. [< L. luxuriatiix,

pp. of liixuriare (> It. lussuriare = Sp. lujurinr
= Pg. luxuriar = OF. luxnrier), be rank or luxu-

rious, indulge in luxury, < luxuria, luxury : see

luxury.'] 1. To grow exuberantly or in super-
fluous abundance. 2. To feed or live luxuri-

ously: as, the herds luxuriate in the pastures.
3. Figuratively, to indulge without stint;

revel in luxury or'abundance
;
take delight : as,

to luxuriate in description.
During the whole time of their being together, they

luxuriate in telling one another their minds on whatever
subject turns up. T. Huyhei, Tom Brown at Rugby, 1. 1.

! luxuriate

he process
of growing exuberantly.
luxurietyt (luk-su-ri'e-ti), . [< luxurious) +
-ety.] Same as luxuriance. [Rare.]
One may observe a kind of luxuriety in the description

which the holy historian gives of the transport of the men
of Judah upon this occasion. Sterne, Works, IV. xi.

luxurious (lug-zu'ri-us), a. [< F. luxurieux =
Pr. luxurios = Sp. lujurioso = Pg. luxurioso =
It. lussurioso, < L. luxuriosus, rank, luxuriant,
profuse, excessive, immoderate, < luxuria, rank-

ness, luxury: see luxury.'] 1. Luxuriant; exu-
berant.

The work under our labour grows,
Luxurious by restraint : what we by day
Lop overgrown, or prune, or prop, or bind,
One night or two with wanton growth derides.

Milton, P. L., ix. 209.

2. Characterized by indulgence in luxury; given
to luxury j voluptuous; indulging freely or ex-

cessively in material pleasures or objects of de-
sire: as, a luxurious life; luxurious cities.

All these the Parthian . . . holds,
From the luxurious kings of Antioch won.

Milton, P. R., iii. 297.

Victims of luxurious ease. C&wper, Task, i. 625.

3. Ministering to luxury ; contributing to free
or extravagant indulgence.

Those whom last thou saw'st
In triumph and luxurious wealth.

Milton, P. L., xi. 788.

luxuriation (lug-zu-ri-a'shon), . [< ;

+ -low.] The act of luxuriating; the

4. Abounding in that which gratifies the senses
;

exuberant in means of indulgence or enjoy-
ment; affording abundant material pleasure.
Venus . . . rose not now, as of old, in exposed and luxu-

rious loveliness. Macaulay, Petrarch.

Soothed by the sweet luxurious summer time,
And by the cadence of that ancient rhyme.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 352.

5f. Characterized by lust
; libidinous.

She knows the heat of a luxurious bed.

Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1. 42.

=Syn. 2. Epicurean, self-indulgent, sensual. 2-4. Luxu-
rious, Ijuxuriant. These words are now never synonymous.
Luxurious means given to luxury or characterized by lux-

ury : as, luxurious people ; a luxurious life ; a luxurious
table. Luxuriant means exuberant in growth : as, theluxu-
riaut vegetation of the tropics ; by figure, a luxuriant style
in composition. Luxurious implies blame, except where it
is used by hyperbole for that which is exceedingly com-
fortable, etc. : as, a luxurious bed. Luxuriant does net
come enough into the field of the moral for either praise
or blame.

luxuriously (lug-zu'ri-us-li), adv. In a luxuri-
ous manner; deliriously; voluptuously.
luxuriousness (lug-zu'ri-us-nes), w. The state
or quality of being luxurious.

luxuristt (luk'su-rist), n. [< luxury + -ist.] One
who is given to luxury. Temple.
luxury (luk'su-ri), .; pi. luxuries (-riz). [< ME.
liu-nrie (also luxure, q. v.),< OF. luxurie, luxure,
F. luxure = Pr. 'luxuria = Sp. lujitria = Pg.
luxuria = It. lussuria, < L. hixuria, rankness,
luxuriance (of vegetation), friskiness, wanton-
ness (of animals), profuse or extravagant liv-

ing,^ luxus, extravagance, luxury: see lux?.~\, .
, ~.~B , .

If. Luxuriance; exuberance of growth. 2. A
free or extravagant indulgence in pleasure, as
of the table; voluptuousness in the gratifica-
tion of any appetite ; also, the free expenditure
of wealth for the gratification of one's own de-
sires, as in costly dress and equipage.
Luxury does not consist in the innocent enjoyment of

any of the good things which God has created to be re-
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ceived with thankfulness, but in the wasteful abuse of

them to vicious purposes, in ways inconsistent with so-

briety, justice, or charity. Clarke, Works, II. cxiv.

First Necessity invented stools,

Convenience next suggested elbow chairs,

And Luxury th' accomplish'd Sofa last.

Cooper, Task, i. 88.

3. That which is delightful to the senses, the

feelings, etc.; especially, that which gratifies
a nice and fastidious appetite or taste

;
a dain-

ty: as, a house filled with luxuries; the luxu-

ries of the table.

Rhyme, that luxury of recurrent sound. Prof. Blackie.

4. Exuberant enjoyment; complete gratifica-
tion or satisfaction, either physical or intel-

lectual.
Learn the luxury of doing good.

Goldsmith, Traveller, 1. 22.

The luxury of returning to bread again can hardly be

imagined by those who have never been deprived of it.

Lady Holland, Sydney Smith, vii.

5f. Lust; lewd desire; lasciviousness ;
indul-

gence in lust.
Fie on sinful fantasy !

Fie on lust and luxury !

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 5 (song).

I fear no strumpet's drugs, nor ruffian's stab,
Should I detect their hateful luxuries.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, Ind.

= Syn. 2 and 4. Epicurism, effeminacy, sensuality, deli-

cacy, gratification, pleasure, enjoyment, delight. See luxu-
rious.

luz (luz), . [Heb.] A bone in the human body
which the Eabbinieal writers affirmed to be in-

destructible, and which is variously said to have
been one of the lumbar vertebree, the sacrum,
the coccyx, a sesamoid bone of the great toe,
or one of the triquetrous or Wormian bones of
the cranium, it is probable that this superstition is

the origin of the technical name of the sacrum or "sa-
cred" bone.

luzernt, luzernet, Same as lueerifl.

luzonite (lu'zon-lt), n. [< Luzon (see def. ) +
-ite2 ."] A mineral closely related to enargite,
found in the island of Luzon in the Philippines.
Luzula (lu'zu-la), n. [NL., < Olt. litzziola, luc-

ciola, a glow-worm (cf. It. lucciola, a firefly, luc-

ciolato, a glow-worm): see Luciola."] A genus
of monocotyledonous plants of the natural or-
der Juneacece, the rush family, and the tribe

Eujuncea:, It is characterized by the stems growing in

tufta; linear, grass-like, radical leaves, or sometimes with
a few on the stem ; a 1-celled ovary, with 3 erect ovules in
the center; and a style which is 3-cleft at the apex. There
are about 40 species, growing everywhere in temperate
regions, and in the mountainous parts of the tropics. They
grow in drier ground than the ordinary rushes, and have
in general a more grassy aspect See wood-rush.

Luzuriaga (lu-zu-ri-a'ga), n. [NL. (Ruiz and
Pavon, 1802),'named after D. Ign. de Luzmiago,
a Spanish botanist.] A genus of liliaceous

plants, type of the tribe Lusuriagea', character-
ized by sessile alternate leaves with numerous
fine nerves, and flowers of medium size, usually
solitary in the axils, the segments of the peri-
anth distinct and spreading, and a 3-celled

ovary with light-colored seeds. The stems are
woody and branching, and the flowers white on delicate
pedicels, at length producing a berry-like fruit. There
are 3 species, of which 2 are Chilian, and the third grows
in Magellan's Land and New Zealand.

Luzuriageae (lu-zu-ri-a'je-e), n.pl. [NL. (Ben-
tham and Hooker, 1883), '< Luzuriaga + -eix."\ A
tribe of liliaceous plants, typified by the genus
Luzuriaga. They have an erect, branching, woody stem,
sometimes climbing above

;
flowers in the axils of the

leaves, in fasciculate cymes, or solitary at the tips of the
branches; the anther-cells distinct ; and the ovules few or
many, either anatropous or half-anatropous. The tribe in-
cludes 7 genera and about 12 species, of which the majority
are from Chili and the southern part of South America, and
the rest are from Australia and southern Africa.

lyt, v. i. An obsolete form of lie*-.

-ly
1

. [< ME. -ly, -li, -lich, -liche, earliest ME.
-lie, < AS. -lie = OS. -Uk = OFries. -lik = MD.
D. lijk = MLG. -Uk, -lich = OHG. -lilt, MHG.
-lich, -lich, G. -licit = Icel. -likr, -legr = Dan.
-lig = Sw. lik = Goth, -leiks; a common Teut.
adj. suffix, 'like,' 'having the form of,' orig. an
independent word, namely AS. lie, etc., body,
form : see like^-. Cf. like2

, adj., as usedin com-
position, of similar effect, but etymologically
different, manly, e. g., being ult. < AS. *manlic
(in adv. manlice), < inann, man, + lie, body,
form, while manlike (with similar compounds)
is not found in AS., but corresponds to AS.
mann, man, + gelic, like, < lie, body: see ?/M.
like?.] Acommon adjective suffix, forming,from
nouns, adjectives signifying

' of the form or na-
ture of ' or '

like ' the thing denoted by the noun :

as in manly, womanly, godly, lordly, princely, of
the nature of, like, or suited to a man, woman,
etc.; bodily, earthly, daily, weekly, monthly, year-
ly, etc., belonging to or being of the body, the

lycanthropus

earth, a day, etc.; lorcly, Jieartly (obs.), etc.

Such adjectives, implying 'like,' are often accompanied
by more definite adjectives in -like: as, manlike, woman-
like, etc. The suflix is also used with some adjectives, as

goodly, Imiiy, etc., and with some verbs, as comely, seemly,
etc. They are usually accompanied by adverbs now of the

same form. See -ly-.

-ly
2

[< ME. -ly, -li, -lich, -liche, < AS. -lice =
OS. -liko = OFries. -like, -like = MD. D. -lijk =
MLG. -like, -liclie = OHG. -liliho, MHU. -liclie,

G. -lich = Icel. -lika, -liga = Sw. -ligen = Dan.

-lii/t = Goth, -leiko; a common Teut. adverbial

suffix, meaning 'in a manner' indicated by the

adj. in -lie (-/;yl) from which the adverb is de-

rived, being the instr. case of the adj.; e. g.,

AS. manlice, in a manly manner, instr. case of

"manlic, manly. Thus, while the adj. suffix -ly
1

and the adverb suffix -ly'
2 are now identical in

form, they are orig. distinct, the adverb suffix

being derived,with a case-ending now lost,from
the adj. suffix.] A common adverbial suffix,

forming from adjectives adverbs signifying 'in

a manner' denoted by the adjective: as, quickly,

slowly, coldly, hotly, etc., loudly, harshly, etc. it is

the most common adverbial suffix. In adverbs from nouns,
as manly, womanly, etc., the adverb has the same form
as the adjective in -lyl, from which it is derived. The
suffix is sometimes used with adjectives in -/yi, as in eeem-

lily, surlily, godlily etc. Its use with primary adjectives,
with no current adjective in -ly intervening (quickly, etc.),
is more recent, but is now the prevalent one.

lyamt, n. See lime*.

lyartt, a. and n. See liardl.

Lycsena (li-se'na), n. [NL., < Gr. Mitcuva, a she-

wolf, fern, of hi'itof L. lupus, a wolf, = E. wolf,

q. v.] The typical genus of Lyccenidte. There
are upward of 300 species, distributed all over the world.

They are small, delicate creatures, some of much beauty
of form and coloring, known as coppers and blues.

Lycaenidse (li-sen'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lyccena
+ -M?<F.] A family of butterflies, represented
by such genera as Lycajna, Chrysophanes, and
Thccla. They are generally of small size, delicate form,
and very beautiful colors. Some are known as blues or

coppers, and others as hairstreaks. The technical charac-
ters are : minute tarsal claws, fore legs ambulatorial, hind
tibia? with one pair of spurs, antenna? scarcely hooked at the
tip, and the last joint of the palpi small and naked. The
caterpillars have minute feet and retractile head, and re-

semble wood-lice. The chrysalis is short, obtuse at each
end, girt about the middle, and attached by the tail. There
are about 40 genera and upward of 1,200 species.

Lycalopex (H-ka-16'peks), n. [NL., < Gr. Atof,
a wolf, + (UejTn?^, a fox : see alopecia."] A ge-
nus of Canidai established by Burmeister, con-

taining most of the neotropical canines
;
the

South American fox-wolves. These animals have
the structural characters of dogs and wolves, but their
tails are long and bushy, and they otherwise resemble foxes
in general appearance. Several species are described, as L.

antarcticus, L. azarai, L. cancrivorus, etc. The last-named
is the malkong or crab-eating fox-wolf.

lycanthrope (ll-kan'throp). n. [< ML. lycan-
thropus, lycanthropos, < Gr. AVK&v6puTro$, a 'wolf-

man,' or man-wolf, were-wolf, < /.iof, a wolf, +
av6puTro( ,

a man. Cf. were-wolf."] 1. Amansu-
perstitiously supposed to be possessed of the

power of transforming himself at pleasure into
a wolf, and to be endowed while in that shape
with its savage propensities ; a were-wolf.
A French judge named Boguet, at the end of the six-

teenth century, devoted himself especially to the subject
[the assuming of animal forms], burnt multitudes of ly-

canthropes, wrote a book about them, and drew up a code
in which he permitted ordinary witches to be strangled
before they were burnt, but excepted lycanthropes, who
were to be burned alive. Lecky, Rationalism, I. 97.

2. A person affected with lycanthropy; one
who imagines himself to be a wolf, and acts in

conformity with his delusion,

lycanthropi, . Plural of lycanthropux.
lycanthropia (li-kan-thro'pi-a), n. [ML. : see

lycanihrop-y."] Same as lycanthropy.
This kind is called Lycanthropia, sir; when men con-

ceive themselves wolves. Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iii. 3.

lycanthropic (li-kan-thrpp'ik), a. [< lycan-
throp-y + -ic.} Of or pertaining to lycanthropy ;

characteristic of lycanthropy.
In a fit of lycanthropic madness, she came upon two

children. S. Bariny-Gould, Were-wolves, vi.

lycanthropist (H-kan'thro-pist), n. [< lycan-
throp-y + -ist.~] Same as lycatithrojie.
In mediseval times . . . persons named Garnier or Gre-

nier were generally assumed to be lycanthropistx.

Encyc. Brit., XV. 91.

lycanthropous (11-kan'thro-pus), a. [< lycan-
throp-y + -ous.~\ Relating or pertaining to ly-

canthropy.
lycanthropus (li-kan-thro'pus), ).; pi. lycan-
thropi (-pi). [ML., also lycanthropos: see ly-

canthrope.] Same as lycanthrope.

The swift lycanthropi that walks the round.
We'll tear their wolvish skins, and save the sheep.

Middleton and Rowley, Changeling, iii. 3.



the dr. Cii., an office. consisting of psalms ;m.l

prayers, accompanying the lightingof the

lycanthropy

lycanthropy (ll-kan'thro-pi), . [< ML. ////-

Him/nil. < <ir. / I'Mn'ttfiuTria, a madness in which m m .

one imagines himself a wolf, < '/.vadvOpuTrof, a or can. lies, originally introdiictui y t". lint no\\

ninn-wolf: see ly<-nntl<riie.] 1. The supposed incorporated in, vespers on occasion of a vigil.

power Of Certain hiiman beings t.M-haugethem- lychnides, . Plural of lyi-linu, I.

selves or others temporarily or permanently lychnidiate (lik-nid'i-at), a. [< lyi'ltui*

into wolves or other savage animals. Seowere-

irnlf. 2. The lieliel'tlial certain persons change
themselves into wolves or other- wild beasts.
This belief i.-t common arnonp savage races, iiiul still lin-

gers among; the itfnonuit of some eh ili/nl Copies,
3. A kind of erratic melancholy or madness, in

^ vlilila . ... .

which the patient supposes himself to be a
*f>riglit-re<Tool'o'r,'al(!o agem7<Gr. ivxvif, a plant

wolf. See lyrnnllirope. ;$ a bright-scarlet flower; related to M^Mf,
Lycaon 1

(li-ka'on), . [NL., < L. Lycaon,,< Gr. a lamp.j i. I'l. .yrAHiWcs (-ni-dez). A ruby,
\VKHUV, a mythical king of Arcadia, father of

gapphire, or carbuncle. 2. [cap.] [NL.] A
( 'a llisto, who was transferred to the sky as the ug of caryOphyllaceous plants of the tribe
constellation of tho Bear.] A name of the

silenea;.characterized by a 10-nerved calyx, or
... **

. . -.

/-; + -,. -I- -,((,!.] In en torn., giving out light;

phosphorescent: formerly used of the head of

the hintern-lly and certain allied insects, from
the erroneous supposition that this is luminous

(lik'nis), n. [L. lychnis, a rose of a

constellation Bootes (which see). rarely one with many parallel nerves, and com-
Lycaon2 (li-kiVon), - [NL., < L. lycaon, < Gr.

mon)y 3 8tyies and a 3- or 6-valved capsule.
'AvKaur, an animal of the wolf kind, < MM( =

They are usually erect herbs with opposite leaves and ter-

L. lupus, a wolf: see Lupus.] A genus of ca-

nine quadrupeds of the family Canute, having

Painted Hyena, or Hunting-dog (.Lycaon pfctMs).

minal cymes of showy flowers. About 40 species have
been described, natives of the warm and temperate re-

gions of the northern hemisphere. The names campion
and lampflouvr are common to all plants of this genus.
Several species are pretty wild flowers of the Old World,
and several are common garden flowers. L. Chalcedonica,
the scarlet lychnis, is perhaps the best-known ; It is a rather

coarse plant with dense fascicles of deep-scarlet flowers,

also called Jerusalem or Maltete cron, etc., and in the

United States sometimes nreet-wiUiam. Another garden
species is L. coronaria, the rose-campion or mullen-pink.
L. Vucaria, from its glutinous stem, shares with plants of

the genus Silent the name of catchfly. L. Flia-aievli, the

cuckoo-flower, crow-flower, or ragged-robin, with dissected

petals, common In Europe, is also cultivated, at least in

double forms. L. vttpertina, with white flowers opening
in the evening, is sparingly Introduced from Europe into

the United States ; and from the same source, L. (Mhayo,
the corn-cockle, with purple flowers, has become too com-
mon in American grain-fields. L. diurna, the red cam-

pion, adder's-flower, etc., is a common British species.
See campion.
3. A plant of the genus Lychnis, especially L.

Chalcedonica.
(sc.

lycodont
sent Imitations of Greek temple-facades etc. I lie early

architecture Is of especial Importance as throwing a proh
:i)'l< liu'lit U]K>n
SMIIII- of the

through
which (ircek

architecture was
developed.

II. n. An
inhabitant of

Lycia; espe-

cially, one of

a race in-

habiting an-
cient Lycia,
Aryan or In-

do - European
in language,
as is shown
by important
inscriptions
in a peculiar
character re-

cently recov-
ered and elu-

cidated. The
Lycians seem to

have exerted
considerable In-

fluence in early
days on the

Lycian Architecture.

Tomb now in the British Museum.

but four toes on the fore feet, instead of five as lychnites (lik-ni'tez), n. [L., < Gr. li<xvmf

in the rest of the Canidce, resembling the hy- X/'flor), Parian marble (seedef.),< /^voc,ali

cnas in this respect; the South African hunting- see lychnic : so called, according to a notion as-

dogs, hyena-dogs, or painted hyenas. L.pictus cribed by Pliny to Varro, because it was quar-
or reiintiritx\* a tievee animal as large as amastilt. with oval ried I Underground) DJ lamplight .

)
l':il'l:ill

liusliy tail, and long limbs, and spotted with marble : so called by Pliny. What rock or mineral
k, and yellow in an Irregular manner. It hunts wag rea]]y meant by Pliiiy is not known, and there havewhite, black

its prey in packs.

Lycaste (li-kas'te), n. [NL. (Lindley, 1843),
< Lycaste, < Gr. Atwdor//, a fern, name.] A

been various theories in regard to It. Some think that

selenite was the mineral Intended ; others that the name
had reference to the brilliancy of the marble.

geniis of orchidaceous plants of the tribe Van- Lychnophora (lik-nof 'o-ra), n. [NL. (Martius,

(ten; and the subtribe Cyrtnpodic(t. It is char- 1822), < Gr. ttjpofi a lamp, + <jx>p6c, bearing.]
acterized by having erect, partially spreading sepals, and A genus of Brazilian shrubs belonging to the
the lateral lobes of the

lip
broad or sickle-shaped, attached or^er Composite and the tribe Vernoniacece, and

to the base or apex of the claw, the middle one small or , . .

i-trilin I vrhnnnlinrrrr chnraoter-
elongated. often ciliate. The column is rather long, and type ol tlie subtribe Lycnnoplioi CK, cnara

ized by having the heads aggregated into com-

pound terminal clusters on a common fleshy

receptacle, and the pappus with two rows of

chaff, the outer short and persistent, the inner

narrow, partially twisted, and caducous. The
genus contains 17 species of branching shrubs, with a

resinous wood, and alternate entire leaves with revolute

margins, the glomerule of heads sessile at the tips of

the stalks of the pollen-masses are long and linear. They
are epiphytes with the short few-leafed stems sheathing
at the base, forming a fleshy pseudobulb from which rise

the erect scapes, bearing one, rarely two or three, large
and showy flowers. There are about 25 species, natives of

tropical America, and ranging from Peru to Mexico and
the West Indies; many are very beautiful, and are com-
mon in cultivation.

lyceum (li-so'um), n. [= F. lynfe = Sp. Kceo
= Pg. lyeco = It. licco, < L. lycfum, lycium, < Gr.

Ar/CEiOV,

boring
of Apoll , . .

wolf
;
or as the '

Lycian god,' < Ateof , Lycian,
< Aiw/n, Lycia ; or as the '

god of
light;'

< *?.i'/o?,

light ;
cf. Ara/ciS?, light, white, L. lux, light : see

Hi/lit
1
.] 1. [</>.] An ancient public gymna-

sium with covered walks outside of Athens,
near the river Ilissus, whoro Aristotle taught

tho branches.

the tribe Vernoniacece, characterized by having
the one- or few-flowered heads aggregated to

form a dense cluster, and the pappus chaffy,
either single or double, or rnrely bristly. It In-

cludes 11 genera, of which the type is Lyrhnnphora, and
58 species, 42 of which are confined to Brazil, and the ma-

jority of the others to tropical America.

philosophy ; hence, the Peripatetic school of lychnoscope (lik'no-skop), n. [< Gr. %i>xvos, a

philosophy. See Aristotelian. 2. A school lamp, a liglit, + onoirfiv, view.] In flrcA.,asmall
inner education preparatory to a univer- opening like a window, usually placed in

^thefor hig
sity course. Compare college, 2 (/).

There are two liicemns for boys and girls, a realschnle, a

military school for cadets, :i theological seminary, and two
girls' colleges. Knryc. Brit., XIX 410.

3. A house or an apartment appropriated to in-

struction by lectures or disquisitions. 4. An
association for literary improvement,

lycht, lycheH, " Variants of

south chancel-wall of a church, and lower than
the other windows, for what purpose is not

strictly known. Also called low side window.
dirilt. "This is generally a small window in a church

underalargerone. . . . The term itself is (like hagioscope)
only of this (19th) century, and may have been coined on
the erroneous idea that the windows were constructed
that lepers (or anchorets) might behold the altar lights.
On the other hand, that idea may be correct. Another

lyche-t.rt -and <idr. An obsolete assibilated form theory is that of a confessional." If. and Q., 6th ser., IX.

lych-gate (lich-gat),' . An archaic spelling of Lycian (lis'i-an), and n. [< L. Lycia, < Gr.

r.L ,,i,, AvKm,Lvcia(Ai'of,L.iyciHS,Lycian, pi. Aiucux,m n-ip<i K . __'.^._^.' "--.". '^^ '.

lychnapsia (lik-nap'si-ii), n. [< Gr. M^va^iid,

lamplif.'litiiifr, <.'/* \vairni<;, a lamplighter, < M<%-
a lamp, + uxretv, touch.] In the (*r. Cli.,

L. Lycii, the Lycians) (see def.), + -an.J I. a. Of
or pertaining to Lycia, a mountainous district in

southwestern Asia Minor, projecting into the
Mediterranean sea, and inhabited in ancient
times by a distinct race. See II Lycian archi-
tecture, "the ancient architecture characteristic of Lycia,

preserved especially in abundant series of rock-cut tombs,
in which the iissemblageof a system of construction in wood
is closely reproduced in stone. Quadrangular obelisks, such

r . -, ., , . asthrlu'irp)-tomb of .\anthos, also alionnd. as well as stone
(Ilk nik),. [< LUr. /'

( ivM,r. the Inneot garcoi>liaK i, in which, as in tlie examples first mentioned,

lamplighting,( Gr. / r^voc, lamp : see//;/?!/
1
.] In carpenters' work is faithfully copied. Later examples pre-

i'0f,

a series of seven prayers for pardon and pro-
tection during the night, forming part of the

office called li/i-lniic.

The Priest, standing before Ihc Imly doors, saith the

hifliiuiima. J -W. Xeak, Eastern Church, I. 896.

Greeks, especially through their worship of Apollo. In-

teresting monuments of their architecture ana sculpture
have been brought together in European museums, no-

tably in the British Museum. Some sculptures found In

Lycia vie in refinement with the riper archaic art of At-

tica. See harpy monument, under harpy.

Lycinae (li-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Lycus + -two-.]

A subfamily of Lampyrida; having the middle
COXBB distant and no epipleune, typified by tho

genus Lycus.
Lycium (lis'i-um), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 1737),

neut. of L. Lycius, Lycian.] A genus of sola-

naceous plants of the tribe Atroneat, charac-

terized by a 3- to 5-toothed or -lobed calyx,
a funnel-shaped, campanulate, or urn-shaped
corolla, stamens which are either exserted or

included, and a slightly juicy and usually few-
seeded berry. They are shrubs, often spine-bearing
at the nodes, with entire leaves, the latter usually small ;

and they bear white, purple, rose-colored, sometimes scar-

let or yellowish flowers, solitary in the axils or rarely
fascicled. About 70 species have been described, but this

number may bemuch reduced ; they are found throughout
warm and temperate regions, and many are cultivated.

The common name of plants of the genus is box-thnrn,

applying especially to L. barbantm, a plant with lilac

flowers and scarlet or orange berries, well adapted for

training on walls or trellises. The leaves of this plant
having been recommended for use as tea, it receives also

the names Barbary tea-plant and Duke of Argyll's lea-tree.

L. A/rum, the African tea-tree, is a spiny species with
violet flowers. L. vulgare of the Mediterranean region,

slightly thorny with lithe branches, and having green-

purple flowers and bright-red berries, is the matrimony-
vine, often cultivated, and sometimes becoming wild In

America. /.- Etiropantm is sometimes utilized for hedges,
as may be also other species.

Lycodes (li-ko'dez), n. [NL. (Reinhardt. 1838),
<T Gr. /.tiKuf^f, wolfish, < >,i'jcof, a wolf, T fMof,

form.] The typical genus of Lycodidar, with
numerous species, of northern seas, as L. vahli

of the North Atlantic. They are among various
fishes known as eel-pouts.

lycodid (li-ko'did), n. and a. I. n. A fish of

the family Lycodidir.
H. a. Relating or belonging to the Lycodida-;

lycodoid.
LycodidsD (li-kod'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Lycodes
+ -ida'.] A family of teleocephalous flshes,typ-
ified by the genus Lycodes ; the eel-pouts. They
are characterized by a 'more or less anguuliform shape,
tapering backward, elongated dorsal and anal fins con-
fluent with the caudal and invested with a thick skin, ven-
trals jugular and rudimentary or suppressed, and branchial

apertures lateral, not confluent. They inhabit arctic and
cold temperate seas, mostly at considerable depths. Some
of them, probably all, are viviparous, as Zoarces riviparvs.
The genera are about 6, the species SO. The family is also

called Zoarcidce.

lycodpid (li-ko'doid), a. and n. [< NL. Lycodes
+ -aid.] I. a. Pertaining to the Lycodid<e or

Lycodoidea, or having their characters.

H. n. A fish of thefamily Lycodidte or super-
family iMcodoidea.

Lycodoidea (15-ko-doi'de-ii), . pi. [NL. (Gill),

'Lycodes + -oidea.] The Lycodida; rated as a

superfamily.
Lycodon (li'ko-don), n. [NL.: see lycodont.]
The typical genus of Lycodontida; having the
anterior teeth of both jaws caniniform.

lycodont (15'ko-dont), a. and n. [< Gr. ?t'Ko*n>c

C/.VKOOOVT-), a canine tooth, lit. 'wolf-tooth,' <

Motor., wolf, + 6(5oif (ooovr-) = E. tooth.] I. a.

Having caniniform teeth, as a snake ; belong-
iugto the Lycodmitidti:

II. it. A snake of the family Lycodontida.



Lycopfrdon.

Lycodontidae

Lycodontidse (11-ko-don'ti-de), . pi. [NL., <

Lyeodon (Lycodont-) + -id<?.'\ In Giinther's sys-
tem of classification, a family of colubriform ser-

pents, typified by the genus Lyeodon. The body is

moderately thick ; the head is oblong, with a flat top and

generally a flattened and broadly rounded snout ; the ante-

rior teeth of both jaws are generally longest, and there are

no grooved teeth. It contains 14 genera, mostly of Africa

and the East Indies. Some of the commonest snakes of

India belong here. Also Lycodontince, as a subfamily of

Colubridce.

lycodontine (H-ko-don'tin), a. and n. [< li/co-

dont + -tne 1
.] Same as lyeodont.

Lycoperdacese (ll"ko-per-da'se-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Corda, 1842). < Li/coperdon + -acete.'] An or-

der of gasteromycetous fungi, typified by the

genus Lycoperdon.
Lycoperdon (li-ko-per'don), n. [NL., < Gr.

'/.iiKOf, a wolf, +
'

nepdeadai, break wind.] A
genus of gasteromycetous fungi, founded by
Tournefort in 1700, and typical of the order

Lycoperdaceas. It is characterized by having the glob-

ular, membranaceous peridium double, the outer part of

which breaks up into warts, spines,

etc., while the inner part is more or
less solid. The spores are globose,
short-caudate, and variously color-

ed. The species, ofwhich more than
100 are known, are very widely dis-

tributed, and sometimes are of very
large size. They are popularly
known as pu/balls. L. gemmatum,
the common puffball, acts mechan-
ically as a styptic, by means of its

brown spores. L. giganteum, the

giant puflball, when dry, stanches

slight wounds, and its smoke
stupefies bees. In a young state

it is edible. See basidium, cut,

flg. c. Lycoperdon nuts, the
herbalists' name under which cer-

tain subterranean fungi of the

genus Elaphomyces were formerly known and sold.

Lycopersicum (li-ko-per'si-kum), n. [NL., <

Gr. *\vKmepain6v (as if < ?.w/cof ,
a wolf, + nepaiK6<;,

the peach: see peach 1
), a false reading of /li>-

Koirtpaiov, an Egyptian plant with a strong-

smelling yellow juice.] A genus of plants of the
natural order Solanacece and the tribe Solanece,.

It differs from Solanum, with which it is closely allied,

by having long, acuminate, connate anthers, opening on
the inside by a longitudinal fissure. They are unarmed
herbs with irregularly pinnate leaves, weak stems, five- or

rarely six-parted flowers, with a rotate corolla, and growing
in few-flowered cymes. The fruit is a fleshy globose or pear-
shaped berry, usually red or yellow, and with numerous
seeds embedded in the pulp. There are three or four species,
natives of South America, but now widely cultivated and
to some extent naturalized elsewhere. The most impor-
tant is L. etsculentum, the common tomato, formerly called

love-apple, which has been very much modified by culture.
Its fruit, naturally of two or three cells, is often much com-
plicated by a consolidation of blossoms. See tomato.

lycopod (li'ko-pod), n. [< NL. Lycopodium,
q. v.] A plant of the natural order Lycopodi-
aceie.

lycopode (H'ko-ppd), n. [< NL. Lycopodium,
q. v.] A highly inflammable yellow powder
made up of the spores of species of Lycopodium,
especially L. clavatum and L. Selago; vegetable
brimstone.

Lycopodiaceas (li-ko-p6-di-a'se-e),n.j3Z. [NL.
(A. P. de Candolle, 1815), < Lycopodium +
-acece.] An order of cryptogamous plants, be-

longing to the class Lycopodinece, and typified
by the genus Lycopodium. The order includes the

homosporous Lycopodiaceae, which produce spores of only
one kind (subdivided into the Lycopodiece with the genus
Lycopodium and the Phyttoglossete with the genus Phyl-
loglosgum), and the heterosporous Lycopodiaceas, which
produce spores of two kinds. The latter subdivision,
which is typified by the genus Lepidodendron, is found
only in a fossil state.

lycopodiaceous (13-ko-p6-di-a'shius), a. [< NL.
Lycopodiace((E) + -os.] Belonging to or re-

sembling the Lycopodiacece.
Lycopodieae (li'ko-po-di'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Goebel (1), 1882), < Lycopodium + -ece.'] A sub-
order of Lycopodiacere, containing the genus
Lycopodium.
Lycopodineae (li

//

ko-po-din'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Swartz, 1806), < Lycopodium + -inete.'] A class
of eryptogamous plants, including the orders

Lycopodiaceae, Psilotacew, and Ligulatece.

lycopodite (U-kop'o-dlt), . [< NL. Lycopo-
dium, q. v., + -te2.] A fossil plant of the ge-
nus Lycopodium.
Lycopodium (li-ko-po'di-um), . [NL., so
named from the appearance of the roots

; < Gr.

Avuof, a wolf, + mvf (m><!-) = E./oof.] A genus
of vascular cryptogamous plants, the type of
the order Lycopodiaceai. They are low plants, usual-

ly of moss-like aspect, with evergreen, one-nerved leaves
arranged in one to sixteen ranks. The sporangia are cori-

aceous, reniform, compressed, one-celled, dehiscing trans-

versely, situated in the axils of unaltered leaves or in ter-
minal bracteate spikes. Thesporesarecopiousandminute,
with three lines radiating from the apex. Thegenus is very

3552

widely distributed, and contains 94 species, of which 12

are found in North America. L. dendroideum is the well-

known ground-pine ; L. clavatum is the common club-

moss, or running pine, which is extensively employed in

decorations. This species has also been called slag's-horn,

Imk's-harn, fox'i-

claws, foxtail,
etc. L. Sclago is

sometimes called

fir-moss, foxfeet,
and tree-moss.

Many fossil spe-
cies have been

found, those oc-

curring in the Pa-
leozoic strata be-

ing preferably
called lycopodites.

Lycopsis (U-

kop sis), n.

[NL., < L. ly-

copsis, < Gr. Ai>-

KOTfiii;, the bu-

gloss, a plant
like the alka-

net, < Ai'Kof, a

wolf, +
6-<l>if,

appearance.]
A genus of

boragiuaceous
plants, of the
tribe Boragew,
distinguished
by having the
corolla - tube
curved instead
of straight.
They are annual
hairy or bristly
herbs, with alter-

nate leaves, five-

parted flowers.

lyed

the species of which are mainly African, although two are

found in North America, and a few in the East Indies and
Australia.

2 A genus of butterflies. Siibner, 1816.

Lyda (li'da), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1804), < Gr.

Avdof, a Lydian : see Lydian.] A genus of saw-

flies of the hymenopterous family Tentliredinidce,

and typical of the subfamily Lydmai, having the

(V)
Lyda Hevadensis. (Twice natural size.)

fore wings with two marginal cells and the long
antennre setaceous in both sexes. The group is

large and wide-spread, with 30 European and
over 50 North American species.

Lydella (li-del'a), n. [NL. ,
dim. of Lyda, q. v.]

A genus of tachina-flies, of the family Tachi-

nidce, founded by Robineau-Desvoidy in 1830.
L. dorypfwrcB, the only American species, has been placed
in the genus Exorista. It is parasitic upon the Colorado

Lycopodium dendroideum.

a, part of the spike, showing the sporangia
in the axils of the scale-like leaves, seen from
within ; b, spore, highly magnified.

with five scales in the throat of the corolla, and fruit of

four ovoid, erect nutlets. The flowers are small, violet or

blue, and grow in terminal, leafy-bracted, scorpioid ra-

cemes. Three or four species are known, natives of Eu-

rope, northern Africa, and central and western Asia. One
species, L. arvenm, the small bugloss, is a common weed
in cultivated sandy fields in Europe, and is now estab-

lished from Canada to Virginia in North America.

LycopUS (H'ko-pus), w. [NL. (Tournefort, 1700),
so named from the appearance of the leaves;
< Gr. Ai'Kof, wolf, + iroijf = E. foot.~] A genus
of labiate plants of the tribe Satureineat and
the subtribe Menthoidea;. It is characterized by a
four- or nve-toothed calyx, a corolla-limb with four di-

visions, the two anterior stamens perfect with the cells of

the anthers at length diverging, and the nutlets sharply
angled, and truncate at the apex. They are small herbs,

growing in marshy places, with sharply toothed leaves,
and small flowers in dense axillary whorls. About 10

species have been enumerated, but some of these are

probably only varieties ; they are found in North America
and in the temperate regions of the Old World. L, Vir-

ginicw is a common American species with some medi-
cinal properties, called bugleweed. L. sinuatus, another
common American species, was formerly identified with
L. JHuroposus, the water-hoarhound or gipsy-herb (gipsy-
wort), which is the ordinary European species, sometimes
furnishing a substitute for quinine.

Lycornis (ll-kor'nis), n. [NL., < Gr. /Iw/ccjf, a wolf,
+ fyv<c, a bird.] A genus of South American
coots of the

family Rallidce

and subfamily
Fulicince, hav-

ing the head ca-
runculate. Bo-

naparte, 1854.

Also spelled Li-

cornis.

Lycosa (li-ko'-

sa), n. [NL., <

G"r. AVKOS, a kind of spider, lit. wolf: see Ly-
c<Ea.] The typical genus of Lycosidce. L.

piratiea is an example. L. tarantula, or Taran-
tula apulm, is the well-known tarantula of
southern Europe.
Lycosidse (li-kos'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lycosa +
-idee.] A family of citigrade hunting-spiders;
the wolf-spiders or tarantulas. They are active

predatory spiders, capturing their prey by chasing, and
spinning no web. The legs are long, especially the hinder
pair,and the cephalothorax is narrowed in front ;

the ocelli
are usually in three rows ; the spinnerets are three pairs :

the falces are vertical. The leading genera are Lycosa and
Dolomedes.

lycotropal (li-kot'ro-pal), a. [< Gr hums, a
wolf, T TpoTrof, a turning: see trope.] In bot.,
curved downward like a horseshoe : applied to
an orthotropal ovule.

Lycus (li'kus), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1787), < Gr.

/lii/cof, a wolf.] 1. A genus of beetles of the

family Malacodermida, having the head pro-
longed like a rostrum with the antennse at its

base, and the final joints of the antennre as

long as the preceding ones. It is a large genus,

Horned Coot (Lycornis cornuta).

Lydella doryphora. (Cross shows natural size.)

potato-beetle, and is probably more effectual than any
other insect in checking this pest in Missouri. It resem-
bles the common house-fly, but is distinguished by its

brilliant silvery-white face. ftiiey.lstRep. Ins. Mo., p. 111.

lydent, " A Middle English form of leden.

Lydian (lid'i-an), a. and n. [< L. Lydia, < Gr.

ADOKZ, < Aodof, a Lydian.] I. a. Of or pertain-
ing to Lydia, an ancient country of Asia Minor,
bordering on the J5gean sea, or to its inhabi-
tants : as, the Lydian empire (including under
Croesus, its last king, famous for his wealth, a

large part of Asia Minor); Lydian coins; Ly-
dian luxury.

And ever, against eating cares,

Lap me in soft Lydian airs.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 136.

Lydian mode. See made*. Lydian stone, the name
given by ancient authors to the touchstone. It occurs as

early as the time of Bacchylides (about 470 B. c.). The
use of the Lydian stone for testing the quality of gold is

minutely described by Theophrastus, and is also noticed at
some length by Pliny.

II. n. An inhabitant of ancient Lydia.
M, " i- An obsolete spelling of lie1 .

lyeat, v. and n. An obsolete spelling of lie.

lye3 (11), n. [Formerly also lie, ley; < ME. ley,
< AS. lean = MD. looghe, D. loog = MLG. LG.
loge = OHG. Jouga, lauga, MHG. louge, G. lauge,

lye; prob. akin to Icel. hiug, a warm bath,
hence also a hot spring (much used in comp.,
e. g. lavgar-dag (= Sw. lordag = Dan. loverdag,
Saturday), 'bath-day,' i. e. Saturday, the day
appropriated by the Scandinavians to that

exercise; laugar-aptan, laugar-natt, Saturday
evening,Saturday night, etc.).] Water impreg-
nated with alkaline salt imbibed from the ashes
of wood by the process of leaching; also, some
solution of an alkali, as potash, which is itself

the product of leached lye concreted by evap-
oration. Crude lye is used in making some coarse kinds
of soap, for cleaning certain things, as inked printing-types
and -rollers (though for these benzine is now more com-
mon), and for various other purposes. In dilution it is

used in a preparation of maize called hulled corn (which
see, under hull, v. t.) and also lyed corn.

Iye4 t, n. A variant of to?/
8

.

lyeB
t,

11. Aii obsolete variant of lee5 .

lyed (lid), a. [< lycS + -c(P.~] Treated or pre-
pared with lye.



lyed

The air is to he carefully excluded from the surface of
fruits left standing alter baring been cither lyrd or washed.

Sri. . I, ,ir,:, V s., |,l \. :i;,r,.

Lyencephala (li-en-sef a-ljj),
. ;//. [NL., ir-

I'l-g. < Or. Ttitrtv, loose, 4- fymtftfiot, brain: sec
< at -i

/ilni/iiit.] In (> wen's classification, t ho low-
est of four subclasses of Miiiiniiiiliii, including
the marsupials and monod-cmes. ur /liili-l/ilim

and OriiitliiiitHpliiii ; the iii]])liicciital inainmals.
The naiiH- irnlir:ites tin; loose or slight connection of the
right and luft hemispheres of tlie cerebrum, in consequence
of the small size, if not the absence, of the main commissure
or corpus calloBtim. It is correlated with Li.-xenccplialit,

Gyreiiccphala, and Archtnccphala.

lyencephalous (15-on-sof a-lus), a. [As Lyen-
crphala +-(111.1.] Pertain ing to the Lyencephala,
or having their characters.

lyerman, . Sec ////<;.
lyest, >'

/''. A Middle English variant of lees.

See lee6 . Chaucer.

lyft, lyflyt, etc. Middle English forms of lij'r,

lively, etc.

lyftt. A Middle English form of lifti, lifft,

?</< i.

Lygaeidse (H-je'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Lyg&us +
-iil/i'.] A family of heteropterous insects, typi-
fied by the genus Lygceus, belonging to the tribe
of land-bugs, or GencorfS. The (tenera are many,
mostly tropical or subtropical, and the family is usually
divided into 9 subfamilies. These hugs are small or of
moderate size, with 3-joiuted tarsi and 4-jolnted antenna;.

Lygaeus (11-je'us), w. [NL., < Gr. Ivyalos, shad-

owy, gloomy, <

Xi'yj?, twilight.]
The typical ge-
nus of Lyg(E-
id(e, founded by
Fabrici us in

1794. It is char-
acterized by a coni-
cal head with pro-
jecting eyes in con-
tact with the pro-
thorax ; between
the eyes Is a

pair
of

ocelli. Species are

numerous, and are

widely distributed
in temperate and
tropical countries,
especially in South
America. L. /<wi-
atus is a common one, red, banded and dotted with black.
/-, equextris, L. saxatilti, and L. familiaris inhabit Europe.

Lygodiaceae (11-go-di-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Presl, 1845), < Lygodium + -acetc.] A former
order of ferns including the genera Lygodium
and Hydrtylosattm, the latter of which is now in-
cludedunder Lygodium also. Lyijodium is placed
by Hooker in the suborder Schizceacete.

Lygodieae (ll-go-di'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bron-
guiart, 1843), < Lygodium + -eee.'] A former
tribe of ferns, typified by the genus Lygo-
il i n ni.

Lygodium (li-go'di-um), . [NL. (Swartz, 1801),
\ Gr. hry&StKi like a willow twig, < Xfcyof,

a wil-
low twig, withy, + tidof, form.] A widely dif-

fused genus of ferns with climbing stipes. The
spore-cases are ovoid, solitary or occasionally in pain, in
the axils of large imbricated scale-like indusia. The fully
developed barren fronds are either palmate or pinnate. Of
the 10 species known, only one, L. palmatum, the climbing
fern, is a native of North America, being found from Mas-
sachusetts south to Florida. It has flexible, twining stipes,
from 1 to 3 feet long, and short alternate 2-forked branches
or petioles, each fork bearing a round-cordate palmately
4- to 7 -lobed pinnule. Eighteen fossil species have beeu
described, ranging from the Cretaceous to the Miocene.
They are common in the Tertiary deposits of western
America.

Lygosoma (li-go-so'ma), w. [NL., < Gr. Atj-of,
a withy, + au/ia, body.] A genus of scincoid
lizards.

ijra,,
(Twice natural size.)

. _ . i'ing), 11. [Verbal u. of lie*-, t>.] A place
where one lies.

The place for the bodye to be interred wche was de-
vised over againstc the lyeing of Q Kathorine on the
right side of the Quyre.
1886 Register book of Peterborough Cathedral. (N. and Q.,

[7th ser., IV. 121.)

lying
1
(li'ing), /i. . [Ppr.of Kri,r.] Beingpros-

trate. Bee MM Lying panel. See panel. Lying
tot, adjacent to.

Neither bee there wanting woods heere . . . and parkes.;
for many there are lying to Noblemen's and gentlemen's
houses replenished with game.

Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 469. (Danes.)

lying- (li'ing), H. [Verbal n. of lie*, .] False-
hood ; untrutlifulness.

lying- (li'ing), p. it. [Ppr. of e2, .] Menda-
cious; false; deceptive: as. a lying rumor.

What was it'.' A lying trick of the brain !

lying-down (.U'ing-doun'). . Stum, as li/inij-ii,.

B5M
lying-in (li'ing-in'), . and a. [Verbal n. of

lit- in: nee lie 1
, r.] I. n. Confinement in child-

bed.

II. a. Pertaining to childbirth; obstetrical:

as, n li/ing-iii hospital.

lyingly (ll'iug-h), adi\ In a lying manner;
falsely; by telling lies.

lying-to (li'iug-t(i'), n. See in lie in, underlie 1
.

lyket. A Middle English form of Me 1
, likt--.

lykwaket, See ni;< /, < .

Lyle gun. See </'"''-

lylliet. a. An obsolete form of My.
lym't, . An obsolete form of limb1

.

lym'-'t, See lime*.

lymailt, See li/mul.

lymbot, " An obsolete spelling of limbo.

lyme't, H. An obsolete spelling of lime1
.

lyme'-t, See limi~>.

lyme-grass (lim'gras), n. [< lyme (f obs. spel-

ling of iimei no obvious application) + grass.'}
A coarse grass of the genus Elymug, belonging
to the tribe Hordcece, having the inflorescence in

simple spikes, very rarely branched, the spike-
lets two or three together, and the glumes two,
both on the same side of the spikelet, without
awns, inclosing from one to seven florets. The
species have an extensive geographical range ; nearly all

are inhabitants of the temperate zones.

Lymexylon (H-inek'si-lon), n. [NL., < Gr. Muri,

maltreatment, ruin, + {'itov, wood.] The typi-
cal genus of Lyincjcylonida;, having five abdomi-
nal segments and entire elytra. The species make
cylindrical borings in oak, and /,. navale is notorious for
the injury it thus causes to ship-timber. Also written /.</

mexyluin, and improperly Limexylon.

Lymexylonidse (li-mek-si-lon'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
(Lymexylon, + -irf<e.] A small but important
family of pentamerous Coleoptera, of the series
Clavicornia. It is characterized by serrate 11-jointed
antenna; inserted on the sides of the deflexed and poste-
riorly narrowed head, slender legs with contiguous coxic

(except in Atractocerwf), prominent ungrooved hind coxte,

prominent conical front coxte without trochanter, and the
first ventral segment not elongated. Also Lymexylidce.

lymitert, lymitourt, n. Obsolete forms of lim-
itei:

Lymnsea, Lymnea, . See Limtuea.

lymnite, n. See limnite, 1.

Lymno-. Forwords beginning thus, see Limno-.

lymph (limf), n. [= F. lymphs = Pg. lympha =
Sp.lt. 7in/a,< L. lympha, clear water, a fountain
(NL. lymph), also personified, Lympha, a rural

deity; a poet, word (so spelled appar. as associ-

ated, erroneously, with nympha, < Gr.
vi>/t<j>7!, a

nymph, esp. a water-nymph, poet, also water,
OL. lumphia, a water-nymph), OL. Lumpha,
orig. "lunipa (f) = Oscan dium pa, connected
with limpidtts, clear, limpid: see limpid.'] 1.

Pure, clear water, or any fluid similarly trans-

parent. [Poetical.]
A fountain bubbled up, whose lymph serene

Nothing of earthy mixture might distain. Trench.

2. Inphysiol. ,
a fluid in animal bodies, contained

in certain vessels called lymphatics. Lymph is.

like the blood, an alkaline fluid, consisting of a plasma
and corpuscles, and coagulates by the formation of fibrin.

The lymph differs from the blood in its corpuscles being of
the colorless kind, and in the very small proportion of its

solid constituents, which amount to only about 5 per cent,
of its weight. Lymph may, in fact, be regarded as blood
minus i t.s red corpuscles and diluted with water so as to be
somewhat less dense than the serum of blood, which con-
tains about 8 per cent, of solid matter. Humanized
lymph, vaccine lymph taken from a human being : op-
posed to bovine lymph, its original source. Vaccine
lymph, the matter collected in a cowpox vesicle. When
transferred either from the cow or a person having the dis-

ease from being vaccinated, it produces the same disease
in others, and gives comparative immunity from smallpox,

lymphad (lim'fad), H. [Prob. a corruption of
Gael, longj'hada, a galley, < long, a ship, + fada,
long.] A galley with one mast and usually a
yard upon it. Representations of such a galley, with
three or more oars fixed in place for rowing, are common
in Scotch heraldry. [Scotch.]
"Our loch ne'er saw the Cawmil lymphads," said the

bigger Highlander. . . . "She doesna value a Cawmil mair
aa a Cowan.

"

Scott, Bob Roy, xxix.

lymphadenitis (lim-fad-e-ni'tis), a. [NL., <

I'/iii/ilin, lymph, 4- Gr. adqv, a gland, + -itts.] In-
flammation of a lymphatic gland.
lymphadenoid (lim-fad'e-noid). a. [< NL. lym-

1'lin, lymph, -I- Gr. aff/v, a gland, + fMof, form.]
Resembling or pertaining to a lymphatic gland :

lymphadenoma (lim-fad-e-no'ma), n.
; pi. lym-

phadcnomnta (-ma-ta). [NL., < lympha, lymph,
+ Gr. a&tjv, a gland, + -oma.] 1. A hyperplas-
tic lymphatic gland. 2. Hodgkin's disease;
pseudo-lcucocytliciiiia. 3. Lymphosarcoma.
lymphadenomatous (lim-t'adA>-nou>'a-tus), a.

(X NL. lympha, lymph, + (Jr. ui!r/i', u gland +

lymphatic

-oma (<{. iiilniiiHin); as h/iii/iliadetionm(t-) +
-oiw,] Of, pertaining to, or cliunieteri/.ed liy

lymphadeiioina.
Lymphadenomabnu glands may be hard, and scrofulous

ones soft, but the converse is usually f'.mi.l.

Lancet, No. 3448, p. 683.

lymphaeduct (lim'fe-dukt), . [< XL. /////,/'.

gen. of lympha, lymph, + L. ductus,conveyance,
pipe, canal: see duct, and cf. aqueduct."] A lym-
phatic vessel or duct. Also /i/iii/ilnnluet.

lymphaemia (lim-fe'mi-ft), n. [NL., < lympha,
lymph, + Gr. a'iua, blood.] In ptwkeL, lym-
phatic leucaemia.

lymphangeitis (lim-fan-je-i'tis), n. Same as

l>tmi>li(t>ii/itui.

lymphangiectasis (lim-fan-ji-ek'ta-sis), .

[NL., < lympha, lymph, + Gr. ayyciav, a vessel,
+ luTaoic, extension, dilatation.] Dilatation
of the lymphatic vessels. Also lymphangiec-
tasia.

lymphangiectatic (lim-fan"ji-ek-tat'ik), a. [<

lymphangiectasis (-at-) + -ic.] Pertaining to

lymphangiectasis.
lymphangioitis (lim-fan"ji-o-i'tis), n. Same as

lymphangitis.
lymphangioma (lim-fan-ji-6'mS), .; pi. lyia-

phangiomuta (-ma-ta). [NL., < lympha, lymph,
+ Gr. ayyciov, a vessel, + -oma.'] A tumor com-
posed of lymphatic vessels.

lymphangitis (lim-fan-ji'tis), n. [NL.. < lym-

pha, lymph, + Gr. ayjelov, a vessel, + -irts.]

Inflammation of the lymphatic vessels,

lymphatet (lim'fat), a. [< L. tymphatus, pp. of

lymphare, drive out of one's senses, distract with

fear, craze, < lympha, water: see lymph. The
connection is uncertain; prob. with ref. to wa-

ter-nymphs.] Frightened into madness; rav-

ing,

lymphatedt (lim'fa-ted), a. [< lymphate + -ed?.]
Same as lymphate.
lymphatic 1

(lim-fat'ik), a. and n. [= F. lym-
phatique = Sp. linfdtico = Pg.
lympha tico = It. linfatico, <

NL. lyniphaticus, pertaining to

lymph. < lympha, lymph: see

lymph.'] I. a. 1. Containing,
conveying, or pertaining in any
way to lymph or

chyle: as, a lym-
phatic vessel; a
lymphatic gland.

2. Dull; slug-
gish ;

slow in

thought or ac-

tion, as if from
an excess of

lymph in the

body.- Lymphat-
ic cachexy, tiodg-
kin'sdisease. Lym-
phatic cavity.
Same as lymph-siniu.
Lymphatic gan-

glion. Same as7(/m-
phatif ffla nd. Lym-
phatic gland, one
of the glandular bod-

ies, formed mainly
of lymphoid tissue,

occurring in the
course of the lym-

Lymphatics of phatic ducts. They
Front of Right Ami. have no proper ducts
f. f, e, three lym- conveying away a

eanSia as'lhev aie ^cretion, and their

somenme's called. function is proba-
bly hematopoietic.

Lymphatic heart. Same as lymph-heart. Lymphat-
ic temperament. See temperament. Lymphatic ves-
sel. See II.

II. n. A vessel which conveys lymph. The lym-
phatics are small transparent vessels arls'ing in the various

tissues, provided with valves like the veins, and running
toward the heart. They are occasionally interrupted by
lymphatic glands, and convey the leakage from the blood-
vascular system and
the waste of the tis-

sues back into the
venous system. The
place of discharge for

the drainage of the

rightsideofthehead,
right arm, and adjacent regions of the trunk is at the junc-
tion of the right subclavian and right jugular veins, while
the lymph from all the rest of the body through the tho-
racic duct pours into the blood at the corresponding place
on the left side. That part of the lymphatic system which
runs from the intestine takes up some of the product* of
digestion, and the vessels are here called lacttali.

lymphatic-t, and . [< L. lymphaticm, dis-

tracted, frenzied, < lymphatits, pp. of lymphare,
distracted: see lymphate.'] I. a. Making or be-

ing distracted or frantic.

Horace either is or feigns himself lymphatidc, and shews
what an effect the vision of the Nymphs and Bacchus had
on him. Shaflrstniry. Enthusiasm, i 6.

Lymphatics of
Leg. G, lymphatic
glands : / , lym-
phatic vessels.



lymphatic

II. it. A mad enthusiast
;
a lunatic.

All nations have their lympfiaticks of some kind or an-

other. Stiaftesbury, Enthusiasm, 6.

lymph-cell (limf sol), . A leucocyte occur-

ring in lymph ; a lymph-corpuscle.
lymph-channel (limf'chan'el), . Any con-
duit for lymph Lymph-channel of a lymphatic
gland, the space left between the lymphoid tissue and
the capsule and trabeculte, which is traversed by retiform
connective tissue, and in which the lymph circulates. Also
called lymph-tinut.

lymph-corpuscle (limf'kor'pus-1), n. One of the

corpuscles of lymph ; a lymph-cell.
lymph-heart (limf'hart), . A lymphatic ves-

sel which is rhythmically contractile. Such ves-

sels are generally enlarged near their opening into veins,
where they acquire a muscular investment which enables
them to pulsate. They are chiefly developed in the lower
vertebrates. Also called lymphatic heart.

lymphoduct (lim'fo-dukt), . [< NL. lympha,
lymph, + L. duetus, a conveyance : see tymphce-
duct.] Same as tympJuBduct.
lymphography (lim-fog'ra-fi), n. [< NL. lym-
pha, lymph, + Gr. -ypa<pta, < ypAfetv. write.] A
description of the lymphatic vessels, their ori-

gin and uses.

lymphoid (lim'foid), a. [< lymph -ft -oid.] 1.

Having the character or nature of lymph ;
re-

sembling lymph ; lacteal. 2. Of or pertaining
to lymph. 3. Of the nature of lymphoid tis-

sue Lymphoid cells, rounded cells found in lymphoid
tissue and resembling white blood-corpuscles, except that
the nucleus is larger in comparison with the protoplasm.
Lymphoid cords, the rounded cords of lymphoid tissue

presenting themselves in the medullary portions of lym-
phatic glands. Lymphoid nodules, any nodules of lym-
phoid tissue, such as are found, for example, in many mu-
cous membranes. Lymphoid tissue, a tissue formed of

branching cells united into a network, the interstices of
which are filled with lymphoid cells. Such tissue forms
the greater part of the lymphatic glands and such allied

structures as the solitary and agminate glands of the in-

testine ; it envelops the smaller arteries of the spleen, and
forms the Malpighian corpuscles ; there are masses of it in

the tonsils; it forms the thymus in the infant; it occurs
extensively in a diffuse form throughout the mucous mem-
brane of the alimentary canal; and it presents itself in
serous membranes, on the bronchial mucous membrane,
and elsewhere.

lymphoitlal (lim-foi'dal), a. [< lymphoid +
-al.] Same as lympkoid.

lymphpma (lim-fo'ma), n.; pi. tymphomata
(-ma-ta). [NL., < lympha, lymph, + -oma.] A
hyperplastic mass of lymphoid tissue. The name
has been applied also to lymphosarcoma, and, as general
lymphoma, to Hodgkin's disease.

lymphomatons (lim-fom'a-tus), a. [< lympho-
ma(t-) + -oiui.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of a lymphoma.
lymphosarcoma (lim

//

fo-sar-ko'ma), n.; pi.

lymphosarcomata (-ma-ta). [NL.,
'

lympha,
lymph, + sarcoma, q'.' v."] A sarcoma which
in the combination of retiform cells with lym-
phoid cells presents the structure of a lym-
phatic gland.

lymphotomy (lim-fot'o-mi), n. [< lymph(atic)+ dr. Tofitj, a cutting.] Dissection of the lym-
phatics.

lymph-sac (limf'sak), . Same as lymph-sinus.
lymph-sinus (limf'si'ims), n. A large or di-
lated lymphatic vessel. Also called lymph-
sac and lymphatic cavity.

lymph-space (limf'spas), , Any cavity in the
tissues containing lymph.
lymph-Vessel (limf'ves"el), w. Any lymphatic
vessel.

lymphy (lim'fi), . [< lymph + -2/1.] Contain-
ing or like lymph.
lymptwiggt (limp'twig), n. A dialectal corrup-
tion of tmntfag. C. Swainson. [Prov. Eng.
(Exmoor).j

lynt, n. An obsolete spelling of line1
, Uifi.

lynaget, An obsolete variant of lineage.
lyncet (lins), . [< OF. lynce, < L. lynx, lynx:
see lynx.'] A lynx.
The sharp-eyed lynce.

Greene, Maiden's Dream (Prudence). (Dames.)

lyncean (lin-se'an), a. [< Gr. MyKeiof, pertain-
ing to a lynx, < 7f (/try*-), a lynx: see lynx.']
1. Pertaining to the lynx. 2. Lynx-eyed;
sharp-sighted. Lyncean Academy (It. Accaaemia
dei Lmcei, Academy of the Lyncei,.&!/ncet being the plural
of L. Lynceus: see lyncemti), an association for the pro-
motion of arts and sciences, existing in Rome from 1609 to
about 1632. It has since been revived, and is now called the
Reale Accademia dei Lincei.

lynceoust, a. [< Gr. /U7Ke<of, sharp-sighted, <

r/f (tap*-), lynx: see lynx.] Sharp-sighted;
lynx-eyed.
But yet, in the end, their secret driftes are laide open,

and
lincevf eyes, that see through stone walls, have made

a passage into the close coverture of their hypocrisie.
Ifathe, Pierce Penilesse (1692). (Halliwell.)
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Lynceus (lin-se'us), n. [NL., also Linceus: see

II/HCCOUX.] A name sometimes given to the con-

stellation Lynx.
lynch 1

,
n. See linch1 .

lyncha (linch), r. t. [<lynch(-law).] To punish

by lyneh-law; punish summarily, for a crime

or public offense of any kind, without authority
of law

; specifically, to punish with death in this

manner. See lynch-law.
The prison was burst open by the mob, and George waa

lynched, as he deserved. Emerson, English Traits, ix.

lynchet, >. See linchet.

lynch-law (linch'la), n. [Formerly also Tench's

law; orig. the kind of law administered by
Charles Lynch (1736-96), a Virginia planter

(afterward a colonel in the army of Gen.

Greene), who in the early part of the Revo-

lution, in conjunction with his neighbors, Rob-
ert Adams and Thomas Galloway, undertook
to protect society and support the revolution-

ary government in the region where he lived, on
the Staunton river, by punishing with stripes
or banishment such lawless or disaffected per-
sons as were accused. According to tradition,
Tories brought before this informal court were
often hung up by their thumbs until they cried,
"
Liberty forever!"; but the penalty of death was

never inflicted. Charles Lynch was in early
life a Quaker. The origin of the term is of-

ten erroneously ascribed to his brother, John

Lynch, the founder of Lynchburg in Virginia,
who remained a Quaker all his life. The notion
that the term originated in the action of a

mayor of Galway in Ireland, one James Fitz-

stephen Lynch, who is said to have executed
the law upon his own son by hanging him, in

1493, is erroneous.] The administration of sum-

mary punishment, especially death, for a crime
or public offense, without authority of law. It

implies lawless concert or action among a number of mem-
bers of the community, to supply the want of criminal

justice or to anticipate its delays, or to inflict a penalty de-

manded by public opinion, though in defiance of the laws.

Such is too often the administration of law on the fron-

tier, Lynch's law, as it is technically termed, in which the

plaintiff is apt to be witness, jury, judge, and executioner,
and the defendant convicted and punished on mere pre-
sumption.

Irving, Tour on the Prairies, p. 35, quoted in Bartlett's

[Americanisms.

lyncine (lin'sin), a. [< L. lynx (lync-), lynx, +
-ine1 .] Resembling a lynx; pertaining to the

genus Lynx; lyncean.
lyndt, lyndet. See lind.

lyndent, An obsolete form of linden.

lynet, An obsolete spelling of line 1 , line%.

Lyngbya (Hng'bi-a), . [NL. (Agardh, 1824),
named after Hans Christian Lyngbye (1782-
1837), a Danish botanist.] A large genus of algse,

typifying Kuetzing's family Lyngbyece, which is

ordinarily placed in the order Nostochinece. Some
of the species inhabit fresh running water, others stag-
nant, and a few salt water. They consist of delicate threads
or filaments, each provided with a distinct sheath, which
are simple and destitute of heterocysts. The spores are

unknown, and propagation takes place by means of hor-

mogones which slide out of the sheaths. There are 23
fresh-water American species, and about a dozen brackish
or salt-water species. Sometimes written Lyngbia.

Lyngbyeae (ling-bi'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Kuetzing,
1843), < Lyngbya + -ece.] A family of algee,

typified by the genus Lyngbya. The genus Lyng-
bya is placed by Thuret and Farlow in the suborder Xos-
tochinece (the Nematogenai of Cohn in part) ; by Wolle and
Bennett in the order or tribe Oscittariacece ; and by Cooke
in the family Lyngbyeae, which is made of equal rank with
the Nostvcece. Much confusion of terms prevails in the
classification of these plants.

lyngwortt (ling'wert), n. Same as lungwort.
lyntont, n. An obsolete variant of lintel.

lyntquhltet, An obsolete form of lintwhite.

lynx (lingks), . [Formerly also linx; < ME.
lynx = OF. lines, F. lynx = Sp. linee = Pg. lince,
lynce = It. lince, < L. lynx, < Gr. Mryf- (Any*-), a
lynx, = Lith. luszis = Sw. lo, a lynx, = (with
additional formative -s) Dan. los = AS. lox =
OS. lohs= D. losch = OHG. MHG. luhs, G. luchs,
a lynx ; prob. so called with ref . to its bright
eyes, < Gr. t/ ?.wc in t.vxvof, a lamp, teiiaae/v,

see, etc., L. -\/ luc, in lucere, shine, lux, light,
Teut. / luh, be light : see light

1
. FortheTeut.

forms, cf. the similar forms of fox.] 1. A
wild cat with a short tail, penciled ears, and
28 teeth, belonging to the family Felidce and ge-
nus Lynx, such as the caracal, the loup-cervier,
and others. There are a number of species, inhabit-
ing Europe, Asia, Africa, and North America. They are
of moderate size among Felidce, but considerably larger
than any house-cat, with a short body, a very short tail,
large and long limbs, usually bearded cheeks and tufted
ears, and spotted, marbled, or clouded coloration. Some
have been known from time immemorial, and famed for
their supposed sharp-sighteduess, which probably Is no

Lyperanthus

greater than that of other cats. The common European
lynx is L. lynx; L. cervaria, L. pardina, L. isabellina, etc.,

are other Old World species or varieties. The Persian

lynx is the caracal, L. caracal. (See cut under caracal.)
The common wildcat of North America is the bay lynx,
L. ntfus, which runs into several varieties. The Canada

Lynx

lynx, L. canadensis, is a larger, much more robust and
shaggy wildcat, resembling the lynx of northern Europe
or Siberia ; the general complexion is gray or hoary, with
clouded or obsolete spottings.

2. [cap.] A genus of Felida! lacking the front

upper premolar of the true cats
;
the lynxes.

The dental formula is : 3 incisors, 1 canine, 2 premofars, and
1 molar in each upper and lower half-jaw in all, 'a, teeth,
instead of SO as in Felis.

3. [cap.] A small northern constellation in-

troduced by Hevelius in 1690, the name being
chosen because the sharp-sightedness of a lynx
is required to distinguish any of its stars, it is

?
laced between the Great Bear an3 Auriga, north of the
wins. Its ten brightest stars are of the fifth magnitude.

lynx-eyed (lingks'id), . Having acute sight.

lyomer (li'o-mer), n. A fish of the order Lyo-
meri.

Lyomeri (li-om'e-ri), . pi. [NL., pi. of lyome-
rus: see lyomerous.] An order of ateleocepha-
lous fishes. They have rudimentary branchial arches

(none of which are modified as branchiostegal or pharyn-
geal) situated far behind the skull, deficient especially in

nasal and vomerine elements, and articulating with the
first vertebra by a basioccipital condyle alone ; only two
cephalic arches, both freely movable, an anterior denti-

gerous one, and a posterior suspensorial one, the latter

consisting of hyomaudibular and quadrate bones; no
opercular elements or maxillary bones

; an imperfect
scapular arch, limited to a single cartilaginous plate, re-

mote from the skull ; and separately ossified but imper-
fect vertebrae. Theorderincludesafew remarkable deep-
sea forms constituting the families Eurypharyngidce and
Saccopharyngidce.

lyomerous (li-om'e-rus), a. [< NL. lyornerus, <

Gr. f.vecv, loose, + "iiepof , part.] Loose-jointed ;

loosely put together; specifically, pertaining to
the Lyomeri, or having their characters.

lyon, n . An obsolete spelling of lion . Lyon court,
a court in Scotland which has jurisdiction in questions re-

garding coat-armor and precedency. It is presided over by
the lyon king-at-arms, who is virtually supreme in all mat-
ters of heraldry in Scotland. The name is derived from
the lion on the royal shield. Lyon dollar. See dollar.

Lyon king-at-arms. See hng-atarmt.

Lyonetia (li-o-net'i-a), n. [NL., named after
P. Lyonet (1707-89),"a Dutch naturalist.] The
typical genus of Lyonetida;. L. clerckella is an
example. Hubner, 1816.

LyonetidsB (li-o-net'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Stau-
dinger, 1871), < Lyor.etia + -idat.] A family of

microlepidopterous insects of the tineid series,

having erect hair on the hinder part of the head,
no ocelli or labial palpi, and the antennte long
and thin with broadened basal joint. They fly at

evening, and rest with the wings roof-shaped, the body
elevated in front, and the antenna laid back. The larvae
have 16 feet, and are either leaf-miners or live between
leaves spun together. The family contains about half a
dozen genera, of which Cemiostoma and Bucculatrix are
the most prominent.

lyonnaise (le-o-naz'), a. [F., fern, of Lyonnais:
see Lyonnese.]' Lyonnese :

specifically applied
in cookery to a style of serving potatoes, etc.,
with a sauce of butter, parsley, and sometimes
onions.

Lyonnese (li-o-neV or -neV), a. and n. [< F.

Lyonnais; < Lyon, Lyons.] I. a. Of or per-
taining to the city of Lyons in France, or its

inhabitants.

II. n. A native of Lyons.
Lyons blue. See blue.

Ljropomata (li-o-po'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

'/.veiv, loose, + Kafta, lid, cover.] An order of

Brachiopoda, one of two into which the class is

usually divided, the other being Arthropomata.
Formerly called Inarticulata.

lyopomatous (ll-o-pom'a-tus), a. [As Lyopo-
mata + -ons.] Hingeless, as the valves of
a brachiopod; ecardinal or inarticulate; spe-
cifically, pertaining to or having the characters
of the Lyopomuta.
Lyperanthus (li-pe-ran'thus), n. [NL. (R.
Brown, 1810), so called in allusion to the somber
appearance of the flowers

;
< Gr. /lun^pdf, pain-

ful, + avtios, a flower.] An Australian genus of
orchidaceous plants of the tribe NtOttietBBJld the
subtribe Diurideie, characterized by the poste-
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The Constellation Lyrj

Lyperanthus

rior sepal being broad and concave and the lat-

eral ones narrow, the claw of tho lip broad,

and the blade ovate orlaneeohite. reenrved, and

papillose, while Hie column is quite long and is

not winged. Knur or six sneries are known, terrestrial

herbs, usually with :l short rhizome. The Stm In the

auim usa HUIIIO-T "I" leaves, ami the lloweis

me lew ami meiiimii-si/eil, ^inwin^ in a brocted raceme.
The name *>w-o/-sodnw Is given to plants of this genus,

especially to the species L. uiyricatu, which Is common
In cultivation.

Lyperia (li-po'ri-il), ". L^
T
''- (Benthara, 1835),

so called in allusion to the dull color of the

flowers, and tho fact, that they are closed and
scentless during the day, and expanded and

fragrant at night; < Gr. 'f.mripAc., painful, < Miry,

j
>a i n . ] A genus of scrophulariaccous plants of

the tribe Mminlrir, characterized by a five-

parted calyx, a corolla-tube which is usually
slender at tho apex and gibbous or incurved
at the base, and four included stamens. They
are shrubs or woody herbs, with the lower leaves oppo-
site and the upper alternate, often clustered in the axils.

The flowers are axillary or in terminal spikes or racemes ;

when fresh, they are usually yellow or purple, but turn
black in drying. There are about 30 species, indigenous
to Africa and the Canary Islands. The flowers of L. crocea,
from the Cape of Good Hope, afford a fine orange dye and
have a medicinal use. They are known by the name of

African sa/ron.

Lyra (H'rji), H. [NL., < L. lyra, < Gr. Mpa, a

lyre, also a constellation so called: see tyre
1
.]

1. An ancient northern
.

|

'

"V'-Sj constellation, represent-

ing the lyre of Hermes
or of Orpheus. Also call-

ed the Harp. The brightest
starof this constellation is Vega
(a Lyrfe). It is the seventh in

order of brightness In the hea-
vens and the third brightest in

the northern hemisphere.being
half a magnitude brighter than
a standard star of the first mag-
nitude. It forms,with twosmall
stars near it, an equilateral
triangle, one of the most strik-

ing configurations of the sum-
mer sky. Vega, Arcturus, and
Polaris form a large triangle,
nearly right-angled at Vega.
2. [1. c.; pi. tyra (-re).]
In anat., a tract of the
brain beneath the corpus

callosum, on the under surface and between
the divergent posterior pillars of the fornix.
There the libers are so arranged as to present certain

longitudinal and transverse lines, fancifully likened to
the strings of a lyre. The lyra is merely the appearance
or formation of a surface, not a distinct part of the fornix.
It is also known as the pxaltcrium or corpus pgalloidet.

3. In ;<ii>l. : (a) A genus of fishes. WillugUy,
1686. (b) A genus of brachiopods. Cumber-

land, 1816. 4. [I. c.~\ See lira*.

lyraid (H'ra-id), H. [< Lyra + -i(P.] One of
the meteors sometimes observed about April
20th : so named because they appear to radiate
from the constellation Lyra,
lyrate (li'rat), a. [< NL. lyratus, < L. tyro, a

lyre: see tyre
1
.] Resembling a lyre ; having the

form or curves of a lyre ; lyre-shaped. In ormth.,
applied to the tail of the'lyre-bird, Memira mperba, and of
the blackcock, Tetran or LyntrttJt tetrix;
In entom.,to insects or parts which ap-
proach the form of a lyre or lyratts leaf.
- Lyrate leaf, a leaf of a plant divided

transversely into several lolKJs, which in-

crease in size toward a large terminal
one.

lyrated (H'ra-ted), a. Same as

lymtt .

lyrately (li'rat-li), adr. In the
form of a lyre ;

in a lyrate man-
ner. (;. lien Ilium, Notes on Com-
posita'.

lyra-way (li'ra-wa), n. The kind
of tablature in which lute-music,

was customarily written . See luli-

lature.

lyrawise (H'rU-wi/), adr. In the manner cus-

tomary for lute-music : applied to certain kinds
of tablature.

lyre
1

(lir), . [< F.
tyre

= Sp. It. lira = Pg.
li/ra, < L. lyra, < Gr. '/.vpa, a lyre, lute, also lyric

poetry and music,
the constellationLy-
ra, a sea-fish.] 1.
In iHiitiic: (tt) A
stringed instrument
of Egyptian origin,
which became the
national instrument
of ancient Greece. It

belonged essentially to
the harp family. It re-

Various Fonns of Lyres. Sembleu closely the eith-
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am, whieh was deri veil from Asia, and, like It. consisted of a
hollow boily, some! lines Iliaili -ola tortoi-e shell, from which
two branehini: horns pn'jerteil upward, carrying a cross-

j.ieee or yoke ;
the strings, whose

number \;ni"l tnnn three to ten

ormorc,hntwas most characteris-

tically seven, were stretched be-

tween the yoke and the body, a

bridge being provided on the lat-

ter for their attachment. The
instrument, held by the left arm,
sometimes resting on the knee,
was played with a plectrum in

the right hand, and also by the

fingers of the left hand. The
tuning of the strings was prob-
ably various, though doubtless
tetrachordal from very early
times. The strings of an eight-

stringed lyre were named hypatc,
the 'highest' string (probably
as the lyre was usually held),
which was the longest and gave
the lowest sound; parhypate, the F f

"

next string to hypate ; fichanos, puns. (Berhn Museum.)
the forefinger-string ; mege, the
middle string ; paramese, the next string to mese ; trite, the
third string (from the bottom); paranete, the next string
to nete ; and nete, the '

last
'

or ' lowest
'

string, which
was the shortest and gave the highest sound, i'rom
these terms came most of the names of tones in the vari-

ous Greek tonal systems. (SeekrtraeAorrf.) The lyre was
the instrument most used by the Greeks for accompanying
singing and recitation ; hence the terms lyric and lyrical.
It is doubtful whether It was used unaccompanied by the
voice.

To me in vain the bold Mseonlan lyre
Awakes the numbers fraught with living fire.

Falconer, Shipwreck, 1U.

(6) An element in the name of some instru-
ments of the viol. class, as the arm-tyre or lira

da braccio, and the knee-tyre or lira da gambit.
See lira2 , (c) A kind of metallic harmonica,
mounted on a lyre-shaped frame, occasionally
used in military music, (rf) A kind of rebec
used by the modern Greeks. See rebec. 2.

[cap.] A constellation. See Lyra, 1. 3. A
verse of the kind commonly used in lyric

poetry. 4. The Manx shearwater, Puffmun
anglorum. [Orkney and Shetland.] 5. A
grade of isinglass: a trade-name. jEollan lyre.
See JSottcml. Greek lyre. See def. 1 (a).

Iyre2t, An obsolete form of leer1 .

Iyre3
t, . See lire*.

lyre-bat (llr'bat), . A kind of \>a,t,Mcgailerma

lyra.

lyre-bird (lir'b^rd),
n. An Australian passerine

bird of the family ilenwidw and genus Menura.
There are two species, M. mperba and a. alberti. In both
of which the male has the beautiful and extraordinary ly-
rate tall shown in the figure. The tall Is raised and dis-

rate Leaf o!
iTl'a lyrata.

I.yre-bird (Mfttura superba).

played when the bird is courting, after the manner of the

peacock and the turkey. The plumage is somber, and the
bird would not be particularly noticeable were it not for
the unique structure of the tall. The body Is about as large
as that of the domestic hen, and the air of the bird is gal-
linaceous, though it is a member of the order Pasxereg. It

lives in the scrub, is shy and solitary, has its lurking-places
like grouse, nests on the ground, and is said to lay but one
egg. Also called lyretail and lyre-pheasant.

lyreman (lir'man), .; pi. li/rt'men (-men). A
cicada or harvest-fly; a homopterous insect of
the family t'icudidn; such as t'icailn tiliin ,i.

lyre-pheasant (Hi-'t'e/.'ann. . The lyre-bird.

lyretail (Hr'tall, . The lyre-bird.

lysigenetic

lyre-tailed (lir'taM;, c. Having a lyrate tail:

as, the lii,r-iniled nightjar, Jli/di-n/i.-nlix for-

I'ljKllll .

lyre-turtle (lir'ter'tl), n. The ieatl,. -rlK.ek or

trunk-turtle, liii-iinichelys coriaceus. See cut
under Icatherbaek.

lyric (lir'ik), a. and n. [= F. lyriquc = Sp.= Pg. lyricn = It. lirirn, < L. lyricim, O Jr. >.i'put6f,

lyric, of or for a lyre, as a noun a lyric poet
(L. neut. lyricitm, a lyric poem), < /ipa, a lyre:
see tyre

1
.] I. a. 1. Pertaining or adapted to

the lyre or harp; fit to be sung to an accom-

paniment; hence, pertaining to or character-
istic of song ; suggestive of music or song.

Exilian charms and Dorian li/riclc odea.

Hilton, P. R., iv. 267.

2. Writing for or as if for the lyre, or with mu-
sical effect; composing songs, or poems of a

song-like character: as, a tyric poet. Lyric po-
etry, among the ancients, poetry sung to the lyre ; in mod-
ern usage, poetry composed for musical recitation, or dis-

tinctively that class of poetry which has reference to and
delineates the poet's own thoughts and feelings, as opposed
to epic or dramatic poetry, which details external circum-
stances and events. Lyric stage, the opera ; operatic

snUtions collectively.

. If. A composer of lyric poems.
The greatest conqueror in this nation, after the manner

of the old Grecian lyricla, did not only compose the words
of his divine odes, but set them to muslck himself.

Adilwon.

2. A lyric composition or poem. 3. Averse
of the kind commonly used in lyric poetry.

lyrict (lir'ik), v. t. [< lyric, n.] To sing in a

lyrical way. Dories.

Parson Punch makes a very good shift still, and lyrics
over his part in an anthem very handsomely.

Tom Brown, Works, II. 249. (Daniel.)

lyrical (lir'i-kal), <t. [< lyric + -al.] Same as

lyric.

Lyrical emotion of every kind . . . requires the Saxon
element of our language. l> Qttittcey.

lyrlchord (Iir'i-k6rd), w. [< L. tyra, a lyre, +
chorda, a string: see chord, cord1

.] An upright
form of harpsichord.
lyricism (lir'i-sizm), n. [< lyric -t- -i#m.~\ If.

A lyrical composition.

They must have our lyricinns at their fingers' ends.

Gray.

2. A lyrical utterance or mode of expression.

[Bare.]
lyricist (lir'i-sist), . [< lyric + -ist.~\ A lyric

poet; one versed in lyrical composition. [Rare.]

lyrle (li'ri), . The armed bullhead or pogge,
Agnnus cataphractus.

lyrifer (lir'i-fer), n. [< NL. lyrifer: see lyrifer-

0M.S.] A vertebrate of the superclass Lyrifera.

Lyrifera (H-rif'e-ra), n. ]>l. [NL., neut. pi. of

li/rifer: see lyriferous.] A superclass of skulled
vertebrates distinguished by the development
of a scapular arch in the form of a lyrate appa-
ratus curved forward. It includes the classes
Pisces proper and Sflachii, or typical teleosto-

rnous fishes and selachians.

lyriferous (li-rif'e-rus), a. [< NL. lyrifer, < L.

lyra, a lyre, + jerre = E. Maf*.] Having a

lyriform scapular arch; of or having the char-
acteristics of the Lyrifera.
lyriform (H'ri-fdrm), a. [< L. tyra, a lyre, +
forma, form.] Lyrate; lyre-shaped.
The tail is ... lynform. A. Newton.

lyrism (lir'izm), w. [< Gr. Zvpia/iAf, playing on
the lyre, < /.vpi&tv, play

on the lyre : see lyrist.']

The art or act of playing the lyre ; hence, mu-
sical performance generally. [Bare.]
The lyritm, which had at first only manifested itself by

David's sotto voce performance of " My love 's a rose with-
out a thorn." had gradually assumed a rather deafening
and complex character. George Eliot, Adam Bede, liii.

lyrist (lir'ist), . [< F. lyristf, < L. lyristts, <

Gr. /.vpiarf/c, a lyrist, /.vpifeiv, play on the lyre,
< hvpa, a lyre : see tyre

1
.] A performer on the

lyre; a composer, singer, or reciter of lyrics.

From her wilds leme sent
The sweetest lyrut of her saddest wrong.

Shelley, Adonais, st SO.

LyruTUS (li-ro'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. /Uyxj, a lyre,
+ oi'yxi, a tail.] A genus of Tetraonida: includ-

ing the blackcock or black grouse, Lynirus te-

trijc, in the male of which the tail is lyrate;
the lyre-tailed grouse. Svttinnon, 1831.

lysigenetic (Hs'i-je-net'ik),n. [< lyxiijenous, af-

Same as lysiycnous.

In the outer portion of this [the tissue of the squash-

tendril],
the vascular bundles already referred to arise,

while the inner portion remains aa a pith region, and often
shrinks away from the center, developing a lygigenttir air

cavity. Anter. Jour. Sci., Sd ser., XXXI. 51.
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lysigenous (H-sij'e-mis), a. [Irrcg. < Gr. /U'

a setting free, + -yev>K, born, produced: see

-f/f>i and -i/enous.] In oot., produced by the ab-

sorption or destruction of contiguous cells : ap-
plied to certain cavities or intercellular spaces
in plants.

Lysiloma (lis-i-16'mii), n. [NL. (Bentham,
1844), prob. so named in allusion to the inner

portion of the pod, which breaks away from the
thickened margin; < Gr. Metv (sigmatie stem

/ivat-), loose, + ^>/ia, a border.] A genus of

leguminous plants of the suborder Mimosein and
the tribe Ingew, characterized by bipinnate
leaves, usually a small number of stamens, and
the valves of the flat, straight pod breaking away
from the persistent sutures. They are trees or
shrubs from tropical America and the Antilles, much re-

sembling the acacias of the same region, with small leaf-

lets and numerous small flowers growing in round heads
or cylindrical spikes. There are about 10 species, of which
the most important economically is L. Sabicu of Cuba, fur-

nishing an extremely hard and durable timber known as Lysippian (ll-sip'i-an),
sabicu-wood, or home-flesh mahogany. It is used in ship- a Same as Lusinndn

arious structural purpose
^alsoas^a Lysippic (ll-sip'ik), 'a.

lyverey

substitute for boxwood in making shuttles.
called wild tatnarind, extends into Florida, and its wood is

locally useful in building boats and ships.

Lysimachia (lis-i-ma'ki-a), . [NL., < L. lysi

machia, < Gr. faai/idxtov, a medicinal herb
;

la-

ter Avai/taxtot; or A.v<rt/idxetoc ftordvii, regarded as
named from A.mi[taxof, Lysimachus, King of

Thrace, but appar. earlier regarded (as the
E. translation loosestrife, and the statement of

Pliny that the plant has a soothing effect upon
oxen that will not draw in the same yoke, show)

donmentof the dignified repose of earlier sculptures, and by containing about 15 beautiful and highly col-
the portrayal of action and muscular strain and power and ored tropical species, as the South American

L. Innata, the woolly lantern-fly, so called be-
cause it secretes long strings of a waxy sub-
stance which looks like wool.

lytet, a. and n. See lite1 .

lytelt, and adv. An obsolete form of little.

lyterian (li-te'ri-an), a. [< Gr. hwi/ptof, loosing,

delivering, < Zvr'rip, a deliverer, < liietv, loose :

see lysis, j In med., terminating a disease
;
in-

dicating the solution of a disease.

lytht, n. See lithe.

lythe 1
1, a. and v. An obsolete form of lithe1 .

lythe2 (1I5H), n. [Also laitke, laits; origin ob-

scure.] Thecoalfish. [Scotch and North. Eng.]
The small boatwas cleverly run alongside the jetty, . . .

and Miss Sheila, with a heavy string of lythe in her right
hand, stepped, laughing and blushing, onto the quay.

W. Black, Princess of Thule, ii.

lythert, . See litker1.

Lythracese (lith-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lind-
ley, 1846), < Lythrum '+ -ace<B.] A synonym of

Lythrariew, still employed by some botanists.

lythraceous (lith-ra'shius),. [NL. Lythriim +
-aceous.'] Pertaining to the Lythrarietn (Lyth-

.,,,,., raee<e), or having their characters.

nCanqn.-The lythratt (lith'rad), H. Any plant of the loose-
strife family, Lythrariece.

Lythrarieae (lith-ra-ri'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Jussieu,
1823), < Lythrum + -ariece.] The loosestrife

the personal element, or por-
traiture, as distinguished from
the ideal. (Seepalhos.) Lysip-
pus madethe proportions of his
statuesmore slender than those
of his predecessors' works, the
heads being notably smaller.
His figure called the Apoxyo-
inenos, or athlete using the stri-

gil, of which a good copy is

preserved in the Vatican, is

identified as his celebrated

canon, or exemplar of the per-
fect human figure, and is to be
paralleled with the widely dif-

ferent proportions of the Dory-
phorus, the canon of Polycle-
tus. The followers of Lysippus
exaggerated the faults of his

tendency, and leaned toward
the extraordinary and preten-
tious. See Hellenistic, and com-
pare doryphorus.

Same as Lysippan.
lysis (U 'si's), n. [L., <

i- Gr. Maif, a loosening, <

Mea>, loose: see loose.]
1. In med., the gradual
recession of a disease, as

distinguished from crisis, in which the change
for the better is more abrupt. 2. In arch., a
plinth or step above the cornice of the podium
of some Roman temples. When present in a

. r Athlete
il. (Vatican Musi

as directly (as the proper name indeed is) < columnar edifice, it constitutes the stylobate
Gr. Meat (sigmatie stem Aval-), loose, + udrri, proper,
strife.] Alar- -

opetalous plan
PrimulacecE. tl

family, an order of dicotyledonous polypetalous
plants belonging to the cohort Myrtales. it is

characterized by valvate calyx-lobes, petals usually wrin-
kled, and an ovary which is generally free, with from two
to an indefinite number of cells, the latter with numerous
ovules. They are herbs, shrubs, or trees, with entire

tribe Lysimachiece, characterized by a capsule of birds, a superfamily of scutelliplantar Pas- temperate regions or dispersed throughout the world. Im-
which opens longitudinally, a 5- or 6-parted co-
rolla which is longer than the calyx, and sta-
mens affixed to the base of the corolla. They are
erect or creeping herbs, with entire leaves, which are op-
posite, alternate, or whorled, and yellow, white, or rose-
colored flowers, generally solitary in the axils or in ra-
cemes. About 65 species are known, natives of the temper-
ate and subtropical regions of the northern hemisphere,
tropical and southern Africa, Australia, and South America.
(See loosestrife.) The European L. nemorum is the yellow
pimpernel. L. Nummularia, the moneywort, also called

creeping-jenny, herb twopence, etc., is a trailing vine with
roundish leaves and bright-yellow flowers,
Europe, and often planted in baskets, rock'

seres, represented by the family of tyrant fly-
Prtant genera are Cuphea, Lagerstraemia, and Lythrum.

catchers or Tyramiidn;: a division of the Exa- Lythreae (lith're-e), n.pl. [NL. (Lindley, 1846),'

^ Lythrum + -ece.'} A tribe of dicotyledonous
polypetalous plants of the order Lytlirarieie,
the loosestrife family, consisting of shrubs or

spidece, as distinguished from those which are
called Syndfictylce.

Lysopteri (ll-sop'te-ri), . pi. [< Gr. Umv (Xvai-),
loose, + wrep6v, wing.] An order of fishes, con-

trees
; rarely herbs, characterized by a herba-

taining the platysomids and paleoniscids, char- ceous or coriaceous calyx, which is usually
acterized as actinopterous fishes with the me- many-ribbed, and flowers generally large and
diau fin-rays not joined to the interhemal and almost always with wrinkled petals. The tribe

interneural bones and not coinciding with them
embrac

.

es 27 genera and over 300 species Most of the im-
:_ T __j in. , . portant genera of the order belong to this tribe.

America; L. quadrifolia, sometimes called
a delicate and handsome American species. Tournefort,

&K e sr.^'. -jrtBKfc, as-4SHaEsKF?sTV2I crosstcort, is vry 4W so called in allusion to the purple color of most

1700. lysopterous (U-SOp'te-rna), a. Pertaining to.

Lysimachieae (lis"i-ma-ki'e-e), n. pi. [NL. tne Lysopteri, or having their characters.

>r, 1836), < Lysimachia + -co;.] Atribe lyssa (lis'a), n. [NL., < Gr. Maaa, Attic Tivr(Endlicher

pur]
of the flowers

; < Gr. lifipov, hvffpaf, gore.] A ge-
nus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants of the
natural order Lythrarieai and the tribe Lythrece.
It is characterized by a straight striate calyx having from

lysimachust (li-sim'a-kus), n.

chia.] Loosestrife.

Yellow lysimachus, to give sweet rest
To the faint shepherd, killing, where it comes.
All busy gnats, and every fly that hums.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, ii. 2.

[See Lysima- to the Lyssacina. Also lyssakine. cies is L. Salicaria.t'he purple or spiked loosestrife.

'

"see

lysshet, v. An uncertain word, occurring in the loosestrife.

following passage. If the form lyssheth is correct, it lytlet, a. and adv. An obsolete form of little.

is
probably

a variant of lussheth, from lush?, in a sense lytta (Ht'a), )!. [NL., < Gr. l.i-TTa, Tiraoa, frenzy,
ii A?A

U
'V i "h

1

th"'
86 lyisheth may t)e a scribal error 'or rage, canine madness; also the 'worm' under

6 a dog's tongue, supposed to produce madness :

She lyssheth and scorneth the wepynges ofhem the which
she hath makyd wepe with hir fre wille.

Chaucer, Boethius, ii. meter 1.

lysspphobia (lis-o-fo'bi-a), w. [NL., < Gr. \iiaca,
canine madness^ +

<j>6fiot, fear.] A nervous
--;-,, /,-,-^.s-" ;-,

- -: f^W)M*, < Gr. state produced by morbid dread of having con-
AwOTTrof, < Men, (tan-), loose, + ZTTTOC, a horse.] tracted rabies
Of or pertaining to the ancient Greek sculptor lystt. An obsolete form of list1 list? etc

lysimeter (li-sim'e-ter), n. [< Gr. /LwHf, a dis-

solving, + (lirpov,
a measure.] An instrument

Percolation of

see lyssa.] 1. A long vermiform rod of car-

tilage or fibrous tissue in the middle line and
under surface of the tongue of a carnivore; the

glossohyal of a carnivore; the so-called "worm "

of a dog's tongue. It is vulgarly supposed to be a para-
site, and is often extracted by dog-fanciers. Compare lyssa.
2. [cap.'} A Fabrician genus of Coleoptera :

game as Cantharis.
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ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS.

m., adj adjective.
abbr. abbreviation.
abl ablative.

ace accusative.

accom accommodated, accom-
modation.

act active.

adv adverb.
AF Anglo-French.
agrl agriculture.
AL Anglo-Latin.
alg algebra.
Am American.
anat anatomy.
aiic. ancient.

antlq antiquity.
aor 1101 ist.

appar apparently.
Ar. Arabic.
arch. architecture.
archffiol archeology.
arlth arithmetic.
art. article.

AS Anglo-Saxon.
aitrol astrology.
astron astronomy.
attrib attributive.

ang augmentative.
Bav Bavarian.

Beng Bengali.
blol biology.
Bohem Bohemian.
bot botany.
Brae. Brazilian.
Bret Breton.

bryol bryology.
Bulg Bulgarian.
carp carpentry.
Oat Catalan.
Cath Catholic.
caui. causative.
ceram ceramics.
cf L. confer, compare.
ch church.
Chal Chaldee.
chem chemical, chemistry.
Chin. Chinese.
chron. . . . , chronology.
colloq colloquial, colloquially.
com commerce, commer-

cial.

comp. composition, com-
pound.

oompar. comparative.
conch. conchology.
conj conjunction.
contr contracted, contrac-

tion.
Corn Cornish.
craniol craniology.
craniom craniometry.
crystal crystallography.
D. Dutch.
Dan Danish.
dat dative.
def definite, definition.

deriv derivative, derivation.

dial dialect, dialectal.

diff different.
dim diminutive.
distrib distributive.
dram dramatic.
(1yi i,mi dynamics.
E list.
Ii. EngMsh(u8uaUymtan-

iii'i modern English).
eccl., eccles ecclesiastical.
econ economy.
e. g L. exempli gratia, for

example.
Egypt Egyptian.
E. Ind East Indian.
elect electricity.
embryol embryology.
Eng English.

engin engineering.
i UN >n: entomology.
Epls Episcopal.
equlv equivalent.
ep especially.
EtL Ethiopic.
ethnog ethnography.
ettmol. ethnology.
etym etymology.
Ear. European.
i-M -1:111 exclamation.

f., fern feminine.
V. French (twuaiiy mean-

ing modern French).
Flem Flemish.
fort. fortification.

freq frequentative.
Fries. Friesic.

fat future.
G German(uJuaUj/m0aii-

ing New High Ger-

man).
Gael Gaelic.

galv galvanism.
gen genitive.
geog geography.
geol geology.
geoni geometry.
Goth Gothic (Sleosogotiik-).
Gr Greek.
gram grammar.
gun gunnery.
Heb Hebrew.
her. heraldry.
herpet herpetology.
Hind Hindustani.
hist history.
In.ml horology.
hort horticulture.

Hang. Hungarian.
hydraul hydraulics.
hydros. hydrostatics.
IceL Icelandic (tauallj,

meaning Old Ice-

landic, otherwise call-
ed Old None).

Ichth Ichthyology.
L e. L.idt'st, that is.

impers impersonal.
Impf. Imperfect.
impv imperative.
improp. Improperly.
Ind. Indian.
ind Indicative.
Indo-Eur. Indo-European.
indef. Indefinite.

taf. Infinitive.
instr Instrumental.
inter] interjection.
intr., in trans Intransitive.
Ir. Irish.

irreg Irregular, irregularly.
It Italian.

Jap. Japanese.
L. Latin Mutually mean-

ing classical Latin).
Lfttt Lettish.
LG Low German.
llchenol lichenology.
lit literal, literally.
lit literature.
l.itl. Lithuanian.
lithog lithography.
lithol lithology.
LL. Late Latin.

m., masc masculine.
M. Middle.
mach machinery.
mammal mammalogy.
manuf manufacturing.
math mathematics.
MD Middle Dutch.
ME Middle Englih(oMr-

wife called Old Eng-

lish).

mech. .......... mechanics, mechani-
cal.

med............ medicine.
mensur......... mensuration.
metaL .......... metallurgy.
metaph......... metaphysics.
meteor......... meteorology.
Mex. ........... Mexican.
MGr. ........... Middle Greek, medie-

val Greek.
MEG........... Middle High German.
milit. .......... military.
mineral........ mineralogy.
ML. ........... Middle Latin, medie-

val Latin.

MLG........... Middle Low German.
mod. ........... modern.
mycol.......... mycology.
myth........... mythology.
n............... noun.
n., neut........ neuter.
H. ............. New.
N.............. North.
N. Amer........ North America.
nat. ............ natural.
naut............ nautlcaL
nav. ............ navigation..

NGr modern

Ml<;

NL

New Greek,
Greek.

New High German
(urually limply G.,

German).
New Latin, modern

Latin.
nom............ nominative.
Norm.......... Norman.
north.......... northern.
Norw.......... Norwegian.
nnmls.......... numismatics.
O.............. Old.
obs. ............ obsolete.
obstet.......... obstetrics.

OBulg..........Old Bulgarian (other-
vnte called Church
Slavonic, Old Slavic,
Old Slavonic).

OCat ..........Old Catalan.
OD. ............Old Dutch.
ODan...........Old Danish.
odontog........odontography.
odontoL ........ odontology.
OF. ............ Old French.
OFlem.........Old Flemish.
OGael.......... Old Gaelic.
OHG...........Old High German.
Olr............Old Irish.

Olt ............Old Italian.
OL. ............ Old Latin.
OLG........... Old Low German.
ONorth......... Old Northumbrian.
OPruss......... Old Prussian.
orig............ original, originally.
ornith. ......... ornithology.
OS. ............ Old Saxon.
OSp............ Old Spanish.
osteoL ......... osteology.
OSw............Old Swedish.
OTeut.......... Old Teutonic.
p. a. ........... participial adjective.
paleon......... paleontology.
part ........... participle.
pass. ........... passive.
pathoL ......... pathology.
pert. ........... perfect.
Pers............ Persian.
pers............ person.
persp........... perspective.
Peruv.......... Peruvian.
petrog.......... petrography.
Pg. ............ Portuguese.
pnar. ..........pharmacy.
Phen........... Phenlcian.
philoL .......... philology.
philos. ......... philosophy.
phonog

.

phonography.

photog photography.
phren. phrenology.
pnyi. physical.
phyilol physiology.
jil., plui plural.

poet poetical.
polit political.
Pol Polish.

poss poueuivo.
pp. past participle.

ppr. present participle.
1'r. Provencal (usually

meaning Old Pro-

vencal).
pref prefix.
prep preposition.
pros. present.
pret preterit.

priv privative.
prob probably, probable.
IMC. n. pronoun.
pron pronounced, pronun-

ciation.

prop. properly.
pros. prosody.
Frot Protestant.

prov provincial.
ptychol psychology.
q. v L. quod (or pi. ywz)

mde, which see.

refl reflexive.

reg regular, regularly.
repr. representing.
rhet rhetoric.
Bom Unman.
Bom Bomanic, Romance

(languages).
Russ Russian.
8. South.
8. Amer South American.
c. L. scilicet, understand,

supply.
So. Scotch.
Scand Scandinavian.
Scrip Scripture.
sculp. sculpture.
Serv Servian.

ling singular.
8kt Sanskrit.
Slav Slavic, Slavonic.

Sp. Spanish.
subj subjunctive.
superl. superlative.
urg. surgery.
Borv surveying.
Bw. Swedish.

yn. aynonymy.
Syr. Syriac.
technol technology.
teleg. telegraphy.
teratol. teratology.
term termination.
Teat Teutonic.
th. ii. theatrical
theoL theology.
therap therapeutics.
toxlcol. toxicology.
tr., trans transitive.

trigon. trigonometry.
Turk. Turkish.
typog typography.
ult ultimate, ultimately.
T verb.
var variant.
vet. veterinary.
T. I. Intransitive verb.
T. t transitive verb.
W. Welsh.
Wall Walloon.
Wallaoh Wallachian.
W. Ind West Indian.
oogeog zoogeography.

lool. zoology.
soot. rootomy.

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

a as In fat, man, pang.
a as in fate, mane, dale.
ii as in far, father, guard.
a as in fall, talk, naught
a as in ask, fast, ant.

as in fare, hair, bear.
v as in met, pen, bless.
i~ as in mete, meet, meat
6 as in her, fern, heard.
i as in pin, it, biscuit.
I as in pine, tight, flle.

o as in not, on, frog.
6 as in note, poke, floor.

6 as in move, spoon, room.
6 as in nor, song, off.

u ua in tub, son, blood.
u as In mute, acute, few (also new,

tube:, duty : sec Preface, pp.
in, x).

u as in pull, book, could.

Ii German ii, French n.

oi as In oil, joint, boy.
on as in pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel In an unac-
cented syllable Indicates Us abbreviation
and lightening, without absolute loss of
its distinctive quality. See Preface, p. \i.

Thus:

as in prolate, courage, captain.
(' as in ablegate, episcopal.

as in abrogate, eulogy, democrat
ft as in singular, education.

A double dot under a vowel in an unac-
cented syllable indicates that, even in the
mouths of the best speakers, its sound la

variable to, and in ordinary utterance ac-

tually becomes, the short u-souud (of but,
pun, etc.). See Preface, p. xi. Thus :

A as in errant, republican.
8 as in prudent, difference.
i as in charity, density,
g as In valor, actor, idiot.
:. aa in Persia, peninsula.

| tain the book.
U as in nature, feature.

A markM under the consonant! t, d,
i, 2 indicates that they in like manner
are variable to eh, j, th, zh. Thus :

t as in nature, adventure,
d as In arduous, education.

; as In leisure.

( as in seizure.

th as in thin.
TH an in then.
ch as in German ach, Scotch loch.
t French nasalizing n, as in ton, en.

ly (In French words) French liquid (mou-
ille) 1.

' denotes a primary,
" a secondary accent

(A secondary accent Is not marked if at it*

regular Interval of two syllables from the
primary, or from another secondary.)

SIGNS.

<read/rwn; 1. e., derived from.
> read whence ; i. c., from which Is derived.
+ read and; L e., compounded with, or

with suffix.
= read cognate with; L e., etymological!/

parallel with.

y read root.
* read theoretical or alleged ; L e.

, theoreti-

cally assumed, or asserted but unveri-
fied, form.

* read obsolete.




